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To the Right Honourable -

THOMAS Lord Love//,

Baron Love Ll of Minffed-Lovel,

Knight of the moſt Honourable Order of the Bath.

My LOR D, -

W* might be juſtly deemed unpardonable, if,

amongſt the ſeveral illuſtrious Perſons who

. . have honoured this Work with their Pa

tronage, we ſhould neglect applying to Your Lord

ſhip for You Rs. That univerſal Knowledge of Men

and Books,joined to a diſtinguiſhing Judgment and

polite Manners, which is Your confeſſed Character,

gives us a Kind of Claim to IT. Hiſtory, beyond all

other Sciences, deſerves the Protection of the Great

and Good, as its Utility is not of a confined Nature,

but diffuſes a general Benefit to all Mankind. This

Conſideration, my LoRD, greatly juſtifies the Pre

ſumption of this Addreſs, ſince Benevolence, and

every amiable Virtue, eminently adorn and add a

Luſtre to Your Rank.

It muſt be acknowledged, the following Sheets

cannot appear abroad under a greater Recommen

dation, ſince Your LoRDSHIP has given the Public

such early Proofs of a refined Taſte for Ancient Hi

ſtory; particularly in Your Travels thro' Italy, where,

at a large Expence, You inriched the Republic of

Letters with a curious Account of the E7 R URL4

REGA L / J , THAT this noble Example muſt ani

mate the Youth of Genius and Quality to cultivate

ſo uſeful a Branch of Learning, and at the ſame time

reflect no ſmall Honour upon the Profeſſors oº:
U T



iv D E D I C A T I O N.

BUT what more immediately obliges us to ſhelter

ourſelves under the Sanction of the Illuſtrious and

the Great, and may, we hope, intitle us to the Favour

of ſuch unqueſtionableſº is the Reſolution we

have made of concealing our Names until the Whole

is completed. . Under this Obſcurity, My LoRD, we

have received ſeveral conſiderable Hints, (which

we might otherwiſe have been deprived of) that

have much contributed to the Improvement of our

original Plan, and conſequently render the Un

dertaking more ſerviceable to the World. From

hence ariſes the Neceſſity of our ſubmitting each

Yearly Production to ſome Perſonage of avowed

Candour and Judgment, and is the Motive that pre

vails upon us to ſolicit Your LoRDSHIP's favourable

Acceptance of this preſent Volume. The Reputation

that this Work has hitherto obtained in moſt Parts

of Europe, we humbly truſt, will incline Your Lord

SHIP to indulge us in this Requeſt, and to pardon

the Liberty we take in aſſuming the Honour of ſub

º

- Moſt Devoted, . . . .

ſcribing ourſelves,

My LORD,

Tour LoRDsHIP'ſ

º

Moſt Obedient, and

- Humble ºrvants,

• . . . . . . .

The Authors.

! /
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The many ILLUSTRIOUs PERSONs, and other GENTLE

MEN of LEARNING, who have given Encouragement to this Work by their

purchaſing of it, obliges us to acknowledge our Gratitude, in publiſhing ſo

many of their Names as are come to our Hands, ſince it muſt refle&# not

a little Honour upon the Undertaking.

A.

ER Grace the Dutcheſs Dowager

of St. Albans.

Monſieur Alt, Miniſter from the

Prince of Heſſe.

Joſeph Wyndham Aſh, Eſq;
The Honourable Barton Aſhburnham, Eſq;

Thomas Archer, Eſq; Groom-Porter to his

Majeſty.
Abraham Atkins, jun, of Clapham, Eſq;

Henry Alford, Eſq; 2 Setts.

Payton Altham, Eſq;

Arundell, Eſq;

Mr. George Armſtrong.

Mrs. Archer, of Sohoe.

The Reverend Mr. Altham.

Mr. Andrews, Attorney.

Mr. Stephen Auſten, Bookſeller.

B.

IS Grace the Duke of Bedford.

The Right Honourable the Earl of

Burlington. -

The Right Honourable the Lord Bruce.

º

The Right Honourable and Reverend the Lord

James Beauclerk. . .

The Right Honourable the Lord Bathurſt.

Sir Edmund Bacon, Bart.

Sir Henry Blunt, Bart.

Peter Burrell, Eſq; Sub-Governor of the South

Sea Company.

John Briſtow, Eſq;
Deputy-Governor of the

South-Sea Company.

The Reverend Dr. Bland, Dean of Durham,

and Provoſt of Eton College.

Edward Barradale,
Attorney-General of

Virginia.

Thomas Breaks, Eſq;

—— Biſhop, Eſq;

Mun. Bull, Eſq;

Barnard, Eſq;

Andrew Backmanſon, Eſq; Merchant at
Stockholm.

The Reverend Dr. Bateman, Archdeacon of

Lewes.

Capt. John Barker.

Capt. Thomas Brown.

Mr. Silvanus Bevan.

Mr. Peter Bearſley.

Mr. Archibald Bower.

Mr. Boiſe, Apothecary.

Mr. Silas Bradbury.

Mr. Belli, Merchant.

Mr. Burton.

Mr. Brook, of Wallingford, Berkſhire,

Mr. Boehm, of London, Merchant.

Mr. Brotherton, Bookſeller.

Mr. Brindley, Bookſeller.

Mr. Pathurſt, Bookſeller.

Mr. Bell, Bookſeller, at Stockton, 3 Setts.

Mr. Baker, Bookſeller.

C.

IS Grace the Lord Archbiſhop of

Canterbury.

The Right Honourable the Earl of Carliſle.

The Right Honourable the Earl of Cheſterfield.

The Right Honourable the Lord Cornbury.

The Right Honourable the Earl of Chol

mondeley.

The Right Honourable the Lord Cornwallis.

Sir John Hynd Cotton, Bart.

The Colleges in the Univerſity of Cambridge;
V1z.

Peter-Houſe.

Pennbroke.

Bennet.

Queen's.

Trinity.

Trinity-Hall.

St. John’s.

King’s.

Jeſus.

Emanuel.

Clare-Hall.

Caius.

The Reverend Dr. Conybear, Dean of Chriſt
Church.

The Reverend Mr.
Bartholomew Caſſalio,

Chaplain to the Empreſs of Ruſſia.

Sir John Cheſter, Bart.

Sir Clement Cotterell, Maſter of the Ceremonies.

Crammond, Eſq;

The Honourable John Chicheſter, Eſq;

Bartholomew Clark, Eſq;

Richard Clift, Eſq;
-

The Reverend Mr. Coke, Fellow of King's-

College, Cambridge.

Byam Crump, of the
Inner-Temple, Eſq;

Mr. Martin Clare, of the Academy, Sohoe.

Mr. John Campbell.

John Cholwell, Eſq;
-

James Crokatt, of Beanſton near Haddington,

in Scotland, Eſq;
-

The Reverend Mr. Chapman, late Fellow of

King's-College, Cambridge. Mr.

r.
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Mr. Martin Carter, of Witham, in Eſſex.

Mr. Clarke, of Cable.

Mr. Iſaac Claſon, Merchant, at Stockholm.

Mr. John Claſon, of London, Merchant.

Mr. Cholmondeley.

Mr. Cole, Goldſmith. - -- - -

Mr. Benjamin Cox, of Bartlet's-Buildings.

Clayton, of the Middle-Temple, Eſq;
Mr. Creed.

The Reverend Mr. Colſon.

Mr. Clark, Bookſeller, 2 Setts.

Mr. Creighton, Bookſeller, at Ipſwich, 4 Setts.

Mr. William Coſley, Bookſeller, at Briſtol.

D.

THE Dean and Chapter of Durham, for

the Cathedral Library.

The Library of the Civilians at Doctor's-

Commons.

Sir Matthew Decker, Bart.

Peter Delmé, Eſq;

Charles Delafay, Eſq;

Thomas Dundaſs, of Edinburgh, Eſq;

William Draycot, Eſq;

Francis Dickenſon, Eſq;

James Deacon, Eſq;

The Reverend Mr. Denton.

Mr. Dew, of Hereford.

Capt. Dumont, of Plymouth.

Joſeph Duffield, Eſq;

Mr. Richard Drakeford, of Goſport.

Mr. Dutton, Attorney, in Saliſbury-Court.

Mr. Day.

Mr. Davis, Bookſeller.

E. -

SIR John Eyles, Bart. Joint Poſtmaſter

General.

The Dean and Chapter of Ely, for the Cathe

dral Library.

The Provoſt and Fellows of the College at Eton.

Sir Joſeph Eyles, Knight, and Alderman.

The Honourable George Evans, Eſq;

Mr. Edmunds, of Clifford’s-Inn.

James Eckerſell, Eſq; -

Mr. Joſeph Eamonſon, of Queen-Street, Lon

don, Apothecary.

F.

THE Honourable Edward Finch , his

Majeſty’s Ambaſſador and Plenipo

tentiary at the Court of Ruſſia.

Colonel Henry Fitzhugh, of Virginia.

The Reverend Dr. Freind, Canon of Chriſt

Church.

Henry Fermor, Eſq;

William Faukner, Eſq;

George Furneſe, Eſq;

George Faſh, Eſq;

Richard Freeman, Eſq;

Fellows, Eſq;

Mr. Daniel Flexney, of London, Merchant.

Mrs. Fountain.

Mr. Frame, Banker, in Lombard-Street.

Mr. Filenius, Profeſſor of the Univerſity of

Abo, in Finland. -

Mr. Fitzgerald.

Mr. James Fern, Surgeon.

Mr. James Fruſhard.

Mr. Fiſher, Bookſeller, 2 Setts.

Mr. Richard Franklyn, Bookſeller, 2 Setts.”

G.

THE Right Honourable the Lord Gower.

Count Charles Gyllenborg, Senator in

Sweden.

Baron Von Gedda, Secretary of State tº ...,

Swediſh Majeſty.

Sir James Grey, Bart.

The Honourable William Gooche, Eſq; Go

vernor of Virginia.

The Dean and Chapter of Glouceſ , : the

Cathedral Library.

James Gambier, Eſq;

Mrs. Gould.

Alexander Gould, Eſq;

William Gape, Eſq;

Gilbert, Eſq;

Samuel Godfrey, Eſq;

Richard Gough, Eſq;

Charles Gray, Eſq;

William Gregory, of Woolhope, Eſq;

The Reverend Mr. Goodwin, of Clapham.

The Reverend Mr. Grant.

Mr. Thomas Granger, of Lyon’s-Inn.

Mr. Garlick, of St. Mary-Hill, London.

Mr. Gardner, Mercer.

Mr. Gill, Apothecary, at Chelſea.

Mr. Giles, Bookſeller, in Holbourn.

H.

HE Right Honourable the Lord Hervey,

Lord Privy-Seal.

George Heathcote, Eſq; and Alderman.

Samuel Hill, of Shelſtone near Lichfield, Eſq;

Jacob Harvey, Eſq;

Thomas Hanmer, Eſq;

James Herringman, Eſq;

James Horn, Eſq;

John Howes, Eſq;

Richard Hopton, of Cannon Frome, Eſq;

The Reverend Dr. Hudſon, of Canons, Mid

dleſex.

The Reverend Dr. Harbin.

The Reverend Mr. Hodgſon, Maſter of the

School at Hadley, Middleſex.

Mr. Harris, of the Mint Office.

Mr. Hicks, Merchant, at Hambourg.

Mr. Hulſe, of London, Merchant.

Mr. Hope, of Charter-Houſe Square, London.

Mr. Henſhaw, Attorney, of Alderſgate-Street,

London.

Mr. Hop, of Size-Lane, London.

Capt. Hollinworth.

Mr. Nathanael Hillier, of Friday-Street,
London.

Mr. John Heaton.

Mr. Hitch, Bookſeller, 66 Setts.

Mr. Hawkins, Bookſeller.

Mr. Hinchliff, Bookſeller.

Mr. Hildyard, Bookſeller, at York, 12 Setts.

Mr. Higginſon, Bookſeller, in Warrington,

2 Setts.

Mr. Hopkins, Bookſeller, in Warwick.

Mr. Hopkins, Bookſeller, in Preſton.

Mr. Haxby, Bookſeller, at Sheffield.

I.

THE Right Honourable the Earl of

Inchiquin.

Sir
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Sir Theodore Janſſen, Bart.

— Jennings, Eſq;
Theodore Jacobſon, Eſq;

Mr. James, of Landbillo.

Meſſieurs Innys and Manby, 12 Setts.

Mr. Jackſon, Bookſeller, 4 Setts.

K

H'. the Duke of Kent.

Benjamin Keene, Eſq;

Charles King, Eſq;

King, of Hackney, Eſq;

Mr. Randolph Knipe.

Meffieurs Knapton, Bookſellers, 12 Setts.

L

THE Rightſhonourable the Earl of Loudoun.

The Right
Honourable the Lord Lovel.

The Right Reverend the Lord Biſhop of
Limerick.

The Society of
Lincoln’s-Inn, for the Library.

The
Honourable Colonel Lee.

The Reverend Dr. Liſle,
Archdeacon of

Canterbury.

Lancelot Lee, Eſq;

Thomas Liſter, Eſq;

James Lamb, Eſq;

Henry Lee, Eſq;

Philip Ludwell, of Virginia, Eſq;

The Reverend Dr.
Larondel.

Capt. Robert Lovel.

Mrs. Laws, of Jamaica.

Mr. Lemman, Weaver, in
Biſhopſgate-Street.

Mr. Longman, Bookſeller, 25 Setts.

Mr. Lovel, Bookſeller, at
Whitchurch, Shrop

ſhire.

M.

Hº Grace the Duke of
Marlborough.

His Grace the Duke of
Mountague.

Sir Henry Maynard, Bart. of
Walthamſtow,

deceaſed.

The Honourable Thomas Maynard, Eſq;

Charles Monſon, Eſq;

William Monſon, Eſq;

John Manley, Eſq;

Richard Manley, Eſq;

William Manley, Eſq;

Mare, Eſq;
The Warden and Feoffees of

Mancheſter

College.

Mrs. Meux, of Gambey, in
Lincolnſhire.

The Reverend Mr. Muſon, 2 Setts.

Mr. John Maſon, of Maidſtone, in Kent,

3 Setts.

Mr Richard Martin, of St.
Swithin's-Lane,

London.

Meſfieurs Mills and Jacomb.

Mr. Montage, of the Exciſe Office.

Mr. Meadows, Bookſeller, 4 Setts.

Mr. Millar,
Bookſeller, 8 Setts.

N.

IS Grace the Duke of Norfolk.

The Dean and Chapter of Norwich, for

the Cathedral Library.

The Reverend Dr. Newton, Principal of Hart

Hall, Oxford.

Robert Nettleton, Eſq;

John Nicholls, Eſq;

Mr. Newell, of Gray’s-Inn.

O

THE Right Honourable the Earl of Oxford.

The Right Reverend the Lord Biſhop of

Oxford.

The Colleges in the Univerſity of Oxford:

St. John's.

Trinity.
Baliol.

Jeſus.

Exeter.

Queen's.
Oriel.

Merton.
-

Corpus Chriſti.
Pembroke.

Wadham.

Hart-Hall.

-

Ord, of
Lincoln’s-Inn, Eſq;

Capt. Opy, at Peterſburg.

Mr. Okeeſs. P

Coun: Charles Frederick Piper, of the

Kingdom of Sweden.

The Dean and Chapter of St. Paul’s, for the

Cathedral Library.

Sir Gregory Page, Bart.

Sir Eraſmus Philips, Bart.

The Society of Learning, at
Peterborough.

The Reverend Dr. Pierce, Dean of
Wincheſter,

The Honourable William Pulteney, Eſq;

George Proëtor, Eſq;

Thomas Pawlet, Eſq; 2 Setts.

Charles Peers, Eſq;

Richard Plummer, Eſq;

George Putland, Eſq;

Mr. Joſeph Parker, at the Royal Exchange,
Accomptant.

Dr.
Plumptree.

Robert Paul, Eſq;

The Reverend Mr. Poole, of Stretton.

Mr. Thomas
Plumſted.

Mr. Benjamin Pomfret, of
Newport-Pagnall.

Mr. Pinny.

Mr. Henry Potts.

Mr. Andrew Plomgreen, of Gottenburg,

Merchant.

Mr. George
Pſalmanazar.

Mrs. Purcell.

Mr. Partridge.

Mr. Joſeph Parſons.

Mr. Parviſh, of Guilford.

Mr. William Powell.

Mr. Pemberton, Bookſeller, in Fleet-ſtreet.

Mr. Pote, Bookſeller, at Eton, 2 Setts.

Mr. Payn, Bookſeller.

Mr. Samuel Parſons, Bookſeller, in Newcaſtle,

Staffordſhire.

Mr. Pilborough, Bookſeller, at Colcheſter.

Q.

HIS Grace the Duke of Queenſbury and
Dover.

R

H'. Grace the Duke of
Richmond. -

His Excellency Thomas Robinſon, his

Majeſty's Énvoy
Extraordinary at

Vienna. Si
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Sir John Ruſhout, Bart.

John Ruſh, Eſq;

Churchill Roſe, Eſq;

George Rook, Eſq;

Henry Roll, Eſq;

Thomas Rouſe, of College Hill, Eſq;
The Reverend Mr. Rothery, of Chelſea.

The Reverend Mr. Rawlins.

Mr. Giles Rook.

Mr. Benjamin Roſewell, Attorney, in Iron

monger-Lane.

Mr. Herman Rindtorff, of Hamburg.

Don Pedro Rahmeyer, Merchant, at the Hague.

Miſs Read, of Hackney.

Mr. Samuel Richardſon, Printer.

Mr. Rivington, Bookſeller, 25 Setts.

Mr. Redwood, Bookſeller, at Norwich, 2 Setts.

S.

THE Right Honourable the Earl Stanhope.

The Right Reverend the Lord Biſhop of

Saliſbury.

The Right Honourable the Lord Noell

Somerſet.

Sir Brownlow Sherrard, Bart.

Sir Robert Smith, Bart.

Sir Miles Stapleton, Bart.

Joſhua Smith, of Batterſea, Eſq;

Allen Smith, of Batterſea, Eſq;

Samuel Smith, Eſq;

George Speke, Eſq;

Sitwell, Eſq;

—— Sturton, Eſq;

Theophilus Salway, Eſq;

Sydenham, Eſq;

Mr. William Snell, Attorney.

Mr. James Scott, Merchant, of London.

The Reverend Dr. Skerrit.

The Reverend Mr. Swinton, Fellow of Wad

ham College.

Mr. John Shipſton.

Mr. John Serocold.

Mr. Liſter Selman.

Mr. Swale, of Staples-Inn.

Mr. Thomas Simmons.

Mrs. Spidell, jun.

Mr. Strahan, Bookſeller.

Mr. Shugburgh, Bookſeller, in Fleet-Street.

Mr. Swale, Bookſeller, in Leeds.

T.

HE Right Honourable the Earl of Thanet.

The Right Honourable the Lord Talbot.

Sir Thomas Trollop, Bart.

The Society of the Inner-Temple, for the

Library.

The Society of the Middle-Temple, for the

Library.

Dr. Teſfier, Phyſician to his Majeſty.

Chriſtopher Towers, Eſq;

Henry Termor, Eſq;

William Tully, Eſq;

John Tourton, Eſq;

Mr. Templeman, of Dorcheſter.

The Reverend Mr. Thomas.

The Reverend Mr. Henry Turner.

Mr. Thurlbourn, Bookſeller, at Cambridge,

4 Setts.

Mr. Taylor, Bookſeller, at Nantwich.

V

R. Veal, of Leghorn, Merchant.

Mr. Vailliant, Bookſeller, in the Strand.

W

THE Right Honourable the Lord Chief

Juſtice Willes.

Sir William Wyndham, Bart.

Sir Thomas Webſter, Bart.

Sir George Wynn, Bart.

The Dean and Chapter of Wincheſter, for the

Cathedral Library.

The Dean and Canons of the Royal Collegiate

Chapel of St. George, at Windſor.

The Dean and Chapter of Worceſter, for the

Cathedral Library.

Monſ. Charles M. Waſſenbergh, his Swediſh

Majeſty’s Secretary at the Court of Great

Britain.

The Reverend Dr. Waterland, Archdeacon

of Middleſex.

Samuel Windor, Eſq;

Joſiah Wordſworth, Eſq;

Houton Wooley, of Clapham, Eſq;

Mr. Secretary Weſton.

John Ward, Eſq;

Walpole, Eſq;

Warner, Eſq;

James Weſt, of the Inner-Temple, Eſq;

The Reverend Dr. Wright, 2 Setts.

The Reverend Dr. Webſter.

The Reverend Dr. Wilcox, Rećtor of Ken

ſington.

The Reverend Mr. Watts, Preacher of Lin

coln’s-Inn.

The Reverend Mr. Thomas Woodward.

The Reverend Mr. Webber.

The Reverend Mr. Samuel Weſley, Maſter of

the School at Tiverton.

Mr. Whitehall, of Furnival’s-Inn.

Mr. Abraham Wells.

Mr. Weſt.

Mr. James Wallis, Stationer.

Mr. Walthoe, Bookſeller, in Cornhill.

Mr. Whitridge, Bookſeller, in Cornhill, 4 Setts.

Mr. Wickſted, Bookſeller, in Newgate-Street.

Mr. Wilcox, Bookſeller, in the Strand.

Mr. Wellington, Bookſeller, without Temple

Bar.

Mrs. Elizabeth Wild, Bookſeller, at Hereford,

5 Setts.

Y.

Edmund Yarborough, Eſq;

N. B. Thoſe Gentlemen whoſe Names are omitted, are deſired to ſend them to

any of the Bookſellers mentioned at the Bottom of the Title, and they ſhall be

inſerted in the vext Wolume.
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C H A P. IX. |

The hiſtory of Rome from the end of the ſedition

of the Gracchi to the perpetual dictatorſhip of

Sylla.
|

* H E civil commotions of the republic being allayed by the death of the -

Gracchi, and the abolition of their laws, as we have related in the fore

going volume, L. Caecilius Metellus, the nephew of the great Metelluſ,

ſurnamed Macedonicus, and L. Aurelius Cotta, were, without any diſtur

bance or oppoſition, raiſed to the conſulate. The latter was ſent into

Tranſalpine Gaul with a conſular army to keep the Allobroges and Arverni in awe, and

the former into Illyricum to reduce the Segeſiani (A), who had ſhaken off the Roman

yoke. The conſul defeated them in the field, and made himſelf maſter of their city *

and territory; but as this expedition was not of importance enough to procure him a
triumph, he made war unjuſtly on the Dalmatians, who not being in a condition to The Dalma- r

b withſtand a conſular army, voluntarily ſubmitted to him ; ſo that he ſpent the winter tians ſubdued.

in tranquillity at Salona (B), the capital of the country. Nevertheleſs, he aſſumed

the ſurname of Dalmaticus, and was honoured with a triumph for his pretended con- -

ueſt a. - -

q In the mean time a young orator had courage enough to impeach the late conſul PapiliusCarbo

Papirius Carbo at the tribunal of the praetor Q, Fabius Eburnuſ, who had been com-tºº.

miſſioned by the ſenate to try ſtate-criminals. The orator's name was L. Licinius”

Craſſus. No Roman had ever been endowed by nature with greater talents for elo

quence, which he had carefully improved, though but twenty years of age, by a ſtrićt

application to ſtudy. As he was of the Licinian family, and nearly related to Licinia,

c the wife of C. Gracchus, he reſolved to do all that lay in his power to deſtroy Papirius

Carbo, a ſworn enemy to the Gracchian party. Papirius had formerly been zealous

for the people and the Gracchi, even to madneſs, and had been ſuſpected of having

aſſaſſinated the ſecond Africanus. But having fince changed his party, and with it

his ſentiments, he had devoted himſelf intirely to the intereſt of the nobility, who

.|

* Appian, in Illyric. Vell. Patercut. l. ii.,

:|
(A) segeſia, formerly a city of Upper Pannonia, is about ten miles from the gulph of that name, on

long fince deſtroyed. There are only ſome of its the coaſt of the Adriatic ſea, at a ſmall diſtance from

ruins remaining on the banks of the Save, near the the place where the preſent city of Spalatro ſtands.

mouth of Kulp, and the little city of Siſeg. It was once famous for the retreat of the emperor

(B) The ancient city of Saloma in Dalmatia ſtood Diocleſian, but is now buried in its ruins.

Wo L. W. No. 1, B had
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had promoted him to the conſulate, and looked upon him as one of the chief ſup- a

porters of their cauſe ; ſo that he had great intereſt, and beſides was himſelf an orator

of no mean charaćter, as appeared in the cauſe of Opimius, which he defended with

uncommon ſucceſs, having by force of perſuaſion induced the people to give judgment

againſt their own intereſt. Nevertheleſs the love of revenge prompted young Craſſus

to attempt the deſtroying of this powerful enemy to the Gracchian faction. He re

duced the whole impeachment to theſe three articles; 1ſt, That he had ſtirred up the

elder Gracchus to demand the tribuneſhip a ſecond year; 2dly, That he had made a

law for this purpoſe, when he was tribune; and, 3dly, That he had been at leaſt an

accomplice in the aſſaſſination of the Second Africanus. Theſe were heavy accuſa

tions, and Craſſus might have eaſily proved them, had not his probity got the aſcen

dant over all his paſſions. For one of Papiriuſ's ſlaves, being angry with his maſter,

ſtole the box in which he kept all his papers, and brought it to the accuſer. But the

generous Roman had ſuch an abhorrence of the treachery, that he ſent back the ſlave

in chains, and the box unopened, ſaying, that he had rather let an enemy and a

criminal eſcape unpuniſhed, than deſtroy him by baſe and diſhonourable means. On

the day appointed, the cauſe was pleaded before the praetor, and a very numerous

aſſembly, all Rome flocking to hear the firſt eſſay of a young orator, who had never

yet diſplayed his talents but in the ſchools. When he aſcended the roſtra, he was

ſo intimidated at the ſight of ſo crouded an audience, that, his heart failing him, he

looked pale, and was ready to faint. The praetor, obſerving the confuſion he was in,

adjourned the court to the next day. Then the croud was ſtill greater ; but the young

orator took courage, and ſpoke with ſuch energy and life, that the accuſed, ſinking

into deſpair, did juſtice on himſelf. Some ſay, that he went into baniſhment; but

Walerius Maximus aſſures us, that he poiſoned himſelf with cantharides to avoid a

more ſhameful death *. From this time Craſſus gained the reputation of the greateſt

orator Rome had ever bred. His oration was put into the hands of all young orators,

and long after looked upon by Cicero himſelf as an inimitable performance “.

DURING the preſent conſulate, the famous Caius Marius firſt appeared in a public

office. He was of ſo mean extračtion, that even the village where he was born, is

not certainly known. All that is certain of his origin is, that he was a native of the

country of the Arpinates in the territory of the Volſci ; that his father's name was Ma

rius, and his mother's Fucinia. He was a man of an extraordinary ſize, of great

ſtrength of body, of an uncommon underſtanding, courageous and enterpriſing ;

but at the ſame time of a fierce aſpect, and as he had ſpent great part of his youth

in the country, where he had been brought up in ruſtic employments, in his manners

a perfect ſavage. As ſoon as he attained to the military age, he entered into the army,

and gave the firſt proofs of his courage and intrepidity at the ſiege of Numantia. Scipio,

with whom he made his firſt campaign, diſcovering under a rough outſide a great

fund of underſtanding and bravery, told his officers, that young Marius, however

clowniſh, would one day be an honour to the republic, and prove one of her greateſt

generals. He diſtinguiſhed himſelf on all occaſions by ačtions of uncommon valour,

but more by an exačt obſervance of military diſcipline. He went through all the

degrees in the army, and every ſtep he roſe was in reward of ſome ačtion, with which

he had ſignalized himſelf. He now began to ſolicit civil magiſtracies, and ſtood

for the tribuneſhip of the people, which he obtained, and diſcharged with the ſame

intrepidity he had ſhewn in the field. He propoſed a new law relating to the manner .

of collečting the ſuffrages in the election of the curule magiſtrates: this the conſul

Cotta oppoſed, and even cited the tribune to appear before the ſenate, and anſwer for

his condućt. Marius obeyed the ſummons; but inſtead of being daunted, threatened

to exert his authority, and ſend the conſul to priſon, if he perſiſted in his oppoſition.

Metellus, then prince of the ſenate, though the patron and friend of Marius, declared

for Cotta. Whereupon the bold tribune, without ſhewing the leaſt regard for that

venerable ſenator, to whom he was indebted for his fortune, and by whoſe intereſt

he had even obtained the tribuneſhip, ordered one of his officers to ſeize him, and

carry him to priſon. His orders had been put in execution, if the conſul had not

waved his oppoſition, and the ſenate given their conſent to the law. The boldneſs

of the new tribune ſurpriſed the conſcript fathers, but gained him great reputation

º

His intrepidity.

* Val. Max. l. iii, c. 7, • Cic. de orat. l. i. & iii. in Bruto, & Paſſim alibi.
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among the people, who from this time began to look upon him as their chief pro

tećtor againſt the incroachments of the nobility ".

The tribuneſhip of Marius expired almoſt at the ſame time that Rome choſe new

conſuls. Theſe were M. Porcius Cato, grandſon to the great Cato, but by his firſt

wife, and Q. Marcius, ſurnamed Rex. The former died ſoon in Numidia, whither

he had been ſent to watch the ſteps of jugurtha, who had uſurped that kingdom ;

ſo that Marcius remained the ſole head of the republic for almoſt the whole year. The

province which fell to his lot was Tranſalpine Gaul, where he opened a way for the

Roman armies from the Alps to the Pyrenees; a work of an immenſe labour, and great

danger. For the Stani, a fierce nation, and fond of liberty, whom Stephanus places

b at the foot of the Maritime Alpſ, took arms, and oppoſed Marcius's deſign with great

courage. But when they found themſelves ſurrounded by the Romanſ, they ſet fire The courage of

to their houſes, killed their wives and childen, and then threw themſelves into the *Stºni.

flames ; ſo that not one of them ſurvived the loſs of their liberty. After this Marcius,

to ſecure his conqueſt, planted a colony in the country of the Volca. Tºloſages, who

anciently poſſeſſed all that tract which lies between the Pyrenees to the ſouth, and the

preſent city of Toulouſe to the north. The city which Marcius founded was called by

his name Narbo-Marcius. Such was the origin of the famous city of Narbonne, which

in proceſs of time became the capital of a great country, and a convenient place of

refreſhment for the Roman armies, when they paſſed from the Pyrenees to the Alps, or

c from the Alps to the Pyrenees. The ſenate thought the reduction of this part of Gaul,

the opening a way from the Alps to the Pyrenees, and the founding of the city of Nar

bonne, ſo conſiderable works, that they honoured Marciuſ, upon his return to Rome,

with a triumph *.

The conſulate of L. Cacilius Metellus and Q. Mucius Scavola proved ſo peaceable,

that the Romans had little elſe to do, but attend their ſnperſtitions, Rome being filled

with reports of prodigies. The ſucceeding conſuls, C. Licinius Geta and Q, Fabius

Eburnus had as little opportunity of acquiring glory as their predeceſſors. In their

conſulate C. Marius ſtood for the praetorſhip, and with great difficulty obtained it by Màrius treated

the moſt bare-faced bribery and corruption. For this he was accuſed before the people, Pººr.

d but they being divided in their opinions, he was acquitted. As he had a great deal of

good ſenſe, and a penetrating underſtanding, he preſided in the court of judicature,

which was aſſigned him as praetor, without reproach. The next year it fell to his lot to

govern Further Spain, which he did with great equity and moderation. He cleared his

government of the banditti, who had long infeſted it, and cured thoſe people of

their ancient cuſtom of living by rapine *. The next year, Æmilius Scaurus and

L. Cacilius Metellus were created conſuls. The latter was the the ſon of the famous

Metellus Macedonicus, and the former an intrepid ſoldier, a brave officer, and eloquent

orator. Scaurus propoſed ſeveral laws, and got them paſſed in the comitia, in ſpite

of the tribunes, who had for ſome time ingroſſed to themſelves the prerogative of pro

e poſing laws. By one of theſe he reſtrained the exceſſive luxury of the Romans, for

bidding them to eat dormice, foreign ſhell-fiſh, and ſuch birds as were brought from

diſtant countries. By another he left the freedmen, who had been long confined to

the Eſquiline tribe, at liberty to inrol themſelves in any of the four city-tribes, which

they liked beſt. His zeal for maintaining ſome order in Rome, in ſpite of the general

depravity of manners, was ſeconded by the cenſors L. Metelluj Dalmaticus and Cn.

Domitius Ahenobarbus, who ſtruck thirty-two unworthy ſenators out of the roll, and

among them Licinius Geta the late conſul 3 proſcribed games of hazard, and concerts

of muſic; and after having nominated the conſul Scaurus prince of the ſenate, finiſhed

their office with a cenſus, in which were counted 39.4336 citizens able to bear arms.

f From Rome Scaurus ſet out for Gaul, where he ſubdued the Gentiſci and Carmi, and The Gentiſci

ſpent the reſt of the ſummer in making a good road from Rome to the Alps for the7.ºn

more convenient marching of the armies, which had been hitherto obliged to march"

through a miry and almoſt impaſſable country. For this important piece of ſervice

the ſenate and people granted him a triumph, which his eaſy vićtory over the Gen

tiſci and Carni had not deſerved 8. -

The next year, M. Acilius Balbus and C. Porcius Cato, the grandſon of Cato the

cenſor, were raiſed to the conſulate. The latter was ſent into Macedon to oppoſe the

Scordiſci, a people of Thrace, who had invaded that province. The barbarians were

al

* Plut. in Mario. Val. Max. 1. vi. c. 9. Cic. de legib. l. iii. “Fest. Capitol. Cic. pro Fonteio.

* Plut. in Mar. * Auth, de vir, illuſtr. Front. ſtrat, l. iv. c. 3. Srras. 1. v.

at
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at firſt terrified at the fight of a conſular army, but afterwards taking courage, faced

the conſul, and having drawn him into a country full of rocks, foreſts, and narrow

paſſes, cut off all his army to a man, Porcius alone having ſaved himſelf by flight.

The republic had not for a long time ſuffered ſuch a defeat. The hiſtorians ſpeak

of it with aſtoniſhment, and tell us, that it would have alarmed the city as much as

the battle of Canna did formerly, if ſuch a misfortune had happened in the heart of

Italy. The Scordiſci, after ſo complete a vićtory, laid waſte Macedon, ſpread them

ſelves all over Theſſaly, and advanced to the coaſts of the Adriatic, into which, becauſe

it put a ſtop to their incurſions, they diſcharged, in revenge, a ſhower of darts.

But T. Didius, the Roman praetor in Illyricum, ſoon repaired the loſs which the republic

had ſuſtained, and drove the enemy back, with great ſlaughter, to their own coun

try. For this the republic honoured him with a triumph. As for Porcius Cato,

though the ſenate and people did not condemn him for his misfortune, they accuſed

him unjuſtly of oppreſſion, and under that pretence baniſhed him to Tarracon in Spain,

where he ſpent the remainder of his days. A puniſhment not ſo juſt, as in point of

prudence neceſſary, in order to deter Roman generals for the future from expoſing

their troops too raſhly to the mercy of barbarians ".

This ſameyear an infamous commerce was diſcovered between ſeveral of the veſtals

and their gallants. The intrigue was begun by L. Betucius Barrus, a Roman knight,

but a profeſſed debauchee, who gloried in corrupting women of the greateſt families,

and beſt charaćters. He carried on an amour with a veſtal named Æmilia, who

drew in two others, Licinia and Marcia, to the like crimes. Upon the accuſation of

a ſlave, Betucius and Æmilia were condemned to the uſual puniſhment, but Licinia

and Marcia, though no leſs guilty, acquitted, the pontifices being afraid, leſt the

condemning of ſo many criminals at once might bring the whole ſacerdotal order into

diſrepute. This raiſed great murmurs among the people; and Seduceius, one of the

tribunes, revived the affair, ſhewed the iniquity of the judgment of the pontifices,

and brought the cauſe before the people, who nominated L. Craſſus, one of the

praetors, to rehear it. Craſſus was a man of known integrity, but ſo ſevere, that

his court was called the wreck of criminals. He without any regard to the birth of

the accuſed, or the ſentence paſſed in their favour, or the rights of the pontifical

college, or the eloquence of the famous L. Craſſus, who pleaded for his relation Li

cinia, condemned the two veſtals to be buried alive, and their gallants to be whipped

to death. Nor did this ſatisfy the people: a temple was built at the public expence

to Venus, under the appellation of Verticordia, becauſe that goddeſs was in this temple

to be implored to turn the hearts of the Roman women to virtue. So that Venus was

now invoked for chaſtity. The honour of conſecrating this temple was conferred

upon Sulpicia, the daughter of Servius Sulpicius Paterculus, who, though very young,

and lately married to Q, Fulvius Flaccus, had given ſuch proofs of an extraordinary

modeſty, that ſhe was deemed the moſt chaſte woman in Rome'.

In the mean time Rome was alarmed with accounts of an inundation of barbarians.

of Cimbri and The moſt northern part of Germany was inhabited by a nation ſaid to have been ori
Teutones.

ginally deſcended from the Aſiatic Cimmerians, and to have taken the name of Cimbri,

when they changed their old habitations. Theſe people were now ſettled near the

ocean, in the peninſula which we call jutland, and the ancients Cimbrica Cherſoneſus.

But being tired of cultivating a cold country, ſhut up between two ſeas, they left their

peninſula with their wives and children, and joining the Teutones, a neighbouring

nation, took their journey ſouthward, fell upon the country which the Boii had

long poſſeſſed, not far from the Hercynian foreſt. The Boii ſoon drove them out of

their country, and obliged them to carry war and devaſtation into other parts. They

then fell on the Scordiſti, whom Didius had juſt driven back to the banks of the

Danube; and from thence advancing ſtill nearer to the Roman provinces, they pene

trated into Windelicia (C), and there ravaged the country of the Tauriſci. The approach

of theſe barbarians made Rome tremble; the new conſuls therefore, Caius Caecilius

Metellus, the fourth ſon of Metellus Macedonicus, and Cn. Papirius Carbo, the ſon of

* Vell. Patercul. l. ii. c. 8. Cic. in Verr. & pro Balbo. Diodor. Sicul. apud Valeſ. Flor. l. iii. c. 3.

*Cic, in Brut. WAL. Max. l. iii. & viii. Ovid. FAST. l. v.

(C) Vindelicia contained part of the preſent biſhop- geographers are ofj that all the countries

rick of Conſtance, of the Tirol, of the biſhoprick of É. the Ins and the lake of Bergentz belonged

Paſſau, all Upper and part of Lower Bavaria. Some formerly to Vindelicia.
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a the ſeditious Caius Carbo, were no ſooner choſen, than the ſenate ordered the latter

to wait for the Cimbri at the furtheſt parts of the eaſtern Alps, and ſtop the paſſages

againſt them. As for Metelluſ, he was ordered into Macedon to finiſh the war with Metellus de

the Scordiſci, whom he drove from poſt to poſt, and ſo weakened by repeated battles,fººt, the Scor

that he put them out of a condition of making for ſome time any new attempts upon the “”

Roman provinces. Upon his return he was honoured with a triumph, in which there

was this moſt agreeable circumſtance, that his brother, who had been conſul a year
before him, and was now returned from ſuppreſſing a rebellion in Sardinia and Corſica l

after two years labour, was ordered to triumph with him. The conſul Papirius was

not ſo ſucceſsful againſt the Cimbri, who offered him a peace, which he pretended to

b accept ; but afterwards by corrupting their guides, treacherouſly drew them into a

ſnare, as he imagined, and attacked their camp. Papirius promiſed himſelf certain

vićtory. But what difficulties cannot a warlike people ſurmount, when aétuated by

deſpair and indignation ? They ran to arms, and not only repulſed the legions, but

becoming the aggreſſors, fell upon them with ſuch fury, that they put them in diſ

order, and obliged them to betake themſelves to a ſhameful flight. The Romans fled Th; Rºman;
in great confuſion to the neighbouring foreſts, and there lay concealed for three days#: by the -

without daring to appear in the open country. Upon the news of this defeat the conſter- -

nation at Rome was univerſal. Nobody doubted but the barbarians would imme

diately paſs the Alps, over-run the provinces neareſt to the capital, and attempt the

c deſtrućtion of Rome itſelf. But the Cimbri, upon what motive is utterly unknown, by

a kind of miracle turned their arms elſewhere, and marching towards the country of

the Helvetii (D), entered that way Tranſalpine Gaul, which they filled with deſola- *

tion and ſlaughter. This miraculous deliverance quickened the zeal of the Romans

in puniſhing all accomplices in the late guilt of the veſtals. Among others the

famous orator M. Antonius, the grandfather of Mark Antony the triumvir, was ſu- M. Antonius -

ſpected of having kept an unlawful commerce with the condemned veſtals. He was the fame" |
then in the flower of his age, had been very lately nominated to the quaeſtorſhip of “” accuſed, -

Aſia, and was already got to Brunduſium, in order to imbarque for Pergamus. But

when advice was brought him that his reputation was attacked, he immediately

d returned to Rome, appeared before the ſevere praetor Caſſius, and defired that his

cauſe might be heard without delay. The judge endeavoured to intimidate him by

threatening to put his young ſlave to the torture, who was ſaid to have been privy º

to his amours ; but the ſlave offered himſelf to the rack with an aſſurance which º

induced the judge to ſpare him. Valerius Maximus tells us, that the faithful ſlave |

endured the moſt cruel tortures with an intrepidity, which ſurpriſed the judge K. How- .."

ever that be, the quaeſtor of Aſia was acquitted, and ſet out for his province with more anaaquinu. -

honour than if he had not been accuſed . And now Rome was in ſuch tranquillity,

that ſhe had only one war to finiſh, viz. that with the Scordiſci, who were already

weakened, but ſtill very haughty, and ready to take arms again, as ſoon as the Roman

e armies ſhould leave Macedon. The elečtions therefore were no ſooner over, than

M. Livius Druſus, who was raiſed to the conſulate with L. Calpurnius Piſo, was ſent

againſt them, while his collegue covered Italy againſt the invaſion of the Cimbri, whoſe

return was ſtill dreaded. Druſus prevailed upon the Scordiſci, partly by force, and

partly by capitulation, to quit the country they poſſeſſed, and repaſs the Danube, The scordine: º

which river from this time became a barrier between them and the Roman provinces, ſettle on th: -

The conſul upon his return was honoured with a triumph. And now the tranquillity tº: the

was ſo general in all the countries ſubject to the republic, that ſhe would have ſhut the “”

temple of janus, if ſhe had not been under ſome apprehenſions from jugurtha, whoſe

wars make a conſiderable part of this hiſtory, and therefore muſt be traced a little

f farther back. -

-

*

* Val. Max. l. vi. c. 8. * Stras. l. v. Plin. l. iii. Vell. Parencul. l. xxi.

(D) The Helvetii at the time we are ſpeaking of,

and for ſome ages after, were reckoned among the

Gauliſh nations. Strabo and Caſar divide their coun

part of the canton of Friburg, and the whole cantons

of Lucern, Bern, Solothurn, and Underwald ; and

laſtly, the fourth contained the greateſt part of the

try into four cantons, viz. Tigurinus Pagus, Tuge

nut Pagus, Ambrones, and Urbigenus Pagus. The

firſt contained the cantons of Zurich, Appenzell,

Sthaffhauſen, and Rhintall; the ſecond the cantons

of Zug, Glaris, Schwitz, and Uri; the third a ſmall

W o L. V. No 1.

canton of Friburg, the principality of Neufchattel,

and part of the Pai, Romain. The country of the

Rauraci, now the canton of Baſle, was afterwards

added to the Helvetic body.

C Maſiniſa,
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Birth, edutº Mafiniſſa, king of Numidia, who had been ſo remarkably devoted to the Romans, a

*... ºf left three ſons, Micipſa, Manaſiabal, and Guluſa, joint-heirs of his kingdom, which

Jugurth” . . d in perfeót amity. At length Micipſa, ſurviving his two broth
y long governed in perfeót amity. At length Micipſa, ſurviving his two brothers,

poſſeſſed the throne alone. This good king had two legitimate ſons, Adherbal and

Hiempſal. His brother Manaſiabal had likewiſe two ſons, jugurtha and Gauda, by

two different miſtreſſes; and Guluſa had a ſon, named Maſſiva, by a concubine.

But as natural children had no right to the crown, according to the laws of Numidia,

jugurtha, Gauda, and Maſſiva, were by their illegitimacy excluded from ſucceeding

to the kingdom ſo long as Adherbal and Hiempſal, the lawful heirs, were alive.

jugurtha was born before the death of his grandfather Maſiniſſa. But that wiſe

king never acknowledged him as a prince of the blood-royal. However, Micipſa b

had ſo much regard for his brother Manaſiabal, that he cauſed jugurtha to be brought

up in the royal palace with the young princes, his children. But afterwards, growing

jealous of him, he ſent him to the ſiege of Numantia, in hopes of getting rid of him.

jugurtha diſtinguiſhed himſelf at that memorable ſiege in a very eminent manner,

and upon the taking of the place, returned home loaded with glory, and brought with

him recommendatory letters from Scipio, under whom he had ſerved. And now

age and experience having put a ſtop to his youthful ſallies, he was ſo far from giving

umbrage to the king, that by his prudent condućt he gained his favour, and culti

vated his friendſhip with ſuch addreſs, that the eaſy prince adopted him two years

before his death, and thereby made him capable of ſucceeding, as joint-heir to his c

kingdom, with his own children. No ſooner was the old king dead, than diſputes

aroſe among the three heirs of the kingdom. After ſome days had been decently

ſpent in mourning, they met to deliberate about the affairs of the new government,

when jugurtha, who was the eldeſt, ſeated himſelf in the middle of the throne,

which was prepared for the new kings. Hereupon Hiempſal, who was the youngeſt,

thinking himſelf injured by the ſuperiority which jugurtha aſſumed, ſeated himſelf

by Adherbal's fide, in order to give him the middle place, which was deemed by the

Numidians, as by moſt other nations, the moſt honourable; and it was not without

much difficulty that his brother prevailed on him to pay ſome regard to ſuperior

age, and remove to jugurtha's left hand. As ſoon as the diſputes about the cere- d

monial were ended, jugurtha propoſed the diſannulling all the edićts the late king

had publiſhed within the laſt five years, under pretence that Micipſa's underſtanding

being then impaired by age, he had iſſued many ordinances prejudicial to the welfare

Hiempſ, aſ of the kingdom. Hiempſal replied with a diſdainful air, I am willing to come into

front, Jugur- the propoſal; and we will begin with diſannulling the aët, whereby you was aſſo
tha. ciated with us in the inheritance of the crown ; ſince this was done within the time

which you have fixed for my father's dotage. Theſe reproachful words ſunk ſo deep

into jugurtha's mind, that thenceforth he made it his whole buſineſs to find an oppor

tunity of ridding himſelf privately of a young prince, who might thwart his ambi

tious ſchemes. For we are told, that he had formed a deſign long before, when he e

ſerved in Spain, of extorting the crown by force from his two couſins. At the ſiege

of Numantia, he had contračted friendſhips with ſeveral young Roman officers, who

had rouſed his ambition by ſtirring him up boldly to ſeize the kingdom as ſoon

as the old king's eyes ſhould be cloſed. They told him, that he would find friends

and protećtors enough at Rome, where any point might be carried with money and

intereſt, jugurtha therefore, to gratify his ambition, and at the ſame time revenge

Hiempſilau, the late affront, ſuborned the chief officer of Hiempſal's guard to murder him; which

dered by Ju- he did to the great grief of the Numidians, who had founded their hopes on his courage,

* " and uncommon underſtanding. The head of the young prince thus treacherouſly aſſaſ
erºs ſinated in the flower of his age, was carried to jugurtha, who beheld it with pleaſure. f

Though ſuch a notorious piece of cruelty and perfidiouſneſs ought naturally to have

driven all the Numidians into a revolt ; yet they were divided among themſelves.

Thoſe who hoped to reap advantage from the public confuſions, ſided with jugur

tha, while the wiſe and the virtuous, who had the good of their country at heart,

declared for the pacific Adherbal. But as the latter were by far the weakeſt, the

young prince, though not very ſagacious, had penetration enough to ſee that his

only refuge was in the protećtion of the Romans, to whom his rival could not but be

ſuſpected. He therefore acquainted the conſcript fathers with the baſe aſſaſſination

of his brother, and at the ſame time, foreſeeing that the deliberations of the ſenate

would take up much time, he began to levy troops, and put himſelf ". his g

- defence
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a defence againſt any attempt of jugurtha. But this warlike prince ſoon got the aſcen

dant over his ſurviving rival, and by taking ſome cities by aſſault, and forcing others

to capitulate, made himſelf maſter of almoſt the whole kingdom. Hereupon Adher-Adherbal fle

bal, having no aſylum but Rome, conveyed himſelf thither in order to lay his complaints tº Rome.

before the ſenate, jugurtha was no ſooner informed of his deſign, than he ſent em

baſſadors to that capital, well furniſhed with money to gain over the republic to his

intereſt. He was well appriſed that all things were venal at Rome; and therefore

ordered his embaſſadors to ſpare no expence in gaining him new friends, and in culti

vating the friendſhips he had formerly contraćted, when in Spain. Upon their arrival

they found the ſenate ſtrongly prepoſſeſſed againſt their maſter, but met with few

b ſenators, who were proof againſt their preſents. When the day came on which Ad

herbal and the embaſſadors were admitted before the ſenate, it was eaſy to perceive

by the debates of the conſcript fathers, what effect had beeen wrought by jugurtha’s

money. The juſt complaints of Adherbal were deſpiſed, jugurtha's courage extolled, The terruption
and his crimes palliated. M. A.milius Scaurus, then prince of the ſenate, declared%º Roman

for Adherbal, and with him a few others ; but a great majority were againſt him."

The ſenate therefore, without taking any notice of the aſſaſſination of Hiempſal, or

the uſurpation of jugurtha, only appointed ten commiſſioners to go into Africa, and

divide the kingdom between the two rivals. Lucius Opimius, ſo famous for his zeal

againſt the faction of Caius Gracchus, was at the head of this commiſſion ; and as

c he had declared for Adherbal at Rome, jugurtha had reaſon to fear his arrival and

determinations. But this formidable judge, who had avenged the cauſe of the republic

againſt the Gracchi, and their powerful party, was no ſooner arrived in Africa with

his collegues, than jugurtha gained them all over with the immenſe ſums he ſent

them. They found him innocent, made Hiempſal the aggreſſor, and declared that

his death had been occaſioned by his own raſhneſs. After they had pronounced this

iniquitous ſentence, they came to the diviſion of Micipſa's dominions, which was

made upon the plan propoſed by jugurtha himſelf. To him were allotted the

ſtrongeſt places, and the richeſt provinces, without any regard to the complaints

of Adherbal, who, though thus injured, ſubmitted to the judgment of the commiſ

d fioners, and thought of nothing but reigning in peace over the ſubjećts which Rome

had aſſigned him ".

But the ambitious jugurtha, finding that there was nothing to fear from the part Jugurtha A.

of Rome, reſolved to make himſelf maſter of all Numidia. With this view he entered gins the war

the frontiers of his brother's kingdom at the head of his troops, laid waſte the country”

with fire and ſword, pillaged the villages, and committed every-where moſt dreadful

devaſtations. He hoped by theſe inſults to provoke the reſentment of Adherbal,

and induce him to uſe repriſals, whence he might have a pretence to drive him from

his kingdom, and to juſtify his condućt at Rome. But the timorous prince contented

himſelf with ſending an embaſſy to jugurtha to complain of the injuſtice of his pro

e ceedings. Nor could even the ill treatment of his embaſſadors received at jugur

tha's court, provoke him to take arms. Hereupon jugurtha, without troubling him

ſelf any longer about pretences, entered his dominions at the head of a numerous

army, and incamped near Cirtha. Then Adherbal, ſeeing himſelf reduced to the

neceſſity of taking the field, or flying his country a ſecond time, thought it more

adviſeable to run any hazards, than trouble Rome again with his complaints. Having

therefore aſſembled his forces, and made new levies, he brought an army into the field,

but more conſiderable for its number than courage. As he came in fight of the enemy,

when the day was far ſpent, and it was too late to engage, he incamped in haſte in

order to reſt his troops fatigued with long marches. But jugurtha, without waitin

f for the return of day, attacked his brother’s trenches in the dead of the night, .#

them, and put all to the ſword who withſtood him. Adherbal’s army was diſperſed Adherbal 4

in an inſtant, and the king himſelf forced to take refuge in Cirtha, his capital, ju-fººt".

gurtha ſought every-where for his rival, whom it was his chief buſineſs to deſtroy ;

but the prince had the good luck in his misfortunes to eſcape the fury of his enemy.

Some Italian cohorts he had in his army covered his retreat, and hindered the con

querors from entering the city with the conquered. Had it not been for this ſeaſon

able relief, the war had been begun and ended the ſame day. However, the fiege Cirtha be

of Cirtha was not delayed a moment. jugurtha, who well remembered the leſſons/*

* Salust. bill. Jugurth.

he
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he had learnt of Scipio before Numantia, puſhed it on with great vigor ; but the a

valour of the Italian troops protraćted it longer than he expected. In the mean time

- news was brought to Rome of theſe unwarrantable proceedings ; but the uſurper's

Commiſſioners money had ſuch an effect there, that the ſenate ſent only a kind of mock commiſ

|.from al, ſon into Africa to perſuade the parties to an accommodation. The commiſſioners found

...' Jugurtha untractable; hetold them that he did not doubt but his conduct would beap
an accommo- proved by the ſenate, who were well acquainted with his integrity; that Adherbal having
dation. made an attempt upon his life, he had been obliged to raiſe troops to guard againſt the

villany of a brother, who was an aſſaſſin ; and that the republic was too equitable

to diſapprove of a juſt defence which was agreeable to the laws of nations. With

this anſwer he diſmiſſed the deputies, without ſuffering them to confer with Adherbal, b

who was ſhut up in the beſieged city ".

As ſoon as they were gone, jugurtha purſued the ſiege with vigour, and following

the method which he had ſeen Scipio take in Spain, incompaſſed the place with a wide

ditch, and a rampart guarded with towers at proper diſtances to keep out ſuccours and

convoys. In this extremity Adherbal prevailed on two ſoldiers of the gariſon to croſs

the enemy's trenches in the night, and carry a very affecting letter to Rome. When

it was read in the ſenate, ſome voted for marching an army immediately againſt the

uſurper. But the venal ſenators, who were moſt numerous, oppoſed this motion,

and reduced the decree to this ſingle point, that a ſecond deputation ſhould be ſent

to jugurtha, conſiſting of men eminent for their probity, and venerable for their age; c

and that M. Scaurus, preſident of the ſenate, ſhould be at the head of it. As the

affair required diſpatch, the deputies were ready to ſet out in three days ; ſoon croſſed

over into Africa, and landing at Utica, ſummoned jugurtha to appear before them.

The prince was thunderſtruck with this ſummons, and long in ſuſpenſe what to do.

At length he reſolved to make a general aſſault upon the place, and not to appear before

the Roman embaſſadors, till he had completed his conqueſt. But he did not ſucceed

in his attempt, his ſoldiers being repulſed with conſiderable loſs by the Italian cohorts.

In the mean time Scaurus began to be tired with theſe delays ; and as it was danger

ous to provoke him, jugurtha reſolved to obey the ſummons ; and leaving his camp,

came guarded by a ſmall body of horſe to plead his cauſe before the embaſſadors. d

Scaurus at firſt broke out into bitter invečtives againſt the Numidian king, reproaching

him with having baſely aſſaſſinated one of his brothers, and ſhut up the other in his

metropolis with an intention to deſtroy him by famine ; he ordered him to raiſe the

ſiege forthwith under pain of being declared and deemed an enemy to the ſenate and

people of Rome, who had taken the innocent and injured Adherbal under their pro

tećtion. But the anger of the Roman was ſoon abated. He heard jugurtha's excuſes

with great compoſure, acquieſced in the frivolous accuſations he brought againſt his

rival, and returned home without ſo much as ordering the cruel and ambitious king

to raiſe the ſiege. This ſudden departure made Scaurus ſuſpected of having ſacrificed

the public good to his private intereſt ; and his condućt afterwards confirmed this e

ſuſpicion. jugurtha having got rid of the Roman embaſſadors, returned before Cirtha,

and ſhut it up with more care than ever. As the famine began to be very troubleſome

to the gariſon, the Italian troops perſuaded Adherbal to capitulate, and thereby ſecure

his life, leaving the reſt to the Roman republic, which was concerned both in honour

and intereſt to re-eſtabliſh him in the dominions ſhe had allotted him. Adherbal,

not thinking it ſafe to rejećt the advice of armed troops, began, with the utmoſt

reluétance, to treat with his rival, and agreed to deliver up the place on condition

Cirtha ſurren- that he and his gariſon ſhould have their lives ſpared. This jugurtha readily pro
dered. miſed ; but he no ſooner entered the city, than he put all he found in arms to the

ſword, extended his fury even to the foreign merchants, and to complete the ſcene, f

Adherbal mur- ſeized on Adherbal, and inhumanly murdered him in his own palace, after having
dered. made him ſuffer the moſt exquiſite torments his cruel temper and the deſire of revenge

could invent. The news of this baſe murder ſoon reached Rome, where it was heard

by all honeſt men with the utmoſt horror and indignation. But the friends of jugurtha

endeavoured to get the decree put off, which was ready to paſs againſt him, in hopes

that time would abate this firſt heat. And indeed the villany of the Numidian king

would have eſcaped public vengeance, had not a zealous tribune, named Caius Mem

mius, acquainted the people in the comitia with the heinous crimes that were laid to that

f

n Idem ibid.

prince's
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a prince's charge, and bitterly exclaimed againſt the venality of the ſenate. The peo

ple, convinced by their tribune, that the ſcandalous prevarication of the patricians

was the effect of the money which the emiſſaries of jugurtha had liberally diſtributed

among them, reſolved to bring the affair before their own tribunal. Hereupon the

conſcript fathers, to avoid the reproach of a ſcandalouscenſureupon themſelves, decreed,

that as ſoon as the elections were over, one of the new conſuls ſhould have Numidia Tſe ſenate re

for his province ; which was declaring, that they deſigned to make war on jugurtha ſºlº to make
the next year *. - ...?" Ju

WHEN the time came for the elections, the aſſembled tribes promoted to the con- º: After the

ſular dignity two men of very oppoſite charaćters, Lucius Calpurnius Piſo Beſlia, flood 1891.

and P. Cornelius Scipio Naſica. The latter poſſeſſed all the virtues of his anceſtors, had ºft" “”

always rejećted with indignation the offers of jugurtha, and ſhewed a great deteſta- ºom- 64 1.

tion of the general corruption of the ſenate. The former was a man of great perſonal

bravery, very ačtive and vigilant, a ſtrict obſerver of military diſcipline, and con

ſequently fit to ſtrike terror into an enemy, and command reſpect from his own troops,

But theſe valuable qualities were tarniſhed by a ſordid avarice ; for he looked upon

war merely as a trade, and a means to get money. So that Naſica was the more proper

man to be ſent into Numidia, fince the avarice of the generals was more to be dreaded

than the forces of the enemy. But Numidia unfortunately fell to Beſſia's lot, and Italy

to Naſica’s. The former began, without loſs of time, to make the neceſſary levies,

and prepare for his expedition, . In the mean time jugurtha, being informed by his

emiſſaries at Rome, that a conſular army was raiſing againſt him, and that Calpurnius

Beſlia was to command it, immediately diſpatched his ſon to Rome, attended by Jugurtha's ſºn

two lords of diſtinétion, with orders to ſpare no expences in keeping ſteady his old ſemi to Rome.

protećtors, and purchaſing new ones. Though his crimes had made ſuch a noiſe,

that nobody could ſo much as take his part openly, yet he did not doubt but the

blow might be ſtill averted by the irreſiſtible power of money. The conſul Boffia,

who looked upon his African expedition as a glorious harveſt, heard with great con

cern the news of the Numidian prince’s arrival in Italy. He was afraid left by his in

trigues and preſents he ſhould prevail upon the conſcript fathers to poſtpone the war,

d from which the conſul propoſed to reap great riches. He therefore oppoſed the

embaſſy with all his intereſt, and got a decree paſſed, ordering jugurtha’s ſon, and

his attendants, to depart Italy in ten days, unleſs they were come to deliver up the futi, orderºa

king of Numidia, and all his dominions, to the republic by way of dedition. This to quit Italy.

decree being notified to them by the conſul, they returned without ſo much as having

entered the gates of Rome P.

Upon their departure Beſſia haſtened his preparations. As he was not ignorant that

he might one day be called to a ſevere account for his condućt by the tribunes of the

people, he had the precaution to chuſe for his council and lieutenants ſome of the moſt

eminent members of the ſenate, under pretence that he ſtood in need of perſons con

ſummate in the art of war, and well skilled in negotiations. But his real deſign was

to throw upon them the odium of his future miſcondućt, and ſcreen himſelf under

their names and credit againſt all inquiry. Scaurus, with whoſe vices he was well

acquainted, though the prince of the ſenate affected to conceal the depravity of his

heart, appeared to him a very proper man for his purpoſe ; ſince both his extreme

avarice and his weight in the ſenate were proper qualifications for it. Scaurus readily

conſented to follow the conſul, promiſing himſelf great wealth from a war which

was to be carried on in a country never before entered by any Roman army. And

now all things being ready, the legions marched by land to Rhegium, there im

barqued for Sicily, and from Sicily croſſed over into Africa. The conſul upon his Carur-ſus

arrival briskly attacked jugurtha's dominions, reduced ſeveral cities, took ſome Beſtia ſet out
caſtles, and made a great many priſoners. This he did in order to bring jugurtha for Africa.

into his meaſures. And indeed theſe ačts of hoſtility did not much affect the Nu

midian king. Though he was not acquainted with the conſul’s character, he conceived

great hopes from the preſence of Scauruſ, to whoſe avarice he was no ſtranger. He

therefore ſent a deputation to the conſul, deſiring a conference, and promiſing to

come himſelf to the Roman camp upon an aſſurance of ſafety for his prſon. The

offer was accepted, and from that moment a ſuſpenſion of arms took place. And

now to bring the Numidian king to the conference he had deſired, and at the ſame

• Sallust. bell. Jugurth. P Idem ibid.
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time to ſave appearances, the conſul and Scaurus agreed to ſend the quaeſtor P. Sextius a

to the city of Vacca, where jugurtha reſided, under pretence of getting a certain

quantity of corn, which, they ſaid, the king had promiſed in order to obtain a truce.

But their real intent was, that he ſhould be an hoſtage for the king’s ſafety, who, upon

this proof of their ſincerity, came to the conſul’s camp. A council of war was imme

º diately aſſembled to hear his propoſals; but he there only made ſome excuſes, endea

- voured to clear himſelf from the crimes laid to his charge, and dropped a few words

about a dedition. The reſt was ſettled between Beſſia, Scaurus, and himſelf, in pri

vate conferences ; and it is not to be doubted but Rome was betrayed by theſe two

avaricious men, ſince they granted the king more advantageous terms, than could

reaſonably have been expečted. They only obliged him to give the republic a certain b

number of horſes and cattle, thirty elephants, and a very inconſiderable ſum of

Tººtiºn money. Upon theſe terms they made a ſolemn treaty of friendſhip with one who had

tº:* baſely and treacherouſly murdered two kings, uſurped their dominions, and deſpiſed

4. the orders of the ſenate. All men therefore ſuſpected, that jugurtha had paid the

conſul and his lieutenant very dear for a peace, which was ſo little to the honour of

the Roman name. However, the reſpect which the ſenators had for Scaurus their

preſident, kept them in ſuſpenſe, no one daring to propoſe the diſannulling of the

treaty, till they had heard the particulars of the agreement from the conſul himſelf,

and from Scaurus. In the mean while, Scipio Naſica dying, and the time for the great

elečtions approaching, Beſtia, the only ſurviving conſul, was recalled to preſide in c

the comitia, in which M. Minucius Rufus and Sp. Poſtbumius Albinus were choſen

conſuls. Numidia fell by lot to Poſthumius, and Macedon to Minucius. The latter

marched ageinſt the Scordiſci, who, though driven back beyond the Danube, as we

have related above, repaſſed that river every winter on the ice, and laid waſte the

Roman provinces. The Triballi (E), a people of Lower Maſia, and the Daci (F)

- ... of Upper Maſia, had joined them, and together penetrated as far as Macedon, where

; they committed moſt dreadful devaſtations. But the conſul having attacked them
t fººmim. among rocks and mountains, put them to flight, and obliged them to croſs the

cius. Hebrus, on the banks of which river the battle was fought. As the river was then

frozen over, the enemy ventured to croſs it on the ice ; but that breaking under the d

weight of their heavy carriages, the river ſwallowed up great numbers of them, and

the reſt diſperſed; ſo that Minucius, after having ſettled all thoſe countries in peace,

returned to Rome the following year, where he was honoured with a triumph i.

BNT the people were little affected with the ſucceſs of theſe wars in the north.

- Their whole attention was turned towards Numidia. The peace lately made with

jugurtha was looked upon with deteſtation at Rome. The ſenators indeed continued

ſilent out of reſpećt to their head; but Caius Memmius, tribune of the people, addreſſed

himſelf to the comitia, and after having bitterly inveighed againſt the ſenate, con

cluded his ſpeech thus: We are told that the Numidian has yielded up to the republic bim

ſelf, bis troops, his ſtrong-holds, and his elephants. Let us convince ourſelves of the truth e

of this aſſertion by ſummoning Jugurtha to Rome. If he has truly ſubmitted, he will

obey your orders ; if he does not obey, you may eaſily judge, that what they call a treaty is

nothing but a colluſion between that crafty prince and our generals. His diſcourſe ſtirred

up the public animoſity to the higheſt degree. As the People could know with

- * Liv. epit. FRONT. ſtrat. l. ii. Vell. Patercul.

(E) The country, now known by the name of the ſouth ; and the river Pruth and the Euxine ſea

Bulgaria, was inhabited by the Triballi at the time

we are ſpeaking of Strabo indeed places the Triballi

in Thrace; but we have obſerved in our hiſtory of

that country, that the ancients extended its bounda

ries far beyond the river Strymon, which divided it

from Macedon, and beyond mount Hamus, which

parted it from Maſin. Herodotus ſpeaks of Thrace as

the largeſt country in the world, except the Indies;

Pliny extends its frontiers to the Danube, and Appian

joins it to Illyricum, And hence it is, that Stepha

nus reckons the Triballi among the Illyrian nations.

(F) Dacia is generally placed by geographers be

tween the Boryſthenes and European Sarmatia to the

north i Upper Hungary to the weſt ; the Danube to

to the eaſt. This vaſt country is divided by geogra

phers into three large provinces, viz. Dacia Alpeſiris,

Dacia Ripenſis, and Dacia Mediterranea. The firſt

contained part of Upper Hungary, Tranſilvania, Raſcia,

and the bannat of Temeſwar; the ſecond Walachia

and Moldavia ; and the third the greateſt part of

Upper Hungary. Dio places in Dacia all the coun

trics on both ſides the Danube from mount Hemus

to the mouth of that river. Pliny ſuppoſes the Daci

and Gera, who inhabited European Scythia near the

Euxine ſea, to be one and the ſame nation ; and adds,

that the people, who were called Geta by the Greeks,

were named Daci by the Latins (1).

(1) Plin, l, wii. 3. l. xxii.

certainty
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certainty only from the mouth of jugurtha himſelf, whether Opimius, Scaurus, or

Beſtia had been corrupted with his money, the people upon this conſideration likewiſe

paſſed a decree, ſummoning jugurtha before their tribunal. The praetor Caſſiuſ, a Jugurthaſam.

man of great addreſs, and unſpotted probity, was thought a proper perſon to carry "oned “fore

the decree of the people into Numidia. Accordingly, he was charged with this im-***

portant commiſſion, and ſet ſail without delay for Africa, where he found the army

univerſally corrupted. The inferior officers, and the private men, following the

example of their general, thought of nothing but acquiring riches. Some had ſold

to jugurtha the thirty elephants, which he had given to the republic ; others had ſet

the deſerters at liberty for money, plundered the countries of their allies, and com

b mitted every-where moſt dreadful ravages. But the praetor, without taking notice

of theſe diſorders, which it was not his province to correct, applied himſelf wholly

to cure jugurtha of his ſuſpicions, and to perſuade him to come to Rome. The Nu

midian, after a long ſtruggle with himſelf, reſolved at length to comply with the

orders of the Roman people, having for his ſafeguard the public faith, and, what he

chiefly relied on, the word of Caſſius. A great honour iudeed to the Roman people

to ſee the powerful and warlike king of Numidia come to Rome in compliance with Come te

their ſummons, and by that ačt of obedience acknowledge their ſovereignty. The Rome.

king, to raiſe compaſſion, entered the city without any pomp or attendance, and

dreſſed in a very negligent manner. He was no ſooner arrived, than he had recourſe

to his uſual weapons, money. He knew that the ſecuring of one of the tribunes was

ſufficient to put a ſtop to all proceedings before the aſſembly of the people. He

therefore, without loſs of time, gained with a large ſum one of the ten, named Caius

Bebius Salca, a man of great boldneſs, and unbounded avarice. Having ſecured this Gains over one

point, he preſented himſelf before the people aſſembled, when the tribune Memmius of the tribune.

reproached him with his ingratitude to the family of Micipſa, his cruelty, his exceſ.

five ambition, the murder of his two adopted brothers, his diſobedience to the orders

of the ſenate, and his private intelligence with thoſe whom the ſenate had commiſſioned

to carry them, which, he ſaid, was highly criminal, and odious to the republic.

The zealous tribune ended his ſpeech with theſe words: You would never have carried

d your audaciouſneſs to ſo great a height, if you had not been ſupported by a Roman

faction, which you have purchaſed with money. We know them all ; their zeal for

ſupporting you in your iniquity has betrayed them. But it concerns us to have their

names from your mouth. You may hope for all favour from the faith and clemency

of the Romans, if you honeſtly declare to us, without any evaſions, the perſons

whoſe protećtion you have purchaſed. But if you conceal, or diſguiſe the truth, you

are irrecoverably loſt. Speak, jugurtha, ſpeak, and anſwer the expectations of

the Roman people. While jugurtha was preparing to reply, Babius, the mer

cenary tribune, whom the king had purchaſed, ſtood up, and with an imperious tone,

Though they preſ; you to ſpeak, Jugurtha, ſaid he, I enjoin you ſilence. This unexpected

oppoſition raiſed ſuch murmurs and clamours as would have confounded a man of leſs

impudence and intrepidity than Babius. But he obſtinately perfiſted in his oppoſi

tion ; ſo that the people, betrayed by one of their own magiſtrates, were forced to

break up the aſſembly, without having received the leaſt information. Jugurtha,

having thus eſcaped the judgment of the people with impunity, carried his villany H, ſcape, with

to an exceſs ſcarce to be imagined. We have obſerved above, that Guluſa, brother impunity.

to Micipſa, left an illegitimate ſon, named Maffiva. This prince had eſpouſed the

cauſe of Adherbal, as the moſt juſt ; but after the taking of Cirtha, and the cruel

death of the king his relation, he had fled for refuge to Rome, where the few men of

honour, whom jugurtha could not corrupt, encouraged him to demand of the ſenate

f and people the crown of his anceſtors, which jugurtha had forfeited by the many

crimes he had committed. The conſul Poſthumius Albinus, to whoſe lot Numidia

was now fallen, was his avowed friend, and moſt zealous protećtor. At his motion

the people were ſtrongly inclined to beſtow the crown of Numidia on this prince,

who, though he had not been adopted by Micipſa, was of the blood-royal, and

grandſon to Maſiniſſa. But jugurtha, to defeat at once all the deſigns of his enemies,

cauſed Maſºva to be aſſaſſinated in Rome itſelf, and in the face of the republic. The Cauſe, Maſſiva

wretch who executed the villany, was inſtantly ſeized and brought before the praetor, f affaffna

to whom he confeſſed, that he had been hired by Bomilcar, one of the king's atten- tég,

dants, to commit the murder. Hereupon Bomilcar was cited to appear before the

g praetor ; but jugurtha found means to convey him privately out of Rome, and ſend

him.
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-- him back into Africa. Upon the ſudden diſappearing of Bomilcar, all the odium a

of the baſe aſſaſſination fell upon jugurtha. But as the treating him like a criminal

I. rºed to was contrary to the promiſe made him, he was ordered by the ſenate to quit Rome
quit Rome. immediately ; which he did without taking leave of the conſcript fathers, and for

fear of being ſtopped, made all poſſible haſte to imbarque at the neareſt port. As

º he was on the road, he looked back on the city, and cried out, O mercenary city,

w thou wouldſt even ſell thyſelf, if thou couldſt find a man rich enough to purchaſe thee. He

was no ſooner gone, than the ſenate by a ſpecial decree diſannulled the infamous peace

which Beftia had made with him ; and then Poſthumius Albinus, having raiſed with all

poſſible expedition the neceſſary troops, croſſed over into Africa, flattering himſelf

! . . that he ſhould be able to put an end to the war before the year of his conſulate expired, b

though it was already far advanced. But the artful Numidian found means to amuſe

him, at one time pretending to be ready to ſurrender himſelf up to the Romans, at an

other declaring, that he would ſooner part with his life than his crown. When the

conſul began to puſh on the war with vigor, he ſent deputies to treat of a peace,

and promiſed to ſubmit to all that was demanded of him ; but when he was preſſed

to perform his promiſe, he found out a thouſand pretences to put off the execution of

the articles which he had agreed to. Thus by one evaſion or other he gained time,

- . which he improved to the beſt advantage in the regulation of his affairs. And now the

conſular year being ready to expire, Poſthumius was obliged to return to Rome to

preſide in the comitia for the new elections ; ſo that he left Africa without having c

concluded any thing either by ačtion or treaty. Upon his arrival at Rome, he was

loaded with the curſes of the people, and ſtrongly ſuſpected of having betrayed his

country, as his predeceſſors had done. Nobody believed that the Numidian could

have found means by artifices alone, and without any connivance in the general,

* - to ſuſpend the motions of a large army, which Rome maintained in Africa at a vaſt

* , expence r.

The Licini:n The conſul on his return found great diſturbances in Rome, occaſioned by ſome tri

- law againſ; bunes of the people. Licinius Craſſus had paſſed a law againſt luxury, and expenſive
luxury. tables, and C. Manilius another for erecting a tribunal to try thoſe whom jugurtha

had corrupted. The law publiſhed by Licinius was in ſubſtance this ; that on the d

days of the calends, nones, markets, and great games, any one might lay out on

his table thirty aſſes, that is, I s. 1 I d. but that on other days no man ſhould have

more than three pounds of freſh meat, and one of ſalt, at a meal ; but as to pulſe,

herbs, and fruit, every one might have what quantity of them he pleaſed. This,

- though a ſevere edićt, met with ſo ready a compliance from the citizens, that they

put it in execution even before it was confirmed by the people. Upon the merit of

this law, Licinius endeavoured to get himſelf continued in his office ; as did alſo his

collegue Manilius. But this ended only in protracting the elections, which at laſt came

on, when Q. Cacilius Metellus and M. junius Silamus were choſen conſuls. During

their adminiſtration, the commiſſioners appointed to try thoſe who had been corrupted e

by jugurtha, purſuant to the law paſſed at the motion of Manilius, ended their inqui

ries after they had been two years in that commiſſion. Scaurus, prince of the ſenate,

and the moſt guilty among them, was artful enough to get himſelf nominated at the

head of the commiſſion, which he diſcharged with the utmoſt ſeverity, puniſhing

several ſna- many, who were leſs criminal than himſelf. He condemned to baniſhment ſeveral

tºr, and con-, conſular men, and even one pontifex, a thing never heard of before. He did not

!”even ſpare his accomplice Lucius Calpurnius Bºſtia, but baniſhed him with the late

conſul Sp. Poſthumius Albinus, and the famous proſecutor of the Gracchi, L. Opimius,

who died of want at Dyrrachium. Cicero never mentions the baniſhment of Opimius,

but with indignation. To the ſhame of the Romans, ſays he, this great man, who f

had juſt ſaved his country from the fury of the Gracchi, could not find a quiet retreat

for his old age in the city he had preſerved. Rome proclaims the importance of his

ſervices by a famous monument erected to his memory in the forum ; and yet

forces him to ſeek a ſepulchre in a foreign country s. Thus Scaurus, who had been

himſelfmoſt ſcandalouſly bribed by jugurtha, not only eſcaped puniſhment, but judged

and puniſhed others for having ſuffered themſelves to be bribed.

The Romans The new conſuls having drawn lots, Narbonne Gaul fell to Silamus, who marched

£.** againſt the Cimbri and Teutones ; but his army was routed at the firſt onſet, and in
IIl Diſ1. -

r Idem ibid, - * Cic. Pro Sextio, pro Planco, & in Piſon.

º conſequence
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a conſequence of this defeat all Narbonne Gaul expoſed at once to the ravages of thoſe

barbarians. Rome only continued miſtreſs of thoſe cities, which the Cimbri could not

take for want of skill in carrying on fieges . . As for Metellus, it fell to his lot to make

war in Numidia, where he was attended with better ſucceſs, jugurtha had gained

a conſiderable advantage over the Roman army after the departure of the late conſul

Poſthumius Albinus. That general, before he left Africa, had given the command of

the army to his brother Aulus Poſtbumius, whoſe only qualification was his being

the conſul’s brother. He no ſooner ſaw himſelf at the head of forty thouſand men,

than he reſolved to take advantage of the conſul’s abſence, in order to gain himſelf

both riches and glory. Though the troops were in winter-quarters, and the month

b of january was a very improper time for military expeditions, he aſſembled all his

forces, marched into the field, and through roads almoſt impaſſable brought them

before Suthul, a ſtrong-hold in Numidia, where the king's treaſures were lodged. Aulus Poſthu

This was the lure that drew him; but the caſtle ſtood upon the brow of a hill, and wasgºtº

ſurrounded by marſhes, which in the winter made it altogether inacceſſible. How- -

ever, Aulus, blinded by his avarice, ventured to beſiege it. jugurtha, overjoyed

to ſee him loſe his time, and tire his troops, in ſo difficult an undertaking, cauſed

ſeveral propoſals to be made to him, as if he dreaded the ſucceſs of his arms. To keep

up his preſumption, he ſent deputies from time to time to beg peace in as ſubmiſſive

terms, as if he had been under the greateſt apprehenſions. He did not however

neglect to advance with his army, as if he intended to throw ſuccours into the place.

As he drew near Sutbul, he pretended to be terrified at the fight of the Roman forces,

and in order to increaſe the confidence of the general, he retired from poſt to poſt

through difficult roads. Aulus quitting Suthul, purſued him cloſe, left he ſhould

find means to make his eſcape. But the crafty Numidian, who was well acquainted

with the country, drew him inſenſibly into narrow paſſes, and then returned to his

uſual artifices. He held the general in ſo great contempt, that he did not think it

worth his while to bribe him ; but he applied himſelf to the officers and ſoldiers

of the army, and gained over, by his emiſſaries, not only two cohorts of Thracians,

and one of Ligurians, but many of the legionaries themſelves, who baſely agreed

d to ſacrifice the good of their country, and the lives of their fellow-citizens, to their

private intereſt. As jugurtha's camp was not far from that of the Romans, the king

ordered his light-armed Numidians to mount the enemy's ramparts in the dead of the

night , which they did with inconceivable ſwiftneſs, and filled the camp with terror

and confuſion. In the mean time the chief officer of the third legion, purſuant to

his agreement with jugurtha, opened to him two gates of the camp, and being

joined by the Ligurian and Thracian cohorts, covered the Numidian army as they

entered. The Romans with their general abandoned the camp, and fled in the utmoſt Jugurtha take,

confuſion. The ſlaughter was not great, the darkneſs of the night favouring the tº Roman

retreat of the fugitives; they fled through the two other gates of the camp, and taking”

different roads, gained a neighbouring eminence, and poſted themſelves there. When

it was day, Aulus found ſcarce any of his men wanting, except thoſe who had ſold

themſelves to the enemy ; but the greateſt part of them had thrown away their arms,

that they might fly with more expedition.

EARLY next morning jugurtha ſurrounded the hill, on which the Romans were

poſted; and then Aulus, ſeeing himſelf beſieged by a vićtorious enemy, ſent a ſhameful

deputation to jugurtha, demanding quarter only, and offering a laſting peace, which

he would undertake to get ratified by the ſenate and people. The Numidian anſwered,

that he would grant the Romans life and liberty, upon condition that they ſhould all

Paſs under the yoke, and quit Numidia in ten days. To this the timorous general The Roman

f ſubmitted, and marched with all his army between two poſts ſet up for that purpoſe army ºf

amidſt the taunts and ſhouts of the Numidian ſoldiers. The Roman troops, thusdiſ.”

graced, disbanded themſelves, and retired into the African province, that is, the

ancient dominions of Carthage, which were now poſſeſſed by the republic. The ſenate

was no ſooner informed of this ſhameful peace, than they declared it void, and re

called Aulus, who was ſoon after tried by Scaurus, and condemned to baniſhment.

Aſtellus, to whoſe lot Numidia was fallen, as we have related above, haſtened the neceſ. Metellus ſºn,

ſary preparations for carrying on the war with the utmoſt vigour. He was a ſenator of into Numidia.

great virtue and integrity, and beſides, had given proofs of uncommon valour and

p.

* Liv. epit. l. lxviii. Eurror. Oros, . -

V o L. V. No. 1. E Prudence
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prudence in the command of armies ; ſo that all things ſeemed to promiſe ſucceſs to a

his enterpriſe. The Romans, fully perſuaded that it would not be injugurtha's power

to corrupt him with offers, readily decreed him the recruits he deſired, and at his

requeſt even diſannulled ſome laws, which reduced the pay of the legionaries. In

ort, the people refuſed him nothing which he thought neceſſary for the carrying on

of the war, and wiping off one of the moſt ſhameful reproaches that had ever been caſt

on the Roman name, ſince the diſgrace of the Caudian Forks. As for Metellus himſelf,

his chief concern was to chuſe ſuch ſubalterns as he could confide in, and whoſe skill

in the art of war had been already proved. Among theſe was the famous Marius,

who, as he had neither birth, fortune, nor eloquence ſufficient to raiſe him to the

firſt dignities, had continued quite idle at Rome ever ſince his praetorſhip. He

therefore joyfully accepted the offer Metellus made him, of being one of his lieute

nant-generals. When all things were ready, the conſul ſet out without delay, and

landing in Africa, ſpent the whole ſummer in diſciplining his troops, which lived diſ

perſed about the province in the utmoſt diſorder, declaring, that he would not ſuffer

them to engage, till they had learnt how to conquer. And now jugurtha, finding he

had to deal with a general, whom he could neither over-reach nor bribe, ſent an

embaſſy to him with all poſſible marks of a ſincere ſubmiſſion, begging only quarter

for himſelf and children. But Metellus, ſuſpecting the Numidian of double dealing,

oppoſed artifice with artifice. He took each of the embaſſadors aſide, and prevailed

upon them to promiſe that they would deliver up to him the uſurper dead or alive.

But this projećt being diſconcerted by the circumſpection, vigilance, and ſuſpicions

of the king, the conſul reſolved to attack him with open force. Accordingly, he

entered Numidia, and though no enemy appeared, he kept conſtantly upon his guard

againſt a ſurpriſe. His troops always marched in order of battle. Metellus himſelf

led on the advanced guard at the head of the archers, ſlingers, and light-armed

troops ; Marius commanded the cavalry of the legions in the rear, and Rutilius, an

other of Melellus's lieutenants, the foot in the centre. In this fine order the conſular

army appeared before Vacca, a trading city, full of Italian merchants, which upon the
& - - - -

Vacca taken by firſt ſummons received a Roman gariſon. From Vacca the conſul ſtill kept advancing,

in the ſame order, towards the heart of Numidia. In the mean time jugurtha, having

drawn together all the troops he could, lay in ambuſh for the Romans, waiting to

engage them as they ſhould come down from a mountain, which ſtood directly in the

conſul’s road. Metellus no ſooner reached the top of the mountain, than he diſcovered

men and horſes concealed among the buſhes, which were not thick enough to cover

them ; and being fully ſatisfied, as he drew nearer, that the enemy was in ambuſh there,

he changed both the rout and diſpoſition of the army. In the firſt place, he ordered

Rutilius to march down the hill another way, and pitch a camp on the banks of the

Muthullus, about twenty thouſand paces from the hill. This was a wiſe precaution

* -

- - - -

* to ſecure water for his troops in that dry and burning climate. As he was reſolved to

leave the hill on his right hand, he altered the diſpoſition of his troops, and made his

right wing three times as ſtrong as uſual, knowing it would be moſt expoſed to the

enemy. In the centre he placed his infantry; intermixed with ſome manipuli of light

armed troops, and ordered his cavalry to cover the army in the flanks. In this order

he marched down the ſteepeſt part of the hill, and advanced ſlowly towards the plain.

Marius commanded in the centre ; and Metellus himſelf in the right wing, which

muſt naturally be firſt attacked. As ſoon as the conſular troops had got below the top

of the hill, jugurtha began to move, and having ordered two thouſand men to take

poſſeſſion of the top of the mountain, which the Romans had quitted, he ſounded the

charge, . The Roman; faced about, but could not bring the Numidians to a cloſe

.. engagement. As they had got above the conſular troops, they diſcharged ſhowers of

darts upon them, and wounded them at a great, diſtance. If they were purſued by

the Roman cavalry, they diſperſed and fled ſingly, entering the coppices, whither the

enemy durſt not purſue them. They then rallied, and fallying out again, fell unex

pećtedly on the conſular army in different quarters. Never was a more extraordinary

battle fough; so they all engaged in ſmall parties, every one attacking the enemy, or

defending himſelf, as occaſion offered, without any rule or order. The day was far

... advanced before it could be known which ſide had the advantage. Both armies were

equally tired, and exhauſted with heat and fatigue; and many had fallen on both
ſides in the ſeveral attacks, which had ſucceeded one another, without intermiſſion,

from morning to night. At length the Numidians, towards the cloſe of the day,

- -- -- being
- - - - * * . . c
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3. being briskly attacked by the Roman legionaries, and purſued from poſt to poſt, di

ſperſed, and no more appeared ". º -

WHILE Metellus was thus engaged on the mountain, Rutilius, who had been ſent by

the conſul to pitch a camp on the banks of the Muthullus, was vigorouſly attacked by

Bomilcar, one of the king’s generals. But that brave Roman repulſed the enemy

with great ſlaughter, and having purſued them, took four of their elephants, and

killed the reſt to the number of forty ; ſo that the conſul gained two vićtories on one

day. Metellus continued his march all night, and arrived before day-break with all

his troops at the camp on the Muthullus, which he found finiſhed. There he reſted

four days to refreſh his men, and have their wounds dreſſed. In this camp he received

intelligence, that the Numidian, being abandoned by his army, had retired to a

dittant place, covered with woods and rocks, and was there forming a new one.

Deſertion was no crime among the Numidians, who after the firſt defeat, were at

liberty to return home, or continue in the army as they pleaſed. However, the Ro

man general did not think it adviſeable to follow the fugitive king, but contented

himſelf with ſending out parties to plunder the country. On the other hand, jugar

tha behaved with the addreſs and ability of a great commander. He ſeemed to be in

all places, appeared, when leaſt expected, at the head of a flying army, and falling upon

the Romans diſperſed about the fields, cut great numbers of them in pieces, and then

retired to the mountains and foreſts. In the mean time news being brought to Rome

of the vićtory gained by Metellus and his lieutenant Rutilius, the temples were opened,

and ſupplications made by way of thankſgiving to the gods for the ſucceſs which had

attended the arms of the republic in Numidia. The probity, diſintereſtedneſs, valour,

and wiſdom of Metellus, were in the mouth of every Roman w.

In the mean time Rome raiſed Ser. Sulpicius Galba and Q, Hortenſius to the conſu

late. But the latter, who was father to Q, Hortenſius Cicero's rival in eloquence, either

declined the burden of the office, or was prevented by death from enjoying that dig

nity ; it being certain that another was ſoon after choſen in his room, viz. M. Aurelius

Scaurus’. At the ſame time Metellus was continued general of the Koman army in

Numidia with the title of proconſul. "As for the new conſuls, Italy fell by lot to

Galba, and Narbonne Gaul to Scaurus, whither'he repaired to make war upon the

Cimbri, who had reduced almoſt that whole province. But to return to Numidia :

Marius, whoſe ambition was awaked by theº Rome had given his general, The ingrati

|was now become his rival, narrowly watched a his ſteps, and laid hold of every tude ºf Marius

opportunity that offered to deſame him. . We are told by Plutarch, that Marius**

carried his ingratitude ſo far, as to boaſt that he was not ſo much indebted to Metellus,

as to fortune, which had led him into Africa, as to a great ſtage, where he ſhould,

in the end, diſplay thoſe talents with which nature had liberally endowed him. And

indeed the point he had now in view was to raiſe himſelf at the expence of his general

and benefactor. He was impatient of getting the conſulſhip, that he might put an

end to the Numidian war, and be honoured with a triumph. His pretenſions were ſup

ported by all thoſe qualifications which are requiſite in a great commander. For he

was fºrmous for an heroic valour, a great love of diſcipline, a ſtrange aſcendant over

the ſoldiers, a temperance carried to the ſevereſt abſtinence, great intrepidity in

ſudden dangers, an uncommon coolneſs and preſence of mind in battle, and an

extraordinary readineſs at expedients after bad ſucceſs. but as for thoſe virtues and

diſpoſitions of mind, which form the charaćter of an honeſt man, Marius was quite

deſtitute of them. Honeſty and ingratitude are incompatible." Metellus, who ſaw

into the deſigns of his lieutenant, began to be jealous of him, and to fear leſt he

ſhould be ſupplanted by him at the end of the year. He therefore took great care

not to give any advantage to his malicious rival by ill condušt. He took care to have

his convoys ſtrongly guarded, and always ſent out his whole cavalry together, order

ing them not only to pillage the country, but to deſtroy whole towns with fire and.

ſword. The Numidian, ſeeing his country utterly ruined by this new way of making

war, at laſt left his faſtneſſes, and followed the Romans, being always intent both on.

i ſpriſing and avoiding the enemy." He burnt up the forage, and poiſoned the waters

in all places, where the legions were to paſs. He was every moment haraſſing either

+&icºlas or 41arius, and as ſoon as he had attacked them vigorouſly in the rear, he

tº tediately regained the mountains. Metellus, finding he could not draw jugurtha

- Sºlver Leº Jugurth & Plur. in Mario. w Salest, ibid. Floº. l. iii. * FAST. Capitol.

to
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to a battle, reſolved, if poſſible, to force him to it. In order to this, he reſolved a

.

Metellus re

folves to be

fiege Zama.

Jugurtha de

feated by Ma

rius.

The ſiege of

Zama raiſed.

to beſiege Zama ; but jugurtha, upon the firſt notice of his deſign, flew thither, got

to the place before him, and placed a ſtrong gariſon in it of Roman deſerters, on

, whom he could depend. Then he haſtened to Sicca, whither the proconſul had

detached Marius for proviſions. He was very defirous of entering the liſts with that

commander who had been his intimate friend, and had learnt the military art with

him under Scipio at the famous ſiege of Numantia. He arrived juſt as Marius was march

ing out of thecity with his convoy, and fell upon him with a fury not to be expreſſed.

But the Roman repulſed him, and though ſurpriſed, behaved with ſuch preſence of

mind, and intrepidity, as made him ever after dread the very name of Marius. When

the convoys came up, Metellus inveſted Zama, and made a general aſſault upon the

place : but the beſieged repulſed the aggreſſors, and diſcharged ſuch ſhowers of

darts, ſtones, and fire-brands upon them, that they were obliged to retire in the utmoſt

confuſion. During the heat of the aëtion jugurtha appeared on a ſudden, and as

moſt of the legionaries left to guard the Roman camp were gone out to ſee the attack,

he made himſelf maſter of one of the gates. Hereupon ſome of the Romans who

guarded the tents, ran to their arms, others betook themſelves to flight : but a ſmall

body of forty men only, poſting themſelves on an eminence within the camp, defended

it with ſurpriſing valour, till Marius came to their relief. For Metellus no ſooner

heard that the king had ſurpriſed his camp, than he detached that brave commander

with all the cavalry to drive him out. Marius flew with joy to a ſecond engagement

with the Numidian, forced his way into the camp, and obliged the king to fly out of

one of the gates, and ſhelter himſelf among the rocks. As for Metellus, after a vain

attempt upon the town, he retired to paſs the night in his camp. , The next day he

renewed the attack, but with no better ſucceſs, the beſieged, who were all Roman

deſerters, repulſing the aggreſſors with unparallelled bravery. ... During the aſſault,

jugurtha appeared anew, but after a ſharp conflićt was put to flight by the cavalry

which Metellus had poſted with ſome manipuli on the road the king had taken the day

before. In the mean time night coming on, the proconful returned to his camp ; and

as the ſeaſon was far advanced, and the gariſon made a reſolute defence, he thought

it adviſeable to raiſe the ſiege, and put his troops into winter quarters in the Roman

roVince Y. - *

P As Metellus did not doubt but he ſhould be continued in the command of the

army till all Numidia was reduced, ſhe employed his time in making the neceſſary

preparations for the next campaign. He found means to have a private interview

with Bomilcar, who, as we have related above, had been the chief agent in the murder

of Maſſiva. Bomilcar was greatly attached to jugurtha 3 but as he was a Numidian,

Metellus did not deſpair of prevailing upon him to betray his maſter. He therefore

not only promiſed him impunity, but aſſured him of the protećtion of the republic,

in caſe he ſhould either diſpatch jugurtha, or deliver him up alive into his hands.

The Numidian hearkened to the proconſul’s offers, and treacherouſly perſuaded ju

gurtha, that it was abſolutely neceſſary for him to ſurrender himſelf up to the Romans

without reſerve: Prevent, ſaid he, the fatal deſigns which your own ſubjećts may

have on your life. Have recourſe to the Roman clemency, and depend on the fin

cerity of their offers. Metellus has even more honour than bravery. The king, not

ſuſpecting any treachery, was eaſily prevailed upon to diſpatch an embaſſy to the pro

conſul, acquainting him that he was ready to ſubmit to ſuch conditions as he ſhould

think fitto impoſe upon him. Upon this Metellus, having aſſembled from all the places,

where the army was quartered, ſuch officers as were of ſenatorial families, held a

great council of war, in which it was agreed, that the king of Numidia ſhould, by

way of preliminary, ſend the Romans two hundred thouſand pounds weight of filver,

with all his elephants, and a certain number of horſes and arms, and deliver up all the

deſerters. The king complied with theſe hard conditions, and immediately ordered

all the deſerters, to the number of about three thouſand, moſtly Thracians or Ligu

rians, to be ſeized and ſent to the proconſul, by whoſe orders ſome had their hands

cut off, others were ſet in the ground up to their waiſts, and ſhot to death by the

Roman archers, and the reſt burnt alive *. The other two articles were likewiſe

executed with great punétuality ; the elephants, horſes and arms, required by the

proconſul, were delivered up, and the money paid down. And now the king, having

Jugurtha de

livers up his

elephants, mo

ney, arms, &c.

y Salust. ibid. Plur. in Mario. Ozos. 1. v. c. 3. * Oños. l. v. c. 3.
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a ſtripped himſelf of his money, his elephants, his horſes, and his deſerters, in whom

conſiſted the main ſtrength of his army, the proconſul ordered him to repair in per

ſon to Tíſidium, a city in Numidia, there to receive further direétions. He ſtarted

at this laſt ſtep, began to heſitate, and ſpent ſeveral days without being able to come

to any reſolution. The remembrance of his enormous crimes ſtung him with freſh

remorſe ; he dreaded the ſevere puniſhment, which his guilty conſcience repreſented

to him, in a very ſtrong light, as due for ſo many murders ; the charms of a crown,

and the horror of falling from a throne into ſlavery, made ſo deep an impreſſion

upon his mind, that he reſolved, at all adventures, to try once more the fate of war. But after:

A ſceptre, ſaid he, is not ſo heavy as chains. To arms 1 to arms 1 let us renew the war. **º

It is better to periſh at the head of an army, than to fall at once from empire to ſlavery. ...**

And from this time he never ſhewed the leaſt inclination to peace. He was now

wholly intent on raiſing a new army, on fortifying the places which continued faithful

to him, on providing arms, and endeavouring to ſurpriſe thoſe cities which had ſur

rendered to the Romans. Vacca was an important poſt, of which Metelluj had made

himſelf maſter ſoon after his arrival in Africa, as we have related above, and given

the government of it to Turpilius Silamus, a citizen of Collatia, a man of known equity

and moderation, and his intimate friend. Turpilius, quite free from all pride and

avarice, gained the affections of the inhabitants by the mildneſs of his government ;

but their averſion to a foreign yoke prevailed over the eſteem they had for their gover

c nor. The chief men of the city ſuffered themſelves to be gained over to the intereſt

of jugurtha, and plotted among themſelves the maſſacring of the Roman gariſon.

To compaſs their treacherous deſign, they took the opportunity of a public feſtival

to invite the officers to feaſt at their houſes ; and when they had eat and drank plen

tifully, every man, as had been agreed on before-hand, ſtabbed his gueſt. Such as got The Romans

into the ſtreets, were overwhelmed and killed with ſtones from the tops of the houſes; maſſacred in

ſo that Turpilius was the only man who eſcaped the common mafiacre. The proconſul "“”

no ſooner heard of the revolution in Vacca, than he ordered the legion, which was quar

tered near him, to arms, and joining with them a great number of thoſe Numidians who

had ſubmitted to Rome, marched in perſon to avenge the blood of his Romans. The

d inhabitants had ſhut their gates for fear of a ſurprize; but when they ſaw from their

ramparts a body of Numidian cavalry advancing towards their city, without com

mitting any devaſtations, they concluded, that jugurtha muſt be at the head ofthem,

and upon this preſumption marched out to meet him. But their miſtake proved fatal

to them : the Numidian cavalry fell upon the diſarmed multitude, and cut them in

pieces ; and in the mean time the Roman legion coming up, ſeized the gates of the

city, retook and plundered it. Thus the treacherous inhabitants of Wacca, after Vacca retaken.

having enjoyed their liberty but two days, were brought again under ſubjection,

and treated with the utmoſt ſeverity. Tho' Metellus was fully convinced, that Tur

pilius was no-ways guilty, he was obliged, by the clamours of the army, contrary to

his own inclination, to have him tried by a council of war. Marius, who was one of Marius', i.a.

his judges, merely out of ſpite to Metellus, became his accuſer. He charged him lent condud.

with having ſold the town, and the lives of the Romans under his command, laid

great ſtreſs on the diſtinétion ſhewn him in having his life alone ſpared, and proſe

cuted the affair ſo warmly, that he got him condemned to be firſt beaten with rods,

and then beheaded. Soon after the execution of the ſentence, the innocence of Tur

pilius plainly appeared; and then the other officers made their apologies to the pro

conſul for the ſentence theyhad pronounced, and bewailed with him the unfortunate end

of a man, whom he had judged worthy of his friendſhip; but Marius publicly rejoiced

at the death of the innocent Turpilius, and had even the inſolence to boaſt, that he

f had found means to torment Metellus with a perpetual remorſe, and an avenging fury,

which would be continually requiring of him the innocent blood of his friend".

A N D now, upon the news that the ſenate and people were inclined to continue

Metellus in the command of the army, till the war with jugurtha was ended, Marius's

hatred to his general broke out into open attacks upon him. He began with decry- Hºdſºme, hi,

ing and calumniating him among the ſoldiery ; he repreſented him as an ambitious general.

man, who prolonged the war, only to keep himſelf the longer in power and com

mand ; he pretended, that the natural ſloth and timorouſneſs of Metellus, which were

increaſed by age, made him incapable of oppoſing an ačtive and vigilant enemy :

* SALust. Plut. ibid.

F heVol. V. No 1.
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he bragged among the common ſoldiers, with whom he made himſelf very familiar,

that, with half the troops Metellus had in his army, he would undertake, in one

ſingle campaign, to bring juguruba to Rome dead or alive. . Whatever Marius ſaid,

the ſoldiers wrote to their relationsand friends at Rome; and theſe letters being com

municated from houſe to houſe, prejudiced the people againſt Metellus, and at the

ſame time raiſed the reputation of his lieutenant, who, not content with adviſing the

ſoldiers to ſend bad accounts of their general to Rome, went ſo far as openly to beg

the votes of the Roman merchants at Utica, for chuſing him conſul at the next elečtion,

in order thereby to enable him to ſupplant his general and benefactor. He alſo pre

vailed on Gauda, the brother of jugurtha, but by a different mother, whom Metel

lus had diſobliged (G), to write to the ſenate againſt the proconſul, and much in his

favour. Theſe ſolicitations proved very advantageous to Marius, who being informed,

by his emiſſaries at Rome, of the favourable inclination of the people towards him,

publicly deſired leave of the proconſul to return to Rome, to make intereſt for the

conſulate. Metellus, tho' a man of great honour and probity, was not quite free from

that pride, which is almoſt inſeparable from noble birth. He therefore received this

application with haughtineſs, and anſwered Marius with a kind of raillery ; It will

be ſoon enough for you, Marius, to ſtand for the conſulate, when my ſon ſhall be old enough

to be your collegue. Young Metellus was then ſcarce twenty years of Age ; whereas

a man was to be at leaſt forty before he could be choſen conſul. In ſhort, the pro

conful told his lieutenant in plain terms, that he would not give him his diſcharge, ſo

long as he had any occaſion for his ſervice. At the ſame time he applied again to

Bomilcar, putting him in mind of the promiſe he had made of delivering up jugurtha

to him dead or alive ; but Bomilcar, who had been ſuſpečted by the king ever ſince

he adviſed him to ſurrender, applied to Nabdalſa, a Numidian lord of diſtinétion,

and one of the greateſt favourites the king had. He communicated to him his deſign

of ſacrificing the king to the welfare of his country. Nabdalſa, who was one of the

moſt wealthy lords of Numidia, readily entered into the plot, which would ſecure his

great eſtate, and both his own life and the lives of his children. The two traitors

agreed to ſurpriſe their king, and carry him to the proconſul ; the time was fixed

for the execution of the deſign, and the ambuſh prepared. On the day appointed,

Bomilcar came to the place agreed on ; and if Nabdalſa had performed his part, an

end had been put at once to the Numidian war; but Nabdalſa not appearing, Bomil

car wrote a letter to him, putting him in mind of his promiſe, and repreſenting to

him, that the affairs of Jugurtha were deſperate ; that he muſt ſoon periſh, either by

their hands, or the hands of the Romans ; that it was not worth their while to ſacri

fice their eſtates, their liberty, the lives of their wives and children, for an uſurper

and aſſaſſin ; that by delivering him up to the Romans, they would ſave their coun

try from impending ruin, ſecure their lives and eſtates, and gain the favour of the

powerful republic, &c. This letter was delivered ſafe into Nabdalſa's hands, while

he was lying on a couch, reſting himſelf after a violent exerciſe. After he had read

it, he laid it on his pillow, and muſing upon the contents of it, fell aſleep. In the

mean time his ſecretary coming into the room, and finding a letter open, read it, in

order to anſwer it 3 but being ſhocked at the propoſals of Bomilcar, he went immedi

ately to acquaint the king with the plot. Nabdalſa ſoon after awaked, miſſed the

letter, and finding, upon inquiry, that his ſecretary alone had been in his room, and

had ſuddenly diſappeared, he diſpatched without delay ſome of his attendants after

him ; but as he had got the ſtart of them, the letter was already in the king's hands.

Matius asks

leave to return

to Rome.

A conſpiracy

againſt Jugur

tha.

(G) Metellus had not treated this prince with that

honour and reſpect which he expected. When he

firſt came to the Roman camp, he deſired two

marks of diſtinétion, viz. that in all public aſſem

blies he ſhould be placed at the general's right-hand;

and that a troop of Roman horſe ſhould be aſſigned

him for his guard. Metellus refuſed him both;

the firſt, becauſe it was a mark of diſtinétion,

which the Romans ſhewed to thoſe only whom they

acknowledged to be kings; and the ſecond, becauſe

he thought it an affront to the Roman knights, to

make them in a manner Numidian guards. Marius

therefore, applying himſelf to the young prince in

the heat of his reſentment, endeavoured to exaſpe

rate him againſt the proud proconſul, whom he re

preſented as taking delight in ſeeing the ſons of

kings groveling at his feet. He likewiſe aſſured

him, that, if he was general, he would treat him

with all the reſpect due to his character, and ſoon

place him on the throne of his anceſtors, as the next

heir to the crown. By theſe diſcourſes Marius

eaſily attached Gauda to himſelf; and the Numidian

wrote to the republic in terms of great bitterneſs

againſt the proconſul, and as much to the advantage

of his lieutenant (2).

(1) Saluſ!, bell, jugurth.
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vered the plot, if his treacherous ſervant had not prevented him. jugurtha, for fear

of raiſing a ſedition, for Nabdalſa was greatly beloved by the ſoldiery,

ſatisfied with the excuſe ; but condemned Bomilcar, and moſt of his accomplices, to

die B. The loſs of Bomilcar fruſtrated the hopes of Metellus, who thereupon reſolved

to take the field. As he was now quite tired with the importunities of Marius, he

a Hereupon Nabdalſa flew to court, and aſſured the king, that he would have diſco- The conſpiracy

diſcovered, and

Bomilc -

ſeemed to be.**

gave him at length leave to go to Rome, but only twelve days before the eleētion. Marius cºan,

Ambition gave Marius wings; for he reached the city in fix days after his ſetting leave to go to
out, and there made the beſt uſe of the little time he had left to gain the favour of Rome.

the people. He calumniated the proconſul, accuſed him of timorouſneſs, aſſured

the people, that, as he was well acquainted with the country, and, without all doubt,

more vigorous and ačtive than Metellus, he would, with half the troops the proconſul

commanded, in one campaign, take jugurtha dead or alive ; in ſhort, he omitted

nothing that could either diſcredit his general, or gain himſelf a great reputation.

As the nobility had of late conſtantly choſen two patricians to the conſulate, contrary

to the ancient law, that one of the conſuls ſhould be a patrician, and the other a plebeian,

the people were highly diſpleaſed with the patricians in general, and wholly bent

on promoting Marius, who bore an irreconcileable hatred to the nobility. All the

mob of Rome crouded to his houſe, the artificers left their ſhops to attend him, and

nothing was heard in the comitia, but the praiſes of Marius, and invečtives againſt

Metellus. In ſhort, he was raiſed to the conſulate by a great majority, with L. Caſſius Where he is

Longinus. His next buſineſs was to ſupplant his benefactor, and get himſelfnomi-º.
and appointed

nated to ſucceed him in the command of the army in Numidia. The ſenate had to ſucceed Me

already, by a ſpecial decree, appointed Metellus to be proconſul in Numidia for the tellus.

third year; but Marius applied to the people by their tribune Manilius Mancinus,

and at his motion they determined, that Marius alone ſhould carry on the war with

jugurtha. His collegue had Narbonne Gaul for his province, where he fell into an

ambuſh laid for him by the Tigurini. L. Calpurnius Piſo, one of his lieutenant-gene

rals, a man of great reſolution, prudence and courage, endeavoured to reſcue him ;

but periſhed with his general in the attempt. Then the Roman army was left

wholly to the condućt of the other lieutenant-general, by name Popilius, an officer

of no valour, and very little merit of any other kind. He, to ſafe his life, offered

to capitulate, ſhamefully ſurrendered his arms and baggage, and, with his whole

army, paſſed under the yoke. As ſoon as he returned to Rome, where his name was

become odious, he was accuſed before the people, and proſecuted with uncommon

zeal; but he, to ſave his reputation, went into baniſhment of his own accord, before

ſentence was pronounced againſt him". AEmilius Scaurus, prince of the ſenate, got

himſelf elečted conſul in the room of Caſſius, for the remaining part ofthe year(H).

But to return to Marius : his being obliged to prefide in the comitia for the elec

tion of the new conſul, kept him longer in Rome than he deſired. Being now inveſted

with the ſupreme magiſtracy, he treated the nobility with the utmoſt contempt,

declaring publicly, that it was matter of greater glory and triumph for him to have

humbled the conſcript fathers, by obtaining of the people the command of the army

in Numidia, which the ſenate had given to Metellus, than it would be to ſubdue that

kingdom, and lead jugurtha in chains. He inſulted all the patricians he met, and

abuſed them in the groſſeſt manner. All his ſpeeches to the people were filled with

his own praiſes, and with moſt bitter invečtives againſt the nobility and the ſenate.

He was no orator ; but everything was well taken from a man, who was become the

b SALust. PLUT. V.E.L. Paterc. ibid. * Tacit. de German. morib. CAEs, de bell. Gall. l. i.

1. iii. de legib.

Cic.

(H) Scauras had one P. Rutilius for his competi

tor; but got the better of him by a piece of chi

canery. He accuſed Rutilius of bribery in canvaſ.

ing for the conſulſhip; and in proof of his accuſa

tion, produced a note under his hand, whereby

Scaurus pretended, that his competitor had promiſed

a citizen money for his vote. The note contained

only theſe four letters, A. F. P. R. which Scaurus

interpreted thus; Adum file P. Rutilii, that is, P.

Rutilius promiſes to perform the obligation. But C.

Cannius, a Roman knight, who was preſent at the

trial, gave a very different interpretation to the four

letters, making them ſtand for the following fen

tence; AEmilius fecit, pleåetur Rutilius, that is, Aemi

lius made the note; but Rutilius will be puniſhed for

it; which was accuſing Scaurus of forgery, and at

the ſame time ſhewing the folly of laying ſtreſs on

the interpretation of initial letters; which are capable

of many ſenſes. However, Rutilius was excluded,

and Scaurus promoted (3).

(3) Cic, in Bruto.
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idol of the people. This encouraged him to demand with inſolence a greater num- a

ber of troops than the conſuls had been uſually allowed, and to ſend, of his own

authority, to demand auxiliaries of the nations and kings who were in friendſhip with

the republic. At Rome he made his levies with the utmoſt rigour, obliging thoſe

who were famed for valour in all parts of Italy to come to Rome, and take the mili

tary oaths, tho’ they had already ſerved the time required by law ; but the people

took all the ſeverities of their plebeian conſul in good part, and were ſo zealous to

follow him into Africa, that his legions were ſoon completed, and moſtly filled with

men of the loweſt claſſes, who were exempted by their poverty from the ſervice.

Theſe Marius preferred to any others, as if he had been afraid of having any ſoldiers
in his troops, who were of a better condition than himſelf ". b

In the mean time Metellus, ignorant of what paſſed at Rome, and not doubting but

he ſhould be continued in the command of the army, till the intire redućtion of Nu

midia, took the field ; and having, after long and tedious marches, found out at

laſt jugurtha, poſted in places which he thought inacceſſible, he forced him to a

Jugurth, a battle, in which the Numidians were defeated and diſperſed. The king eſcaped by

feared by Me. flight through vaſt deſerts and roads, with which he alone was acquainted, and retired
tellus. to Thala, a place well fortified, where he had lodged his jewels and treaſures. Me

tellus followed him croſs the deſert, which was about fifty miles in extent, carrying

with him corn enough to ſupport the army fourteen days, and a vaſt number of skins

and barrels filled with water. The inhabitantsof Thala, who thought their city inac- c

Thiſ, tºgea ceſſible, were ſtruck with terror at the approach of the Roman army. The king,

*y Metelius, dreading to be ſhut up in the place, immediately abandoned it, and rambled from

deſert to deſert, his fear of being betrayed keeping him from fixing any-where ; but

the gariſon, conſiſting moſtly of deſerters from the Roman army, made all the reſiſt

ance that could be expected from brave men driven to deſpair. But when, after

forty days ſiege, the Romans had made a large breach in the wall of the city, the

gariſon, finding it impoſſible for them to avoid deſtrućtion, carried all the valuable

things they could find to the king's palace, ſet fire to it, and periſhed all to a man in

And taken, the flames. The proconſul had ſcarce entered the place, when he was informed,

that one Hamilcar, a citizen of Great Leptis, was labouring under-hand to draw over d

his countrymen to jugurtha. Hereupon he immediately detached thither four Ligu

rian cohorts, under the command of Caius Anicius, and by that means kept the neigh

bouring country in a ſtate of tranquillity. Jugurtha, having now neither troops nor

a place of refuge left, determined to go and treat in Perſon with a people, who had

never yet heard of the Roman name. Theſe were the Getuli, a barbarous nation,

who inhabited the inner part of Africa, and led their flocks from paſture to paſture,

living always in tents, without any fixed habitation. The king, having found means

to induce them to follow his ſtandards, aſſembled the ſcattered ſhepherds, and taught

them to keep their ranks, and obey the officers he ſet over them. From Getulia

the Numidian king advanced to the confines of Mauritania, where Bocchus reigned &

over an African people, ſomewhat leſs barbarous, and better diſciplined than the

Jugurtha a Getuli. As that prince had married one of jugurtha's daughters, he was eaſily pre

joined by Boc- vailed upon to enter into an offenſive and defenſive league with the Numidian. And

:** now the king, being joined by the Getuli, and all the forces of Bocchus, appeared

- - - anew in the field, and approached Cyrtha, the capital of Numidia, which Metellus

had formerly taken, and made a magazine ofarms and proviſions for his army. This

obliged the proconſul to alter his condaćt ; he no longer offered battle, or bid defiance

to the enemy, but kept cloſe within his intrenchments, and there watched the

motions of the two kings, being determined to venture nothing, for fear of loſing

all e. f

Such was the ſtate of affairs in Numidia, when news was brought to Metellus of

the promotion of Marius to the conſulate, and likewiſe to the command of the army.

The proconſul, tho' a great and wiſe man, was thunder-ſtruck to hear, that a mean

plebeian, an ungrateful creature of his own, raiſed by his family from the duſt, had

found more credit and favour at Rome, than himſelf, notwithſtanding his nobility

and exploits. He was ſo much affected, that he could not forbear weeping, forget

ting in a manner the dignity of his charaćter; and indeed what could be more mor

tifying, than to have a conqueſt ſo far advanced ſnatched out of his hands by one of

4 Plut. in Mario. Salust. ibid. • Idem ibid.

the
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a the meaneſt of the pecple, drawn out of obſcurity by himſelf? But, after all, he

was not ſo much grieved, as Saluſ informs us, at the glory he loſt, as at the advance

ment of Mariuſ, who had decried his conduct, only to raiſe himſelf upon the ruins of

his reputation. However, as in great minds the public good prevails over private

reſentment, the proconſul ſpared no pains to draw off Bocchus from jugurtha, tho’

this would greatly facilitate the redućtion of Numidia for his rival. He ſpent the

whole time he remained in Numidia in private negotiations with that prince, who

thereupon was leſs preſſing to give battle, which was partly what the proconſul had

in view. At length advice came, that Marius was landed at Utica, with a very Mariusland, in

numerous body of Romans and allies. Hereupon Metelluſ, not being able to bear the Africa.

b thoughts of paying his homage to the new conſul, who had ſo treacherouſly and

baſely ſupplanted him, inſtantly left the camp, which he had pitched near Cyrtha,

and returned to Italy, after having appointed Rutilius, one of his lieutenants, to deli

ver up the army to his perfidious and ungrateful rival. His preſence at Rome, and the

account he gave of the ſucceſs of his arms, of the towns he had taken, of the provinces

he had conquered, and of the battles he had fought, ſoon wiped off the calumnies,

which had been caſt upon him. The eſteem and reſpect, which the people had for

merly ſhewn for that great man, revived ; he was received every-where with loud

acclamations, and the people, to make him ſome amends for the injuſtice done him,

decreed him, with an unanimous conſent, the honour of a triumph, and the glorious Metellus is de
c ſurname of Numidicus f. Welleius Paterculus obſerves here, that there were, at this º: tri

time, above twelve perſons of the family of Metellus in Rome, who had been ſucceſ. “”

ſively raiſed either to the conſulate or cenſorſhip, and many of them honoured with

triumphs, in leſs than twelve years g. But, notwithſtanding his nobility, his exploits

and his great reputation for probity, a tribune of the people had the boldneſs to

accuſe him of having plundered the province from which he came ; but when he pro

duced his books in his defence, the Roman knights, who were judges in theſe civil

cauſes, refuſed to examine his accounts, declaring, that they thought the whole

courſe of his life a ſtronger proof of his innocence, than the wax, on which he had

ſet down his disburſements and receipts".

d IN the mean time Marius put himſelf at the head of the army; but as the troops he

had brought with him were for the moſt part new levies, he did not care to run the

hazard of a general ačtion. He only watched the motions of the two kings, beſieged

fome weak places, and prevented the eremy from making incurſions into the coun

tries which had ſubmitted to Rome. Marius, having thus ſpent the ſummer, without

any conſiderable exploit, his troops began to deſpiſe him, and to look upon Metellus

as a much better general than his ſucceſſor. To remove theſe prejudices, which

began to prevail, he reſolved on an enterprize, which would be ſufficient to raiſe his

reputation, and eclipſe the glory of his predeceſſor. The city of Capſa ſtood in the

middle of the burning ſands of Africa, ſurrounded on all ſides by a vaſt deſert, which

e made it in a manner inacceſſible, eſpecially by great armies. This city he reſolved

to beſiege ; and having provided corn and water, which he knew he ſhould want

in the deſert, he ſet out on his march, without communicating his deſign even to his

own lieutenants. He marched only by night, the rays of the ſun being ſo ſtrongly

reflećted by the ſand, that his men could not bear the heat by day. In this manner

he croſſed that inhoſpitable country, which was inhabited only by ſerpents ofan enor

mous ſize, which heat and hunger made very troubleſome. After three nights march,

with what danger and fatigue the reader may imagine, the army came within two

miles of Capſa before day-break. They then halted among ſome hills, which covered

the city, and intercepted the ſight of the legions, and there waited, as in an ambuſh,

f till the ſun appeared ; when Marius detached his light-armed infantry to ſeize the

gates, and appearing at the ſame time with his whole army before the place, ſtruck

the inhabitants with ſuch terror, that they offered to ſurrender, upon condition that

they ſhould have their lives ſpared ; but Marius, to fill all Numidia at once with the Marius takes

dread of his name, entered the place ſword in hand, levelled it with the ground, put “P”

all the citizens, who were able to bear arms, to death, and ſold the reſt for ſlaves.

This barbarous inſtance of ſeverity ſpread terror far and near ; the people, where-ever

he came, ſubmitted to him, and many, without waiting for his preſence, ſent deputies

to him, imploring his protećtion, and offering to ſupply his army with all ſorts of

* Vell. Paterc.l. ii. c. 2. & Idem ibid. * val. Max. l. ii. c. 18. Cic, ad Attic, i. i. epiſt. 16.
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The charader

of Sylla.

proviſions. He marched to the utmoſt confines of Numidia, and, in that long march, a

met with one place only which refuſed to ſubmit to him. This was a caſtle called

Mulucha, ſituated on the ſummit of a rock, and perhaps the ſtrongeſt fortreſs then

in the world. It was of no larger extent than the top of the rock, which was one

intire body of flint, ſtanding quite by itſelf, and naturally ſo very ſmooth, that

there was not the leaſt hold for the hands, or projećtion for the feet to reſt on. The

only way up to it was what the inhabitants had cut in the rock, ſo narrow, that two

men could not, without difficulty, walk a-breaſt in it. However, Marius under

took the redućtion of the place ; but the beſieged threw ſuch a quantity of firebrands

from the tops of their ramparts, and rolled down the rock ſuch vaſt ſtones, that the

machines were burnt, and thoſe who managed them dangerouſly wounded. The b

attempt was often renewed, but always proved fruitleſs ; beſides, the caſtle was ſo

well ſtored with proviſions and ammunition, and the ſeaſon ſo far advanced, that the

Roman general could not entertain any hopes of reducing it by famine: yet he per

ſiſted ; and at length mere chance did more than his utmoſt efforts could have effected.

A Ligurian ſoldier, having obſerved ſome ſnails creeping along the rocks, as he was

filling his pitcher at a neighbouring fountain, took it in his head to climb up after

them. The higher he went, the more ſnails he found in the cracks of the rock, which

was moiſter on this ſide than any other. In the mean time the attack was carrying

on on the oppoſite ſide ; and this encouraged the Ligurian to mount up to the very

top of the rock. When he came to the foot of the wall, he found it quite deſerted c

on that ſide by the gariſon, who were all engaged in repulſing the aggreſſors on the

other. Being therefore under no apprehenſion, his curioſity led him to get up upon

the wall, which he did by the help of an old oak that grew cloſe to it. When he

had, from the wall, a view of the place, he ſlid down the rock, without being diſ

covered, and returned to the camp. He did the ſame thing a ſecond time, and par

ticularly examined, whether it were poſſible to introduce a company of active and

intrepid men into the place that way. In the mean time Marius, diſcouraged by the

ill ſucceſs of his attempts, was in ſuſpenſe whether he ſhould give over the enterprize,

and put an end to the campaign ; but when the Ligurian acquainted him with his

exploit, he conceived ſome hopes of making himſelf maſter of the place, and imme-d

diately ſent experienced officers to view the rock, and report their ſentiments. Of

theſe ſome thought the thing impracticable; but others, more bold and enterpriſing,

declared, that, in their opinion, the attempt, if well conducted, might ſucceed. As

the loſs, at all adventures, could not be great, the opinion of the latter prevailed ;

and the Ligurian was put at the head of four centuries of choſen men, provided with

hooks, cramping-irons, nails and hammers. Theſe filed off in the night, and lay in

ambuſh near the fountain, till the attack was renewed the next day. Then, while

the gariſon was engaged on the oppoſite ſide, with the help of their tools they got

up, not without great labour, to the foot of the wall, which they eaſily mounted.

Marius had ſent a company of trumpets with them, ordering them to found the alarm e

as ſoon as they got on the ramparts ; which they did accordingly, and with that

unexpected noiſe ſo terrified the beſieged, that they abandoned the attack on the

other ſide, and by that means gave the legionaries an opportunity of advancing up

the narrow path to the gate, which they broke down, and entering the fortreſs,

joined their companions, Being thus maſters of the place, they put both the gariſon

and inhabitants to the ſword without diſtinčiion, ſeized the king's treaſures, and

then went into winter-quarters loaded with glory and booty'.

Soon after the redućtion of Mulucha, Lucius Cornelius Sylla landed at Utica with a

reinforcement for the conſular army. He was by birth a patrician, and deſcended

from one of the moſt illuſtrious families in Rome. He had ſomething very engaging f

in his converſation, was of a graceful aſpect, a noble air, eaſy manners, affable, inſi

nuating, and ever ready to oblige all, even at the expence of his own fortune, which

was but very ſmall; for his branch of the Cornelian family had been long eclipſed.

One of his anceſtors, by name Publius Cornelius Runſius, a ſenator of great reputation,

having been degraded by the cenſors, for keeping in his houſe, contrary to law, ten

pounds weight of ſilver in plate, his diſgrace deſcended to his poſterity, who conti

nued long in obſcurity, and were excluded from honours and public offices, as Plu

tarch informs us, to the fixth generation. Sylla, in his youth, fºll in with the cuſtoms

* SALust, ibid. FRONT, ſtrat. l. iii. c. 9.

of
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a of the young patricians of his time, and gave himſelf intirely up to pleaſures and

debauchery, keeping company only with lewd women, ſtage-players and buffoons;

in ſhort, he was reckoned one of the moſt debauched and effeminate young men in

Rome. A young courteſan, named Nicopolis, taken with his graceful perſon, ſupplied

him plentifully with money, which was the fruit of her debaucheries ; and as the

young Roman proved conſtant to her, ſhe left him great wealth at her death. Soon

after his mother-in-law likewiſe died, and left him a plentiful eſtate. From that

time, as he was ſatiated with pleaſures, he began to be tired with a private life, and

his wealth rouſing his ambition, he demanded, and obtained the quaeſtorſhip the ſame

year that Marius was raiſed to the conſulate. The people, whom he eaſily gained by

b his gentle and obliging carriage, appointed him to ſerve under Marius, who was

then ready to ſet out for Africa ; but that general, thinking that a man of pleaſure

could never prove a good ſoldier, or that a body, enervated by vice and debauchery,

could bear the fatigues of war, was highly diſpleaſed with the quaeſtor allotted him,

and therefore left him behind in Italy, under pretence of raiſing a reinforcement of

auxiliary troops among the allies, but in reality to get rid of a man, of whoſe con

dućt in war he had but a very mean opinion. The qua-ſtor, tho’ very ſenſible of the

contempt ſhewn him, obeyed, and came not to the army till after the redućtion of

Mulucha, when the troops were ready to go into winter-quarters. The moment he sylla', thange

arrived in Africa, he threw off the man of pleaſure, was always ready to undertake in cºndui.

c the moſt painful and laborious duties, contented himſelf with the food of the common

ſoldiers, and by affeóting to imitate Marius gained both his eſteem and friendſhip:

ſo that nothing now ſeemed wanting to the quaeſtor, but an opportunity to give

proofs of his valour. It was the quaeſtor’s province to ſupply the troops with provi

ſions, and the neceſſary fums for carrying on the war; but this office did not exempt

him from partaking of the dangers, or prevent his commanding the troops. In an

aćtion the quaeſtor performed the office of the firſt lieutenant general of the army,

immediately under the chief commander ; and in this office Sylla ſignalized himſelf,

as we ſhall ſee in the courſe of this war, and carefully improved the opportunities

that offered of recovering the time he had loſt k. -

d Marius, after the taking of Mulucha, retired towards the ſea-coaſt with a deſign

to put his troops into winter-quarters in the maritime cities, that by this means they

might be the more eaſily ſupplied with proviſions. But in his retreat his army was

ſurpriſed by the united forces of the two kings, who coming unexpećtedly upon

them towards the cloſe of the day, charged them with great fury. As the Romans The two kings

were neither upon their guard, nor armed for fighting, nor drawn up in battalia, ſºbriſ M*

the legionaries, being hard preſſed by the Mauritanian and Getulian cavalry, began *

to give ground. But in the mean time the Roman cavalry arriving very ſeaſonably,

made head againſt the enemy, and ſuſtained the ſhock of their cavalry, till the legio

maries drew up, and put themſelves in a poſture of defence. Then a tumultuary

e battle, or rather a great fray, enſued: none of the ſoldiers repaired to their colours;

but fought, as they could, horſe and foot mixed together, without any rule or order.

Both Marius and his quaeſtor diſtinguiſhed themſelves on this occaſion in a very emi

ment manner; the latter fell, like a lion, on a troop of barbarians, who had already

ſurrounded one of the manipuli, and cut moſt of them in pieces; the former ſeemed

to be in all places at once, and being attended by a body of choice troops, obliged

the enemy to give way where-ever he appeared. When it began to grow dark,

Marius retired by degrees to two neighbouring hills, and having there rallied his troops,

fortified in all haſte that which was leaſt ſteep, poſting his men on the declivity of the

two hills, and in the valley between them. At the foot of one of the hills was a

f plentiful ſpring of freſh water, a great refreſhment to troops fatigued with a long

march, and a warm battle. The two kings ſurrounded the hills, on which the Romans

were poſted, with numberleſs multitudes of Numidians, Mauritanians, and Getuliams,

who all looked on this ačtion only as the beginning of a certain vićtory, which they

ſhould complete at the riſing of the ſun. jugurtha did not doubt but he ſhould be

able to extinguiſh the Roman name in Numidia; and the African ſoldiers, looking upon

the conſular army as a certain prey, kindled great fires, danced round them with loud

ſhouts, and paſſed the beſt part of the night in feaſtings and rejoicings. Marius, who

ſaw from the eminence on which he was incamped, all that paſſed, kept within his in

* Salust. ibid. Plut. in Syll & Mar.

trenchments,
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trenchments, till the enemy, tired with dancing and revelling, retired to their tents a

to refreſh themſelves with ſleep, that they might be able to renew the attack at break

of day with more vigour. He then drew out his legions in order of battle ; and

placing all the trumpets in the firſt line, advanced in ſilence and good order towards

the enemy. When he was within reach of them, the trumpets ſounded the charge,

and made ſo terrible a noiſe, that the barbarians, who were moſt of them aſleep, had not

in that ſurpriſe the courage to take up their arms, but fled, many of them half naked,

in the utmoſt confuſion. The Romans purſued the fugitives, and made a dreadful

ſlaughter of the diſarmed multitude. We are told that Jugurtha and Bocchus loſt more

men in this ſurpriſe, than in any other ačtion. Four days after this defeat, they again

came up with the Roman army, hoping to find them once more off their guard.

But Marius, who was ready to receive them, made ſuch a ſlaughter of the barba

rians, that he had reaſon to believe the war was near ended. The enemy’s army,

which had been juſt reinforced by a numerous body under the command of Volux the

ſon of Bocchus, and conſiſted of ninety thouſand men, was almoſt intirely cut off.

jugurtha on this occaſion gave uncommon proofs of his valour and condućt. At the

head of his cavalry he broke through the firſt line of the Romans, and ſhewing his

bloody ſword to the legionaries, cried out in the Latin tongue, which he had learnt at

the ſiege of Numantia, Marius is dead. Thisſword is ſlained with his blood. Hereupon

the ſecond line of the Romans began to give ground, and the Numidians, animated by

the example of their king, renewed the charge with more fury than ever. But in the

mean time, Sylla, having routed the numberleſs forces of Bocchus and Volux, arrived

very ſeaſonably at the head of the cavalry, revived the courage of the legionaries, and

falling upon the enemy's flank, robbed them of a vićtory, which they thought cer

tain. The Numidians, in ſpite of their utmoſt efforts, were forced to fly before Sylla,

who, laying hold of all opportunities to efface the prejudices entertained of his effe

minacy, performed wonders. The king himſelf, who retired with his Numidians,

narrowly eſcaped falling into his hands. Thus Sylla diſplayed for the firſt time his

courage and intrepidity greatly to his advantage. Marius had the honour of con

dućting the whole action with the prudence of a great commander, and Sylla that of

executing the orders of his general with uncommon valour !.

THE labours of the campaign were ſucceeded by negotiations. Bocchus, who had

been long inclined to peace, ſent an embaſſy to the conſul, deſiring him to diſpatch

ſome perſons to him, to whom he might ſafely communicate his thoughts. Hereupon

Marius immediately appointed Sylla his quaeſtor, and Manlius one of his lieutenants,

to wait upon the king. In their firſt audience Sylla endeavoured not only to draw

off Bocchus from jugurtha, but to prevail upon him to deliver up the Numidian king

alive into the conſul’s hands. But Bocchus, without taking any notice of what Sylla

had ſaid on that head, only begged leave to ſend an embaſſy firſt to the conſul, and

then to Rome, to negotiate a peace and alliance with the Roman ſenate and people.

This the quaeſtor readily granted, and then ſet out with his collegue Manlius for Cirtha,

where Marius then was in winter quarters. They were ſoon followed by five embaſ

ſadors, all men of great diſtinétion, from the king of Mauritania ; but Marius being

gone from Cirtha to ſurpriſe a caſtle at a great diſtance, which was ſaid to be full of

Roman deſerters, the embaſſadors proceeded to Utica, where Sylla commanded the

main body of the army in the conſul’s abſence. Sylla received them with the higheſt

marks of honour ; and upon the return of the conſul, who failed in his attempt upon

the caſtle, their propoſals were accepted, a truce was agreed on between the Romans

and Mauritanians, and two of the embaſſadors ſent back to carry the news to the king,

while the other three imbarqued for Italy with the ſecond quaeſtor Cneius Oğavius, who

was lately come from Rome with large ſums for the payment of the troops, and other

expences of the war. When they arrived at Rome, they found C. Attilius Serranus

and Q. Servilius Capio in the conſulate. The latter had Narbonne Gaul, and the

former Italy, for his province. Marius was continued in the command of the army

in Africa in quality of proconſul, and Sylla confirmed in his office with the title of pro

quaeſtor. The ſenate, when they had heard from the embaſſadors the requeſt of their

maſter, returned them the following anſwer: The ſenate and people of Rome are not

eaſily reconciled to thoſe who have dared, without any provocation, to bear arms againſ:

them. Nevertheleſ, the repentance of Bocchus diſarms us. Let him enjoy the truce with
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a which Marius has favoured him, and the peace which we now grant him. But as to an

alliance with Rome, it is incumbent on him firſt to deſerve it by ſome important ſervices.

By this Bocchus well knew was meant his delivering up jugurtha, and being reſolved A peace is

to comply with the deſire of the ſenate, he intreated Marius to ſend Sylla to him, in granted him

order to facilitate the execution of his deſign. Sylla, ready to run all hazards in the ‘y the ſenate.

negotiating an affair which would put an end to the war at once, willingly accepted

of the office. ... jugurtha in the mean time, though in want of every thing, ſtill ſup

ported himſelf by his courage. . When he heard of the treaty which the Mauritanian

had juſt concluded with Rome, he ſent one Aſpar, a faithful and able miniſter, to

Bocchus, not doubting but he ſhould be able, by well-condućted negotiations, and

b by the mediation of his ſon-in-law, to get himſelf included in the treaty, and ſave

both his perſon and part of his dominions. As Aſpar arrived at the Mauritanian

court before Sylla, he inſinuated himſelf ſo much into the king's affections, that he

had very like to have gained him over intirely to his maſter's intereſt. A Numidian

prince, named Dabar, grandſon to Maſiniſſa by a concubine, and greatly attached to

the Romans, being then at the court of the Mauritanian, employed all his intereſt in

favour of the republic, and with much ado kept Bocchus wavering between Rome and

jugurtha.

Sylla was already upon the road to Mauritania with a pretty numerous guard of Sylaſts out

cavalry, light-armed infantry, archers, ſlingers, and a whole cohort of Peligni. for the*

c After five days march he was met by Volux, the ſon of Bocchus, at the head of a thou.”“”

ſand choſen men. The pro-quaeſtor received the king's ſon with all the politeneſs and

addreſs that was natural to him, and marched with him the firſt day without the leaſt

appearance of diſtruſt. When the fun was down, they incamped together ; and then

Wolux entering in great haſte the Roman commander's pavilion, told him, that he

was informed by his ſcouts, that jugurtha was near with a body of troops far ſupe

rior to theirs whenjoined together. This, with the advice the Mauritanian gave Sylla,

made the Romans ſuſpećt both him and his father of treachery. Let us fly, ſaid the I met by ſu

young prince, and leave our camp and men to the mercy of the enemy. I will take upon guith".

me to conduff you to a place of ſafety in the dark. The brave pro-qua-ſtor, ſhocked at

d this propoſal, replied reſolutely, Shall I fly before an enemy who has been ſo often van

quiſhed # Shall I be coward enough to abandon my men without a leader P I know the

valour of my troops ; and either they ſhall conquer with me, or I periſh with them. How

ever, Volux prevailed on Sylla to decamp immediately, and purſue his march in

ſilence. But jugurtha being informed of what had happened, got before them, and

poſted himſelf on the road through which the Romans were to paſs. When the

Romans, after having marched all night, obſerved early next morning jugurtha's

army incamped about two miles from them, they cried out, We are betrayed; Volux

has ſold us to Jugurtha ; let us kill the traytor. But Sylla, putting on an air of ſecurity,

encouraged his men to behave like Roman; ; and then taking Polux aſide, I am fully

e convinced, ſaid he, that you have betrayed us ; but that I may not be as wicked as yourſelf,

I will ſave your life. Begonefrom the camp this minute, and join the army which Jugurtha

has brought againſt us. The Mauritanian, aſtoniſhed, in appearance, at theſe words,

replied, I cannot think Jugurtha ſo imprudent as to inſult an embaſſador who is under the

protećlion of the ſon of the only friend he has in the world. His only aim in ſtopping the way

into Mauritania is to make a merit with the republic of giving Sylla a free paſſage through the

midſt of his troops. Tou will ſee him embrace with pleaſure the opportunity that now offers

of making his court to you. Let us go together, without any troops ; he will let us paſ;

unmoleſted. Sylla thought this a dangerous experiment ; but nevertheleſs reſolved to

run the hazard of it 3 and accordingly, followed only by his attendants as embaſ.

f ſador, he paſſed through jugurtha's army without moleſtation. The Numidian, by Jugurtha ſºft

thus ſuffering Sylla to paſs unmoleſted, hoped to gain his friendſhip, and by that jer, Sylla tº

means be included in the peace. But be that as it will, Sylla from this extraordinary ;:º
piece of good fortune was ever after called The Fortunate. After he had thus happily" army.

eſcaped the hands of jugurtha, he proceeded with Volux to the court of Bocchus, where

he was received in the moſt reſpeštful manner. The king, who was ſtill wavering

between Rome and Numidia, gave audience to Sylla, and Aſpar, the king of Numidia's

agent, at the ſame time. The former delivered his meſſage with all the pride of a His negotia

Roman, in theſe words; I only come to know whether you will have war or peace. Take tº with

your choice, that I may be gone. This ſtopped the mouth of the Numidian embaſſador ;*

and Bocchus made only this ſhort reply; I am not yet determined. I will take ten days
V o L. V. No I. H to
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to conſider of it, and then declare my reſolution. Bocchus was inclined to favour jugurtha; a

but on the other hand, he dreaded the power of the Roman; ; and therefore made it

his buſineſs to deceive both embaſſadors. However, he ſeemed to pay moſt deference

to Sylla, with whom he had, the night following, a private conference in his own

apartment ; when he declared, that his arms, auxiliaries, money, and in ſhort the

whole power of his kingdom, were intirely at the diſpoſal of the ſenate and people of

Rome. I give up, ſaid he, Jugurtha to your reſentments, and am determined to lend no

further aſſiſtance to a prince who has incurred your diſpleaſure. What more can you deſire?

Sylla on the other hand juſtified the proceedings of Rome againſt jugurtha, magnified

the favour ſhewn to the Mauritanian by the peace, and then, with regard to the moſt

material part of his commiſſion, went on thus: The moſt powerful kings cannot obtain b

an alliance with Rome but by ſome very extraordinary piece of ſervice. Seize then the

opportunity which fortune offers you. It is now in your power to ſeize and deliver up Ju

gurtha to us. Tour ſacrificing that perfidious uſurper will procure you the friendſhip of our

republic, and eſtabliſh you on the throne of your anceſtors for ever. Nor is this all : the beſt

part of Numidia will be the reward of your bringing to puniſhment a wicked, ungrateful,

and treacherous wretch, whoſe hands are yet ſtained with the innocent blood of his bro

thers. Aſſiſt Rome then in executing the vengeance of the gods ; deliver up Jugurtha

into my hands before my departure, and depend on the perpetual prote:lion and friendſhip of

the Romans. Bocchus, pretending to be ſurprized at the propoſal, cried out, What I

betray a father-in-law, a neighbour.ng king, a friend, an ally ' What will all Africa think c

of ſuch a black treachery But Sylla, who was very eloquent, by preſling and urging

in the ſtrongeſt terms, that nothing elſe could procure him the friendſhip of Rome,

Bocchus pro- obtained at length an expreſs promiſe from him to deliver up the king of Numidia into

wiſe to deliver his hands. The expedient they agreed on to inſnare him was to give him ſome hopes

ºº of being included in the treaty of peace with Rome, and by that bait draw him to
ylla. the court of the Mauritanian king. Accordingly, the next morning Bocchus ſent for

Aſpar, and with an unuſual air of gaiety, told him, that the Roman embaſſador ſeemed

inclined to include his maſter in the treaty of peace. Inform him therefore, ſaid he,

that the critical time for putting an end to ſo deſtrućtive a war is come, and adviſe

him to haſten hither, and finiſh the negotiation in perſon. With this good news Aſpar d

immediately ſet out for jugurtha's camp, and in eight days returned to Bocchus’s court

with this anſwer; that his maſter was very deſirous of putting an end to ſo troubleſome

a war; but that, as the ſenate often diſannulled the treaties concluded with their con

ſuls, no wiſe man would enter into negotiations with them, unleſs he had ſome ſecu

rity for the performance of the articles; that in the preſent caſe he ſaw nothing that

could ſecure to him the peace which Marius was negotiating, except the delivering

up of the proconſul’s embaſſador into his hands ; that if he were detained, this would

be a powerful motive for the ſenate to confirm a treaty which they could not break

but by ſacrificing ſo illuſtrious a patrician. The Mauritanian was ſo ſtruck with this

propoſal, that he immediately came into it; ſo that he had now baſely engaged to e

The double deliver up the Roman to the Numidian, and the Numidian to the Roman. As he

treachery of had ſolemnly given his word to both embaſſadors, they both equally expreſſed their

** ſatisfaction. There was no diſtruſt or jealouſy between them ; each depended on the

promiſe made him, and looked on his rival as inſnared and ſacrificed by the trea

cherous king. As for Bocchus himſelf, he ſtill continued wavering ; his heart was

with jugurtha ; but his intereſt inclined him to favour Sylla. In ſhort, he did not

determine which of the two he ſhould betray to the other, till the very night before

the appointed conference between himſelf, Sylla, and jugurtha. For the latter de

pending upon the promiſe of his ſon-in-law, had left his army, and was already

incamped with a ſmall body of choſen troops within reach of the court. When Boc-f

chus received advice of the approach of jugurtha, he fell into greater perplexity than

ever ; he could not prevail upon himſelf to betray jugurtha, his relation, his friend,

and his ally ; and on the other hand, he was afraid to ſeize Sylla, and by that piece

of treachery draw upon himſelf and his poſterity the vengeance of the powerful repub

lic. He paſſed the night in great anxiety, and was obſerved to walk to and fro in

his apartment with unuſual agitations of body, to change colour often, and to fall

into deep reflections. After having ſpent ſome hours in private, he at length came

to a final determination ; and having ſent for Sylla, entered into meaſures with him

for drawing jugurtha into the ſnare. A very high hill was appointed for the place

of the conference ; and thither Bocchus, by the advice of Sylla, ſent ſome troops before g

day
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a day-break with orders to conceal themſelves among the neighbouring rocks, and inveſt

the hill as ſoon as jugurtha ſhould jº. upon it. This done, Bocchus and Sylla,

upon advice that the king of Numidia was drawing near, ſet out together to meet

him. After the firſt civilities, the two kings and the Roman embaſſador proceeded

towards the hill. jugurtha was ſo fully perſuaded, that his father-in-law was going

to deliver the illuſtrious Roman into his hands, that he took no other guard with him

but ſome few friends. As ſoon as they arrived at the top of the hill, the Mauritanians

came out of their ambuſh ; but this fight did not in the leaſt affect the king of Nu

midia, though naturally very ſuſpicious. He believed they were coming to ſeize

Sylla, and therefore expreſſed great joy in ſeeing himſelf, as he imagined, at length

b ſure of his prey. Nor was he undeceived, till the detachment, falling upon his atten

dants, cut them in pieces, and then ſurrounded and ſeized him. He ſcarce believed |º. drº

his own eyes, till he was delivered into the Roman embaſſador's hands, who loadedº fo

him with chains, and ſet out with him, under a ſtrong guard, for Cirtha, which#f the

Marius had choſen for the uſual place of his reſidence. When Sylla entered that city flood '898.
with the captive king, the Roman army received him with loud ſhouts, and ſuch Before Chriſ?

demonſtrations of joy, and marks of eſteem, as cannot eaſily be deſcribed. They*m. 647

looked upon him as the chief conqueror of Numidia ; and this raiſed the envy of his -

general, who could not help ſhewing his diſpleaſure at the praiſes which the ſoldiers

ſo liberally beſtowed on the pro-quaeſtor. He burnt with envy in ſeeing his ſubaltern

thus honoured by the ſoldiery, and in a manner preferred to himſelf. And indeed

it was but juſt that Marius ſhould have the mortification of ſeeing the glory of the

campaign divided between a ſubaltern and himſelf. He had ſupplanted his predeceſ.

for Metellus by ſecret artifices, and public calumnies ; and providence now raiſed up

one to avenge his quarrel. Froth this ſmall beginning the famous wars between

Marius and Sylla took their riſe, and did not end, as their mutual jealouſy daily

increaſed, but with the deſtrućtion of the republic". Never was there more univerſal

joy in Rome, than at the fight of the illuſtrious captive whom Marius had ſent them

from Africa. By the taking of jugurtha the war in Numidia was at an end, and that

great kingdom intirely reduced. As for the captive king, he was kept in cloſe con

d finement to grace the triumph of the proconſul, when he ſhould return from Africa.

DURING theſe tranſačtions in Numidia, the conſul Q, Servilius Capio, to whoſe Crpiorecover,

lot Tranſalpine Gaul had fallen, as we have obſerved above, recovered the city of Toulouſ from
Toloſa, now Toulouſe, the capital of the Tetloſages, from the Cimbri ; but ſtained the the Cimbi i ;

glory which this conqueſt deſerved, by his avarice and rapines. For he gave the

city up to be plundered by his ſoldiers, though the inhabitants themſelves had deli

vered it up into his hands, and robbed the temples of thoſe immenſe ſums which the

Tºloſages were ſaid to have brought thither, after having plundered the famous temple

of Delphos. Thoſe writers among the ancients, who are the moſt modeſt in their com- Ana plund,

putations, make the ſum, which Capio found in the temple of Apollo in Toulouſ, the temples

e amount to a hundred thouſand pounds weight of gold, and as many of ſilver. Somé”

writers tell us, that the Tešloſage; brought from Delphos a hundred and twenty thou

ſand pounds weight of gold, and five millions of pounds weight of ſilvet, which they

lodged in their temple of Apollo. But Strabo, Pauſanias, and Polybius, aſſure us, that

not one of thoſe Gaul, who were concerned in the plundering of the temple of

Delphos, returned home, both gods and men having in a manner combined to extirpate

that ſacrilegious race. The immenſe treaſures therefore with which the temples of the

Tešoſages were inriched, could not have been brought from Delpho; ; but were moſt

likely, according to Strabo and Pauſanias, dug out of the ſilver and gold mines,

with which the country of the Tešloſages formerly abounded. But from what part

f ſoever theſe treaſures were brought, it is very certain, that they were immenſely great,

and that the general and his troops inriched themſelves by the ſacrilege, without ſuf

fering the republic to reap any advantage by it. The conſul pretended to ſet apart The avarice of

a conſiderable ſhare for the public treaſury, and ſent it away under a ſmall guard to *Pio.

Marſeilles ; but at the ſame time he placed a more numerous body on the road, who

ſeized it, and privately conveyed it to him. However, as he had retaken Toulouſe

from the Cimbri, he was continued in the government of Narbonne Gaul with the title

of proconſul 7. During the preſent conſulate two great men were born, who will

* Salust, bell. Jugurth. Plur. in Mario & Sylla, * Vell. PATERcul. l. ii. Plut. AUL. Gell.
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furniſh us with ample matter for the ſequel of this hiſtory, viz. the great Pompey at a

Rome, and the celebrated Cicero in the territory of Arpinum, a city of the Volſci.

The following year P. Rutilius Rufus, and Cn. Mallius Maximus were advanced to

the conſulate; the former a patrician of known abilities, and unſpotted reputation ;

the later a man of no birth or talents. Nevertheleſs it fell to the lot of Mallius to

carry on the war with the Cimbri in Tranſalpine Gaul at the head of a new army, while

his collegue continued ina&tive in Italy. As for Marius, he was continued proconſul

in Numidia, where he divided the dominions of the deprived king in the following

manner: That part which lay next to Mauritania, and was known by the name of

Maſſília, was aſſigned to Bocchus, and from this time took the name of New Mauri

tania. Numidia, properly ſo called, was divided into three parts; one was given to b

Hiempſal, another to Mondréſial, who were, without all doubt, the next heirs to

Moſimiſa ; and the third, which lay next to the Roman province, the republic reſerved

for herſelf, and ſubjećted it to the praetor, whom ſhe annually ſent to govern the

African province ".

Crpio and

Mallius quar
rel.

Cepio and

Mallius intirely

defeated by the

Cimbri and

Gauls.

IN the mean, time the conſul Mallius haſtened into Gaul to aſſiſt the proconſul

Capio, who was not ſtrong enough to ſtop the inundation of the Gauls, who were

marching from all parts to join the Cimbri, with a deſign to croſs the Aps, and invade

Italy. The Ambrones, the Tigurini, the Tugenes, the Urbigines, and in ſhort all the

nations that inhabited the country now known by the name of Suizzerland, were in

motion to join the Northern Gauls, who had already made themſelves maſters of almoſt c

all the country between Narbonne and the Tyrenees. Mallius ſoon after his arrival quar

relled with Capio. Perhaps the latter, who was far ſuperior to the conſul with regard

to birth and knowledge in military affairs, did not pay him the reſpect which was due

to his charaćter. However that be, it is certain, that their diſputes were carried to

ſuch a height, that the officers of the two armies, finding they could not by any

means agree, adviſed them to ſeparate: A fatal advice, which brought the republic

into greater danger, than had ever threatened her ſince the foundation of the city.

The barbarians no ſooner ſaw the Roman forces divided, than they fell upon a ſtrong

detachment of the conſular army, which was commanded by M. Aurelius Scaurus,

a lieutenant-general of great diſtinétion, who had been conſul three years before, cut d

them all to a man in pieces, and made Scaurus himſelf priſoner. Malius, greatly

intimidated at this defeat, thought proper to call Caepio to his aſſiſtance. But the

proconſul anſwered in a haughty manner, We have each our province ; let the conſul

take care of himſelf. However, he afterwards drew nearer the conſular army, fearing

the conſul might conquer the Gaul; without his aſſiſtance, and by that means have

all the glory of the campaign. To prevent this, he incamped in the way where the

Cimbri muſt paſs to fall on the conſular army, hoping that he ſhould be able to with

ſtand the enemy with his own troops, and thereby deprive his rival of the opportunity

of ſharing the honour of the vićtory. As for the Cimbri, when they ſaw the two

generals draw near each other, they concluded that they had made up their differ-e

ences, and were in perfect union and friendſhip. They therefore ſent deputies to

the conſul to propoſe a peace. As theſe deputies could not help paſſing through

Capio's army, he ordered them to be brought before him ; and finding that they

were empowered to treat only with Mallius, he treated them like ſpies, and would

have put them to death, had not both the legionaries and officers of his army reſtrained

his fury, and even forced him to go to the conſul’s camp, and confer with him about

the propoſals which the enemy had ſent to the republic. But as he went to the con

ſul’s tent againſt his will, he oppoſed him in all things, contradićted him with great

obſtinacy and rudeneſs, and inſulted him in the groſſeſt manner. This increaſed
the hatred between the two commanders; and the Gaul; and Cimbri, being informed by f

their deputiesofthe miſunderſtanding between the generals, laid hold of this opportunity

to give battle. The Gaul; attacked Mallius’s camp, and the Cimbri Capio's. The

ſlaughter they made was exceeding great. Fourſcore thouſand men, Romans and allies,

with the two ſons of the conſul, and forty thouſand ſervants and ſuttlers, periſhed on

this fatal day. Of the two Roman armies only ten men eſcaped with the two generals

to carry the news of ſo dreadful a defeat to Rome. Among theſe was the famous

Sertorius, who, being yet very young, was making his firſt campaign under Capio.

As he ſerved in the cavalry, and was well mounted, he ſaved himſelf by ſwimming

croſs the Rhone. The conquerors deſtroyed all the ſpoils they took, purſuant to a

* AppſAN. de bell. civil. Plut. in Mario.

WOWſ
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vow they had made before the battle. The gold and filver they threw into the Rhone,

drowned the horſes they had taken, and put to death all the priſoners. Thus they

revenged, without avarice, the injuries done to Apollo, whoſe temple the ſacrilegious

and covetous Romans had plundered P. -

The news of this misfortune filled Rome with fear and conſternation. At the ſame

time advice came from Spain, that a praetorian army had been cut in pieces there by

the Luſitanians. As both theſe melancholy accounts arrived on the eve of the nones

of Ojober, the ſenate ordered that this ſhould for ever be reckoned among the unlucky

days. In this general conſternation all the ſhops in the city were ſhut up, and the

citizens, laying aſide the toga, put on the military habit. They ſaw themſelves

threatened with a new deluge of Cimbri and Gauls, numerous enough to over-run the

whole country. Two conſular armies, which were their chief dependence, were

utterly deſtroyed, and Rome in ſo imminent a danger left quite defenceleſs. The

people, highly incenſed againſt Caepio, iſſued a decree, depoſing him, and declaring

him incapable of any command in the Roman armies for the future. As no Roman

general, how faulty ſoever, had ſuffered ſo great a diſgrace ſince the beginning of

the republic, the decree of the people did not paſs without oppoſition. The nobility

and ſenate exclaimed againſt it as a novelty, and a blow which affected the whole

body of the patricians, and raiſed ſuch diſturbances in the comitia, that C. junius

Norbanus, tribune of the people, was forced to drive the patricians by force out of

the aſſembly. In the fray which happened on this occaſion, M. Aemilius Scaurus,

prince of the ſenate, was wounded on the head with a ſtone. The nobility being

driven out of the aſſembly with two of the tribunes, L. Cotta and C. Didius, who

proteſted againſt the law their collegues had propoſed, the ſacrilegious Caepio was

depoſed (I) q.

againſt the misfortunes that threatened her, raiſed a new army with incredible expe

dition, no citizen, who was of age to bear arms, being exempted. The conſul

would not diſpenſe even with his own ſon, whom, though ſcarce ſeventeen, he obliged

to ſerve as a common ſoldier in one of the legions, Rutilius on this occaſion firſt

introduced fencing maſters into the Roman camp, whoſe buſineſs it was to teach the

young ſoldiers how to handle their arms, attack the enemy, and defend themſelves.

By this means the conſul, who was a skilful commander, prepared for his ſucceſſor

an invincible army r.

In the mean time the Cimbri and Gaul; held a council of war, in which ſome were

for paſſing the Alps, deſcending into the plains of Inſubria, and advancing towards

Rome. Others thought it more adviſeable to reduce firſt the new Roman province.

But before they came to any reſolution, they thought it proper to bring into the

council their priſoner Æmilius Scaurus, and ask his opinion of their deſcent into Italy.

The Roman with great conſtancy and intrepidity told them, that they were not to

expe&t from him any advice, which could be prejudicial to his country, but that he

would give them ſuch as might be uſeful for themſelves. He then adviſed them

to lay aſide all thoughts of paſſing into Italy, where they would meet with the ſame

misfortunes which had formerly befallen Pyrrhus and Hannibal : Enjoy, ſaid he, the

glory fortune has given you in your firſt battle. You have gained a vićtory by the

diſagreement of two bad commanders ; but when you come to engage the forces of

* Plut. in Sertorio. Valer. Austías apud Liv. Diodor. Sicul. l. xxxvi. * Val. Max. l. vi.

c. 9. Cic. de orat. l. ii. in Brut. & Pro Balbo.

(I) Cºpio, according to ſome authors, was con

demned to baniſhment; according to others, he died

in priſon. His body, if we believe Valerius Maxi

mus (4), was cut in pieces by the public executioner,

and expoſed to the view of all the Roman people,

He had been horoured with a triumph, with the

dignity of pontifex maximus, and the title of Pro

teåor of the ſenate. But notwithſtanding his former

honours and deſerts, he was treated like a common

criminal on account of his having been the chief

cauſe of the defeat of the Romans by the Cimbri and

Teutones. Some writers even tell us, that his body

(4) Wal, Max. l. vi. t. 9.

- Vo L. W. No, I ,

* Liv. & Val. Max. l. ii. c. 3.

was dragged to the Scale Gemonia, and there bar

barouſly abuſed by the incenſed multitude. But Cicero

ſays in expreſs words (5), that Servilius Capio being

baniſhed Rome, retired to Smyrna; whence ſome

writers, in order to reconcile the ancients, have

imagined, that he was by the intereſt of his family

and friends recalled from baniſhment ; but that the

tribunes, having revived the old accuſations againſt

him, prevailed on the people to ſentence him to death

for having ſacrificed the intereſts of his country to

his avarice and ambition.

(5) Cic, in orat. pro Balbo.

I .* the

Upon his depoſition the whole government of the republic for the Cepio de

reſt of the year fell to P. Rutilius Rufus, who being impowered to guard Rome **
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the republic under the condućt of an experienced general, you will find them invin

A milius Scau-cible. Scaurus had ſcarce done ſpeaking, when Bojorix, one of the kings or leaders

%: of the Cimbri, thinking this too inſolent a ſpeech from the mouth of a captive, drew

"his ſword, and ſtabbed him. In the mean time the republic choſe new conſuls, and

raiſed to that dignity C. Fulvius Fimbria and C. Marius a ſecond time. Two laws were

urged againſt the promotion of the latter, one forbidding the choice of any abſent

perſon, the other enacting that no one ſhould be raiſed to the conſulate a ſecond time

till ten years after the firſt. But the people made the laws give way to the public

good. This news was a very agreeable ſurpriſe to Marius, who was buſy in regulating

Marius aſ cond his conqueſts in Africa, and thought of nothing leſs than his new promotion. He

time conſul, left Numidia without delay, and returning to Rome about the end of December, on

the firſt day of january both entered on his office, and triumphed on account of his

His triumph. Numidian conqueſt. His triumphal chariot was preceded by the riches which he had

brought from his province, conſiſting of three thouſand ſeven hundred pounds weight

of gold in ingots, 5775 pounds weight of ſilver in bars, and 287ooo drachmae, or

ſilver denarii, in ſpecie. But nothing ſtruck the ſpectators ſo much as the ſight of the

captive king, who with his two ſons was led in chains before the conqueror's chariot.

After he had been made a ſhew to the inſulting populace, he was uſed with the utmoſt

inſolence by the ſoldiery after the proceſſion. They tore his ears in a barbarous manner

in ſnatching away his pendants, with which inſult the unhappy prince was deeply

affected. After he had been abuſed in the groſſeſt manner by the rabble, he was

Death of Ju- thrown into a dungeon, in which he ſoon periſhed. Livy, Eutropius and Oroſius tell

gurtha. us, that as ſoon as the ceremony of the triumph was over, he was carried back to

priſon, and there ſtrangled. His two ſons ſurvived him, and ſpent their lives in

captivity at Venuſium ".

As ſoon as the vićtor came down from his chariot, he went to the ſenate-houſe

in his triumphal robes, either by miſtake, or out of affectation. But as the thing was

new, and the ſenators expreſſed their reſentments by their looks, he went out imme

diately, pulled off his triumphal robes, and returned in a praetexta, the uſual dreſs

Marius ap of conſuls. The people had already decreed, that Marius ſhould manage the war

ºff....” beyond the Alps, and that Sylla ſhould ſerve under him as his lieutenant-general. As

... for Fimbria, he was ordered to continue in Italy to oppoſe the barbarians in caſe they

Cimbri, ſhould croſs the mountains. All that remained was to divide the two armies now

on foot between the conſuls. Marius had his choice, and he readily preferred the

new legions, which Rutilius had inſtrućted, to the old troops which he had brought

from Africa. So many honours heaped on a plebeian were a great mortification to

the patricians, and encouraged four of the tribunes to make attempts in favour of the

people, and greatly to the diſadvantage of the ſenate and nobility. Domitius Ahe

nobarbus, the great grandfather of the emperor Nero, Caſſius Longinus, Servilius

Glaucia, and Marcius Philippus, all propoſed new laws tending to the diminution of

the power of the ſenate, and the three former ſucceeded. The firſt transferred the

The Domitian, power of eleēting the pontifices from their own college to the peopke. The ſecond

§ *... got it enacted, that every citizen, degraded by a plebiſcitum, ſhould for ever be

**deprived of his feat in the ſenate. This took away from the ſenators the power of

reinſtating thoſe in their honours, whom the people had diſgraced. The third pre

vailed on the people to paſs a law, in virtue of which, the allies of Latium, who

ſhould accuſe a ſenator, and prove their charge, were to enjoy all the privileges of

Roman citizens. As for the tribune Marcius Philippus, he attempted to revive the

law of Tiberius Gracchus concerning the diſtribution of the lands; but this was thought

a ſeditious attempt, and therefore not ſeconded by the generality of the people *.

Marius ſet ºut . In the mean time Marius ſet out for Tranſalpine Gaul, but finding that the enemy,

%.*P* after the defeat of Capio and Mallius, had, inſtead of paſſing the Alp; marched intodull. Spain, being drawn thither by the hopes of booty, he applied himſelf wholly to the

perfeóting of his troops in diſcipline againſt their return. He taught his troops fru

gality by his example, and by the ſeverity that appeared in his whole deportment.

There was a wildneſs and fierceneſs in his looks not to be deſcribed. The very tone

of his voice was ſo rough and harſh, that whenever he gave orders, he made thoſe

who received them tremble. This kept his men in exact obedience and ſubjećtion.

In order to inure them to the dangers of battles, he ſent moſt of the young ſoldiers

* Liv. epit. l. lxvii. Front. Srrar. l. iv. * Suet, in Nerone. Val. Max. l. vi. c. f. Cic, in

Weſr. ačt. 3. in Bruto & in Balbo.

under

-* - -- --—
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a under the command of Sylla to make war on all the enemies of the republic, who

were diſperſed from Narbonne to the Pyrenees. Sylla on this occaſion maintained the

reputation he had acquired in Numidia, defeated in ſeveral battles the Tešloſages, and

took one of their kings, named Copillus, priſoner of war. Notwithſtanding theſe

advantages, Marius, not thinking the troops he had brought from Italy ſufficient to

withſtand the numberleſs multitudes of Cimbri, Teutones, and Gauls, who would fall.

upon him on their return from Spain, ſent for ſuccours to the moſt remote parts of

the eaſt. Nicomedes, king of Bithynia, to whom, among others, his deputies applied,

anſwered, that his dominions were quite exhauſted of men by the vaſt numbers of

his ſubjećts, who had been carried away and kept in ſlavery by the Roman knights,

b who farmed the revenues of the republic in the Levant. The ſenate had regard to

this juſt complaint, and paſſed a decree, ordering all men of free condition brought

from the country of any ally, to be ſet at liberty. But this decree, however juſt, Tº "ſºſº.'ſ

gave riſe to a new war, of which Marius was the innocent occaſion. ; *...*
Upon the firſt news of this decree, the unhappy ſlaves, without waiting for fur- e ſlaves.

ther orders, broke their chains, and ſet themſelves at liberty. The firſt commotion

was raiſed at Nuceria, a city of Campania on the banks of the Sarnus ; but the tumult

was there ſoon ſuppreſſed. A more violent ſtorm was raiſed at Capua by a young

Roman knight, named Vettius. After he had ſquandered away his fortune in debau

chery, he fell violently in love with a beautiful ſlave, whom he bought upon credit

c for #. Attic talents. But when the time came that he was either to pay the price

agreed on, or return the ſlave to her former maſter, to avoid both, he made an inſur

rećtion among the ſlaves, who cultivated the lands of the public in his diſtrićt, making

uſe of the decree of the ſenate to ſeduce thoſe unhappy wretches. He ſoon drew toge

ther four hundred of them, and his firſt exploit was to murder thoſe who had preſſed

him to pay for his miſtreſs. He then led his ſmall company to the neighbouring vil

lages and farms, which he put under contribution, being every-where joined by the

ſlaves, whom he ſet at liberty. When he had aſſembled about ſeven hundred of

them, he poſted himſelf in an advantageous ſituation, got himſelf proclaimed king

by his followers, who in a ſhort time amounted to three thouſand five hundred, and The ſlave riſe

d fortified himſelf in his poſt, which he made an aſylum for all fugitive ſlaves. The at Capua.

ſenate, upon the firſt news of this inſurrečtion, diſpatched Lucius Lucullus the praetor

againſt him, who, taking four thouſand ſix hundred regular troops with him, attacked

Pettius, but was repulſed with great loſs. The praetor, finding he could not prevail

by force, had recourſe to artifice, gained over one Apollonius, who was general under

Wettius, and by his means made himſelf maſter of the place, which the rebels had for

tified. But Wettius, ſeeing himſelf betrayed, eſcaped the puniſhment due to his vertius their

crime, by laying violent hands on himſelf. But this was only a prelude to a more *rēetrºté

important war in Sicily, which was at this time governed by a praetor, named Licinius

Nerva, a weak and timorous man. He at firſt obeyed the decree of the ſenate, ſet at

e liberty four hundred of thoſe unfortunate men, and ordered all, who had any remon

ſtrances to make concerning their ſlavery, to repair to him at Syracuſe. The number

of theſe poor wretches was much greater than he imagined. He found that the pub

licans had, under various pretences, reduced many thouſand freemen to ſlavery, eſpe

cially in the eaſt, and ſent them into Sicily to cultivate the lands which they farmed

of the public. The praetor, quite ſurpriſed at ſuch villanous proceedings, reſolved

to ſet all thoſe at liberty who were of free condition, purſuant to the decree of the

ſenate. This alarmed the publicans, who thereupon had recourſe to the praetor, and

by rich preſents prevailed upon him to ſuſpend the execution of the decree, and to turn

his compaſſion into cruelty. Being corrupted by the Roman knights, he began to

flook upon this multitude of people, who had been carried away by force from their

reſpective countries, only as a troubleſome mob, and ſent them back to their maſters.

But they, inſtead of returning home, retired to a ſacred grove, and there took a reſo

lution of recovering by force the liberty which had been unjuſtly refuſed them. They

then ſeized a caſtle in the neighbourhood, and laid the adjacent country under con- 4a inſurrºr

tribution. The prator marched againſt them ; but being too weak to attack them, º.º.º.”he prevailed on one of their leaders, named Caius Titimius, to deliver up the caſtle to ſlaves in Sicily;

him, which he entered in the night. The ſlaves, though thus ſurpriſed, made a

vigorous reſiſtance, and periſhed all to a man, either by the ſwords of the Romans,

or by throwing themſelves down from the top of the walls. Licinius having ſup

g preſſed this firſt commotion, inſtead of keeping the field, disbanded his troops, which

gave
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| gave the ſlaves an opportunity of riſing again. They aſſembled in a few days to a

the number of ſix thouſand, and thinking it dangerous for ſo great a multitude to

continue together without a head, they choſe one Salvius, a flute-player, for their

tºo ſhuft one general, and gave him the title of king. Salvius immediately divided his people into

. jºrit" three parties, which he ſent out under three leaders to pillage the country, and bring
ing ; all the ſlaves they could find to his camp. Theſe expeditions ſucceeded beyond his

expećtation; for his parties brought him ſo many men and horſes, that he was ſoon in
y - a condition to form a numerous army, conſiſting of twenty thouſand foot, and two

º thouſand horſe. He then laid ſiege to Morgantia, a ſtrong city on the banks of

t the Simathus. But while Salvius's troops were engaged before that place, the praetor

Licinius, with an army of ten thouſand men, partly Italians, and partly Sicilians, b

ſurpriſed their camp, which he found almoſt deſerted, and ſeized the booty which they

had brought from the neighbouring farms and villages. From thence the praetor before

day-break advanced to the beſieged city, and attacking the enemy in the dark, ſlew

having rallied his troops, returned the ſurpriſe upon the Romans, who, thinking

themſelves vićtorious, were no ways upon their guard, attacked them with great

An I defeat the vigour, and having defeated the praetor in his turn, killed ſix hundred of his men,

Roman Prator, and took four thouſand of them priſoners". -

T H 1 s vićtory encouraged Salvius to renew the ſiege of Morgantia with more

vigour than ever. The ſlaves of the place, upon their maſters promiſing them their c

liberty, if they repulſed, or tired out the aggreſſors, performed exploits which could

hardly be expected from men of their condition; inſomuch that Salvius was at length

obliged to raiſe the fiege. But the Morgantines, at the inſtigation of the baſe praetor,

refuſed to grant the deliverers of their country the liberty they had promiſed them :

which ſo incenſed theſe brave men, that they abandoned their maſters, whom they had

defended with ſo much gallantry, and went over to the enemy. Thus the evil daily

! . A fºſſ, inſur. increaſed, and the contagion ſpread through all parts of Sicily. A ſlave born in

reion raiſed Cilicia, and named Athenio, made a freſh inſurreótion among his fellows in the neigh

; : . great numbers of them, and diſperſed the reſt. But before ſun-riſing, the new king,
|

*

|

º ** bourhood of Egeſia and Lilybaum, and having killed his maſter, put himſelf at the

| head of the two hundred ſlaves he had in his ſervice ; and his party being ſoon in-d

t creaſed to the number of ten thouſand, he had the confidence to lay ſiege to Li

{ lybaum, at that time by far the ſtrongeſt place in the iſland. After he had ſpent

much time in this fruitleſs attempt, he pretended to be adviſed by the gods to

abandon the enterpriſe, crying out, as in a ſudden tranſport, Let us, my friends,

- be gone this inſtant from a place where a melancholy fate is preparing for us. If

we perſiſt in this attempt, we ſhall be undone. Let us then make our advantage of

- the knowledge that is given me from heaven. While his army was decamping,

a fleet arrived from Mauritania, ſent by Bocchus to the aſſiſtance of the Romans, under

the command of one Gomon, who entering the port of Lilybaum, landed his troops,

º

and fell upon the rear of Athénio's army. The head of the rebels had, without all c

doubt, been informed of the approach of this fleet; but his ſoldiers looked upon him

Salvius fixes ever after as a man highly favoured by the gods. On the other hand Salvius, finding

*****tion his army to be thirty thouſand ſtrong, reſolved to make Triocala the capital of his

*** new dominions, and accordingly built a citadel there on the ruins of an old demo

liſhed caſtle, raiſed himſelf a fine palace, ſurrounded the place with a wide ditch,

and even ſettled a kind of Polity in his city, chufing himſelf a council, conſiſting of

his friends, and the moſt prudent of his ſubjećts. When he had ſettled all things

in his new colony, he invited Athenio to come and partake of the pleaſures of the

place, and to deliberate about the proper meaſures for promoting their common

intereſt. Athenio accepted of the invitation, and came attended with only three thou- f

º ſand of his men. But he no ſooner &ntered Triocola, than Salvius cauſed him to be

f ... Anº ſeized, and clapped up in his new caſtle. Such were the beginnings of this war,

nio. which coſt the Romans a great deal of blood”. But to return to Marius.

WHILE he was waiting for the return of the Cimbri to Narbonne Gaul, he kept an

exačt diſcipline in his camp, and puniſhed vice with the utmoſt ſeverity. From the

| following inſtance we may judge of the abhorrence he had for the moſt infamous of

- all debaucheries, which licentiouſneſs too often introduced into the Roman armies.

His nephew Caius Lucius, having made a ſcandalous attempt upon a young ſoldier,

* Flor. l. iii. c. 19. Diodor. Sicul, Eclog. 1. l. xxxvi. * Diodor. Sicul, ibid.

by
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a by name Trebonius, was killed by him. As he was a military tribune, his death made

a great noiſe. But the conſul, though much affected with the death of his nephew,

not only acquitted Trebonius, whom ſome vile flatterers warmly accuſed, but rewarded The equity of

him for his courage, putting, with his own hand one of thoſe crowns on his head, ...”.
which generals only beſtowed on ſoldiers who had ſignalized themſelves by ſome”“

valiant ačtion. The applauſes the army gave Marius on this occaſion ſoon reached

Rome, and greatly contributed towards continuing him in the conſulate, and in the

command of the army in Tranſalpine Gaul. Though abſent, he was, without oppo

ſition, proclaimed conſul a third time. Even his moſt inveterate enemies, Craſſus,

Metellus, and Marcus Scaurus, approved of his eleētion, ſacrificing their private

b reſentments to the public welfare. The collegue the republic gave Marius was L.

Aurelius Oreſtes, who continued ſome time at Rome, where he was employed in try

ing T. Albucius, praetor of Sardinia, whom the people condemned to baniſhment for

vainly decreeing himſelf a triumph in his province without the conſent either of the

ſenate or people, though he had done nothing that deſerved it y. During theſe tranſ

aćtions at Rome, Marcus Fulvius, the praetor in Spain, gained great reputation by his

condućt againſt the Cimbri. Though he had but one legion under his command, he

found means to haraſs thoſe barbarians in ſuch a manner, as made them leave Spain and

return to Gaul. But before their arrival a ſwarm of Marſi appeared there with a

deſign to join the Teutones, and enter Italy with them. The Marſ were natives of

c Germany, and inhabited the banks of the Luppia, or, as Strabo calls it, the Luppias.

This river riſes at Lipſprink, a village of Weſtphalia, and falls into the Rhine after

having watered the dutchy of Cleves. Marius detached Sylla to oppoſe this new inun- The Marfi

dation of barbarians; and he choſe rather to make uſe of perſuaſion than force ; he gained ºver *

deſired a conference with their leaders, in which he prevailed upon them to change*

their reſolution, and come over to the Romans. From this time we find no farther

mention made of Sylla in the army of Marius, but in that of the collegue the republic

gave him the next year. Perhaps Marius was glad to get rid of a ſubaltern, who

began to eclipſe the glory of his general. Towards the end of the preſent year, the

conſul Aurelius Oreſtes died in his camp at the foot of the Alps on the ſide of Italy ;

d ſo that the republic was obliged to recal Marius to preſide at the new elećtions. He

left the command of his army to Manius Aquilius, and returned with joy to Rome,

where he aëted a part very ſuitable to his ambition. The point he had in view was

to get himſelf nominated conſul for the next year. But this was a tender point, and

might give offence to the people, it being a thing unheard-of, that the ſame perſon

ſhould ſo often be choſen conſul ſucceſſively. He therefore publicly declared, that

he would not even ſuffer his name to be entered among thoſe of the candidates. But

at the ſame time Lucius Apuleius Saturninus, one of the tribunes, and his creature,

being in the ſecret with him, ačted a very different part. He in all his harangues

exhorted the people to force Marius to accept of the conſulate. But the more preſſing

e the people were with him, the more determined he pretended to be not to comply

with their requeſt. The tribune in one of his ſpeeches even called him knave and

traytor for reſiſting the will of the people, and refuſing to ſerve his country when

threatened with great danger. . In ſhort the game was ſo artfully played, that the

people nominated Marius conſul the fourth time, and forced him, much againſt his

will, as they imagined, to accept of the dignity. The nobility indeed laughed at

his ſham modeſty, and ſaw through the diſguiſe; but thought his aſſiſtance neceſſary

at a time when the ſtate was in the utmoſt danger ; and therefore did not oppoſe his

election. The collegue given him was 9, Lutatius Catulus (K), a man greatly Marius again
eſteemed both by the ſenate and people *. conſul.

_--

7 Jul. Osseo, c. 103. Cic. de provinc. conſular.

(K) Cicero in different places of his works gives

us the charaćter of Quintus Lutatius Catulus. His

good nature, ſays he, and his polite behaviour, pre

judiced all men in his favour. His eloquence, his

agreeable manner of ſpeaking, and the purity of his

expreſſions, gained him the hearts of his hearers.

He was an orator, an hiſtorian, and a poet. He

wrote hiſtorical memoirs of his conſulate after the

manner of Xenophon, whom he took for his model.

He employed his leiſure hours in poetical perfor

mances; but, according to Ovid and Pliny the younger,

(5) Wide Aul. Gell. No3. A trice, l. xix.

V o L. V. No I.

(6) Cic de mat, deor, l, i.

K

* Plut. in Mario. Cic. in Bruto, & pro Sextio.

the levity of his muſe did not become the gravity

of his charaćter. Aulus Gellius has preſerved one

of his epigrams on a child named Theotimus, which

he produces as a maſter-piece of elegance and polite

neſs (; ). Cicero quotes another wrote by Catulus

on young Roſcius (6), whoſe beauty he greatly extols,

though the youth ſquinted, as Cicero obſerves. Tho’

Catulus was much beloved by the people, and highly

eſteemed by all ranks of men, yet he had the mor

tification to be twice diſappointed of the conſulate,

and to ſee men of no merit preferred to him (7).

(7) Cic, in Bruto.

All
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All Gaul was in motion, and the ſeaſon and approach of the enemy made the

conſulshaſten to their poſts. The two conſuls ſet out from Rome at the ſame time,

leaving the city in great conſternation on account of the new troubles both abroad

and at home. Abroad the Thracians had raiſed great diſturbances in Macedon ever

ſince the laſt year. The rebellious ſlaves laid waſte Sicily, and reduced Rome to

great ſtreights for want of corn. The Cilician pirates infeſted the Mediterranean, and

contributed as much to the famine which afflićted Rome, as the devaſtations in Sicily.

Againſt the pirates was ſent a man, who ſeemed moſt nearly concerned to deſiroy

them, viz, the famous orator M. Antonius, whoſe daughter they had carried into cap

tivity. He ſoon cleared the ſeas of thoſe robbers, and on that account was honoured

with a triumph a. At home new diſturbances were raiſed by Lucius Apuleius Satur

minus, who endeavoured to promote one Lucius Equitius Firmanus to the tribunate.

He was a freed-man, and his parents, nay even his tribe, were utterly unknown. But

Apuleius knew him to be a bold, ačtive, and intriguing man, an inveterate enemy to

the nobility, and therefore a proper tool to be employed againſt the patricians. As the

ſeditious tribune was well appriſed that the birth of Equitius would be the greateſt ob

ſtacle to his advancement, he made him take the name of Gracchus, and preſented him

to theº as the ſon of C. Tiberius Gracchus. But Q. Caecilius Metellus, ſurnamed

Numidicus, being at this time one of the cenſors, diſcovered the cheat, and refuſed

even to inroll Equitius among the Roman citizens. His refuſal had like to have coſt

him dear; for he very narrowly eſcaped being ſtoned by the populace at the inſti

gation of Apuleius.

IN the mean time Marius was waiting for the Cimbri in Tranſalpine Gaul. But they

appeared there no more, having in a great council of war reſolved to enter Italy by

two different ways, the Cimbri over the eaſtern, and the Teutones, Ambromes, and

other Gauliſh and Helvetian nations over the weſtern Alps. Marius therefore marched

to oppoſe the latter, and poſted himſelf near the place where the preſent city of

Arles ſtands. As the mouth of the Rhone was ſtopped up with heaps of ſand and

mud, which the waves continually lodged there, Marius, to ſupply his army with

proviſions brought up the river, undertook a great and laborious work, which from

him was called Foſſa Mariana. He dug a large canal, into which he turned the waters

of the Rhone, and thereby opened a new communication between his camp and the

ſea. Through this canal the largeſt tranſports could paſs 3 by which means he ſup

plied his army with plenty of proviſions ; and being incamped between the two arms

of the river and the ſea, had no reaſon to fear the attacks of the enemy. Some

writers pretend that the name of Camargue, which the neighbouring diſtrićt bears, is

a corruption of Caſtra Marii, that is, the camp of Marius. Be that as it will, Marius

had ſcarce finiſhed his works, when the barbarians appeared, covering with their

innumerable multitudes a vaſt tract of land. They advanced to his trenches, but

finding they could not force them, they made frightful ſhouts, and challenged the

Romans to come out and fight them. But Marius was not in haſte to venture a battle,

there being ſomething inexpreſſibly fierce in the looks of thoſe barbarians, which

ſtruck the Romans with terror. The conſul therefore, that their countenances, out

cries, and the clatter of their arms, might become the leſs terrible by being familiar

to his men, ordered his troops to mount the ramparts as often as the barbarians ap

peared. He likewiſe ſent out detachments under the conduct of brave and experienced

officers to lay waſte the country, and by that means diſtreſs the numberleſs barbarians

for want of proviſions. The more the ſcarcity increaſed, the more earneſt they were

to come to a deciſive battle, inſulting the Romans in their camp. But their inſults

only affected the common ſoldiers, whoſe ardor Marius reſtrained, telling them that

all raſhneſs was to be laid aſide, and no hazards to be run upon any account whatſoever.

But this ſerved only to make the legionaries more impatient to come to a battle with

the barbarians, whom they now began to deſpiſe, obſerving to one another, that

ſhouts and outcries do no execution, that ghaſtly looks and a ſavage mein can only

frighten cowards, and that well-diſciplined troops will always have the advantage over

a diſorderly and ill-condućted multitude. Theſe ſentiments gave the conſul great

pleaſure ; but being reſolved to hazard nothing, when all other means failed him, he

had recourſe to ſuperſtition to keep his ſoldiers in a more ready obedience. His

wife julia, who was of the family of the Caſars, had ſent him a woman from Rome,

* Vell. PATERcul, l. iii. Flor. l. iii. Liv. epit, l. lviii. Tacit. Annal. 12, Cic, de orat. l. i.

by
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a by name Martha, whoſe skill in predićtions, ſhe ſaid, ſhe had experienced. The

conſul received and treated her with the moſt profound reſpe&t, as if ſhe had been

intruſted with the ſecrets of fate. But in reality, ſhe was rather an interpreter of the

will of Marius, than of the gods; he informed her of his deſigns, and the pretended

propheteſs never failed to approve of the meaſures which the conſul had before reſolved

on. Having conſulted her whether he ſhould humour his ſoldiers, and engage the

enemy, Martha anſwered, that in the preſent circumſtances an engagement would

prove fatal to the republic. This anſwer quieted the troops, and kept them in an

intire ſubjection to their general. As the Teutones were continually hovering about

the camp, and inſulting the Romans, one of them, a man of a gigantic ſize, advan

cing one day to the foot of the rampart, challenged the conſul himſelf to a ſingle

combat. But Marius, without regrading his bravadoes, anſwered, If the German is

in haſte to die, let him go and hang himſelf. At length the Teutones, quite tired out

with Marius's delays, reſolved to attack the Roman camp, but not ſucceeding in the The Teutoncs

attempt, they decámped at length with a deſign to force a paſſage over the Alps ſome*

other way. We are told that they were fix whole days, without intermiſſion, in

paſſing by the Roman camp. In their march, they cried out to the Romans upon the

ramparts, If you have any meſſages to your wives, we will ſoon deliver them at Rome.

Marius being forced to decamp likewiſe, followed the barbarians into the inner parts

of the Roman province, and came up with them near Aqua Sextia, now Aix. There

the conſul thought it adviſeable to fortify a camp, that, at all events, he might be ſure

of a retreat. But while his troops were employed in this work, the ſervants of the

army, who were gone in crouds to fetch water from the Cenus, now the Arque, were

attacked by a body of Teutones, who guarded that river. As the ſervants made a great

butcry, ſome of the legionaries ran to their aſſiſtance. Hereupon the whole army of

the enemy took arms, which obliged Marius to draw up his troops in battalia.

The legions halted at ſome diſtance from the river, while the Ligurians advanced to

begin the ačtion. The Ambrones, to the number of thirty thouſand, faced the Ligu- A battle tº

rian; in good order, and briskly marched up againſt them, beating time on their. .

bucklers, and crying out Ambrone; t Ambrone; t probably to encourage each other, ...""

or to intimidate the Romans by a name which the defeat of Capio and Mallius had made

formidable ; for to the Ambrones chiefly was owing the total overthrow of thoſe two

generals. The Ligurians were put to the rout at the firſt onſet. But when the

legions came to engage, the face of affairs was changed. The undiſciplined multitude

of barbarians, not being able to ſtand the ſhock of regular troops, were repulſed in

their turn, and driven to the banks of the river, where the Romans made a dreadful

ſlaughter ofthem. The river was ſtained with their blood; and only a ſmall number The Ambrones

of them gained the oppoſite bank, whence they fled, being cloſely purſued by the defeated.

vićtorious legions, to a kind of fortification, which they had made with their carts.

Their wives, who had ſtaid there during the engagement, ſeeing their husbands fly

ing, and the Romans at their heels, armed themſelves with axes, and gnaſhing their

teeth, fell with great ſhrieks on the purſued and purſuers without diſtinétion. Without

any regard to their own defence, they threw themſelves upon the combatants, ſeized

their ſwords, and endeavoured to ſnatch away their bucklers. But when their firſt

rage was ſpent, they defired to capitulate upon this ſingle condition, that their honour

ſhould be preſerved. When this condition was denied, thoſe unfortunate women,

being reduced to deſpair, firſt killed their children, and then themſelves, not one

remaining alive out of ſo great a multitude. So remarkable was the love of chaſtity

which remained among thoſe whom the Romans called barbarians, after it was extin

guiſhed at Rome b.

Howev ER, this victory was far from being complete. The Ambrome; indeed were

defeated ; but the 7eutones, who were incamped at ſome diſtance from the river, ſtill

remained. They did not ſtir all that night, nor the next day 3 ſo that the Romans

had time to fortify themſelves on the eminence which their general had firſt choſen.

The third day after the battle, Teutobocchus, or, as others call him, Teutobodus, general

of the Teutonic army, drew up his troops in the plain. On the other hand Marius,

having formed his infantry on the declivity of the hill, ordered his cavalry to go down

the hill, attack the barbarians briskly, and by a feigned flight draw them towards the

eminence. The ſtratagem ſucceeded. The Teutones, impatient to come to an

* Plur. in Mario. Front. ſtrat. l. iv. c. 7, & I. v. c. 11. VAL. Max. l. vi. c. 1. Oros. 1. v. c. 15.

-- engagement,
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engagement, advanced in good order to the foot of the hill, and, notwithſtanding a

*Tº the diſadvantage of the ground, attacked the Romans with great intrepidity. They

†:** ſtood the ſhowers of darts which the enemy diſcharged upon them, and though forced

to climb, cloſed with the legionaries in ſpite of all oppoſition, and fell upon them

ſword in hand. The Romans, who were poſted on the declivity of the hill, by only

; the aggreſſors back with their bucklers, often tumbled them over one another.

eſides, the ſun ſhone with great ſtrength, and full in their faces. But notwithſtand

ing theſe diſadvantages, they kept the vićtory doubtful till noon. The night before the

battle Marius had detached Claudius Marcellus with a body of infantry, and given

him, inſtead of cavalry, the ſervants of the army, mounted, without ſaddles, on all

the beaſts of burden he could find. They were ordered to lie in ambuſh in the hollow b

roads behind the enemy's camp, and to fall upon them in the heat of the action.

Though the detachment was ſmall, yet the great number of ſervants, thus oddly

mounted, gave it the appearance of a great army. The Teutones, who had hitherto

behaved with great intrepidity, no ſooner ſaw this detachment advancing to attack

them in the rear, than their courage and ſtrength failing them at once, they betook

themſelves to a diſorderly flight. The Romans, who in a manner ſurrounded them,

made a dreadful ſlaughter of the fugitives, took their camp and plundered it. Teu

The Teutones

defeated with

.º: tobacchus was, according to ſome, made priſoner ; according to others, killed in the

ji... ..." battle (L). As to the numbers of the ſlain, and the priſoners in the two battles, they

Before Chriſt amounted, according to ſome writers, to two hundred and ninety thouſand ; accord- G

... s.c., ing to the loweſt calculations a hundred thouſand were killed upon the ſpot. The

””” dead were ſo numerous, as ſome writerstellus, that the inhabitants made fences for their

vineyards with their bones; they add, that the field of battle was ſo inriched by the

bodies buried there, that the Marſeilleſe, to whom it belonged, had the next year a

much more plentiful crop from it than uſual “. - -

With the joyful news of this vićtory, Marius diſpatched a meſſenger to Rome ;

where the people were ſo tranſported with it, that, in gratitude, they advanced him

to the conſulate the fifth time. While the people at Rome were heaping honours on

their deliverer, the ſoldiers in the camp offered him all the booty. But he generouſly

reſerved only what might grace his triumph, and dedicated the reſt to the gods. All d

the combuſtible things were gathered together in one pile, to which the conſul himſelf,

- with great ſolemnity, ſet fire. In the mean time meſſengers arrived from Rome with

*jº. the congratulations of the people, and the news of his fifth election, preſenting him

i. ** at the ſame time with a decree of the ſenate, which gave him leave to triumph. Marius

accepted theſe new honours with gratitude, and without betraying any extraordinary

joy, I accept the conſulate, ſaid he, as a new obligation upon me to conquer the Cimbri,

as I have the Teutones. A for a triumph, I deſire it may not be mentioned till I have made

my vićtory complete. The pomp of a triumph will be very unſeaſonable ſo long as there ſhall

remain any barbarians in the neighbourhood of Italy. The collegue given Marius was

Manius Aquilius, of whom hereafter. As for Catulus, he was continued in the com- e

mand of the army with the title of proconſul. This new year was begun with ačts of

religion, which the people thought the more neceſſary, becauſe two enormous crimes

were now committed, which had never been heard of ſince the foundation of the city.

An unnatural ſon, by name Publicius Malleolus, killed his mother; a crime for which

the Roman legiſlators had appointed no puniſhment, not preſuming it poſſible for a man

Parricide and to be guilty of ſo enormous a villany. A new puniſhment was therefore allotted for

mutilation pu- this new crime. The parricide was ſewn up in a leathern ſack, and with a thouſand

.." execrations thrown into the Tiber. The other crime was that of mutilation. A ſlaveonne. mutilated himſelf in imitation of the prieſts of Cybele. But the ſenate, apprehenſive

* Vell. PATERCUL, ORos. Eutrop. Liv. ibid. Flor. l. iii. Auth. de vir. illuſtr. Plut. in Mario.

(L) Honorius Bouche in his hiſtory of Provence tells ... with this inſcription on a large ſtone ; Teu

us, that near the village of Tretz was found a ſtone tobocchus Rex. But Florus tells us in expreſs terms,

which preſerved the name of Teutobocchus; whence

that writer infers, that he was killed in the battle,

and buried near the above-mentioned village. M. de

Peireſ ſpeaks of a brick ſepulchre diſcovered in

1613 near the conflux of the Rhone and the Iſère.

It was thirty foot long, twelve broad, and eight

that Teutobocchus was taken priſoner, and by Marius

carried to Rome, where he graced the vićtor's tri

umph. That author adds, that his head reached

above the trophies, which were carried before the

the triumphal chariot (8).

(8) Flor. l. iii.

of
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a of the conſequences of ſo dangerous a deluſion, baniſhed the eunuch for ever from

Rome d.

In the mean time Catulus, not being able to withſtand the numberleſs multitudes The cimb

of the Cimbri, by the advice of Sylla, who ſerved under him in quality of his lieute-enter Italy

nant-general, retired oefore the barbarians, and pitched two camps on the oppoſite

banks of the Atheſis, now the Adige, intending there to make a ſtand againſt them.

The Cimbri entered Italy, and advancing to the Atheſis with a deſign to attack the Ro

mans, attempted firſt to ford that river ; but finding it not fordable, they pulled up

great trees by the roots, and threw huge ſtones into it, hoping by that means ſo to fill

it up as to make it paſſable. The terrible appearance of the numberleſs multitudes of

b barbarians ſtruck the Romans with ſuch a panic, that it was not in the power of Ca-And ſtrike the

tulus to hinder thoſe in his larger camp from flying ſhamefully before the enemy, Kºmº”

Some of the Roman knights rid full ſpeed to Romé, leaving their general and fellow-"?”

ſoldiers to the mercy of the enemy. Among theſe was the ſon of Scaurus, prince of

the ſenate; but as ſoon as his father was informed of his cowardly deſertion, he ſent him

orders never to appear again in his preſence. Hereupon the young Roman, who had

been afraid of dying honourably in the field of battle, fell ingloriouſly by his own

hand. In the mean time thoſe in the little camp made a vigorous reſiſtance. One

of the Cimbri having challenged to a ſingle combat the braveſt men among them, was

ſhamefully overcome by L. Opimius. But the example of this brave man was not ſuf

c ficient to encourage all the officers. There was in the camp but one legion, com

manded by ſix tribunes, of whom five were for attempting to break through the

enemy but the fixth, not ſo reſolute as the reſt, oppoſed ſo dangerous an attempt.

Whereupon a centurion, named Petreius, ſtabbed the cowardly officer, and being

choſen commander by the legion, obtained an honourable capitulation, led his ſmall

body to a place of ſafety, and from thence marched to join the main body of the army

incamped on the banks of the Po. Had the Cimbri known how to improve their vic

tory, they might have made themſelves maſters of Rome, which was then quite de

fenceleſs, all orders of men being in the utmoſt conſternation. But they delayed in

expectation of the coming up of the Teutones, and thereby gave the Roman; time to

d recall Marius and his troops from Gaul. By order of the ſenate he joined his troops to Marius/tal

the proconſul’s army on the Po, and upon their union was declared commander in againſt the

chief, his conſulate and reputation giving him a ſuperiority over Catulus. However,"

he received here a ſenſible mortification from his old lieutenant Sylla. That brave

officer had, by a ſuperior condućt, found means to ſupply the camp of Catulus with

great plenty of proviſions, while Marius's men wanted even neceſſaries. Sylla there

fore went to the conſul’s camp, and maliciouſly offered to relieve his troops in their

diſtreſs with the overplus of the proviſions which he had amaſſed in the proconſul’s

camp. Neceſſity obliged Marius to accept the offer ; but never was preſent received

with more reluctance “. From this time Sylla entered into an open competition with

e Marius, notwithſtanding the ſuperiority which five conſulates gave him over a man

who had not yet been raiſed to any of the great employments of the republic.

I N the mean time the Cimbri, finding the Teutone, did not appear, reſolved to come

to action without them. But that they might ačt with ſome appearance of juſtice, they

firſt ſent a deputation to the Roman general, deſiring him to aſſign them and their

allies the Teutones, lands in the country where they were, and threatening, in caſe of

a refuſal, to make the Romans feel the weight of their arms. Marius anſwered ſternly,

2011 ask lands for your allies the Teutones ; I have given them ſome already. Their car- The Cimbri

caſes are now rotting in the fields by the Cenus, and their bones made uſe of for fences to provoked by

the vineyards. The deputies, exaſperated at this ſevere jeſt, threatened to make him*

f repent of his inſults, as ſoon as the Teutones ſhould paſs the Alps. 2%u need not then

delay a moment, anſwered Marius ; they have already paſſed the Alps, and you ſhall

immediately ſee them. Then ſhewing them the chiefs of the Teutonic army in chains;

Pray ſalute your allies, ſaid he to the deputies with a ſneer, and make yourſelves ready

to come and join them. Theſe inſults provoked the Cimbri to ſuch a degree, that Ba

jorix, one of their kings, came in perſon to Marius’s camp, and challenged him to

fix the day and place of battle. This the Romans had ſcarce ever done ; but Marius

pitched upon the plain of Vercella, which was not large enough to contain half the ene

my's forces. As for the day, he named the eve of the calends of Auguſt, the third day

d Jul. Ouseq. c. 1 oo, DiopoR. Sicul, ecl. l. xxxvi. * Plur, in Syða.
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from that time. Both generals kept their agreement. The army of Catulus amounted

to twenty thouſand three hundred, and that of Marius to thirty-two thouſand. The

enemy's cavalry were no more than fifteen thouſand ; but their infantry ſeemed innu

merable; for we are told, that they covered, when drawn up in a ſquare, thirty fur

longs. Marius, as commander in chief, drew up the whole army; and in order to

deprive the proconſul of any ſhare of the glory of the day, he poſted his troops in

the centre, and his own in the two wings, which projećted before the main body,

and muſt conſequently ſuſtain the efforts of the enemy's army. But his meaſures were

diſconcerted by an unforeſeen accident. For before the action began, the cavalry of

the Cimbri made a motion, as if they intended to wheel about, and flank the Roman

army. Hereupon Marius, at the head ofthe two wings, advanced againſt them. The

Cimbrian horſe at his approach retired, and drew the conſul after them. When he

was at ſome diſtance from the main body, the enemy's infantry charged the legions

commanded by Catulus and Sylla with incredible fury. The Romans, animated

by the example of their leaders, ſtood the ſhock without giving ground, keeping them

ſelves upon the defenſive till the enemy’s firſt fury was ſpent. When they found their

ſtrength began to fail them, the legionaries charged them in their turn. As the ſun

ſhone with great violence, thoſe northern people, not accuſtomed to the heats of Italy,

were ſoon covered with ſweat, and ſcarce able to lift up their arms to ſtrike a blow ;

ſo that they made but a faint reſiſtance. They were ſoon overcome ; but they had

1.

put it out of their own power to ſave themſelves from the vićtorious enemy by flight. \c

That they might keep their ranks the better, they had, like true barbarians, tied

themſelves to one another with cords faſtened to their belts; ſo that the Romans made

what havock they pleaſed of thoſe helpleſs barbarians. To complete their misfortune,

Marius, returning with his troops from the purſuit of their cavalry, fell upon them,

when quite exhauſted with fatigue, and the heat of the day. All that followed was

a dreadful butchery, the whole plain being covered with dead bodies. From the

field of battle the Romans marched to the enemy's camp, where they had a new battle

to fight with their wives, who were even more fierce than their husbands. From their

carts and waggons, which formed a kind of fortification, they diſcharged ſhowers of

darts on their friends and enemies without diſtinétion. Then they firſt ſuffocated their

children in their arms, and afterwards killed themſelves. The greateſt part hanged

themſelves on trees. One was found hanging from a cart with two of her children at

her heels. Many of the men, for want of trees and ſtakes, tied ſtrings in running

knots about their necks, and faſtened them to the tails of their horſes, and the horns

and feet of their oxen, to ſtrangle themſelves that way. Thus thoſe unhappy crea

tures put an end to their lives by all the methods they could contrive. Two of their

kings or leaders ſtabbed each other. Bojorix and Luig, their chief commanders, died

in the aëtion ſword in hand. Clodic and Seſorix, two of their generals, were made pri

ſoners with ſixty thouſand of their men, who were all put in chains, and ſold to the

beſt bidder: a hundred and twenty thouſand of the barbarians were left dead upon

the ſpot ; whereas the Romans had ſcarce three hundred men miſfing in both armies.

Thus was this whole nation almoſt extirpated, whoſe incurſions and robberies were

looked upon as a public ſcourge. . After the battle all the ſpoils and enſigns were

brought to the camp of Catulus, which was a plain declaration, that the vićtory was

chiefly owing to his men. But hereupon a diſpute ariſing between the ſoldiers of the

two camps, the generals agreed to refer the matter to the arbitration of the embaſſadors

of Parma, who happened at that time to be in the army. Theſe being led to the

field of battle, found almoſt all the darts, with which the barbarians had been killed,

marked with the name of Catulus, who had taken care to imprint it on the arms of

his ſoldiers before the battle. Befides, Marius's men had taken from the enemy only

two ſtandards ; whereas Sylla brought to the proconſul’s camp thirty-one, with the

brazen bull, which the Cimbri worſhipped. Upon the whole the arbitratorsgave ſen

tence in favour of Catulus ; ſo that Sylla ſaw with pleaſure the greateſt part of the glory

of the aëtion taken from Marius, who had endeavoured to ingroſs it all to himſelf.

However, when the news of this ſignal vićtory was brought to Rome, the people gave

all the honour of it to Marius, calling him the third founder of Rome, the deliverer of

his country; nay, they even invoked him as a god; and neither time, nor the moſt

circumſtantial accounts, could undeceive them, ſo as to bring them to allow any ſhare

of the ſucceſs to Catulus. But Marius himſelf had not the confidence to deprive Catulus

d

of the glory which was due to him. Beſides, he was afraid that the army of Catulus g

would
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a would oppoſe his triumph, if he pretended to exclude their general. They were

therefore both honoured with a triumph. The ſpoils taken from the enemy were

carried before the triumphant vićtors ; but, if we give credit to Florus', no part of

the ſhow ſtruck the people ſo much as the ſight of king Teutobocchus, who was, accord

ing to that writer, of ſuch a gigantic ſtature, that his head appeared above the tro

phies which were carried in proceſſion. After the triumph, both generals, purſuant

to a vow each of them had made, built a temple in memory of their vićtory: Ma- Both build

rius, who had no taſte for arts, in a very plain manner, to virtue and honour; and ****
Catulus with great elegance and beauty to the fortune of this day. Marius, on the: their

day his temple was dedicated, entertained the people with games after the Greek man

b ner; but as war was his element, he was immediately tired with them, and with

drew 8.

Thus was Italy delivered from her fears by the defeat of the Teutones and Cimbri.

The only enemy the Romans had now to contend with were the rebellious ſlaves in

Sicily. The republic had ſent againſt them, two years before the defeat of the Cimbri,

the praetor Lucius Licinius Lucullus with an army of fourteen thouſand men, legionaries

and auxiliaries, excluſive of the ſuccours that were ſent him from Greece and Lucania.

As ſoon as the Roman army landed, Salvius, who had ſhut up Athenio in the citadel War with the

of Triocala, as we have related above, delivered him from his confinement, and ad-ſ”

viſed with him, as he was a man of ſome experience, about the means of reſiſting

c the new general. In a council of war, which they held, it was agreed, that Salvius

ſhould continue in the city of Triocala to defend it, if attacked, and that Athenio

ſhould, at the head of forty thouſand men, march againſt Lucullus, and give him

battle. Accordingly Athenio advanced with his army into the neighbourhood of Scir

àeum, and there came to an engagement with the praetor, in which the vićtory was

warmly diſputed. The ſlaves, who for the moſt part had ſerved in war before they

were reduced to ſlavery, fought with a regularity and courage which the Romans did

not expect. Inſomuch that the ſucceſs would have been doubtful, if Athenio, advan

cing into the middle of the enemy’s battalions at the head of three hundred horſe, had

not been wounded in both his knees. He fell from his horſe through faintneſs, and

d was covered with a heap of dead bodies. Hereupon his troops, having no commander Licinius de
of reputation to head them, diſperſed, and fled in the utmoſt confuſion. The Romans§§ ºflaves

purſued the fugitives, and killed above twenty thouſand of them. The news of this"?”

defeat no ſooner reached Triocala, than the cowardly Salvius abandoned the place. But

in the mean time Athenio, having#; from under the dead bodies that covered him, º

gained Triocala with the remains of his army before the praetor, who ſpent nine days *

in uſeleſs precautions, inveſted the place. Athénio ſuſtained the ſiege with an intre

pidity ſeldom found in men of his rank, and forced Lucullus to raiſe the ſiege, and But is forced

retire from before the place amidſt the hiſſes of the ſlaves, who inſulted him and his tº rai; the
army from their walls, as they filed off. He withdrew to Syracuſe, and there ſPentº: of Trio

s the remainder of the year, wholly intent on inriching himſelf at the expence of his

province. His year therefore was no ſooner expired, than he was recalled, and being

accuſed before the people of oppreſſion, he was condemned to baniſhment b. The

praetor C. Servilius was ſent to ſucceed him ; but that weak general was even more

unfortunate than, his predeceſſor. Athenio, who now carried on the rebellion alone, G. Servilius

Salvius being dead, attacked the Roman army, gave them a total overthrow, and ſº * *made himſelf maſter of their camp. After this vićtory Athenio advanced to Mºffma,"ºweſs

and having made a fruitleſs attempt upon that city, beſieged Macella, and took it.

The progreſs of the rebellion opened at length the eyes of the ſenate, who ſent Manius

Aquilius, the collegue of Marius for the preſent year, to ſuppreſs it. Aquilius croſſed

f over into Sicily with a conſular army, and having made it his whole buſineſs in his con

ſulſhip to reduce the rebels to great ſtreights for want of proviſions, in the year of his

proconſulate he intirely deſtroyed them. He took the field, and brought the enemy

to a battle, which both parties maintained with equal vigour, till the two generals

met, and determined the vićtory by a ſingle combat. Aquilius not diſdaining to The cºnſºl

enter the liſts with Athenio, a ſtop was put to the battle, the Romans on one ſide, and; º,

the ſlaves on the other, making way for the two champions. The proconſul, who j#: -

was a man of great ſtrength and reſolution, laid his adverſary dead on the ground at end to the

one blow ; and the Romans taking advantage of his vićtory, and the enemy's fears,”

* Fion... iii, c. 3. . . . Plut. in Mario & Sylla. Val, Max I. v. c. 7. * DiopoR. Sicul.

eclog. 1. l. xxxvi. -

fek!
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fell upon them with freſh vigour, and made ſuch a ſlaughter of the diſheartened rebels, a

that of their vaſt army ſcarce ten thouſand eſcaped to their camp, where they choſe

rather to kill one another than ſurrender. When they were reduced to a thouſand,

one Satyrius capitulated with the proconſul, who promiſed him and his companions

their lives, but afterwards ſent them to Rome to fight the wild beaſts in the ſhows of

the circus. But they choſe rather to fall by each other's hands. And thus ended a

rebellion, which had laſted four years, and coſt the republic, according to ſome wri

ters, near a million of ſlaves. Aquilius on his return was honoured with an ovation,

Hºnoured the republic having more regard to her ancient cuſtom of not granting a triumph to the

: *** conquerors of rebels, eſpecially if they were ſlaves, than to the merit and ſervices of

- Aquilius i. b

# republic after the defeat of the Cimbri, and the redućtion of the ſlaves, had

ſcarce any enemies left abroad, but nouriſhed ſuch in her own boſom as proved more

miſchievous to her, than either the barbarians of Germany,or the ſlaves ofSicily. Marius,

whoſe ambition knew no bounds, ſtood now for the fixth conſulſhip with as much eager

The mºntrac-neſs as he had done for the firſt. Though.naturally fierce and rough, he became

***mild and affable, careſſed the meaneſt of the people, and ingratiated himſelf with

them by the moſt ſervile condeſcenſions. His competitor was the great Metellus, ſur

named Numidicus, whoſe virtues and experience, joined to the wiſhes of all honeſt

men, loudly called him to the government of the republic. But Marius, by diſtri

buting under-hand large ſums among the people, got Metellus excluded, himſelf c

Hiſ ſixth con- choſen, and one Lucius Valerius Flaccus, a very weak man, appointed for his collegue.
ſulſhip. The firſt ſtep Marius took after his elečtion was to contraćt an intimate friendſhip

with L. Apuleius Saturninus, and Servilius Glaucia, two daring and factious men, who

had all the ſcum of the indigent and ſeditious people conſtantly at their beck. Apu

leius had been long devoted to the conſul, and had procured him, as we have ob

ſerved above, his fourth conſulate. Glaucia was the praetor, to whom the cogni

zance of civil cauſes belonged, and was naturally factious and violent. Theſe three

entered into an aſſociation with a deſign to ingroſs all the power to themſelves. Apu

leius had been once before tribune of the people, and now ſtood for that poſt a ſecond

time. But he had the misfortune to come in competition with A. Nonnius, a man of d

an unblemiſhed charaćter, and highly eſteemed by the people. Marius uſed all his

intereſt in behalf of his friend Apuleius'; but both his intrigues and ſollicitations were

ineffeótual ; all the voices were for Nonnius, who was accordingly declared tribune.

Apuleius mur. Hereupon Apuleius, giving himſelf wholly up to the dićtates of his fury, cauſed

dº toº. Nonnius to be ſtabbed at the breaking up of the aſſembly, and then got himſelf

ſº; tumultuouſly proclaimed tribune by thoſe of his own party, before any conſiderable

Žiºnal, part of the people were aſſembled to give their ſuffrages. The conſul confirmed the

Marius's aſſo- elečtion; and the murder of Nonnius was no more mentioned. And now Marius, Apu

... ..., leius, and Glaucia, formed a kind of triumvirate, whoſe whole aim was to humble the

him and Gau- ſenate, and aſſume all power to themſelves. About this time embaſſadors arrived at a
cil. Rome from Mithridate; the Great, king of Pontus, ſent by their maſter to adjuſt ſome

ſmall differences between him and the republic. Theſe Apuleius, at the inſtigation of

Marius, uſed in a moſt brutiſh manner. The conſul, in all likelihood, weary of an

inactive life, hoped by that means to provoke Mithridates to begin a war. However

that be, the embaſſadors laid their complaints before the ſenate, and the conſcript

fathers, glad of an opportunity of humbling the inſolent tribune, cited him before

their tribunal. But on the day when ſentence was to be pronounced, the populace

ſurrounded the hall where the ſenate met, in ſuch crouds, that they intimidated the

judges; ſo that the factious tribune was acquitted by a majority of votesk.

Apuleius re. , AFTER this vićtory over the ſenate, Apuleius, as tribune of the people, renewed f
; the ºf the ancient quarrel about the diviſion of the lands. Marius and Caiulus had, by the

... defeat of the Cimbri, recovered ſomelands in Ciſalpine Gaul, of which thoſe barbarians

tution of land. had taken poſſeſſion ; and Apuleius was for unjuſtly taking theſe lands from the true

owners, and giving them toMarius's ſoldiers, who were for the moſt part people without

houſe or home, and intirely devoted to their general. In the law which he had pre

* pared together with Marius, whoſe tool he was, for the diſtribution of the lands, there

was a clauſe expreſsly providing, That the ſenate ſhould come and ſwear in full aſſembly

to confirm whatever ſhould be enailed by the people, and not to oppoſe them in any thing ;

*A

' Diodox. Scull. l. xxxviii. eclog. 1. Flor. l. iii, c. 29. Cic. de orat. Liv. in epit. * Diodor.

Sicul. apud Ful, Ursin.

and
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a and that whoever refuſed to take that oath ſhould be degraded, and condemned to a ſhe of

twenty talents. Nothing could be more unreaſonable than ſuch a law, ſince it ſubjećted

the ſenate to the people. On the day therefore of the comitia, when it was to be

admitted or rejećted, many men of great weight and authority mounted the roſtra to

diſſuade the people from paſſing it. But they were pulled down by the mob of the

country tribes, whom Marius and Apuleius had brought in great crouds into the city.

Theſe violent proceedings provoked the city tribes, who, finding themſelves the

weakeſt, that the aſſembly might be diſſolved, cried out, That they heard it thunder ;

which, according to the laws, obliged them to ſuſpend for that day all deliberations.

But the country tribes, having among them many veterans, moſt of them men of

b mettle, diſregarding that ſuperſtitious cuſtom, fell upon the city tribes, and having

driven them with ſtones and clubs out of the forum, got the law paſſed. The next Marius, trea

day Marius, who was at the bottom of all this, and the chief manager of the plot, ſº and an

as conſul, made a report to the ſenate of the law in queſtion, exclaimed againſt the“”

late violences, and declared for his part that he was determined never to take ſo un

reaſonable an oath, and that he did not doubt but every honeſt man would be of his

opinion ; for if the law was good in itſelf, there was no neceſſity for ſwearing ; and

if it was a bad one, they were all obliged in honour not to ſwear. This he ſaid to en

ſnare Metellus, whom he hated ever fince their quarrel in Numidia. He hoped that his

declaring againſt the oath would draw a like declaration from that great man, and

c did not doubt, but when he had once made ſuch a public declaration, he would ſtand

firm to his reſolution, which would infallibly expoſe him to the hatred of the people.

The event anſwered his expectation; Metellus proteſted, that he would not take the

oath, and the whole ſenate did the ſame. A few days after Apuleius ſummoned the

ſenate to appear in the comitia in order to take the oath ; and then Marius made his

appearance among the reſt; and while the eyes of all the ſenators were fixed upon him,

he, to their great ſurprize, declared, that he had changed his ſentiments: I am not ſo

ſtiff and obſtinate, ſaid he, as to be tied down by any declaration I may have made upon an

affair of ſo much weight, before I had thoroughly conſidered it ; but am ready to ſwear, and

having ſwore, will puniſually obſerve the law, when it once becomes a law. Theſe laſt

d words he added, to put a plauſible colour upon his ſhameful breach of faith. If it

was a law, it ought without all doubt, to be obeyed. But this was a mean ſubter

fuge, and knaviſh pretence. It was no law, being without any of the requiſite

conditions ; and therefore, inſtead of obeying, he ought to have oppoſed it. The

ſenators upon this declaration of Marius, which was applauded by all the country tribes,

were afraid to open their mouths. Marius took their filence for a tacit conſent, and

immediately went to the temple of Saturn, according to the ancient cuſtom, and there

took the oath even without the reſtrićtion he himſelf had propoſed. The ſenators,

over-awed by the people, followed his example. But Metellus reſolutely perſiſted

in his former opinion, notwithſtanding the repreſentations of his friends, who ear

e neſtly intreated him to yield to the times. He told thoſe, who preſſed him to take

the oath, that to do a baſe and unworthy action was under all circumſtances ſhameful ;

that to do well, when no danger attended it, was common; but to do well in the

midſt of dangers was the property of a truly good and honeſt man. Upon his

refuſal, the aſſembly, at the inſtigation of Marius and Apuleius, condemned him to Metellus con

baniſhment. The nobility, the whole body of the patricians, and the city tribes, demned to ta

offered to oppoſe this moſt unjuſt decree of the populace. Many, out of affection for*

ſo good and virtuous a citizen, had brought arms under their robes, being deter

mined to defend him to the laſt extremity. But that wiſe ſenator, who truſy loved

his country, after having, in a tender manner, returned them thanks for their kind

f neſs, declared, that he would not ſuffer a ſingle drop of blood to be ſpilt on his account.

He then went into baniſhment, which in ſo glorious a cauſe did him more honour

than all his vićtories or triumphs. He left the city with this wiſe refle&tion : Either

the face of affairs will change, and the people repent what they have dome; in which caſe

I ſhall be recalled, and reſtored with honour ; or they will remain in the preſent poſiure ;

and then it will be beft for me to be at a diſtance from Rome. The illuſtrious exile went

to reſide, ſome ſay at Rhodes, others at Smyrna, where, in a ſweet tranquility, he

gave himſelf intirely up to the ſtudy of philoſophy, enjoying in his retreat thoſe

pleaſures which flow from a good conſcience ".

1 Pºur. in Mario. Cic. pro Sextio & Balbo. Appian. de bell, civil. Auth. de vir illuſtr.

V o L. V. No I. M Mirii; ;,
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Marius, Apuleius and Glaucia congratulated each other on their having at laſt ruined

their common enemy. The point Apuleius had in view, was to get himſelf conti

nued in the tribuneſhip, Glaucia aſpired at the conſulate, and Marius was for main

taining himſelf in his poſt another year. To compaſs their ends, they ſcrupled no

thing, Apuleius, like a monſter let looſe, committed the moſt flagrant ačts of vio

lence and injuſtice with impunity. , Marius, who was the ſoul of the plot, left to the

other two the execution of the wicked ſchemes which he adviſed. He pretended to

keep the balance even between the people and the ſenate. On one ſide he raiſed diſ

turbances underhand, by means of his two confederates, in order to make himſelf

neceſſary, and pave the way for his ſeventh conſulſhip. On the other hand he pre

tended a great deſire to compoſe them, hoping thereby to ingratiate himſelf with the

ſenate. By this artful condućt he would have gained his point, had not his deceit

been diſcovered by an accident. One evening ſome ſenators came to wait on the

conſul, and to implore his aſſiſtance againſt the attempts of the ſeditious tribune.

Marius, who was willing to keep fair with the nobility, received them very graci

ouſly, and promiſed to exert his power againſt Apuleius. While he was conferring

with the ſenators about the proper meaſures for preſerving the republic, Apuleius came

to receive his direétions about raiſing new diſturbances, and being let in at a back

door unknown to the ſenators, was carried into another apartment. Then Marius,

pretending a looſeneſs, under that colour, was continually running from one apartment

to the other, exaſperating the ſenators againſt the tribune, and the tribune againſt the

ſenators. But this being ſoon after known, he became ſuſpećted by both parties.

4puleius and Glaucia began to take umbrage at his complaiſance for the patricians ;

and the patricians grew jealous of his great intimacy with thoſe two incendiaries. In

the mean time Apuleius and Glaucia canvaſſed, independently on the conſul, the former

for a third tribuneſhip, and the latter for the conſulate ; and both reſolved to ſtick at

nothing. Nay, Apuleius ſet up the contemptible Equitius, of whom we have ſpoke

above, for tribune of the people, and without any regard to common decency, car

ried matters ſo far, that Marius himſelf thought it adviſeable to ſend Equilius to

priſon, ordering him to be kept there till the election of the tribunes was over. But

Apuleius, having ſpirited up the people to break open the priſon, ſet Equitius at liberty,

and prevailed upon the turbulent populace to proclaim him tribune of the people.

But the pretended tribune died before he entered upon his office. At the ſame time

Glaucia, who ſtood for the conſulate, carried his furious attempts to ſuch exceſs, that

he was become quite inſupportable. When the comitia for the elečtion of conſuls came

on, Marius was excluded, and the orator Marcus Antonius choſen in the firſt place;

Glaucia expected to be nominated in the ſecond ; but finding he had a formidable

competitor in Memmius, who was infinitely ſuperior to him in all reſpects, and highly

eſteemed on account of his probity, he made no ſcruple to ſend one of his attendants

to murder him in the open forum. After a murder ſo public and daring, Glaucia, and

Apuleius his accomplice, to avoid the puniſhment they deſerved, openly attempted

to deſtroy the republic itſelf. They carried a multitude of deſperate men to the

houſe of Apuleius, who there exhorted them to an open rebellion. We are told that

they appointed him to be their general, and offered him the title of king, which he

is ſaid to have accepted. But be that as it will, it was now an open conſpiracy; the

ſenate declared them enemies to their country, and paſſed one of thoſe decrees, which

were never made, but in times of the utmoſt difficulty and danger: the two conſuls

Marius and Flaccus were ordered to provide for the public welfare in what manner

they judged proper ; which was impowering them to revenge with the ſword the diſtur

bances thoſe ſeditious men were raiſing in the republic. Hereupon Marius found him

ſelf obliged to arm in order to ſuppreſs a ſedition which he ſecretly favoured, but could

protećt no longer. No time was to be loſt: Glaucia and Apuleius had already ſeized

the capitol. Arms therefore were given to all thoſe who declared for the ſenate ; the

knights, the ſenators, and all who had the welfare of their country at heart, armed

themſelves againſt the two rebels. But Marius aſſeåted delays, and plainly ſhewed,

it was much againſt his inclination that he obeyed the orders of the ſenate. In the mean

time the whole rabble of the country tribes entered the city with a deſign to join their

friends in the capitol, but were obliged to fight a battle in the forum before they could

reach the citadel. When they were hard preſſed, Apuleius made a ſally, and covered

their retreat to the capitol. During the action, the ſeditious tribune hoiſted up a cap

d

on the top of a lance to invite the ſlaves to take arms in his favour in hopes of their g
…

liberty.
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a liberty. In the mean time the ſenators and knights, tired with the delays of Marius, 4 attle in
who was ever pleading ſome excuſe or other, cauſed the pipes to be cut, which con- the forum.

veyed water into the capitol, which ſoon reduced the rioters to a deſperate condition.

In this extremity Suffeius, one of their leaders, was for ſetting fire to the temple of

jupiter, in hopes they ſhould make their eſcape, during the confuſion and tumult which

commonly attend ſuch accidents. But Apuleius and Glaucia, depending upon their The rebel in

friendſhip with Marius, ſurrendered to him, after he had promiſed, upon the public the capitol

faith, to ſave their lives. This promiſe was in itſelf void and unlawful, ſince the ...'.

ſenate had already declared them rebels, and ordered the conſul to treat them as ſuch. Fius,

But Marius was reſolved to ſave a body of deſperate men, whoſe fury might be of

b uſe to him on ſome other occaſion. He therefore gave them leave to march out of

the capitol unmoleſted. Glaucia retired to the houſe of one Claudius for refuge; but

the people ſoon dragged him from thence, and cut off his head. His brother Dolabella,

and one L. Geganius, who retired to the herb-market, were murdered there. Here

upon Marius ſhut up the reſt, with Apuleius their chief, in the old palace of Tullus

Hoffilius, giving out, that he confined them there in order to bring them to condign

puniſhment. But the palace was in reality a place of ſafety for them rather than a pri- Who endea

ſon; and the guards, placed at the gates, were not ſo much to prevent their making “”/*

their eſcape, as to ſecure them againſt the inſults of the people. Of this the ſenators”

and knights were well appriſed ; and therefore, having aſſembled the people, they

c diſperſed the guards, broke open the gates of the palace, and with clubs and ſtones

diſpatched Suffeius, Labienus, Equitius, Apuleius himſelf, and all the leading men of But in vain,

his party. The people, not ſatisfied with the death of Apuleius, tore his body into

a thouſand pieces. And now the ſtorm being blown over, the comitia aſſembled in

tranquillity, and all the aëts of the preceding tribunate were declared abſolutely null

for want of liberty in the ſuffrages. After this the tribes met again to chuſe a collegue

for Marcus Antonius, who had been eleēted on the day that Memmius was murdered.

The perſon raiſed to that dignity was A. Poſthumius Albinus, a man of excellent parts,

and a ſincere friend to his country m.

The new conſular year was begun with purifying the city, which had been pol

d luted with ſo much blood in the late troubles. To the ceremonies uſed on this

occaſion others ſucceeded for averting evils foreboded by ſome imaginary prognoſtics.

It was not then known that in the year, when theſe prodigies were ſaid to have hap

pened, a child was born in Rome, who would one day overturn the republic. This

was julius Caſar, who came into the world on the twelfth day of the month Quintilis, The birth of

in the ſixth conſulate of Marius, whence the fifth month of the old Roman year was Julius Caſar.

called julius. The new conſuls had the pleaſure to ſee the games, which P. Claudius

Pulcher, the aedile, gave, celebrated without trouble or confuſion. They were the

moſt ſplendid that had yet been ſeen in Rome. We are told, that Claudius was the firſt

who cauſed the ſcenes to be painted ; which was ſo artfully done, ſays Pliny ", that the

e birds attempted to alight on the tops of the houſes, and to perch on the trees, which

were painted on the cloth. Thus were the firſt months of this year ſpent in tranquillity.

But it was not long ere the leaven of ſedition, which Marius had ſown among the

tribunes, began to ſhew itſelf in Sextius Titius, who attempted to ingratiate himſelf with

the people, and raiſe new troubles, by reviving the Gracchian law about the diviſion Sextius Titius,
of lands. But the conſul M. Antonius prevented the miſchief he intended, and brought .3.the

him into ſuch contempt, that as ſoon as he was out of his office, he was accuſed of the #. 4

moſt infamous and unnatural pračtices, and condemned to baniſhment. And now

after Marius and his adherents were thus fully diſappointed, it was thought a proper

ſeaſon to recall the great Metellus. All the Caecilian family, of which the Metelli were

f a branch, intereſted themſelves in the cauſe of their relation. The exile's ſon appeared

in deep mourning, fell proſtrate before the tribes, and did all for the recalling of his

father, which perſons accuſed of capital crimes uſed to do to ſave their own lives.

This affeótionate condućt towards his father procured him the ſurname of Pius, which

he bore the reſt of his life. The whole body of the patricians joined with the ſon,

and intreated the people in a public aſſembly to recall ſo worthy a citizen. Marius did

all that lay in his power to prevent the return of a patrician, who was the ſupport

of the ſenate, a true pattern of the old Roman probity, and the dread of the ſedi. Mºſelus re

tious. But in ſpite of Marius's utmoſt efforts, equity prevailed, and the return of*

2n Pºur. in Mario. Appian. de bell, civil. l. i. Flor. l. iii. c. 16. Cic. pro Sextio, Rabirio, &c. VAL.

Max. l. iii, c. 2. * Plin. l. xxxv. c. 7.

Metellus
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Metellus was carried by a majority of ſuffrages. The meſſenger ſent to acquaint him a

with the decree of the people, finding him at a public ſhow in the city of Trallis in

l Lydia, delivered to him the letter, and at the ſame time whiſpered him, that it con

! tained joyful news. But the illuſtrious philoſopher, without the leaſt change ofcoun

| tenance, continued his attention to the ſhow, and did not open the packet till the

games were ended. The ſame greatneſs of ſoul which had kept him from dejećtion

in his diſgrace, guarded him againſt immoderate joy in his proſperity. All the per

- ſons of diſtinétion in Rome went to receive him at the gate of the city. He was

| accompanied from the gate to his own houſe by vaſt crowds of people, who teſtified

the ſincerity of their joy by loud acclamations. His houſe was crouded from morn

ing to night with perſons of all ranks, who came to ſee and congratulate him. In b

ſhort his return was a real triumph. Marius, to avoid the mortification of ſeeing a

Marius retires triumphant enemy, left Rome, and went into Aſia, giving out that he was going to

- from Rome, perform ſome ſacrifices which he had vowed to Cybee the mother of the gods. But

| the true motive of his voyage into Aſia was to kindle a war, and cut out new work

for his republic there. He owed his grandeur wholly to arms, and could not main

- tain it in peaceable times, being deſtitute of thoſe talents which were neceſſary to gain

applauſe in a commonwealth, where eloquence bore a great ſway in all public delibe

rations. In order therefore to have an opportunity of diſplaying anew his talent for

war, he went to the court of Mithridates king of Pontus, who ſeemed the moſt

. . diſpoſed to quarrel. The king received him with all the honour due to his repu- c

tation, careſſed him in the moſt affectionate manner, and did all that lay in his power

| to oblige a man of ſo much weight in his republic. But all to no purpoſe ; he could

draw nothing from the proud Roman, but inſolent treatment. Marius did not doubt

but if he could provoke that young, powerful, and brave king to take arms againſt

Rome, he ſhould have the command of the forces employed in that war ; and there

Hi, inſºlent fore he treated him with great haughtineſs and contempt. One day he addreſſed

behaviour at himſelf to him very bluntly in theſe terms ; ?ou muſt either, O king, endeavour to

º: be more powerful than the Romans, or quietly ſubmit to their will. The king of Pontus,

A the proudeſt prince of his time, was quite aſtoniſhed at the diſcourſe of the bold com

- monwealth’s man. However, as he was a great politician, he did not think this a pro- d.

per time to declare his reſentments ; and therefore concealing his diſpleaſure, he diſ

-* miſſed Marius loaded with preſents *.

t But to return to Metellus, the people ſoon gave him a ſenſible proof of the regard

; : they had for him. Upon his preſenting to the tribes his relation Q. Cacilius Metellus,

. ". the people very readily choſe him conſul, and gave him for his collegue T. Didius,

* who had been honoured with a triumph fourteen years before for having defeated the

Scordiſci. The two conſuls drew lots for their provinces, when Italy fell to Metellus,

and Spain to Didius, whither he carried a conſular army to make head againſt the

Spaniſh rebels, who had taken arms in great numbers, and committed dreadful de

Sertorius gains vaſtations in the Roman province. Under Didius ſerved Sertorius in quality of legionary e

gº tº tribune. He was a native of Nurſia in Sabinia, and had already given many proofs

””” of his valour; but in the preſent war with the revolted Spaniards, he gained more re

putation than his general. He reduced the cities of Caſulo and Gyriſemium, two places

of great importance ; and it was chiefly owing to his maſterly condućt that Didius

overthrew in a pitched battle the Waccari, of whom he cut twenty thouſand in pieces.

After the conſul had, by the help of his brave tribune, reduced the rebels, he ſtained

his vićtory by an unheard-of piece of treachery and cruelty. One of the Roman

generals had ſettled five years before a colony of Spaniards near the city of Colenda.

Theſe, before they were brought to this new ſettlement, had committed robberies in

ſeveral parts of Spain. Didius ſuſpecting, without any grounds, that they deſigned to f

return to their ancient way of living, obliged them to quit the lands they were poſ

ſeſſed of, and promiſed them thoſe of Colenda, which city he had juſt reduced after a

nine months ſiege. The Spaniards, depending on the general’s promiſe, came with their

wives and children to the Roman camp, where, under pretence of accommodating

them better, they were admitted within the intrenchments. When the cruel conſul

had them thus in his power, he cauſed the whole multitude to be divided into three

companies, placing the men in one, the women in another, and the children in the

# . . third. The poor people ſuſpected no treachery, till they heard the conſul order his

• Plut, ibid.

legionaries
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a legionaries to fall upon them, and put them all, without diſtinétion, to the ſword. His The cruelty of

orders were put in execution with the utmoſt barbarity, not one of thoſe unhappy 3. *

wretches eſcaping. A moſt deteſtable piece of cruelty f but applauded at Rome. To*

ſuch a degree were the Romans degenerated from their ancient probity This maſſacre

exaſperated the Celtiberians, who taking arms faced the conſular army in the open field,

and came to a pitched battle with them, in which they fought like men in deſpair till

night parted the two armies. The loſs of the Romans was equal to theirs; but Didius

by a ſtratagem made them believe they had been worſted. He ordered moſt of the

bodies of the Romans, who had been ſlain, to be carried out of the field of battle in

the night. The Celtiberians, when they came early next morning, according to their The Cºltiberi

b cuſtom, to bury their dead, were ſo terrified at ſeeing ſuch a numberof their own men ºſºmit tº

ſlain, and ſo few Romans, that they ſubmitted to Didius upon his own terms. Thus*

partly by force, and partly by artifice, the Roman general ſettled Hither Spain in peace,

and returned five years after his conſulſhip to Rome, where his ſervices were rewarded

with a triumph P. This ſame year the praetor Cornelius Dolabella gained conſiderable

advantages over the revolted Luſitanians in Further Spain. Hiſtorians indeed have not

given us any account of his exploits, but in the triumphal tables he is ſaid to have tri

umphed over the Luſitanians this preſent year.

In the mean time the conſul Metellus maintained peace at home, and puniſhed with

the utmoſt ſeverity all ſpeeches that tended to ſedition. C. Plautius Decianus, one

c of the praetors, was baniſhed for dropping, in a public ſpeech, ſome expreſſions in

favour of the furious tribune Apuleius. The tribunes themſelves durſt no longer propoſe

feditious laws, or attempt to raiſe diſturbances among the populace. The preſence of

Metellus, and the abſence of Marius, equally contributed to the public tranquillity. In

Aſia, that is, in the ancient kingdom of Pergamus, the excellent proconſul Q. Mucius

Scavola puniſhed the iniquity of the Roman knights or publicans in a very exemplary Mucius Scº

manner. He found them guilty of moſt enormous extortions in raiſing and mana-.º

ging the revenues of the republic ; and therefore, without any regard to the dignity "..."

or power of ſo formidable a body, he cauſed many of them to be publicly carried to

priſon, and condemned a ſlave to be crucified, who had been the agent of an oppreſ

d five publican, and an accomplice in his maſter's knavery. He appointed men of integ

rity, and well verſed in money affairs, to examine the books of the publicans, and

by this means reformed his province in leſs than nine months. On his departure the

Aſiatics inſtituted a feſtival to perpetuate among them the memory of his virtues.

This feſtival, which from him was called Mucia, did him more honour than a triumph.

Many of the governors of the provinces followed the example of Mucius, and the

ſenate charged the conſuls and praetors to do the ſame in their reſpective provinces ;

ſo that a ſtop was put for ſome time to the oppreſſions of the publicans, which had

rendered the yoke of the republic inſupportable q.

I N the ſucceeding conſulate of Cn. Cornelius Lentulus and P. Licinius Craſſus, Ma-Marius diffe.

rius returned from Aſia ; and ſoon after his arrival in Rome, he built himſelf a houſe garded at

cloſe by the forum, either to eaſe his clients, as he himſelf gave out, of the trouble of*

going far, or in hopes of having more numerous levees there than in a diſtant part of

the town. But he found, that his rough behaviour kept people from him where-ever

he lived. His haughty manners were not becoming in a free ſtate, where every one

thinks himſelf to be upon a level with the beſt, and where the great can gain and main

tain friends only by an obliging behaviour and good offices. He met with the fate

of moſt warriors, who live to a great age in peace. Their vićtories are forgot,

and they, as Plutarch obſerves, if not recommended by civil virtues, are, like

old ruſty weapons, laid aſide as quite uſeleſs. But nothing gave Marius ſo great un

f eaſineſs as to ſee his old rival Sylla aggrandiſe himſelf, as he thought, at his expence.

Bocchus, king of Mauritania, after he had been declared an ally of the Roman people,

dedicated in the capitol ſeveral trophies of Sylla’s vićtories, and placed near them ſome

olden ſtatues, repreſenting in what manner he had delivered jugurtha into the hands

of Sylla. Marius, diſtraćted with rage, attempted to pull down a monument, which

aſcribed to his rival all the glory of ſo memorable an event. Sylla on the other hand I, alon, ºf

oppoſed him with all his credit. Every one took party according to his intereſt and Syſia's glory.

inclination; ſo that the whole city was divided into two factions ; but by the vigi

lance of the conſuls a ſtop was put to the ſedition, when it was juſt upon the point

P Plur. in Sertorio. Appian. in Iberic, FRONT, ſtrat, l. v. c. 1 r. * Diodor. SfcUL, VALEs. Cic.

ad Attic. l. vi., & in Verr. ačt. 7,

V o L. V. No. 1, N of
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Cn. Domitius Ahenobarbus and C. Caſſius Longinus, the two ſucceed- aof breaking out.

ing conſuls, took more care to maintain peace and tranquillity at home, than to ſig

. - nalize themſelves by feats of arms abroad. During their adminiſtration Rome enjoyed

º all the advantages of peace and plenty, and was ſo ſenſible of her happineſs, that ſhe

preferred to the many warriors, who deſired to ſucceed them, a man brought up in

-: peaceable employments, viz. Licinius Craſſis, the famous orator, and Q. Mucius Sca

origin of the vola, a learned civilian. But theſe pacific conſuls, ſowed, without deſign, the ſeeds

ſºcial war, of one of the moſt bloody wars that had ever broke out in the neighbourhood of

Rome. They got a law paſſed, which obliged the allies, who lived in Rome, and

falſely pretended to the right of Roman citizenſhip, to return to their own homes. By

| the help of theſe intruders ſome ſeditious tribunes had ſown diſcord among the real b

- cirizens ; whence it ſeemed but juſt that thoſe ſtrangers ſhould be ſent home to their

reſpeãive countries. Nevertheleſs this law, how juſt ſoever, and equitable in itſelf,

t was ſo reſented by the people of the Italian provinces, that it afterwards gave birth to

the war of the allies. The conſuls, after having paſſed this law, and drawn lots for

their provinces, ſet out, the one for Tranſalpine, the other for Ciſalpine Gaul. Scavola,

to whom Tranſalpine Gaul had fallen, finding little to do in his province, returned

to Rome, and generouſly disbanded his army before his year expired, thinking it an

unneceſſary burden to the republic. Craſſus, though he ſought for enemies, and

ſearched into all the corners of the Alps for people to fight with, he could find none,
t but a company of ſtrolling robbers, whom he defeated. Nevertheleſs, he demanded c

| a triumph on his return 3 but his collegue, out of a pure regard to equity, oppoſed

| it, declaring that he would not ſuffer ſo great an honour to be depreciated and thrown

| away on ſuch ſlight advantages. The following conſulſhip of L. Domitius Ahenobar

bus and Calius Caldus was as peaceable as the former. Calius was a new man (M), of

} -- no birth or merit, and ſurnamed Caldus from his warm temper ; but he had no oppor

tunity of raiſing any diſturbances, ſome of the chief nobility being at this time ad

mitted into the college of tribunes. The conſulate of C. Valerius Flaccus and M. He

- rennius was remarkable for nothing but the pompous ſhow of lions, with which Sylla

| entertained the people in the circus, and the unjuſt condemnation of P. Rutilius Rufus

a conſular. Bocchus ſent Sylla a hundred lions, and with them ſome Mauritanian hun-d

-: ters, who were uſed to fight them. This was a pleaſing entertainment to the peo

t ple, and the remembrance of it contributed afterwards as much towards Sylla's promo

| A pompous tion to the conſulate, as either his reputation or exploits. P. Rutilius Rufus had

| ſº given ºy attended Mucius Scavola into Aſia, and was thought the author of his ſevere refor
* Sylla. mation of the publicans. He was unjuſtly, and purely out of revenge, accuſed by

Rutilius Rufus that powerful body, and condemned to baniſhment. He retired to Smyrna, where

unjuſly ba- he was ſo well pleaſed with the converſation of the Greek philoſophers, that he refuſed

miſhed. to return to Rome, when the people ſome years after annulled the decree of his baniſh

- nnent r.

THE following year, when C. Claudius Pulcher and M. Perperna were conſuls, the e

- ſenate ordered Sylla to carry back Ariobarzanes, king of Cappadocia, to his dominions,

º whence he had been driven by Tigranes king of Armenia. This Sylla effected, after

having defeated Gordius, whom the Armenians had placed on the throne, as we have

related at length in the hiſtory of Armenia. On this occaſion Sylla received an embaſſy

- ::::: from Arbaces king of Parthia, deſiring the friendſhip of the Roman people. The

| º::::: Roman general thought this one of the moſt fortunate occurrences ofhis life,and eſteemed

Sylla.

- r Val. Max. l. vi. c. 4. Vell. PATERcut. l. ii. Plur. in Sylla. Cic, in Brut. & pro Muraena.

(M) The diviſion of the Roman people into No

biles, Novi and Ignobiles, often occurs in hiſtory, and

was taken from the right of expoſing publicly the

images or ſtatues of their anceſtors; an honour only

allowed to thoſe whoſe anceſtors or themſelves had

bore ſome curule office, that is, had been curule aedile,

cenſor, practor, or conſul. He who could expoſe

the pićtures or ſtatues of his anceſtors was ſtyled

Nobilis ; he, who could only produce his own, was

called Homo Novus ; and he, who could neither

expoſe his own, nor the pićtures of any of his an

(9) Wide Sigon, de jur.

ceſtors, was termed Ignobilis. So that jus imagini,

was much the ſºme thing among the ancient Ro

mans, as the right of bearing a coat of arms among

us. For a great while none but the patricians were

Nobiles, they alone being raiſed to the curule offices,

Hence in many places of Livy, Saluſt, and other an

cient writers, we find the word Nobilitas uſed for

the patrician order. But in after-ages, when the

plebeians were admitted to the curule offices, both

they and their poſtcrity were honoured with the

title of Nobiles (9).

civ. Rom, l, iſ c. 2 o.

it
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a it a happy onlen, that he ſhould be the firſt Roman who was known to ſo warlike and

powerful a people *. 1 -

At Rome Cn. Domitius Ahenobarbus, one of the cenſors, accuſed his collegue L. Craſ:

ſus of exceſſive fondneſs for one of his mura-na. The favourate muraºna was ſo tame,

that it would come to Craffits at his call, and feed out of his hand. The grave cenſor

was ſo fond of this fiſh, that he took pleaſure in adorning it with the richeſt jewels

he had. When it died, he put himſelf in mourning, and erected a tomb for it. When A Roman

Craſſus, who was for his eloquence, as Cicero tells us, the wonder of his age, came tenſºr futs

to ſpeak in his own defence, he was very ſatirical on his auſtere accuſer, and uttered his ...º,

ironical jeſts with ſuch geſtures, as drew upon his collegue the laughter of the whole ...".º:

b aſſembly. I have been guilty, ſaid he, of this enormous crime; I have, it is true, wept fiſh.

at the loſs of a favourite fiſh : but you, good Domitius, have bore the loſs of three wives

without ſhedding a tear. However, the cenſors, notwithſtanding their quarrels, joined

in many uſeful regulations. They drove out of Rome, ſeveral maſters, who had

opened ſchools, though no ways qualified for that important employment.

| THE enſuing year Sext. julius Cæſar (N) and L. Marcius Philippus were raiſed to the Tº, ºil war

conſulate. During their adminiſtration, M. Livius Druſus, tribune of the people, treaks out.

occaſioned, though undeſignedly, the breaking out of that unfortunate war, at the ſº after the

very gates of Rome, which hiſtorians ſometimes call the ſocial war, or the war of the*::º

allies, and ſometimes the Marſtan war, becauſe it began in the country of the Marſ. 36.

c Druſus was deſcended of an illuſtrious family, and had improved the great talents ºf Rome 662.

nature had given him, by the ſtudy of eloquence. He was a ſincere friend to his º:

country, and therefore with a view to the public welfare, he attempted to remedy people, author

thoſe diſorders which had been introduced into the adminiſtration. But his very of this war,

remedies increaſed them, and rendered the diſtempers of the republic incurable. Tho’

there had been of late no open ſedition, he obſerved that a general diſſatisfaction

reigned in the three orders of men, who made up the whole body of the commonwealth.

The cognizance of civil cauſes had been, by one of C. Gracchus's laws, taken from the

ſenate, and given to the knights ; and this the conſcript fathers could not bear, but

inſiſted on their being reinſtated in their ancient privileges. On the other hand the

d knights would by no means part with a prerogative which had been given them by a

law paſſed in the comitia. The people murmured, becauſe the execution of the Grac

chian laws was neglečted, and no care was taken to aſſign them lands; but the nobi

lity refuſed to part with any of the lands they poſſeſſed. The Italian allies were no leſs

diſſatisfied than the ſenate and people. They aſpired at the right of ſuffrage, and

at the offices in the republic, which they had ſo much aſſiſted in her conqueſts. They

remonſtrated that they paid confiderable taxes; that in time ofwar their countries raiſed

double the number of forces that were raiſed in Rome; that the commonwealth owed,

partly to their valour that prodigious power which ſhe had acquired ; and laſtly, that

it was but juſt they ſhould ſhare the honours of a ſtate which they had helped to

e aggrandize both with their arms and treaſures. Now Druſias formed a ſcheme to H, ſºme to

reconcile all orders of men, and put an end to all diſcontents, which, he foreſaw, would recºncile all

in proceſs of time, if not removed, produce a general inſurre&ion. A glorious deſign “”"

but now impračticable. He began with endeavouring to reconcile the ſenators and

knights, thinking he had found out an effectual expedient for gaining ſo important a

point. He propoſed to reſtore to the ſenate the cognizance of civil cauſes, which

had been conferred on the knights, and to make that ſecond order amends, by admit

ting three hundred of them into the ſenate. But this ſcheme was no ſooner propoſed,

than both the bodies, which he deſigned to reconcile, declared againſt it with great

vehemence. The ſenators ſcorned to admit into their body ſuch a number of men far

f inferior to them in birth, which, they ſaid, would depreciate the ſenatorial dignity. I, optoſ, with

On the other hand, ſuch of the knights as had reaſon to fear they ſhould not be in the great warmth,

number of the three hundred deſigned for ſenators, declared that they would not by -

any means, or for any equivalent whatſoever, ſuffer their order to be deprived of a

juriſdiction, which made them very conſiderable in Rome. Q. Servilius Capio put

himſelf at the head of the knights, and the conſul Marcius Philippus appeared for the

* Plut, in Sylla.

(N) This Sextius 7ulius Cæſar was uncle to the that ſhe was aunt to julius Cæſar the firſt Roman

famous julius Ceſar. His ſiſter julia was wife to emperor.

Maria, according to Plutarch; and Suetonius tells us,

ſenate,
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- º ſenate, to oppoſe the deſigned accommodation. Philippus, who was a man of a warm a

! - and fiery temper, had the boldneſs to interrupt the tribune Druſus while he was one

º day haranguing the people from the roſtra, and to command him filence, Hereupon

-- one of the tribune’s officers collering the conſul, handled him ſo roughly, that the

| Druſus com- blood guſhed out of his noſe. After this Druſus, who had the people on his ſide,

.." . º:§: ... ordered the conſul to be carried to priſon for attempting to interrupt a tribune in the

:* exerciſe of his authority. The tribune finding his well-meant ſcheme oppoſed, with

º be carried to great warmth, both by the knights and ſenators, to ingratiate himſelf with the peo

1. *- priſon, ple, propoſed a law for diſtributing gratis among the poor what bread they wanted.

t - He repreſented, that there was no danger of the treaſury's being exhauſted by this

bounty, ſince immenſe ſums were annually brought into it from the provinces; that b

- there were at that time lodged in the temple of Saturn, where the public treaſures were

- kept, 1620829 pounds weight of gold ; that the public treaſury ought not to be like

t the ſea, which ſwallows up every thing, and returns nothing, &c. The law met with

º

|

, great oppoſition, but at length paſſed to the univerſal ſatisfaction of the indigent
citizens. In the next place Druſils made it his buſineſs to gain the affections of the t

Italian allies, eſpecially of the Latins. In order to this, he propoſed a law for inveſt

ing them with all the privileges of Roman citizens. But this law was oppoſed with

great violence, not only by the ſenators and knights, but even by the people, who y

could not bear the thoughts of making thoſe their fellow-citizens, whom they looked

r upon as their ſubjećts. In the mean time the Italian allies flocked to Rome from all c -

* parts to ſupport their protećtor. But finding they could not by his means gain their

! point, they entered into a plot, without his knowledge, to extort by force what they |\,

deſpaired of getting by intereſt. Some of the leading men among them formed a

deſign of aſſaſſinating the conſuls, during the ceremony of the Feria. Latinæ, which º;

was annually performed on the hill of Alba after the elećtion of the great magiſtrates.

The trołity of But Druſus being informed of the plot, notwithſtanding all the care the conſpirators .*

Druſus. took to conceal it, he immediately acquainted the conſuls with the wicked deſigns of **

the allies, and by that means ſaved their lives. But thoſe whom the well-meaning

tribune had ſaved from a conſpiracy, conſpired to deſtroy him. While he was one

day returning from the forum, where he had harangued the people in behalf of the d

-- allies, a great crowd of people attended him to the door of his houſe, where he

t was ſtabbed with a knife, which the ruffian left in the wound, and then made his

f : Druſs aſ, eſcape. When Druſus felt himſelf wounded, he cried out, Ungrateful republic Wilt

finated, thou ever find a man more zealous for thy true intereſt, than I bave been 2 And a few

* hours after expired. It was never diſcovered who had hired the aſſaſſin ; but the ſuſpi

cion of this black attempt fell on the conſul Philippus, on Capio, and on Warus, one

º of his fellow-tribunes, who ſoon after propoſed a law, declaring traytors and enemies

| to the ſtate all thoſe who ſhould move E. granting to the allies the prerogative of citi

! His charaſier zenſhip. Druſus was a man of an unſpotted charaćter, and for love to his country

was no ways inferior to the greateſt heroes of Rome. He dedicated all his thoughts, e

- - cares, and life itſelf to the ſervice of his republic. But, as the evil was now become

- - incurable, all his attempts for preſerving the ſtate from impending ruin, were unſuc

- - ceſsful. Not many years after the ungrateful republic loſt her liberty ; and the ſovereign

power, which Druſus’s meaſures might have prevented, ſoon devolved to his family;

for he was the grandfather of Lívia, the wife of Auguſtus, and conſequently the great '''

grandfather of the emperor Tiberius . -

( . The allies arm. The death of Druſus thus baſely aſſaſſinated for attempting to procure the right of ----

citizenſhip to the Italian allies, provoked them to ſuch a degree, that they began to \!

arm with a deſign to do themſelves juſtice. Pompadius Silo, the moſt famous general \!

- among the Marſ, put himſelf at the head of ten thouſand men, and marched towards f

- Rome, which he deſigned to ſurpriſe and plunder. But Cn. Domitius, his old friend,

meeting him on the road as he was going to his country-houſe, prevailed upon him to

lay aſide his deſign, and return to his own country ". As the republic was threatened

- with a war, two men of diſtinguiſhed merit were promoted to the conſulate, viz.

L. julius Caſar and P. Rutilius Lupus. In the very beginning of their adminiſtra

tion, the Marſi, Peligmi, Samnites, Campanians and Lucanians, and in ſhort all the

provinces from the Liris to the Adriatic, revolted at once. Rome had never engaged - |
f more formidable enemies. As they had all ſerved in the armies of the republic,

|

>

|

1.

!.

Nº.

#:

* Appian. de bell. civil. l. i. Vell. PATERcul. l. ii. Liv. epit. l. lxxi. c. 19. PLIN. 1. xxxiii., c. 3.

VAL, Max. l. ix. c. 5. Flok. l. iii. c. 17. * Diodor. Sicul, apud VALEs, Cic, de orat. l. i.

they
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3. they were as well diſciplined as her legions, and their leaders had learnt the art of

war under her moſt famous commanders. It is ſaid of the Marſ in particular, that

Rome had never gained a vićtory, in which they had not a great ſhare. The firſt

ſtep they took in their revolt, was to erect themſelves into a republic in oppoſition to Andered

that of Rome. Corfinium, a great and ſtrong city in the country of the Peligni, was themſelves into

made the capital of their new republic. Thither were carried all the hoſtages given “”.

by the cities in the revolt, and prodigious ſtores of arms and proviſions. The city

of Aſculum Picenum among the reſt reſolved to ſend her hoſtages to Corfinium, which

Q. Servilius, who governed that province in quality of proconſul, no ſooner heard,

than he flew to Aſculum, and cntering it, threatened the inhabitants with the vengeance

of Rome. But they, deſpiſing his menaces, ran to arms, and cut in pieces the§.
afconſul, Fonteius his lieutenant, and all the Romans they found in their territory.

being thus openly declared, Rome made what haſte ſhe could to levy troops, and

appoint the conſuls their provinces. Caeſar was ordered into Samnium, and Rutilius

into the country of the Marſi. The latter choſe for his lieutenant-generals Cn. Pom

peius, the falher of Pompey the Great, C. Marius, Q, Caepio, C. Perperna, and Wale

rius Meſſala. Caeſar nominated for his chief officers P. Lentulus, Cornelius Sylla,

T. Didius, P. Licinius Craſſus and M. Marcellus. Thus were all the commanders of

note in Rome employed in this new war. Neither were theſe lieutenants to ſerve barely

as ſubalterns ; every one had a body of troops under his command with the title of

proconſul : nor were they confined to particular provinces or diſtrićts ; every one

was ordered to go where-ever he was wanted, and all direéted to aſſiſt each other.

While Rome was taking theſe wiſe meaſures, the allies choſe alſo their conſuls and

praetors, and formed a ſenate conſiſting of five hundred perſons to govern their new

ſtate ; ſo that Italy was now, for the firſt time, divided into two great and powerful

republics. In the mean time Cn. Pompeiuſ, marching with a detachment from Rome Cn. Pompeius

to revenge the death of Servilius on the Aſculani, attempted to take their city by aſſault, but to flight

But the inhabitants made an unexpećted ſally, put the Romans to flight, and purſued ‘’”

them with great ſlaughter. After this the two conſuls took the field ; julius Cæſar

entered Samnium, and Rutilius the country of the Marſi. The Latins, who ſtill con

tinued faithful to the republic, furniſhed their contingent of troops as uſual. The

Hetrurians likewiſe, the Umbrians, and the eaſtern kings ſent large ſupplies to ſup

port Rome in ſo dangerous a war. The faithful Minatius Magius, whom Welleius Pa

terculus reckons among his anceſtors, though a native of Aſculum, raiſed as many men

for the Romans as amounted to the number of a legion. , Sertorius, at this time quaeſtor

in Ciſalpine Gaul, brought a reinforcement of Gauls to the relief of his country, fought

the allies with his uſual bravery, and having loſt one of his eyes in this war, he ever

after gloried in that honourable deformity W.

The country of the Marſi, which had fallen to Rutilius, was defended by two able

generals, Preſenteius and Vettius Cato. The former was oppoſed by C. Perperna, who

commanded a great body of troops under the conſul. The Roman immediately offered

the enemy battle, which Preſenteius did not decline. Foth armies fought with unpa-perrern, 4.

ralled bravery , but the Romans were at laſtE. to the rout, after having loſt about feated by the

four thouſand men. A few days after this defeat, Vettius Cato, who oppoſed Rutilius, *her.

being informed that the conſul deſigned to paſs the river Telonius in the night, lay in

ambuſh for the conſular army, attacked them unexpectedly, and drove them back into

the river. In this ačtion eight thouſand Romans were either cut in pieces, or drowned in

the river. The conſul himſelf was killed with a great many officers of diſtinétion. The The conſa

attack was ſo ſudden, that Marius, who was encamped on the banks of the river at a Rutilius de
ſmall diſtance from the conſul, had no notice of it, till the Telonius brought a great#: and

number of dead bodies to his camp. The news of this overthrow, and the ſight of""

the conſul’s body, which was brought to Rome, filled the city with terror. For fear

of a ſurpriſe guards were placed at all the gates, the number of the centinels on theram

parts was increaſed, and all the avenues to the city well guarded. Theſe were neceſ.

ſary precautions during a war, wherein the ſoldiers of the two oppoſite parties were

dreſſed and armed after the ſame manner, ſpoke the ſame language, and were well

acquainted with the cuſtoms of each other. The legions, which Rutilius had com

manded, were divided between Marius and Caepio. The latter ſuffered himſelf to be

ſhamefully over-reached by Pompadius Silo, commander in chief of the allies. He

w Vell, Patercul. l. i. Plur. in Sertorio. Appian, bell, civil. l. i.,

V o L. V. No I. O Carºº
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ſ
º,

:

came as a ſuppliant to the proconſul, accompanied by two young ſlaves richly dreſſed, a

whom he pretended to be his ſons, each of them carrying in his hand a lump of lead,

the one covered with a thin plate of gold, and the other of ſilver, which he ſaid were

the preſents his children came to lay at his feet. The proconſul received Pompadius

with great politeneſs, and admitted him into his confidence ; when the crafty Italian,

pretending to lead him to a place where he might ſurpriſe the enemy, condućted him

Q_Crpio dº into narrow defiles, where the proconſul was ſlain, and the beſt part of his army cut in

fººted and pieces *. Thus fell 9, Capio, who by his warm oppoſition to Druſus’s ſcheme had
killed. been the chief author of the preſent war. - -

THESE ſucceſſes raiſed the courage of the allies, who under their various leaders

The allie, gain gained conſiderable advantages over the Romans. Judacilius, Aſranius, and Pentidius,

cºnſiderablead-three officers of diſtinétion among the confederates, having united their forces, obliged

* Cn. Pompeius to ſhelter himſelf behind the walls of Firmum in Picenum. Marius Egna

tius ſurpriſed the city of Venafrum in Campania, and cut in pieces the Roman gariſon,

conſiſting of two cohorts. The city of Nola ſurrendered to Aponius, one of the conſuls

of the allies, and delivered up to him the Roman gariſon, to the number of two thou

ſand men, with the praetor L. Poſthumius, who commanded them. The ſame Apo

nius ſeized the cities of Stabiz, Liternum, and Salernum, and over-ran all Campania.

In Lucania, Lamponius drove M. Licinius out of the field, killed eight hundred of his

men, and obliged him to take refuge in the city of Grumentum, judacilius reduced

almoſt all Apulia, and brought the cities of Camuſium and Venuſia over to the con

federates Y. -

The conſul [t- IN Samnium the conſul julius Cæſar was defeated by Vettius Cato the Samnite, and

lius Ceſar de forced to take ſhelter in a neighbouring city, after having loſt two thouſand men.
feated. However, he ſoon left the place of his retreat to relieve Acerra, which was cloſely

beſieged by Aponius. That general, having releaſed Oxyntas the ſon of 7ugurtha

from his confinement in the city of Venuſia, brought him to his army, and there

treated him as king. The Numidians, who ſerved in the conſul’s army, no ſooner

heard that the ſon of their old king was fighting for the allies, than they began to

deſert by companies; inſomuch that the conſul was obliged to part with all his Nu

midian cavalry, and ſend them back into Africa. This diminution of the conſular

troops raiſed the courage of Aponius, who came to inſult the Romans at the very gates

The allie, re. of their camp. But Caſar ſallying out unexpečtedly, fell ſo briskly on the enemy,

ſuffed by that they were forced to retire after having loſt ſix thouſand men. As this was the
Criar. firſt vićtory the Romans had gained over the allies, it occaſioned great joy both at

Rome and in the army. The ſenate rewarded the brave conſul by confirming the title

of Imperator (O), which the ſoldiers had given him on the field of battle. In the mean

time Marius being attacked in his camp by Herrius Aſinius, the chief of the Marucini,

put the enemy to flight, and forced them to take ſhelter in a place which they deemed

zº, Monº inacceſſible. But Sylla, whom they did not expet, paſſing accidentally that way

defeated by with his flying camp, attacked them, made a terrible ſlaughter of their troops, and

Marius and compleated the vićtory with the death of their general; which was no ſmall mortifi

Sylla. cation to Marius. At the ſame time Servius Sulpicius, having defeated in a pitched

battle the Peligni, and reduced their whole country, marched to the relief of Cn.

Pompeius Pompeius, who was beſieged in Firmum by Aframius, attacked his camp, killed him

ºvercºme, and in the action, and cut moſt of his troops in pieces. After this vićtory Pompeius laid

** ſiege to Aſculum, whither the remains of the enemy's army had fled for refuge. In the

country of the Marſ, Marius, after having continued ſeveral months in a ſtate of in

action, to inure his troops to diſcipline, at length took the field, and gave battle. But

he was ſenſible in the action, that he was not now the ſame man. As he was in the

fixty-eighth year of his age, and ſubjećt to various diſtempers, his ſtrength and former

vivacity had failed him. His troops, not being animated by his example, as they

expećted, ſuſtained the firſt ſhock but faintly, and then fled in diſorder to their camp.

Marius dº. The bad ſucceſs of this battle was ſuch a mortification to Marius, that under pretence

feated. of his infirmities he reſigned the command, and returned to Rome *.

* AP P1AN. ibid. Oros. 1. v. c. 18. y Appi AN. & Liv, ibid. Flor. l. iii. c. 18. Oros. 1. v. c. 18.

* Plur. in Mario & Sylla. Appian, ibid.

(O) In the times of the republic the title of im- in favour of thoſe who had ſignalized themſelves by

perator was an occaſional mark of honour, which important vićtories. But under the Cæſars it be

the armies ſometimes beſtowed on their generals in came a title of ſovereignty.

their acclamations, and which the ſenate confirmed

THE
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al The ſame of this vićtory gained by the Marſ, induced the Umbrians and Hetru

rians to declare for the confederates. It was therefore neceſſary for Rome to increaſe

the number of her forces, in proportion as the number of her enemies increaſed ; but

as the capital alone was not able to furniſh as many as were requiſite to complete the

many legions that were to be raiſed, the ſenate, by a ſtep which was never taken

but in the utmoſt danger, ordered the freed-men to be inliſted, and formed twelve

cohorts of them, which were employed as gariſons in the maritime cities ; ſo that

Rome could ſend all her legions, under the command of Lucius Porcius and Aulus

Plaulius, againſt the united forces of the Umbrians and Hetrurians, whom they de

feated in a pitched battle, but not without the loſs of many brave legionaries".

As the conſular year was near expiring, the conſul julius Cæſar, deſirous to put

an end to the war before he went out of his office, drew up a law, which was con

firmed by the ſenate, and enacted, That all the nation, in Italy, whoſe alliance with

Rome was indiſputable, ſhould enjoy the rights of Roman citizens. This law, which

was ever after called the julian law, much abated the ardor of the enemy, and drew

of ſeveral nations from the confederacy , however, the war was ſtill carried on by

the Lucanians, Samnites, Marſi, Picentes, &c. The new conſuls therefore, Cn. Pom

pius Strabo and L. Porcius Cato, no ſooner entered upon their office, than they took

the field. The former, who was the father of Pompey the Great, and called Strabo

becauſe he ſquinted, went to carry on the ſiege of Aſculum, and deſtroyed a whole

army of Marſi, who came to relieve it. Five thouſand of them were killed upon

the ſpot, with their general Francus, a man of great bravery and experience in war,

and the reſt periſhed with hunger and cold among the Apennines, where they had

taken ſhelter. However, djèulum ſtill held out againſt the conſular army, depend

Freed-men in

lifted at Rome.

The Julian law.

An army of

Maſſideſtroyed.

ing on relief from the brave Judaciliuſ, a native of the place. That intrepid con- p.galian, i.

mander ordered his countrymen to make a fally at a time appointed, promiſing to haviour of Ju

force his way into the city through the Roman army. Accordingly he made the dacitus.

attempt at the head of eight cohorts, and tho’ not ſeconded by the Aſculanſ, bravely

performed his promiſe, and entered the place ; a glorious aélion, not inferior to the

illuſtrious exploits of the braveſt Roman, 1 Having thus forced his way ſword in

hand into the city, he firſt put to death thoſe who had prevented the ſally, and then,

finding he could not force the Romans to raiſe the ſiege, he put an end to his life by

poiſon, that he might not ſurvive the ruin of his country b.

IN the mean time Aulus Sempronius Aſellio, the praetor urbanus, having exaſperated

the rich by many judgments he gave againſt uſufy, was murdered by them, as he

was offering a ſacrifice to Caſtar and Pollux in the forum. The ſenate ordered inqui

ries to be made after the authors of ſo black an attempt ; but the money of the

uſurers ſtopped the mouths both of the accuſers and witneſſes; ſo that this notorious

and ſcandalous iniquity eſcaped unpuniſhed. However, the tribune M. Plautius Syl

vanus, to put a ſtop to the licentiouſneſs of the people, made a law, whereby it was

declared a capital crime for any citizen to come into the comitium with arms of any kind,

or to diſturb the judges in their courts. The ſame tribune, by another law, deprived

the Roman knights of their juriſdićtion, which they abuſed in a moſt flagrant manner.

The prºtor A

ſelio aſſaſſinat

d.

The Roman

knights depri

The Plautian law enačted, that each tribe ſhould chuſe fifteen men out of their own ºftheir

body, to whom the cognizance of civil cauſes ſhould be committed. By this mean

inen only of known probity, of what rank ſoever they were, had the charge of ad

miniſtring juſtice, which was done with great impartiality. This zealous tribune,

in conjunction with Caius Papirius Carbo, one of his collegues, put the laſt hand to

the Julian law, which we have mentioned above, in favour of the allies, and got it

confirmed by the people, and publiſhed in the following words: All the citizens of

the allied cities, who ſhall be in Italy at the time of the promulgation of this law, ſhall be

deemed citizens of Rome, provided they regiſler their names with one of the three practors

within ſixty days. This brought the Italians to Rome in ſuch numbers, that the new

citizens ſoon became more numerous than the old ; but, left this ſhould make ſtran

gers maſters of the elečtions, and conſequently of the republic, the new cenſors,

Lucius Caſar and P. Licinius Craſſus, did not incorporate them in the thirty-five

S juriſdiction.

Rºman tribes, but formed them into new tribes, who were to vote laſt. By this The new citi.

means all matters were determined by a majority of voices, before the new tribes zensformed

gave their ſuffrages. The allies were ſenſible of this artifice, but diſſembled their “”.

* Appias, ibid. * Idcm ibid.

diſſatiſ
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diſſatisfaction, being reſolved, when an opportunity offered, to put themſelves upon a
a level with the old inhabitants of Rome *.

During theſe regulations at Rome, the war was purſued with vigour in the pro

vinces which continued in the revolt. The conſul Pompeius, having turned the ſiege

of Aſculum into a blockade, led his beſt troops againſt Wettius Cato, who covered the

Theyeſtinium- country of the Veſtini with a great army, defeated him in a pitched battle, and reduced

&. , ſeveral cities. He afterwards granted Vettius a friendly conference, at which Cicero,
**ſatº, who. making his firſt campaign under the conſul, was preſent. How this confe

rence ended, we are not told 3 but all hiſtorians agree, that the conful Pompeius put

an end to the war with the Veſtini 4. In the country of the Marſ, the conful Porcius

Cato, after having gained conſiderable advantages over that warlike people, reſolved b

Theºlºr- to force their camp on the banks of the lake Fucinus; but he was killed in the attempt

;coil. by a dart diſcharged at him, as was ſuſpected, not by the enemy, but by young

- Marius, who hadquarrelled with him ſome days before for ſpeaking contemptuouſly

of his father. The Marſi took advantage of this accident, put the Romans to the

rout, and purſued them with great ſlaughter. On the other hand, the proconſul

Coſconius defeated and killed the famous Marius Egnatius in a pitched battle. Upon

his death, Trebatius the Samnite took upon him the command of the army; but he

was likewiſe overcome in a ſecond battle, and forced to take refuge in Camuſium, after

having loſt in the ačtion and the purſuit above fifteen thouſand mem. Then Coſconius

over-ran the countries of the Larimates, Venuſians and Pediculi, and reduced them to c

obedience. The confederates began now to be in pain for Corfinium, the capital of

their new republic, and therefore removed their ſenate and magazines to Eſermia in

the country of the Samnites. They alſo ſent an embaſſy to Mithridates in Aſia, who

had now declared againſt Rome, hoping to obtain from him ſuch ſupplies, as would

Gºtº advaº enable them to recover their affairs; but Sylla, the hero of this campaign, fruſtrated

:::::::::, their expectations. He beſieged the city of Stabia in Campania, took it by aſſault,

by Sylla. and gave it up to be plundered by his ſoldiers. He then marched againſt the Roman

army, who had juſt murdered their general Poſthumius; but inſtead of puniſhing

them, he, to their great ſurpriſe, treated them with uncommon civility, and added

them to his own legions. When his army was thus reinforced, he undertook the d

ſiege of Pompeii, a ſtrong city in the neighbourhood of Stabia. Cluentius, one of

the generals of the allies, haſtened to the relief of the beſieged; but was repulſed

with great loſs. Cluentius, having not long after received a reinforcement of Gauls,

appeared again in the field, and inſulted Sylla within reach of his intrenchments; but

a Gauliſh champion, who challenged the braveſt Roman to a ſingle combat at the

head of the two armies, being killed by a young Mauritaniam, the reft, ſtruck with

a panic, fled, and the troopsoſ Cluentius with them. Sylla purſued them, cut thirty

thouſand of the fugitiues in pieces, and then returning to the ſiege of Pompeii, reduced

that important place. From Pompeii he marched to Nola, whither Cluentius had fled

with the remains of his ſhattered army. He attacked him anew under the walls of e

that city, killed him in the battle, and with him twenty thouſand Samnites, who had

flocked from all parts to join him after his firſt defeat. . The vićtorious general, hav

ing taken and plundered the enemy's camp, brought his legions into Hirpinia, which

he reduced, after having made himſelf maſter of Aſculana, the metropolis of the

country. He then fell upon Samnium, where he was ſurrounded in narrow paſſes by

the famous Aponius, and reduced to the utmoſt diſtreſs. However, he found means

to recover this falſe ſtep, and eſcape, when all his men looked upon themſelves as

loſt. He agreed to a truce with Aponius, then ſtole out of his camp in the dark,

and taking a compaſs, fell on the enemy’s rear, while they were buſy in plundering

the deſerted camp, ſo vigorouſly and ſo unexpectedly, that the Samnites, ſeized with f

terror, fled, without making any reſiſtance. Having now no enemy to contend with

in the field, he marched to Bovianum, and took it by ſtorm e.

The city of Af. In the mean time the conſul Pompeius, after a long ſiege, reduced the city of Aſcu

culum rºuted, lum, and puniſhed the inhabitants, who had murdered a Roman praetor, with the

utmoſt ſeverity. He ſaved a ſmall number of their chiefs to grace his triumph, and

cauſed all the other perſons of diſtinétion in the place to be put to death. To the reſt

of the inhabitants he granted life and liberty ; but confiſcated their lands, and gave

* Appian, ibid. , Aul. Gell. l.xiii c.4: Liv. epit. l. lxxiv. c. 53. Cic. pro Archia PediaN. in Cic. pro
Cornelio. * Festus in Verranis. Cic. Phil. II. Liv, epit. l. lxxv, c. 19. * Plut. in Sylla.

Appian, ibid.

their
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a their houſes up to be plundered by his ſoldiers. When winter approached, the gene

rals returned to Rome, where Sylla, who had eclipſed all the other commanders

during this campaign, was rewarded with the conſulate. He had alſo intereſt enough syſ'a cloſen

to get Q. Rufus Pompeius, whoſe ſon had lately married his daughter Cornelia, choſen tººk

for his collegue. The conſul Pompeius, on his return to Rome, was honoured with a

triumph, which many illuſtrious captives graced, and among the reſt P. ſentidiºs

and his wife, who carried in her arms her young ſon, whom we ſhall ſee in the courſe

of this hiſtory conſul in Rome, and riding himſelf in triumph to the capitol, after

having conquered the moſt warlike and formidable enemy Rome ever engaged.

As ſoon as Sylla entered on his new office, he began to uſe all his intereſt, both

b with the patricians and plebeians, to get the command of the army which was to be

employed againſt Mithridates, conferred upon himſelf; but in this he was oppoſed Marius jealous

by Màrius, who, tho' worn out with many diſtempers, and inſufficient for that ſervice ºf Sjºg").

on account of his age, was ſtill deſirous of appearing at the head of an army. In

order to ſupplant his rival Sylla, he contračted a ſtrićt friendſhip with P. Sulpicius, The tribune

tribune of the people, whoſe charaćter Plutarch gives us in the following words: Sul-Sulpicius.

picius, ſays he, excelled all men in wickedneſ ; he was a compound of crite ty, in udence,

and all ſorts of crimes, which, how enormous ſoever, he committed with the greateſt confi

dence and unconcern. He kept three thouſand deſperate men in conſtant pay, and had coſt

ſtantly about him a company of young knights, whom he ſtyled hiſ antiſenatorial band.

c The ſeditious tribune, to ſtrengthen his own and Marius’s party, paſſed ſeveral

Jaws in favour of the people, whom by that means he gained over to his intereſt.

He then applied himſelf wholly to the ſecuring of the Italian allies; and, in order to

this, he propoſed a law, enacting, That all the inhabitants of Italy, who had lately

obtained the right of citizenſhip, ſhould be blended with the other citizens, incorpo- propoſ, a law

rated into the thirty-five tribes, and conſequently ſhould have the very ſame right of infavour ºf the
voting, each in his tribe, as others had, without any diſtinétion. This was effectu- allies.

ally making himſelf maſter of a majority of voices on all occaſions; for he did not

doubt but all the new citizens would be under his influence, and would vote as he

ſhould dire&t *.

d BEFoR E the comitia met for the accepting or rejećting of this law, Rome had the

fatisfaction to hear, that her generals againſt the allies were attended with uncommon

ſucceſs. Ser. Sulpicius brought the whole country of the Marucini under ſubjećtion. The Marucini,

The Veſtini and Peligmi ſubmitted of their own accord to the old conſul Ch. Pompeius, veſtini, &c.

who was returned, after his triumph, to his camp at Aſculum ; nay, they even pro-“

miſed to deliver up their leader Wetlius: but as they were dragging him along in chains,

a faithful ſlave, thinking it his duty to deliver his maſter from the inſults of his

haughty enemies, firſt ſtabbed him, and then himſelf. , L. Licinius Murana and Q,

Cacilius Pius obliged the Marſi, among whom the war had begun, to ſue for peace ;

but the brave Pompadius ſtill ſupported the ſinking cauſe at the head of twenty thou

e ſand ſlaves, whom he had juſt armed. Againſt him marched Cacilius Pius and Ser.

Suſpicius, and gave him battle, in which his army was routed, and he himſelf killed.

The only place that now held out for the allies, was Nola ; and Sylla ſet out from

Rome to reduce it: but he was ſoon recalled, to reſtrain the inſolence of the tribune Diffurbances

Sulpicius, who carried all before him at Rome, not by perſuaſion, but by violence andº

force. He had already appointed a day for the comitia to meet, in order to accept thegº."
law for incorporating the allics into the thirty-five tribes. Sylla, upon his arrival, p

joined his collegue Pompeius Rufus, and both agreed to order ſeveral ferig or holi

days to be kept, during which it was not lawful for the people to meet or tranſačt any

buſineſs. This they did to gain time; but Sulpicius no ſooner heard, that the con

f ſuls had proclaimed feria, than he left his houſe, and attended by his guards, whom

he ordered to conceal daggers under their robes, marched ſtrait to the temple of

Caſior, where the conſuls had aſſembled the ſenate. The conſcript fathers were ſur

priſed when they ſaw Sulpicius appear, and more ſo, when they heard him inſolently.

command them to diſannul the conſular decree, which ordered ſerie to be kept. The

conſuls oppoſed the repealing of the decree, and ſeveral of the ſenators did the ſame.

Hereupon the furious tribune let looſe his antiſenatorial band upon them, who draw:

ing their daggers, fell upon the defenceleſs ſenators. The conſul Pompeius eſcaped

in the croud; but his ſon, a young ſenator, who had lately married Sylla's daughter, The ſºn of the

conſul Pom

* PLUT, ATP I AN, ibid, peius killed,
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Sylla retires

* from Rome.

was killed by the aſſaſſins. Sylla, being cloſely purſued by Sulpicius's ruffians, took a

refuge in Marius’s houſe; which they not ſuſpecting, hurried by, ſo that Syla eſcaped

falling into their hands. Marius, tho’ naturally cruel and revengeful, did not care

to ſtain his hands with the blood of a conſul, who had taken refuge in his houſe. He

only forced him to ſwear, that he would aboliſh the ſeria', which he had appointed.

After exačting this oath, Marius himſelf let Sylla eſcape by a back-door: and Sylla

kept his word ; for he went directly to the comitium, and, in the preſence of the

people, repealed the ſerie. By this compliance he ſo far pleaſed Sulpicius, that the

tribune did not deprive him of his office; whereas he prevailed upon the people, whoſe

ſuffrages he had at his command, to depoſe Pompeius'.

AND now Sylla, not thinking himſelf any longer ſafe in Rome, where the oppoſite

party prevailed, left the city, and repaired in all haſte to his camp near Nola. The

ſeria being repealed, and both conſuls fled, Sulpicius, now abſolute maſter at Rome,

got the law paſſed, incorporating the allies into the thirty-five tribes, and at the

ſame time extorted from the people another in favour of Marius. The ſenate had

The people ap

point Marius

to command

in Aſia,

Sylla marches

to Rome.

already inveſted Sylla with the command of the army, which was to be employed

againſt Mithridates ; but Sulpicius got a law paſſed, enacting, That the conſul ſhould

continue in Italy, and that Marius, tho’ now only a private man, ſhould command

the Roman legions in Aſia. Marius no ſooner received his commiſſion, than he diſ

patched two military tribunes, one of whom was Gratedius, a relation of his own, to

acquaint the troops under the command of Sylla, that their general was changed, and

that they were no longer to obey Sylla, but Marius, whom the Roman people had

appointed to carry on the war againſt the king of Pontus; but the ſoldiers, who were

greatly attached to Sylla, inſtead of obeying the orders that were brought from Ma

rius, buried the two meſſengers under a heap of ſtones, and cried out with one voice,

Let us march to Rome; let us revenge there the injuries done to the conſilar dignity, and

the oppreſſion of our fellow citizens. On the other hand Marius, by way of repriſal for

the death of the two tribunes, put Sylla's friends in the city to the ſword, and plun

dered their houſes; which Sylla no ſooner heard, than he determined to march ſtrait

to Rome. His army conſiſted of ſix legions, who, being all warmed with his ſpirit,

breathed nothing but vengeance and plunder ; but ſeveral officers, unwilling to turn

their arms againſt their own country, quitted the ſervice. On the other hand, many

who diſliked the violences of Marius and Sulpicius, left Rome, and took refuge in

Sylla’s camp; ſo that the road from Nola to Rome was crouded with people hurrying

to and fro, ſome from the camp to the city, others from the city to the camp. Many

retired into the country, to avoid taking either ſide in this civil war. Q. Pompeius,

the other conſul, whom Sulpicius had depoſed, haſtened to join his collegue with all

the troops he could get together.

Marius and Sulpicius being informed, that the two conſuls were advancing, at the

head of a numerous army, towards the city, and having themſelves no troops to

oppoſe them, prevailed upon the conſcript fathers to ſend two praetors, Brutus and

Servilius, to meet Sylla upon the road, and ſtop him in his march. The praetors

delivered their meſſage to Sylla in terms a little too haughty; which ſo incenſed the

ſoldiery, that they broke their faſces, tore off their purple robes, and would have cut

them in pieces, with their attendants, had not Sylla reſtrained their fury. When the

Romans ſaw the two magiſtrates return without the enſigns and marks of their dignity,

and in great diſorder, they concluded, that all reſpect for the laws was laid aſide, and

that violence and ſuperior power was thenceforth to determine all things. Marius

and Sulpicius, who had only a handful of fačtious men to oppoſe a powerful and inra

ged enemy, diſpatched, in the name of the ſenate, meſſenger after meſſenger, to

amuſe the conſul with rambling propoſals, and retard his march. The conſul, who

was well appriſed of their deſign, to elude one artifice with another, pretended to

acquieſce in their propoſals, and, in the preſence of the meſſengers, ordered the

ground to be marked out for a camp; but, as ſoon as the deputies were gone, he

detached a ſtrong party, under the command of L. Baſilius and C. Mummius, with

orders to ſecure one of the gates, and marched himſelf at the head of his legions after

them with ſuch expedition, that he was in fight of Rome in a few hours. The party

he had ſent before ſeized the Eſquiline gate, and Sylla reinforced that detachment

with a whole legion. The conſul Pompeius, at the head of another legion, made

d

C

* Plut. & Appi AN, ibid.
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a himſelf maſter of the gate Collina. A third legion was poſted at the head of the bridge

Subliciuſ, to ſhut up the entrance into the city on the ſide of the river. A fourth

legion was ordered to patrol round the walls, near the gate Calimontana, and guard

the approaches to it. The two other legions were ordered to march into the city ſword

in hand. When they came into the ſtreet that faced the Eſquiline gate, Marius and Sylla enters

Sulpicius appeared at the head of a company tumultuouſly aſſembled. Hereupon the Rome by force.

trumpets of the conſular army founded the charge, which rouſed the martial ardor of

the citizens, who were all formed to war ; but as they had no arms, they got up to

the tops of their houſes, and fearing the town ſhould be plundered by Sylla's armed

legions, diſcharged from thence ſuch ſhowers of tiles and ſtones upon them, as made

the legionaries firſt halt, and then retire to the very gate. Upon this Sylla flew to the

head of his legions, ordered them to advance, and taking a torch in his hand, threat

ened to ſet fire to the houſes, if the citizens did not immediately deſiſt from all hoſti

lities. This terrified the people, who remained now only ſpectators of the battle

between the two parties. In vain did Marius and Sulpicius call them to their aſſiſtance 3

nobody offered to take up arms, not even the ſlaves, tho’ they proclaimed liberty

by ſound of trumpet to all thoſe who ſhould join them. Marius, not being able,

with a handful of ſeditious men, to withſtand the conſul’s regular troops, was driven

back, from ſtreet to ſtreet, to the temple of the goddeſs Telluſ, where he made a

ſtand, and charged the legions with great vigour; which obliged Sylla to ſend for

ſome legionaries he had left at one of the gates. At the fight of this reinforcement,

Marius, fearing he ſhould be ſurrounded, retired, firſt to the capitol, and from thence Maria, eſcape:

to one of the gates of the city, which he was glad to leave, for fear of falling into the out of Rome.

hands of his enemies. And now Sylla, ſeeing himſelf maſter of the city, poſted guards

in all the open places, to prevent diſorders. He and his collegue were in motion all

night, to reſtrain the ſoldiers, and to prevent their pillaging the houſes of their fellow

citizens. He even cauſed ſome of his legionaries to be ſeverely puniſhed for entering

a private houſe, and plundering it. As ſoon as it was day, the two conſuls aſſem

bled the people in the comitium, and harangued them with as much tranquillity, as

if there had been no blood ſhed in Rome. Sylla, who was an excellent orator, after

d having deplored the calamities of the commonwealth in terms no leſs moving than

lively, propoſed the following laws, which, he ſaid, would reform the many abuſes

that had crept into the government ; 1ſt. That no law ſhould be brought before the sºnal law,

people, till it had been ſeen and approved of by the ſenate. 2dly. That the comitia mad, ysylla.

ſhould not for the future be held by tribes, but by centuries. 3dly. That no citizen,

who had been tribune of the people, ſhould be capable of any other magiſtracy.

4thly. That all the laws of the tribune Sulpicius ſhould be declared void and null.

Theſe propoſals coming from a man, who was at the head of ſix legions, and maſter

of Rome, were readily accepted by the people g.

In the next place, articles of impeachment were drawn up againſt Caius Marius, his Marius and

ſon, the tribune Sulpicius, ſeveral other tribunes of the people, two ſenators, and a Sulpicius pro

great many of their adherents. They were all proſcribed, declared enemies to Rome, ſeri”.

and a reward ſet upon their heads. The decree of the ſenate proſcribing them was

proclaimed by ſound of trumpet in Rome, and in all the provinces ſubject to the

republic. Every ſubjećt, friend or ally of the republic was ordered to ſeize and put

them to death, where-ever they ſhould be found. At the ſame time Sylla detached

troops to all parts. Sulpicius, being betrayed by one of his ſlaves, was immediately Sulpicius ſiz

ſeized, and his head ſtruck off by one of Sylla’s horſemen. His head was brought tº, and killed.

to Rome, and fixed upon a ſtake over-againſt the roſtra, where he had made ſo many

ſeditious ſpeeches. The treacherous ſlave received at once the reward and puniſh

ment due to his treachery. Sylla ſet him at liberty, ordered the money to be paid

him for the diſcovery of Sulpicius ; but at the ſame time commanded him to be thrown

down headlong from the Tarpeian rock for betraying his maſter.

THE people could not behold the head of one of their magiſtrates expoſed to public rºmat, and

view without a ſecret indignation. The ſenate likewiſe murmured at the proſcrip-people diſpleaſ.

tion of Marius, from a natural compaſſion always ſhewn to heroes, when fallen ed with Sylla”
into diſtreſs. Tho' the fathers were well pleaſed to ſee the people humbled, yet, condući,

jealous of the honour and dignity of their body, they could not bear, that their col

legies ſhould be proſcribed like villians and thieves. The people in general reproached

* Appi AN. & Plut. ibid.
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Cinna choſen

conſul.

\ Sylla with ingratitude, for condemning to death a man, who, not long before, had a

ſaved his life, when he was at his mercy. If Marius had given way to Sulpicius, who

was for diſpatching Sylla, he had, by his death, been maſter of all ; but he choſe

rather to ſpare his life, for which Sylla, when it came to his turn to be upper moſt,

made him a very ungrateful and ungenerous acknowledgment. Theſe reflečtions

alienated the minds of all from Sylla, as he experienced at the next elections ; for

Nonnius, his ſiſter’s ſon, and Servius Sulpicius, who had long ſerved under him, were

excluded from the conſulate, tho’ earneſtly recommended by him; but he, inſtead

of reſenting ſuch treatment, affected to be well pleaſed with it, ſaying, That he

ſaw with joy the people by his means reſtored to their full liberty of chuſing whom

they pleaſed ; nay, to reconcile the minds of the people to him, he ſuffered them to b

raiſe to the conſulate L. Cornelius Cinna, who was of the contrary faction, after have

ing prevailed upon him in private to renounce, in a moſt ſolemn manner, his former

principles, and engagements with Marius, and to ſwear an inviolable attachment to

the party of the ſenate. This oath Cima took in the temple of Jupiter Capitolinus,

adding to it the following imprecation; If I do not punéïually obſerve the oath in its full

extent, may I be thrown out of the city in the ſame mammer as I throw this ſome out of way

hand; at which words he threw on the ground a ſtone which he held in his hand.

His charaſier. Cinna was a man of no principles, of moſt depraved manners, furious and inconſi

derate in all his undertakings, wholly addićted to the popular faction, a declared

enemy to the nobility, and capable of ſupporting the intereſt of his faction with a c

courage and conſtancy worthy of a better citizen. The collegue given him by the

tribes was Cn, Odavius, a man of an unblemiſhed character, and whoſe love for his

country was the governing principle of his life. And now Sylla was wholly intent

on making the beſt uſe of the little time he and his collegue Pompeius were to enjoy

the conſulate. Their chief aim was to rid the republic of the two Marii, father and

ſon, for whom, tho’ proſcribed, intereſt was ſecretly made in Rome. A great price

was ſet upon their heads, and ſquadrons of horſe, ſent out in queſt of them, had been

long ſcouring the neighbouring country, with orders to bring them to Rome dead or

alive ".

Theft:%; and THE ſufferings and dangers of Marius in his flight and exile were very extraordi- d

adventures of nary, and would be as affecting, if we could forget his crimes, and remember only
Marius.

his vićtories. As ſoon as he was got out of Rome, all thoſe who attended him in his

flight, ſeparated and diſperſed ; and night coming on, he retired with young Marius,

and Granius, his wife's ſon by a former husband, to a ſmall houſe he had near Rome.

From thence he ſent his ſon for proviſions to a neighbouring farm of his father-in-law

Mucius (P); but in the mean time being informed, that a party of horſe was ſearch

ing for him in that neighbourhood, he left his houſe, without waiting for his ſon's

return, and attended by Granius alone, haſtened to Ojiia, where a friend of his, called

Numerius, had provided a ſhip for him againſt all events. He immediately went

on board, and weighing anchor, coaſted along the Italian ſhore. He was in no e

ſmall apprehenſion of one Geminius, a leading man in Terracina, and his ſworn

enemy. He therefore direéted the ſeamen to keep clear of that place, and avoid a

ſhore, which might prove fatal to him : which they were willing to do ; but the

wind ſhifting on a ſudden, and blowing hard, the mariners, fearing the ſhip would

not be able to weather the ſtorm, and ſeeing Marius indiſpoſed and ſea-ſick, tacked

about, and with great difficulty made Circa-um. There they landed Marius, who,

oppreſſed with hunger, exhauſted with the fatigues of the ſea, and ſurrounded with

dangers on all ſides, rambled about the fields in the utmoſt diſtreſs, it being danger

h PLUT, ibid.

(P. This Mucius was the famous ºuintus Mucius ſcribe the decree of proſcription, You attempt in

Scevola, one of the moſt virtuous and learned citizens van, ſaid he, to intimidate me with your threaten

of Rome. When Sylla appearcd in Rome after the de- ings. You may let out, if you pleaſe, the little blood

feat of Marius, and all things gave way to the will that is left in my veins in my old age. Neither the

of the conqueror, Scavola alone had courage enough ſight of the armed ſoldiers, who ſurround you, nor

to oppoſe, in Sylla's preſence, the ſentence of con- the feat of any puniſhment you can inflict upon me,

demnation, which the ſenators were going to paſs ſhall ever force me to declare that hero an enemy to

againſt Marius. When the conqueror threatened him his country, to whom Rome is indebted for her

with the ſevereſt vengeance, if he refuſed to ſub- ſafety, and her moſt glorious conqueſts (16).

(lo) Tal. Max. l. iii.
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a ous for him to meet people, and no leſs ſo to meet none, by reaſon of the extreme

want to which he was reduced.

ON the other hand, Marius the ſon ran no leſs dangers at the houſe of Mucius,

where he made all the haſte he could to provide himſelf with ſuch things as he wanted,

and to pack them up ; but day-light overtaking him, he had like to have been diſ

covered by a party of Sylla's horſe, who appeared at ſome diſtance riding full ſpeed

towards the farm ; but the faithful ſlave, who took care of it, found out an expedient

to ſave the life of the young Roman. He hid him in a cart loaded with beans, and

then putting to his horſes, drove towards the horſemen, as if he were going with his

cart to Rome. The ſoldiers paſſed by him; and breaking into the houſe, ſearched

every corner of it; but in the mean time the ſlave conveyed young Marius to his

wife, who immediately ſupplied him with money and proviſions. As ſoon as it

grew dark, he took leave of his wife, and made to the ſea-ſide, where he went on

board a ſhip, which was bound for Africa, and ready to ſet ſail. He had a good

paſſage, and arrived ſafe in a country, where the great Marius was known and

revered .

In the mean time the father, wandering about the fields in the neighbourhood of

Circatum, towards the evening met with ſome cowherds, of whom he begged a mor

ſel of bread ; but they had not wherewithal to relieve him. Some of them knowing

Marius, adviſed him to be gone as ſoon as poſſible ; for they had ſeen a little beyond

the place a party of horſe in ſearch of him. He therefore turned out of the high-road,

and tho' ready to faint for hunger and weakneſs, got with much-ado to a neighbour

ing wood, where he paſſed the night very uncomfortably. The next day, Pinched

with hunger, and willing to make uſe of the little ſtrength he had left before it was

quite exhauſted, he travelled by the ſea-fide, amuſing Granius, and the few domeſ

ticks he had with him, with ſeveral ſtories to leſſen their fatigues, and encourage

them not to deſert him. He told them, that when he was a child, an eagle’s airy,

with ſeven young ones in it, fell into his lap ; and that his parents, being much fur

priſed at the accident, conſulted the augurs about it, who anſwered, that the child

would be ſeven times poſſeſſed of the ſupreme power and authority in his cºuntry.

This was no doubt invented by Marius, to keep up the courage of thoſe who were

with him. Plutarch tells us, that an eagle never hatches more than two young ones

at a time; but, be that as it will, it is certain that Marius, in his exile and greateſt

extremities, uſed often to ſay, that he ſtill entertained hopes of a ſeventh conſulſhip K.

WHEN Marius and his company were within twenty furlongs of Minturne, they

diſcovered a troop of horſe making up to them with all ſpeed, and at the ſame time

two ſmall veſſels under ſail near the ſhore. Hereupon they immediately threw them

ſelves into the ſea, and ſwam towards the ſhips. Granius ſoon reached one of them ;

but Marius, whoſe body was heavy and unwieldy, was with great difficulty borne

above the water by two ſlaves, and put into the other veſſel. He was ſcarce got on

board, when the ſoldiers, who were in queſt of him, came to the ſtrand, and from

thence commanded the mariners to ſend the proſcribed aſhore, or to throw them over

board. Hereupon the ſailors long deliberated, whether they ſhould deliver up Ma

rius to his enemies, or ſecure his eſcape; and at laſt compaſſion prevailed. The veſ

ſels continued their courſe, and one of them landed Granius in the iſland of Æmaria ;

but the ſailors who had Marius on board, changing on a ſudden their reſolution, came

to an anchor in the mouth of the Liris. There they adviſed him to land, and take

ſome reſt, till the wind became more favourable. Marius followed their advice ;

and lying down in an adjacent field, ſlept very ſoundly. In the mean time the maſter

of the veſſel weighed anchor, and put to ſea with a fair gale, thinking it neither honour

able to deliver Marius into the hands of his enemies, nor ſafe to favour his eſcape.

When Marius awaked, he found himſelf, to his great ſurprize, intirely deſerted ; no

ſhip at anchor; no domeſtics about him ; all had diſappeared. This melancholy

ſolitude increaſed his fears; he began to ſuſpect his own domeſtics, and every thing

ſeemed to threaten him with death. After he had lain ſome time penſive, he reco

vered his ſpirits, and ſummoning all his courage, he ſtarted up, and walking croſs

the marſhes formed by the overflowing of the Liris, wandered about, often wading

through the mire and water up to the waiſt. At length he got to the hut of an old

man, who looked after the fens, whom he earneſtly beſought to aſſiſt and preſerve a

1 Plut, ibid. * Idem ibid,
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man, who, if he eſcaped the preſent danger, would make him returns beyond his a

expectation. The poor man, ſtruck with the venerable aſpect of Marius, whom

perhaps he likewiſe knew, told him, that if he wanted only reſt, his cottage was very

quiet; but, if he wanted to be concealed, he would lead him to a more private place.

Marius deſired him to do ſo; and the old man carried him into the ſens, made him

lie down in a cave by the river-ſide, and covered him with reeds. He was ſcarcelaid

down, when he heard a great noiſe round the cottage. Geminius had ſent ſeveral

troops of horſe from Terracina, upon a ſuſpicion that Marius had fled to the marſhes

of Minturma. Theſe threatened the poor old man with the diſpleaſure of the conſuls

and ſenate, and the ſevereſt puniſhments, for harbouring and concealing an enemy

to the republic. Marius, who heard all this, thinking himſelf no longer ſafe in the

place where he lay concealed, to deceive both the old man and the ſoldiers, left the

cave, and pulling off his garments, plnnged into the lake of Marcia up to the chin in

water, and covered his head with reeds; but the ſoldiers who were in purſuit of him,

obſerving the water troubled and muddy about the place where he had thrown himſelf

into the lake, after a diligent ſearch, diſcovered him, and tying a cord about his

neck, dragged him out of his new hiding-place, and led him naked to Minturne, to

be executed there purſuant to the decree of the ſenate, which had been publiſhed in

all the cities of Italy.

TH E magiſtrates of Minturna, into whoſe hands he was delivered by the ſoldiers,

confidering that his fačtion was ſtill formidable, and that Sylla’s conſulſhip was near

expiring, thought it dangerous to prefer either party to the other, and therefore were

not in haſte to put the ſentence of the ſenate in execution. They did not even ſhut

him up in their priſon ; but ſent him, under a ſtrong guard, to the houſe of one Fan

nia, a rich woman, who was ſuſpected not to be well affected to him on an old account.

She had been formerly married to one Timmius, from whom being afterwards divorced,

ſhe demanded her portion, which was very conſiderable. Hereupon her husband,

who had no mind to return it, accuſed her of adultery; and the cauſe was brought

before Marius in his ſixth conſulſhip. Upon a full inquiry, it appeared, that Fan

nia had been guilty of incontinence before matrimony, and that it was not unknown

to Timnius ; notwithſtanding which he married her, and had cohabited with her a

conſiderable time. Marius therefore, after having heard both parties, ordered Zin

mius to return the fortune, and laid a ſmall fine upon Fannia. The Minturnenſes took

it for granted, that Fannia would reſent the diſgrace with which Marius had branded

her; but ſhe, thinking ſhe had more reaſon to thank Marius for the return of her

fortune, than to be offended at him for the eaſy fine he had laid upon her, took great

care of him, and did all that lay in her power to comfort and encourage him (Q).

IN the mean time the magiſtrates of Minturne, after having conſulted together,

determined at laſt to obey the decree of the ſenate, and put Marius to death immedi

ately ; but none of their citizens caring to imbrue his hands in the blood of ſo glori

ous a conqueror, an executioner was choſen out of the troops of the gariſon ; ſome

ſay he was a Cimber, others that he was a Gaul. However that be, when he went into

the room where Marius was lodged with his ſword drawn, the eyes of that great war

rior, as the place where he lay was dark, ſeemed to dart out flames; and at the

ſame time the ruffian heard, or imagined to hear, a loud voice, ſaying, Stop, wretch {

dareſ; thou kill Caius Marius ! This filled him with terror; he dropped his ſword,

and ruſhing out into the ſtreet, he uttered theſe words only, I cannot kill Caius Marius!

This raiſed the compaſſion of the Minturnenſes, who immediately reverſed their ſen

tence, and were even angry with themſelves for making ſuch an unjuſt and ungrateful

return to one, who had preſerved Italy. They therefore cried out with one voice, Let.

him go where he pleaſes ; let him find his fate ſomewhere elſe; we beg pardom of the gods for

thruſting Marius diſtreſſed and naked out of our city. After this, they crouded into his

(Q.) When Marius was brought to Fannia's houſe,

as ſoon as the door was open, an aſs came running

out to drink at a ſpring hard-by; and looking very

brisk and lively upon Marius, firſt ſtood before him,

then brayed aloud, and pranced by him. This was

enough to raiſe the ſpirits of the proſcribed gene

ral, who was ſuperſtitious even to childiſhneſs.

What was purely accidental, often paſſed with him

for ſome myſterious event. He now fancied, that

the ſea would be more favourable to him than the

land, fince the aſs neglected its dry paſture, and

turned from it to the water; and therefore, when

the Minturnenſes reſolved to favour his eſcape, he

conjured them to condućt him to the ſea-ſide. A

man muſt be made up of ſuperſtitious follies to put

ſuch an interpretation, as Marius did, on that ačtion;

and nevertheleſs, what is pleaſant enough, the event

ſeemed to juſtify his conjectures: for at the ſea-fide

he found a veſſel ready equipped, which conveyed

him ſafe to Æn tria,

room,
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a room, removed him from thence, and condućted him towards the ſea-ſide, every ope

lending a helping hand to forward his flight, and ſtriving to outdo each other in

relieving and comforting the diſtreſſed hero. In order to get to the ſea-ſide, they

were obliged either to paſs through a grove conſecrated to the nymph Marcia, or to

go a vaſt way about, which would have taken up too much of their time. The

Minturnenſes had a ſingular veneration for this grove, and never ſuffered any thing

to be removed out of it, that was once within it. They therefore ſcrupled to paſs

through it, and were in great perplexity, fearing they might be overtaken by one of

Sylla's parties, who were ſcouring the country, before they reached the ſea-ſide the

other way. While they were deliberating among themſelves which way they ſhould

b take, an old man among them cried out, There is no place ſo ſacred, but we may paſs

through it for the preſervation of Marius. Hereupon Marius firſt entered the grove,

and the whole company marched after him, and arrived ſafe at the ſea-ſide, where

Marius went on board a ſmall veſſel, which had been provided for him by one Belºus.

Marius, when he returned to Rome at the head of an army, cauſed this whole adven

ture to be repreſented in a large piece of painting, and hung it up in the temple of

Marcia, whom ſome take to be the ſame with Circe ".

Howev ER, the illuſtrious exile was not yet come to an end of his labours. He

ordered his pilot to ſteer for the iſland of Æmaria, where he arrived ſafe, and rejoined

Granius, whom he took on board with his other friends, and then ſailed for Africa;

c but their water failing them in their paſſage, they were forced to touch at Eryx in

Sicily. There the Roman quaeſtor, who was appointed to guard the coaſt, and put to

death ſuch of the proſcribed as ſhould land there, had like to have ſeized Marius, and

aćtually killed fixteen of his retinue, who were gone aſhore to fetch water. Hereupon

Marius putting to ſea again with all expedition, made the iſland of Meninx near the

Little Syrtis, where he was informed, that his ſon had made his eſcape with Cethºgus;

and that they were both gone to the Numidian court, to implore the aſſiſtance of

king Hiempſal. Being ſomewhat comforted with this news, he ventured to paſs over

to the continent of Africa, and landed at the old port of Carthage. He was ſcarce

got aſhore, when Sextilius, who then governed the African province in quality of

d propraetor, was informed of his arrival. As Sextilius was a politic man, and neither

cared to diſobey the orders of the ſenate, nor incur the hatred of the Marian faction,

by putting this great man to death, he immediately ſent one of his officers to him,

adviſing him to ſeek a retreat elſewhere, and threatening to put the decree of the ſenate

in execution, if he ſet foot in Africa. At this meſſage the great Marius was ready to

ſink underthe weight of his calamity. He continued ſome time ſilent, looking ſternly

upon the meſſenger; and at length, when the officer asked what anſwer he ſhould

return to the praetor, Go, tell your maſter, ſaid he, that you have ſeen the exiled Marius

fitting on the ruins of Carthage. By this noble anſwer he placed in a proper light the

misfortunes of that once celebrated city, and his own, as affecting inſtances of the

e viciſſitude of human affairs. Whether the praetor was moved with this meſſage, is

uncertain ; but Marius ſeems to have continued ſome time in that neighbourhood ".

In the mean time young Marius, who, as we have related above, had ſet ſail for

Africa, landing on the coaſt of Numidia, was received in a very gracious manner by

king Hiempſal, or, as others will have it, by his ſon Mandréſial, who had ſucceeded

to the crown; but that prince, being irreſolute, and undetermined what part to act,

whenever his noble gueſt talked of departing, found out ſome pretence or other to

detain him. Hereupon Marius, and Cethegus, who attended him in his misfortunes,

began to ſuſpect, that ſome treachery lay concealed under the extraordinary civilities

ſhewn them by the Numidian king; and would have made their eſcape, had they not

f found themſelves carefully watched, and, in ſhort, kept in a kind of honourable cap

tivity. However, they found means at laſt to elude the king’s evil deſigns. Their

ſafety was owing to a very ſeaſonable adventure. As young Marius was very hand

ſome and well-made, one of the king's concubines fell in love with him, and even

diſcovered her paſſion to him. The young Roman declined at firſt entering into

any correſpondence with her, from an awful regard to the ſacred laws of hoſpitality ;

but finding at laſt, that by her means alone he could avoid the ſnares that were laid

for him, and that there appeared more generoſity than wantonneſs in the tenders ſhe

made him of her affection, he gratified the fair Numidian, who thereupon found means,

* Plur. in Mario. Val, Max. l. viii, c. 2. Vell. PATERcut. l. ii. m PLUT, in Mario. APPIAN.

i. i. de bell, civil.
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as her love was not merely the effect of an irregular appetite, to convey him and his a

companions ſafe out of the king's dominions. The young Roman, being thus delivered,

we may ſay, from his captivity, haſtened to the Roman province, where he found his

father juſt landed. After they had tenderly ſaluted and embraced each other, they

began to conſult together about the preſent ſituation of their affairs. As they were

walking by the ſea-ſide, the old hero obſerved two ſcorpions fighting with great

fury ; and as his head was always filled with ſigns and prognoſtics, he drew finiſter

interpretations from that combat. Let us fly, ſaid he to his ſon, let us fly; ſome great

danger threatens us here. This ſaid, he and his company went immediately into a

fiſher's boat, and made towards Cercina, an iſland not far from the continent. They

had ſcarce put off from the ſhore, when they ſaw the coaſt covered with horſemen,

whom the king had ſent to bring back young Marius. In the iſland of Certina, which

lay near the Little Syrtis, and is now known by the name of Cereafa, they found Albi

movanuſ, who was likewiſe proſcribed ; and there they all ſpent the winter together n.

DURING theſe occurrences, Sylla and his collegue, Q, Pompeius Rufus, ačted in con

cert at Rome, and made it their whole buſineſs to quiet the minds of the people there.

As nobody offered to oppoſe their meaſures, and a ſeeming calm reigned among all

orders of men, the conſul Pompeius, who had not yet appeared at the head of his

legions, refolved to take the field, and march againſt thoſe few allies, who ſtill con

tinued in arms. The Roman army was ſtill in the hands of Pompeius Strabo, who,

after his triumph, had returned to his old camp, with the title of proconſul. When

he heard that the conſul was coming to ſucceed him, and ſnatch out of his hands the

glory of finiſhing a war, in which he had acquired ſo much honour, he artfully applied

himſelf to his troops, and worked them up to a reſolution of not parting with a gene

ral, under whoſe condućt they had gained ſo many vićtories. However, the conſul

was quietly received in the camp, and took poſſeſſion of the army, the proconſul

himſelf inveſting him in his office, and with the ornaments of his new dignity, with

out betraying the leaſt reluétance; but the next day, when the legions were aſſem

bled again to aſſiſt, according to cuſtom, at the ſacrifice, which new generals uſed to

;:R. offer, ſome legionaries all on a ſudden fell upon the conſul, and killed him at the

fºr foot of the altar. In this tumult Pompeius Strabo ačted his part with great dexterity;

& hiſoldiers, he ſhed tears over the body of the dead conſul, broke out into bitter invečtives

againſt the aſſaſſins, who had imbrued their hands in the blood of the ſupreme magi

ſtrate of the republic, and threatened to ſacrifice to his manes all thoſe who had any

hand in ſo flagitious an attempt, of which there had been yet no inſtance in the repub

lic ; but, notwithſtanding theſe declarations, he made no inquiry after the criminals,

but, tho’ continued in the command of the army, buried the whole in oblivion *.

Sylla, who had but a few days to continue in his office, being alarmed at the aſſaſ

ſination of his collegue, reſolved to ſet out immediately for Aſia. However, he was

forced to continue ſome days at Rome after his conſulſhip was expired, and had the

mortification to ſee the firſt furious ſteps of Cinna, whom he believed intirely come off e

sylla cited to from his mad zeal for the popular fačtion; for he no ſooner entered upon the conſul

giveºf ſhip, than joining with M. Virginius, tribune of the people, he cited Sylla, to whom

**** he had ſworn an inviolable attachment, to appear on a charge of male-adminiſtration.

jor Ali. Hereupon that general, not thinking himſelf any longer ſafe in Italy, embarqued his

troops, and ſet ſail for the eaſt, leaving Rome at the mercy of Cinna and his faction.

Their firſt attempt was to get a law paſſed in favour of the allies, whom Cinna was

for incorporating into the thirty-five tribes, and putting upon a level with the ancient

citizens. The conſul Ottavius, who was attached to the ſenate, foreſeeing, that, by

this important piece of ſervice, Cinna would ſecure the votes of the new citizens,

and carry all before him in the aſſemblies of the people, oppoſed the law with all his

Cinnaraíſº, intereſt. Cinna therefore ordered the new citizens to come to the comitium with dag

nºw diſturban-gers under their robes, being reſolved to get the law paſſed by force. Ożavius,
Čej. being informed of theſe unwarrantable proceedings, reſolved to oppoſe force with

force; and accordingly went to the forum, attended by a numerous body of old citi

zens, with arms concealed under their garments. He no ſooner appeared in the

forum, than the new citizens, at the inſtigation of Cinna, fell upon him with great

A battle in the fury. Ożavius ſtood his ground ; whereupon a battle enſued, in which, as the two
forum, parties were ſhut up in a narrow compaſs, much blood was ſhed. At length the new

" Plut, ibid. • Appian. bell, civil. l. i. Vell. PATERc. l. ii. VAL. MAx, l. ix.
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a citizens were overpowered, and driven from ſtreet to ſtreet, till they abandoned the

city, together with the conſul Cinna, and ſix tribunes of his faction. We are told, -

that ten thouſand of the new citizens were killed in this battle. Cinna, being thus cinnafºlicit

driven from the capital, had recourſe to the neighbouring cities, ſoliciting troops and ſaccouf from .
money to maintain what he called the cauſe of the allies. As ſoon as he was gone, the the allies.

ſenate depoſed him, and choſe L. Cornelius Merula conſul in his room. This new

inſult quickened him in his application to the allies, who all concurred with uncom

mon chearfulneſs to ſupply him with troops, or money to hire them. The great

ſums he received, enabled him to corrupt a conſiderable body of Roman troops, that

lay incamped in the neighbourhood of Capua. They alljoined him to a man, and took

b the military oath, which he adminiſtred to them in his conſular habit, as if he had not

been depoſed. When the allies heard that he was at the head of a Roman army,

they flocked to him from all parts of Italy in ſuch crowds, that in a ſhort time he had

no fewer than thirty legions under his banners; a prodigious army able to make all

Italy tremble. And now Cinna reſolved to recal the proſcribed ; and accordingly

diſpatched an expreſs to Marius, who was ſtill in the little iſland of Circina, acquaint-Marius retál:

ing him, that he might return to Italy, without fear of the ſenate and their decrees. *

This ſtep alarmed the conſcript fathers, who immediately ordered the two conſuls,

Ottavius and Merula, to fortify both the city and citadel, by placing all the baliſta

and catapulte in the magazines on the walls. They were alſo commiſſioned to raiſe

c what forces they judged neceſſary, and to take into the ſervice ſuch of the confederates

as had not declared for Cinna. At the ſame time the fathers recalled Pompeius Strabo,

who was yet making war with ſome ſmall remains of the revolted Italians on the

coaſts of the Adriatic ſea, and was at the head of a very numerous army, the com

mand of which he had kept after the murder of the conſul Pompeius Rufus ; but that

general, not being yet determined what party to take, affected delays, and carried him

ſelf ſo artfully, that nobody knew what ſide he favoured. Some writers are of opinion,

that his true deſign was to let the two fačtions waſte each other, and then raiſe himſelf

upon the ruins of both P. In the mean time Marius, putting to ſea with all expedi- Marius land,

tion, landed at Telamon, a port in Hetruria, with a body of Mauruſian horſe raiſed in Italy.

d in Africa. Upon the news of his arrival, great numbers of ſhepherds, ſlaves, and men

of deſperate fortunes, flocked to him from all parts; ſo that he ſoon ſaw himſelf at

the head of a confiderable army. He then ſent a meſſenger to Cinna, ſignifying to

him, that he was ready to acknowledge him for conſul, and aſſiſt him to the utmoſt

of his power againſt their common enemies. Cinna immediately acquainted Sertortus

with the arrival of Marius, and the tenders he made him of his ſervice. Sertorius,

having been diſobliged by Sylla, who had employed all his intereſt againſt him when

he ſtood for the tribuneſhip, had joined the contrary faction, and at this tirhe, as he

was a brave and experienced officer, ſhared the command of the army with Cinna.

He was a man of great prudence and moderation; and therefore dreading the rough

e and revengeful temper of Marius, he adviſed Cinna not to admit him into his army,

remonſtrating, that Cinna was powerful enough without the addition of Marius's un

diſciplined troops, to triumph over his enemies; that he could not make Marius his

aſſociate, without making him his maſter ; that he was inſatiably covetous of glory,

and ever ready to envy it in his competitors 3 that he would aſſume to himſelf all the

ſucceſs of the war ; and laſtly, that he was a man in whom it was not always ſafe to

confide. All this Cinna owned to be true ; But how, ſaid he, can I ſend back a man,

who, upon my word, has left Africa, and whom I myſelf have invited to join his reſent

ments with ours againſt our common enemies 2 Since you yourſelf had invited him to your

aſſiſtance, replied Sertorius, there was no need of thiſ conſultation. The only thing we can

f do now, is to watch his condući as narrowly as we do the deſigns of our moſt inveterate

enemies. After this ſecret conference, Cinna ſent back the meſſenger to Marius, ſtyling Cinnagha

him proconſul in his letter, and empowering him to chuſe lićtors for his guard; but Marius the
Marius, putting on the appearance of great humility on this occaſion, refuſed the #ºfprocon

title, the lićtors, and all other marks of the proconſular dignity, as not agreeing with"

his preſent circumſtances. He affeóted on the contrary to wear nothing but an old

gown ; his hair and beard rough ; he walked with a ſlow pace, like a man quite

oppreſſed with his misfortunes: but through the diſguiſe of that mournful countenance,

ſomething ſo fierce appeared in his looks, that he rather created terror, than moved

compaſſion q. -

P ORos. l. v. c. 19. 4 Plur. in Mario & Sertorio. Appias, bell, civil. i. i.
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.blocked AND now Cinna, Marius and Sertorius took each their province in this new war.
up by Cinna, .

Marius and,

Sertorius.

The firſt hoſti.
#ties.

Nome in the

atmoſt conſu

ſon.

Marius takes

Oſtia,

In a council of war they reſolved to march direétly to the capital. Cinna was to

block it up on the ſide of the Tiber; Sertorius to inveſt it on the oppoſite fide ; and

Marius to ſcour the country, and prevent any proviſions from being conveyed into

the city either by land or water. Pompeius Strabo was incamped with his army

before the gate Collina, to cover the city on that ſide. This politic general had

offered Cinna his ſervice and his army, thinking that his party was moſt likely to

prevail; but Cinna, looking upon him as a time-ſerver, in whom it was not ſafe to

confide, had rejećted his offer with ſcorn; which obliged him to take part with the

conſuls Oğlavius and Merula. As he was incamped near Sertorius, the firſt act of ho

ſtility began between theſe two generals; but it was rather a skirmiſh than a battle,

there being killed only ſix hundred men on both ſides. This rencounter however was

remarkable for an accident, which ought to have given the Romans a diſtaſte for civil

wars: two brothers, who had choſen oppoſite parties, meeting in the heat of the

aćtion, the one gave the other a mortal wound without knowing him ; but when he

heard the voice of his dying brother, he ran to embrace him, and finding him at the

laſt gaſp, Dear brother, he cried out, tho’ different intereſts have divided us, one common

pile ſhall unite us. This ſaid, he plunged into his own body the ſword, which was yet

itained with the blood of his brother, and died by his fide. This moving accident

made ſome impreſſion on the ſoldiery; but paſſion and party-zeal, or rather fury,

ſoon hardened all hearts ; ſo that all regard to friends and relations was laid aſide by

both parties r. -

As Cinna's forces increaſed daily, he formed a fourth army, which he put under the

command of Papirius Carbo. This filled the city with dread and confuſion. The

two conſuls who defended it, Oślavius and Merula, were men of great probity, and

much better qualified to maintain the laws and religion in their purity, than to ſuſtain

the attacks of an enemy. Ošlavius was ſo ſcrupulous an obſerver of the moſt vener

able cuſtoms in Rome, that they in vain preſſed him, even in this criſis, to arm the

ſlaves in defence of the city. They could only get this anſwer, That he would not make

ſlaves free of that city, from which, in maintenance of the laws, he was driving away

Marius. He was indeed a man of good ſenſe and underſtanding, and ſupported the

dignity of his office with a becoming majeſty; but placed too great a confidence in

auguries, and was more intent on conſulting diviners, than men skilled in military

affairs. As for Merula, he placed more confidence in the protećtion of jupiter, whoſe

flamen he was, than in the valour of the many brave men he had under his command.

The ſenate therefore had recourſe to Cacilius Metellus, the fon of Metellus Numidicus,

who was making war upon the revolted Samnites with a conſiderable body of Ro

man troops. The ſenate, well acquainted with the ability and courage of that gene

ral, ſent him orders to put an end to that war upon as honourable conditions as he

could, to march his army immediately to the relief of his country, and, if he could

not conclude a peace, to leave his troops under the command of his lieutenants, and

return himſelf to Rome. Metellus, purſuant to his orders, immediately entered into a

treaty with the Samnite generals; but while the negotiation was carrying on, Marius,

by offering the Samnites more advantageous terms than Metellus had done, gained

them over to his party; ſo that Metellus, leaving his forces to his lieutenants, returned
to the capital, where he no ſooner appeared, than the ſoldiers, diſſatisfied with the

indolence of the conſuls, loudly demanded him for their general, declaring, that,

under the condućt of ſo brave a commander, they did not fear repulſing the enemy,

and ſaving Rome , but Metellus, as modeſt as brave, rejećted theſe ſeditious applau

ſes with indignation, upbraided the ſoldiers with want of diſcipline, and openly

declared, as he was too ſtrićtly obſervant of the old cuſtoms and laws, that he would

not aſſume an office, which properly belonged to the conſuls. This made many of

the citizens deſpair of being able to defend the city; and they deſerted in companies

to Cinna, whoſe generals were not ſo ſcrupulouſly virtuous. Sertorius was the only

man among them who had any noble ſentiments; the others had neither honour nor

virtue. In the mean time Marius made himſelf maſter of all the maritime places in

the neighbourhood of Rome, took Oſtia itſelf by treachery, pillaged it, put moſt of

the inhabitants to the ſword, and building a bridge over the Tiber, cut off all com

munication between the city and the ſea. He then marched with his army towards the

city, and poſting himſelf on the janiculum, blocked it up on that ſide *.

- * Osos, i.v. c. 19. Liv. epit, ibid. * Plut. APPEAN. Ltw. ibid.
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a Tho' the capital was greatly weakened by daily deſertions, yet Oğavius ſound

means to raiſe a confiderable army in it, with which he incamped under the walls, as

did likewiſe £2. Metellus and Pompeius Strabo, each of them commanding a ſeparate

body. Cinna, who ſcrupled no attempt, how villanous ſoever, which could ſerve

his cauſe, undertook to get Pompeius Strabo aſſaſſinated in his tent; but his ſon ſaved Pompey
his life; which was the firſt remarkable ačtion of Pompey the Great. Young Pompey, |.%fa

who was making his firſt campaign under the proconſul his father, had choſen for his "' ife.

companion one ſerentius, a patrician of his own age. The treacherous Cinna, by

many alluring promiſes, gained over Terentius to his intereſt, and prevailed upon him

to undertake the aſſaſſinating of the general and his ſon, and at the ſame time the

b debauching of his army, and carrying the legions to Sylla's camp; but young Pompey,

receiving notice of this wicked deſign a few hours before it was to be put in execution,

F. a faithful guard round the praetorium ; ſo that none of the conſpirators, who

ad deſigned to ſet fire to the general's tent, could come near it. He then watched

all the motions of the camp, and endeavoured to appeaſe the fury of the legionaries,

who hated their general, by ſuch ačts of prudence as were worthy the oldeſt com

manders. Some of the mutineers had forced open one of the gates of the camp, in

order to deſert to Cinna. Hereupon the general’s ſon, laying himſelf flat on his back

in their way, cried out, That they ſhould not break their oath, and deſert their com

mander, without paſſing over his body. By this means he put a ſtop to their deſer

c tion, and afterwards wrought ſo effectually upon them by his affecting ſpeeches, and

engaging carriage, that he reconciled them to his father t. -

In the mean time Marius, who was incamped on the janiculum, uſed his utmoſt Marius, aid

efforts to make himſelf maſter of the ſtrong fort built on that hill, and was very near a fruitleſ, al.

ſucceeding in his attempt by the treachery of one Appius Claudius, a military tribune ºntº the
in the place, who having formerly received ſome favours of Marius, opened one of Janiculum.

the gates to him ; but the gariſon, tho’. made a brave reſiſtance, and in the

mean time Ottavius and Pompeius Strabo haſtening to their relief, a ſharp engagement

enſued, which ended wholly to the advantage of the conſular troops".

Notwithst AND ING this advantage, the city was ſoon reduced to a moſt deplor

d able condition: a plague broke out among the troops of Pompeius with ſuch violence,

that in a few days it carried off eleven thouſand men. Soon after the general himſelf Pompeius

was killed with lightning, which did a great deal of miſchief in his army. As Pom- Strabo killed

peius was a very wicked man, capable of the greateſt crimes, and had aſſaſſinated a *****

conſul before the altar, the people, looking upon his death as a puniſhment upon him

from heaven, dragged his body with an iron hook through all the ſtreets of the city,

and then threw it into the Tiber w. The command of his army was given to L. Craſſus,

who, together with Ottavius and Metellus, went and incamped near the hill Alba

along the Appian way, with a deſign to open a communication with the country on

that ſide ; but Cinna, Marius, Sertorius and Carbo, joining their forces, poſted them

e ſelves above the conſular troops on the ſame Appian way 5 ſo that no proviſions could

be conveyed from the country to the city. And now a famine beginning to be felt in

the capital, the people complained loudly of the ſenate, as if they kept up a war for

their own private intereſt, which expoſed them, their wives and children to the dan

ger of being ſtarved. To make the diſorder in Rome ſtill greater, Cinna treated

under-hand with the citizens, and, by his emiſſaries, prevailed upon moſt of the

ſlaves to ſhake off their maſters yoke, and take refuge in his camp, where they were

declared free. The example of the ſlaves was followed by citizens of all ranks, who,

abandoning the defence of the city, deſerted openly, and in large companies. The

ſame ſpirit of mutiny and deſertion reigned in the conſular army, which viſibly de- Rome reducu

f creaſed ; inſomuch that Metellus, deſpairing of being able to ſave Rome, left the tº great
camp, and retired into Liguria, whence he ſoon after paſſed over into Africa. The ſireights.

ſenate, ſeeing their party and authority daily declining, and fearing a general inſur

rećtion, thought it time to come to a treaty with Cinna 5 and accordingly ſent deputies

to his camp, with ſome overtures of peace. Cinna, before he would hear them, asked,

whether they were come to treat with him as conſul, or only as a private man? This

queſtion, which they did not expect, ſurpriſed them ; and as they had no inſtructions

touching ſo nice a point, they deſired leave to return to Rome to conſult the ſenate.

The conſcript fathers were greatly perplexed, not knowing what anſwer to give, nor

tº in Pomp. * Plut. & Appian. ibid. w Well, Parekcul. l. ii. e. 11. Jul. Osseº

C. r. 16, - - - -

what
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what courſe to take. They thought it inconſiſtent both with honour and juſtice to a

depoſe Merula, a wiſe magiſtrate, whom they had in a manner compelled to quit the

office of high-prieſt of jupiter, and accept of the conſulſhip. On the other hand, as

the city was cloſely blocked up on all fides, and the famine increaſed daily, without

any hopes of relief, it was to be feared, that the populace would riſe, and ſet the

enemy into the city. In this dilemma, Merula himſelf, preferring, like a good

citizen, the welfare of his country to his own honour, freely abdicated, and, by his

abdication, left the ſenate at liberty to acknowledge Cinna for lawful conſul. Accord

Cinna acknow-ingly the conſcript fathers ſent back their deputies to him, with inſtrućtions to treat

*****ſūl, with him as conſul, and to invite him to Rome, to exerciſe there the funétions of his

dignity ; however, they were ordered to require of him an oath, that he would ſpare b

the blood of the citizens, and put no Roman to death but by due form of law. Cinna

refuſed to take that oath; but proteſted, that he would never give his conſent to the

death of any citizen. He even ſent word to the conſul Ośīavius, that he would not do

amiſs to retire from the city till the ſtorm was blown over. During this conference,

Marius, who ſtood by, ſaid nothing ; but the ſourneſs of his countenance, and the

ſternneſs of his looks, threatened the city with blood and ſlaughter. As ſoon as the

Cinna and Ma-meſſengers were diſmiſſed, Cinna, Marius, Sertorius and Carbo began their march at

H." the head of their troops, and advanced towards the city, the ſenate having ordered

- the gates to be opened to them. Cinna entered the city with a ſtrong guard ; but

Marius halted at the gate, and when he was preſſed to advance, he replied with a c

ſarcaſtical tone, That he was a baniſhed man, and conſequently debarred by the

laws from entering; that therefore, if they had any occaſion for his ſervice, they

muſt get that law repealed, which drove him into exile. Hereupon Cinna marched

direétly to the forum ; and having aſſembled the people, propoſed to them the diſan

nulling of the decree which proſcribed Marius and his adherents ; but Marius, impa

tient to ſhed the blood of his enemies, when only two or three tribes had voted, .
off the mask, and, without waiting for a lawful repeal, entered the city, ſurrounded

by his guards, choſen from among the ſlaves, who had flocked to him, and whom

Marius's cru. he called his Bardiaeans (R). The firſt order he gave theſe cruel and inhuman aſſaſ
elty. ſins, was immediately to murder all thoſe, who coming to him, and meeting him in d

the ſtreets, ſaluted him, and were not anſwered with the like civility. This ſignal

was a general dead warrant, and great numbers of the flatterers, who came to make

their court to the new tyrant, were cruelly maſſacred before his eyes. Q. Ancharius,

a ſenator of great diſtinétion, who had been honoured with the praetorſhip, choſe to

pay his compliments to Marius when he was.# a ſacrifice in the capitol ; but

the tyrant caſting a fierce look upon him, he was inſtantly cut in pieces in the very

temple of jupiter. Cinna, for the preſent, exerciſed his cruelty only on his collegue

Ottavius, who ſtill took upon him to perform the functions of his office, and was.

therefore, at the inſtigation of Cinna, ſlain in his curule chair by Cenſorimus. But

Marius's Bardiaans, or Bardiates, ſet no bounds to their luſt, cruelty and avarice: *

they firſt murdered their former maſters, abuſed their children, and inſulted their

wives in the groſſeſt manner; then they extended their cruelty and licentiouſneſs to

all ranks of perſons, not ſparing the moſt venerable matrons in the republic ; and car

ried their iniquities to ſuch an exceſs, that Cinna and Sertorius, having conſulted toge

ther how to rid Rome of this barbarous crew, reſolved to put them all to death ; and

accordingly ſent a detachment to ſurpriſe them one night while they were aſleep in the

camp, and cut them all off to a man. Marius was much grieved at the loſs of his

favourite guard; and being afraid, as he breathed nothing but blood, that Cinna had

already ſatisfied his revenge, he deſired the heads of the fačtion to meet, in order to

(R) We are at a loſs to know how Marius came

to give his guards this name. Thuanus, as appears

from a note in the margin of his Plutarch, thought

there was a fault in the text, and that, inſtead of

Bardizans, we ought to read Bardyetes or Bardyates;

for the Bardyetes were a moſt barbarous and ſavage

nation in Spain, and this might very naturally in

duce Marius to call his guards by that name, on pur

poſe to frighten the people, and makethem tremble

at the fierceneſs of their nature. There is a good

deal of reaſon for this conječture. However, M.

Dacier, in her notes on Plutarch, offers another: Plu

tarch tells us, ſays ſhe, that the greateſt grievance

of the people was the abominable licentiouſneſs and

infamous debaucheries of thoſe guards. It may

therefore not abſurdly be conceived, that Marius,

on that account, called them not his Bardizans, but

Bardeans, from the Greek word B&PJºy, which, in the

Ambracian diale&t, ſignifies to raviſh women. But,

after all, this may be refining too much on the mat

ter, as the ſame writer obſerves. Perhaps Plutarch

wrote not Bapá'uzies, but Mapudies, that is, the

Marians, or the life-guard of Marius.

deliberate
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a deliberate what kind of government they ſhould ſettle, ſince all the power was

devolved upon Cinna after the death of his collegue. At his requeſt, Cinna, Carbo

and Sertorius came to confer with him ; and in this conference Marius is ſaid to have

ſpoke like a madman. Sertorius, the only man among them who had any good

principles, or ſºnſ of morality, endeavoured to moderate his fury; but in vain :

Cinna and Carlo concurred in his ſentiments, and the reſolution they took, was to

murder, without mercy, all the ſenators who had oppoſed the popular faction. Pur

ſuant to his reſolution, C. Attilius Serranui, P. Lentului, Caius and Lucius Cæſar, C. Prokriftion,

Mumitorius, and M. Babius, all ſenators of great note, were murdered in the ſtreets, murders, &c.

P. Craſs, a young ſenator, endeavoured to make his eſcape; but being cloſely pur

ſued by Caius Flavius Fimbria, one of the moſt furious zealots of Marius’s party, his

father meeting him, killed him, for fear he ſhould fall into the hands of his enemies,

and then preſented himſelf before the bloody Fimbria, by whom he was inhumanly

maſſicred. This ſlaughter laſted five days, during which time the beſt part of the

fºnators were cut off, their heads were ſtuck upon poles over-againſt the roſtra, and

their mangled bodies dragged with hooks into the forum, where they were left to be

devoured by the dogs. However, Metella, the wife of Sylla, and daughter of Metel

lus Numidicus, and her children, eſcaped this general ſlaughter. Marius indeed cauſed

a ſtrićt ſearch to be made after them; but they eluded the vigilance and fury of the

tyrant, being privately conveyed out of town by ſome of Sylla’s friends. Marius,

highly exaſperated at their eſcape, cauſed their houſe to be razed, their goods confiſ

cated, and sylla himſelf to be declared an enemy to his country. While Marius was

thus venting his brutal rage on Sylla’s friends in the city, his ſoldiers, the miniſters

ºf his cruelty, were, like ſo many blood-hounds, diſperſed about the country, in

ſearch of thoſe who had fled. The neighbouring towns, villages, and all the high

ways, ſwarmed with aſſaſſins. On this occaſion Plutarch obſerves with great concern,

that the moſt ſacred ties of friendſhip and hoſpitality are not proof againſt treachery

in the days of adverſity; for there were but very few who did not diſcover their friends

who had fled to them for ſhelter. He therefore, with a great deal of reaſon, com

mends and admires the fidelity of the ſlaves of Cornutus in that general defection. Cor

rutus had retired to a houſe in the country; and his faithful ſlaves, obſerving a com-Ti,fidelity of

pany of ſoldiers hovering about the neighbourhood, concealed their maſter in the moſt Cornutus',

private part of the houſe; and then taking up the body of one, whom the tyrant’s ſlav”.

officers had juſt murdered, carried it to the houſe, hung it up by the neck, put a

gold ring on the finger, and ſhewed it in that condition to the ſoldiers, pretending it

was the body of their maſter. They then buried it with great pomp and ſolemnity;

and by this innocent artifice, which was perceived by nobody, they ſaved Cornutus,

and conveyed him into Gaul. Marcus Antonius, grandfather to the triumvir, and the

greateſt orator that had appeared in Rome till his time, was not ſo fortunate. He

fled to the houſe of a faithful friend in the country, who endeavoured to ſave his life

with great tenderneſs and affection. Hisfriend was in low circumſtances; but being

proud of having under his roof one of the greateſt men in Rome, reſolved to enter

tain him in the beſt manner he could. Accordingly he ſent his ſervant to a tavern in

the neighbourhood for ſome of the beſt wine he could get. The vintner perceiving

the ſervant nicer than uſual, taſting of ſeveral ſorts, and not ſasisfied but with the very

beſt, asked him, What made him ſo hard to pleaſe? The ſervant told him in confi

dence as his truſty friend and acquaintance, That the wine was for the illuſtrious

Marcus Antonius, who made ſo great a figure in the ſenate. My maſter, ſaid he,

keeps that great man concealed in his houſe, and is reſolved on this occaſion to ſtretch

his purſe, and make as much of him as he can. The ſervant was no ſoonergone, than

the villain of a vintner went to Marius, who was then at ſupper, and told him, he

could deliver Antonius into his hands. At this news Marius gave a great ſhout,

clapped his hands for joy, and was for riſing from table, and going to the place him

ſelf; but being prevented by his friends, he ſent Anius, one of his wicked agents,

attended by a body of ſoldiers, commanding him to bring Antonius's head with all

ſpeed. Anius himſelf waited at the door, and ſent in his ſoldiers to diſpatch the ora

tor, and bring him his head; but the aſſaſſins, notwithſtanding their natural barba

rity, were ſo ſtruck at the fight of this great man, and moved with the graces and

charms of his eloquence, when he began to ſpeak, and beg for his life, that tears

dropped from their eyes, and none of them would touch him. Anius, impatient at

g their delays, went into the room, and ſeeing his ſoldiers all weeping, and quite
V o L. V. No 1. S ſoftened
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ſoftened by the eloquence of that great orator, checked them ſeverely, and with his a

own hand cut off his head, and carried it to Marius, who, after he had made it matter

of ſport to his gueſts, ordered it to be ſtuck up on a pole with the reſt before the

roſtra. Such was the end of the greateſt orator Rome had ever bred. Cicero, who

had often heard him, being at this time about twenty years old, calls him the

wonder of his age, and adds, that to him it was owing, that Italy equalled Greece

itſelf in the art of ſpeaking w. -

AND now the rage of the other tyrants, after ſo many murders, began to abate. But

Marius ſtill thirſted after more Roman blood. He wanted to deſtroy two men, who

had been both honoured with the faſces. Theſe were Lutatius Catulus, who had been

Marius's collegue in the conſulate, and his partner in the triumph over the Cimbri b

and the virtuous Cornelius Merula, who had generouſly reſigned the conſular dignity

to make room for Cinna, Great intereſt was made for Catulus; but to all thoſe, who

sº interceded for him, Marius returned this cold anſwet, IHe muſt die. Hereupon Ca

... tulus ſhutting himſelf up in a room, ſmothered or poiſoned himſelf. Merula like
wiſe robbed his enemy of the cruel pleaſure of putting him to death. As he was

high-prieſt of jupiter, %. went to the temple of that god, laid down his mitre, in which

it was not lawful to die, and then ſeating himſelf in his pontifical chair, ordered his

veins to be opened. After he had bled ſome time, he advanced to the altar, ſprinkled

it with blood, and uttering many imprecations againſt the tyrants, devoted them to

Pluto and the infernal gods. - C

Cinna names . THE conſulate of Cinna being near expiring, the citizens, who had ſeen the ſtreets

º *... for ſome time flowing with blood, and covered with heaps of dead bodies, hoped

*** for ſome reſpite. But Cinna, unwilling to truſt them with chuſing him a ſucceſſor,

of his own authority nominated himſelf and Marius conſuls for the next year. Accord

ingly on the calends of january they took poſſeſſion, one of his ſecond, the other of

his ſeventh conſulſhip. Marius was now ſeventy years of age ; but neither his ambi

tion, nor his cruelty, were yet ſatiated. As he was coming out of his houſe to be

inveſted, according to cuſtom, in his office, Sextus Licinius unhappily fell in his

way, and was by #. orders immediately thrown down from the Tarpeian rock. The

ſame day he proſcribed two praetors ; and his ſon, no leſs cruel than himſelf, killed d

the ſame day a tribune of the people with his own hand .

IN the mean time news came from all parts, that Sylla, having put an end to the

.." writt, to war with Mithridates, was returning into Italy at the head of a great army. Soon after

** the ſenate received a long letter from the vićtorious general, wherein, with a lively

ſtyle, he gave them an account of his vićtories, and complained of the injuries done

him. After enumerating the many ſervices he had done the republic in her wars with

the king of Numidia, with the Cimbri, the allies, and laſtly with Mithridates, the

moſt powerful king in the eaſt, he concluded thus: For theſe important ſervices you

have rewarded me, by ſetting a price upon my head ; my friends are murdered with

out mercy ; my wife and children are forced to abandon their native country my e

houſe is razed ; my goods confiſcated ; and all the laws made in my conſulſhip

abſolutely diſannulled. You may expect, conſcript fathers, to ſee me in a little time

at the gates of Rome with a vićtorious army. And then I ſhall find means to revenge

the perſonal injuries I have received ; and to inflićt ſignal puniſhments both on the

tyrants themſelves, and the miniſters of their tyranny. This letter gave the two

conſuls a great deal of uneaſineſs. Marius, now worn out with hardſhips and years,

could no longer bear up his ſpirits flagging at the apprehenſion of a new war, which

his own experience repreſented to him as very dangerous. He conſidered that he had

not now to do with an Ośīavius or Merula at the head of an undiſciplined rabble, but

Marius dread, with Sylla, who was approaching with a vićtorious army, and who had once before f

hºrrival ºf driven him out of Rome. At the ſame time he called to mind all his paſt misfortunes,
Sylla. his flight, his baniſhment, the many dangers he had undergone, his tedious wander

ings, &c. and dreading to be expoſed anew to the ſame hazards in ſo advanced an

age, he fell into great troubles, noćturnal frights, and broken ſlumbers, fancying

every moment that he heard a voice, telling him, that the den, even of an abſent lion,

ought to be dreaded. To divert theſe tormenting thoughts, he had recourſe to a remedy

He gives him: ſcarce known in thoſe days, but too common in ours. He gave himſelf up to exceſ

£º: five drinking, chuſing rather to loſe his reaſon, than to be continually haunted with

w Plut. in Mario. Appian. bell civil. i. i. Cic, in Bruto & alibi paſſim. ” Plºt, Arras, ibid.

melancholy
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a melancholy thoughts. This new way of living ſoon bred a diſtemper which led him

to his grave, Poſidonius, the philoſopher, as quoted by Plutarch, tells us, that having --

over-heated his blood by too much drinking, he fell into a pleuriſy. The ſame phi- º

loſopher adds, that he went to his houſe, when he was confined to his bed, and diſ

courſed with him about ſome affairs relating to his embaſſy at Rome. But Caius Piſo

ſeems to inſinuate that he himſelf haſtened his end, though he does not tell us in what

manner. He only relates, that Marius, walking one night after ſupper with ſome

of his friends, entertained them with a recital of all his adventures, which he con

cluded with ſaying, that it did not become a man of his years to truſt any longer ſo

unconſtant a goddeſs as fortune. Having ended his diſcourſe, he embraced all about

b him with a tenderneſs very uncommon to him, went home, and took to his bed. He

was ſeized with a delirium, during which, fancying himſelf general in the war againſt

Mithridates, he uſed ſuch motions and geſtures as if he had been engaged in battle at

the head of an army. At length after ſeven daysillneſs he died, ſome ſay on the ſeven- His death.

teenth, others on the thirteenth day, of his ſeventh conſulſhip.

AND now the diſtreſſed city fondly imagined that the inteſtine calamities, which º

had reduced her to the laſt extremity, were buried with Marius. But ſhe ſoon per

ceived, that ſhe had only changed her tyrant. Cinna, the ſurviving conſul, aſſo

ciated with himſelf in the government, though not in the office of conſul, young -

Marius, who, as he had inherited the cruelty of his father, put all the ſenators he jºung M*
c could find in Rome, or its neighbourhood, to the ſword. As all the power was lodgedſ. his

in the hands of Cinna and young Marius, they got Walerius Flaccus, a creature ofjdſºr.

Marius, named to ſucceed him in the conſular dignity. He no ſooner entered upon * *

his office, than he paſſed a moſt unjuſt law in favour of the people, declaring all -

debtors free from their debts upon paying to their creditors one-fourth of what they

owed. Having by this law gained the affections of the indigent multitude, the new

conſul conſulted with Cinna and Marius, how they ſhould prevent the return of Sylla,

who had under his command a vićtorious and well-diſciplined army. The expedient

they agreed on to put it out of the power of that general to give them any uneaſineſs,

or to obſtrućt their wicked meaſures, was to nominate a perſon to ſucceed him in the

d command of the army in the eaſt, under pretence that his authority was illegal, ſince

he had been proſcribed by a decree of the ſenate. Purſuant to this ſcheme the new

conſul Valerius Flaccus was appointed to command the Roman forces in the Levant, The conſul Va

and make war with Mithridates. But as Kalerius was no ſoldier, Cinna and Mariusº * 4

gave him for his counſellor and lieutenant C. Fulvius Fimbria, a ſenator, greatly ſº º,

eſteemed by the troops for his valour. Fimbria, though intirely addićted to the force of the

Marian faction, both deſpiſed and hated Walerius. However, he prepared to attend ºli; in the

him, in compliance with the orders of Cinna and Marius, who were abſolute maſters”"º 4

in Rome. A ſquadron of ſhips was ſent with a conſiderable number of troops on

board with orders to land in one of the ports of Theſſaly, and there wait for Palerius,

e who was to follow with the reſt of the army. Sylla was at that time buſy in reſettling

Greece after having defeated Archelaus and Taxiles two of Mithridates’s generals. The -

troops therefore that were to ſerve under Valerius, hearing of Sylla's vićtories, inſtead

of waiting for their unexperienced commander, deſerted all to a man, and joined the

vićtorious proconſul, under whoſe condućt they promiſed themſelves great booty and

glory. When news of this deſertion was brought to Rome, it was reſolved there,

that Valerius ſhould imbarque with two legions, and ſail directly for Aſia to carry on

the war there with Mithridates. However, he did not leave Rome before December,

towards the end of his conſulſhip, which was no ſooner expired, than Cinna, without ºn dºctºr .

ſo much as aſſembling the comitia, declared himſelf conſul the third time, and choſeº: -

f for his collegue Papirius Carbo, one of the moſt furious zealots in Rome for the Marian º'º.

faćtion. The other chief dignities in the republic were all filled with men wholly de-Carbo.

voted to the intereſt of the reigning tyrant. In ſhort the face of the republic was

intirely changed, and the ancient laws and inſtitutions quite aboliſhed. All the friends

of Sylla, whom the tyrants could get into their power, were inhumanly murdered, |

and their eſtates confiſcated. Men of any honour or probity were aſhamed to live in º

a city which was now become a neſt of robbers and aſſaſſins. They therefore fled - |

in crouds, and retired to Sylla in Greece, imploring his protećtion againſt their domeſtic

tyrants. Upon their arrival Sylla haſtened to put an end to the war with Mithridates,

which we have deſcribed at length in our hiſtory of Pontus, But before the articles of Valerius Flic.

g peace were agreedon, Palerius Flaccus arrived with his two legions at Byzantium, being ..."ſent yzant: -

I
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ſent by Cinna to take upon him the command of the Roman forces in the Levant, and a

| to purſue the war with Mithridates. He was ſcarce landed, when great differences

aroſe between him and his lieutenant Fimbria about their quarters. The lieutenant,

ſenſible of the want of abilities in his general, deſpiſed him, and ſtirred up the ſoldiery

to mutiny. Hereupon Valerius depoſed him, and appointed one Thermus in his room.

Fimbria, provoked at this affront, kept no bounds with his general, who, as he was

hated by the ſoldiery for his harſh temper, thought it adviſeable to retire for ſome

time from the army ; and accordingly croſſed the Boſphorus, and took up his quarters

in Chalcedon. The audacious Fimbria followed him thither with the greateſt part of

the army ; which Walerius no ſooner heard, than ſuſpecting his deſign, he fied to

Nicomedia, ſhut the gates, and put himſelf in a condition to ſuſtain a ſiege againſt his b

ſubaltern. Fimbria purſued him, made himſelf maſter of Nicomedia, and finding him

is murdered by concealed in a well, dragged him out, and killed him with his own hand. Cinna

ºil lieutenant and his ſenate, inſtead of puniſhing, rewarded the villany, by declaring the baſe
Fimbria. aſſaſſin general of all the Roman troops in the Levant ".

AND now Fimbria, ſeeing himſelf at the head of a conſular army, without any regard

to the treaty, which was near concluded between the king of Pontus and Sylla, renewed

the war with great vigour. He defeated young Mithridates in a pitched battle, and

obliged the king himſelf to take ſhelter behind the walls of Pitane, a ſtrong city, on

-

} the confines of Æolis and Troas. Thither Fimbria purſued him, and having inveted

the place by land, ſent meſſengers to Lucullus, Sylla's quaeſtor, and faithful friend, c

intreating him to prevent with the fleet, which he commanded, the king's retreat by

Fimbria makes ſea. Had Lucullus complied with his requeſt, and ſhut up the mouth of the harbour,

**Miſh- the proud Mithridates muſt have fallen into the hands of the Romans. But Lucullus,

º J.* deteſting the very name of Fimbria, ſailed away, and left an open retreat to the king,

| - when he might have eaſily taken him, and by that means prevented the bloody war

which that prince carried on for the ſpace of forty years with the republic. However,

Fimbria took Pitane and ſeveral other places, treating the inhabitants with unparallelled

- inſolence and cruelty, as we have related at length in our hiſtory of Pontus. In the

mean time Sylla, having put the laſt hand to the peace in a conference with the king

at Dardanus, marched againſt Fimbria, whom he found incamped under the walls of d

! - Thyatira in Lydia. And now two Roman armies ſeemed ready to entertain the Aſiatics

with a battle among themſelves in the heart of Aſia. Sylla, advancing within two

furlongs of Fimbria's camp, ſent him a ſummons, to ſurrender up his troops to him,

diveſt himſelf of the command, and return to Italy. Fimbria proudly anſwered, that he

deſpiſed the orders of a proſcribed man, who was declared by the ſenate an enemy to his country.

Hereupon the two generals began to prepare for a battle; but Fimbria's men declaring,

that they would not take arms againſt their countrymen and friends, and great num

Fimbria, men bers of them deſerting to Sylla, the treacherous Fimbria reſolved to have his adverſary

deſert tº Sylla aſſaſſinated. But the ſlave he employed for that baſe purpoſe betrayed himſelf by the

* terror that appeared in his looks, and then diſcovered the treachery of his maſter. e

- This barbarous attempt exaſperated Sylla to ſuch a degree, that he immediately led

his legions to attack the traytor in his trenches. Fimbria, finding his ſoldiers ready

to abandon him, deſired a conference with Sylla. But he, not caring to come near a

traytor, who was capable of any deſperate attempt, only ſent Rutilius, one of his

officers, to treat with him, and acquaint him, that if he would leave Aſia, and deliver -

up his troops, he would not only ſave his life, but furniſh him with all neceſſaries

for returning to Italy. Return to Italy replied Fimbra ; no ; I know a more expeditious

way. Having uttered theſe words, he retired to his tent, and ſoon after privately

Hºkills him withdrew to Pergamus, where he ſtabbed himſelf with his own ſword in the temple of
ſelf. A ſculapius. But the wound not proving mortal, a faithful ſlave, who attended him, f

diſpatched him, and then plunged the ſword into his own breaſt ".

AND now Sylla, having no more enemies to contend with in Aſia, reſolved to return

to Italy, where Cinna and Papirius Carbo had appointed themſelves conſuls for the

next year. The former, to eſtabliſh himſelf more firmly in his uſurped authority,

married his daughter Cornelia to a young patrician, whoſe extraordinary talents were

already admired in Rome. This was the famous julius Caſar, who afterwards foi

lowed the ſteps of his father-in-law ; and being no leſs wicked, and more ſucceſsful,

turned at laſt the republic into a monarchy. Sylla, before he left Aſia, wrote a letter

. . Appian. bell. civil & in Mithridatic. Liv, epit. l. lxxxii, c. 64. Plur. in Sylla & Luxulo. * Pt. “r.

in Sylla. Appian. in Mithridat. Liv. epit. l. lxxxiii. c. 31.

to
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a to the ſenate of great temper and moderation ; but when their deputies came to meet The ſºnate ſena
him at Dyrrachium, and intreat him not to carry his reſentments ſo far as to produce 4ttie fo

a civil war, he ſpoke a very different language, telling them, that he was coming to ***

Rome full of rage and revenge ; and that all his enemies, if the Roman people conſented

to it, ſhould periſh either by the ſword, or the axes of the common executioners.

Hereupon the two conſuls ordered Marius, and the other heads of the party, to raiſe

forces, and recruit the legions. Several armies were raiſed with incredible expedition,

the new citizens and allies readily concurring to ſupport the cauſe of thc conſuls, which

they looked upon as their own. A fleet was likewiſe brought from Sicily to guard the

coaſts of Italy. In a council of war, at which all the leading men of the party

aſſiſted, it was reſolved, that one of the conſuls ſhould go and meet Sylla before

he entered Italy, and carry the ſeat of the war into Dalmatia. This Cinna took

upon himſelf, and accordingly cauſed ſome of his forces to be immediately tranſported

thither. But the reſt of his ſoldiers refuſed to go on board, and began to mutiny.

Cinna aſſembled his troops in order to appeaſe them, when one of the lićtors, who

ſurrounded the conſul as uſual, ſtruck a ſoldier who drew too near to the general.

The ſoldier returned blow for blow, and called his comrades to his aſſiſtance. Upon

this the ſtones flew about, and the legionaries, who were next to the conſul, fell upon

him ſword in hand. Cinna fled, but a centurion overtaking him, buried his ſword Cinn, killed ºy -

in his body a (S). one of his ſol
Upon the death of Cimma, Carbo continued ſole maſter of the adminiſtration, till diers. t

the end of the year. His firſt care was to bring back the troops which his collegue

had ſent into Dalmatia. He then ordered new levies to be made in all the cities of

the allies, and in the Roman colonies, to keep Sylla out of Italy by force of arms. We

are told, that the troops raiſed for this purpoſe amounted to two hundred thouſand |

men. They were divided into ſeveral bodies commanded by different generals ; viz. Several armies ſ

L. Cornelius Scipio and C. junius Norbanus, whom Carbo had got choſen conſuls, Ap- §: againſ: |

pius Claudius, Sertorius, young Marius, Flavius Fimbria, the brother of that Fimbria*

who had killed himſelf in Aſia, M. Marius, Albinovanus, and Lucius Brutus Dama

ſippus. In the mean time Sylla was preparing to imbarque at Dyrrachium, now Du- -

razzo, where he had ordered his fleet, conſiſting of a hundred and twenty ſail, to

wait for him. When every thing was ready, he aſſembled his troops, and in the |

harangue he made to them, gave them by ſeveral hints to underſtand, that he was -

under ſome apprehenſion left they ſhould diſperſe, and retire to their reſpective homes

as ſoon as they found themſelves on their native ſhore. Hereupon the whole army of |

their own accord took a new oath, promiſing to ſtand by him to the laſt, and to

commit no devaſtations in Italy, which might raiſe the country againſt him. They

even offered him all the gold and ſilver they had got in the war with Mithridates. But

Sylla, thanking them for their generoſity, declined their offer, and being now well

aſſured of their fidelity and affection, he imbarqued, and put to ſea, as he himſelf

tells us, againſt fifteen generals, and four hundred and fifty cohorts. He had a pro

ſperous paſſage, and landed his troops to the number of forty thouſand men at Brun- Sylla land, in º

duſium and Tarentum, without meeting with any oppoſition. There the army reſted tº

a few days to refreſh themſelves after the fatigues of the ſea, and then began their

march croſs Calabria and Apulia in ſearch of the enemy. On his march he wasjoined

by Metellus Pius, who, during the tyranny of old Marius, had fled into Liguria. 1.

Sylla, who had no other title but that of proconſul, received him as his collegue, and

both advanced at the head of the army into Campania, keeping their troops under the

moſt exačt diſcipline. The conſul Norbanus was incamped between Capua and Caſi

limum, in order to ſtop Sylla’s march ; which the proconſul no ſooner underſtood, than

he diſpatched two of his officers to him with offers of a pacification. Whether he

was really inclined to concord, or artfully diſſembled the rage he concealed in his º

* Liv., Appian. ibid.

(S) Plutarch relates this matter very differently.

He ſays, that Pompey came to Cinna's camp, and that

the cold reception he met with there giving him

reaſon to believe that his life was not ſafe, he pri

vately withdrew. His abſence raiſed great murmurs

in the army, the ſoldiers imagining that Cinna had

(11) Plut.

-----V o L. W. No. 1.

Auth, de vir illuſtr.

ſacrificed him to his jealouſy. This report being

ſpread among the troops, they firſt demanded young

Pompey with loud clamours, and then fell with great

fury on the general, whom they charged with his

death, and cut him in pieces (11).

in Pomp,

T heart,
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heart, is uncertain. However that be, his offers were rejećted, and his deputies a

groſsly inſulted, which ſo incenſed Sylla’s troops, that they ran to arms without orders

from their general, drew up in battalia, and went out to inſult Norbanus in his camp.

Hereupon an action enſued, in which the conſul was defeated, and ſix thouſand of his

men killed on the ſpot. The ſame of this action drew many of the contrary faction

to Sylla's camp, and amongſt the others Cethegus, Verres, and Piſo, all three men of

great diſtinétion, and hitherto moſt furious zealots of the Marian faction. Werres,

who was quaeſtor of the proconſul Carbo's army, brought with him his military cheſt,

a preſent very acceptable to Sylla. But in the mean time the conſul Scipio drawing near,

the proconſul’s army was in a manner ſurrounded by the innumerable forces of the

enemy. In this diſtreſs Sylla had recourſe to his old artifice of pretending to treat of b

peace ; and accordingly ſent deputies to the conſul’s camp to propoſe an accommo

dation, pretending that he was much grieved at the calamities to which the republic

muſt be expoſed by a civil war. Scipio, who was ſincerely diſpoſed to peace, hearkened

to the overtures that were made him, and by way of preliminary agreed to a truce,

during which there being a free intercourſe between the two camps, Sylla’s men found

means to debauch the whole conſular army 5 inſomuch that when Sylla detached

twenty cohorts, as it were, to force the conſul’s trenches, the conſular troops, all to

a man, came out to meet them, and joining them, marched back with them to Sylla's

camp. The conſul and his ſon, being deſerted by their whole army, which con

ſiſted of forty cohorts, were ſeized by Sylla's ſoldiers, who delivered them up to their

general. But he, being under no apprehenſions from commanders, who could be ſo

eaſily over-reached, ſet them both at liberty, and gave them a guard to conduct them

ſafe to the neareſt quarters of their friends. When news of this general deſertion

was brought to Carbo, who was then incamped in Ciſalpine Gaul, he cried out in great

ſurpriſe, We have both a fox and a lion to deal with ; but the fox is more formidabe than

the lion *.

THE news of the great advantages Sylla was daily gaining over the generals of the

adverſe party, prompted young Pompey to declare for him. He aſſembled troops in

Pompey Picenum, where his family had a great many friends and clients, and taking upon him,

make his firſt of his own authority, the title of general, though he was then but twenty-three years of d

*Pe*rance. age, obliged moſt of the towns of Picenum to declare for Sylla. The ſmall army he

commanded increaſed ſo faſt, that in a ſhort time he had men enough to form three

legions; and at the head of theſe, after he had appointed them their tribunes and cen

turions, he advanced towards Campania to join Sylla. The march of the brave youth,

which was ſignalized by the redućtion of many cities, drew upon him three generals,

who commanded armies in that neighbourhood, under the conſuls. Carinas, Calius,

and Brutus, agreed to obſtruct his march by attacking him in different places. Brutus

oppoſed him the firſt with a conſiderable army, conſiſting chiefly of Gauliſh horſe. But

Pompey at the head of his own cavalry defeated that of the Gauls, after having killed

with his own hand the Gaul who commanded them. He then fell ſword in hand on

Brutus's infantry, cut moſt of them in pieces, and forced the reſt to ſave themſelves

by a diſorderly flight... This ſucceſs, which was chiefly owing to the young general’s

perſonal bravery, ſo damped the courage of the two other generals, that they reſolved

to quit the field, and leave the country open to the conqueror. However, he had

not advanced far before he was met by the conſul Scipio, who ſince the deſertion of his

troops, had raiſed a new army. But the infantry on both fides were no ſooner in

ſight, than the conſul's troops went all over to the young hero; ſo that Scipio, deſerted

a ſecond time by his army, was forced to retire with ſhame. Pompey's name being

now become formidable to the adverſe party, Papirius Carbo, quitting Gaul, haſtened

after him, in order to prevent his joining Sylla. His cavalry came up with him at the

river AEſis, which divides Picenum and Umbria ; but the young general having repulſed

them with great vigour, purſued his march, and at laſt reached Sylla's camp, where

he was received with all poſſible demonſtrations of eſteem, and ſincere friendſhip. Sylla,

charmed with the account he gave him of his exploits, honoured him, though he had

not yet a ſeat in the ſenate, with the title of Imperator, which the legionaries gave but

rarely to their braveſt generals. Rome being greatly alarmed at the increaſe of Sylla's

army, the two conſuls as well as Carbo drew near it, in order to keep up their party

there, and defend the city in caſe of an attack. The conſul Norbanus incamped

* Plur. Appian. ibid.

without
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3. without the walls on the road to Campania ; and Carbo entering Rome at the head of

his army, forced the ſenate to declare Metellus, Pompey, and all the patricians, who

had joined Sylla, enemies to their country. The reſt of the campaign was employed

on both ſides in private negotiations, each party endeavouring to debauch the allies

of the other. Sylla, a great maſter in that art, ſent confiderable ſums into Ciſalpine

Gaul, and by that means gained over ſeveral Gauliſh nations to his interett. On

the other hand the oppoſite faction ſent Sertorius into Spain to keep thoſe vaſt pro

vinces in awe, and prevent them from declaring for Sylla. At the ſame time young

Marius prevailed on the Samnites to join him with an army of forty thouſand men under

the command of Pontius Teleſinus, an able commander, who had gained great repu

b tation in the war of the confederates “.

AND now the conſular year being near expired, Carbo, who tyrannized at Rome PipiriusCarbo

without controul, forced the tribes to chuſe himſelf and young Marius conſuls for

the next year. As the winter, which was very ſevere, ſuſpended hoſtilities on both

ſides for ſome months, the conſuls made it their whole buſineſs to raiſe money for

the ſupport of the troops which they had levied in moſt of the provinces of Italy. But

the public treaſury being quite exhauſted, they extorted a decree from the ſenate,

empowering them to ſtrip the temples of their ornaments, and turn all the gold and

ſilver they found in them into money. The conſuls having now wherewithal to pay

their troops, and the rigour of the ſeaſon being abated, their armies took the field,

c and went in queſt of the enemy. The firſt battle was fought on the banks of the Æſis,

between Carinaſ, one of the conſul’s generals, and Metellus Pius, who was immovea

bly attached to Sylla. The aëtion proved very bloody, and laſted from morning to

and young

Marius con

fuls.

night. But Metellus at length obliged Carinas to retire, and ſoon after made himſelf Carinas de

maſter of his camp. The news of this defeat exaſperated young Marius to ſuch a fºº # Mº

degree againſt Sylla and his adherents, that he ſent orders to junius Brutus, then praetor

in Rome, to put all Sylla's friends in the city to death. This order was executed

with the utmoſt cruelty; not one of thoſe, whom the inhuman praetor could get into

tellus.

The cruelty of

his power, was ſpared. Among the ſlain were Papirius Carbo, the conſul’s brother, young Marius.

P. Antiſtius, father-in-law to Pompey, L. Domitius, and the great Mucius Scaevola,

d pontifex maximus. The latter took refuge in the temple of Weſta; but the praetor's

agents followed him thither, and murdered him at the foot of the altar. The

account Sylla received of theſe cruelties made him reſolve to quit Campania, and

draw near to Rome. Accordingly, he advanced to Setia on the banks of the Liris,

where he was met by young Marius at the head of eighty-five cohorts. Sylla reſolved,

contrary to the advice of all his officers, to venture an engagement, being encouraged

by a dream, in which the night before he imagined to ſee old Marius adviſing his ſon to

beware of the following day, which might be of fatal conſequence to him. Both

armies engaged with great intrepidity, and fought with unparallelled bravery. The

fucceſs was long doubtful ; but at length Marius's right wing gave way, and the

e diſpute was ended by the deſertion of ſeven of his cohorts, who all in a body

went over to Sylla. Their example drew many others, which ſtruck the conſular

army with ſuch terror, that they all betook themſelves to flight, and diſperſed about

the fields. The conqueror purſued them, and made a dreadful ſlaughter of the fugi

tives. The vanquiſhed, ſeeing themſelves cloſely purſued, fled to Praeneſie in ſuch

numbers, that the inhabitants were forced to ſhut the gates before the conſul arrived ;

ſo that he was drawn up with a cord, and by that means eſcaped for the preſent the

fury of his purſuers. All the reſt, who were left without the walls, periſhed by the

ſwords of the enemy. Sylla, as quoted by Plutarch, tells us in his memoirs, that on

this occaſion twenty thouſand of the enemy were killed upon the ſpot, and eight thou

f ſand taken priſoners ; whereas he loſt in all but three and twenty men d.

Sylla flattering himſelf that he ſhould put an end to the war by taking Marius,

Marius defeat

ed tº Sylla.

Marius flies to

Praeneſte.

Præneſte ºn

inſtantly inveſted Praneſe : but as the place was too ſtrong to be taken by aſſault, he wººd.

reſolved to reduce it by famine; and with this view he ſurrounded it with a broad and

deep ditch, placing guards at proper diſtances to prevent the conveying in of any

proviſions. He committed the care of the blockade to one Lucreţius Ofella, a ſoldier of

fortune, whom he had lately gained over from Marius's party. As for himſelf, he

marched with a ſtrong detachment towards Rome, which, he was informed, the friends

of Marius had abandoned upon the news of his defeat. The citizens, oppreſſed with

* Appian. Liv. Plut, ibid. * Plur, in Sylla.

famine,
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famine, and all the calamities that attend a civil war, opened the gates to him ; ſo a

- that he entered the city without oppoſition, and incamped in the Campus Martius.

i.* And now ſeeing himſelf maſter of the capital, he aſſembled the people, complained
Onc, to them of the injuſtice done him by his enemies, confiſcated the eſtates of all thoſe

who adhered to Marius, promoted his friends to the offices he found vacant by the

flight of thoſe who had oppoſed him ; and then, without ſtaining his firſt coming to

the capital with any ačts of cruelty, returned to his camp before Pramºle. In the

mean time Carbo, having raiſed a numerous army in Ciſalpine Gaul and Hetruria, drew

Great advan- near to Praºmeſte with a deſign to throw ſuccours into the place. But Sylla meeting

tages gained ºy him, a bloody action enſued, which laſted from ſun-riſing to ſun-ſet, without any

** his advantage on either ſide. During the engagement Marcius Cenſorinus, one of Carbo's b
generals. generals, at the head of eight legions, attempted to force the enemy’s trenches in

another quarter; but he was repulſed by Pompey and Craſſus. A few days after theſe

two generals were attended with equal ſucceſs againſt C. Albinius Carinas, whom they

defeated, after having killed five thouſand of his men. Sylla’s other generals gained

ſtill greater advantages in ſeveral parts of Italy. The two Servilii beat the conſular

troops near Cluſium ; Marcus Lucullus defeated another army near Fidentia ; and Me

tellus gained a ſignal victory over the united forces of Carbo and Norbanus in the neigh

bourhood of Faventia. Ten thouſand of them were cut in pieces, and ſix thouſand

went over to Metellus. Upon the news of this defeat, a legion, which lay at ſome

diſtance from Metellus's camp under the command of Albinovanus, immediately for- c

1, pain, ſook him, and joined Metelluſ. Hereupon Albinovanuſ, thinking himſelf no longer

of Albinova: ſafe in the party he had embraced, abandoned it in ſo criminal a manner as has made
Ilu S. his name infamous. He invited Norbanus, his general, C. Apuſtius, Flavius Fimbria,

and moſt of the chief officers of his party, to an entertainment. Norbanus was pre

vented by an unforeſeen accident, from complying with the invitation ; and this ſaved

him ; for the reſt, when they were in the height of their jollity and mirth, were

barbarouſly maſſacred by a band of aſſaſſins, whom the traytor had hired for that

purpoſe. Such are the effeóts of party-zeal, and domeſtic diſſenſions. Albinovanus,

thinking himſelf ſufficiently recommended to Sylla by this black piece of treachery,

Noºnup, withdrew to his camp with all the accomplices of his crime. Norbanus, not know-d

to khodes, ing any longer whom to truſt, went on board a veſſel, which he found ready to ſet ſail

where he kills for Rhodes, and arrived ſafe in that iſland. Sylla ſent immediately to demand him
himſelf. of the Rhodians; but while they were deliberating how to behave in ſo nice an affair,

Norbanus prevented their coming to a determination by ſtabbing himſelf in the middle

of the market-place “.

IN the mean time Carbo, after having attempted ſeveral times in vain to relieve his

collegue Marius cloſely beſieged in Praneſe, retired into Hetruria to reinforce his army

there with new levies. But while he was incamped near Cluſium, news was brought

him, that M. Lucullus had, with ſixteen cohorts, defeated fifty cohorts of his beſt

troops under the command of Quinºlius in the neighbourhood of Placentia, killed e

eighteen thouſand of them, and taken their camp. This misfortune ſtruck Carbo

with ſuch terror, that deſpairing of ſucceſs in Italy, he withdrew privately from his

*** *** army, though thirty thouſand ſtrong, and with a few friends imbarqued for Africa, to
to Africa. - - - - - - -

carry on the war there. Upon the news of his flight Pompey and the Servilii haſtened

to attack the army he had left in the neighbourhood of Cluſium, which, as it was

deſtitute of a general, made but a faint reſiſtance; twenty thouſand men were killed

upon the ſpot, and the reſt either taken or diſperſed. And now one of the three

chief ſupporters of the Marian fačtion being dead, another fled, and the third ready

to periſh with want in an inveſted town without any hopes of eſcaping, Sylla began to

think the war at an end. But a new enemy, more brave and reſolute than any Sylla f

had yet encountered, entering the liſts againſt the conqueror, had like to have hum

bled him, and turned the ſcales in favour of the oppoſite party. This was Pontius

... Telºſinus, a Samnite of noble extraction, and great experience in war; who having

theº f raiſed an army of forty thouſand men, partly Lucanians, and partly Samnites, joined

the Marian them to thoſe of Carinas, Brutus, and Cenſorinus; and with theſe three chiefs advanced

fºlion. boldly to make a laſt effort, and either relieve Marius in Praneſe, or periſh in the

attempt. Sylla, being informed of their motions, advanced to meet them at the head

of his vićtorious army, and at the ſame time ſent orders to Pompey, who commanded

* Plur, in Sylla. AppſAN. de bell, civil. 1. j. Well, PATERcul, l. ii.

another
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a another body, to follow Teleſinus, and fall on his rear, while he attacked him in front.

The Samnite, finding himſelf in a manner ſurrounded by two armies, ſo that he

could neither advance nor retire without being attacked by both at the ſame time,

decamped ſilently in the night, and over-reaching the two generals, inſtead of pur

ſuing his march to Praemeſte, took the rout to Rome, which he knew was not in a

condition to ſuſtain a ſiege. His march was ſo expeditious, that before break of day over reache,

he came within ten furlongs of the Collatine gate. His approach threw the city into the Sylla and Pom

utmoſt confuſion. The gates were immediately ſhut ; the men ran to arms, and Pº:*appeared on the walls ; the women all in tears crouded to the temples to implore the ..." to

aſſiſtance of the gods. Teleſinus was a ſecond Hannibal at the gates of Rome, and

b already thought himſelf maſter of it. He then pulled off the mask, and ſhewing

himſelf as much an enemy to Sylla as to Marius, declared to his troops, who were

moſtly Samnites and Lucanians, that his deſign was not to aſſiſt one Roman againſt ano

ther, but to extirpate, if poſſible, the whole nation, utterly deſtroy the proud city,

and bury its inhabitants under the ruins. He walked through all the lines and ranks

of his army, encouraging his men to lay hold of the opportunity which offered of hum

bling the proud republic, and putting her out of a condition of pretending to lord it

over the reſt of Italy. Let fire and ſword, ſaid he, deſtroy all ; let no quarter be given ;

mankind can never be free ſo long as one Roman is left alive. His troops, fired by ſuch
a ſpeech, advanced with great fury. The Roman youth marched out to oppoſe them y

c under the condućt of Appius Claudius, a young patrician of noble extraction, and #, "tºº “

great hopes. But he was killed, and the reſt forced back into the city with great”

ſlaughter. In the mean time Sylla receiving intelligence of the enemy’s march, de- -

tached ſeven hundred horſe under the command of Balbus, with orders to ride full -

gallop to Rome, and throw themſelves into the city, while he advanced with the

utmoſt expedition at the head of all the infantry of his army. The arrival of Balbus .

raiſed the drooping ſpirits of the citizens, who had given themſelves up for loſt. But -

the ſudden appearance of Sylla at the head of his army occaſioned ſuch joy among all

ranks of men as can hardly be expreſſed. He arrived about noon, and incamped

near the temple of Venus. After he had allowed his men a few minutes to refreſh them- sylla haffens to

d ſelves, he called them again to arms, and drew them up in order of battle. Dolabella thirtlif ºf the

and Torquatus, two of his lieutenants, endeavoured to diſſuade him from expoſing his “”

troops, haraſſed and ſpent as they were, to a deſperate puſh, when all lay at ſtake. ->

They remonſtrated to him, that he had not a Marius or a Carbo to deal with, but an

experienced general at the head of the Lucanians and Sammiles, two of the moſt war

like nations in Italy, and the moſt inveterate enemies of the Roman name. But Sylla,

without hearkening to their remonſtrances, ordered the trumpets to ſound the charge,

and began the attack. The fight was the ſharpeſt and moſt bloody that had happened Engage, Tele

during the whole courſe of the war. The Samnites, animated by the example of the finus. }

brave Teleſinus, behaved with their uſual valour, and put the left wing of the Romans, º

e where Sylla himſelf commanded, into great confuſion. Several cohorts fled, and

intire legions, not able to keep their ground againſt the Samnites, who puſhed them

with incredible vigour, began to retire. Sylla did all that lay in his power to rally

them, and bring them back to the charge. He even preſented himſelf ſword in hand

before the runaways to ſtop their flight. But all in vain; the legionaries, who had t

behaved ſo gallantly in Aſia, without any regard to the command or danger of their sylla's left !

general, thought only of ſaving themſelves by a ſhameful flight, ſome of them haſten-wing defeated. • *

ing back to their camp, and others ſtriving to get into the city. The Samnites made

a dreadful havock of the fugitives, and Sylla hinſelf narrowly eſcaped death. As he º

was flying from line to line mounted on a white courſer, two Sammies, knowing him

f by his equipage, levelled their javelins at him, which one of his attendants per- -

ceiving, gave his horſe a laſh, which made him bounce forwards ſo ſeaſonably,

that the javelins juſt grazed upon his tail, and fell deep into the ground at ſome diſtance Sylla in great -

from him. In this imminent danger Sylla took out of his boſon a little golden image **** .

of Apollo, which he brought from Delphoſ, and conſtantly carried about him in all º
engagements ; and as danger and fear uſually awaken religious ſentiments, he,ad

dreſſed himſelf to it in the following words ; Great Apollo, the Pythian, thou who

haſ granted Cornelius Sylla vićtory in ſo many engagements, and raiſed him to the higheſt t

pitch of glory, haft thou at laſt brought him to the very gales of his native city to fall there

ignominiouſly with his fellow-citizens & He then endeavoured anew to rally the fugitives.

g Some of them he threatened, others he conjured only to face about, and look on .

, Vol. W. Nº 1. U the v.
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fathers were met, he began to harangue them ; but while they were hearkening with

his youth inclined to mirth, and was not only of a jovial, but of ſo compaſſionate a

the enemy. But when he found all was to no purpoſe, and that the left wing was a

intirely broken, and put to flight, he had no reſourſe but in a retreat ; and accord

ingly endeavoured with the reſt to gain the camp, after having loſt a great number

of his friends, and ſome of the moſt conſiderable officers of the army. A great many

of the citizens likewiſe, whoſe curioſity had led them out to be ſpectators of the

engagement, were trod under foot by the enemy's horſe; others were ſhut out and

left at the mercy of the vićtorious Samnites, and ſome, among whom were ſeveral

ſenators, ſtifled in the croud. A great many of the fugitives retired to the camp

before Praenefte, which they filled with terror, reporting that Sylla was certainly killed,

his army cut in pieces, and Rome in the hands of the Samnites “.

IN the mean time M. Craſſus, who commanded the right wing of the Roman army,

having put to flight Carinas, who commanded the enemy's left, fell unexpectedl

upon the vićtorious Samnites, charged them with unparallelled bravery,:á
them, and at length by putting them to flight, ſaved, we may ſay, Rome from

undergoing the fate of Carthage and Corinth. Sylla was defeated ; Rome was not in a

condition to ſtand a ſiege ; and the brave Samnite, not knowing the fate of his left wing,

was advancing to the gates of the defenceleſs city, crying out to his ſoldiers, as they

marched along, Courage, my brave Samnites, courage 1 we ſhall be ſoon maſters of Rome.

There is no ſafety for us, till we have deſtroyed that den of wolves, which watch all oppor

tunities to devour us. And indeed, had it not been for Craſſus, this great metropolis

had been buried in its ruins, and liberty reſtored to the reſt of the world. The Sam

mites, now no more conquerors, but conquered, fled to Antemmae, whither Craſas

purſued them, and from thence ſent an expreſs to acquaint Sylla with his vićtory. In

this engagement Teleſinus was killed at the head of his troops, after having given ſuch

proofs of valour as intitle him to a place among the greateſt heroes of antiquity. Ca

rinas, Brutus, and Cenſorinus, were all taken priſoners, and ſoon after beheaded by

Sylla's orders. That general, upon notice given him by Craſſus of the defeat and flight

of the enemy's army, haſtened to Antemnae, and there, as he had now no enemy to

fear, he gave the firſt inſtances of his cruel and barbarous temper. For as he approached

the place, three thouſand of thoſe unhappy wretches, who had taken ſhelter there,

having ſent deputies to him, intreating him to ſpare their lives, and promiſing him

an inviolable fidelity, the cruel general anſwered, that he would ſpare their lives,

provided they put ſuch of their comrades to death as refuſed to join them. Upon

this they fell upon their fellow-ſoldiers ſword in hand, killed a great number of them,

and then preſented themſelves before Sylla without arms, and in the poſture of ſuppli

ants. He pretended to pardon them, and carried both thoſe who had ſurrendered,

and the reſt, to the number of ſix, or, as Appian will have it, eight thouſand men,

to Rome, which he entered amidſt the acclamations of the people. Upon his arrival

he cauſed thoſe unfortunate wretches to be ſhut up in the circus, and then ſummoned

the ſenate to meet in the temple of Bellona, which ſtood near the circus. When the

great attention to his ſpeech, his troops, purſuant to their orders, entered the circus,

and fell ſword in hand onthe unfortunate priſoners confined there. The cries and groans

of ſo many men butchered in ſo narrow a place alarmed the ſenators, who were not

acquainted with his orders, and filled them with terror. But Sylla, with great uncon

cern and compoſure in his countenance, addreſſing himſelf to the conſcript fathers,

Allend, ſaid he, to what I am ſaying, and don't trouble your heads about what is doing

without doors : the noiſe you hear is occaſioned by ſome offenders, whom I have ordered to

be chaſtiſed. He then continued his diſcourſe with great calmneſs, telling the fathers,

that he deſigned to ſettle the republic upon the ſame foot on which it ſtood in the beſt

of times. But when the ſenators were informed of the maſſacre in the circus, they

plainly ſaw that they were ſtill under tyranny, and had only changed their tyrant,

which was to them matter of no leſs ſurpriſe than grief and terror. For in Sylla the

nobility had hoped to find a friend, and the people a protećtor. He had been from

temper, that he had been often ſeen to weep upon very ſlight occaſions. But the

change of fortune introduced, in a manner, a change of nature, and begot pride,

arrogance, inhumanity, and all thoſe vices, which, generally ſpeaking, attend an

uncontrouled power and authority.

-

\

'* Plur, & Appian, ibid,
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a The inhabitants and gariſon of Praneſte no ſooner heard of the defeat of Teleſinus, Præneſte ſur

than they delivered up the city to Ofella. Marius endeavoured to make his eſcape”.

through ſome ſubterraneous paſſages ; but finding them all guarded, where they

opened into the country, by Sylla’s ſoldiers, he laid violent hands on himſelf, as ſome

writers tell us, to avoid falling into the power of his enemies. Others ſay, that Pon-,

tius Teleſinus, brother to him who commanded the Samnite army, and the young con

ſul, engaged in a ſingle combat with a deſign to kill each other, and that Pontius

falling firſt, Marius ordered a ſlave to kill him. His head was brought to Sylla, Marius killed.

who looking upon it with an air of arrogance and contempt, What did this raſh boy

mean, ſaid he, in pretending to govern the rudder before he had learnt to handle the oar 2

b His head was afterwards by Sylla’s orders expoſed in the forum to inſpire terror. All

the Samnites and Praeneſtines able to bear arms were put to the ſword, and the city was

given up to be plundered ; ſo that from being one of the moſt populous and rich

cities of Italy, it became at once the moſt poor and deſolate. Plutarch tells us, that

Sylla upon the news of the ſurrender of Praneſe haſtened thither in order to bring the

inhabitants and Samnite priſoners to a formal trial, that he might put them to death

with ſome ſhew of juſtice. Accordingly, he began with citing each particular perſon

before his tribunal, and after hearing their defence, pronounced ſentence like an im- Sylla's truelty

partial judge. But finding this a work of too much time, he ordered them all, to.
the number of twelve thouſand men, to be cooped up cloſe in one place, and gave“”

c a general order for their execution. They were all inhumanly maſſacred in the pre

ſence of the tyrant, who beheld that cruel butchery, and heard the cries and groans of

thoſe unfortunate men, with as much calmneſs and unconcern, as if he had been aſſiſting

at a public ſhow. He was pleaſed to except one outof the number of the vićtims, and

offer him his life, becauſe he had formerly entertained him in his houſe. But the gene

rous Preneſtine rejećted the offer with the utmoſt indignation; I ſcorn, ſaid he, to owe

my life to the butcher of my country. This ſaid, he mixed with his fellow-citizens, and

periſhed in the general ſlaughter. About the ſame time Norba, a city of Campania, Norba taken.

being after a long ſiege reduced to the laſt extremity by Æmilius Lepidus, one of

Sylla's generals, the inhabitants, dreading the fate of the Praemeſtines, ſet fire to their

d houſes, and periſhed with all their effects in the flames'.

The taking of Pranefte and Norba put an end to the civil war in Italy. Sylla there

fore, having placed in all the Italian provinces ſuch governors, as were intirely at his

devotion, and pitched ſeveral little camps in different diſtrićts to keep the country in

awe, returned to Rome, which he entered at the head of his troops. The ſame day he

aſſembled the people in the comitium, and told them with a haughty air, that he had His ſpeech to

conquered 3 but that thoſe, who had made him take arms againſt his country, ſhould tº pºple in

expiate the blood they had made him ſhed, with their own. I will not ſpare one, ſaid".

he, who has borne arms againſt me. They ſhall all periſh to a man. Theſe words from a

man who was abſolute maſter of their lives and fortunes made the moſt intrepid tremble.

* They filled the whole city with dread and horror; and the conſternation was doubled

the next day, when they ſaw fixed up in all public places a liſt of proſcribed perſons,

containing the names of foºty ſenators, and ſixteen hundred knights. If any man His froſtrip

gave ſhelter to a perſon proſcribed, though his ſon, his brother, or his father, death".

was the certain reward of his humanity ; whereas the aſſaſſin was recompenſed with

two talents, though a ſlave had murdered his maſter, or a ſon his father. The children

and grand-children of thoſe he proſcribed, were by an edićt declared infamous, and

their eſtates confiſcated. The tyrant choſe ſuch agents to execute his decrees as had

even leſs pity than himſelf. The chief of theſe was the infamous Catiline, whoſe ſedi-Catiline the
tious enterpriſes we ſhall relate hereafter. That profligate wretch; though yet veryºf his

f young, had ſome time before killed his brother ; and now, to juſtify his crime, he pre- -

vailed upon Sylla to inſert his brother's name among the proſcribed. This favour ſo

attached him to the tyrant, that he became the chief inſtrument of all his cruelties.

At the head of a band of aſſaſſins, he ſcoured the ſtreets, and killed many knights

and ſenators before they knew they were proſcribed. The perſons named in the liſt

were ſought for in their own houſes, in the portico's, and even in the temples, whence

they were dragged to Sylla, and cruelly butchered in his preſence. Nor was the maſ

facre confined to thoſe named in the liſt. Sylla extended his revenge to all who had

borne arms againſt him of what rank ſoever or condition. Nay, his cruel agents took

* Plur. Appian. ibid. Diodor. Sicult in excerpt. Velt. Parezcut. l. i. .
this
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this opportunity to gratify their private revenge and avarice, confounding the moſt a

innocent and peaceable with the moſt guilty, out of ſome private grudge, or purely

for the ſake of their wealth and rich furniture. In ſhort the ſlaughter was ſo dreadful,

that Sylla was reproached with it even by his beſt friends. Among others a young

ſenator, named Caius Metellus, ventured one day to ask him in full ſenate, when he

deſigned to put a ſtop to the calamities of his fellow-citizens? We do not, ſaid he, inter

cede for ſuch as you have reſolved to deſtroy ; but only deſire you to free thoſe from their un

eaſineſ, whom you have determined to ſave. Sylla, without ſeeming to take this bold

ſpeech amiſs, anſwered cooly, that he knew not yet whom he ſhould ſave. Name to

us then, replied Metellus, thoſe you have determined to deſtroy. That I will do, an

ſwered Sylla very ſmartly, and immediately cauſed a new liſt to be fixed up of eighty

citizens, whom he proſcribed, moſt of them ſenators, and perſons of great diſtinétion.

The next day he proſcribed two hundred and twenty more, and an equal number the

third. Among theſe were Carbo, Scipio, Sertorius, and Marcus Marius ; the three

former were out of the tyrant's reach ; but the latter, who was nearly related to the

great Marius, and highly favoured by the people, was ſeized by Catiline, and put

to death, after having ſuffered the moſt exquiſite torments tyranny could invent.

He was whipped through all the ſtreets of Rome, and after this ignominious puniſh

ment carried beyond the Tiber, where by Sylla’s barbarous agents his eyes were put out,

his hands and ears cut off, his tongue tore out, all his joints diſlocated, and his bones

broken. Valerius Maximus tells us, that one Marcus Platorius, being moved at ſuch

an affecting ſight, could not help pitying the unfortunate young man ; which ſo

offended Sylla, that he ordered him to be killed upon the ſpot. Even that natural

compaſſion for the unhappy, which no man of any humanity can prevent, was judged

criminal, and worthy of death (T). And now after nine thouſand ſenators, knights,

and citizens, had been inhumanly murdered by Sylla's agents, he aſſembled the people,

and told them, that he had proſcribed as many as he could think of at preſent; and

as for thoſe he had forgot, they ſhould be proſcribed too, as ſoon as he could call

them to his memory g.

FRom Rome Sylla extended his cruelties to the neighbouring cities that had declared

C

againſt him, and uſed them without mercy. Some were diſmantled, others oppreſſed d

with heavy taxes, and immenſe ſums raiſed upon the inhabitants. All the effects of

the inhabitants of Florentia, Spoletum, Interamna, and Sulmona, were confiſcated

and ſold to the beſt bidder. Some cities were intirely demoliſhed, and the citizens

all to a man proſcribed. The allies as well as the Romans ſubmitted, without reſiſt

ance, to the tyrannical yoke. Cato alone, known afterwards by the name of Cato

Uticenſis, or Cato of Utica, though at this time but fourteen years of age, diſcovered

ſome remains of the old Roman ſpirit. As Sylla ſhewed a great regard for him on account

of his ancient friendſhip with his father, his governor Sarpedo brought him frequently

to the tyrant's houſe, which looked like a priſon, great numbers of citizens being

confined there, and many daily executed. One day the young Roman ſeeing a great

many heads preſented to the tyrant, which were ſaid to be of great men, he asked

his governor, how it was poſſible that the author of ſo many murders could eſcape

being murdered himſelf? Becauſe he is more feared, replied Sarpedo, by the diſheartened

citizens, than hated. Give me a ſword then, anſwered the intrepid youth, and I will

with one blow deliver my country from the tyrannical yoke. Sarpedo was ſurpriſed at the

The noble ſpirit

of young Cato.

* Plut. Appian. ibid. Flor. l. iii. c. 21. Seneca de ira, Plin. l. xxxiv. Oros. l. viii.

(T) Marius was ſcarce expired in his torments,

when Catiline cut off his head, and carrying it as a

trophy into the forum, preſented it to Sylla, while

he was haranguing the people. The tyrant received

the ſhocking preſent, and beheld it without ſhewing

the leaſt concern. As for Catiline, his hands being

dawbed with the blood he had ſhed, he went and

waſhed them in the holy or luſtral water, placed at

the gate of Apollo's temple (12). For the heathens

had veſſels placed at the gates of their temples filled

with water, which they called luſtral or holy. In

this water ſuch as intended to go into the temple

waſhed their hands by way of purification. They

likewiſe ſprinkled it on the aſſembly to cleanſe them

from their impurities. An excluſion from the uſe .

and benefit of this luſtral water was looked upon by
the Greeks as a kind of excommunication. For this

reaſon OEdipus, in the firſt ſcene of the ſecond adº

in Sophocles, forbids thoſe who had been guilty of

the death of Laius the uſe of the luſtral water. But

here the profligate Catiline, after the murder he had

committed, waſhes his hands in that water, intend

ing by ſuch an impious action to affront and defy
religion.

(12) Plut, in Sylla.

courage
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a courage of his pupil, but ever after kept a watchful eye over him, leſt he ſhould by

ſome raſh attempt expoſe himſelf and his family to utter deſtruction ".

While Italy was thus groaning under the oppreſſion of the tyrant, Pompey was

employed againſt his enemies in Sicily, which was governed by Perperna, Carbo's |

friend, a man greatly attached to the Marian fačtion. But upon Pompey's landing,

he abandoned the iſland, and retired to Carbo then in Africa. The Sicilians no ſooner Sicily ſubmits |

heard of his flight, than they came in crouds from all parts of the iſland to make their “*P*. -

ſubmiſſions to Pompey, Catanea was the only city that ſeemed determined not to ſub

mit. But Pompey having begged of the inhabitants as a favour to admit into their city

his ſick men, and they complying with his requeſt, he ſent the flower of his troops, -

b and by that means made himſelf maſter of the place. In the mean time Carbo, not - ,

thinking himſelf ſafe in Africa, retired to the iſland of Coſſura between Sicily and

!

Africa, with a deſign to paſs from thence into Egypt. But Pompey, being acquainted |

with his deſign, ſent a ſquadron of galleys to inveſt the iſland, ordering his officers to

ſeize Carbo, and all the outlaws, who attended him, and bring them to Sicily. Carbo,

finding he could not eſcape, came and ſurrendered himſelf to the commander of the !.

ſquadron. He had formerly ſaved Pompey's eſtate, which the tribunes were for con

fiſcating on his father's being convićted of having embezzled the public money. He Carbo taken
- could not therefore believe, that party-zeal had effaced all ſenſe of gratitude in the:f". fo

heart of a friend. But he found to his great ſurpriſe, a man, whom he had highly ..." by Pom

c obliged, and ſaved from beggary, become, through his attachment to Sylla, his im- ‘º

placable enemy. The young general ordered the old magiſtrate, who had been dig

nified with three conſulates, to be brought before him loaded with chains ; ſuffered

him to fall proſtrate at his feet, and received his ſubmiſſions with ſuch an air of pride

as was ſhocking even to his friends. After he had reproached him with his cruelties,

and the diſturbances he had raiſed in the republic, he pronounced ſentence of death

againſt him, which was immediately put in execution. However, he ſuffered moſt of

thoſe Romans, who were taken with Carbo, to make their eſcape ; which, with his

prudent and mild condućt towards the Sicilians, gained him the affections of the people.

Upon his threatening to puniſh the inhabitants of Himera with great ſeverity for having

d been more ſanguine than the reſt of the Sicilians in the cauſe of Marius and Carbo, Sibenis,

their chief magiſtrate, told him, that he was the man who had ſtirred up his fellow-citi

zens againſt Sylla, and that therefore he alone ought to be puniſhed. Pompey was ſo

taken with this generous freedom, that he not only pardoned him, and for his ſake

the city, but received him into his friendſhip. As his ſoldiers, accuſtomed to ſlaugh- Pompey by his º

ter, put many of the Sicilians to death without his orders, he cauſed their ſwords to be demºny gains y

ſealed up in their ſcabbards, and ſeverely puniſhed thoſe whoſe ſeals were found broken, ſ. ...! -

By theſe ačts of clemency towards the Sicilians he wiped off the reproach of inhuma- **** |

nity and ingratitude, which he had brought on himſelf by the death of Carbo. Nay, -

it was generally thought that his behaviour towards the chief ſupporter of the Marian

e fačtion was much againſt his inclination, and the bent of his good-nature. At leaſt

it is certain, that he made no inquiries after his friends in Sicily, and that he not only .

connived at the eſcape of many who were ſeized, but conveyed them away privately

himſelf i.

AND now Sylla being abſolute maſter of Rome, and all the countries ſubjećt to the

republic, except Spain, reſolved to leave the ſenate and people a ſhadow at leaſt of º

their former liberty. To this end he retired into the country for ſome days, deſiring

the conſcript fathers to chuſe one of their own body in his abſence to govern the com

monwealth, which ſince the death of the conſuls had no legal magiſtrate. The fathers, - º

out of complaiſance to Sylla, created L. Valerius Flaccus inter-rex: he was preſident of .

f the ſenate, and wholly devoted to Sylla’s intereſt 5 and this gave him an opportunity

of bringing the ſenate to execute the ſcheme he had formed. He wrote to Valerius, -

deſiring him to declare to the ſenate and people, that fince affairs were yet unſettled, he -

was of opinion, that a dićtator ſhould be created, not for any limited time, but till

all evils and grievances were redreſſed. In his letter he intimated, that at the requeſt

of the conſcript fathers he would accept of the employment. This propoſal, which

tended to the eſtabliſhing of regal authority in Rome, ſurpriſed the ſenators. But - l

the remembrance of ſo much bloodſhed, of ſo many proſcriptions and aſſaſſinations, º

chilled every heart ; and the law paſſing without oppoſition, Sylla was declared dic- º

* Plur. in Cat. * Plut. in Pomp. Val. Max. l. v. c. 3. Liv epit.

V o L. V. No. 1. X tatOf
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Sylla perpetual tator without any limitation in point of time. Thus the Romans, after many ages, a
dićtator. fell again under the abſolute power of one man ; which proved a fatal blow to the

Tear after the

j.1:..." republican government, and paved the way to abſolute monarchy. As flattery is the

'Beforeſchrift uſual conſequence of ſlavery, the people, formerly ſo jealous of their liberty, wor

77. ſhipped the idol they had ſet up, erecting to their tyrant an equeſtrian ſtatue of braſs in

***” that very comitium, where they had ſeen the heads of ſo many illuſtrious citizens ex

poſed to public view. -

C H A P. X.

7.he hiſtory of Rome from the perpetual dićtator

ſhip of Sylla to the triumvirate of Caeſar, Pom

pey, and Craſſus.

S’.L.L A, now perpetual dićtator, or, to ſpeak more properly, king and abſolute

‘’ ſovereign of Rome, undertook the reformation of the government, being ſeconded

therein by L. Valerius Flaccus, whom he appointed his general of the horſe. The firſt

law he enacted related to the elečtion of the chief magiſtrates, and imported that no

man ſhould ſtand for the praetorſhip till he had been quaeſtor, nor be elečted conſul till

he had been praetor, which was only the revival of an ancient cuſtom. Notwith

ſtanding this law Lucretius Ofella, who had carried on the ſiege of Praenefte, preſuming

on that merit, appeared among the candidates for the conſulate, though he had not

yet bore any office in the republic. Sylla put him in mind of the law he had juſt

enačted ; but the bold candidate preſuming too much on his paſſed ſervices, and the

The diator favour of the people, continued to ſollicit their ſuffrages ; which ſo provoked the

ºrder, Ofella to dićtator, who ſaw him from his tribunal, that he diſpatched a centurion with orders to

***** cut off his head. This execution raiſed the indignation of the aſſembly ; but Sylla

made them thoroughly ſenſible that they were no longer a free people by a low, but

expreſſive fable ; A ploughman, ſaid he, being tormented with vermin, pulled off his

cloaths, and cleaned them. While he was buſy at his work, they began to moleft him anew,

and the ploughman killed a far greater number of thoſe troubleſome inſe?; the ſecond time than

he had done the firſt. They returned to diſturb him a third time ; and then the poor labourer,

out of all patience, threw his cloaths into the fire; and got rid of them all at once. This

fable you may apply to yourſelves. 2%ur ſeditions bave hitherto coſt you but little blood. Take

care that the caſe of the vermin be not one day your own". This fable, coming from a

man inveſted with an abſolute power, made the whole aſſembly tremble; the tumult

was immediately appeaſed, and the elećtion of the conſuls made agreeable to the dic

tator's will. The perſons choſen were M. Tullius Decula and Cn. Cornelius Dolabella,

two of the chief officers of Sylla's army. They both ſet out for the provinces allotted

them, the former for Gaul, and the latter for Macedon, leaving Sylla to reign alone

$ºº in the capital, where he made ſeveral laws, which were all, except that relating to pro

... ** ſcriptions, allowed to be equitable and judicious. That law ordained, that thoſe,

who eſcaped death after their proſcription, ſhould be killed where-ever they were

found ; that thoſe, who concealed them, ſhould be liable to the ſame puniſhment;

that their effects ſhould be ſold to the beſt bidder; and that their children ſhould be

incapable of holding any of the great employments of the republic. By another law

he greatly weakened the authority of the tribunes of the people ; for it enaëted, that

for the future no tribune ſhould be allowed to ſpeak in the aſſembly of the people for

* APPIAN. bell, civil. l. i.
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3. or againſt any law in agitation ; that only ſenators ſhould be choſen tribunes; and

that thoſe who had bore this office ſhould be for ever excluded from the ſuperior offices.

This made the ambitious diſdain ſeats in a college, beyond which they could not riſe.

But the tribunes ſoon recovered their old power, and held it till the time of the empe

rors, who left them only the name and ſhadow of magiſtrates. The pontifices,

augurs and decemvirs appointed to keep and explain the Sibylline books, were by ano

ther law reinſtated in their former honours, and empowered to fill up the vacancies in

their reſpective bodies ; a prerogative as old as their inſtitution, but which had been

transferred from them to the people in the times that the plebeian fačtion prevailed.

To each of theſe colleges he added five new members, ſo that they were no longer

called decemvirs, but quindecemvirs, their number being increaſed from ten to fifteen.

The temple of jupiter Capitolinus having been burnt two years before, and the Sibylline

books, which were lodged there, deſtroyed in the flames, Sylla charged the quinde

cemvirs to repair that loſs, by ſearching for copies, or at leaſt fragments of them,

in the cities of Erythraea, Samos, Ilium, &c. Out of this colle&tion they formed a

new book, which was indeed larger, but not ſo authentic, as the originals that had

been kept at Rome ever ſince the time of Tarquin the Proud (U) . Sylla had the

mortification to ſee ſome of his laws abrogated before he died ; but the greateſt part

of them continued in force, and are parts of the Roman law to this day.

: AND now Sylla, ruling in Rome without controul, under pretence of ſupplying the

places of the many Roman citizens, who had periſhed in the civil wars, gave liberty

* Appian, ibid. Pomponius de orig, juriſ. Tacit. annal. l. xi. Cic. de legib. l. iii. Ulpian. digeſt.

(U) There is a great diſgreement among the an

cients as to the number of the Sibyls. Suidas ſays

there were fourteen 5 AElian reckons but four ; So

linus only three; and Martianus Capella reduces them

to two. But moſt authors follow Varro, who tells

us in cypreſs terms that they were ten. Some mo

dern writers indeed, without any regard to the au

thority of Varro, or the other ancients, are for uni

ting all the Sibyls in one. So that, according to them,

r

different names were given to one and the ſime

Sybil from the different places, where ſhe uttered her

oracles. She had, ſay they, no fixed abode, but

being led by the ſpirit, that inſpired her, ſhe firſt

publiſhed her predićtions in the city of Erythrea, the

place of her nativity, then rambled about the world,

and at length ended her rambles and her life at Cume

in Italy. But be that as it will, it is certain, that

the Sibyls were held in great veneration at Rome, and

among the eaſtern nations. A collection was made

of the oracies they uttered, and copies of them mul

tiplied in moſt cities of Greece, Italy, and Aſia. The

pagans looked on theſe prophetic rhapſodies as a

myſterious book containing the decrees of fate. They

were the uſual reſource of people in times of cala

mity, and in important affairs, whereof the ſucceſs

was doubtful. St. Jerom was of opinion, that God

gave them this wonderful gift as a reward for their

chaſtity ; others pretend that the devil diſcovered

future things to them ; and ſome aſcribe the enthu

fiaſm, with which they were ſeized, to a melan

choly diſpoſition. They were in all likelihood fa

ratical women, who gave themſelves the airs of pro

pheteſſes, in order to impoſe on the credulity of

the ſimple. The pagan authors themſelves own the

•erms, in which their prophecies were couched, to

have been very obſcure and ambiguous; ſo that they

were capable of the different interpretations which

each perſon thought fit to give them. Cicero does

not diſſemble, that the different rhapſodies of the

Sibylline books were wrote and diſpoſed in ſuch a

manner as to be eaſily accommodated to all ſorts of

cven's. Callide enim, qui illa compoſuit, ſays that

writer (13), perfecit, ut quodcumque accidiſet, pre

didum videretur. The ſame judgment ought to

be made of the collection, which, by Sylla's or

(13) Cir. de divinar. l. ii.

Hyde de relig. purſarum.

(14 Wide Dempſter, ad Roſin. l. iii. c. 24. & Polyk, hiſor. c. 8.

ders, was ſubſtituted in the room of the old books

after the burning of the capitol. The different frag

ments, out of which the quindecemvirs compoſed

this volume, contained the dregs of ſuperſtition, and

were, we may ſay, a jumble of all the dreams of

paganiſm. Afterwards, ſome men, who pretended

to inſpiration, inlarged this volume as they thought

fit, which obliged the emperor Tiberius to put a

ſtop to this enormous abuſe by a very ſevere decree.

As to the eight books, which now bear the name of

the Sibyls, critics agree that they are the work, at

leaſt in part, of ſome chriſtian of the ſecond cen

tury. Some of the fathers, not aware of the impo

ſition, often quoted the books of the Sibyls in favour

of the chriſtian religion ; and hence Celſus ſtiles the

chriſtians Sibylifts. But Origen and St. Auften did not

ſuffer themſelves to be impoſed on, and therefore

ſpeak of thoſe books with contempt. In the reign

of the emperor Honorius, the famous Stilico, of whom

we ſhall have occaſion to ſpeak in the ſequel of this

hiſtory, cauſed thoſe fragments of the Sibylline books,

which had been collected by Sylla's orders, to be all

burnt, the greateſt part of the Roman ſenate having

then embraced the chriſtian religion. However,

Stilico was on this account ſeverely cenſured by the

noble poet Rutilius in his itinerary (14). Dr. Hyde,

fhocked at the contradictions and fabulous adventures

with which the pagans filed the hiſtory of the Sily's,

found out a new way of accounting for them. He

obſerves in the conſtellation called the virgin a bright

ſtar, which the Perſians called Saméºla ; and re

marks, that the Perſians, who were fond of judiciary

aſtrology, looked on the fign of the Virgin, as havin

a greater power, than all the other celeſtial bodies,

to diſcover future things. The Greeks, baving learnt

the ſciences of the eaſtern nations, ſoon adopted theſe

trifling opinions, and agreeable to their genius, em

belliſhed them with their fićtions. Their poets ſoon

invented a Siéyl virgin in alluſion to the term Sam

bula ; carried her into ſeveral countries; and made

her act the part of a propheteſ (; ;). So that, ac

cordiag to this eminent writer, whatever has been

ſaid both by the ancients and moderns of the Siéyls,

and their prophecies, is intirely tabulous.

(15) Vide

and

4.
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and the right of Roman citizenſhip to ten thouſand ſlaves, whom from his own name a

he called Cornelians. Theſe were bound in gratitude to fight and vote for him on all

occaſions. In the next place he rewarded his old legionaries, who had ſerved under

him in the Levant, and in Italy, beſtowing upon them the lands of the municipia, and

colonies, which had declared againſt him. Thus, ſurrounded by a guard of freed

men in Rome, and ſupported by his old legionaries in the country, he had nothing to

sylla, tri- fear either from revolts in the city, or inſurrections among the allies. As all was quiet

tumph. in the capital, Sylla thought this a proper time to decree himſelfa triumph for his con

queſts in Aſia, Greece and Pontus. Rome had not for a long time ſeen one ſo magnifi

cent. It laſted two days, on the firſt of which were carried before the triumphant

vićtor fifteen thouſand pounds weight of gold, and a hundred and fifteen thouſand b

pounds weight of ſilver, which he had brought from Greece and Aſia ; and on the

ſecond thirteen thouſand pounds weight of gold, and ſeven thouſand pounds weight

of ſilver, which young Marius had ſaved out of the fire of the capitol, and Sylla had

recovered at Præneſte after his death. As ſoon as the proceſſion was over, the

conqueror mounting the roſtra according to cuſtom, gave the people a pom

pous detail of his exploits. As he aſcribed all his ſucceſſes to fortune, he or

dered that no other title ſhould be given him than that of the fortunate, a title in

which he gloried as much as other heroes had done in appellations taken from the

countries which they had ſubdued " (W). His triumph was ſucceeded by the moſt

pompous games that had ever been ſeen in Rome. We are told, that in the Olympic c

games, which were celebrated this year, only the races could be performed, the moſt

skilful ačtors of Greece having left their own country to diſplay their art in the capital

of the world n.

Pompey'sſa- IN the mean time the Marian faction began to revive in Africa. Cneius Domitius

‘ſſºuk Ahenobarbus, nephew to the great Marius, had raiſed there twenty thouſand men, and

“** prevailed on Hiarbas, one of the kings of Numidia, to join him. Hereupon Sylla

ordered Pompey to leave Sicily, which he had ſettled in tranquillity, and paſs over

with all poſſible expedition into Africa. Pompey, purſuant to his orders, immediately

imbarqued five legions, and landing in the African province, marched without loſs

of time againſt the enemy. When the two armies were in fight of each other, and d

drawn up in battalia, a dreadful ſtorm aroſe ; upon which Domitius, believing that

Pompey would not attack him that day, ſounded a retreat. But while his troops were

retiring in ſome diſorder to their camp, the young general, laying hold of that oppor

tunity, fell upon them, and after an obſtinate diſpute, which laſted the greater part

of the day, gained a complete vićtory. Of twenty thouſand men Domitius left ſeven

teen dead upon the ſpot, and not without much difficulty regained his camp with

the poor remains of his ſhattered army. Thither Pompey purſued him, forced his

camp, killed Domitius, and took Hiarbas priſoner. In conſequence of this ſucceſs,

he recovered all the cities of Africa, which had been drawn off from Sylla's party,

entered Numidia, and having reduced that part of it, which belonged to Hiarbas his e

priſoner, gave it to Hiempſal, who had always oppoſed the Marian faction. As this

glorious expedition was completed in forty days, ſo rapid a progreſs by a general of

Sylla jealous ºf twenty-four years of age alarmed the dićtator himſelf, who ordered the young hero

*P*Y. to disband his troops, and return to Rome. Both Pompey and his troops were ſenſibly

affected with this order, which would have produced another civil war, had not Pom

pey condućted himſelf with great temper. For when his legionaries began to mutiny,

he reſolutely proteſted, that he would rather die by his own hand, than involve Rome

in new troubles. Having thus appeaſed his troops, and disbanded three of his legions,

he returned to Rome, where he was received with uncommon marks of friendſhip by

the dićtator, who went out to meet him, embraced him with great tenderneſs, and f

honoured him with the ſurname of The Great, ordering all, who were preſent, to give

him that glorious title *.

* Appian, ibid. a Plut. & Appian. ibid. • Plut. in Pomp.

(W) Plutarch tells us, that his wife having brought ſelf Epaphroditus, that is, the Beloved of Venus; and

him twins, he named the male Fauſtus, and the fe- his trophies, which were ſtill extent in Plutarch's

male Fauſta, which words ſignify fºrtunate or lucky. time, bºre this inſcription, Lucius Cornelius sylla
However, in his letters to the Greeks, he ſtyled him- Epaphroditus (16).

(16) Plut. in Sylla.

- - WHEN
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a WHEN the time came for elečting new conſuls, Sylla, though dićtator, ſtood for

that office, and accordingly was elečted with Q. Cacilius Metellus, ſurnamed Pius,

who had joined him upon his firſt landing in Italy. Never was any conſular year more

peaceable. All men trembled at the very name of Sylla, and the Romans, once ſo fond

of liberty, were at length brought to ſubmit tamely to the yoke of an imperious

maſter. However the dićtator, to gain the affections of the multitude, gave them

ſuch entertainments as now ſeem to ſurpaſs all credit. He conſecrated the tenths of

his whole ſubſtance to Hercules, and on that occaſion made a general feaſt for all the Feaſt, the
people of Rome ; wherein there was ſuch an abundance, or rather profuſion, of all the:Roman

delicacies the ſea, rivers, foreſts or fields could afford, that immenſe quantities of pro

b viſions were every day (for the feaſt laſted ſeveral days) thrown into the Tiber. Plu

tarch tells us, that the wine, with which he regaled the people, was forty years old

and upwards. But the joy of this magnificent entertainment was ſomewhat abated

by the death of his wife Metella, whom he had always reſpected, notwithſtanding

her irregularities. However, the dićtator's grief did not laſt long. A few months

after, he entertained the people with a ſhow of gladiators ; and as in thoſe days men

and women ſat promiſcuouſly together, a young lady of extraordinary beauty, and of

the firſt quality, placed herſelf near Sylla. She was the daughter of Meſſala, and

ſiſter to the famous orator Hortenſius ; her name was Valeria, and ſhe had been a few

days before divorced from her husband. As ſhe was gay and lively, though virtu

c ous, and of an unblemiſhed reputation, ſhe came behind Sylla, and reſting her hand

gently upon his ſhoulder, took a little of the nap from off his robe, and then returned

to her ſeat. The dićtator turned ſuddenly about, and ſeemed to be much ſurpriſed

with the familiarity, when Valeria addreſſed him thus: It is not out of any want of Fall, in love

reſp.: that I have done this ; but becauſe I was deſirous to partake of yourgood fortune (X). with Valeria.

Sylla, greatly pleaſed with this anſwer, and taken with the charms of Valeria, ſent

privately to inquire who ſhe was, and to learn her name, family, circumſtances, and

character. From that time they did nothing but ogle each other in all public places,

receive and return amorous glances, and wanton ſmiles. In ſhort the old warrior,

captivated with a few affected glances, and coquettiſh airs, like an amorous youth, And marries

d without experience or diſcretion, was continually dangling after the beautiful Wale, ia, her.

till at length he gave way to his paſſion, and married her P.

In the mean time Pompey was ſoliciting the ſenate and people for a triumph, which

his late vićtories ſeemed indeed well to deſerve, and the ſenate was willing to grant.

But Sylla, probably jealous of the glory of the young hero, oppoſed his preten

ſions, alledging a law, which enaćted that none but praetors and conſuls ſhould

triumph, and that for battles gained under their own auſpices ; whereas Pompey was

but a private Roman knight, and had gained his vićtories under the auſpices of the

dićtator. But this did not diſcourage the young conqueror, who continued to make

intereſt with the ſenate and people for the gaining of his point. Sylla told him plainly,

c that he would employ all his credit with the people againſt him ; not doubting but that

declaration, as he was maſter of the ſuffrages of the people, would make him deſpair

of obtaining the honour he ſo ardently deſired. But Pompey, not in the leaſt diſcou-Pompey's bold

raged, anſwered the dićtator frankly, that his oppoſition mattered not, ſince more anſwer to Sylla.

people adored the riſing than the ſetting ſun. Theſe words the dićtator did not well

underſtand ; but obſerving no ſmall ſurpriſe in the countenances of thoſe who ſtood by,

he asked what the young man had ſaid. When it was told him, he wondered at his

boldneſs, and then cried out twice, Let him then triumph in the name of the gods. Pom

pey, taking advantage of this anſwer, immediately ordered everything to be got ready

for his triumph ; and to give more uneaſineſs to thoſe who envied him, he ordered his

f triumphal chariot to be drawn by four elephants; for he had taken ſeveral of thoſe

warlike animals from the princes he had ſubdued in Africa. But the gate of the city Pompey tri

being too narrow for four elephants to paſs abreaſt under it, he was forced to be ſatiſ- “”?”

fied with horſes as uſual. Thus a Roman knight was diſtinguiſhed with the higheſt mili

tary honours before he had attained to the age requiſite for having a ſeat in the ſenate.

But the evilfate of Rome was raiſing up againſt him a formidable rival in the perſon of

Plur, ibid. ,
- **

(X) This paſſige is very remarkable; for it ſhews or touch of a lucky perſon, was a means of making

us, that the ſuperſtition is of a very ancient date, by them partakers of his good fortune.

which men were perſuaded, that commerce with,
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julius Cæſar, who in this very year made his firſt campaign in the eaſt. He had a
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in public.

married, as we have obſerved above, the daughter of Cornelius Cinna, and obtained

at the age of ſeventeen, if we may believe Suetonius q, the office of high-prieſt of ju

piter, being ſupported by the Marian fačtion, which then prevailed. Plutarch indeed

contradićts Suetonius, and tells us, that when Sylla gave law in Rome, Caeſar ſtood for

the prieſthood of jupiter, but was excluded from that dignity by the dićtator. Not

long after Sylla endeavoured to prevail upon him to divorce his wife Cornelia, who had

already brought him his firſt daughter julia. But the bold youth had courage enough

to reſiſt this formidable maſter of Rome to his face, though he hadjuſt before forced

Piſo to put away his wife Annia, whom he tenderly loved, and obliged Pompey to part

with his wife Antiſtia, and marry AEmilia, daughter-in-law to Sylla by his wife Me

tella, who had been married to Æmilius Scaurus. The dićtator, highly provoked

againſt Caeſar for daring to contradićt his ſovereign will, reſolved to proſcribe him ;

and it was not without infinite difficulties that the friends of the julian family got the

decree of proſcription ſuſpended. When they intreated him to excuſe the ſallies of a

warm and preſumptuous youth, from whom he could have nothing to fear, Sylla

anſwered, that he diſcovered in him, young as he was, ſeveral Marius’s. When Caſar

heard this, he ſtole out of Rome, and wandered ſome time in the country of the Sabines,

where he had the misfortune to be one day ſurpriſed by a party of Sylla’s ſoldiers. But

Cornelius, who commanded them, conſented to let him eſcape upon his paying two

talents. And now, thinking himſelf no longer ſafe in Italy, he withdrew to the court c

of Nicomedes king of Bithynia, where his reſidence is ſaid to have proved fatal to his

modeſty, the private hours he ſpent with that prince raiſing ſuſpicions no ways to his

honourr. In this account we have followed Plutarch ; for Suetonius ſays nothing of

Caſar's flight; but on the contrary affirms, that Sylla granted him his pardon at the

requeſt of the veſtals, of M. Aemilius, and Aurelius Cotta. After he had reſided ſome

time at the court of the Bithynian king, he went to ſerve under Marcus Minucius

Thermus at that time praetor of Aſia. Suetonius ſays, that this general ſent him into

Bithynia, and gave him the command of the fleet, which Nicomedes fitted out to aſſiſt

at the ſiege of Mitylene, the only city in Aſia, which refuſed to ſubmit to the Romans

after the treaty of peace concluded between Mithridates and Sylla. Caſar diſtinguiſhed

himſelf at the taking of this city, and merited ſeveral civic crowns, which were given

to thoſe who had ſaved the life of a Roman citizen .

But to return to Sylla ; he reduced this year Nola in Campania, and Wolaterre in

Hetruria, the only two cities that held out againſt him. And now all Italy being in

perfect tranquillity, he declined the conſulate for the next year, and recommended to

the tribes P. Servilius Vatia, a man of merit, and his old friend, and Appius Claudius

Pulcher, who were accordingly choſen in the field of Mars. This year Cicero firſt

pleaded in public in favour of Roſcius, whoſe father had been proſcribed and killed

by Sylla's orders. As he was not very cautious in his reflections on a government which

made Rome tremble, he thought it adviſeable to leave his country, after he had given

a public proof of his great genius. He retired to Athens, where he perfected his

talents for oratory, and improved his taſte for philoſophy:

AND now Sylla, after having deſtroyed abovea hundred thouſand Roman citizens,

taken away the lives of ninety ſenators, proſcribed or cauſed to be murdered near two

thouſand ſix hundred knights, and buried numberleſs multitudes of the allies in the

ruins of their cities, reſolved to lay down the power he had uſurped, and put himſelf

upon a level with the reſt of the people. Had he conſulted ambition or policy, he

would never have taken ſuch a reſolution. The Roman people had ſet no limits to his

power in point of time. There were no domeſtic troubles to create him any unea

ſineſs, Rome being now accuſtomed to bear the yoke. His friends, who were as

º much intereſted as himſelfin his preſervation, were a ſufficient ſecurity to him againſt

the attempts of his enemies. On the other hand ſo many dangers ſurrounded him in

a private life, that he could not reaſonably expect to be ſafe. But none of theſe con

ſiderations had weight with him; he reſolved to lay down his power, and reſtore the

republic to her ancient liberty, which muſt have proceeded from a greatneſs of mind,

to which none of the ancient hiſtorians have done juſtice. When he had taken this

final reſolution, he aſſembled the people, mounted the roſtra, and ſurpriſed Rome with

ſo unexpected a determination. É. repreſented in a ſhort ſpeech the miſerable condi

* Suet. in Julio. * Plur, in Czſir. ' ' Surr, ibid. . . Suet. in Julio.

T * *-* — --
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3. tion in which he had found the city at his return from Aſia; and added, that the republic Syllºdicatº,

being in great danger, he had been forced to uſe violent remedies; that the loſs of a little

blood only would have increaſed the diſtemper inſtead of curing it; that he had there

fore thought it neceſſary to take a great deal of blood from a body ſo robuſt and diſ.

eaſed, in order to reſtore it to perfect health, &c. He concluded his ſpeech with theſe

words, which filled the heart of every true Roman with joy : And now, Romans, I

leave you to yourſelves, I reſign my office, diveſt myſelf of the unlimited power you

have conferred upon me, and am ready to give an account of my whole admini

itration, and anſwer, in a private capacity, all the accuſations that ſhall be brought

againſt me. This ſaid, he diſmiſſed his lićtors, came down from the roſtra, and

walked a great while in the forum, diſcourſing familiarly with ſome of his friends

before the multitude, who, ſtruck with admiration, looked on ſo unexpe&ted a

change as a prodigy. Though the city was then full of the children and friends of

proſcribed perſons, yet none offered to inſult him, except one young man, who fol

lowed him to his houſe, abuſing him in a moſt ſcurrilous manner. Sylla did not daign

to give him any anſwer; but turning to the few friends he had about him, This uſage,

ſaid he, will for the future deter any man from laying down the ſovereign power, as I have

done, if he once gets it into bis bands. A few days after he retired to his fine country

houſe near Cumae, ſpent there ſome days in more tranquillity than he could have done

at Rome, and then returned to the city, left his enemies ſhould think that fear had

confined him to the country. In Rome he maintained the rank of a man of the firſt

diſtinétion, but intermeddled no farther in public affairs, than became a private perſon,

whoſe great employments, and powerful friends, gave him more weight than a com

mon citizen. At the very firſt election after his reſignation, he had the mortification

to ſee Pompey, his pupil, or rather his creature, aſſume an aſcendant over him in the

aſſembly of the people. Pompey uſed all his intereſt to get his friend M. Aemilius

Lepidus firſt nominated conſul; Sylla on the other handſollicited for Q. Lutatius Catulus,

The former was a man of a violent temper, and a declared enemy to Sylla ; whereas

the latter was his intimate friend, and generally looked upon as a perſon of great

probity, wiſdom, and experience. The emulation was greater between the chiefs of ºpy ºff"

the dićlatorſhip.

Sylla at the

the two parties, than between the candidates themſelves : but Pompey, who was...}.

extremely favoured by the people, prevailed. His friend Lepidus was firſt nomina-ji.

ted conſul, not by any merit or intereſt of his own, but by the power and ſolicita

tion of Pompey (Y). When Pompey was coming out of the aſſembly, overjoyed with

his ſucceſs, Sylla took him aſide, and told him, that he had got the worſt of men

named conſul before the moſt virtuous man in Rome; but that he had no reaſon to

triumph in his vićtory, becauſe he would find, when it was too late, that he had been

nouriſhing a ſnake in his boſom. What Sylla foretold proved too true, as we ſhall

ſee in a more proper place. In the mean time the two conſuls entered upon their office,

and the miſunderſtanding, which aroſe between them, threatening the city with a

new ſtorm, Sylla withdrew again to his country-houſe, and there gave himſelf up to

the moſt infamous debaucheries, though full ſixty years of age. The charms of his Sylla's debauch

wife Paleria could not keep him from a ſcandalous commerce with ačtors and ačtreſſes. ed life in the

His chief favourites were Roſcius the comedian, Sorex the chief mimick, and Metro

bius, who acted womens parts on the ſtage. With theſe he ſpent whole days and

nights in drinking and revelling, which brought a diſtemper upon him, that ſoon

put an end to his life. His blood was corrupted, and bred an impoſthume in his

bowels. This he was not aware of till the corruption infected his fleſh, and his whole

body ſwarmed with vermin. Many ſlaves were employed night and day in deſtroy

ing them ; but they multiplied ſo faſt, that his cloaths, baths, rooms, and his very

F food, was covered with them. He went often every day into the waters to cleanſe his

body but being at laſt ſenſible that his diſtemper was paſt curing, he applied himſelf

to the finiſhing of his memoirs; in the twenty-ſecond book of which he declared, that

the Chaldeans had foretold him, that after he had acquired great power and glory, he

fhould conclude the laſt act of his life in full proſperity. Ten days before his death he

(Y) There was no primacy or diſtinétion between advantage of the conſul firſt named was ſo incon

the two conſuls. They were both equal in dignity ſiderable, that he could not ſo much as aſſume the

and authority. But it was an honour to be named

firſt, for the people gave ſtronger evidences of their

zeal and affection for him, than they did for the

other, who was named in the ſecond place. The

faſces firſt, unleſs he was elder than his collegue, or

had a greater number of children, or was entering

upon his ſecond conſulate.

interpoſed

country.
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interpoſed in ſome diſputes, which the inhabitants of Puteoli had among themſelves,

reconciled the contending parties, and preſcribed them a form of government, which

they adopted. The day before he died he was informed that Graniuſ, the chief ma

giſtrate of Puteoli, delayed paying the immenſe ſums due from him to the public, in

hopes of being freed from that obligation by Sylla's death. Hereupon Sylla ſent for

him into his bed-chamber, and there ordered his ſlaves to ſtrangle him in his preſence;

but ſtraining his voice in the heat of his paſſion, he broke the impoſthume, and

voided a great deal of blood. This diſcharge weakened him to ſuch a degree, that

Sylla diº. , he paſſed the night in great agony, and died the day following, leaving behind him.

}::* two children very young by his wife Metella. Valeria was afterwards delivered of a

Before Chriſt daughter named Poſthuma, for ſo the Romans called thoſe who were born after the

73. death of their fathers'. He was, without all doubt, one of the greateſt commanders

°ſ”“75. Rome ever bred, and as able a ſtateſman. But moſt of the ancients ſeem to have drawn

a veil over all his good qualities, and to have diſplayed only his cruelties and pro

ſcriptions, which, we own, betrayed a moſt cruel and inhuman temper. But after

all, we ought not to forget that greatneſs of mind truly heroic, which appeared in his

unexpected and ſurpriſing abdication. What could a man of the moſt refined virtue

have done more than reſtore his country to its ancient liberty, reform the republic with

excellent laws, revive and inforce the old inſtitutions, and lay down his power as ſoon

as it was no longer neceſſary for the publicgood? Could the warmeſt patriot have ſhewn

a more generous regard for his country His funeral occaſioned a miſunderſtanding

between the conſuls. Lepidus was for having him carried to the burial-place of his

anceſtors without any mark of diſtinétion. But Catulus made uſe of all the authority

his office gave him, and I ompey of his intereſt with the people, to have the funeral

honours paid to the deceaſed, which were due to his merit. And indeed never was a

Hi, funeral, more magnificent funeral ſeen in Rome. His corpſe being placed on a rich bier was car

ried on the ſhoulders of four ſenators, and attended by the pontifices, the veſtals, the

ſenate in a body, all the curule magiſtrates, the whole body of Roman knights, and

a numerous train of officers, who had ſerved under him in Africa, Greece, Aſia, and

Italy. The veſtals and pontifices ſung hymns in praiſe of the deceaſed, which were

repeated by the ſenate, the knights, and the whole multitude. The body was burnt

with great ſolemnity in the field of Mars, where no funeral pile had been raiſed ever

ſince the time of the firſt kings. Many ſtatues were erected to his memory, and a moſt

magnificent monument in the field of Mars with an epitaph of his own compoſing,

and that, the ſubſtance of which was, that no friend had ever done him ſo much good, nor enemy ſº

much hurt, but be had returned both with uſury . . Of all his friends, who were almoſt

numberleſs, Pompey alone, whoſe ingratitude gave him no ſmall offence, was left out

of his will. 2 . . .

New diffurhan Sylla was no ſooner dead than new diſturbances ſprung up in the republic. M. A.mi

te, raiſed by lius Lepidus the conſul did all that lay in his power to revive the old quarrels between
Lepidus. the nobility and the people, hoping by that means to make himſelf as abſolute maſter

of the government as Sylla had been. He began with attempting to annul Sylla's acts,

which would have deprived the republic of the many wiſe laws the dićtator had

made. But he was therein reſolutely oppoſed by his collegue Catulus ; and the miſ

underſtanding between the two chief magiſtrates was carried ſo far, that the ſenate,

dreading the conſequences of their quarrel, forced them to ſwear, that they would

not take up arms againſt each other. Care was alſo taken to ſeparate the two rivals,

and to make the turbulent Lepidus ſet out, without delay, for Tranſalpine Gaul, which

had fallen to him by lot. The incendiary indeed left Rome, at the head of a conſular

army , but inſtead of paſſing the Alps, continued in Hetruria, till his conſulate was

near expiring. He then drew near Rome with his army, which he had taken care to

ſtrengthen with new levies in Hetruria, and openly declared, that his deſign was to

procure himſelf a ſecond conſulate by force, if he could not obtain it otherwiſe. He

Lepidus de expećted to have entered Rome without oppoſition ; but to his great ſurpriſe he found

fº.º.º. both his collegue and Pompey under arms, the one poſted at the entrance of the bridge

º-rm. Milvius, the other at the foot of the janiculus. As he was too far advanced to go

back, he attempted to force his way into the city ; but was repulſed by Catulus and

Pompey, and obliged to ſave himſelf by a ſhameful flight into Hetruria. The capital

being delivered from all danger by the defeatof the ſeditious conſul, Pompey was ordered
**

* Plut. in Sylla. Liv. epit. l. lxc. c. 4. Appian, bell, civil. l. t. * Plut. & AppiAN. ibid.

2.

d.

f
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a to march againſt M. junius Brutus, the father of the famous Brutus, who had declared

for Lepidus, and commanded a great detachment in Ciſalpine Gaul. Brutus, at the

approach of Pompey, ſhut himſelf up in Mutina, where he was cloſely beſieged, and

at length forced to ſurrender up himſelf and his whole army at diſcretion. Pompey

treated his troops with great humanity, but ordered Brutus himſelf to be beheaded,

without regarding the hatred which ſo odious an execution might bring upon him ".

IN the mean time Lepidus, having aſſembled his diſperſed forces, and made new

levies in Hetruria, and in the countries of the allies, appeared once more before Rome.

But finding Catulus ready to receive him, and being at the ſame time informed of the

defeat of Brutus, and reduction of Mutina, he retired a ſecond time into Hetruria.

b Upon his retreat, the great elections were made with the uſual tranquillity, when D.

junius Brutus, ſurnamed Lepidus, and Mamercus Aemilius Livianus were choſen con

fuls. And now Lepidus, having loſt all hopes of obtaining the conſulate, left Italy,

and went over to Sardinia, where he raiſed a new army with a deſign to carry the war

into Sicily. But he was prevented by death from purſuing the wicked meaſures he had

taken. He is ſaid to have died of grief upon the receipt of a letter, aſſuring him, that Lepidiºt in

his wife, in his abſence, had proved unfaithful to him. His party fell with him ;*

and Catulus and Pompey ſhared between them the glory of having ſaved Rome from

the new misfortunes that threatened her w.

DURING theſe tranfačtions at home, Muraena, whom Sylla had left in Aſia, un

c juſtly attacked the king of Pontus, and forced him into the ſecond Mithridatic war, of

which we have given a very particular account in our hiſtory of Pontus.

Italy now enjoyed a profound tranquillity ; but the party of Marius and Cinna was Sertorius re

ſtill kept up in Spain by the brave Sertorius, whoſe noble exploits ſince his proſcrip-" ****

tion and flight, we have, to avoid confuſion, reſerved for this place. Upon the firſt

advantages gained by Sylla in Italy, Sertorius, who had been appointed by the Marian

faction praetor of Spain, retired thither, to ſecure that country, which would be a

refuge to his friends, and a ſupport to his declining party. Notwithſtanding the

oppoſition he met with from the Barbarians, through whoſe countries he paſſed, he

got ſafe to his government; and there by his affable and obliging behaviour ſo gained

d the affections both of the nobility and people, that all Spain declared for the new praetor.

Thus that flouriſhing country was unfortunately brought to take part in the diviſions

of the republic, and by that means became the ſeat of the civil war, which ambition

had begun at Rome. Sylla no ſooner heard of the arrival of Sertorius in Spain, than

he ſent Caius Annius at the head of a powerful army to drive him from thence. Ser

torius, having timely notice of the dićtator’s deſign, immediately detached julius Sali

mator with a body of ſix thouſand men to guard the narrow paſſes of the Pyrenees;

which he did ſo effectually, that Annius upon his arrival finding it impoſſible to open

himſelf a way into Spain, incamped at the foot of the mountains, in great perplexity,

not knowing what courſe to take. But in the mean time one Calpurnius Lamarius,

e being gained over by Annius, treacherouſly murdered julius Salinator, which ſo ter

rified the troops under his command, that they abandoned the paſſes, and gave

Annius an opportunity of penetrating into the heart of Spain. Sertorius not being ſtrong I driven from

enough to keep the field, retired with three thouſand men to New Carthage, and thence by An

there imbarquing on board a fleet, haſtily got together, paſſed over into Africa, and ""

landed on the coaſt of Mauritania. His men went aſhore to ſupply themſelves with

freſh water ; but while they were ſtraggling about with too much ſecurity, the Bar

barians fell upon them, and put many of them to the ſword. This new misfortune

forced Sertorius to ſail back to Spain ; but finding the whole coaſt lined with Amnius's

men, he put out to ſea again, not knowing what courſe to ſteer. At ſome diſtance

f from the coaſt he fell in with a ſmall fleet of Cilician pirates, who were cruiſing between 1, joined by a

Africa and Spain, and having prevailed on them to join him in hopes of booty, he fleet of Cilician

failed for the iſland of Pityuſa, now 2 vica, on the coaſt of Africa, where he made a pirate".

deſcent, overpowered the gariſon placed there by Annius, and got a confiderable

booty. This ſlight advantage brought Annius in perſon upon him with a great fleet,

having five thouſand ſoldiers on board. Though Sertorius's fleet conſiſted of veſſels

not built for ſtrength, but for lightneſs, he made ready to engage the enemy. But

a violent ſtorm ariſing, moſt of his ſhips were driven againſt the rocky ſhore, and

daſhed to pieces. Sertorius himſelf with the ſmall remains of his ſhattered fleet being

* Plut. in Pomp. Appian. bell, civil. ibid. Plut. & Appian, ibid.
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prevented by the fury of the weather from putting out to ſea, and by the enemy from a

anding, was toſſed about for ten days together, being all that time, as the ſea ran very

high, in great danger of periſhing with all his men. As ſoon as the ſtorm was

over, he paſſed the ſtreights of Gades, and landed near the mouth of the Batis. There

he met with ſome ſea-men newly arrived from the Atlantic or Fortunate iſlands (Z), and

was ſo taken with the account they gave him of thoſe happy regions, that being quite

tired out with ſo many fatigues and dangers both by ſea and land, he reſolved to

retire thither, and ſpend his life in peace and quietneſs, far from the noiſe of wars,

and free from the troubles of government. He no ſooner communicated his deſign

to the Cilician pirates, than they abandoned him ; and chufing rather to rove about the

ſeas in queſt of ſpoils and riches, than to live in peace and quiet, ſet ſail for Africa, to b

aſſiſt Aftalis king of Mauritania againſt his rebellious ſubjects. Sertorius, who only

...*” entertained a faint deſire of a quiet and retired life, no ſooner heard of this new war in
TICa. Africa, than he likewiſe reſolved to ſail thither, and join the enemies of Aſcalis. He

loſt no time, but immediately put to ſea, and landing on the coaſt of Mauritamia,

marched direétly againſt Aſcalis, defeated him in a pitched battle, and obliged him

to take refuge in the city of Tingis, now Tangier, which he cloſely beſieged. In the

mean time Pacianus, whom Sylla had ſent to aſſiſt the king, advanced againſt Serto

rius at the head of a confiderable army. Hereupon the brave general, leaving part

of his forces before the place, marched with the reſt to meet Pacianus, whoſe forces,

Defeat, Pacia though far ſuperior to his own in number, he intirely defeated, ſlew the general him- c

nus, and takes ſelf, and took the whole army priſoners. After this vićtory he not only reduced the

#. 'ſ city of Tingis, but made himſelf abſolute maſter of the whole country. Having thus
31S. delivered the oppreſſed Mauritanians from the tyrannical yoke of A calis, he reſtored

to them their eſtates, their cities, their laws, and their privileges, accepting only of

ſuch acknowledgments as the people freely offered him *.

Howev ER, his reputation flew croſs the ſea. The Luſitanians, being threatened

with a new war from Annius, ſent an embaſſy to him, inviting him to come and take

upon him the command of their armies. This was raiſing him to the height of his

deſires; he therefore immediately imbarqued with two thouſand five hundred Romans,

who had followed him in his flight, and ſeven hundred Africans, who were willing to d

ſhare his fortune with him ; and putting to ſea, ſteered his courſe towards Luſitania.

In his paſſage he happened to fall in with the Roman fleet, commanded by Cotta ;

but having forced his way through it, he arrived ſafe on the Luſitanian coaſt, landed

his men, and marched ſtrait to mount Ballera, the place of the general rendezvous.

There he put himſelf at the head of that warlike nation, and became, in a manner,

1, made gene. king of Luſitania, the natives, who were well acquainted with his virtues, experience

ral of the Lu- in war, and great abilities, inveſting him with an abſolute and uncontrouled authority,
ſitanians. and committing to his care themſelves and their fortunes. And indeed no man was

more worthy to govern a ſtate, or command an army. He was, according to Plu

-- -- - - - -

* Plur. in Sertor.

(7.) Theſe iſlands, according to Plutarch, were delightful countries; but we can hardly perſuade our

only two in number, divided from each other by ſelves that Homer had either of them in view, when

a narrow channel, and diſtant about ten thouſand he deſcribed the Elyſian fields, which he places in

furlongs from the coaſt of Africa. The deſcription the iſland of Atlantis. His deſcription of that happy

he gives us of them agrees exačtly with that which region is as follows:

we read in the fourth book of the Odyſſey. But after

all, we are ſtill at a loſs to know what country the Elyſium ſhall be thine; the bliſsful plains

ancients meant by the Atlantic or Fortunate iſlands. Of utmoſt earth, where Rhadamanthus reigns.

Plato deſcribes them in a very pompous manner in Joys ever young, unmix'd with pain or fear,

his Tim cus and Critias ; and the great extent he al- Fill the wide circle of th' eternal year.

lows them, has inclined ſome, namely Ortelius and Stern winter ſmiles on that auſpicious clime,

Sanſon, to believe, that he meant America. But no The fields are florid with unfading prime.

one before Mr. Rusbeck ever dreamt that Plato in From the bleak pole no winds inclement blow,

deſcribing his Atlantis had Scandinavia in view, which Mould the round hail, or ſlake the fleecy ſnow ;

comprehends the kingdoms of Norway and Sweden. But from the breezy deep the bleſt inhale

That learned writer, in love with the colds and froſts The flagrant murmurs of the weſtern gale.

of his native country, finds all the charms of this

renowned iſland in thoſe northern and frozen coun- We can hardly believe that ſtern winter ſmiles either

tries. To convince others of this, he urges no upon Norway or Sweden, that the fields there are

fewer than a hundred and two arguments in his florid with unfading prime, that no inclement wind,

work intitled Atlantica, and finds in certain ruins blow from the bleak pole, &c. and therefore are in

not far from Upſal the ſame ſituation and dimenſions clined to think, that father Kircher gueſſed better

which Plato gives to the capital of Atlantis. Nor- than Mr. Rusbrek, when he took the Canaries and

way and Sweden are, we allow, moſt pleaſant and Aſores for the Fortunate or Atlantic iſlands.

tarch,
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a tarch, free from all vices, and an enemy to all ſorts of pleaſures; in adverſity and

dangers undaunted, and no ways puffed up with proſperity, but of an even mind, ever

courteous, and ever obliging. He was ſparing, and backward in puniſhing, but in His charaſier.

rewarding liberal and magnificent, even to prodigality. As to war, none of the moſt

famous and renowned generals of antiquity underſtood that art better than Sertorius.

He did not confine himſelf to one uniform method in ranging his cohorts, and diſpo

fing his ſquadrons, but varied it according to the character of his enemy. Though

he approved of the order of battle eſtabliſhed among the Romans, yet he would not

ſervilely adhere to it on all occaſions, but changed it when he thought proper, and by

that means often broke the meaſures of the generals who oppoſed him. His maſter

b piece was the art of haraſſing the enemy, laying ambuſcades, ſurpriſing them in

narrow paſſes, tiring them with long marches, and avoiding a general engagement

unleſs he was ſure of vićtory. With theſe qualifications, Sertorius, at the head of

eight thouſand men, made war with four Roman generals, who had under their com

mand a hundred and twenty thouſand foot, ſix thouſand horſe, and two thouſand

archers and ſlingers. Titus Didius, governor of Baetica, was the firſt champion who

entered the liſts with him, and gave him battle among the mountains. But that weak

general was defeated with the loſs of two thouſand men, and driven out of the field. Defeat, T.

Hereupon Sylla diſpatched Metellus, one of the beſt generals then in Rome, to ſtop Pº"

the progreſs of this new enemy. But the reputation of that great commander ſuffered

c much by this expedition. For he did not know which way to turn himſelf, having

to do with a man of undaunted boldneſs, and uncommon ſagacity, who was conti

nually moleſting him, and yet could not be brought to a pitched battle ; but by the

ſwiftneſs and dexterity of his Spaniſh ſoldiery was continually changing his ſtation,

caſting his army into all forms, and every day contriving new ſtratagems. Metellus

on his firſt arrival ſent for L. Domitius, then praetor of Hither Spain, to his aſſiſtance.

But Sertorius, informed of the march of Domitius, detached Hirtuleius or Herculeius, Gains great

his quaeſtor, againſt him, who gave the Roman praetor a total overthrow. Here- ::::::::.

upon Metellus ordered Lucius Lollius, praetor of Narbonne Gaul, to leave his province, mans.

and join him. But Hirtuleius meeting him in the neighbourhood of Ilerda, now Le

d rida, gained a complete vićtory over him, diſperſed his troops, and killed his lieu

tenant-general. Upon the fame of theſe vićtories, all thoſe, who were diſſatisfied with

the government of Sylla, eſpecially ſuch of the proſcribed perſons as could eſcape his

fury, flocked to Sertorius from all parts. Inſomuch that he ſoon ſaw in his camp ſuch

a number of illuſtrious Roman citizens, that he formed a ſenate of them, whoſe autho

rity he ſet up in competition with that of the ſenate of Rome. Out of them he like

wiſe choſe his quaeſtors, his military tribunes, and other officers of his army. Thus

he erected Luſitania into a new republic, which, as it conſiſted chiefly of Romans, Forms Lufi

rivalled that of Rome. Sylla, highly provoked to ſee a proſcribed perſon thus reign-tºniº intº *

ing in Spain, and the republic robbed of one of the fineſt parts of her dominions,”

e was continually ſending freſh ſupplies to Metellus ; but Sertorius, at the head of a

handful of men, who were accuſtomed to range about the mountains, to indure hunger

and thirſt, and to live expoſed to the wind and weather without fire or covering, ſo

haraſſed the Roman army, that Metellus himſelf began to be quite diſheartened. If

he ſent out his men in parties to forage, Sertorius, who was well acquainted with the

country, ſcarce ever failed of cutting off their retreat ; if the whole army marched in

a body, he was continually haraſſing and alarming them, falling on their rear, block

ing up the narrow paſſes, intercepting their convoys, cutting off their ſtragglers, &c.

if they laid ſiege to any town, he preſently appeared, beſieged them, and reduced them -

to great ſtreights for want of proviſions. By this means Metellus ſuffered the ſame Haraſſes •

f inconveniencies as if he had been conquered, while Sertorius reaped all the advantages Meteilus's }

of a conqueror. The latter being informed, that his rival had ſpoke of him with con- “”

tempt, as if he declined fighting out of cowardice, immediately ſent him a challenge,

inviting him to put an end to the war by a ſingle combat. But Metellus, who was

advanced in years, wiſely refuſed to enter the liſts with a ſtrong ačtive man, then in

the flowcr of his age, thinking that it became a general, as Theophraſius obſerves, to

die like a general, and not like a gladiator. However, his declining the challenge

brought him into diſcredit with the undiſcerning multitude ; and he, to recover his

reputation by ſome ſignal ačtion, turned his arms againſt Lacobriga (A), a conſider

(A) The ancient Lacobriga is thought to have ſtood where Lagos, a little city of Spain near the bay of

Cadiz, now ſtands.

able
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able city of the Turduli, which he hoped to take in two days time, there being but a

one well within the city. But Sertorius found means to convey into the city, before

Metellus inveſted it, ſix thouſand skins full of water, and to remove all thoſe who could

be of no ſervice during the ſiege ; ſo that Metellus continued a long time before the

place without gaining the leaſt advantage over the enemy. When he had ſpent moſt

part of his proviſions, he ſent out Aquinus at the head of ſix thouſand men, to bring in

freſh ſupplies from the neighbouring country. But the brave Sertorius falling unex

Defeat Aqui. pećtedly on Aquinus, cut in pieces part of his detachment, and took the reſt priſoners,

º the commander himſelf being the only man, who had the good luck to make his eſcape.

º And now Metellus being reduced to great ſtreights for want of proviſions, ſhamefully

ſinge of Laco raiſed the ſiege, and withdrew from before the place amidſt the hiſies of the Spaniards, b

briga. who inſulted him from their ramparts y. -

Sertorius having gained the eſteem, love and admiration of the Luſitanians by theſe

repeated advantages, and much more by his obliging and inſinuating behaviour,

changed their ſavage and furious manner of fighting, brought them to make uſe of

the Roman arms, taught them to keep their ranks, and follow their enſigns, and, in

ſhort, out of a confuſed multitude of thieves and robbers, formed a regular well

diſciplined army. He likewiſe beſtowed liberally upon them gold and filver to adorn

gains the aſ their arms, cauſed their ſhields to be wrought and ingraved with various figures,

{. ºf the and by converſing familiarly with them, prevailed upon them to lay aſide their own
uſitanians.

care he took of their children. For he ſent for all the children of the noblemen in

thoſe parts, placed them in the great city of Oſca (B), and there appointed maſters

to inſtrućt them in the Greek and Roman learning, that they might in due time, as

he gave out, be capable of ſharing with him the government of the republic. Under

- this pretence he really made them hoſtages for the fidelity of their parents (C), who

nevertheleſs were wonderfully pleaſed to ſee their children going daily to ſchool in

good order, and handſomely dreſſed in fine long garments edged with purple. Ser

torius paid large ſalaries for their learning, often inquired what progreſs they had

made, examined them himſelf, and rewarded the moſt deſerving with thoſe Bula:

Aurea, which were at Rome the chief diſtinétion of children of high birth. At this d

time a cuſtom prevailed among the Spaniards and Luſitanians, that when a great com

mander was ſlain in battle, all thoſe who attended him died with him either by the

enemy's ſwords, or their own. This the inhabitants called an offering, or devoting

themſelves (D). Of theſe Sertorius had many thouſands, all reſolved to ſacrifice their

lives for his ſafety, and ſtand by him to the laſt. Plutarch tells us, that his army

being once defeated near a city in Spain, and the enemy preſſing hard upon his broken

troops, they, forgetful of their own danger, and concerned only for their general, took

him upon their ſhoulders, and paſſing him from one to another, conveyed him into the

city, and then ſhifted, in the beſt manner they could, for themſelves. Nay, his

ſoldiers not only revered him as an invincible general, but as a man inſpired, and a e

favourite of heaven. This opinion he gained among the ſuperſtitious Luſitanians by

ſeveral artifices, and deluding impoſtures, among which that of the hind was none of

y PLUT. ibid.

dreſs, and aſſume the Roman toga or gown. But what delighted them moſt was the c |

(B) The city of Oſca, now Hueſca, ſtood in the

country of the Hergetes, a people of Tarraconian

Spain. It now belongs to the kingdom of Arragon.

º (C) This was a true fetch in politics. Sertorius

knew how to ingratiate himſelf with the people by

the ſame means that aſſured him of their fidelity.

| fºur the Great had done the ſame thing before
1nn.

(D) The ſame cuſtom obtained in Gaul, where

a number of reſolute men, called Soldurii, devoted

themſelves to a prince, or ſome great commander,

to ſhare with him both his good and bad fortune,

- and either to fall with him in battle, or kill them

ſelves in caſe he was defeated. This was a point of

honour, wherein none of them were ever known to

- fail (17). Dion tells us, that one Sextus Pacuvius

or 4pudius devoted himſelf in full ſenate to Auguſtus

after the manner of the Spaniards, and would have

forced all the reſt to follow his example. But this

was the action of a vile mercenary flatterer, who

meant nothing of what he ſaid, and did it only to

ingratiate himſelf with his prince ; wherein indeed

he ſucceeded, for in courts hypocriſy often prevails

over truth. This cuſtom did not only prevail in

Gaul and Spain, but in many other parts of the

world, and in our days in the iſland of Ceylan, and

in the kingdom of Tunquin. Thoſe who thus de

vote themſelves are in ſome places called The king's

vaſſals in this world and in the next. We wiſh Plu

tarch had told us by what name thoſe heroic per

ſons were diſtinguiſhed in Spain, as Céſar has ac

quainted us what thoſe of the ſame order were
called in Gaul.

(17) Caſar de bell, Gall, l. iii.

the
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a the leaſt. A Luſitanian, by name Spanus, meeting one day a doe, which in flying

from the hunters had juſt dropped a hind-calf, took up the fawn, and brought it to

Sertorius, who uſed to reward very liberally thoſe who preſented him with fruit, fowls,

or veniſon. As the young hind was milk-white, the general was wonderfully taken

with it, reared it up with great care, and made it ſo tame, that it followed him where

ever he went, without being in the leaſt frightened at the noiſe and hurry of the camp.

As he was well acquainted with the ſuperſtition and credulity of the Liſitanians, he

gave out by degrees, that the hind was inſpired, that it was given him by Diana,

and that it diſcovered hidden myſteries. When he received any private intelligence

of the enemy’s deſigns or motions, he pretended, that the hind had informed him of

them in his ſleep, and charged him to keep his forces in readineſs. Upon the firſt

notice of any advantage gained by the officers, who commanded under him, he uſed

to bring forth the hind crowned with flowers, and encourage his ſoldiers to return thanks

to the gods for the account they ſhould ſoon receive of ſome proſperous ſucceſs (E).

By theſe and ſuch-like devices he brought the Luſitanians to lock upon him as a man

ſent them from heaven, or rather as a god under the appearance of a man. Hence

Metellus, though an old and experienced general, could not, during Sylla’s life-time,

gain the leaſt advantage over him, or prevail upon one city to declare againſt him.

When Sylla was dead, the republic, alarmed at the extraordinary progreſs Sertorius

made in Luſitania, reſolved to ſend another general againſt him with ſuch a force as

might cruſh him at once. All the officers of any note in Rome earneſtly follicited ſo

honourable a commiſſion, and among the reſt Pompey, who had juſt ſuppreſſed the

troubles raiſed by Lepidus. We are told, that though all was quiet in Rome, Pompey

ſtill kept his army on foot in the neighbourhood of the city, and under various pretences

refuſed to disband it, till the ſenate at laſt thought fit to decree him the government of

Luſitania. L. Philippus was the firſt who made this motion in the ſenate, which was

oppoſed by ſeveral ſenators, who were againſt beſtowing ſo honourable an employment

on a young man before he had paſſed through the inferior offices. One of them, fur

priſed at the motion, asked Philippus, whether his meaning was, that Pompey ſhould

be ſent into Spain proconſul, that is, inſtead of a conſul ? No, replied Philippus, but

d pro conſulibus, that is, inſiead of both conſuls, intimating thereby, that the conſuls for

the year were men of no merit, and incapable of managing the war in that province.

After a long and warm debate a decree paſſed, appointing Pompey commander in chief

of the army, that was to march into Luſitania to the aſſiſtance of Metellus. It was no

ſooner paſſed, than Pompey ſet out from Rome at the head of the troops he had kept

together after the defeat of Lepidus ". -

IN the mean time the republic choſe for her new conſuls Cn. Ośīavius Nepos and Caius

Curio, who made it their whole buſineſs to ſupport the regulations Sylla had made againſt

the attempts of the tribunes of the people. The dićtator had reduced their power

almoſt to nothing, but upon his death their ambition revived. At the head of the col

lege was at this time one Cneius Sicinius, whoſe chief talent was buffoonery, the art

of mimicking, and turning into ridicule the moſt proper gettures, and moſt ſerious

diſcourſes of the greateſt orators. Though he was a man of no principles or probity,

yet he had found means to pleaſe the multitude; and depending upon their favour, he

had the confidence to ſummon the conſuls to appear in the comitium, and there give

an account why they deprived the tribunes of their ancient prerogatives. The conſuls

obeyed the ſummons, and on the day appointed appeared before the people, when

Curio ſpoke with all the dignity of a conſul, and all the force of a great orator, ſhew

ing that the late diſturbances owed their riſe to the abuſe of the too great power

which the tribunes had uſurped. While he was ſpeaking, Sicinius mimicked all his

geſtures and motions, making wry faces to divert the attention of the people. But

all in vain ; truth prevailed over the fondneſs of the populace for buffooneries ; the

tribunes continued in the ſame low condition, to which Sylla had reduced them, and

the patricians triumphed. The whole glory of this vićtory was owing to Curio; for
his collegue Oğavius, who was troubled with the rheumatiſm, kept the whole time a

Iſe ºf es uſe

of a hiº to

irºpoſe tºo: the

ſºrſ, irº,

L-5 anians.

* Plut, in Pomp, & Sertor.

(E) We meet in ancient hiſtory with many exam- paſſed for a great propheteſs, and by tame vulturs,

ples of ſuch devices made uſe of by the greateſt ge- which he had accuſtomed to follow him, and come

nerals, and wiſeſt law-givers, the better to impoſe to him, when called. Theſe juggling tricks were

upon the ſuperſtition and credulity of the people. not only practiſed in the times of ignorange and

A few years before Marius, as we have related above, darkneſs, but are renewed in our days, in the days

impoſed upon his ſoldiers by a Syrian woman, who of the greateſt light and knowledge.

V o L. V. N9 2. A a profound

Pompey at.

pºinted to com

ward againſ;
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attempt the re
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proſound ſilence, fitting on the roſtra wrapped up in linen, and covered over with

plaiſters, which gave the facetious tribune an opportunity to rally him, as he came

down from the roſtra, and tell him with a ſncer, That he was obliged to his college,

who, by throwing himſelf about as uſual, had ſaved him from being devoured by the

flies In ſhort, Sicinius was ſo very witty, that he was aſſaſſinated before his office

expired, and the republic delivered from a dangerous citizen".

TH is year julius Cæſar, tho’ but twenty-two years of age, began to ſhine at the

fter he had ſignalized his valour at the fiege of Mityleſ:e, as we have related

above, he applied himſelf to the ſtudy of eloquence, and this year accuſed Cn. Corne

li's Dolabela, formerly praetor of Macedon, and honoured with the conſulate and a

triumph. He charged him with male-adminiſtration; but Quintus Hortenſius and

Caius Aurelius Cotta, the two greateſt orators in Rome, pleaded with ſo much eloquence

in favour of the accuſed, that he was acquitted. However, Caſar gained the repu

trtion of being one of the beſt orators of his age, and would have challenged the firſt

place among men of that character, had he not proved, to the great misfortune of the

republic, one of her greateſt warriors (F). Not long after he had accuſed Dolabella,

he imbarqued for Rhodes, with a deſign to improve himſelf in the art of oratory under

Apollonius, one of the greateſt rhetoricians of his time; but he was taken in his paſſige

by ſome pirates, who, with a few large ſhips, and a vaſt number of ſmall veſſels,

***** infeſted thoſe ſeas. When they demanded twenty talents for his ranſom, he ſmiled
mhen taken ty

pirates.

to pay them fifty, that is, nine thouſand fix hundred and eighty-ſeven pounds ten

ſhillings. Accordingly he diffatched ſome of his domeſtics to raiſe the ſum he had

promiſed in the neighbouring cities, and in the mean time remained in the hands of

thoſe robbers, with only one friend and two attendants. During the thirty-eight days

he ſpent among them, he applied himſelfto the ſtudy of eloquence and poetry, wrote

verſes, and compoſed ſpeeches, which he repeated to them, reproaching thoſe who

did not admire them, with barbarity and ignorance. He converſed familiarly with

them ; but always treated them with a high hand, and often in raillery threatened to

have them crucified, if they diſturbed him when he had a mind to ſleep. The pirates,

aſcribing this free way of talking to ſimplicity and a juvenile vivacity, were mightily

taken with it. When his ranſom came, which the Mileſian; raiſed by a tax upon

themſelves, he immediately paid it 3 and being diſcharged, he went direétly to

Miletus, manned ſome ſhips there, and with them ſurpriſed the pirates, took moſt of

them priſoners, and carried them to Pergamus. As it belonged to junius, at that time

praetor of Aſia, to determine their puniſhment, Caſar applied to him, while he was

taking a progreſs through the Aſiatic province. Junius, who was a very covetous

man, and hoped to extort great ſums from the pirates, anſwered, That he would

think at his leiſure what to do with the priſoners. Upon which Caſar, taking his

leave of him, returned to Pergamus, where he ordered the pirates to be brought

forth, and crucified; a puniſhment which he had often threatened them with while he

was in their hands, and which they never dreamt he would be ever able to inflićt upon

them (G). He then went to Rhodes, where he improved his talent for oratory,

under the famous rhetorician Apollonius Molon (H), who at that time had Cicero for

his auditor. I

N

at them, as not underſtanding the value of their priſoner, and voluntarily engaged

Cauſes the

pirates to be

crucifted.

* Clc. in Bruto. Quintil. 1. xi. & Plut. in Craſſo. * Plur. in Ceſare.

(F) In his pleadings, ſays Plutarch (18), he ap

peared with all the graces of an excellent orator, and

gained much upon the affections of the people by

the eaſineſs of his addreſs and converſation, in which

he was accompliſhed beyond what could be expected

from his age. He was by nature excellently framed,

fays the ſame writer, for a perfect ſtateſman and

orator, and took great pains to improve his genius

that way in his youth; but he never roſe up to that

pitch of eloquence, to which nature would have

carried him, being diverted by thoſe expeditions

and deſigns, which at length gained him the em

pire: whence he himſelf, in his anſwer to Cicero's

panegyric on Cato, deſires his reader not to com

pare the plain diſcourſe of a ſoldier with the ſtudied

(18) Plut. in Ceſare.

harangues of an orator, who was not only endued

with fine parts, but had employed his whole life in

this one ſtudy (19).

(G) Plutarch, in this place, contradićts Suetonius,

whom we have followed. The former writer tells

us, that Caſar was taken by the pirates near the

iſland of Pharmacuſa, on his return from Bithynia,

where he had reſided ſome time, at the court of king

Nicomedes, as we have related above.

(H) Plutarch calls Apollonius Molon's ſon, and of

one man makestwo ; for Apollonius himſelf, and not

his father, was called Molon, as is evident from.

Suetonius, Quintilian and Cicero, who often call him

Molon fimply, without the addition of the other

appellative, which would have been very improper,

(19) Idem ibid.

d

d
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3. In the mean time Pompey, having ſpent the winter in Nar'cºme Gaul, and in the

b ginning of the ſpring paſſed the Pyrenees, after having ſurmounted the obſtacles

which ſome Gauliſh nations threw in his way, appeared on the frontiers of Hither

Spain. There he was informed, that the Roman troops, under the command of Per

perma, or Perpenna, had, in ſpite of their general, joined Sertorius, and taken the

military oath to him. Perperna, after the death of Lepidus, whoſe lieutenant he was, Perpernº re

had got together the remains of his army, amounting to fifty-three cohorts, that is, ... .s.n.

about thirty-two thouſand men, and had marched with them into Spain, intending

to ſettle there, as Sertorius had done, and to make war with Metellus by himſelf,

thinking it below a man of his birth and rank to act in ſubordination to one, who was

not even a Roman ; but when his ſoldiers underſtood, that Pompey had paſſed the

Pyrenees at the head of a mighty army, they took up their arms and enſigns, and

threatened to abandon Perperna, if he did not inſtantly lead them to Serto, ills, and

reſign the command to a general, who was able to defend himſelf and thoſe who

ferved under him. Perperna complied, tho' much againſt his will, with their deſire, º, troops join

joined Sertorius, and ſerved under him as a ſubaltern. Sertorius, now at the head of Sºs.

a very conſiderable army, took the field, in order to ſtop the progreſs of Pompey,

whoſe high charaćter, founded on many glorious exploits, was a ſtrong prejudice in

his favour. He was in the flower of his age, at moſt about thirty, had been honoured

forme years before with a triumph, and the ſurname of Great, and was now empow

ered to ačt ſeparately and independently of Metellus, with the title of proconſul.

Upon his arrival, ſeveral cities, which had hitherto continued faithful to Sertorius,

began to waver, and ſeemed inclined to open their gates to a general, whoſe great

fame had already reached the moſt remote corners of Spain. Sertorius therefore, to

prevent their defečtion by ſome ſignal action, and to make them ſenſible that Pom

pey's protećtion could avail them little againſt his power and reſentment, entered the

province of Hither Spain, which was moſt devoted to the republic, and there, tho’

Pompey was advancing full march againſt him, laid fiege to Lauron, now Liria, a sºrrorius A.

ſtrong city on the banks of the Turia. Pompey, not doubting but he ſhould be able fig, Lauron.

to raiſe the ſiege, marched quite up to the enemy’s lines, and thinking he had incloſed

them between his own army and the city, found means to convey a meſſenger into

the place, to acquaint the gariſon, that thoſe who beſieged them were themſelves

beſieged, and would be ſoon obliged to retire with ſhame and diſgrace. Sertorius,

when informed of this meſſage, ſmiled, and turning to the officers about him, I will

teach Sylla’s diſciple, ſaid he, that it is the duty of a general to look as well behind him as

before him. Having thus ſpoke, he ſent orders to a detachment of ſix thouſand men,

who lay concealed among the mountains, to draw near to Pompey, and fall upon his

rear, if he ſhould offer to force the lines. Pompey, ſurprized at their ſudden appear

ance, durſt not ſtir out of his camp; but was forced to ſit ſtill, and ſee his friends

if he had been only the ſon of Molon. Plutarch falls were much to be wiſhed, that thoſe who, in our

into the ſame miſtake in the life of Cicero, as the days, ſet up for teachers and ſchoolmaſters, were as

learned Rºaldus obſerves. Thus far M. Dacier, in honeſt and diſintereſted as Apollonius. Of this Apol

her notes upon Plutarch. But that learned critic is

certainly miſtaken, it being evident from Strako,

that Molon and Apollonius were two different men;

for he tells us in expreſs terms, that Molon and

Apollonius were both natives of Alabanda, a city of

Caria; that they were both ſcholars of Menecles the

Alabandian; and that they both profeſſed the ſame

art at Rhodes, tho' Molon went thither later than

Apollonius, who, on that account, applied to him

that of Homer Ol: M%xay; for he was likewiſe cal

led by ſome Molon, by others Maxxx.3%, or the Soft

(zo). Cicero likewiſe diſtinguiſhes them, calling the

one Molon, and the other Apollonius the Alabandian,

eſpecially in his firſt book de oratore, where he in

troduces M. Antonius ſpeaking of him thus: For this

one thing I always liked Apollonius the Alabandian ;

tho' he taught for money, he did not ſuffer any, whom

he thought incapable of becoming orators, to loſe their

time and labour with him; but ſent them home, ex

horting them to apply their minds to that art, for

which they were, in his opinion, beſt qualified. It

(40) Strabo, l. xiv. p. 655, 660, 661.

lonius Plutarch relates, that as he was not well verſed

in the Latin tongue, he deſired Cicero to declaim in

Greek. The Roman was mightily pleaſed with this

motion, ſuppoſing, that Apollonius could better cor

rect him, in caſe he ſhould ſay any thing amiſ; ;

but while thoſe who were preſent, amazed at h’s

eloquence, and the purity of his dićtion, ſtrove to

outdo one another in commending him, Apollonius

neither expreſſed any ſatisfäätion in his countenance

while his diſciple was ſpeaking, nor applauded him

after he had done ; but, without uttering a word,

continued in his place muſing and penſive. When

he obſerved Cicero to be uneaſy at this behaviour, he

addreſſed him thus: Take courage, Cicero; I both

praiſe and admireyou ; but I am ſorry for poor Greece,

when I ſee the two only ornaments that were left us,

learning and eloquence, transferred by you from us to

the Romans. This Apollonius ſupplied Apion the

grammarian, if joſephus is to be credited(11), with

the many falſhoods he publiſhed againſt the jews

and their temple.

(a 1) joſeph. contra Apion. l. ii.

and
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and confederates ruined before his face: for the beſieged, deſpairing of relief, delivered a

All takes it themſelves up to Sertorius, who ſpared their lives, and granted them their liberty ;

*}” but burnt their city, not out of anger or cruelty, to which Sertoriºs was an utter

** ſtranger, but that it might be ſaid, for the greater confuſion of the admirers of Po.

pey, that tho’ he was ſo near the fire, which burnt down a confederate city, as to be

well warmed by it, yet it was not able to raiſe heat enough in him to make him

attempt the relief of it *. Fromlinus tells us, that Pompey, without coming to a gene

ral action, loſt, during the ſiege of Lauron, ten thouſand men, cut off in ſmall par

ties by Sertorius's horſe, who were continually ſcouring the plains, and intercepting

all the enemy’s convoys F. However that be, it is certain, that Pompey, after the

ſurrender of the place, retired with Metellus to the foot of the Pyrenees, and there, b

without putting their troops into winter-quarters as uſual, ſuffered all the rigour of

the ſeaſon in tents, being afraid of a ſurpriſe from a general, whom they both dreaded

and admired.

THE next year L. Ożavius and Aurelius Cotta were choſen conſuls, and upon a

complaint made, that the famine occaſioned in Rome by the Cilician pirates, who in

feſted the ſeas, was owing to Sylla's having leſſened the power of the tribunes of the

people, Cotta was weak enough to give up one point in their favour, to the great

The tribune, of prejudice of the republic. He conſented, that, for the future, the tribunes might

the peºple be: be promoted to ſuperior offices, contrary to a law enaëted by Sylla. Thus they began

j." to recover by degrees their former power, which, in the end, proved the ruin of the c
theirformer -

power. republican government ". -

BU T to return to Spain : As ſoon as the ſeaſon was proper for aſtion, Mºtelius

took the field, and marched againſt Hirtulcius, one of Sertorius’s lieutenants, engaged

him, and, after a moſt obſtinate diſpute, which laſted the whole day, put him to

Hirtuleius in flight. Hirtuleius loſt in the action twenty thouſand men, was himſelf dangerouſly

tirely a feated wounded, and very narrowly eſcaped falling into the enemy’s hands •. Sertorius,

**us upon the news of this overthrow, advanced with all poſſible expedition to the banks

of the Sicro in Tarraconian Spain, intending to attack Pompey, who was incamped

there, before he could be joined by Metellus, and by that means repair the loſs which

his lieutenant had ſuſtained. On the other hand, Pompey, fearing Metellus ſhould d

ſhare with him the glory of the vićtory, made what haſte he could to engage Serto

rius before his arrival. However, Sertorius, conſidering that the darkneſs of the

night would be a great diſadvantage to the enemy, whether they were conquerors or

conquered, none of them being acquainted with the country, delayed engaging till

the cloſe of the day, and then advanced in order of battle againſt his rival, whoſe

troops were drawn up in a large plain on the banks of the Sucro. Pompey, tho’ well

appriſed of the enemy's deſign in putting off the engagement till the evening, would

not decline it, for fear Metellus ſhould in the mean time join him with his victorious

troops, and rob him in great meaſure of the glory, which he promiſed himſelf from

A battle he conquering a commander of ſo great reputation. The attack was begun with equal e

twº Pompey valour on both ſides. Pompey, who commanded his own right wing, ſoon obliged

** Perperna, who commanded the enemy’s left wing, to give way. Hereupon Sertorius,

committing the care of his right wing to his lieutenants, flew to the aſſiſtance of the

left ; and having, what by promiſes what by menaces, brought his flying troops

back to the charge, fell upon Pompey with ſuch fury, that, in ſpite of his utmoſt

Pompey de- efforts, he was forced to give way, and betake himſelf to flight. As he was flying,

feated, an African of a gigantic ſize, who purſued him cloſe, had already lifted up his arm

to diſcharge a blow at him with his broad ſword ; but Pompey, more active and

nimble than the unwieldy African, prevented him, by cutting off his hand at the

firſt blow. He then continued his flight; but being wounded and thrown from his f

horſe, he would have been made priſoner, had not the Africans, who purſued him, quar

relled about his horſe's golden trappings and rich capariſon. While they were divid

ing the ſpoil, Pompey made his eſcape, and with much-ado, being wounded in the

thigh with an arrow, reached his camp. On the other hand, Aſranius, who com

manded the left wing of the Roman army, had all the advantage over the wing Ser

torius had left; he put them into diſorder, forced them to retire in confuſion, and

purſued them ſo cloſe, that he entered the enemy's camp with the fugitives ; but

while his troops were buſy in rifling the tents, Sertorius came upon them unexpectedly,

*

* Plut. in Pomp. & Sertor. • Front, ſtrat, l. i. c. 5. * Appian. bell, civil. l. i. Salust.

in fragment. Plur. in Cic. * FRONT, ibid.

made
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a made a dreadful ſlaughter of them at the head of his vićtorious forces, and retook his

camp. Early next morning Sertorius drew up his army in the ſame plain, being

reſolved to venture a ſecond engagement, which he had taken proper meaſures to

make deciſive ; but in the mean time Metellus coming up, he drew off, and returned

to his camp, ſaying, Had it not been for the old woman, meaning Metellus, I would have

whipt the boy ſoundly, and ſent him back to Rome f.

A T this time Sertorius was greatly concerned for the loſs of his hind, which had

gone aſtray, being frightened with the noiſe and hurry of the late battle. He was

thereby deſtitute of an admirable contrivance to encourage the ſuperſtitious people,

and inſpire them with an awful reſpećt for his perſon; but, by good fortune, ſome

of his men, who were wandering about in the night, meeting her, and knowing her

by her colour, retook her. The general was overjoyed with the news, and promiſed

an ample reward to thoſe who had found her, provided they kept it ſecret, and locked

her up carefully. A few days after he appeared in public with a chearful countenance,

and declared to the chief nobility, that the gods had foretold him in a dream, that

ſome extraordinary good fortune would ſoon attend him. He then aſcended his tri

bunal, and while he was there adminiſtring juſtice, and giving audience to his officers

and ſoldiers, the favourite hind being let looſe, purſuant to his direétions, no ſooner

diſcovered her maſter, than ſhe ran bounding to him with great joy, leaped on the

tribunal, laid her head in his lap, and licked his hand. Sertorius in return ſtroked

and careſſed her with all the tokens of a real tenderneſs and affection, inſomuch that

tears ran down his cheeks. All thoſe who were preſent, filled with wonder and

aſtoniſhment, proclaimed him above the rank of common men, looked upon him as

a perſon highly favoured by the gods, and, with reſpećtful congratulations, and loud

ſhouts of joy, attended him to his tent, proteſting that they were ready to ſhed the

laſt drop of their blood in his defence g.

Sertorius, not thinking it adviſeable to engage Pompey and Metellus at the ſame

time, retired in the night from his camp ; and, upon his retreat, Pompey went out

to receive and welcome Metellus. As he drew near, Pompey, out of reſpect to him as

his ſuperior officer, ordered his lićtors to lower their faſces; but Metellus would not

aſſume any diſtinétion, except that of giving the watch-word to the whole army while

they incamped together. As a perfect harmony reigned both between the generals

and the two armies, they agreed to march after Sertorius, and attack him in his new

poſt. They found his army divided into two bodies, one commanded by Perperna,

the other by himſelf. After they had continued ſome days in ſight of each other,

Metellus fell upon Perperna, and Pompey led his forces againſt Sertorius, in hopes of

recovering the reputation he had loſt in the late battle. The engagement was ſo

furious and obſtinate, that it laſted the whole day; but in the end Pompey was defeated pompey...

anew, and put to flight, after having loſt ſix thouſand men, among whom was feated anew.

Memmius, his lieutenant, and one of the greateſt officers of his time. On the other hand,

Metellus put Perperna to flight, and killed five thouſand of his men ; but Sertorius,

having rallied the fugitives, and renewed the fight, repulſed Metellus in his turn, and

cutting his way through the battalions that ſurrounded him, wounded him with his

lance, and would have ſoon diſpatched him, had not his troops, aſhamed to leave

their general in diſtreſs, returned to the charge. After they had reſcued Metellus,

they fell upon the Luſitanians, who attended Sertorius, with ſuch fury, that they

obliged them to retire in great confuſion. The brave general, having attempted

ſeveral times in vain to rally his troops, and lead them back to the charge, was

forced at length to quit the field. He withdrew to a city among the mountains, not Seitorius ob.

liged by Metel

lus to quit the

field.

that he deſigned to ſtand a ſiege there, but only to deceive Pompey and Metellus.

Accordingly the two generals, giving over the purſuit of the Luſitanians, haſtened to

lay fiege to the place whither Sertorius had retreated ; but while they were forming

their camp, he made a ſally, and eſcaped with his troops croſs the mountains into

Luſitania, where he raiſed a ſufficient number of forces to enable him to keep the

field. All the cities in his intereſt ſent him ſupplies of men, money and proviſions,

with ſuch expedition, that in a very ſhort time he appeared again at the head of a for

midable army, and offered the two generals battle, which they wiſely declined ; but

they could not avoid the continual attacks of Sertorius, who fell upon them from all

quarters, drove them from poſt to poſt, and, by intercepting all their convoys,

* Plur in Pomp & Sertor. & Idem ibid,

V o L. V. Nº. 2, B. b reduced
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Metellus redu

red to great

fºreights.

Sertorius offers

to lay down his

4rzºg.

Mithridates

ſends embaſſa

dors to Serto

rius,

£ºmpey and reduced them to ſuch ſtreights, that they were obliged to ſeparate, and retire, Metellus a

into Gaul, and Pompey into the country of the Waccai, whom Iſidorus places at the

foot of the Pyrenees. From thence he wrote a doleful letter to the ſenate, demand

ing a ſpeedy ſupply of men and money, acquainting them with the wretched condi

tion his troops were in, and adding, that if they delayed ſending him powerful rein

forcements, he ſhould be forced to return into Italy with his army. To ſuch extre

mities Sertorius brought the two greateſt commanders and moſt experienced warriors

of his age ".

He was now in the height of his proſperity; but nevertheleſs, as he was a ſincere

lover of his country, and had a great deſire to return home, he ſent word to Metellus

and Pompey, that he was ready to lay down his arms, and lead a private life, pro

vided the decree of his proſcription were repealed. This great deſire of ſeeing again

his native country, was chiefly owing, as Plutarch informs us, to the tender affection

and extraordinary reſpect he always had for his mother, under whom he had been

brought up with great care, having loſt his father when he was very young. When

he afterwards received the melancholy news of her death, he was ſo much affected

with it, that he had almoſt died himſelf of grief; he wept bitterly, and lay ſeven

days together on the ground, without giving the word, or being ſeen by his moſt

intimate friends. The chief commanders of the army, and perſons of the greateſt

diſtinétion, crouding round his tent, with much-ado prevailed upon him to appear

again in public, and take upon him the management of affairs, which were then in

a very proſperous condition. All this plainly ſhews, that he was of a mild and com

paſſionate temper, naturally inclined to lead a quiet life, and that he was driven by

his enemies to have recourſe to arms, contrary to his own inclination. What anſwer

Pompey and Metellus returned him, hiſtorians have not told us. All we know is, that

the decree of his proſcription was never repealed, nor he ſuffered to return to his

native country.

IN the mean time the fame of his noble exploits, and of the great advantages he

gained every day over the two moſt renowned generals of the republic, flew as far as

Aſia. Mithridates the Great had been obliged by Sylla, as we have related in our

hiſtory of Pontus, to ſubmit to ſuch conditions of peace, as that general had been

pleaſed to impoſe upon him ; but, after the deceaſe of Sylla, he raiſed a powerſul

army, with a deſign to renew the war, and improve the diſturbances of the republic

to his advantage. As his court was at that time filled with proſcribed perſons, who

had fled from Rome, theſe, eſpecially L. Magius and L. Fannius, adviſed him to enter

into an alliance with Sertorius ; and the king, purſuant to their advice, ſent embaſſa

dors into Spain, offering the Luſitanian general three thouſand talents, and forty

gallies completely fitted out, on condition that he would ſuffer him to re-conquer

thoſe provinces of Aſia, which he had been forced to give in virtue of his treaty with

Sylla. Upon the arrival of the embaſſadors, Sertorius called a council, when all to a

man approved of the king's propoſals, and were very preſſing with Sertorius to com

ply with his requeſt, ſince he demanded nothing but an empty conſent to an under

taking, which they could no-ways prevent. And here we cannot ſufficiently admire

the conſtancy and magnanimity of that brave commander, who, we may ſay, appeared

greater in this glorious negotiation, than at the head of his army. Tho' it would

have coſt him nothing to have granted Mithridates whatever he deſired, and ſuch a

grant would have procured him great ſums, and a conſiderable armament ; yet he

would not by any means hearken to the propoſal, ſaying, That it was his duty to

inlarge the Roman dominions by his vićtories, and not to increaſe his own power by

the diminution of the Roman territories. Having therefore ſent for the embaſſadors,

he declared to them, that he was willing their maſter ſhould re-conquer Bithynia and

Cappadocia, kingdoms to which the Romans had no right; but that he would not

conſent he ſhould ſet a foot in the province of Aſia, that is, the kingdom of Perga

mus, which undoubtedly belonged to the commonwealth, and which he had given up

by a ſolemn treaty. With this anſwer he diſmiſſed the embaſſadors; and when the

king heard it, he could not help admiring the magnanimity of Sertorius : What would

not this Roman preſcribe to us, ſaid he, if he were at Rome, ſince, from the ſhores of

the Atlantic ocean, he takes upon him to ſet bounds to our kingdom, and threatens us with

war, in caſe we ſhould make any attempts upon Aſia? However, the king of Pontus,

* Plur, ibid.

knowing
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a knowing how advantageous it would prove to his deſigns to foment the civil war, con- Sertorius ºn

cluded the treaty upon Sertorius’s own terms. The king ſupplied him with three

thouſand talents, and a fleet of forty gallies ; and Sertorius ſent to the king a body

of troops, under the command of Marcus Marius, or, as others call him, Marcus

Varius, one of the ſenators, who had been proſcribed by Sylla'. -

W H 1 L E Mithridates was making prodigious preparations for war in Aſia, and

Sertorius in Spain, P. Servilius, with the title of proconſul, cleared the coaſts and ſeas

of the pirates who infeſted them, took Iſaure their capital (I), and was honoured

with the ſurname of Iſauricus, and with a triumph for his ſucceſs. The next year

Licinius Lucullus and Aurelius Cotta were choſen conſuls. The former, by paying his

court toa miſtreſs of Cetheguſ, one of the tribunes of the people, got the command of

the troops that were to be ſent into Cilicia. His collegue was appointed to command

the fleet that was to guard Bithynia againſt the invaſion threatened by Mithridates ;

but, before he ſet ſail, he procured an unlimited commiſſion for M. Antonius, the

father of the triumvir, which was that of guarding all the ſea-coaſts ſubjećt to the

republic. He ſet out with great confidence in queſt of the pirates, and engaged them

ters into an al

liance with

Mithridates,

off the iſland of Crete; but he had the mortification to ſee moſt of his ſhips taken, MAntonius

and his men hanged to the maſts, with the chains which he had prepared for the

enemy. This fight ſo grieved him, that he died a few days after . In the mean

time Cotta arriving in Bithynia, found Mithridates in motion at the head of a mighty

army. All the cities of Paphlagonia opened their gates to him, imagining, that, in

ſubmitting to him, they ſubmitted to the authority of Rome, becauſe Marius, whom

Sertorius had ſentinto Aſia in quality of proconſul, always marched before the king's

troops, attended by his lićtors with their faſces. The Bithynians likewiſe would rea

dily have revolted, had not julius Cæſar, who had retired to Rhodeſ, as we have

related above, upon the news of their motions, croſſed over to the continent, raiſed

troops without any commiſſion, and driving the king's emiſſaries out of the country,

kept the cities, which were ready to revolt, ſteady to their duty. This was, as it

were, the firſtº of this young commander, who, tho' only twenty-four years of

age, already equalled the oldeſt generals in prudence and bravery ". On the other

hand, the conſul Cotta, being defeated in a ſea engagement by the fleet of Mithridateſ,

was forced to take refuge in Chalcedon, where he was cloſely beſieged ; but his col

legue Lucullus marching to his relief, obliged Mithridates to retire. The king went The ſºft ºf

from thence to beſiege Cyzicus ; but was obliged by Lucullus to drop that enterprize,;i.

after having loſt the greateſt part of his army, which, when he ſat down before thej

place, was thirty thouſand ſtrong. The Roman, encouraged with this ſucceſs, took

ſeveral places from the enemy, and put an end to the campaign by a complete vićtory

over the king's fleet, as we have related in our hiſtory of Pontus, to which we refer

our readers for a full account of what we have only hinted at in this place.

defeated by the

pirates.

The republic was no leſs ſucceſsful in Spain than in Aſia. The ſenators, and other A conſpiracy

patricians, who ſerved under Sertorius, thinking they could now make head againſt againſt Serto

the enemy without him, began to be jealous of his glory. They were headed by *

Perperna, who was continually inveighing both in private and in public againſt Ser

torius and his ſenate. That ambitious patrician could not brook the authority which

he had aſſumed over his army, and flattering himſelf that he ſhould ſucceed him in

the command of all the troops in Luſitania, he plotted his ruin, and drew into the

conſpiracy ſeveral officers, pretending, that Sertorius ſlighted the Romans, and con

fided only in the Luſitanians. The conſpirators, not daring at firſt to make any

attempt upon his life, by reaſon of the great affection the Luſitanians bore him, did

* Plut. in Sert. Cic. pro lege Manilia, & pro Murena. Liv. l. xciſi. Appian, in Mithridatic, Oros.

l. vi. c. 2. * Clc. ačt. 2. in Verr. Flor. l. iii. c. 7. Liv. l. xciv. * Suet. in Julio, c. 4.

Vell. Parer.c. l. ii. c. 42.

(I) ſaure, called afterwards Iſauropolis, and now uſe of a ſort of brigantine, which from them was

Saura, was the capital of Iſauria, a country of Aſia

Minor, comprehending part of mount Taurus, and

the mountains between Cilicia, Lycaonia and Pam

phylia. This city, in Pliny's time, had loſt much of

its ancient ſplendor. Servilius, beſides Iſaure, reduced

ſeveral other cities, viz. Phaſelis, Olympus and Cori

cas, which were retreats for pirates. The firſt ſtood

on the confines of Lycia and Pamphylia. Its inha

bitants, who were for the moſt part pirates, made

called phaſelus. They were ſo poor, according to

the ancients, that they ſacrificed nothing but ſalt

fiſh to their gods; and hence the proverb, ſacriff

cium Phaſelitarum, to ſignify a mean preſent or of:

fering. The city of Olympus ſtood on the ſea-coaſt

of Cilicia; and that of Coricus was a famous port

in the ſame country, and is now known by the

name of Curco.

all
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all that lay in their power to alienate their minds from him, and ſecretly deſtroy his a

intereſt among them. With this view the governors of the cities abuſed the inhabi

- ** tants, puniſhed them with the utmoſt ſeverity, and loaded them with taxes, giving

out, that all this was done by the expreſs order of Sertorius. Hereupon ſeveral cities

revolted, and great diſturbances were raiſed all over Luſitania. Sertorius ſent perſons,

in whom he thought he could confide, to appeaſe the mutineers ; but thoſe, in whom

he repoſed moſt confidence, being gained over by his enemies, proved traitors to him,

and inſtead of mitigating the people by gentle methods, exaſperated them with an

unſeaſonable ſeverity, and left them at their departure more obſtinate, and more

inclined to revolt, than they had found them. This incenſed Sertorius to ſuch a

His ſeverity to degree, that he cauſed ſome of the children of the Luſitanians, who were educated at b

*śPaniſhhºf Oſca, to be put to death, and ſold others for ſlaves. This is the only piece of cruelty
tages. and injuſtice, which the author of Sertorius's life can lay to his charge (K); on all

other occaſions he ſhewed a mildneſs of temper hardly to be matched w.

IN the mean time the baſe Perperna increaſed the number of the conſpirators, and,

amongſt others, drew in Manlius, one of the chief officers of the army. This Man

lius, having conceived a ſhameful paſſion for a young Roman, diſcloſed to him the

whole conſpiracy, telling him, that he ſhould ſoon ſee him at the head of the army.

The youth diſcovered to one Aufidus what he had learnt of Manlius ; but as Aufidus

himſelf was one of the conſpirators, and knew not that Manlius was any-ways engaged

in the plot, he made ſlight of what the youth ſaid; but when the young Roman named c

Perperna, Gracinus, Q. Fabius, Tarquitius, Sertorius’s two ſecretaries, and ſeveral

others, who, Aufidus well knew, were all in the plot, he went immediately to Per

perna, gave him notice of the danger they were in, and ſolicited him immediately to

put their deſign in execution. Accordingly Perperna, with the conſent of the other

conſpirators, pitched on that very day; and they all agreed to aſſaſſinate him at an

entertainment, to which nobody but he and the conſpirators ſhould be invited. As

º it was no eaſy matter to engage him in a party of pleaſure, they had recourſe to arti

fice, and provided a meſſenger, who brought to him feigned letters, giving him

notice of a ſignal vićtory obtained by one of his lieutenants over Pompey and Metellus.

He was ſo well pleaſed with this news, that he readily came into the propoſal of the d

perfidious Perperna, and promiſed to paſs the evening with him and his friends in

mirth and jollity. Accordingly, after he had returned ſolemn thanks to the gods for

the pretended ſucceſs, he went to Perperma’s quarters, to rejoice with him upon the

new vićtory. At all entertainments, where Sertorius was preſent, great order and

decency was obſerved ; for they all knew, that he could not bear any looſe and inde

cent diſcourſes: but in the midſt of this entertainment, the conſpirators, pretending

to be warmed with wine, began to talk very looſly, on purpoſe to provoke their gene

ral, and pick a quarrel with him. Sertorius, offended at their indecent and diſreſpect

ful behaviour, changed his poſture, and leaning backward, pretended not to hear

nor regard them. Then Perperna, taking a cup full of wine, let it fall, as he was e

drinking, out of his hand, which was the ſignal agreed on. Upon this Antonius,

who was next to Sertorius, drew his poniard, and wounded him. The brave general

ſtrove to raiſe himſelf; but Antonius, throwing himſelf upon his breaſt, held both his

hands, ſo that, without being in the leaſt able to defend himſelf, he lay expoſed to

Sertorius aſſaſ the fury of the reſt of the conſpirators, who fell upon him, and diſpatched him. Ser

finated. torius was, without contradićtion, one of the greateſt ſoldiers the republic had ever

w Plur, ibid.

(K) However, he endeavours to excuſe it, and “ thus, I ſuppoſe, it happened to Sertorius, who,

reaſons thus: “ The cruelty which Sertorius prac- “being exaſperated by repeated injuries of ungrate

“tiſed upon the Spaniſh hoſtages, ſeems to argue, “ful perſons, was at laſt ſevere to thoſe who had

“ that his clemency was not natural, but only acted, “wrongfully injured him.” Thus far Plutarch (22).

“ as his affairs required. As to my own opinion, I What that writer did not think impoſſible, is not

“am perſuaded, that true virtue, eſtabliſhed by rea- only poſſible, but very common; for nothing can be

“ ſon and mature judgment, can never be totally truer, than what Electra ſays in Sophocles; It is ver

“perverted and extirpated by any misfortune what diffult, my friend, for any one in my condition to keep

“ ever; not that I think it impoſſible, but that within due bounds, and not repine at providence. Such

“ great indignities offered without cauſe, and fre- woful calamities change our very nature, and force us,

“quent abuſes put upon thoſe of the beſt nature, in ſpite of ourſelves, to become wicked. This is the

“ and moſt virtuous inclinations, may make ſome only reaſon that can be offered as an excuſe for Ser

“impreſſion and alteration in their temper; and torius.

(11) Plat, in Sert.

bred.
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a bred. Rome was ſo fully convinced of it, that ſhe ſent againſt him two of the greateſt

generals ſhe had, Metellus and Pompey; but the glory which theſe two renowned

warriors had acquired elſewhere, was eclipſed in Spain : they could never gain any

conſiderable advantage over the Luſitanian general, and were at laſt by him driven

quite out of the field, and forced to ſhelter themſelves either in Gaul, or among the

moſt inacceſſible mountains. Pompey, who had been honoured in his youth with a

triumph, and the ſurname of Great, and had filled all Italy, Sicily and Africa with the

fame of his exploits, gained nothing in Spain, ſo long as Sertorius lived, but ſhame

and diſgrace. Upon his death, the treacherous Perperna took upon him the command

of the army 3 but ſoon made it appear that he underſtood no more how to command,

b than how to obey ; for Pompey, who had continued for ſome time ina&tive in a corner

of Hither Spain, no ſooner heard of Sertorius’s death, than he left the place of his

retreat, marched againſt Perperna, gained an eaſy and complete vićtory over him, Perpernade
and took the traitor himſelf priſoner. As Perperna had, on Sertorius's death, ſeized*fa

on all his papers, he offered to ſhew Pompey letters from the greateſt men in Rome, “

inviting him into Italy; but Pompey, not vouchſaving to ſee the perfidious wretch,

ordered him to ſend to him all Sertorius’s papers and writings ſealed up. He no ſooner

received them, than he cauſed them to be burnt unopened, in the preſence of all the

officers of his army; and immediately after ordered Perperna to be put to death, leſt Perperna?”

he ſhould name any of Sertorius's correſpondents, and by that means give occaſion to ****

c new diſturbances. As to the reſt of the conſpirators, ſome of them were taken, and

put to death by Pompey's order; others fled into Africa, where they were murdered

by the Mauritamians. In a ſhort time not one of them was left alive, except Aufidus,

who not being much inquired after, died many years after in an obſcure village of

Spain, in extreme poverty, and abhorred by allº. The death of Perperna put an end

to the war, which had employed the greateſt generals and the beſt forces of the ſhºt ind

republic almoſt ten years. Pompey, tho’ he gained little reputation by this expedi-;:

tion, yet he had the glory of ending it ſucceſsfully. He continued ſome time in Spain, find º.

to reduce the rebellious cities, and then returned with his army into Italy. Before Chriſt

ScARce was the rebellion in Spain at an end, when a new ſtorm aroſe in the heart*
d of Italy. In the next conſulate of Terentius Varro and Caſſius Varus, ſome ſlaves of If 79.

Capua, having broke their chains, took up arms, and under the condućt of Spartacus,

a Thracian gladiator of uncommon abilities, firſt defeated the Capuan militia, and

afterwards Claudius Pulcher, a Roman praetor at the head of three thouſand men.

Theſe ſucceſsful beginnings ſo raiſed the reputation of Spartacus, that he ſoon ſaw The war of the
himſelf at the head of ten thouſand men, whom he led againſt the praetor Watinius,{. funder

and gave him a total overthrow. He then marched into Ciſalpine Gaul with a defign partacus.

to give his troops, who were moſtly Gauli, an opportunity of returning into their own

country ; for he found them ungovernable, and therefore incapable of carrying on a

war. But the next year, when Gellius Poplicola and Cornelius Lentulus were conſuls,

e Chixus, one of the chiefs of the Gauliſh ſlaves, ſeparated from him, and marched back

into Apulia, where he was attacked, and cut in pieces with his whole army, by the Caixus de

conſul Gellius, and the proconſul Anius. Upon the news of this defeat, Špariacus, ſ”.

who was in Ciſalpine Gaul, and had nothing elſe in view but to paſs the Alps, and take

ſhelter among the Tranſalpine Gauli, turned back, and falling upon the conſul Lentulus,

who purſued him, gave him a total overthrow. Then, without delay, he marched Spartacus de

in queſt of the conſul Gelius, defeated his vićtorious army, and obliged both him and ...”
his troops to ſhelter themſelves behind the walls of their cities. Never was the proud “”

republic more humbled. Her two conſuls, and her invincible legions, were forced to

fly, in a ſhameful manner, before a Thracian, a gladiator, and a ſlave. Spartacus

f would not give quarter to any of the Roman priſoners, but in honour of Cnixus ſacri

ficed them all round his funeral pile. As his army now conſiſted of a hundred and

twenty thouſand men, all fugitive ſlaves, he ravaged moſt of the provinces of Italy,

without the leaſt oppoſition, and then returned into Lucania, poſted himſelf on the

mountains near Thurii, and erected magazines in that city for the ſupport of his

numerous army.

THE next year, when Aufidius Oreſtes and Lentulus Sura were conſuls, the ſenate Craſſus ſent a.

gave the condućt of the war againſt the rebellious gladiators to Licinius Craſſus, one gºſ, Sparta
Cºl.$.

* Plut. in Sert. & Pomp.
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of the chief commanders of Sylla's party, and who had a great ſhare in moſt of his

vićtories. Craſſus, having raiſed in a few days ſix legions, detached Mummius, one

of his lieutenants, with two of them, to watch the enemy's motions, while he came

up with the reſt of the army. The raſh lieutenant no ſooner diſcovered the enemy,

than he drew up his troops in battalia, and challenged Spartacus, contrary to the

expreſs orders of his general. The Thracian accepted the challenge, and put the Ro

mans to flight at the firſt onſet. Craſſus ſoon after arrived, and having reprimanded

Mummius in the ſevereſt terms, he cauſed five hundred legionaries, who had retired

at the approach of the enemy, to be decimated ; which ſeaſonable piece of ſeverity

made him as much reſpe&ted by his troops, as he had been formerly beloved. He ſoon

after marched in queſt of the enemy, and falling in with a body of ten thouſand rebels,

who were laying waſte the country, he fell upon them, and cutting off their retreat,

put them all to the ſword. Hereupon Spartacus, after a fruitleſs attempt to get over

to Sicily, poſted himſelf in a peninſula near Rhegium. There Craſſus ſhut him in with

a ditch from one ſea to the other, three hundred furlongs long, fifteen foot broad,

and as much in depth. But the brave Spartacus, taking the opportunity of a ſnowy

ſtormy night, filled up part of the ditch, forced his way through the enemy’s army,

and incamped again in the open country. Craſſus was afraid left he ſhould march

direétly to Rome. But he was freed from this apprehenſion, when he ſaw a great body

of the rebellious ſlaves upon ſome diſcontent revolt from Spartacus, and incamp by

themſelves. Theſe Craſſus attacked without loſs of time, and defeated them after a

long and obſtinate diſpute. Twelve thouſand three hundred of the enemy were killed

upon the ſpot, of which number only two were found wounded in the back ; all the

reſt died fighting in their ranks with incredible bravery. After this defeat, Spar

tacus retired towards the mountains of Petilia. But his men, encouraged by a ſlight

advantage gained over two of Craſſus’s officers, obliged him to march them back, and

lead them againſt the Romans. This was what Craſſus impatiently deſired, being in

formed by his friends at Rome, that the people deſigned to recal him, and give the

command of the army to their favourite idol Pompey. He therefore incamped near

the enemy, and offered them battle. As Spartacus could not retreat, being inveſted

in his camp by Craſſus, he drew up his army with all the skill of a great commander.

When his horſe was brought him before the onſet, he drew his ſword, and killed him,

ſaying, If I gain the viđory, I ſhall have a great many better horſe: ; if I loſe it, I ſhall

have no need of this. He then began the attack at the head of his infantry. His men,

animated by his example, fought with unparallelled bravery. Vićtory was long doubt

ful, but at length declared for the Romans. Spartacus, after all his men were fled,

ſtood his ground alone for a great while, with invincible courage. Being wounded in

the leg with a javelin, he fought on his knees, holding his buckler in one hand, and

his ſword in the other. At laſt being pierced with many wounds, he fell upon a

heap of Romans, whom he had ſacrificed to his fury. In this battle forty thouſand

of the rebels were killed upon the ſpot, whereas the Romans loſt but a thouſand men.

However, the fugitives rallied again to the number of five thouſand, and retired

under the condućt of one Publipot into Lucania. Againſt theſe Pompey marched, and

having defeated them without difficulty, wrote a bragging letter to the ſenate, wherein

he vainly aſſumed to himſelf the glory of having finiſhed the war. Craſſus, ſaid he,

has overcome the gladiators in a pitched battle ; but I have plucked up the war by the

roots. This is the true ſpirit of ambition, which wreſts every thing, even the actions

of others, to its own advantage. Craſſus was highly provoked at Pompey's vanity,

which robbed him of the glory he deſerved ; but nevertheleſs, as he aſpired at the

conſulſhip, and was well appriſed that it was in Pompey’s power to get him excluded,

he diſſembled his reſentment, and even begged his rival’s intereſt. Pompey, who ſtood

himſelf for the ſame dignity, and had long deſired to lay ſome obligation upon

Craſſus, readily embraced this opportunity, declaring in open aſſembly, that he ſhould

be as much obliged to his friends for the idvancement of Craſſus as for his own. Upon

this declaration the tribes unanimouſly concurred in raiſing Pompey to the conſulate,

and giving him Craſſus for his collegue. But this good underſtanding between the

two rivals did not continue long. Pompey refuſed to disband the troops he had brought

from Spain, till a triumph was decreed him. On the other hand Craſſus would not

part with the command of the army he had led againſt Spartacus ſo long as Pompeycon

tinued in arms. The latter gave out, that Pompey aſpired at an abſolute power, and
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a intended to follow the example of Sylla (L), and to govern by a ſtanding army.

Theſe diſcourſes greatiy exaſperated Pompey and the breach between the two col- Thy fall out.

legues growing daily wider, the ſenate and people, to prevent the evil effects of their

mutual jealouſies, earneſtly intreated them to disband their armies, and ſacrifice their

private reſentments to the public peace. But they both continued obſtinate ; Craſſus

pretending, that Pompey ought firſt to disband his army, ſince he had firſt finiſhed the

Spaniſh war; and Pompey proteſting that he would not diſmiſs his troops till the arrival

of Metellus, who was to triumph with him. The people, dreading to ſee Rome in

volved again in a civil war, even went ſo far as to beg of them on their knees in the

comitium to be reconciled. But neither of them hearkening to the intreaties of the

b people, a Roman knight, by name Ovatius Aurelius, who had ſpent ſome years of

his life in the country, and was then accidentally in Rome, mounting the roſtra, gave

them an account of a viſion he pretended to have ſeen in his ſleep, jupiter, ſaid he,

appeared to me laſt night, and admoniſes you, O Romans, by my mouth, not to ſuffer the

miſunderſtanding between the two conſuls to continue any longer. When Ovatius had done

ſpeaking, the people renewed their intreaties, and then Craſſus, moved with ſenti- ºr inºf

ments of piety, made the firſt advances, drew near to Pompey, and offered him his “"“”

hand. Pompey returned the civility ; they embraced each other ; and ſoon after they

disbanded their troops by conſent . * - -

Howev ER, as their reconciliation was not ſincere, each of them ſtrove, by different

c methods, to gain the favour of the people, and ſtrengthen his party. Pompey baſely

made hiscourt to the multitude by reinſtating the tribunes in their ancient power, which

greatly contributed to the deſtruction of the commonwealth. He likewiſe engaged

M. Aurelius Cotta the praetor, to move that ſome Roman knights might be appointed Pompey and

to be his aſſeſſors, and to judge with him in civil cauſes. Thus the right of judg- Craſius affect

ing private cauſes, which had been taken from the knights by Sylla, was by means of ***

Pompey reſtored to them ; which engaged that powerful order to ſupport him in all

his pretenſions with their whole intereſt. On the other hand Craſſus, to get the better

of his rival in the eſteem of the people, entertained them, though naturally covetous,

with ſurpriſing profuſion and magnificence at ten thouſand tables, and at the ſame time

d diſtributed corn enough to all the populace to maintain their families three whole

months. Such prodigious largeſſes will ſeem leſs ſurpriſing, if we conſider that

Craſſuſ was the richeſt man in Rome, and that his eſtate amounted to ſeven thouſand

talents and upwards, that is, to 1356250 l. ſterling. But notwithſtanding this

mighty bounty, Pompey ſtill maintained the firſt place in the affections and eſteem

of the multitude *. This year the cenſorſhip, which had been ſuppreſſed during the

civil wars, was revived, L. Gellius Poplicola and Cn. Cornelius Lentulus being promoted

to that dignity. Theſe appointed Q. Catulus prince of the ſenate, ſtruck the names

of ſixty-four ancient ſenators out of the liſt, and made a cenſus, in which they found

that the number of Roman citizens fit to bear arms amounted to four hundred and

e fifty thouſand.

AND now the conſulate of Pompey and Craſſus being expired, the republic raiſed to

the faſces the famous orator Q. Hortenſius and Q. Metellus, the ſon of Metellus Dal

malicus. As all was calm at Rome during their adminiſtration, Pompey no longer

intermeddled in public affairs, neither frequenting the bar, as he had done formerly,

nor the aſſemblies of the people. He ſeldom appeared in public ; and when he did,

he was always attended by a great number of clients, deſigning thereby to keep up

the reſpect due to him, as a man of ſuperior rank, and uncommon merit. He even

thought it beneath him to converſe with the generality of the nobility, and there

fore kept company only with a few ſelečt friends ". The following year the tribes

y Plut. in Craſſ. & Pomp. Cic, pro lege Manilia. Appian, bell, civil, l. i. * Plur, in Craſſo. Cic.

de legib. l. iii. SALust. in bell. Catilin. * Plut. ibid. .

(L.) No body doubted but this was his deſign ;

whence Cícero wrote to Atticus in the followin

words ; Mirandum enim in modum Cneius noſter .#

lani regni ſimilitudinem concupivir : eiſa's arou agxoi,

nihil ille unquam minus obſcure tulit ; that is, Our

friend Pompey is wonderfully deſirous of obtaining a

power like that of Sylla : I tell you no more than

(2 3) Cic, ad Attic. l. vii, epiſt, 9.

what I know for certain ; for he makes no ſecret

of it (23). And elſewhere ; Hoc turpe Cneius noſter

*iennio ante cogitavit; ita Syllaturit animus ejus &

proſcripturit, that is, Pompey has been forming this

ſhameful deſign for theſe two years laſt paſt : ſo

ſtrongly is his mind bent upon imitating Sylla, and

proſcribing like him (24).

(24) Idem ibid. epiſt, 1o.

raiſed
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raiſed L.Cacilius Metellus and Q. Marcius, ſurnamed Rex, to the conſulate. The former a

died before he entered upon his office, and another, whoſe name has not been tranſ

mitted to us, was choſen in his room. But he alſo dying ſoon after his election, the

people ſuperſtitiouſly took it for granted, that it was the pleaſure of the gods that the

republic ſhould be governed one whole year by Marcius alone. During his admini

ſtration, the ſenate, pretending that the Cretans had ſided with Mithridates, and given

The iſland of a retreat to the pirates, ſent Q. Cacilius Metellus with a fleet to reduce that iſland. But

Crete reduced of this expedition we have given a diſtinét account in our hiſtory of Crete b.

In the following conſulate of C. Calpurnius Piſo and M. Acilius Glabrio, Gabinius,

tribune of the people, at the inſtigation of Pompey, who began to be weary of a retired

life, propoſed a law for clearing the ſeas of the pirates, whoſe numbers and power b

daily increaſed. Theſe robbers fitted out at firſt but a ſmall number of light veſſels;

but upon their being protećted by Mithridates, who, during his war with Rome, took

them into his ſervice, they equipped a thouſand galleys, and exerciſed a kind of ſover

eignty over all the coaſts of the Mediterranean. They ſpared not one temple that was

The ſa, in- famous for its riches on the coaſts of Italy, Greece, and Aſia. All the country-ſeats

fºſted by pirates. on the ſea-ſhore were a prey to them. They took ſlaves without number 3 blocked

up all the ports of the republic ; pillaged the city of Caieta ; ſunk part of a conſular

fleet at Oſtia, and having made a deſcent near Miſene, carried away the daughter of the

old conſul Antonius with ſeveral other perſons of diſtinétion. They even ſurpriſed and

carried off two Roman praetors, Sextilius and Bellinus, in their purple robes with their c

lićtors and attendants. If any of the captives declared himſelf to be a Roman, the

barbarians in deriſion threw themſelves at his feet, begging his pardon, and implor

ing his protećtion. But after they had inſolently ſported with their priſoner, they

often dreſſed him in a toga, and then caſting out a ſhip's ladder, deſired him to return

home, and wiſhed him a good journey. If he refuſed to leap into the ſea, they threw

him over-board, ſaying, that they would not by any means keep a free-born Roman

in captivity. But the greateſt calamity the world ſuffered by theſe tyrants of the

ſea was the ſcarcity of proviſions which they occaſioned not in Europe only, but like

wiſe in Aſia and Africa, no veſſel venturing out without being taken. Gabinius

therefore, who propoſed a law for clearing the ſeas of theſe pirates, was much ap-d

plauded for his zeal, though in reality he had nothing in view, but the procuring of

new honours for Pompey, who had reſtored the college of tribunes to their former

The Gabinian authority. In virtue of the law, which Gabinius propoſed, the perſon, to whom the
law. Roman people and ſenate ſhould commit the management of this war, for the crafty

tribune did not name Pompey, was to have a power without controul or reſtrićtion.

His authority was to extend all over the ſeas within the Streights, or the pillars of Her

cules, and over all the countries for the ſpace of four hundred furlongs from the ſea.

By the ſame law he was empowered to raiſe as many mariners and ſoldiers as he thought

fit, to take what ſums he pleaſed out of the public treaſury, without being account

able for them, and to chuſe out of the ſenate fifteen ſenators to be his lieutenants, and C

to execute his orders, where he could not be preſent in perſon. As this arbitrary and

unbounded authority was to be for three years, it gave a great deal of uneaſineſs and

jealouſy to the ſenate. They ſaw through the tribune's deſign, and ſeveral of them

reproached Pompey with aiming at the ſovereignty of Rome ; nay, the conſul Calpur

mius told him ſmartly, that if he followed the footſteps of Romulus, he would ſcarce

avoid his end. But he was in danger of being tore in pieces by the people for

treating with ſuch freedom their favourite. The conſcript fathers, finding the people

determined to paſsthe law, had recourſe to their old method of diſconcerting the mea

ſures of the tribunes, and gained over two of them, Trebellius and Roſcius *.

As no body doubted but this extenſive commiſſion, which the tribune Gabinius f

called the proconſulate of the ſeas, was deſigned for Pompey, when the day appointed for

holding the comitia came, in which the Gabinian law was to be received or rejected, the

concourſe was prodigious. The tribune Trebellius attempted to oppoſe it 3 but the

tribes threatening to depoſe him, he was forced to give way, and be ſilent. Then

Catulus, prince of the ſenate, riſing up, made a long ſpeech, which was nothing but

a panegyric upon Pompey. In the cloſe of his harangue, he adviſed the people not

to expoſe a man of his value, the greateſt general of the republic, to ſo many dan

gers. For if you ſhould loſe him, ſaid he, where could you find another Pompey or

* Wide Hiſt. Univerſ. Vol. III. p. 170, 171, * Plut. in Pomp. Dio Cass. l. lvi.

whom
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a whom would you put in his place & At theſe words the people, who had hearkened to

the venerable ſenator with great attention, cried out with one voice, 2 ou, Catulus,

we will put you in his place. Catulus, no longer able to reſiſt the firm reſolution of

the whole people, and at the ſame time pleaſed with the eſteem they ſhewed for him,

waved his oppoſition and withdrew. Then the tribune Roſcius attempted to ſpeak,

but being prevented by the clamours of the people, he held up two of his fingers,

to ſignify, that he was for dividing that extenſive commiſſion between two perſons,

and not intruſting Pompey alone with ſuch an ample and unlimited authority. Upon

this the aſſembly made ſuch a terrible outcry, that a crow flying accidentally over

the comitium at that inſtant, was ſtunned, and dropt down among the rabble . Hor

tenſius and ſeveral other ſenators ſpoke with great eloquence, and were heard with

attention ; but their harangues made no impreſſion on the multitude. Cicero never

opened his mouth, though ſo fine an opportunity offered of diſplaying his talents.

He did not care to make either Pompey, the ſenate, or the people, his enemies. The

whole day being ſpent in ſpeeches and debates, the determination was poſtponed to

the next, when Gabinius's motion was agreed to by a great majority, and Pompey The Gabinian

appointed to make war on the pirates with the title of proconſul. The people even law paſſes.

granted him more than the tribune had deſired ; for they allowed him to equip five

hundred ſhips, to raiſe a hundred and twenty thouſand foot, and five thouſand horſe,

and to chuſe out of the ſenate twenty, or, as Appian has it, twenty-five ſenators for his

lieutenants. He had alſo two quaeſtors allowed him, and ſix thouſand Attic talents

paid down to him before he left Rome. Thus the people, ſeduced by their tribunes, Pompey's

were running blindly into ſlavery ; for it was now in Pompey's power to follow the power.

example of Sylla, and make himſelf abſolute maſter of the republic ". . .

HowEve R on this occaſion he behaved with great integrity, and gained more He extirpates

glory than he had done by all his former exploits. He condućted the expedition the Pirate.

with ſuch prudence, and took ſuch wiſe meaſures, that inſtead of the three years allowed

him, he quite cleared the ſeas in four months, after having taken or ſunk, accord

ing to ſome, one thouſand three hundred, according to others, eight hundred and

forty-ſix of their veſſels, cut ten thouſand of them in pieces, and made himſelf maſter.

of a hundred and twenty towns or caſtles on the coaſts, which they had ſeized. In

this glorious expedition the proconſul ſet at liberty an incredible number of captives,

and took above twenty thouſand of the pirates priſoners, whom he ſent to people the

deſerted cities of Cilicia, namely Mallus, Adana, Epiphania, and Soli, which latter

he called from his own name Pompeiopolis “.

No ſooner did the news of Pompey's vićtories reach Rome, than Manilius, tribune The Manilian

of the people, at the inſtigation of the proconſul’s friends and agents, propoſed a new law.

law in his favour, importing that Lucullus ſhould be recalled from Aſia, where he was

waging war with Mithridates and Tigrames ; that the condućt of the armies employed

againſt thoſe two princes ſhould be committed to Pompey; that Cilicia, where Marcias

Rex commanded, and Bithynia, which had been allotted to Acilius Glabrio, ſhould be

reſigned to him ; and that finally he ſhould, at the ſame time, retain the ſame naval

forces and ſovereignty of the ſeas as before. This was appointing him abſolute monarch

of all the Roman dominions; for the provinces, which were exempted from his autho

rity by the former decree, ſuch as Phrygia, Lycaonia, Galatia, Cappadocia, Cilicin,

Colchis, Armenia, &c. would by this new law be within the precinéis of his province.

This was the famous law, which from its author was ſtyled the Manilian Law. When

the tribune propoſed it in the comitia, it raiſed ſuch diſturbances among the nobility,

and the zealous republicans, as are not eaſily deſcribed. They looked upon the new

law as calculated for the eſtabliſhing of tyranny ; We have then got at laſt, ſaid they,

a ſovereign ; the republic is changed into a monarchy; the ſervices of Lucullus, the honour

of Glabrio and Marcius, two zealous and worthy ſenators, are to be ſacrificed to the pro

motion of Pompey; Sylla never carried his tyranny ſo far, &c. They encouraged one an

other to uſe their utmoſt efforts in oppoſition to ſo ſcandalous a decree, and not to

part with their liberty at ſo tame a rate. But notwithſtanding the reſolution they The cowardice

ſhewed in private, when the day came for the accepting or rejećting of the Mani- of the ſenate.

lian law, their hearts failed them ; inſomuch, that of all the conſcript fathers, only

Hortenſius and Catulus had courage enough to ſpeak againſt it. The latter eſpe

cially made ſurpriſing efforts to diſſuade the people from inveſting one man with ſuch

* PLUT, ibid. * Plut. & Appian, ibid. * Appian. & Plur. ibid. c. 31. Crc. pro lege

Manilia. VFLt. Patercul, l. ii.
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an abſolute power; he reproached them with the injuſtice they were going to do Lu- a

cullus, deſcribed to them in pompous terms his glorious exploits both by ſea and land,

enumerated the many evils which they had reaſon to apprehend from ſuch an unbounded

authority, &c. But finding the people heard with great indifference, and grew uneaſy

at his diſcourſe, he direéted his ſpeech to the ſenate, and raiſing his voice, Let us fly,

ſaid he, conſcript fathers, let us fly to ſome mountain, as our fore-fathers have done;

let us fly to ſome rocks, where we may ſhelter ourſelves from the ſlavery with which

t Sicero and we are threatened. Two great men ſpoke in favour of the law, viz. Cicero and Caſar;

Ş..." the former aimed at the conſulate, which Pompey's party could more eaſily procure him,
| pey. than that of Catulus and the ſenate. On this occaſion he made that ſpeech, which is ſtill

w preſerved, and will be the admiration of all ages. As for Caſar, he was delighted to b

| ſee the people inſenſibly loſe that republican ſpirit, and love of liberty, which might

one day obſtruct the vaſt deſigns he had already formed. Thus was the public intereſt,

as it too commonly happens, ſacrificed to private views. The decree paſſed by the

ſuffrages of all the tribes; and the people of their own accord conferred on Pompey as

| extenſive an authority, as Sylla had uſurped by an armed force . He was ſtill on the

| coaſts of Aſia, when news was brought him of the extraordinary power with which the

| £ompey' diſº, people had veſted him. He received it with an affected modeſty and reluctance; What I

| '..."“ ſaid he, will Rome then burden me with a new war Muft I never have any reſt P Muſ:
| !y. I ſacrifice to the deſires of my country the pleaſures of a retired life, and the enjoyment of

a beloved wife 2 Happy, thrice happy are thoſe who live in the inglorious croud, unknown

and unregarded ! Plutarch tells us, that even his moſt zealous friends were highly

diſpleaſed with ſuch groſs hypocriſy, well knowing what ſteps he had taken in order

to procure this new commiſſion. Lucullus, ſeeing himſelf thus degraded, returned

to Rome, where he was received by the nobility with all poſſible marks of eſteem, and

honoured with a moſt pompous and magnificent triumph. As for Pompey, he pur

fued the war againſt Mithridates and Tigranes with great ſucceſs, and performed

thoſe glorious exploits in Pontus, Zilbania, Ibe ia, &c. which we have deſcribed at

º length in our hiſtory of Pontus g.

f Catiline's chº- WHILE Pompey was extending the dominions of the republic in Aſia, ſome wicked

raēter. citizens were plotting her ruin at home. At the head of theſe was Lucius Sergius d

º Catiline, who was deſcended of an illuſtrious patrician family, but had rendered himſelf

infamous by a continued ſeries of debaucheries, inceſts, murders, and the moſt horri

ble crimes. He is ſaid to have debauched, when he was very young, a woman of

diſtinétion, and to have afterwards married the daughter he had by her. He was

likewiſe accuſed of keeping an unlawful correſpondence with Fabia Terentia, the veſtal,

ſiſter to Terentia, Cicero's wife. He had committed murders without number, and

had been, in the time of Sylla's proſcriptions, the moſt mercileſs miniſter of that

tyrant’s fury. The favour of the dićtator, his birth and courage, had raiſed him to

| the principal dignities of the republic. He had been quatſtor, lieutenant in ſeveral

| armies, and had governed Africa in quality of praetor. But in all theſe different e

employments he had equally diſhonoured himſelf by his debaucheries and enormous

oppreſſions. As he had ſquandered away his patrimony, and was overloaded with

debts, he had no proſpe&t of retrieving his affairs, but by the ſubverſion of the ſtate.

He therefore watched all opportunities of raiſing diſturbances ; and one offered ſoon

after his return from Africa, where he had been praetor. P. Antronius Pátus and

P. Cornelius Sylla, the ſon of the dićtator’s brother, being choſen conſuls, and after

wards diſqualified for that office upon their being convicted of having openly bought

the ſuffrages of the people, Catiline prevailed upon them to enter into a plot againſt

the conſuls who were choſen in their room, viz. Aurelius Cotta and Manlius Torquatus.

Couſpires His ſcheme was to aſſaſſinate them both, murder the greateſt part of the ſenators, and f

* Žº. ſeize the government. Beſides Antronius and Sylla, he engaged a great many young

men, who were undone by their exceſſes, and among the reſt Cn. Calpurnius Piſo, a

youth of a noble family, but raſh, factious, and by his exceſſes reduced almoſt to

v beggary. This wicked attempt was to be put in execution on the calends of January,

º when the new conſuls took poſſeſſion of their office. But the conſpirators not havin

found a convenient opportunity that day, they put off the affair to the nones of Febru.
ſ ary, the day appointed for the uſual meeting of the conſcript fathers. But this ſecond

attempt proved as unſucceſsful as the firſt. Catiline gave the ſignal at an improper

‘ Piºr, in Pomp. Dio. l. xxxvi. Liv. l. c. Vell. PATERcul, l. ii, c. 33. Cic pro lege Manija. vide

| Vol. III. p. 75 o.
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a time, before the conſpirators were got together ; ſo that nobody offered to ſtir; by .

which means the lives of the conſuls and ſenators were ſaved, and the moſt bloody

and execrable conſpiracy, which had been formed ſince the foundation of Rome, came Hi, conſpiracy

to nothing. However, Catiline did not drop his wicked deſign; as he had ſpent his defeated.

patrimony in debauchery, and was plunged in debt, he had no reſource but in the

iubverſion of the republic ". But we ſhall leave him for a while to obſerve the con

dućt of another young Roman, who had the ſame view with Catiline of ſubverting the

whole conſtitution, but took more prudent and better concerted meaſures for the execu

ting of his deſign. This was Julius Cæſar, who, having paſſed through the offices Julius Crºr

of legionary tribune and quaeſtor, was this year raiſed to the aedileſhip, in which em- aptivate, the

b ployment he made it his whole buſineſs to gain the affections of the people. Nothing* * *

could be more polite and engaging than his behaviour. His liberality knew no “”

bounds, and the magnificence of his furniture and entertainments ſurpaſſed any thing

that had ever before been ſeen in Rome. As he was naturally of a generous diſpoſi

tion, he is ſaid to have owed above one thouſand three hundred talents, that is, 25.1875 !.

fterling, before he entered upon any of the public offices. The immenſe ſums he be

ftowed upon the populace gave no umbrage even to his enemies, who uſed to ſay, that

this was a ſhort-lived ſhew, which would ſoon end with his eſtate, and then he would

be reduced to the ſtate of a common citizen. Cicero only ſaw farther than the vulgar

into the intentions of the ambitious youth. He was the firſt who had any ſuſpicion of

c his aſpiring at a ſovereign power, and often uſed to ſay, that in all his other actions

and intrigues he plainly diſcovered the air of a tyrant; but when he ſaw his hair lie in ſo

exact order, and obſerved him ſo often adjuſting it with his finger, he could not ima

gine it ſhould enter into ſuch a man's thoughts to ſubvert the Roman ſtate. Cicero did

not diſcover that manly courage and intrepidity which lay concealed under the appear

ance of luxury and effeminacy. As the office of aedile confined him to Rome, he un

dertook the repairing of the Appian way, and finiſhed that great work almoſt wholly

at his own expence. He entertained the people with a ſhew of three hundred and

twenty couple ofgladiators, and built portico's of timber with ſeats all round the forum,

that the populace might ſee, without any inconvenience, the Megaleſian games, which

d were exhibited at Rome, during his a dileſhip. By theſe means he ſo captivated the

people, that they were now as much, if not more, devoted to him, than to Pompey.

Depending upon the favour of the people, he made a funeral oration in praiſe of his He revives the

aunt julia, though ſhe was the widow of Marius, whoſe name was odious to the ºt", ºd
ſenate and nobility ; and was even ſo bold as to bring forth on that occaſion theº of Ma

images of Marius, which nobody had preſumed to produce ſince the government firſt ""

came into Sylla's hands. The nobility exclaimed againſt him for reviving the memory

of one who had been declared an enemy to his country ; but the people applauded the

aćtion ; and this encouraged him to ſet up in the night-time the ſtatues and trophies

of Marius, which Sylla had ordered to be taken down. Next morning the people

e crouded to ſee them, and many of Marius's party even wept for joy at the fight of his

ſtatues and trophies. But the nobility inveighed bitterly agaiuſt Caſar, as if he had

deſigns upon the government, and Catulus even accuſed him before the ſenate of aiming

at the ſame tyrannical power which Marius had uſurped. He cloſed his ſpeech with

this remarkable ſaying ; Caeſar no longer undermines the government, but openly plants his

batteries againſt it. But the accuſed anſwered the invečtives of Catulus with ſo much

art and temper, that he was not only acquitted, but highly applauded by the people as

a relation worthy of the great Marius. julius Cæſar being thus become the idol of the

people, he prevailed upon them to confer the conſular dignity on L. julius Cæſar, one

of his own family, though of another branch. The collegue the republic gave him

f was C. Marcius Figulus, a man of a mild diſpoſition, and an enemy to all factions

and parties. During their adminiſtration, Caeſar got many of Sylla’s partiſans con

demned, ſome to perpetual baniſhment, others to death, for the murders they had

committed, during the dićtator’s tyrannical reign. Among the latter was L. Bellienus,

uncle to Catiline ; but Catiline himſelf was ſpared, though he had been the chief in

ſtrument of Sylla’s fury . He was a friend to Caeſar, and had communicated to

him, as was ſuppoſed, his wicked deſign of ſubverting the government. Of this hor

rible conſpiracy the ancients give us the following account:

Catiline, though he had failed in his two former plots, as we have related above, yet

did not drop his wicked deſign of ſubverting the government, but having ſtrengthened

* Salus r. bell. Catilin. Plut. in Cic. Plur, in Czār, Salust. bell. Catilin.
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his party with a great number of ſenators and knights, waited only for an oppor

tunity of putting it in execution. Among his accomplices in the ſenate were P. Len

tulus Sura, P. Autronius, L. Caſius Longinus, C. Celbºur, Publius, and Servius Sylla,

L. Wargunteius, 3 Annius, M. Porcius Lºca, L. Bºſlia and Q. Curius ; and among

the knights M. Fulvius Nobilior, L. Statilius, P. Gabinius Capito, and C. Cornelius.

We are told, that M. Licinius Craffils was alſo privy to the plot, and that Caeſar

favoured it underhand : theſe two cunning and equally ambitious men waited for the

event before they would declare themſelves. Beſides the above-mentioned ſenatorsand

knights, Catiline drew into the plot all the debauched youth of Rome, who had ſquan

dered away their eſtates, and could no longer follow their extravagant courſes ; and

likewiſe ſome of the old ſoldiers and officers of Syſia's army, who after having con

ſumed all the rewards of their former ſervices in debaucheries, were longing for a new

civil war, as the only remedy againſt want and poverty. As it was very difficult that

the deſigns of ſuch men as were continually rioting ſhould long remain ſecret, Cicero

was informed of them by Fulvia, a woman of diſtinétion, but who diſhonoured her

family by a criminal correſpondence with Q#intus Curius, one of the conſpirators. The

young debauchee finding himſelf ſcornfully treated by Fulvia after he had ſpent his eſtate

upon her, in order to recover her favour, boaſted, that be ſhould be ſoon rich enough to

pleaſe her ; adding, that the method he was taking to become ſo, was a ſecret which he

would never diſcloſe to her. This awaked her curioſity ; and as ſhe was more artful

than her lover, ſhe ſoon prevailed upon him by her careſſes to unravel the whole

plot. Whether Fulvia was really ſtruck with the danger of the republic, or thought

the undertaking would not ſucceed, as being managed in great part by young people,

ſhe made a full diſcovery of all ſhe had heard to Cicero, but concealed the name of the

perſon, who had given her that intelligence. This diſcovery Cicero, who then ſtocd

for the conſulate, and had Catiline for his competitor, made uſe of to get himſelf choſen,

and Catiline excluded. The collegue given him by the tribes was C. Antonius, a man

naturally lazy, a lover of eaſe and pleaſure, and who hitherto no further concerned

himſelf in public affairs, than was neceſſary to ſhew that he was not abſolutely unfit

for them. As he was a man of little weight, and eaſily manageable, Cicero flattered

himſelf-that he ſhould be able, with a little art, to get the aſcendant over him, and

govern him as he pleaſed. They no ſooner entered upon their office, than P. Ser

vilius Aulus, tribune of the people, endeavoured to revive the old troubles about the

diſtribution of the conquered lands. But he was vigorouſly oppoſed by Cicero, who

by the force of his eloquence prevailed upon the people to ſacrifice their private

intereſt to the public tranquillity. The cauſe of the public diſturbances being removed,

the new conſul applied himſelf next to draw off his collegue from the faétion of the

tribunes, which he favoured ; and ſucceeded by changing provinces with him, and

reſigning to him the government of Macedon, which by lot was fallen to himſelf,

and taking that of Gaul, which was leſs profitable, and had fallen to Antonius. This

done, he made it his chief buſineſs to prevent any popular diſturbance. One had like

to have been raiſed in the theatre on account of the new diſtinétion which the tribune

Otho had given the Roman knights, allotting to them, in all public ſhews, the fourteen

firſt ranks after thoſe of the ſenators. But Cicero interpoſed, and harangued the people

with ſuch ſtrength and ſucceſs, that they willingly complied with Otho's regulation.

By this means he ſtifled a ſedition in its birth, of which Catiline might have made a

very ill uſe *.

In the mean time Catiline, grown outrageous at Cicero's ſucceſs, reſolved to ſtand

once more for the conſulate, and prepared for an open rebellion, in caſe he ſhould not

ſucceed. He borrowed what money he could ; and engaged his partiſans to raiſe as

much as poſſible upon their credit, and on ſecurities. Theſe ſums were lodged in the

hands of one Manſius, a ſoldier of fortune, who had ſerved with great reputation of

bravery under Sylla, and at that time reſided at Faſula in Hetruria. As that city was

a colony of Sylla's ſoldiers, Manlius, who had great intereſt among them, engaged

them in the plot, and made conſiderable levies throughout all Hetruria. Lucullus

the famous general, whom Pompey had ſucceeded in the eaſt, being informed of theſe

preparations, made a report of what he had heard to the ſenate, and aſſiſted the conſul

with all his intereſt in the proſecution of the traytor. , Cicero at the ſame time kept up

a ſtrict correſpondence with Fulvia, and even gained over ſome of the conſpirators,

* Plut. in Cic, Cic. in Rull. & Piſon.
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a who, purſuant to his direétions, pretended to be the warmeſt promoters of the plot.

It was by their means that he diſcovered the deſigns of Catiline, the various ſentiments -

of his accomplices, their number and quality, and the general, as well as the private

views of each of the conſpirators. By them he was informed, that on a day appointed

- the conſpirators were to ſet fire to ſeveral parts of the city ; that during the confuſion

and uproar, which ſo general a conflagration would occaſion, ſome were to murder

the chief men of the ſenate in their houſes, others to aſſemble the mutinous populace,

ſeize the capitol, and fortify themſelves there, till Manlius arrived from Hetruria with

his veterans. Two Roman knights were appointed to murder Cicero in his own houſe ;

but the conſul immediately informed of all that paſſed in their aſſembly, ſummoned

b the ſenate, and boldly informed the fathers, in Catiline's preſence, of the danger they

were in. He communicated to them the whole plot, and though he did not think

proper to name thoſe, by whom he had been informed, yet the ſenate by a public

decree ordered the conſuls to take care that the republic ſuffered no detriment ; an ancient tº ºl,*

form, by which the magiſtrates for the time being had almoſt an unbounded autho-Žº

rity conferred on them. Cicero, inveſted with ſuch an ample power, diſpatched, with-power.

out delay, ſome of the worthieſt ſenators to the principal cities in Italy to keep them in

awe. At the ſame time he placed guards in different parts of Rome to prevent the incen

diaries. By his advice the ſenate promiſed not only a pardon, but ample rewards to any

of the conſpirators, who ſhould make farther diſcoveries of this black attempt. But

c not one ſingle man, which is very ſurpriſing, out of ſo great a number of profligates,

appeared as an evidence againſt his accomplices. The conful might indeed, upon

his own perſonal knowledge, have made uſe of the new power the ſenate had given

him, and condemned Catiline and his adherents to death without appeal. But as this

was a dangerous ſtep, he thought it more adviſeable to induce Catiline to leave Rome,

and take refuge in Manlius's camp near Fºſule. With this view he aſſembled the con- --

ſcript fathers, and Catiline appearing among the reſt, as if he had been no ways con

cerned in the affair, thoſe ſenators, near whom he came to ſeat himſelf, quitting their

places, left him quite by himſelf. Then Cicero, no longer able to conceal his indig- Cicero ha

nation, firſt read certain letters, which had been put into his hand by Licinius Craſſus rangut, the

d (M) ; and then direéting his ſpeech to Catiline, made that famous oration, which isſº

ſtill extant, and will ever be admired by all men of taſte and judgment. Catiline heard -

his ſpeech with the moſt artful diſſimulation, and even had the aſſurance to intreat the

conſcript fathers not to ſuffer themſelves to be prejudiced againſt him by the calumnies

of his moſt bitter enemy, a new man, who had not in Rome ſo much as a houſe of

his own, and who had forged a conſpiracy in order to raiſe himſelf, and acquire the

title of defender of his country. He added, that Cicero laughed in private at their cre

dulity, and the falſe alarms he had given them. But when he began to proceed to in

večtives againſt the conſul, he was interrupted by the cries of the whole aſſembly,

the ſenate-houſe ringing with the names of incendiary, parricide, enemy to his coun

e try, &c, Catiline, highly provoked at theſe reproaches, and foaming with rage, cried

out, Since you have provoked me to the utmoſt, I will not periſh alone, but will have the

fatisfaction of involving thoſe who have ſworn my ruin, in the ſame deſiručion with myſelf.

Having ſpoke thus, he inſtantly left the ſenate, and ſending for Cethegus, Lentulus

and the other chief conſpirators, he gave them an account of what had juſt happened in

the ſenate; made them ſenſible, that he could no longer ſtay in Rome with ſafety; en

couraged them to lay hold of the firſt opportunity of ſetting fire to the city, of aſſaſ

ſinating the ſenators, and above all of deſtroying the conſul, the only man who could

render their deſigns abortive. He told them, that he was going to put himſelf at the

head of the forces, which Manlius had raiſed for him in Hetruria, and that they ſhould

f ſoon ſee him again with ſuch a force as would ſtrike the boldeſt of his enemies with

dread and terror. After this conference he ſet out in great haſte for Hetruria, attended Catiline leaves

by three hundred of his party. His ſudden flight gave Cicero great pleaſure ; but Rome,

as he was ſenſible how tender the people were of their privileges, and feared the tribunes

might exaſperate the populace againſt him, by ſuggeſting, that he had baniſhed a

Roman citizen without conſulting them, the next day he mounted the roſtra, and in his

(M) After Craſſus had ſupped, one of his ſervants racy. The anonymous writer likewiſe adviſed him

brought him a packet, which, he ſaid, had been

delivered to him by an unknown perſon. In the

Picket were ſeveral letters dire&ted to different per

ſons, and one to Craſſus himſelf, which he read :

and found therein the whole ſcheme of the conſpi

V o L. V. No. 2.

to leave Rome without delay, if he tendered his life.

Upon this Craſſus went directly to the conſul, and

delivered to him the packet, in order to clear him

ſelf of the ſuſpicion, which his ſtrićt friendſhip with

Catiline had raiſed.

E e ſecond
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ſecond oration againſt Catiline, which is ſtill preſerved in his works, informed the a

aſſembly of the true ſtate of affairs, aſſuring them with great firmneſs that no care or

. ſhould be wanting on his part to guard them againſt the impending

angers'.

In the mean time Catiline arriving at Manlius’s camp in the neighbourhood of Fæ

Jºule, took upon him the command of the troops, and at the ſame time aſſumed all the

marks of a ſupreme magiſtrate, being preceded by lićtors carrying their axes and

Sailine de faſces. The ſenate informed of ſo open a rebellion, declared Catiline and Manlius

: º hi enemies to their country, and at the ſame time ordered the conſul Antonius to take the

gº." " field with a proconſular army, and Cicero to continue in Rome, and there watch the

motions of the conſpirators. At the motion of Cicero a decree was alſo paſſed, pro-b

miſing impunity to all thoſe who ſhould abandon Catiline, and return to Rome within

a limited time, and declaring thoſe guilty of high treaſon againſt the ſtate, who

ſhould join him. Notwithſtanding this decree, great numbers of profligates flocked

to him both from Rome, and the other cities of Italy. Among others the ſon of

Aulus Fulvius, a venerable ſenator, ſet out for the army of the rebels; but his father

diſpatched meſſengers after him, who brought him back to Rome; where his father, in

virtue of his paternal authority, condemned him to death, and cauſed his ſevere ſen

tence to be immediately put in execution. In the mean time Lentulus and the other

chiefs of the conſpiracy endeavoured to draw into the plot the embaſſadors of the

Allobroges then at Rome, in order to get aſſiſtance from Tranſalpine Gaul. But the c

embaſſadors imparted the whole affair to Q, Fabius Sanga, who was the protector of

their nation, according to the cuſtom of thoſe times, when the different ſtates ſubječt

1, tetrayed ty to the republic had in the ſenate one who took care of their intereſts. Sanga, after ha

the embºſa ving made them ſenſible of the danger of ſuch an undertaking, brought them to the

jº* conſul, who prevailed upon them to continue their negotiations with the conſpirators,

* in order to procure by their means undeniable proofs of the conſpiracy. Accordingly,

the embaſſadors made no difficulty to cloſe with the propoſals of the conſpirators, but

inſiſted on a written treaty as their credentials to their countrymen. This treaty was

granted them, ſigned by all the chiefs of the plot ; and it was agreed, that they

ſhould ſet out on the third of the nones of December, and take their way through He-d

truria to get the treaty ratified by Catiline. Cicero being informed by the embaſſa

dors when they were to leave Rome, ſent privately two praetors with a ſufficient

number of troops to lie in wait for them, ſeize them with the conſpirators, who

attended them, and bring them all back to Rome. The praetors faithfully executed

their commiſſion; the embaſſadors together with Vultureius, who had taken upon him

to condućt them to Catiline, were ſtopped at the bridge Milvius, and brought back to

Rome with all the papers, which either the Allobroges or Vultureius had in their cuſtody.

This news Cicero received by break of day, and having now in his power undeniable

proofs of the conſpiracy, he ſent, without loſs of time, proper officers to ſeize Len

The chief, ofthe tulus, Gabinius, Cethegus, Stalilius, and other chiefs of the conſpiracy, in their houſes. e

ºffiray Theſe were not ſent to the public priſons, but, agreeable to the tenderneſs the Roman
ſeized. laws ſhewed to citizens, though ſuſpečted of the greateſt crimes, were only committed

to the care of ſome of the moſt illuſtrious ſ nators. Then the conſul, upon the depo

fition of the Allobroges, ordered the houſe of Cethegus to be ſearched ; and having found

there a great quantity of ſulphur and tow, with arms of all ſorts, he aſſembled the

ſenate in the temple of Concord. There he produced his evidence, confronted the wit

neſſes with the criminals, and prevailed on Vultureius to diſcover the ſecrets of the plot.

Cicero, having thus got the proofs he expe&ted both from the witneſſes and criminals,

he aſſembled the ſenate again, when the conſcript fathers returned him the thanks he

deſerved, and acknowledged, that by his wiſdom, vigilance, and courage, he had f

diſcovered a deteſtable plot, ſaved Rome from the flames, and preſerved the republic

Ciceroſºld from utter ruin. Catulus and Cato went ſo far as to ſtyle him the father of his country, an

Father of his appellation, which had never been given to any Roman before him. L. Gellius moved,

country. that a civic crown ſhould be given the conſul, a mark of honour which had never

been granted but in camps. After theſe applauſes the conſcript fathers entered into

a debate concerning the puniſhment of the criminals; but before they came to any

reſolution, L. Tarquinius, one of the conſpirators, appeared before the fathers, con

ſeſſed his guilt, and accuſed M. Licinius Craſſus, the richeſt man in Rome, of being

* Plut, in Cic, Salust, ibid.

concerned
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a concerned in the conſpiracy. But the very name of Crafts raiſed a great clamour in

the aſſembly ; his friends cried out, that Tarquinius had been ſuborned ; and thoſe very

ſenators, who ſuſpećted Craſſus, joined the majority in acquitting him. It was dan- Craſſus accuſ.

gerous to provoke a man of his great intereſt ; ſo that Tarquinius was the only ſufferer and acquitted.

by his accuſation. He was condemned to impriſonment, and injoined never to men

tion this affair again, unleſs it were to diſcover the perſon who had ſuborned him.

The ſenate, after long and warm debates, came to no other reſolution, than that the

four chief criminals, Lentulus, Cethegus, Statilius and Gabinius ſhould be carried to the

public priſon, and there kept under cloſe confinement, till the fathers agreed about

the puniſhment that ſhould be inflićted upon them. During theſe delays, Cethegus

found means to convey letters to his friends and clients, encouraging them to raiſe

the whole party, and try their utmoſt to reſcue them out of priſon. But Cicero, in

formed of this, poſted troops on the ramparts, at the gates, and in the croſsways,

and having aſſembled the ſenate anew on the nones of December, he exhorted the fathers

to come to an ultimate reſolution concerning the priſoners. Syllanus, conſul elečt for The ſenate con

the enſuing year, was, according to cuſtom, asked his advice firſt , and he, withoutſ”º,

heſitation, declared, that in his opinion, they all deſerved to die. All who votedrºº
after him, were of the ſame opinion, except T. Nero and julius Cæſar. The latter

made a famous ſpeech in praiſe of clemency, which is ſtill extant, and by all admired

as a moſt artful piece of oratory. He concluded, ſaying, that in an affair, which

concerned the lives of citizens, and of the principal patricians in Rome, it was adviſe

able not to be too haſty in giving judgment; but that they ſhould be well guarded,

and kept in ſome towns of Italy, till Catiline was vanquiſhed. As Caeſar was an

excellent orator, his ſpeech made a great impreſſion on the aſſembly. Moſt of the

ſenators, and among the reſt Syllanus, retraćting what he had ſaid, declared for

Caſar's opinion. But Cato, when it came to his turn to vote, repreſented in ſuch lively

colours the horrible deſigns of the conſpirators, and ſhewed with ſo many unanſwerable

arguments, that Caſar’s clemency was incompatible with the ſafety of the ſtate, that

the whole ſenate returned to their former opinion, and ſentence of death was pro

nounced againſt the conſpirators without any oppoſition but from Caeſar only, who,

obſtinately perſiſting in his opinion, made ſuch a noiſe, that the guards at the door

came into the ſenate, and thinking him a conſpirator, would have killed him, had they

not been prevented by Cicero and Curio (N). Caeſar’s unſeaſonable mildneſs, and Czárſaſpeãed.

management in this whole affair, made moſt of the ſenators ſuſpect he had a hand in

the plot; nay, Curius undertook to prove from ſome writings of Catiline, that he

had entered into engagements with the author of the conſpiracy. But Cicero, who was

ſenſible how great his intereſt was in Rome, avoided impeaching him with the reſt,

leſt by the aſſiſtance of his friends and relations he ſhould not only eſcape the rigour

of the law himſelf, but ſhould likewiſe ſave the reſt of the criminals. As Caeſar was

going out of the ſenate, the knights, who were upon duty, turned the points of their

naked ſwords towards him, watching the conſul’s looks to receive his orders. But

Cicero made them a ſign to let him eſcape, either for fear of the people, or becauſe But ſaved by
he thought the murder illegal ". Cicero.

As ſoon as the decree for the execution of the criminals was paſſed, Cicero, though

it was late in the day, went direétly from the aſſembly to the priſons, and to prevent

a reſcue in the night, had them executed in his ſight. As he was returning home after

the execution, he turned to the populace, who crouded about him, and cried out, The conſpira:
Vixerunt, They have lived, an expreſſion then in uſe among the Romans toavoid ſaying,” executed.

Mortuiſunt, Theyare dead, death and dead being words of an ill augury, which conveyed

melancholy thoughts to the mind. The friends and relations of the conſpirators,

m Salust. ibid. Plur. in Cic. & Caeſare.

(N) There happened a ridiculous adventure during letter delivered, than he cried out, that it came from

the heat of the conteſt between Cato and Caſar, one of the conſpirators, and inſiſted upon its being

Servilia, Cato's ſiſter, being in love with Ceſar, ſent read to the aſſembly. Caſar ſmiling, gave him the

a ſlave to him with a letter, in which ſhe expreſſed letter, and Cato, after he had peruſed it, threw it

her affection in the moſt paſſionate terms. The back to him, ſaying with his uſual ſourneſs, Take it,

ſlave, who was ordered to deliver the letter into drunkard (25). This reproach Ceſar well deſerved;

Ceſar's own hands, not finding him at home, brought for in his youth he was greatly given to drinking.

it to him in the ſenate. Cato no ſooner ſaw the

(25) Plut. in Cat.

- who
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who had reſolved to break open the priſons in the night, and reſcue them, were a

thunderſtruck, when they heard they were executed, loſt all hopes, and immediately

diſperſed. It is impoſſible to expreſs the jöy which the people ſhewed when they

heard that the plot was ſuppreſſed, and the conſpirators puniſhed. They con

dućted the conſul to his houſe with extraordinary ſhouts and acclamations: as it was

night, fires were made in the ſtreets, through which he paſſed ; and the whole city was

illuminated, men, women, and even children calling him, as he paſſed by, the

deliverer of Rome, the ſecond founder of the city, the father of his country, &c. This

night was more glorious to him, than a day of triumph had ever been to the greateſt

#. No conſul ever ſince the birth of the republic had done her more important

ervices. Others had inlarged her territories by their vićtories, but Cicero ſaved the b

lives of his fellow-citizens, and the ſtate itſelf from utter ruin ". -

Cicero and Antonius had no ſooner yielded the faſces to D. junius Syllanus and L.

Licinius Murena, than Q. Metellus, and L. Beſtia, two tribunes of the people, to rob

Cicero of the honour of putting an end to the rebellion, made a motion for recalling

Pompey from Aſia to march againſt Catiline. Caſar, jealous of Cicero's glory, and

growing intereſt, ſupported the tribunes ; but Cato, with great intrepidity, oppoſed

- the motion ; whereupon the two tribunes and Caſar raiſed ſuch a tumult, that he was

º driven from the roſtra by violence, and narrowly eſcaped with his life. However,

&unes. the tumult was no ſooner appeaſed, than the people returned in crouds to the comi

tium, ſupported Cato, and prevented Metellus from publiſhing the edićt. When the c

ſenate were informed of theſe violences, they deprived both the tribunes and Caſar,

who was then praetor, of their offices. Metellus left Rome, and ſet out for Aſia to com

plain to Pompey of the ſmall concern the Roman people ſhewed for his glory ; but

Pompey paid little regard to his complaints. As for Caſar, he at firſt refuſed to com

ply with the decree of the ſenate; but at length, fearing the reſentment of the fathers,

he laid down his office, and ſhut himſelf up in his houſe. The multitude, who

adored him, offered to reſtore him to his poſt ; but he wiſely refuſed it without the

conſent of the ſenate. This condućt charmed the fathers to ſuch a degree, that after

many encomiums, they reinſtated him in his praetorſhip. Thus by the departure of

Diffurbances

Metellus, and the political moderation of Caſar, tranquillity was reſtored to the city. d

DURING theſe tranſačtions at Rome, Catiline made it his whole buſineſs to lead his

army into Tranſalpine Gaul, where the whole nation ſeemed ready to declare for him.

To prevent this, Q. Metellus Celer, leaving Picenum, which he had guarded the laſt

year, poſted himſelf with three legions at the foot of the Alps. On the other hand

Antonius, Cicero's late collegue, kept following Catiline in the rear ; ſo that the rebels

were in a manner hemmed in by two bodies of troops. In this ſituation Catiline reſolved

to attack Antonius, who, as he had been formerly of his faction, ſeemed to ačt but

faintly againſt him. With this view he marched back, and meeting the proconſul

near the city of Piſtoria, now Piſtoia, he drew up his men in order of battle. In the

firſt line he poſted eight cohorts, which were the beſt armed ; in the ſecond the vete- e

rans, who had ſerved under Sylla, and in the third his new levies, armed only with

knotty clubs, long poles, or the implements of husbandry. Having drawn up his troops

Catiline ... he led them to a great diſtance from his camp to ſhew that he was fully reſolved to

ſºlves to give give battle. Antonius obſerved the enemy's motions, but would not ſtir out of his

.* camp, though all the officers of the army preſſed him not to let ſlip the opportunity
•. that offered of putting an end to the rebellion at once. Should Catiline eſcape, ſaid

they, and get into Gaul, what will be the fate of Italy & Who knows how much

blood muſt be ſpilt before the rebels are cruſhed But Antonius would not by any

means conſent to an engagement; which ſome hiſtorians aſcribe to a ſecret inclination

he had for the party, which he was ordered to deſtroy. Whatever were his motives, f

when the legionaries abſolutely inſiſted on their being led againſt the enemy, he pre

Antonius com-tended to be indiſpoſed, and committed the conduct of his army to Petreius, who had

ºfº. ſerved above thirty years, and had raiſed himſelf by his merit from a private ſoldier

army to Pe. to the poſt of lieutenant-general, in which quality he now ſerved under Antonius. The

treius. ſoldiers not doubting of vićtory under ſo brave and experienced a leader, marched .

out of their camp in two lines, and fell upon the enemy with a fury hardly to be

expreſſed. The rebels ſuſtained the onſet with equal intrepidity and reſolution, and

being encouraged by the example of their leader, obliged Petreius's firſt line to give

n PLUt, in Cic,

ground.
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ground. But that brave commander flying to their relief with a body of freſh men, the

rebels were in their turn forced to retire in diſorder. Hereupon Catiline, reproaching

his men with cowardice, and putting them in mind of the promiſe they had made before

the battle, either to conquer or die, brought them back to the charge, and renewed

the fight with ſuch vigour, that the vićtory continued doubtful, till Manlius, and the

officer of Fæſtle, who commanded the wings, were both killed. Then Catiline being

no longer able to govern ſo great a body himſelf, his ranks were broken, and moſt

of his men, eſpecially in the wings, diſperſed. Hereupon the head of the rebels, Catiline de

reſolving not to outlive the ruin of his party, threw himſelf in a great rage into the ſºft" and

midſt of the enemy, and there found the death which he ſought. He no ſooner fel

than his whole army betook themſelves to flight, leaving Petreius maſter of the field.

That prudent commander would not ſuffer his men to purſue the fugitives, but

allowed them all, as they were for the moſt part Roman citizens, to eſcape, and return

to their own houſes. Of the rebels three thouſand were killed on the ſpot. Catiline

was found on a heap of dead bodies, ſtill breathing, and with thoſe marks of fierceneſs

in his countenance, notwithſtanding the agonies of death, which had rendered him

formidable to his enemies during his life 9. And now nothing more ſeemed wanting

with regard to the conſpiracy, than to puniſh Catiline's accomplices. L. Vettius, a

| killed.

Roman knight, became their accuſer, and included Caeſar, now praetor, in the num- Ceſar privy to

ber. Q. Curius likewiſe accuſed him to the ſenate of being one of the chief conſpi-º “P”

rators, and in proof of his depoſition quoted the teſtimony of Catiline himſelf, by

whom he ſaid he had been told the names of all the conſpirators, and particularly that

of Cºſar. As for Wettius, he offered to produce the accuſed’s own hand-writing, which

had been found among Catiline's papers. But Caſar called upon Cicero to witneſs the

diſcoveries he had made to him concerning the plot; and Cicero's teſtimony was his

juſtification; not that the orator thought him clear from all guilt, but becauſe he was

afraid to rank ſo popular a man among the criminals P. After this ſeveral decrees were

iſſued out againſt the reſt of the conſpirators, and ſuch effectual care was taken of the

public peace, that in all the provinces, where any ſeditions had happened, the rebels

were ſuppreſſed, and the guilty puniſhed.

IN the mean time the pontifex maximus dying, Caſar was by the ſuffrages of the Cæſir choſen
:^- - - - -3 |

people advanced to that high ſtation, though he had Servilius Iſauricus and Lutatius Ca- fºliº” - !

tulus, two of the greateſt men of the republic, for his competitors. But the joy he

felt on this occaſion was in great meaſure allayed by his domeſtic misfortunes. His wife

Pompeia, the daughter of Pompeius Rufus, entertained a ſtrong inclination for a young

patrician, named P. Clodius. As Clodius, though yet a youth, was infamous for

his lewdneſs and debaucheries, Pompeia could not, without expoſing her charaćter,

even ſpeak to him in public. At home ſhe was narrowly watched by the virtuous Au

relia Caſar’s mother, and by his ſiſter julia, who entertained ſome ſuſpicions of her.

????ty.

As ſhe could therefore find no other opportunity of meeting Clodius, ſhe took advan- p. Clodiuscar.

tage of a very ſolemn feaſt, which was to be celebrated in her husband's houſe.

been cuſtomary ever ſince the birth of the republic to have certain religious ceremo

nies performed at the end of every conſular year in the houſe of the conſul or praetor.

Thither the veſtals repaired, and offered a ſacrifice to the Good Goddeſ; (O), whoſe very

flaſhë

• Salust, ibid.

(O We learn from Cicero all that is to be known

of the Good Goddeſs, and of the ſacrifices offered to

her. In his oration concerning the anſwers of the

aruſpices, he ſpeaks thus : “What ſacrifice is there

“ ſo ancient as that which has been handed down

“ to us from our firſt kings, and is coeval with

“ Rome herſelf What ſacrifice is there ſo private

“ and ſecret as that which is concealed not only

“from the eyes of the curious and inquiſitive, but

“ from the ſight of all men, and whither neither

“ the moſt profligate wickedneſs nor impudence

“ever yet preſumed to enter This ſacrifice no man

“except Clodius was ever ſo impious as to violate,

“no man but Clodius ever thought, without the

“ utmoſt horror, of aſſiſting at it. This ſacr.fice,

“ which is performed by the veſtal virgins, which

“is performed for the proſperity of the Roman peo

V o L. V. No 2,

P Plut. in Cic,

“ ple, which is performed in the houſe of the chief

“magiſtrate, celebrated with unknown ceremonies,

“ and in honour of a goddeſs, whoſe very name to

“know is ſacrilege ; this ſacrifice Clodius profaned,

“ &c." Since then, at the very time when this ad

venture happened, the ceremonies obſerved in that

ſacrifice were abſolutely unknown to the people, and

locked up under ſo religious a ſecrecy, that all were

ignorant of the very name of the goddeſs, we are

not to wonder that the ancients have left us in the

dark as to the nature of this ſacrifice. One thing

indecd ſeems unaccountable : Cicero tells us, that the

name of the goddeſs was concealed from the men,

but revealed to the women : how then could it re

main ſuch a ſecret : This is much to the honour of

the Roman women. Plutarch takes the good go.l.it/s

to be the ſame with the Gynacea of the Greeks, that

F f

It had ries on an in

trigue with

Caeſar's wife.

is,
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name was concealed from the men, and known only to the women. At this ſacrifice it

was unlawful for any man to aſſiſt; nay, it was deemed a ſacrilege even for the maſter

of the houſe, or his children, to be at home while the ceremony was performing. Some

writers tell us, that the women, who aſſiſted at the ceremony, carried their ſuperſti

tion ſo far as even to cover the pićtures of men and male-animals with thick veils.

On this ſolemn day, and in the houſe ſet apart for this religious uſe, Clodiuſ and

Pompeia agreed to meet. Clodius, in order to get admiſſion, was to come in the

habit and diſguiſe of a ſinging woman ; for the ſolemnity was attended with dancing

and muſic. A female ſlave, who was in the ſecret, had orders to receive him, and

condućt him to his miſtreſs's apartment. Clodius, being yet very young, was by his

face and appearance taken for a woman, and readily admitted. The maid, who

was in the ſecret, no ſooner ſaw him than ſhe ran to inform Pompeia ; but as ſhe

did not return ſo ſoon as Clodius expected, he grew uneaſy ; and not thinking it

ſafe to continue long in the ſame place, he took ſeveral turns in the rooms, avoiding the

lights as much as poſſible for fear of being diſcovered. As he was thus walking about

ſlowly by himſelf, one of Aurelia's maids, taking him for a female muſician, asked

him to ſing; which he refuſing to do, the maid put ſeveral queſtions to him, and

obliged him at laſt to ſpeak, which he no ſooner did, than his voice betrayed him.

Whereupon the woman ſhrieking ran into the rooms where the ceremonies were per

forming, crying aloud, that ſhe had diſcovered a man. The women all in a fright

threw a veil over the myſteries, ſtopt the ceremonies, and having ordered the doors

to be ſhut, ran about with lights in ſearch of the ſacrilegious man, whom they found in

the maid’s room, who was privy to the appointment. There they ſeized him, and

having driven him out of doors, though it was yet night, they went home to acquaint

their husbands with what had happened. The next morning Clodius's impious attempt

was the ſubjećt of every converſation, and all agreed that he ought to be puniſhed with

the utmoſt ſeverity. Accordingly, he was accuſed of prophaning the holy rites,

but the populace declared in his favour; ſo that the judges, fearing to provoke the

multitude, acquitted him. Caſar immediately divorced Pompeia ; but being ſum

moned as a witneſs againſt Clodius, he ſaid, That he had nothing to charge him with.

As this looked like a paradox, the accuſers asked him, Why then he had parted with

his wife? Becauſe, ſaid he, I cannot bear that my wife ſhould be ſo much as ſuſpečied. He

declined appearing againſt Clodius, to gratify the populace, who, he ſaw, were very

earneſt to ſave him q.

The next year M. Pupius Piſo, one of Pompey's lieutenants, was, upon his recom

mendation, raiſed to the conſulate, and with him M. Valerius Meſſala. Soon after

their elečtion, news was brought, that Pompey, after having reduced ſeveral kingdoms

in the eaſt, was preparing to return to Rome. Some, fearing he ſhould turn his vic

torious arms againſt his country, were for raiſing troops, and guarding againſt any

attempt of that nature ; but he reſolved on a condućt very different from what was

dreaded. He was very deſirous of making himſelf abſolute in the republic ; but at

the ſame time ſo weak as to imagine, that he could attain and preſerve a kind of

arbitrary power by ſuch gentle methods, as would carry no odium with them. Agree

able to this falſe notion, he disbanded his troops as ſoon as he landed at Brunduſium,

and proceeded to Rome with as ſmall a train as if he had been returning from a jour

ney of pleaſure. The whole city went out to meet him, and received him with loud

acclamations. He demanded a triumph, which, as he well deſerved it, was readily

granted him. The proceſſion laſted two days, and was by far the moſt magnificent

that had ever been ſeen in Rome. Before his chariot marched three hundred and

twenty-four captives of great diſtinétion, among whom were Ariſtobulus king ofjudea,

and his ſon Antigonus ; Olthaces king of Colchis; Tigranes, the ſon of Tigranes king

of Armenia, with his wife and daughter; five ſons and two daughters of Mithridates

king of Pontus; a queen of Scythia, &c. The ſpoils that were carried before him were

valued above three millions ſterling; and the gold and ſilver coin, which he deli

ered to the quaeſtors, amounted to thrice that ſum, not reckoning the large dona

tives which he beſtowed on his ſoldiers; for he ordered one thouſand five hundred

Pompey's idle

ſcheme of power.

His triumph.

-- ---T

* Plut. in Caeſare.

is, with the goddeſs of the women; and adds, that tended ſhe was one of the dryads, and married to

the Phrygians, who claimed a particular title to her, Faunus, and that the Greeks affirmed ſhe was mother

ſaid ſhe was mother to Mydas, that the Romans pre- to Bacchuſ.

drachmas
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a drachmas to each ſoldier of his army, that is, near fifty pounds ſterling, and

rewarded all the officers in proportion. He did not put any of the captives to death,

as other generals uſed to do, neither did he keep them in priſon; but ſent them all,

except Ariſłobulus and Tigranes, back to their reſpective countries, at the expence of

the public '. The ſolemnity was no ſooner over, than Pompey betook himſelf to a

private life, declining, from a pretended modeſty, even the uſe of thoſe titles and

privileges with which he had been honoured. His aim was to aſſume a ſovereign

authority in the ſtate, without appearing to deſire it ; but he ſoon found, that it was

eaſier to give law to ſubalterns in a camp, than to govern his equals in a free ſtate

without force. There were many, who made as great a figure in Rome as himſelf,

and were ready to oppoſe the ſovereignty at which he aſpired. Lucullus, who had

paved the way for his conqueſts in the eaſt, did not think himſelf at all inferior to

this celebrated conqueror. Craſſils had been Pompey's rival ever ſince he robbed him

of the honour of a triumph, by aſſuming to himſelf the glory of having put an end to

the war with the ſlaves, as we have related above. Pompey indeed outſhined Craſſus

in glory ; but the immenſe riches of the latter put him at leaſt upon a level with his

adverſary; for he is ſaid to have been worth ſeven thouſand talents, that is, one mil

lion three hundred fifty-ſix thouſand two hundred and fifty pounds ſterling. Cato was

too zealous for the public good to let Pompey give any wound to the liberty of his

country. Cicero was not ſo diſintereſted in his views as Cato; but was at bottom a

good republican, and his eloquence made him formidable. Caſar, who, we may

ſay, was at this time only beginning to ſhew himſelf, was too ambitious to ſubmit to

any ſuperior. However, Pompey had intereſt enough to get L. Aſranius and Q, Me

tellus, who had ſerved under him, promoted to the conſulate. They no ſooner I, convinced of

entered upon their office, than he made two attempts, which turned both to his con- the foly ºf his

fuſion, viz. that lands ſhould be given to his veterans, and that all his ačts in the eaſtſ”.

ſhould be approved by one decree. He made the motion himſelf; but it was almoſt

unanimouſly rejećted by the fathers, and nobody oppoſed it with more warmth than

the conſul Metellus, who had indeed made his court to Pompey in order to raiſe him

ſelf, but hated him in his heart for having divorced his ſiſter Mucia (P), which he

looked upon as an affront offered to the Cacilian family. As for the other conſul, he

was a man of no weight, and intirely incapable of buſineſs. Pompey, inraged at the

refuſal of the ſenate, had recourſe to the tribunes, and prevailed upon Flavius Nepos,

one of that college, to propoſe his requeſt to the people ; but Luculius, Cato and

Metellus oppoſed the tribune with great ſteadineſs and reſolution. Their oppoſition

occaſioned a tumult in the forum, and the furious tribune went ſo far as to ſend the

conſul Metellus to priſon; but Pompey, who was the author of the tumult, not caring

to incur the hatred of the ſenate, ordered the conſul to be ſet at liberty, under pre

tence that the conſul had deſired it. He was now fully convinced, that to pretend to sing, in ºi, re.

reign in a republic, otherwiſe than by force of arms, was a chimerical project; but as putation.

he could not conquer his boundleſs ambition, he made it his whole buſineſs to gain

over to his intereſt the ſeditious Clodius, a man of a moſt abandoned charaćter, but

greatly favoured by the populace, and a declared enemy to the ſenate. The illuſtri

ous conqueror of the eaſt demeaned himſelf ſo far, as to join this profligate patrician,

and to uſe his utmoſt endeavours to get him raiſed to the tribuneſhip, tho’ he knew,

that Clodius's only ain? in aſpiring at that office, was to revenge himſelf on Cicero, who

had appeared as a witneſs againſt him, when he was accuſed of having profined the

myſteries of the Good Goddeſs. Hence the bitter complaints which Cicero made of

him in ſeveral of his letters. This condućt greatly leſſened the high opinion, which

both the people and the nobility had entertained ofhim before his return'.

* Plur. in Pomp. Appias, in Mithridatic. Dio, l. xxxvii. Plin. J. vii. c. 16. & l. xxxvii. c. 3.

* Plut. ibid. Cic, in epiſt. 13. i. i. ad Atticum, & alibi paſt.

(P) Mucia was the third daughter of 3. Mucius republic; but her life was ſo ſcandalous, that Pom

Scavola. While her husband was making war in

Aſia, ſhe took advantage of his abſence, and carried

on an intrigue with Caſar, which was the common

talk of Rome; inſomuch that Pompey did not think

proper to wait till he returned to Rome to divorce

her; but ſent orders to her to leave his houſe be

fore he returned to Italy. She was fiſter to the two

Metelli, Celer and Nepos; and he could not but fore

fee, that he ſhould incur the diſpleaſure of thoſe two

Patricians, who made a conſiderable figure in the

pey thought himſelf obliged in honour to part with

her, tho’ he had three children by her. He never

forgot the injury Ceſar had done him ; but com

plained ſeveral times, in the heat of the civil wars,

that the debaucher of Mucia was his AFgyffhus, ſince

he was not content with having diſhonoured him,

but at the ſame time wanted to take away his life,

as AEgyſhus was Clytemneſtra's lover, and the mur

derer of her husband Agamemnon.

IN
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Caeſar ſent into
S In the mean time the government of Farther Spain, which comprehended Lt.ſta
Pain. -

nia and Baetica, that is, Portugal and Andaluſia, falling by lot to Caſar, after his

praetorſhip, he was preparing to ſet out for his new province ; but being ſtopped by

ſome of his creditors, Craſſus, to whom he applied, took upon him to ſatisfy thoſe

creditors, who would be put off no longer, and became his ſecurity for eight hundred

and thirty talents, that is, one hundred fixty thouſand eight hundred and twelve

pounds ſterling. Upon this Caſar, being at liberty to go to his government, ſet out

without delay. In his journey, as he was croſſing the Alps, he paſſed by a ſmall

village, which had but few inhabitants, and thoſe wretchedly poor; which gave

occaſion to ſome of his friends to ask him by way of raillery, Whether there was any

canvaſſing there for offices, or any contention among the barbarians who ſhould be

iii. “ntition. uppermoſt 2 To this queſtion Caſar anſwered very ſeriouſly, That he had rather be

firſt man among thoſe poor barbarians, than the ſecond in Rome (Q). It is eaſy to ima

gine, that Caſar, with theſe ſentiments, could not continue idle in his province. To

find himſelf work there, he made war on the innocent Spaniards, and advancing as

far as the ocean, ſubdued ſeveral nations, which had never before been ſubjećt to

Rome. Having ſettled his province in peace, he returned to Rome, carrying with

him ſufficient ſums to diſcharge his debts, which amounted to one million ſix hundred

thouſand pounds ſterling, ſo great was his extravagance and profuſion. His heart

was ſet on a triumph and the conſulate ; but chiefly on the latter, which he could not

obtain, without appearing perſonally in the comitium. On the other hand, thoſe

who demanded a triumph, were obliged to halt in the ſuburbs, and there wait for

Affire to the the anſwer of the ſenate. Being therefore reduced to the dilemma, either of laying

** aſide the thoughts of a triumph, by going into the city, or togive up the conſulſhip,

by ſtaying in the ſuburbs, he readily renounced the former, and purſued the latter,

leaving nothing unattempted in order to ſucceed. His management on this occaſion

was a maſter-piece of policy, and the foundation of his future grandeur. The two

citizens, who at this time made the greateſt figure in the republic, were without

diſpute Pompey and Craſſus; but theſe two powerful citizens were declared enemies,

and, all things conſidered, much upon a level. As they had both great intereſt,

Caſar plainly ſaw, that he could never obtain the conſulſhip, without gaining one or

other of them to his cauſe ; but the difficulty was which to chuſe. If he cloſed with

Pompey, he would meet with a ſtrong oppoſition from Craſſus’s friends; and if he

joined Craſſis, he was ſure to have all Pompey's party againſt him. He therefore

undertook to reconcile the two rivals, and by propoſing to them a triumvirate, in

which ſhould be lodged all the authority of the ſenate and people, he prevailed upon

them to make up their differences, and to enter into a ſtrict friendſhip with each other. .

In order to make their confederacy the more indiſſoluble, they ſolemnly bound them

ſelves by mutual oaths and promiſes to aſſiſt each other, and to ſuffer nothing to be

Theftſ trium- undertaken or executed without the unanimous conſent of all three. Thus was the
virate. firſt great triumvirate formed, by which Rome became a prey to three men, who, by

}.:* the intereſt of their united parties, arbitrarily diſpoſed of all the dignities and employ

ºr,ºft ments in the commonwealth. The public were long ſtrangers to the myſteries of this

55. new cabal. Nothing more appeared to the ſenate than the reconciliation of Pompey

9. Rome 993 and Craſſus, and Caſar was congratulated by all ranks of men for having brought it

about. Cato alone foreſaw the evil conſequences of this new alkance, and exclaimed

againſt it, ſaying, That Rome had loſt her liberty ; but nobody hearkened to him,

till it was too late to follow his prudent counſel". This aſſociation ſubſiſted to the

death of Craſſus, and was followed by the intire ſubverſion of the republican ſtate.

* Plut. in Pomp. Crſ. & Catone. Dio Cass. l. xxxvii. Appian. bell, civil. l. ii. Suet. in Julio.

(Q) Plutarch adds to this, that while he was one

day reading the hiſtory of Alexander the Great, he

appeared very thoughtful, and at laſt burſt out into

tears, anſwering his friends, who asked h ºn the

reaſon of his grief, Do you think I have not juſt cauſe

to weep, when I conſider, that Alexander, at my age,

had conquered ſo many nations, while I have yet done

nothing that is memorable f
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C H A P. XI.

7he hiſtory of Rome, from the firſt triumvirate

to the death of Craſſus.

'a Tº E firſt benefit Caeſar reaped from this aſſociation, was his promotion to the

conſulate, Pompey and Craſſus employing all their intereſt in his favour. He

had but two competitors, L. Luceius Hirrus and M. Calpurnius Bibulus. The former,

a man of great learning (R), was but little verſed in public affairs; and therefore

Ceſar, well appriſed that if he had him for his collegue, he ſhould reign alone, did his

utmoſt to get him eleēted. He was not aſhamed openly to purchaſe the ſuffrages of

the people with large ſums; but the ſenators, being reſolved to have him excluded,

and Bibulus choſen, agreed among themſelves to defeat Caeſar's meaſures in his own

way; and to offer the people greater ſums than he had done. ... Cato himſelf, tho’ a

rigid ſtoic, was of opinion, that the laws, forbidding all ſort of bribery, ought to be

b diſpenſed with on this occaſion ; ſo that it was reſolved, that Bibulus ſhould buy the

ſuffrages of the people, and that each ſenator ſhould pay his ſhare towards raiſing the

promiſed ſums. By this means Luceius was excluded, and Bibulus appointed to be -

Caeſar's collegue. The firſt thing Caeſar did after entering upon his office, was toº:
confirm all Pompey's ačts, purſuant to his promiſe. After this he made it his whole -

buſineſs to gain the affeótions of the people. With this view he drew up an agrarian cefit ºr,

law, with ſuch wiſe reſtrićtions and proviſoes, that the ſenators themſelves could not managrarian

juſtly find fault with it; for it enacted only, that certain lands in Campania, belonging law.

to the public, ſhould be divided among ſuch of the poor citizens, as had three children, or

more. Caeſar declared in the ſenate, that he would do nothing without the conſent of

c the conſcript fathers, nor propoſe any of his friends for commiſſioners, nor any per

ſon elſe, who might be liable to ſuſpicions; but that they ſhould be all men of

unblemiſhed characters, and known abilities. The fathers had nothing to objećt

againſt the law itſelf; but as they were well appriſed of the legiſlator's ambitious

views, they put off from day to day giving their aſſent to it. Caſar complained of

theſe delays ; and then Cato told him in plain terms, that he did not diſapprove of

the diſtribution of the lands as propoſed, but dreaded the conſequences of it: We do

not care, ſaid he, that you ſhould purchaſe the favour and affeitions of the people at the

expence of the public treaſury. This open declaration piqued Caſar, who ordered his

lićtors to carry Cato to priſon ; but he ſoon after privately ordered the tribunes to

d releaſe him. The example of Cato was followed by the conſul Bibulus, and moſt of whichi, reje3

the ſenators, who declared, that they had nothing to objećt againſt the law ; but that td by theſeñate.

they would ſuffer no innovations. Hereupon Caſar had recourſe to the people, and

having ſummoned them to aſſemble, appeared in the comitium, attended by Pompey

and Craſſus. He mounted the roſtra, and direéting his ſpeech to his two aſſociates,

asked them, Whether they did not approve ofthe law It is eaſy to imagine, that

two men of his own cabal would ſpeak the ſame language as he. They both anſwered,

That they would ſupport his motion with all their power, againſt the enemies of the

people, who oppoſed it. Pompey went further, adding, with more warmth than pru

dence, If any one oppoſe; this law with the ſword, I will reſiſt him with ſword and buck

e ler. Pompey, by this raſh anſwer, which was no-ways ſuitable to his dignity, and

was contrary to his true intereſt, made himſelf odious to the ſenate, and at the ſame

time gained no credit among the people, who thought themſelves indebted to Caeſar

only for ſo beneficial a law. However, Bibulus oppoſed it with great courage; but

(R) If we may judge of his learning from the of the allies, he wrote that of Cicero's conſulſhip, at
account Cicero gives of him, he was one of the beſt the requeſt of the conſul, who had himſelf already

littorians of Rome. Beſides the hiſtory of the war publiſhed one of his own in Greek and Latin.

Vol. W. No 2, G g the
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But paſſed

the people

proved by the

ſenate.

moted to the

tribunate.

ves on the ruin

of Cicero.

*y the people, loſing all regard for the conſular dignity, treated him with the utmoſt a

indignity, drove him out of the aſſembly, broke his faſces, wounded his lićtors, &c.

The ſenators, dreading the fury of the populace, held their peace ; ſo that the law

paſſed without any further diſturbance ".

This vićtory over the ſenate and Bibulus, made Céſar in great meaſure abſolute

in Rome. His collegue was ſcarce ever mentioned ; no deference was paid to his or

ders ; they all looked upon Ceſar as the only conſul, and called this year ironically

the year of the conſulate of julius and Caeſar. And now the ſuſpicions entertained of

the confederacy between the triumvirs being confirmed by Caſar’s marrying his daugh

ter julia to Pompey, Cato, who was a ſincere friend to his country, loudly exclaimed

againſt the arbitrary power uſurped by the triumvirs ; and when the agrarian law was b

brought before the ſenate to be confirmed by them, he continued inflexible, oppoſing

it with great warmth, tho’ threatened with baniſhment ; but at length Cicero telling

him, That if Cato did not want Rome, Rome wanted Cato, upon this confideration he

4nda aſ ap-acquieſced, and the law was eſtabliſhed in full force. And now Caſar reſolved to gain the

favour of the knights, as he had done that of the people. With this view he abated a

third part of the rents, which they paid annually into the public treaſury, and by this

means attached them unalterably to his intereſt. Having thus ſecured to himſelf

both the people and knights, he governed Rome with an abſolute ſway. Cicero

exclaimed againſt the triumvirate, and, by ſome ſevere jeſts (S), provoked them to

- ſuch a degree, that they reſolved upon his ruin ; and in order to compaſs it the more c

..º.º effectually, they got his mortal enemy, P. Clodius, promoted to the tribuneſhip.

We ſhall ſoon ſee the ſeditious Clodius vent his rage againſt this great orator, and

forward the ruin of the republic, by the baniſhment of one of the chief ſupporters of

the public liberty w. Caeſar having thus eſtabliſhed the power of the triumvirate,

applied himſelf to his own private intereſt. Pompey had got two conſuls elečted for

the next year, who were perſonally devoted to him, viz. L. Calpurnius Piſo and 4.

Gabinius. Caſar, fearing Pompey might attempt a ſuperiority over him during their

adminiſtration, attached Piſo to himſelf, by marrying his daughter Calpurnia. Hav

ing thus ſecured his intereſt at Rome during the next conſulſhip, he applied himſelf

both to the ſenate and people, and, with the aſſiſtance of Pompey and Craſſus, pro- d

cured the government of Tranſalpine and Ciſalpine Gaul, contrary to all law, for five

years together, with the command of four legions.

UNDER the next conſulſhip of Calpurnius Piſo, and A. Gabinius Nepos, the trium

virate ſtill continued to govern Rome by the conſuls themſelves, who were their

Clodius reſºl- creatures. As Cicero adhered ſteadily to the intereſts of the republic, the conſuls gave

Clodius full liberty to vent on him all his fury. Cicero was looked on as the father

and defender of his country, and the ſervice he had done the republic was yet freſh in

every one's memory; the tribune therefore was obliged to have recourſe to craft and

cunning to compaſs his ruin. His firſt ſtep was to gain the affections of the people,

by paſſing ſeveral laws favourable to them ; then he obliged both the knights and C

ſenators, by leſſening the power which the cenſors had ofdegrading them ; and in the

laſt place he paid his court to the conſuls, by aſſigning them provinces of a very great

extent. The conſuls had hitherto choſen their provinces by lot; but Clodius pretended,

that the right of aſſigning them was lodged in the people, who accordingly gave to

Piſo, Macedon, Achaia, Theſſaly and Baolia ; and to Gabinius, Syria, and moſt of the

eaſtern kingdoms. Cicero, who had too much ſagacity not to ſee through the tribune’s

deſign, ſecured to himſelf a faithful friend in L. Ninnius Quadratus, another of the

tribunes, who ſo effe&tually oppoſed all the attempts of Clodius, that he could not

proceed. Hereupon Clodius, fearing Nimnius, or, as others call him, Mummius, might

* Plut. in Ceſ. Suet. in Jul. Dio, l. xxx. w Plut. in Cic. Dio. CAss. l. xxxviii. Cic, ad

Attic. l. ii. epiſt. 19.

(S) Cicero, who was naturally ſevere, and loved ſelf into contempt by the low conceits and ſtale

raillery, ſeized every opportunity that offered of alluſions, which he put off for wit. He has dropt

ſhewing his wit, without regard either to decency ſeveral things of this nature, even in his moſt elo

or friendſhip. He was one of thoſe, who would quent diſcourſes. Macrobius tells u , that one of

rather loſe their friend, than their jeſt. If this ſati- Cicero's freed-men was at the pains of collecting all

rical turn was not one of the chief cauſes of his miſ: his maſter's witticiſms, under the title of Inefitis.

fortunes, it contributed at leaſt to ſtir up againſt him. It is ſurpriſing, that a man of ſo much ſagacity ſhould

ſeveral powerful enemies. Tho' ſome of his jeſts not think ſuch puns and ridiculous conceit: unbe

were lively and poignant, yet he often brought him- coming the gravity of a magiſtrate.

by
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a by his oppoſition overturn all his ſchemes, had recourſe to artifice, and aſſured Cicero, ºſº.

that he would undertake nothing to his prejudice, provided he would perſuade Nin- ſº to compaſ
nius not to oppoſe his meaſures. We are told, that both Caſar and Pompey baſely 1ſ.

demeaned themſelves to aſſure the orator, that the tribune had no deſign to hurt

him ; and that Cicero, deceived by theſe falſe aſſurances, deſired Ninnius to wave

his oppoſition, and ſlept in ſecurity. In the mean time Clodius got another law

paſſed, enacting, That when a tribune of the people ſhould propoſe any law in the

comitia, no regard ſhould be had to the denunciations of the augurs. As moſt of

that college favoured Cicero, the tribune was afraid, leſt they ſhould, under pretence

of religion, prevail upon the people to reject the decree, which he had already drawn

up againſt Cicero. And now the tribune, thinking himſelf in a condition to carry his

point, mounted the roſtra, and propoſed the following law, at which all theſe pre- propoſ, a law

parations aimed, viz. That whoever had been concerned in the death of a Roman citizen, aimed at Ci

before the people had paſſed ſentence on him, ſhould be deemed guilty of treaſon, and puniſhed “”

as a ſtate criminal. Cicero, well appriſed that he was the perſon aimed at by this law,

and ſeeing himſelf in ſo great danger, changed his habit, and letting his beard grow,

went about in deep mourning, ſoliciting the aſſiſtance of his friends. Many of the Regard paid by

ent the knights and
- - - - - - - - - lators to Ci

dreſs, ſupplicating in his behalf. Among thºſe was the ſon of Craft, the triumvir, ...”.”

knights teſtified their regard for him, by changing their habits, and, in a neglig

who had been taught by Cicero the rules of eloquence, and had made an extraordinary

Proficiency under ſo great a maſter. This young patrician, at the head of twenty

thouſand young Romans of his age, attended Cicerowhere-ever he went. Clodius, on the

other hand, attended by a numerous body of armed men, inſulted Cicero where-ever

he met him, reproached him with want of courage, and interrupting him in his humble

addreſſes to the people, encouraged his enemies, who were the dregs of the populace,

to throw ſtones and dirt at the orator and his company, who dared not return the like

treatment, for fear of violating the ſacred perſon of a tribune. The ſenate, affected

with the unjuſt proſecution of a man, whom they looked upon as the chief ornament of

their body, aſſembled, in order to decree, that the people ſhould put on mourning,

as in a public calamity; but the conſuls, whom Clodius had gained over, oppoſed it,

while he himſelf with a band of armed ſlaves beſet the place where the ſenate met,

and with menaces deterred them from coming to any reſolution. It muſt be owned,

that Cicero on this occaſion ačted a part unworthy of his former conſtancy. He ran

from houſe to houſe with ſorrow and conſternation in his face, imploring the protec

tion of his friends, and cringing, with a ſhameful meanneſs of ſpirit, even to his

enemies. The advice his friends gave him ſerved only to embaraſs him the more. Lu

callus was for having recourſe to arms, and repelling force by force. The knights

declared for him, and with them the better part of the citizens; but Cato and Hor

teºſius adviſed him not to tarniſh his paſt glory, by filling Rome with ſlaughter, and

exerciſing the ſame cruelties on his fellow-citizens, which he had ſo ſeverely condemned

in Catiline. Cicero, greatly perplexed, and not knowing how to eſcape the fury of

the mad tribune, had at length recourſe to Caſar, intreating him, that he would

take him with him into Gaul as one of his lieutenants. This was, all things conſi

dered, the ſafeſt method he could have taken; and Caſar, who wanted nothing

clfe but to get him out of Rome, where he might, by his eloquence, raiſe great diſtur

bances, readily conſented to his requeſt. Clodius was well appriſed, that, by this

means, his prey would eſcape him ; and therefore, in order to divert him from accept

ing the new employment, he feigned himſelf diſpoſed to a reconciliation, and ſent

him word by ſome common friends, that he had been informed, that his wife Teren

iia had been the chief cauſe of his giving evidence againſt him in the affair of Pom

f peia, and that now he was determined to drop the proſecution, and live again in

Or

D

4.

amity with him. Cicero, tho' a man in other reſpects of uncommon ſagacity, was ſo

far impoſed upon by his enemy's fair words and promiſes, that he changed his mind,

gºd refuſed to attend Caſar into Gaul. This ſo provoked Cºſar, that he joined

Clºdius againſt him, and engaged Pompey not to intermeddle in his behalf. Here

"Pon Clodius reſumed his impeachment, and accuſed Cicero before the tribes, of hav

º, Put Lentulus, Cethºgus, and other Roman citizens to death, without a lawful trial.

(*** ſeeing himſelf thus expoſed anew to the rage of the furious tribune, had

recourſe to Pompey, who was indebted to him for moſt of his employments, and had

ever profeſſed a great friendſhip for him ; but Pompey was retired to one of his coun- H, i, aſſand.

try-houſes, for fear of being reproached with his unfaithfulneſs, if he did not ſtir in ed by Pompey.

behalf

Caeſar becomas
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Clodius gets

the decree of his

Æaniſhment

paſſed.

behalf of his friend. Cicero immediately diſpatched Piſo his ſon-in-law to him, and, a

; but Pompey, not able to bear the ſight ofupon his delaying to return, went himſelf

his old friend, who had done him ſo many good offices, and whom he had engaged

his word with Caſar not to aſſiſt, went out at a back-door, ordering his ſervants to

tell Cicero, that he was returned to Rome. Cicero, no longer doubting but he was

abandoned by him, having called together his true friends, asked their advice, when

Lucullus, who was an old experienced commander, was for taking up arms; but the

reſt of his friends adviſed him to give way to the ſtorm, and retire from Rome. As

he could not bear the thoughts of ſhedding the blood of his fellow-citizens, he fol

He retire into lowed their advice, left Rome at midnight, and reſolved to retire to Sicily, where
&aniſhment.

Wigilius was praetor, who owed his fortune to him ; but the ungrateful governor

refuſing him admittance into the iſland, he imbarqued at Brunduſium, and ſailed to

Dyrrachium, where he diſcovered ſo much dejećtion and meanneſs of ſpirit, as were a

reproach to his great abilities, and the philoſophy he profeſſed. He himſelf acknow

ledges, that, in the height of his grief, he was going to lay violent hands on himſelf;

but was prevented by his friend Atticus (S).

IN the mean time Clodius got the decree of his baniſhment paſſed, confiſcated his

effects, which, to the immortal honour of the exile, nobody would buy when ex

poſed to ſale, burnt to the ground his houſes in the country, and his fine palace in

Rome, and ordered the pontifices to conſecrate the ground, on which his city-houſe

ſtood, to the goddeſſes Peace and Liberty, to make the reſtitution of it in a manner

impoſſible. Thus Clodius triumphed at Rome; but as Cato ſtill thwarted him in his

pernicious attempts, he prevailed on the people to paſs the moſt unjuſt decree poſ.

ſible, purely to gratify a private reſentment of his own, and then, by another decree,

obliged Cato to put the firſt in execution. Clodius had been taken in his youth by the

pirates, while he was ſerving in the eaſt ; and Ptolemy, king of Cyprus, a covetous

prince, had refuſed to pay his ranſom. This Clodius took greatly amiſs, and now

that he was the reigning tribune, he reſolved to be revenged on the king of Cyprus;

and accordingly got a decree paſſed, depriving him of his dominions, under pretence

that he had forfeited them by his ill condućt. Cato was charged with the execution

of this ſcandalous decree; and that he might be kept the longer from Rome, he was

ordered at the ſame time to reſettle ſome citizens of diſtinčtion in Bizantium, who had

been driven from thence by the populace. When Cicero and Cato were gone, the

furious tribune, and the triumvirs, whoſe tool he was, reigned without controul;

but in the mean time news being brought

* Plut. in Cic. & Pomp. Cic. pro Seſtio,

(S) Cicero came firſt to Vibo, called alſo Hipponi

um, which ſtood on the coaſt of Brutium, and had

choſen Cicero for its patron or protećtor; but one

Vibius, on whom Cicero had*: many favours,

not only refuſed to admit him into his houſe, but

would not even ſuffer him to come into the city.

However, one Sica, who held a farm near Hipponium,

received and entertained him, till he ſet out for

Brunduſium. Thither the people of the country

guarded him, the neighbouring country being in

feſted by a troop of exiles of the Catilinarian fac

tion, under the command of Autronius, whofe re

ſentment Cicero had reaſon to fear. Before he em

barqued at the port of Brunduſium, he ſpent ſome

days with his friend M. Lenius Flaccus, who had a

country-houſe near that city. He was then in a

moſt deplorable condition, not knowing what place

to chuſe for his reſidence during his exile. Greece

and Epirus were beſet by a troop of robbers in the

pay of Autronius, his ſworn enemy. The govern

ment of Macedon had been given to the conſul Piſo,

an avowed friend to Clodius. Aſia only offered him

a ſecure retreat; and therefore he embarqued at

Brunduſium, reſolving to ſail to Cyzicus, a city of

Myſia. This he himſelf declares in a letter, which

he wrote before he embarqued to his wife Terentia,

and to his children Tullia and Cicero. I have ſpent

thirteen days, ſays he, at Brunduſium, in the houſe of

M. Lenius Flaccus. This faithful friend is affeded

to Rome, that the Helvetians, having aban

domo ſua, & alib. paſſ. Dio Cass. l. xxxviii.

with my misfortunts, and, in ſpite of the furious Co

dius, entertains me with great civility. I am going

to leave him, and embarque for Macedon, whence I

intend to proceed to Cyzicus, and there finiſh my courſe.

Accordingly, on the thirteenth of April, he took

leave of his friend Flaccus, who, with his father and

children, attended him to the port, where theſe il

luſtrious friends parted, after having given each

other reciprocal aſſurances of the moſt fincere friend

ſhip. Cicero had at firſt a favourable wind; but a

few hours after a violent ſtorm obliged the pilot to

return to the ſame port. When the ſtorm was ap

peaſed, he put to ſea again, and landed at Dyrrachi

um, now Durazzo. There the inhabitants received

him in ſuch a manner, as might have allayed his

grief, if he had been. of any comfort; but

he diſcovered a weakneſs on this occaſion, which

could not have been expećted from a man bred up

in the ſtudy of philoſophy. He grew.
was ever fighing, and turning his eyes towards Italy.

The Greeks, who came to viſit him, being quite

tired with his complaints, were forced to invent

dreams, and draw good preſages of his ſpeedy return

from the moſt trifling events, in order to Pacify

him. So very different are ſometimes the greateſt
men from themſelves in times of adverſity! Cicero,

after a ſhort ſtay at Dyrrachium, repaired to Theſ:

falonica, and there reſided, till he was recalled from

baniſhment.

doned
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a doned their country, and burnt down their towns and houſes, were preparing to enter

Gaul by way of Geneva, Caſar, whoſe province Gaul was, found himſelf obliged to Ceſàr goes inte

leave Rome, and haſten to the defence of the country committed to his care. Accord-Gaul.

ingly he repaired thither in ſuch haſte, that he reached the banks of the Rhone in

eight days. Upon his arrival, he broke down the bridge of Geneva, and as he found

but one legion in the province, he deferred giving anſwer to the Helvetians, who

deſired leave to paſs through the country of the Allobroges, till he had covered the

frontiers of his province, by carrying on a wall from the lake Lemanus, or lake of

Geneva, to mount jura, now Mont S. Claude. This wall was nineteen miles in ex

tent, fixteen foot high, and defended by a deep ditch, and caſtles at proper diſtances.

b As Caſar did not ſet out from Rome till about the beginning of April, and this work

was completed before the ides, or the thirteenth of the ſame month, it is manifeſt,

that, beſides the Roman legion, great numbers of the inhabitants were employed in

it. When the deputies of the Helvetii returned at the time appointed for an anſwer, Refuſes the

Caſar told them, that the Romans never ſuffered foreign armies to march through their

countries; and that, if they attempted to force a paſſage, he would repel force with

Helvetians a

paſſagethrough
the Roman

force. Upon this, the whole nation of the Helvetians appeared in a body i and then prºvince, and

Caſar, perſuaded that he could not reſiſt them with the few troops he had, left La-Żefeats them.

bienus, one of his lieutenants, to defend his lines, and haſtening back into Italy,

brought from thence in a very ſhort time five legions. With theſe he fell upon the

c Helvetians, while they were embaraſſed in paſſing the Arar, now the Saone, cut in

pieces thoſe who had not yet croſſed the river, and throwing a bridge over it, advan

ced againſt the reſt. The Helvetians, ſomewhat diſheartened at the loſs they had

ſuſtained, ſent deputies to the Roman camp to treat of an accommodation ; but as

they refuſed to give hoſtages, Caſar detached his cavalry, with orders to haraſs them

on their march. The Roman horſe, having attacked them in narrow roads, were

repulſed with no ſmall loſs, which raiſed the courage of the Helvetians, while the

Romans began to be ſomewhat diſheartened for want of proviſions. Caſar had none

but the AEdui, the faithful allies of Rome, to depend on for a ſpeedy ſupply of corn.

Their country lay between the Seine, the Loire and the Saone, was extremely fruitful,

d and capable of ſupporting an army far more numerous than that of Caſar; but the

Roman general, to his great ſurpriſe, found the corn fail when he moſt wanted it. The

AEdui indeed had promiſed to ſupply his troops with proviſions; but they poſtponed

from day to day the ſending of the convoys which they had promiſed; ſo that the

army was reduced to great ſtreights. Caſar therefore, ſuſpecting the fidelity of the

AEdui, reſolved to find out the true cauſe of thefe artful delays. In order to this he

examined Liſcus, the chief magiſtrate of the Ædui, and a lord of the country named

Divitiacus, who ſerved both in the Roman army. The former told him, that Dum- Treathery of

morix, younger brother to Diviſiacus, deſigning to uſurp the ſovereign power, and Dumnorix the

depending on the aſſiſtance of the Helvetians, had, to gratify them, privately con- £duan.

e veyed the corn out of the province, and raiſed the price of it, hoping by that means

to make the Roman army periſh with famine. Divitiacus owned the ſame thing, but

without naming his brother. Caeſar was inclined to puniſh Dumnorix with ſeverity ;

but pardoned him at the entreaty of his brother Divitiacus y.

AND now Caſar drew near Bibrače (T), the capital of the AEdui, to facilitate the

conveyance of the corn, which thoſe faithful allies had promiſed. When the enemy

ſaw him retreat, they purſued and attacked him ; whereupon a bloody battle enſued,

which laſted from noon till night. The Helvetians behaved with incredible bravery 3

but at length were forced to give way, and retire to a hill, where they had placed

their baggage and their women, and ſurrounded them with their waggons as with a

f rampart. Thither Caſar purſued them, made himſelf maſter of their baggage, and

* CAEs. bell, civil. i. i. c. 1–18.

(T) The modern geographers are divided in their

opinions as to the ſituation of Bibračie, as Caſar and

Strabo call it. They all agree, that it was the moſt

conſiderable of all the cities of the AEdui, from the

Doux to the Sãone; but moſt of them pretend, that

it ſtood where the city of Autun now ſtands. It

was called firſt, according to them, Bibraße, and

afterwards Auguſtodunum, from the emperor Au

guſtus. The latter name it retained, ſay they, till

Vol. V. No. 2.

--------—

the time of the emperors Conſtans and Conſtantine,

by whom it was rebuilt, and from them took the

name of Flavia, both thoſe princes being deſcended

from the Flavian family. M. Valois places the an

cient city of Bibrače near a village called Beauvray,

about two leagues from Autum ; and others take

the town of Pebrac, on the borders of Auvergne

and Gevaudan, to be the ancient capital of the Ædui.

H h took
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The Helvetians took a great many priſoners, among whom were the wife and daughter of the famous a

†. Orgetorix, the firſt author of the tranſmigration. After this overthrow, the Helve

º: tians, diſheartened at the loſs they had ſuſtained, which amounted to one hundred and

thirty thouſand of their people, had recourſe to the clemency of the conqueror; who

having obliged them to lay down their arms, and give him hoſtages, ſent them back

to their own country, with orders to rebuild their cities and villages. Only the Boii

were allowed, at the requeſt of the Ædui, to ſettle in Gaul, whence they formerly came.

This vićtory made the Roman name formidable throughout all Gaul; congratula

tions were brought to Caſar from all parts, and the Æ dui implored his protećtion

againſt Arioviſius king of the Germans, who, taking advantage of the differences

which had long ſubſiſted between them and the Arverni (U), had joined the latter, b

made himſelf maſter of great part of the country of the Sequami (W), and obliged

the Ædui to give him their children as hoſtages. , Caeſar, pleaſed with this new op

portunity of acquiring glory, promiſed them his aſſiſtance ; and accordingly diſ

Ceſar invites patched embaſſadors to Arioviſius, inviting him to an interview ; which he declining,

*. ... Caſar ſent other deputies, deſiring him to reſtore to the Ædui their hoſtages, and

to bring no more troops over the Rhine into Gaul. At the ſame time he put him in

mind of the favour he had ſhewn him during his conſulate, ſince, by his means, he

had been declared a friend and ally of the Roman people. Arioviſius anſwered, That he

had a right to make war when and where he pleaſed ; that he was not obliged to give

any perſon an account, either of the victories he gained, or ofthe terms he preſcribed c

to the conquered; that he would not reſtore to the Ædui their hoſtages, &c. Caſar

no ſooner received this anſwer, than he marched to Veſontio now Beſançon, the capi

tal of the Sequami, to prevent its being ſurpriſed by Arioviſius. There the Romans

received ſuch accounts of the formidable ſtature and looks of the Germans, as alarmed

them. Caſar therefore, having called a council of war, reproached them in ſuch

ſtrong terms with their fears, that they were aſhamed of the weakneſs they had diſ

covered. He then led them againſt the enemy ; but when they came within five miles

of their camp, Arioviſius ſent to deſire an interview with the Roman general ; which

was readily granted. Both commanders repaired to the place agreed on, which was

Tººth ºf a riſing ground in the midſt of a large plain. During the conference, in which they d

* treated each other with great haughtineſs, the horſe that attended the king drew

near to thoſe of Caſar, and diſcharged a ſhower of darts and ſtones at them. Caſar

reſtrained the ardor of his men ; but immediately broke off the conference, and retired

to his camp, whither he was followed by deputies from the king, deſiring, that em

baſſadors might be ſent him to treat in an amicable manner. Caſar readily complied

with his requeſt; but Arioviſius, as ſoon as they arrived in his camp, treated them as

ſpies, put them in irons, and decamping the ſame day, poſted himſelf ſo as to inter

cept the Roman convoys. Caſar followed him, and drawing up his men for five

days together in a neighbouring plain, bid the enemy defiance ; but Arioviſius kept

cloſe in his camp, and Caſar was informed, that the women in the enemy's camp, e

who pretended to propheſy, had foretold, that they could not be vićtorious till aſter

the new-moon. Upon this intelligence, the proconſul marched all his legions up to

Arioviſtus in- the German trenches, which forced Arioviſius to come to a battle, in which he was

**ſ” intirely defeated, and moſt of his troops cut in pieces. The king, with much diffi

culty, eſcaped croſs the Rhine ; but two of his wives, and one of his daughters,

periſhed in the flight. Another of his daughters was taken priſoner, with many Ger

mans of diſtinétion. After this vićtory, Caſar put his troops into winter-quarters,

and croſſing the Alps, returned into Ciſalpine Gaul, which was a part of his govern

ment, to make there the neceſſary preparations for the next year.”.

At Rome the tribune Clodius, who was intirely devoted to Caſar, being ſenſible of f

the ſuperiority that general was gaining over Pompey, whoſe glory he had almoſt

Glodius inſults eclipſed in one campaign, began to inſult him, and even talked of diſannulling all

*"P" his ačts. He had already taken young Tigranes out of the hands of L. Flavius the

* CAEs, ibid. c. 18–55.

(U) The country of the Arverni lay, according to for a certain truth. The Arverni, in ancient times

Strabo, between the ocean, the Pyrenees and the Rhine. were one of the moſt powerful nations of Gaul.

Lucan tells us, that the Arverni pretended to derive (W) The Sequani inhabited the country now called

their origin from a colony of Trojans, who ſettled the Franche Comte, which reaches from the canton

among the Gauls, under the condućt of Antenor. of Baſe to the neighbourhood of Stralſund.

This fable Sidonius, to do honour to his nation, adopts

praetor,
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a praetor, to whoſe cuſtody Pompey had committed him, and ſent him back into Ar

menia, where, it was feared, he would raiſe new troubles. This treatment rouſed

Pompey, who now began to think of recalling his old friend Cicero, whom he had ſo

baſely deſerted. As this could no otherwiſe be done than by a decree of the ſenate,

or of the people, and the latter was impracticable during the tribuneſhip of Clodius,

he made it his buſineſs to engage the conſcript fathers in his behalf; but the conſuls,

Piſo and Gabinius, rendered all their attempts abortive, ſo that nothing could be

done this year in favour of the illuſtrious exile. The next year, the firſt thing the

new conſuls, P. Cornelius Lentulus and P. Caecilius Metellus, propoſed in the ſenate,

was the recalling of Cicero, which met with a general approbation ; but when the

b affair was brought before the people, Clodius appeared armed in the comitium, at

the head of a company of gladiators, to oppoſe it with open violence. Then Milo,

who was at the head of the tribunes, hired another company of gladiators to repel

force with force. The conſcript fathers, depending on the protećtion of Milo, paſſed Cicerorecalled

the decree in the moſt ſolemn and pompous manner, as did alſo the people, when it

was brought before them, notwithſtanding the warm oppoſition of Clodius. In the

mean time Cicero, informed of what paſſed at Rome, left Theſſalonica, where he

reſided, and came to Dyrrachium, and from thence ſet ſail for Brunduſium, where his

reception was a kind of triumph. From Brunduſium he ſet out for Rome, and had the

pleaſure to ſee all Italy take part in his joy. Every colony and municipium ſent

c deputies to congratulate him; and the nearer he came to Rome, the more the crowds

increaſed. As he was juſt ready to enter the city at the gate Capena, the whole ſenate Returns to

met him in a body, and condućted him, amidſt the ſhouts and acclamations of the Romº with

people, to the capitol, from whence he was carried to his habitation, as he himſelf.”

expreſſes it, on the ſhoulders of all Rome. After his return, he ſoon began to re-aſſume

his former aſcendant over the ſenate, and as corn was become exceeding dear at

Rome, he procured for Pompey, his benefactor, the honourable commiſſion of ſup

plying the city, with an unlimited power in all the ports of the Mediterranean for

five years. After this, he prevailed on the pontifices to put him again in poſſeſſion

of the ground, on which his houſe had ſtood, and on the conſcript fathers to rebuild

d at the expence of the public, his houſes both in the city and country a.

DUR IN G theſe tranſačtions at Rome, Caeſar being informed by Labienuſ, whom he

had left in Gaul, that all the nations of Belgium had conſpired againſt the republic,

and had entered into an alliance againſt the Roman; as a common enemy, raiſed two

new legions in Inſibria, repaſſed the Alps early in the ſpring, and joining Labienus,

immediately began his march, and, in fifteen days, arrived on the confines of the Cºſìr marche

Belge (X). Upon his approach, the Rhemi ſubmitted ; but the reſt of the Belgæ, againſt the

a pointing Galba, king of the Sueſſones, now the Soiſomois, commander in chief of Pºgº.

their united forces, which amounted to one hundred and fifty thouſand men, marched

againſt the Rheini, who had declared for the Romans, and laid ſiege to one of their

e cities called Bibrax, which ſome modern writers take to be Braine, a little city in the

Soiſonnois ; others to be Laon, called by the ancients Mans Bibrax. Caeſar, upon this

news, ſent a ſtrong detachment to the relief of the beſieged city. Whereupon Galba,

leaving Bibrax, marched direétly to Caſar, and incamped about three miles from the

Romans. After both armies had continued ſome days in ſight of each other, Galba

attempted to paſs the Axona, now the Aiſne; which Caſar no ſooner knew, than he

marched his horſe and light-armed infantry over the bridge, which he had ſeized, and

attacking the enemy while they were embaraſſed in croſſing the river, made ſuch a 4 daſat,

dreadful ſlaughter of them, that the bed of the river was filled up with dead bodies; them.

inſomuch that the Belgæ, who eſcaped the ſlaughter, marched over them to the op

f poſite bank. The Belgæ were ſo diſheartened with this defeat, that they reſoved to

diſperfe, and return every one to his own country. The next day Caeſar appeared Reduce, the

before Noviodomum, now Noyon, a city of the Sueſomes, and ſo terrified the inhabitants Sueñones, the

with his machines, that they opened their gates to him. The Bellovaci, who inhabited *::::::::

the preſent Beauvaiſs, alſó gave way to the ſtorm, and implored the clemency of ***

the conqueror, as ſoon as he appeared before their capital. The Ambiani, now the

people of Amiens, followed the example of the Bellovaci ; but the Nervii, a fierce

* Dio. Cass. l. xxxvi. Plur, in Cic. Cic, pro domo ſua. Pro Sextio in Piſ. & alib. paſſ.

(X) Be'giº Gaul comprehended that great country, which is bounded by the Britiſh ocean on one ſide, and

the river Seine on the other.

Ilat 10n,
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nation, who poſſeſſed the country now known by the name of Cambreſis, joined the a

Atrebates and Veromandui, that is, the inhabitants of the territory, of Arras, and of .

the Vermandois, and having ſecured their wives and children in inacceſſible places,

ſtood on their defence. In the mean time Caſar advanced, and arrived in the enemy's

country; but while his legions were buſy in pitching their camp, the Nervii, who

lay concealed in a neighbouring wood, ſallying out of their ambuſcade, attacked the

Roman cavalry, put them to flight, and then fell on the legionaries with a fury not

to be expreſſed. As this attack was unexpected, Caſar had in a manner every thing

to do at the ſame inſtant. The banner was to be erected, the charge ſounded, the

ſoldiers at a diſtance recalled, the army drawn up, and the ſignal given. In this ſur

priſe Caſar ran from place to place, exhorting his men to remember their former b

valour; and having drawn them up in the beſt manner he could, cauſed the ſignal to

be given. The legionaries made a vigorous reſiſtance ; but as the enemy ſeemed

determined either to conquer or die, the ſucceſs was different in different places. In

the left wing the ninth and tenth legions did wonders, drove the Attrebates into a

neighbouring river, and made a great ſlaughter of them. In another place the eighth

and eleventh legions repulſed the Veromandui, and drove them before them. But in

the right wing the ſeventh and twelfth legions ſuffered extremely. They were intirely

ſurrounded by the Nervii, all the centurions in the fourth cohort being ſlain, and

moſt of the other officers wounded. In this extremity, Caſar, ſeizing the buckler of

one of the private men, put himſelf at the head of his broken wing, renewed the c

attack, and being joined by the two legions, which he had left to guard the baggage,

fell upon the Nervii, already fatigued, with freſh vigour, and made a dreadful

havock of them. However, that warlike nation did not give ground ; as ſoon as one

fell, another ſtood upon his body, and ſupplied his place. In ſhort, they were almoſt

all cut in pieces; and then their old men, with their women and children, ſurrendered

to the conqueror, who left them in poſſeſſion of their cities and liberty. Then

Caſar advanced againſt the Advalici (Y), who, upon his approach, pretended to

give up their arms, and ſubmit ; but treacherouſly concealed a third part of them,

and made an attack on the Romans in the night. This ſo provoked the Roman gene

ral, that he broke down the gates of their city the next day, put a great number of d

them to the ſword, and ſold the reſt, to the number of fifty-three thouſand, for

ſlaves. At the ſame time P. Craſſus, the ſon of the triumvir, and one of Caeſar’s

lieutenants, ſubdued ſeven other nations (Z), and took poſſeſſion of their cities. The

fame of theſe exploits brought the proconſul embaſſadors with offers of ſubmiſſion

from ſeveral nations beyond the Rhine ; but as the ſeaſon was far advanced, he put

his troops into winter-quarters in the territories of the Andes, Taurones and Carnutes,

now the Angevins, the Tourangeaux, and thoſe of Chartrain, and repaſſing the Alps,

ſpent the winter in Inſubria b. By theſe conqueſts Caeſar effaced the remembrance of

Pompey’s vićtories in the eaſt, and at the ſame time, by the prodigious ſums he

heaped up in Gaul, chiefly by robbing the temples of their treaſures, he purchaſed e

himſelf many friends in Italy. -

THE following year Marcius Philippus and Cornelius Lentulus were raiſed to the

conſulate. During their adminiſtration, Ptolemy Auletes, king of Egypt, who had

been driven from the throne by the Alexandrians, was reſtored to it by Gabºnius,

proconſul of Syria, as we have related at length in our hiſtory of Egypt. In Gaul

Galba, one of Caſar’s lieutenants, was attacked in his winter-quarters at Oélodurus,

now Martaignac in Lower Palais, by a great body of Gauls, whom he defeated,

killed above ten thouſand of them, and then, after having burnt Oélodurus, marched

into the country of the Allobroges, to ſpend the reſt of the winter there in more peaceable

quarters. In the mean time Caſar, who was in Illyricum, which was part of his f

province, being informed, that the Veneti, that is, the ancient inhabitants of Vannes

in Bretagne, with ſome other nations near them, had endeavoured to recover their

Is attacked by

the Nervii.

Whom he de

feats.

And likewiſe

the Advatici.

Several other

nations ſubdited

Galba defeats a

great éody of

Gauls.

* CAEs, l. ii. c. 1–33. \

(Y) The Advatici were the remains of thoſe (7) Theſe ſeven nations were the Veneti, Unelli,

Cimbri and Teutones, whom Marius had defeated in Oſymii, Curioſolité, Seſuvii, Aulerci, and Rhedones,

Italy. They had been left on the banks of the that is, according to the modern geographers, the

Rhine to guard the baggage and booty of their coun- inhabitants of Vannes, Coutance, Irguier, Cornouaille,

trymen, and had ſettled there, after the intire de- Sees, Maine, and Rennes,

feat of the Cimbri.

hoſtages,
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a hoſtages, and were making great preparations for war, ſent orders for building a

fleet on the Loire, and made all haſte to the army. Upon his arrival, he appointed

Brutus admiral of the fleet, which he found ready equipped ; and the new admiral

putting to ſea, engaged the enemy’s fleet, and gained a complete vićtory over them.

Hereupon the Veneti immediately ſubmitted ; but Caeſar put their chief men to death, The Veneti,

and ſold the reſt for ſlaves. At the ſame time Titurius Sabinus, whom he had detached ...*
C1, ČCCs ſº

againſt the Unelli, defeated Veridorix their chief, and ſubdued them, with the Aulerci.

and Lexovii (A). Craſſus, whom he had ſent into Aquitaine, beſieged the capital of

the Sociates, and reduced it; but the reſt of the Aquitani ſtill refuſing to ſubmit,

Craſſis marched againſt them, and killed near thirty thouſand of them in one battle.

The conſequence of this vićtory was the redućtion of all Aquitaine. And now all the

nations in Gaul being diſarmed, except the Morini and Menapii, that is, the ancient

inhabitants of the territory of Heroienne, of Guelders, juliers and Cleves, Caeſar himſelf

marched againſt them; but as they retired to inacceſſible faſtneſſes, all he could do

was to burn and ravage their country ; after which he put his troops into winter

quarters in the countries of the Aulerci and Lexovii, and repaſſing the Alps as uſual,

ſpent ſome months in Ciſalpine Gaul. From thence he influenced all affairs at Rome, Czſär excite,

and encouraged his chief agent Clodius to pull down Cicero's new houſe ; but Milo Clodius to

oppoſed the furious tribune, and prevented the execution of his deſign. And now

Pompey began to be extremely jealous of Ceſar, whoſe victories in Gaul intirely

eclipſed the glory he had acquired in the eaſt. Caſar likewiſe took umbrage at

Pompey's joining Cicero ; however, they both kept up the appearance at leaſt of friend

ſhip, being apprehenſive that Craſſus would leave them, if they came to a quarrel.

Beſides Caſar ſtood in great need of Pompey's aſſiſtance, to get Domitius Ahenobarbus

excluded from the conſulate, who had declared, that he would, if raiſed to that

dignity, ſhorten the time of Caſar’s proconſulate. To exclude Abenobarbus was no

eaſy matter, he being ſupported by Cato, who was returned from Cyprus, and by

all the enemies of the triumvirate, who were very numerous. Among all the well

wiſhers of the republic, Cicero was the only perſon who kept meaſures with the trium

virs, the remembrance of his baniſhment having made him more circumſpect. As

it was the common intereſt ofthe triumvirate, that Abenobarbus, a ſincere friend to his

commit violen

ce; in Rome.

-

country, ſhould be ſet aſide at the next election, Pompey and Craſſus agreed to ſtand Pompey and

in competition with him ; but as they deſpaired of ſucceſs without the concurrence of
railus agree

to ſtandfor a

Caeſar, they both went to Luca, where he ſpent the winter, to propoſe their ſcheme ſecond conſul

to him, and engage his intereſt. There they found ſo many praetors and proconſuls ſhip.

making their court to him, that one hundred and twenty bundles of rods were ſeen

at a time. Pompey and Craſſus no ſooner informed him of their deſign, than he came

heartily into their meaſures. He was indeed ſenſible, that a ſecond conſulate would

increaſe the power of Pompey and Craſſus; but it was more for his intereſt that they

ſhould ſucceed, than that the conſulſhip ſhould be conferred on Ahenobarbus, who

was intirely under the influence of Cato. Caſar therefore cloſed with the propoſal,

and ordered his agents and emiſſaries at Rome to ſpare no expence in purchaſing the

ſuffrages of the tribes. As all this was kept ſecret, Ahenobarbus, not ſuſpecting that

the two triumvirs would be his competitors, went very early on the day appointed

for the elečtion to ſolicit the ſuffrages of the people. He was attended by Cato, who

was to preſent him to the tribes, and by a ſlave, who, as it was yet dark, carried a

flambeau before him ; but he had not gone far, before ſome aſſaſſins, who lay in wait

for him, killed the ſlave, and falling on the candidate and his friend, would have diſ

patched them likewiſe, had they not ſaved themſelves by flight. Ahenobarbus eſcaped

unhurt; but Cato was wounded in the arm. This notorious ačt of violence rouſed

the zeal of the ſenate; but the furious Clodius, at the head of an armed mob, oppoſed

all their meaſures; and at the ſame time Caius Cato, another tribune, proteſted

againſt holding the comitia ; ſo that the conſular year being expired, the republic

fell into an inter-regnum ; which ſo grieved the ſenators, that they went into mourn

ing, as in a time of public calamity. As the fathers were well appriſed, that theſe

diſturbances were occaſioned by Pompey and Craſſus, they asked them in full ſenate,

Whether they aſpired to the conſular dignity ? They owned they did ; and then the

(A) Some take the Unelli for the people of Cou- them nearer Bretagne. The countries of the Aulerci

tance; others place them in Perthe; and ſome bring and Lexovii comprehended Evreux and Liſieux.

Wol, W. No 2. I i other
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other candidates deſiſting through fear of the triumvirs, the comitia were held with- a

*yarºtheſºn, out the leaſt diſturbance, and Pompey and Craſſus unanimouſly choſen (. . . .

Caſar, now under no apprehenſion of being recalled from Gaul, haſtened thither

to oppoſe the Uſpites and Tenchtheri (B) ; who, being driven out of their own coun

try by the Suevi, had croſſed the Rhine, with a deſign to ſettle in Belgic Gaul. As

ſoon as he appeared, the Germans ſent him a deputation, offering to join him, if he

would aſſign them lands. Caſar anſwered, That there was no room in Gaul for new

comers; but that he would deſire the Ubii, the people of Cologne, to give them leave

to ſettle in their territories. Then they deſired time to treat with the Ubii; and in

the mean while falling treacherouſly upon ſome Roman ſquadrons, killed about ſeventy

men. Caſar, exaſperated at this perfidiouſneſs, immediately marched after them,

and coming up with them, when leaſt expected, made a dreadful ſlaughter of the

unhappy wretches, who were but indifferently armed. They fled in the utmoſt

confuſion ; but Caſar purſued them to the conflux of the Rhine and the Maeſe, where

the ſlaughter was renewed with ſuch fury, that offour hundred thouſand ſouls very few

eſcaped. After this, being reſolved to break into Germany, and ſpread the terror of

the Roman name among thoſe barbarous nations, he ordered a bridge to be built

over the Rhine ; which wonderful undertaking being completed in ten days, he

entered Germany, plundered and ſacked the country of the Sicambri (C), terrified the

Suevi (D), and having made them ſenſible that there was a more formidable nation in

the world than themſelves, he returned into Gaul, and broke down the bridge he had c

built. This expedition into Germany was finiſhed in eighteen days ".

AND now Caeſar having reduced all Gaul, and ſtruck terror into the German nations

bordering on the countries which he had ſubdued, reſolved to paſs over into Britain,

| - and puniſh thoſe iſlanders for ſending continual ſupplies to the Gauls againſt the Ro

- man. This was a dangerous enterprize ; and therefore, before he embarqued in it,

| he carefully inquired of the merchants, who traded to the Britiſh iſlands, what ſort of

| * * people they were ; in what manner they made war; under what laws they lived, and

| which were their beſt ports. After this, he ſent Voluſenus over into Britain, to view

the coaſt, while he himſelf, croſſing the country of the Morini, came to the place

where the paſſage from the continent to the iſland is narroweſt. Thither he ordered

all the ſhips to repair, which he had made uſe of againſt the Veneti. In the mean

time the Britain', informed of theſe preparations, diſpatched deputies to him, offer

ing to ſubmit to the republic, and to give hoſtages. Caſar ſent the embaſſadors back

with fair promiſes, and with them one Comius of Atrebatum, a man well known in

Britain, charging him to gain over to the Roman intereſt as many cities as he could,

º and to perſuade them to ſend him hoſtages; but Comius, not caring to truſt the inha

- bitants, continued five days on the coaſt ; and then, without ſo much as landing,

returned to make his report to Caſar of what he had obſerved. Caſar, leaving Sul

t picius Rufus in Gaul, to guard the ports, put to ſea with two legions, and made the

Britiſh coaſt the next morning, which he found lined with men to oppoſe his landing. e

As he could not conveniently make a deſcent in that place, the eminences, which the

inhabitants had ſeized, being ſo near the ſhore, that they could from thence haraſs

the Romans with their darts, without being expoſed themſelves to any danger, he

ſailed eight miles farther, and there met with ſuch a vigorous oppoſition, that he was

in danger of being obliged to return to ſea, till the ſtandard-bearer of the tenth

legion, leaping boldly into the water, encouraged, by his example, the others to

follow him. They all leaped out of their ſhips, through fear of leaving a Roman eagle

in the hands of the enemy, and advancing through a ſhower of darts, gained the ſhore,

engaged the Britains on firm ground, and put them to flight. The Britains were ſo

terrified with the ſucceſs of the Romans, that they deſired a peace; which was granted f

Ceſar defeats

the Uſipires

*4 Tench
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Lands in Bii

| taia.

• Dioc, s.l.xxxix. Fºur in Pomp. Cic. de provin. conſular. * Ces, bell. Gall. l. iv. c. 1–17.

- (B) Some modern geographers place theſe peo- of the Sicambri. All we know of them is, that

--------—

ple in the territory of Relinchuſen in Germany; others

in the neighbourhood of Zutphen. It is certain that

they had no fixed ſettlement; for, in Tacitus's time,

they inhabited the country bordering on the terri

tory of Baſile (26). -

(C) We cannot give any account of the country

they lived near the rivers Lyppe and Iſel, and that

they poſſeſſed a pretty large territory in Germany.

(D) The Suevi inhabited that part of Germany

which is now the duchy of Mecklemburg, the mar

quiſate of Brandenburg, Turingen, and a part of Up

per Saxony,

- (26) Tacit. de morib, German. .*

them,
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a them, upon their delivering ſome hoſtages; but in the mean time Caſar's tranſports

being, for the moſt part, ſhattered by a violent ſtorm, and proviſions growing ſcarce

in his camp, the Britains, inſtead of ſending him the reſt of the hoſtages, drew toge

ther what troops they could, and falling on the ſeventh legion, which Caſar had ſent

to get proviſions, would have cut them all off, had not the general come very ſeaſon

ably to their aſſiſtance, and diſengaged them. In this extremity Caſar loſt no timeP. the in

in refitting his ſhips, procuring proviſions, and ſecuring his camp, However, thefº.3.

Britains attacked him anew, and fought with great bravery and intrepidity; but

being defeated a third time, they had recourſe to the clemency of the conqueror, who

was glad to grant them a peace, upon their delivering up to him double the number of

b hoſtages which he had required before. With theſe hoſtages, as the ſeaſon was far Andreturn to

advanced, he put to ſea, and returned to Gaul, without the loſs of one ſhip. There Gaul,

he put his troops into winter-quarters, and repaſſing the Alps, returned to Inſubria “. .

While Caſar was thus employed in Gaul, Pompey and Craſſus governed Rome very

arbitrarily, without any regard either to the ſenate or people. C. Trebonius, tribune The Ts'onian
of the people, in order to put the conſuls upon a level with Caſar, propoſed a law, law.

appointing Craſſus governor of Syria, Egypt and Macedon, and Pompey of the two

Spains, for five years. Cato oppoſed this dangerous propoſal, till he was ſeized by

the tribune’s orders, and ſent to priſon. As Caeſar's commiſſion was near expiring,

and by this law all power would be veſted in Pompey and Craſſus, Caſar’s friends

c oppoſed it, till the tribes agreed to continue him in his government of Gaul for five

years longer. Then the Trebonian law paſſed by a great majority, enacting, that

they ſhould have the above-mentioned governments; that it ſhould not be in any

ene's power to recal either from his province, till five years were expired; that they

might raiſe as many troops as they judged neceſſary ; and laſtly, that they might draw

what ſupplies of men and money they thought proper from the kings and ſtates in

alliance with Rome. This law plainly tended to the total deſtruction of the republi

can ſtate, and made the triumvirs ſole maſters of the government. Pompey choſe to

ſtay in Rome ; but Craſſus, extremely deſirous of making war upon the Parthians,

embarqued at Brunduſium before his conſulate expired, and ſet ſail for Aſia. Pom

d pey, the more to engage the people in his intereſt, built a ſtone theatre at a vaſt

expence, and diverted the multitude with moſt magnificent ſhews, in which five hun

dred lions and eighteen elephants appeared in the arena. -

TH E next year Domitius Ahenobarbus and Claudius Pulcher were raiſed to the con- Ceſar', ſºcond

ſulate. The former was an avowed enemy to the triumvirate ; and Cato, now expedition into

praetor, was in a condition to aſſiſt him: but as the triumvirs were at the head of*

three great armies, they feared nothing either from the conſul or the praetor. Caeſar

and Craſſus were indeed at a great diſtance from Rome ; but Pompey, without any

regard to law or precedents, having raiſed an army, to put himſelf, as he ſaid, upon

a level with the other two, kept it at the very gates of Rome ; ſo that the moſt zeal

e ous republicans durſt not attempt anything againſt the triumvirs, or in favour of the

public liberty. While Pompey was thus keeping the capital in awe, Caſar was intent

on another expedition to the Britiſh iſlands. This was firſt retarded by Indutiomarus,

a chief of the Treviri, who raiſed an inſurreótion among his countrymen, but ſubmitted

as ſoon as Caſar drew near him; and afterwards by the revolt of Dumnorix the AEduan,

who was killed by the Roman cavalry, whom Caeſar ſent againſt him. Theſe obſtacles

being removed, Caſar embarqued with five legions and two thouſand horſe, and

landing in Britain without oppoſition, forced one of the enemy’s intrenchments,

and afterwards defeated Caſſivelaunus, general of all the Britiſh forces ; which ſo terri

fied the enemy, that they never after appeared in the field with any conſiderable

f body. Whereupon Ceſar advanced farther into the country, and, in ſpite of all

oppoſition, paſſed the Thames, his men wading up to the neck in the water. How

ever, Caſſivelaunus, with only four thouſand of his charioteers, haraſſed the Romans

to ſuch a degree, that Caſar would probably have found it vey difficult to have

reduced him, had he not been aſſiſted by Mandrabatius, prince of the Trinobanteſ,

who, out of hatred to Caſſivelaunus, by whom his father Immanuentius had been

killed, prevailed on his countrymen to join Caſar. Then Caſſivelaunus, after ſome

unſucceſsful attempts in Cantium or Kent, ſubmitted to the conqueror, and gave

* Idem ibid. c. 7-37.

hoſtages.
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hoſtages. Whereupon Caſar, fearing ſome new tumults in Gaul, embarqued his

troops, and returned to the continent before the autumnal equinox * (E).

The death of ON his return, he received letters from Rome, acquainting him with the death of

Julia. his daughter julia, who was, we may ſay, the great cement of peace between her

father and husband, and had, by her good offices, hitherto prevented them from

coming to an open rupture. Her virtue and extraordinary qualities had ſo endeared

her to all ranks of men in the republic, that ſhe was honoured, after her death, with

a mark of diſtinétion never before beſtowed on any of her ſex. She was buried in the

Field of Mars, an honour allowed only to the greateſt heroes of the republic g.

A general in- Caeſar, on his return to Gaul, found a famine in the country, which obliged

%.º” him to divide his troops, and put them into different quarters, for their better ſubſiſt

ence. This gave the Eburones, now the people of Liège, an opportunity of taking

arms againſt Sabinus and Cotta, whom Caſar had poſted in their country with only

one legion and five cohorts. At the ſame time Ambiorix, a leading man among the

Gauls, pretending friendſhip, told Sabinus and Cotta, while they were beſieged in

their camp, that all the Gauliſh nations were marching againſt them, and offered to

condućt them ſafe through his dominions to Caſar or Labienus. The Romans in this

diſtreſs accepted the offer ; but were by the treacherous Ambiorix led into an ambuſ

cade, and moſt of them cut in pieces. Ambiorix, elated with this ſucceſs, proclaimed

it in the neighbouring nations; and then the Advatici, falling unexpectedly upon

Quintus Cicero, whom Caſar had poſted among them with one legion, reduced him

to great ſtreights; but the brave Roman defended himſelf with great gallantry, till

Caſar, whom he found means to acquaint with his danger, came to his relief, and

defeated the enemy. The news of this victory ſoon reached Labienus, who was like

wiſe attacked by the Rheni, among whom Caſar had quartered him with one legion.

Induliomarus, being joined by the Senones, came and inſulted him in his camp , but

the Roman, after pretending fear for fome time, made a vigorous ſally, put the enemy

to flight, and killed Indutiomarus, the chief author of the revolt. This vićtory gave

Caeſar a little more quiet during the reſt of the campaign, which was the moſt diffi

cult, as well as the moſt glorious, of any he had made in Gaul; but, after all, he

loſt ſo many men this ſummer, that he was forced to have recourſe to Pompey, who

Pompeyºnd, was weak enough to ſpare him two legions out of the army, which he kept for often

Ceſar two le- tation only near Rome. Pompey was blind to Caſar’s deſigns; but Cato foreſaw the
gtonſ. evils he was bringing on the republic, tho' it was out of his power to prevent them.

All he could do, was to attempt the rooting out of bribery and corruption. In order

to this, he enacted a law, forbidding the buying of votes at elections; and thereby

incurred the hatred both of the rich, whom he endeavoured to deprive of a ſure way

of obtaining honours, and ofthe poor, whom he would have excluded from a means

Catoonda of living without labour; neither did the law put a ſtop to the evil. When the elec

vour, in vain tion of new conſuls came on, the candidates bought no more ſingle votes of the people,

º* but with large ſums purchaſed the protećtion of the triumvirs, or of the preſent con
ſy, ſuls ; and thoſe who offered moſt would have been choſen, had not Q, Mutius Scae

vola, one of the tribunes, and a true republican, by raiſing difficulty upon difficulty,

got the aſſembly diſſolved as often as it was called, till at length the conſular year

expired before the election was made, and then a long inter-regnum enſued".

Great diſºrder, Pompey, who commanded an army in the neighbourhood of Rome, fomented diſ.

ºccaſioned in cord in the capital, and, by his private intrigues, got the election of conſuls put off

*** for ſeven months ; during which time his friends, to ſound the diſpoſition of the
pcy. people, ſaid in all places, that it was neceſſary, in the preſent ſituation of affairs,

that Rome ſhould be governed by one man ; nay, the tribune C. Luceius went ſo far

as to propoſe to the people the raiſing of Pompey to the dićtatorſhip ; but Cato oppoſed

* Idem, l. v. c. 1 —23. h Dio Cass, l. xl. Cic, ad Q. fratrem, l. iii.* Plut. in Pomp.

& ad Attic. l. iv. epiſt. 15, 16.

(E) Caſar, notwithſtanding the great advantages

he gained, according to his account, in Britain, aban

doned the iſland, without leaving any troops in it,

or fortifying any fingle place; which inclines us to

believe, that the reputation he acquired in theſe two

expeditions, was not near ſo great as it is repreſented

in his commentaries. The poet Lucan tells us in

expreſs terms, that he turned his back to the Bri

tains: Territa queſtiº offendit terga Britannis, ſays he,

Dion writes, that, in one action, the Britains intirely

routed the Roman infantry; but were afterwards

ut in diſorder by the cavalry. Horace and Tibul

us infinuate, in ſeveral places of their works, that,

in their time, the Britains were not looked upon as

a conquered nation. Whence it is pretty plain, that

his expedition into Britain was not ſo ſucceſsful, as

he repreſents it to have been.

the
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the motion with ſuch eloquence and reſolution, that he had like to have got the tri

bune deprived of his office. Then Pompey, fearing to diſguſt the people, whoſe

favour he courted, and in order to remove all ſuſpicions, ſuffered Domitius Calvinus

and Valerius Meſſala to be choſen conſuls ; but this did not reſtore peace to the city.

The five remaining months of the conſular year were ſpent in factions and maſſacres.

Thoſe who ſtood canditates for the curule offices, brought their money openly to the

place of elečtion, where it was without ſhame diſtributed among the heads of the fac

tions ; and thoſe who received it, employed force and violence in favour of the per

ſons who paid them : ſo that ſcarce any office was diſpoſed of, but what had been diſ

puted ſword in hand, and had coſt the lives of many citizens'. -

DURING theſe tranſačtions at Rome, Craſſus, whoſe unſucceſsful expedition againſt

the Parthians we have deſcribed at length in our hiſtory of Parthia k, after having

loſt his ſon in that war, was himſelf killed, and his whole army, except five hundred The death of

horſe, either cut in pieces, or taken priſoners. His death gave riſe to the civil war, Craſſus.

which ſoon after broke out between the two ſurviving triumvirs ; for, while he lived,

he was a check to them both, and balanced their intereſts: but he being taken off, an

open field was left for their ambition and emulation to contend in. Pompey would

bear no rival, and Caſar no ſuperior ; and hence thoſe diſturbances, which ended at

length in the ruin of Pompey, and the utter deſtrućtion of the republican ſtate, as we

ſhall ſee in the following chapter.

C H A P. XII.

The hiſtory of Rome, from the death of Craſſus

to the death of Pompey.

N E of the triumvirs being dead, and another at a great diſtance from Rome,

Pompey, who continued in the capital, raiſed great diſturbances there, hoping

by that means to get himſelf promoted to the dićtatorſhip. The city was now, in a

manner, a ſeat of war between the candidates for offices; inſomuchthat the people being

afraid to meet in the Campus Martius, the comitia were deferred, and another inter

regnum enſued. Theſe diſturbances were greatly increaſed by the death of Clodius, Coliusi, kill.

who was killed by his mortal enemy Milo. This event, which Cicero endeavours to ed by Milo.

diſguiſe with all the art of eloquence, is thus related by hiſtorians: As Milo was going

from Rome to Lanuvium, with his uſual guard of domeſtics, he met Clodius on the

road, who was returning from his country-houſe. Milo was in a chariot, with his

wife and other women ; but Clodius on horſeback, and well attended. They met

near Boville, and, tho’ their looks were not very cordial, they paſſed each other

without any inſult. But the maſters were ſcarce paſſed, when their ſlaves began to

quarrel, and exchanged ſeveral blows with each other. Hereupon Milo, alighting

out of his chariot, fell upon Clodius's ſlaves ſword in hand; and his attendants, encou

raged by the example of their maſter, wounded many of Clodius's retinue. In this

ſcuffle Clodius himſelf being dangerouſly wounded with a blow on the head, one of his

ſlaves carried him to a neighbouring inn, or, as ſome ſay, to his own houſe. Thither

Milo followed him, and thinking it more eaſy to eſcape condemnation by killing his

enemy, than by ſuffering him to live after he had been wounded, completed the

work, which one of his ſlaves had begun. Some writers tell us, that Milo, finding

his rival ready to expire of the wound he had received before, left him in that condi

* ApptAN. bell. civi'. . ii. Cic. ad Q. fratrem, !. viii. epiſt, ult. * Hiſt. Univerſ vol. IV. p. 298–394.

Vol. W. No. 2. K k tion,
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tion, and rerurned with all ſpeed to Rome, to prevent what might be related and

exaggerated there to his prejudice. However that be, the bloody body of Clodius was

brought to the city by his brother Appius, which raiſed a general commotion among

the people, who looked upon the deceaſed tribune as their boldeſt protećtor, and the

Great diffur. moſt reſolute enemy of the ſenate and nobility. They ran to Milo's houſe to ſet fire

**nces occaſion- to it; but he repulſed them at the head of his ſlaves, and killed ſeveral of the mu

*****, tinous multitude in the fray. Then they carried the dead body to the ſenate-houſe,

and there pulling to pieces all the ſeats of the ſenators, they made a funeral pile of

them, on which they placed the body, and then ſet fire to it, which burnt with ſo

much fury, that the ſtately building, where the ſenate uſed to aſſemble, was ſoon

reduced to aſhes. In the mean time Milo, having ſent for a great number of his ſlaves

out of the country to guard his perſon, made uſe of an artifice with reſpect to the

murder, which he imagined muſt be effectual. He gained M. Cacilius, one of the

tribunes, who, having called an aſſembly of his own creatures, ordered Milo to

appear at his tribunal with a deſign to acquit him. But the people, more tranſported

than ever, fell upon Milo and his tribune, who narrowly eſcaped being killed, diſ

perſed the aſſembly, and under pretence of ſeeking for Milo's friends, committed

all ſorts of violences ; inſomuch that no body durſt appear in the ſtreets unarmed

and unguarded. During theſe diſturbances, Pompey's friends revived the old pro

poſal of nominating him dićtator. The ſenate aſſembled, but while they were con

fulting about raiſing him to that dignity, Cato, who was always watchful over the

public liberty, inſinuated, that it would be more proper to chuſe him ſole conſul,

ſince a conſul was bound, when called upon, to give an account of his adminiſtration

to the ſenate and people, whereas a dićtator was accountable to nobody for his con

pompºyal, dućt. Cato's expedient was approved of, and Pompey declared ſole conſul, a thing
conſtal. never known in Rome before. At the ſame time new troops were allotted to him,

a thouſand talents, that is, 193750 l. ſterling allowed him yearly for their main

tenance, and he continued in the government of Spain for four years longer, with a

power to govern that province by his deputies. Pompey no ſooner entered upon his

Milo trird and new office, than he ordered Milo to be tried for the murder of Clodius. On the day

condemned, appointed for the trial, Appius Claudius, brother of the deceaſed, appeared againſt

him, and was heard with great attention. Cicero undertook the defence of the

accuſed, but was ſo terrified by Pompey's preſence, and the ſoldiers about him, that

he could ſcarce open his mouth ; ſo that Milo was condemned to baniſhment. He

choſe Marſeilles for the place of his abode, whither Cicero ſent him the ſpeech, which

he had compoſed in his defence. We are told, that Milo, in reading it, cried out, It

is lucky for me that Cicero could not pronounce this barangue ; for if he had, I/ould not

have eat ſo good fiſh as I now do. - - -

The progreſ of WHILE Pompey was ruling arbitrarily at Rome, Caſar was ſecuring his conqueſts

the Roman, in Tranſalpine Gaul. Ambiorix, the Nervii, Advatici, and Menapii, had revolted at

”** the inſtigation of the Treviri, and the revolt had ſpread to other nations. He there

fore firſt reduced the Menapii, and then marched againſt the Treviri and Eburones.

The former he found already ſubdued by Labienus, and the latter at his approach

retired under the condućt of Ambiorix, to the woods and marſhes, whither no army

could follow them. In the mean time winter approaching, Caſar retired to Inſibria,

that he might be within reach of the capital. He was afraid left Pompey, who was no

longer attached to him by ties of blood, or by the regard he had for Craſſus, ſhould

gain ſuch a ſuperiority over him, as it would not be eaſy for him to conquer. To

prevent this, he ſent immenſe ſums to Rome to be diſtributed by his agents among the

populace, paid the debts of ſome, lent money to others without intereſt; and in ſhort,

after having conquered the Gauls, as one of the ancients expreſſes it, with the Roman

The Gauls re- ſteel, ſubdued the Romans with the Gauliſh gold. But he had not been long in Inſit
volt. bria, when news was brought him, that the Gaul; had taken up arms in his abſence,

that they had made Vercingetorix, a young and brave prince, their generaliſfimo, and

that almoſt all the nations bordering on the ocean had joined in the revolt. Here

upon the proconſul repaſſed the Alps, flew with incredible expedition to Narbonne,

from thence through deep ſnows to the country of the Nervii, where he gathered to

gether his ſcattered troops, and then laid ſiege to Noviodunum, a city of the Biturges,

which brought Vercingetorix to its defence. But he was defeated, and obliged to retire.

Ceſàr defeats Caeſar, having made himſelf maſter of Noviodunum, led his troops againſt Ævaricum,

Yºº- now Bourges, one of the ſtrongeſt cities in Gaul; took it by ſtorm, notwithſtanding

--- the
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the vigorous reſiſtance of the gariſon, and made ſuch a ſlaughter of the Gauliſh troops,

that of forty thouſand men ſcarce eight hundred eſcaped. His next attempt was on

Gergovia, the capital of the Arverni, which he beſieged in fight of Mercingetorix. But

while he was purſuing the ſiege, he received advice, that the Nithiobriges, now the

people of Agenois, had revolted, and that ſome of the chief men among the Ædui

had formed a treacherous ſcheme of carrying off to Vercingetorix ten thouſand men,

whom they were to ſend to the Romans. Upon this advice, Caſar, leaving Fabius

to guard his camp before Gergovia, went to meet the 4 dui, who begged for mercy,

and were incorporated among the Roman auxiliaries. But ſoon after the whole nation

of the Adui ſhook off the Roman yoke, and murdered all the Italians in their capital.

This made Caeſar uncertain what meaſures to purſue. At length he reſolved to attack

the enemy’s camp, which he did with good ſucceſs, till his men, contrary to his orders,

abandoning the attack of the camp, fell unexpectedly on the town in hopes of ſurpriſing I, forced to

it. But Vercingetorix defended it ſo effectually, that Caeſar, after the loſs of ſeven rºſe the ſiege
hundred men, was forced to raiſe the ſiege. From thence he haſtened to Noviodunum, of Gergovia.

where he had left his military cheſt, baggage and proviſions ; but the revolted Ædui

had ſeized all, and ſet fire to the city. Then Caſar, reſolving to join, if poſſible,

his lieutenant Labienus, marched to Agendicum, now Sens, and at the ſame time Labie

mus, upon a report of Caeſar's diſtreſs, haſtened to the ſame place ; and condućted

his march through the enemy's country with great skill and dexterity. Camulºgenus, Cimºgenis

a Gauliſh general, attacked him with great courage , but the Roman defeated him, tºº.”
reached Agendicum, where he had left his heavy baggage, and from thence went to “"“”

meet Caeſar. Notwithſtanding this defeat, almoſt all the nations of Celtic Gaul joined

in the revolt; and having appointed Vercingetorix their generalíſimo, had the reſolu

tion to come and attack Caſar, who defeated them, and obliged them to retreat to

Aleſia, a town of the Mandubii, now, as is commonly believed, Aliſº in Burgundy. Ceſàr ºffege:

Thither Caſar purſued them, and laid ſiege to the place. As it was very advan- “”

tagiouſly ſituated, Vercingetorix, after he had ſent meſſengers into all parts to raiſe

new forces, ſhut himſelf up in it with eighty thouſand men. Caſar immediately

inveſted the place, ſurrounded it with a double circumvallation, and fortified his

camp with all poſſible art and care, intending to reduce the enemy by famine. As

the gariſon was very numerous, they were ſoon reduced to great diſtreſs for want of

proviſions ; and then Vercingetorix drove out of the city all the uſeleſs mouths; but

Caeſar, refuſing to accept of their ſurrender, inhumanly ſuffered them to periſh within

the circumvallation. At length the deſired ſuccours arrived to the number a of hundred Defeats the

and ſixty thouſand men, under four Gauliſh generals, the chief of whom was Comius, *iſtºfºrº

prince of the Atrebate, on whom Ceſar had beſtowed many favours. They madéº...".

ſeveral attacks on Caeſar’s trenches, and fought three battles; but being always de- tlace.

feated and repulſed with great loſs, Vercingetorix, deſpairing of ſucceſs, ſurrendered

at diſcretion. Caſar reduced all the Gaul; in the place to ſlavery, except the Arverni

and the Ædui, whom he ſpared, hoping to gain over the two chief nations of Celtic

Gaul by the diſtinétion he ſhewed them. His expectations were not fruſtrated ;

the Arverni immediately ſubmitted, and the Ædui received him into their capital,

where he ſpent the winter in tranquillity, after he had placed his army in different

quarters to keep the provinces in awe. Thus ended a campaign, in which Caſar

gained more glory for his condućt as general, and his bravery as a ſoldier, than any

Aoman commander had ever done before him ". At Rome twenty days of public

prayers were ordered to return thanks to the gods for this extraordinary ſucceſs.

At Rome, Pompey, to ſtrengthen himſelf with a new alliance, married Cornelia,

the daughter of Cacilius Metellus, a ſenator of great intereſt, and highly eſteemed

by the patricians. As Caſar was greatly beloved by the people, Pompey now made Pompey courts

it his whole buſineſs to eſtabliſh his intereſt among the nobility. With this view he tº fºur ºf

aſſociated his father-in-law with him in the conſulate, though that dignity had been**

conferred on him without a collegue; which moderation gained him the affection of the

ſenate. When the time came for the electing of new conſuls, Cato, ačtuated only by

a zeal for the public good, appeared among the candidates : but the tribes preferred to

him Claudius Marcellus and Sulpicius Rufus, who were both in Pompey’s intereſt. During

their adminiſtration, Cicero was obliged to exchange the robe for the ſword, in virtue

of a law made by Pompey during his late conſulſhip, which required all thoſe who had

' CESAR ibid. 1. vii. c. 1-89.

been
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been conſuls or praetors for ſome years, to repair to ſuch provinces as ſhould fall to a

their lot, and exerciſe there their reſpective offices of proconſuls and propraetors.

Cilicia and the iſland of Cyprus fell to Cicero's lot, who immediately imbarqued at

Brunduſium with two legions, and arriving in Cilicia, incamped near Iconium,

where he was informed by Antiochus, king of Comagene, that the Parthians had paſſed

the Euphrates. Upon this, Cicero, croſſing Cappadocia, came to Cybiſlra, in the

ſtreights of mount Taurus, in order to prevent the enemy from making incurſions into

his province. Upon his arrival he received certain advice, that the Parthians were

aſſembling about mount Amanus. Hereupon he haſtened thither, ſurpriſed the enemy,

made a great ſlaughter of them, and recovered many caſtles which they had ſeized.

But what gained him moſt glory was, the taking of Pindemiſum, a ſtrong town

in Cilicia, which he reduced after a ſiege of fifty-ſeven days. In ſhort, though he

was more of an orator than a ſoldier, he ſupported his charaćter in this new employ

ment with great dignity, and performed ſuch military exploits as induced his ſoldiers

to ſalute him imperator ". . His brother Quintus Cicero, who attended him in this

expedition, and had ſerved in Gaul under Caeſar with great reputation, had, no

doubt, his ſhare in the glory of this campaign.

In the mean time Caſar ſpent the winter at Bibračie, the capital of the Ædui, his

cares being divided between the important buſineſs he had to tranſact at Rome, and

the neceſſary preparations for finiſhing the war with the Gaul; the next campaign.

At Rome his party prevailed in the comitium, and the people, whom he had art

fully gained by his bounties, openly declared for him. But the ſenate ſeemed to

favour Pompey's intereſt more than his. The conſul Marcelus, who was intirely

and blindly devoted to Pompey, propoſed in the ſenate the recalling of Caſar before

his time expired ; and becauſe this motion was rejećted, he did all that lay in his

power to diſgrace and expoſe the proconſul of Gaul. Among other things, he or

dered a ſenator of Novocomum, which Caſar had declared a Roman colony, and pre

ſented with the freedom of Rome, to be whipt, telling him, that he laid that mark

upon him to let him know he was no citizen of Rome, and bidding him, when he

went back, ſhew his ſhoulders to Caſar. Soon after Caeſar moved the ſenate for the

prolongation of his proconſulate ; but as Pompey and his agent Marcellus had a much

greater aſcendant over the conſcript fathers, his requeſt was rejećted. When news of

this refuſal was brought him into Gaul, he is ſaid to have clapt his hand on his ſword,

crying out in the preſence of his officers, What Pompey refuſes me, this ſhall give me.

Plutarch puts theſe words in the mouth of an officer, whom Caſar had ſent to Rome,

and who waited for the reſult of the debate at the door of the ſenate-houſe ".

THE proceedings of the Roman ſenate engaged Caſar to uſe all poſſible expedition

in putting the laſt hand to his conqueſt. The Gauls, after the battle of Aleſia, re

ſolved to act ſeparately, and raiſe, in defence of the poor remains of their liberty,

as many different armies as they had provinces. This Caſar knew, and notwithſtand

ing the rigor of the ſeaſon, he marched againſt, and ſucceſſively ſubdued, the Bi

tugries, Carnutes and Rhemi. He then turned towards the country of the Bellovaci,

whom he defeated in a pitched battle, killed Correus, one of their chief commanders,

and by this ſingle vićtory quieted all Belgic, and the provinces bordering on Celtic Gaul.

After this he entered the country of the Eburones, and laid it waſte, while Labienus did

the ſame in the country of the Treviri. In the mean time Dumnarus, general of the

revolted Andes, beſieged Limonum, now Poitiers, in the country of the Pićiones ; but

Caminius and Fabius, two of Caſar’s lieutenants, advancing to the relief of the place,

Dummarus raiſed the fiege in order to return into his own country. Fabius purſued him,

and coming up with him, defeated his army, killed twelve thouſand of them on the

ſpot, and having diſperſed the reſt, entered the territories of the Carnutes, and ſub

dued both them and the nations bordering on the ocean, whom Caſar calls Armorici.

And now the only Gauliſh generals, who kept the field, were Drapes the Senonian,

and Luterius the Cadurcean, who retired to a ſtrong place called Uxellodunum (E).

Cºcero's expe

dition into

Cilicia.

C.cſir refuſed

a prolongation

of his procon

ſulate.

Subdues the

Biturges, Car

nutes, &c.

* Plut. in Cic. Cic. l. v. ad Attic. ep. 15, 18, 20. & aibi paſſim. n APP1AN. bell. civil. l. i.

Plut. in Caeſare.

(E) Samſon takes Uxelledunum for Cohors in Quer

cy; wherein he ſeems to be miſtaken, ſince the

ancients give Cohors the name of Devona, Dibona,

and Divona. Beſides, Hirtius, in his continuation of

Caſar's commentaries, places Uxellodunum on the

conines of ~!!ergy, whereas Cohors was, according

to all the modern geographers, in the centre of that

province. Whence father Britt and Cellarius are of

opinion, that the ancient city of Uxellodunum, ſtood

near Uſſeldun, or, as others call it, Uffelon, near the

borders of Limouſn.

Thither
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a Thither Cajinius followed them, and defeated the two generals; but as the place was All Gaulſuſ

well gariſoned, and ſtored with proviſions, he could not reduce it. As it was the only

city which now held out, Caſar haſtened thither from the fartheſt parts of Belgic

Gaul 5 and having ſoon reduced the place by depriving it of water, he cut off the

right hands of all thoſe who were fit to bear arms, to terrify other cities from the like

revolt. And now Caeſar, having ſubdued all Gaul from the Pyrenees and Alps to the

Rhine, reduced his conqueſts to a Roman province under the government of a praetor.

During his ſeveral expeditions into Gaul he is ſaid to have taken eight hundred cities, to

have ſubdued three hundred different nations, and to have defeated in ſeveral battles

three millions of men, of which one million were killed, and another taken priſoners ;

circumſtances which would ſeem greatly magnified, were they not vouched by Plu

tarch, and other unexceptionable hiſtorians, both Greek and Roman. -

A FT E R Caſar had put his troops into different quarters in order to preſerve peace

in all parts of Gaul, he went to ſpend the winter at Nemetocenna in the centre of Bel

& iiim. There he governed the vaſt continent he had ſubdued, with ſuch mildneſs and

prudence, as ſhewed him equally qualified to preſide over nations, and to command

armies. In the mean time Pompey got two of Caeſar's moſt avowed enemies, Claudius

Marcellus and Æmilius Paulus promoted to the conſulſhip, and Scribonius Curio, an

dued and re

duced to a Ro

man province.

Pompey gets

other of his creatures, put at the head of the tribunes. Curio was a young patrician Ceſàrº ºn

of extraordinary talents, and great eloquence, but one of the moſt vicious and de

bauched young men in Rome. His father, who had been diſtinguiſhed by a con

ſulate and a triumph, had given him a great example ; but the ſon only abuſed the

gifts of nature and fortune. We are told, that young as he was, he had contraćted

debts to the amount of ſix hundred thouſand great feſterces, that is, 4,843,750 l.

fterling. Appius Clodius Pulcher, who was generally thought an enemy to Caſar, and

Calpurnius Piſo, were choſen cenſors. So that of all the chief magiſtrates, Calpur

mius, Caſar’s father-in-law, was the only one on whom he could depend ; but neither

his character nor his office were ſuch at preſent as gave him any great weight. His

collegue was indeed more bold; he degraded ſeveral of the koman knights and

ſenators, and among the reſt Saluſt the hiſtorian, whoſe enormous debauchery was

branded with infamy •. The two cenſors took the laſt cenſus under the republic, in

which they computed three hundred and twenty thouſand citizens fit to bear arms, and

ended it with a luſtrum. - -

Such was the ſtate of affairs at Rome, when Caſar, after having ſpent the winter

in Tranſalpine Gaul, repaſſed the mountains, in order to obſerve more narrowly the

ſteps which Pompey and his enemies were taking againſt him at Rome. During his

ſtay in Ciſalpine Gaul, he was informed, that the two conſuls had ſworn his deſtruction;

and that, to compaſs it with more eaſe, the tribune Curio was preparing a law, depri

ving him of his government, and of the command of the army in Gaul. But in a few

days he overturned all the ſchemes which his competitor had been forming againſt

him for ſeveral years. The riches he had heaped up in Gaul were immenſe. He had

indeed diſtributed vaſt ſums among perſons of all ranks, and even among the ſlaves

at Rome; but he had ſtill reſerved vaſt treaſures for himſelf. With theſe he endea

voured to draw off from Pompey thoſe very friends whom he had raiſed to the magi

ſtracy. Marcellus was proof againſt all temptation ; but his collegue AEmilius Paulus

mies raiſed to

the chief ma

giftraties.

Ceſar buys off

was bought at the price of fifteen hundred talents, that is, 31.0625 l. ſterling. With ºn ºf the cº

this money he built that ſtately edifice, which was afterwards called the Baſilica of Pau

lus. As the tribune Curio was over-run with debts, and devoted to his pleaſures,

Caſar, by enabling him to ſatisfy his creditors, and plentifully ſupplying him with

money for his debaucheries, ſecured him in his intereſt. Nevertheleſs Curio did not

f diſcover at once the change which Caſar's money had wrought in him, but gradually

-

and with circumſpection. Pompey continued to repoſe an intire confidence in him, and

was continually preſſing him to propoſe his law for the recalling of Caſar. But the

crafty tribune poſtponed it from month to month under frivolous pretences; and when

he was at length forced to ačt, Caſar’s laſt year being near expired, he found means

to do Caſar the moſt important ſervice without declaring for him. He made a motion

both to the ſenate and people, that they would either continue both generals in their

commands, or reduce both, and left it to them to take their choice. The tribune

foreſaw that Pompey would never conſent to lay down the government of Spain, or

• Dio Cass. l. xl. Vell. PATERCUL. l. ii. VAL. Max. l. ix. c. 1.

V o L. W. Nº 2. I, I part

ſuls, and one

of the tribunes.

Curio moves

that both ge

nerals ſhould be

recalled.
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part with the command of the army 5 and therefore made this motion, that Caſar a

might draw from Pompey's refuſal a pretence for continuing himſelf in his province at

the head of his troops. Cornelius Scipio, one of Pompy's friends, remonſtrated, that

in the preſent caſe a great difference was to be made between the proconſul of Spain

and the proconſul of Gaul, fince the term of the former was not yet expired, whereas

that of the latter was. To this Curio replied, that in the preſent criſis, when the

republic was in a manner ſubjećt to two abſolute ſovereigns, there was no medium.

Both ought to be diſcharged, ſaid he, or both continued in their office. Whoever

continues alone in arms, will become the tyrant of Rome. If they continue both armed,

the power of the one will balance that of the other ; and we ſhall be ſecured by their

mutual fears. The ſenate were for recalling Caſar, and continuing Pompey in his b

office ; but the people were inclined to favour Curio's motion. Pompey himſelf, being

greatly embaraſſed, left Rome under pretence of going to his government; but went

no farther than to a country houſe at a ſmall diſtance from Rome, whence he wrote a

very artful letter to the ſenate, acquainting them, that he was ready to reſign all his

employments, and disband his army, provided Caſar did the ſame. Curio, well

appriſed that Pompey's view was to induce the ſenate to recall Caſar, told Pompey on

his return to Rome, that it was his duty to begin what he propoſed, and aſſured him,

that his example would be followed by Caeſar. Pompey inſiſted upon Caſar's reſign

ing the firſt, ſince his term was expired. Whereupon Curio propoſed, that both

ſhould be ordered to lay down their commiſſions, and declared enemies to the republic, c

if they refuſed to comply with the order. The fathers all inclined to recall both

rivals ; but were for obliging Caeſar to reſign the command of his army before Pom

pey gave up his. Whereupon Curio, who repreſented the people at the head of the

tribunes, would not ſuffer them to deliberate any longer about the diſmiſſion of either.

Two legions Then they only decreed, that one legion out of each army ſhould be ſent into Syria,

º: * where Bibulus wanted a reinforcement againſt the Parthians. Pompey at the ſame time

º demanded of Caſar the legion which he had formerly lent him. Caſar knew the

reaſon of this order, and of Pompey's deſign, which was to weaken his army ; but

nevertheleſs he delivered up the two legions to Appius Clodius, whom the ſenate had

ſent to receive them, and condućt them into Italy. Caeſar on their quitting his army, d

loaded the officers with preſents, and gave each private man two hundred and fifty

drachma's, that is, about five pounds of our money. When the two legions arrived

in Italy, inſtead of being ſent into the eaſt, they were both, by an order from the

conſul Marcellus, added to Pompey's troops. Cicero at this time returned to Rome

from his government of Cilicia, and demanded a triumph for his vićtory over the

Parthians. His abſence had prevented him from joining either party, and his preſent

pretenſions obliged him to ſtand neuter. He therefore took upon him the office of

Pompey will mediator ; but Pompey would now hearken to no terms of accommodation, Appius

hearſen to no having, on his return from Gaul, to flatter Pompey's ambition, ſpread abroad, that

terms ºf . Caſar’s troops were diſſatisfied with their general for having engaged them in ſo many e

” dangerous expeditions; that they ſuſpected him of aiming at abſolute authority',

and therefore, on their firſt entering Italy, would all to a man declare for him and the

ſenate. This falſe repreſentation gave Pompey great confidence, and made him neglect

the neceſſary preparations to oppoſe ſo powerful a rival. Cicero, amazed to find him

deaf to all terms of accommodation, and at the ſame time neglecting to ſtrengthen his

army with new levies, asked him, with what forces he deſigned to make head againſt

Caſar & To this Pompey proudly anſwered, that be needed but ſtamp with his foot, and

an army would ſtart out of the ground. He ſpoke with ſo much confidence, becauſe he

flattered himſelf, that in caſe of an open rupture, Caeſar's army would abandon him.

In the mean time Pompey having got two of his friends, Clodius Marcellus, and Corne-f

dius Lentulus, choſen to the conſulate, Caſar, before they entered upon their offices,

wrote to the ſenate, deſiring them to continue him in his government, as they had

cene, , continued Pompey. But his requeſt being rejećted, he repaſſed the Alps with the third

queſts rejeded. legion, and advanced to Ravenna, whence he wrote a letter to the new conſuls,

wherein, after an honourable mention of his conqueſts and exploits, he declared,

that he was willing to reſign all his power, provided Pompey did the ſame. Hereupon

warm debates aroſe in the ſenate ; but it was at length almoſt unanimouſly decreed,

that Cæſar ſhould give up his government, and the command of the army ; and that

he ſhould be treated as an enemy to his country, if he did not within a limited time

comply with this decree. Caſſius Longinus, Marc Antony, and Curio, three of the 9.

tribunes,
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a tribunes, proteſted againſt the proceedings of the ſenate. But the conſuls having firſt

attempted in vain to make them defiſt from their oppoſition, drove them out of the

ſenate with diſgrace. Caeſar, informed of all theſe tranſaćtions, that he might have

the appearance of juſtice on his ſide, wrote again to the ſenate with a great deal of

temper, deſiring, that ſince they were determined to deprive him of his government

of Gaul, and the command of the army, they would at leaſt continue him in the

government of Illyricum, and allow him two legions. It is probable, he would never

have made theſe propoſals, if he had believed the ſenate would have complied with

them. But he was well appriſed that the oppoſite faction had reſolved to reduce him

to the ſtate of a private perſon. He therefore affected a great deal of moderation,

though he was all the while determined neither to part with the command of the

army, nor his government. At length the three tribunes, his friends, not thinking

themſelves any longer ſafe in Rome, where the conſuls threatened to degrade them,

retired in the night in the diſguiſe of ſlaves to take ſhelter in Caſar’s camp at Ravenna.

Upon their departure, the fatal decree was iſſued, which put the republic in a flame,

and brought it to its deſtrućtion : Let the conſuls for the year, the proconſul Pompey,;#:
or g a gºt! ºpara

Year of the

flood 1955.

the pratori, and all thoſe in or near Rome, who have been conſuls, provide for the public

fafety by the moſt proper means. This was proclaiming war. So that two powerful

parties were ſeen to take up arms, both pretending to have nothing in view but the before Chriſt

defence of their common laws and liberty, while their chiefs aimed only at eſtab-44:
of Rome 704.

liſhing their own power and authority on the ruins of that liberty, which they affected

to defend. Pompey's party had a more ſpecious outſide: he covered his deſigns with

the awful name of the commonwealth, which acknowledged him for her general, and

the whole ſenate with the conſuls followed his enſigns. On the other hand the people

and their tribunes were with Caeſar; ſo that in reality the two legiſlative powers were

divided between theſe two mighty rivals. The above-mentioned decree was no ſooner

paſſed, than the conſul Marcelluj went with his collegue Lentulus a little way out of

town to a houſe, where Pompey then was ; and preſenting him with a ſword, We require

you, ſaid he, ſpeaking in the name of both, to take upon you with this the defence of

the republic, and the command of her troops. Pompey declared he would obey their

orders ; adding with a feigned modeſty, Unleſs a more happy expedient be firſt found out.

By the ſame decree, which deprived Caſar of his government, and the command of

the army, Lucius Domitius was appointed to ſucceed him, and impowered to raiſe

four thouſand new levies to enable him to take poſſeſſion of his government P.

Aft ER the ſenate had taken this fatal reſolution againſt Caeſar, they met daily to

conſult about the moſt proper meaſures for carrying on the war, in caſe Caſar refuſed

to comply with their decree. Pompey lodged in the ſuburbs, not being allowed as Pompey and

general to enter the city ; and there the ſenate aſſembled to hold their conſultations. the ſenate pre

They firſt conſidered what name they ſhould give the enterpriſe, and determined to *ſ” ”

call it a tumult, which was ranking it among thoſe ſudden commotions which are

: raiſed and ſuppreſſed in an inſtant. So that Rome either did not know, or did not

dread, the enemy ſhe was bringing on herſelf. In the next place they ordered Pompey

to aſſemble thirty thouſand Roman troops, and take into the ſervice as many foreign

forces as he ſhould think proper. Levies were made accordingly in all haſte, and

money taken out of the public treaſury to defray the expences of one campaign. As

for Pompey, he was wholly intent on appointing ſuch governors for the provinces as

were moſt firmly attached to him. He gave Syria to Caecilius Metellus Scipio, his

father-in-law, who immediately ſet out with young Pompey to aſſemble a fleet on the

coaſt of Aſia. L. Domitius Abenobarbus was nominated to ſucceed Caſar, purſuant

to the decree of the ſenate, in the government of Tranſalpine Gaul ; but he impru

f dently ſhut himſelf up in Corfinium before he left Italy. Cato was appointed propraetor

of Sicily, Cotta of Sardinia, and L. A.lius Tubero of Africa. M. Calpurnius Bibulus

and Cicero were charged to guard the coaſts of Italy. The other provinces, viz.

Pontus, Bitbynia, Cyprus, Cilicia, Macedon, &c. were all beſtowed on Pompey's

friends, who from this time aſſumed the charaćter of generaliſimo of the republic, and

governed with as abſolute a ſway as if he had been king of Rome q.

In the mean time the three tribunes, Curio, Antony, and Longinus, who had been Ceſar exhort,
driven from Rome, arriving in Caſar’s camp, diſguiſed like ſlaves, he ſhewed them ºilº fo

in that condition to the legion he had then with him, exaggerating the violence which fland by him.

. P. Plut. in Ceſire, Arras, bell, civil, l. i. Dio Cass, l. xl. HiRT. comment. l. viii. c. 50. Sueton.

in Julio, * Plur, in Pomp.

- had
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had been offered them by the ſenate, and the unwarrantable ſteps the patricians had a

taken againſt himſelf; in the cloſe of his ſpeech, he exhorted his men to defend the

honour and character of their general, under whom they had made war with ſucceſs for

nine years together. When he had done ſpeaking, they all cried out, that they were

ready to maintain the rights of their general, and of the tribunes of the people, and

revenge the injuries which had been done them. When he found he could depend on

his ſoldiers, he reſolved to begin hoſtilities without delay, and entering Italy pro

perly ſo called, to make himſelf maſter of Ariminum, a city bordering on Ciſalpine

Gaul, which was part of his province. As this was a bold ſtep, and an open decla

ration of war, he carefully concealed his deſign, and ſent a detachment towards the

Rubicon, ordering the officer, who commanded it, to wait for him on the banks of

that river. The next day he aſſiſted at a ſhow of gladiators, and made a great enter

tainment. Towards the cloſe of the day he roſe from table, deſiring his gueſts to

ſtay till he came back, which, he ſaid, would be very ſoon. But inſtead of return

ing to the company, he immediately left Ravenna, where he then was, after he had

ordered ſome of his moſt intimate friends to follow him, through different roads,

to avoid being obſerved. He himſelf travelled in a hired chariot, and drove frit

another way, but at ſome diſtance from the town turned towards Ariminum. When

he reached the banks of the Rubicon, which parted Ciſalpine Gaul, his province, from

Italy, all the misfortunes of the ſucceeding war offered themſelves to his mind, and

kept him ſome time in ſuſpenſe. He often changed his opinion without ſpeaking a

word, being one minute determined to croſs the river, and another to go back, coin

puting with himſelf how many calamities his paſſing it would bring upon the republic,

and what an account of it would be tranſmitted to poſterity. As he had been brought

up in the boſom of a commonwealth, he could not look on the approaching ruin

of his country without concern ; and therefore turning to Aſinius Polio, If I do not

croſs the river, ſaid he, I am undone ; and if I do croſs it, how many calamities ſhall I

by this ſtep bring upon Rome ! Having thus ſpoke, he muſed a few minutes on the

hatred and inveteracy of hi, enemies, and then crying out, ſhe die is caſt, he threw

himſelf into the river, and croſſing it, marched with all poſſible expedition towards

Ariminum, which he reached and ſurpriſed before day-break (F). From thence, as

he had but one legion with him, he immediately diſpatched orders to the great army

he had left in Gaul to croſs the mountains, and join him r.

IT is impoſſible to expreſs the terror and fear all Italy and Rome herſelf was in upon

the unexpected news of this enterpriſe. They imagined this renowned commander

already at the gates of the city with the formidable army he commanded in Gaul.

Nothing was ſeen but terror and confuſion, the country people crouding into the city

for ſafety, and the citizens flying into the country. The ſenate met ſeveral times

without coming to any reſolution. Several ſenators, without propoſing any thing

themſelves, only contradićted the advice of others. Pompey himſelf was no leſs alarmed

than the other ſenators ; as he had not yet drawn together his troops, who were

quartered in different provinces at ſome diſtance from the capital, he was no ways

in a condition to make head againſt Caeſar. But nothing gave him greater uneaſineſs

than the reproaches which many of his own party threw out againſt him, ſome

charging him with indiſcretion in arming Caſar againſt himſelf and the government,

and others blaming him for having neglećted the neceſſary preparations. M. Favo

mius, alluding to the rhodomontade mentioned above, deſired him to ſtamp with bis

foot, and make armies ſtart up, as he had promiſed. Every ſenator thought himſelf pri

vileged to reproach and adviſe him. In this confuſion Pompey, ſeeing himſelf in

Rome without troops, and fearing, if he ſhould arm the people, they would declare

againſt him, reſolved to retire to Capua, where the two legions were incamped which

Caſar had ſurrendered to Appius. He communicated his deſign to the ſenate, and

r Plut. in Caeſare. Dio Cass. l. xli. Epit. Liv.

(F) Some authors, and among the reſt Suetonius

(27), tell us, that while Caſar was yet in ſuſpenſe

and undetermined, there appeared all on a ſudden a

man of an extraordinary ſtature, playing on a flute

of reeds ; watch uncommon ſight drew many of

the legionaries to him, and among the reſt a trumpet,

from whom the unknown man ſnatched his inſtru

ment, and ſounding the charge, threw himſelf into

the river, and croſſed it. Hereupon Cæſar, without

further conſideration, followed him, crying aloud,

Let us go wither the gods call us, and the fury of our

enemies drives us ; the die is caſt. -

(27) Suet, in Julio.

at
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a at the ſame time declared, that if any ſenator or magiſtrate refuſed to follow him, he

ſhould be treated as a friend to Caſar, and an enemy to his country. Upon this de Pompºyaſan.

claration the conſuls, the ſenators, and all the magiſtrates, left Kome in great haſte, lon, konic.

and attended Pompey into Campania s.

I N the mean time Caſar, having raiſed new troops in Ciſalpine Gaul, ſent Marc

Antony with a detachment to ſeize Aretium, and other officers to ſecure Piſaurum and Ceſar ſize;

Fanum, while he himſelf marched at the head of the thirteenth legion to Auximum,

which opened its gates to him. From Auximum he advanced into Picenum, where

he was joined by the twelfth legion from Tranſalpine Gaul. As Picent m readily ſub

mitted to him, he led his forces againſt Corfinium, the capital of the Peſigni, which

Domitius Ahenobarbus defended with thirty cohorts. But Caſar no ſooner inveſted it,

Arctium P,-

ſaurum, &c.

than the gariſon betrayed their commander, and delivered him up with many ſenators, Take, Co. i

who had taken refuge in the place, to Caſar, who, to ſhew his great moderation in num.

the midſt of vićtory, granted then their lives and liberty (G). Domitius, fearing the

reſentment of the conqueror, had ordered one of his ſlaves, whom he uſed as a phy

fician, to give him a doſe of poiſon. When he came to experience the humanity of

the conqueror, he lamented his misfortune, and blamed the haſtineſs of his own reſo

lution. But his phyſician, who had only given him a ſleeping draught, comforted

him, and received his liberty, as a reward for his affection '. Pompey, thinking

himſelf no longer ſafe at Capua, after the redućtion of Confinium, retired to Brundu

ſium, with a deſign to carry the war into the eaſt, where all the governors were his

creatures. Caſar followed him cloſe croſs Apulia, and arriving with his army before

Brunduſium, inveſted the place on the land-fide, and undertook to ſhut up the port Beſieges Pom

by a ſtaccado of his own invention. But before the work was completed, the fleet which pey in Brun

had conveyed the two conſuls with thirty cohorts to Dyrrachium, now Durazzo, being* :

returned, Pompey reſolved to make his eſcape, which he condućted with all the expe

rience and dexterity of a great officer. He kept his departure very ſecret ; but at the

ſame time made all neceſſary preparations for the facilitating of it. In the firſt place

he walled up the gates, then dug deep and wide ditches croſs all the ſtreets, except

only thoſe two that led to the port ; in the ditches he planted ſharp-pointed ſtakes,

covering them with hurdles and earth. After theſe precautions, he gave expreſs orders

that all the citizens ſhould keep within doors, left they ſhould betray his deſign

to the enemy, and then in the ſpace of three days imbarqued all his troops, except

the light-armed infantry, whom he had placed on the walls; and theſe likewiſe, on

a ſignal given, abandoning their poſts, repaired with great expedition to the ſhips. Pompey aban.

Caſar, perceiving the walls unguarded, ordered his men to ſcale them,

what haſte they could after the enemy.

fallen into the ditches, which Pompey had prepared for them, had not the Brundu

and make don; Italy to

In the heat of the purſuit, they would have . .'; 'ſ

* Dio Cass. & Plur. ibid. CAESAR. bell civil. l. i. c. 8. Liv. l. cix. c. 46. * PLUT. Appian. Cesak,

ibid.

(G) Domitius, as ſoon as Cºrſinium was inveſted,

found means to convey a letter to Pompey, wherein

he preſſed him to march direétly to the defence of

a place of ſuch importance. Loſe no time, ſaid he,

but lay hold of the favourable opportunity which fortune

now offers you of ſurrounding Caeſar. If you make

haſe, the war will be at an end. Conſider, your credit

is at flake. rou cannot in honour reject the requeſ of

the many ſenators, and Roman knights, who are ſhut

up in this place. They have recourſe to you as to their
deliverer, and take it for granted, that you will not

abandon thirty-three cohorts of the beft of your troops

to the mercy of the enemy, who haſtens to his own de

fruſion. But Pompey's anſwer was very different

from what Domitius expected. He told him, that

he could not in his preſent fituation hazard a battle,

the loſs of which would infallibly bring with it the

ruin of the republic. He reproached him with ha

ving undertaken the defence of Corfinium, and ſhut

himſelf up in that place contrary to his opinion. He

adviſed him to abandon the place, and join the con

ſular army with all poſſible expedition. But as this

was not now in his power, he prepared to ſuſtain

a ſiege, provided his machines, aſſigned his troops

their poſts, and in order to encourage them promiſed

Wo L. W. N°. 2,

each ſoldier four acres of land. Caſar on the other

hand provided his camp with all things neceſſary for

a fiege ; and in the mean time the eighth legion joined

him with twenty cohorts of Gauls, and three hun

dred German horſe. For theſe he formed a new

camp, and appointed Curio to command in it. Do

mitius, though he expected no ſuccours, did all that

lay in his power to perſuade his men that all the

forces of the republic were marching to his relief.

But a report being ſpread, that he deſigned to eſcape

privately, they mutinied, ran to his quarters, and

having ſeized him, opened the gates to the enemy.

As this tumult happened in the night, Ceſar, leſt

the darkneſs ſhould encourage his men to plunder,

and commit violences, deferred entering the town

till the next morning. At break of day Lentulus

spinther, one of the ſenators who were ſhut up in

the place, waited on Caſar, who received him with

great marks of friendſhip, which induced the others

to ſubmit, and ſurrender the place at diſcretion.

Caſar not only gave Domitius his liberty, but reſtored

to him the money which he had taken out of the

treaſury for the paying of his troops, and was lodged

in the hands of the magiſtrates of Corſinium.

M m fian,

his rival.
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Jiang warned them of the danger, and by many windings and turnings led them to a

the haven, where they found all the fleet under ſail, except two veſſels, which had

run a-ground in going out of the harbour. Theſe Caſar ſeized, took the ſoldiers on

board priſoners, and brought them aſhore. Caſar, ſeeing himſelf by the flight of

his rival maſter of all Italy from the Alps to the ſea, was deſirous to follow and attack

him before he was joined by the ſupplies which he expected from Aſia. But being

deſtitute of ſhipping, he reſolved to go firſt to Rome, and ſettle ſome ſort of govern

ment there, and then paſs into Spain to drive from thence Pompey's troops, who had

taken poſſeſſion of that great continent under the command of Afranius and Petreius.

Before he left Brunduſium he ſent Scribonius Curio with three legions into Sicily, and

Ceſar', lieute- ordered Q, Valerius, one of his lieutenants, to get together what ſhips he could, and b

mºntº make croſs over with one legion into Sardinia. Cato, who commanded in Sicily, upon the

*ºs. firſt news of Curio's landing there, abandoned the iſland, and retired to the camp of

...'s... the conſuls at Dyrrachium ; and Q. Valerius no ſooner appeared with his ſmall fleet off
dinia. Sardinia, than the Caralitani, now the inhabitants of Cagliari, drove out Aurelius

Cotta, who commanded there for the ſenate, and put Caſar’s lieutenant in poſſeſſion

both of their city and iſland. In the mean time the general himſlf advanced

towards Rome, and that with the more confidence, becauſe he had made himſelf

çeſar goes to maſter of all Italy without ſhedding one drop of blood. On his march he wrote to
Rome. all the ſenators then in Italy, deſiring them to repair to the capital, and aſſiſt him there

with their counſel. , Above all, he was deſirous to ſee Cicero ; and therefore, after c

having preſſed him in vain by Oppius and Calius, their common friends, to come and

meet him, he turned out of the road, and went to his country houſe, where he had a

long conference with him, but could not prevail upon him to return to Rome (H).

As Caeſar drew near the capital, he quartered his troops in the neighbouring muni

cipia; and then advancing to the city, out of a pretended reſpect to the ancient cuſtoms,

he took up his quarters in the ſuburbs, whither the whole city crouded to ſee the famous

conqueror of Gaul, who had been abſent from Rome near ten years. And now ſuch

of the tribunes of the people as had fled to him for refuge, reaſſumed their functions,

mounted the roſtra, and endeavoured by their ſpeeches to reconcile the people to the

head of their party. Marc Antony particularly, and Caſſius Longinus, two of Caſar's d

moſt zealous partizans, moved that the ſenate ſhould meet in the ſuburbs, that the

general might give them an account of his condućt. Accordingly, ſuch ofthe ſenators

The ſºnate as were at Rome aſſembled, when Caſar with that dignity and eloquence, which were

“ſºmºlº, natural to him, made a ſpeech in juſtification of all his proceedings, encouraged the

timorous, gave great hopes to the wavering, and concluded his harangue with pro

poſing a deputation to Pompey with offers of an accommodation in an amicable man

ner. He even deſired the conſcript fathers, to whom in appearance he paid great

deference, to nominate ſome of their venerable body to carry propoſals of peace to the

conſuls, and the general of the conſular army. But not one of the ſenators would

take upon him that commiſſion, ſome being afraid of Pompey, who had declared all e

thoſe enemies who ſhould ſtand neuter, and others plainly ſeeing that Caſar did not

mean what he ſaid (I). He then began to think of providing himſelf with the

neceſſary

(H) In this conference Ceſar earneſtly preſſed Cicero

to return to the capital. I have ſeen Caeſar, ſays he,

in one of his letters to Atticus (28), who earneſtly

preſſed me to return to Rome; but I withſtood his

deſire. He looked upon my abſence as a tacit condem

nation of his proceedings againſt Pompey, and is per

ſuaded, that moſt of the ſenators are induced to retire

into the country by my example. Caſar, in order to

-i. upon Cicero to come to Rome, told him, that

e had nothing elſe in view, but to employ him in

"bringing about a laſting accommodation between

him and Pompey. To this Cicero replied, that he

would readily attend him to the capital, upon con

dition that he ſhould be at full liberty to declare his

opinion concerning the preſent ſtate of affairs. But

Ceſar not liking this condition, You muſt not then

take it amiſ, replied Cicero, that I perſºft in my re

ſolution of not going to Rome; if I am not allowed to

ſpeak my mind, I ought not to appear in the ſenate.

Ceſar, little ſatisfied with this anſwer, took his leave

of Cicero, after having intreated him in a friendly

manner not to take any ſtep in ſo nice an affair with

out mature deliberation.

(I). Ceſar tells us, that he attempted ſeveral times

to make up matters with Pompey in an amicable

manner. On his march to Brunduſium he ſent Cn.

Magius, one of Pompey's chief officers, whom he

had taken priſoner, to invite his rival to an inter

view. But as the conſuls had already ſet ſail for

achium, Pompey anſwered, that he could do no.

thing in their abſence. In the firſt days of the fiege

he attempted once more to draw Pompey to a con

ference, and with this view ſent Caminius Rebilius,

one of the chief officers of his army, to mediate an

accommodation, together with P. Scribonius Libo,

Pompey's particular friend. . But he returned the ſame

anſwer, viz. that he could not come to an agree

ment in the ºbſence of the conſuls, caſar in his
firſt

(28) Epiff. 10.
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a neceſſary ſums for the carrying on of the war, and had recourſe to the public treaſury,

But Metellus, one of the tribunes, oppoſed him, alledging a law, forbidding any

one to open the treaſury, but in the preſence, and with the conſent of the conſuls.

To which Caſar replied, Arms and laws do not well agree; when I ſhall have laid down

my arms, then I will bearken to laws, and let you make as long barangues as you pleaſe ;

but at preſent I adviſe you to retire. Having thus ſpoke, he went direétly to the temple

of Saturn, where the public money was kept. But the keys of the treaſury having

been carried away by the conſul Lentulus, he ordered the doors to be broke open.

This Metellus oppoſed, and then Caſar in a paſſion laying his hand on his ſword,

threatened to kill him, if he gave him any further diſturbance, adding, This you know,

b young man, is harder for me to ſay, than to do. Theſe words ſo terrified Metellus, that

he withdrew ; and then Caſar took out of the treaſury, which was ever after at his

command, an immenſe ſum, ſome ſay, three hundred thouſand pounds weight of gold.

With this ſupply of money he raiſed troops all over Italy, and ſent governors into all

the provinces ſubjećt to the republic. He made Marc Antony commander in chief of

the armies in Italy, ſent his brother C. Antonius to govern Illyricum, aſſigned Ciſalpine

Gaul to Licinius Craſſus, appointed M. Amilius Lepidus governor of the capital,

and having got together ſome ſhips to cruiſe in the Adriatic and Mediterranean ſeas,

he gave the command of one of his fleets to P. Cornelius Dolabella, and of the other to

young Hortenſius, the ſon of the famous orator. As Pompey had ſent governors into

c the ſame provinces, by this means a general war was kindled in all the parts of the

known world. However, Caeſar would not truſt any of his lieutenants with the con

dućt of the war in Spain, which was Pompey's favourite province, but took it upon

himſelf; and having ſettled his affairs in great haſte at Rome, returned to Ariminum,

aſſembled his legions there, and paſſing the Alps, entered Tranſalpine Gaul. There

he was informed, that the inhabitants of Marſeilles had reſolved to refuſe him entrance

into their city, and that L. Domitius Abenobarbus, whom he had generouſly pardoned

and ſet at liberty after the redućtion of Corfinium, had ſet ſail for Marſeilies with ſeven

gallies, having on board a great number of his clients and ſlaves, with a deſign to raiſe

the city in favour of Pompey. Caeſar thinking it dangerous to let the enemy take

d poſſeſſion of ſuch an important place, ſent for the fifteen chief magiſtrates of the city,

and adviſed them not to begin a war with him, but rather follow the example of Italy

and ſubmit. The magiſtrates returned to the city, and ſoon after ſent Caſar the

following anſwer: Since the Roman people are divided into two parties, we will not

take upon us to determine on which ſide the right lies. We have great obligations,

and an equal affection, for both competitors; they are both our patrons, both our

benefactors ; and therefore that we may not help one againſt the other, our port,

and the gates of our city, ſhall be ſhut to both. In the mean time Domilius arriving

with his ſmall ſquadron was received into the city, and declared general of all their

forces. Hereupon Caſar, juſtly provoked at ſuch unfair dealings, immediately in

e veſted the town with three legions, and ordered twelve gallies to be built at Arelas,

now Arles, in order to block up the port. But as the ſiege was like to detain him

too long, he left C. Trebonius to carry it on, and D. Brutus to command the fleet,

while he continued his march into Spain, where he began the war with all the valour,

ability, and ſucceſs of a great hero. Pompey had three generals in this great continent,

which was divided into two Roman provinces. Varro commanded in Further Spain ,

and Petreius and Afranius with equal power, and two conſiderable armies, in Hither

Spain. Caſar, while he was yet at Marſeilles, ſent Q, Fabius, one of his lieutenants,

with three legions, to take poſſeſſion of the paſſes of the Pyreneeſ, which Afranius had

Breaks open

the treaſury.

Marſeilles be

fieged.

ſeized. Fabius executed his commiſſion with great bravery, entered Spain, and left Ceſar enter,

f the way open to Caſar, who ſoon followed him. As ſoon as he had croſſed the moun-Spain.

tains, he ſent out ſcouts to obſerve the ſituation of the enemy ; by whom he was in

formed, that Afranius and Petreius having joined their forces, conſiſtingoffive legions,

twenty cohorts of the natives, and five thouſand horſe, were advantageouſly poſted

on a hill of an eaſy aſcent in the neighbourhood of Ilerda, now Lerida in Catalonia.

"Upon this advice he advanced within fight of the enemy, and incamped in a plain

firſt ſpeech to the ſenate ſhewed a great inclination plainly ſaw, that Ceſar was more averſe to any ſort

to compoſe matters in an amicable manner, and de- of accommodation than Pompey himſelf, and that he

fired the conſcript fathers to depute ſome of their talked of it only to leſſºn the odium of his proceed

body with propoſals of an accommodation both to ings, and throw the whole blame of the war on

Pompey and the conſuls. But men of penetration Pompey and his party.

between
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between the Sicoris and the Cinga, now the Segro and the Cinca. Between the emi- a

nence, on which Aſranius had poſted himſelf, and the city of Il rdi, was a ſmall plain,

and in the middle of it a riſing ground, which Ceſar attempted to ſeize, in order to

cut off by that means the communication between the enemy’s camp and the city,

from whence they had all their proviſions. This occaſioned a ſharp diſpute between

three of Caeſar's legions, and an equal number of the enemy, which laſted five hours

with equal ſucceſs, both parties claiming the vićtory. But after all, Aſranius's men,

who had firſt ſeized the poſt, maintained themſelves in poſſeſſion of it in ſpite of Caſar's

utmoſt efforts. Two days after this battle continual rains, with the melting of the

ſnow on the mountains, ſo ſwelled the two rivers, between which Caſar was incamped,

that they overflowed, broke down his bridges, and laid under water the neighbour

ing country to a great diſtance. This cut off the communication between his camp and

the cities that had declared for him, and reduced him to ſuch ſtreights, that his army

was ready to periſh for famine, wheat being ſold in his camp at fifty Roman dºnarii

per buſhel, that is, I l. 12 s. 3 # d. ſterling. He tried to rebuild his bridges, but in

vain, the violence of the ſtream rendering all his endeavours fruitleſs ". -

Upon the news of Caſar’s diſtreſs, Pompey's party at Rome began to take courage.

Several perſons of diſtinction went to congratulate Aſranius's wife on the ſucceſs of

her husband's arms in Spain. Many of the ſenators, who had hitherto ſtood neuter,

haſtened to join Pompey, taking it for granted, that Caſar was reduced to the laſt extre

mity, and all the hopes of his party loſt. Of this number was Cicero ; who without any

regard to the remonſtrances of Atticus, or the letters Caſar himſelf wrote to him (K),

deſiring him to join neither party, he left Italy, and landed at Dyrrachium, where

Pompey received him with great marks ofjoy and friendſhip. But Cicero ſoon repented

of the little regard he had paid to the advice of his friends, and could not forgive

himſelf his having too eaſily given credit to the reports that were brought from Spain.

He ever appeared gloomy, thoughtful, and uneaſy, and cven vented his ill humour

in ſevere jeſts on Pompey (L). The offenſive things he threw out on all occaſions, and

his unſeaſonable jeſts, led ſome to ſuſpect, that he kept a correſpondence with Caſar.

However that be, Pompey would neither truſt him with any command, nor impart

to him his deſigns ; nay, he went ſo far as to bid him be gone to Caſar's camp,

where he would have leſs reaſon to jeſt, and more to be afraid. Neither did his

old friend Cato give him a very favourable reception. He was diſpleaſed at his having

ſo unſeaſonably declared for a party, which he might have ſerved more effectually,

by keeping an exačt neutrality. Cicero was ſo ſtrongly affected with theſe reproaches,

that he left the camp, and did not appear even at the battle of Pharſalia.

But the joy of Pompey's party was not long-lived. For Caſar, after having at

tempted ſeveral times in vain to rebuild his bridges, cauſed boats to be made with all

poſſible expedition ; and while the enemy were diverted by endeavouring to intercept

the ſuccours that were ſent him from Gaul, he laid hold of that opportunity to convey

his boats in the night on carriages twenty-two miles from his camp; where with won

derful quickneſs a great detachment paſſed the Sicoris, and incamping on the oppoſite

bank unknown to the enemy, built a bridge in two days, opened a communication

with the neighbouring country, received the ſupplies from Gaul, and relieved the

wants of his ſoldiers. Caſar being thus delivered from all danger, purſued the armies

of Afranius and Petreius with ſuch ſuperior addreſs and conduct, that he forced them

to ſubmit without coming to a battle, and by that means became maſter of all Hither

Spain. The two generals disbanded their troops, ſent them out of the province,

and returned themſelves to Italy, after having ſolemnly promiſed never to aſſemble

forces again, or make war upon Caſar . Upon the news of the redućtion of Hither

Reduces all

Spain.

* CA:sar bell, civil. l. i. c. 14–46. Appian. bell, civil. l. ii. c. 14, & ſeq. Dio Cass. l. 4 . * Idem

ibid. c. 46-82.

(K). In one of theſe letters he expreſſes himſelf account whatſoever, in theſe broils.

thus: It will not be believed, that the juſtice of my

enemy's cauſe has induced you to declare againſt me.

Every one will think, thatyou have been diſpleaſed at

ſome adion of mine, which would moſt ſenſibly grieve

me. A man of honour, who loves the peace and wel

fare of his country, ought to avoid taking any ſide in

a civil war. You cannot do better, nor more for your

reputation, than to avoid engaging youtſelf, tºpoi any

(L) Pompey having told him one day, that he had

joined the army at Dyrrachium a little too late; How

too late f replied Cicero; I do not find your affairs in

ſuch forwardneſs. Another time, when he was told,

that ſeven eagles had been taken in Pompey's camp,

and that the augurs looked upon this as a happy

omen ; It would be very lucky indeed, ſaid he, if we

were at war with the magpies.

Spain,
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a Spain, the Spaniards in Further Spain, and one Roman legion, deſerted from Parro,

Pompey's governor in that province, which obliged him to ſurrender his other legion,

and all his money. Caſar, having thus reduced all Spain in a few months, appointed

Caſſius Longinus to govern the two provinces with four legions, and then returned

to Marſeilles, which city was then juſt upon the point of ſurrendering after a moſt Marſeilles ſur

vigorous reſiſtance. Though the inhabitants had by their late treachery deſerved a ”.

ſevere puniſhment, yet he granted them their lives and liberty, but ſtripped their arſe

nals of their arms, and obliged them to deliver up all their ſhips. From Marſeill's

Caeſar marched into Ciſalpine Gaul, and from thence haſtened to Rome, where he laid

the foundations of his future grandeur. He found the city in a very different ſtate

from that in which he had left it. Moſt of the ſenators and magiſtrates were fled

to Pompey at Dyrrachium. However, there were ſtill praetors there, and among

them M. AEmilius Lepidus, who was afterwards one of the triumvirs with Ośīavius

and Marc Antony. The praetor, to ingratiate himſelf with Caſar, nominated him

dićtator of his own authority, and againſt the inclination of the ſenate. Caſar accepted Czſir nomina

the new dignity, but neither abuſed his power as Sylla, had done, nor retained it ſo

long. During the eleven days he held the dićtatorſhip, he governed with great mode

ration, and gained the affections both of the people and patricians. He recalled all the

exiles, except Milo, who had murdered Clodius. He granted the rights and privileges

of Roman citizens to all the Gaul; beyond the Po, and as pontifex maximus, filled

up the vacancies of the ſacerdotal colleges with his own friends. Though it was

expected that he would have abſolutely cancelled all debts contračted ſince the begin

ning of the troubles, he only reduced the intereſt to one-fourth. But the chief uſe

he made of his dićtatorſhip was to preſide at the election of conſuls for the next year,

when he got himſelf, and Servilius Iſauricus, one of his moſt zealous partiſans, pro

moted to that dignity. And now being reſolved to follow Pompey, and carry the

war into the eaſt, he ſet out for Brunduſium, whither he had ordered twelve legions

to repair with all poſſible expedition. But on his arrival he found only five there.

The reſt being afraid of the dangers of the ſea, and unwilling to engage in a new

war, had marched leiſurely, complaining of their general for allowing no reſpit, but

hurrying them continually from one country to another. When at laſt, ſaid they,

and where will this Caeſar ſuffer us to enjoy ſome quiet & He carries us from place to place,

and uſes us as if we were not to be tired out, or had no ſenſe of labour. Even our ſwords,

our bucklers, and breaſt-plates, are worn out, Does not Caeſar gather from our wounds

that we are mortal men, and ſubjeti to the ſame calamities and diſeaſes as other mortals are *

Such was their diſcourſe as they marched from their quarters to Brunduſium ; and as

their march was ſlow, they did not arrive at the time appointed. However, Cæſar

did not wait for them, but ſet ſail with only five legions, and fix hundred horſe, in

the beginning of January. When the legions found he had imbarqued without them,

they changed their ſentiments, and looking upon themſelves as traitors to their

general, blamed their officers for marching ſo ſlowly. While they were waiting at

Brunduſium for ſhips to tranſport them over into Epirus, Caſar arrived ſafe with his

five legions in Chaonia, the northern part of Epirus near the Ceraunian mountains.

There he landed his troops, and ſent the ſhips back to Brunduſium to bring over the

legions that were left behind. The war he was now entering upon was the moſt

difficult he had yet undertaken. Pompey had for a whole year been aſſembling troops

from all the eaſtern countries. When he left Italy he had only five legions; but ſince

his arrival at Dyrrachium he had been reinforced with one from Sicily, another from

Crete, and two from Syria. Three thouſand archers, ſix cohorts of ſlingers, and

ſeven thouſand horſe had been ſent him by princes in alliance with Rome. All the

ted dictator.

I, choſen conſul.

Caeſar goes into

the eaſt.

Pompey draws

f free cities of Aſia had reinforced his army with their beſt troops ; nay, if we give together nume

credit to an hiſtorical poet, ſuccours were brought him from the Indus and the

Ganges to the eaſt, and from Arabia and Æthiopia to the ſouth ; at leaſt it is certain,

that Greece, Aſia Minor, Syria, Paleſline, Egypt, and all the nations from the Medi

terranean to the Euphrates took up arms in his favour. He had almoſt all the Roman

knights, that is, the flower of the young nobility, in his ſquadrons, and his legions

confiſted moſtly of veterans inured to dangers, and the toils of war. Pompey himſelf

was a general of great experience and addreſs, and had under him ſome of the beſt

commanders of the republic, who had formerly condućted armies themſelves. As for

his navy, he had above five hundred ſhips of war, beſides a far greater number of ſmall

g veſºls, which were continually cruiſing on the coaſts, and intercepting ſuch ſhips as
W o L. V. N° 2, N n carried

rous forces.
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carried arms or proviſions to the enemy. He had likewiſe with him above two hun- a

dred ſenators, who formed a more numerous ſenate than that at Rome. Cornelius Len

\ tulus, and Claudius Marcellus the laſt year’s conſuls, preſided in it, but under the

º direétion of Pompey their protećtor, who ordered them to aſſemble at Theſſalonica,

where he built a ſtately hall for that purpoſe. There in one of their aſſemblies at the

motion of Cato it was decreed, that no Roman citizen ſhould be put to death but in

battle, and that no city ſubjećt to the republic ſhould be ſacked. At the ſame time

the conſcript fathers aſſembled at Theſſalonica decreed, that they alone repreſented

4 the Roman ſenate, and that thoſe, who reſided at Rome, were encouragers of tyranny,

! and friends to the tyrant. And indeed, as the flower of the nobility was with Pompey,

and the moſt virtuous men in the republic had taken refuge in his camp, he was gene- b

several perſºn, rally looked upon as the only hope and ſupport of the public liberty. Hence many

ºf ſºfton perſons of eminent probity, who had hitherto ſtood neuter, flocked to him from all

*...”* parts. Among theſe were young Brutus, who afterwards conſpired againſt Caſar,

Tidius Sextius, and Labienus. Brutus, whoſe father had been put to death in Galatia

by Pompey's orders, had never ſpoke to him, or ſo much as ſaluted him ſince that

time. But as he now looked upon him as the defender of the public liberty, he

| joined him, ſacrificing therein his private reſentment to the intereſt of the public.

|- Pompey received him with great joy, and was willing to confer upon him ſome com

mand ; but he declined the offer, deſiring Pompey to beſtow ſuch marks of diſtinčtion
t on others, who better deſerved them both in conſideration of their age and employ- C

ments. Tidius Sextius, though extremely old and lame, yet left Rome, and went as

far as Macedonia to join Pompey there. Labienus likewiſe forſook his old benefactor,

under whom he had ſerved during the whole courſe of the Gauliſh war, and went

over to his rival, though Caſar had appointed him commander in chief of all the forces

* on the other ſide the Alps (M). In ſhort, Pompey's party grew into ſuch reputation,

* : that his cauſe was generally called the good cauſe, while Caſar's adherents were looked

upon as enemies to their country, and abetters of tyranny X.

Ceſir takes BUT to return to aſar, as ſoon as landed, he marched to Oricum the neareſt city

- Qrisºn and to him in Epirus, and made himſelf maſter of it without oppoſition, L. Torquatus,

*** who was governor of the place for Pompey, having abandoned it at his approach. d

From thence he advanced to Apollonia, which ſtood on the confines of Macedon.

º This important place likewiſe ſurrendered as ſoon as Caſar appeared before it, Stabe

- rius, Pºmpey's governor, not being in a condition to ſtand a ſiege. By theſe two

t conqueſts Cºſar opened himſelf a way to Dyrrachium, a city on the confines of

t Macedon, where Pomſ ey had fixed his magazines of arms and proviſions. In the

| mean time news was brought to Caſar, that his fleet, which he had ſent back to

Brunduſium, to tranſport the reſt of his troops, had been attacked by a ſquadron of

Pompey's fleet under the command of Bibulus, who had taken thirty of them, and

inhumanly burnt them with the ſeamen on board. This gave Caſar great uneaſineſs,

• the more becauſe he was at the ſame time informed, that Bibulus with a hundred and e

* ten ſhips of war had taken poſſeſſion of all the ports and harbours between Salonium and

| Oricum ; ſo that the legions at Brunduſium could not venture to croſs the ſea without

manifeſt danger of falling into the enemy’s hands. Hereupon Caſar, being greatly

| - Make new pro- embaraſſed, made new propoſals of an accommodation, ſending Kibullius Rufus, an

Pººl ºf an ar- intimate friend of Pompey's, whom he had twice taken priſoner, viz. at Corfinium,

“” and in Spain, to propoſe to him the following terms; viz. that they ſhould both diſ.

band their armies in three days, renew their former friendſhip with ſolemn oaths, and

return together to Italy. With theſe propoſals Rufus, who was in pain for Dyrra

chium, haſtened to Pompey's camp, travelling night and day without allowing him

ſelf any reſt till he reached it. Upon his arrival he found that Pompey had not f

yet received advice of Caſar's arrival ; but he no ſooner informed him of the taking

of Oricum and Apollonia, than he immediately decamped, and by long marches

y Plut. in Pomp.

(A1) It ſeemed very ſtrange, ſays Dion, that Labie- very unbecoming a perſon in his circumſtances. He was

l ~ mus ſhould abandon Ceſar, who had loaded him with even for putting himſelf upon an equal foot with Caeſar,

honours, and diſtinguiſhed him above all others. But who thereupon grew cool towards him, and treated him

he gives this reaſon for it. Labinus, ſays he, elated with ſome reſerve, which Labienus reſented, and went

with his immeaſe wealth, and proud of his preferments, over to Pompey,

forgot hºuſeſ to ſach a degret as to aſſume a character

reached
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a reached Dyrrachium before Caſar, and incamped under the walls of the city. In the

mean time Caſar was likewiſe advancing towards Dyrrachiºm, in hopes of ſurpriſing

that important place ; but upon the unexpected news of Pompey’s arrival, he halted

on the other ſide the river Apſus, and intrenched himſelf there, having but a ſmall

number oftroops with him, it compared with Pompey’s formidable army. However,

as Pompey durſt not croſs the river in Caſar's fight, the two armies continued ſome

time quiet in their reſpective poſts. As to the propoſals of an amicable accommoda

tion, Pompey, ſuſpecting Caeſar's ſincerity, anſwered, that he would not hearken to

any terms, left it ſhould be ſaid, that he owed his life and return to Italy to Caſar's

favour. Nevertheleſs, Caſar, either to gain time, his troops not being yet arrived,

b or to caſt all the blame of a civil war on his rival, ſent Watinius to treat with Pompey

in his name. Labienus was deputed to receive his propoſals. But while they were

conferring together, a party of Pompey's men coming up to them, diſcharged a ſhower

of darts at Valinius, and thoſe who attended him, Some of the centurions of his

guard were wounded, and Valinius himſelf narrowly eſcaped with his life . -

As Caeſar had not a ſufficient force with him to engage the enemy, he wrote letter

after letter to Marc Antony, who commanded the legions he had left in Italy, preſſing

him to haſten their imbarquation. But Antony, either becauſe he wanted tranſports,

or was afraid of the enemy's numerous ſquadrons, which almoſt covered the ſea, ſtill

continued at Brunduſium, which filled Caſar with many uneaſy reflections. Some

c times he accuſed Antony of cowardice, and ſometimes ſuſpected him of treachery, as

if he deſigned to revolt from him, and make a third party in the republic. At length

his impatience and uneaſineſs put him upon a bold attempt, which nothing could

excuſe, but the extraordinary confidence he always had in his good fortune (N). He

diſguiſed himſelf in the habit of a ſlave, and with all imaginary ſecrecy went on board

a fiſherman's bark, which lay in the river Anius, or, as Strabo calls it, Aous, with Ceſar tries to

a deſign to go over to Brunduſium, though the enemy’s fleet was cruiſing on the coaſts croſs the ſea in

both of Greece and Italy. The veſſel weighed anchor in the beginning of the night, ****

and fell down the river without any difficulty. But it happened unluckily, that a

ſtrong wind from the ſea ſprung up all on a ſudden, ſo that the rowers, after having

d ſtruggled a long time in vain with the waves and winds, which continually drove them

back into the river, began to diſpair of getting out to ſea. Then Caſar, who had

hitherto never opened his mouth, ſtarting up, diſcovered himſelf to the maſter of the

veſſel, who was greatly ſurpriſed to ſee him, and taking him by the hand, Go on boldly,

my friend, ſaid he, and fear nothing ; thou carrieſt Caeſar and his fortune along with

thee. The mariners, encouraged by Caſar’s preſence, uſed extraordinary efforts, and

got out to ſea ; but the ſtorm was ſo violent, that Caeſar himſelf, deſpairing of being

able to get to Italy, ſuffered the pilot to return to the coaſt, where his ſoldiers met

him, and expreſſed, with a great deal of tenderneſs and reſpect, their concern to ſee

him ſo uneaſy for want of more troops, as if he could not gain a vićtory with them

e alone *.

Caſar was no ſooner landed, than he diſpatched Poſthumius, one of his lieutenants,

with moſt preſſing orders to Marc Antony, Gabinius and Calenus, to bring the troops

to him at all adventures. Gabinius, unwilling to expoſe all the hopes of his general

to the hazards of the ſea, thought it ſafer to march a great way about by Illyricum,

and therefore engaged all the legionaries he could to follow him by land. But the

Illyrianſ, who had, unknown to him, declared for Pompey, fell unexpectedly upon Part of Ceſar',

him, and killed him and his men, not one eſcaping. Marc Antony and Calents, who rººt ºf

went by ſea, were in the greateſt danger from one of Pompey's admirals; but had the "****

good luck to bring their troops ſafe to ſhore at Nymphaum, in the neighbourhood of

f Apollonia. As ſoon as it was known, that Amlony was landed, Pompey marched to

prevent his joining Caſar. On the other hand Caſar inſtantly decamped, and haſten

ing to the relief of his lieutenant, joined him before Pompey came up. Then Pompey,

not caring to engage them when united, retired to an advantageous poſt in the

* *

* CAESAR. bell. civil. l. iii. c. 19. * PLUT, in Caeſare,

(N) Moſt hiſtorians blame this as a raſh ačt on ; ſurrounded his army in his abſence, he dreſſed him

and he nºntclf in his commentaries makes no men- ſelf like a native of the country, and in that diſ

tion of this, or of another as dangerous an attempt, guiſe paſſed through the enemy's centinels and troops

which is related by Sueto.jus. While he was māk- to his own camp.

ing war in Gaul, upon advice that the Gaul; had
-

neighbourhood
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neighbourhood of Dyrrachium, known by the name of Aparagium, and there in- a

camped. Caeſar having thus at length got all his troops together, reſolved to finiſh

the war by one generalaćtion, and determine the fate of the world, either by his own

death, or by that of his rival. To this end he offered Pompey battle, and kept his

army a great while drawn up in fight of the enemy. But Pompey declining an en

gagement, he decamped, and turned towards Dyrrachium, as if he deſigned to ſur

priſe it, hoping by this means to draw Pompey into the plain, But Pompey, looking

upon the taking of Dyrrachium as a chimerical projećt, followed Caſar at ſome diſtance,

and letting him draw near to the city, incamped himſelf on a hill called Petra, which

commanded the ſea, whence he could be ſupplied with proviſions from Greece and

Aſia, while Caſar was forced to bring corn by land from Epirus, at a vaſt expence, b

and through many dangers. This inconvenience put Caeſar upon a new deſign, which

was to ſurround an army far more numerous than his own, and by ſhutting them up

within a narrow tract of ground, diſtreſs them as much for want of forage, as his

troops were diſtreſſed for want of corn. Purſuant to this deſign, he drew a line of

Sºrºſºgº circumvallation from the ſea quite round Pompey's camp, and kept him ſo cloſely
Pompey in his

eamp.

The gallant

behaviour of

Caſlius Scaeva.

blocked up, that though his men were plentifully ſupplied with proviſions by ſea, yet

the horſes of his army began ſoon to die in great numbers for want of forage. Caſar’s

men, though in the utmoſt diſtreſs for want of corn, yet bore all with incredible chear

fulneſs, proteſting, that they would rather live upon the bark of trees, than ſuffer

Pompey to eſcape, now they had him in their power (O). At length Pompey, c

alarmed at the diſtempers which began to reign in his army, made ſeveral attempts

to break through the barriers that incloſed him, but was always repulſed with loſs.

One day Pompey himſelf attacked one of the enemy's caſtles; on which occaſion M.

Caſſius Scava, a ſoldier of fortune, at that time centurion, diſtinguiſhed himſelf in

the defence of the caſtle in a very eminent manner. He withſtood the efforts of the

enemy almoſt alone, made a great ſlaughter of them, and though he was wounded on

the head, had loſt an eye, and was run quite through the body, yet he maintained the

fight, till Sylla, one of Caeſar's lieutenants, brought two legions from the camp to his

relief, and then Pompey was forced to retire. This caſtle was defended by one cohort

only of the ſixth legion, which held out againſt the utmoſt efforts of Pompey at the d

head of four complete legions. Every ſoldier of the cohort was wounded, Pompey's

men having diſcharged at them, during the attack, above thirty thouſand arrows, of

which the brave Caſſius received two hundred and thirty on his ſhield. Caeſar there

fore made him a preſent of two hundred thouſand ſeſterces, raiſed him to the poſt of

primipilus, or firſt centurion of the legion, and allotted the whole cohort double

pay, and double allowance of proviſions ever after ".

AND now Pompey being reduced to the utmoſt extremity for want of forage, and

in great danger of loſing all his forces, which for ſome time had had no other pro

vender but leaves of trees, reſolved at all events to force the enemy’s lines, and eſcape.

With the aſſiſtance therefore, and by the advice of two deſerters (P), he imbarqued &

his archers, ſlingers, and light-armed infantry, and marching himſelf by land at the

head of ſixty cohorts, went to attack that part of Caſar's lines which was next to

the ſea, and not yet quite finiſhed. He ſet out from his camp in the dead of the

night, and arriving at the poſt he deſigned to force by break of day, he began the

attack by ſea and land at the ſame time. The ninth legion, which defended that part

of the lines, made for ſome time a vigorous reſiſtance ; but being attacked in the

* CAESAR, ibid. l. iii. c. 53, Lucan, l. vi. Suet. in Julio.

(O) Caſar tells us, that in this extremity ſuch of country. They commanded the auxiliaries, whom

the army as had been in Sardinia, found out the way

of making bread of a certain root called Ulara, which

they ſteeped in milk; and that when the enemy in

ſulted them on account of the ſtarving condition

which they were in, they threw ſeveral of theſe

loaves among them to put them out of all hopes of

ſubduing them by famine. So long as the earth pro

duces ſuch roots, ſaid they, we will not let Pompey

eſcape. -

(P) Theſe were two brothers, Roſcillus and Ægus,

Allobroges, and men of great diſtinétion in their own

they had brought to the aſſiſtance of Caſar, but de

frauded them of their pay, and uſed them with

great rigour ; which obliged them to carry their

complaints to Caſar, who thereupon privately repri

manded them. The two chiefs, offended at this

diſgrace, took what money and horſes they could

with them, and deſerted to Pompey. As they had

narrowly obſerved all Ceſar's circumvallation, and

knew the weak parts of it, they directed Pompey in

this enterprize, and Proved very ſerviceable to him(19).

(29) Dio Caſſ. l.xli, Ceſar, ibid, l. iii. c. 62,

Tear
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a rear by Pompey's men, who came by ſea, and landed between Caeſar’s two lines,

they fled with ſuch precipitation, that the ſuccours Marcellinus ſent them from a Pompey forces

neighbouring poſt could not ſtop them. The enſign who carried the Roman eagle C****

at the head of the routed legion, was mortally wounded 3 but nevertheleſs, before

he died, had preſence of mind enough to conſign the eagle to the cavalry of his

party, deſiring them to deliver it to Caeſar. Pompey's men purſued the fugitives,

and made ſuch a ſlaughter of them, that all the centurions of the firſt cohort were

cut off except one. And now Pompey's army broke in upon the poſts Caſar had

fortified, like a torrent, and were advancing to attack Marcellinus, who guarded a

neighbouring fort; but Marc Antony coming very ſeaſonably to his relief with twelve

cohorts, they thought it adviſeable to retire. Soon after Caeſar himſelf arrived with

a ſtrong reinforcement, and poſted himſelf on the ſhore in order to prevent ſuch-like

attempts for the future. From this poſt he obſerved an old camp, which he had made

within the place where Pompey was incloſed, but afterwards abandoned. Upon his

quitting it Pompey had taken poſſeſſion of it, and left a legion to guard it. This poſt

Caſar reſolved to reduce, hoping to repair the loſs he had ſuſtained on this unfor

tunate day, by taking the legion which Pompey had poſted there. Accordingly, he

advanced ſecretly at the head of thirty-three cohorts in two lines, and arriving at the

old camp before Pompey could have notice of his march, attacked it with great vigour,

forced the firſt intrenchment, notwithſtanding the brave reſiſtance of Titus Pulcio,

and penetrated to the ſecond, whither the legion had retired. But here his fortune

changed on a ſudden. His right wing, in looking for an entrance into the camp,

marched along the outſide of a trench, which Caeſar had formerly carried on from

the left angle of his camp about four hundred paces to a neighbouring river. This

trench they miſtook for the rampart of the camp, and being led away, by that mi

ſtake, from their left wing, they were ſoon after prevented from rejoining it by the Ceſar defeated.

arrival of Pompey, who came up at the head of a legion, and a large body of horſe.

Then the legion, which Caſar had attacked, taking courage, made a brisk fally,

drove his men back to the firſt intrenchment, which they had ſeized, and there put

them in great diſorder, while they were attempting to paſs the ditch. Pompey in the

mean time falling upon them with his cavalry in flank, completed their defeat ; and

then flying to the enemy’s right wing, which had paſſed the trench mentioned above,

and was ſhut up between that and the ramparts of the old camp, made a moſt

dreadful ſlaughter of them. The trench was filled with dead bodies, many falling

into it in that diſorder, and others paſſing over them, and preſſing them to death. In

this diſtreſs Caſar did all he could to ſtop the flight of his legionaries, but to no pur

poſe ; the ſtandard-bearers themſelves threw down the Roman eagles, when Caſir

endeavoured to ſtop them, and left them in the hands of the enemy, who on this

occaſion took thirty-two ſtandards; a diſgrace which Caſar had never ſuffered before.

He was himſelf in no ſmall danger of falling by the hand of one of his own men,

whom he took hold of when flying, bidding him ſtand and face about ; but the man,

apprehenſive of the danger he was in, drew his ſword, and would have killed him, had

not one of his guards prevented the blow by cutting off his arm. Caſar loſt on this

occaſion nine hundred and ſixty of his foot, four hundred of his horſe, five tribunes,

and thirty-two centurions. Had Pompey attacked Caeſar’s camp, during this panic,

he might have eaſily made himſelf maſter of it, and put an end to the war at one blow.

But being afraid of ſome ambuſcade, he purſued the enemy to the gates of their camp,

and then marched back without making any further attempts , which made Caſar

ſay, that he had been loft without redreſſ, had Pompey known bow to make uſe of his

vittory. This loſs and diſgrace greatly mortified Caeſar, but did not diſcourage him.

After he had by his lenity and eloquent ſpeeches, ſuited to his preſent circumſtances,

recovered the ſpirits of his troops, he decamped, and retired in good order to Apol- He retire, ºr,

lonia, where he paid his troops, and left his ſick and wounded. From thence he Macedon.

marched into Macedon, where Scipio Metellus, Pompey’s father-in-law, was incamped.

He hoped either to draw his rival into ſome plain, or to overpower Scipio, if not

affiſted. He met with great difficulties on his march, the countries through which

he paſſed refuſing to ſupply his army with proviſions ; to ſuch a degree was his repu

tation ſunk fince his laſt defeat. On his entering Theſſaly he was met by Domitius,

one of his lieutenants, whom he had ſent with three legions to reduce Epirus. Having

now got all his forces together, he marched direétly to Gomphi, the firſt town of

g Theſſaly, which had been formerly in his intereſt, but now declared againſt him.

V ol. V. No. 2, - O o Where
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Whereupon he attacked it with ſo much vigour, that though the gariſon was very

numerous, and the walls of an uncommon height, he made himſelf maſter of it in a

few hours. From thence he marched to Metropolis, another conſiderable town of

Theſſaly, which immediately ſurrendered ; as did all the other cities of the country,

except Lariſſa, which Scipio had made himſelf maſter of

O N the other hand, Pompey, being continually importuned by the ſenators and

officers of his army, left his camp at Dyrrachium, and followed Caſar, firmly reſolved

not to give him battle, but rather to diſtreſs him by keeping cloſe at his heels, ſtreight

ening his quarters, and cutting off his convoys. As he had frequent opportunities of

coming to an engagement, but always declined it, his friends and ſubalterns began to

put ill conſtructions on his dilatorineſs, to his face. Some reproached him with ſpin

ning out the war, in order to continue his authority over the Roman ſenate, and the

foreign kings under his command. Domitius Ahenobarbus was continually calling him,

in derifion, Agamemnon, and king of kings, inſinuating thereby, that he had no mind

to lay down his ſovereign authority, but was pleaſed to ſee ſo many kings and great

commanders paying their attendance at his tent. Favonius, who affected Cato's free

way of ſpeaking, complained in a ſcoffing manner, that by reaſon of Pompey's ambi

tion they ſhould eat no figs that year at Tuſculum. Theſe reflections, together with

the complaints of his ſoldiers, made him at length reſolve to venture a general action.

With this deſign he marched into a large plain near the cities of Pharſalia and Thebes,

which latter was alſo called Philippi, from Philip king of Macedon, and the father of

Perſes, who, having reduced the Thebans, placed a colony of Macedonians in their

city. This plain was watered by the Enipeus, and ſurrounded on all ſides by high

mountains ; and Pompey, who was ſtill averſe from venturing an engagement, pitched

his camp on the declivity of a ſteep mountain, in a place altogether inacceſſible. There

he was joined by Scipio, his father-in-law, at the head of the legions which he had

brought with him from Syria and Cilicia. But notwithſtanding this reinforcement, he

was ſtill irreſolute, and unwilling to put all to the iſſue of a ſingle ačtion, being ſtill

convinced of the wiſdom of his maxim, that it was better to deſtroy the enemy by

fatigues and want, than to engage an army of brave veterans, who were, in a manner,

reduced to deſpair. As he put off from day today, under various pretences, deſcend

ing into the plain, where Caſar was incamped, his officers forced him to call a council

of war, when all to a man were for venturing a general action the very next day.

Thus was Pompey obliged to ſacrifice his own judgment to the blind ardor of the

multitude ; and the neceſſary meaſures were taken for a general engagement. Plu

tarch and Caſar tell us, that Pompey's officers were ſo confident of vićtory, that Do

mitius, Spinter and Scipio quarrelled, as if they had already conquered, which of them

ſhould ſucceed Caſarin the office of pontifex maximus. Others ſent to Rome to hire

ſuch houſes as were ſuitable to theranks ofconſuls and praetors, as being ſure of entering

upon thoſe offices as ſoon as the battle was over. Some put in for the forfeited eſtates

of thoſe who ſollowed Caeſar. Spinther reſerved for his ſhare Caſar's gardens and houſe

at Baiae, and the houſe of Hortenſius. The conſuls were ſettled for ſeveral years; but

3.

b

a warm diſpute aroſe about the choice of praetors. The relations of Hirtius, whom

Pompey had ſent againſt the Parthians, inſiſted, that regard ſhould be had for him,

though abſent. In ſhort, their thoughts ran not ſo much on conquering, as in what

manner they ſhould ſhare and enjoy the fruits of their conqueſt, as if they were to

engage, ſays Plutarch, Tigranes the Armenian, or ſome petty king of Nabathaa,

and not that Caeſar who had ſtormed a thouſand towns, ſubdued above three hundred

different nations, gained innumerable vićtories, taken a million of men priſoners, and

ſlain as many upon the ſpot in pitched battles. This preſumption was founded on

the number of their forces; for Pompey’s army conſiſted of forty-five thouſand foot,

ſeven thouſand horſe well mounted and armed, and a great number of dart-men and

ſlingers ; whereas Caſar had at moſt twenty-two thouſand foot, and a thouſand

horſe c.

When the day came, on which the fate of the world was to be decided, Pompey,

having aſſembled his troops, made them the following ſpeech, which is recorded by

ſeveral writers. “As I have been induced by your ardor to venture a battle, contrary

“ to my own judgment, let me ſee you behave in it with bravery. As you ſurpaſs the

“ enemy in numbers, ſtrive to do ſo in courage and reſolution. Look back with

* Appian. Plut. CAEsAR, ibid.

“ pleaſure
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3. “ pleaſure on the glorious battle of Dyrrachium maintain the glory you there

“ acquired, and ſuffer not the beſt cauſe to ſink under the deſperate attempts of one,

“ whoſe main aim is to deprive you of your liberty, and change the republic into

“ a monarchy. Remember that Pompey leads you, that the authority of the ſenate

“ ſupports you, and the gods protećt you”. Having thus ſpoke, he cauſed the gates

of the camp to be opened, and marched out at the head of his army. Caeſar was ſo

far from expecting to engage thatday, that he had already given the ſignal for decamp

ing, with a deſign to march towards Scotuſa, his army being reduced to great ſtreights

for want of forage and proviſions. But while his ſoldiers were buſy in taking down

their tents, and ſending away their cattle, ſervants and baggage before them, word

was brought him by his ſcouts, that they had ſeen arms carried to and fro in the

enemy’s camp, and that they had heard a noiſe and buſtle as of men preparing for Pompey prº

battle. Not long after other ſcouts came in with further intelligence, that the enemy pare fºr battle.

were marching out of their intrenchments, and that the firſt ranks were already drawn

d

up in the plain. Caſar, tranſported with joy at this news, told his men, that the ſo

much wiſhed for day was come at laſt, when they ſhould fight with men, not with bunger

and famine. Then he ordered the red ſtandard, the uſual ſignal of battle among the

Romans, to be ſet up before his tent; which was no ſooner obſerved by the ſoldiers,

than they left their tents, and with loud ſhouts of joy repaired to their arms. The

officers drew up their reſpećtive corps, every man falling into his proper rank without

any trouble or noiſe. When he had drawn up his men, he ordered three legions to

level the ramparts, and fill up the ditches of his camp, telling them with great con

fidence, that they ſhould lodge that night in Pompey's camp. This he ſaid not from

a dependence on the vain aſſurances of the augurs, and the preſages of vićtory, which

were brought him from all parts (Q) ; but on his own addreſs, and the experienced

valour of his veterans. After he had levelled his trenches, he harangued his troops

according to cuſtom, but with ſuch an air of confidence and ſatisfaction, as was ſufficient

to have inſpired cowards with courage. Fellow ſoldiers, ſaid he, the worſt part of Caeſar'ſ ſºrech

our labours is now paſt. To-day we are not to fight with hunger and want, but“”

with men; nay, with thoſe very men who left Italy, becauſe they could not ſtand

before us, and who would deprive us of the honours that are due to us for a long

courſe of vićtories. If therefore you have any grateful ſenſe of my benevolence and

bounty, let it now exert itſelf ; and remember your promiſes at Dyrrachium. You

there vowed, that you would conquer or die ; and it is no difficult matter for vete

rans to conquer raw ſoldiers, eſpecially when they fight under a general, who, I

know, is driven to a battle contrary to his own judgment. This I ſay of the Ita

liams only ; as for the Aſiatics, give yourſelves no concern about them : their own

fears will diſperſe them. Exert therefore all your valour againſt the Roman legions,

and Italian cohorts. I have levelled your trenches, that you may have no reſource

but in vićtory, and that the enemy may ſee we are determined to lodge in their camp

by our deſtroying our own. This ſaid, he marched into the plain, and obſerving the

diſpoſition of the enemy, as he drew near them, regulated his own by it, Pompey

was on the left wing with the two legions, which Caſar had returned to him at the

beginning of the war (R). Scipio, Pompey's father-in-law, was in the centre with the The diffuſion

legions he had brought from Syria, and the reinforcements ſent by ſeveral kings and ºf the two

ſtates of Aſia. The Cilician legion, and ſome cohorts, which had ſerved in Spain,

were in the right under the command of Aframius (S). As Pompey's right wing was

(Q.) He had three days before purified his army

by a ſacrifice, according to cuſtom, when the augur,

upon the death of the firſt vićtim, told him, that

within three days he ſhould come to a decifive ac

tion. Cºſar asked him, whether he ſaw any thing

in the intrails, which promiſed an happy event?

That, anſwered the augur, you tan beft tell yourſelf;

for the god, promiſe a great alteration from the preſent

poſture of affairs ; if therefore you think yourſelf happy

‘. expeii worſe fortune; if unhappy, hope for better.

he night before the battle, as he went the rounds

about midnight, he ſaw a light in the heaven very

bright and flaming, which ſeemed to paſs over his

camp, and fall into Pompey's ; and when Caſar's men

came to relieve the guard in the morning, they per

ceived a panic among the enemy (30).

(R) Caſar and Appian agree, that Pompey poſted

himſelf in his left wing; but Plutarch places him in

the right.

(S). Here again Plutarch differs from Caſar, and

gives Lucius Domitius Ahenobarbus the command of

the right wing, without ſo much as mentioning

Afranius. It is ſomewhat ſurpriſing, that the ac

count which Céſar himſelf has left us of this me

morable battle, ſhould meet with contradićtion.

Surely his evidence muſt be of the greateſt autho

rity.

(30) Plut, in Pomp, & Caſart.

covered

ſ
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covered by the Enipeus, he ſtrengthened the left with his ſlingers, archers, and the a

ſeven thouſand Roman horſe, on whom chiefly his party founded their hopes of vićtory.

The whole army was drawn up in three lines with very little ſpaces between them.

In conformity to this diſpoſition, Caſar’s army was drawn up in the following order:

The tenth legion, which had on all occaſions ſignalized themſelves above all the reſt,

was placed in the right wing, and the ninth in the left ; but as the latter had been

confiderably weakened in the aëtion at Dyrrachium, the eight legion was poſted ſo

near it, as to be able to ſupport and reinforce it upon occaſion. The reſt of Caſar's

forces filled up the ſpace between the two wings. Marc Antony commanded the left

wing, Sylla the right, and Cneius Domitius Calvinus the main body. As for Caſar,

he poſted himſelf on the right over-againſt Pompey, that he might have him always b

in fight. His army was likewiſe drawn up in three lines, but with larger ſpaces

between the corps. Pompey, as we have hinted above, placed his whole body of

horſe in his left wing, in order to diſtreſs and cut off the tenth legion, at the head of

which Caſar always fought in perſon. Hereupon Caſar, who had only a thouſand

horſe to oppoſe theenemy’s ſeven thouſand, ſupplied that defect with a body of choice

infantry, which he picked out of the legionaries of the third line, and formed into fix

cohorts. Theſe he placed behind the tenth legion, commanding them to advance to

the front as ſoon as the enemy’s cavalry ſhould charge, and together with the legio

naries ſuſtain the firſt onſet of the cavalry. He likewiſe commanded them not to

diſcharge their javelins at a diſtance, but firſt to cloſe with the enemy, and then aim c

only at the faces of the horſemen, who were for the moſt part young patricians, and

therefore, as he rightly imagined, would be more ſolicitous about preſerving their

beauty, than gaining a vićtory. Thus was the whole plain covered from Pharſalia to

the Enipeus with two armies, dreſſed and armed after the ſame manner, and bearing

the ſame enſigns, the Roman eagles. Pompey obſerving how well the enemy kept their

ranks, expecting quietly the ſignal of battle, and on the contrary how impatient and

unſteady his own men were, running up and down in great diſorder for want of expe

rience, he began to be afraid left his ranks ſhould be broke upon the firſt onſet; and

therefore commanded the foot in the front to keep their ground, and quietly wait for

the enemy (T). The two armies, though within reach of each other, kept for ſome d

time a mournful ſilence, which might poſſibly proceed from the melancholy reflec

tions of both parties. For what could be more affecting than to confider, that the ſon

had taken arms againſt the father, brother againſt brother, citizen againſt citizen,

and friend againſt friend ? At length the trumpets ſounded the charge, and Caſar's

army advanced in good order to begin the attack, being encouraged by the example

of one Caius Craftinus, a centurion, who at the head of a hundred and twenty men,

threw himſelf upon the enemy's firſt line with incredible fury. This he did to acquit

himſelf of a promiſe he had ſolemnly made to Caſar, who meeting him as he was

going out of his tent in the morning, asked him after ſome diſcourſe, What his opinion

was touching the event of the battle & To which he, ſtretching out his hand, replied e

aloud, Thine is the viđory, Caeſar; thou ſhalt conquer gloriouſly, and I myſelf this day will

be the ſubječ of thy praiſe either dead or alive. In purſuance of this promiſe, he broke

out of his rank, as ſoon as the trumpets ſounded, and at the head of his company ran

(T) Caſar in his third book of the civil war blames

this condućt. We ſhall give the reader a tranſlation

of the whole paſſage from his own words; for every

thing ſpoken by ſuch a man as Caſar ought to be

kept intire: “ There was juſt as much ſpace be

“tween the two armies, ſays he, as was ſufficient'

“ for both to meet and charge. But Pompey had.

“ ordered his men to receive the enemy's onſet with

“out ſtirring, and keep their poſts, till Caſar's army

“ by charging firſt ſhould be diſordered. This he is

“ ſaid to have done by the advice of Triarius, to

“ the end that the firſt force and impetuoſity of

“ thoſe troops might abate, and be weakened, and

“ their ranks thinned; and that then thoſe, who had

“ remained firm in their poſts, might attack them

“ with better ſucceſs, when they were thus broken

“ and diſperſed. Beſides, he was in hopes that their

“javelins would do leſs execution, if they received

“ them in their poſts, than if they advanced to meet

“ them, and that Ceſar's ſoldiers, running the whole

“void or ſpace, inſtead of meeting them in the middle

“ of it, would come up out of breath, and wearied.

“But in my opinion, this was founded upon no

“ manner of reaſon, becauſe there is a natural ve

“hemence and alacrity implanted in every man,

“ which is kindled in the mind by an eagerneſs and

“impatience to begin the onſet, which ſhould not

“be checked, but rather encouraged by the general.

“Our'anceſtors therefore wiſely ordained, that trum

“ pets ſhould ſound on every fide, and all the ſoldiers

“raiſe a ſhout, conceiving that thoſe were the moſt

“ proper means to animate and encourage their own

“ troops, and daunt the enemy (31).” Thus far Ceſar.

However, it is certain, that generals of great fame

and experience have ſometimes done as Pompey did.

(31) Ceſar, bell, civil. l. iii.
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a in upon the enemy, and made a great ſlaughter of them. But while he was ſtill preſ.

ſing forward, forcing his way through the firſt line, one of Pompey's men ran him in

at the mouth with ſuch violence, that the point of the ſword came out at the hind

part of his neck. Upon his death Pompey's ſoldiers took courage, and with great bra

very ſtood the enemy’s onſet. While the foot was thus ſharply engaged in the centre,

Pompey's horſe in the left wing marched up confidently, and having firſt widened

their ranks with a deſign to ſurround Caſar’s right wing, charged his cavalry, and

forced them to give ground (U). Hereupon Caeſar ordered his horſe to retreat a little,

and give way to the ſix cohorts, which he had poſted in the rear as a body of reſerve.

Theſe upon a ſignal given coming up, charged the enemy’s horſe with that reſolution

b and good order, which is peculiar to men, who have ſpent all their lives in camps.

They remembered their inſtrućtions, not ſtriking at the legs or thighs of the enemy,

but aiming only at their faces. This unexpected and new manner of fighting had the

deſired effect. For the young patricians, whom Caeſar contemptuouſly calls the pretty

young dancers, not being able to bear the thoughts of having their faces deformed

with ſcars, turned their backs, and covering their faces with their hands, fled in the

utmoſt confuſion, leaving the foot at the mercy of the enemy. Caſar's men did not

purſue the fugitives, but charging the foot of that wing now naked and unguarded,

ſurrounded them, and cut moſt of them in pieces. Pompey was ſo tranſported with

rage in ſeeing the flower of his forces thus put to flight, or cut in pieces, that he

c left his army, and retired ſlowly towards his camp, looking more like a man diſtraćted Pompey re

and beſides himſelf, than one who by his exploits had acquired the ſurname of The *.” º hiGreat (W). When he had reached the camp, he retired to his tent, without ſpeak- ... .". £g

ing a word to any, and continued there, like one whom the gods had deprived of his fated. -

ſenſes, till his whole army was defeated. Caſar no ſooner ſaw himſelf maſter of the

field, than he marched to attack the enemy’s intrenchments, that Pompey might not

have time to recollect himſelf. When Pompey was informed that his rival was ad

vancing to attack his intrenchments, he then firſt ſeemed to have recovered his ſenſes,

and cried out, What into my camp too & He ſaid no more ; but immediately laying

aſide the marks of his dignity, and putting on ſuch a garment as might beſt favour his

d flight, he ſtole out at the decuman gate, and took the road to Lariſſa, which city

had hitherto ſhewn great attachment to him. In the mean time Caeſar began the Ceſàr makes

attack on the enemy's camp, which was vigorouſly defended by the cohorts Pompeyº

had left to guard it ; but they were at length forced to yield (X). Caſar was not a*
little ſurpriſed when after having forced the intrenchments he found the enemy’s tents

and pavilions richly adorned with carpets and hangings, their couches ſtrewed with

flowers, their tables ready ſpread, and ſide-boards ſet out with abundance of plate,

bowls, and glaſſes, and ſome of them even filled with wine. So great was the

confidence of Pompey's party, that they made preparations before-hand for pleaſures

to be enjoyed after the vićtory, which they thought certain. In Pompey's tent Caeſar

e found the box, in which he kept his letters; but with a moderation and magnanimity

(U) Ceſar himſelf owns, that his cavalry gave

way, and were in danger of being cut in pieces,

when the lix cohorts advanced to ſupport them.

Plutarch therefore muſt be miſtaken, when he ſays,

that theſe cohorts attacked Pompey's cavalry before

they had time to charge that of Ceſar. The me

moirs he followed in his account of this battle ſeem

not to have been the moſt exact.

(W) Plutarch applies to Pompey, as he is retiring

before Caſar, a paſſage in the eleventh Iliad, where

Homer ſpeaks in a lofty manner of the flight of

Ajax before Hedor.

But partial jove eſpouſing Hedor's part,

Shot heav'n-bred horror through the Gretian's

heart ;

Confus'd, unnerv'd in Heſtor's preſence grown,

Amaz'd he ſtood, with terrors not his own.

O'er his broad back his moony ſhield he threw,

And glaring round with tardy ſteps withdrew.

Pope,

(X) Ceſar tells us, that the cohorts appointed to

V o L. V. No. 2,

defend the camp made a vigorous reſiſtance ; but

being at length overpowered, fled to a neighbouring

mountain, where he reſolved to inveſt them. But

before he had finiſhed his lines, want of water

ooiged them to abandon that poſt, and retire to

wards Lariſſa. Caſar purſued the fugitives at the

head of the fourth legion, and after ſix miles march

came up with them. But they, not caring to en

gage a vićtorious legion led on by Caſar, fled for

refuge to a high hill, the foot of which was watered

by a little river. Though Ceſar's men were quite

ſpent, and ready to faint with the exceſſive heat and

the fatigue of the whole day, yet by his obliging

manner he prevailed upon them to cut off the con

veniency of the water from the enemy by a trench.

This obliged the unfortunate fugitives to come to

a capitulation, throw down their arms, and implore

the clemency of the conqueror. This they all did,

except ſome ſenators, who, as it was now night,

eſcaped in the dark. Caſar received thoſe who ſur

rendered with all the clemency and kindneſs ima

inable, forbidding his ſoldiers to offer them the

#. inſult, or even to plunder their baggage.

P p worthy
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worthy of himſelf, he burnt them all without reading one, ſaying, that he had rather a

be ignorant of crimes, than obliged to puniſh them ".

THE next day, when the dead were numbered, it appeared, that Caſar had ſcarce

loſt two hundred men, among whom were about thirty centurions, whom Caſar

cauſed to be buried with great ſolemnity. He did particular honours to the body of

Craftinus, who had begun the battle, and ordered his aſhes to be depoſited in a tomb,

which he erected to his memory. On Pompey’s ſide the number of the dead amounted

to fifteen thouſand according to ſome, and to twenty-five thouſand according to

others (Y). Aſinius Pollio, as quoted by Plutarch, tells us, that Caſar, when he

ſaw the field of battle covered with many dead bodies, cried out with a deep figh ,
This they would have ; they brought me, by their obſtinacy, to the ſad neceſſity of conquer- b

ing them to ſecure myſelf. Among the dead were found the bodies of ten ſenators, and

forty knights. One of the ſenators was Domitius Ahenobarbus, who fled from the

camp, when Caſar attacked it 3 but being exhauſted with fatigue, a body of horſe

came up with him, and left him dead on the plain of Pharſalia. Caſar took twenty

four thouſand priſoners, eight eagles, and a hundred and eighty enſigns. All the

His demºny Roman citizens were immediately by his orders ſet at liberty; and it muſt be owned,

** that no conqueror ever took more pleaſure than Caſar in acts of clemency. Some
#1077, - - - - - - - - ,- -

writers aſcribe his moderation to policy ; but it is manifeſt from his whole conduct

before, as well as after, the battle of Pharſalia, that he was endowed with a great

fund of good-nature and humanity. He had always ſhewn a particular affection for c

young Marcus Brutus, whom he believed to be his ſon (Z); and therefore, as he had

ſided with Pompey, and fought under his banners, he was under the utmoſt concern

in not ſeeing him appear after the battle ; nor was his pleaſure leſs when he ſaw him

ſafe, ſurrendering himſelf to him, and imploring his clemency. He received him

with inexpreſſible joy, and marks of the moſt tender and ſincere friendſhip, not ſu

ſpecting then, that he would one day become an accomplice of his death. -

Ceſar reſolves Caſar, though vićtorious, could not think the work complete ſo long as his rival

*P** Pomº lived. His fleets were ſtill maſters of the ſea. Lºlius, who commanded one of them,
Pty. had lately beſieged Vatinius, Caeſar’s lieutenant, in Brunduſium, and Caius Caſſius had

burnt above forty of his galleys in the ſtreights of Meſſana. Beſides, the remains of d

his troops might unite again, and by the help of new levies and auxiliaries from

foreign kings, make as formidable an army as the former ; ſince Egypt, Africa, Nu

midia, Pontus, Cilicia, Cappadocia, and Galatia, ſeemed to have eſpouſed his cauſe

with great zeal. Cato, whom Pompey had left at Dyrrachium with fifteen cohorts and

three hundred galleys, might follow him, and renew the war in ſome other country.

So that Pompey’s party, though weakened, was not intirely deſtroyed. Caſar there

fore, in order to complete the work either by the death or captivity of his competitor,

reſolved to ſet all other things aſide, and purſue Pompy into what part foever of the

world he ſhould retire. Purſuant to this reſolution, after he had ſtayed two days at

Pharſalia, to return thanks to the gods for the vićtory he had gained, and to refreſh c

his ſoldiers, he ſet out on the third with his cavalry, advancing every day as far as

he poſſibly could, while one legion followed him by more eaſy marches “.

Pompey's A s for Pompey, he took the rout, as we have hinted above, to Lariſſa. When

ſº.”* he had got a little way from the camp, he diſmounted, and finding the enemy did
‘Uthirf/res. - - - - - - - -

not purſue him, walked on leiſurely with his ſmall retinue, wholly taken up with ſuch

thoughts as were natural to a perſon of his condition and circumſtances. He had been

for the ſpace of thirty-four years together accuſtomed to conqueſt and vićtory, and was

then at laſt in his old age beginning to know the calamities of war in ſlaughter and

flight. He conſidered with the greateſt concern imaginable, that he had loſt in one

hour all the glory and power which he had been gaining for ſo many years in f

innumerable battles; and that he, who a little before was guarded by a mighty army,

a Plur. in Pomp. & Caeſar. Appian. bell. civil. l. ii. Dio Cass. l. xli. CesAR, bell, civil. l. iii. c. 60

-91. * CA:sar. bell, civil. l. iii. APPLAN. i. ii.

(Y) Appian quotes ſome writers, who made Caſar's (Z) Ceſar was paſſionately in love with servilia

loſs amount to twelve hundred legionaries. , Aſinius the mother of Brutus, who gave herſelf up intirely

Pollio, who was preſent in this action, and fought to him ; whence Ceſar, as Plutarch obſerves, had

in Ceſar's army, reduces the number of the ſlain on reaſon to believe that Brutus was his ſon.

Pompey's fide to ſix thouſand men. But lie is contra

dićted by all the antients.

5 and
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a and attended by kings, was now flying in ſo mean a condition, and with ſo ſmall a

retinue, that his very enemies could not know him. Thus he came to Lariſſa, but

would not enter the city, notwithſtanding the preſſing invitations of the inhabitants,

left their kindneſs to him ſhould provoke Caſar, and bring them into trouble; nay,

he exhorted them to ſubmit to the conqueror, and have timely recourſe to his cle

mency. From Lariſh he purſued his rout with L. Lentulus, the laſt year’s conſul,

P. Lentulus, and the ſenator Pavonius, and in the evening reached the vale of Tempe

in Theſſaly, greatly fatigued, and deſtitute of all neceſſaries of life. There, as he was

very thirſty, he kneeled down, and drank out of a river, which watered that fruitful

plain. Then riſing up, he croſſed the valley, and coming to the ſea-ſide, betook

b himſelf to a poor fiſherman's cottage, where he paſſed the remainder of the night.

How dreadful this night muſt have been, not ſo much on account of the inconveniencies

of the place, as of his own tormenting reflections, we leave the reader to judge. The

next morning by break of day he went into a ſmall boat on the river Peneus, and

taking his freemen along with him, diſmiſſed his ſlaves, adviſing them to go boldly

to Caſar, and not be afraid. As he was going in the boat along the ſhore, he hap

pened to ſpy a great ſhip of burden riding at anchor, and juſt ready to ſet ſail. The

maſter of the ſhip, by name Pelicius, a Roman citizen (A), knowing Pompey, took

him into his ſhip, together with the two Lentuli, Favonius, and ſuch of his attend

ants as he thought ſit. Soon after they had got aboard, they diſcovered Deiotarus,

c tetrarch of Galatia, who had ſerved under Pompey, and made his eſcape after the

battle, flying full ſpeed towards the ſhore. At the requeſt of Pompey, Pelicius ſtayed

and took him in likewiſe, Cicero tells us, that this prince had joined Pompey before

the battle, depending on the flight of birds, which, he thought, promiſed his arms

good ſucceſs. As the illuſtrious Roman had diſmiſſed his attendants, Favonius per

formed the meaneſt offices about him, not ſcrupling to wait upon him at table, and

help to undreſs him. The ſhip purſued her courſe, touched at Amphipolis, on the con

fines of Thrace and Macedon, where Pompey took ſome money of his friends for his

neceſſary expences, and in a few days made one of the ports of the iſland of Lesbos, Pompey ar
with a deſign to take in Cornelia, Pompey's wife and his ſon Sextus, whom in the be- “” Mity.

d ginning of the war he had ſent to Miylene, the capital of the iſland. He no ſooner”

arrived in the port, than he ſent a meſſenger into the city, not caring to come him

ſelf aſhore, with news very different from what Cornelia expected. For ſhe having

heard no news from her husband ſince his ſucceſs near Dyrrhacium, believed that the

war was near ended, and that there was nothing more remaining for Pompey than to

purſue Caſar, and diſperſe the few troops he had ſtill with him. The meſſenger,

finding her ſtill in this perſuaſion, informed her of the misfortune of her husband

with his tears, before he could deliver her any meſſage ; and the unfortunate Cornelia

no ſooner heard of his defeat, and forlorn condition, than ſhe fell down in a ſwoon,

and continued a long time ſenſeleſs. When ſhe came to herſelf, ſhe ſtarted up, and

e haſtened to the ſea-ſide, where the fight of Pompey renewed her grief. She fainted The meeting of

away a ſecond time in his arms, and as ſoon as ſhe recovered her ſpeech, ſhe vented Pompey and
her paſſion in the following words ; It is the effºl of my cruel deſliny, not of yours, thatº Cor

I ſee you thus dj.ded and reduced to one poor veſſel, who before your marriage with the un-"

fortunate Cornelia were attended by a fleet of five hundred ſail. Why therefore ſhould you

come to ſee me, or why rather ſhould you not have left her to a ſºverer fate, who has been

the cauſe of all your misfortunes & How happy a woman had I been, if I had breathed

out my laſt before 1 received the fatal news from Parthia of the death of Craſſus 2 Or

how prudent, if I had followed his deſtiny as I deſigned But I was reſerved for a greater

miſchief, for the ruin of Pompey the Great. Pompey is ſaid to have anſwered her thus:

f Dear Cornelia, you have been hitherto accuſtomed only to the ſmiles of fortune, which per

haps has deceived you in this, that ſhe has been conſtant to me beyond her cuſtom ; but it be

(A) Plutarch tells us, that Peticius had dreamt the

night before, that he ſaw Pompey in a deſpicable con

dition, and that while he was telling his dream to

the paſſengers, one of the mariners acquainted him,

that he ſaw a little boat putting off from the ſhore,

and that the perſons in it held out their hands, as

if they deſired to be taken into his veſſel. Hereupon

Peticius ſtanding up, obſerved a man in the ſame

dreſs, in which Pompey had appeared to him in his

dream; and not doubting but it was he, he expreſſed

with tears his concern for him; and ordering the

mariners to let down the ſhip's boat, he called him

by his name, as he drew near, and took him in with

all his attendants, ready to convey him to what part

of the world he pleaſed (32).

(32) Plut. in Pomp,

* , --

hoves
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hoves us, who are mortals, to bear with theſe affiéïions, and try our fortune once again : a

neither ought we to deſpond; for it is as poſſible for us to retrieve our former happineſs, as

it was to fall from it into our preſent calamity. All the Mitylenians, who ran to the

port to pay their homage to their old protećtor, were witneſſes of this interview,

and being touched with compaſſion, invited Pompey into their city. But he returning

them thanks for their kind invitation, anſwered, that he would by no means enter

their gates, left he ſhould draw upon them the reſentment of the conqueror, to whom

he adviſed them to ſubmit, ſince he was a man of great goodneſs and clemency. Then

turning to Cratippus the philoſopher, who then lived at Milyene, and came among

the reſt to pay his reſpects to his old friend, he began to repine, and argue with him,

touching the diſpenſations of providence. But cratippus modeſtly declined the diſ

pute for fear of heightening his ſorrow, and only encouraged him to bear with con

ſtancy his preſent misfortunes. Plutarch obſerves here, that the philoſopher might

have eaſily anſwered his objećtions, by ſhewing, it was neceſſary, on account of

the diſorders which reigned in the republic, that the government ſhould be lodged in

the hands of a ſingle perſon, and by asking him, v 1. it grounds men had to believe

that he, if conqueror, would have uſed his gº ſºle better than Caſar. But the

diſpenſations of providence, adds Plutarch, are in the hands of the Supreme Being,

and there we muſt leave them ".

Pompey, having taking his wife and friends aboard, ſiled from Mitylene, ſteering

his courſe towards Cilicia. The firſt place he touched at was Attalia, a city of Pam

phylia, where he found fixty ſenators of his party, ſeven or eight ſhips of his fleet, and

ſome bands of ſoldiers. Here he was infºrmed, that Cato had rallicd a conſiderable

body of troops, and was paſſed with them over into Africa. From Pam, hylia he

ſailed with his ſmall fleet for the iſland of Cyprus, where he received advice, that the

Rhodianſ had refuſed to admit into their ports one of the Lentu'i and his attendants, and

that Antioch, the capital of Syria, had, at the inſtigation of the Roman citizens, who

traded there, declared for Caſar. Hereupon being at a loſs whither he ſhould ſteer

his courſe next, he ſummoned a council of the few faithful friends, who followed him,

to conſider with them what place would yield him the ſafeſt refuge and retreat in the

preſent ſituation of his affairs. Some adviſed him to paſs over into frica, and there

join juba king of Mauritamia, who had eſpouſed his cauſe, and exerted himſelf in it

with great zeal. Pompey himſelf was for retiring into Parthia, as the only country

that was fit to protećt him in his preſent diſtreſs, and ſupply him with a ſufficient

force to make head againſt his competitor. But this was looked upon by all his friends

as the project of a man overwhelmed with grief, and reduced to deſpair : they repre

ſented to him, that the Parthians were the moſt inveterate enemies of the Roman name 3

that they had hitherto ſtood neuter, and declared, that they would not eſpouſe either

party ; that they were overjoyed to ſee the republic weakening herſelf by her own

forces; and laſtly, that it was dangerous to expoſe the young and beautiful Cornelia

to the brutalities of a diſſolute court. This laſt motive, which was of more weight

with him than all the reſt, induced him to drop the deſign of ſeeking protećtion

among the enemies of Rome, though he was much perplexed where to find a ſafe

retreat among her friends and allies. Among thoſe who attended the illuſtrious Roman

in his flight was ſheophames, a native of Mitylene, who, as he was famous for the

extent of his knowledge, had a great influence over I ompey ; and this he made uſe

of on the preſent occaſion, perſuading him to retire to Egypt, which was but a voyage

of three days ſailing, where he had reaſon to expect from young Ptolemy, his pupil,

all poſſible aſſiſtance, ſince he had lately reſtored his father to his kingdom, which

favour the young prince had gratefully acknowledged, by ſending him a fleet to be

employed againſt Caſar. As ſoon as the advice of Theophane; prevailed, Pompey and

Cornelia with their attendants weighed anchor, and leaving Cyprus, ſteered towards

Egypt, ſome in galleys, others in ſhips of burden g.

IN the mean time Caſar, wholly intent on purſuing his rival, arrived at the Hel

leſpont, which he ventured to croſs with a ſmall number of galleys, but was met in

his paſſage by Pompey's fleet under the command of Caius Caſſius. Căſar did not avoid

him, though the fleet he commanded conſiſted, according to Appian, of ſeventy

ſhips ; but boldly making towards him, ſummoned him to ſurrender. Caſſius was

ſo ſtruck with the boldneſs of Caſar, and ſurpriſed at his intrepidity and good fortune,

He arrives at

Attalia.

He deſgns to

retire into

Parthia.

Theophºnes

perſuades him

to fly into

Egypt.

Caſir purſues

him.

f Plur. in Pomp. Dio, l. xii. * Plur, ibid. VELL. PatERCUL. l. ii. c. 53. Appias, ibid.

P. 489. Dio, L Xià. & Lºcas. J. viii.

that
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a that he readily obeyed the ſummons, and joined Caeſar with his numerous fleet ".

Cicero ſeems to infinuate , that Caſſius did not join Caſar, till after the war of Alex

andria, when the conqueror was ſailing from Egypt to Pontus, to make war upon

Pharnaces, who had declared for Pompey. Caeſar, on his arrival in Aſia, to gratify

Theopompus, who had made a collection of fables, enfranchiſed the Cnidians his coun

try-men, and remitted one third of the taxes to all the Aſiatics. He likewiſe received

under his protećtion the Ionians, AEolians, and other nations of Aſia Minor, who came

to ſubmit to him, and implore his protećtion. As he could have no certain account

of the rout Pompey had taken, he reſolved to make what haſte he could to Egypt,

fearing his rival ſhould get poſſeſſion of that rich and wealthy kingdom, rally his

b forces there, and, with the aſſiſtance of young Ptolemy, a prince highly obliged to

him, renew the war. With this deſign he ſailed for Rhodes, ſtayed there till he was

joined by two legions from the continent, and then ſet ſail for Egypt, without com

municating his reſolution to any but M. Brutus, in whom he repoſed an intire confi

dence k. - -

But Pompey arrived in Egypt before Caſar; and being informed, that Ptolemy was Pompeyºr.

at war with his ſiſter, and incamped in the neighbourhood of Peluſium, he ſteered his% t
courſe that way, and ſent a meſſenger before to acquaint the king with his arrival, gypt.

and implore his protećtion. The king himſelf, who was very young, returned no

anſwer to the meſſenger ; but Photinus, Achillas and Theodotus, who were the young

c prince's chief counſellors, and had the greateſt influence over him, conſulted among Th. Egyptians

themſelves about the reception of Pompey. Photinus was the chief miniſter of ſtate, conſuliābout

Achillas the general of the armies, and Theodotus a mercenary teacher of rhetoric, but the receiving ºf

one who was in great eſteem with the king, as being his preceptor. While theſe **

three were conſulting, Pompey, riding at anchor at a great diſtance from the ſhore,

was forced to wait the reſult of their deliberations; that Pompey, as Plutarch obſerves,

who thought it beneath him to owe his ſafety to Caſar, a Roman, and his father-in-law,

ſtooped ſo low as to lie at the diſcretion of three unworthy favourites. Photinus and

Achillas were for receiving Pompey, thinking it would be a reproach to the Egyptian

nation to abandon one in his diſtreſs, who had been guardian, friend, and zealous

d benefactor to their king ; but Theodotus undertook to prove, that it was equally dan

gerous in that junčture of affairs to admit and refuſe him admittance. If we receive the advice of

him, ſaid he, we ſhall make Caeſar our enemy, and Pompey our maſter : if we diſmiſs Theodotus.

him, we ſhall render ourſelves obnoxiouſ to Pompey for that inhoſpitable expºſion, and to

Caeſarfor letting him eſcape. He concluded, that the ſafºſi expedient was to ſand for him,

and put him to death ; for by that means they would ingratiate themſelves with the one,

and have no reaſon to fear the other ; adding with a ſmile, A dead man cannot bite.

This cruel advice was approved of, and the execution of it committed to Achillas,

who taking with him L. Septimius and Salvius, the former once a tribune, and the lat

ter a centurion in the Roman armies, and three or four officers more, went on board

e a ſmall veſſel, and made up towards Pompey's galley, while the whole Egyptian army

ſtood in battle array on the ſhore. The chief men, who attended Pompey, alarmed

at the meanneſs of this reception, adviſed him to weigh anchor without delay, and

launch into the main ; but the hero encouraged them, and in the mean time the

Egyptian boat drawing near, Septimius, ſtanding up firſt, ſaluted Pompey in Latin, Pompey's re.

giving him the title of imperator. Achillas complimented him in Greek, and invited tºrtion.

him on board his veſſel, telling him, that the ſea was ſo ſhallow near the ſhore, that

his galley could not avoid ſtriking upon ſome ſhelve. Pompey, obſerving ſeveral of

the king's galleys well manned, and the ſhore covered with ſoldiers, began to ſuſpect

ſome treachery ; but nevertheleſs, without betraying the leaſt diſtruſt, he took his

f leave of Cornelia, who already bewailed his death, and commanding two centurions,

with Philip one of his freed-men, and a ſlave called Scenes, to go on board the Egyp

tian boat before him, he himſelf followed, repeating to his wife and ſon as he went

into the boat, the following iambics of Sophocles : He that once falls into a tyrant’s

pow'r, Becomes a ſlave, tho’ he was free before. As thoſe who were in the boat kept a

profound ſilence, without paying him the leaſt civility, or ſpeaking a kind word to

him all the way, in order to begin a converſation with Septimius, Pompey, looking

earneſtly upon him, addreſſed him thus: Methinks 1 ſhould know you, friend; have we

not been formerly fellow-ſoldiers ? But Septimius anſwered with a nod only, without

* Surr, in Jul. Caeſ c. 63. AapíAN. p. 482, 483. * Cic, ad Attic. l. ii. epiſt. 15. k Plut,

in Bruto. Appian. p. 483. CA.s, ibid.

V o L. V. N.9 2. Q_q ſhewing
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ſhewing any manner of civility. Since therefore they all continued filent, Pompey a

took a little book in his hand, wherein he had wrote a Greek oration, which he in

tended to ſpeak to Ptolemy, and began to read it. When the boat drew near the

ſhore, Cornelia, who never loſt ſight of her husband, and was very impatient to ſee

the event, obſerved ſeveral perſons of diſtinétion running to the ſea ſide to meet him.

Upon this the diſconſolate Cornelia took courage, imagining they were coming to wait

- upon Pompey, and condućt him to the king; but in that inſtant, as Philip his freed

Pompey the man lent him his hand to help him out of the boat; Septimius coming behind him,

Sºruelly ran him through with his ſword: at the ſame time Achillas and Salvius falling upon

”*him with their drawn ſwords, the unfortunate Roman, having no means of defending

himſelf, or making his eſcape, took up his gown with both hands, and covering his b

face, neither ſpoke or did any thing unworthy ofhimſelf; but giving a groan, pati

iently received, without ſtirring, all their thruſts. Cornelia, who had kept her eyes

fixed on her husband the whole time, ſeeing the ſwords of the aſſaſſins glitter about

him, gave ſuch a ſhriek as was heard on the ſhore; but the mariners on board her

galley, ſeeing the Egyptian fleet under ſail, immediately weighed anchor; and being

favoured by a brisk gale, ſaved the virtuous Cornelia, and her ſon Sextus, from cap

tivity, and the cruel outrages they had reaſon to fear from ſuch barbarous and inhu

man aſſaſſins. Cornelia and her ſon were conveyed ſafe to Cyprus ; but ſome of the

other veſſels were taken by the Egyptians, and all thoſe who were on board moſt

cruelly murdered ". G

The head of Pompey was cut off, in order to be embalmed for a preſent to Caeſar;

but the body was thrown naked upon the ſhore, and there expoſed to public view.

Philip the freed-man ſtayed by it, watching it till the multitude had ſatisfied their

curioſity ; and then waſhing it with ſea-water, he wrapt it up in a garment of his

own, and finding ſome rotten planks of a little fiſher-boat, he gathered them toge

ther for a funeral pile. While he was laying them together, an old Roman, who had

ſerved from his youth under Pompey, came and helped him to perform the funeral

rites (B). Such was the end of a hero, who, in his youth, had acquired the ſurname

of Great, and had triumphed over three parts of the world ; but having unfortunately

imbarqued in a civil war, more out of a deſire of becoming ſole maſter of the repub-d

lic, than a zeal for her preſervation, when on the brink of ruin, he periſhed in it

through his own ill condućt (C). The next day Lucius Lentulus, the laſt year’s con

ſul, who had left the iſland of Cyprus, and was ſailing along the coaſt, obſerving a

funeral pile, and Philip, whom he did not know, ſtanding by it, from ſome ſecret

apprehenſion of Pompey's misfortune, came aſhore, and being told by Philip, that

his apprehenſions were too true, he ſaid fighing, Alas ! is this the fate of Pompey the

Great I and continuing immoveable, expreſſed his grief with a flood of tears. While

he was thus bewailing the death of Pompey, he himſelf was ſeized by the king's

guards, and thrown into a dark priſon, where he was ſoon after put to death m.

Sººve In the mean time Caſar purſuing Pompey the ſame way he fled, ſteered his courſe e

”*}” towards Egypt, and arrived at Alexandria juſt as the news was brought thither of his

death. Soon after he landed, and entered the city, when the head of his rival was

preſented to him, ſome ſay by Theodotus, others by Achillas, wrapt up in a veil,

together with his ſeal, on which was engraved a lion, holding a ſword in his paw ;

1 Plut. in Pomp, Liv. l. cxii. Appian. p. 48. Vell. PATERc. l. ii. c. 53. Dio, l. xlii. m PLUT.

in Pomp. CAs, bell. civil. 1 iii.

(B) The poet Lucan tells us, that. Pompey's body

was thrown into the ſea, and that Servius Codrus,

who had been formerly Pompey's queſtor, and had

followed him from Cyprus, brought it aſhore, and

buried it. His words are:

E latebris pavidus decurrit ad cquora Codrus,

..Quaſtor ab Idalio Cynerea littore Cypri;* . - -

Iyauſtus Magni fuerat comes: ille per umbras

Auſus ferre gradum, vičium pietate timorem

Compulit, utmediis queſttum corpus in undis

Duceret ad terram, traheretúue adlittora Magnum.

Aurelius Viſior adds, that Codrus, having burnt the

body, buried the aſhes, and on the tomb wrote the

following words: Here lies Pompey the Great.

(C) Had he continued in his camp at Dyrrachi

um, and near the ſea, of which he was maſter, he

might have forced his rival to wander from pro

vince to province in ſearch of proviſions, and de

ſtroyed his army either by gradual loſſes, or uſeleſs

conqueſts; but he ſuffered himſelf to be drawn into

Theſſaly, and engaged his rival, when he might have

conquered him without ſtriking a blow, Ceſar's

army being then reduced to the utmoſt extremity

for want of neceſſaries. "Tis true indeed, that his

army forced him, in a manner, to quit his firſt camp;

but this want of authority over his troops, is juſt

matter of blame in a general, who bore the ſur

name of the Great.

but
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a, but Caeſar, with the utmoſt horror, turned his eyes from ſo diſmal an objećt; and

reflecting on his former friendſhip with the deceaſed, the inconſtancy of fortune, and

the calamities which often attend the greateſt men, burſt into tears, and with a thun

dering voice ordered the meſſenger immediately to be gone. He kept the ſeal ; but

ordered the head to be buried with great ſolemnity in the ſuburbs of Alexandria, where º,.
pey's head to be

he erected a temple to Nemeſis the goddeſs of revenge. At the ſame time he prevailed

upon Ptolemy to ſet at liberty all the friends of the illuſtrious deceaſed, who had been

taken as they were ſtraggling in thoſe parts, and by his orders thrown into priſon.

Theſe all joined their benefactor, who received them with marks of the moſt ſincere

friendſhip, ſignifying in all the letters he wrote to his friends at Rome, that the greateſt

b advantage and pleaſure he reaped from his victory, was his ſaving every day the

lives of ſome Roman citizens, who had taken arms againſt him n. -

Caſar being detained at Alexandria by the Eteſian winds (D), which continue in

thoſe parts during the dog-days, in the beginning of which he entered that port, ſpent

his time in demanding the money which the preſent king’s father owed him, and

in hearing and deciding the controverſy between young Ptolemy and his fiſter Cles

patra. Auletes, as we have related in the hiſtory of Egypt, had engaged Caeſar,

during his firſt conſulate, by a promiſe often thouſand talents, to get him confirmed

in his kingdom by the Roman ſenate and people, and accounted among the friends

and allies of that powerful ſtate. Part only of this ſum was then paid ; and Caſar,

buried.

c wanting money to maintain his army, exacted the reſt with rigour; which Photinus, Photinus ºn

who was Ptolemy's prime miniſter, by ſeveral artifices, made appear to the people toº to ſtir

be greater than it was: for he ſtripped the temples of all their filver and gold veſſels, ...

and ordered the king’s table to be ſerved in wooden and earthen diſhes, giving out,***

in order to ſtir up the mutinous populace of Alexandria againſt Caeſar, that he had

ſeized all the ſilver and gold belonging to the temples of the gods, and to the king.

He alſo meaſured out to Cºſar’s ſoldiers, with a deſign to pick a quarrel with him

before he was joined by the reſt of his troops, muſty and unwholſome corn, telling

him, when he complained, that he muſt take it, and be contented, ſince his army

was maintained at the coſt of another. This contemptuous treatment made Caſar,

d tho’ he had then only three thouſand two hundred foot, and eight hundred horſe with

him, exact with more rigour the ſum owing him ; but Photimus, inſtead of paying it,

preſſed him every day to be gone, adviſing him to look after his other affairs, which

were of greater conſequence than ſuch a paltry debt. Caſar anſwered, That he was

not come into Egypt to ask counſel, but to exact the money which the late king owed

him, and to compoſe the differences between the preſent king and his ſiſter Cleopatra,

who were then at war. Accordingly ſoon after he iſſued out a peremptory order,

injoining each of them to disband their armies, and bring the cauſe to his tribunal for a Ceſe ſam

final deciſion. This was looked upon bythe Egyptians as highly injurious to the ſovereign Zºº.,

majeſty of their king, who being an independent prince, acknowledged no ſuperior, ..."

and therefore was not to be judged by any man. To this Caſar anſwered, That he

did not take upon him to judge as a ſuperior, but as an arbitrator appointed by the will

of the late king, who had put his children under the tuition of the Roman people. This

quieting all for the preſent, the cauſe was brought before Caſar, and advocates were

appointed on both ſides to plead at his tribunal; but in the mean time Caſar, being

greatly taken with the charms and graceful behaviour of Cleopatra, from an impar

tial judge became her advocate, and betrayed a great inclination to favour her. This

provoked Ptolemy, who thereupon ſtirred up the whole city of Alexandria againſt

before him.

Ceſar. The Roman ſoldiers, who were near the king, ſeized him, while he was a tumuſ, in

encouraging the inraged multitude to take up arms in defence of their ſovereign, and Alexandria.

f ſecured him in the houſe where their generai lodged ; but nevertheleſs, as the reſt

* Plut. Appian. Caes. ibid.

(D) By Eteſian winds are meant ſuch as blow at of the year. Thus the north winds, which, during

ſtated times of the year, from what part ſoever of the dog-days, conſtantly blow upon the coaſts of

the compaſs they come. They are ſo called from Egypt, and hinder all ſhips from ſailing out ofAlex

the Greek word £70s, a year, being yearly or anni- andria for that ſeaſon, are called Eteſia in Ceſar's

verſary winds, ſuch as our ſeamen call monſoons commentaries. In other authors the weſt and eaſt

and trade-winds, which, in ſome parts of the world, winds are called Eteſic, when they continue blow

continue conſtantly blowing for certain ſtated ſeaſons ing for certain ſeaſons of the year (33).

(33) Wide Salmaſi, exercit. in Solin. p. 421, &c.

of
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Appeaſed by

of his forces were diſperſed all over the city in their quarters, he would have been a

overpowered, and tore in pieces by the populace, had he not from a balcony ſpoke

to them, and aſſured them, that the differences between Ptolemy and his ſiſter ſhould

be ſoon made up to the ſatisfaction of both. Accordingly the next day having aſſem

bled the people, he brought out Ptolemy and Cleopatra to them, and then cauſing

their father's will publicly to be read, wherein it was ordered, that his eldeſt ſon aná

** eldeſt daughter ſhould, according to the cuſtom of the country, be joined in marriage,

The Alexandri

an War.

Honours heap

ed upon Cæſar

at Rome.

and reign together, under the guardianſhip of the Roman people, he decreed, in vir

tue of that guardianſhip, which, he ſaid, was veſted in him, that Ptolemy, as being

the eldeſt ſon, and Cleopatra, as being the eldeſt daughter of the deceaſed king,

ſhould, according to the tenor of the ſaid will, reign jointly ; and that Ptolemy the b

younger ſon of Auletes, and his other daughter named drſinoe, ſhould reign in Cyprus.

This laſt he added by way of gift, to appeaſe the people ; for Cyprus had been ſome

time before ſubdued by the Romans, and was then governed, like the other Roman

provinces, by a praetor ſent annually from Rome. Pholinus was the only perſon in

the aſſembly, who did not applaud this decree. As that miniſter had been the chief

cauſe of the breach between Cleopatra and her brother, and alſo of her expulſion out

of the kingdom, he was well appriſed, that both his life and authority would be

brought into danger by her return, and therefore exerted his utmoſt endeavours to

prevent the execution of the decree. In order to this, he not only ſowed new diſcon

tents among the people, but prevailed upon Achillas to bring his army, conſiſting of c

twenty thouſand men, from Peluſium to Alexandria, in order to drive Caſar out of

the city. This gave riſe to the Alexandrian war, ſo famous in hiſtory, of which we

have given a very particular account in our hiſtory of Egypt”. King Ptolemy periſh

ing in this war, Alexandria and all Egypt ſubmitted to the conqueror, who thereupon

ſettled Cleopatra, and the ſurviving Ptolemy, her younger brother, on the throne, as

king and queen; which was putting the whole power into her hands, Ptolemy being

then only eleven years old ; but as he had engaged in ſo dangerous a war only for the

ſake of that lewd woman, he made it turn the moſt he could to her advantage. In

this war periſhed not only the king, but likewiſe Achillas and Photinus, with all the

accomplices of Pompey's murder, except Theodotus, who abandoning Egypt for fear of d

Caeſar, wandered up and down, deſpiſed and hated by all men, till M. Brutus, after

Caſar's death, finding him in Aſia, which was his province, cauſed him to be put to

death, after he had made him ſuffer the moſt exquiſite torments he could invent.

The aſhes of Pompey were ſome time after conveyed to Rome, and delivered to his

wife Cornelia, who buried them at his country-houſe in the neighbourhood of Alba P.

C H A P. XIII.

The hiſtory of Rome, from the death of Pompey

to the death of Caeſar.

H E N the news of Pomphey's death reached Rome, the ſenate and people e

ſtrove who ſhould heap moſt honours on the conqueror, now become abſo

lute maſter of their liberties, lives and fortunes. He was, by the unanimous conſent

of all the orders of the republic, proclaimed conſul for five years, named dićtator,

contrary to the ancient cuſtom, not for ſix months only, but for a whole year, declared

tribune of the people, and head of that college, for his life; impowered to make

• Vide Hiſt. Univerſ. Vol. III. p. 675. * Plut, in Pomp. Dio. VELL, PATERc, ibid.

peace
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a peace and war with whom he pleaſed, to levy what forces he thought fit, &c. ſo that

all the dignities and power of the republic now centred in Caſar alone, who, without

any violence or proſcriptions, was raiſed to a higher pitch of power and authority

than Sylla had acquired by the death and baniſhment of innumerable citizens. As the

new dictator could not then go in perſon to Rome, to take poſſeſſion of the many

dignities conferred upon him, he appointed Marc Antony his general of the horſe, and

ſent him with a detachment of troops to the capital, committing to him the govern

ment of Italy, during his abſence. As for the dictator himſelf, after he had put an Ceſar marches

end to the war of Alexandria, and ſettled his favourite Cleopatra on the throne of ***harnº
Egypt, he was forced to quit that kingdom, and march into the north of Aſia againſt CCS.

b Pharnaces, king of the Cimmerian Boſphorus, ſon of Mithridates the Great, who find

ing the Romans engaged in a civil war, had laid hold of that opportunity to attempt

the recovery of his father's dominions in Aſia. In the very beginning of the troubles

he raiſed a powerful army, and appointing Aſander governor of Boſphorus in his

abſence, he paſſed the Euxine ſea, and made himſelf maſter of Colchis, Armenia Mi

nor, and ſeveral places in Cappadocia, Pontus and Bithynia. After the battle of Phar

falia, Caſar had ſent Domitius Calvinus with part of his army againſt him, commit

ting to his care the government of all the provinces of Aſia Minor ; but Pharnaces,

having overcome Domitius in a pitched battle, made himſelf maſter of all the remain

ing parts of Pontus and Cappadocia. Puffed up with this ſucceſs, he treated the Ro

c man merchants and publicans, who reſided at Amiſus, the capital of Pontus, with

great cruelty ; and having ſeized all Bithynia, was preparing to paſs from thence into

the province of Aſia properly ſo called. This extraordinary progreſs at length rouſed

Caſar, who was ſpending his time in wanton dalliances with Cleºpatra, and put him

again upon aétion. Having left part of his forces in Egypt to protećt Cleopatra, he

haſtened with the reſt into Syria ; and having appointed Sextus Cæſar, his relation,

governor of that province, he purſued his march northward againſt Pharmaces. As

he paſſed through Galatia, Dejotarus, who had ſided with Pompey, and attended him

in his flight, appeared before the dićtator in the habit of a ſuppliant, and ſtripped of

his royal robes, begging he would extend to him the effects of that clemency, which

d had gained him greater glory than all his vićtories. The dićtator was not much

affeóted either with his ſubmiſſion or praiſes; but nevertheleſs, as he was naturally

inclined to mercy, he freely pardoned him, and reſtored to him the enſigns of roy- Pardons Dejo.

alty; but at the ſame time ordered him to ſend forthwith to his aſſiſtance the legion, “.

which he had trained up in the Roman diſcipline, and all his cavalry, to be employed

againſt Pharmaces. With this reinforcement he entered the kingdom of Pontus, which

Pharnaces had reconquered, and without giving any reſpite either to himſelf or his

troops, or hearkening to the propoſals of peace, which the king madewith no other

view but to gain time, he advanced againſt him, attacked him, and gained a com- Defeats Phar

plete vićtory, an account of which he wrote to his friend Aminitius or Anitius in the n.

e following words, Veni, vidi, vici, I came, I ſaw, I conquered ; which being all diſyl

lables, and having the ſame cadence, happily expreſs the diſpatch of it. This vic

tory, which was gained near the place where Triarius had been formerly defeated by

Mithridates, repaired the honour of the Roman arms. After this defeat, Pharmaces

fled with a thouſand horſe, the only remains of his vanquiſhed army, to Sinope, where

he cauſed the horſes to be killed, and putting the men on board his ſhips in that port,

he ſailed with them back to Boſphorus ; but he was no ſooner landed, than Aſander,

whom he had left his lieutenant in that kingdom, and who, in his abſence, had ſet

up for himſelf, ſeized him, and having put him to death, reigned in his ſtead. Here

upon Caſar gave Mithridates the Pergamenian that kingdom, as a reward for the emi

f nent ſervices he had done him in Egypt, as we have related in the hiſtory of that king

dom. But Caſar, in declaring him king of Boſphorus, gave him only an empty title ;

for Aſander being in poſſeſſion of it, he was to recover it by force of arms, in which

attempt he loſt his life, inſtead of gaining the crown, being overcome and ſlain in

battle by Aſander, who held the kingdom without any further oppoſition, the Ro

mans not being at leiſure, on account of the inteſtine broils that ſtill continued among

them, to give him any diſturbance “. -

AND now Caſar, having ſettled affairs in Aſia in the beſt manner he could, and Scts out fºr

left Calius Vinicianus in Pontus, to keep that kingdom in awe, ſet out for Rome, Rome.

* Dio, l. xiii. Plur. in Ces. Appian, in Mithridat. p. 154. Suet. in Jul. HiRT. de bell. Alexand.

Vol. V. Nº 2. R r attended
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attended only with one legion. He paſſed through Aſia, and from thence croſſed a

over into Greece, obliging every-where the publicans to bring to him the money,

which, according to their engagements with the republic, they were to remit to the

quaeſtors at Rome. His ſudden arrival in Italy filled ſome with joy, others with fear,

and kept the minds both of the ſenate and people in ſuſpenſe. They were well ac

quainted with the humanity of his temper; but as he had been greatly provoked

by the blind and inconſiderate zeal of ſome rigid republicans, they were afraid

he might rather follow the examples of Sylla, and his uncle Marius, than the dićtates

of his own good-nature. Cicero was one of the firſt who felt the effects of his cle

mency. That great orator had declared for Pompey, and, after his defeat, returned

to Italy, where he had lived at ſome diſtance from the capital, not caring to appear b

there, till he had obtained his pardon of Caeſar. He therefore no fooner heard, that

the dićtator was landed at Tarentum, and was marching from thence to Brunduſium,

than he went to meet him with an air of confidence mixed with fear and reſpect. Caſar,

How he receiv- who knew him while he was yet at ſome diſtance, in order to ſave him the confuſion

“*” of making ſubmiſſions not ſuitable to the rank he had held in the republic, diſmounted,

ran to meet him, and having tenderly embraced him, walked a great while with him

alone, without ſhewing the leaſt diſſatisfaction, or taking any notice of his paſt beha

viour. Cicero was greatly taken with this kind reception ; but nevertheleſs thought

it adviſeable to keep at a diſtance from the capital, whither he repaired very ſeldom,

and then only to make his court to the dićtator. In his retirement he employed his c

time in the ſtudy of philoſophy, and compoſed moſt of thoſe books, which will be

the admiration of all ages. Quintus Cicero, the orator's brother, who had formerly

ſerved under the dićtator in Gaul, as one of his lieutenants, and had received innume

rable favours at his hands, had, in the very beginning of the war, abandoned him

His clementy to follow Pompey; but notwithſtanding his ingratitude, Caſar pardoned him, at the

earneſt intreaties of Aulus Hirtius, Caius Trebonius, and the famous Titus Pomponius

Atticus, the orator's inſeparable friend, even in his greateſt misfortunes. Many others,

who had borne arms againſt him, were not only pardoned, but received with great

kindneſs, and even admitted to his confidence. This obliging behaviour, ſo diffe

rent from that of Sylla and Marius, gained him the affections of the people, and drew d

over great numbers of ſenators to his party, who had looked upon him before as a

Enter, Rome, tyrant and uſurper. He entered Rome without the leaſt pomp or ſhew, being attended

only by a ſmall number of legionaries ; and finding great diſturbances in the city,

occaſioned by a miſunderſtanding between Marc Antony, his general of the horſe,

and P. Cornelius Dolabella, one of the tribunes of the people, who was no leſs attached

1.º, to Caſar's intereſt than Antony himſelf, he reſtored Rome to its former tranquillity,

; “ and eaſily prevailed upon the people to reject the law, which Dolabella had promiſed,

city. containing an abolition of all debts. This law had occaſioned the miſunderſtanding

between Antony and Dolabella, the former oppoſing it to the utmoſt of his power,

and the latter ſtirring up the poor and meaner ſort of citizens to get it paſſed by e

force. Matters were carried ſo far, that Antony was ordered by the ſenate to bring

his troops into the city ; and then a battle was fought in the very forum, between

Antony and his legionaries on one ſide, and Dolabella at the head of the inſolvent debtors

on the other ; but the latter paid dear for their boldneſs, eight hundred of them

being killed upon the ſpot ; whereas the general of the horſe loſt only a very ſmall

number of his men in the ſray. Caeſar’s preſence put an end to all diſturbances. As

he ſeemed to diſapprove the law, it was immediately rejećted. Tho' he affected to

govern according to the ancient laws of the republic, and pretended to leave both the

ſenate and people in the full poſſeſſion of their former privileges, yet no one dared to

oppoſe or contradićt him. Thus no change, as to outward appearance, was viſible f

in Rome, and at the ſame time all orders of men were ſubordinate to the ſovereign

will of the dićtator. During his ſhort ſtay in the capital, he entertained the people

with magnificent ſhews, and remitted them the rents of the houſes which they hired

of the public. Afterwards he confiſcated the eſtates of thoſe, who ſtill continued

in arms againſt him, and cauſed them to be ſold publicly by auction. The lands,

houſes and moveables of Pompey, whoſe children ſtill diſturbed the public tranquillity,

were, together with the effects of many others, expoſed in the forum to public ſale ;

jº, d but nobody bidding for thoſe of Pompey, out of reſpect to the memory of ſo great a man,

::::::: Marc Antony purchaſed them at a very low price, and immediately took poſſeſſion of

tony. his houſe, where he ſpent his time, as is plain from Cicero's ſecond Philippic, in a con- g

tinued
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a tinued ſcene of debauchery. When Caſar's officers demanded the ſmall ſum he had

agreed to pay for Pompey's houſe and moveables, he was highly offended, and treated

them with great contempt, ſaying, He did not expect Caſar would exact ſo paltry

a debt of one who had done him ſo great ſervices. This provoked Caeſar, and occa

fioned ſome coldneſs between him and his general of the horſe. As to Caſar’s other

friends, none of them had occaſion to complain of him, or repent their having em

braced his party. As pontifex maximus, he appointed ſome of them augurs, others

pontifices, others decemvirs, to whoſe care the Sibylline books were committed, and

for their ſake increaſed the number of praetors to ten, filling that college with his

friends and partizans. As the number of ſenators was greatly diminiſhed by the

b death of ſome, and flight of others, he raiſed to the ſenatorial dignity the chief offi

cers of his army, and ſuch of the knights as had followed his ſtandards. Tho' a few

days only were wanting to the end of the conſular year, with which his dićtatorſhip

expired, he aſſembled the tribes in the campus Martius, and propoſed to them two of

his lieutenants, Q, Fufius Calenus and P. Watinius, to be choſen conſuls for the cur

rent year. This he did with no other view but to honour with the conſular dignity

thoſe two officers, who had ſerved, with great fidelity, under him in all his wars.

The ſhortneſs of their conſulate made Cicero ſay by way of raillery, That the year in

which Watinius and Fuſius were conſuls, had neither ſpring, ſummer nor autumn. The

next year Caeſar cauſed himſelf to be created conſul; but did not part with the dicta-Caeſar'ſ cond

c torſhip. As conſul, he took for his collegue M. A. milius Lepidus, who was juſt then*

returned from HitherSpain, which he hadgoverned with great prudence and moderation.

This was a great diſappointmentto Marc Antony, who aſpired at the conſular dignity;

but his late behaviour and ſcandalous debaucheries had alienated the dićtator’s mind

from him ; the more becauſe he was hated by the people on account of his haughty

and imperious behaviour, while he diſcharged the office of general of the horſe r.

AND now Caſar, having ſettled affairs in Italy, and taken the moſt proper meaſures

to prevent any new diſturbances in the capital, was wholly intent on carrying the war

into Africa, where Pompey’s party was ſtill very powerful, being headed by the fa

mous Cato, and many officers of great diſtinétion. When Pompey followed Caeſar

d into Theſſaly, he left in his camp at Dyrrachium, as we have obſerved above, fifteen

cohorts, under the command of Cato. When news of Pompey's overthrow was firſt Cato, gºaxi

brought to Dyrrachium, Cato reſolved with himſelf, if Pompey were killed, to lead the our after the

fifteen cohorts into Italy, there disband them, and retire from the tyranny of Caſar battle of Phar

as far as he could, and live in exile; but, if Pompey were ſafe, to keep the troops*

together for him. With this deſign he left Dyrrachium, which was too near Theſſaly,

where Pompey had been defeated, and croſſed over to the iſland of Corcyra, where

the fleet lay. There he found Cicero, to whom, as he was a ſcrupulous obſerver of

the laws, he offered the command of the troops he had with him, ſince Cicero had a

right to the firſt poſt, as having been conſul 3 whereas he had only been praetor.

e But Cicero, who already repented his having declared for Pompey, and was then return

ing to Italy, under various pretences declined the offer; which ſo provoked Cneius,

Pompey's ſon, that he reproached him with treachery and cowardice, and drawing his

ſword in the tranſport of his paſſion, would have killed him on the ſpot, had not ciceroagreat

Cato, ſtarting up, laid hold of his arm, and held him, till the frightened orator was langºr.

out of reach. The ſame night Cato conveyed him privately out of the camp, and by

that means ſaved his life. Cicero immediately went on board a ſmall veſſel, and ſet

ſail for Brunduſium, whence he wrote to Oppius and Balbus (E), two of Caeſar’s moſt

- zealous

Hirtius. The ſame writer aſcribes to oppius ſeveral

* Plut. in Caeſ. 3. Anton. Cic. Philip. ii. MacRob. Saturn. l. ii. c. 3. Epit. Liv. Cic. ad Attic. &

Paſlim alibi.

E. Caius oppius was one of Caſar's chief favou

rites. Chariſius, Aulus Gellius, and Pliny tell us,

that he was a man of great learning, and the author

of ſeveral works much eſteemed by the ancients,

among the reſt, of the lives of Scipio Africanus, and

of Pompey the Great. Plutarch reproaches him with

leſiening the exploits and glory of Pompey, and mag

nifying thoſe of Ceſar. In Suetonius's time he was

dierned the true author of the hiſtory of the Alexan

drian, African and Spaniſh wars, which paſſed then,

and have been tranſmitted to us, under the name of

other works, none of which have reached our times.

As for Balbus, he was a native of Gades, or, accord

ing to others, of Carteia. He ſerved firſt in the ar

mies of Quintus Metellus and of Pompey againſt Ser:

torius. Several years after he became acquainted

with Ceſar, while he governed Spain in quality of

paactor, and was, at his recommendation, honoured

with the rights and privileges of a Roman citizen,

Theſe were afterwards called in queſtion; but Bal

&us found a zealous advocate in the Perſon of Cicero,

and
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Cato retires to

Africa.

Cato' march

through the

deſerts of Afri
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zealous partizans, conjuring them to uſe their good offices in his behalf, and excuſe

him with the conqueror, for having inconſiderately followed Pompey's party. While

Cicero was ſailing towards Italy, many illuſtrious Romans, who had eſcaped from the

bartle of Pharſalia, arrived in the iſland of Corcyra, not knowing what rout Pompey

had taken ; ſo that Cato ſaw himſelf all on a ſudden at the head of a conſiderable

army, and ſurrounded by many officers of diſtinétion. That zealous republican did

not doubt but Pompey was fled either towards Egypt, where young Ptolemy, his pupil,

reigned, or to the province of Africa, which P. Accius Varus had ſeized before the

battle of Pharſalia, after having killed Curio, whom Caſar had ſent againſt him, and

cut his army in pieces. He therefore reſolved to haſten after him, and having taken

all his men on board, ſet ſaiſ, ſteering his courſe towards dfrica. . Before he imbar

qued, he gave thoſe, who were not willing to follow him, free liberty to depart, and

return to Italy. On his arrival in Africa, he found there Sextus, Pompey's younger

ſon, who gave him an account of his father's tragical death in Egypt., This news

occaſioned a general conſternation among the troops; but nevertheleſs they all declared

with one voice, that they were ready to ſhed the laſt drop of their blood in defence

of their common liberties, and that, after Pompey, they would follow no other leader

but Cato. Out of compaſſion therefore to ſo many brave men, who had given ſuch

proofs of a ſincere love for their country, and whom he was aſhamed to abandon in a

ſtrange country, amidſt ſo many difficulties, he took upon him the command, and,

without delay, marched towards the city of Cyrene, which received him, tho’ the

inhabitants had a few days before ſhut their gates againſt Labienus. Here he was

informed, that Scipio, Pompey's father-in-law, had landed before him in Africa, and

taken refuge in the dominions of juba king of Mauritania, where he had found

Accius, or, as Plutarch calls him, Alpius Varus, at the head of a conſiderable army.

Hereupon Cato reſolved to go and join them ; and accordingly having loaded a great

marry beaſts of burden with water and other neceſſary proviſions, he ſet out on his

march, which was attended with inexpreſſible difficulties. His troops travelled for

ſeveral days together through inhoſpitable deſerts, covered with burning ſands, and

infeſted by lions, tigers, ſerpents of a monſtrous ſize, &c. (F); ſo that they were

obliged to be conſtantly on their guard night and day. Thus they marched ſeven

often thouſand men, at Utica.

Cato declines

the command

ofthe army,

which is con

ferredomScipio.

days together, Cato himſelf being always the foremoſt, to encourage his men, who

were quite exhauſted, by his example. Plutarch tells, that, ſince the battle of Phar

ſalia, he had never ulounted on horſeback, nor rid in a chariot ; and that, to ſhew

his concern, he had, ever ſince that fatal day, uſed to fit at table, ſaying, That he

never lay down but to ſleep (G). The ſoldiers, animated by the example of their

leader, chearfully ſurmounted all difficulties, and arrived at length, to the number

There a warm diſpute aroſe among the chief officers

about the command of the army. Varus, who immediately joined Cato, together

with Scipio, and other ſenators of diſtinčtion, claimed the command as governor of

Africa ; which province had been allotted him by Pompey himſelf. On the other

hand, the whole army demanded Cato for their leader ; and even Varus and Scipio

were willing to comply with their deſire: but Cato himſelf oppoſed his own promo

tion, ſaying, That he would not tranſgreſs thoſe laws, which he had taken arms to

and was ſolemnly acknowledged by the ſenate and

F. for a citizen of Rome. It was cuſtomary

or forcigners honoured with this diſtinčtion, to aſ:

ſume the name of the perſon they choſe for their

patron; and agreeable to this cuſtom Balbus took

the name of Cornelius, having choſen Lentulus, who

was of the Cornelian family, for his patron. Before

the war broke out between Ceſar and Pompey, one

Theophanes, a great favourite of the latter, adopted

Balbus, and appointed him his heir. Sidonius Apolli

maris commends ſome memoirs written by Balbus

after the manner of a journal: Quis Baldi epheme

ridem, ſays he, fando adequaverit (34):

(F) Plutarch tells us, that Cato took with him on

his march ſome of thoſe who were called Pſilli, and

made it their buſineſs to cure the bitirºof ſerpents,

by ſucking out the poiſon. This is no extraordi

nary matter; for we read in Homer, that, in anci

ent times, wounds were cured by ſucking. But theſe

Pſilli pretended, as we read in Plutarch, to a power

of inchanting the ſerpents, and diſarming them of

their fury, by ſtupefying them, and laying them

aſleep. We find in holy ſcripture inſtances of per

ſons, who pretended to that power, which they

vaunted as miraculous. Upon this is founded what

we read in Žeremiah; For, behold, I will ſend ſerpents,

cockatrices among you, which will not be charmed (35).

But theſe wretched inchanters often paid deat for

their preſumption.

(G) This was a token of mourning, which we

know not what to make of now-a-days. On the

contrary, we ſhould think a lying poſture at our

meals very inconvenient; but this ſingle example of

Cato, inconteſtably proves, that it was preferred in

thoſe days, and that fitting at table was looked

upon as a very incommodious poſture.

(34) Sidonius Apollin. l. ix, epiſt. 24. Plin, l. vii. 12io Caſſ l. xlviii. Cic. al Attic. l. iii. epiſt. 7.

(35) fºrem, c. viii. ver, 17.

defend,

3.

b

d
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defend ; and that he, who was only propraetor, ought not to command in the pre

ſence of Scipio, who was proconſul. He added, that every one would look upon it

as a good omen, to ſee a Scipio at the head of a Roman army in Africa, and that the

very name would inſpire the ſoldiers with courage. Cato's words decided the diſpute;

all readily yielded to Scipio, who being declared commander in chiefof all the forces

of the republic in Africa, appointed Labienus, who had diſtinguiſhed himſelf in ſeve

ral wars under Caeſar, his firſt lieutenant. juba, king of Mauritania, no ſoongr

heard of Cato's arrival, than he came to Utica, to confer with him and the other

officers. That prince had always ſhewn a great attachment to Pompey and his

party ; but as he now thought they could not welldo without him, he aſſumed an air

of grandeur and pride, which gave great offence to Cato. The firſt time he had an

interview with Cato and Scipio, he ordered his own ſeat to be placed in the middle ;

which Cato obſerving, he took up his own chair, and placed himſelf on the other ſide

of Scipio, to whom he thus gave the moſt honourable place. Such was the pride and

haughtineſs of thoſe republicans, even at the time their republic was ready to ſink, if

not ſupported by foreign ſtates and princes. Under Scipio were ſeveral officers of

great diſtinétion, and experience in war, namely, Labienus, Aſranius, Petreius, the

two ſons of Pompey, Cneius and Sextus, Fauſtus Sylla, who had married their ſiſter,

beſides a great number of ſenators and knights, all reſolved to prefer death to the loſs

of their liberty, and either ſave the republic, or fall with it. King juba promiſed

to aſſiſt them to the utmoſt of his power, and join them with all his forces, as ſoon as

the ſeaſon of the year would allow him to take the fields.

Ceſar, now maſter of all Aſia, Greece, Egypt and Italy, reſolved to carry the war cºfirºv,

forthwith into Africa, and there cruſh the remains of Pompey's party ; but while he to carrythe.

was making the neceſſary preparations for that expedition, news was brought him, warinto Africa

that the tenth legion, which he had always favoured in a particular manner, had

openly revolted, and killed Galba and Coſconius, two officers of the ſenatorial order, The tenth legi

who had endeavoured to appeaſe them, Caſar, ſurpriſed at this unexpected attempt on mutin’”

of his favourite legion, immediately diſpatched Criſpus Saluſius, the famous hiſtorian,

to quell the ſedition with his eloquence, and bring back the mutinous legion to their

duty. Saluſí had great obligations to Caſar, who had cauſed him to be appointed

one of the ten praetors in the late election, after having reſtored him to his place in

the ſenate, which he had forfeited by his infamous debaucheries. He therefore flew

to Capua, where the mutineers were then incamped; but found it a more difficult

task to appeaſe a ſeditious ſoldiery, than to harangue a diſarmed multitude. He was

forced to ſave himſelfby flight from their fury, and haſten back to Rome, to acquaint

Cºſar, that the rebellious legion, without hearkening to any terms, were in full

march towards the capital. The dićtator, amazed at their boldneſs, placed guards

at the gates of the city, on the ramparts, and in all open plates ; and then, as they

drew near, ſent ſome truſty officers to ask them what they wanted. Their ring

leaders anſwered, that they wanted to ſpeak with Caſar himſelf. Let them come into

the city then, replied Caſar, and appear in the field of Mars, without any other arms

but their ſwords. Upon this, being admitted within the walls, they marched in good

order to the appointed place, and there waited for Caſar, who, without hearkening

to the advice of his friends, went immediately to hear their complaints. The pre

fence of a general, famous for ſo many vićtories, inſpired them with ſuch awe and

reſpect, that even the boldeſt among them could not utter a fingle word. Then

Caſar, mounting his tribunal, encouraged them to ſpeak, and lay their complaints Ceſar's addreſs

before him. Hereupon they took courage, and begged him to diſcharge them, in appeaſing

alledging their age, their wounds, and their long ſervice. As Caeſar was entering on

a new war, they expected he would have courted them, and with large preſents inticed

them to follow him. They were therefore thunder-ſtruck, when he anſwered, with

out ſhewing the leaſt ſurpriſe or concern, Tour demand is juſt ; I do diſcharge you, and

3ou may be gone. Caeſar, perceiving the conſternation and ſurpriſe theſe words occa

fioned among them, after having kept filence for ſome time, added, I do not how

ever deſign to rob you of your rewards ; theſe I will give you, when I ſhall have triumphed

over the reſt of my enemies. At theſe words they crouded round his tribunal, begging,

that ſince he intended to reward them, he would ſuffer them to deſerve the promiſed

rewards with further ſervices. But Caſar, without ſeeming to take notice of their

* Plut. in Cat. Appian, bell, civil. l. ii. HiRT. de bell. Afric. Dio, l. xliii.

V ol, W. No 2. S ſ demand,

the mutiny.
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demand, Go, fellow-citizens, ſaid he, return to your houſes and families. The word fellow- a

citizens, inſtead of fellow-ſoldiers, was like a clap of thunder in their ears. They all

cried out, That they were ſoldiers, that they had not accepted of their diſcharge, and

that they would follow him into Africa. But Caſar, pretending to deſpiſe both their

offers and ſubmiſſions, turned his back upon them, and came down from his tribu

nal. Then the legionaries, throwing themſelves at his feet, conjured him rather to

inflićt ſuch puniſhments upon them as their inſolence deſerved, than to disband them

in ſo ſhameful a manner. He continued long inflexible; but at length, pretending

to be overcome by the importunity of his friends, he aſcended the tribunal once more,

and addreſſing himſelf to them, told them, That the revolt ſurpriſed him ſo much

the more, as it came from a legion, which he had always diſtinguiſhed above the b

* reſt ; that nevertheleſs he could not prevail upon himſelf to puniſh thoſe, whom he

had once ſo tenderly loved ; that, on his return from Africa, he would give them the

rewards he had promiſed, and lands too for their ſubſiſtence ; but that he would not

by any means ſuffer them to attend him in the expedition he was now undertaking, in

order to convince them that he could conquer without them. This ſpeech made ſo

| deep an impreſſion on their minds, that, with tears in their eyes, they begged he
t would rather decimate them, than debar them from ſharing with him the glory of

his vićtories. We will follow you as voluntiers, they all cried out with one voice, if you

Ceſar pardon, refuſe to admit us in the number of your legions. Theſe words, which were manifeſtly

the mutineers, ſpoken from a true ſenſe of their crime, and a ſincere repentance, touched Ceſar; he c

could no longer diſſemble, but ſtyling them again fellow-ſoldiers, he not only freely

forgave them, but declared that they ſhould ſhare with him both the glory and ad

vantages of all his vićtories . Having thus, by his intrepidity, reſolution and

addreſs, regained the affections and confidence of the rebellious legion, he purſued

with great ardour the neceſſary preparations for the new war in Africa, ordering his

legions in the mean time to aſſemble at Rhegium, the place of the general rendezvous.

He paſſes over Thither he repaired ſoon after himſelf, and finding there but one legion of new levies,

** and fix hundred horſe, with them he croſſed over into Sicily, leaving orders for the

other legions to follow him with all poſſible expedition. On his arrival in Sicily, he

incamped on the ſhore, declaring, that he was determined to ſet ſail, as ſoon as the d

wind proved favourable, without waiting for the five legions, and a body of two

thouſand horſe, who were in full march to join him. Accordingly, on the ſixth of

the calends of January, that is, on the thirtieth of September, according to the com

t | putation which then obtained, the wind blowing fair, he embarqued the troops he

, And from , had with him, and in the evening weighed anchor, leaving orders with Alienus prae

ſºn, * tor of Sicily, to convey over to him the other legions, as ſoon as they came up. In

º four days he arrived off Adrumetum on the coaſt of Africa ; and having landed his

troops at a ſmall diſtance from that city, by the advice of Plancus, one of his lieute

ſ nants, he ſent to ſummon Conſidius, who commanded in the place, to deliver it up

to him ; but Conſidius, truſting in his numerous gariſon, which conſiſted of two e

legions, and three thouſand Mauritanian horſe, killed with his own hand the meſſen

ger, and then marched out at the head of all his troops to attack Caſar in the camp

he had formed in great haſte, and conſequently but very indifferently fortified. Caſar

thought it adviſeable to abandon his camp, and retire in good order, marching along

the coaſt towards Ruſpina, at a ſmall diſtance from Adrumetum. Conſidius purſued

him, and greatly haraſſed his troops on their march. On this occaſion it was, that

H thirty Gauliſh horſe, who marched in the rear, put to flight two thouſand Maurita

nian horſe, and drove them back to the very gates of Adrumetum. Caſar with much

ado reached Ruſſina, being continually haraſſed by the enemy's parties; but not

finding ſufficient proviſions in that neighbourhood to ſubſiſt his army, he turned to- f

**dmittediº wards Leptis, ſituate on the coaſt between the two Syrtes. As Leptis was a free city,

*** the inhabitants opened their gates to him, and ſupplied his army in the beſt manner

| they could. He had not been long here, before part of the troops he expected from

- Sicily arrived on board ſome galleys, and a ſmall number of ttanſports. Theſe in

formed him, that the reſt of the fleet were ſteering their courſe towards Utica ; which

gave Caſar great uneaſineſs, that city being in the hands ofthe enemy. He therefore

immediately diſpatched Rabirius Poſthumius, with orders to ſail along the coaſt, and

direét to Leftis ſuch of his veſſels as he ſhould meet on his courſe. In the mean time,

* A PPIAN, IIIRt. Liv, Dio, ibid.
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as the enemy were maſters of the country, and Caſar in a manner beſieged in Leptis, I greatly diſ.

his army was reduced to great ſtreights for want of proviſions; forage eſpecially was lºſ.”
become ſo ſcarce, that he was forced to feed his horſes with a ſea-weed, which he of proviſions.

mixed with graſs, to take off its ſaltneſs. He ſent out indeed ſeveral parties to bring

in proviſions; but they had always the misfortune to fall in with the enemy, who

narrowly watched their motions, and return with great loſs. One day a party of

horſe, whom he ſent out to forage, meeting an African, who played with great art

on the flute, diſmounted to hear him, leaving the care of their horſes to their ſervants;

but in the mean time the enemy falling upon them unexpectedly, cut moſt of them -

in pieces, and purſued the reſt to their camp , which they would have entered with severalºſhi. d
the fugitives, had not Caſar and Aſinius Pollio, at the head of a few cohorts, put a parties defeate

ſtop to their flight, by placing themſelves in the gate of the camp, and by that means

obliging the horſe to face the enemy. In another encounter, which happened a few

days after, the beſt part of Caſar's foot was put to flight by a ſtrong detachment

from Scipio's army. On this occaſion Caſar, ſeeing one of the ſtandard-bearers flying

with the reſt, taking hold of him by the collar, forced him to face about, ſaying,

Look that way : the enemy is there. However, he could not prevail upon his frightened

troops to ſtand their ground ; but was forced himſelf to give way, and retire with

them in no ſmall diſorder to his camp. As he was daily more and more ſtreightened

for want of proviſions, and durſt not venture out of his camp with the few forces he

had with him, he reſolved to go himſelf in queſt of his fleet; and accordingly em

barquing in the dead of the night, he ſet ſail, attended only with a ſmall number of

officers. The next day, when the ſoldiery miſſed him, they gave all up for loſt,

and it was with the utmoſt difficulty that the lieutenants, tribunes and centurions kept

them from abandoning their camp, and deſerting to Scipio, who, with ten legions,

and twenty elephants, was advancing againſt them. But their fears were ſoon calmed;

for Caſar the next day meeting by good fortune the reſt of his fleet, returned with

them to Leptis, and decamped as ſoon as they were landed, with a deſign to advance

farther into the country. He had ſcarce marched three miles, when his ſcouts brought Meets Labic

him word, that the enemy appeared; and ſoon after he diſcovered a very numerous mus.

army, which covered the whole plain, advancing in good order towards him. Caeſar

immediately ordered his men to halt, and having drawn them up in one line, to pre

vent their being ſurrounded, waited in order of battle to receive the enemy's firſt

onſet. This numerous body of Roman and Mauritanian forces was commanded by

Labienus, who attacked Caſar with ſuch fury, that he had need of all his courage and

experience to prevent his troops from flying back to their camp, and leaving the enemy

maſter of the field. He was ſurrounded on all ſides, and would have been cut in pieces awaraya

with all his men, had not a ſoldier of the tenth legion, by killing Labienus's horſe, lang, ºf bling

occaſioned ſome confuſion among the enemy’s battalions. Thoſe who were next to cut in pieces.

the general, ſeeing him fall, and believing him dead, gave ground, and began to

retire. Caeſar, obſerving the conſternation they were in, advanced at the head of a

choice body of legionaries, and attacking with great intrepidity and reſolution the

enemy’s firſt line, put them to flight, before Labienus, who was ſtunned with his fall,

recovered himſelf; but as Labienus's ſecond line ſtill kept their ground, Caeſar thought Retire, ingood

it adviſeable not to attack them, but march back in good order to his camp, before order to his

the firſt line could rally, which they were attempting to do, being commanded by*

officers of great experience and condućt. As Caeſar was retreating, M. Petreius and |

Cneius Piſo, two zealous partizans of Pompey, appeared unexpećtedly at the head of -

eleven hundred Numidian horſe, and a numerous body of light-armed infantry, and

fell upon his rear. We are told, that Petreius on this occaſion, remembering the

favours he had formerly received at Caſar’s hands, ſpared his benefactor, under the

pretence that he ought not to rob his general of the glory of completing the vićtory.

Be that as it will, Caſar got ſafe to his camp at Leptis, and from thence marched the

fame night to Ruſpina. In the mean time Scipio joined his lieutenant Labienus with

eight legions, and four thouſand horſe ; and then Caſar, intrenching himſelf under

the walls of Ruſpina, diſpatched meſſenger after meſſenger to Italy and Sicily, acquaint

ing his friends with the danger he was in, and intreating them to ſend him ſpeedy

ſuccours, without which he ſhould be obliged to abandon Africa, and return with

ſhame and diſgrace to Italy. Alienus, praetor of Sicily, upon the firſt notice of his Recºverein.

danger, ſent him powerful ſuccours; which were no ſooner arrived, than he reſolved forcements

to march out of his camp, and offer Scipio battle, who, with an army twice as nume-from Sicily,

TOUS
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rous as his, was incamped at a ſmall diſtance, to prevent his drawing any forage or a

proviſions from the neighbouring country. , Cato, who commanded in Utica, being
informed of the enemy’s motions, wrote a letter to Scipio, adviſing him, as he had

before done Pompey, by no means to hazard a battle with a commander experienced

in war, and encouraged with ſucceſs; but to uſe delay, which, he ſaid, would cool

the heats and paſſions of men, which are the chief ſupport and ſtrength of uſurpers ;

but Scipio, fluſhed with his late ſucceſs, not only rejected his advice, but wrote a let

ter to him, wherein he reproached him with cowardice, ſince he was not content him

ſelf to lie ſecure within walls and trenches, but muſt hinder others from making uſe of

their courage, and laying hold of the opportunities of conquering which offered. Then

Cato openly declared, that he was ſorry he had yielded the command to Scipio, who,

ſaid he, will not uſe his power wiſely in war, and if he ſhould, contrary to all appear

ance, ſucceed, will, without all doubt, uſe his ſucceſs as unjuſtly at home; nay, he

even told his friends, That, if Scipio ſhould conquer, he did not doubt but he would

prove as cruel and arbitrary a tyrant as Caeſar himſelf".

BU T, to return to Caſar: being informed that the enemy laid great ſtreſs on an

oracle, importing, that the family of the Scipio’s ſhould be always vićtorious in Africa,

and having in his army a mean and contemptible man of that family, known by the

name of Scipio Salutio, he gave him the title of general, either in raillery, as Plutarch

obſerves, to ridicule Scipio, who commanded the enemy’s army, or ſeriouſly, to

Caſar marches bring over the omen to his ſide. After this, he quitted his camp at Riſpina, and

*** marched ſtrait to Utica, with a deſign to draw the enemy to a general engagement, by

threatening to lay ſiege to that city, which was the great magazine of all their provi

ſions and amunition. He incamped before the place, without being in the leaſt diſtur

bed by the enemy, who were unwilling to engage before the arrival of juba king of

Mauritania, whom they daily expe&ted with eighteen thouſand foot, eight hundred

****** horſe, and thirty elephants. At length the king arrived with the expected ſuccours, and,
; by together with Scipio and Labienus, formed three different camps, which in a manner

'y. - - -

blocked up that of Caſar, who was again greatly diſtreſſed for want of proviſions,

the enemy having laid waſte all the neighbouring country. While he was thus be

ſieged, news was brought him, that the ninth and tenth legion were at length arrived

from Sicily, and in full march to join him. Hereupon Caſar, leaving in his camp

a ſufficient number of troops to defend his works, marched out with the reſt to meet

them, and brought them ſafe to his camp before Utica. As he now thought himſelf

ſtrong enough to cope with the enemy, he drew out his forces in order of battle for

ſeveral days together; but the enemy not accepting the challenge, he reſolved to de

camp, and leaving Utica, which was in a condition to ſuſtain a long ſiege, to attack

Thapſus, a place ofgreat importance, but not ſo well provided and fortified. juba,

Scipio and Labienus followed him, and incamped ſeparately about fifteen hundred

Marche, to at-paces from the enemy. Caſar was no ſooner informed that they were intrenching

tack the enemy, themſelves, than he marched out of his camp, and making his way with incredible
and defeats
them expedition through thick woods, and a country almoſt impaſſable, fell upon Scipio's

men before they had completed their works, put them to flight, and then attacking

firſt Labienus's camp, and afterwards juba's, made himſelf maſter of them, and killed

fifty thouſand of the enemy in the three camps, with the loſs only of fifty of his own

The chief men men. After this battle, Thapſus, Adrumetum and Zama immediately ſubmitted ; and

ºf Pompey's the heads of the party, giving all up for loſt, either laid violent hands on themſelves,

º, or were taken and put to death by the enemy. Scipio endeavoured to ſave himſlf by

ſea; but his veſſel being taken, he choſe rather to die, than owe his life to the con

queror. juba and Petreius ſought death in a ſingle combat, in which juba being

killed, Petreius ordered one of his ſlaves to diſpatch him. Aſranius and Sylla, with a .

ſmall body of troops, took their rout along the coaſt of Africa, with a deſign to join

the two ſons of Pompey, whom Cato had ſent into Spain; but were met, defeated

and taken by Silius, one of Caſar's lieutenants, who would have ſaved them ; but his

ſoldiers in a mutiny cut them in pieces. Of all the heads of Pompey's party, Labienus

All Africa, ex-alone found means to make his eſcape, and convey himſelf ſafe into Spain. And now

ºf Uticaſ” the enemy's forces being diſperſed, and their leaders either fled or killed, all Africa
7771 ty. ſubmitted, except the city of Utica, where Cato commanded, and had formed a kind of

ſenate, compoſed of three hundred Romans, who had repaired to him from different

* Plur. in Cat. & Caeſ. Appian. Hiſar, ibid.

Parts.
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a parts. The news of the vićtory gained by Caſar at Thapſus, threw the whole city

into the utmoſt conſternation. Some of the citizens betook themſelves to their arms;

others thought of nothing but how to ſave themſelves from falling into the hands of

the conqueror. But Cato endeavoured to calm their fears, repreſenting to them,

that perhaps things were not ſo bad in truth, but more than half increaſed by fame,

as is uſual in war. Thus he quelled the tumult for ſome time; and having called to- Cto encoura

gether his ſenate or council, conſiſting of three hundred Roman citizens, he firſt com-º

mended their courage and fidelity, and then intreated them by no means to ſeparate, ji. a ſiege.

ſince, while they kept together, Cæſar would have leſs reaſon to deſpiſe them, if

they fought againſt him, and be more ready to pardon them, if they ſubmitted to

b him. Conſult among yourſelves, ſaid he 3 if you think fit to ſubmit, I will impute

your reſolution to neceſſity ; but if you reſolve to ſtand up in defence of your rights

and liberties, l will be your companion, and, if you think fit, your leader. We are

to fight againſt one, whoſe affairs are not in ſo good a condition as is generally be

lieved. Spain has already declared for the ſons of Pompey; Rome, unaccuſtomed to

ſlavery and oppreſſion, will be ready to ſhake off the yoke upon every turn of affairs;

Italy will never ſubmit to a ſovereign, who acknowledges no other law but his own

Caprice ; Utica is well furniſhed with all ſorts of proviſions and military engines, and

in a condition to ſtem the courſe of this mighty conqueror's vićtories. Let us there

fore defend to the laſt what ought to be more dear to us than our lives and fortunes.

c Notwithſtanding the uncertainty of war, we ſhall lead a moſt happy life, if we ſuc

ceed, or die a moſt glorious death, if we miſcarry. Cato's words inſpired even the

moſt cowardly with courage. They forgot the preſent danger, and declared with

one voice, that they would ſtand a ſiege, proteſting they had rather die with Cato,

than ſave themſelves by abandoning a perſon of ſuch exalted virtue. When they

came to deliberate about the proper meaſures for the defence of the place, ſome were

for ſetting the ſlaves at liberty; but this Cato oppoſed, ſaying, That no ſlave ought

to be ſet at liberty without the conſent of his maſter. We ought not, ſaid he, even

in our preſent circumſtances, make free with the property of others; but let every

one diſpoſe, as he pleaſes, of what is his own. Some of the ſenators immediately ſet

d their ſlaves at liberty, and furniſhed them with arms : but the greater part of them,

forgetting their former reſolution, ſhewed great backwardneſs in parting with their

ſlaves, from whoſe labour they drew great advantages. Why ſhould we riſque all, The ſºnate at

ſaid they among themſelves, to preſerve Utica º Have we forgot what enemy we Utºrtºvº

have to deal with 2 Is it not that Caſar, to whom all the power of Rome has ſubmit-“”

ted 2 and which of us is a Pompey, a Scipio, or a Cato 2 Now that all men give way

to Caſar’s fortune, ſhall we alone engage for the liberty of Rome, and in Utica de

clare war againſt one, who has driven Pompey the Great and Cato himſelf out of Italy 2

No, let us know ourſelves, ſubmit to the conqueror, and ſend deputies to implore his

mercy. Cato, tho’ he perceived the change, took no notice of it; but wrote to juba,

e who, with a ſmall body of men, was retired to a neighbouring mountain, and to

Scipio, who lay at anchor under a promontory near Utica, adviſing them not to come

near the place, ſince he ſuſpećted the fidelity both of the inhabitants and of the ſena

tors, who formed his council. Not long after, a conſiderable body of horſe, who

had eſcaped from the battle, appearing at ſome diſtance from Utica, ſent a meſſenger

to acquaint Cato with the different ſentiments that prevailed among them, and to ask

his advice; for ſome were for joining him ; others, not caring to lock themſelves up

in the city, were for going to juba. Cato haſtened out to confer with their leaders,

whom he intreated not to abandon ſo many worthy ſenators, but to ſeek the mutual

ſafety of one another, and to come into the city, which was impregnable, and well

f furniſhed with corn and other proviſions for many years. The ſenators likewiſe, who

attended Cato, with tears in their eyes beſought them to ſtay. Hereupon the officers

went to conſult the ſoldiers; but in the mean time news was brought to Cato, that the

greater part of his ſenators were raiſing a tumult in the city, and ſtirring up the inha

bitants to exclude Cato, and ſend deputies to Caſar. This news being immediately

divulged among the horſe, they deſired their officers to return to Cato with this

anſwer, That they ſhould not be afraid of Caſar, while they followed Cato, whom

they were ready to join, provided he would either drive out of the city, or cut in

pieces, all the Ulicans, who would not fail to betray them, and plot their ruin, as ſoon

as Cºſir appeared. This condition ſeemed too cruel to the virtuous Cato, who there- Cato', huma

g fore choſe rather to deprive himſelf of ſo powerful and neceſſary a ſupply, than conſent "ity.

V o L. V. No. 3. T t to
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to it. Upon his return to the city, the ſenators of his council openly declared, that a

they were neither able nor willing to withſtand Caſar ; nay, they even threatened to

ſeize thoſe ſenators, who were for ſtanding a ſiege, and to deliver them up to Caſar.

Hereupon Cato with much-ado prevailed upon the horſe to ſtay at leaſt one night in

the city, in order to facilitate the eſcape of thoſe worthy ſenators, who were thus

threatened by the reſt. While they were preparing to ſet out, news was brought,

that Caſar was drawing near with his whole army ; and then Cato, ordering all the

gates to be ſhut, except one towards the ſea, attended his friends to the port, and

putting them on board ſome veſſels he had prepared for that purpoſe, he returned to

the city, and diſmiſſed the body of horſe, adviſing ſeveral of his friends to join them,

and abandon a city, which would ſoon fall into the enemy's hands. Plutarch ob

ſerves, that tho’ he was very preſſing with his other friends to ſave themſelves by

flight, yet he gave no ſuch advice to his ſon, not thinking fit to perſuade him to

abandon his father. As Caſar drew near, the ſenators, who remained in Utica, ap

pointed Lucius Caſar, a relation of the conqueror, who had followed Pompey's party,

to intercede for them, and make their ſubmiſſions to the dićtator. Cato approved of

their choice, and even compoſed the ſpeech, with which he was to addreſs Caſar.

Lucius, in taking his leave of Cato, told him, That he ſhould not ſcruple to kiſs the

hands, and fall at the knees of Caſar in his behalf; but Cato would by no means give

him leave ſo much as to mention his name. I will not, ſaid he, be indebted to a tyrant

for thoſe verythings, which are marks of tyranny : to ſave men is an inſtance of his tyranny,

as if he were lord of their lives. However, as Lucius was departing, he recommended

to him his ſon, and the reſt of his friends, and tenderly embracing him, bid him fare

wel. While the reſt were preparing to attend Lucius in the habit of ſuppliants, Cato

was greatly ſurpriſed at the conſtancy of a young Roman named Statilius, who, tho’

in the flower of his age, and a noted enemy to Caſar, declared, That he would rather

die, than be indebted to an uſurper for his life. Cato, having attempted in vain to

perſuade him to yield to fortune, and join the other ſuppliants, recommended him to

Apollomides and Demetrius, two celebrated philoſophers, ſaying, It belongs to you to

bring down this young man's ſpirit, and to make him know what is good for him (H).

Towards the evening, he ordered the gates of the city to be opened, exhorting both

the Romans and inhabitants to go out, and meeting the conqueror, throw themſelves

upon his mercy. As for himſelf, he went, according to his cuſtom, to bathe before

ſupper ; and while he was in the bath, remembering Statilius, he cried out aloud to

the philoſopher Apollonides, who always attended him, Well, Apollonides, have you

brought down the high ſpirit of Statilius 2 Is he gone without bidding us farewel & No,

anſwered the philoſopher, I have diſcourſed much with him, but to little purpoſe ; he is

ſtill unalterable, and determined to follow your example. This, anſwered Cato with a

ſmile, will ſoon be tried. He then called his ſon, and adviſed him among other

things, never to intermeddle in affairs of ſtate, telling him, That to act therein as

became him was now impoſſible, and to do otherwiſe diſhonourable.

AFTER he had bathed, he went to ſupper, at which he ſat, as he had always uſed

to do ever ſince the battle of Pharſalia, contrary to the Roman cuſtom. Several of

hs particular friends, and ſome of the principal citizens of Utica, ſupped with him.

Among the former were Apollonides the ſtoic philoſopher, and Demetrius the peripate

lic. After ſupper, many philoſophical queſtions were diſcuſſed, and, among the reſt,

thoſe fundamental principles, which were called the paradoxes of the ſtoics ; and this

in particular, that the good man only is free, and that all wicked men are ſlaves. The

moment this was propoſed, the peripatetic took up the argument againſt it (I); but

Cato, raiſing his voice, maintained the inconteſtable truth of that maxim with more

than ordinary warmth; and, in the heat of the diſpute, let ſome words drop, which

plainly ſhewed, that he deſigned to put an end to his life, and by that means ſet him

ſelf at liberty. Hereupon, when he had done ſpeaking, the whole company kept

ſilence, and ſeemed much dejećted ; but Cato, to divert them from any ſuſpicion of

his deſign, turned the diſcourſe, and began again to talk of the preſent affairs,

Cato main

- tains the prin

º tiple of the

ftoics.

(H) By theſe words Cato implied, that the diſpo extraordinary perſon to imitate an extraordinary vir

ſition of mind, in which Statilius fancied himſelf to tue. It is not fitting for a perſon of common ſize

be, was rather the effect of vain-glory, than true

conſtancy; and that what became Cato, who had

always made a profeſſion of ſevere virtue, and was

Caſar's cqual, did not become ſuch a young man as

Statilius. Epictetus obſerves, that it is only for an

to attempt ſo high a flight.

(I) The peripatetics maintained, that neither vir

tue nor vice had any relation to freedom or ſervitude,

taking theſe words in a ſenſe too conſtrained and

literal.

ſhewing

b
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a ſhewing great concern for his friends who were at ſea, and for thoſe who were tra

velling by land, ſince they were to paſs through a dry deſert, which afforded nothing

for their ſupport.

WHEN the company broke up, he walked with his friends, as he uſed to do after

ſupper, gave the neceſſary orders to the officers of the guard, and then withdrew,

having firſt embraced his ſon, and every one of his friends, with more than uſual

tenderneſs. As this renewed their ſuſpicion of his deſign, his ſon, entering his room

unknown to him, ſtole away his ſword, which he uſed to have always by him. Cato, Read, Plato',

now alone, lay down, and taking up Plato's dialogue on the immortality of the ſoul, Phaedo,

began to read it with great attention. After he had read ſome time, in a tranſport

b of joy, which the hope of a happy immortality raiſed in his breaſt, he looked up at

his ſword, and miſſing it, called one of his ſlaves; and, without ſhewing the leaſt

eagerneſs or concern, only asked him, Who had taken away his ſword * As the

ſlave made no anſwer, he continued reading ; and a little while after, not ſeeming

importunate or haſty for it, but as if he would only know what was become of it,

he ordered it to be brought to him. He then took up the book again, and having

finiſhed the whole dialogue, without any tidings of his ſword, he called all his ſervants

one by one, and in an angry tone demanded it of them, crying out, That he was be

trayed, and delivered into his enemy’s hands naked and diſarmed. One of his ſlaves

attempted to appeaſe him; but he had ſcarce begun to ſpeak, when Cato gave him ſuch

c a blow on the mouth, that he hurt his own hand. At this noiſe his ſon and the reſt of Hilſºn and

his friends came running into his room, and falling at his feet, endeavoured, with tears friend, enſe.”

and intreaties, to divert him from any deſign he might have on his own life; but jºi."

ing violent

what is better, if I have deſigned any thing that is ill & Muft I be thus diſarmed, and hind a on

hindered from making uſe of my own reaſon 2 Then turning to his ſon, And you, young hººf

Cato, raiſing himſelf up, Why does nobody perſuade me by reaſon, ſaid he, or teach me

man, ſaid he, why do you not tie your father’s hands behind bis back, that when Caeſar

comes, I may not be able to hurt him # for againſt myſelf Iſland in no want of a ſword;

to end my days I need but hold my breath a little while, or ſtrike my head againſt the wall.

Having thus ſpoke, he diſmiſſed his ſon and the reſt of his friends, except the two

d philoſophers Demetrius and Apollonides, to whom he addreſſed himſelf more calmly

thus: Can you bring any reaſon to prove, that it is not baſe an I unworthy of Cato to beg

bis life of his enemy? I have not yet determined any thing on this ſubječi ; but I would

have it in my power to perform what I ſhall think fit to reſolve on. As the philoſophers

made no reply, which indeed they could not without contradićting their own prin

ciples, Cato told them, That he would not fail to ask their advice, when he ſhould

have occaſion to make uſe of what their philoſophy taught ; but, in the mean time,

ſaid he, go tell my ſon, that he ſhould not compel his father to what he cannot perſuade

him. Upon this they both withdrew, and ſent him his ſword by a young ſlave. Cato

took it with great pleaſure, and having drawn it, and examined the point, ſaid in

e putting it up, Now I am maſter of myſelf. He then took the book again, and having

read it twice over (K), he lay down, and fell into a ſound ſleep. About midnight he

called

(K) And yet this dialogue ſeems too long to be

read twice over in ſo ſhort a ſpace; but that which

fems moſt incomprehenſible, is, that Cato, before

he laid violent hands on himſelf, ſhould read over

that dialogue, which proves in the ſtrongeſt terms,

that what he was going to do was not lawful. A

philoſopher, ſays Plato in that dialogue, will never lay

violent hand, on himſelf, that not being lawful even

for thoſe to whom death is more deſireable than life.

They are not allowed to procure that remedy to them

ſelves, tho' it be ever ſo neceſſary; for God has placed

ws in this life as in a poſt, which we are never to quit

without his permiſſion. The gods take care of us, and

we muft conſider ourſelves as their peruliar property.

If one of your ſlaves ſhould diſpatch himſelf without

your command, you would 'think he had done you an

injury, and would puniſh him, if it lay in your power.

ow could Cato perſiſt in his reſolution againſt ſuch

ſtrong arguments He might poſſibly juſtify him

ſelf from what is added by Socrates ; We muſt wait

with patience till it pleaſes God to ſend us an expreſs

order to remove out of this life. He looked perhaps

on the condition he was then in as ſuch an order;

and thus has Cicero commented upon it in the firſt

book of his Tuſculan queſtions: Cato autem ſic abut

e vita, ut cauſam moriendi matum ſe eſſe gauderet.

Petat enim dominans ille in nati, deus injuſu hine nos

fao demigrare; cum vero cauſam juſlam deus ipſe dele

rit, ut tune Socrati, mune Catoni, ſºpe multis, nº ille,

medius fidius, vir ſapiens latus ex his tenebris in lu

cem illam exceſſerit nee tamen ille vincula carceris

ruperit, leges enim vetant ; ſed tanquam a magiſtratu,

aut ab aliqua poteſtate legitima, fic a deo evocatus at

que emiſſus exierit. But this trifling diſtinction de

ſtroys the very end and deſign of the dialogue. If

it was left to every one to explain, as he thought

fit, the ſtate he is in, and interpret it as an expreſs

order from God to quit his ſtation, the prohibition

of ſelf-murder would be unneceſſary, ſince a reaſon

would never be wanting upon occaſion to juſtify it;

therefore this ačtion in Cato is not by any means

warrantable. However, it muſt be allowed, that it

was leſs criminal in him, than it can be in thoſe,

who deſtroy themſelves for ſome private reaſons,

when
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His whol, con- called up two of his freed-men, Cleanthes his phyſician, and Butas, whom he chiefly

º,º employed in public affairs. The latter he ſent to the port, to ſee whether his friends

- had ſet ſail, and ordered the former to apply ſome remedy to his hand that was hurt

by the blow he gave his ſlave. At this they were all overjoyed, hoping he had laid

aſide all thoughts of putting an end to his life. Butas ſoon came back, and brought

him word, that all his friends were imbarqued, except Craſſus, who had ſtaid on

account of ſome buſineſs, but was juſt ready to depart. He added, that the wind

was high, and the ſea very rough. At this he fighed, ſhewing a great deal of com

paſſion for thoſe who were at ſea, and ſent again Butas to ſee whether any of them

were driven back, and wanted his aſſiſtance. In the mean time he again fell aſleep,

and did not wake till day began to appear ; when Butas returning, acquainted him,

that the ſtorm was allayed, and that no noiſe was heard in the port. Then Cato,

laying himſelf down again, as if he intended to ſleep, deſired Butas to withdraw,

and ſhut the door after him. He was no ſooner gone, than the zealous republican,

as if he had waited till thoſe of his party were out of danger, taking his ſword, ran

Stº himſlf, it into his body ; but not being able to uſe his hand ſo well which had been hurt,

**!” he did not die immediately of the wound, but fell upon his bed, and threw down a

table on which he had drawn ſome figures of geometry. The noiſe of this alarmed

his ſon and his friends, who breaking into the room, found him weltering in his

blood, with his bowels in great part out of his body. Such a dreadful fight, and his

ghaſtly looks, his eyes being yet open, ſtruck them all with ſo great terror, that they

itood ſome time motionleſs, without being able, in that ſurprize and confuſion, to

lend him the leaſt aſſiſtance. At length Butas accoſting him, put in his bowels, which

were not hurt, and ſewed up the wound ; but Cato, after ſome time, coming to him

Put an end to ſelf, thruſt away the phyſician, rent open his wound again, and tearing his bowels,

hi, liſe. expired immediately, in the forty-eighth, or, as others will have it, in the fifty-fifth

year of his age. He was one of the moſt virtuous citizens Rome ever produced, had

all the virtues, and none of the faults, of Cato the cenſor, one of his illuſtrious anceſ

tors, and would, with his invincible conſtancy and reſolution, have ſupported the fink

ing republic, had not the gods themſelves, as Plutarch obſerves, decreed her deſtruc

The concern of tion. His death was no ſooner known, than the inhabitants of Utica flocked to his

the inhabitant, houſe, calling him their benefactor, their deliverer, the only free, the only invin

!º** cible Roman. Tho' at that very inſtant word was brought them, that Cáſar was
tºa FA2. drawing near, yet neither fear of the preſent danger, nor the commotions and diſcord

which reigned among them, nor even the eagerneſs each of them had of making their

court to the conqueror, could divert them from burying his body with the utmoſt

pomp, and paying all the funeral honours that were due to a perſon of his merit and

rank. How ſtrong muſt the impreſſions have been, which the virtue of Cato left in

their minds, ſince they thus openly honoured his memory at the approach of his enemy,

who was vićtorious, and upon whoſe mercy they were that moment to throw them

ſelves! When Caſar, who was now at the very gates of Utica with all his forces,

heard of Cato's death, he is ſaid to have uttered theſe words; Cato, I envy thee thy

pic, ºil, death, ſince thºu beft envyed me the glory of ſaving thy life (L). Upon Cato's death, the

to Caeſar. city of Ulica was by Lucius Caſar delivered up to the conqueror, who pardoned ſome,

but cauſed others to be privately put to death. Among the latter was Lucius Cæſar

when overwhelmed with grief pinched with po

verty, overcome with fear, or ſome other paſſion;

for there is a wide difference, in our opinion, be

tween the puſilanimity of ſuch, and the deſpair of

a brave man, who kill: himſelf, not for any private

reaſon, but, if the expreſſion may be allowed, for

ſome reaſon of ſtate; for tho' the aëtion carries in

it a brutal fury, and the blind impulſe of an ungo

vernable paſſion; yet, as Plutarch has well obſerved

on another ſubjećt, where he compares Romulus and

Theſeus, he is more excuſeable, who is tranſported by

a ſtronger cauſe, as by a more ſevereſtroke. And what

ſtroke can be more ſevere than the ruin of our

country

(L) Plutarch ſeems to queſtion whether Caſir

would have pardoned Cato or no. The diſcourſe,

ſays that writer, which Ceſar wrote againſt Cato,

is no great ſign of his kindneſs, or that he was in

clined to ſhew him any favour. Is it probable, adds

he, that Cæſar would have been tender of his life,

when he was ſo bitter againſt his memory 2 But,

with Plutarch's leave, we are of opinion that Caſar

would have ſpared him, as he did Cicero, Brutus,

Marcellus, his moſt inveterate enemy, and many o

thers, not indeed out of any friendſhip he had for

him, but out of vanity, and perhaps policy. As for

the book mentioned by Plutarch, Ceſar wrote it not

out of hatred to Cato, but in his own vindication.

Cicero had written an encomium on Cato, and called

it by his name. A diſcourſe compoſed by ſo great

a maſter upon ſuch an excellent ſubject, was imme

diately in every body's hands. This touched Caſar

to the quick; for he looked upon a panegyric on

his enemy, who choſe rather to kill him welf than

fall into his hands, as no better than a ſatire againſt

himſelf. He therefore publiſhed an anſwer to it,

containing a collection of charges and accuſations

againſt that great man, which be ſtyled Anticato.

himſelf,

3.
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a himſelf, who had treated with great cruelty ſuch of Caſar's adherents, as he had gºt

into his power during the war ; among the former were Cato's ſon, his daughter,

Statilius, and moſt of his friends. His ſon was afterwards ſlain in the battle of Phi

lippi, with more glory than he had lived ; for we are told, that he led a debauched

life, and that being lodged, while he ſtayed in Cappadocia, in the houſe of Marpha

dates, one of the royal family, he maintained a criminal converſation with his wife,

by name Pſyche, which in Greek ſignifies ſoul. This gave the Romans occaſion to ſay

by way of raillery, That Cato and Marphadates were good friend; ; for they had but one

ſoul ; that Cato was noble and generous, and had a royalſoul, &c. Cato's daughter was

married to Brutus, one of the conſpirators, and ended her life as became one of her

b birth and family, as we ſhall relate in a more proper place. As for Statilius, who

affected to imitate Cato, he was prevented by the philoſophers from putting an end

to his life : but he afterwards followed Brutus, to whom he proved very faithful and

ſerviceable, and at length died, with many other illuſtrious Romans, in the battle of

Philippi w

Caſir, now maſter of Utica, and of the whole Roman province in Africa, marched Ceſar rºutes

into Numidia and Mauritania, and reduced both thoſe kingdoms to Roman provinces, Mauritanº

appointing Criſpi’s Saluſius to govern them in quality of proconſul, with private in

ſtructions to pillage and plunder the inhabitants, and by that means put it out of their

power ever to ſhake off the yoke. The fruitful plains of Numidia he divided among

c the ſoldiers of P. Sitius, who had reduced great part of that country. Sitius, being

driven out of Rome, we know not on what account, had taken refuge in Mauritania,

and there aſſembled a conſiderable number of Roman exiles, with whom he entered

into the ſervice of Bºgud, a petty king of Mauritania, then at war with juba. Bogud

appointed him commander in chief of all his forces ; which truſt he diſcharged with

great fidelity, invading juba's dominions, and making himſelf maſter even of Cyrta his

capital. This diverſion was of great uſe to Caſar ; for it obliged juba to leave great

part of his forces at home, under the command of Sabura, one of his beſt generals, to

and Numidia.

defend his own kingdom ; but, during his abſence, Sitius, having defeated and killed P. Sirius ren

d Sabura, made himſelf maſter of the whole country, and then marched with his vic- ºr Cºar int

torius army to join Caſar, whom he ſcarce knew. On his march he met a body of

Afranius and Fauſtus Sylla, defeated them, and took their leaders priſoners, together

ith Sylla’s wife, the daughter of Pompey, whom he delivered up to Caeſar, who not

only pardoned her, but ſent her into Spain to her brothers. Soon after Sitius's fleet

ſurpriſed in the port of Hippo, the ſquadron which was conveying into Italy Scipio and

other Romans, who had left Utica, and took moſt of them priſoners. Scipio laid vio

lent hands on himſelf; but the reſt were brought to Silius, who configned them to

portant ſervi

Romans, who had ſaved themſelves from the battle of Thapſus, under the command of Çeş,

Ceſar. Theſe ſervices the dićtator rewarded with a fruitful country bordering on How rewarded.

Numidia, which he beſtowed on Silius, appointing him ſovereign of that diſtrict,

e after having driven out a Numidian prince named Mahaſſes, who had declared for

juba, and ſerved in his army againſt Caſar .

A N D now Caſar, having brought all Africa under ſubjećtion, and ſettled the

affairs of that province, repaired to Utica, where his fleet waited for him.- There he Carthage and

gave orders for the rebuilding of Carthage, as he did ſoon after his return to Italy ºch re

for the rebuilding of Corinth; ſo that theſe two famous cities were deſtroyed in the*

ſame year, and in the ſame year raiſed out of their ruins, in which they had lain

about a hundred years. Two years after they were both re-peopled with Roman co

lonies; and from theſe new inhabitants of Corinth were deſcended thoſe Corinthians,

to whom St. Paul wrote his two epiſtles. Asthe dićtator had now no enemy to con

tend with in Africa, he left that country, loaded with glory and ſpoils, and ſet fail

for Italy on the ides of fune, that is, on the fourteenth of the julian April 3 and arriv

ing three days after at Caralos, now Cagliari, ſailed from thence, on the third of the .

calends of July, for Oſłia, which he did not reach, the weather proving very ſtormy,

till the twenty-ſixth of the julian May, that is, twenty-eight days after. As he drew Ceſar returns

near Rome, the whole city went out to meet him, and condućted him to the capitol, to Rome.

where he returned thanks to jºpiſer for the ſucceſs of his arms. The ſenate and people rººm, º.

ſtrove who ſhould be moſt forward in heaping honours upon him. Supplications flowed on him

were appointed, and ſacrifices ordered to be offered daily in the temples for forty days “y theſºnate

w Plur, in Cat. & Cieſ. Dio Cass, ibid.

* Vol. V. N° 3. U u

* {{tºtt. de bell, Africano.

together

and people.
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together in thankſgiving to the gods for the vićtories he had gained in Africa. His a

uſual guard was by a decree of the ſenate trebled, and the number of the lićtors, who

attended him as dićtator, doubled. His dićtatorſhip was prolonged for ten years,

and the dignity of cenſor, which had been hitherto divided between two magiſtrates,

..conferred on him alone, under the title of prefeči, or reformer of manners, that of cenſor

ſeeming too vulgar. His perſon was declared ſacred and inviolable ; and, to raiſe

him above the level of his fellow-citizens, it was decreed, that he ſhould ſit, during

his life, next to the conſuls; that he ſhould give his opinion the firſt in all public

deliberations; that he ſhould ſit at all public ſhews in a curule chair, and that, even

after his death, the chair ſhould be placed as uſual at the ſhews, to render his memory

immortal; nay, they went ſo far as to place his ſtatue in the capitol next to that of b

jupiter, with this inſcription on the pedeſtal, To Caeſar a demi-god. Caſar had top

much penetration not to know, that this profuſion of honours was the effe: º iear,

and not of any ſincere kindneſs or affection for him ; and therefore, in accepting ſuch

marks of diſtinétion, he declared, That he would make no other uſe of the autho

rity, with which they were pleaſed to truſt him, than to prevent any further diſtur

bances in the republic, and to render, as far as in him lay, all the members of it

9ºffeech happy. I ſhall not, ſaid he, renew the maſſacres of Sylla and Marius, which I can

*** not reflect on without horror. I wiſh I had been abſe to ſave the republic without

{hedding a drop of blood, and without depriving Rome of one ſingle citizen ; but,

ſince that was not in my power, now that my enemies are ſubdued, I will make no c

further uſe of the ſword ; but endeavour to gain by good offices thoſe who ſtill con

tinue obſtinate. You ſhall all find in me not a Marius or a Sylla, but an indulgent

father, and zealous protećtor. As for my troops, I ſhall keep them together, not

ſo much for my own defence, as for that of the republic. They ſhall not however be

any charge to you; the ſpoils I have brought with me from Africa will be ſufficient

to maintain them, and likewiſe to defray for ſome time the expences of the govern

ment. This ſpeech, and the pardon he granted a few days after to M. Cauldius Mar

cellus, one of his moſt inveterate enemies, calmed the fears both of the ſenate and

people. Marcellus had been conſul five years before, and, during his conſulate,

employed all his intereſt and authority againſt Caſar. He had fought under Pom-d

pey's banners at Pharſalia ; but retiring after that fatal ačtion from public affairs, he

had choſen the city of Mitylene in the iſland of Lesbos for the place of his reſidence,

and there led a quiet life, being intirely taken up with the ſtudy of philoſophy.

Cicero, who had always profeſſed a ſtrićt friendſhip for Marcellus, prevailed upon

the conſcript fathers to intercede for him all in a body. Accordingly, the firſt time

Caſar appeared in the ſenate, Lucius Piſo having addreſſed him with an affecting

ſpeech in favour of the illuſtrious exile, all the conſcript fathers ſeconded him, and

quitting their places, ſurrounded the dićtator's tribunal, imploring his clemency in

behalf of one of the moſt worthy members of their body. Caſar heard them with great

Ceſar pardon, attention, and, as ſoon as they had done ſpeaking, I willingly pardon Marcellus, ſaid e

Marcellus, he, out of regard to your interceſſion, conſcript fathers, and to his own merit. Let bin

return, and take his place in the ſenate. I ſhall not for the future look upon him as an

enemy, but rank him among my friend, to convince the world of the deference I pay to this

venerable body. The conſcript fathers returned him thanks, and Cicero in particular,

in that famous ſpeech, which is ſtill admired by all the learned. But Caſar's cle

mency did not avail the unfortunate exile. Upon the firſt notice of what had paſſid

at Rome, he left Mitylene, and came to Athens, with a deſign to paſs from thence

over into Italy; but when he was ready to imbarque, he was ſtabbed by one Ma

gius Chilon, a no leſs zealous follower of Pompey than himſelf. What prompted him to

this murder, is not well known ; ſome ſuſpećted Caſar of being privy to it; but that f

ſuſpicion ſeemed quite groundleſs to Cicero, ſince Magius with the ſame dagger put

an end to his own life, and died on the ſpot with Marcellus (M).

(M) Cicero writes on this ſubjećt to Atticus thus: had been bail for him a little time before at Sunium,

We can by no means ſuſpect Caeſar of having any hand Perhaps, as Magius was not in a condition to ſatisfy

in the death of Marcellus, ſince Magius ſlabbed him- his creditors, he had recourſe to Marcellus, who refuſed

ſelf with the ſame dagger, which he had plunged into to ſupply him with the neceſſary ſums in a rough and

Marcellus's breaft. I am at a loſs to know what uncivil manner, which was natural to him; and

could prompt him to ſo black an attempt. Marcellus hence their quarrel (35).

(35) Cic. ad Attic. l. xiii. epiſt. 1 o.

The
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The dićtator having, by his clemency, and the extraordinary civility he ſhewed

to all without diſtinction, delivered the ſenators from their fears, in the next place

ſummoned the people, and appearing in the aſſembly more like a common citizen,

than a vićtorious general, returned them thanks, in a moſt obliging manner, for their

inviolable attachment to his perſon. He then entertained them with a very parti

cular account of his vićtories, telling them, That he had, by his laſt vićtory, ſubdued

a country ſo rich, and of ſuch extent, that it would yearly ſupply the city with two

hundred thouſand buſhels of corn, and three millions of meaſures of oil. In confide

ration of the many conqueſts he had made, four triumphs were decreed him both

by the ſenate and people. Accordingly he triumphed four times the ſame month, iii, triº,

viz. over the Gauls, over Egypt, over Pharmaces, and over juba. In the firſt tri

umph were carried before his chariot the names of three hundred nations, and eight

hundred cities, which he had reduced by the death of a million of enemies. Among

the priſoners appeared Wercingetorix, who had ſtirred up all Gaul againſt Ceſar, and

attempted to relieve Alecia at the head of three hundred thouſand men. His ſoldiers

followed him, crowned with laurel, and the whole city attended him with loud accla

mations ; but, in the midſt of the public rejoicings, the axletree of the triumphal

chariot breaking near the temple of Fortune, the vićtor narrowly eſcaped being cruſhed

by the wheels. The ſuperſtitious Romans drew from thence preſages no-ways favou

rable to the conqueror ; but the only inconvenience that unforeteen accident occa

fioned then, was the retarding of the triumph till it was night ; and then Caeſar, to

prevent all diſturbances in the dark, embelliſhed his triumphal proceſſion with a new

ornament, cauſing forty elephants to be ranged, twenty on each ſide of his chariot,

with a prodigious number of flambeaux on their backs, diſpoſed in the ſhape of ſo

many pyramids, which in a manner turned night into day, and condućted, without

the leaſt confuſion, the numerous crowd to the capitol. There Caeſar, to ſet the

people an example of religion, mounted the ſteps of the temple on his knees. After

he had offered the uſual ſacrifice to jupiter, he viewed the ſtatue, which the ſenate and

people had erected to himſelf near that of the god ; and being offended at the inſcrip

tion, To Caeſar a demi-god, ordered the fulſome title ofdemi-god to be immediately can

celled. The ſecond triumph was over Egypt, when the pictures of Ptolemy, Photinus and

Acbillas were carried before the triumphal chariot, with 1epreſentations of the cities of

Peluſium and Alexandria, of the palace of the Egyptian kings, of the tower of Pharoſ,

&c. Before the chariot walked many priſoners of diſtinétion; among the reſt Arſinoe;

the ſiſter of Cleopatra, loaded with chains: but, after the ſhew, ſhe was ſet at liberty,

and only baniſhed from Egypt, that ſhe might not create new diſturbances in that

kingdom to the prejudice of Cleopatra (N). The third triumph ſhewed the defeat

of Pharmaces king of Pontis. In the midſt of the ſpoils, which the conqueror had

brought from Pontus, Bithynia and Galatia, the famous words, Veni, vidi, vici, were

carried on a table in large characters, to ſhew rather the diſpatch, than the difficulty

or importance of that victory. The ſubjećt of the fourth triumph was the conqueſt

of Africa and Numidia, with the defeat of juba and his allies. In this triumph juba, Juba, theſºn ºf

the ſon of king juba, who was then very young, walked among the other captives;lº"
before the triumphal chariot; but when the ſhew was over, Cæſar ſet him at liberty, n triumph,

and gave him an education ſuitable to his rank, appointing maſters to teach him the

Greek and Latin tongues, and ſuch ſciences as the young noblemen of Rome ſtudied in

thoſe days. By this means he became one of the moſt learned men of the age he lived

in ; inſomuch that the emperor Auguſtus, in conſideration of his great knowledge and

abilities, afterwards beſtowed on him the kingdom of Getulia in Africa, and gave him

in marriage Cleopatra Selene, the daughter of queen Cleopatra by Marc Antony (O).

The Romans were not ſo well pleaſed with this triumph as with the other three, Caſar

having cauſed the ſtatues of Scipio, Petreius and Cato to be carried before him among

thoſe of the foreign kings and princes whom he had ſubdued. They could not behold

Cato tearing his bowels, as the ſtatue repreſented him, without expreſſing their con

(N) this young princeſs took up her reſidence wrote in Greek, and which is often quoted, and

in Aſia Proper; for there Autony found her after the with great approbation, by the ancients, but is now

battle of Philippi, and, at the requeſt of Cleopatra, intirely loſt, as are alſo all his other works. One of

cauſed her to be put to death (36). them was of the affairs of Aſſyria, and chiefly col

(O) He was the author of £veral works, and, lected from the writings of Beroſus.

among the reſt, of the hiſtory of Rome, which he

(36) Hirt. de bell. Alexand joſeph. autiq. l. xv. f. 4.

Cern
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ſoldiers and the

Roman Peo
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Reforms thºgo.
vernment,

Cern with loud fighs and tears for the death of ſo great a man. The veſſels of gold a

and ſilver, which in theſe triumphs were carried before the conqueror, amounted to

the value of ſixty-five thouſand talents, that is, above twelve millions of our money,

beſides eighteen hundred and twenty-two crowns of gold, weighing fifteen thouſand

and thirty-three pounds, which were preſents made him, according to the cuſtom of

thoſe times, by princes and cities after his vićtories. Out of theſe ſums he paid his

ſoldiers their arrears, and beſides a hundred and fifty pounds of our money to every

private man, as much more to each centurion, and thrice that ſum to each tribune and

commander of the cavalry. As to the Roman people, whoſe favour he courted, he

gave to each particular perſon ten buſhels of corn, ten meaſures of oil, and added a

hundred denarii by way of intereſt, to the three hundred he had promiſed them before b

he ſet out for Africa. After this he entertained the people at twenty-two thouſand

tables with ſix thouſand murena's, and an incredible profuſion of other dainties and

rich wines, which moſt of them had never taſted before ; and that nothing might be

wanting to the pomp and magnificence of theſe feaſts, he entertained the city with a

combat of two thouſand gladiators, with repreſentations of ſea and land fights, in

which were ſometimes three, ſometimes four thouſand combatants on a ſide, and with

all ſorts of plays, farces, and mimic performances (P). Theſe entertainments laſted

ſeveral days, and drew ſuch multitudes of people to Rome, that the greateſt part of

them were forced to lie in the open air, and many were ſtifled in the croud, among

the reſt two ſenators ". c

Caſar, having by his largeſſes, entertainments, and ſhews, ſecured the affeótions

of the ſoldiery and people, made it his whole buſineſs to reform the government,

and eſtabliſh good order in the city. In order to this he publiſhed many wholeſome

laws. In the firſt place, as many of the inhabitants had loſt their lives in the civil

war, and many had abandoned their native country, he appointed great privileges and

exemptions for ſuch as had numerous families, recalled all thoſe who had ſettled in

foreign countries, and invited to Rome from all parts of the world ſuch perſons as

were in any repute for their learning and knowledge, granting them for their encou

ragement all the rights and privileges of Roman citizens. At the ſame time he pub

liſhed a law, forbidding all citizens above twenty years of age, and under forty, to d

abſent themſelves from the capital more than three years under any pretence whatſo

ever (Q ). By other laws he reſtrained the profuſe way of living, which at that time

prevailed

y Dio, l. xlii. Plin. l. xxxiv, xxxvi, xxxvii. Suet. in Caeſ. Vell. PATERcul, l. ii. c. 56.

(P) The two famous mimics, or, as they were Publius was a Syrian by birth, but received his

then called, pantomimes, Laberius and Publius, acted education at Rome in the condition of a ſlave. Hav

on this occaſion. Laberius was by birth a Roman

knight, but nevertheleſs acted on the ſtage mimic

pieces of his own compoſing. Caſar rewarded him

for ačt ng in the plays, with which he preſented

the people, giving him, when they were over, five

hundred ſeſterces, and a golden ring, which was re

ſtoring him to the equeſtrian dignity he had for

feited by performing on the ſtage. Macrotius has

given us part of a prologue of this author (37),

which may ſerve for a taſte of his wit and ſtyle.

Horace indced taxes his compoſures with want of

elegance (38). But Scaliger thinks the cenſure very

unjuſt, and the verſes cited by Macrobius more ele

gant than thoſe in which Horace finds fault with

them (39). When Laberius was going, after he

had received the golden ring of Ceſar, to reſume

his place among the knights, Cicero told him, as he

paſſed by the orcheſtra, where the ſenators ſit, that

he would with all his heart make room for him

there, but that he was already ſqueezed up himſelf;

this he ſaid in alluſion to the many ſenators C&ſar

had lately created No wonder, replied Laberius,

that you, who commonly make uſe of two ſeats at

once, fancy yourſelf ſqueezed up, when you ſit like

other people. This was a ſevere wipe on the in

conſtancy and double-dealing of the orator (40).

ing by ſeveral ſpecimens of wit obtained his free

dom, he undertook the writing of mimic pieces,

and acted them with uncommon applauſe in the

towns of Italy. At laſt being brought to Rome to

bear a part in Caſar's plays, he challenged all the

dramatic writers and actors, and carried the prize

from every one of them, even from Laberius him

ſelf (41). A collection of ſentences taken out of his

works is ſtill extant, which joſeph Scaliger highly

commends, and even thought it worth his while to

tranſlate them into Greek.

(Q) Plutarch tells us, that Ceſar took a cenſus

of the people, who from three hundred and twenty

thouſand were now reduced to a hundred and fifty

thouſand ; ſo great a waſte, ſays he, had the civil

war made in Rome alone; not to mention what the

other parts of Italy and the provinces had ſuffered.

But there are no fewer than three notorious miſtakes

in this paſſage, as the learned Rualdus obſerves. The

firſt is, where it is ſaid, that Ceſar took a cenſus of

the people ; Suetonius does not mention it, and Au

guſtus himſelf in his Marmora Ancyriana ſays, that

in his ſixth conſulate he numbered the people, which

had not been done for forty-two years before. The

ſecond is, that before the civil wars broke out be

tween Ceſar and Pompey, the number of the people
lil

(37) Macrob. Satur. l. ii. c. 7. (38) Horat. ſatyr. i. i. ſatyr. 10 v. f. 6. (39) Scaliger de

re Poet, l. i. c. 1 o. (40) Macrob, Sathrm. l. ii. c. 7. (+1) Ideº, it id,
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a prevailed in Rome and all over Italy; he confined the uſe of litters, of embroidered

robes and jewels to perſons only of the firſt rank, or of overgrown eſtates ; he limited samptuary

the expence of feaſts by many ſumptuary laws, which he cauſed to be put in execu- law.

tion with the utmoſt rigour, his officers often breaking into the houſes of the rich citi

zens, and ſnatching from off their tables ſuch meats as had been ſerved up contrary to

his prohibition. All the markets ſwarmed with informers, ſo that nothing could be

brought thither, or ſold, without his knowledge ; and he never failed to puniſh with

heavy fines ſuch as he found guilty of the leaſt breach of the laws he had enacted for

the reſtraining of luxury. As for the management of the public money, he reſerved

that intirely to himſelf, but committed the adminiſtration of juſtice to the ſenators

and knights, chufing from among them ſuch perſons as were noted for their integrity

and probity. As his long command in Gaul had given him an opportunity of ſurp

ing an abſolute power, to prevent others from treading in his footſteps, he ordained

by a law, that no praetor ſhould be continued in his government above a year, and

no conſular above two. All the magiſtrates in Rome, as well as in the provinces,

were appointed by him, the people, whom he ſuffered to aſſemble in the comitium,

to maintain at leaſt ſome appearance of a republican ſtate, not daring to chuſe any but

ſuch as he propoſed, or recommended ; by which means all the places and govern

ments were filled with his creatures. The tribunes, the praetors, the queſtors, and

even the conſuls, were all perſons who had ſerved under him, and were inviolably

attached to his intereſt. The government of the countries ſubject to the republic

was committed to ſuch only as the dićtator thought he could confide in. Thus

Sicily was allotted to A. Allienus, Ciſalpine Gaul to M. junius Brutus, Tranſalpine

Gaul to another junius Brutus, ſurnamed Albinus, Achaia to Serviuſ Salpicius, Nu

midia to Cripus Saluſius, Illyricum to P. Valinius, Syria to Q. Cornificius, and Spain

to Q. Caſſius Longinus; ſo that the abſolute authority of Caſar ſeemed to be equally

eſtabliſhed in the capital, and in the moſt diſtant provinces. In Syria indeed his power

was diſputed by one Caecilius Baſſus, who created great diſorders in that province. He

was a Roman knight, and had fought on Pompey’s ſide in the battle of Pharſalia. After

that overthrow he fled to Tyre, and there pretending to be a merchant, underhand.

engaged in his party many who had been favourers of Pompey, and even ſome of the

Roman ſoldiers who were ſent thither to gariſon the city. Whereupon being at length

taken notice of by Sextus Cæſar, whom the dictator had appointed governor of that

i. as he haſtened northward againſt Pharmaces, he was ſummoned to appear

efore him, and give an account of his proceedings. Sextus, without betraying the

leaſt fear, told the governor, that he was raiſing voluntiers, and making other prepa

rations with no other deſign but to aſſiſt Mithridates of Pergamus in the redućtion of

the kingdom of Pergamus, which had been given him by Caeſar. Sextus believing

him, he was diſmiſſed, and no more taken notice of, till having got together a con

ſiderable number of conſpirators, he ſeized on the city of Tyre, giving out, that

Caſar was killed in Africa, and that thereupon he was appointed by the ſenate pre

ſident of Syria. By this impoſture he increaſed his forces ſo as to be able to take

the field, and engage Caſar ; but he was intirely defeated, and forced to take ſhelter

in Tyre. There he continued inactive, till the many wounds he had received in the

battle were cured ; and then by his emiſſaries ſtirred up the troops under the command

in Rome amounted to no more than three hundred

and twenty thouſand ; for long before that it was theſe miſtakes, but the ſource of them ; he makes

much greater, and had continued upon the increaſe,

The laſt is, where it is aſſerted, that in leis than

three years thoſe three hundred and twenty thouſand

citizens were reduced by that war to a hundred and

fifty thouſand ; the falſity of which aſſertion is evi

dent from this, that a little while after Caſar made

a draught of eighty thouſand to be ſent to foreign

colonies. Is it probable, that he would have left no

more than ſeventy thouſand ſouls in Rome f But what

is ſtill ſtronger, eighteen years after, Auguſtus took

an account of the people, and found the number

amount to four millions and fixty-three thouſand,

cenſere civium Romanorum capita quadragies centum

milia, & ſexaginia tria millia, ſays Suetonius. Such

an increaſe in ſo ſhort a time muſt be prodigious, if

Vol. W. No. 3.

(42) Sueton.

it appear, that Plutarch, for want of a thorough

underſtanding of the Latin tongue, has been miſled

by the following paſſage in Suetonius, who ſays of

Ceſar, recenſum populi ne more, nec loco ſolito, ſed vi

catim per dominos inſularum egit, atque ex viginti

trecentiſgue millibus accipientium frumentum e publico

ad centum quinquaginta retraxit (42). Suetonius

ſpeaks there of the review taken by Caſar of the

needy citizens, who ſhared in the public corn, whom

he found to amount to three hundred and twenty

thouſand, and reduced to a hundred and twenty

thouſand. Plutarch miſtook recenſum for cenſum the

muſter taken by the cenſors, and this error led him

into the other miſtakcs.

in jul. c. 4.

X x of
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not impoſſible. Rualdus has not only diſcovered
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Sextus Cæſar

governor of

Syria murdered

of Caſar, who was given to all manner of lewdneſs, to rebel againſt their leader, and

murder him. Upon his death the troops he commanded joined Baſus, excepting a

*y his own men. ſmall body that retired into Cilicia. Baſus ſeeing himſelf again at the head of a con

The various

ſucceſs of

Baſius.

Caeſar reforms

the kalen, ar.

ſiderable army, marched ſtrait to Apamea, and ſeizing that city, fortified it, and

made it the place of his reſidence, there taking on him the government of the whole

province. But Antiſtius Verus putting himſelf at the head of thoſe who had retreated

into Cilicia, and drawing to him ſeveral others of the Caſarean party in that coun

try, marched back with them into Syria. There he was joined by the ſons of An

tipater with auxiliaries from judica, and by ſeveral of the neighbouring princes, who

were glad of an opportunity to ſhew their attachment to the dićtator, and by that

means gain his favour. Thus Antiſtius was enabled to make head againſt Baſus, and

even to drive him quite out of the field. He retreated to Apamea, where he was cloſely

beſieged by Antiſtius ; but as he was a brave ſoldier, and experienced commander,

his adverſary, having ſpent the whole ſummer before the place without being able to

gain any advantage over him, was forced towards the end of the campaign to raiſe

the ſiege, and forbear all hoſtilities, till he received new ſupplies both of men and

proviſions .

Caſar being informed of what paſſed in Syria, immediately diſpatched Statius

Murcus, whom joſephus through miſtake names Marcus to ſucceed Sextus in the

government of Syria, appointing him three legions to put an end to that unexpected

war. Theſe, with the troops which Antiſtius commanded, formed a very conſider

able army , ſo that Baſus was again obliged to ſhut himſelf up in Apamea, the ſiege

of which place was renewed by the united forces of Murcus and Antiſtius. During the

ſiege both fides follicited the aſſiſtance of the neighbouring princes and ſtates. Alcaudo

nius, an Arabian king, being on this occaſion ſent to both by Baſis and Murcus, came

with all his forces, and placing himſelf between Apamea and the camp of the Caſareans,

that covered the ſiege, offered his aſſiſtance, by way of auðtion, to that ſide which

ſhould give moſt for it; and Baſus having bid higheſt, he immediately joined him.

At the ſame time Pacorus came to his aſſiſtance at the head of a numerous body of

Parthians; which two reinforcements added ſuch ſtrength to the beſieged, that the Caſa

reans were again forced to raiſe the ſiege, and leave Baſſus maſter of the field ". Here

upon the dićtator ſent orders to Q, Martius Criſpus, governor of Bithynia, to march

with the three legions he had under his command, to the aſſiſtance of Murcus, who

at his approach retired to Apamea, where he was cloſely beſieged the third time, but

held out till the death of Caſar, when he was relieved by Caſſius, who ſeized on the

province of Syria, as we ſhall relate in the ſequel of this hiſtory.

WHILE the dićtator’s lieutenants were thus employed in the eaſt, the dićtator

himſelf, to ſhew that nothing eſcaped his care, undertook at Rome the reformation of

the Roman kalendar, which it belonged to him to reëtify as pontifex maximus, an

office he had bore long before he was either conſul or dićtator. This reformation was

at this time much wanted ; for by reaſon of the faults of the former kalendar the feſti

vals of the Romans and their ſolemn days were removed by degrees, and put out of their

due time, till at laſt they came to fall in with ſeaſons quite oppoſite to thoſe of their

primitive inſtitution. The year which the Romans made uſe of till this time con

fifted of twelve lunar months ; but twelve lunar months falling eleven days ſhort of

a ſolar year, it was the office of the pontifex maximus with the college of the pon

tifices to add ſuch intercalations as ſhould make all even. This they uſually did by

caſting in an intercalary month every two years, which alternatively conſiſted of twenty

two and twenty-three days. This ſhort month is called by Plutarch in one place

Mercidinus', and in another Mercidonius *. The place it was allotted in the Roman

kalendar was between the 23d and 24th of February. But the care of this intercalation

being left to the pontifices, they put in or left out the intercalary month accord

ing as they had a mind to prolong or ſhorten the time of the annual magiſtrates

then in office ; by which means great diſorders crept into the political as well as the

aſtronomical year; to prevent which Caſar undertook that reformation, of which

the world has had the benefit ever ſince, and happily completed it (R).

YET

• Dio, 1.xlvii. Lino apud Appian. de bell, civil. l. iii. Epit. Liv. l. cxiv. Joseph. antiq. l. xiv. c. 17.

& de bell. Judaico, l. i. c. 8. * Dio, l. xlvii. Vell. Patercul. i. ii. c. 69. Appias. ibid. l. iii.

& iv. Cic. ad Attic. l. xiv. epiſt. 9 P Plur. in Numa. * Idem in Caeſ.

(R) This he did by the following methods : 1ſt, months, or three hundred and fifty-five days, by

He aboliſhed the lunar year, conſiſting of twelve lunar which the Romans had hitherto computed their time;

- - and
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Yet ſo commendable and uſeful a work gave offence to ſome, who envied his

grandeur, and were weary of his power. They took occaſion from thence to ſay,

that after he had triumphed over the earth, he had a mind to govern likewiſe in

heaven. It is no ſtrange thing to hear ignorant people talk at that rate ; but that

Cicero, who had long before tranſlated Aratus, and conſequently ought to have been

better acquainted than any with the diſorders of the former calculation, could be

guilty of ſuch a weakneſs, is ſurpriſing. Yet the orator made the reformation of

the kalendar the ſubject of ſeveral ſevere jeſts. As one chanced to ſay in his company

that the next morning the Lyra would riſe, 2es, replied Cicero, by Caeſar’s order, in

ſinuating thereby, that the dićtator pretended to ſubjećt even the celeſtial bodies to

his power. But Caſar, who knew better than Cicero, what advantages would accrue

to poſterity from ſo uſeful an undertaking, and what glory to himſelf, thought it

beneath him to take any notice of ſuch low jeſts “. -

WHILE Caſar was thus employed at Rome in works of peace, the two ſons of i. two ºn of

ompey in '

Pomſey, having aſſembled beyond the Pyrenees ſuch of their father's party as had

eſcaped from the battles of Pharſalia and Thapſus, made themſelves maſters of great

part of Spain. The Spaniards, who had formerly ſerved under their father, flocked

to them from all parts ; inſomuch that they ſoon ſaw themſelves at the head of a

very numerous army, compoſed partly of Romans, and partly of the natives of the

country. They had likewiſe experienced officers, and among the reſt Labienus, who

had learnt the art of war under Caeſar himſelf, and had on many occaſions given ſignal

proofs both of his courage, and the wiſdom of his condućt. Caſar had indeed after

the conqueſt of Africa diſpatched firſt Caius Didius into Spain, to oppoſe the progreſs

of the two young generals in that country, and after him Q, Fabius Maximus and

Q. Padius, two of his lieutenants, with ſuch a body of troops as he thought ſufficient

to keep the Spaniard, in awe. But the republican party being favoured by the natives,

had gained the aſcendant over them, made themſelves matters of ſeveral cities, and

obliged the Caſareans to ſhut themſelves up in their ſtrong-holds. The dićtator's

preſence was therefore neceſſary ; and accordingly he reſolved to go in perſon, and

put a ſtop to their further progreſs. But before he left Rome, he aſſembled the

* PLUT, in Cic. & Caeſare,

and introduced the uſe of the ſolar year, conſiſting

of the time in which the ſun goes through the Zodiac,

and comes about again to the ſame point, whence

his courſe began. idly, Having, according to the

beſt obſervatious of thoſe times, concluded this revo

lution to be made in three hundred and ſix y-five

days and ſix hours ; of theſe he made his ſo ºr

year to conſiſt. 3dly, Theſe three hundred an

fixty-five days he Jittſ' uſed into twº we artificial

inſtead of lunar months before in uſe, louse of them

conſiſting of thirty-one days, ſome of thirty, and

one, that is, February, of twenty-eight. 4thly, The

ſix hours over and above in tour years making a

day, he made every fifth year to conſiſt of three

hundred and ſixty-ſix days, and this is what we call

the Leap Year. 5thly, This day he added between

the 23d and 24th day of February, in the ſame place

in the Roman kalendar, where formerly the inter

calary month Mercedinus had been inſerted. As this

addition was made by putting the latter of thoſe

days, which was called Sextus Kalendas, twice in

the kalendar, the year was thence called by the La

tint Annus Biſextiles, the Buffextile Year. But we, in

itead of putting the 24th cay of February twice in

the tiſłxtile or leap year, number on the days, ſo

as to make the month conſiſt of twenty-nine. 6thly,

Ceſar began this year on the kaiends or firſt day of

fantary, becauſe on that day the annual magiſtrates

of Rome entered on their offices. 7thly, The firſt of

january he then fixed to the winter ſolſtice ; but

it has now over-run that time ſeveral days, by reaſon

that the fulian ſoar year is eleven minutes longer

than the natural ſolar year. 8thly, To bring this re

formation into practice, beſides the month Merci

dicus, which was inſerted in February, as uſual, Caſar

added to this preſent year two months more, which

he put in between the months of November and

December ; ſo that this year thereby conſiſted of

four hundred andº days, viz. three hun

hundred and fifty-five days for the common Roman

year, twenty-three for the month Mercillinus, and

ſixty-ſeven for the other months added between No

vember and December ; ſo that this year, which was

the longeſt the Romans had ever had, putting their

atfairs out of their uſual order, was called by them

the year of confuſion. In the ſettling of this point

Cºfar made uſe of the aſſiſtance of Softgenes, an aſtro

nomer of Alexandria, for the aſtronomical calcula

tions, and of Flavius a ſcribe, for the forming and

digeſting of them into a kalendar, according to the

Roman manner, that is, in diſtributing the days of

each month into their kalends, ides, and nones, and

fixing the feſtivals, and other ſolemn times, to the

days on which they were to be obſerved. But the

pontifices, who had been the authors of the old con

fuſion, not well underſtanding the new computation,

inſtead of interpoſing the leap day after every fourth

year in the beginning of the fifth, put it in after the

third in the beginning of the fourth, which diſor

der was continued for thirty-ſix years following ;

by which means twelve years having been made

leap years inſtead of nine, the error was at length

perceived. Hereupon Auguſiuſ, who ſucceeded ju

lius Caſar, to bring matters into the right courſe

again, ordered, that for the twelve years next en

ſung no leap year ſhould be made ; whereby the

three ſupernumerary days, which had been errone

ouſly catt in, being again dropped, this way of com

puting has been obſerved ever ſince without any

alteration, except that made by Gregory XIII, which

we have mentioned above.

comitia,

Spain.
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9 ºf thºſ” comitia, and having cauſed himſelf to be choſen conſul the fourth time, as dićtator a
conſul the

fourth year. he appointed M. A.milius Lepidus, whom the tribes had given him for his collegue,

his general of the horſe. All the inferior offices were filled with his friends and

creatures, no one daring to oppoſe the elečtion of ſuch as he thought fit to recommend

to the aſſembled tribes; for though he pretended to allow them the liberty of chuſing

whom they pleaſed, yet to each tribe in particular be wrote in the following terms:

Caeſar recommends ſuch a perſon to ſuch a tribe, and bºgs they would oblige him ſo far as

to chuſe him. This recommendation from Caſar was in reality an order, which no

one had courage enough to diſpute or oppoſe ; ſo that all the power and authority of

the republic being lodged in the hands of ſuch perſons as were intirely addićted to him,

he had no reaſon to apprehend the leaſt diſturbance in the capital during his abſence.

Having thus ſettled matters, Caſar took his leave of Cleopatra, whom he had invited

Hºſts out for to Rome, and kept in his own houſe during her abode in that city, and ſetting out
Spain. - for Spain about the beginning of this year, which was the firſt julian year, he arrived

in twenty-four days in the province of Batica. There he aſſembled what troops were

quartered in that and the neighbouring provinces, and putting himſelf at their head,

marched without loſs of time towards Corduba, hoping to ſurprize Sextus, the younger

of the two Pompey, who was then quartered in that city. But he, having timely

notice of Caſar’s arrival and deſign, immediately diſpatched an expreſs to his brother

Cneius, who was then beſieging the city of Ulla, acquainting him with the danger

that threatened him, and intreating him to break up the ſiege, and haſten with all

his forces to his aſſiſtance. Cneius had reduced the place to the laſt extremity, and

was then preparing for a general aſſault ; but the unexpected arrival of the dićtator,

and the danger his brother was in, made him drop the enterpriſe, and fly to Corduba.

Caſar having upon his arrival attempted in vain to draw him to a battle, decamped

in the night, and went to inveſt the city of Alegua, about ſixteen miles from Corduba,

liveſ, the city which the republican party had made their place of arms. Thither Cneius followed

"** him, and incamped on ſome hills at a ſmall diſtance from Caſar's intrenchments,

with a deſign to cut off his communication with the neighbouring country, and by

that means oblige him to raiſe the ſiege. But the dićtator, notwithſtanding the many

and almoſt unſurmountable difficulties he had to ſtruggle with, purſued his point with

a conſtancy and reſolution peculiar to himſelf. The beſieged defended themſelves

with incredible bravery ; but being at length reduced to the utmoſt extremity, the

gariſon, which conſiſted moſtly of Romans, reſolved to cut the throats of all the in

habitants, ſet fire to the city, and attempt by a general ſally to force the enemy’s lines,

and retire to Cncius’s camp, which was in ſight of the city. The cruel maſſicre was

put in execution ; but the gariſon, after having attempted in vain to make their way

through Caſar’s camp, were driven back into into the town with great ſlaughter. At

length L. Minutius Flaccus, who commanded in the city, and had diſtinguiſhed him

ſelf, during the fiege, in a moſt eminent manner, ſurrendered the place upon honour

And makes able terms, and put Caſir in poſſeſſion of the few magazines which the flames had

*** *** ſpared. From 4-gºa Cºſar marched to Burſivolis, which he ſurpriſed, and put great
of it, and other - ... “ - - - - -

tlace. numbers of the inhabitants to the ſword for having cruelly maſſacred ſuch of their

- countrymen as had adviſed them to ſurrender. After the redućtion of theſe two places,

Caſar marched to find out the enemy, and force them to a general engagement. They

were incamped in the neighbourhood of Uculis, now Lucubi, according to Mariana,

in the kingdom of Grenade. Caſar poſted himſelf at a ſmall diſtance from the enemy's

camp, which gave occaſion to daily skirmiſhes, in one of which Caſar's cavalry was

put to the rout, and defeated with great ſlaughter. Pompey was ſo elated with this

advantage, that he reſolved to put the whole to the iſſue of a general action. He

Poropsy in even wrote to his friends, that Caſar had with him only raw and unexperienced ſcl

tº ſº tº diers, that he apprehended he would never venture an engagement ſo long as he could

º avoid it, but that he would find means to force him to it. In order to this, he

- marched towards the city of Hiſpalis, now Seville, and from thence advanced into the

crºr fºllow, plains of Munda (S), and incamped there. Caſar was no ſooner informed of the

bi, thither, enemy’s motions, than he decamped, and after two days eaſy march appeared wich

his army in the ſame plain where Pompey was incamped. As the enemy were very

(S) The city of Munila is placed by the ancient It was in former times a place of great note, but is

geographers in the province of Betica, about twenty at preſent, as Mariana informs us, a ſorry vilage

miles from Malaga in an agreeable and fruitful known by its ancient name.

plain watered by a ſmall river, or rather a rivulet.

impatient
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º, 3. a impatient to come to an engagement, the very next morning they drew up their army

ſld by break of day , but had the precaution to poſt themſelves advantageouſly on a

hd rifing ground, whereof one ſide was defended by the city of Munda, and the other

ing by a ſmall river, which watered the plain, and by a marſh ; ſo that the enemy could

º not attack them but in front. Caſar likewiſe drew up his troops with great art, and

ºf q; having advanced a little way from his camp, ordered his troops to halt, expecting the

| ſiſ) enemy would abandon their advantageous poſt, and come to meet him. But as they
y of did not ſtir, Cæſar made as if he intended to fortify himſelf in that poſt, which

lim induced the young general, who looked upon this as a ſign of ſear, to advance into

º b the plain, and attack the enemy before they could ſecure themſelves with any works.
º-s, b Pompey's army was by far the moſt numerous; for it conſiſted of thirteen legions, ſix

tºd hundred horſe, and an incredible number of auxiliaries, among whom were all the

OUT forces of Bocchus king of Mauritania, commanded by his two ſons, both youths of great

ved valour and bravery. Caſar had eighty cohorts, three legions, viz. the third, the

Weſe fifth, and the tenth, and a body of eight thouſand horſe. As the enemy drew near,

ad, Cºfar betrayed a great deal of uneaſineſs and concern, as if he were doubtful of the

gºt ſucceſs, knowing he was to engage men no ways inferior in valour and experience to

mily his own, and commanded by officers, who had on many occaſions given ſignal proofs

Other of their bravery and conduct. Cneius, the elder of the two brothers, was generally

ingºſ looked upon as an able commander, and Labienus eſteemed ſcarce inferior to Caeſar

h all : c himſelf. However the dićtator, deſirous to put an end to the civil war, either by his

and own death, or that of his rivals, gave the ſignal for the battle, and fell upon the

tº, enemy with his uſual vigour and reſolution. At the firſt onſet, which was dreadful,

#1, the auxiliaries on both ſides betook themſelves to ſlight, leaving the Romans to decide

mºl their quarrel by themſelves. Then the legionaries cngaged with a fury hardly to be Tº, battle of

ºutſ, expreſſed; Caſar’s men being encouraged by the hopes of putting an end to all their Mundy

lºwed labours by this battle, and thoſe of Pompey exerting themſelves out of neceſſity and }.; the

Téſſº, deſpair, fince moſt of them expected no quarter, as having been formerly pardonedºn

ſid by when defeated under Aſranius and Petreius. Never was vićtory more obſtinately 43.

many diſputed. Caſir's men, who had been always uſed to conquer, found themſelves ſo of Rome 708.

it with d vigorouſly charged by the enemy's legionaries, that they began to give ground ;

ſºlves and though they did not turn their backs, yet it was manifeſt that ſhame alone kept

V, the them in their poſts. All authors agree that Caſar had never been in ſo great danger ;

their. and he himſelf, when he came back to his camp, told his friends, that he had often

siſts, fought for vićtory, but this was the firſt time he had ever fought for life. Thinking

't Wa; himſelf abandoned by fortune, which had hitherto favoured him, he had ſome thoughts Ceſir in great

way of ſtabbing himſelf with his own ſword, and by a voluntary death preventing the ****

At diſgrace of a defeat. But returning ſoon to himſelf, and concluding it would be more

him- to his reputation to fall by the enemy's hand at the head of his troops, than in a fit of

houſ- deſpair, by his own, he diſmounted from his horſe, and ſnatching a buckler from one

shad t e of his legionaries, he threw himſelf, like a man in deſpair, into the midſt of the

gºat enemy crying out to his men, Are you not aſhamed to deliver your general into the hands

their of bºyſ & At theſe words the ſoldiers of the tenth legion, animated by the example of

latts, their general, fell upon the enemy with freſh vigour, and made a dreadful havock of

They them. But in ſpite of their utmoſt efforts, Pompey's men ſtill kept their ground, and

ºffſ, though greatly fatigued, returned the charge with equal vigour. Then the Caſarean:

my's began to deſpair of victory, and the dićtator, running through the ranks of his diſheart:

º ened legionaries, had much ado to keep them together. Thebattle had already laſted

this ſºm the riſing to the ſetting of the ſun without any conſiderable advantage on either

H. ſide. At length a mere accident decided the diſpute in favour of the dićtator. Bºgud,

ºf f f a petty king of Mauritania, of whom we have ſpoke above, had joined Caſar ſoon

uld after his arrival in Spain with ſome ſquadrons of Numidian horſe; but in the very

ht - beginning of the battle, being terrified at the ſhouting of the ſoldiers intermingled
the with groans, and the claſhing of their arms, he had abandoned his poſt, and retired

the with the auxiliaries under his command to a riſing ground at a ſmall diſtance from the

ălă enemy's camp. There he continued the whole day an idle ſpectator of the battle

...] that was fought in the plain. But towards the evening, partly out of ſhame, and

* partly out of compaſſion on his friend Caſar, he reſolved to fall upon Pompey's camp,

uſ's and accordingly flew thither with all the forces he had with him. Labienus, appriſed

agº of his deſign, haſtened after him, to the defence of the camp; which Caſar obſerving,

8 cried to his legionaries, Courage, fºllow ſoldiers, the vićlory at length is ours ; Labienus

in: Vol. V. Nº 3. Y y flies.

N.
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ºwſ gain; the flies. This artifice had the deſired effeót: Ceſar's men, believing that Labienus a

º:º was truly fled, made a laſt effort, and charged the wing he commanded ſo briskly,

; ... that after a moſt obſtinate diſpute they put them to flight. . Though the enemy's left

my'ſ camp, wing was thus intirely defeated, the right, where the elder Pompey commanded,

ſtill kept their ground for ſome time. ... Pompey diſmounting from his horſe, fought

on foot like a private man in the firſt line, till moſt of his legionaries being killed,

he was forced to ſave himſelf by flight from falling into the enemy’s hands. Part of

his troops fled back to their camp, and part took ſhelter in the city of Munda. The

camp was immediately attacked, and taken ſword in hand; and as for the city, Caſar

- without loſs of time drew a line of circumvallation round it. Such was the ever

memorable battle of Munda, which gave the finiſhing ſtroke to the Roman republic, b

and raiſed Caeſar to the higheſt pitch of power and glory, no one daring from this

- time diſpute his authority. This vićtory was gained on the ſixteenth of the kalends

of April, that is, according to our way of counting, on the ſeventeenth day of

March, when the Dionyſian feſtival, or the Liberalia, were celebrated at Rome (T),

,' the very day, as Plutarch obſerves, in which Pompey the Great four years before had

ſet out for the war. . In this action Pompey loſt thirty thouſand men, among whom

! were the famous Labienus, Attius Varus, and three thouſand Roman knights. Seven

teen officers of diſtinčtion were taken, and all the enemy’s eagles and enſigns together

with Pompey's faſces, which he had aſſumed as governor of Spain. On Caeſar's ſide

º only a thouſand men were killed, and five hundred wounded J. C

- Beſieges TH E battle being over, Caſar in the firſt place completed his lines about Munda,

Munda. uſing inſtead of earth, the dead bodies of the enemy, which covered the whole plain,

and raiſing them up in heaps, ſo as to equal the height of the walls. This ſight filled

º Caſar with horror, who thereupon committed the carrying on of the ſiege to Fabius

º Maximus, one of his lieutenants, and having cauſed the bodies of Attius Varus and

Labienus to be honourably interred, abandoned the plain of Munda, and marched

towards Corduba, expecting to find there the heads of the contrary party, who had

The elder Pom- diſappeared after the battle. But he was diſappointed ; for the elder Pompey fled with
t !... tº a hundred and fifty horſe from the field of battle towards his navy, which lay at Car

is fleet. teia, a city about a hundred and ſeventy miles diſtant from Corduba. The inhabitants d

opened their gates to him ; but were no ſooner informed of the ſucceſs of the battle

at Munda, then they ſent deputies to Caſar, acquainting him, that they had ſecured

Pompey. But as a good number of the inhabitants ſtill remained in Pompey's intereſt,

the place was divided into two factions, which carried their animoſities ſo far as to

engage each other in the ſtreets, and fill the city with blood and ſlaughter. In one of

theſe tumultuary ačtions Pompey himſelf received ſeveral wounds; but having never

- theleſs, after a warm diſpute, made himſelf maſter of one the the gates, he eſcaped

to his fleet, and hoiſting ſail, put to ſea with thirty galleys. But Didius, who com

manded Caſar’s fleet at Gades, upon notice of his weighing anchor, immediately

r - put to ſea after him, having firſt taken on board a conſiderable body of horſe as well e

as foot, in caſe there ſhould be occaſion to purſue the enemy by land. After four days

ſail he came up with their galleys, and ſurpriſing them while both the ſoldiers and ma

rhich is de- riners were employed aſhore in procuring neceſſary proviſions, which they had not had

froyed by D- time to take in at Carteia, he burnt ſeveral of them, took the reſt, and by that

| º means cut off the enemy's retreat by ſea. Pompey, ſeeing himſelf thus unexpectedly

- deprived of his fleet, endeavoured to ſave himſelf by flight croſs the mountains. But

a Plur. in Caeſ. Appian. bell, civil. l. ii. Auth. comment. de bell. Hiſpanilai.

(T) Plutarch tells us, that this battle was won on

the Dionyſian feſtival, aii Tây Atowai.ow ºpti, ſays

that writer ; which paſſages, as madam Dacier

rightly obſerves, moſt interpreters have groſly mi

ſtaken. The old Latin verſion, ſays ſhe, has it thus:

hanc vićtorium obtinuit ſaturnalibus, this vićtory was

gained on the feſtival of Saturn. The Dionyſia, and

Saturnalia were two very different feſtivals. Others,

who have tranſlated it into the modern languages,

have rendered it by the feaſt of the Bacchanals. How

could Caſar gain a vićtory on the day of a feſtival,

which had been aboliſhed a hundred and forty-one

(43) Liv

------------------, --- - ----------
*---~~~

years before, and ſuppreſſed throughout all Italy by

an order of the ſenate, on account of its abomina

tions, as we are informed by Livy (43) f Plutarch

by the Dionyſia means that feaſt which is called by

the Romans Liberalia, and ſtands in their calendar

againſt the 17th of March. Ltéeralia, ſays Feſtus,

Literi Feſta, que apud Gracos dicuntur Dionyſia. As

Liber and Dionyſus are two names of Bacchus, this

is what has miſled thoſe interpreters, and made them

believe, though very abſurdly, that the feaſt, called

Liberalia, was the ſame with the Bacchamalia.

Thus far the learned madam Dacier.

. l. xxxix.

2S
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as he had been dangerouſly wounded at Carteia in his ſhoulder and left leg, and beſides

had now the misfortune, as all things ſeemed to conſpire againſt him, to put his ancle

out of joint, which obliged him to be carried in a litter, the enemy’s horſe, who had

been put on board for that particular ſervice, ſoon came up with him. Upon their Pompey flies

approach the unfortunate Roman diſcovering a caſtle on a ſleep hill at a ſmall diſtance,” “*.

retired thither with the few troops that attended him. The Caſareans, under the

command of Ceſennius Lento, immediately attacked the place, hoping to carry it by

aſſault, but were repulſed by a ſhower of darts, and purſued in their retreat with great

ſlaughter. Hereupon Didius began to beſiege the caſtle in a regular manner, and to

draw a line of circumvallation round it; which ſo terrified Pompey's men, that they

reſolved to quit the place, and abandon their leader, who was not in a condition to

follow them, to the mercy of the enemy. Accordingly, they made a ſally, but ºr * *

were for the moſt part cut off in their retreat. Pompey'retired with the reſt, but not ..."”

being able to keep pace with them by reaſon of his wounds, he concealed himſelf in a ""

cave, where he was betrayed by ſome of his own ſoldiers, and delivered up to the Caſa

reans, who immediately put him to death. Thus periſhed the elder Pompey, after

having exerted his utmoſt efforts to revenge the death of his father, and ſave his coun

try from impending ruin. He had never before commanded in chief; but nevertheleſs

in this firſt eſſay, as we may call it, performed ſuch wonders as forced Caſar to own that

he had never encountered a more formidable enemy. As for the younger brother, ſome *.ſºſ."writers tell us, that he was not preſent at the battle of Minda, but remained in ...” Poin

Corduba to defend that important place in caſe of any misfortune ; others ſay, that

he retired to Corduba after the action. However that be, he was no ſooner acquainted

with the melancholy news of the defeat of his brother, than he divided what money he

had among the cavalry, who attended him, and giving out, that he was going to meet

Caſar, and treat with him about an accommodation, he left the city, fied in diſguiſe

to Celtiberia, and joining the banditti of that country, concealed himſelf ſo well,

that Caeſar could never diſcover him “.

BUT to return to Cºſar ; the battle being over, and the lines about Munda com-Crſºr marches

pleted, he marched to Corduba, which was defended by a body of troops that had tº 9°.

eſcaped the ſlaughter, under the command of one Scapula, a zealous republican. Upon

Ceſar's approach Scapula armed all the ſlaves and vagabonds, who were very nume

rous in that great city, and leaving the thirteenth legion in the place, marched out

at the head of that undiſciplined multitude, and poſſeſſed himſelf of a bridge. As

Cºſar’s army drew near, the rabble inſulted them, asking them whether they deſigned

to fly, as if they had been the army defeated. But Caſar, not thinking it adviſe

able to force that poſt, deſpiſed their bravadoes, and taking a long compaſs, paſſed

the river, without oppoſition, and appeared before Corduba. Hereupon Scapula,

giving all up for loſt, retired into the city, and calling together his friends, gave

them a ſumptuous entertainment ; which being ended, he put on his beſt apparel,

diſtributed what money he had among his attendants, and then aſcending a funeral

pile, which he had prepared, he ordered one of his catamites to diſpatch him, while

another put fire to the pile, which ſoon reduced the body to aſhes. Upon Scapula’s

death the city was divided into two factions; ſome were for ſurrendering, others for

ſtanding a ſiege ; but the former prevailing, deputies were ſent to Caeſar, who got

poſſeſſion of one of the gates. Hereupon the thirteenth legion, which had been

always greatly attached to Pompey, began to ſet fire to the houſes, chufing rather to Make, great

periſh with the city, than fall into the hands of the conqueror. This occaſioned a ſlaughter of the

bloody battle between them and the Cºſăreans, in which moſt of the legionaries, ‘’” *. l

with about twelve thouſand of the inhabitants were killed upon the ſpot. Caeſar,º

having thus made himſelf maſter of Corduba, at that time the capital of Bætica,

marched from thence to Hipalis, now Seville. On his march he was met by Ceſen

nius, who gave him an account of the tragical end of the elder Pompey, and at the

ſame time preſented to him the young Roman's head, which, ſome writers ſay', he

expoſed to public view, while others tell us, that he cauſed it to be honourably inter

red g. As he drew near Hiſpalis, he was met by deputies from the city, who acquainted

him with the diviſions that reigned in the place, and intreated him to ſend with them

a detachment, and an experienced commander, to keep the adverſe party in awe.

Caſar readily complied with their requeſt, and granted them Caminius Rebilius with ſome

* Auth. bel). Hiſpan. Appian. bell. civil. l. ii. Vell. Patercul.. l. ii. Surr. in Julio. Dio, l. xiv.

* Auth, bell. Hiſpan. c. 6. * APP1AN. bell. civil. l. ii. - - -

manipuli.
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Hºli, º, manipuli, who entered the town without oppoſition. But in the mean time Pompey’s a

...” friends privately diſpatched one Philo, a zealous aſſerter of their party, into Luſitania,

** where he was well'known, to beg aſſiſtance of Cacilius Niger, who ſtill ſupported

Pompey’s intereſt there at the head of a conſiderable number of the natives. Philo

ſoon returned with a numerous body of Luſitanians, and being let into the city in the

night, fell unexpectedly on the Caſareans, and cut them all off to a man. Hereupon

Caeſar immediately inveſted the town ; but in drawing the lines of circumvallation,

left ſeveral open places for the Lufttanians to make their eſcape, leſt deſpair ſhould

prompt them to ſet fire to the houſes, and demoliſh the walls. At the ſame time he

placed ſquadrons of horſe on all the roads that led from the city, ordering them to con

ceal themſelves till the Luſitanians appeared, and then falling upon them, give

them no quarter. They held out a long time with great obſtinacy and reſolution ;

but at length made a ſally, and got ſafe beyond Ceſar’s lines through the paſſages

that had been left open for that purpoſe. But while they thought themſelves out of

danger, they were all on a ſudden attacked by the Caſarean cavalry, and put to the

º' . Ceſar "cover, ſword, not one of them eſcaping the general ſlaughter. Caſar, having thus recovered

Hiſpalis. Hiſpalis, marched towards Aſia (U), the inhabitants of which city ſent embaſſadors to

meet him, and deliver him the keys of their town. There he received the melancholy

news of the death of Didius his admiral, who had diſtinguiſhed himſelfon all occaſions in

a very eminent manner. After he had deſtroyed Pompey's fleet, as we have related above,

- he cauſed his veſſels to be hauled on ſhore to be refitted, and in the mean time retired to

a neighbouring caſtle, where he was unexpectedly attacked by a body of Luſitanians,

who had eſcaped from the battle of Mºnda. The Roman admiral defended the place

t *** *t of with great bravery ; but the Lºſilanians having ſet fire to his ſhips, he made a fally,

*º and marched in good order to the ſea-ſide, hoping to repulſe the enemy, and pre

| ſerve his navy. While his men were buſy in extinguiſhing the flames, a body of

- - Luſitanians, who had concealed themſelves among the buſhes, ſtarting up, attacked

him in the rear, and cut off his retreat to the caſtle, while two other numerous bodies

fell upon him, the one in flank, the other in front. Didius, thus inveſted on all ſides,

t behaved with ſignal bravery ; but was in ſpite of his utmoſt efforts overpowered, and

I with moſt of his men cut in pieces. Caſar’s concern for the loſs of ſo brave an officer

was in great meaſure allayed by the agreeable news he received at the ſame time of the

ſurrender of Munda, after a long and cloſe ſiege. When the beſieged ſaw themſelves

reduced to the utmoſt extremity, they deſerted in great numbers to Caſar, by whom

they were kindly received, and incorporated among his troops. But before they came

over, it was agreed between them and their friends in the city, that upon a certain

ſignal the latter ſhould make a vigorous ſally, while the deſerters did what execution

they could in the camp. This plot being very ſeaſonably diſcovered the night before

it was to be put in execution, the private men were by Fabius's orders decimated, and

all the officers executed without diſtinétion. Soon after the beſieged made a ſally

f . with a deſign to force their way through the enemy's works; but moſt of them having

Munda taken, loſt their lives in the attempt, Fabius at length carried the place by aſſault. From

Manda he marched ſtrait to Urſion, a place equally fortified by art and nature, laid

And Urſion. ſiege to it, and obliged the inhabitants to receive the yoke after they had for ſome time

defended the place with incredible bravery. And now Caſar having reduced all the

places which had declared for Pompey, and exacted immenſe contributions from the

- Spaniards under pretence of puniſhing their rebellion, retired to Hiſpali: ; whence, to

give new marks of his eſteem for Cicero, he wrote a conſolatory letter to him on occaſion

of the death of his beloved daughter Tullia, who died at Rome in childbed, while

- her husband P. Cornelius Dolabella was attending Caſar in Spain. This letter, as

- appears from Cicero's works, was wrote the day before the kalends of May 3 and a

; few days after Caſar left Hiſpalis, and marched with the beſt part of his army to New

Carthage; where he was met by deputies from moſt cities of Spain, with whom he

ſettled the affairs of the two Spaniſh provinces, and then imbarqued for Rome, having

finiſhed in ſeven months an expedition, which few generals would have completed

in as many years".

* Auth. bell. Hiſpan. Dio, Vell. Patercut, ibid. Cic ad Atticum, l. xiii. epiſt. 23.

(U) Aſia, which Pliny honours with the title of Mela, and alſo by Ptolemy. Martin de Roa is of

Regia, was about ſixteen miles diſtance from Gades, opinion, that it ſtood where the preſent city of Xere,

according to Antoninus's itinerary, and ſituated on della Frontera ſtands; but others pretend to diſcover

the coean. This city is mentioned by Pomponius its rains between Xeres and Tribuxena,

Caeſar
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a Caſtr reached Rome in the beginning of Ośīober, and entered the city in triumph, Ceſir returns

which diſpleaſed the Romans beyond any thing he had yet done. They could not” Rome.

brook his triumphing over the calamities of his country, and his rejoicing for an ad- His triumph

vantage, which he ought rather to have deplored, and for which no better apology ºff.” “Rº:

could be made, than that he was abſolutely compelled to it. What made his triumph”

look ſtill more diſtaſteful was, that he had never before acquainted the ſenate by any

letter or expreſs of the vićtories he had obtained in the courſe of the civil wars; but

ſeemed rather to be aſhamed of the action, than to claim any glory that might ariſe

to him from it. Cäſar, not contented with having triumphed himſelf, beſtowed the

ſame honour on two of his lieutenants, Q, Fabius Maximus and Q, Pedius, but with

b this difference, that the repreſentations of the cities, rivers, &c. carried before Caſar,

were of ivory ; whereas thoſe that were made uſe of in the triumphs of his lieutenants

were of common wood ; which made a humorous Greek by name Chryſippus ſay, by

way of raillery, that the ſtatues carried before Fabius and Pedius were only the caſes of

thoſe which Caeſar had diſplayed in his triumph . However, the Romans, taking the

fame ſide with fortune, began to heap new honours upon the conqueror, and thoſe

greater than any they had yet beſtowed. Cicero indeed propoſed in the ſenate the

conferring of ſuch honours on him as were in ſome meaſure within the bounds of

modeſty ; but others, ſtriving who ſhould deſerve moſt, carried them ſo high, that

they made Caſar odious even to the moſt indifferent and moderate ſort of men. They

c made him dićtator for life, ſubjećted all magiſtrates, even the tribunes of the people, created die

to his power, decreed, that he alone ſhould levy troops, command armies, declare tator for life.

war, make peace, take charge of the public money, and that all inferior magiſtrates

ſhould oblige themſelves by oath to obſerve whatever decrees he ſhould think fit to

enaćt. Among other titles, that of imperator was given him, not in that ſenſe in And impera

which it had been formerly beſtowed on generals after ſome ſignal vićtory, but as it ... * *P*

imported the greateſt power and authority in the commonwealth. From him was“

derived the name of imperator or emperor, and likewiſe that of Caeſar to his ſucceſſors;

and this was the beginning of the imperial ſtate of Rome, though it was not ſettled till

ſome years after. His enemies are thought to have had ſome ſhare in the extraordi

d nary honours conferred on him, as well as his flatterers, ſince they took from thence an

opportunity of calumniating him, and alienating from him the minds of ſuch as were

friends to the ancient form of government. On the other hand, Caſar made it his

whole ſtudy to gain the affections even of his moſt inveterate enemies. He not only His clement,

pardoned all thoſe who had borne arms againſt him, but on ſeveral of them beſtowed. obliging

honours and offices; inſomuch that both the ſenate and people, to teſtify their grati-”

tude to him for the mild uſe he made of his power, decreed a temple to clemency. As

the people ſtill retained an affection for Pompey, he ordered all the ſtatues of that great

man, which had been thrown down, to be ſet up again ; upon which Cicero ſaid, that

by raiſing Pompey's ſtatues he had fixed his own. To gain the confidence of the ſenate

e and the republican party, contrary to the advice of his beſt friends, he diſmiſſed his

guards, ſaying, it was better to ſuffer death once, than to live always in fear of it.

As he looked upon the affections of the people as his beſt and ſureſt guard, he did all

that lay in his power to oblige them, entertaining them frequently with public feaſts and

ſhºws, and diſtributing corn among the poorer ſort of people. To gratify his army,

he ſent out colonies to ſeveral places, of which the moſt remarkable were Carthage and

Corinth (W). As for the nobility, he attached moſt of them to his intereſt by raiſing

them to the chief offices in the ſtate, and truſting them with the government of the

many provinces that were then ſubjećt to Rome. In ſhort he ingratiated himſelf with

all orders of men by his gentle deportment, and winning behaviour, ſo as to work in

them a chearful and willing ſubmiſſion. Though he had been inveſted with the conſular

f dignity for ten years, yet he named others to that eminent poſt in the republic,

appointing Q. Fabius Maximus and C. Trebonius conſuls for the remaining part of that

year. Nay, he carried his pretended obſervance of the ancient cuſtoms and laws ſo

far, that the conſul Fabius Maximus happening to die ſuddenly on the very day before

the expiration of his office, he named Caminius Rebilius to be conſul for the remaining

hours only, that is, till ſix in the evening, when the calends of January began. As

' Dºo, j. xliii. Appias, ibid. Quintilian. I. vi. c. 4. Plur, in Caſ:-

(W) iſ nyay be ſaid there was ſomething ſingular both deſtroyed at the ſame time, ſo were they now

in the fute of theſe two cities; for as they had been at the ſame time rebuilt and reptop'ed.

V o I. V. Nº 3. Z z the
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the Romans were all haſtening to pay their compliments, as was uſual, to the new a

conſul, Let us make haſte, ſaid Cicero, by way of raillery, left be be gone out of his office

before we get to his houſe (X). As the dićtator had many friends to gratify, he increaſed

the praetors to ſixteen, and the quaeſtors to forty ; he created ſix new aediles, and in

Increaſe, the creaſed the number of the other curule magiſtrates in proportion. But as there ſtill

* ºf the remained many unrewarded, who had ſerved him with great fidelity, he allotted

::::::::: them places in the ſenate, by which means the number of the ſenators roſe from three

hundred to nine hundred. This gave great offence to the conſcript fathers, the more

becauſe among thoſe, whom the dićtator raiſed to that high ſtation, were many

common ſoldiers, ſons of freed-men, foreigners lately admitted to the Roman citizen

ſhip, Gauls, Spaniards, &c. Caſar having thus debaſed the ſenate, began to look b

upon them with contempt, and conſider them no otherwiſe than his vaſſals and crea

tures. Of this he gave not long after a ſignal inſtance. The ſenate, having paſſed

a decree, conferring on him ſome extravagant honours, went in a body to preſent

him with it as he was fitting on the roſtra adminiſtering juſtice. Though the con

fuls, praetors, and all the curule magiſtrates then in Rome attended the ſenate, yet

the dićtator received them with all the pride and haughtineſs of a ſovereign, without

ſo much as condeſcending to riſe to them. We are told by Plutarch, that he offered

to ſtand up to the ſenate ; but that Cornelius Balbus, one of his friends, or rather

flatterers, hindered him : Remember, ſaid he, you are Caeſar, and ſuffer them to pay

He offind, the you that reſpeš which is due to your dignity. However that be, his carriage offended c

femate. not only the conſcript fathers, but the people too, the latter thinking the affront on

the ſenate equally reflected on the whole republic. Caſar, ſenſible of the falſe ſtep he

had taken, immediately retired home, and cauſed a report to be ſpread abroad by

his emiſſaries, that his ſitting had been cauſed by the diſtemper, to which he was

ſubjećt, viz. the falling-fickneſs, which, he ſaid, diſcompoſed the ſenſes of thoſe

who were affected with it, if they talked much ſtanding. Not long after he gave a

freſh occaſion of reſentment by affronting the tribunes. While Caſar was one day

ſitting in a golden chair upon the roſtra to view the ceremony to the lupercalia, Marc

Antony, who was then Caſar’s collegue in the conſulſhip, after having run up and

down the city naked, as was uſual during that ſolemnity (Y), came into the forum, d

and falling down before Caſar, preſented him with a diadem, wreathed with laurel.

Upon this a ſmall ſhout was raiſed by ſome who had been placed near the dićtator for

that purpoſe ; but when Caſar refuſed it, he was applauded by the whole multitude.

Antony offered the crown again, and upon the dićtator’s ſecond refuſal, all, who were

preſent, teſtified their ſatisfaction anew with loud acclamations. Then Caſar, find

ing it would not take, roſe up, and ordered the crown to be carried into the capitol,

ſaying, that jupiter alone was king of the Romans. The next morning Caſar’s ſtatues

were found with royal diadems on their heads; but Flavius and Marullus, two tribunes of

the people, went preſently, and not only pulled them off, but cauſed thoſe to be ap

prehended, and committed to priſon, who the day before had applauded Antony, while e

And the peo: he attempted to put the royal diadem on Caſar’s head. The people followed their
ple. tribunes with loud acclamations, comparing them to the famous Brutus, the founder of

the republic. This Caſar highly reſented, diſplaced the two tribunes, and while he

inveighed againſt them in a public ſpeech, he abuſed and ridiculed on that occaſion

the people, calling them bruti and Cumai, that is, beaſts and fools (Z). A few days

after

the laſh, out of an opinion, that it procured an eaſy

labour to thoſe who were with child, and made

thoſe conceive who were barren.

(X) There was no end of Cicero's witticiſms on

that occaſion ; We have had a very vigilant conſul,

fid he for he has not ſhut his eyes during the whole

time of his conſulate. Caninius was a conſul of ſuch

ſtricineſ, and ſeverity, that not one among us dined,

ſupped or ſlept during his conſulſhip. Caninius has in

deed been conſul, but we may well ask under what

conſul he has been conſul, &c.

(Y) The lupercalia were, as we have obſerved

elſewhere, at their firſt inſtitution, peculiar to the

ſhepherds, and of the ſame nature with the Arcadian

Lycea. The young patricians, and ſome of the ma

giſtrates, uſed to run that day up and down the city

naked, ſtriking all they met with leathern thongs

by way of ſport. Women of the firſt rank placed

themſelves in the way, and held out their hands to

(7.) The Cumai, as madam Dacier obſerves, were

noted for their ſtupidity ; ax67:Tai Jisis dvais

a ſay iſ Kwun, Cuma: is ſtupid to a proverb, ſays Strabo

(44); and he gives us theſe reaſons for it. The

firſt, that they were three hundred years before they

thought of laying a duty on merchandize imported

into their harbours, and before they found that they

inhabited a maritime city. . The ſecond, that having

mortgaged their porticoes for a certain ſum of mo

ney, and failing to pay it at the time named in the

contract, their creditors would not allow them to

walk under them. But when the rains began to fall,

thoſe creditors, being touched with compaſſion,

- cauſed

(44) Strabo, l. xiii.
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a after, as he was returning from Alba to Rome, ſome of his friends ſaluted him, as he

entered the city, by the title of king ; but he, finding the people diſreliſhed it,

ſeened to reſent it himſelf, and anſwered aloud, My title is Caeſar, not king. This

a ſtećtation of being king gave the common people the firſt occaſion to quarrel with

him, and proved a ſpecious pretence for thoſe who had been his ſecretenemies all along,

to conſpire againſt him. The zealous republicans, deteſting his ambition, began to 4 conſpiracy

form private cabals, and conſult among themſelves about the proper meaſures for de-ſºº “s"

livering Rome from the yoke ſhe groaned under. The chief of the conſpirators was “”

C. Coftus, a fincere friend to his country, and at the ſame time an enemy to Caſar

on a private account, the dićtator having a few months before beſtowed the firſt and

moſt honourable praetorſhip on Brutus, though he could not help owning, that Caſſius

had the beſt claim to it. Coffius therefore, partly out of zeal for the good of his

country, and partly out of a ſpirit of revenge, formed firſt with himſelf the plan of

the conſpiracy, and then imparted it to a few, whom he knew to be ſecret enemies

both to the tyrant and tyranny. As Brutus was highly eſteemed both by the people

and ſenate, Caſius looked upon him as the moſt proper perſon for carrying on the con

ſpiracy. He was thought to be deſcended by his father's ſide from the famous junius

Brutus, who drove out the Tarquins (A), and by his mother’s ſide from the Servilii,

one of the moſt illuſtrious families of Rome ; but what, in Plutarch's opinion, was

more than all the reſt, he was both nephew and ſon in-law to Cato of Utica. He was

a moſt zealous republican, and fully convinced, that the commonwealth could be no

longer maintained without the death of the dictator. But the honours and favours he

had received at Cæſar’s hands reſtrained him from uſing violent meaſures. He had

not only been pardoned himſelf, and obtained the ſame grace for many of his friends

after the battle of Pharſalia ; but was one in whom Caſar had a particular confidence.

He had at that time the moſt honourable praetorſhip, was named for the conſulſhip

four years after, and deſigned in all appearance by C&ſar for his ſucceſſor. For being

once accuſed as engaged in a conſpiracy againſt him, Cæſar would not hearken to the

accuſation, ſaying, that Brutus was not ſo ambitious, but he could wait with patience

till he was taken off by a natural death. Caſſius therefore, who had already formed Clſºº:
twofºr', to dra

Brutus into thethe deſign of aſſaſſinating Caſar, being on one hand deſirous of drawing into the plot

a man of ſo great credit as Brutu: ; but on the other not daring to diſcourſe the matter ºag.

with him openly, laid in the night-time papers about his chair, where he uſed to fit

as praetor, and determine cauſes, with ſentences to this import; ?ou are aſleep, Brutus;

you are no longer Brutus; and under the ſtatue of the famous junius Brutus he wrote

the following words ; Mould to heaven thou wert alive, or ſome of thy deſcendants re

ſembled thee. Caſſius perceiving that theſe ſentences made a deep impreſſion on his

mind, firſt employed his wife junia, who was ſiſter to Brutus, to revive in the breaſt

of her brother thoſe generous ſentiments, which were peculiar to their family ; and

afterwards reſolved at all adventures to diſcover to him his deſign, not doubting but

he ſhould be able to draw one into the plot, who, though he did not hate the tyrant,

was a declared enemy to tyranny. Accordingly, as the ſenate was to meet a few days

after in order to deliberate, as was ſaid, about giving Caſar the title of king, Caſſius

took this occaſion to pay a viſit to Brutus, and ask him whether he deſigned to be

preſent in the ſenate on the calends of March, when Caſar's friends were to propoſe the

giving him the title of king. Brutus anſwered, that he deſigned to abſent himſelf that

day. But ſuppoſe you are called thither, replied Caſſius. Then, ſaid Brutus, I ſhould

think it my duty to ſpeak and uſe my utmoſt endeavours againſ ſuch unwarrantable proceed

cauſed it to be publiſhed, that the Cumeans might, of whom we are ſpeaking in this place. As he

if they plcaſid, take ſhelter under their own por

ticoes ; which gave occaſion to this raillery, The

Cumieums had not the ſenſe to know that they had a

right to fland under their own porticoes when it rained,

till they were informed of it by the voice of the crier.

(A) Dionyſus of Halicarnaſſus and Dion Caſſius aſ

ſure us, that Marcus Brutus was not deſcended

from the famous junius Brutus. The junian fa

mily was, according to them, divided into two

branches, the one patrician, the other plebeian. The

former ended in Brutus himſelf, after he had ſacrificed

his two ſons to the ſafety of his country. The other

flouriſhed many ages after, and furniſhed Rome with

many heroes, among the reſt with Martus Brutus,

bore the ſame name with the firſt conſul, and was

of the ſame family, the common people believed

him to be deſcended from the firſt Brutus. Plu

tarch himſelf, upon the authority of Poſidonius, the

philoſopher, was of the ſame opinion, and will have

Brutus to be ſprung from a third ſon of Żunius

Brutus, who was but a child, when his two bro

thers were executed by their father’s command.

Some writers, the more to debač Brutus, who acted

a chief part in the conſpiracy, pretend, that he was

come of a mean family, which had been raiſed to

honours and offices in the republic but a few years

before.

iºgs,
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Caſſius' ſpeech ings, nay, and to die rather than outlive the liberty of my country. Ah! replied Caſſius, a

*** what generous Roman would ſuffer you to die for his liberty & You are not acquainted with

yourſelf, Brutus, if you imagine, that thoſe papers, which were thrown into your tribunal,

came from any but the moſt illuſtrious and braveſt men of Rome. From other prators they

demand games, ſhews, gladiators, &c, but from you, whoſe very name is dreadful to

tyrants, they expe: the ruin and downfal of arbitrary power, being ready to expoſe them

ſelves to the utmoſt dangers in expe:lation of your auſpicious aid. Theſe words made ſuch

a deep impreſſion on Brutus, that notwithſtanding the many favours he had received

Brutus take; at the dićtator’s hands, he entered into all Caſſius’s meaſures, and from that time took

#:º: upon himſelf the whole management of the conſpiracy. The name of Brutus ſoon

... ... engaged a great many illuſtrious citizens in the conſpiracy, among whom were C. b

conſpiray. Trebonius, Servius Sulpicius Galba, the two Servilius Caſca's, Publius Caius, Decimus

Brutus Albinus, Tullius Cimber, and Lucius Minucius Bacilius. Theſe had all ſerved

under Caſar from the very beginning of the civil wars, and were looked upon by him

as his moſt truſty friends. It was more eaſy to draw into the conſpiracy thoſe who

had always ſhewn an utter averſion to Caeſar’s uſurpation. Among theſe were M.

junius Brutus, L. Caſſius, brother to C. Caſſius, Cn. Domitius Ahenobarbus, P. Turul

lius, C. Attilius, L. Petronius, C. Cornelius Cinna, Caſſius Parmenſis, L. and C. Caci

lius, Rubrius Riga, M. Spurius, P. Sextius Naſo, Pontius Aquila, Autiſtius Labeo,

and many others, to the number of ſixty, whoſe names have not been tranſmitted to

us. As for Cicero, though he was known to be at the bottom a zealous republican, c

yet as he was naturally timorous, and greatly addićted to Caeſar, who had heaped

innumerable favours upon him, Brutus did not think it adviſeable to truſt him with

the ſecret. The conſpirators would fain have engaged the famous Statiliuſ, who

affected to imitate Cato, and would have laid violent hands on himſelf after the defeat

of Pompey's party in Africa, had he not been prevented by Apollonides and Demetrius,

as we have related above. Brutus, in order to diſcover his true ſentiments, asked

him in a private converſation, which of the two evils was the greateſt ? To bear tamely

the yoke of a tyrant, or to run the riſque of a civil war by ſhaking it off? To this queſtion

Brutuschlea. Statilius anſwered without heſitation, that he had rather patiently ſuffer the oppreſ

vours in vain ſions of an arbitrary maſter, than the cruelties and diſorders which generally attend d

‘...º. civil diffenſions. Brutus likewiſe endeavoured to engage in the conſpiracy Favonius,
tilius and Fa- - - - - -

WOIllus. a philoſopher of great reputation; and in order to ſound him propoſed the ſame queſtion

to him, when Favonius declared, that, in his opinion, a civil war was worſe than the

moſt unjuſt tyranny. Upon this, Brutus gave over all thoughts of gaining Statilius and

Favonius. In the mean time Caſar’s enemies made it their whole buſineſs to ſtir up the

common people againſt him, by ſpreading amongthemultitude a thouſand falſe reports,

viz. that he deſigned to fix the ſeat of his empire in Egypt or Phrygia, and to tranſ

port thither all the riches of Italy, abandoning Rome to the mercy of his creatures and

favourites. Caſar, in hearing theſe groundleſs reports, began to ſuſpect that ſome

plot was privately carrying on againſt him ; his friends believing that Marc Antony and e

Dolabella were concerned in it, adviſed him not to truſt them, but to be upon his guard,

and watch them narrowly. Caſar anſwered, that he was not afraid of thoſe plump

jolly fellows, but rather of pale lean men, ſuch as Caſſius and Brutus. However, as

he too eaſily gave credit to his flatterers, among whom were ſome of the conſpirators,

telling him, that after he had put an end to the civil war, the commonwealth was more

concerned than himſelf in his preſervation, he negleóted the neceſſary precautions for

his ſafety, and was more intent on making the due preparations for putting in execu

tion the vaſt deſigns he had formed, than in guarding himſelf againſt the attempts of

cºſt, waſ his domeſtic enemies. For he had reſolved to make war upon the Parthians, and

deſigns. after having revenged the death of Craſſus, and the Romans ſlain with him at the battle f

of Carrhae, to paſs through Hyrcania, thence to march by the Caſpian ſea to mount Cau

caſus, till he came into Scythia ; then to over-run all the countries between Scythia

and Germany, and Germany itſelf, whence he deſigned to return through Gaul into

Italy, deſcribing the ſpacious circle of his intended empire, and bounding it on every

ſide by the ſea. He had already ordered ſixteen legions and ten thouſand horſe to march

towards Brunduſium, and was himſelf to follow them in a few days. But his friends,

who were deſirous to ſee him honoured with the title of king before he left Rome, gave

out, that the books of the Sibyls declared, that the Parthians could never be overcome

by the Romans, unleſs they fought under the condućt of a king. Aurelius Cotta, one

of Caſar’s creatures, who had the ſacred volumes in his keeping, was to make this g

report
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a report out of them to the ſenate, and to propoſe, that Caeſar ſhould only be ſtyled

dićtator in Italy; but that he ſhould be acknowledged as king, and take upon him that

title with reſpect to all foreign nations ſubjećt to the Roman republic. The ſenate

was appointed to meet for this purpoſe on the ides of March, and that day the con- The conſpira

ſpirators fixed upon as the moſt proper for putting their deſign in execution, ſince tº ſº, ºn the

Caſar would not fail coming to the ſenate on ſuch an occaſion, and it was ſafer to fallº
&

upon him there, moſt of the ſenators being privately enemies to him, than in any otherº, in

place, where the populace might divert the blow. All the ancient hiſtorians are full of execution.

prodigies and apparitions, which, in their opinion, were manifeſt preſages of Caſar’s

tragical death. They tell us, that men were ſeen in the air all on fire, encountering

b each other ; that a prodigious flame ſeemed to iſſue from the hand of a ſoldier's ſervant,

inſomuch that thoſe who ſaw it thought he muſt be burnt, but nevertheleſs he received

no hurt ; that as Caſar was ſacrificing, the vićtim was found without a heart ; that

Spurina, a famous augur, bid him beware of the ides of March, for that he was then

threatened with ſome great danger. They add, that when the day was come, Caſar,

as he went to the ſenate, meeting the augur, ſaid to him by way of raillery, The ides

of March are come. They are come, anſwered calmly the augur, but they are not paſt.

The night before the plot was put in execution, he ſupped with M. Lepidus; and the

diſcourſe turning upon the kind of death which ſeemed beſt, Caſar, buſy as he was Several prº

in ſigning ſome letters, before any of the company had time to deliver his opinion,{...}

c cried out, Of all death; a ſudden one is the beſt. After ſupper he retired to his own

houſe, where both he and his wife Calpurnia paſſed the night in great care and unea

fineſs. He was ſcarce fallen aſleep, when the doors and windows of the apartment

where he lay flew open. Being ſtartled at the noiſe and the light, which broke all on

a ſudden into his room, he ſat up in his bed, when by the moonſhine he perceived

Calpurnia faſt aſleep, but heard her utter in her dream ſome inarticulate words mixed

with groans. She dreamt at that time, that the pinacle (B), which the ſenate had

allowed to be raiſed on Caſºr's houſe, by way of ornament and grandeur, was fallen

down ; and alſo fancied, that ſhe was weeping over Caſar, and holding him

all covered over with wounds and blood in her arms. When it was day, ſhe begged of

d Caeſar that he would not ſtir out, but adjourn the ſenate to another time; and that,

if he ſlighted her dreams, he would be pleaſed to conſult the gods by ſacrifices,
d and other kinds of divination. He complied with her requeſt ; ſacrifices were offered

early in the morning ; and, according to the report of the prieſts, all the vićtims

proved inauſpicious. Caſar was not a man to be eaſily intimidated ; he had braved

death on a thouſand occaſions, and gained many vićtories, among the reſt that of

Munda, when the auſpices threatened him with utter deſtrućtion. But however, as

he had never before diſcovered in Calpurnia any kind of ſuperſtition, he now began

to look upon her fears and apprehenſions as inſpirations from heaven, and forebodings,

which ought not always to be neglected. As Marc Antony was then with him, being Ceſari; a.

e come, according to his cuſtom, early in the morning, to attend his levee, he had ſome larmed.

thoughts of ſending him with orders to the ſenate not to aſſemble that day. But as

t moſt of his troops were already imbarqued, and he himſelf was to leave Rome in four

days, he could not come to any fixed reſolution, but remained in ſuſpenſe till the

ſenate began to aſſemble in the appointed place, which was a great hall built by

Pompey near his theatre k.

WHILE Caeſar was thus deliberating with himſelf whether he ſhould ſuffer the The conſtancy

ſenate to aſſemble that day, or adjourn their meeting to another, Brutus was buſy in and intrepidity

adminiſtering juſtice in the forum, he being prator urbanus for the preſent year. We ºf*

are told, that he heard thoſe who pleaded before him, pronounced ſentence, and

f diſpatched the cauſes, that were brought to his tribunal, with as much care, equity,

and application, as if he had no other buſineſs in hand. Though he had taken with

him, when he went out of his houſe, a dagger, and had it then concealed under

* Plut. in Caeſ & Bruto. Appian. bell, civil. l. ii. Dio, l. xliv. Suer, in Julio, &c.

(B) The pinacle, as madam Dacier obſerves, was

a ſort of ornament uſually placed on the top of tem

ples. The Greeks called it 23rd;, &3rapaz, and the

Lating faſtigium. Private perſons were not allowed

to raiſe ſuch ornaments on the tops of their houſes

without the conſent of the ſenate, who had the

ſuperintendency of every thing relating to the public,

Vol. W. Nº 3.

Thus, as a token of honour, the ſenate accorded to

Poplicola to have the doors of his houſe open towards

the ſtreet inſtead of opening inwards. The pinacles

were commonly adorned with ſtatues of the gods,

figures of vićtory, and ſuch other decorations as were

ſuitable to the rank and quality of thoſe to whom

the privilege of erecting them was granted.

A a a his
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his robe, with a firm reſolution of plunging it into Caſar's breaſt before he returned a

home; yet he did not betray on his tribunal the leaſt concern, but acquitted himſelf of

his office with his uſual calmneſs and tranquillity. One, whom he had condemned

in a certain ſum, refuſed to pay it, crying out, that he appealed to Caſar ; when

Brutus caſting his eyes on the conſpirators, Caſar, ſaid he, How powerful ſcever,

ſhall not prevent me from ſeeing ſuch ſentences put in execution as are agreeable to the laws

of Rome. However, ſeveral accidents intervened, which did not a little terrify

Brutus and the other conſpirators, and had almoſt defeated their beſt concerted mea

ſures. While Brutus was hearing cauſes in the forum with his uſual attention and pati

ence, news was brought him, that his wife Porcia lay at the point of death. She

was the daughter of Cato, and the only perſon not concerned in the conſpiracy, to b

whom Brutus had revealed it. He ſtrove as much as poſſible, when abroad, to keep

his uneaſineſs of mind to himſelf; but at home, and eſpecially in the night-time,

he was not the ſame man, but ſometimes all on a ſudden ſtarted out of his bed, and

at other times was ſo taken up with unquiet thoughts, and ſo perplexed in his mind,

that Porcia concluded, he had ſome dangerous and difficult enterpriſe in agitation.

The courage of As ſhe was addicted to the ſtudy of philoſophy, fond of her husband to a great de

Porcia, wife to gree, and full of courage and prudence, ſhe reſolved not to inquire into Brutus’s ſecrets,
Brutus, till ſhe had tried whether ſhe had courage and reſolution enough to conceal them even

in the midſt of torments. With this view ſhe diſmiſſed all her attendants, and taking

a knife, gave herſelf a deep gaſh in the thigh, which threw her into a violent ſever. c

Brutus, who was then at home, flew immediately to her apartment, when ſhe in the

height of her pain addreſſed him thus : “I am, O Brutus, the daughter of Cato,

“ and was given to you in marriage, not to partake only in the common civilities of

“ bed and board, but to bear a ſhare in your good as well as your evil fortunes.

“When I look upon you, I find no reaſon to repent the match ; but from me, what

“ evidence of my love, what ſatisfaction can you receive, if I am not allowed to ſhare

“ with you in bearing your hidden griefs, nor admitted to any of your counſels, that

“ require ſecrecy and truſt? I am well appriſed, that women are commonly thought

“ to be of two weak a nature to be truſted with ſecrets ; but certainly, Brutus, a

“ virtuous birth and education, and frequent converſing with men of honour, are of d

“ ſome force to the forming of our manners, and the ſtrengthening of our natural

“ weakneſs. I am the daughter of Cato, and the wife of Brutus, in which two great

“ titles I did not place much confidence, till I tried myſelf, and found, that even

“ againſt grief itſelf and pain I am invincible”. Having thus ſpoke, ſhe ſhewed

him her wound, and related to him the trial ſhe had made of her own conſtancy.

Brutus diſ. Brutus, touched with this affecting ſpeech, could not help diſcovering the whole plot

covers to her to her without reſerve ; which, when he had done, he lifted up his hands to heaven,

**9 and begged the aſſiſtance of the gods in his enterprize, that he might live to be a huſ

band worthy of ſuch a wife as Porcia (C). But with all her reſolution, when the day

came, on which the deſign was to be put in execution, ſhe was extremely diſturbed e

with the expectation of the event, and not being able to bear the greatneſs of her

cares, ſhe could ſcarce keep within doors. At every little noiſe ſhe heard, ſhe ſtarted

up, and running into the ſtreet, asked thoſe who came from the forum, what

Brutus was doing? At length, after having expe&ted a long time, being overcome

by her fears and doubts, ſhe fell into a ſwoon. Whereupon her women making a

great outcry, many of the neighbours ran to Brutus's houſe to know what was the

matter, and the report was ſoon ſpread abroad, that Porcia was dying, though ſhe

recovered in a little time, and came to herſelf again. This news pierced Brutus's

heart ; yet he was not ſo carried away by his private grief, as to neglećt the public

cºnsº, and concern. ... He came down immediately from his tribunal, but inſtead of going home, f

reſolution of went to Pompey's porch, adjoining to the hall, where the ſenators were to aſſemble,

Brutus. and there waited with the other conſpirators the coming of Caſar to the ſenate. But

as he did not appear, though the day was far ſpent, being detained at home by his

(C) Valerius Maximus is the only author, who being greatly alarmed, Porcia told him, while he

ſuppoſes, that Porcia was acquainted with her huſ- was expreſſing his concern in the moſt tender terms,

band's deſign before ſhe wounded herſelf. Accord- that ſhe had wounded herſelf to make a trial of her

ing to him, Brutuſ diſcovered to her the whole plot conſtancy and courage, being determined to lay vio

the night before it was to be put in execution. lent hands on herſelf, in .# the ſucceſs of his en

Whereupon Porcia the next morning gave herſelf terpriſe did not anſwer his expectation.

a dangerous wound with a razor ; at which Brutus

wife
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a wife and the augurs, they were all under the greateſt uneaſineſs, and aſcribed his

delay to the diſcovery of the plot. They were confirmed in their ſuſpicion by ſeveral

accidents, which were thrown in their way by mere chance. While they were thus

waiting for Caſar, a citizen, coming up to Caſca, one of the conſpirators, and taking

him by the hand, Tou concealed, ſaid he, the ſecret from me, but Brutus has told me the

whole. At which words Caſca being greatly alarmed, the other ſaid ſmiling, How

came you, Caſca, to be ſo rich on a ſudden as to ſtand for the adileſhip & Theſe words re

ſtored, we may ſay, Caſca, to life again ; for he looked upon himſelf as loſt, and

deceived by the ambiguity of the reproach, was upon the point of diſcovering the

ſecret, in hopes of gaining his friend by that means. The ſenator Popilius I amas gave

room for new ſuſpicions; for after having ſaluted Brutus and Caſſius very obligingly,

he accoſted them, and whiſpered them ſoftly in the ear ; My wiſhes are with you ;

may you accompliſh what you deſign ; but I adviſe you to make no delay, for the thing is

now no ſecret. Having thus ſpoke, he left them in the utmoſt conſternation. Deci

mus Brutus, ſurnamed Albinus, one in whom Caſar had ſuch confidence, that he had

made him his ſecond heir, being no leſsalarmed at theſe words than the reſt of the con

ſpirators, reſolved to go in perſon to Caſar's houſe, to inform himſelf there of what

kept him ſo long from coming to the ſenate. Accordingly, with the approbation of

Brutus and Caſſius, he flew thither, and being immediately admitted into the dićta

tor's apartment, he asked him with his uſual familiarity, what kept him ſo long from

: appearing in the ſenate. Caſar, who looked upon him as one of his beſt friends,

imparted to him in confidence what his wife had dreamed the night before, and what

Several arcí.

dents diffurſ,

the conſ irators.

the augurs had told him. Hereupon Decimus, fearing left he ſhould put off the ſenate Decimus Bru

to another day, and the buſineſs might in the mean time get wind, turned into ridi- "ſº

cule both Calpurnia's dreams, and the divinations of the foothſayers, telling Caeſar,
apon Caeſar to

go to the ſe

that he would be much to blame, if he gave the ſenate ſuch juſt grounds to complain ; nate.

For they are, ſaid he, met upon your own ſummons, and are ready to vote unanimouſly,

that you ſhould be declared king of all the provinces out of Italy, and be allowed to wear

a diadem in any other place. Now, if any one ſhould be ſent to tell them, that they muſt

break up for the preſent, and meet again when Calpurnia ſhall chance to have better

dreams, what will your enemies ſay * or who will with any patience hear yourfriends pre

tending to juſtify you, and maintaining that this is not an inſtance of downright ſervitude on

one ſide, and bare-faced tyranny on the other ? But if you are ſo far prepoſſeſſed with

groundleſ, fears as really to think this an unlucky day, it will be more decent for you to go to

the ſenate yourſelf, and adjourn it in perſon. Having thus ſpoke, he took Caſar by the

hand, and dragged him, in a manner, out of his houſe. He was not gone far from

his door, when an unknown ſlave made towards him; but not being able to get near

him by reaſon of the croud, he went into his houſe, and put himſelf into the hands of

Calpurnia, begging her to ſecure him till Caſar returned, becauſe he had matters of

the utmoſt importance to communicate to him. Soon after one Artemidorus, a native

of the iſland of Cnidus, by profeſſion a rhetorician, and intimately acquainted with moſt

of the conſpirators, put into Caeſar's hand a paper, containing the heads of what he Artemidorus

had to diſcover to him. Artemidorus had obſerved, that Caeſar, as he received any ºver, a pa

papers, immediately delivered them to ſome of his officers, who attended him ; and
per to Caeſar

containing the

therefore coming as near to him as he could, he cried out, Read this, Caeſar, quickly; i...ºft.

for it contains affairs of the greateſt importance, and ſuch as concern you nearly. Some plot.

writers tell us, that Art, midorus, not being able to come near Caſar by reaſon of the

throng, gave this note to another, who preſented it to him. However that be, Caſar

attempted ſeveral times to read it; but being diverted by the croud of thoſe who came

to ſpeak to him, he kept it in his hand by itſelf, till he came into the ſenate. When

f he was got to the door of the great hall, where the conſcript fathers were aſſembled,

Popilius Lenas, who, but a little before, had wiſhed Brutus and Caſſius good ſucceſs in

their undertaking, coming up to him, diſcourſed a great while with him in private,

Caſar ſtanding ſtill all the time, and ſeeming to be very attentive. The conſpira- The conſººra

tors, not being able to hear what he ſaid, but gueſſing from what they were con- tors warmed.

ſcious of, that this conference was a diſcovery of their treaſon, were ſtrangely dejećted ;

and looking upon one another, laid their hands on the daggers they had concealed

under their robes, and were drawing them with a deſign to ſtab themſelves, if the

plot was diſcovered ; but judging from Lana's looks and geſtures, which they nar

rowly watched, and from the calmneſs and unconcern that appeared in Caſar's coun

8 tenance, that the conſpiracy was not the ſubjećt of their conference, they took courage,
and
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The conſpira

ters croud

round Casſar

| in the ſenate

bouſe.

And fall upºn

and were ſoon after delivered from all their fears. For Lands in retiring was obſerved a

to kiſs Ceſar's hand, which was a plain indication that he had been petitioning, and

not accuſing. Caeſar, having diſmiſſed Lanas, entered the hall, where the ſenators

were aſſembled. This was one of the many edifices which Pompey had raiſed for the

uſe of the public; whence Plutarch concludes, that ſome deity guided the action, and

brought Cæſar thither to revenge upon him the death of Pompey. Upon Caſar’s enter

ing the hall, the ſenate ſtood up in reſpect to him. Of the conſpirators, ſome ſtood

behind the chair, which was placed for the dićtator in the middle of the hall; others

went to meet him, pretending to join their prayers with thoſe of Metellus Cimber,

in behalf of his brother, who was baniſhed. In the mean time Trebonius (D) drew

Marc Antony, who was faithful to Caeſar, and a man of great ſtrength and reſolu

tion, towards the door, and entertained him in the porch with a long diſcourſe con

trived for that purpoſe. When the dićtator was ſeated, the conſpirators, crouding

round him, renewed their ſupplications in favour of Cimber's brother, and taking him

by the hand, kiſſed it, in appearance, with great reſpect. But the dićtator rejećted

their petition, and upon their urging him farther, and growing very importunate, he

firſt reprimanded them ſeverely, and afterwards ſtarting up, puſhed them from him.

Hereupon Cimber, laying hold of the dićtator's robe with both hands, pulled it off

from his ſhoulders, which was the ſignal agreed on to fall upon him. In that inſtant

Servilius Caſca, who ſtood behind him, drawing his dagger, gave him the firſt wound

in the neck, which was not mortal, nor dangerous, as coming from one, who at the

beginning of ſuch a bold ačtion was probably very much diſturbed ; ſo that his

ſtrength as well as his courage might fail him. Caſar immediately turning about,

ſeized Caſca by the hand which held the dagger, both of them crying out at the ſame

time, Caſar in Latin, Wicked Caſca, what doſt thou mean 8 and Caſca calling to his

brother in Greek to come and help him. Thoſe who were not privy to the deſign,

were ſtruck with ſuch horror at the attempt, that they could neither fly, nor aſſiſt

Caeſar, nay, not utter a ſingle word. But the conſpirators, who came prepared, in

cloſed him on all ſides with their naked daggers in their hands, ſo that which way ſoever

he turned, he met with blows, and ſaw their daggers levelled at his face and eyes.

Caſſius, having firſt turned his face to a ſtatue, which the republic had erected to Pom

pey in the hall, and filently implored the aſſiſtance of that hero, flew at Caſar with

the rage of a madman, and gave him a deep wound on the head, encouraging the

others to follow his example, and rid Rome of her tyrant. Hereupon they all preſſed

upon him ; but as each of them was eager to plunge his dagger in his body, and

have the glory of diſpatching him, they wounded one another. Brutus in particular

received a wound on the hand from Caſſius, and moſt of them were ſtained either with

Caſar's blood or their own. The hero, though thus baited on all ſides, to uſe Pln

tarch's expreſſion, like a wild beaſt taken in a toil, fought and defended himſelf in the

beſt manner he could, till looking round about him to ſee if he could make his eſcape,

he perceived Brutus with his dagger in his hand. This fight ſtung him to the heart,

ſo that he ſtruggled no more; but crying out, What 1 my ſon, Brutus, and you too 2

he covered his face with his robe, and quietly ſurrendered himſelf. Then the conſpi

rators, puſhing him either by chance, or, as ſome ſay, by deſign, to the pedeſtal,

on which Pompey's ſtatue ſtood, which by that means was ſprinkled with his blood,

diſpatched him there with twenty-five wounds, the ſenate looking on with horror and

amazement, but not one of them daring to lend him the leaſt aſſiſtance. We are told,

that as he found himſelf fainting away, and ready to drop down, he wrapt the skirts

of his garment round his knees, that he might fall with more decency .

- him.

|. The circum

a" ſtances of his

| death.

rear of the

flood 1960.

Before Chriſt

39.

Of Rome 709.

- He is killed.

1 Plur. in Crſ & Bruto. Flor. l. iv. c. 2. Suer. in Julio, c. 81.88. 91. Appian. l. ii. p. 522.

Cic. l. ii. de divin.

(D) Plutarch in the life of Ceſar tells us, that An

tony was detained without by Brutus Albinus; and

in the life of Brutus, that he was kept in talk by

C. Trebonius. How could he be guilty of ſo mani

feſt a contradićtion in the relation of an action ſo

confiderable and notorious He was certainly miſ

taken in the life of Ceſar, and in that of Brutus hits

upon the truth ; ſince all the hiſtorians, who men

tion this ačtion, agree, that Trebonius entertained

Antony at the door. Cicero, who is more to be re

lied on, than all the hiſtorians put together, ſays in

expreſs terms in his ſecond Philippic, addreſſing his

ſpeech to Antony himſelf; Cum interficeretur Caſar,

tum te a Trebonio widimus ſevocari; and in the 13th,

Sceleratum Trebonium ? quo (celere nift quod te idibus

Martiis a debita tibiÉ. ſeduxit 5 intimating, that

Antony deſerved the ſame doom with Caſar.

f THUs
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a . Thus died in the fifty-ſixth year of his age the greateſt warrior that Rome, or per

haps the world ever ſaw, after he had fought with ſucceſs fifty pitched battles, taken

by aſſault above a thouſand towns, and ſlain, if Pliny is to be credited ", eleven hun

dred ninety-two thouſand men. He was, without doubt, a perſon of extraordinary

parts, and wonderful abilities in all the arts both of war and civil government, and of

equal diligence and application in the uſe of them. He was beloved and revered by

the people, honoured and adored by his friends, and eſteemed and admired even by

his enemies. But as his ambition, which knew no bounds, prompted him to inthral

his country, and uſurp a deſpotic and arbitrary power over thoſe who were as free

as himſelf, he met in the end with that doom which all tyrants and uſurpers deſerve.

b If the ſtate had been deemed irretrievable, and an uſurper a neceſſary evil, Rome

could not have had a better than Caſar. But as Brutus, Cicero, and the beſt and

ableſt Romans judged otherwiſe, the dićtator’s power and dominion was downright

uſurpation, and conſequently every Roman was warranted by all the laws of Rome to

put him to death.

m Plin, 1. vii. c. 25. *

C H A P. XIV.

The hiſtory of Rome from the death of Caeſar to

the firſt conſulate of Octavianus.

ARTS,

CW H E N Caſar was diſpatched, Brutus ſtepping forth into the middle of the

ſenate houſe, offered to give an account to the conſcript fathers of the motives

of their undertaking, and to exhort them to approve an action, which had reſtored

> liberty to their country. But they all flew out of doors in the utmoſt conſternation, Rome in great

- and carried terror and confuſion into all quarters of the city. So great was the throng tenſiºniº,

s at the door of the hall, and in the porch, that ſome of the ſenators were ſtified in theº

croud, and others dangerouſly wounded by running blindly in that general diſtraćtion

againſt the naked daggers of the conſpirators, . The news of Caſar’s death being in

a trice ſpread all over the city, the friends of the deceaſed retired in all haſte to their

houſes, and there ſhut themſelves up, without knowing what they had to hope or fear

d from ſo tragical an event. The artificers, ſhutting their ſhops, ran in that ſudden

ſurprize, ſome to ſee the body of the deceaſed, others up and down the ſtreets to in

form themſelves of the circumſtances of ſo bold an attempt. In the mean time Brutus

and the other conſpirators marched in a body from the ſenate-houſe all over the city,

with their daggers yet bloody in their hands, not like perſons who thought of eſcape

ing, but with an air of confidence and aſſurance. Some perſons of diſtinétion, who

had not been privy to the conſpiracy, joined them with their drawn ſwords, being

deſirous to ſhare in the honour of the ačtion, as if they had borne part in it. Of this

number were C. Oğavius, P. Lentulus Spinther, Favonius, Patiſcus, L. Statius Murcus,

who had ſerved under Caeſar in quality of lieutenant againſt the ſons of Pompey in

e Spain, A. Aquinius, and ſeveral others, who afterwards paid dear for their vanity,

country. They were preceded by a herald, who carried on the point of a lance a cap,

the ſymbol of liberty among the Romans. As they marched along, they called to the

people to reſume their ancient liberty, and complimented ſuch perſons of rank as came

in their way. When they arrived at the comitium, Brutus, holding up his bloody

dagger, cried out, Cicero, we have revenged the republic. This he did, as ſome writers

V o L. V. N° 3. B b b conjećture,

being cut off by Antony and young Qāavianus, . As they marched along, they pro-The conſpira.
claimed in the ſtreets that they had killed the king of Rome, and the tyrant of their torsº the

eople to re

}. their an

tient liberty.
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conjećture, either to engage that famous orator in the common cauſe, or to make the a

people believe, that he, who had formerly guarded his country againſt the wicked

attempts of Catiline, bore a part in delivering it from the tyranny of Caeſar. However

His death at that be, the people did not join them ; but alarmed at the death of the dićtator, ran

*** up and down the city, ſome bewailing the loſs of one who had ſupported them with

3...". his largeſſes, and others laying hold of the preſent general diſtraćtion to plunder the

city. houſes of their fellow-citizens. They were no more thoſe ancient Romans, to whom

liberty was more dear than life itſelf. They were become effeminate, debauched,

and accuſtomed to live by the price of their votes, which they ſold to the beſt bidder.

Brutus therefore, with his followers, thought it adviſeable to retire to the capitol,

whither they were attended by a body of gladiators belonging to Decimus Brutus b

Albinus. The next day, as nobody was injured by the conſpirators either in hisgoods

or perſon, the ſenators, and many of the people, took courage, and went up to the

conſpirators in the capitol. Brutus made an harangue to them very popular, and

adapted to the preſent ſtate of affairs. When he had done ſpeaking, they applauded

his oration, and invited him with one voice to come down into the city. Hereupon

the conſpirators deſcended with confidence into the forum, Brutus being attended and

guarded by many perſons of the moſt eminent quality in Rome, while the other con

ſpirators went promiſcuouſly mingled with the crowd. He no ſooner appeared on

the roſtra, than the rabble, though conſiſting of a confuſed mixture, and all diſpoſed

to raiſe a tumult, were ſtruck with reverence, and hearkened to him with ſilence andBrutusha. attention. He acquainted them in a very affecting harangue with the motives that had G

rangue, the prompted them to put Caſar to death, and ſolemnly proteſted, that neither he nor his

people. companions had any thing elſe in view, but the delivering of Rome from a tyrannical

yoke, and the reſtoring of their country to her former condition ; but the populace,

more afraid of poverty than ſubjećtion, expreſſed by their melancholy looks, that they

were highly diſpleaſed at the aëtion ; and that they reverenced Brutus, but at the

Butritiſh ſame time pitied Caeſar. Hereupon the conſpirators thought fit to withdraw again to

ºft. the capitol, where Brutus, who expected to be beſieged, diſmiſſed ſeveral perſons of
tol. p diſtinčtion, who had attended him thither, not thinking it juſt, that thoſe who had

no hand in the ačtion, ſhould ſhare in the danger ". d

As Caeſar had deſigned to ſet out in a few days on his intended expedition againſt

the Parthians, he had reſigned his conſulſhip to P. Cornelius Dolabella, a young man

of twenty-five years of age, who had married Tullia the daughter of Cicero. The new

conſul, out of reſpect to Caſar, waited for his departure to enter upon his office ; but

Dolabella take, he no ſooner heard the news of his death, than he appeared with his lićtors and faſces,

****the without the conſent either of the ſenate or people. As this was an open acknowledg

ºff. ment of the dićtator’s power, no one doubted but he would join his friends againſt

jºjº" Brutus and the other conſpirators; but he, to the great ſurprize of all, after ſo un

warrantable a ſtep, immediately went up to the capitol with all the pomp of a conſul;

and there congratulating Brutus and his followers on the ſucceſs of their glorious e

undertaking, declared, that he would ſupport them to the utmoſt of his power. From

the capitol he returned to the forum, where he made a harangue to the multitude,

exhorting them to join the deliverers of their country ; and after having caſt out

many bitter reflections on Caeſar, and beſtowed the higheſt elogiums on Brutus, he

went ſo far as to propoſe a law, enaëting, that for the future the ides of March ſhould

be celebrated with the ſame ſolemnity, as the day on which Rome was built. The

day, ſaid he, in which Rome recovered her liberty by the death of a tyrant, ought to be

deemed by all true Romans as happy a day, as that in which the city was firſt built. To

the latter ſhe owes her being, to the former her liberty ; and what is being itſelf without

liberty & But the indigent populace, whom the dićtator had ſupported with his libe- f

ral preſents, were ſo far from being moved by his ſpeech to approve of his death,

that on the contrary they would have torn the conſul in pieces, had he not, by a timely

retreat, ſaved himſelf in the capitol. However, the menaces which the multitude

threw out on this occaſion againſt the dićtator’s enemies, did not deter L. Corneliu;

Cinna from renouncing his party in a moſt ſolemn manner. Caeſar had married to

his firſt wife Cornelia the ſiſter of Cinna, and on that account had always favoured

him in a particular manner. He had raiſed him this year to the praetorſhip, and

promiſed him the conſulate. But Cinna was in his heart a well-wiſher to his country,

m PlUT. Dio Cass. ApprAN, ibid.

and
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a and an enemy to tyranny, and therefore, upon Cæſar's death, he not only ſided The generous

openly with the conſpirators, but going into the forum with all the enſigns of his ºff.

dignity, pronounced there an inveſtive againſt his brother-in-law, ſtyling him tyrant,ºf

uſurper, oppreſſor of his country, &c. When he had done ſpeaking, he ſtripped Cima.

himſelf, in preſence of the people, of all the ornaments of his dignity, crying out,

Theſe I received of Caeſar, againſt the known laws of Rome; and now I reſign them to the

Roman people, who alone have a right to diſpoſe of them. But even this generous and

diſintereſted proceeding was highly reſented by the vile populace, and Cinna obliged

to abſcond, for fear of feeling the effects of their blind fury n.

In the mean time Antony and Lepidus, who were intirely addićted to Caeſar, and

b had concealed themſelves for fear of being involved in his ruin, hearing how the

people ſtood affected, appeared again in public. When the conſpirators firſt con

ſulted about the execution of their deſign, they were all, except Brutus, of opinion,

that Antony ſhould be cut off with Caſar ; for they looked upon him as a dangerous

perſon, on account of his unbounded ambition, and the powerful intereſt he had among

the ſoldiery; but Brutus, whoſe intentions were upright and ſincere, would by no Antony ſaved

means hearken to their advice, ſaying, That an ačtion undertaken in defence of the by Brutus.

laws and of juſtice, ought to be free even from all appearance of injuſtice. Beſides, he

gave them hopes, that a great change might be worked in Antony. I do not deſpair,

ſaid he, but ſuch a lover of glory as Antony, ſtirred up with emulation of our great

c attempt, will lay hold of this occaſion to be joint reſtorer with us of the liberty of

his country. Thus the generous Brutus ſaved Antony's life; but he, inſtead of an

ſwering the brave patriot's expedtation, upon the firſt news of Cºſar’s death, fled in

the diſguiſe of a ſlave, and concealed himſelf, till he was informed, that the populace

were diſpoſed to revenge his death. Then he appeared again with all the majeſty

and ſplendor of a conſul, being this year Caſar's collegue in that dignity, and managed

matters with ſuch addreſs, that he paved the way for that triumvirate, which gave

the finiſhing blow to the republic, and reduced Rome to a laſting monarchy. The firſt Lepidus i, or

ſtep he took, was to order Lepidus to march into the city a legion, which he com-dered” Amº

manded in the neighbourhood, and to incamp in the field of Mars. This alarmed .ſº:
dº the conſpirators in the capitol, who thereupon ſent deputies to Antony and Lepidus, #.

deſiring them to conſider the ſad conſequences of a diviſion in ſo critical a conjuncture,

and remonſtrating, that no hatred to Caſar's perſon had armed them againſt him,

but only the love which every good citizen ought to have for his country ; that the

ſtate was already ſo drained by civil wars, that any new diſturbances muſt prove fatal

to it; that they believed them too generous to let any particular views tranſport them

to the prejudice of the public, &c. Both Antony and Lepidus, under pretence of

revenging Caſar’s death, aimed at the ſovereign power themſelves, and ſought it in

the ruin of thoſe brave men, who ſtood up in defence of their oppreſſed country , but

as Decimus Brutus was already ſet out from Rome to put himſelf at the head of an army

e of veterans in Ciſalpine Gaul, which province had been allotted him by Caſar, they

both diſſembled even their deſign of revenging Caſar’s death, and, to gain time,

returned the following anſwer, That they were ready to ſacrifice their private regards

to the public good, and ſuffer the ſenate to be aſſembled, that they might govern.

themſelves by the advice of ſo many illuſtrious and diſcerning perſons as compoſed

that venerable body. à. Antony, as conſul, appointed the ſenate to meet Antony aſſºm.

early the next morning in the temple of Tellus, near his own houſe, and in the mean &le; thºſenate.

time placed guards all over the city, to keep the unruly multitude from raiſing diſturb

ances, and likewiſe ordered all Ceſar’s money and papers to be conveyed to his houſe.

Next morning by break of day, the conſcript fathers aſſembled purſuant to their

f ſummons ; and never did that auguſt body meet on ſo important and nice an occa

ſion. They came to decide, whether Caſar had been an uſurper, or a lawful magi

ſtrate ; and whether thoſe who had killed him, deſerved puniſhments or rewards.

As none of the conſpirators appeared in the ſenate, not daring to expoſe themſelves

to the fury of the rabble, the debates were carried on with more calmneſs and temper.

than could have been expećted in a matter of ſuch conſequence. Moſt ofthe conſcript

fathers were inclined to favour the conſpirators; but nevertheleſs divided among

themſelves in their opinions. Some were for declaring them the deliverers, the ſavi- Different opini.

ours of their country, and allotting them, as ſuch, ample rewards. Others were forź.#.
cript at/pers.

* Arras, tel, civil. ii. viii. Patric. . ii c. 58.

approving
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approving the ačlion, without appointing any rewards to the authors of it, ſince no- a

* body demanded them. Some thought it was ſufficient to bury in oblivion what was

paſt, without beſtowing either praiſes or rewards on the authors of Caſar’s death.

Some of Caſar’s friends declared boldly, that the aëtion was odious and deteſtable ;

| but that they were nevertheleſs ready to concur in ſuch meaſures as ſhould be judged

neceſſary for the ſafety of thoſe who had committed it, out of a due regard to ſo many

- a illuſtrious families. After ſeveral different overtures, it was at length concluded by

- a great majority, that before the conſpirators were declared guilty or innocent, this

queſtion ſhould be put, Whether Caeſar was a tyrant, or a lawful magiſlrate 2 ſince on

* . the deciſion of this depended that of all other queſtions relating to the conſpirators.

Antony, foreſeeing that this queſtion would be decided to the diſadvantage of his b

r party, warded off the blow with an addreſs and dexterity, which will ſeem incredible
f to thoſe who judge of his abilities from what they read of him in Cicero's letters and

º* ſpeeches. Have you well weighed with yourſelves, conſcript fathers, ſaid he, the conſe
* f/3. quences that muſt attend the deciſion of this queſtion ? If you declare the late diſlator a

tyrant, all his ačis will be of courſe void and mull; and who can conceive what confuſion and

diſorders will hence enſue, not in this metropolis only, but in all the ſtates and kingdoms ſubječ

to Rome? The republic will be without lawful magiſirates, the provinces without gover

nors, the armies without commanders, &c. ſince we have been all inveſted in our offices,

- commands andgovernments, by Caeſar. If we pronounce Caeſar a tyrant and uſurper, we

muſt lay down thoſe honours, ſince we can no longer think them lawfully conferred upon us, c

If Caeſar is an uſurper, his body muſi, purſuant to the ordinances of our anceſtors, be igno

miniouſly dragged through the ſtreets, and thrown into the Tiber. What diſturbances and

tumults will not this produce among the populace, who adore him as a god & 7ou are going,

º com/cript fathers, to plunge the republic, may, the whole world, which is filled with Caeſar’s

glory, into a bloody war, and eternal diſorders. Antony's words made a deep impreſſion

on the aſſembly, which was again divided into different opinions. Such as had not

been nominated by Caſar to any civil or military employments, ſtill inſiſted on his

being declared an uſurper and tyrant; but all the preſent magiſtrates, and thoſe whom

* Caeſar had appointed to ſucceed them (E), were for dropping the queſtion relating to

| * him, and only decreeing, that nobody ſhould be proſecuted on account of his death, d

º Among the latter was the conſul Dolabella, who, as he had not yet attained the age

required by the laws of Rome for the conſular dignity, was well appriſed, that, if he

once parted with it, the people would not be eaſily induced to reſtore him, in defi

ance of the laws, to that poſt. However, ſeveral praetors were prevailed upon by the

| friends of the conſpirators, that is, by the zealous republicans, to ſtrip themſelves of

their robes, and publicly reſign the offices, to which Caſar, by his authority alone,
|

had raiſed them. The diviſion, which reigned in the ſenate, was likely to have

involved the republic anew in a civil war, when Cicero, by an excellent ſpeech, which

has been tranſmitted to us, not in the language in which he ſpoke it, but in Greek",

| | prevailed upon the conſcript fathers to drop the queſtion relating to Caſar, viz. e

Whether he was a tyrant, or no ; and to paſs an ačt of oblivion for what was paſt.

An aſ fośli-. Accordingly a general amneſty was proclaimed, and at the ſame time it was decreed,

º contrary to the opinion of Cicero, and the moſt zealous patriots, That not the leaſt

- rººm. thing ſhould be altered, which Caſar had enacted during his government. This was,

in a manner, declaring him at the ſame time both innocent and guilty, ſince it was

inconſiſtent to confirm what he had done during his dićtatorſhip, and at the ſame time

! decree, that thoſe who had put him to death, ſhould not be proſecuted. Cicero, in

- one of his letters to Atticus, expreſſes himſelf on this ſubjećt thus ; The tyrant is no

i more; but the tyranny ſtill ſubſiſts. We expreſ, great joy at his death, and at the ſame time

confirm all his ordinances P.

o Dio, l. xiv. P Cic. Philip. 1. Vell. PATERc.l. ii. c. 58. Plur. in Cic. Brut, & Crſ. Appian,

l. ii. Dio, l. xliv. -

(E) Ceſar, foreſeeing that his intended expedition he had named conſuls for the three following years;

againſt the Parthians, a brave and warlike nation, according to Appian for five, and according to Sue

would prevent him from returning to Rome for ſome tonius for many years. But the authority of Cicero

time, had appointed conſuls, as Cicero informs us, ought to be of more weight than that of any hiſto

º for the two following years, viz. Aulus Hirtius and rian, ſince he writes of ſuch tranſactions as happened

Caius Vibius Panſa for the firſt year after his depar- in his time, and in which he bore, generally ſpeak
f ture, and Decimus Brutus, with Lucius Munatius ing, no ſmall ſhare.

Plancus, for the ſecond. According to Dion Caſius,

THIS
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2. This ačt of oblivion brought matters to a more peaceable poſture. Antony and

Lepidus were ſtill reſolved to purſue their revenge on the conſpirators, hoping to

raiſe themſelves by their deſtruction to the ſame poſt, which Caſar had held , but as

they were afraid of each other, and both of Decimus Brutus, governor of Ciſalpine

Gaul, they artfully concealed their ambitious deſigns, and cauſed the act of oblivion

to be publiſhed in all the quarters of the city. As the conſpirators ſtill kept in their

aſylum, for fear of ſome ſudden tumult, Antony and Lepidus ſent their children to the

capitol as hoſtages for their ſecurity; and then Brutus, Caſſius, and their followers, ºusanºi,

came down into the city. The ſame night, in token of a perfeót reconciliation, An

asked Caſſius, Whether he had a dagger concealed under his robe & Tes, anſwered Caſſius,

who was naturally choleric and ſullen, and a ſharp one too, for any who ſhall dare to

aſpire at the ſovereign power. This anſwer put a ſtop to any further jeſts. And now

nobody doubted but the republic would ſoon be reſtored to her former tranquillity.

Even the populace began to look upon the conſpirators as the deliverers of their coun

try, and honour them with the title of tyrannicides. This tranquillity did no-ways

ſuit Antony's ambitious views. He therefore ſoon found means to put the whole city

in an uproar, and to incenſe the multitude anew againſt thoſe, whom they had de

ſervedly begun to look upon as worthy of the greateſt honours and rewards, Caeſar,

on the ides of September of the preceding year, had made his will in his houſe at

Laricum, and appointed his father-in-law, Calpurnius Piſo, to ſee it executed. To

him Marc Antony applied, and preſſed him to produce the will, that it might be

publicly read, being well appriſed, that this would produce new diſturbances, and

have a great effect on the inconſtant multitude. On the other hand, the dićtator’s

ollowers come

down into the

tony invited Caſſius to ſupper, as Lepidus did Brutus. As Antony liked joking, be city.

enemies endeavoured to perſuade Piſo to ſuppreſs it; but he, being ſupported by pſ, and An

Antony, openly declared, that nothing ſhould divert him from diſcharging the truſt tony are for

Caſar had repoſed in him. The affair was at length brought before the ſenate, *gºrſai's

where it occaſioned freſh diſputes. Antony and Piſo warmly inſiſted on having the“”

will read, and the body of the deceaſed dićtator honourably interred. Thoſe, ſaid

Piſo, who boaſt of having killed a tyrant, treat us themſelves in a moſt tyrannical

manner. They are willing that whatever Caſar has done in their behalf ſhould be

ratified, and at the ſame time demand, that his laſt diſpoſitions be ſuppreſſed. As

to Caeſar’s funeral, you may order what you think fit ; but as to his will, which he

has depoſited in my hands, I am reſolved to read it before the whole people. The

affair was long debated by both parties, and with great warmth, Caſſius violently

oppoſing the propoſal of Antony and Piſo, which, if complied with, he foreſaw,

would revive the affections of the people, and cauſe freſh troubles ; but, Brutus at sºn, ields

length yielded, and it was decreed, That Caſar’s will ſhould be opened, his funeral jº.

rites performed at the expence of the public, and he worſhipped as a god. This was queſ.

an unpardonable overſight in Brutus, and Caſſius loudly complained of his too eaſy

condeſcenſion, and unſeaſonable humanity ; and indeed with a great deal of reaſon:

for the reading of the will, and the public honours decreed to the deceaſed, proved

fatal both to the avengers of the republic, and the republic itſelf. The will being

produced, was read in the preſence of the people ; and there it was found, that he CzGº, will,

had appointed his three great-nephews his heirs, C. Ożavius, Lucius Pinarius, and

Quintus Pedius. To O&avius, the grandſon of his ſiſter julia, he left three-fourths

of his eſtate, and the remaining part to the other two. He alſo ordained, that young

Oãavius, his principal heir, ſhould take his name, and be adopted into the julian

family ; and that if any of his great-nephews ſhould die, or renounce his inheritance,

Decimus Brutus and M. Antony ſhould be ſubſtituted in their room. Several of the

f conſpirators were appointed guardians to his children, in caſe he ſhould have any :

or

>

and Decimus Brutus, for whom he had a particular affection, was named to ſucceed

Oālavius, in caſe he ſhould die without iſſue male, and to be adopted into the julian

family. By the ſame will he bequeathed to the Roman people his fine gardens be

yond the Tyler, and to each individual citizen the ſum of ſeventy-five Attic drach

ma’s, or three hundred ſetterces. Theſe laſt tokens of Caſar’s good-will revived the

affection of the people for him, and provoked them anew againſt Brutus and his fol

Diſturbance:

occaſioned by

lowers, on whom they no longer beſtowed the glorious name of tyrannicides, but that the reading ºf

of aſſaſſins, threatening to treat them in the ſame manner as they had treated the dic- *.

tator their common benefactor. Brutus, perceiving this change, mounted the roſtra

in quality of praetor, and, with the following ſpeech, endeavoured to appeaſe the

V o L. V. No. 3. C c c inraged
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Bryusºffeech inraged populace. “Great pains have been taken, ſaid he, to prejudice you againſt us, as
to the people.

diſturbers of the public tranquillity. We are accuſed at the ſame time of cruelty, ingra

titude and perfidiouſneſs. It is pretended, that we have violated the oaths which

tied us to Caſar. What oaths, immortal gods! Had Caſar any lawful power to re

quire them P Did he not extort them with his ſword at our throats Do you look

upon forced engagements as really binding 2 Can forced oaths oblige us to ſubmit

to a tyrant? Has not Caſar ačted as ſuch ever ſince Pompey’s death 2 He has diſ

poſed of the great charges and principal employments, without your advice, or that

of the ſenate. The public money, the revenues of the provinces, were conveyed into

his coffers. All the orders in the republic were forced to ſubmit to his lawleſs and

arbitrary will. There is not one Roman throughout the empire, whom he did not injure

in the higheſt degree; for he robbed him of his liberty, which is the greateſt bleſfing

of mankind. When he ſeemed to be rendering his country the moſt important ſer

vices by his ſucceſsful undertakings, at that very time was he laying his ſchemes how

to bring her into ſubjećtion. He made war on foreign enemies, only that he might

know how to ſubdue and enſlave his fellow-ſubječts. It is ſaid, that he was meditate

ing great things for the republic when he was cut off. He might indeed have gathered

empty laurels for himſelf by more wars at the expence of the republic ; but what

advantage would have redounded to us from his victories? Every acceſſion of power

muſt, by raiſing his tyranny higher, have ſunk us lower, and ſtrengthened our

chains. Had he left us any hopes of his laying down one day the power he had

uſurped, we ſhould have bore the yoke with patience ; but the name of perpetual

dićator threatened us with eternal ſlavery. He treated the very name of liberty and

the republic with contempt. He ridiculed Sylla for reſigning his uſurped authority,

and manifeſtly ſhewed, that he had nothing in his head or heart, but abſolute rule,

a diadem, the title of king, and controuling the world according to his luſt. It is

ſaid, that his perſon was ſacred and inviolable ; but did not he the firſt violate that

reſpect which is due to ſacred perſons? Did he not depoſe two of our tribunes, and

even condemn them to baniſhment, for no other reaſon, but becauſe they took from

his ſtatues the royal diadem? Then turning to the old legionaries, who had, for

the moſt part, received lands of Caſar by way of reward for their long ſervices, As

for you, brave veterans, ſaid he, when you firſt entered into the ſervice, was it to

Caſar, or to the republic, you engaged your fidelity by the military oath You

have fought under Caſar ; but was it for him you fought? You have conquered ;

and your vićtories ought to be amply rewarded. We are reſolved to allow you the

rewards which Caeſar had promiſed you. The commonwealth will not ſuffer you to

be loſers by his death. Thoſe who have already received inheritances, ſhall be con

firmed in the poſſeſſion of them ; and ſuch as have not yet been rewarded, ſhall be

ſatisfied for their ſervices out of the firſt money that comes into the public treaſury.

This I promiſe in the name of the republic; and my word ſhall be ſacred and invio

lable in every thing but the ſupporting of tyranny i.” This ſpeech, which was no

frivolous apology, as ſome aſſertors of abſolute power are pleaſed to call it r, appeaſed

both the people and ſoldiery; but Antony and Piſo ſoon found means to inflame them

anew with fury and ſorrow, two groſs paſſions, which do not reaſon, but feel. They

cauſed the body of Caſar (F) to be brought forth with a great deal of pomp, being

carried on the ſhoulders of men, who were all in office, and of the moſt illuſtrious

families in Rome. They had raiſed a kind of ſtage in the forum over-againſt the

roſtra, and on the ſtage a ſmall temple of gilt wood, after the model of that of Venus,

Ceſar's pretended mother. In this temple was a bed of ivory, richly adorned with

curtains of cloth of gold and of purple. On the bed was laid the body of the deceaſed,

the robe in which he was killed being hung up by it. All Rome crouded to ſee the

mangled body of their deceaſed hero, whoſe loſs they bewailed anew with many fighs

and tears. Thoſe chiefly, who had ſerved under him in moſt of his wars, were

The body of Cae.

far brought

forth alth

great pomp,

* AppiAN. l. ii. Dio, l. xiv. * CATRou and Rouille, Vol. XVII. p. 424,

(F) We are told by ſome hiſtorians, that the con

ſpirators deſigned at firſt to throw the dead body

of the dićtator into the Hyber, in order to remove

that object of compaſſion out of the fight of the

populace; but being prevented from putting their

veſign in execution by the tumult which happened

in the ſenate, they left it in the ſenate-houſe, from

whence it was privately conveyed in a litter to his

houſe by three of his ſlaves, who took care to have

it embalmed, not doubting but the ſnate or people

would, in due time, order it to be interred with

all pomp and magnificence.

3.

incon
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a inconſolable, and with loud cries demanded vengeance. Then Antony, to fire them Antony in

ſtill more, aſcended the roſtra (G), and took upon him to pronounce his funeral

oration, inlarging on every topic which could move compaſſion.

the many vićtories he had gained, the innumerable conquetts he had made, the vari

ous nations he had ſubdued, &c. Then he took notice of all the titles of honour

which the republic had conferred upon him, his dićtatorſhip, his being ſeveral times

honoured with the conſulate, the cenſorſhip, the dignity of pontifex maximus, and

above all, with the glorious name of the father of his country. From thence he paſſed

to his virtues, crying up his courage, his eloquence, his humanity, generoſity, cle

mency even to his enemies, &c. After this, he repeated the oath which the people

of Rame had taken to him, and by which they had ſworn, that his perſon ſhould be

ſacred and inviolable, and that they would defend him at the hazard of their own

lives. Antony, perceiving the people to be infinitely affected with what he ſaid in

commendation of Caeſar, to ſtir them up yet further to compaſſion, or rather to mad

neſs, unfolded the bloody garment of Caſar, ſhewed them in how many places it was

pierced, and expoſed to their view the number of his wounds. Hereupon Antony,

ſeeing rage mixed with grief painted in every one's face, reſumed his diſcourſe, and

turning to the capitol, Great Jupiter, ſaid he, and ye gods, proteåors of the Roman

empire, I call you to witneſs, that I was determined to revenge his death, and fulfil my

obligations ; but the decree of the conſcript fathers has tied my hands. Am I guilty of

facrilege and perjury & At theſe words the mob made great outcries, and nothing was

heard but Vengeance, vengeance. The ſenators were highly provoked againſt Antony,

for thus firing the multitude with new fury ; which he obſerving from their counte

nances, and fearing to diſoblige them, in order to reconcile to him that auguſt body,

and, in ſome degree, qualify what he had ſaid, concluded thus: 225, the gods them

ſelves abſolve me from the obligation of my oath. JWhat has been done ought to be forgot ;

ſince it is the crime of ſome evil demons, enemies to Rome, rather than of men; and no

thing ought now to be thought of, but honouring the memory of the illuſtrious deceaſed, and

placing him among the immortal gods'.

Antony had ſcarce done ſpeaking, when one of the ſpectators, flying, as ſeized with

d ſome fury, from the midſt of the crowd, and mounting the ſtage, laid hold of Caeſar’s

robe, and diſplaying it again to the multitude, There is the ſpoil of a hero, he cried,

beloved of the gods, and reverenced by the world even to adoration.

uttered with a mournful tone, and accompanied with tº “ſed toffir
At “h the multi

tude.

rupted with frequent ſighs,

great outcries, and ſtrange poſtures of ſorrow, occaſioned a general commotion.

the ſame time appeared all on a ſudden an image of Caeſar in wax, which moved by

fprings, and ſhewed the twenty-three wounds, which he had received on his face, and

other parts of his body. This fight tranſported the populace even to madneſs: the

forum reſounded with fighs mixt with menaces and curſes againſt the authors of his

death, whom they ſtyled aſſaſſins, parricides, &c. worthy of the moſt cruel puniſh

ments. Their fury was ſo great, that they would defer no longer the ſolemnities of

the funeral; but tearing to pieces the benches and chairs of the magiſtrates, who held

their courts in that place, and carrying away the counters and tables from the adjoin

ing ſhops, raiſed with them a funeral pile, and placing Caſar’s body upon it, ſet it

on fire ; ſo that the body, the bed, and the temple were conſumed in a moment. Cegº, boy

When the fire firſt began to flame out, the old ſoldiers, who had ſerved under the burnt.

deceaſed, threw into the flames all the military rewards which he had given them.

Many women of diſtinétion, to teſtify their grief, and honour the memory of the

deceaſed, threw into the fire their jewels, their childrens ornaments and robes, and

whatever they had of value about them. The incenſed multitude, whoſe blind

fury knows no bounds, flocking in like madmen, in ſpite of the guards placed round

the pile, ſnatched the flaming brands out of the fire, and ran to burn the houſes of the

conſpirators; but they, having before-hand got together a great number of their

* Dio. AppiAN.

(G) Suetonius is the only writer among the an

cients, who tells us, that Antony pronounced no

tuneral oration. The conſul, ſays that hiſtorian, made

no oration, as was uſual, in commendation of the de

reºſed. He only ordered a herald to read aloud the

decree of the ſeriate placing Caeſar among the gods, and

ordering divine honours to be paid him. Antony ſpoke

Suer, ibid.

only a few words in praiſe of the illuſtrious deceaſed.

It is ſurpriſing that Suetonius ſhould be ignorant of

ſo remarkable an incident, related at length by all

other hiſtorians, and, what is more, by Cicero, who,

in his ſecond Philippic, reproaches Antony with it in

moſt bitt, r terms.

friends

fame, the

populace by his
He enumerated fnneralaration.

Theſe words, inter- Various artiſ
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"Thefate

Cinna.

followers retire

from Rome. .

+ …'ca
Antony tºura rage of the people.

tours to gain

the ſenate.

Puniſhes Ama

tu and other

rºoterſ.

calling of Sex

tus Pompeius.

friends and domeſtics, eaſily repulſed a diſorderly mob, that had no other arms but a

their grief and fury. As they were returning from the conſpirators houſes, they met

"ſº one Cinna (H), who had been always greatly attached to Caſar's party; but miſtak

ing him for another of the ſame name, who was concerned in the conſpiracy, fell

upon him, and tore him to pieces on the ſpot.
Brutus and his

Brutus and his party were ſo alarmed

at theſe proceedings, that they thought it adviſeable to retire from the city ; and

accordingly they privately withdrew to Antium, with a deſign to return again as ſoon

as the fury of the people was abated, which, they hoped, would be ſoon, fince the

ſenate had eſpouſed their cauſe. All the ſtrangers in Rome mourned after the cuſtom

of their reſpective countries, eſpecially the Jews, who watched ſeveral nights at the

place where his body had been burnt (I). At laſt divine honours were given him,

and an altar erected by the populace in the ſame place, which was ever after looked

upon as ſacred, his great nephew Ośīavius having cauſed a temple to be erected

there, and a pillar of jaſper twenty foot high, with this inſcription, To the father of

his country s.

THE conſpirators and the conſcript fathers were equally offended at the artful

ſpeech of Antony. They complained, that, contrary to the decree of the ſenate, and

his own word, by which it was agreed to bury all that had paſſed in oblivion, he had

ſo pathetically inlarged on the praiſes of Caſºr, with no other view but to ſtir up the

Antony therefore, finding he had diſcovered himſelf too ſoon,

and being well appriſed, that it was in the power of the ſenate to croſs his deſigns,

reſolved to regain their favour, or at leaſt to blind them for a while, by inflićting

ſevere puniſhments on the authors of the diſturbances, which were daily raiſed in all

the quarters of the city. One Amatius, paſſing himſelf upon the multitude for the

grandſon of Marius, and giving out that it was incumbent upon him to revenge the

death of Caſar his kinſman, committed every-where great diſorders, being backed

by a numerous mob, whom the reputation of his pretended grandfather drew after

him.

put to death, without any further trial.

But Antony, to make his court to the ſenate, cauſed him to be ſeized, and

As the people flocked daily in crowds to

the altar, which they had erected to Caeſar, Antony cauſed it to be demoliſhed. This

provoked the mutineers, who thereupon aſſembled the next day in great numbers,

in order to rebuild the altar ; but Dolabella, with the conſent of his collegue, fell

upon them at the head of ſome legionaries, and cut ſeveral of them in pieces. Thoſe

who eſcaped the ſwords of the legionaries, were proſecuted by the two conſuls, and

puniſhed with the utmoſt rigour, as diſturbers of the public tranquillity. The ſlaves

were all crucified, and ſuch as were of free condition thrown down from the top of

the Tarpeian rock. Such vigorous proceedings ſtruck the unruly multitude with terror,

and for a while reſtored the city to its former tranquillity. After this, Antony having

aſſembled the ſenate, aſſured the conſcript fathers, that thenceforth his whole atten

tion ſhould be how to re-unite the people's minds, divided on this fatal occaſion, and

Propoſes the re- to prevent the calamities of a civil war. At the ſame time, to gain the fathers intirely,

he propoſed the recalling of Sextus Pompeius, ſon to Pompey the Great, who, ever ſince

* PLur. AppiAN. Dio. SUET, ibid.

(H) We are told, that Cinna, of whom mention

is made here, had the night before an odd dream.

He ſancied, that Cæſar invited him to ſupper, and

that upon his refuſing to comply with the invitation,

the dictator preſſed him very earneſtly, and at length

taking him by the hand, led him into a dark place.

After this viſion, he was ſeized with a fever ; but

nevertheleſs in the morning, hearing that Ceſar's

body was to be interred, and being aſhamed not to

be preſent at the ſolemnity, he went into the ſo

rum, out of reſpect to the memory of his friend,

tho' his dream gave him no ſmall apprehenſion. One

of the rabble, whom Antony's ſpeech had ſtirred up

and inraged, ſeeing him there, asked another, Who

he was ; and having learnt his name, told it to

another. It was preſently reported, that he was

one of the conſpirators, or, what is moſt probable,

that he was that Ciuna, who had a little before, in

a ſpeech to the people, inveſghed againſt Ceſar; and

this was enough for the furious multitude to tear

him to pieces.

(1) No people received more ſignal favours at C.-

ſar's hands than the jewiſh nation. He reſtored

Hyrcanus, the ſon of Alexander, to the ſovereignty

of judza, and ſecured the crown to him and his

family by a decree, which he cauſed to be engraved

on tables of braſs in Greek and Latin, and to be hung

up in the capitol at Rome, and in the temples of Tyre,

Sidon, and Askalon in Phaenice: he remitted great

part of the tributes, which the jews paid annually

to the republic : in acknowledgment of the aſſiſt

ance he had from the jewiſh nation in the war of

Alexandria, before he left that city, he confirmed

all the privileges they enjoyed there, and ordered a

pillar to be erected, whereon, by his command, all

theſe privileges were engraved, and alſo his decree

confirming them (45).

(45) joſeph. antiq. l. xiv. c. 17.

the

b

d
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a the battle of Munda, had concealed himſelf in Celtiberia. He was even of opinion,

that the loſs of his paternal eſtate, which had been confiſcated by Cæſar, and divided

among his creatures, ſhould be made good to him at the expence of the public, and

that the ſupreme command of all the naval forces of the republic ſhould be conferred

upon him, in the ſame unlimited manner as his father had enjoyed it before him,

This propoſal was heard with ſurprize, and received with general applauſe. Some

aſcribed this change in Antony to his fear of the conſpirators; others ſuſpected, that

he was deſirous of engaging the ſenate in his favour againſt young Očíavius, the dic

tator's heir, who was on his journey from Greece to Rome. All the ſenators however

beſtowed on him the greateſt commendations, which were ſo much the ſincerer, as

the reſtoration of young Pompey ſeemed to be an implicit condemnation of Catſar’s

memory. Cicero himſelf, deceived by this falſe appearance of zeal, highly com

mended Antony's conduct, firſt in the ſenate, and afterwards in a letter he wrote to

him, which the conſul kept, and in due time made public by way of anſwer to the

orator’s bitter invectives. -

THE conſcript fathers were highly pleaſed with ſuch a condućt in a conſul and a

friend of Cºſar ; but the populace, extremely provoked at his thus changing ſides,

reproached him with ingratitude to the memory of his benefactor. Antony failed

not to make himſelf a merit with the ſenate of this averſion. He even pretended to be

afraid, left the inraged multitude ſhould make ſome attempt upon his life, and, as

if he were not ſafe, demanded a guard of the ſenate to ſecure himſelf againſt the

rabble, who, he ſaid, threatened him with deſtruction. The conſcript fathers could

not well rejećt his requeſt, ſince he had incurred the hatred of the people for the

intereſt of the ſenate. They allowed him therefore a guard for the ſecurity of his I, allowed 4

perſon ; but Antony, under this pretence, choſe ſix thouſand old legionaries, who g”

had ſerved with him under Caſar, and paſſionately longed to revenge the death of

their general. The ſenate was alarmed to ſee the conſul walk the ſtreets of Rome He is ſuſpeãed

always attended with ſuch a number ofarmed men. Even his friends remonſtrated ****

to him, that ſuch an extraordinary attendance made him ſuſpected and odious in a free

ſtate. Antony promiſed to disband them as ſoon as he thought himſelf out of danger;

and in the mean time, to remove the ſuſpicion they might entertain of his aſpiring to

ſucceed Cºſar in the dićtatorſhip, he propoſed a law abrogating that dignity for ever,

and got it paſſed in the aſſembly of the people. This calmed for a while the fears of

the conſcript fathers: but Antony ſoon gave them freſh motives of jealouſy ; for

having gained over to his intereſt Caſir's ſecretary, whom ſome call Faberius, others Hiſalſ hood

Tabirius, and by his means made himſelf maſter of all his papers, he appointed what and double
officers he pleaſed, brought whom he thought fit into the ſenate, recalled ſome from dealing in con

exile, freed others out of priſon, &c. and all this as ordered ſo by Caſar, whoſe ačts

had been declared void by the ſenate. The Romans, by way of raillery, called thoſe

new magiſtrates and ſenators Charonites, becauſe, if obliged to prove their patents,

they muſt have had recourſe to the regiſters of the dead, that is, of thoſe who had

paſſed the river Styx in Charon's bark. They were alſo ſtyled Orcini, an epithet given

to ſuch ſlaves as were enfranchiſed by thcir maſters will made on their death-bed.

Antony, having by this artifice introduced many of his own creatures into the ſenate,

began to act with great independency, knowing he had nothing to fear either from

the conſcript fathers, or the populace,' ſince he had now a ſtrong party in the ſenate,

and was guarded by a numerous body of choſen troops againſt the inſults and attempts

of the multitude. Beſides, the whole authority of the government was, we may ſay,

in his hands. He was himſelf conſul, one of his brothers, Lucius Antonius, was tri

bune of the people, and the other, C. Antonius, praetor; ſo that, without taking upon

f him the title either of king or dictator, it may be ſaid that he governed Rome with

an abſolute ſway . As for Lepidus, Antony attached that powerful Roman to his in

tereſt, by procuring for him the dignity of pontifex maximus, vacant by the death

of Caſar, and betrothing his daughter Antonia to young Lepidit; his ſon,

In the mean time ſome of the conſpirators returned to Rome, while others continued

at Antium. Among the latter was A1. Brutus, who, upon intelligence that many of

the old ſoldiers, who had ſerved under Caſar, of whom they had received lands, lay

in wait for him, and by ſmall parties had ſtolen into the city, would not expoſe him

felf to unneceſſary dangers. However, in his abſence, moſt magnificent ſhews were

* Appias. l. iii. & viii. Dio, i. xiv. Plur. in Bruto. Cic, in epiſt, paſſim, & in Philippicis.

vol. V. N° 3. D d d exhibited

cert with Cae

ſar's ſecretary,
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Magnificrºf..., exhibited to the people at his expence, he being then praetor ; for having brought a

º up a great number of wild beaſts of all ſorts, he gave poſitive orders, that not one of

them ſhould be diſpoſed of, or ſaved ; but that they ſhould be all uſed in thoſe ſhews.

He even went in perſon as far as Naples to engage a conſiderable number of comedi

ans, and wrote to Cicero and his other friends, begging them by no means to omit

honouring his ſhews with their preſence ". Caſar had, before his death, allotted pro

vinces to the chief men among the conſpirators, viz. Macedon to M. Brutus, Syria to

Caſſius, Aſia to Trebonius, Bithynia to Cimber, and Ciſalpine Gaul to Decimus Brutus.

Some authors write, that theſe provinces were given them by the ſenate. However

that be, they ſtill continued in or near the capital, to watch Antony's ſteps, who now

manifeſtly aſpired, notwithſtanding all his former proteſtations, at the ſovereign

OWer.
P Such was the poſture of affairs, when news was brought, that young Ośīavius,

Caſar's great-nephew and adopted ſon, was coming to take poſſeſſion of his inheri

tance. He was the ſon of Caius Oñavius of the ſenatorial order, who had been prae

tor of Macedon, and of Accia, daughter to julia, Caſar’s ſiſter. The Ottavian

family was divided into two branches, viz. the Cneii and the Caii. The former were

early diſtinguiſhed at Rome with the firſt honours of the republic; but the latter, from

whom Caſar’s adopted ſon was deſcended, were but ſimple knights at the time of the

ſecond Punic war. Oštavius's great-grandfather ſerved in Sicily in quality of legio

nary tribune, and his grandfather bore the firſt employments in Velitre, his native c

city. His mother Accia, or Atia, was the daughter of julia and M. Accius Balbus,

whoſe family, as appears from ſeveral ancient inſcriptions, had been, long before the

birth of Ośīavius, one of the moſt conſpicuous of Aricia, an ancient city of Latium (K).

Oštavius was born in the conſulate of Cicero and Caius Antonius, that is, in the year

of Rome 690. His father Caius Oğlavius dying when he was but four years old, his

mother Accia married again, and took to her ſecond husband Lucius Marcius Philip

pus, deſcended from thoſe Philippi, who ſignalized themſelves in the Macedonian wars.

From his infancy he bore the ſurname of Thurinuſ, borrowed, as Suetonius conjec

tures, from his father, who drove the remains of Catiline’s army from the neighbour

hood of Thurium, a city of Great Greece, and was from thence ſtyled Thurinus. Accia

his mother, and Philippus his father-in-law, took care to have him educated and

inſtrućted by the beſt maſters then in Rome; and he is ſaid to have ſo profited by their

inſtrućtions, that at nine years old he harangued the people with wonderful intrepi

dity, and pronounced the funeral oration of his grandmother julia when he was not

quite twelve. All the writers of his age tell us, that from his infancy he gave glar

ing proofs of an exalted mind, capable of managing the moſt difficult enterprizes.

His extraordinary parts, ſay they, joined to the majeſty of his mein, and comelineſs

of his perſon, influenced in his favour all who knew, or only beheld him. Above the

Oćtavius's ori.

gin.

His education,

* Plut. in Bruto.

(K) Marc Antony reproached Octavius with the

meanneſs and obſcurity of his anceſtors. According

to him, O:lavius's great. grandfather, on the fathers

ide, was a freed-man, and by profeſſion a rope

maker in the territory ot. Thurium, and his grand.

father a banker. On the mother's ſide, Antony de

rived his pedigree from a perfumer, who afterwards

turned baker in the city of Aricia. Cajus Parmenſis,

in a letter he wrote to Octavius before the battle of

Aétium, told him, that he owed his birth to a mo

ney-changer, and a woman brought up in the mills

of Aricia. But theſe calumnics are learnedly rejećted

by joſeph Rocco Volpi, an Italian jeſuit, in his account

of the antiquities of ancient Latium, where he proves

from ſeveral ancient inſcriptions, that the Octavian

family, before their migration to Rome, which hap

pened, according to him, in the reign of Tarqui

%ius Priſcus, had borne the firſt employments in the

republic of Peliºre, now Welletri. As to the Atian

family, he ſhews, that, for ſeveral ages before the

birth of Octaviuſ, it had been one of the moſt con

ſpicuous of Aricia. Virgil indeed derives the Atian

(46) AEmeid. l v, ver, 569, 570. (47) Suet. in Oča v.

family from Atys, the companion of Iulus, ſon to

- Enca; ;

Alter Atys, genus unde Atii duxere Latini,

Parvus Atys, fueroque puer dilectus Iulo (46).

Many writers, and among the reſt F. Volpi, are of

opinion, that Octavius was brought up in the town

of Ulubric, ſituated in the diſtrićt of Velitre ; for Sue

tonius tells us, that he was educated in avito ſubur

bano prope Velitras; and that, as ſoon as he ſpoke,

he commanded the frogs that were croaking to be

ſilent, and from that time, adds he, negantur ibi co

axare. From this paſſage they infer, that Ottavius

was brought up in a place near Velitra, which

abounded with frogs, and conſequently at Ulubrz,

which was in the territory of Velitra ; and, as it

was ſituated in the midſt of the Pomptine marſhes,

muſt of courſe have been well ſtocked with frogs

(47). Hence it is that Tully calls the inhabitants of

this town frogs, becauſe, like frogs, they lived in

the midſt of marſhcs (48).

(48) Cº. ºff ſam. 1. vii. p. 18.

reſt
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a reſt julius Cæſar, his great uncle, was ſo taken with his prudent condućt, and a cer. The regardCº

tain maturity of judgment, which young Offavius diſcovered ſrom his tender years, * ****

that he cheriſhed him with all the tenderneſs of a father, and very early formed the

deſign of adopting him, in caſe he had no children of his own. He deſigned to take

him with him into Spain, when he went thither to make waſ on the ſons of Pompey,

that he might have an opportunity of inſtrućting him in the military art; but his

mother Accia, alarmed at a ſlight indiſpoſition, with which he was ſeized when upon

the point of departing, kept him in Rome till that war was near ended, the battle of

Munda being fought before he reached Spain. He intended to carry him with him

to the Parthian war, and with this view ſent him before to Apollonia, on the other

b ſide the Adriatic, to wait for him there, and in the mean time improve his talent for

eloquence under the famous rhetorician Apollodorus of Pergamus. He had been ſix I, infºrmed 2:

months in Apollonia, when he received the news of his uncle's tragical death, which AFºf

moſt ſenſibly afflicted him. At firſt he knew not whether the whole ſenate was privy

to his death, or whether he had fallen by a conſpiracy of his private enemies; but, a

few days after, he was informed, that ſixty ſenators of the moſt illuſtrious families

in Rome had been in the plot ; that even thoſe who had no ſhare in it, did however

ſecretly favour the conſpirators, whom they looked upon as the deliverers of their

country ; that this party was very powerful; that Antony, Lepidus, and the other

friends of his great-uncle, under pretence of avenging his death, aimed at nothing

elſe but to eſtabliſh their own power ; that the city was filled with troubles and com

motions occaſioned by the animoſity of different parties, &c. At the ſame time he

received letters from his mother and father-in-law, and his other friends and relations,

adviſing him to forbear for the preſent declaring either his pretenſions or reſentment,

ſince there could be no ſafety for him but in an obſcure and private life. Some of his

friends went even ſo far as to adviſe him to renounce Caſar’s adoption, left he ſhould

be involved in the ſame fate with his uncle. Others would fain have perſuaded him

to ſeek for ſhelter among the troops in Macedon, which had, for the moſt part,

ſerved under Caſar, and were appointed to attend him in his expedition againſt the

his uncle's

death.

Parthians. But Oğavius, rejećting the timorous counſels of his friends, reſolved to paſs Rejºi, the ad.

over into Italy without delay, to inform himſelf on the ſpot of the fituation of affairs. ;iºſº
friends andre

lations, and ſet
Accordingly he went on board a ſmall veſſel, and paſſing the Adriatic ſea, landed

at Lupia, now known by the name of La Rocca, between Brunduſium and Hydrun-ºilfor ltaly,

tum. The former of theſe two cities was the uſual place of landing for thoſe who

came from the eaſt; but Oštavius thought it adviſeable not to ſhew himſelf there,

the place being full of ſoldiers, till he had, by means of ſome dexterous perſons,

ſounded the diſpoſition both of the inhabitants and gariſon. The latter no ſooner

heard of the arrival of their late general’s ſon, than they went out in a body to meet

him, and introduced him in a kind of triumph into the city. Ożavius thanked them

for their attachment and reſpect to the memory of his uncle, and after having offered

a ſolemn ſacrifice to the gods, declared himſelf Caſar's heir, and ſon by adoption, Pºlºre him
ſe

by the latter name we ſhall diſtinguiſh him, following therein moſt of the ancients,

till he acquires that of 4.giftus, which was given him by the ſenate after the vićtory

he gained over Antony at 7:iium. His thus taking the name of Caeſar, and declaring

himſelf his heir in to critical a conjuncture, was, no doubt, a bold ſtep in a youth

ſcarce eighteen years old ; the more becauſe it was againſt the advice of all his friends

and relations: but, from his firſt ſetting out, fortune ſeemed to eſpouſe his cauſe ;

and indeed his riſe ſeems to us more owing to fortune, that is, to ſeaſonable conjunc

tures, and to the great reputation of his uncle, whoſe memory was adored by the ſol

diery and populace, than to any extraordinary parts of his own. All the writers of

his time, whether hiſtorians or poets, men of great wit, but notorious flatterers, repre

ſent him as the greateſt commander, the ableſt ſtateſman, and the moſt accompliſhed

prince, the world ever ſaw ; but whether he deſerved the praiſes, which they ſo

laviſhly beſtowed upon him, and for which they were amply rewarded, is a queſtion

(L.) Adopted perſons aſſumed all the three names Servilius Cºpio Agalo. The other was added with

of him who adopted their but, as a mark of their ſome ſlight alteration, as in the caſe before us, Oe

Proper deſcent, added at the end cither their fortner tavius calling himſelf, after his adoptive father, C.

momen or cºgnomen; the firſt exºtly the ſame as julius Cæſar, and changing the cognomen octavius

betore, for ini; nºt, .º. Serviliu, Capio Agalo Brutus, into Otavianus, declaring himſelf thcºcky to be of .

the name of M. fundi, Erºtus when adopted by sº the Oistian family.

calling himſelf no longer Caius Ożavius, but Caius julius Cæſar O&avianus (L); andſº

which
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... ſºd, which muſt be decided by facts. But to proceed: the gariſon of Brunduſium, which a

:* was very numerous, and conſiſted for the moſt part of brave veterans, whom Caſar

intended to lead againſt the Parthians, not only offered their ſervice to Ojavianus,

but put him in poſſeſſion of all the military ſtores and proviſions, which Caſar had

prepared for his Parthian expedition, and conveyed to Brunduſium, in order to be

tranſported from thence into the eaſt. At the ſame time Oélavianus had the good

luck to intercept the tributes, which were ſent annually to Rome from the provinces

on the other ſide the ſea, and likewiſe the proviſions and money deſigned for the ſup

port and payment of the troops of the republic in Macedon. Theſe Oriavianus ſeized

for his own uſe, which was, according to the laws of Rome, a capital crime, and

would have been puniſhed with death in leſs turbulent times ; but Octavianus, young

as he was, had already reſolved to make himſelf maſter of the republic, under the

ſpecious pretence of revenging his uncle's death. Being thus ſupplied at once with

men, money, arms and proviſions, he ſet out from Brunduſium, and took his rout

through Campania to Rome. On the fourteenth of the calends of May he arrived at

Naples, and the next day went to viſit Cicero at his country-houſe in the neighbour

hood of Cumae, whither the orator had retired for fear of Antony, who now governed

Rome with an abſolute ſway. Of this viſit Cicero himſelf makes mention in one of his

epiſtles to Atticus w. Oğlavianus wanted a man of Cicero's eloquence and authority

to ſupport his intereſt in the ſenate, and Cicero one of Ołavianu's credit among the

troops to ſcreen him againſt the attempts of Antony, with whom he had quarrelled. 6

It was therefore agreed between them, that Cicero ſhould aſſiſt Ottavianus with his

eloquence, both in the ſenate and with the people, and that Oślavianus, on the other

hand, ſhould defend Cicero againſt all his enemies, eſpecially M. Antony (M). From

Cumſe Offavianus purſued his journey to Rome, being joined, as he paſſed through

Campania, by the moſt conſiderable of his uncle's friends, his relations, freed-men,

and even his ſlaves. The veterans likewiſe, to whom Caſar, after the civil wars,

had given lands in Italy, haſtened from all parts to offer their ſervice to his adopted

ſon. As he drew near Rome, moſt of the magiſtrates, the officers of the army, and

the people, came out in throngs to meet him. Of all the friends and creatures of the
dićtator, Antony alone neglected to pay him the leaſt reſpect; nay, he did not ſo d

much as deign to ſend any of his ſervants or attendants to compliment him in his

name ; but of this young Ośīavianus took no notice, being unwilling, on ſo trifling

an account, to diſoblige one, with whom he had affairs of much greater moment to

ranſačt. His friends indeed could not forbear publicly condemning the pride and

ingratitude of Antony 5 but Oğavianus, with a ſeeming good temper, excuſed him on

account of his greater age, and the prerogatives of the conſular dignity. It behoves

me, who am but a young man, and in a private ſlation, ſaid he, to wait the firſt on one

who is my ſenior, and in the higheſt poſt of the republic. Accordingly he reſolved to

make him a viſit the next morning ; but as he deſigned to have his adoption firſt

ratified by the praetor, according to the Roman cuſtom, he deſired his friends to

meet him early the next morning in the forum, with as many attendants as they

could get together, in order to aſſiſt at that ceremony. His friends and relations,

with numerous crowds of clients and attendants, accompanied him early in the morn

ing, purſuant to his requeſt, into the forum, where he proved before Caius, the

Viſit, Cicero.

-ſcreement be

f meen Cicero

and Octavia

nus.

w Cic, ad Attic. l. xiv. ep. I c.

(M, We are toid by Plutarch, that Cicero had

long had a tender regard for young Octavius, which,

if that writer is to be credited, was occaſioned by

the following dream: While Pompey and Caſar were

yet alive, ſays Plutarch, Cicero, in a dream, ſeemed

to ſummon the ſons of the ſenators into the capitol,

as if jupiter deſigned to declare one of them the

ſovereign of Rome. The citizens, haſtening thither

out of curioſity, ſurrounded the temple; and the

youths, ſitting in their purple robes, kept a pro

found ſilence. On a ſudden the doors opened, and

the youths ariſing, paſſed one by one before the god,

who reviewed them all one after another, and diſ

miſſid them ; at which they ſeemed much diſpleaſed:

but when it came to O'Havius's turn to be reviewed,

jupiter, ſtretching forth his hand, ſaid aloud, This,

o Romans! this young man, when he ſhall become

maſter of Rome, ſhall put an end to all your cruel

wars. The ſame author adds, that Cicero, by this

viſion, had framed a perfeót idea of the youth, and

preſerved it in his mind, tho' he did not know him.

The next day, as he was going down into the cam

pus Martius, he met the boys returning from their

exerciſes, and the firſt he ſaw was young Ottavius,

juſt as he had appeared to him in his dream. Being

greatly ſurpriſed at this, he asked him who he was;

and hearing he was the grandſon of julia, Ceſar's

ſiſter, from that time he ſaluted him where-ever he

met him, and ſhewed on all occaſions a particular

regard for him. But we do not find one word of

this in all Cicero's works; and yet it is not to be

preſumed, that he would have concealed ſo ſignificant a dream from his friend Atticus. o

brother
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a brother of Aſhtony, at that time prator urbanus or city praetor, his adoption, declared Octavianus

with the uſual ceremonies his acceptance of the ſame, and cauſed this his acceptance to Pº hi, 4

be regiſtred by the public ſcribes or notaries. From the forum Oflavianus went ** …”

ſtrait to Pompey’s gardens, where Antony then reſided, he having appropriated them

to himſelf upon that great man’s death. The conful made him wait a great while at

the gate, to let him know, by that affected diſregard, how much he was above

him, and what degree of authority he deſigned to maintain over him. At length

he admitted him into his apartment, and received him with great politeneſs and civi

lity. Offavianus ſpoke firſt. He began with returning thanks to Antony for his His ſpeech tº

attachment to the memory of his father, and the panegyric he made at his funeral.º af
b Then he modeſtly complained of his having ſuffered a pardon to paſs in favour of the** g/afer

conſpirators, whom he might have puniſhed with as much ſeverity, and as arbitra- ""

rily, as he had done the impoſtor Amatius. He reminded him in a very handſome

manner of Ciſar’s friendſhip to him, and of the many good offices he had done him.

He conjured him, by the memory of his friend and benefactor, to aſſiſt him in reveng

ing his death, at leaſt not to oppoſe him in ſo laudable an undertaking. In the cloſe

of his ſpeech he gave Antony to underſtand, that he was reſolved to pay immediately

the legacies which his father had left to the people and ſoldiery ; and therefore deſired

him to deliver up to him, as Catſar’s chief heir, the money which he had cauſed to

be conveyed from Caeſar's houſe to his own ; But as that, ſaid he, will hardly be ſuf

c ficient to diſcharge all my obligations, I ſhall be hghly obliged to you, if you will either

ſend me ſome of your own, or procure me ſome at intereſt from the quaſiorſ, that I may

pay off what ſhall remain due to thoſe whom my father has remembered in his will. As

for his moveables, I am willing you ſhould keep them, as marks of his affection ; but for

the ready money I have preſent occaſion, and therefore hope you will order it, without

delay, to be delivered to me. Antony, amazed at the young man’s boldneſs, and piqued

at what he ſaid in the cloſe of his ſpeech relating to his father’s money, which, accord

ing to Plutarch, amounted to no leſs than four thouſand talents, told him with an air

of authority, That he was very much miſtaken, if he fancied that Caſar had left him Antony's rººf.

heir of the Roman empire, as well as of his name and fortune ; that his death ought

d to have taught his adopted ſon, that the conſtitution of the commonwealth allowed nei

ther of hereditary nor elective ſovereigns ; and that therefore he ought not to demand

reaſons of a Roman conful for what he had done in the government of the common

wealth. As for the obligations, which he pretended to owe him on account of the

honours which he had procured for his father's memory, he willingly acquitted him

of them all, ſince what he had done was without any regard to him, and only

deſigned for the good of his country. However, added he, to me alone you are

indebted for his name and his eſtate ; for had Cºſar been treated like an uſurper,

which I alone prevented, there had been neither will, inheritance, nor adoption:

but I ſecured to him the honours due to his memory, and by that means his name

e and eſtate to you, even at the hazard of my own life. 'Tis true, I have ſuffered

lome decrees to paſs in the ſenate favourable to the conſpirators ; but I have been

prompted thcreunto by reaſons, which one of your age is not capable of diſcerning,

As to Ceſar's money, which you demand, it does not amount to ſo great a ſum as you

imagine; beſides, as it belonged to the commonwealth, from which your father took

it, it has been, in great part, ſhared among the magiſtrates ſince his death, who

are to lay it out according to the exigencies of the ſtate. As for what remains, I am

ready to put it into your hands; but give me leave to adviſe you, young man, not to

lay it out in largeſſes and gratifications: employ it rather in ſending back to their

reſpective colonies that ſhoal of followers, who attended you hither. The populace

f is a monſter that will never be ſatisfied, and will always requite the good offices of

their fellow-citizens with the baſeſt ingratitude. As you are converſant in the Grecian

hiſtory, you muſt know, that the favourites of the people are, generally ſpeaking,

ſhort-lived, and that the popular affection is more inconſtant than the waves of the

oce:n ‘.

O:aviants, highly offended at this ſpeech, took his leave of Antony, repeating

feveral times, as he went out of the door, the name of Caſar. He was well appriſed,

that the conſul kept his father’s money and eſtate from him, with no other view but

to diſable him from purchaſing the favour of the people. He therefore reſolved to

* Liv. f. cxvii. ArriAN. l. iii. p. 53 t, 533. Dion, l. xlv. Vell. Patercul. l. ii. c. 62, Sue r. in

Octavio. Cic, epiſt ad Attic. 10 & 13. I. xiv. Ogos. 1. vi. c. 1 o' -

V o L. V. N° 3. E e e expoſe
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expoſe to public ſale all the houſes and lands that belonged to the dićtator, declaring, a

that he had not accepted his inheritance, had it not been to prevent Antony floºn

depriving ſo many families of the effects of Ceſar's bounty towards them ; but the

Antony's arti conſul, to put a ſtop to the ſale, prevailed upon ſome private citizens to claim the

fice. lands, as the eſtates of their anceſtors, which the dictator had appropriated to him

ſelf during the civil war. At the ſame time the quaeſtors and other officers of the

revenue, at the inſtigation of the conſul, claimed part of thoſe lands, as having been

confiſcated for the uſe of the public. Hereupon Ożavianus, forcſecing the affair

would be drawn out to a great length, inſtantly put up to ſale his own patrimony,

with the eſtates of his mother and father-in-law, who willingly parted with them to

promote his deſigns, and aſſiſt him in purchaſing the favour of the people. With

Očtvianus the money accruing from theſe ſales he paid part of his father's legacies ; which aſſeded

º, generoſity ſo charmed the populace, who exp (led more favours ſiom him tº

fle. ! they all declared in his favour, and broke out into bitter invº. agº . . . y

for with-holding him from his father’s eſtate. A few days aſter, a new diſpute aroſe

between Antony and Offavianºs, on occaſion of the public ſhews, which Crotonius.

exhibited during his aedileſhip. The ſenate had decreed, as we have related above,

in Cºſar’s life-time, that at all public ſhews a gilt chair and a crown of gold ſhould

be placed for him even after his death, to make the memory of that great man im

mortal. Purſuant to this decr e, Octavia, us failed not to ſend the chair and crown ;

but the aedile, gained over by Antony, refuſed to admit them. Hereupon the affair c

being carried before the conſul, Antony anſwered coldly, That he would refer it to the

ſenate ; And I, anſwered Ojavianus haughtily, will go and place my father’ſ chair

where it ought to ſland, while you are conſilling the conſcript fathers. Antony, provoked

at the young man’s boldneſs, threatened to ſend him to priſon, if he offered to bring

forth his father’s chair and crown, either at the games of Crotonius, or at thoſe which

he himſelf was to exhibit in honour of the dictator before the temple of /enus. Ofa

Fall, out with vianus, perceiving that this prohibition was ill received by the people, reſolved to

Antony. turn it to his advantage ; and accordingly going into the forum, complained there to

the multitude of the injury done to the memory of his father, addreſſing himſelf to

Antony, as if he had been preſent: Why /ould your hatred to me, ſaid he, extend to Ceſar, d

who deſerved ſo well of you ? ///y do you endeavour to prevent me from paying thoſe honours

to the memory of my father, which you yºrſ if procured, and the ſºnate decreed, for him *

Sacrifice me, if you pleaſe, to your revenge; but do not thus reviſe the manes of a great

man, to whom you owe your preſent dignity. Suffer me at leaſt, O Antony, to diſcharge

thoſe legacies, which he has left to his fellow-citizens ; Iſreely abandon to your inſatiable

avarice all the reſt. I ſhall (link myºf rich enough, if I can but do juſtice to his memory,

by diffributing among the people what he has left them by his will. This diſcourſe incenſed

the populace againſt Antony; every one deteſted his ingratitude; even his own guards,

who had all ſerved under Cº., ºr, threatened to abandon him, if he continued to

perſecute the ſon of their general. Hercupon Aſhtony, finding it behoved him to diſ e

ſemble, notwithſtanding his pation againſt young Ożavius, anſwered, That he pre

ſerved a tender regard for the memory of Cººr, and had alſo a great value for his

ſon; but that as the young man, proud of the name of Coſar, pretended to put him

ſelf upon the level with a conſul, he thought himſelf obliged to make him ſenſible of

the difference there was between a private citizen and the chief magiſtrate of the repub

lic; but that he was ready to forget all that was paſt, provided Oºlavianus would,

for the future, pay him that reſpect and deference, to which his office and age intitled

They are re. him. This explanation was, at the requeſt of the officers, followed by an inter
conciled, view, in which, after mutual proteſtations of friendſhip, they promiſed to aſſiſt each

other in revenging Cºſar's death, and perſecuting the authors of it *. f

In this pretended reconciliation with O. avianits, Antony had his private views. As

the conſular year was near expiring, he hoped, by the intereſt of Oºlavianus, to pro

cure for himſelf the province of Ciſalpine Gaul, which had been given to Decimus

Brutus by the dićtator, and confirmed to him after his death by a decree of the ſenate.

As he knew the importance of that government with reſpect to all Italy, he remon

ſtrated to Ośavianus, that ſince he was generouſly diſpoſed to revenge the death of

his father, he ought not to ſuffer one of his aſſaſſins to enjoy a command at the very

gates of Rome. Ożavianus fell into the ſnare, and promiſed to aſſiſt him with all his

!y

* Plut, Dio. A PPIAN, ibid.
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d intereſt. Hereupon the affair was brought before the ſenate, where it met with

great oppoſition, the conſcript fathers looking upon the cauſe of the conſpirators as

the ſame with that of liberty. Beſides, they could not turn Brutus out of the pro

vince which Caeſar had allotted him, without reverſing the decree by which they

had confirmed all his acts. The propoſal was therefore rejected by a great majority;

nay, there were not wanting ſome, who, well appriſed of Antony's ambitious views,

propoſed declaring that province a free ſtate, rather than trutting the government of

it to one, who would make uſe of it as a place of arms, and from thence awe the

capital ; but as that province ſeemed very convenient for his deſigns, Antony had

recourſe to the people, whoſe tribunes he had bribed ; and the undiſcerning multi

tude, notwithſtanding the remonſtrances of the ſenate, granted him the government

he deſired. On this occaſion Ożaviants employed all his intereſt in favour of Antony,

and it was chiefly by his intrigues and under-hand management that the conſul car

ried his point. The conſcript fathers immediately diſpatched a meſſenger to Brutus,

acquainting him with had paſſed, and adviſing him not to deliver up the province

to Automy , but to fortify himſelf there, and keep out the conſul, if neceſſary, by

iorce of arms \.

THE friends of Caſir triumphed on account of the reconciliation between Ojavia

mus and Antony but as the intereſts of the two rivals were ſo widely oppoſite, each

of them aſpiring at the ſame power which Caeſar had enjoyed, it was impoſſible they

ſhould continue long united. Automy, thinking himſelf now maſter of Italy, began

to thwart Ojavianus's meaſures, and regard him leſs ; nay, he commanded him,

Antonyvºtiº

of the people th:

rovince ofC (-

alpine Gaul.

A new breach

between Anto

ny and Octavi

under ſevere penalties, to forbar bribing the populace with his largeſtes: and becauſe aſſus.

Cºvianus, by the great intereſt he had among the people, was likely to get Fla

minius, one of his creatures, named to the tribunate, Antony employed all his credit

and authority with the multitude to poſtpone the elečtion. Thus the hatred and

averſion of the two rivals were kindled anew. Antony never mentioned Ośavianuſ,

but with the epithets of a raſh, turbulent and ſeditious young man; while Ojavia

nus, on the other hand, left no ſtone unturned to ſtir up the reſentment of the people

againſt Antony. The ſenate was overjoyed at this diviſion ; but Antony's guards and

the late dictator’s friends did not fail to remonſtrate to him anew the dangerous con

ſequences of their diſagreement, and to exhort Antony to be reconciled again to the ſon

of their general : Both your ſafety and ours, ſaid thcy, depends upon the undoing of

the conſpirators. If their party prevails, we muſt expect to be proſcribed, as the

miniſters and accomplices of an uſurper. Nothing can ſupport our party but your

union with young O. aviants. Aſſiſt him therefore in his generous deſign of reveng

ing Cºſiſ's death. Let it not be ſaid, that the dictator’s beſt friend croſſes his ſon in

the proſecution of thoſe who have baſely and treacherouſly murdered his father. An

tºy was no leſs deſirous of deſtroying the conſpirators than his ſoldiers and officers; but

he could not brook it ſhould be owing to Ożavigilus. He was afraid, that, under pre

tence of revenging C&ſar’s death, he might ſcize on the ſovereign power, after having

ruined the republican party. This was the ſecret motive that prompted him to oppoſe

0.24vianus, whom he ſaw greatly beloved both by the ſoldiery and people. However,

as it much concerned him not to diſoblige the officers and legionaries, who had fol

lowed him ſince the dictator’s death, he undertook to juſtify his conduct to them in

the following harangue, which is related at length by Appian , and unravels all the

myſteries of his wicked policy. After having given them an account of the diſtur

bances that happened in the city upon the firſt news of Cºſar’s death, he goes on

thus: The general cry was, that the republic was reſtored, and the ſenate ſeemed

diſpoſed to decree a reward for the affailins, as the authors of liberty. If this had

been effected, Caſar had been declared a tyrant, and we all involved in the ſame ſen

tence as his accomplices ; but I alone ſtood up againſt all the conſpirators, their rela

tions, their friends, and, I may ſay, againſt the ſenate itſelf. Their adherents fore

ſecºng, that, if Catar was not declared a tyrant, the conſpirators might be puniſhed,

were very ſanguine for having his memory branded with infamy. As both parties

defended their opinions with obitinacy, I thought it adviſeable to propoſe a general

pardon for the conſpirators, rather than a reward. The conſcript fathers approved

of my propoſal, and thinking the conſpirators ſecure, were eaſily prevailed upon to

drop the queſtion relating to Caſar. Thus I preſerved the glory of his name intire,

f

* Pi.g. i. Dio. App AN, ibid. * Applan. . iii, c. 9.
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ſaved his eſtate and goods from being forfeited, and prevented that adoption from

being cancelled, which now makes Octavianus ſo daring. He enjoys the fruit of my

cares. To get his father's will confirmed, I conſented to a pardon in favour of the

conſpirators; but you muſt not infer from thence, that my deſign was to ſecure their

lives: I only reprieved them. It was not my fault if they were not all tore to pieces

on the day of Caeſar's obſequies. Under pretence of deploring Caſar's death, I incenſed

the people againſt them, and obliged them to quit Rome. I have oppoſed all the

meaſures of the ſenate tending to their ſafety. I have obtained of the people, notwith

ſtanding the oppoſition of the conſcript fathers, the province of Ciſalpine Gaul, whence,

with your aſſiſtance, I deſign to drive Decimus Brutus. In ſhort, I am determined

at all adventures to revenge your general’s death, and uſe my utmoſt endeavours to

compaſs the total ruin of all who have had any hand in his murder. Such has hitherto

been my condućt, ſuch are at preſent my deſigns, which I was unwilling to conceal

from you, who are to aſſiſt me in the execution of them. This ſpeech ſatisfied his

I. reconciled 4- officers ; yet they inſiſted on his being reconciled anew to Oflavianus, with whom,

**94tavi at their requeſt, he had a ſecond interview in the capitol, which ended in mutual
2nuls. engagements and promiſes to aſſiſt each other, as the former had done; but notwith

ſtanding their pretended reconciliation, they parted juſt as ſincere friends as they were

before. Oğlavianus was willing, that Antony, as his father's creature, ſhould aſſiſt

him in revenging Caſar’s death; but would not put him at the head of a party, which,

after the defeat of the conſpirators, would be maſter of the republic. On the other

hand Antony, quite indifferent about the revenging of Caſar’s death, only pretended

to be in earneſt, to ingratiate himſelf with the ſoldiery and populace. The ſovereign

power was what he aimed at, and whoever traverſed him in the purſuit of it, whether

Oślavianus, Brutus or Caſſius, was equally odious to him.

AND now Antony, the more to attach his collegue Cornelius Dolabella to his intereſt,

and at the ſame time to weaken the party of the conſpirators, perſuaded him to de

mand the government of Syria, which had been allotted by Caſar to Caſſius, and the

command of the army which the dićtator had deſigned to lead againſt the Parthians.

The ſenate, highly offended at ſuch an unſeaſonable demand, remonſtrated to him,

that it was an inſult both upon the memory of Caſar, who had given that government

to Caſſius, and upon them, who had, by a ſpecial decree, confirmed all his ordinan

ces; but Dolabella, who was now wholly addićted to Antony, anſwered, That Caſſius

had firſt tranſgreſſed the ordinances of Caſar ; and that a traitor, who had imbrued

his hands in the blood of his friend and benefactor, ought not to have any ſhare in

The govern- his favours. As the ſenate continued inflexible, the affair was brought before the

ment ofj." people, who readily granted the government of Syria to Dolabella, in hopes of ſeeing

tºº. a ſpeedy vengeance taken of the dićtator’s enemies, without conſidering, that their

that of Mace- death would be immediately followed with the loſs of their own liberty. Antony,

don and ºri taking advantage of the preſent diſpoſition of the people, prevailed upon them at the

i.e.* ſame time to confer on his brother Caius Antonis the government of Macedon and

- Illyricum, which had been given to M. Brutus. By theſe new promotions Brutus

and Caſſius were deprived of their governments; but the ſenate, who placed all their

hopes in theſe brave patriots, and were equally jealous of Oślavianus and Antony, pro

cured other provinces for them, viz, Cyrene and Crete for Caſſius, and Bithynia for

Brutus *.

As the reconciliation of Antony and Ojavianus was forced, and no-ways ſincere,

A new breach their pretended friendſhip was but ſhort-lived. A few days after they had mutually

ſº. engaged in the capitol to aſſiſt each other, Antony cauſed ſome of his guards to be put

º: “" under arreſt, giving out, that they had been corrupted by Oflavianus to murder him.

This point has never been well cleared up. Some writers are of opinion, that it was

only a fetch of Antony's to eſtrange the minds of the people from his rival. Others

ſeem inclined to believe, that Oğlavianus had really formed ſuch a deſign, and

that he was put upon it by the conſcript fathers, with whom he was at that time upon

very good terms. Cicero, tho' a friend to Oślavianus, does not queſtion the fact ;

but endeavours to turn it to the glory of Ośīavianus, as if he ought to be highly com

mended for attempting to deliver the republic from ſo cruel an enemy. There were

not wanting ſome among the zealous republicans, who imagined, that the whole was

agreed on before-hand between the heads of the two parties, that they might have a

* Dio, l. xlv. Liv. l. cxvii. Arras, l. iii. P. 543- 5.46.
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a plauſible pretence to raiſe troops for the accompliſhment of their private deſigns; but

their enſuing condućt ſufficiently ſhewed, that each of them ſought the others deſtruc

tion, and aſpired to remain alone at the head of the party, which was oppoſite to

that of the conſpirators. With this view they began now both to raiſe forces. Antony Thy both arm.

ſent orders to his brother Caius, for whom he had procured the government of Ma

cedon, to bring over into Italy four of the legions that were quartered in that province.

He flattered himſelf, that Lepidus, who was now in Spain at the head of four legions,

and Plancus, who commanded three more in Tranſalpine Gaul, would declare for

him. On the other hand, Oślavianus, fearing to be ſurpriſed and cruſhed by his

enemy, haſtened into Campania, where he drew together ten thouſand brave vete

b rans, who had ſerved under Ceſar, and had been rewarded by him for their ſervice

with lands in that part of Italy. To theſe the name of Evocati was firſt given, becauſe

after they had ſerved their legal time, and received the rewards due to their valour,

they were again invited into the army. Helikewiſefound meansto corrupt with large

preſents, and gain over two of Antony's legions, the Martian and the fourth. Having

thus raiſed an army of his own authority, without being inveſted either with a mili

tary title, or any magiſtracy which gave him right to head the forces of the republic,

eſpecially againſt a conſul, he marched ſtrait to Rome; but thought it adviſeable to Octavianus

halt at the temple of Mary, about two miles from the city, till he obtained the con-:...

ſent of the people for his entry. Canutius, a tribune of the people, in an haraºgue . body of

c to the multitude, aſſured them, that young Ośavianus had no other view in entering men.

Rome with ſo numerous a guard, but to protect them and himſelffrom the inſults and

dangerous attem, ts of the cruel and ambitious conſul. The populace, always ſhort

in their foreſight, believed their tribune, and ſuffered Ożavianus to enter the city

with all his forces. Antony was then at Brunduſium, whither he had gone to appeaſe

a tumult, which ſome mutineers had raiſed among the Macedonian legions; but as

he was hourly expected back both with his own guards and the other legions which

had remained faithful to him, nobody doubted but a civil war would ſoon be kindled

within the very walls of Rome. In this perſuaſion ſome ſided with Antony, others

with Oślavianus; but the moſt diſcerning among the ſenators declared for neither,

e affecting to ſtand neuter, and in the mean time ſtirring up under-hand the heads of

| the two parties againſt each other, not without hopes of ſeeing them both undone by

their mutual hatred b. Cicero, out of the averſion he bore to Antony, ſided with Oja- Cºcºrofavours

vianus, whom he had aſſiſted with his advice ever ſince his firſt arrival in Italy, omit- 9aawanus.

ting no occaſion to diſcredit his rival Antony both with the ſenateand people, as plainly

appears from thoſe inimitable declamations which have reached us, and are known

by the name of Philippics, a name borrowed from the orations which Demoſthenes wrote

againſt Philip the father of Alexander. M. Brutus, who was ſtill in the neighbourhood Brutus com.

of Rome, wrote ſeveral letters to Cicero, wherein he complained of his condućt in very plain, ºſhi,

ſharp terms, telling him, That notwithſtanding his boaſted love of liberty, he was “.

d very ſenſible he could endure a tyrant ; that it was manifeſt, from his courting Ośīavi

amus, that he did not intend liberty for his country, but a bountiful maſter for him

ſelf; but our forefathers, ſaid Brutus, could not brook even an eaſy and gentle

ſlavery. As for my own part, ſays he in one of his letters, I am not reſolved whether

I ſhall make war or peace; but as to one point I am fixed and ſettled, which is, never

to be a ſlave. I wonder that you, ſays he in writing to Cicero, ſhould fear the dan

ger of a civil war, and not be much more afraid of a diſhonourable and infamous

peace. All you can promiſe yourſelf from deſtroying the tyranny of Antony, is to

make Ośavianus the tyrant. Such were the ſentiments of that noble and truly gene

rous ſpirit c |

f But to return to Antony: after he had appeaſed the tumult, which had been raiſed

among his troops at Brundºſium by the emiſſaries of Octavianus, and diſcharged ſuch

of the officers as he diſtruſted, he ordered his legions to march to Ariminum ; but

took himſelf his rout towards Rome, which he entered at the head of a thouſand well

armed legionaries; but the very next day he left the city, and went to Alba, in

hopes of regaining the two legions which had revolted from him, and were quartered

in that city; but they ſhutting the gates againſt him, he haſtened from thence to

Tibur, where he had lodged great ſtore of ammunition and proviſions, with a deſign

to drive Decimus Brutus out of Ciſalpine Gaul. At Tibur he was joined by the tenth

* Appſ as Dio, VFt. PA tº Rc, ibid. Cic, in epiſt. ad Attic. & famil, poſſ. * Plut. in Bruto. & Cic.
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legion lately arrived from Macedon, by ſeveral ſenators, and a great number of

Roman knights, who came to offer him their ſervice. Many veterans likewiſe, who

had formerly ſerved under him, flocked to him from all parts of Italy; ſo that he

began his march towards Ariminum at the head of five legions, and a conſiderable

body of Roman knights. Oğavianus was in the mean time at Alba with the two

legions that had abandoned Antony, one of new-raiſed ſoldiers, and two of ſuch vete

rans as had ſerved under his father. From this place he wrote to the ſenate, complain

ing of the inconſtancy of ſome members of that auguſt body, who, after the moſt

ſolemn proteſtations of friendſhip to him, had baſely abandoned his party, andjoined

that of his rival. At the ſame time he offered to march with all his forces againſt

Antony as a common enemy. The ſenate commended the young general’s zeal, but

adjourned all deliberations on ſo weighty an affair, till the election of new conſuls.

But the ſoldiers preſſed him to take upon him the title of propraetor, without waiting

till the ſenate or conſuls conferred it upon him, and in that quality to head them

againſt Antony. Oğlavianus well knew that this would give great umbrage to the

*ffºrd” lefty ſenate, whoſe favour he deſigned to court till he had got rid of Antony; and therefore
and private

views.
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he refuſed the title, with which his legionaries were willing to honour him. When his

moſt intimate friends, whom he uſed to conſult in all affairs of moment, remon

ſtrated to him, that his troops would ſcruple to obey a citizen without any title or

magiſtracy, he acquainted them with the reaſons which induced him to refuſe the title

a

offered him by the army. The ſenate, ſaid he, has declared for me, not out of c

friendſhip to me, but becauſe they are afraid of Antony : their deſign is to make uſe of

me to deſtroy him, and afterwards to deſtroy me by the hands of thoſe who have

aſſaſſinated my father ; but this is not a proper time to let them underſtand, that I

have penetrated ſo far into the myſteries of their policy, which I ſhould certainly

do, if I accepted of thoſe honours which the army offers me: this they would look

upon as an incroachment upon their authority, and hate me as much as they do

Antony. Let us therefore diſſemble for a while ; my pretended reſpect and ſubmiſ

ſion to them will engage them to confer on me a dignity which they know my

ſoldiers are diſpoſed to give me in ſpite of them. And indeed the conſcript fathers,

deceived by his ſeeming modeſty, conferred on him that very title which he had

lately refuſed ; nay at the motion of Cicero, deſirous of having in him a powerful and

hearty protećtor againſt Antony, they ordered a ſtatue to be erected to him, gave him

a place in the ſenate, and enabled him to hold the conſulate ten years ſooner than was

allowed by law. Thus was the timorous orator ſecuring a protećtor to himſelf at

the expence of the public ſafety ".

IN the mean time Antony from his camp at Ariminum diſpatched a meſſenger to

Decimus Brutus, acquainting him with the decree of the people, which deprived him

of the government of Ciſalpine Gaul, and conferred it on himſelf. To the decree

of the people Brutus oppoſed that of the ſenate, confirming all the acts of Caſar.

After ſeveral meſſages and deputations Antony at length threatened to have him de

clared an enemy to the republic, if within a limited time he did not reſign to him

the government of a province, which had been allotted to him by the Roman people.

Brutus, without being in the leaſt frightened by his threats, returned anſwer, that he

had been appointed governor of Ciſalpine Gail by a decree of the ſenate, and would

not quit his province, till thoſe who had placed him in it thought fit to recall him.

Hereupon the conſul, breaking into the province at the head of a numerous army,

made himſelf maſter of ſeveral cities, and even laid ſiege to Mutina, now Modena,

whither Brutus had retired with a troop of gladiators, and three legions, two of which

he had formerly commanded under Ceſar. The ſiege of Mutina was looked upon

by the ſenate as a declaration of war; but they poſtponed all deliberations on ſo impor

tant a ſubject, till the new conſuls entered upon their office. Theſe were Caius Vibius

Pamſa and Aulus Hirtius, who had both ſerved under Caſar, and were great friends

to Cicero. Hirtius was the author of that relation of the Alexandrian and African

wars, which is annexed to Caſar’s commentaries. They no ſooner entered upon their

office, than they aſſembled the ſenate, and after having ſet forth in a very pathetic

ſpeech the evils with which the republic was threatened, they propoſed the two follow

ing queſtions to the conſideration of the conſcript fathers, viz, what rewards the

two legions deſerved, that had abandoned Antony to ſide with Ożavianu, and what

* Appias. Dio, Plur. ibid. & Cic, paſſim, in epiſt. & Philippic. I, & 2.
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a expedients they judged proper to be taken in order to bring Antony to renounce

his pretenſions to the province of Ciſalpine Gaul ? It was unanimouſly reſolved that

the two legions ſhould be rewarded, and the conſuls were impowered to confer on

them what rewards they thought proper. As for Antony, ſome were of opinion, that

a deputation ſhould be ſent to him, intreating him in the name of the ſenate to raiſe

the fiege of Mutina, and abandon that province. But Cicero, in a ſpeech, which has

reached us, viz, his fifth Philippic, ſhewed it was beneath the dignity of the Roman

people to treat with a revolted citizen, and that negotiations would only give him

time to ſtrengthen himſelf in the province he had uſurped ; he was therefore of

opinion, and promoted his opinion with great warmth and eloquence, that war

b ſhould be forthwith proclaimed againſt him as a common enemy. His ſpeech was

filled with moſt bitter invečtives againſt Antony, and the higheſt commendations of

Oślavianus ; which ſeems to confirm the truth of what M. Brutus wrote to his friend

Allicus, viz. that Cicero did not, in ſiding with young Caeſar, intend to deliver his

country from tyranny, but to procure a bountiful maſter to himſelf. Others are of

opinion, that Cicero, deceived by the affected modeſty, and feigned proteſtations of

the young politician, really believed that he had nothing elſe in view but to guard

himſelf and the republic againſt the ambitious attempts of Antony. However that

be, after warm debates, which laſted three days, Cicero, who bore great ſway in the -

ſenate, prevailed upon the conſcript fathers to paſs a decree, commanding Antony to ***, *.

c raiſe the ſiege of Mutina without delay, to quit the province of Ciſalpine Gaul, and .%.”- p delay, to q P p - ſenate to raiſe

marching his troops over the Rubicon, which parted Gaul from Italy, to wait on the in fig ºf
banks of that river for further commands from the ſenate. All this he was ordered Mutina.

under pain of being declared an enemy to his country. But Antony, who had a

numerous army under his command, and could not perſuade himſelf that Oğavianus

would employ his forces againſt him in favour of one of the conſpirators, paid no

manner of reſpect either to the deputies of the ſenate, who were ſent to acquaint him

with the decree, or to the decree itſelf. Hereupon, at the motion of Cicero, Antony He is at the

was declared an enemy to his country, and the two conſuls were ordered to raiſe ſº ºf

troops, and haſten to the relief of Brutus, who was cloſely befieged, and already ...

d reduced to great ſtreights in Mutina. At the ſame time Ojavianus was commanded enemy to his

by the ſenate to join his forces to thoſe of the conſuls, and to act in concert with them county,

againſt the common enemy. He was inveſted with a power equal to that of the

conſuls, and it was decreed, that the veterans, who ſerved under him, ſhould be

rewarded with lands as ſoon as the war was ended, and be exempted for ever from

the ſervice e. -

While the two conſuls were buſy in raiſing troops, news was brought to Rome

of the death of Caius Trebonius, who by a decree of the ſenate had been ſent into

Aſia in quality of proconſul. The manner of his death is thus related by Cicero :

fº.º. obtained, as we have related above, by means of Antony, the govern

e ment of Syria, haſtened thither ; but on his arrival found Trebonius in poſſeſſion of

ſeveral cities, which he had ſeized, as lieutenant to Brutus, who had been firſt ap

pointed governor of that province. As Dolabella was not in a condition to diſpoſſeſs

him by force of the places he held, he invited him to an interview, in which it was

agreed, that they ſhould abſtain from all manner of hoſtilities, and live in perfect

amity and friendſhip ; for Dolabella pretended now, as he had done formerly, to be

in his heart a friend and well-wiſher to Brutus and his followers. The credulous repub

lican, relying on the promiſes of Dolabella, continued quietly at Smyrna as in the moſt

peaceable times; but his treacherous rival, taking advantage of his ſecurity and indo

lence, ſurpriſed the city in the dead of the night, and having taken Trebonius himſelf

f priſoner, delivered him up to a Roman exile, by name Samiarius ; who after having

made him ſuffer by Dolabella's orders, for two days together, the moſt exquiſite

torments, which rage and cruelty could invent, cauſed his head to be cut off, and C. Trºonius

his body to be dragged through all the ſtreets of Smyrna, and then thrown into the "º'ſ"

ſea. His head was carried on the point of a ſpear all over the city, and afterwardsº:

ſet up over-againſt the tribunal, where he uſed to adminiſter juſtice. From thence it s.

was taken down by the ſoldiers, who being incenſed againſt Trebonius as privy to the

death of their general, abuſed the poor remains of his body in the groſſeſt man

* Cic. Philippic. F. S. epiſt. ad Brutum 15, Liv. l. cxviii. VEI 1. PATFrcut. l. ii c. 81. Surr in

Oétavio. Plut. in Antonio. Appias. i. iii. p. 2 ro, ; 60 D.o. ). X.A. i. p. 3 to. -
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ner (N)'. Thus was Trebonius, the firſt of all the conſpirators, inhumanly ſacrificed

to the manes of Caeſar. He was one of the dićtator’s chief favourites, had been raiſed

by him to the conſulate for the three laſt months of the year 708, and had been

two years before truſted with the government of Hither Spain, whither he was ſent to

ſtop the progreſs of the ſons of Pompey. He ſerved the dictator with great fidelity,

till he began openly to aſpire at the ſovereign power; and then the love of his country

getting the better of all private obligations, he joined Brutus, and ſhared with him

the glory of delivering, at leaſt for ſome time, his fellow-ſubjećts from ſlavery.

When the news of his death, and ſoon after the remains of his mangled body, were

brought to Rome, the ſenate, highly provoked at the cruelty and treachery of Dola

bella, declared him, at the motion of Cicero, a rebel, and enemy to his country. At

the ſame time they paſſed a decree, enacting, that Brutus ſhould have the government

of Macedon and Illyricum, and the command of the forces in thoſe provinces, till ſuch

time as the republic recovered her ancient majeſty ; that he might make uſe of the

fleet, which Apuleius had, by Caſar's orders, got ready, together with all the pro

viſions, military ſtores, and money, to the amount of ſeven thouſand talents, which

Caſar had lodged in the city of Demetrias, and deſigned for his Parthian expedition ;

that Caſſius ſhould take upon him the government of Syria, and the charge of

making war upon Dolabella, and revenging the death of Zrebonius ; and, laſtly, that

all governors and commanders of forces belonging to the republic ſhould receive orders

from theſe two generals g.

Antony being informed by his emiſſaries of ſuch an extraordinary ſtep taken by

the ſenate, laid hold of this opportunity to raiſe ſuſpicions and jealouſies in the minds

of the conſul Hirtius and young Oślavianus againſt the conſcript fathers. He writ a

letter to them in common, putting them in mind of the many favours they had

received at the dićtator's hands, upbraiding them with ingratitude for baſely betray

ing the cauſe of their benefactor to embrace that of his murderers, and laying open

to them the ſecret deſigns of the ſenate, which were to make them the inſtruments of

each other's ruin. Theſe remonſtrances made a deep impreſſion on Octavianus, and

inclined him to a reconciliation with his rival. But as his own intereſt was the ſole

rule of his condućt, and he apprehended, that if he joined Antony, that general would

pretend to be acknowledged the head of the party, he ſtill purſued his former mea

ſures, which were to court the favour of the ſenate, till ſuch time as he had got rid of

ſo powerful and formidable a rival. Purſuant to this ſcheme, he not only pretended

to be quite unacquainted with the private views of the conſcript fathers, but, to give

proof of his deference to the conſuls, readily ſurrendered to Hirtius the legion of

Mars, and the fourth, which had quitted Antony's party, and which the conſul, by

a ſecret order from the ſenate, required him to deliver up to himſelf. After this

he joined the remainder of his forces to thoſe of Hirtius, and marched with him into

Ciſalpine Gaul to the relief of Decimus Brutus, while Pamſa, the other conſul, continued

in Italy to raiſe more troops there. Hirtius and Oślavianus took Bononia and ſeveral

other cities which filtony had ſeized, and then advancing to the neighbourhood of

Mutina, incamped at a ſmall diſtance from Antony's lines, with a deſign to cut off

his communication with the neighbouring country, and by that means oblige him,

for want of proviſions, to raiſe the ſiege. In the mean time P. Ventidius, a ſoldier

* Cic. Philippica i 1.

* 2LL. PAT: RC - L. h. ii. c. 69.

& Cic, ad familiar. j. xii. epiſt. 7. & Philippic 1 1. Strabo, l. xiv. p. 646.

Appias. i. iii. p. 541. & I. iv. p. 624. Dio, l. xlvii. P. 344.

(N) 4-pian, Dion Caſſius and Pºlliu, Paterculus

relate this affair in a dific ent manner. They tell

us, that Trebonius, who had been ſent into Syria by

Brutus as his lieuteuant, refuſed to admit Dolabella,

though conſul, into the cities of Smyrna and Per

gamit: ; but nevertheleſs, out of reſpect to the con

iular dignity, ſupplied his army with proviſions,

and ſent word to the Epheſians, that they might open

their gates to him. While the conſul was march

ing towards Epheſus at the head of his army, Trebo

nius detached a ſmall body of troops after him to

obſerve his motions. As he quietly purſued his rout

to Epheſus without committing any hoſtilities, the

greateſt part of Trebonius's troops returned to Smyrna.

(49) Vell. Patercul. l. ii. c. 69. Appian

Then Dolabella, turning back unexpectedly upon

thoſe who remained, cut them all to a man in pieces,

and advancing by the favour of the night to Smyrna

without being perceived, ſurpriſed the city, and put

all thoſe to the ſword who offered to oppoſe him.

A party of his ſoldiers, breaking into the houſe,

where Trebonius lodged, ſeized him in bed. The

proconſul earneſtly intreated the centurion, who

commanded the party, to carry him to Dolabella.

We will carry you to the conſul, anſwered the centu

rion, who was one of Ceſar's old ſoldiers: But your

head muſt remain here. Accordingly he immediately

cut off his head, which was kicked about by the

incenſed ſoldiery in a moſt contemptuous manneſ (49).

. l. iii. p. 542, 543. Dio, l. xlvii. p. 344.
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of fortune, who had ſerved under Caſar, and was a particular friend to Anton, quit.

ting Rome, where Cicero governed with an abſolute ſway, viſited all the colonies

which Caſar had lately eſtabliſhed in Italy; and as he was well known for his valour,

and greatly beloved by the ſoldiery, he raiſed in a ſhort time two legions, conſiſting ventidius

3.

wholly of veterans, with a deſign to march them to the relief of Antony. But firſt,

he cauſed ſeveral of them to enter Rome privately with orders to ſeize upon Cicero,

who was daily inveighing againſt Antony, and wholly taken up in raiſing money,

at the expence of Antony's friends, to pay the troops of Oğavianus and the conſuls.

But the orator, having timely notice of his deſign, abandoned the city with ſeveral

other ſenators, and concealed himſelf in the country. Hereupon Ventidius, finding

his deſign had got vent, marched in all haſte towards Mutina; but all the paſſes

being ſeized by Hirtius and Offavianus, he was obliged to retire into Picenum, where

he raiſed another legion, keeping his troops in a readineſs to march on the firſt op

portunity that offered of ſerving his friend and party".

raiſes forces to

ajji Antony.

IN the mean time Panſa, having raiſed four legions in Rome, left the city, and The conſul

taking his rout towards Ciſalpine Gaul, arrived at Bonomia. As the country between

news of his approach detached the legion of Mari, which conſiſted wholly of veterans,

with their guards, or praetorian cohorts, under the command of Carſuleius, to cover

his march. On the other hand Antony ſent out in the night-time his two beſt legions,

the ſecond and thirty-third, with orders to conceal themſelves among the ruſhes of

a large moraſs, which lay on each ſide of the Amilian way, through which the conſul

Panſa was to march. Carfuleius joined the conſular army with his detachment before

they reached the moraſs, and was marching in the van at the head of the legion

of Mars, and the guards of Hirtius and Oßlavianus, when upon entering the cauſway,

which led acroſs the marſh, he obſerved ſome armed men lying among the ruſhes.

However, he advanced boldly on the cauſway with the legion of Mars ; but was not

gone far before he ſaw himſelf inveſted by Anton,’s two legions, who, ſtarting up

from among the reeds and ruſhes, fell upon him with incredible fury. At the ſame Antony at
time Antony appeared in perſon at the head of his cavalry in the neighbouring plain. É.the co

The conſul Panſa, at the head of two of his legions, flew to the aſſiſtance of the

legion of Mars, which was engaged with two of Antony's legions; but thoſe brave

veterans, refuſing to admit the conſul’s raw and undiſciplined levies into their ranks,

for fear they ſhould rather incumber than relieve them, the conſul, paſſing the moraſs,

marched in good order into the plain to prevent Antony from lending any aſſiſtance

to his legions and guards on the cauſway, where both parties fought with a fury

hardly to be expreſſed. Antony's two legions were bent on revenging themſelves on

the Martial legion for having abandoned their party ; and on the other ſide the Mar

tial legion was reſolved to maintain that honour and reputation which they had

gained in many battles under Caſar. Thus the engagement became a particular

Panſ, ſets out

that city and Mutina was full of woods and marſhes, Hirtius and Ośīavianus upon theſ.”intº

quarrel between the ſoldiers ; and never did troops fight with more rage and emula- 4 ſharp en

tion. As their numbers were pretty equal, Antony's two legions being ſupported by 8°3*.

his guards, and the Martial legion by the guards of Hirtius and Ojavianus, the

battle laſted from morning to night without any conſiderable advantage on either

ſide. Ożavianus's guards were almoſt to a man cut in pieces, but thoſe of Hirtius,

after having made a dreadful ſlaughter of the enemy, obliged Antony's ſecond legion

to give ground, which they did in good order. The Martial legion and Antony's

thirty-third fought the whole day, driving each other in their turns from the cauſway

into the moraſs, till Carfuleius drew off his men to relieve the conſul Panſa, who was

engaged with Antony in the plain, and hemmed in by his cavalry. But as Carfuleius's

f legionaries were greatly fatigued after ſo long and obſtinate an engagement, before

they reached the plain, the conſul was mortally wounded, and his troops put to flight.

Torquatus, quaeſtor of the conſular army, had, during the battle, formed a kind of

camp, to ſerve as an aſylum for his party, in caſe of any misfortune. Thither the

conſul’s legions retired, carrying with them their general, who was run through the

body with a javelin. Antony purſued them, not doubting but he ſhould eaſily force Antony pre

their intrenchments, which were not yet completed. But the conſular legions, though vais,ºr the

wholly conſiſting of raw ſoldiers, who had been juſt defeated in the plain, made ſo

vigorous a reſiſtance, that Antony, fearing Hirtius might come upon him in the mean

* Appian. Dio, VELL. Patercul, ibid. Cic. Philippic. 11.

Vol. W. Nº 3. G g g time,

conſul Pauſa.
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time, thought it adviſeable to content himſelf with the advantage he had gained, and a

return to his camp before Mutina. But while his troops were marching back in diſ

order, as often happens after a vićtory, Hirtius unexpectedly appeared at the head

of twenty choſen cohorts, and falling upon them before they could form their ranks,

cut many of them in pieces. However, thoſe brave veterans, tired as they were,

made a vigorous reſiſtance, and being encouraged by the example of their general,

who diſtinguiſhed himſelf on this occaſion in a moſt eminent manner, ſtood their

But is diſeated ground a great while ; but were at length intirely defeated, and forced to ſave them

ſ: *S* ſelves by flight croſs the marſhes on each fide the Æmilian way. Hirtius, who in this
frtlus. aćtion diſcharged the duty both of an experienced general, and a valiant ſoldier,

would not ſuffer his men to purſue the fugitives for fear of ſome ambuſcade, it being

already dark, and the country full of woods and marſhes. As for Antony, he paſied

a melancholy night with part of his forces in a ſmall village called Forum Gallorum, at

preſent Caffel Franco, whence he returned greatly dejected by day-break to his camp

before Mutina. His cavalry rallied in the dark, and taking up their wounded behind

them, reached their camp by midnight, being quite ſpent with the fatigue of two

battles, and a march of ſixty furlongs, through woods and marſhes. As for Očia

vianus, ſome writers tell us, that he was at the firſt battle ; nay, Antony afterwards

upbraided him with having fled, in a cowardly manner, before him, after having

quitted his horſe, and thrown away his arms, that he might with more caſe ſave

himſelf, croſs the woods and marſhes, where, according to him, he lay concealed two

days, being both aſhamed and afraid to ſhew himſelf. Others ſay, that he remained

in his camp in the neighbourhood of Mutina, and there repulſed with great bravery

a ſtrong detachment from Antony's camp, which attempted to force his intrenchments.

They add, that for ſo gallant an action, which was, we may ſay, his firſt eſſay in

the art of war, he was honoured by the ſenate with the title of Imperator, as were

likewiſe the two conſuls for their courageous behaviour in the two bºttles. The loſs

on both ſides was pretty cqual ; in the firſt battle Oślavianus's guards, with a great

number of Panſa's legionaries, were cut in pieces ; but in the ſecond Hirtius loſt

only a ſmall number of men, whereas the ſlaughter of the enemy was very great '.

Aft ER the battle both armies returned to their reſpective camps in the neigh

bourhood of Mulina. Antony reſolved only to defend his lines, and in the mean

time carry on the ſiege with all poſſible vigour. On the other hand Hirtius and

Očiavianus, fearing the place, if not relieved, might ſoon be obliged to capitulate,

were for venturing another engagement. But as Antony kept cloſe within his lines,

the two generals reſolved to make a bold puſh, in order to throw ſome ſuccours into

the inveſted city. Accordingly, leaving a ſufficient number of forces to guard their

camp, they marched with the reſt cloſe up to dntony's lines with a deſign to force

The battle of them, where they appeared weakeſt. Antony immediately ſent out all his cavalry

Mutina. againſt them ; but his horſe being put to the rout, after a ſharp engagement, by the

enemy's legionaries, who had poſſeſſed themſelves of an eminence, he cauſed two

legions to advance, which were ſo vigorouſly attacked by Hirtius, that they ſoon

began to give ground, and retire in diſorder to their intrenchments. The conſul

purſued his advantage, and ſuffering himſelf to be carried away by his courage and

ardor, entered the lines pell-mell with the fugitives, and penetrated, in ſpite of all

oppoſition, as far as the general’s quarters, where he received a blow, which laid

The conſul Hir- him dead on the ground. And now by the death of one of the conſuls, and the

tius is killed, abſence of the other, who had been conveyed to Bononia after the firſt battle, in

which he was mortally wounded, Oślavianus was left commander in chief of the whole

army. He is ſaid by ſome writers to have given on this occaſion ſignal proofs of an

extraordinary courage, and to have condućted the action with all the prudence of an

old and experienced commander. For at the head of ſome brave legionaries he

reſcued the body of the dead conſul out of the enemy’s hands, and one of his

ſtandard-bearers being killed, he carried the eagle himſelf, fighting like a private

man in the firſt line. Butas he obſerved the conſular troops ſomewhat diſcouraged by

the death of their leader, he retired in good order out of the enemy’s camp into the

neighbouring plain, where the aëtion being renewed, he gained a complete vićtory,

and obliged the enemy to ſeek for ſhelter behind their intrenchments. Some aſcribe

the whole glory of this action to Decimus Brutus, who, ſallying out of the city, and

* Cic. Philippic. 14. Svet. in Oétavio. Vell. Patercul. l. ii. c. 61. Dio, Appian, ibid.
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a falling upon the enemy’s rear, while they were engaged with Ośīavianus, forced them

to give ground, and retreat in the utmoſt confuſion to their camp (O). However

that be, Antony, weakened by theſe loſſes, and fearing the event of a third battle,

raiſed the fiege the next day 3 and not being in a condition to keep the field before a Antonyo:lizºd

vićtorious army, retired towards the Alps, and took the road to Tranſalpine Gaul, with ºftheſize

a deſign to join Lepidus, Plancus and Ajinius Polio, who were in thoſe large provinces’“
at the head of conſiderable armies".

Decimus Brutus being thus delivered from a long and troubleſome ſiege, was for

ſome time at a loſs how to behave with Oślavianus, who, he knew, bore him an irre

concileable hated, notwithſtanding the aſſiſtance he had lent him againſt Antony,

b At length by the advice of his friends he diſpatched a meſſenger to him, inviting

him to an interview on the banks of the Scullemnis, now the Panaro. Ośīavianus

received the meſſenger with great coldneſs, but agreed to his propoſal ; which Brutus

no ſooner underſtood, than he cauſed the bridges on the river, which parted the

two armies, to be broke down, and by a ſecond meſſage required, that the con

ference might be held in the preſence of their troops, and with the river between them.

Theſe were not unſeaſonable precautions, it being well known, that Oğavianus had

vowed the deſtruction of all thoſe who had been any ways concerned in the death of

his father; for this was the pretence he made uſe of on all occaſions to deſtroy ſuch

as were true friends to their country, and enemies to tyranny. Očjavianus having

c agreed to theſe conditions, both he and Brutus appeared on the oppoſite banks of An inter, irw

the river; when the latter thanked him in a very obliging manner for the aſſiſtance “....”.

he had lent him, and acknowledged himſelf indebted to him for the liberty he "..."

enjoyed. To this polite diſcourſe Offavianus anſwered with great ſurlineſs, that anus.

Brutus owed him no obligations, ſince he had relieved Mutina, not for his ſake, but

to chaſtiſe the inſolence of Antony, who nevertheleſs might one day become his friend,

whereas he ſhould ever maintain a mortal enmity to Brutus, and all thoſe who had

embrued their hands in the blood of his father. Brutus, piqued at this haughty and

threatening anſwer, replied ſmartly, that ſince Antony was already ſufficiently hum

bled, he had no further buſineſs in the province of Ciſalpine Gaul, which had been con

d firmed to him by a decree of the ſenate, forbidding any other general to enter it

without his leave. Oğavianus was highly offended at the boldneſs of Brutus; but

being well appriſed that he was ſupported by the ſenate, he thought it adviſeable to

ſtifle his reſentment for the preſent, and quitting the neighbourhood of Mutina to

return to Bononia, where he found the conſul Vibius Panſa lying at the point of death.

He no ſooner heard of the arrival of Ożavianus, than he ſent for him, and tenderly

embracing him, ſpoke to him in the following manner : I always loved your father pinſ', ºft

more than myſelf, and when he was ſlain, would have ventured my own life to ſave his, had advice to Oc

I been armed. I never laid aſide the deſire, nor the hopes of revenging one day his death, "ºn".

though ſome prudential reaſons, to which even you bave ſubmitted, have tied my bands,

e and kept me in the party of the ſenate. But now my death, juſt at hand, deprives me of

that comfort. However, before I expire, I will at leaſt acquit myſelf towards the ſon of

what I was indebted to the father. Know then, that the ſenate both bates and ſuſped, you.

Nothing has pleaſd them more than to ſee you fall out with Antony, and they flatter them

felves with the hopes of finding you become the inſtruments of each other's ruin. If they have

declared for you, it was only becauſe they thought you the weakeff, and the man they could

the more eaſily overcome. This they have declared more than once to Hirtius, and to me.

The friendſhip therefore with which Caeſar once honoured me, obliges me to give you ſuch

advice, as I myſelf would follow on the like occaſion. Agree with Antony; for you

have no other means of ſaving your life, and advancing your fortune. My deſign was not,

f as the ſenate believed, to deſtroy Antony, but to compel him by force of arms to be recon

ciled with you, and afterwards to join our armies, and in conjunction purſue the murderers

* Appian. Dio, ibid. Plur. in Antonio.

(O) The battle of Mutina was fought on the tory, thoſe ſeem to reckon the beginning of Au

ſeventeenth of the calends of May, as is plain from guſtus's reign, who will have him to have governed

a letter, which Galba, who was in the battle, wrote the Roman empire forty-ſix years, four months, and

to Cicero (5.0). From the third day after this vic- one day (51).

(so) Cie. l. x. ad familiar. epiſt. 30. (; 1) Wide Uſher, ad Ann, Mundi 4671. Theophyl. Antio him,

in Autolycho, & Clement, Alexandrin, l, x, ſtromat. -

of
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of our common benefaāor. I return toyou your two legions, and would willingly ſurrender a

up to you the reſt of the army, but they do not intirely defend upon me, . The commanders

are moſt of them the ſpies of the ſenate, who have private orders to obſerve your conduff.

Suffer me therefore to put ibem into the hands of Torquatus. The words of the dying

conſul made a deep impreſſion on the mind of Ożavianus, and produced at length

the famous triumvirate. Panja died preſently after, having firſt delivered up his

army to Torquatus, one of his lieutenants' (P).

IN the mean time the ſenate, upon the news of the advantages gained over Antony

by the generals of the republic, decreed, at the motion of Cicero, fifty days ſuppli

cations to return thanks to the gods for the ſucceſs of the campaign. By the ſame decree

large ſums were ordered to be paid immediately out of the public treaſury to ſuch of the

vićtorious legionaries as remained alive, and to the widows and heirs of thoſe who had

died in the battle, or ſince of their wounds ; which had never been done before on

account of any vićtory. The bodies of the two conſuls were, by an order from the

ſenate, conveyed to Rome, and with the utmoſt magnificence interred in the Campus

Martius at the expence of the public ; an honour which had been hitherto granted to

none but the moſt eminent perſonages of the republic. The bodies of three other

officers of diſtinétion, viz. of Caius Peduceus, Decimus Carſuleius, and Pontius Aquila,

were conveyed to Rome with thoſe of the conſuls, and interred with great pomp in the

burying-places of their reſpective families, moſt of the ſenators attending their

obſequies ".

. now the conſcript fathers, conceiving Antony to be utterly undone, began to

ſlight Ośīavianus, for whom they believed they ſhould have no further occaſion. He

demanded a triumph, which was refuſed to him, and granted to Decimus Brutus,

though Oślavianus, it muſt be owned, had at leaſt as juſt a claim to that honour

as Brutus. Cicero indeed was for granting him an ovation, but could not, with all

his eloquence, prevail upon the ſenate to allow him even that mark of diſtinčtion.

On the other hand they heaped all ſorts of honours on Decimus. They ordered Tor

quatus to deliver up to him the troops which the conſul Panſa had commanded: they

appointed him commander in chief of all the forces in Ciſalpine Gaul, charging him,

without ſo much as mentioning Oélavianus, to purſue Antony, and treat him as a public

enemy. All the temples of Rome were opened, and public prayers appointed for the

ſucceſs of his arms: as the ſiege of Mutina had been raiſed on his birth-day, the

ſenate decreed, that it ſhould be for ever deemed a lucky day, and as ſuch marked

in the faſii. At the ſame time the conſcript fathers, as if they had taken pleaſure in

mortifying Oślavianus, paſſed a decree, enaëting, that a ſtatue ſhould be raiſed at

the public expence to the memory of Pontius Aquila, one of the conſpirators, who had

been killed in the battle of Mutina ; and that all the charges he had been at, and the

loſſes he had ſuſtained during the war, ſhould be made good to his heirs out of the

public treaſure. So many marks of diſtinétion heaped upon the conſpirators, left

Oślavianus no room to doubt of the diſpoſition of the ſenate toward him. From that

moment he reſolved to follow the laſt advice of Pamſa, and to be reconciled to

Antony. With this view he ſent back to him a great number of officers, who had

been taken priſoners in the laſt battle, and among the reſt Decius, one of Antony's

moſt intimate friends, after having ſignified to him in ambiguous words his inten

tion. Ventidius, as we have obſerved above, had raiſed three legions for Antony, and

was attempting to join him after the battle of Mulina. Oštavianus overtook and ſur

priſed him with a ſuperior force, and might eaſily have defeated him ; but he ſuf

fered him to eſcape, after having had a private conference with him, wherein he

charged him to tell Antony in his name, that he was ignorant of his true intereſt, and

Who reſolves to

be reconciled

with Antony.

* Appian. bell, civil. l. iii. m Brutus ad Cic, epiſt. 6. Dio, l. xlvi. Suet. in Oétavio.

(P) Odavianus was ſuſpected of having murdered

both the conſuls; Hirtius with his own hand in the

heat of the battle, and Panſa after it, by cauſing

poiſon to be poured into his wound by Glyco, his

phyſician. It is certain Glyco was ſeized, and even

condemned to the torture, but ſaved by the credit

of his maſter Octavianus. Decimus Brutus indeed

wrote to Cicero in behalf of the phyſician, whom

he ſeems to have thought incapable of ſo black a

crime. But notwithſtanding Brutus's declaration,

who was known to be a humane and good-natured

man, the report was credited by many in Rome. As

for the conſul Hirtius, Aquilius Niger wrote that

Octavianus killed him undeſignedly in the hurry of

the battle. We will not warrant the truth of theſe

reports ; but neither can we look upon them as ca

lumnies altogether groundleſs, as ſome modern wri

ters call them, broached by enthuſiaſtic republicans

to blacken the reputation of ſo great a man. But

of the treachery, ingratitude, and horrid cruelties of

this great man, we ſhall have many, too many in

ſtances in the ſequel of this hiſtory.

aćted
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a adted directly contrary to it. At the ſame time he opened himſelf without reſerve to

Lepidus, Plancus, and Aſinius Pollio, all old officers of the dićtator, and with whom

he had always maintained a ſecret correſpondence. He wrote to them, that the ſenate,

intirely addićted to the aſſiſſins of his father, were reſolved to deſtroy him; that they

ought not to expect a more favourable treatment ; that their common enemies ſtudied

only how to divide them, in order to cruſh them the more eaſily one after another; that

for their own ſafety they ought to unite their forces, and join in maintaining the party,

and revenging the death of their late general, &it. He added ſome complaints of

Antony ; but in ſo artful a manner, that it was eaſily ſeen he was no ways averſe to

a reconciliation ".

I N the mean time Antony, preſſed by Brutus, endeavoured to gain the Alps with a Antony is

deſign to paſs thoſe mountains, and join Lepidus, who commanded ſeven legions in ;" º: of

Tranſalpine Gaul, and who, he imagined, would ſtand his friend in conſideration of . £y Deci

the many kind offices he had done him during his late conſulſhip, and in the dićta

tor's life-time. Brutus, having thus driven him out of Italy, wrote to the ſenate, that

he had diſperſed his army, and that Antony himſelf was ſculking ſomewhere among

the Alps, where he could not avoid falling into his hands. The ſenate, overjoyed at

this news, cried out, that the republic had at length recovered its ancient liberty, and

appointed, as if Antony had been actually taken, ten commiſſioners to try him. They

talked of nothing leſs than repealing all the laws which had been enacted by him during

his conſulſhip, and even including in this repeal all the ordinances of the dićtator, in

order to reſettle the commonwealth on its ancient foundation. At the motion of Cicero

a decree immediately paſſed, confiſcating all Antony's effects, and thoſe of his friends

and adherents, with grievous menaces againſt ſuch as ſhould dare to conceal any part

of his effects. While Cicero, at the head of the ſenate, was thus venting his rage upon

Antony, that general was ſtruggling among the dipſ with all the hardſhips and miſe

ries that can be imagined. Brutus, having obliged him to quit Italy, he attempted

to paſs thoſe mountains without his baggage, and the neceſſary proviſions for ſo

mus blutus.

long and painful a march. His men were forced to feed firſt upon the fleſh of their He and his ar.

horſes, and afterwards on ſuch wild fruits and roots as they could find in that moun

tainous and inhoſpitable country, and which no man had ever taſted before ; nay,

they were at laſt ſo pinched with hunger, that they devoured the very bark of trees.

Plutarch tells us, that in this extremity, Antony, though accuſtomed to luxury and eaſe,

was a moſt illuſtrious example of patience to the whole army, and that in misfortune

he could not be eaſily diſtinguiſhed from a virtuous man. He ſuffered all hardſhips

imaginable with the conſtancy of a hero, and fell into a behaviour, which no one

could have expected from a man wholly addićted to his pleaſures. But after all, he

muſt have periſhed with his whole army, if Culeo, one of Lepidus's lieutenants, who

guarded the paſſes, had performed his duty. But the venal commander ſuffered him

ſelf to be bribed by Antony, and for a ſum of money granted him a free paſſage.

Antony no ſooner entered Gaul, than he wrote to Lepidus, Plancus, and Aſinius Pollio,

reminding them of their ancient friendſhip, and exhorting them to join him againſt

the murderers of Caſar, their common enemies. Lepidus was greatly ſurpriſed at his

arrival, and quite at a loſs how to behave in ſo critical a conjunéture. He was a

man of an illuſtrious family, but of ſlender parts, of a narrow mind, and at the ſame

time of an unbounded ambition. He was afraid, that if he joined Antony, who was

greatly beloved by the troops, he might get the aſcendant over him, and ſcarce leave

my reduced to

great freight}

in paſſing the

him the rank of a lieutenant in his own army ; and upon this conſideration alone he Lepidus,...,

rejećted Antony's propoſals, and wrote him word, that ſince the ſenate had declared to jºin him.

him an enemy to his country, he could not join him without drawing upon himſelf

a decree of the ſame nature ; but he aſſured him at the ſame time, that whatever

orders he received from the ſenate, he would carefully avoid coming to anengagement,

or any ways moleſting him. Aſinius Pollio on the contrary no ſooner received Antony's

letter, than he aſſured him, that he ſhould find him always ready to concur with him

in all his meaſures; for he had been one of Caſar's particular friends, and bore an irre

concileable hatred to all thoſe who had been concerned in his death. As for Plancus,

he kept a ſecret intelligence with both parties, and carefully avoided declaring him

ſelf openly for either fide, till he ſaw which was moſt likely to prevail. In the mean

time Antony marched ſtrait up to Lepidus's army, and marked out his camp near his,

" Cic, ad Attic. l. i. epiſt. 15. & ad familiar. l. x. epiſt. 10. Dio, l. xlvi. Arfias. l. iii.

Vol. V. No 3, H h h but
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Antony is

but without fortifying it, as if they had been of the ſame party and intereſt. He ſent

out immediately ſome of his officers to him, putting him in mind of their ancient

friendſhip, and conjuring him by Caeſar's memory to concur with him in revenging

the death of their common benefactor. But Marcus Juventius Laterenſis, one of

Lepidus's moſt intimate friends, and in his heart a zealous republican, did all that lay

in his power to diſſuade him from joining Antony. To conceal his attachment to the

party of the conſpirators, he artfully repreſented to Lepidus, that having ſeven legions

under his command, he was one of the moſt powerful generals of the republic, and

would be of great weight, what ſide ſoever he choſe ; but that, if he joined Antony,

he would be obliged to ſubmit to the authority of ſo haughty and imperious a com

mander, and would make but a very poor figure. By this means the zealous patriot

ſtrove to prevent a conjunétion, which he was well appriſed would prove fatal to his

country. But Antony, who ſaw his ruin unavoidable, if Lepidus ſhould be at length

prevailed upon to act in concert with Decimus Brutus, reſolved to puſh his fortune,

and venture all. His hair was long and diſordered, nor had he ſhaved his beard ſince

his late defeat. In this condition, and with a mourning mantle flung over him, he

went boldly into the camp of Lepidus, and there began to harangue the ſoldiers, who

had all ſerved with him under Caſar. They were all greatly moved at his habit, and

more at his ſpeech ; which Lepidus obſerving, ordered the trumpets to ſound, that he

might be heard no longer. This raiſed in the ſoldiery a great ſenſe of compaſſion;

inſomuch that they ſecretly ſent Clodius and Lºlius diſguiſed in womens cloaths,

adviſing Antony to attack Lepidus's camp, and aſſuring him that the greater part were

diſpoſed to receive him with open arms, and even to diſpatch Lepidus, if he would

give them orders for ſo doing. Antony would by no means ſuffer any violence to be

offered to Lepidus ; but early the next morning he marched at the head of his troops,

founded a river (Q_), which lay between the two camps, and was the firſt who

flung himſelf into the water to gain the oppoſite ſide. The ſoldiers of Lepidus no ſooner

ſaw him than they ran in crouds to receive him, and began to beat down the works,

and level the ramparts, to make way for him. Antony entered the camp amidſt the

loud acclamations of the ſoldiery, and marched ſtrait to the general's quarters, whom

he found aſleep in his tent. We may eaſily conceive the ſurpriſe of Lepidus at the

ſight of Antony no longer in the attire of a ſuppliant, but ſurrounded by his guards,

and attended both by his own officers, and thoſe of Lepidus. He leaped out of his

bed in the utmoſt conſternation, and throwing himſelf at Antony's feet, offered him

the command of the army. Antony, though now abſolute maſter both of his perſon

and army, treated him with great civility, tenderly embraced him, giving him the

name of father, and even left him the title, and all the badges of a general, though

he alone performed the functions of that office. The brave juventius Laterenſis was

ſo touched with the misfortunes which he foreſaw this fatal conjunction would bring

upon his country, that while the generals were embracing each other, he killed himſelf

in the height of his grief with his own ſword 9. This union happened on the fourth

of the calends of June, as is plain from Cicero's epiſtles P. Aſinius Pollio, who was

incamped at a ſmall diſtance from Lepidus, followed his example, and joined Antony.

joined by Polio Munatius Plancus, who had been hitherto wavering, and doubtful which ſide to take,
and Paucus.

thought it now high time to declare himſelf; and ...} leaving his camp at

the conflux of the Rhone and the Saone, where he had been truſted by the ſenate with

the charge of founding a colony (R), he led all the troops under his command to

Antony, who was much about the ſame time joined by Ventidius at the head of three

legions. So that he, who a little before had fled before Brutus, and abandoned

• Appian. l. iii. Vell. PATERcul, l. ii. c. 63. P Cic, ad famil. epiſt. 29. PLANcus ad Cic. l. x.

(Q_\ This river, which is called by the ancients that neighbourhood a colony which he called Lug

Argenteus, and by the moderns Argens, riſes near dunum. The ancient city was founded, according

S. Maximin in Provence, and falls into the Mediter- to ſome writers, in the year of Rome 364 by two

ranean at a ſmall diſtance from Frejus. brothers, named Momorus and Atepomarus, chiefs of

(R) The city of Lyons is commonly thought to the Gauliſh nation, and contemporaries with the

have been founded by him. Dion Caſſius tells us in famous Brennus. In proceſs of time Lugudunum and

expreſs terms, that the proconſul L. Munatius Plancus Lugdunum became one and the ſame city (51).

ſtopt at a place called Lugudunum, and founded in

(52) Vid. Plut. de fluviii.

3.

C

Italy,
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a Italy, found himſelf now in a condition to return thither with twenty-three legions, and

above ten thouſand horſe. -

While theſe things were tranſićting in Gaul, Oğavianus continued ſtill at Bonomia

with the fourth legion, that of Mars, and ſome others, which had remained with him

after the battle of Matina. As the ſenate had committed the whole management of

the war againſt Antony to Decimus Brutus, he concluded from thence, that the con

ſcript fathers intended to reduce him to the ſtate of a private citizen. To ward off

this blow, he reſolved to ſtand for the conſulate, which office was become vacant by

the death of Hirtius and Panſa. But as he was well appriſed of the difficulties he octavianus

ſhould meet with in the purſuit of that dignity from the ſenators, who were for the ºr ºf

moſt part intirely addićted to the party of Brutus and Caſſius, he artfully applied‘.º:

himſelf to Cicero, with whoſe vanity and ambition he was well acquainted. He is conſulate,

wrote a letter to him, diſcovering his deſign to him as to a boſom friend, and telling

him, to flatter his ambition, that he was very deſirous of having him for his collegue

in the conſulate, in order to be inſtructed by ſo great a maſter in the rules and maxims

that are requiſite for the government of the commonwealth ; that for his part he only

deſired the name of conſul to make him ſome amends for the loſs of a triumph which

he thought due to him, but that all the power and authority ſhould be left to him ;

ſo that he might manage affairs as he pleaſed. Cicero, old as he was, ſuffered himſelf

to be made the dupe of a child, as he uſed to call him ; and to the great ſurprize of

all, propoſed in the ſenate the raiſing of Ośīavianus to the conſular dignity, as the

only means of preventing him from being reconciled with Antony. He added, that

as Oğavianus was yet very young, the conſcript fathers ought to appoint him ſuch a

collegue, as by his age and prudence might be capable of having an eye on his condućt,

and be, as it were, a governor to him. At theſe words the ſenators, plainly perceiv

ing that he pointed out himſelf as the moſt proper perſon to be choſen for Ottavianus's

collegue, could not help laughing out aloud ; and it was no ſmall mortification to

Cicero to ſee his vanity at the ſame time both expoſed and diſappointed ; for all the But is diſp.

relations and adherents of the conſpirators cried out with one voice, that to put Caſar’s Pointed.

fon at the head of the republic, was utterly deſtroying it q.

Ożavianus finding he could obtain nothing of the ſenate even by Cicero's means, ostavianus is

reſolved to put off no longer his reconciliation with Antony, and accordingly wrote a rºutiled with

letter to him, inviting him back into Italy, and exhorting him to forget all private*

injuries, and concur with him in humbling their common enemies. Anlony, overjoyed

to find Oślavianus ſo earneſt for a reconciliation, leadily conſented to it, and without

further delay began his march towards Italy to confer there with Ożavianus. He

led with him ſeventeen legions and a thouſand horſe, having left ſix legions in Gaul

under the command of Parius, one of his bottle companions, who on that account

was nick-named Cotylon, which ſignifies a bottle,

I N the mean time the news of the conjunction of Antony and Lepidus reaching

Rome, filled the city with conſternation. The ſenate immediately aſſembled, and

paſſed a decree declaring Lepidus an enemy to his country, and likewiſe the legio- Lepidus de

naries of his army, who ſhould not abandon him, and return to their duty before the clared an .
calends of September. This decree was enacted the day before the calends of july, as ...” his

: - - - - -? - y.

appears from one of Cicero's letters to C. Caſſius r. The ſtatue of Lepidus was, by

order of the ſenate, thrown down, and that of the brave juventius Lateremſs raiſed

in its room. As the ſenate was quite ignorant ofthe reconciliation between Ojavianus

and Antony, and the private treaty, which by this time was concluded between them

and Lepidus, they had recourſe to Oélavianus, and committed to him, in conjunétion

with Decimus Brutus, the management of the war againſt Antony and Lepidus.

Octavianus, who was well acquainted with all the arts of tricking and deceit, returned

the ſenate thanks in the moſt humble terms for the honour they had been pleaſed to

confer upon him, and began, without delay, to raiſe troops, and make the neceſſary

preparations for a new war. When he ſaw himſelf again at the head of an army, he The manage

thrºw off the mask, and aſſembling his ſoldiers, told them, that the only thing the tº ſº.

ſenate had in view was to deſtroy all his father's friends, by ſowing diviſions among .;".

thºm, and arming them againſt each other ; but that he, well appriſed of their wicked tony commit

deſigns, had entered into a confederacy with Antony and Lepidus, who were on their ted tº Oºty
nºrch into Italy at the head of ſeventeen legions; that this was the only means of.º D.

* Appian. Dio, ibid, Cic. l. 12. ad familiar, epiſt, 1o.

procuring
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# ſººth to procuring ſafety for themſelves, and for ſo many brave men who had eſpouſed their a

* ſºldiers, cauſe: jo you believe, ſaid he, that thoſe who have murdered my father, will ſpare my

life or yours, if their party ſhould prevail 3 and prevail they muſt, if we are divided among

ourſelves. What ſecurity can you have for thoſe houſes, lands, and inheritances, which

my father allotted you, if thoſe men got into power, who approve of his death, and are for

annulling all his ordinances & You know I am not ambitious ; fºr you have ſeen me refuſe

the practorſhip, which you yourſelves offered me. But now I muſt intreat you, not for my

own ſake, but for yours, to concur with your votes and intereſt in raiſing me to the con

ſulate. I ſhall be in a condition, when veſted with that dignity, to ſecure to you the poſ

/ ſeſſion of thoſe inheritances, which my father beſtowed upon you, and at the ſame time to

revenge his death with the deſiručiion of thoſe who endeavour to deſiroy us. The ſoldiers b

received this propoſal with great joy, and immediately appointed deputies to go to

Rome, and demand the conſulſhip for their general in the name of the legions. The

ſenate received the deputies with great civility, but refuſed to comply with their

Oćtavianus's requeſt, alleging Olavianus's youth, who had not yet attained the age which the

ſºliºmºnd laws required in a conſul. But the deputies, who had been well inſtrućted beforehand,

Žſ." brought ſeveral inſtances of perſons who had been raiſed to the conſular dignity with

neral. out any regard to their age, viz. of Rullus, of Decius, of Corvinus, of the two Scipio’s,

of Pompey, and of Dolabella, who had been but very lately honoured with the con

ſulate, though much of the ſame age with Oślavianus. Theſe precedents were of no

weight with the conſcript fathers: others, ’tis true, had enjoyed that honour before c

the lawful age ; but moſt of them were perſons of unblemiſhed charaćters, and avowed

defenders of the public liberty ; whereas they had reaſon to believe, that (&avianus

would make uſe of his power to oppreſs his country. As for Dolabela, he had been

raiſed to the faſces by Cºſar without the conſent of the ſenate. The fathers therefore

without caſting any reflections on Octavianus, or declaring their real motives, under

divers other pretences, endeavoured to elude the requeſt of the legionaries ; when one

of thoſe armed embaſſadors, by name Cornelius, laying his hand on his ſword, If you

will not make him conſul, ſaid he, this ſhall. Having thus ſpoke, he left the ſenate

with his companions, and they all returned to give their general an account of the

bad ſucceſs of their negotiation. The ſoldiers, provoked at this refuſal, preſſed d

Ożavianus to lead them to Rome, ſaying, that he, as heir to Caſar, had a right to

diſpoſe of the conſulate as he pleaſed. The ambitious youth heard this with pleaſure,

octavianus and taking advantage of the preſent diſpoſition of the ſoldiery, marched immediately

marth, tº towards Rome with eight legions. He paſſed the Rubicom, as his father had done,

*** when he began the firſt civil war, and dividing his army into two bodies, he ad.

vanced with one by long marches towards the capital, in order to ſurprize his enemies,

and ordered the other to follow him leiſurely. The unexpected news of Ożavianus's

approach filled the city with dread and confuſion. Several ſenators, among the reſt

the cowardly Cicero, abandoning the city, withdrew into the country. Thoſe who

Reſolutions ta- remained, aſſembled in haſte, and came to the following reſolutions ; viz. that the e

*** money, which the ſenate had promiſed to the two legions, the fourth, and that of
ſenate. Mars, ſhould be immediately ſent them ; that the ſame ſum ſhould be promiſed in

the name of the republic to the other legions under the command of Oślavianus,

and that he, though abſent, ſhould be allowed to ſtand for the conſulate. Deputies

were immediately diſpatched to acquaint him with theſe reſolutions. They were ſcarce

gone, when the conſcript fathers, reflecting coolly on their behaviour, began to be

aſhamed of their puſillanimity in thus ſubmitting to a boy, and giving way to the inſo

lence of the ſoldiery. At the ſame time two legions, which had been in Africa, arrived

at the gates of Rome. Theſe the ſenate looked upon as a ſupply ſent them by the

gods, and taking courage, reſolved with them, and a legion which Vibius Panſa had f

ſent back to guard the city, to put themſelves in a poſture of defence. Two praetors,

viz. Suintus Gallius Lupercus, and Marcus Cornutus, had governed the city, and ſup

plied the room of conſuls ever ſince the death of Hirtius and Panſa. The former

favoured in his heart the party of Oślavianus, and therefore continued inactive; but

the latter, who was a zealous republican, and an avowed friend to Brutus and his fol.

lowers, left nothing untried to encourage the conſcript fathers, and inſpire them with

reſolutions becoming the rank they held in the republic. He ordered all the citizens,

who were fit to bear arms, to appear on the ramparts, placed guards in all the ave

nues to the city, and detached a good number of cohorts to gariſon the janiculum,

whither the public money had been conveyed. In the mean time Ośīavianus drew g

Iltaſ,
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a near, and poſting himſelf on the Quirinal, then without the walls, he ſent from thence

emiſſaries into the city, aſſuring the people that both their lives and eſtates were ſafe.

Hereupon they flocked out in crouds to ſee their friends and relations, who ſerved

under Oºlavianus, carrying them refreſhments, and freely converſing with them.

Many of the ſenators themſelves, and of the chief nobility, mixed with the people, Octavianus is

went out to pay their compliments to the young general, who finding the people gene-ºved at

rally inclined to favour him, entered the city the next day amidſt the loud acclamations;...loud acclama

of the multitude, being attended by a choſen body of legionaries. He was met by jo.

his mother and ſiſters, who had concealed themſelves among the veſtals, and accom

panied by them, and a numberleſs croud, to his houſe, whither all the nobility flocked

b to make their court to him. Cicero, who had returned to the city upon the arrival

of the two African legions, was one of the laſt who came to pay him his devoirs.

Oğavianus received him coldly, and when the orator congratulated him on his return

to the city, Tou are the laſt of my enemies, anſwered Offavianus with an ill-natured ſneer,

who have bonoured me with a viſit. He well knew that Cicero was intirely in the intereſt

of Brutus and Caſſius, and beſides, he had been told by ſome of his emiſſaries, that the

orator, in the ſpeech which he made to the conſcript fathers, when he demanded the

conſulate for him, had uſed a very odd and equivocal expreſſion ; Egregius iſłejuvenis,

ſaid he, laudandus, honorandus & tollendus eſt, that is, The brave youth ought to be

praiſed and honoured ; but as to the laſt word, it ſignifies equally to advance, and to

c cut off. The next day the three legions, that were in the city, went out to join

Ośīavianus, who thereupon ordered his troops to march into the city, and incamp in

the field of Mars. From thence he ſent a detachment to ſeize on the janiculum, and is joined by the
the public money lodged there, out of which he immediately paid two thouſand fiveº in the

hundred drachmā's to each ſoldier under his command. The praetor Quintus Gallius"

ſummoned the people to meet in the campus Martius in order to proceed to the election

of new conſuls. But his collegue Marcus Cornutus, foreſeeing the evil conſequences that

muſt inevitably attend the promotion of Ottavianus, gave up the republic for loſt,

and ſcorning to ſubmit to the yoke of his fellow-citizen, laid violent hands on him

ſelf. A memorable inſtance of the old Roman ſpirit, which in the virtuous ages of

d Rome would have been celebrated with the higheſt encomiums, but is ſcarce taken

notice of by the ſlaviſh writers, who flouriſhed under Auguſtus and his ſucceſſors. On

the day appointed for the elećtion, Oślavianus withdrew from the city, that the comi

tia might have, at leaſt, ſome appearance of liberty. When the people met, they

unanimouſly declared Oślavianus firſt conſul, and appointed Quintus Padius, one of Oaavianus

his relations, and a legate of the dićtator, for his collegue. Upon the news of his thºſen ſonſul.
elečtion he returned to the city, where, as he was ſacrificing, according to cuſtom, . :. the

- 97 I.

ſix, as ſome ſay, twelve vulturs are ſaid to have been ſeen, the ſame number that Before Chriſt

appeared to the founder of Rome. Hence he concluded that he ſhould one day be 38.

inveſted with the ſame power and authority as Romulus. This year is reckoned by ofRome 71°.

e moſt of the ancient hiſtorians and modern chronologers the firſt of the long reign of

Oāavianus, known afterwards by the name of Auguſtus. However, his authority

was not yet either full or peaceable, but for ſome time divided with Antony and Lepidus,

and warmly diſputed by the republican party both in the eaſt and weſt. Livy ſays,

that Oğavianus was but nineteen years old, when he was created conſul' : but Suetonius

writes more freely, that he uſurped the conſulſhip in the twentieth year of his age .

Plutarch tells us, out of Ołavianus's own commentaries, that he was ſcarce twenty

years old, when he was honoured with the conſular dignity ". He was declared

conſul, ſays Welleius Paterculus ", the day before he was twenty years old, on the

tenth of the calends of Ośtober. But Welleius was certainly miſtaken, for there wanted

f a whole month and five days to the completing of the twentieth year of Ośravianus's

age ; neither did he obtain the conſulate in the month of September, in which he was

born, but in that of Sextilis, which was thence called Auguſtus, as is manifeſt both from

Suetonius *, and the decree of the ſenate, which is to be ſeen in Macrobius X. Dion

obſerves, that on the nineteenth of Auguſt he was made conſul the firſt time, and

that he died on the ſame day ' , and Tacitus tells us, that the ſuperſtitious multitude

after Auguſtus's death admired the ſtrange events of his fortune, That the laſt day of

hiſ life and the firſt of his reign were the ſame, &c. * And thus far of the diſturbances

* Liv. l.cxix. * Suet. in O&tavio, c. 16. * Plur. in Bruto. w Vell. Patercul.

* Suet. ibid. c. 31. * MacRob. l. i. Saturnal. c. 12. * Dio, l. lvi, p. 590. * TAcIT.

1. i. annal. c. 9.

Vol. V. Nº 3. I i i which
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which happened in the weſt from the death of the dićtator to the firſt conſulate of a

Oğavianus. We ſhall now briefly relate what paſſed in the eaſt, during the ſame

period of time ; for there likewiſe a war was kindled, and thoſe vaſt provinces in

volved in the ſame fate with Italy and Gaul.

What happened To return therefore to Brutus and Caſſius ; theſe two chiefs of the republican party,

******" having left Rome to eſcape the fury of the populace, whom Antony's artful ſpeech,

&###, and the fight of Caſar's dead body, had ſtirred up againſt them, retired firſt to An

conſula, ºf tium, with deſign to return to the city, and there diſcharge the functions of their

Octavianus, office (for they were both praetors) as ſoon as the rage of the unſettled multitude was

abated. But Antony raiſing daily new diſturbances, they wrote to their friends, that

ſince it was not ſafe for them to reſume the funétions of their office in the city, they

were determined to ſpend the reſt of the year in Italy as private citizens; which the

ſenate, who favoured them underhand, no ſooner underſtood, than they committed

to them the care of ſupplying the city with corn, which Brutus was appointed to ſend

out of Aſia, and Caſſius out of Sicily . The deſign of the conſcript fathers in charg

ing them with ſuch a commiſſion was to give them an opportunity of aſſembling fleets,

and privately engaging the governors of thoſe provinces in their cauſe, which all

good citizens looked upon as that of the republic. But in the mean time Ottavianus

arriving from Apollonia at Rome, the city began to be divided into two factions, ſome

fiding with him, and others with Antony, and the legionaries, without any regard

to their country, publicly ſelling themſelves to the higheſt bidder. Hereupon Brutus

and Caſſius, deſpairing of being able to do their countrymen any ſervice in Italy, re

º ſolved to paſs over into Greece, and from thence into the eaſtern provinces, where

Greece. they hoped to gain over the many legions that were diſperſed about thoſe countries.

Accordingly, Brutus, croſſing Lucanía, came to Elea, a maritime city, in order to

imbarque there, and ſail for Athens. From Elea he thought it adviſeable to ſend back

to Rome his beloved Porcia, who had accompanied him thither. That illuſtrious

matron, though overwhelmed with grief at the thoughts of parting from ſo tender

a husband, yet concealed her afflićtion with a conſtancy worthy of the greateſt

heroes, till it was accidentally betrayed, in ſpite of her many reſolutions, by a pic

ture which ſhe happened to obſerve in the houſe where they lodged. It repreſented d

Heółor parting from Andromache, to go and engage the Greeks, and giving his young

fon Aſiyanax into her arms, while ſhe fixed her eyes upon him with an earneſt and

affectionate look. The reſemblance this piece bore to her own caſe, and the remem

brance of the misfortunes which befel Helior, made her burſt out into tears. She

often went to the place where the pićture hung, gazing at it, and weeping before

it (S), when ſhe refle&ted on the dangers to which her husband, like a ſecond

Hedor, was going to expoſe himſelf. Brutus was extremely troubled, and not with

out reaſon ; yet he did not ſuffer himſelf to be ſo carried away by his private grief, as

to neglect the public concerns. After having tenderly embraced his dear Porcia, and

recommended her to the protećtion of the gods, he went on board a ſmall veſſel, and

ſet ſail for Athens, while ſhe, bathed in tears, took her rout towards Rome. At

How received Athens Brutus was received with loud acclamations, and all poſſible demonſtrations of

* Athens, kindneſs and eſteem. The Athenians ſtill retained thoſe noble ſentiments of honour,

virtue, and liberty, for which their forefathers had been ſo renowned ; and therefore

could not help admiring a man who had ſo generouſly ſacrificed his private intereſt to

the public welfare. They compared him, and his faithful companion Caſſius, who

joined him a few days after his arrival at Athens, to Harmodius and Ariſłogiton, two brave

* Appian, l. iii. p. 530. Cic. ad Atticum, l. xv. epiſt. 9, 11, 12.

(S) Plutarch tells us, that on this occaſion Acilius, -

one of Brutuſ's friends, repeated out of Homer the For though the natural weakneſs of her body hinders

following verſes, ſpoken by Andromache : . her from acting what only the ſtrength of man can

- perform, yet ſhe has a mind as valiant and as aftive

Yet, while my Hector ſtill ſurvives, I ſee for the good of her country as the beſt of us. This

My father, mother, brethren, all in thee. Pope. Plutarch borrowed, as he tells us, from the memoirs

of Brutus, written by Biêulus the ſon of Porcia (53).

To which Brutus replied with a ſmile; But I muſt For Porcia, when Brutus married her, was the wi.

not anſwer Parcia as Hector did Andromache: . . . dow of M. Calpurnius Bibulus, by whom ſhe had a
ſon named alſo Bibulus.

Haſten to thy task at home, . . - ,

There guide the ſpindle, and direct the loom. Idem. -- *- . . .

(53) Plut. in Bruto.

Athenians,
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a Atheniami, who by the death of the tyrant Hipparchus had delivered their country fion

ſlavery. Their anceſtors, to perpetuate the memory of ſo glorious an action, had,

near five hundred years before the times we are now writing of, by a public decree,

erected ſtatues to thoſe two deliverers of their country : and the preſent Athenians,

thinking the enterpriſe of Brutus and Caſſius equally glorious, in imitation of their

anceſtors by a public decree ordered ſtatues to be erected to them over-againſt thoſe of statue, ria

Harmodius and Ariſłogiton. How different were the ſentiments of the Athenians from tº him and

thoſe of the greater part of our modern writers | Notwithſtanding theſe

demonſtrations of honour and eſteem, Brutus ſeemed to have laid aſide all thoughts of

public buſineſs, that he might be wholly at leiſure for the ſtudy of philoſophy. He

lived privately with one who had been formerly his gueſt, and conſtantly attended

the lečtures of Theomneſius the Academic, and Cratippus the Peripatetic, as if he intended

to paſs the remainder of his life in quiet and retirement. But all the while, being

unſuſpected, he was ſecretly making preparations for war; in order to which he made

ic Caſſius by aublic public decree.

it his chief buſineſs to gain the affections of the young Roman noblemen, who were Gain, ſºveral

attending their ſtudies at Athens. Among theſe was Marcus Tullius, Cicero’s ſon, of young Roman

whom he uſed to ſay, That whether ſleeping or waking he could not help admiring a young "“”

man of ſo great ſpirit, and ſuch an enemy to tyrants. As Brutus, during his ſtay at

Athens, began to want money, young Marcus generouſly ſupplied him with as much

as he could ſpare; for in one of his letters to Tiro, wherein he ſpeaks of thoſe, who

boarded with him, I have bired, ſays he, a place hard by me for Brutus, and, as much

as my poverty allows me, relieve his want. I intended to declaim in Greek before Caſſius,

but before Brutus I will perform my exerciſe in Latin, &c. Caſſius by this time, it

ſeems, had left Greece to go into Syria, whither we ſhall ſoon follow him. As for

Brutus, he continued ſome time longer in Athenſ, whence he ſent one Heroſtrates,

whom he had gained over to his intereſt, into Macedon to ſound the Roman troops

quartered in that province. Heroſtrates diſcharged his truſt with no leſs fidelity than

addreſs ; for he either found the Macedonian troops ready to ſide with Brutus, or dex

terouſly prevailed upon them to do ſo. Hereupon Brutus, pulling off the mask,

began to act openly, and raiſe troops in all the cities of Greece, whither many Romans Raiſº troops,

had retired, being diſſatisfied with the preſent ſituation of affairs at home. He "fºº"

wanted money but his want was ſoon ſupplied by a very lucky accident. For” ”

being informed that the quaeſtor Vetus Antiſtius, his particular friend, who had been

charged with the care of conveying to Rome the tributes of Aſia, was in his courſe

to touch at Caryſtus, a city of Euba'a he went thither to meet him, and eaſily per

ſuaded him to deliver up to him great part of the treaſure (T). Brutus on his birth

day made a ſplendid entertainment for the quaeſtor, at which while the company

were drinking merrily to the vićtory of Brutus, and liberty of Rome, Brutus, call

ing for a larger bowl, and holding it in his hand, pronounced aloud this verſe,

which was ſpoken to Heffor by Patroclus at the point of his death :

Fate and Apollo againſt me conſpire (U).

IT was no ſooner known that Brutus was raiſing forces, than all the remains of

Pompey's army, who, ever ſince the defeat of their general, had wandered about

Theſſaly, readily and joyfully joined him. With theſe he obliged Cinna, who was

leading five hundred horſe to Dolabella in Aſia, to deliver up that body to him.

* Cic. l. xvi. ad famil, epiſt, 21. . . .

(T) Plutarch tells us, that Antiftius out of the

money he was carrying to Italy gave Brutus revtå

xeyra uvprºja, five hundred myriads, which the

Latin interpreter rendered twenty thouſand feſterces ;

and this ſum Brutus himſelf acknowledges in an

epiſtle, wherein he commends him to Cicero, as An

tilius was going to Rome to ſtand for the praetorſhip

(5:4). Pomponius Atticus likewiſe ſent him a preſent

of C.M. ſetterces, when he left Italy, and ordered

three hundred more to “be remitted to him in

Epirus (55). -

(U) Pintarch pretends, that Brutus quoted this

(54) Cic, lib, ad Brutum, epiſt. 1 1.

verſe on a ſudden without any premeditation, or any

preceding circumſtance to prompt him to it. But

this is highly improbable, as madam Dacier well

obſerves. According to her, Brutus ſpoke this verſe

in the perſon of Caſar, ſignifying thereby, that in

putting Caſar to death, he had only lent a helping

hand to fate and Apollo, and that his death was

purely owing to the gods and his deſtiny, Some hiſto

rians, quoted by Plutarch, tell us, that the word Bra

tus gave his men at the battle of Philippi was Apollo;

whence they conclude, that the line quoted on this

occaſion was a preſage of that overthrow (56).

..º.º. ºf . r*-

(;;) Corn. Nep, in vita Pomp, Attic.’” (36) Plut, ibid.

Young
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Young Cicero gained over to him an intire legion, which Piſº deſigned to convey a

over to Mark Antony in Italy. And now Brutus's army being greatly increaſed, the

prudent leader imbarqued with a ſtrong detachment for Demetrias, a town of Theſſaly,

seizes on the which we have often mentioned in the hiſtory of Greece, and there ſeized a prodigious

...; of quantity of arms, which had been formerly amaſſed in that city by Caſar for his

.* Parthian expedition, and were now deſigned for Antony. Macedon was then governed

by Hortenſius, the ſon of the famous orator, who was Cicero's rival in eloquence. As

he was a fincere friend to his country, he declared, without the leaſt heſitation, for

Brutus; and before the arrival of Caius Antonius, who was appointed to fucceed him,

and already on his march, he reſigned to that chief of the republican party both his

I, joined by the province and his troops ; nay, he raiſed new forces for him in all the countries under

* in Ma- his juriſdiction, and appeared as ſanguine in the great cauſe of liberty as Brutus himſelf.
cedon. And now Brutus, being at the head of a powerful army, and maſter of Greece and

Macedon, all the petty kings and princes round about flocked to join him, and offer

him their ſervice. Among the reſt a queen of Thrace, by name Polemocratia, whoſe

husband had been lately murdered by his rebellious ſubjećts, had recourſe to him,

and delivering up to him all her treaſures, put herſelf and her ſon under his protec

tion. Brutus received her with that humanity which was peculiar to him, and ſent

her to Cyzicum in Aſia Minor to live there far from danger, till a favourable oppor

tunity offered of reſtoring her to her kingdom 4.

I N the mean time news being brought, that Caius, the brother of Antony, having

croſſed the Adriatic, was advancing to join Gabinius, or, as others call him, Vatinius,

who commanded three legions in Dyrrachium and Apollonia, Brutus reſolved to be

beforehand with him. Accordingly, he moved forwards in all haſte with the few

troops he had then with him. His march, though through rugged places, and a

deep ſnow, was ſo expeditious, that he left thoſe, who were to bring his proviſions,

a great way behind. When he got near to Dyrrachium, he was ſeized with a diſtemper,

which the Greeks call Bulimia, that is, a violent hunger (W). As he grew very faint

for want of food, and none in the army could ſupply him with any, his attendants

were forced to have recourſe to the enemy, and advancing to the very gates of the

*

city, acquainted the centinels, who were there upon duty, with the ſad ſtate of d

Brutus, and begged them to relieve him. They were touched with compaſſion, and

immediately flew to his relief with plenty of proviſions. Brutus on this occaſion won

ſo much upon the affečtions of thoſe legionaries by his obliging behaviour, that they

And by Gabi, all joined him to a man, Gabinius himſelf not excepted, whom Cicero commended on

. three that ſcore, laying aſide the hatred he had formerly bore him. Caius Antonius, receiv
*gtons. ing intelligence of what had happened at Dyrrachium, advanced with all poſſible

expedition to Apollonia, and ſummoned all the ſoldiers, who were quartered near

that city, to join him there. But finding they went all over to Brutus, and ſuſpect

ing that the gariſon of Apollonia were inclined to the ſame party, he abandoned that

city, and haſtened to Buthrotus, now Butronto, on the Ionian ſea. Brutus purſued

him cloſe, and on his march cut in pieces three of the ſeven cohorts that attended him.

Upon this ſucceſs Brutus wrote to the ſenate, acquainting the conſcript fathers with

what he had done in Greece and Macedon. His letter was read in the ſenate by the

conſul Panſa, who was ſtill in Rome, and his generous concern for the welfare of his

country ſet forth by Cicero in his tenth Philippic ; at whoſe motion a decree paſſed,

Brutus ap- appointing Brutus to govern Macedon, Illyricum, and all Greece, in quality of pro

pointeggºver- conſul “. By the ſame decree both he and Caſſius were empowered to make uſe of

º...? the public money, and to raiſe what ſums they pleaſed in the provinces ſubjećt to

i." Rome. . The kings and cities of the eaſt, in alliance with the Roman people, were

at the ſame time ordered to lend them all the aſſiſtance they could f.

I N the mean time young Cicero, whom Brutus had detached with his light-armed

foot in purſuit of Caius Antonius, coming up with him near Byllis, or Bullis, a city of

Illyricum, on the Adriatic, attacked him, and gave him a total overthrow. Caius fled

a Cic. l. v. ix. x. & xii. epiſt, famil. & Philippic 1 1. Plut. in Bruto. Appian: 1. iv. p. 668, & feq:

Dio, l. xlvii. p. 339, & ſeq. Vell. Patercul. l. ii. c. 62, & ſeq. * Cic. Philippic. Io. Appian.

l. iii. p. 567, & l. iv. p. 622, 632, 633. f Idem ibid. & Vell. Patercul. l. ii.

(w) The word Bulimia is compounded of the two which proceeds from a too ſharp ferment in the

Greek words, B&s, an ox, and Atuk, hunger, and ſtomach.

ſignifies an ox-like hunger, an inſatiable appetite,

tº - with

f
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a with his troops to a neighbouring marſh, where he was ſurrounded by Brutus, without

any poſſible means of making his eſcape. Brutus might with great eaſe have cut him Caius Anto

off with all his troops ; but he would not ſuffer his men to fall upon them, ſaying, niu; defeated.

that in a little time they would be all of his ſide ; which accordingly happened, for ...”.”
- - - oner.

they went all to a man over to Brutus, and even delivered up to him their general |

ſo that Brutus had now eight legions under his command, a numerous body of horſe,

and a great many archers and ſlingers, with ſeveral companies of Macedonians, whom

he daily exerciſed after the Roman manner g. As for Caius Antonius, Brutus treated I treated with

him with the utmoſt civility, and even ſuffered him to enjoy the title of proconſul, civility

and all the badges of that dignity, though ſeveral ſenators, and particularly Cicero, by Brutus.

b ſolicited him by letters to rid the republic of ſo dangerous an enemy. But finding at

length that he abuſed his good-nature, and made uſe of the liberty, which, through

an exceſs of kindneſs, was allowed him, to corrupt the officers, and raiſe ſeditions

among the ſoldiers, he confined him on board a ſhip, and there kept him cloſe pri

ſoner. Several ſoldiers, whom he had privately ſeduced, abandoning Brutus, retired

to Apollonia, whence, repenting of the ſtep they had taken, they ſent him word, that

if he would come thither, they would return to their duty. Brutus anſwered, that

this was not cuſtomary among the Romans, but that it became thoſe, who had offended, to

come to their general, and beg forgiveneſs of their crimes ; which they did, and were

received with great kindneſs by their humane and good-natured general".

c About this time Brutus received a letter from the famous Titus Pomponius Atticus,

in which was incloſed, it ſeems, the copy of one written by Cicero to Ottavianus after

the battle of Mutina; wherein he firſt congratulated him on his late victory, and then

told him, that it was deſired, and expected of him, that he would ſuffer thoſe citizens to

lead a quiet and peaceable life, whom all good men and the people of Rome loved and

afteemed, meaning Brutus and his followers. As this was tacitly acknowledging an

authority in Oślavianus above the laws, Brutus highly reſented it, and expreſſed his

reſentment in the letters he wrote to Atticus and Cicero himſelf. I had rather not live, Brutus, letter,

ſays he, writing to Cicero, than owe my life to him. I do not believe, that the Roman to Cicero.

people have provoked the wrath of all the gods to ſuch a degree, that Oétavianus muſt be

d intreated for the ſafety of one private citizen, much leſ for that of the deliverers of the

world . Cicero had, it ſeems, on what occaſion we know not, reproached Caſca

with the murder of Caeſar, and was employing all his intereſt in favour of Ośīavianus.

This drew ſeveral letters in very ſharp terms from Brutus, which are ſtill extant among

Cicero's epiſtles, and will be laſting monuments of the honour, virtue, and truly

noble ſpirit of that brave patriot, in ſpite of the many ill-natured reflections with which

the flatterers of Auguſtus, and, fince his time, the abetters of abſolute power have

endeavoured to blacken his character. -

Brutus being now at the head of a powerful army, and maſter of all Greece, Illy

ricum, Macedon and Thrace, reſolved to paſs into Aſia, and there join Caſſius, whoſe

e progreſs in thoſe eaſtern provinces from the time he parted with Brutus in othens to the

conſulate of Ośīavianus, we are now to relate. We have obſerved above, that P. Cor

nelius Dolabella, by the intereſt of Marc Antony, obtained of the people, in ſpite of the

ſenate, the government of Syria. This Caſſius no ſooner underſtood, than he left.

Athens, and ſailed firſt into Aſia, which province was then governed by Trebonius, one

of the conſpirators, in quality of proconſul. It had been allotted to him a few days

after Caſar's death, and he, upon the arrival of Ożavianus at Rome, had quitted the

city, and retired to his government, as is manifeſt from ſeveral of Cicero's epiſtles*.

Caſſius was well received by Trebonius, and alſo by P. Lentulus, who had been ſent Caſſius paſſe,

with him in quality of proqua-ſtor extraordinary, his ordinary quaeſtor being L. Pa-" ""

f ticus. This we gather from Cicero's epiſtles', which ſome writers ſtem not to have

conſulted, or to have miſunderſtood. Theſe ſupplied Caſſius with money ; and he

was ſoon after joined by a body of horſe, which Dolabella had ſent into Aſia with 1,joined by 4

orders to purſue their march into Syria, and there wait for him. Lentulus, in one of body of horſe,

his letters to Cicero, aſcribes to himſelf the glory of having brought over theſe troops **#.º;

to Caſſius's party ". It was no ſooner known in Aſia and Cilicia, that Caſius was.º,

raiſing forces, than the Romans, who were diſperſed about thoſe provinces, flocked Cilicia.

to him from all quarters; ſo that ſeeing himſelf at the head of a conſiderable army,

* Plut. in Bruto. Appian. l. iv. p. 632, 6: 3. h Plut. in Bruto. * Clc. ad Brutum, epiſt. 16.

* Cic, ad Attic . xiv. epiſt. Io, & I. xiii. ad familiar. epiſt. 73. collata cum epiſt. 43, 45. 1 Wide

C. c l, xii. ad familiar epiſt. 14, 15. * Cic. I, xii ad familiar: epiſt. 14. - .

V o L. V. No 3. K k k he
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he left Aſia, we mean Aſia properly ſo called, and marched into Syria, with a deſign a

to ſieze on that province, before the arrival of Dolabella. He was ſcarce gone when

Dolabella landed on the Aſiatic coaſt, laid waſte the country, made himſelf maſter of

Tarſus, where Caffius had left a gariſon, and murdered in a moſt cruel and treache

rous manner the proconſul Trebonius, as we hºve related above. Caſſius on his arrival

in Syria found Statius Murcus and Marcius Criſpus carrying on the ſiege of Apamea

And alſ, by againſt Q. Cacilius Baffus, as we have related above. Theſe two leaders immediately

Statius Murcus, joined him with all their forces, and Baſſºs's ſoldiers forced him to do the ſame ;

:* whereupon the city being delivered up to Caſſius, an end was put to the ſiege, and the

Criſpus. army of that general, by this new addition, increaſed to the number of eight legions.

From this time he took upon him the title of proconſul, as appears from his letters

to Cicero " ; though Cicero, in his letters to him, does not acknowledge that title, as

not yet granted him by the ſenate”. Both Marcus and Criſpus heartily embraced

Caſſius's party ; the former was by him appointed governor of Syria, and alſo admiral

of his fleet ; but Baſſus, not caring to engage in this war, was permitted quietly to

Makes himſelf retire P. Caſſius being thus ſtrengthened, ſoon made himſelf maſter of all Syria,

gº “f” which he did the more eaſily on account of the great reputation he had formerly
yria. acquired in that province by defending it againſt the Parthians after the overthrow

of Craſſus at Carrhae, as we have related at length in the hiſtory of the Parthian. ..

From Syria he paſſed into Phanice and judæa, and ſecured to himſelf thoſe coun

tries r. While he lay there, he was informed, that Allienus, one of Dolabella’s lieu

tenants, was marching through Palefine with four legions, which Caeſar had left in

Egypt after the Alexandrian war. Upon this advice he went to meet them, and

coming upon them unawares, obliged both Allienus and his legions to fide with him,

oblige. Allie- which with thoſe he had before made up the number of twelve legions. O, theſe

... *... forces he gave a particular account to Cicero in a letter dated the nones of March from

ſ.§º his camp at Tarichá'a in Galilee s. For the maintaining of ſo numerous a body of men

*...” he was forced to lay the country under heavy contributions; and judaea being taxed

at ſeven hundred talents, Antipater took ſpeedy care for the anſwering of this ſum,

committing it to the charge of his two ſons, Phaſael and Herod, and to AMalichus, and

ſome others, ordering them to raiſe the ſum forthwith, and aſſigning to each of them

their proper diſtrićts for this purpoſe. Herod, having brought in his quota the firſt,

gained by that means the favour of Caſſius. But Gopbna, Emmaus, Lydda, Thamma,

and ſome other cities of judaa, being backward in raiſing their quota's, Caſſius

cauſed the inhabitants to be ſold for ſlaves to the beſt bidder for the more ſpeedy

payment of the ſum required. He was provoked to ſuch a degree againſt Malichus,

who was very dilatory in this matter, that he would have put him to death, had

not Hyrcanus appeaſed him with a preſent of a hundred talents, which he ſent him

by Antipater". In the mean time Dolabella, after a long ſtay in Aſia, where he bur

dened the cities with new taxes, and oppreſſed the inhabitants in a moſt cruel and tyran

nical manner", paſſed firſt into Cilicia, and thence into Syria, with two legions,

whither his fleet, compoſed of veſſels hired of the Lycians, Pamphylians and Cilicians,

ſailed ſoon after under the command of L. Figulus w. Upon his arrival in Syria, he

attempted to enter Antioch, as governor of that province ; but being repulſed by the

inhabitants and the gariſon, which Caſſius had left there, with the loſs of about a

hundred of his men, he abandoned the enterpriſe, and retired in the night towards

Dolabella re. Laodicea. During his march moſt of the troops he had raiſed in Aſia abandoned

it tº Lao him, ſome of them returning to Antioch, where they joined Caſſius's men, and others
dicea, retiring over mount Amanus into Cilicia *. As the inhabitants of Laodicea were in

tirely devoted to Caeſar's party, they received Dolabella with open arms, and put him

in poſſeſſion of their city ; which Caſius no ſooner heard, than he haſtened thither,

leaving Herod governor of Calo-Syria with a ſtrong detachment from his army to

keep that province in awe Y. Upon his arrival he found Dolabella incamped under

the walls of the city, nay, as we learn from a letter of Caſſius Parnenſis, and not of

Caſſius Longinus, as we conjećture, to Cicero, he had beat down part of the walls, and

* Cic. l. xii. ad familiar. epiſt. 11, 12. • Idem ibid. epiſt. 7, 8, 9, 10. P Dío, l. xlvii.

p. 343, & Cie. J. Kii. ad famil, epiſt. 11, 12. * Vide Vol. IV. p. 306. * Joseph, antiq. l. xiv.

c. 18. & de bell. Judaico, l. i. 3. 9. * Cic. l. xii. ad famil. epiſt. 1 1, 12. * Joseph. antiq.

1. xiv. c. 18. & de bell. Judaico, l. i. c. 9. * Cic ad Brut. epiſt. 3, 4. & J. xii. ad familiar. epiſt. 15.

w Appi AN. l. iv. p. 624. * P. LENrul... ad Cic, l, ad familiar, epiſt, 15. * Joseph. in q.

l. xiv. c. 19. - -

joined
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b Powered, and five of his ſhips taken with all the mariners on board. Hereupon Caſſius Caſſius' feet

a joined his camp to the town '. As Laodicea was placed on a peninſula, Caſſius, to Where he iſ be:

prevent Dolabella from making his eſcape by land, carried on a wall two furlongs inſº ºf

length croſs the iſthmus with materials brought from the neighbouring villages and“

ſepulchres. At the ſame time he diſpatched meſſengers to the Phoenicians, Lycians

and Khodians for ſhips with a deſign to block up the harbour. But the Sidonians alone

complied with his ſummons, and ſent him what veſſels they had ready equipped in

their harbour. They were ſcarce arrived, when Dolabella's fleet under the command

of L. Figulus appeared off Laodicea. Caſſius, though his fleet was far inferior in

number to the enemy’s, yet would by all means venture an engagement, in which

both parties fought with incredible bravery. But at length Caſius's fleet was over

diſpatched meſſengers anew to thoſe who had ſlighted his firſt ſummons, and befides“”

to Cleopatra queen of Egypt, and to Serapion, who commanded her forces in Cyprus.

The lyrians, Aradians, and alſo Serapion, without the knowledge of his miſtreſs,

obeyed the ſecond ſummons, and ſent what ſhips they could aſſemble. But Cleopatra

berſelf, who had been greatly favoured by Caſar, and conſequently bore an irrecon

cileable hatred to all thoſe who were concerned in his death, refuſed to lend them any

aſſiſtance, under pretence that Egypt was then afflicted with a plague and famine.

The Rhodians and Lycians declared, that they deſigned to maintain a ſtrićt neutrality, *

though it was well known, that Dolabella's fleet conſiſted moſtly of Lycian and Rho- |
dian veſſels. Of this Lentulus, who was proquaeſtor extraordinary of Aſia, com

plained in his letters both to the ſenate and to Cicéro; for Dolabella had been declared

an enemy to the people of Rome, and the republic had lately renewed her alliance with

the Rhodians ". However, Statius Murcus, the admiral of Caſſius's fleet, having got

together a conſiderable number of ſhips of war in Phanice, and on the coaſt of

Aſia, ventured two other engagements, in the firſt whereof they parted upon equal -

terms 3 but in the ſecond Dolabella’s fleet was intirely defeated. Then Murcus blocked Dolabella’s.”

the beſieged city either by ſea or land, the wall, which Caſſius had begun croſs the#:."

iſthmus, being now completed. The place being thus reduced to the utmoſt extre-taken,

mity, Dolabella attempted ſeveral times to fally out at the head of the gariſon, but was

*

*

up the port with his vićlorious fleet ; ſo that no proviſions could be conveyed intoſ; "|". \

t

conſtantly driven back into the city, which was at length, without his knowledge, -

delivered up to the enemy by one Quintius, a chief officer of his army. Dolabella,

feeing the enemy in poſſeſſion of the city, and fearing Caſſius would retaliate upon him

his cruel treatment of the unfortunate Trebonius, ordered one of his guards to cut off

his head; which he did accordingly, and then killed himſelf with the ſame ſword. The death of i

The example of Dolabella was followed by M.OHavius his lieutenant, and Q, Marſus, Poº". \\

another of his chief officers. Caſſius ordered their bodies to be decently interred,

though they had refuſed that honour to the poor remains of Trebonius, which they *
threw into the ſea, after having inſulted them in the groſſeſt manner. But Caffiuſ,

at the fight of Dolabella's head, ſeemed to have forgot the vengeance he owed to the

manes of his friend. As for the ſoldiers, who ſerved under the deceaſed general,

though they had been declared enemies to the republic as well as himſelf, Caſſius

generouſly forgave them, and having obliged them to take the military oath to him,

incorporated them among his legionaries P. Appian tells us, that Caſſius plundered

both the temples and treaſury of Laodicea, that he laid heavy taxes on the inhabitants,

and put all the nobility to the ſword ; ſo that the city was reduced to a moſt miſerable

condition *. What Appian ſays has not been a littleº by the authors of

the Roman hiſtory, now publiſhing at Paris : for they tell us, that the ſtreets in an

inſtant were covered with dead bodies ; that the blood ran in ſtreams : that neither temples

nor palaces were ſpared ; that thoſe, whom the conqueror thought fit to pardon, wereforced

to pay ſuch exorbitant ſums, that death ſeemed leſs painful to them than life ". Theſe

reverend writers, men indeed of great learning, but avowed champions of arbitrary

power, omit no opportunity of throwing what dirt they can upon thoſe who ſtood

up in defence of their liberties. They conſtantly follow thoſe authors, whoſe accounts

are the leaſt favourable to them, without taking notice of what others, leſs partial

and biaſed, have wrote on the ſame ſubjećt. In the preſent caſe, Dion Caſſius diſa

* Cic. l. xii. ad familiar. epiſt. 13. * Cic. ad familiar. l. xii, epiſt. 14, 15. * Appian. l. iv.

p. 625, & ſeq., Dio, 1.xlvii. p. 347, 8 ſeq. Liv. l. xii. Straho, l. xvi. p. 751. VELt. Patencul. l. ii.

c. 69. QRos. l. vi. c. 18. * Appias, ibid. p. 625, 616. * Carnou and Rouille, tom. 17.

p. 584. -

greeing,
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and impunity to Dolabella's troops adds, neither puniſhed he the inhabitants of Laodicea

otherwiſe than by obliging them to pay a ſum of money “. No mention here of ſtreams of

º of ſtreets covered with dead bodies, of exorbitant taxes, which made death itſelf

&ſiréab e. -

AND now Caſſius, after the redućtion of Laodicea, become maſter of all Syria,

acquainted the conſcript fathers with the ſucceſs of his arms ; who thereupon con

firmed to him the government of thoſe vaſt provinces, as they did to Brutus that of

Greece, Macedon and Illyricum, ordering all the ſtates and cities in alliance with or

ſubjećt to Rome, to obey their orders, and aſſiſt them to the utmoſt of their power'.

greeing, as he often does, with Appian, after having told us, that Caſius gave quarter a

Thus Brutus and Caſſius, who had fled from Rome, as Plutarch obſerves s, like deſpi b

cable exiles, without money or arms, without ſhips, ſoldiers, or one ſingle city to rely

on, were now maſters of large provinces, had above twenty legions under their com

mand, and were in a condition to keep in awe, and withſtand the united forces of

Oślavianuş, Antony, and Lepidus. Thus was the Roman ſtate, taken in its utmoſt extent,

divided between two oppoſite parties, the Caeſareans, that is, thoſe who were for intro

ducing abſolute government, and arbitrary power ; and the republicans, that is,

zealous defenders of their liberties, and the ancient cuſtoms and laws of the republic.

The latter prevailed in the eaſt 3 and the former in the weſt : where they were obeyed

by all the nations between the ocean and the ſtreights of Meſſana, or the moſt ſouthern

borders of Italy. As for Sicily, it was held at this time by Sextus Pompeius, the c

younger ſon of Pompey the Great, of whom we ſhall have frequent occaſion to ſpeak

in the ſequel of this hiſtory. Such was the ſituation of affairs at the beginning of

Ośīavianus's firſt conſulate. What happened in Italy and the ſeveral provinces ſub

ject to the diſtraćted and expiring republic from his conſulate to the death of Brutus

and Caſius, ſhall be the ſubjećt of the following chapter.

* Dio. l. xlvii. p. 345. f Vell. Patercul, ibid. c. 61. APPIAN. l. iii. p. 567, 568. & Plut. in Bruto.

C H A P. XV.

7he hiſtory of Rome from the firſt conſulate of

Oćtavianus to the death of Caſſius and

Brutus.

H E firſt ſtep Olavianus took after he had entered upon his conſulate was to a

T get his adoption confirmed in a general aſſembly of the people. In the next

place, he prevailed upon the ſenate to revoke their decree, declaring Dolabella, whoſe

death was not yet known at Rome, an enemy to his country ". Soon after hiscollegue

Q. Padius, at his inſtigation, propoſed a law for impeaching, trying, and condemn

ing all thoſe who had been any ways concerned in the death of Caſar. Purſuant to

this law, which paſſed without oppoſition, L. Cornificius took upon him to accuſe

Brutus, and the famous M. Vipſanius Agrippa (X) appeared againſt Caſſius. The con

ſpirators

-

* Appian. l. iii. p. 586.

(X Marcus Vipſanius Agrippa was, according to

Suetonius (37), of a mean deſcent; but of an equeſtrian

fanily according to Cornelius Nepos (38). The former

writer tells us, that the emperor Caligula, aſhamed

to acknowledge Agrippa for his grandfather, gave

our, that his mother Agrippina was not the daughter

, (37) Suet, in Caligula. (38) Cornel. Net, in vita Artici.

Dio, l. xlvi. p. 32.1, 311.

of Agrippa, but the fruit of an inceſtuous commerce

between julia the wife of Agrippa, and her father

Auguſtus ; chuting out of a fooliſh and ſhameful

vanity to owe his birth rather to an inceſt, than a

lawful marriage (39). Agrippa was brought up from

his infancy with Octavianus, and ſerved him to the

laſt

(39) Idem, ibid.
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a ſpirators were all ſummoned to take their trials ; and we are told, that when the

herald pronounced the name of Brutus, both the people and ſenate expreſſed their

concern for ſo worthy a citizen with fighs and tears. Among the many judges, who

were choſen for the deciſion of ſo important a cauſe, Silicius Coronas was the only

perſon who had courage enough to declare in their favour, which coſt him his life;

for though Oślavianus thought it then adviſeable to diſſemble his reſentment, and

pretended even to be reconciled to Silicius, yet he ſoon after ſacrificed him to his

revenge. Notwithſtanding the oppoſition of that generous citizen, the conſpirators

were all condemned, without being heard, to perpetual baniſhment, and their eſtates

confiſcated . . But as Brutus and Caſſius were at the head of twenty legions, Oślavia

b mus rightly judged that it would not be eaſy for him to deſtroy them without the

aſſiſtance of Antony and Lepidus. He therefore diſpatched truſty meſſengers to theſe invite, An

two chiefs, deſiring them to march with all poſſible expedition into Italy, that they tony and Le

might, with their united forces, fall upon Brutus and Caſiuſ, and drive them out off.”the provinces which they had ſeized. Hereupon they both ſet out without delay, and Italy.

paſſing the dip; at the head cf ſeventeen legions, entered Ciſalpine Gaul. The ſenate,

alarmed at their approach, and ſtill ſtrangers to the private managements between

them and Otjavianus, ordered the latter to march out againſt them, and make war

upon them as public enemies. Octavianus with great joy embraced this opportunity

of putting the laſt hand to the treaty, which had been begun ſome time ſince between

c him and his rival. But before he left Rome, he gave private inſtrućtions to Quintus

Pádius his collegue and creature, to inſinuate, as of his own motion, to the ſenate,

that it was for the advantage of the commonwealth to repeal their decree againſt

Antony and Lepiduſ, and not drive ſuch men to deſpair, eſpecially Antony, who was

as great a commander, and no leſs to be dreaded than Sylla and Marius. This pro

poſal was noways agreeable to the ſenate; but nevertheleſs, as they ſuſpected Octavianus

to be at the bottom of the whole, they wrote to him for his advice in ſo nice a point.

The crafty general readily conſented to the repealing of the decree, as we may well

imagine ; but to deceive the ſenate, told them in his letter, that his conſent had been

in a manner extorted by the earneſt intreaties of his ſoldiers. However, the conſcript

d fathers began now plainly to ſee, that Oğavianus's deſign was to gain over Antony to

his party, and to act in concert with him againſt the defenders of the public liberty.

But they were no longer in a condition to withſtand him, and therefore ſolemnly

diſannulled all the decrees againſt Antony and his adherents. In acknowledgment of The decree

this good turn, Antony marched immediately againſt Decimus Brutus, who was in- “gº ºn.

camped in the neighbourhood of Mutina with ten legions, four whereof conſiſted of *:::::::.
veterans, but who were in a very bad condition on account of the diſtempers and p

fatigues they had ſuffered during the late ſiege ; the fix others were newly raiſed, and

quite unacquainted with military diſcipline. So that Brutus, not finding himſelf in a

condition to oppoſe the united and ſuperior forces of Antony and Lepidus, reſolved to

e quit Ciſalpine Gaul, and by the way of Aquileia paſs into Illyricum, and from thence

into Macedon, where M. Brutus commanded. But finding all the paſſes ſeized on

that ſide by Ośīavianus's troops, he took his rout towards the Alps with a deſign to

paſs the Rhine, where that river divides Tranſalpine Gaul from Germany, and through

the latter country purſue his march into Macedon. But the apprehenſion of the fatigues

and dangers of ſo long a journey had ſuch an effect on the minds of the new-raiſed

troops, that they all abandoned Brutus, and went over to Antony. Their example The miſºr.

was ſoon followed by the other four legions ; ſo that Brutus's army was ſoon reduced tune; and

to a few ſquadrons of Gaulſh horſe; and to ſuch of theſe alſo, as betrayed any un-j P.
willingneſs to follow him, Brutus not only gave leave to return home, but generouſly“

f ſupplied them with money to defray the charges of their journey. Thus guarded only

by three hundred horſe, he marched as far as the Rhine, the fight of which rapid river

ſo frightened the few Gauls he had with him, that they ſtole away one after another,

* Liv. l. cxx. Vell. PATERcul, l. ii. c. 69. Suet. in Nerone, c. 3. Dio, l. xlvi. p. 322. Plut. in

Bruto.

laſt with the utmoſt fidelity. We ſhall have occa- flatterer of the Caſars, tells us, that his uncle Capite

fion to make frequent mention of him in the ſequel joined Agripps in accuſing Brutus (40),

of this hiſtory. Welleius Paterculus, a ſcandalous

(40) Pell. Patercul. l. ii. c. 69.

V o L. V. No. 3. L l 1 except
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except ten, who ſeemed determined never to forſake him. In this extremity he laid a

aſide all thoughts of entering Germany, and dreſſing himſelf after the Galliſ, manner,

as he ſpoke the language like a native, he reſolved in that diſguiſe to return through

Gaul into Italy, not without hopes of reaching at length Macedon undiſcovered. But

he had not gone far, before he had the misfortune to be taken by a band of free

booters, who condućted him, at his requeſt, to the lord of that diſtrict, by name

Camillus, or, as others call him, Camelius, who had received a thouſand favours at

his hands in the dićtator's life-time. But the ungrateful writch, after having received

him in a friendly manner, diſpatched a meſſenger to Antony, acquainting him, that

he had Brutus in his power, and was ready to diſpoſe of him as he pleaſed. Antony

was touched with compaſſion at the misfortunes of a man ſo conſiderable for his birth,

and the great offices he had borne. But nevertheleſs, as it was for the intereſt of his

party that he ſhould be cut off, he wrote word to Camilº to diſpatch him, and ſend

him his head ; which the treacherous Gaul did accordingly without any regard to

the ſacred laws of hoſpitality. Dion Caſſius, /alerius Maximus, and Seneca, tell us,

that Brutus behaved on this occaſion in a manner very unbecoming a man of his

rank and ſtation, and that he earneſtly begged for his life even after Helvius Blaſia,

his intimate friend, and inſeparable companion, had killed himſelf in his preſence,

to animate him by hisexample *. Cicero on the contrary, who was intimately acquainted

with him, ſpeaks of him as a man, who was never afraid, or even diſturbed'; and

the authority of Cicero is more to be relied on than that of all the hiſtorians, who

wrote long after, put together. However, the learned fathers Catrou and Rouille,

in their Roman hiſtory, take no notice of this paſſage, which would have left no room

for their long deſcants on the cowardice of that perfidious wretch, that cruel traytor,

that inhuman aſſiſſin, as they are pleaſed to ſtyle Brutus for conſpiring againſt ſo fine a

man as Cºſar, guilty of no fault but that of tyranny and uſurpation. When his head

was brought to Antony, he looked on it with ſome concern, and then delivered it to

his friends, by whom it was decently buried ". Thus died Decimus junius Brutus

a year and a half after the death of Caſar. He had been always honoured by the

dićtator with particular marks of friendſhip and confidence, as appears both from

his will, and from the great employments to which he raiſed him. For he was

appointed one of his ſecond heirs, in caſe any of his great nephews ſhould renounce

the inheritance ; and had been general of his horſe ; governor firſt of Tranſalpine and

afterwards of Ciſalpine Gaul, and named conſul, according to Welleius Paterculus, for

the year after the conſulate of Hirtius and Panſa ". And indeed Decimus ſerved

him with the utmoſt fidelity, till he began openly to aſpire at the ſovereign power;

and then conſidering him no longer as a friend, but as a tyrant, he preferred the

public welfare to his private intereſt, which the abetters of arbitrary power look upon

as an enormous crime. Antony immediately acquainted Ośīavianus that he had ſacri

ficed Decimus to the manes of his father, and then advanced with Lepidus at the head

of his army to meet him. The place they choſe for their private conferences was a

frnall iſland formed by the river Khemus, now the Reno, which falls into the Po, after

having watered the territory of Bononia or Bolºgna (Y). Both armies advanced to the

oppoſite banks of this river, from whence by two bridges a communication was opened

with the iſland. Lepidus entered the firſt into the iſland to view whether it was ſafe

for the other two to venture into it. Such was the unfortunate condition of thoſe

ambitious men, who even in the midſt of a reconciliation could not help miſtruſting

each other. Lepidus having made the ſignal that was agreed on, the two generals

entered the iſland from the oppoſite banks, each of them guarded by three hundred

men, who remained at the head of the bridges, while the two chiefs advanced to the

place of the interview, which was a riſing ground, whence they could be equally ſeen

by their guards, and both armies. After they had ſaluted and embraced each other

Oółavianus,

Antony and

Lepidus meet

272 a certazz,

iſland.

* Dio, l. xlvi. p. 32.5. Val. Max. i. ix. SPNEca, epiſt. 81. * Cic. l. xii. ad familiar. epiſt. 21.

* Dio ibid. p. 325. * VELL. PATERCUL. l. ii. c. 6+.

(Y) Appian will have the triumvirs to have met great diſtance from Mantua, and rather in the neigh

in an iſland formed by the river Latinius in the neigh- bourhood of Bononia; and beſides is not large enough

bourhood of Mantua (41). But in the firſt place the to form an iſland, being in reality not a river, but

Labinius, or, as others call it, the Lavinius, is at a a rivulet, known at Preſent by the name of Lavino,

(41) Appian, de bell, civil l. iv. ſub init.

- - - -
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a in a polite and friendly manner, they took their ſeats, the other two yielding to

Octavianus, as conful, the moſt honourable place. The conference laſted three days,

during which time they had the precaution to ſpeak conſtantly ſo low, notwithſtand

ing ſome warm debates, that not a ſingle word could be heard even by their guards,

who ſtood but at a ſmall diſtance. At length they agreed on the following articles:

1. That Octavianus ſhould forthwith reſign the conſulate, which gave him a kind of pre

eminence over the other two, to Ventidius one of Antony’s lieutenants. 2. That the

ſupreme authority ſhould be divided among them three, and kept by them for the ſpace of five

years, under the name of triumvirs, and in quality of reformers of the commonwealth.

3. That they ſhould cauſe this authority to be confirmed by the Roman people. 4. That Antony

b ſhould have all Tranſalpine and Ciſalpine Gaul, except Narbonne, which together with

both Spains ſhould be yielded to Lepidus ; and that Octavianus ſhould have for his ſºare

Africa, with Sicily and Sardinia. 5. That Italy and the eaſtern provinces, which were

poſſeſſed by Brutus and Caſſius, ſhould for a while remain in common. 6. That Antony and

Octavianus ſhould forthwith join their forces, and make war upon Brutus and Caſſius,

while Lepidus with four legions ſaid at Rome to maintain the authority of the triumvirate

there. Thus was the empire of the world divided, as Plutarch obſerves, among theſe

three chiefs, as if it had been their paternal inheritance. Beſides theſe ſeveral other

articles were ſettled. As it was of the utmoſt importance, eſpecially for Oğavianus

and Antony, who were to march into the eaſt againſt Brutus and Caſſius, to ſcure the

fidelity of the legions, it was agreed, that each legionary ſhould receive after the war

five thouſand drachma's, each centurion twenty-five thouſand, and each tribune fifty

thouſand. To theſe immenſe and almoſt incredible ſums, were added other rewards,

yet more ſubſtantial. The triumvirs agreed to promiſe their ſoldiers ſettlements on

their return from the eaſt, in eighteen of the beſt cities of Italy, which ſhould be

choſen out by the three chiefs, and abandoned in property with their houſes and lands

to the ſoldiers. As for the ancient proprietors, they were by a crying injuſtice to be

driven out of their old habitations, ſtript of their lands and effects, and ſuffered either

to periſh with famine, or ſhift for themſelves in the beſt manner they could. Some of

theſe unhappy cities were even then named, viz. Capua, Khagium, Beneventum,

Luceria, Ariminum, and Wibo. As the triumvirs had occaſion for immenſe ſums to

carry on the war, and beſides were well appriſed that there were ſtill in Rome great

numbers of zealous republicans, who probably would raiſe diſturbances in Italy, during

their abode in the eaſt, they came to that barbarous and inhuman reſolution, which

The articles of

their egree.

7/12/jf.

will render their memories execrable and infamous to the lateſt poſterity ; a reſolution, The proſtrip

which brings diſgrace upon tyranny itſelf. They agreed not only to cut off all their

enemies, but thoſe alſo, who were either poſſeſſed of great eſtates, or were thought to

retain the leaſt ſpark of zeal for their ancient laws and liberties. This they looked

upon as the ſureſt means of maintaining themſelves in the peaceable poſſeſſion of their

uſurped tyranny, and at the ſame time of raiſing the neceſſary ſums for the ſupport

of their troops. Theſe regulations were made without the leaſt conteſt or diſpute;

but the liſt of the proſcribed, when it came to be ſettled, occaſioned warm debates,

each of them intending to deſtroy his enemies, and ſave his friends. Antony would

come to no agreement till Cicero's name was ſet down in the fatal liſt. Oğavianus en

deavoured to ſave him, and was for having Antony to ſacrifice Lucius Caeſar, his uncle

by the mother's ſide. As for Lepidus, ſome writers tell us, that contrary to the incli

nation of the cther two, he inſiſted upon the condemnation of his own brother L. Aºmi

lius Paulus, who had voted the firſt in the ſenate for paſſing the decree, which declared

him a public enemy, when he joined Antony. Other authors ſay, that he would fain

have ſaved his brother, but that Offavianus and Antony demanded his head. How

ever that be, the thirſt of being revenged on their enemies at length got the better of

the deſire of ſaving their friends and relations. Oğavianus in the end ſacrificed Cicero

to Antony. Antony his uncle Lucius to Ośīavianus ; and Lepidus was either allowed to

murder his brother Paulus, or forced to abandon him to the reſentment of the other

two. The death of theſe three being agreed on, the liſt of the others, whom the

triumvirs doomed to die, was ſoon drawn up, each of the three tyrants ſetting down

the names of his particular enemies, and even of the enemies of his creatures. The

firſt in this liſt was Paulus, the brother of Lepidus ; Lucius Cæſar, Antony's uncle, was

the ſecond ; and Cicero the third. After theſe were named Plotius, conful elečt, and

brother to Plancus, one of Antony's lieutenants. Quintus, who was alſo deſigned conſul

g for the enſuing year, and whoſe daughter Aſinius Pollio, a great ſtickler for the trium

virate.

11.0/2.
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virate, had lately married ; Thoranius, who had been governor to Oſſiavianus, and had a

taken particular care of his education, and many others, whom we ſhall have occaſion

to mention in the ſequel of the hiſtory. And now the articles of this wicked confe

deracy being agreed on, and ſwore to, by the contracting parties, the three chiefs

ſeparated, after embracingeach other, and went to impart the reſult of their conferences

to their reſpective armies, who, overjoyed at the advantageous promiſes that were

made them, heard the report with the greateſt ſatisfaction. The ſame day the two

armies joined, and mutually feaſted and entertained each other (A). Thus was

The ſecond tri-concluded the ſecond triumvirate about a year and a half after Caeſar's death, the con

“”. ſequences whereof were moſt dreadful, and gave the laſt blow to the liberty of
Rome 9, b

AND now the triumvirs, ſeeing their agreement, and each of the articles on which

it was concluded, approved by the ſoldiery of both armies, reſolved in the firſt pace

to publiſh the decree of proſcription, and haſten the execution of it, before their

enemies could have any notice of their wicked deſigns. Accordingly, the fatal decree

The decree ºf was drawn up, and made public. It began thus : M. Lepidus, M. Antonius, and

**Octavianus Cäſar, choſen for the reformation of the commonwealth. If the generoſity of

Julius Caeſar had not prompted him to pardon ſome faithleſ, men, and to grant them beſides

their lives, of which they were unworthy, honours and offices, which they deſerved as

little, he had not fallen by their treaſon, nor ſhould we bave been obliged to proceed in a

manner diſagreeable to us againſt thoſe who have declared us enemies to our country. But c

the wicked deſigns they formed againſt us, the horrible treachery they ſhºwed towards Caeſar,

and the certain knowledge we have of their execrable praślices, force us to prevent the evils

with which we are threatened. Then followed a juſtification of the proceedings of the

triumvirs, founded on the advantages which Caſar had procured for the Roman people

by his vićtories, on the ingratitude of thoſe who had murdered him, and on the neceſ.

ſity of clearing the city of ſuch as might involve it in new troubles. They concluded

thus : No man ſhall dare to receive, conceal, bep to eſcape, any ways relieve thoſe who are

proſcribed, or hold any manner of intelligence with them upon pain of being himſelf pro

f cribed. Whoſoever ſhall bring to any of the triumvirs the head of a proſcribed perſon /hall

receive, if a freeman, twenty-five thouſand ſºſierces, and ten thouſand, if a ſlave. The d

flave, who ſhall kill his maſter, ſhall moreover be declared a Roman citizen. The ſame

rewards ſhall be given to ſuch as ſhall declare the place, where any proſcribed perſon lies

concealed, and the name of the informer ſhall not be entered into any regiſler, to the end it

may never be known who he was. This decree, together with the firſt liſt of the un

happy wretches, who were doomed to die, was immediately ſent to Rome, and at the

ſame time ſome companies of ſoldiers diſpatched thither to put the cruel orders of the

triumvirs in execution. The ſoldiers arrived in the evening before the decree, and

meeting four of the proſcribed perſons in the ſtreets, immediately put them to death:

others were inhumanly maſſacred in their houſes; ſome while they were ſupping with

their friends, and ſome in the temples, whither, upon the firſt alarm, they had fled c

for refuge. The city was in an inſtant filled with horror and confuſion. Nothing

was heard but cries and lamentations. As the liſt of the proſcribed perſons was not

yet made public, every one fancied himſelf in that number ; and hence a general

Rome in the terror and conſternation. Some in the height of their deſpair reſolved to involve the

*** whole city in their deſtrućtion, and accordingly ſet fire to it in different quarters.

*” The darkneſs of the night, the fire which began to flame out in ſeveral places, the

cries and groans of thoſe who were inhumanly butchered in the ſtreets, the running

up and down of the armed ſoldiers, the flight of the people, the ſhrieks of the women,

&c. filled every breaſt with dread and horror. Q, Padius, the only conſul then in

Rome, to remove the fears of the alarmed multitude, and prevent diſorders, ran from f

ſtreet to ſtreet, cauſing it to be every-where publiſhed, that the number of thoſe, who

* Appian. l. iv. 589, 590. Dio, l. xlvi. p. 325, 316. Plut. in Cic. & Antonio. Flor, l. iv. 3, 6.

(A) The agreement being made, and the articles vilius Iſauricus, whom he had married when he was

ſigned by the triumvirs, the army deſired that the very young, and to take in her room Clodia, the

friendſhip between Antony and Ottavianus might be daughter of the famous P. Clodius, who was killed

cemented by ſome alliance, and forced in a manner by Milo, and of Fulvia, whom Antony had married

the latter to divorce Servilia, the daughter of Ser- after the death of her firſt husband (42).

(42) Plut. in Antonio.

5 Were
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b

f

were doomed to die, was but very ſmall, and that, as ſoon as it was day, he would

cauſe their names to be fixed up in the forum. Accordingly, early next morning

the liſt of the proſcribed, containing the names only of ſeventeen perſons, was ſet

up in a public place, together with the decree of the triumvirs. This reſtored tran

quillity to the city for a while ; but the conſul Padius, having over-heated himſelf

with running up and down the city to calm the minds of the people, and prevent

diſorders, died the night following P.

Du RING theſe alarms, the triumvirs advanced, at the head of their united forces, The entry of

towards Rome, which they entered on three different days, Oślavianus on the firſt, the triumvirs

Antony on the ſecond, and Lepidus on the third, each of them being attended with**

his praetorian cohort, and one legion. The firſt ſtep they took after their arrival

was to get a law paſſed, inveſting them with the authority which they had uſurped.

It was accordingly propoſed by the tribune P. Titius to the aſſembled tribes, who

paſſed it the ſame day in the following terms: The Roman people lawfully aſſembled

bave thought fit to appoint three perſons to govern the commonwealth with conſular power.

Theſe are M. Antonius, M. Lepidus, and Caeſar Octavianus, whoſe authority ſhall be

acknowledged and obeyed by all for the ſpace of five years. The decree was no ſooner paſſed,

than Ottavianus, purſuant to one of the articles of the confederacy, reſigned his conſul

ſhip, ſome ſay to C. Carrinas, others, to Ventidius (B). However that be, theſe two

were by the triumvirs appointed conſuls for the remaining part of the preſent year; but

they made no figure, the whole power and authority of the republic being lodged in

the triumvirs. Theſe three tyrants, looking upon themſelves now as lawful magiſtrates,

added the night following the names of a hundred and thirty perſons to thoſe they

had already proſcribed ; a few days after they proſcribed a hundred and fifty more,

and thus they daily increaſed the number, till it amounted at laſt to three hundred

ſenators, and above two thouſand knights. It is impoſſible to paint the horrors

of this bloody proſcription ; by it every conſiderable man in Rome, who was diſliked,

or ſuſpećted by the triumvirate to diſapprove their tyranny, who was rich, and had

wherewithal to glut their avarice, was doomed to die. As it was death to conceal The ſad cond.

or help them, and ample rewards were given to ſuch as diſcovered and killed them, tion which the

many were betrayed and butchered by their ſlaves and freedmen, many by their “y” ”

treacherous hoſts and relations. Many fled to the wilderneſs, where they periſhed

for want with their tender children. Nothing was to be ſeen but blood and ſlaugh

ter ; the ſtreets were covered with dead bodies ; the heads of the moſt illuſtrious

ſenators were expoſed upon the roſtra, and their bodies left unburied in the ſtreets and

fields to be devoured by the dogs and ravenous birds. This looked like dooming

Rome to periſh at once. Many uncondemned perſons periſhed in this confuſion, ſome

by malice or miſtake, others for concealing or defending their friends. Some of the

ancient hiſtorians ſeem to take pleaſure in deſcribing the horrors of this bloody and

cruel proſcription, which reduced the populous capital of the world almoſt to a wilder

neſs. They produce many remarkable and affeóting inſtances of the affection of

wives for their husbands, and of the fidelity of ſlaves towards their maſters ; but few,

very few, as they own with great concern, of the love of children towards their

parents. However, the dutiful behaviour of Oppius may ſtand for many, who, like Some of the

AFneas, carried his old and decrepit father on his ſhoulders to the ſea-ſide, and eſcaped prºſº

with him into Sicily. His piety was not long unrewarded ; for on his return to Rome,

after the triumvirs had put an end to the proſcription, he found the people ſo taken

with that generous ačtion, that all the tribes unanimouſly concurred in raiſing him to

the aedileſhip ; and becauſe he wanted money to exhibit the uſual ſports, the artificers

worked without wages, and the people not only taxed themſelves to defray the neceſ

ſary charges attending ſuch ſhews, but gave proofs of the eſteem they had for ſo du

P AP PIAN. Dio, Flow. Plut. ibid.

(B) We have given elſewhere a particular account lampoon was fixed up in all the public places of the

of the riſe, exploits, and charaćter of Ventidius (43 ; city :

and therefore ſhall only add here, that as he had been

formerly a muletier, and had got his livelihood by

providing mules to carry the baggage of ſuch Roman

magiſtrates as were ſent to govern foreign provinces,

when he was raiſed to the conſulate, the following

º

Concurrite, omnes augures, aruſpices ;

Portentum inuſitatum conflatum eff recens :

Nam mulos qui fricabat, conſul facius eft (44).

(4.3) Vol. IV. p. 308, 309. (44) Wal. Max. l. vi. c. 9 A. Gell. l. xv. c. 4. Plin. 1. vii. c. 43.
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tiful a ſon by ſuch contributions, as amounted to twice the value of his paternal eſtate, a

t which had been confiſcated by the triumvirs. Caius Hoſidius Geta was likewiſe ſaved

by his ſon, who ſpread a report, that his father had laid violent hands on himſelf,

and to render the fact more credible, ſpent the poor remains of his fortune in perform

ing his obſequies. By this means Hoſidius, not being ſearched after, made his eſcape,

| but loſt one of his eyes, which he had kept too long covered with a plaiſter, the better

to diſguiſe him. As for the barbarous impiety of thoſe children, who by a ſtrange

- apoſtaſy from nature betrayed their own parents, it ought to be buried with them in

eternal oblivion. Nothing can refle&t greater infamy on the memory of the trium

virs, than their countenancing ſuch impious monſters. Several ſlaves choſe rather

to die on the rack amidſt the moſt exquiſite torments, than diſcover the place where b

their maſters lay concealed ; others, not caring to outlive them, fell by their own

hands upon their dead bodies. Many illuſtrious matrons gave remarkable proofs of

other, by their their conjugal love in theſe times of calamity, which ought not to be paſſed over in
wives. filence. The wife of 2. Ligarius, ſeeing her husband betrayed by one of his ſlaves,

declared to the executioners, who cut off his head, that ſhe had concealed him, and

ſ conſequently ought, in virtue of the decree, to undergo the ſame fate. But they

+ - not hearkening to her, ſhe appeared before the triumvirs themſelves, upbraided them

with their cruelty, owned ſhe had concealed, in ſpite of their decree, her husband,

and begged death of them as a favour. Being driven away by their officers, ſhe

| ſhut herſelf up in her own houſe, and there, as ſhe was determined not to outlive her c

| husband, ſtarved herſelf to death. Acilius was betrayed by one of his ſlaves, and

apprehended, but redeemed by his wife, who readily parted with all her jewels to

ſave his life. Apuleius, Antiſtius, Antius, Q. Lucretius Viſpallio, Titus Winius, and

many others, were ſaved by the ingenious contrivances of their wives, after they had

Lucius Anto given themſelves up for loſt. Lucius, the uncle of Antony, was ſaved by his ſiſter

nius ſºved by Julia, in whoſe houſe he had taken refuge. The ininiſters of the triumvirs endea
his ſiſter. voured to break into the room, where he lay concealed; but his fiſter meeting them

at the door, cried out ſeveral times, You ſhall never kill Lucius Caeſar till you firſt diſ.

patch me, me, who gave your general his life and being. The aſſaſſins, thunder-ſtruck

at theſe words, retired ; but nevertheleſs Julia flew to the forum, where her ſon was d

ſitting on his tribunal, receiving the heads of the proſcribed, and paying the affaffins

the promiſed rewards. I have tranſgreſſed your decree, ſaid ſhe to Antony, and am

A. come to inform againſt myſelf. I have taken my brother into my houſe, and am

- reſolved to protect him, till you ſhall think fit to put us both to death. You have

- behaved, replied Antony, like a good ſiſter, but as a bad mother, and took no further

| notice of what julia ſaid ; but Lucius was no more inquired after. Though the

country as well as the city ſwarmed with informers and aſſaſſins, yet many illuſtrious

citizens found means to avoid the fury of the proſcription, and to get ſafe, either to

Brutus in Macedon, or to Sextus Pompeius in Sicily. The latter kept conſtantly a great

number of ſmall veſſels hovering on the coaſts of Italy to receive ſuch as made their e

eſcape, and treated them with great kindneſs and civility. The moſt conſiderable

perſons among thoſe who had the good luck to elude the fury of their enemies and per

ſecutors, were, beſides thoſe we have already mentioned, Valerius Meſſala, Bibilus,

- Arianus, Metellus, Reftio, Appius, Aſencius, junius, Pomponius, Hirtius, Apuleius,

! Aruntius, Corponius, and Ventidius. Meſſala and Bibulus were invited home by the

triumvirs, who by a public declaration owned, that they had not been any ways

acceſſiry to the death of Cºſar ; but they choſe to continue with Brutus in Macedon,

and ſignalized themſelves in the battle of Philippi. Bibulus was afterwards raiſed to

the firſt employments in the ſtate. Arianus and Metellus were ſaved by their children,

Reftio, Appius, Meneius, and junius by their ſlaves. Reſtio had marked one of his f

ſlaves on the forehead with a red-hot iron ; the uſual puniſhment inflićted on ſuch

The filelity ºf ſlaves as attempted to run away from their maſters. This ſlave, having by chance

|* !” found out the place where Reſio lay concealed, appeared unexpectedly before him,

asking whether he could do him any ſervice 2 Reftio had afterwards treated the ſlave

with great humanity, and done him many favours ; but nevertheleſs ſeeing himſelf

now in his power, he looked upon his caſe as deſperate, not doubting but the ſlave

would ſeize this opportunity of being revenged on him for the former affront; which

* the faithful and generous ſlave obſerving, addreſſed him thus : Can you imagine, that

the marks, with which you formerly branded me, have made a deeper impreſſion on my fore

head, than the favours, which you have ſince beſtowed upon me, have done in my heart g

|

Having
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a Having thus ſpoke, he led him to a cave, and there ſupported him for ſome time

with what he earned by his daily labour. At length a company of ſoldiers coming

that way, and approaching the cave, the faithful ſlave, alarmed at the danger his

maſter was in, followed them cloſe, and falling upon a poor peaſant, killed him in

their preſence, and cut off his head, crying out, I am now revenged on my maſter for

the marks with which he has branded me. The ſoldiers, ſeeing the infamous marks on

his forehead, and not doubting but he had killed Reftio, ſnatched the head out of his

hand, and returned with it in all haſte to the triumvirs. They were no ſooner gone,

than the ſlave conveyed his maſter to the ſea-ſide, where they had the good luck to find

one of Sextus Pompeius's veſſels, which tranſported them ſafe into Sicily. The gene

roſity of the ſlaves of Appius and Meneius or Menenius was ſtill more heroic ; for they

ſuffered themſelves to be ſlain in their maſters habits, while their maſters made their

eſcape in the diſguiſe of ſlaves. Pomponius, finding no other means to get ſafe out

Rome, aſſumed the habit of a praetor, and went early out of the city in that attire,

being attended by his ſlaves in the diſguiſe of lićtors: he travelled at the expence of

the public, giving out every-where, that he was ſent by the triumvirs to negotiate

a treaty with young Pompey : he was well received in all the cities on the road, and

ſupplied both with horſes and proviſions: ſeveral bands of ſoldiers and aſſaſſins met him

on his journey, but none of them offered to ſtop or examine an embaſſador of the

triumvirs ; ſo that he reached Sicily undiſcovered. Hirtius, Apuleius and Aruntius

killed with the aſſiſtance of their friends, clients and ſlaves, the ſoldiers, who were

ſent to murder them, and made their eſcape, ſword in hand. Ventidius, not the

conſul, deceived the murderers, by pretending to be one of them himſelf, and patroll

ing about the country with ſome of his friends as in ſearch of proſcribed perſons. The

ſenator Coponius was ſaved by his wife at the expence of her virtue, Antony having

cauſed his name to be ſtruck out of the black liſt in regard of her compliance with

his unlawful demands, after ſhe had been proof for ſeveral years againſt the offers,

careſſes and menaces of the lewd tyrant. Another ſenator being quite tired with con

cealing himſelf in caves and dens, and ſculking about the country in continual alarms,

returned to Rome in the diſguiſe of a ſchool-maſter, opened there a little ſchool, and

kept it as long as the proſcription laſted without being diſcovered, nobody ima

gining that a poor pedant could have been of ſuch ſignificancy as to be ranked among

the proſcribed ſenators and knights 4. -

Though we may perhaps ſeem to have dwelt already too long on ſo diſagreeable

a ſubjećt, yet we muſt, before we diſmiſs it, acquaint our readers with the fate of

Cicero. The great reputation of that orator, the obligations which all men of learn

ing owe to his memory, and the inimitable works he has left behind him, require

of us a particular account of his death, and the moſt minute circumſtances attending

it. He was with his brother Quintus, who was likewiſe proſcribed at his country

houſe near Tuſculum, when the firſt news was brought him of the proſcription. He

no ſooner heard it, than he left Tuſculum with his brother, taking his rout towards

Aſtura (C), or, as ſome call it, Stura, another of his country-houſes, on the ſea-ſide

between the promontories of Antium and Circaeum. There they both deſigned to take

£hipping, and endeavour to join Brutus in Macedon. They travelled together each

in his litter, oppreſſed with ſorrow, and often joining their litters on the road to con

dole each other. As they had, in the firſt alarm and hurry, forgot to take with them

f

the neceſſary money to defray the expences of their voyage, it was agreed between

them, that Cicero ſhould make what haſte he could to the ſea-ſide, and Quintus return

home to provide neceſſaries. Thus they embraced each other, and parted with reci

procal fears. Quintus returned to Rome, and got to his houſe undiſcovered, where

he thought himſelf ſafe at leaſt for a ſhort time, fince it had been lately ſearched by

the miniſters of the triumvirs. But as in moſt houſes there were as many informers

as domeſtics, his return was immediately known, and the houſe of courſe filled with

* AppiAN. l. iv. Vell. PATERcul, l. ii. Dio, l. xlvii. VAL. Max. l. vi. c. 8. & k ir. c. 1 1. SUEr.

in Octavio. MacRoe. Saturnal. i. i. c. 11.

(C) Pliny ſpeaks of Aftura as a river and an iſland. In proceſs of time a village was built in that

iſland (+5); and Cicero ſeems to infinuate in one of neighbourhood, and called by the ſame name of

his letters to Articus (46), that his houſe was in the Aſſura, as we learn from Servius (47).

(45) Plin. l. iii, c. 5. & 6. (46) Ad Attic, l. xii. ºf if 19. (47) Servius in Aneid. 7. v. 8o 1.
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ſoldiers and aſſaſſins, who not being able to find him out, put his ſon to the torture,

Affºding cir- in order to make him declare where his father lay concealed. But filial affection was

\ º: ºf proof in the young Roman againſt the moſt exquiſite torments. However, the tender

;ºf youth could not help fighing now and then, and groaning in the height of his pain.

Quintus was not far off; and the reader may imagine, though we cannot expreſs,

how the heart of a tender father muſt have been affected in hearing the fighs and groans

- of a ſon dying on the rack to ſave his life. He could not bear it 3 but quitting the

place of his concealment, he preſented himſelf to the aſſaſſins, begging them with a

flood of tears to put him to death, and diſmiſs the innocent child, whoſe generous

- behaviour the triumvirs themſelves, if informed of the fact, would judge worthy of

t the higheſt encomiums and rewards. But thoſe inhuman monſters, without being

- in the leaſt affected with the tears either of the father or the ſon, anſwered, that

- they muſt both die, the father becauſe he was proſcribed, and the ſon becauſe in defiance

of the decree of the triumvirs, he had concealed his father. Then a new conteſt of

tenderneſs aroſe between the father and the ſon, who ſhould die the firſt 2 but this

the aſſaſſins, deſtitute of all ſenſe of humanity, and no ways affected with ſuch melt

ſ ing ſcenes, ſoon decided by beheading them both at the ſame time. Tho' Quintus

t Cicero's life was not perhaps without reproach, his death, it muſt be owned, was truly

glorious ; as for that of his ſon, it has been, and ever will be, celebrated by the writers

* , of all nations and ages as an inſtance of the moſt heroic affection and filial duty r.

Embarque, for BUT to return to the elder brother: Cicero, having reached Ajiura, and by good

| Macedon, luck found a veſſel there ready to weigh anchor, went on board with a deſign to paſs

a voyage, or ſtill depending on the friendſhip of Ożavianus, whom he had all along

ſupported with his credit and eloquence, he ſoon changed his mind, and ordered the

- maſter of the ſhip to ſet him aſhore at Circaum, whence he took his rout towards

- Chºnges his Rome by land. But after he had gone about two hundred furlongs, he altered his reſo
mind, lution anew, and returned to ſea, where he ſpent the night in a thouſand melan

choly and perplexing thoughts. One while he reſolved to go privately into Otia

vianus's houſe, and there kill himſelf upon the altar of his domeſtic gods, in order

to bring upon him the wrath of thoſe furies which were deemed the avengers of violated

friendſhip. But the fear of being taken on the road, and the apprehenſion of the

cruel treatment he expected, if taken, ſoon made him drop that reſolution. Then

falling into other thoughts, equally perplexing, and wavering between the hopes he

º had in Ojavianus's friendſhip, and the fear of death, he at laſt ſuffered his domeſtics

Goe, by a to to convey him by ſea to a country-houſe, which he had in the neighbourhood of

| his country- Gaieta. Near the place, where he was to land, ſtood a little temple dedicated to

º Apollo, from which, it is ſaid, a flight of crows coming with great noiſe, made

towards Cicero's ſmall veſſel, as it was putting into port, and pearching on the ſails

and rigging, pecked them with a hideous noiſe ; which was looked upon by all as a

bad omen. However, Cicero went aſhore, and entering his houſe, lay down upon

his bed to take ſome reſt. The crows followed him, and fluttering about the windows

of the room, where he lay, made a dreadful noiſe. One of them was ſo bold as to

fly into the chamber, and making to the bed where Cicero was repoſing with the cloaths

caſt over his head, pecked them off by degrees, and uncovered his face. The example

. of this creature rouſed his indolent domeſtics, who began to reproach each other for

neglećting to ſave the life of a man, for whoſe preſervation the very birds of the air

ſeemed concerned : wherefore, partly by force, partly by intreaty, they put him

again into his litter, and carried him towards the ſea-ſide. They were ſcarce gone

A hand of when a band of ſoldiers under the command of Herennius, a centurion, and Popilius

- ſºldiers in, Lænas, a military tribune, came to the houſe. Cicero had formerly undertaken the

| f*** ** defence of Popilius, when he was under a proſecution for the murder of his own father,

and by his triumphing eloquence had got him abſolved by thoſe very judges, who a

| little before were ready to condem him to a moſt cruel death. But the ungrateful

wretch, unmindful of former obligations, and wholly intent on currying favour with

Anoty, had promiſed to find out Cicero, where-ever he lay concealed, and bring him

his head. He found the doors of his houſe ſhut, but breaking them open, and ſearch

ing in vain every corner, he threatened to put all the ſlaves in the houſe to the torture,
t if they did not immediately declare where their maſter lay concealed. But the faithful

r Appian. Dio, Plut. Val Max, ibid. SENkca in ſuaſor.
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a ſlaves, without betraying the leaſt fear, anſwered with great conſtancy and reſolution;

that they knew not where he was. At length a young man, by name Philologus (D), is diſcovered.

who had been ſlave to Quintus, and afterwards enfranchiſed by him, and inſtructed by

Cicero in the liberal arts and ſciences with all the tenderneſs of a father, diſcovered to

the tribune, that Cicero's domeſtics were then carrying him in a litter through the cloſe

and ſhady walks to the ſea-ſide. Upon this information Popilius with ſome of his

men haſtened to the place, where he was to come out, while Herennius with the reſt

followed the litter through the narrow paths. ... As ſoon as Cicero perceived Herennius,

he commanded his ſervants to ſet down his litter, and ſtroaking, according to his

cuſtom, his beard with his left hand, he put out his head, and looked at the aſſaſſins

with great intrepidity. This conſtancy, which they did not expect from him, his

face disfigured and emaciated with cares and troubles, his hair and beard neglected,

and in diſorder, &c. ſo affected the ſoldiers who attended Herennius, that they covered

their eyes with their hands, while he cut off his head, and purſuant to Antony's direéti- His had and

ons, his right hand, with which he had wrote the Philippics. With thoſe trophies ofº:%
their cruelty Herennius and Popiliushaſtened back to Rome, and laid them before Antony,fAnº e

while he was holding an aſſembly of the people for the election of new magiſtrates.

The cruel tyrant no ſooner beheld them, than he cried out in a tranſport of joy, Now

let there be an end of all ourfººtº ; live, Romans, live in ſafety; you have nothing

more to fear. He took the head in his hand, and looked on it a long time with

c great ſatisfaction, ſmiling at a fight, which drew tears from all who were preſent.

After he had ſatiated his cruel and revengeful temper with ſo diſmal a ſpectacle, he

ſent, as we are told by ſeveral writers, the head of the orator to his wife Fulvia, who

was naturally more cruel than the triumvir himſelf, and had born an implacable hatred

to Cicero ever ſince the time of her firſt husband P. Clodius, who was ſlain by Mio.

That infernal fury, after having inſulted the poor remains of her enemy with the

moſt injurious reproaches, took that venerable head in her lap, and drawing out the

tongue of the deceaſed, which had uttered many bitter invectives againſt both her

husbands, pierced it ſeveral times with a golden bodkin, which ſhe wore in her hair. The cruelty ºf

When Fulvia had ſatiated her impotent rage, Antony ordered both the head and the Fulvia.

hand to be ſet up on the roſtra, where Rome could not without horror behold the

remains of a man, who had ſo often triumphed in that very place by the force and

charms of his eloquence : (E). Thus fell the greateſt orator Italy or any other coun

try ever bred ; a man, who, as Caſar the dićtator uſed to ſay, bad obtained a laurel His charađºr.

as much above all triumphs, as it was more glorious to extend the bounds of the Roman

learning, than thoſe of the Roman empire. In his conſulate, which was truly glorious,

he diſcovered with wonderful ſagacity the moſt ſecret plots of the ſeditious Catiline, de

feated his beſt concerted meaſures, and ſaved, we may ſay, Rome from utter deſtruc

tion; whence he was deſervedly honoured with the glorious title of the father of bis

country. The Roman people, no doubt, owed him much and he took care to put

them frequently in mind of their obligations ; for be was quoting on all occaſions, in

and out of ſeaſon, the nones of December, as M. Brutus obſerved in one of his letters to

Atticus. He loved his country ; but his zeal did not carry him ſo far as to make

him ſacrifice his private intereſt to the public welfare. . This Brutus, who ſincerely

loved him, but knew his foible, inſinuates in ſeveral letters to their common friend

Pomponius Atticus. We are too much afraid, ſays he in one of his epiſtles, of death,

• vell. Patercul. l. ii. c. 66. Seneca in ſuaſor. orat. 7. Plut. in Cic. Dio, l. xlvii. Appian. l. iv.

Tacit. dialog. de orat.

lſ (D) Plutarch ſeems to queſtion what ſome authors

ić ſ have wrote of the treachery of Philologa; ; at leaſt

he tells us, that this circumſtance was unknown to

Tyro, Cicero's emancipated ſlave, who publiſhed an

3. account of his life, which in Plutarch's time was in

| great requeſt, but has not reached ours. Appian tells

us, that Cicero was betrayed and diſcovered by one

Cyrillus, who had formerly ſerved Clodius, his mortal

* enemy.

(E) we have followed Plutarch's account but

other writers tell us, that Cicero's ſlaves and domeſtics,

| £cing Po, ilius and Herennius purſuing their maſter,

vo L. W. No 3.

put themſelves in a poſture of defence, and ſeemed

determined to defend his life at the expence of their

own ; but that Cicero would not allow them to uſe

any violence, ſaying, Let us obey the decrees of de

fliny, and avoid ſhedding more blood than it has pleaſed

the gods to require. Having thus ſpoke to his do

meſtics, he encouraged Popilius to advance, and put

ting his head out of the litter, Draw near, veteran,

ſaid he, and ſhew us what you can do. At theſe words

the tribune came cloſe to the litter, and with one

blow cut off his head (48).

(48) Appian, l, iv. & Val. Max.

N n n - baniſhment
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be allowed what he deſires, provided he be reſpeãed and praiſed, reckons an honourable ſlavery

as nothing, if honour is compatible with ſo great infamy. And elſewhere ; I have no

great opinion of thoſe fine arts, of which Cicero is ſo great a maſter ; for what tiſe do we

ſee him make of all he has written concerning the liberty of his country, true honour, deatband

baniſhment # &c. Plutarch tells us, that though Brutus and his followers both loved

and truſted Cicero, yet none of them ever thought of imparting their deſign to him,

becauſe they were determined to admit into the conſpiracy ſuch only as were bold,

brave, and deſpiſers of death ; whereas Cicero was by nature a coward, and beſides

become ſo wary and over-cautious by old age, that he would not have made one

ſtep without the greateſt ſecurity, which would have blunted the edge of their for

wardneſs and reſolution in an affair that required all the diſpatch imaginable'. But

after all, the intrepidity with which he offered himſelf to death, ought to make us

in a manner overlook the timorouſneſs, puſillanimity, and irreſolution, which he

betrayed in moſt occurrences of his life. He died on the ſeventh of the ides of

December, in the ſixty-fourth year of his age, and was greatly lamented by all ranks

of men. Antony himſelf made ſome ſort of reparation to his memory ; for inſtead

of rewarding the perfidious Philologus, who betrayed his maſter and benefactor, he

delivered him up to Pomponia, the widow of Quintus Cicero, and ſiſter of Pomponius

Atticus, who after having glutted her impotent rage and deſire of revenge with the

moſt exquiſite torments cruelty itſelf could invent, obliged the miſerable wretch to cut

off his own fleſh by piece-meal, boil it, and eat it in her preſence. But Tyro, Cicero's

freedman, has not ſo much as mentioned the treachery of Philologus, as we have obſerved

The cruelty of above out of Plutarch. Oğavianus, who ſhamefully ſacrificed Cicero to his moſt cruel

Porſon; to- and bitter enemy, declared ſeveral years after the eſteem he had for him : for viſiting
ward the ſlave

who betrayed

bim.

Lepidu's tri

umph.

The cruelty and

one day his daughter’s ſon, and finding him with a book of Cicero's in his hand, the

boy for fear endeavoured to hide it under his gown ; which Ośīavianus perceiving, took

it from him, and turning over a great part of the book ſtanding, gave it him again,

ſaying, This, my child, was a learned man, and a lover of his country'.

WHILE the proſcription was ſtill raging, and Rome in the utmoſt conſternation in

ſeeing herſelf daily deprived of ſome of her beſt citizens, Lepidus took it in his head

to triumph on account of ſome inconfiderable advantages he had formerly gained over

the revolted Spaniards. The decree, impowering him to enjoy this honour, was iſſued

by himſelf with the conſent and approbation of his two collegues, and began thus:

To all thoſe who ſhall honour our triumph with ſacrifices, feaftings, and other demonſtra

tions of joy, health, and good fortune; but to others miſery and proſcription. This decree

drew greater crouds to his triumph than had ever been ſeen on the like occaſion: he

was attended by all the nobility of Rome, who ſtrove to outvie each other in offering

ſacrifices for the ſafety of Lepidus and his collegues, and in feaſting their friends, and

the friends of the triumvirs. L. Munatius Plancus was likewiſe decreed a triumph

for ſomething, we know not what, he had done in Gaul". As it was cuſtomary

for the ſºldiers to ſing, during the triumphal proceſſion, ſatyrical verſes on the

vićtorious generals, the following were often repeated on this occaſion ; De Germanis,

mon de Gallis duo triumphant conſules. The Latin word Germani ſignifies equally brothers,

and, the inhabitants of Germany, ſo that the verſes might be underſtood as importing,

either that the deſigned conſuls triumphed over the Germans, or over their brothers;

for they had both procured the proſcription of their brothers, or at leaſt conſented

to It W.

AND now the triumvirs, having glutted their revenge with the blood of ſo many

avarice ºf the illuſtrious citizens, began to think of raiſing the neceſſary ſums for the carrying on
triumvirs.

of the war againſt Brutus and Caſſius. In order to this they publiſhed daily new liſts

of proſcribed perſons, containing the names of the richeſt citizens in Rome, whom

they cauſed, under ſeveral pretences, to be inhumanly murdered, and then ſeized on

their eſtates, defrauding the poor widows and orphans of their right of inheritance and

ſucceſſion. They burdened the people with moſt grievous taxes, ſeized all the gold

and ſilver, whether in plate or ſpecie, they could lay their hands on, and took away

by force immenſe ſums, belonging both to ſtrangers and citizens of Rome, which had

been depoſited in the hands of the veſtal virgins. But with all this, not being able

to make up the ſum of two hundred thouſand talents, which they judged neceſſary

• Plur n Bruto. . . . Plut. in Cic, * Vide Gruten, incript. P. 297. Appian. l. iv. p. 607.

w Vell. Patekcul, l. ii. c. 67.

to

baniſhment and poverty. Theſe things appear to Cicero as great evils, who, provided be a

−.
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a to defray the charges of the war, they drew up a liſt of fourteen hundred of the richeſt

ladies of Rome, mothers, daughters, relations, or any ways allied to ſuch perſons as The Roman

they had proſcribed, and taxed them all equally, and at an extravagant rate, ladie, taxed.

though moſt of the alliances were very far fetched. Hereupon the ladies, after

having had recourſe in vain to the female relations of the triumvirs, agreed to go all

in a body, and plead their cauſe at the tribunal of thoſe magiſtrates, while they were

adminiſtring juſtice in the forum. Accordingly, having made their way through the

croud, and the numerous guards attending the tyrants, they demanded to be heard.

The triumvirs, alarmed at ſuch an unuſual ſight, ordered their guards to diſperſe

them ; but this occaſioning great murmurs among the people, one of them was at

b length permitted to ſpeak, and the perſon the ſuppliants choſe for this purpoſe was

Hortenſia, the daughter of the celebrated orator Hortenſius, who addreſſed the trium- Hortenſia's

virs thus: The unhappy women you ſee here imploring your juſtice and bounty, would neverſ...”

have preſumed to appear in this place, bad they not firſt made uſe of all other means, which """

their natural modeſty could ſuggeſt to them. Though our appearing here mayſeem contrary

to the rules of decency preſcribed to our ſex, which we have hitherto obſerved with all ſtrić

meſs, yet the loſs of our fathers, children, brothers and husbands, may ſtifficiently excuſe us,

eſpecially when their unhappy deaths are made a pretence for ourfurther misfortunes. 2%u

pretend that they bad offended and provoked you ; but what injury have the women done,

that they muſt be impoveriſhed 2 If they are as blameable as the men, why do you not pro

c ſcribe them too # Have we declared you enemies to your country & Have we ſuborned your

ſoldiers, raiſed troops againſt you, or oppoſed you in the purſuit of thoſe honours and offices

which you claim # We pretend not to govern the republic ; nor is it our ambition, which

has drawn the preſent miſfortune on our heads. Empire, dignities and honours are not for us.

hºby ſhould we contribute to a war, wherein we have no manner of intereſt ? 'Tis true indeed,

that in the Carthaginian war our mothers aſſiſted the republic, which was at that time reduced

to the utmoſt diſtreſs but neither their houſes, their land, nor their moveables, were ſold

for that ſervice ; ſome rings and a few jewels furniſhed the ſupply: it was not conſtraint and

violence that forced it from them : what they contributed was intirely owing to their own good

will, and generous diſpoſition. What danger at preſent threatens the city ? If the Gaulsor

d Parthians were incamped on the banks of the Tiber or the Anio, you ſhould find us no leſs

zealous in the defence of our common country, than our mothers were before us. But we ought

not and will not be any ways concerned in civil wars. Neither Marius, nor Caeſar, nor

PomFº ever thought of obliging us to take part in the domeſtic troubles which their ambition

raiſed; nay, not Sylla himſelf, who firſt ſet up tyranny in Rome; and yet you aſſume the

glorious title of reformers of the ſtate, a title, which will turn to your eternal ignominy, if,

without the leaſt regard to the laws of equity, you perſiſt in your wicked reſolution of plum

dering thoſe of their eſtates andfortunes, who have given you no juſt cauſe of offence. The

triumvirs, provoked at the boldneſs of this ſpeech, and fearing it might occaſion ſome

ſudden tumult, ordered their lićtors to drive away ſuch troubleſome ſuppliants; but

e the people crying out againſt ſuch violence, they adjourned the affair to the next day,

when to appeaſe the multitude, who had openly eſpouſed the cauſe of the women,

they reduced their number from one thouſand four hundred to four hundred ; but at Many of the

the ſame time taxed above a hundred thouſand men, as well ſtrangers as citizens, º: exempt

without exempting the prieſts themſelves, obliging them to pay immediately the ºff.”

fiftieth part of their eſtates, and a whole years revenue. In the levying of this tax

the ſoldiers committed ſuch unheard of cruelties, that the triumvirs were obliged to

charge one of the conſuls to watch them, and puniſh the offenders with the utmoſt

feverity. But the cowardly magiſtrate, fearing to diſguſt the legionaries, winked at

the diſorders committed by them, and exerted his authority only againſt a few ſlaves,

whom he cauſed to be crucified for the enormous cruelties they had exerciſed in the

f diſguiſe of ſoldiers on ſome of the moſt illuſtrious citizens’.

AND now the triumvirs, having cauſed about three hundred ſenators and two thou

ſand knights to be inhumanly maſſacred, and raiſed by a thouſand extortions the

neceſſary ſums for their eaſtern expedition, aſſembled at laſt the few ſenators they had

left alive, and entering the ſenate-houſe, declared, that the proſcription was at an irº, proſcrip

end. Lepidus endeavoured to juſtify their paſt proceedings, and aſſured the conſcript lio, at amºnd.

fathers, that for the future he at leaſt ſhould give them no occaſion of complaint.

But Ośīavianus, not yet ſatiated with ſo many butcheries, openly declared, That he

* Dio, Appian, ibid.

ſtill
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Jill reſerved to himſelf the liberty of puniſhing the guilty. And indeed Suetonius tells us, a

- that though he was at firſt unwilling to ſign the fatal decree, which doomed ſo many

The cruelty of citizens to die, yet he was the moſt cruel and inexorable of the three in the execution

Octavianus of it '. Some of the ancient and moſt of the modern writers endeavour to clear him

from that reproach, and lay all the blame upon Antony nay, they cry him up for

one of the moſt mild, humane, and moderate princes that ever ſwayed a ſceptre. But

we meet with too many inſtances in hiſtory; which evidently ſhew that cruelty was the

natural bent of his temper. We ſhall give only one here, which we have omitted

in our account of his ſhort conſulate, and reſerve the reſt for their proper places.

The praetor Quintus Gellius had on all occaſions aſſiſted him to the utmoſt of his

power, and employed all his intereſt in his behalf, when he firſt ſtood for the con-b

ſulate. Oğavianus therefore no ſooner obtained that dignity, than he appointed him

governor of Africa with the title of proconſul: but ſoon after, taking it into his head

that the praetor deſigned to murder him, he cauſed him to be ſeized by a band of

ſoldiers in his ſeat of juſtice, and to be hurried away, without further inquiry, to

the rack, like the meaneſt ſlave. He confeſſed nothing, nor indeed had any ſuch

thing ever entered into his thoughts ; for he had been always greatly attached both to

Caeſar and Ottavianus. But neither could his great quality, and high ſtation, nor

his innocence, exempt him from the hands of the executioner. The gentle conſul

condemned him to die, but firſt cauſed the venerable magiſtrate to be brought before

him, that he might have the cruel and brutal pleaſure of digging out his eyes with his c

own hands; which he did accordingly, and then ordered the executioner, leſs cruel

than himſelf, to diſpatch him ". Is not this ſingle inſtance an undeniable proof of

the cruelty of his temper? -

AFTER the triumvirs had declared, to the inexpreſſible joy both of the ſenate and

people, that the proſcription was at an end, they appointed, of their own authority,

The triumvirs without ſo much as aſſembling the people, the conſuls for the enſuing year. Theſe

;º* were M. A. milius Lepidus the triumvir, and Lucius Mumacius Plancuſ. After this, as

&c. fºr jºiral Antony and Ośfavianus were wholly intent on their grand expedition into the eaſt

years. againſt Brutus and Caſſius, they named, in concert with Lepidus, conſuls, praetors and

aediles for ſeveral enſuing years, chuſing for theſe great offices ſuch perſons as they all d

approved of, and could ſafely rely on. This precaution ſeemed neceſſary to prevent

the people from raiſing to theſe dignities, during their abſence, men of ſeditious tem

pers, or ill-affected to the triumvirate. When they had thus ſettled matters in the

city, Antony and Ośīavianus firſt divided both the money and troops, and then ſet

out, the former for Brunduſium, and the latter for Rhegium, where the fleets appointed

to tranſport them into the Levant, were ready to take the forces on board, and put

to ſea with the firſt favourable wind. But before we relate the great events, which

determined the fate of the unhappy republic, we muſt give a ſuccinét account of what

paſſed in the eaſt, from the taking of Laodicea by Caſius, to the arrival of Antony

and Ojavianus in Macedon. e

Caſſius reſºlve, Caſſius having, by the redućtion of Laodicea, made himſelf maſter of all Syria,

É* reſolved in the next place to invade Egypt ; for Cleopatra had not only declared for
gypt. the triumvirs, but was ready to join them with a powerful fleet; but, as he was on

his march, he was recalled by Brutus, who, by letters after letters, preſſed him to

come and join him againſt the triumvirs, who were making a dreadful havock of their

But is recalled friends in Italy, and aſſembling forces with a deſign to paſs over into Macedon. It is not,

9* ſaid he in one of his letters, to gain an empire for ourſelves, but to relieve our country, that

we have aſſembled ſuch powerful armies. We ought not ſo much to think of gaining glory by

new conqueſts, as of deſtroying thoſe who have enſlaved Rome. Let us remember what we

have undertaken, and perſevere in our firſt intentionſ. It is bigh time for us to turn our f

thoughts upon Italy, which now groans under the oppreſſion of tyrants. Let us make what

haſte we can thither, and endeavour to relieve our fellow citizens. As Caffius had a great

eſteem and veneration for Brutus, he dropt his enterprize upon Egypt ; and commit

ting the government of Syria to his brother's ſon with one legion, he ſet out with all

the reſt to meet him. On his march he detached a body of horſe into Cappadoria,

with orders to put king Ariobarzanes to death, upon an information that he had con

ſpired againſt him, and kept up a private correſpondence with his enemies. His

orders were put in execution, and, after the king's death, great ſums raiſed on his

y Suet. in O&avio. * Suet, ibid.

ſubjećts,
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a ſubjećts, who were looked upon by Caſſius as diſaffected to the republican party. As

he paſſed by Tarſus, being touched with compaſſion on the miſerable condition of I, touched with

that unhappy city, he remitted the reſt of the heavy tax, which he had formerly laid

on the inhabitants for ſiding with Dolabella, and refuſing to ſupply with proviſions the

troops which Tullus Cimber, one of the conſpirators, was leading into Syria. This

condućt of the Tarſenſes, after they had entered into an alliance with Caſius, and

even preſented him with a crown of gold, ſo provoked the republican general, that

he condemned them to pay fifteen hundred talents ; for the raiſing of which ſum

they firſt ſold the lands belonging to the public, and the ornaments of their temples,

afterwards their children of both ſexes, and at laſt their women and old men. As

the money accruing from theſe ſales did not amount to the ſum of fifteen hundred

talents, they were at laſt forced to ſell ſome of their young men, who were fit to bear

arms; but the unhappy wretches, preferring death to ſlavery, laid violent hands on

themſelves; which Caſſius no ſooner heard, than he forgave them the reſt of the payment,

and exempted them from all tributes for the future. From Tarſus he purſued his march

into Aſia to join Brutus *. That general, ſeeing himſelf maſter of all Greece, Macedon

and Illyricum, had reſolved to paſs over into Aſia with the grereater part of his army,

and was already on his march, when news was brought him, that Caius Antonius,

whom he had taken priſoner, as we have related above, and treated with the utmoſt

civility, had raiſed a ſedition among the troops that were left in Macedon. Here

upon he turned back, quelled the tumult, and having put Caius under cloſe confine

compaſſica on

the miſerable

condition of the

Tarſenſes.

ment in the city of Apollonia, purſued his march, and paſſed over into Aſia, where he Brutustaff,

was joined by all the princes of that country, and among the reſt by Dejatarus, king ****

or tetrarch of Galatia, tho’ he had refuſed to ſend any ſuccours to Caſſius. While

Brutus was in Aſia, Caius Antonius, having found means, even in his confinement, to

debauch many of his ſoldiers, attempted to make his eſcape ; but the plot being

diſcovered, Antonius was more cloſely confined, and the guilty ſoldiers forced to take

refuge on a neighbouring hill, where they ſeemed determined to ſtand it out, and

rather undergo any hardſhips, than ſubmit to the will of their officers. Hereupon

Caius Clodius, to whoſe cuſtody Brutus had committed the ſeditious priſoner, fearing

he might raiſe new diſturbances, and at length make his eſcape, put him to death; Caius Anto

but whether of his own authority, or by Brutu.’s orders, is uncertain. Thus Dion n.
us pºſt £9

Caſſius *. But Plutarch tells us, that Brutus no ſooner heard the news of Cicero's “”

death, than he ſent orders to Hortenſius to kill Caius Antonius ; and adds, that, on

this account, Anton) having afterwards taken Hortenſius in the battle of Philippi, ſlew

him on his brother's tomb. However that be, Brutus, fearing the death of Antonius

might occaſion diſturbances in Macedon, left Aſia, and haſtened back thither. On

his arrival, he put himſelf at the head of a legion, and marched againſt the mutineers,

whom he ſoon forced to ſue for mercy. As Brutus was a man of an extraordinary The great cle

mild nature, great magnanimity, and inſenſible of the paſſions ofanger and revenge, menty of Bru

he could not prevail upon himſelf to put any of the ſeditious legionaries to death, *

reſpecting, as Appian obſerves, the charaćter of a Roman citizen even in an enemy.

His officers preſſed him to puniſh at leaſt a ſmall number of the mutineers, in order

to deter others from the like praćtices. The good-natured general ſeemed to yield to

their importunity ; and having ordered a galley to be got ready, cauſed the ring

leaders of the late tumult to be put on board of it, as if he intended to have them

thrown into the ſea, and drowned; but in the mean time he gave private orders to

the commander of the galley to convey them to ſome place of ſafety, and there
leave them “. - -

Brutus, having thus quieted all diſturbances in Macedon, haſtened back into Aſia.

f It was, as is commonly believed, on his march thither, that he coined a new piece of

money, which was for ſome time current in all the eaſtern countries. On one ſide

was the head of Brutus, and on the reverſe a pileus or cap, the badge of liberty, be

tween two poniards, with this legend, Eid. Mar. to revive the remembrance of the

ides of March, which was the laſt day of Caſar's life and uſurped empire. Brutus,

arriving in dſia, advanced in all haſte to Smyrna, where he had appointed to meet Brutus and

Caſius, who accordingly came after him. As they had not ſeen one another ſince they gº.”

parted at Pirecus, the one for Syria, and the other for Macedon, we may eaſily imagine

how great their joy was at their firſt meeting. They had been intimate friends long

* PLut. in Bruto. Appian, 1. iv. p. 62;. & 1. v. p. 675. Dio, l. xlvii. * Idem ibid. p. 340.

341 & 1. xlix. p. 241. * Dio, Appian, ibid.

Vol. V. N° 3. O o o before

myrna.
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Reſolutions

taken at their

interview.

The Rhodians

before the death of Caſar, were nearly related, Caſius having married julia the ſiſter

of Brutus, and looked upon themſelves as the only protectors of their oppreſſed coun

try. Their joy was doubled, when they compared their preſent circumſtances with

the deſpicable condition they were both in when they left Italy. Caſſius ſhewed all

poſſible reſpećt for Brutus, having a great opinion of his virtue, honeſty and integrity.

On the other hand Brutus, conſidering Caſſius as the elder man, and of a more weakly

conſtitution than himſelf, deſired, that their conferences might he held in his

camp ; for their two armies incamped ſeparately. When they came to deliberate

about the proper meaſures to be taken with relation to the great war with which they

were threatened, Brutus was for tranſporting all their forces over into Macedon and

Theſſaly, and there making head againſt the triumvirs, who, in all likelihood, would

land their numberleſs troops in one of thoſe countries ; but Caſſius was of opinion,

that they ſhould firſt reduce the Rhodians and Lycians, that they might not leave two

ſuch formidable maritime powers unſubdued behind them ; for both theſe nations

had refuſed to pay them any contributions, or to take part in the war, under pre

tence of maintaining a ſtrict neutrality, tho' it was well known, that they had ſent

ſuccours under-hand to the triumvirs. As for the numberleſs forces of the enemy,

their great number, ſaid Caſſius, renders them leſs formidable ; they will find a powerful

enemy to contend with in Greece, Macedon, or Theſſaly, famine. Where will they find

proviſions for ſo great a multitude 2 Let us therefore turn our arms againſt their friends the

Lycians and Rhodians, and in the mean time leave them to fight with want and famine d.

Brutus readily came into the opinion of Caſſius, who was deemed an officer of great

experience, and had given extraordinary proofs of his conduct after the unhappy

battle of Carrbæ, as we have related in our hiſtory of the Parthians •. It was there

fore agreed, that, before they paſſed farther weſtward, Brutus ſhould march againſt

the Lycians, and Caſſius ſail with his fleet againſt the Rhodians; but as Brutus had

ſpent great ſums in equipping a fleet, he deſired Caſſius to ſhare with him the im

menſe treaſure he had amaſſed in Aſia. This demand was taken ill by the friends of

Caſius, who endeavoured to diſſuade him from complying with the juſt requeſt of

Brutus, ſaying, That it was not reaſonable the money which he had ſaved with ſo

much parſimony, or got with ſo much envy, ſhould be diſpoſed of toinrich Brutus's

ſoldiers, and to make him popular. But Caſſius, without hearkening to their remon

ſtrances, generouſly gave him a third part of the great treaſure he had heaped up ;

after which the two generals parted, Caſſius marching againſt the Rhodianſ, and Bru

tus againſt the Lycians ‘. -

As the city of Rhodes was at that time in a very flouriſhing condition, and had a

powerful fleet at ſea, Caſſius, before he attempted to make a deſcent on the iſland,

took care to exerciſe his mariners at Mindus, a maritime city of Caria. Thither the

Rhodians ſent embaſſidors to him, putting him in mind of the vićtories they had for

ſend an embaſſy merly gained over Demetrius king of Macedon, over Mithridates the Great, king of
to Caſſius.

They riftſ to

ſubmit.

Pontus, and many others, and repreſenting, that their nation was not eaſily to be

conquered; that he might, in ſo dangerous an attempt, loſe, as many others had

done, all the glory he had hitherto acquired ; that they had a numerous fleet at ſea ;

that their naval forces had been always dreaded by all nations, &c. As they were

going on, Caſſius interrupted them: Since you have ſo great an opinion of your own valour,

ſaid he, I will ſºon give you an opportunity of exerting it. 22u have ſent ſuccours to Dola

bella, and unleſs you aſſiſt me in the like manner, neither the numerous fleet you have at

ſea, nor the dread of your naval forces, ſhall deter me from invading your iſland, and lay

ing ſiege to your proud capital. This anſwer terrified the wiſer citizens, who were for

complying with Caſſius's demands; but the populace, conceited of their own valour,

oppoſed all their meaſures ; and two orators, Alexander and Mnaſeas, by magnifying

the ſtrength of the nation, the number of their ſhips, the experience of their mariners,

the fortifications of the city and its port, prevailed upon the multitude to rejećt all

propoſals of an accommodation ; nay, the people, in an aſſembly which was held at

this time for the elečting of new magiſtrates, appointed Alexander commander in chief

of the land forces, and Mnaſeas of the fleet, who immediately began to make the

neceſſary preparations for war. However, the nobility, who dreaded the valour of

the Romans, ſent a ſecond embaſſy to Caſſius, employing for that purpoſe Archelaus,

who had formerly taught him the Greek tongue in Rhodes, and for whom the Roman

* Appi AN, ibid. p. 626. Liv. l. cxxii. • Vide Vol. IV. p. 306. * Plur. in Bruto. Appias.

! iv. p. 626. Dio, i. xlvii. p. 346.

had
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a

3. had on all occaſions ſhewed great reſpect and veneration. Archelaus put him in mind

of their ancient friendſhip, of the alliance that was ſtill ſubſiſting between the repub

lic of Rhodes and that of Rome, and of the education he had received in that city.

Caſſius anſwered, That if Archeaus had conſented to the hoſtilities of his countrymen Caſſius's ſpeech

againſt him, he had, by that means, renounced his friendſhip, and effaced all former

obligations; but if he had adviſed them to embrace his intereſt, and they had rejećted

his advice, he was determined to be revenged on them for the contempt they had

ſhewn for him. As to their alliance with Rome, he ſaid, that, in virtue of that treaty

with the republic, they were obliged to aſſiſt him againſt thoſe who were uſing their

utmoſt efforts to overturn the republican government, and introduce arbitrary power

in its room ; that he demanded ſuccours of them as praetor and proconſul appointed

by the ſenate and the moſt honeſt part of the Roman people; and that, if they refuſed

to acknowledge him in that character, or would not ſend him the ſuccours he de

manded in the name of the ſenate and Roman people, he could not look upon them

otherwiſe than as enemies to Rome, and would treat them as ſuch. Archelaus finding

Caffius inflexible, and the reaſons he alledged for making war upon the Rhodian; un

anſwerable, took his leave, and returned to Rhodes, where he found Alexander and

Mnaſeas ready to put to ſea with a fleet of thirty-three ſhips of war, and a great num

ber of ſmaller veſſels. Theſe two commanders no ſooner heard the Roman general’s

final anſwer, than they weighed anchor, and went in queſt of the enemy's fleet, which

they met off Cnidos, where they had formerly defeated the navy of Mithridates the

Great. This they looked upon as a good omen, and therefore immediately attacked

the Roman fleet, which was commanded by Statius Murcus, with incredible bravery

and reſolution. The fight was long and bloody, on account of the great experience

to the Rho

dian envoy.

of the Rhodian mariners, and the nimbleneſs of their ſhips; but at length the Rhodians The Rhodians

were put to flight, after having loſt a great number of ſoldiers, as well as mariners, ºver;"| " "

and five of their beſt ſhips, three whereof were taken, and two ſunk. After this

engagement, Caſſius, who beheld it from a neighbouring mountain, marched his army

to Loryma, a maritime city of Caria, ſituated over-againſt the iſland of Rhodes, and

there, without loſs of time, put his forces on board a great number oftranſports, which

he had aſſembled before-hand, and ordered them to land in the iſland, and fortify

themſelves there, while he, with a fleet of eighty ſhips of war, inveſted the city of

Rhodes by ſea, in hopes of ſtriking terror into the inhabitants, and obliging them,

without further bloodſhed, to ſubmit, and comply with his demands. With this

view he continued ſome days inactive before the place; but was greatly ſurpriſed to

ſee the enemy's fleet unexpectedly ſail out of the harbour in good order, and offer

feafght.

him battle. In this ſecond engagement the Rhodians were defeated anew, with the The Rhodians

loſs of two galleys, and forced to take ſhelter under the walls of their city, which was defeated anew.
immediately inveſted both by ſea and land, and, after a ſhort but moſt vigorous and their town

reſiſtance, forced to ſurrender at diſcretion g. Appian tells, that ſome of the rich

citizens, to ſave their eſtates, betrayed the city to Caſſius, after he had ſolemnly pro

miſed not to deſtroy it. The inhabitants ſeeing him maſter of the place, whether

by force or treachery is uncertain, flocked to him from all quarters, calling him their

king and maſter. But Caſſius, abhorring thoſe titles, I am neither your king nor maſter,

ſaid he, but the deſtroyer of a tyrant, who would have been your king and maſter. He

then cauſed a tribunal to be raiſed in the market-place, and ſeating himſelf on it,

with a ſpear planted before him, as it was cuſtomary among the Roman generals,

when they had taken a city by ſtorm, he firſt forbad his ſoldiers, upon pain of death,

taken.

to plunder the houſes, or offer any ſort of violence to the inhabitants. He then ſum- Caſſius treats

moned fifty of the citizens before his tribunal, who had been moſt ſanguine for war, “Khºlº

and pronounced ſentence of death upon them, which was immediately put in execu

tion. He condemned twenty-five more, who had made their eſcape, to perpetual

baniſhment. Afterwards he commanded all the gold and filver, whether belonging

to the temples, to the public, or to private perſons, to be brought to him in a limited

time, threatening thoſe with death who ſhould conceal any part of their wealth, and

promiſing rewards to ſuch as ſhould diſcover it, viz. a tenth to perſons of a free con

dition, and liberty to ſlaves. At firſt ſome concealed their treaſures, not thinking he

would proceed with ſo much rigour; but when they ſaw three or four of the richeſt

citizens die by the hand of the public executioner, for having put out of the way

* Appian. l. iv. p. 627-632. Dio, l. xlvii. p. 346.

part

with ſeverity,
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part of their wealth, they deſired that the time prefixed might be prolonged; which a

being granted, they brought to light what they had hid in tombs, wells and other

places, and laid it before Caſſius, who by that means raiſed, at the expence of private

perſons, the ſum of eight thouſand talents, as we have related more at length in the

hiſtory of Rhodes h. C affius, having thus reduced and pillaged the city of Rhodes,

returned to the continent, leaving Lucius Varus with a ſtrong gariſon on the iſland,

to exact a fine of five hundred talents more, which at his departure he laid on thoſe

refračtory iſlanders. On the continent he was informed, that Cleopatra had left Egypt,

and was ſailed with a numerous fleet to join Antony and Ottavianus. Upon this intel

ligence he ſent Statius Murcus with ſixty ſhips of war, and a legion on board, to cruize

on the coaſt of Peloponneſus, pillage that rich country, and keep near the promon-b

Cleºpatra', tory of Tºmarus, in hopes of meeting there with Cleopatra's fleet; but the queen's

fºrt differſºd navy was diſperſed by a violent ſtorm, and moſt of her ſhips daſhed to pieces on the

*** coaſt of Afriča which misfortune obliged her to return home, and lay aſide for the

preſent all thoughts of ſending any ſuccours to the triumvirs. Caſſius, having now

no enemies behind him, began his march to rejoin Brutus, obliging all the provinces

of Aſia, as he paſſed through them, to pay, without the leaſt abatement, ten years

taxes '. -

WHILE Caffius was thus employed againſt the Rhodians, Brutus was making war

in Lycia, agreeable to the ſcheme concerted between the two republican generals.

Before he began hoſtilities, he ſent to the Lycians to demand a ſupply of men and c

money ; but one Maucrates, a popular man among them, perſuaded them not to

comply with Brutus's requeſt, and taking upon him the whole management of the

war, poſted ſeveral bodies of troops on the frontiers, to prevent Brutus from enter

Brutus enter, ing the country. But the Roman general detached a party of horſe againſt them ;

Lycia, after which coming upon them unexpectedly, killed ſix hundred of them, drove the reſt

*::::º: from their poſts, and opened a paſſage into the country for the whole army K. Dion

fº. tells us, that the Lycians, who were a brave and warlike people, met Brutus on their

poſed him. frontiers, with all the forces of their nation, and gave him battle; but were over

come by the Romans, who made themſelves maſters of the enemy's camp, and all

their baggage'. However that be, Brutus, after this firſt skirmiſh or battle, entered d

their country, and finding no enemy in the field to contend with, made himſelf

maſter of all their cities and villages, except Xanthus (F) their capital, whither the

flower of the nation retired, with a deſign to ſtand a ſiege. Brutus, who was of an

extraordinary mild nature, and great magnanimity, being unwilling to ſhed the blood

of thoſe unhappy wretches, ſet all the priſoners he had taken free without ranſom,

hoping to win the whole nation by his clemency ; but the Lycians, deſpiſing his huma

nity and good-nature, would hearken to no terms; ſo that Brutus was forced, to his

great grief, to lay ſiege to the place, which, he foreſaw, would bring innumerable

The memºrable evils on a brave and gallant people. Xanthus was reckoned one of the ſtrongeſt cities

ſ: "ſºº" of Aia; its walls were of an extraordinary height and thickneſs, and ſurrounded with e
thus. a ditch fifty foot deep, and broad in proportion. The inhabitants had cut down the

woods to a great diſtance, deſtroyed all the neighbouring villages, and conveyed

away the materials ; which obliged Brutus to ſend parties a great way off to fetch the

neceſſary timber for building his machines, and even the earth to fill up the ditch,

the country round about being very rocky 3 but notwithſtanding the many difficul

ties which he had to ſtruggle with, and which he did not himſelf expect to ſurmount in

many months, as Appian tells us, he in a few days built his machines, filled up the ditch,

and began to batter the walls with the ram: ſo great was the eagerneſs and ardor of the

ſoldiery, animated by the example of their general, who ſhared with them all the

toils and dangers of ſo difficult an undertaking. The beſieged made a moſt vigo-f

rous defence, and behaved in their fallies with unparalleled bravery ; but were always

beaten with great loſs, Brutus keeping the half of his army night and day under

arms. A breach being at length made in the wall, the Xanthians began to think of

* Vide Vol. III, p. 342. * Appi AN. & Dio, ibid. & Vell. Patercul. l. ii. c. 70. * Plur.

in Bruto. ' Dio, l. xlvii. p. 347.

(F) Xanthus was, according to Strabo (49), the from the city, and the city from its founder xan

metropolis of all Lycia. The river, which watered thus, who was, according to ſome, an Egyptian,

it, is ſaid by Stephanus to have borrowed its name according to others, a native of Crete.

(49) Strabo, l. xiv. p. 981.

5 making
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a making their eſcape; and accordingly ſome of them threw themſelves into the river,

which ran through the city, hoping to ſave themſelves by ſwimming and diving

under water ; but they were taken in nets let down for that purpoſe, with little bells

faſtened to them, to give preſent notice when any of the unfortunate wretches were

intangled in them; but the greater part, deſpairing to hold out any longer, reſolved

to make a general ſally, and forcing their way through the enemy's camp, to retire

to the neigbouring mountains. Brutus, ſuſpešting their deſign, ordered his men to

retire from before the gate ; which the Xanthians ſuppoſing to have happened through

the negligence of the guard, ſallied out in the dead of the night; but were repulſed

with great ſlaughter by the Romans, who lay in wait for them. The next day about

noon they made another ſally, ſet fire to the engines of the aggreſſors, and retired

in great haſte within their walls. The Romans purſued them cloſe, and entered the

city, to the number oftwo thouſand, with the beſieged ; but the port-cullis falling,

either by a ſtratagem of the enemy, or by the breaking of the ropes from which it

hung, many of the Romans were cruſhed to pieces, and others ſhut in, without any

poſſible means of retiring, or receiving the leaſt aſſiſtance from their friends. In this

deſperate condition they reſolved at leaſt to ſell their lives dear, and with this view

marched in good order through ſhowers of darts, which were diſcharged upon them

from all parts, to a temple dedicated to Sarpedom king of Lycia, who was ſuppoſed to

have been killed in the Trojan war. There they fortified themſelves, and ſuſtained a

ſiege in the very heart of the city. In the mean time Brutus and his men exerted their

utmoſt efforts to relieve their fellow-foldiers; but all their endeavours were to no

effect, the Xanthians defending it with a bravery and reſolution which ſurpriſed the

Romans themſelves. As they could neither move nor break down the portcullis,

which was trelliſed with iron-bars, they endeavoured to ſcale the walls, uſing for that

purpoſe not ſcaling-laders, (for the beſieged had burnt them, together with the wooden

towers, when they firſt fallied out) but long ropes, to which they faſtened iron

hooks. Theſe they threw upon the walls, and by that means attempted to get over

them ; but the beſieged, by puſhing the aggreſſors down with their bucklers, or

cutting the ropes with their ſwords, rendered this attempt likewiſe unſucceſsful. While

Brutus was under the utmoſt concern for his men, who were, to the number of two

thouſand, ſhut up in the city, a company of Oenoandes (G), who ſerved under him,

and bore an irreconcileable hatred to the Xanthians, climbing up a ſteep rock adjoin

ing to the walls, threw themſelves from thence into the city, and opening a poſtern

to ſome Romans who followed them, they went all in a body to one of the chief gates,

which they broke down, notwithſtanding the oppoſition they met with, and let in

the reſt of the Roman army. But in the mean time ſome ſparks of fire being carried by

a violent wind from the machines, which burnt with great fierceneſs, to the battle

ments, and from thence to the adjoining houſes, the flame was in a trice ſpread all

over the city, and the conflagration became general. Brutus, fearing the whole city

ſhould be deſtroyed, ordered his ſoldiers to lay aſide all thoughts of revenge, and

aſſiſt the inhabitants in quenching the fire ; but the Xanthianſ, ſeized with a kind of

frenzy, which Plutarch calls a violent deſire of dying, ſtrove to drive away the ſol

diers who came to their aſſiſtance; nay, they themſelves, gathering together reeds,

wood, and other combuſtible matter, ſpread the fire over the whole city, feeding it

with what fuel they could get. Brutus, ſeeing the flame blaze out in a moſt frightful

manner, and extremely deſirous of having an opportunity to ſhew his clemency to a

gallant people, who had fought with ſuch bravery in defence of their liberty, mounted

on horſeback, and riding round the walls, ſtretched forth his hand to the inhabitants,

begging of them that they would ſpare their own lives, and ſave their town. But

f his intreaties were not regarded ; the Xanthians were immoveably determined not to

outlive the loſs of their liberty, and therefore repulſed with ſhowers of arrows the

Romans, whom the good-natured general ſent to their aſſiſtance. Some of them cut

the throats of their wives, their children, and their ſlaves, before the ſoldiers faces,

a

The city taken. \

*

i
º

The deſperate

reſolution of

the Xanthians.

*

and then leaped into the flames. Not only the men, but the women, nay, even the Inſance, of the

children, ran, like wild beaſts, on the enemy's ſwords, or threw themſelves head-flººr
of f 9e xant ini

(G) Oenoanda, or, as others write it, Ocneanda, pire of Conſtantinople, commonly aſcribed to the

was, according to Pliny and Stephanus, ſituated on grammarian Hierocles. The inhabitants of this city

the confines of Caéalia, a ſmall province of Lyria. bore an irreconcileable hatred to the Xanthians their

It was ſtill in being in the fixth century of the chri- neighbours, and thcreſore readily joined Brutus -

ſtian era, and is mentioned in the notitia of the em- againſt them. º

Vol. V. N° 3. P p p long º
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long from the top of the walls. Some children were ſeen offering their throats, or a

opening their breaſts to their fathers ſwords, and begging they would take away that

life which they had given. How great is the power of education | The Xanthians

had inſpired their children from their very infancy with the moſt heroic ſentiments of

liberty, and an utter abhorrence to ſlavery and ſubjećtion, often relating to them how

their forefathers had ſuffered themſelves to be buried under the ruins of their country,

rather than ſubmit either to Harpagus Cyrus's lieutenant, or to Alexander of Aſacedon,

the famous conqueror of Aſia ; for they had in the Perſian and Macedonian wars ſet

- fire to their city after the ſame manner, and deſtroyed themſelves. When the city

was almoſt wholly reduced to aſhes, a woman was found, who had hanged herſelf

with her young child faſtened to her neck, and the torch in her hand, with which ſhe b

had ſet fire to her own houſe. When this was related to Brutus, he burſt into tears,

and declining to ſee ſo tragical an objećt, he proclaimed a reward to any ſoldier who

- ſhould ſave a Xanthian ; but with all his care and good-nature he could only preſerve

- one hundred and fifty, and thoſe much againſt their wills". Appian tells, that only

ſome ſlaves were ſaved, and one hundred and fifty women, who wanted husbands to

kill them ; and adds, that Brutus found means to preſerve ſome of the temples from

ſo general a conflagration ".

Brutus end-a- FROM Xanthus Brutus led his army againſt Patara (H), another city of Lycia ;

* tº gain, but being deſirous to ſave the place and the lives of the inhabitants, before he began

jº. hoſtilities, he ſent deputies to them, begging they would not force him to treat them

%. as he had done the Xanthians. With the deputies he ſent the few priſoners he had

taken at Xanthus, hoping that they, by giving the Patarenſes an account of their

! misfortunes, might deter them from following their example. But all was to no

purpoſe; the inhabitants ſeemed determined to ſtand a ſiege, and undergo any miſe

- ries, rather than ſubmit. This gave Brutus great uneaſineſs ; he ſtudied all means

º to win them by gentle methods, fearing the ſame frenzy, which had driven the Xan

thians to deſtruction, might ſeize then). Notwithſtanding the anſwer they ſent him,

*1 which was, That they choſe rather to die like brave men, than purchaſe their lives

º at the expence of their liberty and reputation, the humane general withdrew his

º troops, and granted them the reſt of that day to reflect more ſeriouſly on their preſent d

circumſtances. In the mean time, to get the better of their obſtinacy, he ſet at

--~~ liberty ſuch of the Xanthian captives as were any ways allied to them, ſending them

- into the city as a preſent from him to their relations; but the Patarenſes ſtill conti
r - nued inflexible. Brutus therefore, finding he could not gain them by gentle methods,

had recourſe to ſeverity, and cauſing the Xanthian captives to be brotght out one by

| one, he ordered them to be ſold to the beſt bidder under the very walls of Patara ;

but as this yºas contrary to the bent of his inclination, after a few of thoſe unfortunate

wretches ha been ſold, he ſet the reſt at liberty, declaring, that he could not find

in his heart to reduce brave meu to ſlavery, who had fought ſo valiantly in defence of

their liberty. While he was under the greateſt concern imaginable for the Patarenſes, e

whoſe obſtinacy rendered all the meaſures abortive, which his good-nature could ſug

| geſt for their preſervation, a lucky accident put him at length in the way of triumph

And at logº, ing over their ſtubborn and inflexible temper. One of his parties, in ſcouring the
ſucceeds. country, happened to meet ſome of the chief women of Patara, whom they took

priſoners, end carried to Brutus, who immediately diſmiſſed them all without ran

ſom. Theſe returning into the city, and there crying up the politeneſs, juſtice and

temperance of Brutus, prevailed upon their husbands and relations, who were all

leading men, to ſubmit to ſo good-natured a general, and put the city into his hands.

Brutus treated them with great humanity, pardoning even thoſe who had been to

the very laſt for ſtanding a ſiege. Plutarch tells us, that the Roman general exacted f

only an hundred and fifty talents of the whole nation, a very inconſiderable ſum, if

r compared with that of eight thouſand talents, which Caſſius extorted from the Rho

* Plur. in Bruto. Arras. I iv. p. 633-635. n Appi AN. ibid.

| (H) Patara flood on a peninſula, which Stepha- an account of this city, and of the famous oracle of

nus calls the Lycian Cherſoneſus. Livy (50) honours Apollo, who was ſuppoſed to reſide ſix months at

this city with the title of capur gentis, the metropolis Patara, and as many at Delos (; 1).
r of the nation. In our hiſtory of Lyſia we have given

(5'o) Liv. l. xxxvii. c. 15. (; 1) Wide Servium in Antid 4 ver. 143.

dians.

}
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a dians. Appian writes, that Brutus, after the example of Cºff us, ordered the Pata

renſes, on pain of death, to bring to him all their gold and ſilver, promiſing rewards to

ſuch as ſhould diſcover any hidden treaſures. Upon this a ſlave, belonging to a rich Inſtance, of

citizen, informed againſt his maſter, and diſcovered to a centurion, who was ſent * utus', good

for that purpoſe, the place where he had buried the greateſt part of his wealth. The ...”.”

citizen was immediately ſeized, and brought, together with the treacherous informer,

before Brutus. The mother of the accuſed followed them, declaring with many

tears, that ſhe had hid the treaſure without her ſon's knowledge, and conſequently

ought to be puniſhed. On the other hand, the ſlave ſtood to his firſt information,

maintaining, that his maſter, and not his mother, had tranſgreſſed the edićt. Brutus

b heard both parties with great patience, and being in the end convinced, that the

accuſation of the ſlave was chiefly founded on the hatred he bore to his maſter, he

commended the tenderneſs and generoſity of the mother, reſtored the whole ſum to

the ſon, and condemned the ſlave to be crucified. This judgment, which was im

mediately publiſhed all over Lycia, gained him the hearts of the inhabitants, who

came in flocks to him from all quarters, offering him, of their own accord, what

ready money they had by them ". . -

AND now Brutus, havingreduced, more by the fame of his clemency than by force

of arms, all Lycia, left that country, and entered Ionia, where he found the famous

rhetorician Theodotus, who had the moſt contributed to the death of Pompey the Great,

c as we have related in the hiſtory of Egypt. The unhappy wretch had fled out of Egypt

on the arrival of Caſar at Alexandria, and ever ſince that time ſculked about in

Aſia, wandering from town to town, hated and abhorred by all men. Brutus no

ſooner head he was in Ionia, than he cauſed him to be ſeized, and ſacrificed to the Theodotus put

manes of the illuſtrious Roman, who, by his advice, had been inhumanly murdered, tº lººas he himſelf had the impudence to boaſt 9. This memorable act of juſtice was greatly * order.

applauded by every honeſt Roman, and all the princes of Aſia, who had a great vene

ration for the memory of Pompey. From Ionia Brutus marched into Lydia, and ſtopping

at Sardis, the metropolis of that country, waited there for Caſſiuſ, who, after the re

dućtion of Rhodes, was, by agreement, to rejoin him in the neighbourhood of that city.

e As Caſſius drew near, Brutus went out to meet him ; and the joy, both of the gene- Brutus and

rals and armies, was exceeding great on this occaſion. The ſoldiery expreſſed their C.fſ.us meet at

ſatisfaction in ſeeing each other again with joyful acclamations, and ſaluted both Sardis.

generals with the title of imperator. As ſeveral jealouſies of each other, and com

plaints, had paſſed between the two generals, as ſoon as the uſual compliments and

civilities were over, they withdrew into a private apartment, with a deſign to ſettle awa, ºr
all differences between them, before they entered upon any other buſineſs. What was º between

the ſubjećt of their debate, we know not ; but they diſputed with great warmth, the two gen

reproaching and accuſing each other with hard words, and at laſt burſting out into *.

tears. Their friends, who ſtood without, hearing them ſo loud and angry, began

d to be afraid, left their quarrel ſhould be attended with dangerous conſequences; but

yet they durſt not interrupt them, having been commanded not to enter the room.

But, notwithſtanding this prohibition, M. Favonius, a wild and frantic pretender to

virtue, and one who valued himſelf more upon a ſort of Cynical liberty of ſpeaking

what he pleaſed, than upon the dignity of a ſenator, breaking through the atten

dants who kept the door, entered the room, and, without knowing the ſubjećt of

the diſpute, pronounced with a mimical voice this verſe, which Horner puts in the

mouth of Neffor; Be ruled, for I am elder than you both. This made Caſius laugh ,

but Brutus, offended at the impertinent behaviour of the pretended Cynic, thruſt him

out, calling him a dºg, in alluſion to his ſe&t, and a counterfeit philoſopher. This how

f ever put an end to the diſpute ; Caſſius provided a ſupper that night, and Brutus

invited his friends to it. As they were ſitting down, Favonius came in, and took the

moſt honourable place, tho’ Brutus, calling out aloud, told him, That he was not

invited ; but, after all, he diverted the company, and the entertainment was ſeaſoned

both with mirth and learned diſcourſes P.

THE next day Brutus, upon the accuſation of the inhabitants of Sardis, publicly pºurs.", *:::ity

condemned and branded with infamy Lucius Pella, who had been formerly cenſor,

and often employed by Brutus himſelf in offices of truſt, for having embezzled the

public money. This ſentence offended Caſſius, who but a few days before had ab

* Dio, l. xlvii. p 347. Appiast. l. iv. p. 635, 636. • Plur. inPomp & Bruto. P PLUT, in Brut.
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ſolved in public two of his own friends, and continued them in their offices, tho' a

accuſed of the ſame crime, contenting himſelf only with reprimanding them in private.

He did not conceal his ſentiments on this head from Brutus, whom he accuſed in a

friendly manner of too much rigour and ſeverity, when gentleneſs and favour were

more neceſſary, and would prove of greater ſervice to their cauſe. In anſwer to this,

Brutus put him in mind of the ides of March, the day on which they had killed

Caeſar, who himſelf neither vexed nor oppreſſed mankind, but was the ſupport of

thoſe who did. He deſired him to confider, that if juſtice could be neglečićd under

any colour or pretence, it had been better to have ſuffered the injuſtice of Caſar’s

friends, than to give impunity to their own ; for then, ſaid he, we could have been

accuſed of cowardice only; whereas now, if we commive at the injuffice of others, we make

ourſelves liable to the ſame accuſation, and ſhare with them in the guilt. From this we

may perceive, as Plutarch obſerves, what was the rule of all Brutus's actions q.

AND now the two republican generals, being maſters of all the eaſtern provinces

from Macedon to the Euphrates, after ſeveral conſultations, reſolved to march from

Sardis to Abydus, and croſſing the Helleſpont, advance into Macedon againſt Antony

and Ożavianus, who, notwithſtanding the oppoſition they had met with from Sta

tius Murcus, Caſius's admiral, had tranſported their troops, without the loſs of one

ſingle ſhip or man, to Dyrrachium. From thence they detached Decidius Saxa and

Caius Norbanus, with eight legions, to ſeize on the ſtreights leading from Thrace

into Macedon, in order to prevent Brutus and Caſſius from coming upon them, and

ravaging the country, before they had filled their magazines, and got together the

neceſſary proviſions for the ſupport of their two armies. Brutus and Caſſius, upon the

firſt intelligence of theſe motions, left Sardis, and marched in all haſte to Abydºs,

where they had appointed the Lycian fleet to meet them, and tranſport their forces

out of Aſia into Europe. It was on this march that Brutus is reported to have ſeen a

ghoſt or ſpectre in his tent. This memorable ſtory is thus related by Plutarch 1,

Florus , and Appian t: Brutus, being uſed to great moderation in his diet, was much

given to watching, and allowed but a very ſmall portion of time for ſleep. Plutarch

tells us, that he never ſlept in the day-time as was cuſtomary among the Romans, and

in the night then only when he had diſpatched his affairs, and when every one elſe

being gone to reſt, he had no body left to keep him company. At this time the war

being begun, and he very careful and ſolicitous about the event of it, uſed to lie

down for a ſhort while juſt after ſupper, and ſpend the reſt of the night either in

diſpatching his affairs, or reading till the third watch, when the centurions and tri

bunes uſed to wait on him for their orders. According to this cuſtom, he was one

night, before he paſſed out of Aſia, very late alone in his tent, with a dim light

burning by him, there being a general ſilence all over the camp, eſpecially about his

tent. As he was muſing with himſelf, and very thoughtful, he heard on a ſudden an

unuſual noiſe at the door of his tent, which at the ſame time flew open. Brutus,

caſting his eye towards the place whence the noiſe came, ſaw a terrible and ſtrange

figure of a huge and frightful body coming towards him without ſpeaking ; but he

undauntedly addreſſed the ſpe&tre, asking it, What art thou? a god, or a man * or

upon what buſineſs doſt thou come to us * I am, ſaid the ghoſt, thy evil genius, Brutus;

thou ſhall ſee me again near Philippi. Brutus, without betraying the leaſt fear, anſwered

boldly, Well, I will ſee thee there ; upon which the apparition vaniſhed. Brutus

immediately called his ſervants, who all told him, That they had neither ſeen nor

heard any thing. He continued watching the reſt of the night, and as ſoon as it was

day, went to give an account of what had happened to Caſſius, who, as he had

been bred up in the principles of the Epicurean philoſophy, aſcribed the viſion wholly

to the weakneſs of his ſenſes, and the force of imagination, which eaſily moves and

varies them into all manner of ideas. This he maintained by the example of dreams,

where the fancy, forming different images, affeóts the organs of the body after the

ſame manner as they would be moved by outward objećts. But that there is any ſuch

thing as ſpirits or demons, ſaid he, let us never believe it, much left that ſpirits can have

human ſhape, or voice, or any power over us ; tho’ I could earnéſily wiſh it were ſo, that

we might not only rely on the powerful armies and fleets that attend us, but likewiſe on the

aſſiſtance of thoſe immortal beings, who could not but be favourable to a cauſe ſo juſt and

Antony and

Octavianus

paſs over into

Macedon.

Brutus ſets a

ghoſt.

Caſſiusſatisfies

bim with rea

ſon, from the

Epicurean ph'-

loſophy.

* Plur. in Bruto. r Idem ibid. * Flor. l. iv. c. 7. * Appias. l. iv. p. 665.
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a ſacred as ours is (I). This diſcourſe ſatisfied Brutus, who was not under the leaſt.

apprehenſion for himſelf, but very ſolicitous about the fate of his friends and country,

Both generals purſued their march to Abydus, and croſſing the Helleſ ont, took their Brutus and

rout through Thrace, with a deſign to diſlodge Saxa and Norbanus, who had ſeized Caſſius Paſſ

the paſſes between that country and Macedon.

two eagles flew to them, and lighting upon the two foremoſt enſigns, continually

attended the army, and were fed by the ſoldiers, till they came to Philippi, where

the day before the battle they diſappeared. Upon their arrival in Thrace, they were

joined by Rhoſcºpolis, a petty king of that country, at the head of three thouſand

horſe, and conducted by him, as he was well acquainted with the country, through

b by-roads to the place where the two generals of the triumvirs were incamped with

their eight legions. There Brutus and Caſſius thought it adviſeable, before they

attempted to force the paſſes which were guarded by ſo numerous a body of the

enemy, to review their forces, offer a ſolemn ſacrifice for the ſucceſs of their arms,

and put their ſoldiers in mind of the juſtice of the cauſe in which they were engaged.

Accordingly both armies paſſed in review before the two generals, and were found

to conſiſt of eighty thouſand foot, and twenty thouſand horſe, counting Romans and

auxiliaries. In the next place a ſacrifice was offered with the utmoſt ſolemnity, and

innumerable victims killed. When this ceremony was over, the two generals ap

peared on a tribunal ere&ted for that purpoſe, having on their right hand the Roman

ſenators and magiſtrates of their party, and on the left the foreign kings and princes

who had joined them. Caſſius, who was the elder man, took upon him to ſpeak, and

after having inlarged on the juſtice of their cauſe, on the unheard of cruelties com

mitted by the triumvirs in Italy, of the miſèrable condition to which Rome was

reduced, &c. he concluded with acquainting them, that Brutus and he had agreed

to give immediately two thouſand five hundred drachma’s to each ſoldier, five thou

fand to each centurion, and double that ſum to each tribune. This cauſed an uni

verſal joy in the army ; nothing was heard but ſhouts ofjoy and loud acclamations,

the ſoldiers and officers ſtriving to outdo each other in proteſtations of fidelity, and

an inviolable attachment to the intereſt of their leaders, which, they ſaid, was the

d ſame with that of their country. The money was immediately diſtributed, and

beſides conſiderable preſents made to the officers and commanders of the foreign

troops; ſo that the whole army marched with great alacrity towards the plain of

Oricum, which was bounded towards Macedon by the ſtreights we have mentioned

above. Norbanus, who was incamped there, upon the firſt notice of the enemy's

march, diſpatched an expreſs to Decidius, who guarded the coaſt of the Melaic gulf,

entreating him to make what haſte he could to join him. The two bodies thus united,

poſted themſelves ſo advantageouſly in the narrow paſſes, that it ſeemed impoſſible

to diſlodge them. Hereupon Brutus, being greatly at a loſs what to do, adviſed

with Rhaſcupolis, who, as he was by birth a Thracian, and well acquainted with that

'I) As Caſus had been bred up in the principles “

of the Epicurean philoſophy, and had often diſputed

with Brutus concerning matters of this nature, he

ſpoke to him thus, as Plutarch informs us: “ It is

“ the opinion of our ſººt, O Brutus, that all we

“ feel or ſee is not real and true; but that our ſenſes,

“ being apt to receive all ſorts of impreſſions, are

“ very treacherous; and the imagination, which is

more quick and ſubtle, moves and varies them

“ into all manner of ideas, which have no real ex

“ iſtence in nature, as readily as we imprint any

“ form upon wax; ſo that it is eaſy for the ſoul of

“ man, which has in itſelf both that which forms,

“ and that which is formed, to vary it into what

“ ſhapes it pleaſes. This is evident from the ſud

“ den changes of our dreams, in which the imagi

“ nation, upon very ſlight principles, repreſents to

“ us all forts of paſſions of the ſoul, and appearan

“ces of things; for it is the nature of the mind to

“ be in perpetual motion, and that motion is our

“ imagination and thought. But beſides all this, in

“our caſe, the body being tired and worn out with

“ continual labours and cares, naturally works upon

“ the mind, and keeps it in ſuſpenſe and trouble;

*

but that there ſhould be any ſuch thing as demons

“ or ſpirits, or, if there were, that they ſhould have

“human ſhape or voice, or power that can reach

“us, is altogether improbable, though, I confeſs, I

“could wiſh there were ſuch beings, that we might

“ not rely upon our arms only, and our horſes,

“ and our navy, but might be likewiſe conſident of

“ the aſſiſtance of the gods in this our moſt ſacred

“ and honourable attempt (; 2).” Tis true, as Caſ

ſus obſerves, that out imagination, when heated,

may impoſe upon us falſe objects, which we ſee

with the ſame certainty as if they were real; but

to ſay, that there are no ſuch beings as ſpirits, who

can appear to us, ſpeak to us, and forctel future

events, is carrying this principle too far. Caſus,

after inſinuating that the notion of ſpirits is falſe

and groundleſs, makes it appear, that it were to be

wiſhed there were ſuch ſpirits; for, in that caſe,

they would not come to foretel to them unfortu

nate, but happy events; an effectual way of remov

ing Brutus's apprehenſions: for, by this way of rea

ſoning, be there ſpirits, or be there not, the phon

tom which Brutus imagined to ſee was falſe, and a

mere illuſion of the imaginative faculty of the mind.

(52) Plºt, in Bruto.
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could not go that way in leſs than three days, and beſides would meet with no water

during their march ; but, if they would take water with them, he engaged to con

dućt them the fourth day to the river Arpeſſus, which was but one day's march from

the city of Philippi, by ways unknown even to the wild beaſts. The ſoldiers took

courage, provided themſelves with water, and truſting intirely to the condućt of

Rhaſcupolis, ſet out on their march, Bibulus, ſon-in-law to Brutus, marching with

the Thracian prince in the van, and Brutus and Caſius bringing up the rear. The

hardſhips they underwöht on their rout can hardly be expreſſed. The fourth

day they were ready to fall upon Rho/cupolis, ſuſpecting him of treachery,

when their ſcouts, diſcovering the river, ſignified their joy to the haraſſed troops b

with loud ſhouts, which were anſwered by the whole army, and heard even in the

camp of Norbanus and Saxa, who thereupon abandoned their poſt, and retired in

all haſte to Amphipolis, for fear of being ſurrounded. At the ſame time they diſ.

patched an expreſs to Antony and Ożavianus, acquainting them, that the enemy had

paſſed the ſtreights, and were advancing towards the frontiers of Macedon. Here

upon Antony, to prevent the enemy from poſſeſſing themſelves of Amphipolis on the

Strymon, which the triumvirs deſigned to make their place of arms, quitted the

neighbourhood of Dyrrachium, and by long marches reached Amphipolis. His arri

val was ſo ſudden, and his march ſo expeditious, that Brutus and Caſius could not

believe he was come, till they ſaw his van-guard advancing into the plains of Philippi. c

This city, famous for the battle which was fought here, and for the epiſtle which St.

Paul afterwards wrote to its inhabitants, belonged, properly ſpeaking, to Thrace,

but is placed by moſt geographers in Macedon, purſuant to the diviſion which obtained

ever ſince the time of Philip the father of Alexander, who having reduced the country

lying between the Strymon, the ancient boundary of Macedon, and the Neſus or Neſtus,

added it to his hereditary kingdom ; whence that tract was ever after looked upon as

part of Macedon, and is called in the Aśis the firſt city of part of Macedon, that is, of

that part beyond the Strymon, which was added to ancient Macedon ". The city of

Philippi, ſo called from Philip the father of Alexander, who fortified it againſt the in

curſions of the Thracians, was ſituated on a riſing ground, which abounded with d

ſprings, and had on the north ſeveral hills covered with woods, on the ſouth a marſh,

which reached to the Ægean ſea, on the eaſt the ſtreights we have mentioned above,

which ſome writers call the ſtreights of Topirit, others the ſtreights of Symbolon; and

on the weſt a large plain extending as far as the river Strymon. In this plain, at a

ſmall diſtance from the city, was a riſing ground, and there Brutus intrenched him

ſelf, while Caſſius took poſſeſſion of a poſt equally advantageous about three miles

...from Brutus's camp, and nearer the ſea. They drew lines of communication from

one camp to the other, and built a ſtrong wall, which covered the interval between

the two intrenchments; ſo that they could not have wiſhed for a more advantageous

ſituation, having the plains of Philippi before them, the Strymon and the marſh on e

their left, the ſtreights of Topiris on their right, and behind them the ſea, by which

means they could be eaſily ſupplied with all manner of proviſions from Aſia and Sicily,

which iſland was in the hands of young Pompey w.

Antony was informed at Amphipolis of the advantageous ſituation of the enemy;

but nevertheleſs, having left in that city one legion, under the command of Pinarius,

he advanced boldly into the plain, and incamped in fight of the republican generals;

but did not attempt any thing till the arrival of Ośīavianus, who came up ten days

after, having been detained at Dyrrachium by a fit of ſickneſs, which ſeized him the

ſame day he landed there. And now the two moſt powerful armies Rome had ever

raiſed being in ſight of each other, the world ſtood with dread and terror, expecting f

the ſucceſs of a general ačtion, which, they foreſaw, would ſoon enſue, and decide

the fate of the Roman empire. The army of Brutus and Caſſius conſiſted of nineteen

legions and twenty thouſand horſe, and that of the triumvirs of the ſame number of

legions, but ſnore complete, and thirteen thouſand horſe; ſo that the forces of both

parties were pretty equal: but the troops of Brutus far excelled thoſe of the triumvirs

in the richneſs of their apparel and arms, which were for the moſt part adorned with

gold and ſilver ; for tho’ Brutus in other things had accuſtomed his ſoldiers to uſe all

frugality and moderation, yet he thought, that the riches which they carried about

them in their hands, and on their bodies, would inſpire them with courage, and make

* Aëts, c. xvi. ver. 12. w Plut. in Bºuto. Appias. i. iv. p. 842.

them
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a them more bold in ačtion to preſerve their arms, which were in a manner their eſtates.

This was likewiſe the ſentiment of Ceſar *, and Sertorius V, though Mithridates and

other great commanders have been of a different opinion. Antony lay incamped

oppoſite to Caſſius, and Brutus to Oślavianus. The latter did nothing worth relating;

but Antony was continually haraſſing the enemy, in order to draw them to a battle ; for

the triumvirs forces began very ſoon to be ſtreightened for want of proviſions, having [****

only Macedon and Thrace open to them, ſince Pompey, Murcus and Ahenobarbus hadº,for

with their ſeveral navies, cut off all communication with Africa, Spain and Italy. But,’.ºft

on the other hand, Brutus and Caſius received daily ſupplies from Aſia and Sicily, and ſons.

had amaſſed great ſtore of neceſſaries in the neighbouring city of Neapolis, and in the

b iſland of Thaſus, whence they were conveyed without the leaſt danger to their reſpec

tive camps. Antony indeed attempted to cut off their communication with the ſea,

by opening a paſſage through the marſh, which lay between them and the ſhore, and

completed this great and bold undertaking before the enemy had notice of his deſign ;

but Caſſius no ſooner ſaw, to his great ſurprize, caſtles and turrets appearing among

the rceds, than ſetting all hands to work, he drew a line croſs the marſh from his

camp quite to the ſea, and fortifying it with towers and caſtles at proper diſtances,

maintained, in ſpite of Antony's utmoſt efforts, a free and open communication with

the ſea, and the cities on the coaſt. In the mean time Thrace and Macedon being

quite exhauſted, the numerous troops of the triumvirs were daily more ſtreightened

c for want of neceſſaries, with which thoſe countries could no longer ſupply them.

This made Antony extremely deſirous of coming to a battle ; which the enemy, well

acquainted with the ſad condition his troops were in, and which, they knew, would

become every day worſe, carefully avoided. Had they continued in this reſolution,

the triumvirs muſt either have marched back to Dyrrachium, and from thence returned

to Italy, or attempted to force their ſtrong intrenchments, which, in all probability,

would have proved fatal to them ; but Brutus ſoon changed his mind, and in a coun-Brutus inclined

cil of war, which conſiſted of all the chief officers of the army, declared, that he wasºft.”

for putting the whole to the iſſue of a general engagement, that ſo he might either2.É.

reſtore Rome to her former liberty, or elſe deliver from their miſery ſo many nations,

d who were haraſſed with the expences, troubles, and dangers of the war. Caſſius, on

the other hand, very unwilling to put all to the hazard of a battle, inlarged on the

bad poſture of the enemy’s affairs, on their want of proviſions, on the extremities to

which they muſt be ſoon reduced: Their forces, ſaid he, muſt moulder away of them

fºlves : if we can but reſtrain for a while that unſeaſonable ardor which tranſports us,

we ſhall ſee the enemy fly before us, and leave us in poſſeſſion of their camp and baggage,

without ſtriking a blow. But whither can they fly & Macedon and Theſſaly are drained

of proviſions ; the ſeas are beſet with our fleets ; ſo that a battle is their only reſource,

which indeed, as they are ſomewhat ſuperior to us in the number of men, may retrieve

their affairs, and deliver them from the miſeries of their preſent condition. Brutus yielded

e to theſe unanſwerable reaſons, and both generals kept cloſe in their intrenchments,

deſpiſing the bravadoes of Antony, who advanced every day with his army in batta

lia to the very gates of their camp; but in the mean time the undiſcerning ſoldiery

began to complain, and aſcribe to cowardice the prudent meaſures of their generals ;

nay, they deſerted in troops to the enemy, which, together with the advantages the

light-horſe of the republican generals had gained in ſeveral skirmiſhes, inclined Brit

tus again to venture an engagement. Caſſius ſtill oppoſed it, for the reaſons we have

alledged above (K); but moſt of the officers, fearing a general deſertion, changed

* Suer, in Caeſire, c. 67.

(K) Some writers ſay he was alſo deterred from

fighting by the following omens: at the time of

luſtration, one of Caffius's officers preſenting him

with a garland, which he was to wear at the ſacri

fice, give it him with the inſide outward. Some

time before, at a certain ſolemn proceſſion, the per

fon who carried, according to cuſtom, a golden

image of victory before Caffus, ſtumbled, and fell.

Many birds of prey appeared daily about the camp,

and ſeveral ſwarms of bees, which were looked up

wn as a bad omen, were ſeen in a place within the

y Plur. in Sertorio.

trenches, which the ſoothſayers ordered to be ſhut

out from the camp, to remove the ſuperſtition

which began to prevail among the ſoldiery (44).

Theſe pretended prodigies, which a man of com

mon ſenſe would now deſpiſe, are ſaid to have ter

rified and confounded Caſus himſelf, in ſpite of his

Epicurean philoſophy; which is a plain proof both

of human trailty, and of the inſufficiency of philoſo

phy, as to the ſtrengthening our minds againſt the

leaſt terrors and apprehenſions.

(4) Piut. iii.
their
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*gº!"; their opinions to that of Brutus; ſo that a general engagement was agreed to by a a

j, great majority, to which Caſſius himſelf yielded at laſt, after having ſolemnly declared,
moºri. of- that he was ſtill of a contrary opinion. Beſides Caſſius, one of Brutus's friends, by

ficers. name Atellius, was ſtill for putting off the engagement, and ſpinning out the war

till the next winter. Brutus asked him, What advantage he promiſed himſelf from ſuch

a delay! If I gain nothing elſe, anſwered Atellius, yet I ſhall live ſo much the longer.

This anſwer offended Caſſius, and all the officers who were preſent ; but they all

agreed, before the council broke up, to give battle the next day. Brutus that night

invited his friends to an entertainment, at which he appeared very chearful, and full

of hope, diverting his gueſts with learned diſcourſes till he went to reſt. Caſius

ſupped privately with a few of his moſt intimate friends, and, during the repaſt, b

appeared thoughtful and ſilent, contrary to his temper and cuſtom. Valerius Meſ:

ſala, a young nobleman of great wit and learning, who ſupped with him, tells us,

that as Caſſius roſe from the table, he took him by the hand, and preſſing it cloſe in

token of his good-will and affection, Bear witneſs for me, Meſſala, ſaid he to him in

Greek, that I am forced, in the ſame manner as Pompey the Great was before me, to

expoſe the liberty of the Roman people to the hazard of one battle ; yet we ought to take

courage, relying on fortune, which it were unjuſt to miſtruſt, thoough we have taken bad

meaſures. Theſe, Meſſala ſays, were the laſt words Caſſius ſpoke before he with

drew (L). -

THE next morning by break of day a ſcarlet coat of armour, among the Romans c

the ſignal of battle, was expoſed on the tents of the two generals, who, while the

troops were putting themſelves in a readineſs to march out of their intrenchments,

Iſhat paſſed in met in the middle ſpace between the two camps. Caſſius, deſirous to know what

... Brutus intended to do in caſe fortune ſhould prove their enemy, addreſſed him at
etween Brutus - - -

... their firſt meeting thus: The gods grant, O Brutus, that we may now overcome our ene

fore the battle. mies, and paſ; the reſt of our days together in repoſe and proſperity; but ſince the greateſt

of human concerns are the moſt uncertain, and ſince it will be very difficult for us to ſee one

another again, if the ſucceſs of the battle ſhould not anſwer our expetiation, tell me, what

are you determined to do, to ſave yourſelf by flight, or to die 2 Brutus anſwered, When I

was young, Caſſius, and unskilful in affairs, I condemned Cato for laying violent bands on d

himſelf, thinking it irreligious in itſelf, and unworthy of a man, to quit the poſt in which pro

vidence has placed him, and not to take and bear patiently whatever the gods are pleaſed

to ſend him. But my preſent ſituation has made me alter my opinion ; ſo that if providence

ſhall not diſpoſe what we now undertake according to our wiſhes, I am reſolved to make no

further attempts nor preparations for war, but to die contented with my fortune ; for I

ſacrificed my life to the ſervice of my country on the ides of March, in recompenſe for which

I have ever ſince lived with liberty and honour *. At theſe words Caſius ſmiled, and

tenderly embracing him ; With theſe noble ſentiments, ſaid he, let us advance boldly

againſt the enemy; for either we ourſelves ſhall conquer, or have no cauſe to fear thoſe who

do. After this they conſulted with their friends about the order of battle. Brutus

deſired of Caſius that he might command the right wing; which was readily granted

him, tho' it was thought a poſt more fit for Caſſius, in regard both of his age and

experience ; nay, Caſſius placed Meſſala in the ſame wing, at the head of his beſt

legions, ordering him to aſſiſt and ſupport Brutus. While the tribunes and centu

rions were drawing up their men, Brutus retired for a few minutes into his tent, and

Brutus', letter wrote a letter to his friend Allicus, telling him, That his affairs were in the beſt ſtate he

to ...º, could wiſh ; for that either he ſhould overcome, and reſtore liberty to the people of Rome,

fore the battle. -

* Plut. in Bruto. Appian. l. iv. p. 652, 653. * Plut. ibid. Appias. l. iv. p. 653, 655. Dio, l. xvii.

(L). Plutarch tells us, That, in taking his leave, he birth-day, as the cuſtom was among friends on the

invited him to ſup with him the next night, being his like occaſion. But this learned lady ſeems here to

6irth-day. The ambiguous manner in which the have forgot what ſhe muſt have read in Appian,

Greek writer expreſſes himſelf, leaves it a doubt who tells us in expreſs terms, that Caffus was killed

whether Caſus invited Meſſala, or Meſſala Caffus; on the very day he was born (45); ſo that it was

whether it was the birth-day of Caſſius, or of Meſſala. the birth day of Caſus, and not of Meſſala. Neither

Mad. Dacier has made choice of the latter conſtruc- was Caffuslſo gloomy and penſive as Mad. Dacier ima

tion; for Caffus, ſays ſhe, penſive and gloomy as he gines; he was only grieved to ſee himſelf obliged

was, muſt have been but little diſpoſed to make an to hazard a battle, when he thought himſelf ſure

- invitation for the next night. It muſt therefore of vićtory without running any riſques.

have been Meſſala, who did it on account of his

(45) Appian. l. iv. p. 655.
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a or die, and be himſelf free from ſlavery. In the ſame letter he blamed the condućt of

Antony, who, when he might have been ranked among the Bruti, the Caſſii and the Cato’s,

had joined Octavianus ; adding, that if they were not both defeated in the enſuing battle,

they would ſoon fall out and quarrel with one another " : which happened accordingly, as

we ſhall ſee in the ſequel of this hiſtory.

TH E two republican generals, having drawn up their men in battalia, marched

out of their intrenchments, and advanced in good order into the plain, where the

army of the triumvirs waited for them in battle-array. Antony commanded the right

wing, and Oğlavianus the left; but the latter withdrew juſt before the charge was Oğayinus re

given, upon a dream, which his phyſician, by name Artorius, had the preceding night. ...:”

He dreamt that he ſaw a viſion, which directed Ośīavianus to be removed out of the

camp. The viſion was immediately obeyed, and he conveyed away very ſeaſonably.

This O:lavianus himſelf tells us in his memoirs quoted by Plutarch, which Dion ſeems

not to have conſulted, ſince he writes, that Ottavianus was in the action, but, like

a ſick perſon, without his armour, not being yet recovered from his former indiſpo

ſition. Brutus, before he began the charge, ſent to all the commanders tickets with

the parole or word of battle, which, according to ſome, was liberty, according to

others, Apollo, and rid through the ranks, exhorting his ſoldiers to behave with their

uſual bravery. They were ſo animated by his ſpeech, that few of them had patience

&attle.

to ſtay for the word, or command to charge ; but, before it could be given, ruſhed Brutus's men
with loud ſhouts upon the enemy. This cauſed a great confuſion in the army, the ... without

legions being ſcattered and ſeparated from one another. Meſſala, at the head of his "“”

legions, inſtead of attacking the enemy in front, took a compaſs about, and havin

put ſome of the ranks in Odavianu's rear in diſorder, and killed a ſmall number of Defa, º, ºne

his men, fell upon his camp, and entering it ſword in hand, made a dreadful havock my’s left wing,

of thoſe he found there, and cut off among the reſt two thouſand Lacedæmonians, ****

who were newly come to the aſſiſtance of Oslavianus. He himſelf had but juſt before “”

been conveyed away, upon the perſuaſion of Artorius, as we have related above;

but the ſoldiers pierced the litter, in which he uſed to be carried on account of his

indiſpoſition, in many places with their darts and pikes ; whence a report was ſpread,

and for ſome time believed, that he was ſlain. In the mean time Brutus, charging

the enemy in front, eaſily put them to flight, as they were in great conſternation for

the loſs of their camp, cut three whole legions in pieces on the ſpot, and purſued the

fugitives with great ſlaughter, the plain being, to a great diſtance, ſtrewed with

dead bodies. Thus was the enemy’s left wing intirely defeated by the brave Brutus,

who, as Oğavianus was no-where to be found, began to believe, that the republic

was delivered from the worſt of her tyrants. He was confirmed in this belief by ſome

of his ſoldiers, who preſenting themſelves to him, told him, that they had killed

Oślavianus, ſhewed him their ſwords all bloody, and deſcribed his age and perſon c.

But the coward was ſafe enough either in Antony's camp, or lurking in the mire of the The cowardice

neighbouring marſh". Brutus took a great many of the enemy’s enſigns, and three ºf 9&tavianus.

eagles.

Brutus, by engaging too far in the purſuit, left the wing, which Caſſius com

manded, naked, and ſeparated from the reſt of the army. Hereupon Antony, who

well knew how to take advantage of this overſight, charged the enemy in front, and

at the ſame time detached ſome legions with orders to croſs the marſh, and fall upon

their flank, which was left open and unguarded. The firſt ſhock was terrible ; An

tony, according to ſome writers, retired into the marſh to avoid the fury of it, and

did not appear again till the enemy began to give ground. Be that as it will, both

parties fought with an unparalleled bravery and reſolution. Antony's men, notwith

f ſtanding their utmoſt efforts, could make no impreſſion upon Caſſius's front ; but in

the mean time the detached legions, having opened a paſſage through the marſh,

fell unexpectedly upon the enemy’s flank, and, after a long and vigorous reſiſtance,

put them to the rout. The run-aways fled to their camp, whither the triumvir's

men purſued them, and finding it ill guarded, made themſelves eaſily maſters of it.

This occaſioned ſo general a conſternation in the reſt of the army, who were ſtill main

taining their ground in the plain with great intrepidity, that firſt the cavalry, and

afterwards the foot, began to make their eſcape, and fly towards the ſea. Caſſius on

this occaſion did all that could be expected from a man of courage. He returned

b PI Gr, ibid. • Idemitid. Elon, l. iv. c. 7. Vel. Pat. l. ii. c. 70. * Sver, in Oétav. Plin.l. vii. c. 45.

V o L. V. N° 4. R r r ſeveral
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Caſſius defeat

ed, and his

camp taken.
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ſeveral times to the charge at the head of his guards and the few men he could rally, a

and ſnatching an enſign out of the hand of the ſtandard-bearer, who fled, carried it

himſelf; but being no longer able to keep together even his praetorian band or

guards, he was forced to retire with a ſmall number of attendants to a riſing ground

near the city of Philippi ".

IN the mean time Brutus, believing he had gained a complete vićtory, was lead

ing back his troops, loaded with the plunder of Oñavianus's camp, when caſting his

eyes upon that of Caſſius, he was ſurpriſed that he could not ſpy any tents ſtanding

there, not even the general’s, which uſed to appear at a great diſtance above the reſt.

Some who were about him, and had a more quick and diſcerning fight, acquainted

him, that they diſtinguiſhed a great many arms ſhining about his tent, and ſilver

targets moving to and fro, which, they thought, could not belong to thoſe who had

been left to guard the camp. On the other ſide, there did not appear ſo many dead

Brut , bodies about the place, as would have been after the defeat of ſo many legions. How

:::::::::::: ever, Brutus ſuſpecting Caſſius’s misfortune, left a ſufficient guard in the enemy’s camp,

of Ciſſé" called back his troops from the purſuit, and marched with all poſſible expedition to

the relief of his collegue, who, from the top of the hill, whither he had retired, diſ

covered nothing, as he was ſhort-fighted, except the deſtrućtion of his camp, and

even that in a confuſed manner ; but thoſe who were with him, acquainted him, that

they ſaw a great body of horſe moving towards him. As Caſſius knew nothing of

the vićtory and march of Brutus, he took them to be a party of the enemy ſent in

purſuit of him. However, he ordered out Titimius, one of his moſt intimate friends,

to get more certain intelligence. As ſoon as Brutus’s horſe ſaw him, thoſe who were

his more familiar acquaintance, ſhouting for joy, and alighting from their horſes,

ſaluted and embraced him, while the reſt, who knew him to be one of Caſſius's chief

favourites, rid round him, as it were in triumph, asking him, What news of his gene

ral 2 Caſſius obſerving this, and believing the horſemen, who diſmounted to em

brace Titimius, had taken him priſoner, cried out, Alas ! to preſerve the remains of a

miſèrable life, I have expoſed my beſt friend to be taken by the enemy before my face. Hav

Caſſius' death ing thus ſpoke, he retired into a tent with Pindarus, one of his freed-men, whom he

had reſerved for ſuch an occaſion ever ſince the unhappy battle of Carrhae. We have

no good account of what paſſed there ; but Caſſius’s head was found lying ſevered

from his body, and Pindarus never appeared afterwards, whence ſome ſuſpected he

had killed his maſter without his command *. Livy , and Plutarch 8 in the life of

Caſar, tell us, that Caſſius diſpatched himſelf with the ſame dagger with which he

had killed Caſar ; but all other hiſtorians, nay, Plutarch himſelf, in the lives of

Brutus and Antony, agree in the circumſtances of his death, which we have related.

A few minutes after Caſſius's death, his attendants perceived who the horſe

men were, and ſaw Titimius, crowned with garlands in token of Brutus's vićtory,

making what haſte he could towards them with the cavalry ; but their joy was ſoon

turned into the deepeſt melancholy and afflićtion. Titimius eſpecially was inconſolable,

when he was informed of the unfortunate miſtake and death of his general. He

burſt into tears, and crying out, My long ſtay has been the occaſion of his death, he drew

his ſword, and killed himſelf upon the body of his friend. Brutus, upon the firſt

advice of the defeat of Caſſius, flew to his aſſiſtance; but heard nothing of his death

Brutº: till he came near his camp. Then, ſhedding many tears over his body, he called

ºf: him the laſt of the Romans, meaning thereby, that Rome would never produce another
exoglum upon - - - -

Caſſius, man equal to him. He cauſed his body to be privately conveyed to the iſland of

Thaſus, left the celebrating of his ſuneral within the camp might diſhearten the troops,

and occaſion ſome diſorder. He then aſſembled the ſoldiers of the deceaſed general,

comforted them, and, to make them amends for the loſſes they had ſuſtained, pro

miſed to each man two thouſand drachma's. Caſſius was generally eſteemed one of

His charader, the beſt commanders of his age, and had given ſignal proofs of an extraordinary

courage and conſummate knowledge of the military art in Craſſus’s unhappy expe

dition againſt the Parthians. He was to the very laſt againſt engaging the triumvirs,

and would, in all probability, if he had lived, brought over Brutus to his opinion;

which could not but prove fatal to the enemy, who were already reduced to great

ſtreights for want of proviſions, and muſt in a ſhort time have inevitably periſhed with

famine. The good opinion which Brutus entertained of his honeſty and virtue, and

d PLUT. ibid. * Idem, ibid. , Appias. p. 655. Velt. Paterc. l. vii. c. 70. Dio, l. xlvii. p. 354.

Val. MAx. 1. vi. c. 8. f Liv. l. cxxiv. * Plur, in Ceſ, prope finem.

the

C
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a the elogium, with which he honoured him after his death, are a ſufficient confutation

of the many ill-natured reflečtions, with which the mercenary flatterers of the Caeſars

have endeavoured to blacken his reputation, and aſperſe his memory. It was indeed

commonly ſaid, as Plutarch informs us, that Brutus hated the tyrannical power, and

Caſſius only the tyrant, on account of ſome private grudge (M); but that writer, tho' no

friend to Caſſius (N), clears him from this charge, and tells us, that from his infancy

he bore an irreconcileable hatred to the whole race of tyrants, whereof he gives us

the following inſtance: when he was but a boy, and went to the ſame ſchool with

Fauſius the ſoon of Sylla, hearing him one day bragging of the unlimited power of

his father, he roſe up, and gave him two or three boxes on the ear. The relations

of Fauſius complained of this affront to Pompey, who thereupon ſummoned the two

boys to appear before him ; but young Caſſius was ſo far from yielding to the remon

ſtrances of Pompey, or giving any ſatisfaction to Fauſtus, that he threatened to ſtrike

him again, even in Pompey's preſence, if he dared to utter the words which had pro

voked him. He was ſomewhat inclined to covetouſneſs, naturally paſſionate, and

commanded rather by fear than love. But who is without faults? Caſſius in the

main meant well, and would, in all likelihood, if he had lived a little longer, ſaved

his country from utter ruin.

Brutus, now the ſole commander of two numerous armies, thought it adviſeable to

withdraw his troops from the camp of Oślavianus, which he had taken. Anton

likewiſe, when informed of the total overthrow of his collegue, abandoned Caſſius

camp, which he did not think himſelf in a condition to defend againſt the vićtorious

troops of Brutus ; ſo that both armies returned to their former poſts. Brutus was

under the utmoſt concern for the loſs of Caſſius, having no commander of reputation

to put in his room. On the other hand, the triumvirs, not yet informed of the death

of Caſſius, were quite out of heart, having loſt above fixteen thouſand of their beſt

legionaries; whereas on the enemy's ſide there were not ſlain eight thouſand men,

reckoning even the ſuttlers and ſervants of the army. Beſides, proviſions were be

come very ſcarce in their camp, without any poſſible means of receiving new ſupplies

either by ſea or land. Theſe melancholy reflečtions had almoſt reduced them to

deſpair, when a ſervant of Caſſius, by name Demetrius, coming in the evening to

Antony, gave him an account of the tragical end of Caſſius, and at the ſame time deli

vered to him the garment, which he had taken from his maſter’s dead body, and

his ſword ſtill bloody. Antony, overjoyed at this news, immediately imparted it to

his collegue; and they both agreed to draw out their men next morning by day.

break, to try whether they could bring Brutus to a battle before his men recovered

(M) Caſus pretended to have received many in

juries from Ceſar. Among the reſt he complained

of his having taken ſome lions from him; for when

Caffius was deſigned for aciiie, he had cauſed many

lions to be taken, and condućted to Megara, in or

der to make uſe of them in the ſhews, which, in

virtue of his office, he was to exhibit to the pco

ple. But Ceſar finding them in Megara, when that

city was taken by Fuſius Calenus, one of his lieute

nants, after the defeat of Pompey, ſeized them for

himſelf. This, ſome writers ſay, was what chiefly

ſtirred up Caſſius againſt Caſar ; but Plutarch clears

him from this imputation, as we have obſerved in

the text. Caff us bore a private grudge to Ceſar on

another account: he and Brutus ſtood both for the

prºtura urbana, or the practorſhip of the city; and

Ceſar is ſaid to have given privately each of the

competitors hopes of his favouring their pretenſions,

with a view to foment ſome ſmall diffeerences that

had ariſen between them on other accounts. When

they came to lay their claims before Caſar, Brutus

had only the reputation of his honour and virtue to

oppoſe to the many gallant ačtions, which Caſſius

had performed in his youth againſt the Parthians.

However, the dićtator having heard both parties,

faid in deliberating about the matter among his

friends; Caſſius indeed pleads with moſt juſtice; but

Brutus muſt have the firſt prºtorſhip. Accordingly

the praetorſhip of the city was given to Brutus, and

(46) Plut, ibid.

another to Caſus; but the gaining of this did not

ſo much oblige him as he was incenſed for the loſs

of the other (+6). Caffius, who was of a harſh and

paſſionate temper, was, no doubt, fired againſt Cz.

far on account of theſe private injuries, which, it

is not improbable, contributed in ſome degree to

the reſolution he afterwards took ; but what chiefly

prompted him to it was, as Plutarch himſelf owns,

his natural rancour and hatred againſt the whole

race of tyrants (47).

(N) Plutarch was highly prejudiced againſt Caſſius,

as muſt evidently appear to every impartial reader,

who peruſes his works. This prejudice was prob

ably owing to the ſeverity with which the republi

can general uſed the Rhodians, a Greek nation. Caſ.

ſius having taken Rhodes, ſays Plutarch, behaved

himſelf there with great cruelty. But, with his leave,

we cannot look upon the puniſhment of fifty mu

tiniers as an inſtance of cruelty. As he took the

city by ſtorm, he might, after the example of other

Roman generals, put all the inhabitants whom he

found in arms to the ſword; but he contented him

ſelf with puniſhing fifty of the ringleaders. As for

the wealth of the inhabitants, it belonged to him

by right of war; but as Plutarch was a Greek, the

love of his country has, on ſeveral occaſions, got the

better of his philoſophy; a proof that no man, how

ever philoſophical, can boaſt an intire exemption

from prejudices.

(47) Idem, ibid.
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themſelves from the terror and conſternation, which, they were well appriſed, the a

defeat and death of Caſius muſt have occaſioned ; but Brutus, having his own camp

filled with priſoners, who required a numerous guard, and finding that of Caſſius in

great diſorder, the ſoldiers, who had been defeated, burning with a ſecret envy and

indignation againſt thoſe who had conquered, kept cloſe in his intrenchments, and

deſpiſed the enemy’s bravadoes. As his troops, elated with their late vićtory, ſhewed

a great eagerneſs to venture a ſecond engagement, he aſſembled the ſoldiers of both

armies, and after having commended their valour, and ſlightly reproved his own

men for falling upon the enemy in diſorder, without waiting either for the word, or

the command of their general, he inlarged on the deplorable ſtate to which the enemy

was reduced, and aſſured them, that if they could but reſtrain their ardor for a while, b

they would have the pleaſure of ſeeing the armies of Antony and Oślavianus either

periſh with famine, or, by a ſhameful flight, abandon Greece and Macedon. But

to hazard a ſecond battle, ſaid he, is to put ourſelves in the power of fortune, when we are

ſure of vićlory by continuing inačfive in our camp. After this he cauſed a thouſand drachma's

to be given to each ſoldier of both camps, and diſmiſſed them highly ſatisfied with

the generoſity of their leader, to whoſe orders they promiſed an intire obedience and

ſubmiſſion, whether he thought proper to engage the enemy, or continue in a ſtate

of inaction ".

IN the mean time proviſions growing daily more ſcarce in the enemy's camp, An

tony and Ojavianus, finding they could not bring Brutus to a battle, were greatly at c

a loſs what meaſures to take. All their dependence was on a fleet which they expected

hourly from Italy, having on board great ſtore of proviſions, two legions of vete

rans, one of which was that of Mars, a praetorian cohort, and a conſiderable body

of cavalry ; but while they were comforting themſelves with the hopes of the ſpeedy

arrival of this powerful ſupply, news was brought them, that their fleet, under the
The triumvir, command of Cneius Domitius Calvinus, had been intirely defeated, and moſt of their

$º. ſhips, with the ſoldiers on board, either ſunk or taken by Cneius Domitius Abeno

mirals. barbus and Lucius Statius Murcus, the two admirals of the adverſe party. Some of

their ſhips indeed found means to ſave themſelves among the rocks of the Adriatic

ſea ; but being there blocked up by the enemy, both the ſoldiers and mariners, after d

having conſumed all their proviſions, were forced by famine to feed upon the ſails

and tackle of their ſhips, which they boiled with the pitch and gºſaſe they had pre

pared for the careening of their veſſels. This vićtory was gained by the admirals of

the republic the ſame day in which the battle of Philippi was foßght; and the news of

ſo great an overthrow, which ſoon reached the triumvirs, ſofdiſheartened them, that

they now began to look upon their affairs as quite deſperate, being not only ſtreightened

for want of neceſſaries, but without any proſpect or poſſible means of procuring new

The bad ſtus- ſupplies. Beſides, as they were incamped in a low ground, ſurrounded with marſhes,

...”.. and a great quantity of rain, as it uſually happens in autumn, had fallen after the

“”“I” battle, which filled their tents with miré and water, diſtempers began to reign in e

both armies, and daily carry off great numbers of men. On the other hand, Brutus

had ſufficient proviſions to ſupport his army for a long time, was very advantageouſly

poſted, his camp being ſafe from the injuries of the weather, and inacceſſible to the

enemy; and as he was abſolute maſter of the ſea, he could receive whatever he ſtood

in need of from Aſia, Africa, Sicily and Spain. The triumvirs, finding themſelves in

this deſperate condition, left nothing unattempted which could provoke Brutus's

men, and make them mutiny againſt their general for declining an engagement.

They drew out their troops day after day, and marched in battle array up to the very

gates of the enemy's camp ; but Brutus, who knew that their boldneſs and courage
proceeded from deſpair, kept within his intrenchments, not doubting but he ſhould f

ſoon ſee them moulder away, and, by a ſhameful flight, abandon both Greece and

Macedon to the mercy of his troops. The triumvirs, finding they could by no means

bring Brutus to a battle, detached two legions to take poſſeſſion of a riſing ground,

which, tho' cloſe to Caſſius's camp, Brutus had thought proper to abandon after the

late battle. About ſix hundred paces from thence, towards the ſea, they poſted ten

legions, and two more at a ſmall diſtance from them, with a deſign to cut off the

communication between the enemy's army and fleets. On the other hand, Brutus

cauſed ſeveral works to be carried on from his camp quite to the ſhore, and by that

* Plut, in Bruto. AppiAN. p. 656. Dio, p. 3.;;.
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a means kept, in ſpite of all the enemy’s efforts, a free communication with the ſea ;

but as ſeveral skirmiſhes happened between the ſoldiers of the oppoſite parties, who

covered their workmen, in which Brutus's men had all the advantage, they were ſo

elated with this ſucceſs, that they began to mutiny, and aſſembling in crowds, ask Brutus', troop,

their general, What cowardice be had lately obſerved in them, that they muſt be thus, begin to muti

like priſoners, kept within their intrenchments, and not ſuffered to make uſe of their arms,
my, and demand

to be led out

and exert that courage, which had but a few days before proved ſo fatal to the enemy, who again it.

now inſulted them ż

able ardor, by repreſenting to them the deſperate poſture of the enemy's affairs, and

the happy ſituation of their own ; but all to no purpoſe, tho’ the triumvirs forces were

b reduced to the utmoſt extremity, and a confiderable body of German troops, to

avoid ſtarving in their camp, had deſerted, and given the mutineers a full account of

the miſeries, which the want of proviſions occaſioned in the enemy's army; yet, by

an unaccountable obſtinacy and perverſeneſs, they ſtill perfiſted in demanding to be

led out againſt the enemy, whom they deſired to conquer not by famine, but valour ;

nay, becauſe the prudent general refuſed to comply with their requeſt, ſeveral Ro

mani, as well as auxiliaries, abandoned him, and went over to the enemy. Among

the latter were Amyntas, commander in chief of the Galatians ſent by the old king

Dejotarus, and Rhaſcupolis, who had proved ſo ſerviceable to Brutus and Caſſius on

their march through Thrace. Some writers indeed ſay, that Rhaſcupolis did not join

c the enemy, but returned home with the troops he commanded. Be that as it will,

this deſertion gave Brutus great concern, which was increaſed by the diſorders that

happened daily in Caſſius's camp, whoſe ſoldiers, become headſtrong and intraćtable

ſince the death of their general, refuſed to obey the officer whom Brutus had put

Brutus endeavoured to ſatisfy them, and reſtrain their unſeaſon- enemy.

in his room. In theſe circumſtances Brutus yielded at laſt to the importunity of his Brutus?idºte

ſoldiers, and reſolved to put an end to his own cares, and thoſe of the Roman world,ºr
by a general and deciſive action ; which, all the ancients tell us, he would never have

done, had he been informed of the late advantage gained by his fleet ; but of that

important vićtory he received no intelligence till twenty days after, that is, till the

very evening before the fight. This ſome writers aſcribe to the negligence, others to

d the treachery of his officers, but Plutarch to providence, which, as the ſtate of Rome,

ſays he, now neceſſarily required amonarchy, prevented Brutusfrom receiving notice of

his good ſucceſs, that it might remove the only man who was able to reſiſt the perſon

whom deſtiny had appointed to be the ſole governor of the Roman ſtate (O). How

ever that be, the evening before the battle, when it was too late for Brutus to alter

his meaſures, one Caius Clodius, a deſerter from the enemy, came to acquaint the

republican general, that the triumvirs had received advice of the loſs of their fleet,

and for that reaſon were in ſuch haſte to come to a battle. But the intelligence he

brought met with no credit; nay, Brutus would not ſo much as admit him to his

preſence, taking it for granted, that he had invented the news to pleaſe him, and

c bring himſelf into favour .

AND now Brutus, determined to put the whole to the iſſue of a general action,

found himſelf obliged to uſe violence to his good-nature, and take a precaution,

which, tho’ neceſſary, may ſeem not altogether free from the reproach of cruelty.

He had taken in the late battle a great number of priſoners, partly ſlaves and

partly freemen, who required a numerous guard, which he could not well ſpare. As

Antony therefore and Ottavianus had ordered all their priſoners, without diſtinétion,

to be inhumanly maſſacred, Brutus, having reaſon to ſuſpect that the ſlaves he had Brutus?nt the

taken were tampering with his ſoldiers, commanded them all to be ſlain.

they deſerved to die, and their death was but a kind of rataliation upon the enemy,

1 PLUT.

(O) For the empire, ſays Mad. Dacier, was no

longer able to ſupport itſelf. It was neceſſary for it

to come under the dominion of a ſingle perſon. So

long as there were ſo many competitors on foot, ſo

many pretenders either to the empire or the royalty,

that competition would have been an inexhauſtible

ſource of civil war and diſſention; and nothing was

more incompatible with monarchy than Brutus.

Brutus therefore was to be removed. All this, adds

this learned writer, ſtrongly proves the truth of Plato's

ſentinents, who maintains, that of all governments

Vol. W. No. 4.

Though

diery.

captiveſlaves

to death, and

ſets moſt the
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ibid.

monarchy is the moſt perfect; but then the monarch

muſt govern according to law. So far we agree

with Mad. Dacier. But is it to be left to the mo

march to govern, or not govern, by law, as he thinks

fit Is he to have nothing but his own will and

inclination to reſtrain him? Is mankind to depend

for ſecurity and happineſs upon uncertain inclina

tions? This ſurely is wide of the opinion of ſo wiſe

a philoſopher as Plato, who, in preferring monar

chy to all other governments, could not mean by

monarchy a power without controul.

S ſ ſ yet
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yet the flatterers of the Caſars have, with great partiality and injuſtice, made long a

deſcants on this pretended act of cruelty, without taking notice of his clemency

towards the freemen and Roman citizens. Of theſe he openly diſmiſſed great num

bers, telling them, That with the enemy they were captive and ſlaves; but with him

freemen and citizens of Rome. Others he concealed himſelf, and helped to eſcape

privately, perceiving that ſome of his commanders and friends were implacably

volumnius bent upon their deſtrućtion. Among the captives was one Polumnius a mimic, and

and Sacculio, Sacculio a buffoon, who, by their unſeaſonable jeſts, of which Brutus took no man

º:*... ner of notice, provoked ſome of the chief officers of his army. Theſe brought them

**}”. before their general, and accuſed them of not being able, even in their preſent ſitu

ation, to refrain from their abuſive jeſts, and ſcurrilous language. Brutus, having b

his mind taken up with other affairs, returned no anſwer to the accuſation; but Mſ.

fala Corvinus was of opinion, that they ſhould be whipt publicly upon a ſcaffold,

and, after that ignominious puniſhment, be ſent back naked to Antony and Ośīavi

anus, which, he thought, would reflect no ſmall diſhonour on thoſe two generals,

who were not aſhamed to chuſe ſuch ſcoundrels for their bottle-companions. At this

ſome who were preſent laughed ; but Publius Caſca, who gave the firſt wound to

Caſar, It does not become us, ſaid he with a ſerious air, to be thus merry after the loſs of

Caſſius. And as for you, O Brutus, you will ſhew what reſied you bear to the memory

of your fellow commander, by puniſhing or pardoning thoſe who cannot forbear ſcoffing and

ſpeaking abuſively of him. Why then, Caſca, replied Brutus, do you tell me of this, and c

not do yourſelf what you think proper ? This anſwer was taken for his conſent to the

death of thoſe unhappy wretches, who were accordingly carried away and ſlain *.

Brutus, having got rid of moſt of his priſoners, afiembled his ſoldiers the day be

fore the battle, and, in order to rouze their courage, promiſed them the pillage of

Theſſalonica and Lacedæmon, two cities which had ſided with the triumvirs. This, in

the opinion of Plutarch, is the only inexcuſeable fault which Brutus was ever guilty

of ; for, if in the end Antony and Oğavianus, ſays that writer, were much more cruel

in the rewards they gave their ſoldiers after vićtory ; if they drove out almoſt all the

ancient inhabitants of Italy, to put their ſoldiers in poſſeſſion of their lands and cities;

it is well known, that their only deſign and end in undertaking the war, was to d

obtain dominion and empire: but the great opinion the world had conceived of

Brutus on account of his virtue, would not allow him either to conquer the enemy, or

ſave himſelf, but by means truly juſt and honourable, eſpecially after the death of

Caſſius, who was generally accuſed of putting Brutus upon ſeveral actions not intirely

agreeable to his mild and generous temper. But after all, Plutarch entertained ſo

great an opinion of Brutus's virtue, good-nature and integrity, that he could not pre

vail upon himſelf to believe that he made this promiſe of his own motion ; but thinks

he was in a manner forced to it by his officers, according to whoſe advice he both

did and ſaid many things contrary to the bent of his own inclination, eſpecially in

whatever he thought might conduce to the bringing of Caſius's ſoldiers into better e

order, who were become bold and inſolent in the camp after the death of their gene

ral, but in the field cowardly and fearful, remembering that they had ſuffered them

ſelves to be ſhamefully overcome 1.

Brutus, having encouraged his men with promiſes of ample rewards after the

vićtory, and made the neceſſary preparations for the next day’s engagement, retired

late in the night to his tent, when the ſpectre, which had promiſed to meet him at

Philippi, is ſaid to have appeared to him again in the ſame ſhape as it had done

before, but to have vaniſhed in an inſtant, without one ſingle word being uttered on

either ſide ; but Publius Volumnius, a man given to the ſtudy of philoſophy, who was

then in Brutus's camp, and wrote an account of ſeveral other prodigies, which he f

ſuppoſed to have happened before this great battle (P), makes no mention of this

And put to
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k Plut. ibid.

(P) The firſt ſtandard, that is, the ſtandard belong

ing to the firſt legion, was covered with a ſwarm

of bees. A kind of ſweat, in the nature of oil, and

having the ſmell of roſes, iſſued from the arm of a

centurion, which, tho' often wiped and dried, yet

continued ſweating. The firſt man, whom Brutus's

troops met at the opening the gate of the camp

to march into the plain, was an AEthiopian, or negro,

1 Idem ibid.

whom they cut in pieces, interpreting that circum

ſtance as an unlucky omen. When the two armies

were advanced within reach of each other, two

eagles appearing in the air, fought in the ſpace be

tween the armies, the ſoldiers on both ſides being

filent, and intent on the fight, till that, which was

on the ſide of Brutus, yielded and fled, &c. (48).

(48) Plut. ibid.
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a apparition m. Be that as it will, Brutus, without taking the leaſt notice of this or

f to rally them.

any other prodigies, drew out his men the next morning, with a firm reſolution of

, reſtoring liberty to his country, or dying in the attempt. He choſe his ground like

an able general, forming his lines at a ſmall diſtance from his camp, that he might

have a ſafe retreat, in caſe of any misfortune. Then riding through the ranks, Fellow

ſºldiers, ſaid he, you have deſired to engage the enemy in the open field, when you might

£ave gained a complete vićiory by continuing inačive within your intrenchment: ; but this tie.

kind of viºlory you deſpiſed, as not honourable enough for men of your bravery 3 you are

for purchaſing glory at the expence of your blood. It is therefore now incumbent upon you to

ſummon all that boldneſ, with which you demanded battle, to maintain the honour of your

b firſt victory, and to anſwer the truſt which I have repoſed in your valour. Whether Rome

is to enjoy an uninterrupted happineſ, and liberty, or be condemned to eternal ſlavery, and

endleſs calamities, this day will decide. As for Antony and Ottavianus, they could ſcarce

believe their own eyes, when they firſt obſerved a coat of arms, the uſual fignal of

battle, expoſed on Brutus's tent. Overjoyed at this unexpečted reſolution, they

ordered their men to prepare for battle ; but did not quit their intrenchments before

three in the afternoon, when they marched out like famiſhed lions, as Appian expreſſes

it, againſt their prey. Their generals, the more to encourage them, promiſed to

each ſoldier five hundred drachma’s after the vićtory, painting to them at the ſame

time in moſt lively colours the inexpreſſible miſeries and calamities, which they muſt

c unavoidably endure, if overcome. Jou have but two thingſ to chiſe, ſaid they, to con

qiter, or periſh by the moſt miſerable of all deaths, famine. Having thus ſpoke, they ordered

their men to advance with a ſlow pace againſt the enemy, who kept their ground

ready to receive them. When the two armies were in preſence of each other, Brutus

had the mortification to ſee a brave knight, by name Cumulatus, whom he highly

eſteemed for his valour, abandon his poſt, and riding cloſe by him, go over to the

enemy. Hereupon Brutus, fearing others might follow the example of the treache

rous knight, cauſed the fignal of battle to be given immediately, and charged the

enemy's left wing, commanded by Ojavianus, with ſuch intrepidity, vigour and

reſolution, that all gave way before him. As Oğavianus's cavalry was put into the

d utmoſt diſorder at the very firſt onſet, Brutus's horſe broke in among the enemy's

foot, and made a moſt dreadful havock of the legionaries. But while the brave Bru

tus was thus ſignaliſing himſelf in the right wing, his left, commanded by the lieute

nants of Cºffius, men noways equal to that charge, was hard preſſed by Antony.

Caſſius's cavalry immediately gave way, leaving the flank of the wing, in which they

were poſted, naked and unguarded. Hereupon the foot, fearing to be incompaſſed, t

widened their ranks to the right and left, that they might make head every way ,

but as this weakened them, they were at the firſt onſet broken and diſordered by the

- cloſe battalions of Antony. The plain was in an inſtant covered with the runaways

ſcattered up and down, ſome of them making towards the camp, others flying to the

e ſea-ſide, but moſt of them repairing to the right wing to take ſhelter among the

victorious troops of Brutus. Antony did not purſue the fugitives; but, like an expe

rienced general, marched directly againſt Brutus, and fell upon his rear with incre

dible fury. That brave commander performed on this occaſion all that could be

expected from an expert general, and valiant ſoldier, giving proofs in the greateſt

danger of a courage and condućt, which well deſerved to be crowned with vićtory;

but Caſſius's troops, which were overthrown in the left wing, crouding in among his

ranks, and carrying with them, where-ever they came, deſpair and confuſion, turned

the ſcale in favour of the enemy, after Brutus had, for a long time, maintained his

ground with unparallelled bravery againſt all the forces of their united armies. His

lines were at length broke, and put into diſorder, notwithſtanding all he could do

He attempted ſeveral times to bring them back to the charge; but

all his endeavours proved unſucceſsful, Caſſius's men, who were terrified with their

own defeat, communicating their fear to the reſt of the army. Brutus ſtood his

ground with the few men he could rally , but being ſurrounded on all ſides, and

overpowered by the numerous forces of Antony and Octavianus, was in imminent dan

ger of being either cut in pieces, or falling alive into the hands of his moſt inveterate

enemies. And on this occaſion it was, that moſt of Brutus's beſt officers were killed

in endeavouring to ſave their general, who, with their aſſiſtance, breaking through

º

* Plut. in Brut. & Caeſ, prope finem. Arrian, l. iv. p. 668.
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What happened

the enemy's battalions that ſurrounded them, withdrew, when abandoned by his

men, from the field of battle. Among the few who attended him was one Lucilius

Lucinus, an intimate friend of his, who obſerving a body of Thracian horſe, under

the command of Rhaſcus, the brother of Rhaſcupolis, taking no notice of any other

in the purſuit, but making direétly towards Brutus, reſolved to ſtop them, and ſave

the life of his general, at the hazard of his own. Accordingly, without acquainting

Brutus with his deſign, he halted till the Thracians came up, and ſurrounded him.

Then he cried out that he was Brutus, and begging quarter, deſired they would carry

him to Antony, pretending that he feared Ottavianus, but durſt truſt him. The

Thracians, overjoyed with their prey, and thinking themſelves wonderfully happy,

immediately detached ſome of their own body to acquaint Antony with their good

fortune; and in the mean time giving over the purſuit, returned to the field of battle

with their priſoner. The report being ſpread in an inſtant all over the army, that

Brutus was taken, and that the Thracians were bringing him alive to Antony, both

ſoldiers and officers flocked together from all parts to ſee him. Some pitied his miſ

fortune, others accuſed him of a meanneſs unbecoming his former glory, for ſuffer

ing himſelf, out of too much love of life, to be a prey to barbarians. As for Antony,

he was not a little concerned at this adventure, being quite at a loſs in what manner

he ſhould receive, and how he ſhould treat, his illuſtrious captive: but he was ſoon

delivered from his uneaſineſs; for as the Thracians drew near, he knew the priſoner,

who had paſſed himſelf upon the Thracians for Brutus, and now addreſſing the tri

umvir with a generous confidence ; Be aſſured, Antony, ſaid he, that no enemy either

bas, or ever ſhall take Marcus Brutus alive. Forbid it, ye gods, that fortune ſhould ever

prevail ſo much above virtue ! But let him be found dead or alive, he will certainly be

found in ſuch a ſtate as is worthy of him. As for me, I bave delivered myſelf up to ſave

him, and am now ready to ſuffer whatever torments you think proper to inflićt upon me,

without demanding or expečling any quarter. Antony, wonderfully taken with the fide

lity, virtue and generoſity of Lucilius, turned to the Thracians, now ſenſible of, and

inraged at their diſappointment, and addreſſed them thus: I perceive, my fellow

ſoldiers, that you are concerned, and full of reſentment, for having been thus impoſed upon

by Lucilius; but be aſſured, that you have met with a booty better than that which you

ſought for ; you were in ſearch of an enemy, and have brought me a friend. I was truly

at a loſs how Iſhould have uſed Brutus, if you had brought him to me alive; but of this I

am ſure, that it is better to have ſuch a man as Lucilius our friend than our enemy. Having

thus ſpoke, he embraced Lucilius, and commended him to the care of one of his

friends. Such a generous behaviour won the heart of Lucilius, who ever after con

tinued inviolably attached to the intereſt of his friend and benefactorm. After this,

both Antony and Oślavianus marched with their vićtorious legions in purſuit of the

enemy's broken and diſperſed forces, making a dreadful ſlaughter of the fugitives,

and ſtrewing the whole plain with dead bodies. Some of Brutus's officers, not caring

to outlive the liberty of their country, would neither fly, nor give ground ; but died

ſword in hand in the poſts aſſigned them. Among theſe were Marcus, the ſon of the

great Cato ; L. Caſſius, nephew to the deceaſed general ; C. Flavius, one of Brutus's

beſt friends, Marcus ; the ſon of Lucullus, who conquered Mithridates the Great; De

metrius, Apollomides, and ſeveral other commanders of great diſtinétion. Young Cato

diſtinguiſhed himſelf on this occaſion in a very eminent manner; for after the body

he commanded was put to the rout, he returned ſeveral times to the charge with the

few forces he could rally, overthrew all who oppoſed him, and declaring who he

was, and often repeating his father's name, fell at laſt upon a heap of dead bodies of

the enemy, whom he ſacrificed to the manes of his father, and the expiring republic.

Such a behaviour was very ſurpriſing in a man of young Cato's charaćter; for, dege

nerating from the virtue of his father, he had, to that time, led an idle, indolent and

debauched life ; but the glory he acquired by his death has recommended him to

poſterity as a worthy ſon of ſo great a father ".

As for Brutus, the contrivance of Lucilius gave him an opportunity of paſſing a

º, äuuä'after little brook encompaſſed with rocks, and ſhaded with trees. Being there overtaken

the loſs of the

battle.
by the night, he ſtopped in a hollow place at the foot of a great rock, being attended

with a ſmall number of his friends and officers. There, lifting up his eyes to heaven,

he repeated two Greek verſes, one of which Volumnius, who attended him, forgot, but

m PLUT. ibid. * Plut. ibid, & in Catone.

remem
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a remembered the other, which was the following out of the Medea of Euripides; Punſ,

great Jove, the author of theſe ill; ; by which it was thought he meant Antony, who

remembered and repeated it, when, after the battle of Ažium, he was reduced to

the neceſſity of laying violent hands on himſelf. Afterwards Brutus named ſeverally

all his friends, who had been ſlain in the battle before his face, and fetched a deep

figh, eſpecially at the mentioning of Flavius and Labeo, whereof one was his lieute

nant, and the other maſter of his workmen. In the mean time one of his followers,

who was very thirſty, and ſaw Brutus in the ſame condition, ran to the brook, and

brought him ſome water in his helmet. While he was drinking, a noiſe being heard

from the other ſide of the rivulet, Volumnius, taking Dardanus, Brutus's armour-bearer,

with him, went out to diſcover what had occaſioned it. They both returned ſoon

after ; but finding no water, asked what was become of it? It is all drank, replied

Brutus ſmiling ; but you ſhall have ſome more fetched immediately. But he, who had

rought the firſt water, being ſent again, narrowly eſcaped falling into the enemy's

hands, by whom he was dangerouſly wounded. Brutus, underſtanding by this that

he was inveſted, exhorted thoſe who were with him to make ſome attempt to get to

their camp before day-light ; for he conjećtured, that he had not loſt many of his

men, and that thoſe who had eſcaped, had taken refuge there. Statilius undertook

to paſs through the enemy, and go by himſelf to the camp, promiſing, if it was not

taken, to hold up a lighted torch for a ſignal, and return immediately. Statilius got

ſafe to the camp, and held up the torch, which gave Brutus ſome hopes of retrieving

his affairs. He waited a long time for the return of Statilius, ſaying, If Statilius be

alive, he will come back ; but he was ſlain on his return by the enemy. At length

Brutus, tired with waiting, and day now beginning to dawn, whiſpered ſomething

in the ear to one of his domeſtics, by name Clytus, who returned him no anſwer, but

burſt into tears. Hereupon Brutus, taking aſide Dardanus his armour-bearer, had

ſome diſcourſe with him in private, and afterwards addreſſed himſelf to Volumnius in

Greek, conjuring him, by their common ſtudies, and ancient friendſhip, to draw his

ſword, and put an end to his life. Volumnius, and after him ſeveral others, anſwered

him only with their tears. One of them, to divert Brutuſ from the thoughts of lay

ing violent hands on himſelf, ſtarting up, There is no ſtaying here any longer, ſaid he 3

we muſt all fly. Yes, anſwered Brutuſ, we muſt fly indeed, not with our feet, but with

our hands. Then taking each of them by the hand, told them with a chearful coun

tenance, That it was an infinite ſatisfaëlion to him to find, that mone of his friends bad

proved falſe to him ; that he did not complain offortune for his own, but for his country's

fake : that as for himſelf, he thought he was much more happy than thoſe who had

conquered, not only in regard of what was paſſed, but even in his preſent condition, ſince

be ſhould enjoy that reputation, which always follows virtue, and which tyranny and in

juſtice could never deſerve (Q). Having thus ſpoke, he beſeeched his friends to pro

vide for their own ſafety, telling them, That he hoped Antony and Oğavianus,

ſatisfied with his death, would purſue their revenge no further. He then withdrew,

with two or three only of his peculiar friends. Among theſe was an Epirote, by name

Strato, with whom he had contraćted an acquaintance when they ſtudied rhetorick

together. To him Brutus had recourſe, conjuring him, by their ancient friendſhip,

to give him the laſt proof of his affection, by performing that friendly office which

the others had declined. As Strato could not by any means be prevailed upon to im

brue his hands in the blood of his friend, Brutus called one of his ſlaves; and then

the faithful Epirote, crying out, Forbid, ye gods, it ſhould ever be ſaid, that Brutus

died by the hand of a ſlave for want of a friend, covered his eyes with his left arm,

and preſented the point of his ſword to Brutus, who threw himſelf upon it with ſuch

rians relate the circumſtances of his death otherwiſe, and tell us, that taking his ſword

His laſt words

to his friends.

f violence, that it pierced him through, and he expired immediately”. Some hiſto- The death of
Brutus.

by the hilt with both his hands, he fell upon the point of it, and ran himſelf through}.i.

- - - . . . . Before Chriſt

° Plur. ibid. Liv. l. cxxiv. VELL. PATER.C. l. ii. c. 74. Apri AN. l. iv. p. 665, 666. 37.

of Rome 711.

(Q) Some writers tell us, that when Brutus in was preſent, and from whoſe memoirs Plutarch

the morning ſaw no way of eſcaping, he cried out, copied the particulars of his death which we have

o “nhappy virtue? Ifollowed thee as a ſolid good; but related, makes no mention of ſuch a ſpeech, no ways

thos art only a mere notion, a vain, empty na ze, or at ſuitable to the character of Brutus.

*ſ a ſlave of fortune (49). But Volumnius, who

(49) Flor. l. iv. c. 7. Dio. l. xlvii. ſub finem. Wide Plut. de ſuperſit. init. -
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without the aſſiſtance of his faithful friend Strato. But all authors agree in this, that a

Meſſala, having ſome time after made his peace with Caſar Offavianus, preſented

Strato to him, ſaying with tears in his eyes, This, O Caeſar, is the man who paid the

laſt friendly office to my beloved Brutus.

- T H U s fell Brutus in the forty-third year of his age (R), and with him fell the

***rader, liberty of Rome, and of the Roman people. He was a man, in whom the malice of

his enemies could diſcern no fault (S); in whom the virtues of humanity were emi

ment ; in whom the conſtant, firm and inviolable attachment to the public good (T)

formed the principal and moſt diſtinguiſhable part of his character, and the uninter

rupted buſineſs of his life, ever in view, ever purſued, but from the inherent equity

of his mind, for he was, as his hiſtorian well obſerves, by nature exactly framed for b

virtue (U), without one breach of that never to be omitted diſtinčtion of fa and

meſas, right and wrong. And here it may not be altogether foreign to our purpoſe

º

ſ

(R) Brutus died, according to Welleius Paterculus,

in the thirty-ſeventh year of his age; but to the

authority of Velleius we prefer that of Cicero, who

tells us, that Brutus was born ten years after Hor

tenſius appeared firſt at the bar; and that celebrated

orator made his firſt public eſſly of eloquence in the

conſulate of Lucius Craſſus and ..ºuintus Scavola,

in the year of Rome 658; ſo that Brutus was born

in the year of the city 668, and conſequently was,

at the time of his death, which happened in 71 1,

in the forty-third year of his age (49).

(S) Thoſe who were moſt his enemies, ſays Plutarch

(yo), on account of his conſpiracy againſt Caeſar, if in

that whole affair there was any honourable and ge.

merous action done, refer it wholly to Brutus, and lay

whatever was barbarous and cruel to the charge of

Catilus, Brutus's moſt intimate and familiar friend;

6ut not at all like him in honeſiy and virtue. Upon
which words madam Dacier comments thus: It

appears from this paſſage, that, even in the days of

Plutarch, there were ſome remaining, who hatea the

memory of Brutus, for the ſhare he had in the murder

of Caeſar; and I am of opinion, that the ſame hatred

continues, and will do ſo to the end of the world. A

mong ſlaves, ſhe ought to have added, and perſons

brought up in ſlavian principles, who are taught to

look upon the diſarming of a tyrant, and the five

ing of their country from havock and oppreſſion,

as an heinous crime; but the memory of that truly

virtuous and generous patriot will be, to the end of

the world, loved and revered by all who have any

ſpark of zeal for the welfare of their country, and

the good of mankind.

(T) The public good was, as Plutarch, obſerves,

the only cnd and ſtandard, which he propoſed for

his hatred and friendſhip. This of an enemy made

him a friend to Pompey, and of a friend made him

an enemy to Ceſar. When Caſar and Pompey took

up arms againſt each other, it was generally believed

that he would have taken Czſar's ſide ; for his fa

ther not long before had been put to death by

Pompey; but he, thinking it his duty to prefer the

intereſt of the public to his private reſentment, and

judging Pompey's to be the better cauſe, took part

with him, tho' formerly he uſed not ſo much as to

ſalute him, or take any notice of him, deeming it a

great crime to have the leaſt converſation with the

murderer of his father. But afterwards, looking

upon him as the general of his country, he liſted

himſelf under his command, and ſet ſail to Sicily, in

quality of lieutenant to Seſtius, whom Pompey had

appointed governor of that iſland; but finding

no opportunity there of exerting his zeal for the

good of his country, and hearing that Caſar and

Pompey were incamped near one another, and would

come to a battle, upon which the whole empire

depended, he haſtened into Macedon, to ſhare in the

danger. Pompty was ſo ſurpriſed at his arrival, and

(49) Cic, in Bruto. (fo) Plut. in Bruto.

at the ſame time ſo pleaſed, that riſing from his

tribunal, in the fight of all his guards, he ſaluted and

embraced him, as one of the chic'eſt men of his

party. Thus Brutus embraced the party even of his

father's murderer, becauſe he thought it more juſt

than that of Caſar, and conſidered Pompey as the head

of the ſtate, of which Caſar was the declared ene

my. The ſame conſideration of the putlic good,

which reconciled him to Pompy, eſtranged him from

Ceſar, notwithſtanding the innumerable favours he

had received at his hands. And what can be more

generous, more heroic, for a man, than to ſcrifice

his higheſt obligations, as well as his greateſt inju

rics, to the welfare of his country

(U) “ Brutus, ſays the author of his life, for the

“ ſake of his virtue, was eſteemed by the people,

“beloved by his friends, admired by all good men,

and hated by none, no, not even by his enemics;

for he was of an extraordinary mild nature, great

magnanimity, inſenſible of the paſſions of anger,

“ pleaſure, or covetouſneſs; ſteady and inflexible

“ in his opinion, and zealous for whatever he thought

juſt and honeſt. That which gained him the

greateſt credit and reputation among the people,

was their inviolable opinion of his uprightneſs

and integrity in all his undertakings; whereas no

“man ever imagined, that Pompey, even Pompey the

“ Great himſelf, if he had overcome Caſar, would

have ſubmitted his power to the laws, but would

have retained the ſovereign authority in his own

hands, under the ſpecious name of conſul or dic

“tator, or ſome other mild and more popular title,

“ with which he would have foothcq the people.

“As for Caſus, a man inclined to paſion, and

“ carried often by his covetous humour beyond

“ the bounds of juſtice, they well knew, that he

“ endured all theſe hardſhips rather to obtain domi

“ nion to himſelf, than liberty to the people. As to

“ the former diſturbers of the peace of Rome, whe

“ ther a Cinna, a Marius, or a Carbo, it is in inifeſt

“ that they, having ſet their country as a ſtake for

“ him who ſhould win, did almoſt own in expreſs

“ terms, that they fought for empire. But even

“ the enemies of Brutus cannot lay this accuſation

“to his charge; nay, many have heard Antony him

“ſelf ſay, That Brutus was the only man who con

“ ſpired againſt Caſar out of a ſenſe of the gory of

“ the adtion; but that all the reſt roſe up againſt

“ the man, and not the tyrant, from their own pri

vate malice and envy (; 1).” In this paſſige Plu

tarch does juſtice to Brutus's virtue; but at the

ſame time betrays his prejudice againſt Caffus, the

motives of which we have aſſigned elſewhere (; ).

What a high opinion Cicero had of Brutus's virtue,

the orator ſufficiently declares in the following

words: Bruto certe meo nullo loco deero, idjue etianſ,

mihi cum illo nihil fuſeſ, facerem propter jus ſingi

larem incredibilemque virtutem.
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a to illuſtrate this tranſcendent reëtitude of his mind, by inſtancing his refuſal, contrary

to the opinion of Cicero and his other friends, to employ the arts of oratory in gilding

even the faireſt cauſe, when, after the death of Caſar, he addreſſed himſelf to the

Roman people. It cannot be ſuppoſed, that Brutus, who had long been famed for

eloquence (W), could be ignorant of ſpeaking to the paſſions of men, an art too ſuc

ceſsfully made uſe of by Antony on the ſame occaſion. Such then was the integrity

of Brutus’s mind, that he could not ſtoop to employ any indecent means even in the

purſuit of virtue. The death of Caſar was undoubtedly juſtifiable under the govern

ment which then prevailed in Rome (X), notwithſtanding all the dirt that has been

(W) Plutarch tells us in his life, that in Latin he

was a good ſpeaker, and had, by conſtant exerciſe,

attained a ſuicient czcellence in making public

orations, and pleading cauſes; but that in Greek he

was remarkable for affecting the fºntentious and

ſhort Laconic way of ſpeaking, eſpecially in his epiſtles,

a collection of which has been publiſhed by Aldus

in Greek, and by Ranutius Florentius in Latin. Plu

tarch inſtances three of them, the firſt whereof he

wrote in the beginning of the war to the Perga

menſes, or inhabitants of Pergamus, thus: I hear yet.

have given Dolabella money; if you gave it willingly,

you muſt own you have injured me; if unwillingly,

ſhew it by giving willingly to me. The ſecond, in

ſcribed in the Greek copy to the Bithynians, in the

Latim to the Galatians, and in Plutarch to the Sa

mians, is couched in the following terms: Your de

liberations are tedious, your actions ſlow; what do you

think will be the end ? The third was to the Rho

dians, thus: The Xanthians, ſuffetting my kindneſ,

have made their country their grave of deſpair. The

Patirenſes, who have ſubmitted to me, have loſt nothing

of their former liberty. It is in your power to chuſe

the opinion of the Patarenſes, or thefortune of the Xan

thians (53). This epiſtle is likewiſe exhibited by

Welleius Paterculus, but in a more diffuſed ſtyle (5:4).

The ſpeech which Brutus made before Caſar at

Nice, the capital of Bithynia, in behalf of Deiotarus

king of Galatia, is commended by Cicero (55), and

the author of the dialogue on the Latin orators,

which is commonly aſcribed to Tacitus. Tho' the

king was charged with crimes of a high and dan
gerous nature, yet thc eloquence of Brutus was ſo

prevalent, that he preſerved to him great part of his

kingdom. The liberty and vehemence with which
he ſpoke on this occaſion, gave riſe to that me

morable ſaying of Ceſar concerning him, as Cicero

relates it in the firſt letter of his fourth book to

Atticus ; De quo quiem ille ad quem diverti, Ceſa

rem ſoli:um dicere, Magni refert hic quid velit, ſed

quidauil volt, valde volt. Lique eum animadv ertiffe

cum pro Deiotaro Nice. diceret, valde eum vehemen

ter & libere dicere. And truly the natural firmneſs

of his mind, as his hiſtorian obſerves (56), when

once ſet on work by the motives of right reaſon,

and the principles of honeſty, which way ſoever it

turned itſelf, moved with great vigour and impe

tuoſity, and generally cffected its deſigns.

Brutus was, as we have obſerved above, a good

orator; but as he had made choice of the conciſe

and grave ſtyle (57), he judged Cicero's cloquence to

want ſtrength (58); and Cicero on the other hand

thought his ſtyle negligent and unconnected (59).

Brutus's ſtyle had another fault ; it was often croud

ed with verſes. Perſus hi ſere excidunt, ſiys ºuin

tilian, quos Brutus ipſo componendi dutius ſtudio /2-

fiftºne facit (60), Cicero acknowledges, that Brutus

very feely found fault with his taſte in point of

ſtyle (61); but nevertheleſs that orator was highly

(; 3) Plut. ibid. (;4) Well, Patercul, l. ii. c. 70.
til. l. xii. e. to.

(58) Wide dialog. de cauſis corr. eloq.

til. l. ix. c. 4 (61) Cic. ad Attic. l. xiv. epiſt. 20.

Bruto. (64) Seneca, epiſt. 95.

c. 9. (67 Cie. ad Attic. l. xii, epiſł. 5.

(79) Cic, all Attic.

(65). Cic. Tuſcul. 1. & de finibus 1.

(68) Idem ibid, l. xiii. epiſt. 8.

7 1) Senec. de benefic. l. ii, c. 26.

thrown

pleaſed with the harangue which Brutus made on the

death of Ceſar; Eſt autem oratio, ſays he, ſpeaking of

this piece after he had peruſed it with great attention,

ſcripta elegantiffme, ſententiis, veróis, at nihil poſit

tiltra (62).

Brutus was not only a good orator, but an ex

cellent philoſopher. Of all the ſects of the Greek

philoſophers, there was not one of which he had

not been a hearer, and in which he had not made

ſome proficiency; but he chiefly eſteemed the Pla

toniſts, and applied himſelf wholly to the ſtudy of

the ancient academy (63). He was likewiſe well

acquainted with all the branches of polite literature.

and wrote ſeveral books, viz. one de officiis, cited by

Chariſius and Priſtian, without all doubt the fine

which Seneca caſs wapi kaſázcºz (64); another

de virtute, mentioned by Cicero (65) and Seneca (66);

and a third de patientia,quoted by Diomedes. He abridg

ed the Roman hiſtory of Fannius (67), and that of

Antipater (68); but whether he finiſhed the abridg

ment of Polybius's hiſtory, which he had undertaken,

we know not ; for Plutarch (69) only tells us, that

the day before the great battle of Pharſalia, while

the others were taken up with the thoughts of the

next day's action, Brutus ſpent his whole time, till

the evening, in writing that epitome. He likewiſe

compoſed a panegyric on Cato, which Ceſar did not

think extraordinary well penned (70).

(X) By the laws of Rome, the dominion of one,

and conſequently the dominion of Ceſar, was tyran

my; and any man was warranted to kill the tyrant:

eum jus faſque eſſet occidi, neve ea cades capitalis noxa

haberetur. The only reaſon that can be alledged

againſt killing Ceſar, is, that the ſtate was irretriev

able, and an uſurper become a neceſſary evil. This

argument Seneca urges againſt the enterprize of

Brutus and his followers (7 1). But Brutus, Cicero,

and the ſenate, that is, the greateſt and wiſeſt men

in Rome, judged otherwiſe; and who was better

qualified to judge Nay, liberty was for ſome time

actually reſtored; why it ſubſiſted no longer, was

owing to caſualties, and to the treachery of Oła

vianus, who, after he was emperor, thought it

poſſible to reſettle the old free ſtate, and propoſed

once or twice to reſign. Druſus, his wife's ſon,

was of the ſame opinion, and declared his reſolution

to effect it. Ceſar himſelf might, by his dićtato

rial power, have ſuppreſſed the inſolence of parti

culars, revived the force of the laws, and reduced

the commonwealth to her firſt principles. This

would have been true glory, the only right uſe of

his abſolute power, and the only amends for having

aſſumed it; but, inſtead of this, he continued more

and more to debauch the people, and trample upon

the moſt ſacred laws of his country. Liberty and

the republic were a jeſt to him; he treated the very

name with contempt; nihil effe rempu%licam ; appel

lationem modo ſine corpore ac ſpecie (72). He ridi

culed Sylla for reſigning his uſurped power; he had

nothing

(56) Plut ibid. (;7).ºuin

(59) Auéfor de cauſi; corr. eloq. (60) sºlid

(61) Idem ibid. l. xv. epiſł. 1. (63) Plut. in

(66) Sinec. conſol ad Helviam,

(69) Plut. ubi ſupra.

(55) Cir. in oratore.

(72) Suet. in Caſ
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thrown at this tranſačtion by the mean and groveling abettors of arbitrary power. We a

may ſee what the Romans, and Tully, the leaſt adventurous of men, thought of this

aćtion, by a paſſage in one of his letters to his friend Atticuſ, bemoaning the misfor

tunes of the times ; where he ſays, But notwithſtanding the cloud that hangs over us, I

conſole myſelf in the ides of March. Our heroes have done every thing within their power,

and with a reſolution by which they have acquired immortal glory. Nor was the putting

the deſtroyer of their conſtitution and liberties to death by violent hands without pre

cedent in the Roman hiſtory (Y). And as to the method they made choice of, it

appears adequate to the dignity of the action ; for who more proper to compaſs ſuch

an event, than a number of ſenators diſtinguiſhed by their attachment to liberty? or

what place could be more juſtly fixed on for the tyrant of Rome to expire in, than b

that dićtatorial chair, which he poſſeſſed in violation of the laws of his country We

often ſee the love of one's country the bent and inclination of very different men, in

fluenced either by paſſion, acrimony of temper, vanity, reſentment, a luſt of power,

or any other inducement: nor were all thoſe, who joined in that glorious cauſe, alto

gether free from ſuch ſuſpicions; for an uniform, ſteady, conſtant attachment to the

public good was to be met with in Brutus alone. Men generally differ from them

ſelves as much as from one another; Brutus was always the ſame. If we have dwelt

too long in conſidering the virtues of this great man, the mighty excellence of his

charaćter, and his inviolable attachment to the public cauſe, may plead our excuſe.

We are not only indebted to hiſtory for the inlargement of our minds, but likewiſe for c

the improvement of our moral virtues; and to an Engliſhman the foremoſt of the

rank is the purſuit of liberty. Who then more properly can become the object of our

contemplation than Brutus, the genius of liberty 2

;:, Let us now return to the plains of Philippi. Antony being informed the next day

Žº. of the death of Brutus, flew to the place where the body ſtill lay, beheld it with grief

ofoétavianus, and tears, caſt his purple mantle of a great value over it, and charged one of his freed

men to take care of the funeral of the illuſtrious deceaſed. Some time after being

told, that the ſervant had not burnt the mantle with the corpſe, and had detained

part of the money which was to be expended in the funeral, he ordered him to be put

to death. Ottavianus, who had not greatneſs of ſoul enough for ſuch generous huma- d

nity, could not forbear ſhewing a cowardly ſpite to the dead body of Brutus, before

whom he had a little before fled for his life. He cauſed the head of that excellent

-- - -

- -
--

nothing in his head or heart but abſolute rule, a

diadem, the title of king, and controuling the world

according to his luſt; nullos now honores ad libidinem

cepit & dedit, ſpreto patriæ more; nay, he would

have his very words to go for laws, debere homines

pro legibus habere que dicat (73). He was therefore

lawfully ſlain, tho’ not by the forms of law, which

his uſurped power had rendered impoſſible. Abuſas

dominatione & jure caſus exiſtimaretur, ſays Sueto

mius (74).

(Y) Nor in Brutus's family; for his mother Ser

vilia was of the family of Servilius Ahala, who ſlew

Spurius Manlius, as we have related elſewhere, for

ſtirring the people up to a rebellion, and aſpiring at

the ſovereign power. The famous dićtator Quin

tus Cincinnatus, whoſe general of the horſe he was,

commended the zeal of Servilius, and approved of

the action (75). Whether Brutus was deſcended

from the celebrated junius Brutus, who expelled

Tarquin the Proud, is uncertain. Dionyſius of Hali

carnaſſus maintains, not out of any prejudice to

Brutus, that he was not deſcended from him. This,

ſays he, is the opinion of thoſe hiſtorians, who have

examined the affairs of the Romans with the greateſt

exactneſs (76). Dion poſitively affirms, that none

of the race of junius Brutus was left after the exe

cution of his two ſons (77). On the other hand,

Plutarch tells us, that junius Brutus had a great

many children by a ſiſter of the vitellii (78); and

adds, upon the authority of the philoſopher Poſido

mius, that two indeed of Brutus's ſons, who had at

(73) Idem ibid.

(77) Dio, l. xliv.

Philip. 2.

(74) Idem, ibid.

(78) Plut. in Valeria.

------ -
-

-

* *

(75). Plut. ibid. Ó Liv. l. iv.

(79) Plut. in Bruto.

tained to man's eſtate, were, by their father's order,

put to death ; but that a third, yet an infant, was

left alive, from whom the family was propagated

down to Marcus Brutus. The ſame philoſopher

writes, that in his time there were ſeveral famous

perſons of the family of M. Brutus, and of his own

acquaintance, who very much reſembled the ſtatue

of junius Brutus (79). Cicero likewiſe in his Phi

lippics ſpeaks of our Brutus as deſcended from L.

Brutus: L. Brutus was the man, ſays he, who both

himſelf freed the commonwealth from the ſovereignty of

kings, and has now, almoſt five hundred years after,

propagated deſcendents framed for the like virtue, and

the like atchievement (86). And elſewhere (81); If

leaders were wanting to free our country, I would ſtir

up the Brutus's, who both daily behold the image of

L. Brutus, and one of them that of Ahala alſo. Should

theſe men therefore, deſcended from ſuch anceſſors, ask

counſel of ſtrangers, rather than of their own family,

abroad rather than at home f But after all, Cicero,

who ſpeaks here as an orator, and not as an hiſtorian,

is not a proper evidence to invalidate the teſtimony

of Dionyſius of Halicarnaſſus and Dion. An orator

little cares whether ſuch facts be certain or not ; it

is enough for him, if the facts he relates be believed

by the greater part of the people. Nothing can be

with any certainty determined on this head; but,

all things well conſidered, we are inclined to prefer

the authority of Dion, and of Dionyſius, a moſt ac

curate writer, to that of Cicero and Plutarch.

(76) Dio. Hal. l. v.

(80) Cic. Philip. 1. (31) Idem,

perſon

-

-*
-- --- - -- - - - - - ----
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3. ſº to be cut off, and charged one of his friends to carry it to Rome, and there

ay it ignominiouſly at the feet of Caſar's ſtaue P; but in the paſſage from Dyrra

chium, a violent ſtorm ariſing, it was, probably out of ſuperſtition, thrown into the

ſea 'i. The reſt of the body was burnt by Antony's orders, and the aſhes conveyed

in an urn to Servilia, Brutus’s mother. As for Porcia his wife, Valerius Maximus, and

Nicolaus the Peripatetic philoſopher, tell us, that being reſolved not to outlive her

husband, but ſo narrowly watched by her friends, that ſhe could neither make uſe of

poiſon or a dagger, ſhe ſnatched ſome burning coals out of the fire, and ſhutting

them cloſe in her mouth, ſtifled herſelf, and expired in the arms of the women who The death of

watched her 1. But we have a great deal of reaſon to look upon this account as

b fabulous, ſince Plutarch aſſures us s, that, in his time, was ſtill extant a letter of

Brutus to his friends, wherein he lamented the death of Porcia, and complained of

them for ſuffering her to die of melancholy ; ſo that the hiſtory of the live-coals,

which has been the ſubjećt of a fine epigram ", is no better than a fable.

Porcia.

T H E death of Bruttus was no ſooner known in his camp, than thoſe who had re- Many of Bru

tired thither, to the number of fourteen thouſand men, ſubmitted upon honourable tus'º: ſub

terms to the two vićtorious generals. Others fled into the iſland of Thaſus, and from ...”

thence eſcaped into Aſia. Antony and Oślavianus found in Brutus's camp great ſtore

of arms and proviſions, and immenſe ſums of money, which enabled them to ſatisfy

immediately ſome of their veterans, whom they disbanded ſoon after the battle,

t being glad to get rid of men, who, proud of their vićtory, began to uſurp an autho

rity even over their generals. By this famous overthrow the triumvirs eſtabliſhed,

on the ruins of the republic, the authority they had uſurped, and became maſters of

the whole Roman empire, Sicily alone excepted, which was ſtill held by Sextus, the

ſon of Pompey the Great , but the oppoſition they met with from him was not very

conſiderable, as we ſhall ſee in the following chapter.

P Plur. in Anton. & Brut. Appian. l. iv. p. 668. Surr. in Octavio, c. 13. 4 Dio, l. xlvii. p. 356.

* Plut. in Brut. * Idem ibid. * Vide MART. l. i. epiſt 43.

c H A P. XVI.

The hiſtory of Rome from the death of Brutus

andCaſſius to the perfeół ſettling of the empire

by Octavianus.

querors.

reproached Hortenſius with the death of his brother Caius, of whom we have ſpoke “”

above, cauſed him to be ſlain on his tomb. He likewiſe put Varro, an illuſtrious

ſenator, to death, who had on all occaſions betrayed an irreconcileable hatred to

him, and could not forbear reproaching the triumvir, even when he was in his power,

with his debauched and ſcandalous life, which, he ſaid, he would one day end with

an unhappy and tragical death. Livius Druſus, the father of that Livia, who was

afterwards married to Auguſtus, not caring to outlive the liberty of his country, laid

violent hands on himſelf in his tent. Quinlilius Varus, after having adorned himſelf

with all the enſigns of the honours and dignities he had borne, choſe rather to die by

the hands of his freedmen, than to be expoſed to the inſults of a mercileſs enemy.

Oğavianus on this occaſion betrayed a cruelty unworthy of a Roman, which ſome of

his flatterers endeavour to excuſe by aſcribing it, not to the natural bent of his temper,

V o L. V. N° 4. U u u but

H E firſt days after the battle were ſpent by the triumvirs in puniſhing ſuch of Ti, triumvir

their enemies as had the misfortune to fall into their hands. Antony, after having puniſh thºr
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but to the long and tedious indiſpoſition, which had ſoured his humour. However a

that be, it is certain, that he ſhewed as much cruelty and inſolence after the battle

The cruelty of as he wanted courage in it. We have ſeen above what cowardly ſpite he ſhewed to

9thvianus, the body of his deceaſed enemy, which Antony treated with great reſpect and ten

derneſs. The mean ſoul of Ośīavianus was not capable of ſuch generous humanity:

he inſulted every illuſtrious captive with bitter words, and outrageous invečtives,

putting them to death without mercy. To one, who earneſtly begged as a particular

favour, that he would ſuffer his body to be buried after his death, he anſwered, that

the ravens would ſoon regulate that matter. When a father implored mercy for his ſon,

and the ſon for the father, he commanded, with an exceſs of cruelty hardly to be met

with in the hiſtory of the moſt barbarous nations, the father and ſon to fight for their b

lives; this barbarous fight he beheld, beheld unconcerned the ſon to ſtab his father,

and then himſelf for having done it. Others tell us, that he obliged the father and

ſon to draw lots for their lives, and that the father gave himſelf voluntarily up to

execution to ſave his ſon, who diſdaining to owe his life to the murderer of his father,

ſtabbed himſelf in the preſence of the tyrant. Had not therefore the remaining pri

ſoners reaſon, when they were brought before Antony and him loaded with chains, to

ſalute the former with the honourable title of imperator, and the latter with bitter

invečtives, curſes and reproaches Among theſe was the famous M. Favonius, who

with the ſword at his throat reproached the mercileſs Oślavianus with all the freedom

of a Cynic philoſopher." (Z).

-

C

The triumvirs having thus glutted their revenge with the blood of many illuſtrious

citizens, who on that fatal day fell into their hands, began now to deliberate about

thoſe who ſtill ſtood up in defence of their

the ". meaſures for the eſtabliſhing of their authority, and the utter ſuppreſſion of

ancient laws and liberties. For Pompey was

The republican ſtill in poſſeſſion of Sicily; Domitius Ahenobarbus and Statius Murcus, Brutus's admirals,

Pºt'ſ ſtill Pow- commanded two powerful fleets, the former on the coaſts of Macedon, the latter in

erful.

the Ionian ſea ; Caſſius Parmenſis (A), one of the conſpirators, having been left in

Aſia by Brutus and Caſſius, with a conſiderable fleet, and a competent number of

forces, to keep the eaſtern provinces in awe, upon the news of Brutus's overthrow

and death, reinforced his fleet with thirty Rhodian ſhips, which he manned with Ro-d

mans, and being joined by Clodius, governor of Rhodes at the head of three thouſand

men, by Lepidu, governor of Crete with the gariſon which Brutus had left there, by

Clodius, Torulus, young Cicero, and many other perſons of diſtinétion, who had fled

into Aſia, he gave no ſmall umbrage to the triumvirs. In a private conference there

fore between them, it was agreed, that Antony ſhould march into the eaſt, and ſettle

thoſe provinces, and that Ottavianus ſhould lead the old troops into Italy, put them

there in poſſeſſion of the lands which had been promiſed them, and to force young

Pompey out of a retreat, which ſerved for an aſylum to all the zealous republicans.

Before they parted they disbanded all their veterans, except eight thouſand, after

'f-

w Vide Suet. in Julio, & Dio. l. xlvii.

(7) M. Favonius had been always very intimate

with Brutus, but nevertheleſs by him left out of the

conſpiracy for the following reaſon. As Brutus was

diſcourſing one day with him and Statilius, who

was by ſeót an Epicurean, and propoſing ſome queſ

tions to be diſputed, with a deſign to diſcover their

ſentiments, Favonius declared his judgment to be,

that a civil war was worſe than the moſt unjuſt

tyranny. Though he had no ſhare in the death of

Ceſar, nor approved of the action, yet he joined

Brutus, ſerved him with the utmoſt fidelity to the

laſt, and died with a conſtancy worthy of a Roman

ſenator and philoſopher (81).

(A) Caffus Parmenſ, was one of the conſpirators,

but ſome time after the battle of Philippi he joined

Antony, and ſerved under him at the battle of Ac

tium. Upon his defeat he retired to Athens, where

he was murdered by Ottavianus's orders. He was a

native of Parma, and thence called Parmenſis. As

that city ſtood within the bounds of ancient Hetru

ria, which extended, as Cluverius ſhews, to the

(81) Plut. in Brure. (81) Horat, 1.

banks of the Po, no wonder that Horace calls him

an Hetruſcan (82). He was, in the opinion of that

inimitable writer, a great verſifier, but no extraor

dinary poet. He left ſuch a vaſt heap of writings

behind him, that it was pleaſantly ſaid he wanted no

other materials for his funeral pile.

—Hetruſci

..Quale fuit Caff rapido ferventius amni

Ingenium, capſis quem fams ºff eſſe, labriſque

Ambuſtum propriis (83).

..Quintilius Varus, by whom he was aſſaſſinated, is

ſaid to have found a tragedy among his papers, in

titled Thyeſtes, which he publiſhed as his own. It

is at leaſt certain, that Quintilius, having put him

to death, ſeized all his writings, among which were

ſeveral tragedies, he having a particular talent at that

ſort of compoſure. The verſes upon Orphens, which

4chilles Tatius publiſhed under his name, are by the

beſt judges thought to be of a later date.

Sermon. ſatyr, 10. (83) Idem, ibid.

having
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*r i a having ſatisfied them in part with the money they had left, and what they found in

º Brutus's camp. Of the remaining forces Ośīavianus took with him into Italy four legions,
O and four thouſand horſe ; Antony keeping with him ſix legions, and ten thouſand

!- horſe. It was alſo agreed, that Octavianus ſhould yield two of his legions to his

Collegue, and receive two others in their ſtead belonging to Antony, which had been

5, left in Italy under the command of Calenus, one of Antony's lieutenants *. Though
ar the forty three legions they had in the beginning of the war were by this time reduced

3. to twenty-eight, yet they wanted vaſt ſums to pay five thouſand drachma's to each
ſ', private man, and reward all the officers in proportion: this was the principal motive

º of Antony's expedition into Aſia, whither he carried with him for his guard four thou

# , b ſand veterans, beſides the above-mentioned forces, who were prevailed upon, though

'', the time of their ſervice was expired, to attend him in quality of voluntiers, the like
ld humber remaining with Oślavianus in the ſame quality and poſt ¥.

!) AND now the two conquerors parted, Oślavianus taking his rout towards Dyrra-Antony and

!, chium, in order to return to Italy, and Antony marching into Greece with a deſign to Octavianus
T- paſs over from thence into Aſia. Ośīavianus arrived in a few days march at Dyrra- ?”

() chium, where we ſhall leave him for a while to follow Antony in his memorable, but

- to him fatal, expedition into the eaſt. After ſo remarkable a vićtory, which was in

ho tirely owing to him (for Ottavianus was not preſent in the firſt engagement, and in

Qm the ſecond was driven out of the field by the brave Brutus) he muſt needs viſit Greece,

t c as being the country where flattery was managed with moſt delicacy. There laying aſide The obliging

Öğ all majeſty, he took pleaſure in aſſiſting, like a private citizen, at the diſputes of the “haviour ºf
Oſt philoſophers in the ſchools and academies of Athens, in ſeeing the public ſports, and &: to the

ºf frequenting the religious ceremonies of the Greeks. As he was fond of being ſtyled -

W43 the Lover of Greece, but above all, the Lover of Athens, he adminiſtred juſtice there

º, with a great deal of equity, and made very conſiderable preſents to the city, though

he was himſelf in great want of money, his military cheſt being almoſt quite drained

- by the vaſt ſums he and his collegue had diſtributed among the veterans after the

ºf battle. Before he left Attica he cauſed an exact ſurvey to be made of the temple of

Apollo Pythius, as if he deſigned to repair it 3 but he dropt that projećt on his arrivalOW

. d d in Aſia, whither he marched with all his forces, leaving Lucius Cenſorinus, one of his

ind lieutenants, to govern Greece in his abſence. In Aſia all the kings and princes, who

by acknowledged the Roman power, came to make their court to him, many of them

*: bringing with them their wives and daughters to gain the triumvir's favour by their

º charms. The queens rivalled one another, who ſhould make him the moſt magni- in Aſia he is

i. ficent preſent, or appear moſt charming in his eyes. This croud of ſovereigns, who fºurted by
: daily attended his levee, and waited upon him where-ever he went, with their praiſes .." princes,

em and ſubmiſſions, moſt agreeably ſoothed his ambitious and voluptuous temper; but

"g nothing pleaſed him ſo much as the reception he met with at Epheſus. There the

\S. women went out to meet him in the habit they uſed to wear when they ſolem- º

€t e nized the feaſts of Bacchus, and the men and boys dreſt like ſatyrs and fauns. Nothing

was to be ſeen throughout the town but ſpears wreathed with ivy, harps, flutes, and

hautboys, while they ſtyled Antony in their ſongs, Bacchus the Gracious and the Gentle;

im and ſo indeed he was to ſome, but others he treated with great inhumanity. He

lº. pardoned all thoſe of Brutus's party, who ſurrendered themſelves to him, except Pe

ſ- tronius, who was one of the conſpirators, and Quintus, who was charged with betray

. ing Dolabella to Caffius in Laodicea. But then he ſtript ſeveral rich citizens of their Hi, tºbaviour

eſtates to gratify his flatterers and buffoons, who often begged and obtained the tºwards the

eſtates of men yet living, and in perfect health, making Antony, to whom they alone*

had acceſs, believe they were dead. Thus one of his cooks, .# dreſſed him a

f ſupper to his taſte, begged and obtained as his reward the fine houſe of a wealthy citi

zen of Magneſia. But as the chief buſineſs, which had brought him into Aſia, was

the raiſing of the neceſſary ſums for the ſatisfying of the vićtorious legions, he ſummon

ed the deputies of all the ſubjećts and allies of Rome in thoſe parts to meet at Epheſus,

and thereafter having reproached them with aſſiſting Brutus and Caſſius, notwithſtand

ing the kindneſs Caſar had ſhewn them, he acquainted them with the great promiſes

he and his collegue had made to their twenty-eight conquering legions, amounting in

all to a hundred and fifty thouſand men and upwards, and then concluded thus : .2%u Hi ſpeech tº

mayjudge of the ſums we want from the number of our ſoldiers, and the promiſes we have ; *::::: of

the Aſiatic

* Appian, ibid. p. 672, 673. Dio, l. xlviii. p. 358. y Appian, ibid, Liv. l. cxxv. Vell. Paten-titiºn.

cut. l. ii. c. 74. Plut. in Anton. Dio, ibid. P. 357, 358.

made

|
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made them. This has obliged my collegue to go into Italy, where he has taken upon him to a

Žeward them with land; and houſe, from which he will be obliged to drive out the ancient

proprietors. But as for you, I will treat you with more humanity, being unwilling to de

Prive you of your inheritances, or drive you from your temples, and ſepulchres of your fore

Jathers. As you would needs run the fortune of our enemies in war; now that the gods have

been pleaſed to grant the viºlory, not according to your wiſe, but their own juſtice, we ought

to treal you as the allies, or rather as the accomplices of our foes, and inflići upon you ſome

exemplary puniſhment. But as the laws of humanity will not alway allow the puniſhments

to be proportionable to the crimes, inſtead of other penalties, we ſhall content ourſelves with a

ſum of money, the ſame you gave our enemies, ten years tribute : but as you paid it to them

in two years time, we require it in one. This is the onlypuniſhment we intend to infliºl upon

you, which we ſhould very readily forgive, were not our exigencieſ very preſſing. At theſe

words the deputies threw themſelves at Antony's feet, remonſtrating with tears in their

eyes, that their aſſiſting Brutus and Caſſius could not be laid to their charge as a

crime, ſince they had been forced to it by ſuch cruel uſage as made them rather

objects of pity than puniſhment ; and that as to the ſums which were demanded of

them, it was not in their power to raiſe them, ſince Brutus and Caſſius had ſtript

them not only of all their gold and ſilver in ſpecie, but likewiſe of their plate, the

furniture of their houſes, and of all the ornaments of their cities and temples. As

Antony continued inflexible, Hybreas, an orator and agent for ſome of the Aſiatic

cities, riſing up, Since you are determined, ſaid he, to double our taxes, pray take care

that our ſummers and autumns be doubled too; otherwiſe we ſhall never be able to ſatisfy

your demand. This liberty of ſpeech did not diſpleaſe Antony (B), who, as Plutarch

tells us, was as well contented to be handſomely rallied, as he was delighted in rally

ing others. The deputies prevailed at length, but with much ado, upon the triumvir,

to be contented with the tribute of nine years to be paid in two ": ſo that all the princes,

kings, and free ſtates of Aſia, were obliged to lay heavy taxes on their ſubjećts for the

payment of this ſum, which reduced them, after the exorbitant taxes with which

Caſſius had loaded them, almoſt to a ſtate of beggary *. After this Antony took a

progreſs through the provinces of Aſia, giving every-where extraordinary demon

ſtrations of generoſity and good-nature. He pardoned Lucius, brother to Caſſius, and

ſeveral others of the adverſe party, who upon the fame of his clemency flocked to

him from all quarters: but he continued implacable to thoſe who had had any hand

in the death of Caſar. The Xanthians he freed from all tribute, and perſuaded them

to rebuild their city. To the Rhodians, whom Caſſius had treated with great ſeve

rity, he gave the iſlands of Andros, Tenos, Naxos, and Myndus. The inhabitants of

Tharſus and Laodicea he likewiſe exempted from all taxes. Neither was he unmindful

of the Athenians, to whom he granted the iſlands of Ægina, Teos, Cea, Sciathus, and

Parepathus * : ſo that the whole weight of the exorbitant contributions, amounting

to two hundred thouſand talents, fell upon the inhabitants of Aſia, properly ſo

called, of Syria, Phrygia, Myſia, Galatia, Cappadocia, Cilicia, and Paleſtine. As

he wanted ready money to pay his ſoldiers, while the tax was raiſing, he ſent all his

horſe to Palmyra or Tadmor to take the plunder of that rich city, inſtead of their

pay ; but the inhabitants, having timely notice of the deſign, removed, before their

arrival, their families and effects to the other ſide of the Euphrates; ſo that the

The Aſiatics

loaded with

heavy taxes.

His generoſty.

*.plur. in Anton. Appian. 1. v. p. 673, 674. * Appian, ibid. * Idem ibid. p. 675.

(B) The ſame Hybreas ſome time after told Antony, to ask pardon of thoſe he had offended. He loved

when he required more money : Aſia has already

furniſhed two hundred thouſand talents for your ſer

vice; if the money did not come to your hands, call

thoſe to an account, who levied it ; but if it dia, andyou

have already ſpent that ſum, we are all undone. Theſe

words, ſays Plutarch, touched Antony to the quick;

for many things were done in his name, of which

he was quite ignorant ; not that he was by nature

eaſily impoſed upon, but becauſe he repoſed too great

confidence in the integrity of thoſe he employed.

He was naturally very ſincere, but ſomewhat ſlow

of apprehenſion; but as ſoon as he was made ſen

ſible of his faults, he was much troubled, and ready

(84) Plut.

raillery, but was as well contented to be handſomely

rallied, as he was pleaſed to rally others. This free

dom had, as Plutarch obſerves, its inconvenience;

for he imagined, that thoſe friends, who uſed ſo

much liberty in their mirth, would never flatter or

deceive him in any buſineſs of conſequence, not per

ceiving that theſe ſubtle paraſites diſguiſed their

flattery to make it go down the better. Upon ex

amining any difficulty, they contrived matters ſo as

not to ſeem to yield to him out of complaiſance,

but becauſe his underſtanding was ſuperior to

theirs (84). >

in Anton,

triumvir's
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a triumvir's cavalry returned empty. On their retreat the Palmyrenian, returned to their

habitations, but being exaſperated by this cruel uſage, put themſelves under the pro

tection of the Parthians, which gave occaſion to the ſecond Parthian war .

- ** tº .

Antony arriving in Cilicia, diſpatched from thence Dellius into Egypt, to ſummon H. ſummons

Cleopatra to appear before him, and give him an account of her condući during theºf

war. For though ſhe had aſſiſted Dolabella, yet Serapion, her lieutenant in Cyprus, ...",".had joined Brutus and Caſſius, which the triumvirs had taken much amiſs, conſider-.# er

ing what ſhe owed to the memory of Caſar. Dellius, who was ſent on this meſſage,

was a famous hiſtorian, and a man of great wit and learning, but of no principles,

being one of thoſe who have always a baſe compliance for the inclinations of their

maſters (C). As he was well acquainted with Antony's temper, aſter a ſhort conver

ſation with the queen, he eaſily judged with what ſentiments a woman of her beauty,

wit, addreſs, and ſprightly converſation, would inſpire him ; and therefore encou-,

raged her to go in perſon into Cilicia, aſſuring her, that Antony, who was a brave

and amorous ſoldier, would receive her with all the reſpe&t due to perſons of her high

ſtation, extraordinary merit, and wonderful qualifications. She had great faith in

the words of Dellius; but her chief dependence was in her own beauty ; and indeed

never had beauty been ſignalized by more illuſtrious conqueſts: ſhe had captivated

the heart of julius Cæſar, of Pompey's eldeſt ſon, and formerly of Antony himſelf,

when he ſerved under Gabinius, governor of Syria ; and this when ſhe was young and

ignorant in the arts of love ; whereas ſhe was now to meet him in the flower of her :

v : J.

-

- -

- -

age with all the charms of beauty, and all the artifice of riper years. But what above Her charms.

all inſpired her with certain confidence of rekindling the flame in Antony's heart, was

the quickneſs of her wit, for though there were ſome at Rome who rivalled her in

beauty, none was to compare to her in the agreeableneſs of her converſation, and in

a certain natural grace and ſweetneſs, which appeared in every thing ſhe ſaid or did,

and made a deep impreſſion on all who heard her. In ſhort, the charms of her con

verſation were irreſiſtible, and the very tone of her voice ſo harmonious, that no inſtru-,

ment was capable of a greater variety of ſounds, and of equally ſoothing the ears

of the hearers. Beſides, ſhe expreſſed herſelf with ſo much eaſe, and in ſo many,

different languages, that ſhe was looked upon by all as a prodigy. The moſt bar

barous nations heard her with aſtoniſhment anſwer their embaſſadors without an inter

preter. She underſtood, beſides many others, the Æthiopian, the Troglodite, the

Hebrew, the Arabian, Syrian, Median and Parthian tongues ; which was the more,

wonderful in her, confidering that moſt of the kings, her predeceſſors, had not been

able to learn the Egyptian tongue, and ſeveral of them had forgot the Macedonian,

their original language 4. The confidence ſhe placed in theſe extraordinary accom

pliſhments encouraged her more than the words of Delius, or her own beauty, to

appear before Antony. She made great preparations for her journey, taking with

her vaſt ſums of money, and all the jewels, plate, and rich ornaments of the Egyp- -

tian kings. Many were the letters ſhe received from Antony, haſtening her coming;

but ſhe ſeemed to make no account of his orders. At length ſhe ſet out, and arriv-.

ing at the mouth of the river Cydnus, ſhe imbarqued on a ſmall galley, and appeared

* .
*** * *

- - • * * * * * * - - - - - -- - - - - - - - -- - - - . . ºf , ! :º

before Antony at Tafts in Cilicia, in the fantaſtical manner which we have deſcribed she arrive; at.

at length in our hiſtory of Egypt *. The triumvir was ſo taken with the charms ºf in

of her perſon, the quickneſs of her wit, and the agreeableneſs of her converſation,'
that from the firſtº he conceived a paſſion for her, whichj. all the future.

misfortunes of his life. He was never after the ſame man, but w olly taken up with

* APP1AN. ibid.

1. xlviii. p. 371.

* Plut. in Anton. Joseph. antiq.1 xiv. c. 23. Appian, l. v. p. 673. Dio,

* vide Hiſt. Univerſal. vol. iii. p. 381. " 3 tº .*, *, *,

. . . . . 3. . . . - -

(C) Quintus Dellius wrote in Greek an accoun

**
---

- * * *
-

*

he leſ, pºlatile to fide with caſu. then quited
of Antony's unſucceſsful expedition againſt the Par

thians, in which he attended him, and had a chief

command. He was one of Horace's moſt intimate

friends, who addreſſed to him the third ode of his

ſecond book, containing the ſoundeſt principles of .

the Epicurean philoſophy. He was a man of great

wit and learning, but of a very bad charaćter. Meſ:

ſala Corvinus uſed to call him, deſultorem bellorum

civilium, that is, the vaulter of the civil wars. For

Caſing to join Antony, and at laſt abandoned Antony,

to take party with Ottavianus. During his ſtay at

the court of Egypt the fair queen captivated his

heart, and is fºot to have been diſeaſºn with

thº, addreſſes of a man of his fine genius. In the

time of Seneca ſeveral letters of his to that queen

were handed about written with too much fami

liarity (85). . . . . . . . . . . .--> -- - - - -

*

(85.) Wide Seneč. l. i. de clementia. c. 10. & M. Senec. ſuaſ 1. Strabo, i. xi. & lipſ ad 1. Annal, Tait.

V o L. V. N° 4. X x x the

ilicia.

ºf twºfºº

'** *****

-, *, *****

. . . . . tº

ºvº
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*tivate the thoughts of the beautiful Cleopatra, he neglečted all other buſineſs, and followed a
Antony. her into Egypt, ſpending there the whole enſuing winter with her in a moſt ſcandalous

converſation, well ſuited to his vicious temper, but highly unbecoming a man of his

- age and charaćter ". . . . . . . . . . . . -

" ... WHILE Antony was thus wallowing in pleaſures with his beloved Cleopatra in Egypt,

"... ... his collegue was wholly taken up in ſettling the affairs of Italy, and dividing the pro

* . . . miſed lands among the veterans. Having imbarqued his troops at Dyrracbium, he

* - croſſed the Adriatic gulf without meeting with any of the enemy’s fleets, and landed

Oétavianus, at Brunduſium; where he was taken ſo ill, that his phyſicians gave him over, and the

;"* news of his death was immediately ſpread all over Italy, and differently received
poſed. according to the different inclinations of the people. Moſt of the ſenators looked b

upon this report as one of his uſual tricks to diſcover their intentions and real ſenti

ments ; and therefore by a decree of the ſenate prayers and ſacrifices were offered up to

the gods for his recovery, which ſoon followed by the favour of his native air, and

the vigour of his youth. As ſoon as he was in a condition to bear the fatigues of the

journey, he ſet out for Rome, where he was received with loud acclamations, eſpecially

by the populace. Some time before his arrival the faſces had been transferred from

Lepidus and L. Munatius Plancus to L. Antonius, the brother of the triumvir and

P. Servilius Vatia Iſauricus ; but Fulvia, Antony's wife, a woman of a manly ſpirit, and

an unbounded ambition, had gained the aſcendant over the new conſuls, and governed

Rome with an abſolute ſway. This Oğavianus could not bear ; and hence the mutual c

jealouſe, at jealouſies and diſtruſts between her and the young triumvir, which at length kindled a

º:* war in the very bowels of Italy. Ożavianus met with many, almoſt inſurmountable,

j difficulties in the diſtribution of the promiſed lands. As the public treaſury was.
exhauſted, he could not content the ſoldiery without giving up to them the ſeveral

towns, which he had promiſed them by way of reward after the vićtory ; and this he

was well appriſed would provoke the people. Moſt of the inhabitants of thoſe un

happy towns flocked daily in great multitudes to Rome: vaſt numbers of women with

children in their arms, whoſe tender years and innocence moved even the triumvirs

friends to compaſſion, daily filled the temples and public places with their cries and

lamentations. The people on this occaſion talked with a great deal of freedom and d

boldneſs;"This war, ſaid they, has been undertaken not for the public good, but for the

private views of the triumvirs, who, ſincé they have reaped the advantage of it, ought to.

bear all the charges, and not ſatisfy their ſoldiers at the expence of ſo many diſtreſſed families.

Ołłavianus heard and patiently bore theſe complaints with a diſſimulation peculiar to:

himſelf. Unwilling to give occaſion to freſh diſturbances, he borrowed what money

he could ; but finding he could not raiſe the ſufficient ſums to ſatisfy his ſoldiers, he

broke through all difficulties, and, purſuant to his firſt deſign, allotted them the lands

for their inheritance, which he had promiſed in the beginning of the war. Cremona,

a city greatly attached to the intereſt of Brutus, ſuffered moſt in this iniquitous diſtri

bution, and Mantua, which was but too near to a place abandoned to the mercy of e.

the ungovernable ſoldiery, had more than her ſhare in theſe misfortunes. The

The prince of prince of the Latin poets had like to have periſhed on this occaſion by the hand of a cen

in fain pºrts turion, named Arrius, who purſued him with his drawn ſword for daring to diſpute

in great dº with him the poſſeſſion of his ſmall eſtate on the banks of the Mincius; and would

* have deprived the world of the greateſt poet Italy ever produced, had he not happily

eſcaped the fury of the inraged centurion by ſwimming croſs the river. This very

adventure ſeems to have moſt of all contributed to the reputation and good fortune of

that divine and inimitable writer ; for it put him upon going to Rome, where his

extraordinary talents being known to Macena; and Aſinius Pollio, he obtained by their

intereſt the reſtitution of his farm, which is the ſubjećt of that excellenteclogue, the f

firſt of his Bucolics, he being then about twenty-eight years of age.

oãavianus Oślavianus himſelf was expoſed to great dangers in this extremely nice and difficult

mºst iſ, undertaking, the ſoldiery and people being equally exaſperated againſt him. Few of

*:::: the veterans were ſatisfied with the portion of the. allotted to them ; Antony's

ſtribution of the ſoldiers taxed Ottavianus with partiality, as if he aſſigned the beſt lands to his own

lands. men, and the worſt to them. Fulvia did not fail to improve theſe diſcontents; and

being ſeconded by the conſul Lucius, her brother-in-law, whom ſhe eaſily gained over

to her intereſt, ſhe left nothing unattempted to fire both the ſoldiers and people againſt

* Plut. Aerian. Dio, ibid, vide Hiſt, Univerſ, ubi ſupra.
* -- - -- **, * r - . . ** *.*, *

... * - - - * * * * - - º ," Oſld,
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a one, who, ſhe well ſaw, was engroſſing all the power to himſelf. And indeed ſhe

was attended therein with good fucceſs, as plainly appeared from the two following

accidents. A private ſoldier having taken place among the knights at a public ſhew,

Ottavianus ordered an officer to drive him from thence; hereupon a report being ſpread

by the triumvir's enemies, that the ſoldier had been aſſaſſinated by his orders, as ſoon

as the ſports were over, they all crouded round him, demanding with threatenings

to ſee their comrade. Ottavianus cauſed him immediately to be ſought for, and brought

before them ; when the ſoldier declared, that he had not received the leaſt hurt or ill

uſage: the mutinous troops were not eaſily prevailed upon to believe him, as if they

had been incenſed againſt him for depriving them of ſo ſpecious a pretence to murder

their general. The other accident ſhews ſtill more plainly to what a degree Fulvia

and Lucius had eſtranged the minds of the ſoldiery from their general. He had

appointed a day for his ſoldiers to meet in the field of Mars, in order to proceed to the

diſtribution of the lands. The legionaries affembled accordingly at the time agreed

on, but Oğavianus not coming ſo ſoon as they expected, they began to mutiny, His ſoldiers

and ſpeak of their general with great diſreſpect ; upon which Nomiuſ, one of the mutiny.

tribunes, ventured to remind them of their duty, and chide them for the indecency

of their carriage. But the inſolent ſoldiery firſt rallied the zealous officer as a merce

nary ſycophant, and then inſulted him in a moſt outrageous manner; inſomuch that he

was forced to ſave himſelf by flight from their fury, and throw himſelf, finding no

other means to eſcape, into the Tiber, where he was drowned. The mutineers drew

the body out of the river, and expoſed it on the way which led to the field of Mars,

that Odavianus might ſee it, and learn what might be his own fate, if he provoked

their reſentment. Ołavianus, though acquainted with this diſorder, went, contrary

to the advice of his friends, to the field of Mars, and only turning away his eyes from

the dead body as he paſſed by it, appeared in the midſt of the aſſembly with an af

fe&ted calmneſs and tranquillity. He artfully pretended to believe that Nonnius had His addreſ in

been killed in a quarrel by ſome private enemy, and after having exhorted his ſoldiers quºting *

not to carry their reſentment another time to ſuch extremities, without taking any”

further notice of ſuch a notorious breach of the military laws, he proceeded to the

diſtribution of the lands, extending his liberality even to thoſe who had loſt their lives

in the battle of Philippi, on whoſe wives and children he beſtowed that portion, which

would have fallen to their lot. This falſe and iniquitous generoſity, for he gave

nothing of his own, but only what he had with the utmoſt injuſtice taken from the

lawful owners, had ſo good an effect on the minds of the undiſcerning multitude,

that they demanded the authors of Nonnius's death might be brought to condign

'puniſhment. The crafty general anſwered, that they would be ſufficiently puniſhed

by the reproaches of their own conſcience, and the remorſe which ever attends wicked

aćtions g. -

Obłavianus, having thus regained the affections ofhis ſoldiers, and being no longer He divorce

Clodia, after having ſolemnly declared upon oath, that for him ſhe was ſtill a virgin.

This was touching the proud Fulvia in the moſt ſenſible part: ſhe reſolved thence

forth to keep no meaſures with Ottavianus, and accordingly began openly to encou

rage the veterans, who had ſerved under her husband, to take arms againſt his ungrate

ful collegue, who, though he had no ways contributed to the vićtory, was now reap

ing all the advantage of it, with a view to ingroſs the whole power to himſelf, and

exclude Antony, to whoſe valour the vićtory was intirely owing, from any ſhare in

the adminiſtration. She appeared in all the aſſemblies of the people with the children

ſhe had by Antony, and there made bitter complaints of the cruel uſage ſhe pretended

F they had received from one, who ought, with all the tenderneſs of a father, to have

protećted them againſt the inſults of their enemies. Lucius, her brother-in-law, joined

her, giving out every-where that Ottavianus had nothing elſe in view but to inſlave

Italy, deprive his collegues of all power, and make both the ſenate and people of

Rome ſubſervient to his will. He pretended to ačt by the direétions of, and in con

cert with, his brother, whoſe chief and main concern, he ſaid, was to preſerve the

republic from the tyranny of the proud, crafty and ambitious Ottavianus. This diſ

agreement between the young triumvir on one fide, and Lucius and Fulvia on the

other, gave riſe to two different factions, and rent the republic anew into parties.

“Arrian. Dio, ibid.

* The

able to bear the haughty and imperious behaviour of Fulvia, divorced her daughter;#

Fulvia.
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The republic The veterans, who had ſerved under Antony, and ſuch of the Italians as had been driven a

ſ:;:" from their ancient inheritances, fided with Fulvia and Lucius. The friends of the

late dićtator, and thoſe legionaries who were ſatisfied with the lands fallen to their

ſhare, took party with Oštavianus : ſo that all Italy was in a flame, and threatened

with a new war ready to break out within the very walls of Rome, where horrible diſ

orders, and cruel murders, were daily committed by the inſolent populace, and ur

governable ſoldiery of the two oppoſite factions. To complete the misfortunes of

Rome and Italy, a famine began to be felt all over the country, great part of the lands

lying uncultivated ever ſince the beginning of the civil war, the ſeas being beſet with

the enemy's fleets, and Sextus Pompeius holding Sicily, whence the continent, and

eſpecially the capital, was ſupplied with corn. In this diſtreſs Oślavianus would fain b

have made up matters with Fulvia in an amicable manner ; but ſhe would hearken.

only to the dićtates of her own reſentment, and the inſinuations of Manius, her huſ

band's agent, who aſſured her, that nothing but a war could force Antony from the

arms of Cleopatra, and bring him into Italy. Fulvia followed the pernicious advice,

Fulvia retire, of Mamius, and abandoning Rome, retired to Praeneſie, a city which had declared

from Rome, for her. There forgetting her ſex, ſhe appeared with an helmet on her head, and a

:º. ſword by her ſide, aſſembled ſome legions, harangued them, gave the parole, and

: performed all funètions of a general. Oğavianus, fearing young Pompey might take

advantage of the miſunderſtanding between him and Fulvia, ſent a deputation to the

camp of Praeneſte, exhorting the female general, and her brother-in-law, who, tho’ c

conſul, ſerved in a manner as her ſubaltern, to lay aſide all animoſities, and ačt in

concert againſt their common enemies. The deputies, who were all of the ſenatorial

order, and common friends to the triumvirs, would have prevailed on Lucius to

hearken to an accommodation, had he not been diverted from it by the implacable

Fulvia, and by Manius, whom Antony had appointed to manage his affairs in Rome,

during his abſence. He in a ſtudied ſpeech accuſed Ośīavianus of unfair dealing with

reſpect to Antony, as if he deſigned to ingroſs the whole power of the triumvirate to

himſelf, and reduce his collegue to the ſtate of a private man, though the victory they

Miniue, ſuch had gained in the plains of Philippi was intirely owing to his valour: And what other

againſt Öaa- view, ſaid he, can the ambitious youth have in rewarding, as he has done, with lands and d
WIanus, poſſeſſion; thirty-four legions inſtead of twenty-eight & His only aim is to form a ſtrong party

for himſelf at the expence of innumerable unhappy wretches, who have been driven from

their inberitances to make room for his private friends and partiſans, who had no ſhare in

the late war, and conſequently no claim to reward, of any kind: for their ſake he has over

run and plundered all Italy, not ſparing even the temples of the gods. He is now raiſing

- troops under pretence of making war upon Pompey ; but it is manifeſt he has ſomething

elſe in view, which ought to give us umbrage, ſince in the preſent ſituation of affairs that

expedition cannot ſo much as be thought of for want of proviſions and ſhipping. His real

purpoſe is, without all doubt, to make himſelf formidable, and uſurp a tyrannical power not

only over the people and ſenate, but even over his collegues. If therefore he is ſincerely diſ- “

poſed to peace, let him disband his troops, give an account of the immenſe ſums which have

paſſed through his bands, andfor the future at? in concert with thoſe who have nothing in view

but the public good". - - - - - , - a

Both parties Oślavianus, upon the report of his deputies finding a war unavoidable, began to

Prºtºr fºr draw together his legions, as did likewiſe Lucius and Fulvia. In the mean time ſeveral

29.47°. manifeſto's and declarations were publiſhed by the oppoſite parties, and ſome yety

ſharp letters paſſed between Lucius and Ośīavianus. The latter ſeeing many of the

veterans take party with his enemies, diſpatched an expreſs to Salvidienus, whom he

had appointed his lieutenant in Spain, ordering him to haſten into Italy with the ſix
legions under his command. ... Salvidienus, who had not yet reached his province, im- f

mediately turned back, repaſſed the#: advanced with incredible expedition into

Ciſalpine Gaulto join Ošavianus, who had left the capital, and was aſſembling his forces

in that province. Caius Aſinius Pollio and Publius Ventidius, two of Lucius's lieute

nants, who were incamped at the foot of the Alps, followed Salvidienus, haraſſing him

on his march, and cutting off his convoys, by which means they reduced him to

great ſtreights. At the ſame time Lucius, having aſſembled a conſiderable body of

troops, advanced to meet Salvidienus, and attack him in front, while his two lieute
t nants fell upon his rear. By this means Oğlavianus's lieutenant muſt inevitably have

* Appian, ibid. Dio, l. xlviii. p. 359, 360. Vell. PATERcwl. l. ii. c. 74. Suer. in Očtav, c. 61.
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a been cut off with all his men, had not Wipſanius Agrippa with a choice body of vete-Sºvidienus one

rans come ſeaſonably to his relief, and poſting himſelf between him and Lucius, ºf Ostºianus'

attacked the city of Surium. As the inhabitants of that place had ſignalized their% of

attachment to the intereſt of Luciuſ, he flew to their aſſiſtance, which gave Salvidienus in... ,

an opportunity of joining Agrippa, and ſeizing with him, after he had taken Sutrium Agrippa.

by aſſault, all the paſſes and defiles leading to the two camps of Polio and Wemtidius.

Lucius, after having attempted in vain to open himſelf a way ſword in hand, reſolved

to retire into the city of Peruſia, and wait there, as in a place of ſafety, for the

arrival of his two lieutenants. But Agrippa and Salvidiemus following him cloſe, in

veſted the place before he had time to reflect on the danger, to which he expoſed him

b ſelf and his troops. Ożavianus was no ſooner informed of the bad ſituation of Lucius,

then he flew to Peruſia, and in concert with his two lieutenants carried on the ſiege

with great vigour ; but as he found it impoſſible to take by aſſault ſo ſtrong a place, Lucius Anto.

gariſoned by a whole army, he reſolved to reduce it by famine; and with this view nius éeſſºged

furrounded it with a line of circumvallation fifty ſix furlongs in compaſs. From his "***

camp he drew lines quite to the Tiber, which he ſtrengthened with ramparts, and

flanked with towers at equal diſtances, that is, about ſixty foot from one another.

Theſe towers he filled with archers, ſlingers, and all ſorts of engines to prevent the

enemy from receiving any convoys by water. Lucius on his ſide was continually

haraſing the workmen and the legions that covered them with brisk ſallies, in which

his men, who were for the moſt part gladiators, had all the advantage. In one of

theſe ſallies Octavianus himſelf narrowly eſcaped falling into the enemy’s hands. In

the mean time Fulvia detached from her camp at Præneſſe L. Munatius Plancus with

a numerous body of choſen troops, ordering him to join Wentidius and Polio, and with

their united forces oblige the enemy either to venture a battle, or raiſe the ſiege.

Plancus in ſpite of Agrippa and Salvidienus, whom Ojavianus detached againſt him,

joine entidius and Polio, and together with them advanced as far as Fulginium within

a Wººdrº and ſixty furlongs of Peruſia. Lucius was overjoyed at their approach,

wat a new took care to ſignify to him by fires in the night, and other ſignals. He

di of in he leaſt doubt, but they would exert their utmoſt endeavours, and make

d : ºne great puſh for his relief. And ſuch indeed was their deſign ; but Plancus after

h vºng viewed the advantageous ſituation of the enemy, declared that they could not Lucius', gº

attempt the relief of the place without expoſing their troops, for which they were mºral, deſpair

reſpoºfible to Antony, to the greateſt dangers. His opinion prevailed, and as none ſ.”

of them approved of Lucius's condućt, who had thus raſhly engaged in a war with-"

out his brother's knowledge, they retired, leaving their general and his troops in

the utmoſt deſpair. As the beſieged were already reduced to the greateſt extremity for

want of proviſions, they made a deſperate ſally, but were driven back into the city,

after having fought with unparallelled bravery from nine at night till the next morning.

Lucius being determined to hold out to the laſt, took an inventory of all the proviſions

in the place, which he daily meaſured out ſparingly to the ſoldiers and inhabitants of

free condition, but allowed none to the ſlaves and ſervants of the army, though he

kept them at the ſame time within the city, and had them narrowly watched, leſt they

ſhould acquaint the enemy with the miſerable condition to which the gariſon was

reduced. This was ſentencing an infinite number of innocent men to a moſt cruel The cruelty of

death ; a piece of inhumanity hardly to be matched in hiſtory ! The unhappy Lucius ſº
wretches, reduced to this deſperate condition, wandered about the works in queſtgº the

herbs, graſs, and roots, ſome ofthem even feeding upon their own ordure, and the fleſh -

oftheir dead companions. At length the ſoldiers themſelves, no longer able to bear

the famine, with which they were daily more and more pinched, begged leave of Lucius

f to make a general ſally, chufing rather to die like brave men ſword in hand, than to

live under the miſeries they endured. The general approved of their choice ; telling

them, that they had nothing to depend upon but their own valour, and that in their ;

preſent circumſtances they muſt either conquer or die. They reſolved therefore to

make a deſperate puſh, and ſally out by break of day, to avoid the diſorders that The gaºiſon,

might happen in the dark. Accordingly, having firſt provided a great number ofºu.

ſpades, hooks, ſcaling ladders, and all ſorts of neceſſary tools to break down the wall#º. iº

with which Oğlavianus had incloſed the city, as ſoon as day began to appear, they rate ſally.

ruſhed out like famiſhed tygers, cut in pieces the enemy’s advanced guards, filled the

ditch in an inſtant, plucked up the paliſades, and began to undermine the wall, while

V o L. W. No 4. Y y y the
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- the rolling towers, which they had prepared for that purpoſe, and filled with archers a

| and dirt-men, diſcharged ſhowers of darts and arrows upon the enemy. The ground

was immediately covered with dead bodies, and nothing was heard but groans and
l cries of dying men. Oślavianus's ſoldiers made a dreadful havock of the aggreſ

ſors, their machines playing inceſſantly upon them from the ramparts, and over

º whelming them with ſhowers of arrows, darts, ſtones, &c. But though many of

them fell, the reſt not ſo much afraid of death as of famine, continued fighting with

an amazing reſolution, and climbing up the wall, in ſpite of all oppoſition, drove the

Their gallant enemy from their poſts. The diſpute continued many hours with an obſtinacy and
t *iour, fury hardly to be expreſſed, and Lucius's men, though they fought with all the diſad

vantage imaginable, would have gained a complete victory, had the forces been equal; b

- but Oğavianus's troops being far more numerous, and conſtantly relieved with freſh

i ſupplies, the beſieged, weakened with hunger, overpowered with numbers, and quite

ſpent with the length of the combat, were in the end driven from off the wall. Theſe

gallant men, though ſtunned with their fall, ſtill ſtrove to climb up again, encou

raging with their words and geſtures their companions, whohad not yet given ground.

At length Lucius, ſurpriſed at ſuch extraordinary valour and fidelity, and knowing

that their courage only ſerved to deſtroy them, commanded a retreat to be ſounded.

Hereupon Octavianus's mengave loud ſhouts of joy, ſtriking, according to the cuſtom

of the Romans, when they had gained a vićtory, their ſwords againſt their bucklers.

This thoſe brave men looked upon as an inſult, and therefore getting together the c

few ladders that remained, they returned to the charge with new fury ; and it was

with the utmoſt difficulty, and not without tears, that Lucius prevailed upon them

to retreat. Olavianus that night doubled his guards, and diſpoſed ſeveral bodies of

troops on the ramparts in ſuch manner, that they could eaſily relieve each other in caſe

of a ſudden attack, which he apprehended '.

Lucius re- Lucius, finding himſelf reduced to the utmoſt extremity without any hopes of relief,

ſolveſ to capi- reſolved at length to capitulate, and by that means ſave the lives of ſo many brave
- thlate. men. Accordingly he diſpatched three of the chief officers of his army to treat

with Ożavianus in his name. The crafty general received the deputies in a very

polite and obliging manner, and returned this anſwer to their propoſals, that he wil- d

lingly pardoned all thoſe who had ſerved under Antony againſt the murderers of his

father ; but as for the others, he inſiſted upon their ſurrendering at diſcretion. Thus

he ſpoke to the deputies in common, but afterwards taking Furnius, one of them,

aſide, he told him, that he intended to extend his mercy to the whole army, a few

only excepted, who out of hatred to him had been the occaſion of all theſe diſorders.

Upon the report of the deputies many illuſtrious Romans, who had been always declared

enemies to the triumvirate, fearing to fall into the hands of Oślavianus, with whoſe

cruel and inhuman temper they were well acquainted, exhorted Lucius to inſiſt on

the ſafety of all, and not to ſurrender upon any other terms. Lucius, touched with

compaſſion for ſo many brave men, whom he well knew Oślavianus, if it were left e

to him, would ſacrifice to his revenge, reſolved to go out in perſon, and putting

cº, in ºn himſelf into the young conqueror's hands, intercede for his unhappy followers.

to treat with Ośīavianus received him with great marks of eſteem and affection, and promiſed,

Ottavianus out of the regard he owed to him and his brother, impunity to all who had taken part

with him, on condition they ſurrendered without further reſiſtance, and put him in

- poſſeſſion of the city. Lucius depending on Oğavianus's promiſe, ordered his men

- to march out the next day, and acknowledge the young conqueror for their general ;

which they did accordingly, and were incorporated into his troops. As for the inha

bitants of Peruſia, who had ſhewn an inviolable attachment to Lucius, he ordered

thoſe, who compoſed the ſenate or council of the city, to be brought before him in f

chains, and ſentenced them all to die, contrary to the articles of agreement, and the

promiſe he had made. Some of thoſe unhappy men pleaded innocence, others begged

mercy ; but they had all one and the ſame anſwer, Moriendum eſſ, 2%u muſt all die.

Accordingly, they were, to the number of three hundred, by his orders carried in

The barbaron, chains to an altar raiſed to julius Cæſar, and there inhumanly butchered, as vićtims

crueltyoſočti- to his manes, on the ides of March, the anniverſary of his death. With them were
vianus. ſacrificed by the barbarous tyrant Caius Flavius, Clodius Bithynicus, and Canutius,

three illuſtrious ſenators of Rome, and zealous defenders of their ancient liberties. The

-
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a city itſelf he delivered up to the luſt and plunder of his ſoldiers ; but one Ceſtius, ſur

b

named Macedonicus from his having ſerved a long time in Macedon, not caring to out

live the ruin of his country, and the miſeries of his fellow-citizens, by ſetting fire to

his own houſe, occaſioned the total deſtruction of that ancient and once powerful city.

For a high wind ariſing, the flames ſpread from houſe to houſe, and burnt with ſuch

ºr-º-º:

violence, that in a very ſhort time the whole city was laid in aſhes. Such was the Peruſia re

end of this unhappy war, commonly called the war of Peruſia. As for Pollio, Ven-****

tidius, Plancus, and the other commanders of Antony, though they had ſtill thirteen

legions, and fifteen hundred horſe, they all withdrew, and took refuge in the mari

time cities, waiting there for ſuccours from Antony 3 but Oğavianus purſuing them,

Aſinius Pollio went on board the fleet commanded by Domitius Abenobarbus, Brutus's

admiral, carrying with him ſeven legions. Plancus, being purſued cloſe by Agrippa,

abandoned the two legions he commanded, and went to join Fulvia at Præneſte. The

legions went over to Agrippa, but Plancus together with Fulvia fled from Praenefte to Lucius's gene

Puteoli, and from thence to Brunduſium, where they both imbarqued, and paſſed over *****

into Macedon. The other commanders made their eſcape into Sicily, where they were

kindly received by Sextus Pompeius, who, had he not been of a ſlothful and indolent

temper, might have improved theſe diviſions to his advantage, and with great eaſe

made himſelf maſter of all Italy. For Statius Murcus, falling out with Domitius

Abenobarbus, the other republican admiral, had joined him with two complete legi

ons, and twenty-four ſhips, carrying with him immenſe ſums, which he had extorted

from the maritime cities of Aſia. Beſides, he had received a ſtrong reinforcement

from Cephalenia, conſiſting of veterans, who had eſcaped from the battle of Philippi.

But the indolent Pompey, though in condition to invade Italy, and cruſh the party of

the triumvirs there, contented himſelf with ravaging the coaſts, acting therein more

like a pirate than a general k.

AND now the other officers, who had ſerved under Lucius, being driven with Tiberius Chu

their forces out of Italy, Tiberius Claudius Nero, at the head of a few veterans, and a dius Neroth

great number of ſlaves, whom he had drawn together by promiſing them their liberty, ...

undertook to maintain the intereſt, and ſupport the ruined party of Lucius in the

neighbourhood of Naples. Tiberius was deſcended from one of the moſt illuſtrious

families of Rome, and had been honoured with great employments by julius Cæſar,

who had a particular eſteem for him. He had been his queſtor, and commanded his

fleet in the war of Alexandria, when he diſtinguiſhed himſelf on many occaſions in a

very eminent manner. He was afterwards created praetor, and raiſed to the high

itation of pontifex maximus. But notwithſtanding all the favours he had received at

Caſar's hands, after his death he was not only for granting a general pardon to the

conſpirators, but exhorted the conſuls to reward them as the deliverers of their coun

try, and the avengers of their oppreſſed liberty. He had by a timely flight avoided

the fury of the proſcription, and ſiding with Lucius at the beginning of this war, had

ſhut himſelf up with him in the city of Peruſia, whence he found means to make his

eſcape into Campania, where he raiſed the army we mentioned above. But his raw

and undiſciplined troops being frightened at the approach of Oślavianus's vićtorious

party of Lucius

in Campania,

army, they immediately diſperſed, abandoning their general to the mercy of his Being aban

cruel and implacable enemy. Tiberius, thus deſerted by his forces, fled in diſguiſe lººd & his

with his wife Livia and his ſon Tiberius, not yet two years old, to the ſea-ſide, hoping ...".

he ſhould find there ſome veſſel to convey him over to Sicily, Livia was the daughter i.

of Livius Druſus Claudianus, who was killed in the battle of Philippi fighting for Sicily.

Brutus and Caſſius. Livius was deſcended from the Claudian family, whence he had

the name of Claudianus; but his branch had been long ſince adopted into the Livian

family. The only perſon of diſtinétion, who followed Tiberius and Livia in their

flight, was Caius Welleius, the grand father of the famous hiſtorian Welleius Paterculus,

who had ſerved with great reputation in the armies of Pompey and Brutus. But his

great age and infirmities not ſuffering him to attend them over into Sicily, partly out

of grief in parting with them, and partly through fear of falling into the hands of

the mercileſs Oğlavianus, he put an end to his life with his own ſword, and by that

means prevented the vengeance of the bloody tyrant. As for Tiberius and Livia,

Offavianus purſued them cloſe ; but they, after having eſcaped a thouſand dangers,

attended only by one domeſtic, found a ſmall boat, which conveyed them over into

his wife

into

* Appian, ibid. p. 672, & ſeq. VELL. PATERcul, l. ii. c. 72-77. Dio, l, xlviii. p. 362-368.
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Sicily. And here we cannot help reflečting with Welleius Paterculus on the ſtrange a

turns of fortune, which ought to teach us, that as to future events our fears are often

as groundleſs as our hopes. Livia was flying from an enemy, whoſe affections ſhe

was one day to gain and maintain to the hour of his death ; and the infant ſhe carried

in her arms was to ſucceed Ośīavianus, and after him rule the Roman enpire with an

abſolute ſway. Tiberius’s troops being diſperſed, and he fled, Ojavianus returned to

The end ºf the Rome, which he entered in triumphant robes, and crowned with laurel. Public feaſts

ated for ſeveral days together, and it was enacted by a decree of the ſenate

and people, that whenever any general ſhould for the future merit a triumph, Octavi

anus ſhould have a ſhare in his honour '.

WHILE Caſar Oºlavianus was making war in Italy with Lucius, and ſettling his

ffairs there with all the skill and addreſs of an able politician, Antony was paſſing his

time ingloriouſly at Alexandria, thinking of nothing but the enjoyment of thoſe plea

ſures and diverſions with which the queen entertained him, every day heightening

the reliſh of them by the charms of novelty (D). But in the mean time, all Syria

and Paleſtine being grievouſly oppreſſed with the taxes that were impoſed upon them,

ſtical ſyllogiſm to him : There is ſºme kind of fever,

wherein cold water is good ; every one who has a fever

has ſome kind of fever ; therefore cold water is good

for all thoſe who have fevers. This ſophiſm quite

ſilenced the quack; at which young Antony was ſo

pleaſed, that addreſſing himſelf to Philotas, and

pointing to a fide-board covered with rich plate,

Philotas, ſaid he, all that is yours. Philotas thanked

him for his good-will, but could not conceive that

the young man had a power of diſpoſing of things

to that value. He therefore went home without

ſo much as thinking of the preſent. But he was

very much ſurpriſed, when ſoon after his departure

he ſaw all the plate brought home to his houſe by

ſlaves followed by an officer of young Antony, who

deſired him to put his mark upon them. Philotas

excuſed himſelf, fearing to accept from a young

man a preſent of ſo great a value. But the officer,

who brought it, What ails the man f ſaid he, don't

you know that he, who makes you this preſent, is An

tony's ſon, who could very well ſpare it, were it all

gold But if you will be adviſed by me, I would counſel

you to accept of the value in money; for among the

plate there may be ſome pieces of antiquity, or the

work of ſome famous maſter, for which Antony may

Aa've a particular effeem.

But to return to Cleopatra ; ſhe was daily contri

ving new diverſions for Antony's entertainment; and

the moſt inconſiderable trifles, when managed by

her, received ſuch an air as made them agreeable di

verſions. They often rambled about the ſtreets in

the night hand in hand, Cleopatra dreſſed like an or

dinary woman, and Antony like a ſlave, and in that

diſguiſe entering the public houſes mixed with the

mob. Cleopatra took great delight in theſe expe

ditions, as they gave her room to diſplay her wit

and humour in retorting the coarſe raillery of the

vulgar, and relating her adventures, which ſhe did

with an unparallelled grace. They frequently met

with rough treatment, and ſometimes with blows.

This kind of behaviour, highly unbecoming a queen

and a Roman magiſtrate, a general and a conqueror,

who was at this time forty and upwards, ſeemed

very ſtrange to the graver and better ſort of people;

but the populace were highly pleaſed with their

frolics, ſaying of Antony, that they had great obli

gations to him, for ſhewing them his comical coun

tenance, and reſerving his tragical one for the Ro

mans. Of Antony's other follies, eſpecially of the

pleaſant adventure that happened to him, while he

was angling with Cleopatra, we have ſpoke in our

hiſtory of Egypt (86).

* APPIAN. Dio, VELL, PATERCUL, ibid.

(D) The poets have not given to Omphale, queen

of Lydia, a greater aſcendant over Hercules, than

hiſtory gives to the fair Egyptian queen over Antony.

Like a ſecond Hercules, from a rough ſoldier and

formidable conqueror he became the ſlave of a be

witching woman, and the laughing-ſtock not of

Egypt only, but of all the nations who had any know

ledge of the Roman name. Out of complaiſance to

his admired idol, he exchanged the Roman for the

Greek dreſs, piquing himſelf upon appearing among

the effeminate Aſiatics, who compoſed the queen's

court, as one of them. Laying aſide all other buſi

neſs, he was ſolely intent on pleaſing and diverting

Cleopatra, who never left him night nor day: ſhe

played at dice with him, drank with him, hunted

with him, and when he thought fit to exerciſe the

few troops he had with him, which he did more

for her diverſion than their improvement, ſhe was

always by him. Nothing was talked of at court

but feaſts, ſhews, revels, &c. Mirth, jolity and

pleaſures had baniſhed all buſineſs, all ſerious thoughts.

They gave their way of living a particular name,

calling it the inimitable life. Tucy treated one an

other by turns, on which occaſion their expences

were beyond all meaſure. Plutarch gives us two

inſtances of Antony's extravagance, which he learnt

of his grandfather Lamprias, who had them from

one Philotas, a phyſician of Amphyſa. Philotas,

being acquainted with one of Antony's cooks, was

invited by him to ſee what ſumptuous preparations

he was making for ſupper. Coming into the kitchen,

he was ſurpriſed at the prodigious variety of the

moſt ſcarce and expenſive things; but nothing ſtruck

him ſo much as the fight of eight wild boars roaſt

ing intire: Surely, ſaid he, You have a great number

of gueſts : but the cook, laughing at his ſimplicity,

There are not above twelve gueſts, replicq he 5 but

every diſh muſt be ſerved up juſt roaſed to a turn,

and if any thing is but one minute ill-timed, it is ſpoilt:

for, added he, may be Antony will ſup juſt now, may

Be not this hour, may be not theſe two hours, becauſe

he may perhaps have a mind to ſpend ſome time in

drinking or talking ; ſo that not one, but many ſuppers

muſ be had in readineſs, it not being eaſy to gueſs at

his hour. The ſame Philotas related, that being after

wards in the ſervice of Autony's eldeſt ſon by Fulvia,

and admitted with other domeſtics of a better rank

to his table, when the young man did not dine with

his father, it happened, that another phyſician, full

of argument and noiſe, diſturbed and tired the com

pany with the impertinence of his talk. Philotas,

no longer able to bear the empiric, put this ſophi

(86) Vol. III. p. 681.

the
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a the Aradians killed thoſe who were ſent to gather them ; and thereupon joining the

Palmyrenians, and ſeveral petty princes of Syria, called in the Parthians, which put

the whole country into the utmoſt confuſion. For the Parthians on this invitation

paſſing the Euphrates under the command of Pacorus, their king's ſon, and Labienus

a Roman general (E), overcame in a pitched battle Saxa, Antony's lieutenant in Syria,

and forced him to take refuge in Cilicia. After this vićtory the two generals divided

their army : Labienus with one part of it purſued Saxa into Cilicia, where he ſlew

him, defeated his army, over-ran all Aſia-Minor, and forcing Antony's lieutenants to The Parthians

make their eſcape into the iſlands, brought all places under him as far as the Helle

ſpont, and the Ægean ſea. At the ſame time Pacorus with the other part of the army

b reduced all Syria and Phanice as far as Tyre,

time news of the ill ſtate of his affairs in Italy, and of the unſucceſsful war which his

brother Lucius had waged there with Octavianus. Hereupon recovering, as it were,

from a drunken fit, he reſolved at length to leave Cleopatra, and march forthwith

againſt the Parthians. With this view having got together two hundred ſhips, he

ſailed to Tyre; but finding, on his putting in there, all the country round in the hands

of the enemy, and receiving at the ſame time moſt lamentable letters from Fulvia,

he changed his mind, and reſolved to poſtpone the war with the Parthians, and ſail

c directly to Italy. Accordingly, he left Tyre, after having reinforced the gariſon of

that place ; and ſailing by the iſlands of Cyprus and Rhodes, arrived at Athens, where Antony re

he met Fulvia, whom he highly blamed as the chief cauſe of the late diſorders. In ſºlº to return

this city he received certain advice, that Olavianus had made himſelf maſter of**

Tranſalpine Gaul, and forced the ſon of Calenus after the death of his father to deliver

up to him eleven legions, which he commanded in that province. As Tranſalpine

Gaul had been by a private agreement between the two triumvirs after the battle of

Philippi yielded to Antony, he looked upon ſuch a proceeding as an open declaration of

war; and therefore putting to ſea without loſs of time, ſet ſail for Italy, without

ſhewing the leaſt concern for Fulvia, whom he left ſick at Sicyon.

d ſcorn completed what his infidelity had begun; for ſhe died in that city ſoon after her Fulvia.

husband's departure. Antony in croſſing the Ionian ſea was met by Domitius Aheno

barbuſ, the republican admiral, who inſtead of oppoſing him, came on board his

galley, and delivered up to him the command of his fleet, being induced thereunto

by Aſinius Pollio, who had fled from Italy, as we have related above, after the ſur

render of Peruſia, and taken refuge on board Domitius's fleet (F). The two fleets

thus joined came to an anchor on the coaſt of Epirus, and from thence ſet ſail for Antony ar.

Brunduſium. In this city Offavianus had five legions, which ſhut the gates again

Antony, refuſing admittance, not to him, they ſaid, but to Domitius, who was Oğa

* Dio, Appian, ibid. & in Parthicis. Flor. l. iv. c. 9. Epit. Liv. l. cxxvii. Plut. in Anton, Joseph.

antiq. l. xiv. c. 23.

(E) This Labienus was the ſon of Titus Labienus,

who had been Ceſar's lieutenant in Gaul, and one of

his moſt intimate friends ; but afterwards going over

to Pompey, he became one of his moſt inveterate ene

mics, and was ſlain fighting againſt him in the battle

of Munda (87). His ſon purſuing the ſame intereſt,

was ſent by Brutus and Caffus a little beſore the

battle of Philippi in quality of embaſſador to the

Parthian king to ſolicit his aſſiſtance for that war ;

and was at the Parthian court, when the battle hap

pened ; by the ill ſucceſs of which being diſcouraged

from returning, he continued in that country, and

having prevailed with king Orodes to undertake this

war, he was ſent with Pacorus, the king's ſon, to

command under him (88).

(F) Appian tells us, that Antony, meeting Domi

tius in the Ionian ſea, drew up his fleet in line of

battle, and advanced in perſon againſt him with five

galleys only. Plancus, who was then with Antony,

did not approve of his condućt, telling him, that

Domitius, who had a fleet much more powerful than

(87) Ceſar. comment. & Plut. in Caſ.

terrul. l. ii. c. 78.

V o L. V. N° 4, Z z z

his, would neither ſubmit, nor ever be reconciled,

to him. Antony, without hearkening to his rea

ſons, advanced boldly, and as he drew near, one of

his guards, who ſtood on the prow of his galley,

clied out to Domitius to ſtrike his flag to the tri

umvir, who was of a higher rank than he. At

theſe words the republican admiral, as if he had been

thunder-ſtruck, ſubmitted to the ſummons, ſaluted

Antony as his general, and coming on board his

galley, delivered up to him the command of his

fleet. This event is thus related by Appian, but we

have choſe to follow Welleius, who tells us with

more appearance of truth, that Pollio had before hand

engaged Domitius to take party with Antony, by

which ſignal piece of ſervice he acquitted himſelf of

the many obligations he owed him. To perpetuate

the memory of this remarkable event, Antony cauſed

a medal to be ſtruck, or rather a piece of money to

be coined, which is ſtill to be ſeen with the trium

vir's head, and on the reverſe the prow of a ſhip

with the names of the two generals.

(88) Dio, l. xlviii. p. 371. Flor. l. iv. c. 9. Vell. P4
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which city alone held out againſt him, over Amony,

the remains of the Roman forces in that country having got thither before him "... lieutenants

An account of theſe ſucceſſes was brought to Antony at lexandria, and at the ſame*

This neglečt and The death of
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to Brundu
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vianus's declared enemy. Upon this refuſal Antony immediately blocked up the place, a

and at the ſame time diſpatched one of his officers to Pompey in Sicily, inviting

that general to join intereſt with him againſt Ottavianus, and invade Italy. Pompey

* came readily into the propoſal, made a deſcent, and took ſeveral cities on the

º coaſt, while Antony purſued the ſiege of Brunduſium with great vigour. Hereupon’

Ośīavianus, having drawn together his legions, and detached Agrippa with a confi

derable body againſt Pompey, marched with the reſt to the relief of the beſieged city.

But his veterans refuſing to draw their ſwords againſt Antony, he was obliged to

º hearken to an accommodation, which at length was brought about by the interpoſition

| \ Oétavianus and management of Cocceius, Pollio and the famous Mecana; (G). This dangerous

** Antony breach being made up, and all paſt offences and affronts mutually forgiven, the b

ſoldiers of the two armies, to make the friendſhip of their generals more laſting,

deſired it might be cemented with the ties of blood, and propoſed a match between

Antony and Octavianus's ſiſter Oğlavia, who was lately become a widow by the death

\ towe to app

º of Marcellus. Oğlavianus had a great veneration and tenderneſs for his ſiſter; and

agreement.

to do her juſtice, none of her ſex ever had a better claim to the eſteem and veneration

of mankind. For though ſhe excelled all the women of her age, Cleopatra herſelf

not excepted, in beauty, yet the charms of her perſon were far inferior to thoſe of

her mind. Though the queen of Egypt had ſo large a ſhare in Antony's heart, yet

the match was no ſooner propoſed to him, than he agreed to it with unexpreſſible

ſatisfaction, at leaſt in appearance. After this the two triumvirs had an interview, in c

which, after mutual embraces and promiſes of laſting friendſhip, they came to a new

They divide partition of the Roman empire ; by virtue whereof Codropolis (H), a town of Illyri

the Rºman cum, was to be the boundary of their dominions; all from that place weſtward was

“” allotted to Odavianus, and all eaſtward to Antony; ſo that the former had Dalmatia,

- the two Gauls, Spain and Sardinia, and the latter all the eaſtern provinces quite to the

Euphrates. Africa was left to Lepidus, who had been ſent by Ottavianus with ſix

legions into that province ſome time before the arrival of Antony. It was agreed, that

- Antony ſhould make war upon the Parthians, and Oflavianus upon Pompey, if he

- refuſed to ſubmit to reaſonable conditions. Italy was left common to both the trium

| virs for the raiſing of forces wherewithal to carry on theſe wars. To theſeconditions An-d

tony added, that Ottavianus ſhould pardon Domitius Abenobarbus, and likewiſe all thoſe

who had borne arms againſt him in the war of Peruſia. The two generals thus recon

ciled, marched together to Rome, where the marriage between Antony and the incompa

(G) Caius Cilnius Mecanas, well known from the

verſes of Virgil and Horace, was deſcended from the

ancient kings of Hetruria, but contented himſelf

with the degree of a Roman knight. The Cilnian

family was, according to Livy (89), one of the moſt
illuſtrious of Hetruria. As for the ſurname of Me

cenas, it was probably borrowed from ſome place

belonging to the family; at leaſt Varro tells us, that

all the Latin names ending in as denote ſome place.

Pliny ſpeaks of the wines of Mecanatium, and ranks
them among the beſt of Italy: Ceſenatia vina, ſays

he, & Mecanatia (90). This illuſtrious Roman was

a man of great politeneſs and generoſity, which to

wards men of letters knew no bounds, whence thoſe

who ever ſince his time have ſet up for encouragers

of learning, have in all ages been honoured with his

name. Sint Mecanates, non deerunt, Flacce, Marones,

ſays Martial. But Mecanas was not only a gene

rous patron to the learned ; he was himſelf tho

roughly acquainted with all the branches of polite

literature, and would have proved an excellent ora

tor, had he not beenÉ. too much to his plea

ſures. Ingenioſus vir ille fuit, ſays Seneca of him (91).

magnum exemplum Roman, eloquentis daturus, nift

illum enervaſſet§. imo caſtraſſet ; and elſe

where (91), Habuit Mecanas grande & virile inge

nium, nift itſe illud diſcinxiſſet. After the battle of

Philippi he interceded with oëtavianus in favour of

Horace, and obtained his pardon, though he had ſerved

under Brutus in quality of legionary tribune. He

protećted Virgil, and by his intereſt got his farm re

(89) Liv. l. x. (90) Plin. l. xiv. c. 6.

ſtored to him, which Ottavianus's ſoldiers had ſeized.

He was one of Auguſtus's chief favourites, and ſerved

him to the laſt with the utmoſt fidelity. He was a

man of great penetration and addreſs in managing the

moſt difficult affairs ; but liked his pleaſures too

much to engage in buſineſs, when he could decline

it without diſguſting his maſter, the gaining ofwhoſe

favour was the height of his ambition. Several

writers, eſpecially juvenal and Seneca, reproach him,

and not undeſervedly, with luxury, indolence, and

effeminacy. But of this truly generous and boun

tiful patron of learning, Meibomius has wrote an in

tire volume under the title of Mecanas, to which we

refer our readers.

(H) This city is called by Appian Scodra, the ſitua

tion whereof agrees with that of Codropolis, Scodra,

now known to the Turks by the name of Eſcodar,

and to the Italians by that of Scutari, was anciently

the capital of the country of the Labeates, a people

of Illyricum, and is at preſent the chief city of Al

bania. It ſtands on the river Drilo, now the Drino,

about ſixty miles eaſt of Raguſa. This city, which

was the bulwark of Illyricum on the fide of Macedon,

and looked upon as one of the beſt fortified and moſt

inacceſſible cities in the world, is often mentioned

by Livy, and the other Roman writers, who give

an account of the war between the republic and

Gentius king of Illyricum. Florus was certainly

miſtaken, when he placed Scodra in Macedon, and

ſtyled it the metropolis of that kingdom.

(91) Senec. epiſt. 19. (92) Idem epiſt. 92.

rable
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a rable Ośīavia was ſolemnized with the utmoſt pomp and magnificence. When the Antony mar

y

; ceremony was over, Antony, to give Olavianus an undeniable proof of the ſincerity&:
º of his intentions, diſcovered to him, that Salvidienus (I), one of his lieutenants, had fºſter.

n" offered him his troops and his ſervice, when Oštavianus ſent him into Spain, and that he

i. had repeated the ſame offer at Brunduſium. Hereupon Oślavianus accuſed him of

treachery before the ſenate, who declared him an enemy to the people of Rome, ſen

* tenced him to death, and ordered thanks to be publicly returned to the gods for

On the diſcovery of the treaſon. At the ſame time Manius, of whom we have ſpoke

]]'s above, was by Antony's orders put to death, as having been the chief author of the
htb late diſturbances m.

b I N the mean time Pompey, who was maſter at ſea, keeping all the ports of Italy

ºn blocked up with his numerous fleets, Rome was reduced to the utmoſt extremity for

º want of proviſions, eſpecially of corn, which was become ſo dear, that the people Rome in great

Ed were ready to ſtarve. Hereupon Antony preſſed his collegue either tocome to an accom-diſtrº ſº. ra

º modation with Pompey, or oblige him by a vigorous war to recall his fleets, and leave “” “”

ſºlf the ſea open for trade and navigation. Oślavianus was more inclined to war, Pompey

f having lately taken from him the iſlands of Sardinia and Corſica ; but as he wanted

º money to carry it on, with Antony's approbation he laid two taxes on all the inhabitants

. of Rome and Italy, the one of four drachma's and a half for every ſlave, the other

º: on all legacies. This ſo provoked the populace already pinched with hunger, that
, iſ C c they roſe in oppoſition to theſe edićts, aſſaulted Ottavianus in the forum, and would The people riſ.

* have torn him to pieces, had not Antony haſtened to his aſſiſtance with a body of
yº. troops, which was incamped at the gates of the city. The rabble was ſoon di

º ſperſed, and ſeveral of them killed, and their bodies thrown into the Tiber ; but as

. the famine ſtill continued, the populace, notwithſtanding the puniſhment of a few,
the

grew daily more outrageous. Antony therefore, fearing a general inſurrečtion, wrote

to Lucius Scribonius Libo, who was then in Sicily with Pompey his ſon-in law, inviting The triumvirs

him to Rome to treat there of an accommodation between Oğlavianus, Pompey and gº tºº."
f : himſelf. Pompey was overjoyed at this propoſal, as was alſo Statius Murcu, ; but ...,

lºm- Menas, whom ſome writers call Menodorus, one of Pompey's infranchiſed ſlaves, and a pompey.

54. d ſea officer of great experience and bravery, not only oppoſed it, but with groundleſs
tiſſ: inſinuations intirely eſtranged Pompey from Murcus, who preſſed him with great ear

f(0. neſtneſs to make up all differences with the triumvirs, and reſtore Italy to its former

mº tranquillity. Hereupon Murcus retired to Syracuſe, where he was murdered by ſome

ſlaves, whom Pompey afterwards cauſed to be executed to clear himſelf from the

ſº murder. It was however commonly believed, that Menas had put him to death by

º Pompey's orders. But notwithſtanding Menas's oppoſition, Pompey allowed Libo to

gthe go to Rome in compliance with Antony's invitation, where he perſuaded Oślavianus

(00 and Antony to come to an interview with Pompey, that they might in perſon, and face
clim: to face, diſcuſs their pretenſions, and put an end to their differences. To this Pompey

º e conſented at the earneſt requeſt of his officers, and advanced with his fleet to the pro- an interview

in montory formed by mount Miſenus, where he and Libo in a galley, and the two trium- between the

, iſ virs on a kind of mole made for that purpoſe, expoſed their mutual claims and pre-º"
Yºr tenſions. Pompey demanded to be admitted into the triumvirate inſtead of Lepidus,”

: whoſe authority declined daily. This demand ſeemed very reaſonable to Pompey,

but quite otherwiſe to Antony and Ottavianus ; ſo that after a warm and long diſ

* pute they parted without coming to any reſolution. Pompey, who knew he had it in

#4, his power to reduce Rome and all Italy to the utmoſt extremity, and force the inhabi

* tants to take up arms againſt the triumvirs, was for breaking off the conference, and

º returning to Sicily. But Libo adviſed him to ſtay, and continue the negotiations at
4.

* * Plur. & Appian, ibid. Liv. epit. l. cxxvii. Dio, l. xlviii. p. 37;.
!

º (I) Salvidienus was the ſon of a poor peaſant, and named him one of the conſuls, who were to govern

d ſpent his youth in looking after cattle. While he the republic in his abſence, though Salvidienus had

was thus meanly employed, his head one day ap- not yet been admitted into the ſenate. Upon the

i peared to his companions, as if all in a flame. This dićtator's death, he out of gratitude ſided with his

* he looked upon as a prognoſtic of ſome extraordi- ſon oãavianus, and had a great ſhare in all his vic
iſ nary good fortune, and therefore ſoon after liſted tories. But afterwards, thinking Offavianus did not

º himſelf in the army, where by his valour he roſe to reward him according to his deſerts, he offered his

the higheſt poſts. He attended Caſar in moſt of his ſervice to Antony, who, by baſely betraying him,

wars, and as he had on all occaſions diſtinguiſhed was the occaſion of his death.

himſelf in a very cminent manner, the dićtator had

leaſt

º

--

º
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Pompey's de

mands.
leaſt by deputies, which he did accordingly. The ſecond day he dropped his pre

tenſion to a place in the triumvirate, but propoſed the following preliminaries:

1. That thoſe, who had been concerned in the death of Caeſar, ſhould only be baniſhed,

and be at liberty to chuſe for their exile what place they pleaſed. 2. That ſuch as

had been proſcribed on any other account whatſoever, ſhould be allowed to return

to Rome. 3. That the latter ſhould be reſtored to the poſſeſſion of their lands and

fortunes. Antony and Olavianus abſolutely rejećted the two firſt articles, and only

conſented that thoſe, who were not in the number of the conſpirators, ſhould be

allowed to purchaſe their eſtates. Moſt part of thoſe who were about Pompey, tired

with ſo long and deſtructive a war, and dreading the fate of Murcus, declared, that

they were willing to return to Rome even upon the conditions propoſed by the trium

virs; which ſo diſpleaſed Pompey, that in the tranſport of his paſſion he tore his robe,

calling thoſe, who ſubmitted to ſuch ſhameful conditions vile traitors, and cowardly

deſerters. Menas, ſaid he, is the only true friend I have in the world; Menas alone has

given me wholeſome and diſintereſted advice. However, at the earneſt intreaties of his

mother Mutia, of julia, Antony's mother, and of Libo, his father-in-law, he con

fented to a ſecond interview, in which, after three days debates, the following arti

The articles of cles were agreed to by the contending parties. “I. That Pompey ſhould be left in

“ poſſeſſion of Sicily, Sardinia, Corſica, and the adjacent iſlands, and ſhould over

“ and above have Peloponneſus yielded up to him. 2. That he ſhould have the pri

“ vilege of demanding the conſulate, though abſent, and of diſcharging that office

“ by any of his friends. 3. That the dignity of pontifex maximus ſhould be con

“ ferred upon him, and ſeventy thouſand great feſterces reſtored to him out of his

“ father’s confiſcated eſtate. 4. That ſuch as had taken refuge with him merely out

“ of fear, ſhould be allowed to return and enjoy their whole eſtates ; and that the

“ proſcribed perſons, who were not guilty of Caſar’s death, ſhould have only the

“ fourth part of their eſtates reſtored to them. 5. That trade and navigation ſhould

“ be free ; that Pompey ſhould withdraw his troops from Italy; that he ſhould ſuffer

“ no inroads or deſcents to be made upon the coaſts, nor build more ſhips. 6. That

“ he ſhould not for the future receive the ſlaves who fled to him ; that thoſe who

“ had bore arms under him ſhould be declared free, and that his legionaries, when

“ the time of their ſervice was expired, ſhould have their ſhare in the diviſion of lands

“ with thoſe of Antony and Ośīavianus. 7. That he ſhould immediately ſend to

“ Rome the corn he had retained, oblige the Sicilians to pay annually what corn was

“ due to the republic out of their iſland, and clear the ſeas of all pirates.” This

treaty was ſigned by the three chiefs, and ſent to Rome to be depoſited there in the

hands of the veſtals n. They then agreed to treat each other in token of their ſincere

reconciliation ; and it fell to Pompey's lot to make the firſt entertainment. Antony

asked him where he deſigned to receive them In Carinis, anſwered Pompey pleaſant

ly: for the word carinae in Latin ſignifies ſhips, and was likewiſe the name of a ward

or part of the city, where Pompey the Great had a ſtately palace, which Antony had

ſeized. Antony underſtood the raillery, but was not very quick at repartees. On

the day appointed for the entertainment, Pompey, having brought his galley near the

ſhore, and made a bridge to it from the promontory received his two gueſts with

great civility and politeneſs. And here Octavianus ſeemed to have forgot his uſual

warineſs and circumſpection ; and this entertainment would have coſt both him and his

collegue dear, had not Pompey been endowed with a truly great and generous ſoul.

For while they were at table, and Pompey and Caſar growing warm with wine, began

to rally Antony upon his amours and fondneſs for the fair Egyptian queen, Menas

approaching Pompey, 2%u have now a fair opportunity, he whiſpered him in the ear,

of revenging the death of your father and brother, and making yourſelf maſter of the whole

Roman empire ; ’tis but cutting the cable ; leave the reſt to me. The blow was ſure,

and the temptation violent, Pompey's fleet being drawn up in order of battle, and all

the triumvirs forces aſhore. However, the generous Roman ſcorning to purchaſe

the empire of the world at the expence of his honour, after a ſhort pauſe, Menas, ſaid

he, may forfeit his word and reputation, but that is not becoming the ſon of Pompey.

'Tis a great pity we have the characters of illuſtrious men only from hiſtorians, who

either out of fear or flattery cry down the enemies of the princes, whoſe favour they

courted. Welleius Paterculus, who wrote in the time of Auguſtus, and has in his
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a hiſtory miſerably perverted truth, or utterly ſuppreſſed it, paints Pompey in the worſt

colours. But the greatneſs of mind which he diſplayed on this occaſion againſt his

own intereſt, is ſufficient to bely that mercenary ſycophant, and the other flatterers of

the Caſars, who ought to have had ſome regard to his memory in conſideration of this

generous action, which, in ſpite of all their diſguiſes, and falſe repreſentations, will

recommend his name to the lateſt poſterity. Plutarch relates this matter ſomewhat

differently ; for according to him Pompey returned this anſwer to the propoſal of

Menas ; This you might have done without imparting it to me; but now let us make the

beſt of our preſent condition, for I cannot prevail upon myſelf to violate my faith once given.

From this anſwer it appears, that ſo great an advantage, joined to the pleaſure of

b revenge, was a kind of ſurpriſe upon his generoſity ; but it ſerved only to make it

break out with greater luſtre in rejećting a perfidious ačtion, what profit ſoever might

accrue from it *. Antony and Ośīavianus treated Pompey in their turns with great

demonſtrations of ſeeming friendſhip ; for the confirming of which, and cementing

it with new ties, Pompey, who was ſincere, propoſed a match between his daughter

and M. Marcellus the ſon of Ołavia by her former husband; which Oğavianus con

ſenting to, they both entered into the uſual engagements, Pompey for his daughter,

and Oświanus for his nephew, who was at that time but an infant. This is the famous

M. Marcellus, whom Octavianus had appointed his heir in caſe he had no iſſue male

Pompey's

daughter be:

trothed to M.

Marcellus Oc

tavianus's ne

of his own, and whoſe virtues are ſo highly commended by the prince of the Latin phew.

c poets P. Before the three chiefs parted, they named conſuls for the four following

years, viz. Antony and Libo for the firſt, Oğavianus and Pompey for the ſecond,

Domitius and Soſius for the third, and Antony and Caeſar for the fourth. The conſuls

of this year, in which the treaty was concluded, were Cn. Domitius Calvinus and

C. Aſinius Pollio, who had ſucceeded L. Antonius and P. Servilius Watia Iſauricus ; but

before their year expired, others, namely L. Cornelius Balbus and P. Camidius Craffils,

on what account we know not, were ſubſtituted in their room q.

AND now all differences being compoſed, and for a while an end put to the civil

wars, Pompey, taking his leave of Antony and Oślavianus, returned to Sicily, and

the other two to Rome, where they were welcomed with loud acclamations of the

d people, overjoyed to ſee themſelves at length delivered from a cruel famine, which

had begun to rage with great fury in the capital, and all the provinces of Italy. The

joy of the people was doubled upon the return of many illuſtrious citizens, who had

been proſcribed by the triumvirs, or forced to fly their country through fear of falling

into Octavianus's hands after the ſurrender of Peruſia. Amongtheſe were L. Aruntius,

M. junius Silanus, C. Sentius Saturninus, M. Titius, M. Claudius Tiberius Nero, M.

Cicero, the ſon of the orator, and many other citizens of great diſtinétion ; who after

having aſſured Pompey of their eternal acknowledgments, returned to their native

country, where they were received with thoſe marks of eſteem and affection which citizens return

were due to their merit. The praiſes of Pompey, who had the glory of ſaving ſo

e many worthy men, and reſtoring them to their former rank, were in the mouth of

And now Antony and Ożavianus, after a ſhort ſtay at Rome (K), Oaavianusevery true Roman.

took leave of each other, and quitting the capital, ſet out, the former for Greece, and

the latter for Gaul. Some nations beyond the Alps having attempted to ſhake off

the yoke, Ożavianus, to whoſe ſhare Gaul was fallen, marched againſt them in

perſon, and having eaſily reduced them, repaſſed the Alps, and ſtopped in Hetruria.

As for Antony, he diſpatched Ventidius into Aſia to put a ſtop to the inroads of the

Parthians, but went himſelf no farther than Athens, where he ſpent the winter with

his new wife Otiavia in the ſame exceſſes of luxury, folly, and childiſh diverſions,

* Vide Ving. Æneid. 1. vi. v. 868, & ſeq.,o Appias, ibid. Plur. in Antonio. * Dio, l. xlix.

(K) While Antony and Oſiavianus ſtaid together

at Rome after the concluſion of the peace, they fre

quently diverted themſelves with drawing lots, play

ing at dice, &c. when Antony was conſtantly the

loſer. As this give him a great deal of uneaſineſs,

one day, while he was quite out of patience, an

Egyptian, who was with him, and was deemed very

skilful in the calculation of nativities, told him, that

though the fortune that attended him was bright

and glorious, yet it was overſhadowed by that of

Oãavianus ; he therefore adviſed him to keep himſelf

at a diſtance from that young man: For your genius,

ſaid he, dreads his, rours is proud and brave, when

abſent from him, but in the preſence of his unmanly

and dejećied. This, no doubt, the impoſtor ſaid to

make his court to Cleopatra by forcing Antony to

leave Rome, and return to Egypt ; wherein he ſuc
ceeded; for Antony, who put great confidence in the

skillofthe Egyptian aſtrologer, left Rome ſoon after (93).

(93) Plut. in 'Anton,
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as he had done the former with Cleopatra at Alexandria. Laying aſide the enſigns of

his authority, he appeared at all the public games and exerciſes in the Grecian habit,

like a private citizen of Athens. He often viſited the academy, and the Lyceum, ſpend

ing ſometimes whole days in hearing the diſputes and conferences of the philoſophers.

While he thus led an idle life at Athens, Ventidius his lieutenant was ſignalizing himſelf

in the war, which he had been appointed to carry on againſt the Parthians. We have

given elſewhere r a diſtinét account of the remarkable victories gained over that war

like nation by the brave Venlidius, and therefore ſhall not trouble the reader here with

a tedious repetition of the ſame tranſactions. When news was brought to Antony of the

ſignal advantages gained by his lieutenant, he gave a public entertainment to all the

Greeks of any rank, exhibited ſports and ſhews, and preſided at them in perſon as

moderator. As he loved wine, he was wonderfully pleaſed with the title of Bacchus,

which divinity he took upon him to perſonate in a proceſſion he made upon the joyful

tidings of the ſucceſs of his arms i the eaſt. During theſe public rejoycings the Greeks

ſet no bounds to their flattery ; they fell proſtrate before the pretended Bacchus, be

ſeeching him to marry Minerva the tutelar deity of their city. Antony, diſpleaſed

with this groſs flattery, conſented to the match, but asked a thouſand talents for the

portion of the goddeſs. Tour father Jupiter, anſwered one of the Athenians, required

mo fortune with your mother Semele. 'Tis true, replied Antony; but Jupiter was rich,

and I want money. Antony would abate nothing of the ſum, which was levied upon

all the inhabitants, who revenged themſelves, according to their cuſtom, with ſatires

and lampoons, of which his amours with Cleopatra were the chief ſubjećt. But he

laughed at their jeſts, and took their money, though Dellius, to mortify them the

more, gravely repreſented to him, that he aëted therein againſt the Roman laws,

which allowed three years for the payment of a portions.

IN the mean time news was brought to Antony of a ſecond vićtory gained by Wen

tidius over the Parthians, for which he made great rejoycings; but being informed

at the ſame time, that Pacorus was making vaſt preparations with a deſign to invade

Syria anew, and thinking it no ways conſiſtent with his reputation to continue idle

at Athens, and ſuffer his lieutenant to rob him of the whole glory of this war, he

aſſembled his troops early in the ſpring, and reaſſumed with the marks of his dig

nity all the majeſty of a Roman general. When his army was ready to march, he

made himſelf a garland of the olive-tree conſecrated to Minerva, and filled a veſſel

with the water of the Clepſydra to carry along with him (L). At length he left Athens

after having made a grand entertainment for all the inhabitants of that populous city,

and marched with all his forces into the eaſt. But before he got thither, Ventidius'

gained a third vićtory far more glorious than the other two ; whereby he fully re

venged the death of Craſſus, and redeemed the honour of the Roman name, which had

ſuffered much ever ſince the battle of Carrhae: for Pacorus himſelf, with above twenty

thouſand of his beſt men, was ſlain in this battle, of which we have given a particular

account in our hiſtory of the Parthians '. Had Ventidius purſued all the advantages

of this vićtory, he might have extended the bounds of the Roman empire to the banks

of the Tigris ; but not thinking it prudent to puſh his good fortune any further, for

fear of giving Antony umbrage, he turned his arms againſt thoſe who had revolted in

Syria and Phanice during the late war. Purſuant to this deſign, when Antony ar

rived, he was beſieging Samoſata, the capital of Commageme, whither Antiochus, king

of that country, had retired. Antony on his coming thither diſmiſſed this brave

commander, and ſent him to Rome to demand of the ſenate and people the honours

of a triumph, being glad to get rid of a ſubaltern, whoſe glory eclipſed that of his

general. Antiochus from the beginning of the ſiege had offered to Ventidius a thouſand

talents for his pardon, and promiſed an intire obedience and ſubmiſſion to all Antony's

commands. But as Antony was then on his march, Wenlidius ordered him to ſend his

propoſals to him ; which he did accordingly ; but Antony rejećting them, the beſieged

dreading his reſentment, defended the place with ſuch vigour and intrepidity, that

vide Hiſt. Univerſ. Vol. iv. p. 308. * Plut. in Anton. Applant. ibid. & Dro, ibid. t Wide

Hiſt. Univerſ. Vol. IV. p. 308.

(L) This was a fountain in the citadel of Athens, Egyptians, to meaſure time by the running out of

and was called Clepſydra, as being ſometimes full of the water. Antony imagined that this water would

water, and ſometimes empty, like thoſe veſſels which not a little contribute to the ſucceſs of his arms.
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a the Roman general began to repent his not accepting the firſt offer, and was in the

end glad to come to an accommodation with Antiochus for three hundredi. that

he might raiſe the ſiege with honour, which otherwiſe he feared he ſhould be forced

to do in a ſhameful manner, his ſoldiers being highly diſpleaſed with his diſmiſſing

Wentidius, under whoſe condućt they had gained to many ſignal vićtories ". After

this, Antony, having appointed Soſius his lieutenant in Cilicia, Syria, and Paleſtine, He returns tº

left the army under his command, and returned to Oğavia at Athens, Athens.

I N the mean time new diſputes ariſing between Pompey and Offavianus, the latter New diſpute,

was wholly intent on making the neceſſary preparations for war, being determinedº §:

to lay hold of the firſt opportunity that offered to invade Sicily. The late treaty of *::::

b peace had regulated their pretenſions, but not their ambition ; and that animoſit

between julius Caſar and Pompey the Great, which had laid waſte the Roman.

was ſtill ſubſiſting in the minds of their children. The apparent ſubjećt of their

quarrel was Peloponneſus, which had been yielded to Pompey, as we have obſerved

above, in virtue of the treaty. Ożavianuſ pretended that the tributes, owing from

that province to the republic before the treaty, were due to the triumvirs, and that

Pompey ought to be reſponſible for them. On the other hand Pompey maintained, that

they had yielded him that country free from all charges. As a breach was likely

to enſue, Pompey cauſed his old galleys to be refitted, and ſeveral new ones to be

built. This was contrary to the late treaty, and therefore a plauſible pretence for

c Ottavianus to invade Sicily. With this view he reinforced his army with new levies,

and aſſembled what ſhips he could on the coaſts of the Adriatic and Tyrrhenian ſeas.

Pompey, informed of theſe preparations, blocked up the ports of Italy anew, and in

a ſhort time reduced the populous capital to its former condition. The people, Rome reduced

threatened again with a famine, began to complain, and ſeemed diſpoſed to riſe, if £º *&^*
their grievances were not ſoon redreſſed. A fine peace indeed I ſaid they, what have fraits.

we gained by it but to have four tyrants inſtead of three ? But Ożavianus, who had a

numerous army on foot, continued his preparaticins for war both by ſea and land,

without hearkening to the complaints of the diſcontented populace. He wrote to

Antony, deſiring him to leave Athens for a while, and paſs over into Italy, that they

d might confer together about the moſt proper meaſures for the cruſhing of Pompey,

their common rival. He likewiſe acquainted Lepidus with his deſign, who was then

in Africa, which had fallen to his ſhare in the laſt diviſion of the Roman dominions,

exhorting him to get ready his fleet with all poſſible expedition, that. might ačt

in concert, and both invade Sicily at the ſame time. Antony in compliance with

his requeſt came to Bruduſium, but not finding him there at the time appointed, he

returned to Athens ; whether out of ſome diſtruſt he had of Oółavianus, or becauſe he

was frightened by certain prodigies, is uncertain (M). Whatever his reaſons were,

he reimbarqued and returned to Athens, leaving a letter for Oğavianus, wherein he

exhorted him to ſtand to the conditions of the laſt treaty. As for Lepidus, who was

e a man of a lazy and indolent diſpoſition, he ſpent the whole ſummer in making pre

parations, and did not leave Africa till the following year; ſo that the whole burden of

the war fell upon Ottavianus, whoſe boundleſs ambition would allow him no reſt, till

he had got rid of ſo powerful a rival, and made himſelf maſter of the wealthy iſland

he poſſeſſed. However, in the height of his cares, and warlike preparations, he found

no ſmall relief in the agreeable converſation of Livia, with whoſe charms and refined Octavianus

wit he was ſo taken, that in the end he divorced his own wife Scribonia (N), and fall; in eve

married her, though then big with child, her husband Claudius Tiberius Nero notrº.

daring to withſtand the inclinations of ſo powerful a lover, Livia had one ſon by .

Tiberius, who bore his father’s name, and was, three months after her marriage with

* Plut. in Anton. Appian. in Parthic. Dio, l. xlix. p. 495.

(M) One of his centries was devoured by wolves, other ſenators had already attempted to conclude a

no part of his body being left intire, except his face, league between Antony and Pompey. Ottavianus

which was a very bad omen. The inhabitants of therefore, to gain Libo, who had a great aſcendant

Brunduſium told him, that at break of day they had over his ſon-in-law, married his fitter, and had by

ſeen a wolf come out of his tent. her the famous julia, of whom we ſha'ſ have oc

(N) Scribonia was the fifter of Scribonius Libo fa- caſion to ſpeak in the ſequel of this hiſtory. But as

ºther-in-law to Pompty. Ottavianus married her with in that marriage he had conſulted his intereſt, and

a political view, which was to divert Pompey by that not his inclination, he divorced her to marry Livia,

alliance from fiding with Antony, who ſeemed in- who was accounted the moſt agreeable woman of

clined to eſpouſe the quarrel of his brother Lucius, her age.

and his wife Fulvia. Libo with Saturninus and ſome

Oğavianus,
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Oślavianus, brought to bed of another, named Druſus. But of thºſe two children,

and their mother Livia, we ſhall have frequent occaſion to ſpeak in the ſequel of this

hiſtory. The charms of Livia, however powerful, were not able to divert Oğavianus

from the purſuit of his ambitious views. He continued with the ſame ardor his war

like preparations, recalled the legions he had left in Tranſalpine Gaul, and aſſembled

a great number of veſſels in the ports of Hetruria, and at Ravenna on the Adriatic

ſea. But as his fleet was not yet in a condition to cope with that of Pompey, he muſt

have put off his Sicilian expedition till the return of Antony, and the arrival of Le

Menas Pom- pidus, had he not been favoured by fortune beyond his expectation. For Menas, the

Pºſºman famous freedman of Pompey, an officer of great valour and experience in maritime

{...” affairs, being offended with his maſter for not revenging the death of ſome of his

freedmen killed by the ſenators who were about him, revolted to Oºlavianus, and join

ing him with three legions, and the numerous fleet, which he commanded, delivered

up to him the iſlands of Corſica and Sardinia, over which he had been placed by his

indulgent maſter. Otjavianus received the traytor with the greateſt demonſtrations

of friendſhip and eſteem, entertained him at his own table, allowed him the privi

lege of wearing a gold ring, and ſitting among the Roman knights, and appointed

him commander in chief of the fleet, which he brought with him. This Pompey

looked upon as a declaration of war, and therefore immediately ſent out Menecrates,

A new breach another freedman, and a mortal enemy to Menas, with a numerous ſquadron, to

*9th- ravage the coaſts of Italy, which he did accordingly ; but being met on his return by

#..." a ſquadron of Ośīavianus's fleet, commanded by C. Calviſius, and his ancient rival

Menas, a bloody engagement enſued, in which Menecrates and Menas diſtinguiſhed

themſelves above the other commanders, the hatred, which they bore each other, ani

mating them more than glory did others. They were both men of great courage and

intrepidity, and therefore, regardleſs of all dangers, fought with a fury hardly to be

expreſſed. At length, after a long and moſt obſtinate diſpute between the two rivals,

Menecrates being dangerouſly wounded, Menas boarded his galley, and made himſelf

maſter of it. Hereupon Menecrates, chufing rather to die, than fall into the hands

of his mortal enemy, threw himſelf into the ſea, and periſhed in the waves. Upon

his death Demochares, another freedman, taking upon him the command of the fleet,

attacked Calviſius's ſquadron ſo warmly, that he forced him to give way, took ſeveral

of his galleys, ſunk others, and drove the reſt againſt the rocks near the ſhore, where

moſt of them were daſhed to pieces ; ſo that Calviſius eſcaped by the favour of the

night only with a few galleys, and took refuge with Menas in the bay of Cumae w.

Oślavianus, who was then at Tarentum, where he had aſſembled a numerous fleet,

upon the firſt news of this engagement, reſolved to paſs the ſtreights of Meſſama, and

join Calviſius and Menas, for whom he was in great pain. But being attacked in that

narrow paſſage by Pompey and Demochares, who was returned to Meſſana, moſt of his

ſhips were either ſunk, or daſhed to pieces againſt the rocks. Qºţavianus himſelf

o&avianus i, gained the ſhore with the utmoſt difficulty, where he narrowly eſcaped falling into

ºvercome in a the enemy's hands, who having landed and ſurrounded him, thought themſelves ſure

£. % of their prey. But the knowledge he had of the country ſaved him ; for being well
ompey. acquainted with the defiles of a neighbouring mountain, by by-ways he reached the

oãavianus in top of it, and there with a few attendants lay concealed. Having avoided one danger,

great danger, he fell into another. A ſlave of Æmilius Paulus, whoſe father had been proſcribed

by Ojavianus, ſeeing the triumvir without his uſual guards, thought this a favourable

opportunity of being revenged on him for his cruelty towards his old maſter; and there

fore accoſting him with a dagger, attempted to ſtab him ; but miſfing his blow, as it

was then very dark, he was immediately cut in pieces by the triumvir's attendants *.

While Ośīavianus lay concealed on the top of the mountain, far from all danger, Cor

nificius, who commanded under him, ſtill maintained the combat with great bravery;

and having ſunk Demochares's ſhip, continued fighting, notwithſtanding the great

loſs he had ſuſtained, till ſun-ſet, when Calviſius and Menas appearing unexpectedly

with their ſquadrons, Pompey thought it adviſeable to ſound a retreat. The next

morning Ośīavianus from the top of his mountain had the mortification to ſee moſt

of his veſſels ſtranded upon the coaſt, ſome of them half burnt, others ſtill in a flame,

and the ſea to a great diſtance covered with the wreck. But what gave him the greateſt

uneaſineſs was to ſee the enemy's fleet advancing full ſail againſt Mena; and Calviſius,

Oštavianus's

fleet defeated

by Pompey's.

w Appian. Dio, ibid. * Appi AN. l. v. Dro, I. xlviii.
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a who were no ways in a condition to withſtand them. However, they drew up, but

as they were ready to engage, a violent ſtorm aroſe, and the ſea began to run very

high. Hereupon Pompey retired into the port of Meſana ; but Oğavianus's ſhips

were for the moſt part either ſunk with all the men on board, or daſhed to pieces

againſt the rocks and the ſhore. As the ſtorm laſted all night, Ottavianus, to avoid 96tavianus's

ſo diſmal a ſight, went early next morning to Vibonium, or Wibo, a city of Brutium,*...ſº

whence he ſent orders to his lieutenants to guard with great care the coaſts of Italy, -

leſt Pompey ſhould attempt an invaſion. But he was ſofar from improving the advan

tages he had gained by attacking his rival on the continent, that by an unpardonable

negligence he ſuffered the poor remains of his ſhattered fleet to retire unmoleſted to

Wibonium *.

AND now Offavianus, finding himſelf without ſhips or money, and at the ſame

time the people at Rome being ready to riſe for want of corn, he diſpatched Mecanas

to Antony, ſoliciting his aſſiſtance againſt their common enemy. Antony, who was

then in Syria, as we read in Dio, or at Athens, as Appian has it, promiſed to aſſiſt his

collegue to the utmoſt of his power; and accordingly having with all poſſible diligence

aſſembled his fleet, he ſailed for Italy with three hundred ſhips. But in the mean Antony ar.

time Ottavianus, receiving news of a complete vićtory gained by Agrippa over the rive: * Italy.

revolted Gauls, he began to think that he ſtood no more in need of Antony's aſſiſt

ance, and would willingly have diſpenſed with his civility. He thought him already

too powerful, and therefore under various pretences would fain have declined going

to meet him. Theſe proceedings highly diſpleaſed Antony, who had for a long time

been jealous of his collegue. However, as he deſigned to exchange with Oğlavianus

part of his fleet, which would be of no uſe to him in his intended expedition againſt the

Parthians, for land-forces, he waited a long time for him at Tarentum, though he

had been refuſed admittance at Brunduſium. At length he began to grow very uneaſy,

and to complain of Oślavianus in moſt bitter and reproachful terms. Whereupon Miſanderſtand.

Oślavia, who had attended him from Greece, though then big with child, prevailed ing between
upon him to ſend her to her brother, not doubting but ſhe ſhould eaſily clear up all ... Oćta

their jealouſies and ſuſpicions. As ſhe was on her journey to Rome, ſhe met her."

brother, and had a conference with him in the preſence of his two friends Mecanas

and Agrippa, whom ſhe was willing to have for witneſſes of what paſſed between

them. After ſhe had with great prudence and addreſs anſwered the complaints of her

brother againſt her husband, ſhe conjured both him and his two favourites with tears

in her eyes, to confider her circumſtances, and not ſuffer her, inſtead of the moſt g

fortunate of women, to become the moſt miſerable ; for at preſent, ſaid ſhe, the eyes

of the whole Roman people are fixed upon me, on account of the ties, which bind me to two

of the greateſt men in the world, being wife to the one, and ſiſter to the other. If raſh coun

ſels prevail, and war enſues, I ſhall be miſèrable without redreſs ; for on what ſide ſoever

vićlory falls, I ſhall be ſure to be the loſer. Ottavianus, ſoftened by the intreaties of a 9&Avia.ºring,

ſiſter, whom he loved with the greateſt tenderneſs, conſented to an interview with ..."husband to an *

Antony, for which a place was choſen between Metapontum and Zarentum upon a river intº

bearing the name of the latter. Antony came thither the firſt, and as ſoon as he ſaw

Offavianus advancing, he leaped into a boat, in order to go and receive him on the

other ſide the river. Ottavianus, not to be overcome by him in civility, did the

ſame, ſo that the two boats met in the midſt of the river. After they had embraced

each other, they had a friendly conteſt on which ſide they ſhould land. Antony was

for landing on Oğavianus's fide, and Oślavianus on Antony's ; but Oğavianus at

length prevailed under pretence of waiting on his ſiſter, who was returned to Taren

tum. They walked together to the town, where Oëlavianus ſpent the night without

any other guards about his perſon, but thoſe of Antony, who likewiſe went the next

gay without guards, and paſſed the night in Odavianus's camp. All little differences Tid, ºft

between them being made up in an amicable manner, it was agreed, that Ottavianus ºnce, made up,

ſhould give Antony two of his legions to be employed againſt the Parthians, and that

Antony in return ſhould leave with him an hundred armed galleys. Appian ſays, that

Antony yielded to Oślavianus a hundred and fifty ſhips, and Oślavianus to Antony

twenty thouſand men. Beſides this, Ottavia obtained of her husband twenty ſmall

ſhips, or, as Appian has it, ten triremes, for her brother, and of her brother a thou

ſand foot for her husband. That their friendſhip and union might be more laſting,

Oélavianus betrothed his daughter julia, whom he had by Scribonia, to Antyllus, An

º

* Appian. Dio, &c. ibid. y
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fleet ſhip- twenty-ſix others, and a great number of light veſſels, called by the Latins Libur
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tony's ſon ; and they both agreed, the five years of the triumvirate being now expired, a

to prolong their authority for five years more without conſulting either the ſenate or

people. After this Antony departed once more for Syria. Odavia accompanied him

as far as Corcyra, whence, that ſhe might not be expoſed to the dangers of that

expedition, he ſent her back into Italy to remain there till he had ended that war,

committing her, and his children both by her, and his former wife Fulvia, to the

care of Oñavianus y. It is not unlikely, that Antony had already propoſed returning

to Egypt, and therefore was glad to get rid of Ottavia, that ſhe might not diſturb

him in the enjoyment of his beloved Cleopatra.

Oćtavianus Ośavianus, upon the departure of his collegue, began to make vaſt preparations

* gºat both by ſea and land for his intended expedition againſt Pompey. He appointed b

º Agrippa commander in chief of his navy, and that brave officer in a few months

rºy: aſſembled with indefatigable induſtry a fleet able to cope with Pompey's. And now

both the ſea and land-forces being ready to enter upon action, Oślavianus reſolved

to invade the iſland in three different places at the ſame time: Lepidus, whom he

had ſent for from , frica, was to land at Lilybaum on the ſouth of the iſland; Statilius

Taurus, who was at Tarentum, on the eaſt ſide at cape Pachynum ; and Oğavianus him

ſelf on the weſtern coaſt at cape Pelorum. As for Agrippa, he was with a numerous

ſquadron to cruiſe off Mylae, a city on the northern coaſt of the iſland, where Pom

pey was ſaid to have aſſembled all his naval forces. Menas had already, out of his

Menas aban natural levity, abandoned the party of Oślavianus, and returned to Pompey with his

dºn, Octavia ſquadron, not thinking himſelf conſidered, as he deſerved, by his new maſter. Cal

hº viſius, though an officer of great experience in maritime affairs, was not employed in

pey. this expedition, he having incurred the diſpleaſure of Ośīavianus for ſuffering himſelf

to be over-reached by Menas, when he deſerted to Pompey. And now all things

being ready, Oğavianus's fleets, though in different ports, ſet ſail on the day agreed

on, which was that of the new moon in the month of July, both that day and month

being ſacred to the memory of julius Caſar. But they had ſcarce put to ſea, when

a violent ſtorm ariſing, defeated all Ottavianus's meaſures. Statilius Taurus, fore

ſeeing it, returned to Tarentum with the hundred and two ſhips he commanded ; but

the ſquadrons of Oślavianus, Lepidus and Agrippa, ſuffered much, that eſpecially of d

Oćavianus, who on this occaſion loſt ſix of the ſhips, which Ożavia had given him,Oétavianus's

wrecked a ſº- nicæ. His own ſhip with much ado made the bay of Velia, where, as in all dangers

** he had a particular care of his own perſon, he went aſhore, leaving his friends and

mariners to ſtruggle all night with the winds and waves. When he reached the ſhore,

and found himſelf out of danger, rage ſucceeded fear, and tranſported him to ſuch a

degree, that he could not forbear venting it upon Neptune himſelf, crying out, I

Jhall conquer at length ; yes, I ſhall conquer, Neptune, in ſpite of thee. Lepidus, who

was come from Africa with twelve legions, and five thouſand Numidian horſe on board

eighty ſhips of war, and a thouſand tranſports, after having loſt ſome of his veſſels, c

Lepidusland, landed at Lilybaeum in ſpite of the oppoſition he met with from Plennius, whom

in Sicily. Pompey had poſted there with ſome legions, and a great number of ſlingers and

archers. All the other ſquadrons were driven back, and forced to make what ports

they could. Pompey, looking upon theſe repeated ſhipwrecks in ſummer, when the

ſea is commonly calm, as viſible tokens of the favour and protećtion of Neptune,

returned him ſolemn thanks for his aſſiſtance, and was ſo elated with this unexpe&ted

ſucceſs, as to ſtyle himſelf the ſon of Neptune. On the other hand Ottavianus, think

ing himſelf ill uſed by that deity, never forgave him ; but cauſed his ſtatue ſeveral

years after to be removed from the circus, where the public games were celebrated.

But his chief care at preſent was to refit his fleet, recruit his forces, and prevent the f

diſturbances which the news of this diſaſter might raiſe in Rome. Thither he diſpatched

Mecanas, who with his uſual addreſs ſoon calmed the minds of the people. At the

ſame time he went in perſon to the ſeveral ports, where his ſhips had taken ſhelter,

oavianus, and by encouraging and amply rewarding the workmen, got his fleet refitted, and

fit, his fleet, ready to put to ſea again before the end of the ſummer. In this ſecond attempt he

was attended with better ſucceſs than in the former; for Meſſala Corvinus landed ſafe

with three legions, and incamped near Taurominium at a ſmall diſtance from Lepidus;

ſeveral other legions were ſet aſhore, without meeting with any conſiderable oppoſition

* Plur, in Anton. APPLAN. p. 726, 727. Dio, l. xlviii. p. 390, 391.

in
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a in other places of the iſland, and Statilius Taurus made himſelf maſter ofcape Scyla

ceum on the continent, which Pompey had ſeized. But on the other hand Papias, one

of Pompey's admirals, falling in with a ſquadron, which was conveying four legions

to Lepidus, attacked the tranſports, took ſome of them, ſunk others, and obliged

the reſt to return to Africa. In this encounter two of Lepidus's legions were either

taken, drowned, or cut in pieces. In the mean time Ojavianus, who was then with

his fleet in the port of Strongyle, one of the Æolian iſlands, obſerving all the coaſt of

Sicily on that ſide lined with Pompey's forces, left the command of the fleet to Agrippa,

and returned to Vibonium to haſten the departure of the reſt of his ſhips. Upon his

departure, Agrippa, who longed for an opportunity of ſignalizing his valour, made

b himſelf maſter of Hiera, one of the Æolian iſlands, a place of the utmoſt impor

tance. From thence he ſteered his courſe towards Myla with a deſign to ſurpriſe

Demochares, who had in that port a fleet of forty ſail under his command. But being

informed that Papias was advancing to the relief of Democharei, he thought it adviſe one of Pom

able firſt to engage the former ; which he did accordingly, and gained a complete Bºſtºn,

vićtory, Papias, who behaved on this occaſion with unparallelled bravery, having loſt:*
thirty galleys, and Agrippa only five. Upon the news of this vićtory Octavianus, who

was then at Scylaceum, thinking Pompey was blocked up by Agrippa, imbarqued the

flower of his army, and landed in the neighbourhood of Taurominium, with a deſign.

to beſiege that place. But in the mean time Pompey appearing unexpectedly on the

c coaſt with his fleet, both Ośīavianus and his troops were ſtruck with ſuch terror, that -

Pompey might have eaſily cut them in pieces. But he, as the day was already far ſpent,

inſtead of attacking them without loſs of time, retired with his land-forces to a neigh

bouring mountain, and there ſpent the night, which the enemy employed in fortifying

their camp. Next morning by break of day Ojavianus, not doubting but Pompey

would attack his camp, left the defence of it to his lieutenants, L. Cornificius, Titi

nius and Carcius, and went on board his fleet. But flying from one danger, he fell

into another ; for Pompey, not thinking it adviſeable to attack his camp, which was

well fortified, fell upon his fleet, and ſoon convinced his rival, that if he wanted con

dućt, he did not want courage. Oélavianus's fleet was put to flight at the firſt onſet, Pompey 4

d ſeveral of his ſhips were taken, and the reſt, a ſmall number only excepted, either ſº "ſqua

ſunk or burnt. As the battle was fought near the ſhore, ſuch of Ożavianus's men ...".

as could ſwim took refuge in the camp of Cornificius, but the reſt were for the moſt3.

part either drowned or taken. As for Oºlavianus himſelf, he made his eſcape in a who is in great

boat, and leaving his troops aſhore to ſhift for themſelves, made Abala, a city on the danger.

coaſt of Italy, being attended only by one domeſtic. As he was quite ſpent with the

fatigue he had undergone, and overwhelmed with grief and chagrin on account of his

defeat, he lay down on the open ſhore, and fell into ſo ſound a ſleep, that he was

carried without waking by ſome officers, who knew him, to a camp, which Meſſala

had formed in that neighbourhood for the defence of the coaſt (O). His firſt care

e after he awaked was to provide for the ſafety of the troops he had left in Sicily

under the command of Cornificius. With this view he immediately diſpatched a meſ.

ſenger to Agrippa, injoining him to ſend forthwith a ſtrong body of legionaries under

the command of Laronius to their aſſiſtance. And indeed Cornificius was reduced to

the utmoſt extremity. He could receive no proviſions by ſea, which was beſet by

the enemy's vićtorious fleet, and all convoys by land were intercepted by Pompey's hi. troops in

Numidian cavalry. In this extremity he was forced to abandon his camp, without Sicily rºuted

knowing what rout to take. At length he reſolved to march towards Myla, which tº gºt

Agrippa had ſeized, but was ſo haraſſed all the way by the enemy’s parties, that ſ”g”.

his men began to deſpair, and give themſelves up for loſt. Cornificius with his words

and example ſupported their drooping courage, till they found themſelves ſhut up by

f the enemy's troops in a narrow valley, called the fiery brook. As the ground was here

covered all over with duſt and aſhes thrown out by mount Aºtna, without any ſprings

or rivulets, they muſt inevitably have periſhed with thirſt, or ſurrendered at diſ

cretion, had not the ſuccours ſent by Agrippa, coming very ſeaſonably, diſengaged them But relieved

from the deſperate condition to which they were reduced. At the approach of the ‘y AgrºPPa.

Roman legions, the Numidians retired, leaving Cornificius to purſue his march with

(O) An accident is ſaid to have happened to him were always conſulted on ſuch occaſions, interpret

here, which however frivolous gave him great hopes ed to betoken vićtory to him, as if the ſea by this

of conquering at laſt. A large fiſh leaping out of tribute and ſubmiſſion, had acknowledged his power.

the ſea, fell at his feet ; and this the augurs, who

5 - Out
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out the leaſt diſturbance. That general was ſo pleaſed with his retreat, that on his a

return to Rome, when he happened to ſup at his friends houſes, he always came home

mounted, as it were, in triumph, on an elephant, having probably made uſe of that

warlike animal in his retreat +.

IN the mean time Oślavianus returning to Sicily, had joined Agrippa in the neigh

bourhood of Tyndaris, where he was incamped with twenty-one legions, two thouſand

horſe, and five thouſand light-armed foot. From thence they both marched towards

Meſſana, with a deſign to beſiege that place, hoping thereby to draw Pompey to a

battle, who had lodged all his military ſtores, proviſions, and treaſures, in that

city. As they approached the place, Lepidus, whom Ottavianus had acquainted with

his deſign, joined them with all his ſea and land forces. This triumvir, ever ſince b

his firſt landing in the iſland, had given Ottavianus juſt reaſons to ſuſpect his inten

tions. He took indeed, upon his arrival, ſome ſmall places on the coaſt, and beſieged

Plennius in Lilybaum ; but afterwards ačting only defenſively, he ſuffered Ottavianus

to carry on the war by himſelf, without offering him the leaſt aſſiſtance, as if he had

maintained a private correſpondence with Pompey. However, upon motives, which

he diſcovered ſoon after, he approved of Ottavianus's plan, and came to join him

Meſſina in- with all his forces before#. which city was cloſely inveſted both by ſea and

**9% land. Pompey having aſſembled into one body all the troops he had diſperſed up

*** and down the iſland, poſted himſelf at a ſmall diſtance from Ölavianus's camp, and

- - at the ſame time drew together his ſeveral ſquadrons, ordering them to watch the c

motions of the enemy's fleet, which blocked up the mouth of the harbour. After

ſeveral motions and ſlight engagements between the fleets as well as the land-forces,

Pompey challenged Oślavianus to put an end to their differences by a ſea-fight with

three hundred ſhips on a fide. This propoſal was no-ways agreeable to Ottavianus,

who had not hitherto been attended with any great ſucceſs by ſea. However, depend

ing upon the valour and experience of Agrippa on one ſide, and on the other ſuſpeãt

ing the fidelity of Lepidus, who had, according to ſome, twelve, according to

others, twenty legions under his command, he accepted the challenge ; and a day

was appointed for the deciſive ačtion. Great preparations were made on both ſides

for an event, which was to decide the fate of the contending parties. When the d

day agreed on, and impatiently wiſhed for by the two generals, came, both fleets

appeared early in the morning drawn up in battalia between Mylae and Naulocus ;

upon which the two armies ran to the ſhore, there being then a kind of truce between

them, to behold from thence the action, on which their fate in great meaſure de

A general ... pended. The ſignal was given, and the engagement began with that fury, which is

tion at ſea be- peculiar to men, who are more animated by private hatred and party-rage, as hap

twº Pompey pens in civil wars, than by motives of glory and conqueſt. Agrippa behaved with

:ſº his uſual bravery, and Pompey, knowing all lay at ſtake, diſtinguiſhed himſelf from

the beginning of the action to the end in a very eminent manner. Never was vićtory

diſputed with more obſtinacy, the ſoldiers as well as officers of both parties fighting, e

after the example of their generals, with incredible reſolution and intrepidity. The

ſea was covered to a great diſtance with dead bodies, and nothing was heard but ſhouts

of the ſoldiers and mariners encouraging each other, or cries of men periſhing in the

waves. The vićtory continued long doubtful, but at length, all yielding to the valour

pompey in , and ſuperior condućt of Agrippa, Pompey's fleet was put to flight, and that unfortunate

tirely defeated. Roman obliged, in ſpite of his utmoſt efforts, to own himſelf conquered. Of his

#:§* numerous fleet only ſeventeen veſſels eſcaped, the reſt being taken, burnt, or ſunk ".

º Demochares, one of his admirals, was taken priſoner, but laid violent hands on

31. himſelf to avoid the diſgrace of being led in triumph. Apollophanes, his other admiral,

of Rome 717, yielded up himſelf and his galley to Agrippa in the very beginning of the action, f

What became of Papias, another of his freedmen, in whom he placed great truſt,

we know not, none of the ancients making any mention of him in the account they

give us of this great ačtion. As for Menas, he had long before the battle with his

uſual inconſtancy and perfidiouſneſs abandoned Pompey the ſecond time, and gone

over with his ſquadron to Olavianus, who received him rather to weaken the enemy's

party, than to ſtrengthen his own ; for knowing he was not a man to be truſted, he

— gave him no command, and diſplaced all the officers of the ſquadron he brought with

him. This treacherous wretch, whoſe courage and experience were worthy of a more

* Liv. l. cxxix. Vell. Patencul. l. iii. c.79. Suet. in Očtavio. Appian. 1. v. Dio, l. xix. Oros.

l. vi. c. 18. * Liv. Vell. Patercul. Suer. APP1AN. Dio, ORos, ibid. Flor. l. iv. c. 18.
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noble mind, retired, if we believe Horace, with great wealth, and ſerved afterwards

in the poſt of a military tribune. The glory of this vićtory was intirely owing to

Agrippa ; for Ośīavianus, if Antony is to be credited, had not the courage even to look

at the two navies drawn up in battalia, but in a great fright lay down in his galley with

his eyes lifted up to heaven, like one beſide himſelf, and continued in that poſture,

till Agrippa had put the enemy to flight. Some writers, to clear their hero from the

reproach of cowardice, pretend, that at the time of the engagement he was overcome

with ſo profound a ſleep, that his friends with much ado waked him to give the word,

and the ſignal for the charge. Be that as it will, it would ſeem very ſtrange now-a-

days, if the commander in chief of a fleet or army ſhould ſay, by way of excuſe for

not diſcharging his duty during any memorable ačtion, that he was aſleep, and did

not awake till the battle was over. Ośīavianus however did, in ſome degree, juſtice

to the valour of Agrippa, honouring him with a blue ſtandard, and a roſtral crown,

that is, a crown, whereof the flower-work repreſented the beaks of galleys. He

deſerved indeed a more ſubſtantial reward, having utterly deſtroyed the enemy's nume

rous fleet with the loſs of three ſhips only of his own ; but we ſhall ſoon ſee him

raiſed to the greateſt honours of the ſtate, and diſtinguiſhed by Offavianus, when

abſolute maſter of Rome, above all the ſubjećts of the Roman empire. As for the

unhappy Pompey, inſtead of repairing to his land-forces, and encouraging them with

his preſence, he left them at the diſcretion of the conqueror, and taking on board

Oétavianus

reproached

with cowardice.

his daughter, and ſome of his friends, who were in Meſſana, together with the trea- Pompei';

ſures he had lodged in that city, he paſſed the ſtreights in the night, and ſteered his

courſe towards Aſia with ſeventeen galleys, the poor remains of a fleet of three hundred

and fifty ſail. His deſign was to throw himſelf upon the mercy of Antony, whoſe

mother julia he had formerly received and entertained with great civility, when ſhe

abandoned Rome, during the war of Peruſia. Upon his retreat Tiſienus Gallus, one

of his lieutenants, immediately ſubmitted to the conqueror with all the forces under

his command. As for Plemnius, who commanded eight legions in Lilybaeum, upon

the firſt news of Pompey's defeat, he marched with incredible expedition to Meſſana,

flight.

Meſſana and

all Sicily ſub

and threw himſelf into the place, before Ottavianus or Agrippa had any intelligence ...hº...on

of his deſign. But ſeeing there were no hopes of relief, he took the advantage of queror.

Oğavianus's abſence to capitulate with Lepidus, who granted him honourable condi

tions, and incorporated the troops he commanded among his own legions. Agrippa,

whom Oflavianus had left to carry on the ſiege with Lepidus, exclaimed againſt this

unfair condućt, intreating him to wait till the arrival of his collegue, which at fartheſt

would be, he ſaid, next morning. But Lepidus, without hearkening either to his

remonſtrances or intreaties, received Plennius into his camp, and gave up the city

to be plundered by his ſoldiers. Oflavianus arriving at break of day, ſent ſome of

his friends to his collegue's camp to complain in his name of theſe proceedings. Le

pidus, who had now twenty-two legions under his command, anſwered with great

haughtineſs, that he would not ſuffer Oślavianus to take upon him all the authority

of the triumvirate, when he had an equal right to it. Upon this reply Ošta

vianus, having firſt gained over by his emiſſaries the greateſt part of Lepidus's officers,

repaired to his camp attended with a ſtrong body of horſe, underpretence of making up

matters with him in an amicable manner. He no ſooner appeared, than Plennius's

legions, whom he had already found means to debauch, flocked to him, offering

him their ſervice. Lepidus, alarmed at this unexpečted attempt, fell upon Ošlavianus

at the head of his guards, killed his ſhield-bearer cloſe by him, wounded him, and

obliged him to retire in ſome confuſion. However, the next day Lepidus had the mor

tification to ſee himſelf abandoned by all his troops, who with their enſigns diſplayed

marched out of their camp in good order to join his rival (P). The unhappy triumvir

being thus left alone, quitted all the marks of his authority, and putting on a mourn.

ing robe, after having remained ſome time unregarded in the throng of thoſe who

made their ſubmiſſions to Oğlavianus, threw himſelf at the feet of his collegue, and

with great meanneſs begged his life, which was granted him with his eſtate, Oja

(P) Appian tells us, that Oſłavianus went alone who, notwithſtanding the wound he r-ceved, went

to the camp of Lepiuus, depending on his own to the place, where the eagles of the legions were

merit, and the authority he had gained by his vićto- kept, and taking one of then, exhorted the legio

ries, Pompey's ſoldierslooking upon him with reſpect, naries to follow him, which they did accordingly,

and drawing found him. Hercupon Lepidus ordered abandoning their own general.

his guards to diſperſe them, and fall upon Octavianus, -

Vol. V, N° 4. 4 C ºianus
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vianus deſpiſing him too much to take it from him. Suetonius is the only writer, who a

ſays that Oflavianus baniſhed him to Circeii, a ſmall town on the coaſt of Latium.

That he attained to be one of the ſupreme governors of the Roman empire was in

tirely owing to fortune, he being a man without any wiſdom, valour, or ačtivity ;

and therefore, after he had thus fallen from the high ſtation, to which fortune had

raiſed him, he was no more regarded, but ended his life in obſcurity and contempt.

Thus the whole authority of the triumvirate devolved upon Antony and Oślavianus,

who held the Roman empire divided between them, the former having all the

eaſt from the borders of Illyricum, and the Adriatic gulph, and the latter all the

reſt b. -

No Roman general was ever at the head of ſo powerful an army as Oğavianus was b

at this time in Sicily. He had under his command forty-five legions, twenty five

thouſand horſe, one hundred and ſixty thouſand light-armed foot, and beſides ſix

hundred ſhips of war, without counting the ſmaller veſſels, which were without

oãavianus, number. His power was now almoſt equal to his ambition ; but they were both

foldier, mutiny checked by the inſolence of his ſoldiers, who ſcarce ever failed to allay the joy which

his vićtories gave him, and to put a ſtop to his further conqueſts. The war in Sicily

being now at an end, the legionaries, refle&ting on their great numbers and ſtrength,

began to mutiny, and demand in a tumultuous manner their diſcharge, and the ſame

rewards which had been beſtowed on thoſe who had overcome Brutus and Caſſius in the

plains of Philippi. Oğavianus endeavoured to appeaſe the mutineers, by telling them, c

that he deferred giving them the rewards which were due to their valour, till the

return of Antony from the eaſt; adding, that the Illyrians, who had declared war,

were to be conquered before any thing elſe could be done. But the mutinous legio

naries refuſed to march, till he had ſatisfied their demands. Hereupon the general,

being at a loſs what to do, cauſed ſeveral crowns, bracelets, ſpears, &c. to be

brought out for ſuch of the ſoldiers as had diſtinguiſhed themſelves in the war, and

ſcarlet robes for the officers; but a tribune, by name Ofilius, told him with a great deal

of inſolence, That he might keep thoſe bawbles for children; but as for his ſoldiers, nothing

would ſatiſfy them but money or land. At theſe words the whole army ſhouted, and

Oćlavianus in a great paſſion came down from his tribunal, and withdrew. The auda-d

cious tribune diſappeared that night, and was never after ſeen or heard of, nobody

doubting but he had been privately diſpatched by Oğavianus's orders. This made the

others more cautious, but not more tractable ; for whenever Oºlavianus appeared,

they cried out all with one voice, Money, or our diſcharge ; inſomuch that he was at

length obliged to diſmiſs thoſe, whoſe time of ſervice was expired, to the number of

H, aftharge, twenty thouſand. The others he pacified with large promiſes, and a donative of five

ſome, and pa- hundred drachma's a man, which he levied upon the Sicilians. After this, having

***** ſettled the affairs of Sicily, he returned to Rome, where he was received with all poſ

ſible demonſtrations of joy: the ſenate in a body met him at the gates, and con

dućted him to the capitol, followed by all the people crowned with garlands ; from e

the capitol, after he had returned thanks to the gods for the ſucceſs of his arms,

they attended him to his palace. The next day he aſſembled the ſenate, according to

cuſtom, in the temple of Bellona, where in a ſtudied ſpeech, which he cauſed after

wards to be publiſhed, he gave the conſcript fathers an account of his expedition, and

aſſured them, that he had undergone ſo many toils and dangers with no other view

but to reſtore peace and tranquillity to Rome. When he had ended his ſpeech, he

withdrew ; and the ſenators, who were no more ſwayed with the love of liberty, but

Honours de a ſpirit of ſlavery, and the meaneſt flattery, decreed him ſuch honours as he himſelf

**.9%r was aſhamed to aſſume. However, he gave them leave to erect a ſtatue of gold to

.”” his honour in the forum with this inſcription ; To Caeſar for having reſtored peace by f

*** ſea and land, and to appoint an annual feaſt to be celebrated on the day he had over

come Pompey. A triumph was decreed him, but he was ſatisfied with an ovation,

which honour he enjoyed on the ides of November º. After his ovation, he aſſembled

the people, and having returned them thanks for the honour they had beſtowed on

him, he leſſened the taxes, and forgave thoſe who had hired houſes of the public, all

the rents they owed to the treaſury. Thus he began to court the favour of the people

at the expence of the public, being determined to lay hold of the firſt opportunity

that offered of cruſhing Antony, as he had done Pompey and Lepidus, and aſſuming the

b Appian. l. v. p. 741. Dio, l. xlix. p. 398. Suetonius in O&tavio. * Appi AN. l. v. p. 746.

Dio, l. xlix. p. 4oo. Suet. ibid. c. 22. Oros. l. vi. c. 18.
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a whole power to himſelf. As the city as well as the country had been greatly infeſted,

during the late troubles, with thieves and robbers, he charged Sabinus, one of his lieu

tenants, to purſue them with fire and ſword, and eſtabliſhed at Rome ſeveral com

panies for the guard of the city under the command of an officer, whom he ſtyled

prafetius vigilum. By this means peace and tranquillity were reſtored, not to Rome

only, but to all Italy which together with the plenty he procured, being now maſter

of Sicily, gained the affections of the people to ſuch a degree, that ſome cities went He court, and

even ſo far as to erect altars to their benefactor, eſpecially after one generous action, gain, the ºffee
which inſpired them with a high opinion of his prudence and good-nature. He had ..., of the

found among Pompey's papers a great many letters to him from ſome of the chief men people.

b in the ſenate. Theſe he brought into the forum, and before all the people threw them

unopened into the fire, proteſting, that he ſacrificed his private reſentments to the

good of the public. At the ſame time he ſolemnly declared, that his intention was

to reſign his authority as ſoon as Antony ſhould return from the Parthian war. This

declaration, however inſincere, abſolutely gained him the hearts and affections of the . . r

undiſcerning multitude, who immediately choſe him tribune of the people for his life, ...”Ž.

hoping this new dignity might induce him to lay down the more odious title of...".

triumvir. He readily accepted the perpetual tribuneſhip, which rendered his perſon people.

ſacred and inviolable; but put off the ſuppreſſion of the triumvirate till the return of

Antony, diſpatching in the mean time Bibulus to impart to him his reſolution. After

c this Octavianus left Rome, and marched at the head of his army againſt the Illyrians,

who had ſhaken off the Roman yoke. -

Du RING theſe tranſačtions at Rome, Pompey occaſioned great diſturbances in...

the eaſt. From Sicily he ſailed to the iſland of Lesbos, where he was informed Aſia.

of the bad ſucceſs which had attended Antony in his expedition againſt the Par

thians. Hereupon he began to entertain thoughts of taking Antony's poſt in the

eaſt, or at leaſt of ſharing with him the empire. With this view he ſent embaſ

ſadors to the kings of Pontus, Thrace, and Parthia, ſoliciting their friendſhip,

and offering them very advantageous terms. At the ſame time he drew together

what troops he could, giving out that he had no other deſign but to aſſiſt Antony,

d and defend himſelf againſt Oğlavianus. Antony, informed of theſe proceedings,

commanded Marcus Titius to take upon him the command of the army that was quar

tered in Syria, and watch the motions of Pompey. Titius was ordered to receive him

with all poſſible marks of honour, if he yielded up himſelf and his troops; but to cut

both him and his army in pieces, if he refuſed to ſubmit. But Pompey, before the

arrival of Titius, had pulled off the mask, and taken ſeveral cities of Aſia Minor,

among the reſt Nicæa and Nicomedia. Hereupon Titius, taking with him. Furnius, t

Antony's lieutenant in Aſia, marched againſt him, and having defeated his ſmall army, But is defeated,

obliged him to ſurrender at diſcretion. As ſoon as Antony had notice of his being taºiſºn",

taken, he wrote to Titius to put him to death ; but ſoon after changing his mind, he #:tº

e ſent a ſecond letter, ordering his lieutenant to ſave him. But the ſecond meſſenger

arriving before the firſt, Titius perverſely interpreting the laſt order he received to be

the laſt that was ſent him, put the unfortunate captive to death, being afraid, as he

had formerly ſerved under him, but abandoned him to ſide with Antony, leſt he ſhould

be once in a condition, if his life were ſpared, to be revenged on him for his trea

chery. This rendered Titius ſo odious to the Roman people, who ſtill retained a great

regard for Pompey and his family, that they could never after bear the fight of him,

but drove him out of the circus with hiſſes and curſes, even while he was exhibiting to

them games and ſhews at his own expence 4.

It was believed, that the death of Pompey would have put an end to all civil wars.

f But the unbounded ambition of Qºlavianu, and Antony ſoon involved the Roman ſtate

in new troubles. The paſſion Antony had for Cleopatra, and the extravagant preſents

of whole provinces, which he beſtowed on her, ſerved Oślavianus for a ſpecious pre

tence to make war upon him, though his real motive was to get rid of a competitor ſo

formidable, both for his valour, and the high reputation he had gained among the

ſoldiery. Antony had left Oğlavia in Italy, as we have related above, and paſſed into

Syria, whither he invited Cleopatra, and gave her all Phanice, Carlo-Syria, Cyprus, and

a great part of Arabia and judea. Theſe profuſe gifts much diſpleaſed the Roman .

people, who daily publiſhed ſcurrilous lampoons, cenſuring his condućt, and turning

* Appias. p. 747. Dio, p. 4oz, Strabo, l. iii. p. 141. Liv, epit. l. cxxxii. VFil- Parercul, l. ii.

c. 81. & 97. -

him
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Antony's pro- him into ridicule on account of the ſcandalous life he led with Cleopatra. Soon after a

†:º he marched againſt the Parthians with thirteen legions, ten thouſand Gauliſh or Spaniſh

peºple. horſe, and above thirty thouſand light-armed foot. , But this mighty army, which

made all the eaſt tremble, ſerved only to render his retreat more ſhameful, as we

have related at length in our hiſtory of the Parthians ". As all the misſortunes he

met with in that fatal expedition were owing to his paſſion for Cleopatra, which made

him neglect the more proper meaſures, to follow thoſe only, which might haſten his

return to that bewitching woman, the Romans were highly incenſed againſt him. But

what moſt of all provoked them was his taking Artabazes, king of Armenia, in a

moſt treacherous manner, as we have related elſewhere', and leading him in triumph

into Alexandria, the Romans looking upon the ceremony of triumphing as appropri-b

oãavianus ated wholly to their city. Offavianus took advantage of Antony's impolitic condućt

ſº th: a to eſtrange more and more the minds of the people from him ; and when he found

ſº* their ſpirits ſufficiently exaſperated, he reſolved to ſend his fiſterodavia to her huſ:

- band, that he might have a plauſible pretence to declare war, if he ſhould offer her

the affront of ſending her back without ſeeing her. Antony was then returned from

his Parthian expedition, and waiting at Leucopolis, or, as Plutarch calls it, Leucocome,

fºr the arrival of Cleopatra, whom he had ſent for. The queen arrived at laſt, bring

ing with her cloaths for the ſoldiers, and vaſt ſums of money to be diſtributed among

them. Almoſt at the ſame time Niger, one of Antony's particular friends, arrived

from Ottavia, who was already come as far as Athens, with letters from her to her c

husband; wherein ſhe acquainted him, that ſhe had brought with her cloaths for his

ſoldiers, a great many horſes, and rich preſents for his friends and officers, with

two thouſand choſen men well armed to recruit the praetorian cohorts. This was

very unwelcome news to the queen, who knowing Offavia came only to diſpute with

Cleopatra pre-her, and lay in her claim to Antony's affections, and dreading the preſence of ſo vir

:ºº tuous a rival, feigned a deep melancholy, and pretended to be dying for love of him.

; :... When ſhe was near him, ſhe beheld him with languiſhing eyes, and a deſpairing coun

tenance, like one beſides herſelf with love. She let fall tears in his preſence, and at

the ſame time pretended to dry them up in haſte, and unobſerved, as if ſhe were

aſhamed to have him a witneſs of her weakneſs. By theſe artifices the crafty queen d

gained the aſcendant over/Antony, and prevailed upon him to ſend word to Ottavia, that

ſhe ſhould not purſue her journey into Syria, but return to Rome. After this he

waited on Cleopatra back to Alexandria, where he paſſed the winter with that lewd

woman in all manner of luxury, pomp and voluptuouſneſs.

The virtuous Ottavia being returned to Rome, her brother ordered her to quit her husband's

*haviour ºf houſe, ſince he had treated her ſo contemptuouſly : but the virtuous Offavia refuſed
Oćtavia. to obey him, ſaying, that though ſhe had a great reſpect for her brother, yet ſhe

could not prevail upon herſelf to comply with his orders; and therefore conjured him

not to force her to leave the houſe of a perſon, whom ſhe would always honour as her

husband in ſpite of his inconſtancy : ſhe intreated him to abandon her intereſt, and e

not make war upon Antony for an affront, which regarded her alone, ſince it would

be a ſhameful thing to have it reported, that two of the greateſt commanders in the

world had involved the Roman people in a war, the one to juſtify his miſtreſs, the

other in reſentment for his ſiſter's ill uſage. Oğavianus could not help indulging her

virtuous inclinations; he allowed her to continue at her husband’s houſe, where ſhe

brought up his children with extraordinary care, without making any diſtinétion

between her own and thoſe he had by Fulvia. She took under her protećtion all thoſe

whom her husband ſent to Rome to ſue for offices, aſſiſted their pretenſions with the

authority her virtue gave her, and never left importuning her brother till ſhe had

obtained for them what they deſired. But nothing proved more prejudicial to An-f

tony's intereſt than this deportment of Oślavia ; his injurious treatment of a woman of

her rank, merit and virtue, drew on him the reſentment of all the Romans, who were

Antony give ſtill more provoked at what he did about this time at Alexandria. . For having feaſted

new occaſion ºf the whole people of that great metropolis, he aſſembled them in the gymnaſium, and

offence toº cauſing a throne of ſilver to be erected there with two ſeats of gold, the one for
Roman people. himſelf, the other for Cleopatra, and lower ſeats at their feet for his children, he pro

claimed Cleopatra queen of Egypt, Cyprus, Africa, and Calo-Syria, and joined with

her as her collegue Caſarion, whom ſhe had by julius Caeſar. As for his own chil

• Hiſh Univerſ. Vol. IV. p. 308, & ſeq. f Hiſt, Univerſ, ibid. p. 7c8.

dren
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ſt

a dren by Cleopatra, he gave to Alexander Armenia, Media, Parthia, and the reſt of

the eaſtern provinces from the Euphrates to the Indus ; to Cleopatra, the twin fiſter of

Alexander, Libya, and Cyrene ; and to Ptolemy, whom he ſurnamed Philadelphus,

Phanice, Syria, Cilicia, and all the countries of the Leſſer Aſia from the Euphrates to

the Helleſpont ; and he conferred on each of them the title of king of kings. What

ſeemed moſt remarkable in this ſolemnity was, that Cleopatra appeared dreſt like the

goddeſs Iſis, and Antony like the god Oſiris ; and from that time both frequently

gave audience to the people, in the attire which was thought peculiar to thoſe deities P.

O3avianus, taking advantage of the general reſentment againſt Antony, which this oãavianus

diviſion of provinces occaſioned at Rome, accuſed him before the ſenate and people of ºſt.*b this and ſeveral other attempts highly injurious to the majeſty of the Roman empire ; ºf..." e

which Antony being informed of, he ſent ſome of his friends to Rome to plead his cauſe,

and accuſe O’avianus in his turn. The chief articles he preferred againſt him, were,

1. That he had not ſhared with him the iſland of Sicily, which was lately taken from

Pompey : 2. That he had not made reſtitution of the ſhips he had lent him : 3. That Articles pre

having abrogated the power of Lepidus, his collegue, he had appropriated to himſelf,'....”

his army, his government, and his revenues: Laſtly, that he had divided almoſt allº

Italy among his own ſoldiers, and reſerved nothing for his. To theſe accuſations

Octavianus anſwered, that he had not diſmiſſed Lepidus from his government, till he

had made it appear that he was unfit to govern ; that as to what he had got by the war,

c he would divide it with Antony, when he gave him his ſhare of Armenia ; and as for

Antony’s ſoldiers, they could not ſurely value or claim a few acres of land in Italy after

they had conquered all Media, and reduced the wealthy empire of the Parthians by

the mighty exploits they had performed under the condućt of their invincible general.

Antony was ſo provoked at this biting jeſt, that though he had already marched as

far as the river draxes with a deſign to invade Parthia, he dropt that expedition, and

ordered Canidius, one of his lieutenants, to march forthwith at the head of ſixteen

legions down to the coaſts of the Ionian ſea, and there keep himſelf in a readineſs to

paſs over into Europe at a day's warning. As for Antony himſelf, he haſtened with

Cleopatra to Epheſus, where his lieutenants had got together eight hundred veſſels, of

d which the queen furniſhed two hundred with twenty thouſand talents, and proviſions Antony re

for the whole army. Antony was adviſed by his friends to ſend back Cleopatra into ſºlve tºº."

Egypt, there to expe&t the event of the war ; but ſhe dreading a peace might be

made in her abſence upon condition of Antony's receiving again Ottavia, and excluding

her, prevailed upon Canidius with a large ſum of money to repreſent to Antony,

that it was not juſt to drive away a princeſs with diſgrace, who bore ſo great a part in

the charge of the war ; that it would be highly impolitic to diſoblige the Egyptians,

who made up ſo conſiderable a part of his naval forces ; and finally, that Cleopatra

was not inferior to any of the kings who attended him, in prudence and good ſenſe,

as was manifeſt from her governing ſo mighty a kingdom by herſelf. It was owing to

vianus.

e Ojavianus’s good fortune, and Antony's evil deſtiny, that this counſel took place.

Cleopatra was allowed to ſtay, and they both left Epheſus, and ſet ſail for Samos, the

war withOéta

place of the general rendezvous. Thither all the kings, princes and nations from How he ſpent

Egypt to the Euxine ſea, and from Armenia to Illyricum, were ordered to ſend men, his time *

aims, and proviſions. It was at the ſame time proclaimed, that all ſtage-players,*

dancers, ſingers, buffoons, &c. ſhould repair to the ſame iſland; ſo that ſometimes a

ſhip, which was thought to be laden with ſoldiers, and warlike ſtores, proved fraught

with ſcenes, machines for the ſtage, muſicians, and players. Thus while the reſt of

the world was in tears, and great dread of the approaching war, joy, and all kind

of pleaſures, reigned at Samos, as if they had abandoned all other places to reſide

there. Thither each city, within the limits of Antony's government, was ordered to

f ſend an ox to be offered in ſacrifice ; and the kings, who attended him, were in a

perpetual diſpute, who ſhould make the moſt magnificent feaſts : inſomuch that it

became a common queſtion among the ſpectators, What will they do by way of triumph

after the vićory, ſince they make ſuch rejoycings at the opening of a dangerous war q &

FROM Samos, Antony failed for Athens, where he lived after his uſual manner, ſpend-And Athens,

ing his whole time in luxury and voluptuouſneſs. Cleopatra, who accompanied him,

being jealous of the hononrs Oélavia had received at Athens, infinuated herſelf with all

the civilities imaginable, into the favour of the Athenians, who in requital decreed her

* Plur. in Anton. Dio, l. xlix. p. 415, 416, & lib. 1. p. 41 t. * Plut. ibid,

V o L. V. N° 4. 4 D honours
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honour beyond the condition of mortals, and deputed ſeveral of the citizens to wait a

upon her at her houſe with the decree. At the head of this deputation was Antony

himſelf, he being free of Athens ; and as he was choſen their ſpeaker, he harangued

the queen in the name of the people. While he was at Athens, C. Soſius and Domilius

Ahenobarbus, the conſuls of this year, were obliged to leave Rome, not thinking them

ſelves ſafe there after they had taken upon them to defend Antony. They both took

refuge in Ath.ns, and incenſed Antony to ſuch a degree againſt Offavianus, that he

ſolemnly divorced Oclavia, and ſent proper officers to Rome to drive her out of his

houſe. The virtuous Ośīavia obeyed without complaining, and retired to her own

houſe with all his children, except Antyllus, his eldeſt ſon by Fulvia, who was with

his father. She only lamented her hard fate in ſeeing herſelf looked upon as one of the b

cauſes of a civil war. But men of penetration well knew, that there was only one

true cauſe of the preſent breach, viz. Ottavianus's unbounded ambition, which not

ſatisfied with one-half of the Roman empire, aſpired at the whole. But he had cer

tainly been diſappointed, had not Antony, according to his cuſtom, ſpent ſo much

time in idleneſs and debauchery at Samos and Athen; with that bewitching woman, who

at length was the occaſion of his ruin. Had Antony come immediately to a final deci

ſion, he muſt unavoidably have carried the day, he having then with him a powerful

fleet, and a numerous army, whereas his rival had not yet made any preparations

for a war ; and beſides all Italy was in a ferment on account of the extraordinary

taxes which he was forced to lay on the people for the raiſing of the neceſſary ſums;

inſomuch that it was looked upon as one of the greateſt of Antony's overſights, that

he put off the war till the next ſummer, by which time Ottavianus, having quieted

the people, put himſelf in a condition of diſputing the empire with forces equal to

thoſe of his enemy r.

Antony is for. DURING Antony's ſtay at Athens, many of his friends, being ill uſed by Cleopatra

ſ”ºral for oppoſing her deſign of attending Antony in the war, abandoned him, and came

*** over to Olivianus, among the reſt Plants and Titius, his nephew, Plancus on

his arrival at Rome accuſed Antony before the ſenate of ſeveral crimes with ſo much

yenom and bitterneſs, that Coponius could not forbear ſaying to him, Surely you never

obſerved what you now lay to Antony’s charge, till the evening before your departure,

reproaching him thereby either with baſeneſs in enduring thoſe crimes ſo long, or

with ſtupidity, in not finding them out ſooner (Q ). Pollio's condućt was as gene

rous, as Plancus's was infamous. Pollio had abandoned Antony, and led a private life in

Italy ever ſince his firſt intrigues with Cleopatra ; but yet, when Odavianus preſſed him

to ſerve under him in this war, he anſwered frankly, I have ſerved Antony better per

He divorces

Oćtavia.

C

d

haps than he has rewarded me ; however, as the favours I have received at his hands are

more known than the ſervices I have done him, to avoid the imputation of ingratitude, I

will not take up armſ againſt him, but quietly wait the event of the war, and be at the diſ

cretion of the conqueror. Antony had made a will in favour of Cleopatra, and highly

injurious and diſhonourable to the Roman people, and lodged it with the veſtals at e

Rome. Plancus and Titius, who had been privy to all his ſecret counſels and deſigns,

gave notice of it to Ożavianus, who immediately demanded it. The religious veſtals

anſwered, that they could not deliver it up without a ſacrilegious breach of the truſt

Oawianus repoſed in them ; but that Ojavianus might, if he thought fit, come and ſeize it

uſe, uſe of himſelf; which he did accordingly ; and having firſt read over in private, and made
..". | marks upon thoſe places, which he thought moſt for his purpoſe, he called the ſenate,

... ... and cauſed it to be read to them. In this will Antony declared, that Caſarion, Ceſar's
71/72,

r PluT. ibid.

(Q.) Plancus was one of Cleopatra's moſt ſervile

flatterers, and had been privy to all Antony's in

trigues, debaſing himſelf to the meaneſt employments

about him, even to the writing of his love-letters to

the queen, and to other women. Though he had

been conſul, commander in chief of an army, and

governor of a province, he was not aſhamed to ap

pear at the Egyptian court among common ačtors,

buffoons, and ſtage-players, all wretches, whoſe birth

was as mean as their profeſſion. At a public enter
tainment, to curry favour with the queen, he took

upon him to perſonate Glaucus, and having painted

his body green, danced quite naked on the public

theatre with a crown of reeds on his head, trailing

behind him the tail of a huge fiſh. This behaviour,

highly unbecoming a man of his age and quality,

made him appear contemptible in the eyes of the

Egyptians themſelves. , Beſides, Antony abuſed and

reproached him for ſome extorſions, whereof he

had been accuſed; which, as he was already deſpiſed

by the Egyptians, he took ſo much amiſs, that he

laid hold of the firſt opportunity that offered to

abandon Anto:y, and join Ottavianus, who received

him with great demonſtrations of friendſhip and
affection.

ſon
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º a ſon by Cleopatra, was born in lawful wedlock, and therefore was the true heir of

d julius Cæſar. This was diſpoſſeſſing Ożavianus of the inheritance which he held only

!, as the adopted ſon of the dictator. By the ſame will he bequeathed moſt of the

]- Roman territories, which were under his command, to Cleopatra and her children ;

k and moreover ordered his body, where-ever he ſhould die, though at Rome itſelf, to

Nº. be ſent into Egypt to Cleºpatra, there to be buried as ſhe ſhould direct. Qāavianus

his inſiſted more eſpecially on that part of the will which related to his funeral, and on

Wſ, his robbing the Roman people of their provinces to inrich a foreign princeſs who was

th an enemy to Rome. As theſe charges were undeniably made good from an authentic

ū: ; inſtrument, they eſtranged from him the minds of many, who had hitherto pleaded

- b his cauſe with great zeal. Some of his friends however took his part, declaring that
Jº: they thought it an extraordinary and unprecedented way of proceeding to puniſh a

º man in his life-time for what was not to be put in execution till after his death.
ºf- Hereupon Caius Calviſius accuſed him of ſeveral other crimes, viz. that he had made Hºi. accuſed of

Ki a preſent to Cleopatra of the famous library of the kings of Pergamus, conſiſting of twoſº.
ſo - & k ary King c/g 32 c by C. Calviiius.

hundred thouſand volumes ; that he had ſuffered the Epheſians to give her the title

of their queen ; that he had frequently at the public audience of kings and princes

ſil received love-letters from Cleopatra, and read them on his tribunal ; that one day,

QºS when Furnius, an orator of great eloquence and authority among the Romans, was

ſity pleading before him, he left him and the audience in the middle of their cauſe to

T; ; c follow Cleopatra, who happened to paſs by in her chair ; that at a ſolemn feaſt he

th: had riſen from table, and trod upon her foot, which all the gueſts looked upon as the

kid ſignal of a private meeting, &c. The heads of this accuſation, however ridiculous

alſº they may ſeem at preſent, were ſeriouſly propoſed by Calviſius, and appeared of ſuch

moment and weight to Antony's friends, that they ſent one Geminius to him to let him

Jr., know, that his affairs required him to be more circumſpect, and that, unleſs he altered

º his condućt, he was in danger of being deprived of the office of conſul, to which

On he had been named for the year enſuing, of being ſtripped of all his governments, and

T.: declared an enemy to the Roman people. The arrival of Geminius alarmed Cleopatra,

fººt who looking upon him as one of Ottavia's ſpies, ridiculed him, and made him the

º, d conſtant jeſt of the table, where ſhe took care to have him always placed at the lower

g, W. end. Geminius bore all her affronts and outrages with great patience in hopes of finding

gºt. at length an opportunity of talking with Antony in private. But he, inſtead of giving

liki him a private audience, asked him one night at a full table, what had brought him

dim to Alhens & The buſineſ; I come upon, ſaid he, well deſerves a ſerious conſideration, and is

rº. not to be talked of over a bottle. One thing however I am charged by your friends to tell

; it you, which you may hear as well arunk as ſober 3 your affairs will bear a much better face,

#, I if you ſend back Cleopatra into Egypt. 2ou have done very wiſely, Geminius, anſwered

iſ. the queen in a great paſſion, to tell us this important Jecret without waiting till it was ex

thly torted from you on the rack. A few days after Geminius, dreading the effects of Clepoatra's The imperious

º e diſpleaſure, made his eſcape, and returned to Rome, whither he was followed by many tº:3.

gºš, of Antony's friends, no longer able to bear with the ill uſage they received from theim- ...}. of

i perious queen. Among theſe were Marcus Syllanus, and Delius the hiſtorian. The Antony,
tº: ſatter had ſaid at an entertainment, where the wine was not to his mind, that Antº'sſº, for

i: ; friends drank vinegar, while at Rome Sarmentus was ſerved with Falernian wine. This ſº *.

º Sarments is mentioned by Horace', and was one of Qºlavianus's buffoons. Cleopatra

1ſt, took this raillery ſo ill, that ſhe ordered Delius to be privately murdered ; but he

iſ's being acquainted by one Glaucus, a phyſician, of her deſign, ſaved himſelf by flight,
and retired to Rome t.

AND now Odavianus, finding himſelf in a condition to encounter Antony with equal tra, ſºlº

f forces, no longer delayed declaring war ; but cauſed it to be decreed only againſt againſ ce.

*; " * Cleo atra, for fear of provoking Antony's friends, who were ſtill very numerous and Patra.

Clſ, powerful. However, Antony was deprived of the conſulate, and his government was

ſ taken from him for ſuffering himſelf to be ruled by a woman. The decree implied

i beſides, that Cleopatra had ſo bewitched Antony with her charms and potions, as to

h: bereave him of his ſenſes ; and that Antony was not to manage the war againſt the

ſ: Romans, but Mardion the eunuch, Photinus and Iras, Cleopatra's waiting-women,

#: and Charmion, another of her maids, who were become Antony's counſellors, and prime
!!! - - - Z- - - -

d miniſters of ſtate ". It is ſaid, that this war was preceded by many ſigns and pro

º!

* HoRAT. l. i. ſatyr, 5. * Plur. ibid. Dio, ib. 1 p. 42 o. * Plut. ibid. Dio, p. 421, 422.

- digies
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The forces of

Oćtavianus

and Antony.

They write

ſharp letters to

each other.

,

digies (R), which were all interpreted very juſtly, but not before Antony's defeat, a

The forces of the contending parties were anſwerable to the empire they ſhared between

them. Antony had under his command all the provinces from the Euphrates and

Armenia to the Ionian ſea and Illyricum, and from Cyrene to Æthiopia. Ożavianus's

government extended from Illyricum to the ocean, and comprehended all the coaſt of

Africa that was oppoſite to Italy, Gaul, and Spain. Many kings followed Antony's

fortune, and attended him in this war; namely Bocchus, king of Mauritania, Tar

condemus or Tarcondimotus of Upper Cilicia, Archelaus of Cappadocia, Philadelphus of

Paphlagonia, Mithridates of Commagene, Adallas of Thrace. Theſe attended him in

perſon: but Polemon, king of Pontus, Malchus king of Arabia, Herod king of judica,

Amyntas king of Lycaonia and Galatia, only ſent their quota's of forces. All theſe 6

together made up an army of a hundred thouſand foot, and twelve thouſand horſe.

His navy conſiſted of five hundred ſhips of war, ſome whereof had eight, and ſome

ten banks of oars. As for C &lavianus, he had no foreign princes in his army, which

amounted only to eighty thouſand foot, but was as ſtrong in cavalry as the enemy’s.

He had no more than two hundred and fifty ſhips, but thoſe light, and well manned

with ſailors, rowers, and ſoldiers ; whereas Antony's ſeemed built for oſtentation, and

beſides were but very indifferently manned, his officers having been obliged for want

of mariners to preſs in Greece, which had been exhauſted long before, carriers, labour

ers, and even boys ; and for all this his veſſels had not their full complement w.

Before theſe two mighty fleets and armies came to engage, a paper war broke c

out, on what occaſion we know not, between the generals, who wrote very ſharp and

reflecting letters to each other. Ottavianus reproached Antony with the prodigality

of his entertainments, and his intrigues with Cleopatra. Antony on the other hand put

Oślavianus in mind of the famous entertainment of the twelve gods, at which he pre

ſided dreſt like Apollo, while the other gueſts, women as well as men, appeared in the

attire of gods and goddeſſes, and paſſed the night in the moſt infamous debauche

ries (S). To this he added his haſty marriage with Livia againſt all rules of decency,

his divorcing Scritonia, becauſe ſhe would not bear with the capricious humour of

that new miſtreſs ; and on this occaſion all the Roman ladies, with whom Ottavianus

had ever carried on intrigues, were brought upon the ſtage.

letters reproached him with the cowardice he had betrayed in all the engagements,

at which he had been preſent, mentioning thoſe ſhameful circumſtances of which we

have taken notice above. Hereupon Ośīavianus wrote to him, that it was childiſh

to fight any longer with the pen ; but that if he would approach at the head of his

army, he ſhould be ſuffered to land in Italy without moleſtation, that his fleet ſhould

have ſafe ports, and his land-forces ground enough to incamp on, and put themſelves

in order of battle. In return to theſe bravadoes, Antony challenged his rival to

a ſingle combat, though he was much older; and ſent him word, that if he declined

the challenge, he was ready to meet him at the head of his army in battle-array in the

plains of Pharſalia, where Caſar and Pompey had formerly decided their quarrel. “

However, nothing was done this year ; Ošlavianus aſſembled both his fleet and army

at Brunduſium, and Antony came as far as Corcyra to meet him ; but the ſummer being

far ſpent, and the tempeſtuous ſeaſon of the year approaching, they both retired, and

put their armies into winter quarters *.

w Plut. ibid. Dio, p. 422,423. × Plur, & Dio, ibid.

Antony in one of his d

(R) The city of Piſaurum, where Antony had ſet

tled a colony, was ſwallowed up by an earthquake:

a marble ſtatue of Antony at Alba was obſerved to

ſweat for many days together. While he himſelf

was in the city of Patra, the temple of Hercules was

deſtroyed by lightning, and at Athens the ſtatue of

Bacchus was by a violent wind blown out of the

Gigantomachia, and carried into the theatre. The

Gigantomachia was a public edifice at Athens, where

the battle of the gods with the giants was repre

ſented in painting. Theſe two latter prodigies were

looked upon as very bad omens, for Antony, who

pretended to derive his pedigree from Hercules, and

made a profeſſion of imitating Bacchus, cauſing him

ſelf for that reaſon to be called young Bacchus. The

ſame ſtorm falling at Athens upon the ſtatues of

Eumenes and Attalus, which had been dedicated to

Antony, and were called Antonii, overturned them,

without hurring others, that ſtood equally expoſed.

Some ſwallows built their neſts in the ſtern of Cleo

patra's admiral galley, called Antonias; but others

drove them away, and deſtroyed their neſts (91).

(94.) Plut.

(S) This feaſt, which was called the dºdecatheon,

becauſe the gueſts perſonated twelve gods and god

deſſes, had made a great noiſe at Rome, and had

been the ſubjećt of many ſatirical epigrams. Antony

had never been guilty of more infamous and ſcan

dalous debaucheries, than Očíavianus was on this

occaſion.

in Antonies

IN
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I N the mean time the conſular year expiring, Ojavianus cauſed himſelf to be Otavianus's

declared conſul for the third time, and took M. Valerius Meſſala for his collegue in "****

the room of Antony, who was to enjoy that dignity this year according to the agree

ment made between the two triumvirs and Pompey, of which we have ſpoken above.

Meſſala reſigned the faſces on the calends of May to M. Titius, who had abandoned

Antony together with Plancus, and Titius on the calends of October yielded his office

to one Cn. Pompeius, of whoſe deſcent or ſervices no mention is made in hiſtory.

As ſoon as the ſeaſon would permit, both armies took the field, and the fleets Antony in

put to ſea. Antony's fleet ſailed into the Ambracian gulph between the iſlands of Cor-tamp, aſ A&
cyra and Cephalenia, and his army incamped at Aélium near his fleet. Aëtium was. near his

a ſmall city on the ſouth ſide of the mouth of the gulph in Acarnania. While An-"

tony's fleet was at anchor there, Oślavianus croſſing the Ionian ſea, ſurpriſed Toryne,

a ſmall city near Aëtium. This unexpected attempt occaſioned great confuſion in

Antony's camp, by reaſon only a few legions were yet arrived, and they had no news

of the reſt. But Cleopatra, to calm their fears, turned it into a jeſt ; Indeed, ſaid

ſhe, we ought to tremble now that Caeſar has taken Toryne (T), alluding to the word

Qoryne, which in the language of that country ſignifies a lade. The next morning,

as ſoon as it was light, Ośīavianus appeared off Aëtium with his ſhips in order of

battle. As Antony's legions were not yet arrived, he had but a ſmall number of

ſoldiers on board his fleet, and conſequently muſt unavoidably have been defeated,

had Ośavianus attacked him. To divert him therefore for the preſent from engaging,

which he knew was no difficult matter in the abſence of Agrippa, he armed all his

rowers and mariners, placed them on the decks, and ſailed up into the mouth of the

gulph, as if he intended to fall upon the enemy; which Oğavianus no ſooner obſerved,

than he retreated, as Antony had expected. Oślavianus's land-forces were incamped 4nd Oświ.

on the other ſide of the mouth of the gulph of Ambracia, at a place where Ottavianus..%.

afterwards built, in memory of his vićtory, a city which he called Nicopolis, or the.

city of vićiory. While he lay there, z mtony, who was well acquainted with the coun-gulph.

try, found means to cut off the water from his camp, which much diſtreſſed his

army . In the mean time the brave Agrippa, with a ſquadron, and a conſiderable tº explºit, of

body of land-forces, ravaged the coaſts of Greece, intercepted all the convoys that Agrippi.

were coming to Antony from Egypt, Syria, and Aſia, and making deſcents, ſtormed

ſeveral cities, among the reſt Methona in Peloponneſus, where Bogud, king of Mauri

tania, who had ſided with Antony, and defended the place, was killed, and the

numerous gariſon cut in pieces. From Methona Agrippa ſailed for Leucas, at a ſmall

diſtance from Aïium, and in the ſight of Antony made himſelf maſter of that iſland

and the ſhips he found there. The cities of Patrae and Corinth were likewiſe forced

to ſubmit to him, after he had defeated Q. Naſidius, whom Antony had ſent to ſtop

the progreſs of his conqueſts. As he was returning from the coaſts of Greece to join

Octavianus, he fell in with Softus, one of Antony's admirals, who had juſt put to

flight L. Taureſus, whom Ottavianus had ſent out with a numerous ſquadron to watch

the enemy's motions. Agrippa attacked him with his uſual bravery, took ſome of

his ſhips, ſunk others, and diſperſed the reſt. In this engagement Soſius himſelf

periſhed, and with him Tracondimotus king of Cilicia. At the ſame time a great

body of Antony's cavalry, commanded by himſelf, was defeated by a detachment

of Oślavianus's cavalry under the command of Titius and Statilius Taurus. Theſe

advantages, and the arrival of Agrippa with his vićtorious ſquadron, induced Antony

to abandon in the night-time the camp which he had fortified over-againſt the enemy's,

and retire to Allium on the other fide of the Ambracian gulf, where the greateſt part

of his army lay. While he continued at Aklium, ſeveral perſons of diſtinétion, ſee-ºver, tº

ing his fleet ſo unfortunate in every thing that was undertaken, and himſelf ſpendingſ.%*.
his whole time with Cleopatra, abandoned him, and went over to Ottavianus. Amongoaianus.

theſe were the kings Amyntas and Dejotarus, and Cneius Domitius Ahenobarbus, the laſt

year's conſul, who notwithſtanding his affection to Antony, could no longer bear

with the haughty and inſolent behaviour of Cleopatra. The unexpected deſertion

of Domitius, whom Antony looked upon as one of his beſt friends, ſtung him to the

y Plur. ibid.

(T) It is impoſſible to preſerve the beauty of this nifies likewiſe a ladle; and the witticiſm lies there,

alluſion in our language, Toryne, which in this as if Cleopatra had ſaid, We ought indeed to tremble

Place is made uſe of as the name of a town, ſig- now that Oétavianus has taken 4 ladle from us.

Wo L. W. Nº 4. 4 E heart :
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heart: however, his carriage to him was very generous, and much againſt the will a

of Cleopatra ; for he ſent after him his whole equipage, with his friends and ſervants;

which ſo ſenſibly touched Domitius, who was ſick of a fever when he fled, that he ſoon

after died, his diſtemper being increaſed by the grief of abandoning a man, who by

kindneſs requited his infidelity and deſertion. The flight of Domitius proved extremely

prejudicial to Antony's intereſt, moſt men believing that a perſon of his underſtanding

and penetration would never have abandoned him, had he not thought the ruin of

his party inevitable. Antony now began to diſtruſt even his beſt friends, and cauſed

ſome of them upon bare ſuſpicions to be put to death ; namely jamblichus, a petty

king of Arabia, who expired upon the rack, and Q. Poſibumius, a ſenator of

diſtinétion *. b

Canidius ad At length Canidius, commander in chief of Antony's forces, arrived with the reſt

viſe: Antony of the legions, and ſoon after his arrival, as he ſaw the danger nearer, changed his
to diſmiſ,§: mind with relation to Cleopatra. He adviſed Antony by all means to ſend her back,

#." "" and retire himſelf into Thrace and Macedon, there to decide the quarrel in the open

fields with his land-forces; the rather, becauſe Dicomes, king of the Getae, was ready

to join him with a great army. It will not, ſaid he to Antony, be any diſparagement

to you to quit the ſea, and leave Oétavianus maſter of it, who in his wars with Pom

Bas gained ſo great experience in maritime affairs. But it will be renouncing both ſenſe and

reaſon for you, who are one of the moſt experienced land-officers in the world, to make no

other uſe of your well-diſciplined and ſtout troops, than to diſperſe them on board ſeveral c

J%ips, and render them uſeleſs in the defence of a navy. What can be more ridiculouſ, more

abſurd, than to depend upon the ſea and winds for a vić'ory, which the valour and expe

rience of your ſoldiers, whom you have tried in ſo many dangers, leave you no room to doubt

na Antony ºf by land * Antony was very much inclined to follow the advice of his prudent and

reſolves upon a faithful general ; but Cleopatra, whoſe words were oracles with him, biaſed him the

fººt * * other way, and obliged him, againſt his own judgment, to hazard the empire and

his life in a ſea-fight. The perfidious and cowardly queen already entertained

thoughts of flying, as Plutarch informs us, and was deliberating not how to be aſſiſt

ing to Antony in obtaining the victory, but how ſhe might, when all was loſt, make

her eſcape with greateſt ſafety ". Antony being now determined to put the whole to d

the iſſue of a general engagement by ſea, went often from his camp to the place where

his fleet rid at anchor, ſometimes alone, and ſometimes attended only by ſome of his

particular friends, as ſuſpecting no danger. One of Ożavianus's ſlaves, having by

chance obſerved him, ran immediately to his maſter, and told him, that he had ſeen

Antony walking without any diſtruſt, and ſlenderly attended, from his camp to the ſea

ſide. Hereupon Oślavianus the ſame night ordered a party of choſen men to croſs the

gulph, which at the entrance was but a mile over, and lie in wait for Antony on the

Antony in dan- narrow neck of land which led from his camp to the ſea. His orders were put in

ger of falling execution with ſuch ſecreſy, and the whole attair ſo well condućted, that had it not

* ** been for the impatience of ſome ſoldiers, who ſtarted up too ſoon, they had ſeized e

”” on Antony, and putan end to the war without ſhedding a drop of blood; for they took

the officer who juſt walked before him, and it was with the utmoſt difficulty that

Antony himſelf got off". * r

AND now Antony being determined, out of a ſhameful complaiſance for Cleopatra,

and againſt his own opinion, as well as that of all his officers, to try his fortune by

ſea, began to make the neceſſary preparations for an action, on the ſucceſs whereof

depended the empire of the Roman world. As he was well acquainted with the effemi

nacy of the Egyptians, he was afraid they would turn their backs as ſoon as the fight

began; and therefore he ſet fire to all their ſhips, except ſixty, which he ſpared, that

they might ſerve as a guard for the queen. Out of the other fºuadrons from Syria, f

Greece, Cilicia, the kingdom of Pergamus and Phenice, he choſe the beſt galleys from

three ranks of oars to ten. The reſt he condemned to the flames for want of mari

ners. While he was reviewing the troops that were to imbarque, an old experienced

officer, who had fought often under him, and had his body covered all over with

ſcars, called to him aloud, and addreſſed him thus: O my noblegeneral, why do you

miſtruſt theſe wounds, and this ſword, ſo as to put your confidence in rotten wood º Leave

the water to the Egyptians and Phoenicians, men born and murſed up in that element;

but give us Romans the land, where we are accuſtomed to brave death, and make
- , - - ºr ; ,-, -- -

* Puur, ibid. Vell. Patercul, l. ii. c. 84. Dio, lib, d. p. 427,428. " Plut. Dio, ibid. b Piur.

ibid. * . - . . . . . . . -

o:/r
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good face upon a bad cauſe ‘.

for four days together, prevented them.

and Aruntius on his left.

throughout the fleet (W).

ſervice.

rather the attack of ſome ſtrong place.

vanced towards each other in good order.

a our enemies fly before us. Antony returned no anſwer ; only by his looks, and the motion

of his hand, he ſeemed to bid him be of good heart, though he himſelf was far from

being ſatisfied with the poſture of his affairs, as manifeſtly appeared from his behaviour

towards the pilots, who were for leaving their ſails behind; but Antony obliged them to

take them with them, ſaying, We mºſ! not let one enemy eſcape ; which was putting a

AND now both fleets were ready to engage; but a violent ſtorm, which continued

On the fifth, the ſea being calm, they ad

Agrippa beheld this with great ſatiſ

d then uſed in ſea-fights: there was no boarding, or running one ſhip againſt another, rea

Antony's veſſels being, on account of their ſize, incapable of a violent motion, and find '973.

on the other hand Oślavianus's ſhips not daring to approach them for fear of ſplitting Bºfore Chriſ?

againſt their ſides, which were armed with ſtrong ſquare pieces of wood faſtened to

gether with maſſy pins of iron ; ſo that this engagement reſembled a land-fight, or

Oğavianus's ſoldiers attacked the enemy

with pikes, javelins, darts, and ſeveral inventions of fire, which they threw among

them, while Antony's men defended themſelves with ſhowers of darts and arrows,

which they diſcharged from their wooden towers. In the mean time Agrippa ordered

(U) According to Plutarch, Antony commanded

the right wing in conjunction with Publicola. The

fame writer places Ottavianus in his right wing,

Agrippa in the left, and Aruntius in the centre (95).

The right wing of the Julian ſhip, ſays Velleius Pater

by culus (96), was committed to M. Larius, the left to

Aruntius, and to Agrippa the charge of the whole.

Caeſar was preſent every-where. The command of

Antony's fleet was committed to Publicola and Soſius.

As to the land-forces, it is agreed on all hands,

hiſ that Taurus commanded in chief on the ſide of

Odavianus, and Canidius on Antony's. Antony had

on board his fleet twenty thouſand legionaries, and

two thouſand archers (97); Octavianus eight legi

|- ons, and five practorian cohorts. As to the number

d of the ſhips, Florus tells us, that Ottavianus's fleet

conſiſted of four hundred ſail, and Antony's only of
h half that number; but what was wanting in num

| ber, adds that writer, was made up in bulk; for all

w 4ntºy's ſhips had from fix to nine ranks of oars;

and beſides, they were ſo raiſed with turrets and decks,
y that they reſembled caffles and cities, making the ſea

(95.) Appian. ibid.

(99) Plut. ibid.

• PLUT, ibid.

(96) Well. Paterc. l. ii. c. 85.

(i oo) Idem ibid. Suet, in Octav, c. 96.

Dio, p. 428.

groan under them, and the wind out of breath to

move them (98). But, as to the number of Antony's

ſhips, Florus is contradićted by Ottavianus himſelf,

who left written in his commentaries quoted by Plu

tarch, that he took three hundred of the enemy's

ſhips (99). -

(W) We are told, that as oãavianus was going

out of his tent at break of day to viſit his fleet, he

met a countryman driving an aſs. Being moved

with curioſity, or rather ſuperſtition, he asked the

man's name. My name, replied he, is Eutyches, and

my aſ is called Nicon. The firſt of theſe names

in Greek ſignifies happy, and the other conqueror.

This ſeemed ſo lucky an omen to Ottavianus, that

he no longer doubted of vićtory; and when after

wards he ere&ed a trophy in that place with the

beaks of the ſhips he had taken, he cauſed two ſta

tues of braſs to be erected, one repreſenting the

man, and the other his aſs (1 oo). Pliny adds (1),

that as Oğaviann, was ſacrificing before the battle,

the vićtim was found to have a double liver.

(97) Plut. ibid. (98) Flor. l. iv. c. 11.

(1) Plin. l. xi, c. 37. -

Aruntius

Gellius Publicola commanded Antony's The diſpoſition

right wing, Calius the left, and Marcus O:lavius and Marcus juſteius the main body.”

} b On Ożavianus's fide, Agrippa was placed in the centre, having Larius on his right,

As for Ojavianus and Antony, they were both, according

to ſome writers, in the right wing of their reſpective fleets ; according to others, they

, choſe no particular place for themſelves; but went each in a light veſſel from one

diviſion to another, encouraging their men, and putting them in mind of their former

exploits and vićtories (U). This day, ſaid Antony to his men before the engagement,

I exped the empire of the world from your valour, and promiſe you rewards anſwerable to ſo

noble a conqueſt. Oğlavianus gave no leſs hopes to his men, and with more confi

dence, having been animated by a happy omen, which he cauſed to be publiſhed

Antony ordered the commanders of his ſhips to receive

c the enemy without ſtirring, but lying ſtill as at anchor, and to keep within the mouth

of the gulf. Agrippa was not for attacking him in that poſture; and therefore kept

about eight furlongs diſtant from the enemy till noon, when a gentle gale ſpringing

up, Antony's men, impatient of further delays, and truſting to the bulk and height

of their ſhips, put their left wing in motion.

faction, and ordered his right wing to bear back, on purpoſe to draw the enemy as

far out of the fireights as poſſible, that his galleys, which were light, and nimble

ſailors, might have an opportunity of ſurrounding Antony's heavy ſhips, whoſe bulk,

and want of hands in proportion to their rates, made them unwieldy, and unfit for

On this fide the action began ; but in a different manner from what was Tº “lººf
&tium.

r of the

16.

ofRome 722.
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4runtius to extend his left wing, and endeavour to hem in the enemy , which made a

Publicola advance to prevent it; but as by this motion he left the main body un

guarded, Agrippa bore in upon it, and put it in diſorder. However, the vićtory

ſtill remained doubtful, Antony's ſoldiers, who were all choſen men, defending them

ſelves with incredible valour, and making a dreadful havock of all who attempted to

approach them. The fight laſted ſeveral hours, with as fair a proſpect of ſucceſs

for Antony as for OSlavianus, the mariners and ſoldiers on board the two fleets being

encouraged by the ſhouts of their reſpective armies, who waited the event of the

engagement drawn up in battle array, the one on the north ſide, and the other on

the ſouth ſide of the Ambracian gulf. While the two parties were thus contending

with great fury and obſtinacy for vićtory, Cleopatra's ſixty galleys, crouding all their b

ſails, advanced unexpectedly between the two fleets. This ſudden motion equally

ſurpriſed both navies. Antony, whoſe centre was already in diſorder, expected ſome

gallant ačtion from the queen, who had brought him into the preſent danger. He

Tºfight of was therefore ſtruck with amazement, when he ſaw the whole Egyptian ſquadron,

** inſtead of falling upon the enemy, tack about, and with a fair wind ſteer their courſe

towards Peloponneſus. Thus hiſtorians relate the flight and deſertion of the Egyptians,

without giving any other reaſon for their abandoning in ſo baſe and ſhameful a man

ner the party they had embraced, than the timorouſneſs of their queen, who could

no longer bear the noiſe and terror of the battle. What they add is ſtill more ſur

priſing. Antony had given too many proofs of his courage ever to be ſuſpected of c

cowardice; and on this occaſion not only the empire of the world, but his life was at

ſtake: neither had he any reaſon to deſpair of ſucceſs; but, on the contrary, the

intrepidity and reſolution with which his men maintained the combat, ſeemed to pro

miſe him certain vićtory; for tho' his centre had been put into ſome diſorder by

Agrippa, yet that brave and experienced commander, notwithſtanding his utmoſt

efforts, could not gain the leaſt advantage over them, each of Antony's great ſhips

defending themſelves againſt many of his, and keeping them at a diſtance with inceſ

º 'ſant ſhowers of darts, arrows, ſtones, &c. which did great execution. But here An

tony betrayed a weakneſs hardly to be imagined, and confirmed, as Plutarch obſerves,

the ancient ſaying, that a lover’s ſoul lives in another body; for love getting the better d

of his ambition, and of all other regards, he no ſooner ſaw the queen's ſhip under ſail,

than forgetting the duty ofa general, and renouncing the empire of the world, as if

he had nothing more to apprehend than her abſence, he threw himſelf into a galley

of five ranks of oars, and attended only by two domeſtics, Scellius and Alexander the

Whº iſollowed Syrian, he abandoned his men, who were generouſly ſacrificing their lives in his

** ſervice, to follow a baſe woman, who had long fince begun, and was now accom

pliſhing his deſtruction. As ſoon as he came up with Cleopatra's galley, he was

taken on board ; but, without ſo much as ſeeing her, he placed himſelf at the ſtern,

and there leaning his elbows on his knees, and his head on both his hands, as one

confounded with anger and ſhame for his ill condućt, he continued a good while in e

that melancholy poſture".

Tºtallna. The gallant behaviour of Antony's troops on this occaſion cannot be ſufficiently

haviour of An admired and commended ; for tho’ their general had abandoned them, and the report

tony's troops, of his flight was ſpread all over the fleet, yet they fought with the ſame ardour and

intrepidity as if he had been preſent, and would in all likelihood have gained the

vićtory, which they diſputed till late at night, if a ſtiff gale, which blew hard a-ſtern,

had not diſperſed their veſſels, and given the enemy an opportunity of falling upon

them while in diſorder, and deſtitute of a leader to rally them. Three hundred ſhips

His fleet is yielded to the conqueror ; but there were not above five thouſand of the enemy ſlain
07/ercome, in the whole ačtion, as Oğlavianus himſelf left recorded in his commentaries quoted f

by Plutarch (X). Antony's land-forces ſhewed no leſs fidelity and affection for their

general than his marines had done. They could not be brought to believe, that a

general, who had nineteen legions intire, and twelve thouſand horſe, could baſely

deſert them, and Antony above all, who had ſo often ſeen fortune in all her ſhapes,

* Plut. ibid. Dio, lib. l. p. 439, 440. Flor. l. iv. c. 11. Vell. Paterc.l. ii. c. 85. “ Plut. in Anton,

(X) And yet Oroſius writes, that, on Antony's ſide, thouſand wounded, of whom one thouſand died of

twelve thouſand men were killed, and ſix or ſeven their wounds (2).

(2) Oroſ. l. vi. c. 19.
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as Plutarch expreſſes it, and been ſo accuſtomed to changes. They therefore expeded

he would ſoon appear from ſome part or other, and putting himſelfat their head, give

them an opportunity of ſhewing their fidelity and zeal for his intereſt and ſervice.

When they were at laſt thoroughly perſuaded that he was fled and had deſerted them,

they nevertheleſs kept in a body, tho’ quite ſurrounded both by ſea and land, for

ſeven days together, without hearkening to the advantageous offers made them by

Ożavianus. At length, being abandoned by Canidius, and all their chief officers, And his land

who privately made their eſcape, they liſtened to the conditions which Ożavianus force ſubmit.

offered them, and were incorporated among his legions. Such was the famous ſea

fight of Ažium, ſo much ſpoken of by the ancients, eſpecially the poets of that time f.

It was fought on the ſecond day of September of the year 722 of Rome, Caeſar Offavi

atus and Meſſala Corvinus being conſuls. As Ottavianus, by this ever memorable

vićtory, became ſole maſter of the whole Roman empire, Dion g, Suetonius, and

after them Aurelius Wićfor and Eutropius, reckon from this time the years of Ożavia

mus’s empire or reign. -

AFTER this defeat, the auxiliaries who had ſerved under Antony, retired to their

reſpective countries, and afterwards made their peace with the conqueror on the beſt

terms they could. Some of the princes he depoſed, others he continued in their for

mer ſtate ; but impoſed upon them, as well as upon all the free ſtates which had fided

with Antony, heavy fines, whereby thoſe unhappy countries were reduced to a moſt

deplorable condition. As for the Romans, Octavianus pardoned ſome at the earneſt

intreaties of his friends and his mother Mucia ; others he puniſhed with the utmoſt

ſeverity, following therein the natural biaſs of his temper. Among the latter was

the ſon of the famous Curio, who had diſtinguiſhed himſelf among the moſt zealous

partizans of Caeſar the dictator, and had loſt his life in maintaining his intereſt in

Africa, as we have related above. His ſon followed the fortune of Antony, and

therefore, being taken priſoner at Aélium, Ośīavianus, without any regard to the

Oćtavianus's

conduff to

wards the con

uered.

important ſervices of his father, cauſed him to be put to death ". As to Antony and Antonypur

Cleopatra, Ottavianus the next morning after the battle, finding his vićtory complete,

detached a ſquadron of light galleys in purſuit of them ; which Antony no ſooner ſaw

rowing up to him, than he commanded his pilot to tack about, and face them. Here

upon they all gave back, except one commanded by Eurycles the Laconian, who

making up to Antony's veſſel with great fierceneſs and intrepidity, from off the deck

ſhook his lance at him in a threatening manner. Who art thou, cried Antony from the

ſtern, who haſ the boldneſs to purſue me thus? I am, anſwered he, Eurycles the ſon of

Lachares, brought hither by Caeſar’s fortune to revenge my father’s death. This Lachares

had been condemned to death by Antony for a robbery. However, the Lacedæmonian

not caring to engage ſo renowned a commander, attacked another galley, and took

her, with a ſhip on board of which was a great deal of rich plate and furniture. Eu

rycles retired, well ſatisfied with his prize; and upon his retreat Antony returned to

his former melancholy poſture, and continued ſo three days, without ſeeing the queen

ſued.

till he reached Tºmarus in Laconia. There Cleopatra's women brought them to ſee He continues

each other, and converſe as formerly, Antony ſhewing himſelf as fond of her as ever, ºil ſºft fºr

even at this time, when he had all the reaſon in the world to deteſt and abhor her, as

the only cauſe of his ruin. At Tanarus he had an account of the total defeat of his

fleet; but believing his legions ſtill held out, he wrote to Canidius to retreat with

leopatra.

them through Macedon into Aſia, propoſing to renew the war there. As he was him. His generoſty

ſelf determined to retire into Africa, he gave one of his largeſt ſhips, laden with vaſt toward, his

ſums of money, and gold and filver veſſels of an ineſtimable value, to his friends, frien".

deſiring them to ſhare it among them, and provide for their own ſafety ; but they

refuſing it with tears in their eyes, and declaring that they would always follow his

fortune, he comforted them with all the goodneſs imaginable, complaining of his

cruel deſtiny, which put him out of a condition of giving them ſuch tokens of his

acknowledgment and gratitude, as they had given him of their fidelity and affeótion.

He added, that he could not, without doing them the greateſt injury, ſuffer them to

be involved in his misfortunes; and therefore he abſolutely commanded them to

abandon him to his evil deſtiny, and conſult their own ſafety. He wrote to Theo

philus, governor of Corinth, deſiring him to provide for their ſecurity, and keep them

concealed till ſuch time as they could make their peace with Offavianus. After this,

' Wide Virgil. 1. viii. A neid. Ovid, metamorph. 1. xv. Hokat. epod. 9. & PagreRT. l. iv. eleg. 6.
* Dio, l. lv. p. 590. & l. li. in init. * Dio, l. li. p. 443, 444,

Vol. V. No. 4. 4 F Antony
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Antony retired to Africa, whence he ſent Cleopatra into Egypt, and ſoon after followed a

her thither. But of the reduction of Egypt by Ojavianus, of the unhappy end of

Antony and Cleopatra, and the afie&ting circumſtances of their death, we have given

a very particular account in our hiſtory of Egypt , to which we refer our readers.

All Antony's ſtatues were thrown down and intirely demoliſhed both in Egypt and at

Rome. His memory was declared infamous by the ſervile ſenate, and a decree was

paſſed, enacting, that none of his family ſhould ever after bear the name of Marcus.

He died in the fifty-third, or, as ſome write, fifty-ſixth year of his age, leaving

behind him ſeven children by his three wives Fulvia, Ożavia, and Cleopatra ; for he

The poſſerity of married the queen after his divorce with O:lavia. What became of Alexander and
Antony. Ptolemy his ſons by Cleopatra, we find no-where recorded ; but for his daughter Cleo. b

patra, the virtuous Oğlavia brought her up with her own children, and married her

to juba king of Mauritania, one of the moſt learned and virtuous princes of his age.

Antyllus, his eldeſt ſon by Fulvia, was betrayed by his governor Theodorus to Ojavi

anus's ſoldiers, who by his orders put him to deith. Julius Antonius, the younger

brother of Antyllus by the ſame mother, became one of Ożavianus's chief favourites,

Octavia, whoſe generoſity for that unfortunate family was without bounds, having

beſtowed on him Marcella, one of her daughters by her firſt husband ; but he after

wards indiſcreetly engaged in a ſcandalous intrigue with julia, Ojavianu's only

daughter, which coſt him his life. Oºſavia had by Antony only two daughters, of

whom the elder was called Antonia Major, and the younger Antonia Minor. The for- c

mer married L. Domitius Ahenobarbus, by whom ſhe had Cneius Comitius, who, by

Agrippina the daughter of Germanicus, was the father of the emperor Nero. Antonia

Minor, who inherited both her mother’s beauty and virtue, was married to Druſis

the ſon of Tiberius and Livia, and ſon-in-law to Olavianus. From this marriage

came Germanicus, who was deſervedly eſteemed the greateſt general of his time, and

the moſt accompliſhed perſon among the Romans, and Claudius, who reigned before

Nero. Caius, ſurnamed Caligula, the ſon of Germanicus, did likewiſe govern the

Roman empire ; ſo that Antony’s family, in ſpite of their misfortunes, gave three

emperors to Rome; whereas none of Oºlavianus's poſterity ever enjoyed that ſovereign

authority, for the attaining of which he had impiouſly trod under foot the moſt d

ſacred laws of his country, and, by a thouſand acts of cruelty and injuſtice, laid

waſte the Roman world.

Oćtavianusſt. But to reſume the thread of our hiſtory: Ożavianus having reduced Fgypt, and

tº the "ſº ſettled the affairs of that kingdom, left Alexandria in the beginning of September of

tºº the preſent year of Route 723, with a deſign to return through Syria, Aſia Minor,
* x and Greece, to Italy. On his arrival at Antioch, he found there Tiridates, who had

been raiſed to the throne of Parthia in oppoſition to Phrahates, and likewiſe embaſ

ſadors from Phrahates, who were all come on the ſame errand, viz. to follicit the

aſſiſtance of the Romans againſt each other. Ożavianus gave a friendly anſwer both

to Tiridates and the embaſſadors of Phrabates, without intending to help either ; but e

rather with a deſign to animate the one againſt the other, and by that means to weaken

both, ſo far as to render the Parthian name no longer formidable to Rome. After

this, having appointed Meſſala Corvinus governor of Syria, he marched into the pro

vince of Aſia properly ſo called, and there took up his winter-quarters *. In the be

ginning of the next year Ożavianus entered his fifth conſulate, and had the follow

ing collegues, Liciniuſ Craſſus to the kalends of july, C. Antiſtius to the ides of Septem

ber, and M. Tullius, the ſon of the famous orator, from that time to the end of the

year. He ſpent the whole winter in ſettling the affairs of the ſeveral provinces of

Aſia Minor, and the adjacent iſlands, and early in the ſpring paſſed into Greece, whence

He returns to he ſet out for Rome, which he entered in the month Sextiliº, afterwards called Auguſt, f
Rome. in three triumphs, which were celebrated for three days together. The firſt triumph

Hi, triumph, was for his victories over the Dalmatians, Pannonians, and ſome German and Gaulſº

nations, whom he had conquered before his war with Antony. The ſecond was for

his naval vićtory at Ajium ; and the third for the redućtion of Fgypt. In the laſt,

which was the moſt magnificent of the three, were led before the vićtor's chariot

Alexander and Cleopatra, whom Antony had by the queen, and the image of the queen

was carried in a bed of ſtate, with an aſp hanging at her arm. Rome was ſo much

inriched with the immenſe treaſures brought by Ottavianus and his ſoldiers out of

Hiſt, Univerſ. Vol. III. p. 687. * Dio, l. li. p. 447.

Egypt,
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a Egypt, that the value of money fell from ten to four per cent. and the prices of every

thing elſe roſe in proportion'. After his triumph, the name of emperor was conferred

upon him, not in the common ſenſe, as it imported only a title of honour, but as it

carried with it a ſovereign power, and an uncontrouled authority ".

- AND now Oºſavianu, was at the height of his wiſhes, ſole ſovereign, ſole maſter

| of the whole Roman empire. But, on the other hand, the many dangers which attend

an uſurped power, appearing to him in a ſtronger light than ever, filled his mind

s with a thouſand perplexing thoughts. The natural averſion of the Romans to a

d kingly government, their love of liberty, and the ides of March, when his father

º, b Julius was murdered in full ſenate by thoſe very men, whom he thought the moſt

tf b devoted to his perſon, made him fear there might ariſe another Brutus, who, to

reſtore liberty to his country, might aſſaſſinate him on his very throne. This he

knew had happened to julius Cæſar; whereas Sylla, after having laid down the au

thority he had uſurped, died peaceably in his bed in the midſt of his enemies, The
et paſſion of fear, which was ſo natural to him, outweighed in his ſoul the charms of a Oštavianus ºn

diadem, and inclined him to follow the example of Sylla. He was indeed very unwil- tº:
- - - - - - - - thoughts of re

o ling to part with his authority ; but fear began to get the better of his ambition.
t- - - - - (- ** ſigning his au
t However, before he came to any reſolution, he thought it adviſeable to conſult his ºriš.

º two moſt intimate and truſty friends, Agrippa and Mec. has, the former no leſs famous

& for his probity than his valour, and the latter a man of great penetration, and gene
ſº. ( c rally eſteemed the moſt refined politician of his age. Agrippa, ſenſible only of that

ſort of glory, which is acquired by great and heroic actions, openly declared for a
ºil;

generous reſignation. He inlarged on the many and almoſt incvitable dangers which

.. attend monarchy inſupportable to a free people, and to men educated in a common

gº wealth. He did not forget the examples of Sylla and Caſar, and cloſed his ſpeech

º

and with exhorting Olavianus to convince the world, by reſtoring liberty to his country,

ãºt that the only motive for his taking up arms was to revenge his father’s death. Me

it canas on the other hand remonſtrated to him, that he had done too much to go back; But is diſad.

thitt that, after ſo much bloodſhed, there could be no ſafety for him but on the throne ;& it 6,

ſign that, if he diveſted himſelf of the ſovereign power, he would be immediately pro- cC2Cſ13S.

mº d ſecuted by the children and friends of the many illuſtrious perſons, whom the miſ.

, iſ - fortune of the times had forced him to ſacrifice to his ſafety ; that it was abſolutely ne

ceſſary for the welfare and tranquillity of the republic, that the ſovereign power ſhould

, ſº be lodged in one perſon, and not divided among many, &c. Ożavianus thanked

iſ ti them both for their friendly advice, but ſhewed himſelf inclined to follow the opinion

ſºr, of Mecanas ; whereupon that able miniſter gave him many wife inſtrućtions and rule s

hid of government, which are related at length by Dion Caſſius ", and will ever be looked

biſ. upon as a maſter-piece in politics. Among other things he told him, That he could

the not fail of being ſucceſsful in all his undertakings, happy in his life-time, and famous

Oth in hiſtory after his death, if he never deviated from this rule, viz. to govern others

but e as he would wiſh to be governed himſelf, had he been born to obey, and not to
tºl command. He added, That if, in taking upon him the ſovereign power, he dreaded

Aft the name of king, a name ſo odious in a commonwealth, he might content himſelf

ſ): with the title of Caſar or Imperator, and under that name, which was well known

º to the Romans, enjoy all the authority of a king. This advice Ożavianus followed,

OW- and from that time laid aſide all thoughts of abdicating the ſovereign power; but to

ºff- deceive the people into a belief that they ſtill enjoyed their ancient government, he ºº:
º continued the old magiſtrates, with the ſame name, pomp and ornaments, but with ſ. magi

º juſt as much power as he thought fit to leave them. They were to have no military

º power, but only their old juriſdićtion of deciding finally all cauſes, except ſuch as

i f were capital ; and tho’ ſome of theſe laſt were left to the governor of Rome, yet the

º chief he reſerved for himſelf. He paid great court to the people: the very name that

º covered his uſurpation was a compliment to them; for he affected to call it the power

º of the tribuneſhip, tho’ he aëted as abſolutely by it as if he had called it the dictatorial

: power. He likewiſe won the hearts of the populace by cheapneſs of proviſions and º.º. tº
...tº plentiful markets ; he frequently entertained them with ſhews and ſports, and by*

0. theſe means kept them in good humour, and made them forget uſurpation, ſlavery,
t! and every public evil 3 people in eaſe and plenty being under no temptation of inquir

. ing into the title of their prince, or reſenting acts of power, which they do not im

' Dio, l. li. p. 458, 459. Suet, in Oétav. c. 22. ORos. 1. vi. c. 19. * Dio, ), lii. p. 493, 494,

* Dio, l. lii. p. 464, &c. diatel

- YèCl12te
!, mediately
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4nd theſºnate, mediately feel. As for the ſenate, he filled it with his own creatures, raiſing the a

#ºn number of the conſcript fathers to a thouſand. He ſupplied ſeveral poor ſenators

power. with money out of the treaſury to diſcharge the public offices, and on all occa

ſions affected a high regard for that venerable body; but at the ſame time diveſted

them of all power, and reduced them to mere cyphers. To prevent them from

raiſing new diſturbances in the diſtant provinces, he iſſued an edićt, forbidding any

ſenator to travel out of Italy without leave, except ſuch as had lands in Sicily or Nar

bonne Gaul, which at that time comprehended Languedoc, Provence, and Dauphiny.

To theſe provinces, which were near Italy, and in a perfect ſtate of tranquillity,

they had full liberty to retire when they pleaſed, and live there upon their eſtates.

Before he ended his fixth conſulſhip, he took a cenſus of the people, which was forty-b

one years after the laſt ; and in this the number of men fit to bear arms amounted to

four hundred ſixty-three thouſand, the greateſt that had ever been found before *(Y).

He likewiſe celebrated the games which had been decreed by the ſenate for his vićtory

at Aélium; and it was ordered, that they ſhould be celebrated every fifth year, four

colleges of prieſts being appointed to take care of them, viz. the pontifices, the augurs,

the ſeptemvirs, and quindecemvirs P. The more to gain the affections of the people,

he diſannulled by one edićt the many ſevere and unjuſt laws which had been enaëted

during the triumvirate. He raiſed many public buildings, repaired the old ones,

and added many ſtately ornaments to the city, which at this time was, if we may

give credit to ſome ancient writers, about fifty miles in compaſs, and contained near c

four millions of ſouls, reckoning men, women, children and ſlaves. He attended

buſineſs, reformed abuſes, ſhewed great regard for the Roman name, procured pub

lic abundance, pleaſure and jollity, often appearing in perſon at the public diverſions,

and in all things ſtudying to render himſelf dear to the populace 4.

AND now Ośīavianus entering upon his ſeventh conſulſhip with M. Agrippa the

third time conſul, and finding all things ripe for his deſign, the people being highly

pleaſed with his mild government, and the ſenate filled with his creatures, whoſe

fortunes depended upon his holding the power he had uſurped, went, by the advice

of Agrippa and Mecanas, to the ſenate-houſe, and there in a ſtudied ſpeech offered

to reſign his authority, and put all again into the hands of the people upon the old d

foundation of the commonwealth, being well appriſed, that the greater part of the

conſcript fathers, whoſe intereſts were interwoven with his, would unanimouſly preſs

him to the contrary; which happened accordingly: for they not only often inter

rupted him while he was ſpeaking, but, after he had done, unanimouſly beſought

him to take upon him alone the whole government of the Roman empire. He with

a ſeeming relučtancy yielded at laſt to their requeſt, as if he had been compelled to

accept of the ſovereignty. By this artifice he compaſſed his deſign, which was to

get the power and authority which he had uſurped, confirmed to him by the ſenate

and people for the ſpace often years; for he would not accept of it for a longer term,

pretending he ſhould in that time be able to ſettle all things in ſuch peace and order, e

that there would be no further need of his authority; but that he might then eaſe

himſelfof the burden, and put the government again into the hands of the ſenate and

people. This method he took to render the yoke leſs heavy , but with a deſign to

renew his leaſe, if we may be allowed the expreſſion, as ſoon as the ten years were

expired ; which he did accordingly from ten years to ten years as long as he lived,

all the while governing the whole Roman empire with an abſolute and uncontrouled

power. With this new authority the ſenate reſolved to diſtinguiſh him with a new

name. Some of the conſcript fathers propoſed the name of Romulus, thereby to im

port, that he was another founder of Rome; others offered other titles; but the vene
rable name of Auguſtus, propoſed by Munacius Plancus, ſeemed preferable to all the f

reſt, as it expreſſed more dignity and reverence than authority, the moſt ſacred

things, ſuch as temples, and palaces conſecrated by augurs, being termed by the

He adorns the

city.

He makes a

feint to abdi

cate his power.

But is compel

led by theſe

mate to retal/?

it.

• Dio, l. liii. p. 496. & Marmor. Capuana, Tom. III. * Dio, ibid. p.Annal. Pighii, p. 495.
496. * Idem ibid.

(Y) Mention is made of this cenſus in the marble

tables of Capua in theſe words: In my ſixth conſul

ſhip with my collegue M. Agrippa, I numbered the peo

ple, and made a cenſus after forty-one years, (that is,

from the cenforſhip of Cm. Lentulus and L. Gellins)

in which four hundred ſixty-three thouſand citizens

were numbered. Inſtead of this number, Euſebiuſ,

whom ſeveral modern writers have followed, has in

his chronicle four millions one hundred and ſixty-four

thouſand,

Romans
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a Romans Auguſia (Z). Offavianus himſelf was inclined to aſſume the name of Romulus ;

but fearing he ſhould be ſuſpected of affecting the kingdom, he declined it, and took

that of Auguſius , by which we ſhall henceforth diſlinguiſh him in the ſequel of our The title of Au

hiſtory. Though the whole power of the ſenate and people was now veſted in Au-gº ºft”

giftus, yet, that he might ſeem to ſhare it with the conſcript fathers, he refuſed to “*”

govern all the provinces, aſſigning to the ſenate ſuch as were quiet and peaceable, His policy in

and keeping to himſelf thoſe that, bordering upon barbarous nations, were moſt ºf tº:

expoſed to troubles and wars, ſaying, He deſired the fathers might enjoy their power;"

with eaſe and ſafety, while he underwent all the dangers and labours; but by this

Politic conduct he ſecured all the military power to himſelf, the troops lying in the

b provinces he had choſen, and the others, which were governed by the ſenate, being

quite deſtitute of forces. The latter were called ſenatorial, and the former imperial

Provinces. The ſº natorial were, Africa, that is, the ancient dominions of Carthage,

Aumidia, Aſia properly ſo called, or the ancient kingdom of Pergamus, Greece, ſtyled

by moſt hiſtorians Achaia, Epirus, Dalmatia, Macedon, Sicily, Sardinia, the iſland of

Crete, Libya, Cyrenaica, Bithynia, Pontus, and that part of Spain called Bætica. The

imperial provinces were, the reſt of Spain, comprehending the provinces of Tarracon

and Luſitania, all Gaul and Germany, Cale-Syria, Phanice, Cilicia, the iſland of Cyprus,

and the kingdom of Egypt. Over the provinces of both ſorts were ſet men of diſtinc

tion, viz, ſuch as had been conſuls or praetors, with the title of proconſul and proprator ;

c but the government of Egypt was committed to a private knight, Auguſtus fearing

left a perſon of rank, depending upon the wealth and ſituation of that country, might

raiſe new diſturbances in the empire *. All theſe governors held their employment

only for a year, and were, upon the arrival of their ſucceſſors, to depart their pro

vinces immediately, and not fail to be at Rome within three months at the fartheſt".

This diviſion of the provinces was made, according to Ovid, on the ides of january

(A); whereas he was veſted by the ſenate and people with the ſovereign power on

the ſeventh of the ides of the ſame month, as is manifeſt from the Narbonne marbles * :

and from that time many writers date the years of his empire. Thus ended the The end of the

greateſt commonwealth, and at the ſame time began the greateſt monarchy that hadº:d ever been known ; a monarchy, which infinitely excelled in power, riches, extent j.!, e

and continuance all the monarchies and empires which had preceded it ; for it com- Before Chriſt

prehended the greateſt, and by far the beſt part of Europe, Aſia and frica, being **

near four thouſand miles in length, and about half as much in breadth. As to the ****

yearly revenues of the empire, they have, by a modeſt computation, been reckoned

to amount to forty millions of our money. But the Roman; themſelves now ran head

long into all manner of luxury and effeminacy. The people were become a mere

mob ; thoſe who were wont to direct mighty wars, to raiſe and depoſe great kings,

to beſtow or take away great empires, were ſo ſunk and debauched, that if they had

but bread and ſhoes, their ambition went no higher. The nobility were indeed

e more polite than in former times, but at the ſame time idle, venal, vicious, inſenſible

of private virtue, utter ſtrangers to public glory or diſgrace, void of zeal for the

welfare of their country, and ſolely intent on gaining the favour of the emperor, as

knowing, that certain wealth and preferment were the rewards of ready ſubmiſſion,

acquieſcence and flattery. No wonder therefore that they loſt their liberty, without

being ever again able to retreive it.

* Dio, ibid. p. 597. Flor l. iv. Liv. l. cxxxiv. * Dio, ibid. p. 504, joy. Tacit. annal. i. i.

P. 35. * Idem bid p. 506. * Vide inſcript. Grut. p. 229.

(Z) So ovid in the firſt book of his faſti: (A. Ovid, ſpeaking of this diſtribution of the pro

vinces, addreſſes Céſar Germanicus thus:

Sed tamen humanis celebrantur honoribus omnes :

Hicſocium ſummo cum jove numen habet Idibus in magni caſus jovis &de ſacerdos

Santha vocant Auguſła patres: Auguſta vocantur semimaris flammi, viſcera litat ovis;

Templa ſacerdotum rite dicata manu, Redditaque ºff omni, populo provincia noſtro,

Huju, cº augurium dependet origine verbi; Et tuus Auguſto nomine diſtus avus (3)

Et quodcunque ſuº jupiter auget ope, &c.

(3) Ovid, faſt. l. i.

V o L. V. No 4. 4.
G C H A P.
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The forces of

the empire.

The policy of

Auguſtus.

C H A P. XVII.

7he hiſtory of Rome, from the perfect ſettlement

of the Roman empire to the death of Nero,

the laſt of the family of the Caeſars.

TH: firſt and chief care of Auguſtus, now abſolute maſter of the whole Roman

empire, was to ſatisfy his ſoldiers, and attach them more and more to his inte

reſt. With this view he diſperſed them all over Italy in thirty-two colonies, that he

might the more eaſily re-aſſemble them in caſe of any ſudden commotion. He kept

twenty-five legions on foot, ſeventeen of which were in Europe, viz. eight on the Rhine,

four on the Danube, three in Spain, and two in Dalmatia. The other eight were ſent

into Aſia and Africa, four of them being quartered in the neighbourhood of the Eu

phrates, and in Syria, two in Egypt, and two in the province of Africa, that is, in

the ancient dominions of Carthage. Theſe were conſtantly maintained, even in the

moſt peaceable times, by Auguſius, and for ſome ages by his ſucceſſors, their whole

number amounting to 170,650 men. In the neighbourhood of Rome were always

quartered twelve cohorts, that is, about ten thouſand men, nine of which were called

cohortes prºtoric, or pratorian cohorts, and the other three cohortes urban.e., or city

coborti. They were eſtabliſhed to guard the emperor’s perſon, and maintain peace

and tranquillity in the city. The praetorian guards had, as we ſhall ſee in the ſequel

of this hiſtory, a great ſhare in all the changes and revolutions of the empire, till the

reign of Comſtantine the Great, who diſmiſſed them all in the year 312 of the chriſtian

3ºſa.

Besides theſe numerous and well diſciplined land-forces, Auguſtus kept conſtantly

at ſea two powerful fleets, the one riding at anchor near Ravenna in the Upper or

Adriatic ſea, to command and defend Dalmatia, Greece, Cyprus, Aſia, and the reſt of C

the eaſtern provinces ; the other at Miſenum in the Lower or Mediterranean ſea, to

awe and protećt Gaul, Spain, Africa, and the weſtern provinces. They were likewiſe

to keep the ſeas clear of pirates, to convoy the veſſels which brought to Rome the

annual tributes from the provinces beyond ſea, and to tranſport corn and other pro

viſions neceſſary for the ſubſiſtance and relief of the city. As to the civil government,

he reformed many of the ancient laws, and enaëted new ones; but therein affected to

do nothing without the advice and approbation of the conſcript fathers. The comi

tia were held as formerly in the field of Mars; but ſuch only were choſen for the

great offices, as Auguſtus had before-hand recommended to the centuries. In ſhort,

the ſame officers of ſtate, the ſame names, pomp and ornaments, were continued with

all the appearance of authority, but without the leaſt power w. However, the ſenate

pretended to be ſo well pleaſed with his government, that they honoured him with the

title of Pater patriæ, or Father of his country. Towards the end of this year, Auguſius,

having ſettled affairs in the capital, left Italy, and paſſed into Gaul, with a deſign to

attempt the redućtion of the Britiſh iſlands; but being informed on his arrival at Nar

bonne, that the Salaſi at the foot of the Alps, and the Cantabri and Aſtures in Spain,

had ſhaken off the yoke, he ſent Terentius Varro againſt the former, and marched in

perſon againſt the latter, after having entered his eighth conſulſhip, in which he choſe

for his collegue Titus Statilius Taurus, one of his lieutenants. However, before he left

Gaul, he took a cenſus of the inhabitants of the three provinces into which that coun

try was then divided, and which is the firſt we read of made out of Italy . On his

arrival in Spain, he defeated the Cantabri in a pitched battle near Wellica, at a ſmall

diſtance from the Iberus, and obliged them to retire with their wives and children to

one of their higheſt mountains, called by the ancients Pindius, and by the moderns

*e is flyled Pa.

ter Patriæ.

The firſt cenſus

out of Ialy.

w Dio, ibid, p. 51 1. Suet, in Octavio. * Dio, l. liv. p. 535. Tacit anni]. i. c. 39. Svetl. ii. s. 26.

the
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a the mountain of Aſturias. But in the mean time 4.giftus falling ſick, the whole

management of the war was committed to C. Antiſtius ; who having defeated the The Cintabri.

united forces of the Cantabrians and Aſturians in a great battle, forced them to take ans and Aſtuſ

refuge on another inacceſſible mountain, which he ſurrounded with a wide and deep”

ditch fifteen miles in compaſs, and fortified at proper diſtances with caſtles and turrets.

By this means all the avenues and paſſages being ſhut up, thoſe unhappy people were

reduced to the utmoſt extremity for want of proviſions; yet ſo great was their love of

liberty, that, inſtead of yielding, they endured for a long time miſeries hardly to be

expreſſed, the women devouring their own children, and the young men the old, to

ſupport the neceſſities of nature. After many unſucceſsful attempts to force the Ro. They fall out *.
b man intrenchments, the Aſturians were at length for throwing themſelves upon the . them

- - - lves.

clemency of the conqueror; but were therein oppoſed by the Cantabrians, who main.”

tained, that they ought all, like brave men, die ſword in hand. This dangerous

contention was carried ſo far, that, after a ſharp conflićt, in which many fell on both

fides, the Aſturians, to the number of ten thouſand, were driven to the intrenchments

of the Romans, whom they begged in a moſt moving manner to receive them upon

what terms they pleaſed. But Tiberius, the emperor's ſon-in-aw, refuſing to admit Great numbers

them into the camp, ſome of thoſe unhappy wretches fell upon their own ſwords ; ºf the Aſºº

others lighting great fires, threw themſelves into them, and periſhed in the flames;º.

and ſome put an end to their lives by drinking the juice of a venomous herb, which

c grew in the foreſt they poſſeſſed ".

In the mean time the conſular year being expired, Auguſtus, who ſtill reſided at

Tarracon, whither he had retired in the beginning of the campaign, entered there on

his ninth conſulſhip, and choſe for his collegue M. junius Silamus y. This year was

remarkable for the total redućtion of Spain, after it had, for the ſpace of two hun-TºCanºbi,

dred years and upwards, given the Romans conſtant employment, and obliged them*

to keep there numerous armies. The Cantabrians, whom Antiſtius kept cloſely in-"

veſted, were at length forced to ſurrender at diſcretion, to the number of twenty

three thouſand. Of theſe ten thouſand were incorporated among the Roman auxi

liaries to be employed againſt the Aſturians, the reſt were diſarmed, and ſold to the

d beſt bidder; but moſt of them laid violent hands on themſelves, deſpiſing their lives

after the loſs of their liberty and arms ". Cantabria, now Biſcay, being thus intirely

reduced, Auguſtus divided his army into two bodies; the one he detached, under the

command of Titus Cariſius, into Luſitania, whither ſome of the Aſiurians had retired,

and the other he led himſelf into their country. The Aſturians in Luſitania were in a Andalſ the

battle, which laſted two days, and was one of the moſt bloody that had ever been ***

fought, intirely defeated by Cariſius, who could not help owning, that the Æſiuri

ams equalled in valour the Romans themſelves. On the other hand, Auguſtus and

Antiſtius entering the country of thoſe brave, but unfortunate people, cut moſt of them

in pieces, and made themſelves maſters of all their cities and ſtrong-holds. Thus

were the two moſt warlike nations of Spain forced at length to receive the yoke, and

bear it without being ever after able to recover their ancient liberty. Auguſtus, before

he left the country, built ſeveral cities to keep the rebellious Spaniards in awe, among

the reſt Caſar Auguſła, now Saragoſa, and Auguſta Emerita, now Merida, ſo called

becauſe it was founded by Auguſtus, and peopled by his veterans called in Latin Eme

riti". He likewiſe built a ſtone-bridge over the Iberus, to facilitate the march of the

Roman troops from one province to another.

TH is year ſeveral wars were carried on with equal ſucceſs in other parts. Marcus

Crºſſils, one of Auguſius's lieutenants, overcame the Maſians, a fierce and ſavage

people beyond the Danube. M. Vincius gained conſiderable advantages over ſome

nations of Germany, for which the title of Imperator was conferred upon Auguſtus,

under whoſe auſpices Vincius had fought. Terentius Parro, ſurnamed Mürena, reduced

the Salaſi, and obliged them to ſubmit to ſuch terms as he thought proper to impoſe The salaſ,ſub

upon them. After they had delivered up their arms, Varro ſent forty thouſand of dued.

their youth to Eporedia, now Ivrea, where they were condemned to ſlavery for the

terº of twenty years. Auguſtus divided their lands among the ſoldiers of his guard,

and founded in the new colony a city, which he called Auguſta Pratoria, now known

by the name of Aoſta . The wholéglory of this expedition was aſcribed to Auguſtus,
tho' he was then in Spain, and a ſtately monument erected by a decree of the ſenate

* ORos. 1. vi. c. 21. Y SUET. in Očtav. c. 26. * Onos, ibid. Dio, I, liii. Vell. ParERc. l. ii.

* Sukr. In Octav. Dio, ibid. p. 514. Oros, ibid. • Dio, Sver, ibid. Epit. Liv.

to
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to his honour in the midſt of the Alps, on which were ingraved the names of forty- a.

three nations inhabiting thoſe mountains, who were ſaid to have been ſubdued by

- him, and brought under the Roman yoke ".

Cornelius Gal. While Auguſtus was waging war with the rebellious Spaniards, Cornelius Gallus,

** to whom Virgil inſcribed his tenth and laſt eclogue, was condemned to perpetual ba

niſhment by the ſenate, for having ſpoken with too much liberty of Auguſtus. He

had been appointed by the emperor, who loved and eſteemed him on account of his

fine genius, the firſt governor of Egypt, which he oppreſſed in a moſt tyrannical

manner, ſtripping the moſt wealthy cities of the country, particularly the famous city of

Thebes, of all their ornaments, and laying heavy taxes on the inhabitants. Puffed up

with pride, he ruled more like an abſolute monarch than a ſubordinate magiſtrate, b

erecting ſtatues to himſelf in the chief cities of that kingdom, and inſcribing his own

name and feats on the pyramids. Such extraordinary proceedings obliged Auguſtus

to recall him, to brand him with infamy, and forbid him his houſe, and the provinces

under his command. Hereupon Gallus uttered many diſreſpectful ſpeeches againſt

the emperor ; for which, as well as for his rapines, extortions, and other miſde

meanours, he was, by the unanimous ſuffrages of the ſenate, condemned to baniſh

He lays violent ment ; but he prevented the execution of the ſentence, by falling on his own ſword e.

º * *- Auguſtus, whoſe favour he had gained by his military exploits, and the elegance of
ſelf. his poetical compoſitions, is ſaid to have wept, when he received in Spain the news

of his death, complaining, that he alone was not allowed to ſet what bounds he pleaſed c

to his reſentment. However, he returned thanks to the ſenate for the zeal they had

ſhewn on this occaſion for the ſafety of his perſon, and the glory of his name f. This

year died Amyntas king of Piſidia. He had been ſecretary to old king Dejotarus,

and raiſed by Marc Antony, whom he ſerved with great fidelity, to the throne, which

- - - - Auguſtus ſuffered him to enjoy, but would not allow him to tranſmit it to his poſte

ºº: rity ; ſo that Piſidia, with Galatia and Lycaonia, upon his death, were reduced to

... Roman a Roman province, and firſt governed by M. Lollius in quality of propraetor 8.

province. DURING Auguſius's ſtay in Spain, Agrippa, who had remained in Rome, was no

leſs employed in adorning with magnificent ſtrućtures that ſtately metropolis, than

others were in extending its dominions. Among the many public edifices he built d

at his own charges, the moſt remarkable were the porch and temple of Neptune, the

The Pantheon, hot baths, called Therma Agrippa, and the Pantheon, a celebrated temple, ſo named,

according to Dion, from the many images of the gods with which it was embel

liſhed, or rather from its arched roof, which reſembled the heavens. This wonderful

ſtructure was finiſhed this year, in the ninth conſulſhip of Auguſtus, and is preſerved

intire to this day. While Auguſtus continued at Tarracon, his health not allowing

him yet to ſet out on his return to Rome, he had the ſatisfaction to ſee the moſt remote

The sarmati- nations of the north and the eaſt, that is, the Scythians, the Sarmatianſ, the Indians,

ans, Scythians, and the Seres (B), courting his friendſhip with embaſſies and rich preſents". Florus

-

l. vii. SExt. RUF. in breviar. Euseb. in chron.

c. 21. Eutrop. 1. vii.

(B) The Seres, the ſime people whom we now

call the Chineſe, are thought to have been the firſt

who made filk; whence ſilk was called ſerica, and

a ſilken garment ſericum, by the Greeks as well as

by the Latinº. From the country of the Seres, that

is, from China, ſilk was brought into Perſia, and

from Perſia into Greece and Italy. It was firſt

brought into Greece on Alexander's conquering Per

fia, and from thence into Italy in the flouriſhing

times of the Roman empire. It was for a long time

very dear in theſe weſtern parts, being weight for

weight of equal value with gold ; for the Perſians,

to keep this manufacture to themſelves, would not

allow the ſilk-worms to be carried out of Perſia, or

any one to paſs from thence into the weſt, who

were skilled in the management of them. But the

emperor juſtinian, who died in the year of the chri

ſtian acra 565, looking upon it as a great hardſhip

that his ſubjects ſhould purchaſe this manufacture of

&c ſend em- ellsbaſſadors to t

Auguſtus. --- - -- --

* Dio, p. 513, ; 14. Plin. l. iii. c. 20. • Strano, l. xvii. p. 819. AMMAN. MARcel. l. xvii. Dio,

l, liii. p. 512. Euseb. in Chron. f Supt. in Octav, c. 66. Dio, ibid. * Dio, p. 514. Eutrop.

h Flor. l. iv. c. 12. Suet, ibid. c. 21. ORos. l. vi.

the Perſians at ſo dear a rate, ſent two monks into

India to learn there how the ſilken manufacture

was managed, ordering them to bring with them

on their return ſome ſilk-worms, that he might

ſet up the manufacture in his own dominions. Theſe

monks on their return told him, that the ſilk-worms

could not be brought ſo long a journey; but the

emperor underſtanding from them that their eggs

might, he ſent them back for them; and by this

means great quantities of theſe eggs were brought

to Conſtantinople. From theſe eggs have been

propagated all the filk-worms and ſilk trade, which

have been ſince that time in Europe. The ancients

were ſo ignorant how ſilk was made, that they be

lieved it was produced, like cotton, from trees. For

a long time it was worn only by women, it being

thought a great inſtance of luxury and effeminacy

for a man to wear a ſilken garment. In the be

ginning of the reign of Tiberius, a law was made,

??f
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a tells us, that the Seres were four years on their journey, and that they preſented

Auguſtus with pearls, precious ſtones, and elephants. The fame of Caſar's modera

tion in the midſt of his vićtories was what chiefly prompted thoſe diſtant nations, if

we believe Suetonius', to ſollicit his friendſhip. This year ended with two marriages,

viz. of Cleopatra Selene, the daughter of queen Cleopatra by Antony, with juba king

of Getulia, of whom we have ſpoken above, and of julia, Auguſtus's daughter by

Scribonia, with Marcellus, his ſiſter Ożavia's ſon by her firſt husband, a youth of

extraordinary accompliſhments, and already adopted by Auguſtus, who had no hopes

of iſſue by his wife Livia, whom he paſſionately loved. As the emperor was ſtill

kept in Spain by the bad ſtate of his health, the ceremonies uſed by the Romans on

ſuch occaſions were performed with all imaginable pomp and magnificence by

Agrippa “.

THE enſuing year Auguſtus entered upon his tenth conſulſhip, having C. Norbanus

Flaccus for his collegue; but whether he was then in Spain, on his journey, or at

Rome, is uncertain. Upon his return to the capital, which happened in the end of

the preceding year, or the beginning of this, the ſenate conferred a greater autho

rity upon him than ever, freeing him from the obligation of all laws, and impower

ing him to govern the republic according to his arbitrary will and pleaſure. At the

ſame time by a ſolemn oath they approved of all his ačts, and decreed, that Mar

cellus, tho’ then not above ſixteen years of age, ſhould, on account of his extraordi

nary merit, have a place in the ſenate among thoſe of the praetorian rank, and that

he might ſtand for the conſulate ten years ſooner than he was allowed by the laws.

It was likewiſe ordained in favour of Tiberius, ſon-in-law to Auguſtus, that he might

Ítand for the curule offices five years ſooner than the uſual time. Theſe decrees were

New honours

conferred on

Auguſtus.

no ſooner paſſed, than Marcellus was made aedile, and Tiberius quaeſtor . This year º,º

was remarkable for an expedition againſt the ſouthern Arabs, undertaken by Ælius ...'.

Gallus, a Roman knight, and the third governor of Egypt under Auguſius. The into Arabia Fe

emperor being informed, that South Arabia abounded in gold, ſilver, and other riches, lix.

reſolved either to make them his friends by treaties, and ſo open a way for com

merce with them, or by conqueſt to make them his ſubjećts. He had alſo this far

ther view, viz. in caſe he ſhould, either as a friend or conqueror, get footing in that

country, to open himſelf an eaſy way for the ſubduing of the Troglodites, their coun

try being ſeparated from South Arabia only by the narrow ſtreights, now called the

ſtreights of Babelmandel, through which the Arabian gulf diſcharges itſelf into the

ſouthern ocean. For the carrying on of this expedition, Auguſtus furniſhed Gallus

with ten thouſand men ; Herod king of judæa ſent him five hundred drawn out of

his own guards; and Obodas king of the Nabatha'am Arabs a thouſand more, under

the command of Syllaeus his chief miniſter. Syllaus undertook to be Gallus's guide in

this expedition ; but with no other view than to betray him, and make the under

taking miſcarry. Gallus had propoſed to march through the country of the Naba

thaans, and from thence into South Arabia, or Arabia Felix ; but Syllarus falſly inform- He is betrayed

ing him, that there was no ſafe paſſage thither by land, he built a hundred and thirty by Syllºus.

tranſports at Cleopatris, a port at the bottom of the Arabian gulf or Red ſea, and

putting his army on board of them, ſailed for Leucocome, a maritime city of the Na

bathaans on the other ſide of that ſea. As this was a very dangerous navigation,

on account of the many rocks and ſhelves which are in that part of the Arabian gulf,

and Syllacus condućted them the worſt way through it, he was fifteen days in his paſ

ſage, and loſt a great many ſhips. Upon his landing, his whole army was ſeized

with a diſtemper common in that country, which obliged him to continue inactive

at Leucocome, and in that neighbourhood, the remaining part of the ſummer, and

the following winter. Early next ſpring he ſet out from Leucocome, and, after a

moſt painful march of ſix months ſouthward, being led by the treacherous Syllaus

through waysalmoſt impaſſable, he arrived at length on the borders of Arabia Felix.

* Suet. ibid. * Dio, ibid. p. 515. 1 Idem ibid.

ne veſtis ſerica viros fedaret, that is, that no man infamous parts of Heliogabalus's chara&ter, that he

ſhould diſhonour himſelf by wearing a ſilken gar- was the firſt man who wore holºſtricum, that is, a

ment (4); and Lampridius reckons it one of the moſt garment which was all of ſilk (5).

(4) Tacit., annal. l. ii. c. 33. (5) Wide Prid, conneā. & Voſſ in etym. ad vocºm Sericum, & de idololat.

l. iv. c. 90. & Salmaſ in notis ad Tertullian. de pall, ad Solin. & ad hiſt. Auguſt.
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Upon his approach, Sabus, king of the country, fled, abandoning his metropolis, a

called by Strabo the city of the Agrams, which Gallus took by aſſault. From thence

he continued his march ſouthward, and arrived the ſixth day at a river, where he

was met by a numerous body of Arabs, who had aſſembled with a deſign to diſpute

He defeat, the his paſſage; but Gallus falling upon them, cut ten thouſand of them in pieces, with

ºbs, and , the loſs of two men only. He then, without further oppoſition, made himſelf maſter

ºſ” of Amneſius, Aſca, Maguſum, Tommacum, Labeccia, Mariaba, a city fix miles in com

- paſs, Athrula, where he left a gariſon, and Caripeta. From Caripeta he penetrated

farther into the country, and, after ſome days march, came to Marſyaba, a city of the

Rhamanites, who were governed by a petty prince named Ilaſarus. He beſieged the

place; but was obliged, after ſeveral unſucceſsful attempts, to drop that enterprize b

for want of water. In the mean time his men being ſeized with various diſtempers,

occaſioned by the heat of the climate, and the unwholſomeneſs of the air, water, and

herbs of the country, and great numbers of them dropping off daily, he thought it

adviſeable to march back into the country of the Nabathſtans, and from thence pur

He drop; the ſue his rout into Egypt. Accordingly, having by this time diſcovered the treachery

*...*.*.* of Syllaus, he ſet out on his march homeward, under the conduct of more faithful
returns to E- - - - - - - - -

gypt. guides, and came in ſix days to Anagrana; whence, after having put to flight king
w Sabus, who attempted to haraſs him on his march, he purſued his journey to Negra,

called alſo Hygra, a maritime city of the Nabathaan country, which he reached in

ſixty days; whereas he had ſpent ſix months in marching from thence to the confines c

of Arabia. At Nagra he imbarqued his troops, and having croſſed the Arabian gulf

in eleven days, he landed at Myos Hormus on the Egyptian ſide; and from thence by

the way of Coptus, led back the poor remains of his army to Alexandria, after having

ſpent two years in this unhappy expedition. In the ſeveral skirmiſhes he had with

the enemy, he loſt only ſeven men; but the far greater part of his forces periſhed

either by famine or diſeaſes ". Some of the medicinal compoſitions, which he invented

- againſt the diſtempers that reigned in his army, are mentioned by Galen, and among

the reſt treacle, which on his return he preſented to Auguſtus, telling him, that it

had ſaved the lives of many of his ſoldiers". The bad ſucceſs that had attended

A:lius in this expedition, deterred both him and others from any further attempts f

on that country ; ſo that the inhabitants of Arabia Felix in the eaſt, and the Scots in

the north, as we ſhall obſerve hereafter, were the only people whocontinued to enjoy

their liberties to the downfal of the Roman empire, while all the other nations of the

then known world groaned under the yoke.

Cindace dueen WHILE AElius Gallus was employed with part of the Egyptian army in this expedi

‘ſº... tion, Candace, queen of Ethiopia, invading the province of Thebais in Upper Égypt

invade, Egypt with a great army, ſurpriſed the cities of Syene, Elephantina, and Pybllis, carried the

Romans who gariſoned them into captivity, overthrew Auguſtus's ſtatues, and laid

waſte the whole country. Hereupon C. Petronius, at that time governor of Egypt,

having with all imaginable expedition got together a body often thouſand foot, and &

eight hundred horſe, marched againſt the warlike queen, and coming up with her in

the neighbourhood of Pſelcha, a city of Ethiopia on the banks of the Nile, obliged

Fu, i, aftated her to give battle, defeated her army, tho' thirty thouſand ſtrong, and made himſelf

ey Petroius, maſter of Pſelcha, the key of Ethiopia on the ſide of Egypt. From Pſelcha Petronius

****** penetrated above eight hundred miles into the country ; and after having paſſed thoſe

”””deſarts, where the whole army of Cambyſes is ſaid to have been by a ſudden ſtorm

buried in the ſand, he took, without oppoſition, the cities of Premnis, Abocci,

Phturis, Cambyſes, Atteva, and Stadiſis ; which laſt place ſtood near the cataraćts of

the Nile. Encouraged with this ſucceſs, the Roman general advanced to Napata,

which Dion calls Tenape, the metropolis of the kingdom, which he took, and deſtroyed, f

and from thence marched forward, till at length being able to proceed no farther by

reaſon of the great deſarts, nor ſtay there any longer on account of the exceſſive heats

of the climate, he was obliged to turn back. Having therefore put a gariſon of four

hundred men into Premnis, one of the ſtrongeſt fortreſſes of Ethiopia, and ſupplied

it with proviſions for two years, he returned to Alexandria, carrying with him many

thouſand captives, whom he ſold for ſlaves, except one thouſand, in which number

were the chiefcommanders of Candace's army; and thoſe he ſent as a preſent to Au

. . guſtus. The queen of Ethiopia, upon the firſt notice of the departure of the Romans,

m Dio, ibid. p. ; 16–574. Strabo, l. xvi. p. 780. & l. ii. p. 1 i 8, & l. xvii. p. 810, Joseph. antiq.

1. xv. c. 12. & de bell. Judaic. l. i. c. 16. Plis. 1. vi. c. 28. * GALEN. de antidot. l. ii.

5 • having
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$, a a having aſſembled new forces, attacked with great vigour the gariſon they had left at

C: Premnis ; but Petronius returning with a quickneſs and expedition hardly to be ima-Thequeen ten

h: gined, ſhe was obliged not only to raiſe the ſiege, but to conclude a peace upon termsº º:

º very advantageous to the Romans. However, Auguſtus afterwards remitted the tri-jºº"
th bute, which ſhe was, purſuant to the treaty, to pay yearly to the Roman people, and

º: reſtored to her all the cities which Petronuis had ſeized 9.

\m. DURING theſe tranſactions in the eaſt, the Aſturians and Cantabrians attempted The Cantabri.

º: anew the recovery of their liberty ; and having by a ſtratagem ſurpriſed a conſide- ans and Aſtu

º: rable body of Romans, put them all to the ſword. But AElius Lama, whom Auguſtus *::::::
the had left governor of that part of Spain, ſoon revenged their death, laying waſte the

ſlº ) b whole country with fire and ſword, and cruelly maſſacring moſt of their young men

º who were able to bear arms; by which means he reduced them in leſs than a month
dº to an intire ſubjećtion P.

h; it THEº: year Auguſtus, being in his eleventh conſulſhip, with Cn. Calpurnius Auguſtus at

ſur- Piº, fell into a dangerous diſtemper, which brought him to the point of death. the pºint ºf

k'ſ When he thought himſelf paſt recovery, he ſent for the curule magiſtrates, and the “”

º! chief men of the ſenatorial and equeſtrian order, who immediately came to attend

*g him, not doubting but he deſigned to name in their preſence his ſucceſſor, and intail

º, the empire on his family. They were therefore greatly ſurpriſed to ſee the dying Hi, behaviour
tº in emperor, without uttering a ſingle word, put into the hands of his collegue Calpurnius ** ****

º: c Piſo his laſt will, and with it a book of his own writing, which contained a diſtinét Jº".

!g: and minute account of all the towns, provinces, allies, forces, riches, and taxes of the

tº ºf whole Roman empire. The contents of his will, which was to be opened only after

ºrg his death, were never known ; but from his not naming a ſucceſſor, and his deliver

with ing to the chief magiſtrate in ſo critical a junéture an account of the revenues and forces

ſh: of the empire, they all concluded, that his deſign was to put the commonwealth once

ºntº more into the hands of the ſenate and people. His ring he delivered in the preſence

Tºg of all to Agrippa, ſignifying thereby, as was then interpreted, that if they deſired to

tº it be governed by one man, they could not chuſe a perſon more fit for ſo great a truſt

ºn: than Agrippa. As for Marcellus, his ſon-in-law, his nephew, and his ſon by adoption,

tº d whom every one expected he would name for his ſucceſſor, he ſeemed to have intirely

ºn forgot him. This unexpected behaviour of Auguſtus at the point of death, when his

) tº ſincerity could not be reaſonably queſtioned, gained him the affections of the people

& above anything he had hitherto done in their behalf. They thought him more worthy

of being ſolemnly deified, and ranked among the gods, in regard of the diſintereſted

ºč. love he ſhewed for his country, than his father julius on account of all his warlike

º: exploits. But the apotheoſis of Auguſtus was put off for many years; for Antonius Antonius Muſ,
º: Muſa, a famous Greek phyſician, and brother to Euphorbuſ phyſician to juba king |..." te

\il of Mauritania, by cooling potions, and the uſe of the cold bath, reſtored him to his " -

rººf health, to the great real, or ſeeming ſatisfaction of the ſenate and people, who imme

º e diately ordered a ſtatue of braſs to be erected to Muſa over-againſt that of Æſculapiuſ,

m a diſtinétion never before granted to any freed-man. He was alſo allowed to wear a

º gold ring, and all perſons of his profeſſion were for ever, out of gratitude to him,

i. “xempted from all manner of taxes and tributes q. The recovery of Auguſtus occa

º fioned great rejoicings in the city ; medals were ſtruck, many of which have reached

º Qūr times, and the moſt magnificent ſports exhibited that had ever been ſeen in Rome.

º We are told, that ſome fathers, then on their death-beds, commanded their chil- Rejoicing, at

º dren to ſacrifice vićtims in their name by way of thankſgiving to jupiter Capito-Röme fºr his

º liºus, with this inſcription, The day of our death was the day of Auguſtus’s recovery r.”

s The emperor, as ſoon as he was in a condition to appear abroad, went to the ſenate

º - f houſe, and after having thanked the fathers in moſt obliging terms for the concern

..., | they had ſhewn during his illneſs, and the joy they had expreſſed on his recovery, he
y ºpened his will, and offered to read it to the aſſembly, in order to convince them,

G that he had appointed himſelf no ſucceſſor, but left them at full liberty either of re

|ſ stabliſhing the ancient form of government, or chufing for themſelves a ſovereign :

d but they all cried out with one voice, That they would not by any means ſuffer him

to take that trouble, which was to no purpoſe, ſince they were, without any further

Proof, fully convinced of the ſincerity of his intentions, and his diſintereſted zeal for

the public welfare s.

o Strano, 1. xvii. p. 81 o. Dio, l. liv. p. 514, #25. Pi N. l. vi. c. 19. ? Dio, p. ;23,524. * Idem,

P. ft 7, & ſeq. * Suer. In O&tavio. * Suet. Śc Dio, ibid. T
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Miſunderſtand

ing between

Marcel us and

THE behaviour of Auguſtus during his illneſs occaſioned a miſunderſtanding between a

Marcellus and Agrippa. The former thinking himſelf injured by his uncle, who had

preferred to one of his own family a man of a mean deſcent, a mere ſoldier of fortune,

expreſſed his reſentment, not againſt the emperor, but againſt his favourite, treating

him on ſeveral occaſions with great contempt. On the other hand, Agrippa was nota

man to bear with any ill uſage. The emperor therefore, to prevent the evil conſe

quences of their mutual jealouſies, thought it adviſeable to part them ; and accord

ingly appointed Agrippa governor of Syria, who immediately left Rome, but went no

farther than Milylene in the iſland of Lesbos, whence he ſent his lieutenants to govern

the provinces committed to his care'.

AND now Auguſtus, thinking his authority ſufficiently eſtabliſhed, reſigned the

faſces, after having held them nine years together, to P. Seſiius, a man of an unble

miſhed charaćter, but a conſtant and faithful friend to Brutus, under whom he had

ſerved in the battle of Philippi in quality of progua-ſtor, and whoſe memory he ſtill

reverenced, keeping his pićture in his houſe, and commending on all occaſions the

zeal of that brave patriot for the welfare of his country. The ſenate was ſo affected

with this impartial condućt of Auguſtus, in preferring a man of Seſſius's charaćter to

many of his own friends, who aſpired at the ſame dignity, that they heaped new

honours upon him, declared him perpetual proconſul of the Roman empire, impowered

him to aſſemble the ſenate when he pleaſed, and, what he valued above all other pre

rogatives, allowed him to exerciſe the authority of the tributeſhip, and enjoy all the

privileges annexed to that dignity, not only within the walls of Rome, but in the

moſt diſtant provinces. Such an ample and unlimited power was without precedent;

but the emperor readily accepted it, as it rendered his perſon ſacred, and ſecured him

againſt all outrages and inſults, whether in words or actions. His ſucceſſors never

parted with this power ; but, after the example of Auguſtus, cauſed it to be recorded

in public regiſters in theſe terms; Tribunitie poteſtatis prinum, ſecundum, &c. º. Thus

were the Romans, by raiſing the authority of their emperors, daily rivetting their own

chains. In the conſulate of Cn. Calpurnius Piſo and L. Seſiiu, Phrabales king of Par

thia being reſtored to the throne by the Scythiams, Tiridates, whom the Parthians

had choſe in his room, being obliged to ſave himſelf by flight, came to Rome, with

the chief men of his party, to ſolicit the aſſiſtance of Auguſtus, promiſing to hold the

kingdom of him, in caſe he was reſtored by his means to the throne. On the other

hand, Phrahales, hearing he had fled to Rome, ſent embaſſadors after him to defeat

his deſigns, and to demand of Auguſtus the delivery of his rebellious ſlaves, as he ſtyled

them, and the releaſe of his ſon, whom Tiridates had put into his hands at Antioch,

when he paſſed through that city on his return to Italy after the redućtion of Egypt.

Auguſtus introduced the embaſſadors of the contending parties to the ſenate ; but after

they had pleaded the cauſe of their reſpećtive princes before the fathers, without con

fulting them, he anſwered the embaſſadors himſelf in the ſame manner as he had done

before at Antioch, viz. That he would not deliver Tiridates into the hands of Phra

hales, nor aſſiſteither of them againſt the other. However, to gratify both in ſome

thing, he gave Tiridates leave to live at Rome, ordering him out of the public trea

ſury an allowance ſuitable to his rank, and ſent back to Phrabates his ſon, on condi

tion that he ſhould reſtore all the captives and enſigns taken from Craſſus and Antony.

This Phrabates promiſed ; but did not perform till three years after . This year

Marcellus was ſeized with a heótic fever, which Antonius Muſa undertook to cure ;

but the remedies he preſcribed, the ſame which had ſaved the life of Auguſius, were

commonly believed to have occaſioned his death, which happened in the nineteenth

year of his age, to the inexpreſſible grief of Auguſtus, his mother Ośavia, and the

Roman people, whoſe hearts he had won by his extraordinary accompliſhments,

obliging behaviour, and uncommon modeſty. Tho' this year proved very ſickly, and

many were carried off by the reigning diſtempers, yet the ambitious Livia was gene

rally charged with the death of that hopeful youth, whom ſhe was believed to have

diſpatched by means of Antonius Muſa, to make room for Tiberius and Druſus her

own children. His funeral obſequies were performed with the utmoſt magnificence
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in the campus Martius, Auguſtus himſelf, who was his neareſt relation, pronouncing,

according to cuſtom, his funeral oration ".

TH F next year M. Claudius Marcellus AEſerminus and L. Arruntius being conſuls,

a dreadful plague raged in Rome, and all the other cities of Italy; which, as the lands

were left untilled, was attended with a general famine. The Tiber overflowed, and

laid great part of the city under water. Lightning fell on the Pantheon, and there

daſhed to pieces ſeveral ſtatues, &c. The populace imagining, that the gods viſited

them with theſe, and threatened them with greater calamities, becauſe they had

ſuffered Auguſtus to lay down the conſulate, ſurrounded the ſenate-houſe, and threat

ened to ſet fire to it, unleſs the fathers immediately created him dićtator. The

conſcript fathers readily complied with their requeſt ; whereupon the people repaired

in great crouds to the houſe of Auguſtus, with twenty-four axes and faſces, intreating

him toaccept of the dićtatorſhip; but he wiſely declined the envy and danger of that Auguſtus wº.

title, having already all the power and authority annexed to it. However, that he ºl."

- and the office of

purveyor, which had been formerly conferred on Pompey the Great, and took care to perpetual cen:

might not ſeem to deſpiſe the favours of the people, he accepted the office of general

ſupply the city with great plenty of proviſions, appointing annually two perſons for Jºr.

that purpoſe, who had diſcharged the praetorſhip two years before. As to the office

of perpetual cenſor, he could by no means be prevailed to take it upon him ; but

named to that important employment Paulus AEmilius Lepidus, brother to the trium

vir, by whom he had been proſcribed, and L. Munacius Plancus, formerly one of

Antony's moſt zealous partizans ; but Lepidus dying ſoon after, and Plancus, who

was a man of a moſt infamous charaćter, being no ways qualified to cenſure the vices

of others, Auguſtus took upon himſelf to perform the functions, tho’ he declined the

title, of that magiſtracy, and enaëted many excellent laws relating to the reforma

tion of manners, which gained him the love and eſteem of the whole city. He ſup- Enań, ſeveral

preſſed ſeveral private aſſemblies, and reformed others ; from the aediles he tranſ, excellent law.

ferred the care of the public ſhews and ſports to the praetors, whom he reduced to

ten, and would not allow them to exhibit the uſual ſports at their own charges, but

obliged the people to contribute a ſmall ſum for their own diverſions, and paid the

reſt out of the public treaſury. As the aedileſhip was the firſt ſtep to public honours,

the young noblemen often ſpent their whole fortunes, and reduced themſelves to

beggary, by the expenſive ſhews with which they entertained the people, in hopes

of being raiſed by their ſuffrages to the ſuperior magiſtracies ; and it was to obviate

this abuſe that Auguſtus committed the celebrating of the games to the praetors, and

would have the charges attending them divided between the people and the public

treaſury. To the curule aediles he committed the care of extinguiſhing fires, allow

ing them for that ſervice ſix hundred ſlaves, who were bought and maintained at the

public expence. He likewiſe ordered by a particular edićt, that none ſhould exhibit

the ſhew of gladiators without leave from the ſenate, and then only twice a year, and

with no more than one hundred and twenty combatants. As many perſons of rank,

women as well as men, had of late debaſed themſelves to act and dance upon the

ſtage, Auguſtus reſtrained ſuch ſcandalous pračtices, by forbidding, under the ſevereſt

penalties, any of the ſenatorial or equeſtrian order to appear on the ſtage, and extend

ing this prohibition to the children and grandchildren of ſenators . In theſe regu

lations he exerted the power and authority of an abſolute prince and legiſlator; but

in other things uſed great condeſcenſion, affecting to appear in courts of judicature

like a private perſon, and even to plead for his friends, or attend them when cited

before the praetors or other judges. This complaiſance often drew inſults upon him

from the adverſe parties, as it happened in the caſe of one M. Primus, who was accuſed

of having made an irruption into the country of the Odryſians, while he was governor

of Macedon. Primus maintained, that he had been ordered by Auguſtus to make war

upon the Odryſians ; whereupon Auguſtus, appearing ſoon after in court, was asked

by the praetor, Whether Primus’s plea was true or no? The emperor anſwered, His moderation

That Primus was certainly miſtaken, ſince he was very ſure he had given no ſuch

orders. This open and poſitive declaration left no room for any reply ; which ſo

provoked L. Murena, who pleaded for Primus, that he couſd not help asking the

emperor with great boldneſs and anger, What buſineſ; he had there 3 and what had

brought him to a place where he was neither expected nor wanted 2 The public good,

* Dio, p 5 7, 519. Vell, Paterc.l. ii. c. 93. Tacit. annal. 2. Virg. A neid, l. vi. * Dio, ibid.

p. 5: 1–5:4. Suet, ibid.
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replied Auguſtus with great calmneſs and moderation. This deportment gained him a

the eſteem of many ; but others, who were enemies to Auguſius in their hearts, and

Conſpiratya- wiſhed to ſee the ancient form of government reſtored, laid hold of this opportunity

gainſt Auguſ to ſtir up Murena, and to enter into a conſpiracy with him againſt the tyrant of Rome,
ſus. as they ſtyled him. Murena and Fannius Capio, the former a man of an unblemiſhed

character, and the latter the greateſt debauchee in Rome, took upon them the whole

management of the plot, for the execution of which a day, and place was already

appointed. But in the mean time Murena diſcloſed the whole to his ſiſter 7erentilla,

and ſhe to her husband Mecanas, who gave notice of it to the emperor, after having

adviſed his brother-in-law and the other conſpirators to abſcond, till ſuch time as he

ſhould obtain, as he hoped to do, their pardon. But Auguſtus would not hearken to b

the intreaties either of Mecanas or Proculeius, who was brother to Murena, and in

ſuch favour with the emperor, that he had been long in ſuſpenſe whether he ſhould

I d'Éovered, beſtow his daughter julia on him or Marcellus. As Auguſtus proved inflexible, the

*** *ſſi, conſpirators were ſummoned to take their trials, and not appearing, interdićted by a

”majority of ſuffrages fire and water throughout the whole extent of the Roman empire.

Caepio was conveyed in the night-time by a faithful ſlave to the Tiber in a basket,

and put on board a ſmall veſſel, which landed him at Oſtia. From Oſtia the ſlave

condućted him ſafe to Laurentum, and from thence to Cuma, where he was betrayed

by another ſlave to a centurion, who cut off his head, and carried it to Rome. Mu

rema was diſcovered in Rome, and aſſaſſinated by Auguſtus’s emiſſaries. As the con- &

fpirators were abſolved by the votes of ſome of the judges, the emperor, fearing ſuch

criminals might for the future go unpuniſhed, enacted the two following laws, viz.

That all guilty perſons, who refuſed to appear, ſhould be condemned to the ſame

puniſhments, which would have been inflicted upon them, if they had been regularly

tried and convićted ; and that for the future the judges in criminal caſes ſhould deli

ver their opinions, not in writing, but openly, and by word of mouth. Leſt the

ſeverity he ſhewed on this occaſion, and the new laws he enaćted, might eſtrange the

minds of the people from him, he took no notice of the odd behaviour of old Capio,

who not only ſet at liberty the ſlave who had conveyed his ſon out of Rome, but ſen

tenced the other to be crucified, after having cauſed him to be led through all the d

ſtreets of Rome with a writing, which expreſſed the cauſe of his puniſhment. At

this time Auguſtus, out of complaiſance to the ſenate, whom his ſeverity towards two

The provinces men of rank might have provoked, delivered up to the conſcript fathers the pro

3. vinces of Cyprus and Narbonne Gaul, which, from this time, began to be ranked among
au, delivered - - -

... the proconſular provinces, and to be governed by magiſtrates ſent thither by the

ſenate *. This ſame year the Cantabrians and Aſiurians revolted anew ; but were

ſoon brought under ſubjection by C. Furnius. Many of the Cantabrians, finding they

could not ſhake off the yoke, choſe rather to lay violent hands on themſelves than to

bear it; ſo deep was the love of liberty imprinted in the hearts of that brave people b

AND now Italy, and all the provinces in the weſt, enjoying a profound tranquillity, e

Auguſt is reſolved to take a progreſs into the eaſt, and with this view ſet out for

Sicily towards the end of the year, leaving the people at full liberty to chuſe for con

fuls whom they pleaſed. At the time therefore appointed for the great elečtions the

centuries met, and with one conſent raiſed to the conſulate Auguſtus, and gave him

M. Lollius for his collegue ; but he refuſing to accept of that dignity, and even to

name another in his room, the centuries met a ſecond time, when ſuch diſorders were

Diffurhauce, in raiſed in the comitia by the ambition of the two competitors L. Silamus and Q. Ami

Komsºn ſº- lius Lepidus, that the wiſer citizens thought it proper to acquaint Auguſtus therewith,

Žiž” and ſolicit him to return to Rome, and with his preſence put a ſtop to the conteſts

- and diviſions which the oppoſite factions had raiſed in the city. Auguſtus heard the f

account of theſe diſturbances with a ſecret ſatisfaction, hoping they would convince

the moſt zealous and obſtinate republicans. that they were no longer capable of go

verning themſelves as formerly. However, leſt the quarrels of two ſuch men, who

had a great number of clients, and were allied to moſt of the chief families in Rome,

ſhould produce a civil war, he ſent for the candidates, reprimanded them ſeverely,

and commanded them to keep at a diſtance from Rome till the elečtion was over. But

this did not reſtore tranquillity to the city ; the friends of the two competitors ſup

ported their reſpective intereſt with the ſame warmth as if they had been preſent ;

* Dio, l. liv. p. 523. & !, liti. p. 504. * Idem ibid. *

but
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a but at length Lepidus's party prevailed, and he was choſen conſul. However, Au

guſtus, to prevent ſuch diſturbances for the future, as he could not be always at

£ome himſelf, judged it neceſſary to create a new magiſtrate, whoſe province ſhould

be to maintain peace and tranquillity in the metropolis. Agrippa ſeemed to him the Agrippa made

moſt proper perſon for ſo great a command. He therefore diſpatched a meſſenger ºvernºr ºf

to him, ordering him to quit the iſland of Lesbos, and repair to him in Sicily. On"

his arrival, to procure him more reſpect and authority in his new employment, he

commanded him to divorce Marcella, tho’ daughter to Ośavia, and Auguſius's niece,

and to marry his daughter julia, the widow of Marcellus. We are told, that Mecc- He marrie; Ju

mas promoted this match, by ſuggeſting to Auguſtus, when he conſulted him about º Auguſtus's

b it, that ſince he had already made dgrippa ſo great and powerful, he ought either to ughter.

cut him off, or unalterably attach him to his intereſt by marrying him to his daugh

ter". The marriage was celebrated with the utmoſt pomp and magnificence, and

Agrippa immediately after took his leave of Auguſtus, and ſet out for Rome, where

he diſcharged his new office with great applauſe, being equally beloved by the ſenate

and people.

IN the mean time Auguſtus, having ſettled the affairs of Sicily, paſſed over into

Greece, where he ſhewed particular marks of his favour to the Lacedæmonians, on

whom he beſtowed the iſland of Cithera, and five other cities, as a reward for the

kindneſs they had formerly ſhewn to Livia, when ſhe fled with her husband and ſon

c out of Italy. The Athenians he puniſhed for having erected ſtatues to Brutus and

Caſſiuſ, and afterwards ſided with Antony. He took from them the iſland of Ægina,

and the city of Eretria, forbidding them for the future to ſell the right of citizenſhip,

which brought them in vaſt ſums, the Romans themſelves glorying in being free of

Athens “. From Greece Auguſtus failed to Samos, and there wintered.

EARLY in the ſpring, M. Apuleius and P. Silius Nerva being conſuls, Auguſtus Auguſtus paſſes
left Samos, and croſſed over into Aſia, ſettling the affairs of the provinces through into the eaſt.

which he paſſed, in as abſolute a manner as if they had belonged to himſelf, and not

to the ſenate. He deprived the Cyzicans of their liberty for having whipt and put

to death ſome Roman citizens. The ſame puniſhment he inflićted on the inhabitants

d of Żyre and Sidon, judging this the moſt effectual method of putting an end to the

factions which reigned in theſe two cities, and were attended with frequent murders.

As he drew near the borders of Parthia, Phrabate; king of that country, dreading a Phrahatesſends

foreign war, as he was univerſally hated by his ſubjećts, not only ſent back to him ****in the

all the enſigns and captives taken by the Parthians in their wars with Craſſus and An- jº.º
tony, but yielded to all the conditions which Auguſtus required, giving four of his gns.

ſons with their wives and children as hoſtages for the performance of them "; where

upon juſtin obſerves, that Auguſtus did more by the greatneſs of his name, than any

other commander could have done by a long and bloody war * 3 but Tacitus tells us,

that not the fear of Auguſtus, but the diffidence Phrabates had of his own people,

e induced him thereunto ; and with him agree Strabo g, and joſephus h (C). How

ever, Auguſtus, no leſs proud of having thus recovered the Roman eagles and captives,

|}

* Dio, ibid. p. 525. Vell. PATERc. l. ii. c. 93. Suer, in Očtavio.

* JustiN.). xiii. c. 5. * Tacit. annal, l. ii. c. 1.

l. xviii. c. 3.

• Dio, ibid,

s STRAbo, l. vi. p. 288.

d Dio, ibid.

* Joseph. antiq.

(C) So far as we can gather from their writings, were made up between him and Auguſtus, and ho

the whole matter ſeems to have paſſed in the fol

lowing manner: A very beautiful Italian woman,

named Thermuſa, having been formerly ſent by Au

guſtus to Phrahates as a preſent, the king entertained

her firſt as his concubine, and afterwards, on her

bringing him a ſon, married her, and declared her

queen. In this ſtation ſhe gained an abſolute aſcen

dant over him, which ſhe made uſe of to ſecure

the ſucceſſion to her ſon. With this view ſhe pro

poſed to Phrahates the putting of his other ſons,

whoſe names were Saroſpades, Ceroſpades, Phrahates,

and Vonones, into the hands of the Romans. Phra.

hates, not thinking himſelf ſafe againſt his ſubjects,

ſo long as there were any of the race of Arſaces of

an age fit to govern, readily complied with the

queen's propoſal; and accordingly, when matters

(6) Wide Strab. & joſeph, ubi ſupra.

ſtages demanded for the ſecuring of the terms of that

agreement, he delivered his four fons into the hands

of Auguſtus, who carried them to Rome, where they

remained many years. As for Thermaſa's ſon, who

was named Phrahatices, he was bred up to ſucceed

his father in the kingdom. The Parthians were

ſo ſuperſtitiouſly addićted to the race of Arſaces,

that Phrahates well knew they would bear him,

ſo long as they had no other of that family of an age

fit to be ſet up to reign in his room ; and this was,

according to Strašo and joſephus 6), the reaſon why

Phrahates ſo readily yielded up his ſons to the Ro

mans; but at length his deſtruction carde from

what he thus projected for his ſafety, as we have

related in our hiſtory of the Parthians (7).

(7) Wide Iliff. Univerſ. Vol. IV. p. 314.

than

---º
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than if he had overcome the Parthians in battle, ſent orders to the ſenate to ſhut up a

the temple of janus, which he had opened on his ſetting out for the eaſt, and to offer

ſacrifices by way of thankſgiving to the gods for the ſucceſs which had attended him

in this expedition. To perpetuate the memory of an action, which he looked upon

as the moſt glorious of his whole reign, on his return to Rome, he cauſed a temple to

be built in the capitol to Mars the Avenger upon the plan of that which had long

before been built in honour of jupiter Peretrius. In this new temple were hung up

the military enſigns, which the king of Parthia had reſtored, as monuments of the

homage which that proud monarch had paid to Auguſtus'. At the ſame time Auguſtus
t ſettled the affairs of Armenia. Artabazes, king of that country, having been taken

priſoner by Antony, and carried to Alexandria, as we have related above, Artaxia, b

his ſon, whom Dion calls Artabazes, ſucceeded him. But he having made himſelf

obnoxious to his ſubjects by a moſt tyrannical and oppreſſive reign, they complained

of him to Auguſtus, deſiring to have Tigranes, his younger brother, who was then

Auguſtus ap- at Rome, to reign over them in his ſtead. Auguſtus complied with their requeſt, and

tº: ſent Tiberius, the ſon of Livia, who had attended him into the eaſt, with an army

* .** into Armenia, to drive out Artaxias, and place Tigrane; on the throne. But Artaxias

• being killed by his own ſubjećts before the arrival of Tiberius, and Tigranes thereupon

admitted, without oppoſition, to ſucceed him, the young Roman had no opportu

It'ho receive, nity of ſignalizing himſelf by any military exploits. However, he crowned the new

the crown of king with great pomp and magnificence, placing the diadem upon his tribunal, and c

* obliging Tigranes to receive it of him, as if he had been indebted to him for his

kingdom *, Welleius Paterculus, the great flatterer of Tiberius, tells us, that enter

ing Armenia at the head of his legions, he reduced the whole country, and obliged

the Armenians to receive Tigranes, whom he calls Artavaſdeſ, for their king. He

adds, that the Parthians were ſo terrified at his approach, and the fame of his name

and exploits, that they ſent back to Auguſtus the Roman enſigns and captives . But

all other writers aſcribe the recovery of the enſigns to Auguſtus, and agree, that Tibe

rius performed nothing worth mentioning. This year julia, who had had no chil

Caius cæſir dren by her firſt husband Marcellus, brought Agrippa a ſon, who was named Caius,

born. and on whoſe birth-day a perpetual ſacrifice, with other ſolemnities, was decreed by d

way of thankſgiving to the gods "... Towards the end of the ſummer Auguſtus left

Syria, and being attended by Herod, king of judea, to the ſea ſide, he imbarqued,

and ſailed for Samos, where he paſſed the enſuing winter. In the mean time the con

ſular year being expired, Auguſtus was named conſul in the aſſembly of the people,

and C. Sentius Saturninus given him for his collegue. But Auguſtus declining that

office, the factions revived, and the campus Martius was turned into a field of battle,

many perſons being killed in the fray; inſomuch that Auguſtus, to put a ſtop to the

diſorders that were raiſed on this occaſion by the ambitious competitors, was obliged

to name a collegue to Sentius of his own authority. The perſon he pitched upon

was Q, Lucretius Veſpillo, who had been formerly proſcribed by the triumvirs, but e

at this time ſerved under Auguſtus in quality of lieutenant. Theſe two magiſtrates

together with Agrippa maintained peace and tranquillity in the city, by puniſhing with

the utmoſt ſeverity the ring-leaders of the late tumult".

Af, a.m. WHILE Auguſtus reſided at Samos, he received a ſecond embaſſy from the king of

waſ to Auguſ India, ſoliciting an alliance with him. The embaſſadors, as we are informed by

tusfrom the Nicolas of Damaſcus, who ſaw them as they paſſed through Antioch, delivered to Au

** guſtus a letter in the Greek tongue, wherein the king of India told him, that though

he reigned over ſix hundred kings, yet he had ſo great a value for his friendſhip, that

he ſent this embaſſy on ſo long a journey on purpoſe to deſire it of him ; that he

was ready to meet him in what place ſoever he pleaſed to appoint ; and that upon f

the firſt notice he would aſſiſt him to the utmoſt of his power in whatever was right.

This letter he ſubſcribed by the name of Porus king of India. The fix hundred

kings, whom ſhe boaſted to reign over, were the raja's, or petty princes, who

governed the kingdom under him, ſeveral of whoſe deſcendants remain to this day,

who paying an annual tribute to the Greatº: govern their ſubjećts with an abſo

lute authority. Of the embaſſadors, who firſt ſet out from India, three only reached

the preſence of Auguſtus, the others dying by the way. Of the three ſurviving one

was Zarmar a gymnoſophiſt, who following Auguſtus to Athens, there burnt himſelf

| Suet, ibid. Dio, p. 526. * Dio, ibid. * Vell. Patercul. l. ii. c. 94. * Dio, p. 516.

* Dio, ibid.

in
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* in his preſence, as Calanus, another of that ſeót, had formerly done in the preſence

of Alexander, it being cuſtomary for the gymnoſophiſts to put an end to their lives

by throwing themſelves on their funeral piles, when they thought they had lived long

enough, or apprehended ſome misfortune". Among the preſents which they brought

were huge vipers, ſerpents ten cubits long, a river tortoiſe three cubits long, a par

tridge bigger than a vultur, and ſeveral tygers, the firſt that had ever been ſeen either

by the Greeks or Roman; P. Auguſtus early in the ſpring left Samos, after having

declared the inhabitants free, and returned to Rome, where he was received with loud

acclamations, and all poſſible marks of honour, his bringing back the military

enſigns, and priſoners taken in the Parthian wars being whatthe Romans valued beyond

the greateſt vićtories. Auguſtus himſelf took ſo much pride in having thus retrieved

the glory of the Roman name among foreign nations, that he cauſed a great number

of medals, many of which have reached us, to be ſtruck with this legend on the

reverſe, Signis receptis. The poets of his time made, as is well known, his recovering

of the enſigns and priſoners, the common topic of their flatteries 4. Three triumphal

arches were decreed him by the ſenate, an altar was erected to Fortune with this inſcrip

tion, Fortunæ reduci ; and it was ordained, that the day of his arrival in the capital

ſhould be annually ſolemniſed with ſacrifices, ſports, ſhews, &c. and diſtinguiſhed

by the name of Auguſłalia, or the feaſt of Auguſtus. This year died the prince of the

Latin poets in the fifty-firſt year of his age, having bequeathed a conſiderable part

of his great wealth to Auguſtus and Mecanas, his two chief patrons and benefactors.

He had deſigned to attend Auguſtus into the eaſt, but was obliged by the bad ſtate

of his health to remain at Naples, whence he paſſed over to Athens to meet Auguſtus

on his return from the iſland of Samos. The emperor received him with uncommon

marks of kindneſs and eſteem; but he, leaving Athens ſoon after to viſit the antiquities

of Megara in the hot ſeaſon of the year, fell ſick there, but nevertheleſs imbarqued

for Italy, and reached Brunduſium, where he expired ſoon after his arrival. As

he had not yet put the laſt hand to his AEneid, he ordered by his will that inimi

table performance to be burnt ; but Auguſtus ſaved Troy, we may ſay with an ancient

poet, from a ſecond conflagration, and by that means preſerved for all future ages

a moſt perfečt pattern of epic poetry. Virgil's body was, according to his own ap

pointment, conveyed to Naples, and there laid in a monument erected for that purpoſe

on the road from Naples to Puteoli. On the monument was engraved a diſtich wrote

by the poet himſelf, wherein he gave a modeſt account of his birth, his death, the

place of his burial, and his works (D) r.

But to return to Auguſtus; as there reigned at this time in Rome a general depra

vation of manners, and the city was in a manner over-run with all kinds of vices,

the ſenate prevailed upon Auguſtus to accept the office of cenſor for five years. At

the ſame time they conferred upon him the conſular power for life, ordaining, that he

ſhould always have twelve axes and faſces carried before him, and ſhould ſit in a curule

chair between the conſuls. At the ſame time they intreated him to make new laws,

offering to bind themſelves by oath to the obſervance of them. But the emperor

refuſed an oath, which he judged uſeleſs, intimating, that if his laws were good,

they would obſerve them without that tie ; if not, their oath would be ineffectual s.

And now the preſence of Agrippa being no longer neceſſary in Rome, Auguſtus diſ

patched him into Gaul to ſtop the incurſions of the Germans, who, having paſſed the

Rhine, committed horrible diſorders in the countries ſubjećt to Rome. But at the

approach of ſo renowned a commander, they repaſſed the river, and ſheltered them

ſelves in their woods. Hereupon Agrippa, having ſettled the affairs of that country,

and left a ſufficient number of troops to guard the banks of the Rhine, the boundar

between Gaul and Germany, paſſed from thence into Spain, where the Cantabrians,

notwithſtanding their former loſſes, had raiſed new diſturbances. Moſt of their youth

had a few years before been taken priſoners, and ſold for ſlaves to the neighbouring

nations; but having found means to break their chains, they had cut the throats of

their maſters, and returning into their own country, fortified themſelves there, and

attacked with incredible fury the Roman gariſons. Agrippa marched againſt them

* Dio, p. 527. Strabo, l. xv. p. 719, 720. P STRAbo, ibid. * Vide Faſt. l. v. Hokar. ). iv.

od. 15. &c. * Vide Tie, Donat, in vita Virgilii. * Dio, SUET. ibid.

(D) The diſtich is as follows: Mantua me genuit : Calabri rapuere; tenet name

Parrhenope : recini faſcua, rura, duces.
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with great cxpedition, but on his arrival in their country, he met with ſo vigorous a a

reſiſtance from that brave and gallant people, that his ſoldiers began to deſpair of

ever being able to reduce them. As the Cantabrians had waged war with the Romans

for two hundred years and upwards, they were well acquainted with their manner of

Their bravety, fighting, no ways inferior to them in point of courage, and now become deſperate,

as well knowing, that if they were conquered, after having ſo often attempted to

recover their liberty, they muſt expect the moſt ſevere uſage, and cruel ſlavery.

Animated with this reflection, they fell upon the Romans with a fury hardly to be ex

preſſed, put them to flight in ſeveral rencounters, and defended themſelves, when

attacked by the enemy, with ſuch intrepidity and reſolution, that Agrippa afterwards

owned, that he had never, either by ſea or land, been engaged in a more dangerous b

expedition. That brave commander was obliged to uſe intreaties, menaces, and to

brand ſome of his legionaries with ignominy, before he could bring them to enter the

liſts with ſo reſolute and formidable an enemy. But having at length with much ado

prevailed upon them to try the chance of an engagement in the open field, he ſo

animated them by his own example, that after a moſt obſtinate diſpute he gained in

the end a complete vićtory, which indeed coſt him dear, but put an .# to that

deſtrućtive war. All the Cantabrians fit to bear arms were cut in pieces, their caſtles

and ſtrong-holds were taken and razed, and their women, children, and old men,

none elſe being left alive, were obliged to abandon the mountainous places, and ſettle

in the plain. Thus Agrippa completed the redućtion of a brave nation, which had c

kept the Roman arms employed for the ſpace of two hundred years, that is, ever

The final re- ſince the time of Scipio Africanus, the firſt Roman who made war in Spain. The final

*ºf Can- redućtion of Cantabria, and the quieting of all Spain, was judged both by the ſenate
tabria. and Auguſtus well worthy of a triumph ; but Agrippa modeſtly declined that honour,

aſcribing the whole glory of ſo ſucceſsful an expedition to Auguſtus, under whoſe

auſpices he had fought. He was well acquainted with the jealous humour of the

emperor, no ways renowned for military atchievements; and therefore to avoid giving

him the leaſt umbrage, he artfully leſſened his own glory for fear of eclipſing his,

which, he knew, might be attended with dangerous conſequences'. Agrippa on his

return to Rome applied himſelf wholly to the embelliſhing of the city with new edifices, d

and ſupplying it with great plenty of water, which proved no leſs ornamental to that

great metropolis, than convenient and uſeful to the vaſt multitudes of people who

flocked thither from all parts of the then known world. The waters, Virgo, julia,

and Tepula, were by him conveyed at his own expence into the city by aquedućts of

a moſt magnificent ſtrućlure, and for the moſt part ſupported by large and beautiful

Rome embel- columns of marble. The aquedućts of the waters, Appia and Marcia, which con

liſhed by veyed into Rome, we may ſay, whole rivers, were by him repaired at a vaſt charge.

* In ſhort, to Agrippa chiefly is Rome indebted for that great plenty of wholſome water,

which it enjoys to this day perhaps above all the cities in the world 3 and to this

Auguſtus alluded, when he pleaſantly anſwered the people, who complained to him e

of the ſcarcity and dearth of wine, that Agrippa had taken care they ſhould not die of

thirſt ". Towards the end of this year Auguſtus granted a triumph to Lucius Cornelius

The Graman- Balbus for having ſubdued the Garamantes, a people of Africa, hitherto unknown to

tes ſubdued, the Romans. Balbus made himſelf maſter of all that country, which lay between Africa

properly ſo called, that is, the ancient dominions of Carthage, Lower ºf thiopia, and

Getulia, extending by that means the limits of the Roman empire as far as the river

Nigriss Such an important conqueſt Auguſtus judged well worthy of a triumph, which

was accordingly granted to Balbus, though he was not ſo much as a native of Italy,

but born at Gades in Spain, and lately admitted to the rights of a Roman citizen. He

had the glory of being the firſt foreigner who was honoured with this mark of f

diſtinčtion, Auguſtus wiſely overlooking ancient cuſtoms to honour and reward valour

without diſtinétion in men of all nations w. This year AElius Gallus, praefect of

Egypt, made a progreſs into the upper parts of that country as far as Syene, and the

borders of Ethiopia, in which Strabo the geographer attended him, who tells us, that

at Thebes he ſaw the ſtatue of Memnon, which, according to the poets , ſaluted the

ſun at his firſt riſing with an harmonious ſound. He adds, that being one morning

t Dio, p. 518. Suet. in Oétivio. " Cassiod, 1. vii. epiſt. 6. Front. in aquaedućt. w Faſti

Capit, Dio, ibid. Plin. l. v. c. 5. Solinus, c. 32. * Vide Juvenal, ſatyr. 15. Dionys, in Perieg.

v. 249. & alios.

Orl
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a on the place, he heard the ſound without knowing how it was produced, but ſuſpećled

it came from ſome of thoſe who were there preſent, and not from the ſtatue .

THE next year P. Cornelius Lentulus and Cn. Cornelius Lentulus, either brothers

or relations, being conſuls, Auguſtus prorogued his authority for five years more, the

firſt ten years of his ſovereign power being near expired. This, he well knew, would

ftir up the zealous republicans againſt him; and therefore dreading the fate of his father

Julius, he took care never to appear in public, but armed with a breaſt-plate under his

robe ; and to deprive them of all hopes of ever ſeeing the ancient form of government

reſtored, he made Agrippa, as it were, his partner in the ſovereign power, conferring

upon him an authority almoſt equal to his own, and the high prerogative of the tribune- Auguſtus

b ſhip for the ſpace of five years; ſo that the few republicans, who ſtill remained, heat, “”

being well appriſed, that if they ſhould cut off Auguſtus, Agrippa might eaſily ſtep º:07,
into his place, and revenge his death, as he was greatly adored both by the people

and ſoldiery, gave over all thoughts of any further attempts for the recovery of their

liberty ". The firſt thing Auguſtus undertook after the prorogation of his power, was

to reform the ſenate, many perſons of no birth, and of infamous charaćters, having

been admitted into that venerable body, during the confuſion of the civil wars. In

order to purge the ſenate of ſo many unworthy members, he agreed with Agrippa,

whom he took for his collegue in the cenſorſhip, to reduce the number of the fathers

from a thouſand to ſix hundred; but to avoid the odium of chuſing them all himſelf,

c he named only thirty, empowering each of them to elećt five : of the five each of

them named one only was to be choſen, and he by lot; ſo that thirty only were elečted

at a time ; but as ſoon as that election was over, five others were named by each of the Reforms the

thirty electors, and one of the five choſen by lot as before. Though each of the thirty ſenate.

elečtors had bound himſelf by a ſolemn cath not to elect any of his own relations, or

perſons unworthy of that rank, yet in ſome of their tablets were found the names of

men of moſt infamous charaćters, while others of known probity were excluded. This

unjuſt partiality induced Auguſtus and Agrippa to change the method of election, and

fince they could not depend upon others, to name the reſt themſelves to the number

of ſix hundred ; wherein to do them juſtice, they proceeded with the utmoſt impar

d tiality, chufing only men of merit, and by that means reſtoring the ſenatorial order

to its former ſplendor. Thoſe who were degraded, to the number of four hundred,

were allowed to appear at the public ſhews with the ancient badges of their dignity,

and to ſtand for the firſt offices, as if they had been ſtill members of the ſenatorial

order. But notwithſtanding this diſtinétion, many of them were ſoon after put to

death, for having, as it was ſuppoſed, conſpired againſt the emperor ; though Tacitus

tells us *, that Auguſtus laid hold of this opportunity to get rid of ſuch as he ſuſpected several of the

of being republicans in their hearts, and ſecret enemies to abſolute power. Some degraded knº

writers think he followed, in putting many of the degraded ſenators to death, the old . .”
- - *** **** death for con

maxim, that a prince ought to cut off thoſe whom he has once provoked. Be that as it will,ſº

e it is certain, that Auguſtus for ſome time after betrayed a great fear of being affaſ the emperor,

finated, admitting no body to his preſence but after a narrow ſearch, whether they

had any arms concealed under their garments, and forbidding even the ſenators to

approach his chair more than one at a time. This precaution gave the fathers an

opportunity of making a propoſal, which was highly agreeable to the timorous em

peror. They offered to watch night and day at the door of his room each in his turn,

to guard his perſon. But while they were conſulting about their propoſal, Antiſtius

Labeo, a learned civilian, and a man of great humour, pretending to ſleep, ſnored very

loud, and waking as it were all on a ſudden, Don't depend upon me, ſaid he, to guard

the emperor;& I ſhall be apt to fall aſleep, and prove more troubleſome to him than ſervice

f able. The ſenators could not forbear laughing, and Auguſtus, aſhamed of his cowar

dice, made them drop the propoſal, when they were ready to confirm it by a

decree b.

Auguſtus, having thus reſtored the ſenate to its ancient ſplendor, applied himſelfAuguſtus re

in the next place to the reforming of ſeveral abuſes in the city. He decreed, that ſuch form, ſeveral

as ſhould be convićted of having purchaſed the ſuffrages of the people with money,**

ſhould be excluded from all public offices for the ſpace of five years. That the people,

who uſed to ſell their votes, might not be ſufferers by this law, he cauſed large ſums

to be diſtributed among them, on condition that they ſhould not require any thing of

y Strabo, l. xvii. p. 816. * Dio, p. 549. " Tacit. annal. 1. x. * Dio, & Suet. ibid.

the
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the candidates. To check the debauchery of the Roman youth, which at this time a

was greater than ever had been known, he laid heavy taxes upon ſuch as continued

unmarried after a certain age, and encouraged with great rewards the procreation of

lawful children. He allowed the patricians and plebeians to intermarry, declaring,

that though a patrician ſhould marry a liberta or freed-woman, his children ſhould

rank among the patricians. However, he excepted the ſenators, whom he would

not allow to marry under their rank ; and becauſe the Hortenſian family had been by

the civil wars reduced almoſt to beggary, he preſented young Hortenſius with a large

ſum, which put him in a condition of marrying a woman of diſtinétion. The looſe

behaviour of the married women was what chiefly deterred the young Romans from

marriage ; but Auguſtus, who had himſelf debauched many, not ſparing even the b

wife of his great friend Mecanas, refuſed to put a ſtop to that diſorder, ſaying, that

he left the care of married women to their husbands. Having reformed many abuſes

Subjeńs the in the ſtate, he applied his thoughts to matters of religion, calling in a great many

Sibyline book prophetic books, which were then in vogue, and cauſing moſt of them, to the number

º:* of two thouſand volumes, to be burnt as ſpurious, reſerving only thoſe which were

* commonly aſcribed to ſome of the Sibyls. Theſe alſo he ſubjećted to a ſtrićt exami.

nation, and retained ſuch only as were on this trial judged genuine ; the reſt he com

mitted to the flames, but thoſe that were judged genuine, he cauſed to be copied by

the pontifices themſelves, and lodged them in two golden cabinets, which he placed in

the temple of Apollo built by him in his palace “. Theſe Sibylline oracles were of great c

repute among the Gentiles, and often appealed to by the ancient Chriſtian writers. This

Lucius Ceſar year julia brought Agrippa a ſecond ſon, who was named Lucius, and Auguſtus

Born, adopted both him and his brother Caius, declaring them his ſucceſſors, in order to put

- a ſtop to any attempts that might be made by the old republicans for the recovery of

their liberty d.

THE following year C. Furnius and C. julius Silanus being conſuls, the ſecular

games, which had not been celebrated for a hundred years before, were exhibited by

Auguſtus and Agrippa with extraordinary pomp and magnificence. In theſe games

Auguſtus re- one of the players giving him the title of Dominus, that is, lord or ſovereign, he

jeff the title ſhewed great marks of diſſatisfaction, and the next morning publiſhed an edićt, for-d

ºf Pºinus bidding all perſons under ſevere penalties to give him that title for the future. It was
or Lord. on occaſion of theſe games that Horace wrote the hymn, intitled, Carmen Seculare,

which was ſung at the ſacrifice, that was offered to Pluto and Proſerpine before the

ſhews, and ſpectacles of the circus, the theatre, and amphitheatre. Great part of

this year was ſpent in public games and diverſions, of which Auguſtus himſelf was a

great admirer, eſpecially of the tournament, or warlike exerciſe, called Troy, which

he thought becoming the education of the young nobility. He was likewiſe a great

encourager of wreſtling, but would not allow women to be preſent at thoſe games.

He enticed to Rome with great rewards the beſt players and actors from all parts of the

world, took them under his protećtion, and would not allow the praetors and aediles e

to cauſe them, according to ancient cuſtom, to be publicly whipt when they had not

performed to the ſatisfaction of the audience. But notwithſtanding the encouragement

he gave them, he ſeverely examined their morals, not allowing the leaſt licentiouſneſs

in their lives, or indecency in their actions. Being informed, that one Stephanio, a

e.g., ,,,,, comedian, was attended by a woman in the diſguiſe of a boy, he ordered him to be

... R.m. ºil whipt through the three theatres, and baniſhed the city. He likewiſe drove out of

puniſhes their Rome Pylades, a famous ačtor, for having behaved diſreſpectfully towards a Roman

*** citizen, and becauſe he was continually quarrelling with Bathyllus, an actor no leſs

famous than himſelf, and greatly favoured by Mecanas. But he ſoon recalled him

to gratify the people, and the comedian on his return, inſtead ofthanking the emperor, f

told him, that it was his intereſt the people ſhould be diverted by men of his profeſ.

ſion, left they ſhould watch too narrowly his ačtions, or ſeriouſly reflect on their own

condition *. -

THE enſuing year Auguſtus, having got L. Domitius Ahenobarbus, and P. Corne

lius Scipio, two perſons wholly addićted to him, raiſed to the conſulate, reſolved to

Auguſtus goes leave Rome for a while, and march with an army into Gaul to quell ſome diſtur

into Gaul, bances there occaſioned by the avarice of Libinius Enceladus, who being appointed

by the emperor to gather the taxes in thoſe parts, had obliged the people to pay

* Sueton, ibid. Dio, p. 531–533. * Dio, ibid. • Dio, ibid.
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a them monthly, and by a deceitful account reckoned fourteen months in the year.

However, the diſturbances were not ſuch as required the preſence of the emperor. It

was therefore commonly believed, that he undertook this expedition with no other

view but to enjoy the company of Terentia, or, as others call her, Terentilla, the wife

of his friend Mecanas, without being diſturbed in the enjoyment of his ſcandalous

pleaſures, either by her husband, or his own wife Livia. He took Terentia with

him, and becauſe Mecanas could not help reſenting this baſe treatment, he appointed

Statilius Taurus governor of Rome during his abſence, paſſing over his old friend, who

had in more difficult times diſcharged that office with great applauſe. As for Agrippa,

he diſpatched him again into the eaſt to ſettle there ſome differences between the princes

b and ſtates of Aſia. Auguſtus no ſooner paſſed the Alps, than the Gauls returned to

their duty, but the Sicambri, Uſipetes, and Tenčieri, people of Germany, having

paſſed the Rhine, defeated firſt a conſiderable body of Roman horſe, and afterwards

M. Lollius, proconſul of Gaul, from whom they took a ſtandard. Lollius, though no

great commander, found ſoon after an opportunity of retrieving his honour by fall

ing upon the Germans unawares, and driving them with great loſs beyond the Rhine.

Though all was now quiet in Gaul, yet Auguſius ſpent the remaining part of this, and

all the following year, when M. Lucius Druſus Libo and L. Calpurnius Piſo were

conſuls, in that province, not caring to return to the capital, where he well knew

his criminal converſation with his friend’s wife would give occaſion to endleſs ſatires

C and lampoons, eſpecially after he had ſet up for a reformer of manners, and puniſhed

with the utmoſt ſeverity leſs crimes in others. During his ſtay in Gaul, the inha

bitants flocked to him from all parts of the country with complaints againſt Ence

Lolius de

feated by the

Gauls.

ladus, of whom we ſpoke above, . He was by birth a Gaul, and formerly a ſlave of Auguſtus,..
julius Cæſar, by whom he had been taken in the Gauliſh wars ; but being after-fift to redreſ,

wards manumitted by him, and having found means to infinuate himſelf into the the grievant”

favour of Auguſtus, he had been appointed by him receiver-general of all the taxes

paid annually by his countrymen. In this employment he oppreſſed the Gauls in a

moſt barbarous manner ; inſomuch that Auguſtus, aſhamed of having employed a

man of ſo infamous a charaćtar, was determined to inflićt upon him ſuch puniſhment

d as ſhould deter others from the like practices. But the crafty Gaul found means to

appeaſe the emperor, by delivering up to him the vaſt ſums he had heaped up by

..rapine and extortion, and aſſuring him, that in plundering the Gaul; he had nothing

...elſe in view but to inrich the public treaſury, and put his countrymen out of a con

dition of being ever able to ſhake off the Roman yoke. Auguſtus, pleaſed with this

defence, and more with the large ſums, which were delivered to him upon the ſpot,

not only abſolved the iniquitous extortioner, but approved of his conduct, and deaf

to the complaints of the oppreſſed Gauls, continued him in his office “.

In the mean time the Rhati (E), having made an irruption into Italy, committed

there dreadful devaſtations, putting all the males they met with to the ſword with

Out:

• Dio, ibid. & SENEc. lud. p. 477.

(E) Ptolemy places the Rhati between the Rhine,

or the lake of Conſtance, called by the ancients Lacus

Brigantinus, and the river lychus, now the Lech ;

the Vindelici between the Lyrhus and the Ænus, now

the Inn ; and the Nerici between the Windelici, and

that mountain, or rather chain of mountains, which

extends from the ſprings of the Save and the Drave

to the banks of the Danube in the neighbourhood

of Vienna, and was known to the ancients by the

name of Mons Cethius, but to the moderns by many

different names, ſuch as the Pleyſz, the Hengſtberg,

the Dembberg, the Herzberg, Kalensberg, &c. accord

ing to the different countries through which it runs.

But according to Strabo and Pliny, whoſe opinion is

by all modern geographers preferred to that of Pto

lemy, the Rhati inhabited only the Alps, and the val

lies formed by thoſe mountains, their country reach

ing no farther than the lake of Conſtance ; from that

lake to the conflux of the Ænus and the Danube ex

tended Windelicia, or the country of the Vindelici,

and Noricum from thence to the Cethian mountains.

In the country of the Windelici were anciently ſome
V o L. IV.

cities of no ſmall note, viz, Auguſta Vindelicorum,

juvavium, or Colonia Žovavia, Reginum or Regina

caffra, Batava caſtra, Abuſena, Guntía, Campodu

num, 46.udiacum, Iſiniſca, now Ausburg, Saltzburg,

Regensburg, Paſſau, Abenſperg, Guntzperg, Kempten,

Fueſſen, and Munchen, now the metropolis of Bava

ria; Boiodarum was the metropolis of that country

in former times, ſo called from the Boii, who being

driven out of Boiohemia, now Bohemia by the Mar

comanni, under the conduct of Maroboduns, of whom

we ſhall have occaſion to ſpeak anon, ſettled in Bojoaria

or Boiu'vária, now called Bavaria. Windelicia bor

rowed its name from the rivers Windo or Vinda, now

the Wert, and Lycus, which watering great part of

it, and running the one to the eaſt, the other to

the weſt of Auguſta Vindelicorum, now Auséerg,

join at a ſmall diſtance from that city, and with one

ſtream fall into the Danube. They are both men

tioned by Venantius Fortunatus in the following verſe:

Pergis ad Auguſtam, quam Winde Lycuſque fluen

tant (8).

4 L The

(8) Venant. Fortunat. de S. Martino, l. iv.

of the Gauls.

The rhati in

vade Italy.
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out diſtinétion of rank or age ; nay, we are told, that when they happened to take a

|

Druſus is ſent

againſt them,

and defeats

them.

The Vindelici,

women with child, they conſulted their augurs whether the child was a male or

female ; if they pronounced it a male, the mother was immediately maſſacred.

Againſt theſe fierce nations was ſent Druſus, the ſecond ſon of Livia, a youth of

extraordinary valour, and great accompliſhments. The young Roman behaved on

this occaſion with a prudence far ſuperior to his years; for he found means to draw

the enemy to battle, gained a complete vićtory over them, and cut great numbers

of them in pieces with the loſs of a very ſmall number of his own men. Thoſe who

eſcaped the general ſlaughter, being joined by the Windelici, took their rout towards

Gaul with a deſign to invade that province. But Auguſtus, upon the firſt notice of

their march, detached Tiberius, who had attended him into Gaul, at the head of ſeveral b

choſen legions, to complete the ſlaughter, which his brother had begun; and indeed

Tiberius was no leſs ſucceſsful than Druſus ; for having tranſported his troops over

the lake Brigantium, now the lake of Conſtance, he fell unexpectedly upon the enemy,

gave them a total overthrow, took in that ſurpriſe and confuſion moſt of their

ſtrong-holds, and obliged the whole nation to ſubmit to what terms he thought proper

to impoſe upon them. Thus were the Windelici, the Rhati, and the Norici, three of

the moſt barbarous nations of Germany, by the valour of Druſus and Tiberius brought

under the Roman yoke f. Tiberius, to keep in awe the country he had ſubdued,

planted two colonies in Windelicia, and opened a road from thence into Noricum and

- *"...'" Rhatia. One of the cities, which he built for the defence of his colonies, he called
Norici ſub- -

dued. by the name of his father Druſus Druſomagus, the other by the name of Auguſtus

* #. of º: Auguſta-Vindelicorum, which cities are now known by the names of Mimminghen and

004 1959. t

Before Chriſt Augsbourgh.

1. o.

Of Rome 738. f Dio, p. 536. Suet, in Oétav. VEll. PATERcul, l. ii. c. 39. Horat. l. iv. Ode 4.

- The chief cities of Rhaetia, or, as ſome write it, in ſpeaking of Auguſta Vindelicorum, calls it, the

Raetia, were Tridentum, Curia, Feltria, and Belu- aireſt colony of the Rhoetian province (12); and Horace\ - Trid ia, Feltria, and Bel ireſt colony of the Rhoetian provi ); and

| * mum, now Trent, Chur, or Coira, Feltri, Belluno. calls the Windelici, Rhati Vindelici, to diſtinguiſh them

'ſ Some writers place Verona in Rhaetia ; but Strabo from the inhabitants of Rhaetia, properly ſo called (13),

i.

reckons Verona among the cities of Italy. Horace

mentions the vićtories gained by Tiberius and his

brother Drºſºs over the Windelici and Rhaeti.

Widere Rhati bella ſub Alpibus

Druſum gerentem Vindelici (9).

And elſewhere ;

Vindelici didicere nuper,

&uid Marte poſſes 3. milite 24/7, fito

JDruſus Genaunos, implacidum genus,

Breunoſue veloces, & arces

Alpibus impoſitas tremendis,

Dejecit acer, plus vice ſimplici.

Major Neronum mox grave praelium

Commiſit, immaneſque Rhaetos

Auſpiciis pepulit ſecundis (10).

TheGenauni and Breuni were inhabitants of Rhaetia,

as is plain from Strabo (11). For the better under

ſtanding of the ancients, it is neceſſary to obſerve

here, that though Rhaetia and Vindelicia were two

diſtinét countries, yet they formed but one Roman

province, called Rhatia ; and hence the ancients,

when they mention Rhaetia, or the Rhaetian province,

are to be underſtood as ſpeaking of Rhaetia, properly

ſo called, and Vindelicia ; that is, of the countries

lying between the lake of Conſtance, the Danube, the

In the time of the emperor Adrian, or rather of

Diocleſian, the Rhaetian province was divided into two,

whereof the firſt was called Rhaetia Prima, and com

prehended Rhaetia Proper, and the ſecond, compre

hending Vindelicia, Rhaetia Secunda ; the metropolis

of the former was Curia, of the latter Auguſia Vin

delicorum (14).

Noricum, formerly a kingdom (15), and afterwards

a Roman province, extended between the Danube

and the Alpes Norica in the neighbourhood of Trent,

from the AEmus, which parted it from Vindelicia, to

the Cetian mountains its boundaries on the ſide of

Pannonia ; ſo that ancient Noricum comprehended

great part of Auſtria, the archbiſhoprick of Salzburg,

and all Stiria and Carinthia. It was afterwards pro

bably in the time of Diocleſian (16), divided into two

provinces, viz. Noricum Ripenſe, ſo called becauſe it

extended along the Danube, lying on the ſouth ſide of

that river, which divided it from Germany properly

ſo called ; and Noricum Mediterraneum, compriſing

that part which lay at ſome diſtance from the Da

nube. In the province of Noricum Ripenſe were the

following cities of note, jovavum or fovavia,

Bciodurum, Lentia, Ovilia, or Ovilabis, and Lauria

cum or Laureacum, now Salzburg, Innſtadt, Lintz,

Wels, and Lorch ; in Noricum Mediterraneum, Pons

AEni, Piſcelli or Viſcella, Graviacis, Aguntum, Teurnia

and Solva, now Inſpruck, Weltz, Gurch, Innichen,

and Villach : Lauriacum was the metropolis of the

c. 41. (13) Horat. l. iv. od. 4.

AEmus, and the territories of the Carni, of the Veneti, former province, and Solva, long ſince buried in its

and of the Inſubres. And hence it is, that Tacitus, ruins, of the latter (17).

(9) Horat. l. iv. od. 4. (Io) Idem l. iv. od. 14. (11) Strab. l. iv. p. 142. (12) Tacit. Germ.

-- (14) Wide Velſer, l. iii. rer. Boi. p. 91. & l. vi. rer. Aug. p. 298.

e3, Paul. Warnefred. l. ii. de geſt. Langobard. (15.) Well. Patercul, l. xi. c. 109. Suet, in Tiber, c. 16.

(16) Wide Thom. Reineſ inſcript. p. 32. (17) Wide Gruter. inſcript. p. 537, mum. 1.

While
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While Auguſtus and his two ſons-in-law were thus employed in Gaul and Germany,

Agrippa was ſettling with equal ſucceſs the affairs of the eaſtern provinces.

his firſt arrival in the province of Aſia properly ſo called, Herodking ofjudºa haſtened

thither to wait upon him, and having prevailed with him to take a tour into judaea,

he entertained him and all his attendants in a moſt elegant and ſumptuous manner.

After having ſhewn him all his new-built cities and caſtles, viz. Sebaſle, Caeſarea,

Alexandrium, Herodium, and Hyrcania, he carried him in the laſt place to jeruſalem.

As he drew near that city, he was met by all the people in their beſt apparel, and

attended into the metropolis of judied by a ſolemn proceſſion, and with loud accla

Inations. After he had ſtaid ſome days there to view the curioſities of that great city,

b he offered an hecatomb at the temple, feaſted all the people, and then haſtening to

the port, where his fleet waited for him, he ſailed back into Ionia before winter,

highly pleaſed with the reception he had met with from the jewiſh king g.

the ſpring he was obliged to quit Ionia, and advance towards the Cimmerian Boſho

For Aſander, king of that country, dying

without iſſue, had left his kingdom to Dynamis his wife, in whoſe right he had held

it, ſhe being the daughter of Pharnaces the ſon of Mithridates.

native of Aſia, pretending to be the grandſon of Mithridates, and to have a grant

from Auguſtus to ſucceed Aſander, married Dynamis, and ſeized the crown.

Agrippa knowing him to be an impoſtor, ſent Polemon, whom the Romans had made

c king of Pontus, and the Leſſºr Armenia, to drive him from the throne.

arrival of Polemon, the Boſphorans themſelves, being well ſatisfied that Scribonius was

no ways related to their royal family, but an impoſtor in all his pretenſions, had put

him to death. However, they would not ſubmit to Polemon, but though overcome

by him in a pitched battle on his firſt coining into their country, ſtill held out, and

were likely in the end to get the better of him.

all his forces to the aſſiſtance of Polemon, which Herod no ſooner heard, than he

haſtened after him with a conſiderable fleet, and a good number of his beſt troops

on board ; and having failed firſt to Mitylene, and thence to Byzantium, overtook

Nothing could be more acceptable to the Roman

d general than ſuch a ſupply ; for he ſtood in great need both of ſea and land-forces,

the Boſphorans having armed a great many veſſels, and beſet with their land-forces,

which were both brave and numerous, all the defiles and narrow paſſes, through

However, with the aſſiſtance of Herod, he opened H%om he re

himſelf a way into the heart of the enemy’s country, and having brought the Boſpho

rans under ſubječtion, he obliged Dynamis to marry Polemon, conferring on him the

kingdom of Boſphorus, which by the favour of Auguſtus, who confirmed that grant,

he held with that of Pontus and Armenia Minor.

kingdom of Pontus, but only that part of it which lay next to Cappadocia, and was

afterwards by way of diſtinétion called Pontus Polemonaicus,

e ſettled matters in Boſphorus, returned through Paſhlagonia, Cappadocia, and Phrygia,

to Epheſus in Ionia, being attended thither by Herod, who obtained many favours

of him in behalf of the nations, through which he paſſed ; and on his coming into

Ionia, not only got the many grievances redreſſed, of which the Jews, who were

ſpread all over Aſia, and the adjacent iſlands, with great reaſon complained, but all

their immunities and privileges reſtored, in as ample a manner as they had ever cn

joyed them either under the kings of Syria or the Romans ". r

attending him in this expedition, ſuffered greathardſhips, and narrowly eſcaped being **

drowned in the Scamander as ſhe paſſed that river in the night-time, while it was

The inhabitants of Ilium, whoſe territory was watered

f by the Scamander, were altogether ignorant of her coming ; but nevertheleſs Agrippa

was, contrary to all juſtice, ſo provoked againſt them for not having aſſiſted her,

that he laid a fine upon them of a hundred thouſand drachma's.

Ilienſes, not daring to appear before Agrippa, prevailed upon Nicholas of Damaſcus

who happened to be at that time in their city, to engage Herod to ſpeak to Agrippa

in their behalf. The king of judea readily eſpouſed their cauſe, and by his intereſt

with Agrippa prevailed upon him to remit the fine, for which ſignal favour great

honours were decreed him by the Ilienſes k.

rus " to quell ſome diſturbances there.

One Scribonius, a

Hereupon Agrippa marched with

him at length at Sinope in Pontus.

which the Romans were to paſs.
dures with the

However, he had not the whole

Agrippa, having thus

julia, Agrippa's wife, Julia in great

ſwelled with ſudden rains.

Hereupon the

After this Agrippa paſſed from Epheſus

ſ!!

* Joseph. antiq 1. xvi. c. 2.

antiq: , zvi. c. 3, 4, 5. Oros. l. vi. c. 18.

VALEs. p. 418. Joseph, ibid,

h Vide. Hiſtor. Univerſ. Vol. IV. ' Dio, p. 538. Joseph.

* Nicol. DAMAscen. de vita ſua in excerpt. ab HENRic.
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ciles Agrippa

to the Ilienſes.

Auguſtus pon

tifex maximus.

| - The Ligures

- Comati re

duced.

| Auguſtus's

º rettºrn to

y Rome.

His regulations

with relation

to the ſoldiery.

Herod recon- to Samos, and Herod taking his leave of him, returned into Judea, where he received a

the thanks of the whole nation for what he had done in behalf of the jew; in Aſia

Minor', Auguſtus, who was ſtill in Gaul, being informed of the ſucceſs which

had attended Agrippa in the Cimmerian Boſphorus, ordered ſupplications to be made

in the capital, and paſſed a decree, empowering Agrippa on his return to enter Rome.

in triumph ". This year Lepidus the triumvir dying, Auguſtus took upon him the

office of pontifex maximus, or high-prieſt, vacant by his death "...This dignity he

held to the hour of his death, as did all his ſucceſſors, as well Chriſtianſ as Heathens,

till the time of the emperor Gratian, who ſucceeding his father Palentinian in the

year of the Chriſtian aera 375, and thinking it inconſiſtent with the Chriſtian religion,

of which he was a zealous profeſſor, to bear even the name of high-prieſt in the rites

of the Gentiles, refuſed that title, as did afterwards all thoſe who ſucceeded him in

the Roman empire 9. This year died likewiſe Vedius Pollio, famous in hiſtory for the

cruelty with which he treated his ſlaves, throwing them often for the ſmalleſt faults

into his fiſh-ponds to fatten his murdena's. As he had been raiſed by Auguſtus from

the mean condition of a libertinus, or the ſon of a freed-man, to the rank of a Roman

knight, he appointed him his chief heir, bequeathing to him his fine country ſeat,

called Pauſilypus, in the neighbourhood of Puteoli, and his houſe in town, which was

one of the moſt ſtately and magnificent buildings in Rome. Auguſtus however cauſed

it to be pulled down, and a ſumptuous portico to be built in its room for the uſe of

the public, which from his wife's name he called Porticus Livia P.

THE following year, Cn. Cornelius Lentulus and M. Licinius Craſſus being conſuls,

the Ligures Comati, who inhabited the maritime Alps, were ſubdued, and their coun

try reduced to a Roman province. And now Auguſtus, having ſettled the affairs of

Gaul, ſtopped the incurſions of the Germans, and brought under ſubjećtion moſt of

the nations inhabiting the Alps, left Druſus with an army upon the Rhine, and returned

to the capital, either in the end of this, or the beginning of the following year, when

Tiberius Claudius Nero, his ſon-in-law, and P. Quintilius Varus, were conſuls. As he

had been near three years abſent, he was received by the people with univerſal joy

and ſatisfaction. But he could not be prevailed upon to accept any of the honours,

which the fathers, ſome out of fear, others out of flattery, decreed him. Nay, he

would not even allow the people to come out and meet him, but, according to his

cuſtom, entered the city by night. The next morning the whole city went to wait

upon him at his palace, for his houſe was ſo called, becauſe it was ſituated on the

Palatium or Palatine hill. Auguſtus received them with great politeneſs and conde

ſcenſion, and afterwards being attended by moſt of the ſenators and knights, and

numberleſs crouds of people, he went up to the capitol, and proſtrating himſelf

before the ſtatue of jupiter Capitolinus, took the laurel from about his faſces, and laid

it at his feet. A few days after he aſſembled the ſenate, but not being able to ſpeak

himſelf by reaſon of a violent cold he had got on his journey home, he gave the

quaeſtor a paper to read, containing an account of what he had done ever ſince he left

the capital. As he was not interrupted this year by any diſturbances either at home

or abroad, he enacted many excellent laws, which were long obſerved by his ſucceſ

ſors. Among the reſt he publiſhed one, by which it was enacted to the great ſatiſ

fačtion of the inhabitants of Italy, that for the future the ſervices of the veterans

ſhould not be rewarded with lands, but money. What evils attended the beſtowing

of lands upon them, is plain from Virgil's eclogues. By the ſame law the time was

fixed, which each corps was to ſerve, the pay which they were to receive during their

ſervice, and the ſum they were to expect, if they continued to ſerve after the time pre

ſcribed by law was expired. The emperor's own guards, known by the name of

the pratorian cohorts or bands, were, by this law, to ſerve twelve years before they

could demand their diſmiſſion, and the reſt ſixteen ; the former were allowed about

twelve pence of our money a-day, and the latter five pence ; if they were refuſed

their diſmiſſion, when the time of their ſervice was expired, or choſe to continue

in the army, they were accounted veterans, and as ſuch exempted from all drudgeries

and obliged ſolely to fight, and that for the ſpace of five years only ; after which term

they were abſolutely to obtain their diſcharge, if they choſe to quit the ſervice, and

the rewards due to veterans, which were, according to Auguſtus's appointment, five

thouſand drachma's for the praetorian cohorts, and three thouſand for the common

1 Joseph. ibid. m Dio, ibid. c. 5. ", Suet, ibid. c. 31. Dio, p. 540. ° Zosimus

l, iv. P Plin. l. ix. c. 23. Dio, ibid. SENEc. l. iii. de ira. OvID. Faſt. i. i.

legionaries.

b
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Chap. 17. . The Roman Hiſtory.

a legionaries. Some years after Auguſtus extended the time of ſervice to fixteen years

for the former, and to twenty for the latter v. To give new luſtre to the nobility,

and attach them more firmly to his intereſt, he required but one year's ſervice of the

young patricians to qualify them for military employments, which they could not bear

in the times of the republic, till they had ſerved ſeveral years. To this diſtinétion he

added another in favour of the ſons of ſenators, whom he allowed to have a place in

the ſenate, and to wear the laticlavium, which was peculiar to the firſt magiſtrates,

ſenators, and chief officers of the army, at the age of ſeventeen, whereas they could

not enjoy this honour in former times, till they had attained to the twenty-ſixth year

of their age. -

b TH is year Auguſtus in quality of pontifex maximus correóted a groſs miſtake in the He correl, tº,

Roman calendar. For the pontifices having for the ſpace of thirty-ſix years, that is, talendar.

ever ſince the reformation of the calendar by julius Cæſar, made every third year a

leap year inſtead of every fourth, twelve days had been inſerted inſtead of nine, ſo

that the Roman year conſiſted of three days more than it ought. Auguſius for the reëti

fying of this miſtake, ordered firſt, that for the twelve enſuing years there ſhould be

no leap year ; and ſecondly, that after the expiration of the ſaid twelve years, the

leap years ſhould thenceforth be made every fourth year q 5 by which means the

three ſuper-added days being thrown out, and the leap years fixed to their true terms,

according to julius Caeſar's inſtitution, the form of this year has ever ſince been regu

c larly obſerved, and is ſtill, under the name of the old ſtyle, in uſe among us. When

Auguſtus made this reformation, a decree was paſſed by the ſenate and people, enaët

ing, that the month Sextilis ſhould thenceforth from the emperor's name be called

Auguſtus, which name it retains to this day in all the calendars that have been formed

from the Roman. Suetonius tells us, that Auguſtus himſelf, in ſettling the year, gave
w his name to the month Sextilis, preferring it to September, in which he was born, becauſe

in the former he had been firſt raiſed to the conſulate, and obtained many ſignal

vićtories r. But the very words of the decree of the ſenate are related by Macro

bius , who alſo mentions the decree of the people, and tells us, that the law was

propoſed by the tribune Pacuvius. Towards the end of this year Agrippa, having

d ſettled the affairs of the eaſtern provinces, and left Sentius Saturninus and Titus Volum

nius governors of Syria and Phanice, returned to Rome with Antipater, Herod’s eldeſt

ſon by Doris his firſt wife. Auguſtus received him with all the marks of a ſincere affec

tion and friendſhip, and was for having him enter the city in triumph ; but he Agrippa re

declined that honour, aſcribing, according to his cuſtom, all the glory of his con-ſºº,” ”
queſts to the emperor, under whoſe auſpices he had fought ; and this was the chief umph.

cauſe, why the cuſtom of triumphing, in former times of great advantage to the

Romans, was laid aſide, other generals following the example of Agrippa, and not

caring for an honour, which he ſeemed to deſpiſe". However, Auguſius confirmed

to him the tribunitial power for five years more, the former term being near expired ;

e and then ſent him at the head of a powerful army into Pannonia (F), where a new

war began to break out, with greater power and authority than had ever been granted

to any commander. Agrippa left Rome in the beginning of the conſulate of M. Wa
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P Dio, l. liv. p. 539. & l. lv. p. 555, 556. Lirs, excurſ in Tacit. annal. prim.

Oétav, c. 31. Plin. 1. xviii. c. 25. * Suet, ibid. * MacRob, Saturnal. i. i. c. 12.

p. 54 I.

w

(F) Pannonia was bounded on the eaſt by Upper

Moeſia, on the weſt by Noricum, on the ſouth by Dal

matia, and on the north by the Danube (17); ſo that

Pannonia comprehended Carniola, Croatia, Windiſch

Marck, part of Auſtria, part of Hungary, all Sclavonia

and Boſnia, and part of servia. It was anciently di

vided into Upper and Lower Pannonia, the former

comprehending Carniola, Croatia, Windiſch Marck,

and part of Auſtria; the latter Boſnia, Sclavonia, and

that part of Hungary which lies between the D4

nuée, the Drave, and the Arabo, now the Raab ;

ſo that ſcarce the third part of the preſent kingdom

of Hungary was within the limits of ancient Pan

monia, that tract which lies beyond the Danube be

tween that river and the Tișiftus, not belonging to

Pannonia, but to the Iazyges Metamaſte. The chief

cities of ancient Pannonia were Segeſia or Siſºia at

the confluence of the Calpe and the Save, Amona,

a Roman colony, Nauportum, upon a river of the

ſame name, now known by the name of Laubach,

Windoniana, or Windobona, Scarabantia, Sirmium on

the Save, and Taurunum, now Siſeck, Unterlaubach,

Oberlaubach, Vienna, Scarbing, Simach, and Belgrade.

Sirmium was the metropolis of all Pannonia, Some

geographers place Stridon, the native city of St. ferom,

in Pannonia, others in Dalmatia; but St. ferom him

ſelf calls it the boundary of Dalmatia and Panno

mia (18). ... . . .

(17) Plin. l. iii. c. 25. Dio, l. xix. p. 413. Strab. l. vii. p. 217. jornandºs de reb. Get. c. 50.

(18) S. Hieronym. catalog, ſcript. eccleſiºſi.

. Wo L. V. N° 4. 4 M irius
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lerin; Meſſala Barbatus and P. Sulpicius Quirinus, or, as others call him, Cirinus. a

The former, who was father to the famous Meſſalina, dying ſome months after his

elečtion, was ſucceeded by Caius Valgius, a man of great learning ", who before the

end of the year reſigned the faſces to Caius Caminius Rebilus. The Pannonians were

ſo frightened at the very name of Agrippa, that upon his approach, they ſent depu

ties to him, offering to ſubmit upon what terms he ſhould think fit to impoſe upon

them. Hereupon Z'grippa, having obliged them to deliver up their arms, and give

him hoſtages for their peaceable behaviour, returned to Italy, but was taken with

a violent illneſs as he marched through Campania, which in a few days brought him

to his grave. Auguſtus, upon the firſt news of his danger, left the ſports, which his

two grandſons, Caius and Lucius were then exhibiting in honour of Minerva, and b

The death of haſtened into Campania to ſee and relieve, if he could by any means, his dying
Agrippa. friend. But Agrippa expired a few minutes before his arrival, which he no ſooner

underſtood, than he burſt into tears, bewailing in the illuſtrious deceaſed the loſs of

the greateſt general of his age, the wiſeſt miniſter, and the moſt faithful, conſtant,

and diſintereſted friend he had in the world. He cauſed his body to be conveyed to

Rome, and took upon himſelf to make his funeral oration, a curtain being drawn be

tween him and the bier, perhaps becauſe it was not lawful for him as pontifex maximus

to look upon a dead body. His obſequies were performed with extraordinary pomp

and magnificence, and his remains depoſited not in the campus Martius, where the

ſenate had allowed him a monument, but in Auguſtus’s own mauſolatum near Mar

cellus, the emperor declaring that he would not be ſeparated even after his death from

two perſons, whom he ſo tenderly loved in his life w. He died in the fifty-firſt year

His offspring. of his age, and left behind him by his firſt wife Cacilia Attica, the daughter of the

famous Pomponius Atticus, one daughter named Agrippina, who was married to

Tiberius ; and by this third wife julia, three ſons, viz. Caius, Lucius, and Agripſ a

Poſthumus, ſo called becauſe he was born after his father’s death ; and two daugh

ters, julia married to Lucius Paulus, and Agrippina married to Germanicus, by whom

ſhe had the emperor Claudius, and Agrippina the mother of Nero ; Agrippa had no

children by his ſecond wife Marcella, whom he divorced to marry julia. He be

queathed his fine gardens, and a bath, which was called by his name, to the Roman d

people, and to Auguſtus among other things the Taurica Cherſoneſus ; but how he

acquired the dominion and property of that country is what we find no-where

recorded, Dion owning himſelf quite in the dark as to this point.

THUS long did Auguſtus reign in ſome meaſure with a partner, though not a rival.

in the empire. Upon his death the emperor, judging it neceſſary that he ſhould

have one to aſſiſt him in the government, ſuperior to all others in power and autho

Tiberius cho- rity, the better to prevent plots and conſpiracies, made choice of Tiberius, though

/***” much againſt his will, as Dion informs us, his grandſons, Lucius and Caius Caſars

being yet too young to bear any public offices . . He obliged Tiberius, before he

inveſted him with the power, which Agrippa had enjoyed, to divorce his wife Agrip- e.

pina, who had already brought him a ſon, and was then big with child, and to

º marry julia, whoſe leud and ſcandalous behaviour was well known to Tiberius, and

/ to all the young debauchees of Rome, and had given great uneaſineſs to Agrippa ſome

time before his death. However, Tiberius complied without betraying the leaſt relu

Čtance, through fear of diſguſting Auguſtus, who was the only perſon in Rome unac

quainted with his daughter’s infamous condućt. The uſual ceremonies were no ſooner

over than Auguſtus diſpatched his new ſon-in-law againſt the Pannonians, who upon

the news of Agrippa's death had attempted to ſhake off the yoke, and recover their

He reduces the ancient liberty. But Tiberius with the aſſiſtance of their neighbours the Scordiſci, who

* had remained faithful to the Romans, obliged them in a ſhort time to return to their f

duty, and ſubmit to the will of the conqueror. They delivered up their arms,

gave hoſtages, and put the Romans in poſſeſſion of all their towns and ſtrong-holds.

Tiberius ſpared their lives, but laid waſte their fields, plundered their cities, and

having ſent the beſt part of their youth into other countries, returned to Rome

the ſame year, Q, AElius Tubero and Paulus Fabius Maximus being conſuls. The

ſenate, as we may well imagine, decreed him great honours, and among the reſt a

- triumph. But Auguſtus obliged him fore againſt his will to rejećt the offers of the con

--- ſcript fathers, and content himſelf with the marks of diſtinétion, which were granted

* Plin. l. xxv. c. 2. Tibull. l. iv. HoRAT. l. ii. od. w Dio, p. 541. * Idem, p. 543.

} for
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a for life to thoſe who had triumphed, viz. to have a particular place apart from the

reſt at the public ſhews, and to appear with the triumphal robes, and a crown of

laurel. On the other hand his younger brother Druſus ſignalized himſelf no leſs among

the Gauls and Germans. Having been left in Gaul by Auguſtus to ſtop the incurſions

of the Germans, he had begun there a ſecond cenſus, taking a minute account of each

perſon's eſtate and fortune, the better to regulate the annual taxes and contributions.

This the Gaul, looked upon as a new attempt upon their liberties, and ſeened diſpoſed Dreſs ºr..

to take up arms, and attempt the recovery of their ancient rights and privileges, vent, the .

But Druſus being appriſed of their deſign, ſummoned all the Gauliſ' chiefs to aſſiſt 9...ſº rº

at the ſolemn ceremony of conſecrating a temple, which the Lugdunenſes had built in “”

honour of julius Cæſar. When they were all aſſembled, Druſus by his addreſs and

engaging behaviour won their affections to ſuch a degree, that they not only dropt

the deſign they had formed of ſhaking off the Roman yoke, but agreed to ere&t an

altar in honour of Auguſtus, and to pay him even in his life-time divine honours.

Sixty different nations concurred in this deſign, each of them contributing their quota,

and ſending a ſtatue to adorn the new altar, which was conſecrated with great Analºa, arra.

ſolemnity on the firſt day of Auguſt, and became ſoon very famous all over Gaul, ed in honour of

as is plain from the writings of almoſt all the ancients y. Games were inſtituted in ſº “
- - - - - "Oils.

honour of the new deity, much of the ſame nature with the Nematan and jihmian

games.

AND now Druſus, having nothing to fear from the Gauls, turned his arms againſt

the Germans, who having raiſed the moſt numerous and formidable army that had

ever been ſeen in thoſe parts, were advancing towards the Rhine, in order to invade

Gaul. But the young Roman not only defeated them as they attempted to croſs

that river, but purſuing the advantage he had gained, entered the country of the The explºits ºf

Uſipetes or Uſipii, now known by the name of Relinchuſen, and from thence advanced3. º

againſt the Sicambri in the neighbourhood of the Lypſe and Iſſel ; theſe he overthrew“”

in a great battle, laid waſte their country, burnt moſt of their cities, and following

the courſe of the Rhine, approached the German ocean, and reduced the Friſii and

the Chauci between the Amiſius and the Albis, now the Em; and the Elbe. In theſe

marches his troops ſuffered extremely for want of proviſions, and he himſelf was often

in great danger of being drowned, as the Romans, who attended him, were quite

unquainted at that time with the flux and reflux of the ocean. As winter drew near, he led

his troops into eaſt Frieſland, and leaving them there under the command of his lieute

nants, returned to Rome, where he was honoured with the praetorſhip, Q, Fabius Maxi

mus and julius Antonius the ſon of the triumvir being then conſuls. Early in the

ſpring Druſus left the capital, and returning to his army quartered in Friſia or Frieſ

land, marched from thence into the country of the Tenešleri, whom he eaſily ſubdued;

and afterwards paſſing the Lupias, now the Lyppe, in Weſtphalia, brought into ſubjec

tion the Catti, and the Cheruſci, extending his conqueſts to the banks of the Viſurgis,

now the Weſer, which he would have patied, had he not been obliged to return for

want of proviſions, the enemy having laid waſte the neighbouring country to a great

diſtance. As he was retiring, the Germans unexpe&tedly fell upon him in a narrow

paſſage, and having ſurrounded the Roman army, cut a great many of them in pieces.

But the brave Druſus, animating his men more by his example than by ſpeeches, after He defeat, the

a warm conflict, which laſted almoſt the whole day, in the end put the enemy to flight, ºffiºſº ºf

and made ſuch havock of them, that the ground was ſtrewed for ſome miles withº

dead bodies. Druſus found in their camp a huge quantity of iron chains, which they Čičiuſ;, &c.

had prepared for the Romans ; and ſo great was their confidence, that they had agreed

before-hand about the diviſion of the booty ; the Tenčieri were to have the horſe, the

f Cheruſci and Sicambri the baggage, and the Uſipetes and Catti the captives. Druſus

was ſaluted imperator by his troops on the field of battle, where they erected a trophy

as a monument of ſo ſignal a vićtory ; after which Druſus, to ſecure the countries he

had conquered, built two forts, the one at the confluence of the Lupia; and the Aliſo,

the Lyppe and the Alme, the other in the country of the Catti or Chatti on the Rhine,

and made that famous canal, long known by the name of Foſſa Druſiana, of which we

ſhall have occaſion to ſpeak hereafter. For theſe exploits Druſus on his return to

Rome was honoured with the triumphal ornaments, as his brother Tiberius had been

the preceding year, but was not allowed by Auguſtus to triumph, or even to retain the

Y STRAB. l. iv. p. 191. SUET. Dio, Liv. &c.

title
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title of imperator, with which he had been honoured by the army, that title being now a

peculiar to the ſovereign. Druſus as well as Tiberius had fought under the auſpices of

Auguſtus, who therefore aſcribing to himſelf the glory they had acquired, allowed

them ſuch marks of diſtinction as were uſually conferred on triumphant victors, but

not the triumph itſelf . This ſame year Tiberius being ſent againſt the Pannonians,

who had again rebelled, reduced them anew, and likewiſe the Dalmatians, who had

joined them in their revolt. One Vologeſeſ, a prieſt of Bacchus, by birth a Thracian,

Diffurbance in raiſed far greater diſturbances in that part of Thrace, which was ſubjećt to Raſciporis,

Thrace, the ſon of Cotys, a faithful ally of the Romans. Vologºſes ſtirring up the people againſt

that prince, whom he ſtyled a ſlave of Rome, committed moſt dreadful ravages in all

parts of his dominions, overthrew and killed the young prince himſelf in a pitched b

battle, put to flight Rhemetalces his guardian, and having over-run the whole coun

try, advanced, without oppoſition, into the Thracian Cherſºmeſtis with a deſign to

paſs from thence into Macedon. But in the mean time Lucius Calpurnius Piſo, one

of the beſt generals of his age, being ordered by Auguſtus to quit Pamphylia, which

he governed in quality of proconſul, and to ſtop the progreſs of the barbarians under

the condućt of Vologeſes, arrived in Thrace, and coming up with the enemy near the

confines of Macedon, attacked them, but had the misfortune to be defeated, his men

not being accuſtomed to the enemy’s manner of fighting. However, as he was a

man of great experience in military affairs, he made his retreat in good order, and

falling the next day unexpectedly on the barbarians, gave them a total overthrow, c

Sulla by purſued them into Thrace, and made himſelf maſter of the fruitful plains lying be

I Calpurius tween mount Pangous and mount Hamus. Auguſtus was ſo pleaſed with this conqueſt,
Piſo. that he decreed to Piſo, not indeed a triumph, but all the honours and privileges which

were formerly granted to thoſe who had triumphed, ordaining beſides ſupplications

by way of thankſgiving to the gods for the ſucceſs which had attended his arms ".

The joy and ſatisfaction which Auguſtus received from theſe ſucceſſes was greatly

allayed by the death of his ſiſter Očjavia, who was a true heroine, and a perf Čt pat

tern of all the virtues peculiar to her ſex, and therefore greatly lamented by perſons of

all ranks and conditions. Auguſtus cauſed her body to be expoſed on a bed of ſtate

in a temple lately erected in honour of julius Ceſar, and pronounced himſelf her d

funeral oration, but would not admit of the many honours which were decreed her

by the ſenate. Her body was carried to the grave by her four ſons-in-law, the huſ

bands of the two Marcelle, whom ſhe had by her firſt husband Marcellus, and of

the two Antonia, her daughters by Antony the triumvir. She died in the fifty-fourth

year of her age P.

The following year, Nero Claudius Druſils and T. Quinélius Criſpinus being con

ſuls, Auguſtus, bent upon the total redućtion of Germany, left the capital attended

by his two ſons-in-law, Tiberius Claudius Nero and Nero Claudius Druſus, and paſſing

the Alps, advanced to the banks of the Rhine, whence he ſent Tiberius againſt the

Daci, and Druſus to complete the conqueſt of the reſt of Germany. , Tiberius eaſily e

The Daci ſub- ſubdued the Daci, obliged them to give him hoſtages, and tranſplanted forty thouſand

***, Tibc- of them into Gaul. On the other hand, Druſus having paſſed the Rhine, and after
I lus. wards, in ſpite of all oppoſition, the Weſer, brought under ſubjection all the nations

ºff made from the Rhine to the Elbe, or, as the Romans called it, the Albis. Having attempted

3. ” in vain to paſs this river, he erected ſeveral trophies in that neighbourhood, and

* began his march back to the Rhine. Dion tells us, that as he was deliberating with

himſelf whether he ſhould penetrate ſtill farther into theſe northern countries, or make

the Albis the boundary of the Roman empire, a woman of a ſtature more than human

appeared to him, and calling him by his name, asked him, Whither his ambition

would carry him * The fates, ſaid he, will not allow you to ſee all parts: retire therefore, f

and know, that the period both of your life and a lions approaches. With this and ſuch

like prodigies, Dion pretends that the death of Druſus, which happened ſoon after,

was foretold. For before he reached the Rhine, he was ſeized with a violent fever,

which carried him off in a few days. Auguſtus upon the firſt notice of his illneſs

ſent an expreſs to Tiberius, acquainting him with the danger his brother was in, who

thereupon made what haſte he could to ſee him before he died, travelling two hun

dred miles in twenty-four hours. Upon his arrival he found him ſtill alive, but juſt

His death. expiring. His ſudden death occaſioned a report, which was credited by many, viz.

* Dio, p. 544. Suet. in Claud. * Dio, p. 545. Vell. Patercul, l. ii. c. 98. b Dio

ibid, Suet. in Oétavio. -

I that
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2 a that Auguſtus and Tiberius had conſpired to take him off by poiſon, and effected their

wicked deſign by means of their emiſſaries. It is at leaſt certain, that Druſus was

in his heart a zealous republican, and had on ſeveral occaſions betrayed a great defire

of ſeeing the ancient form of government reſtored. Though he was generally thought

º to be the ſon, not of Claudius Nero, but of Auguſtus, yet he looked upon him as an

uſurper, and wrote the following letter to his brother Tiberius, while they were both Druſus' love

* ^ - waging war in Germany at the head of two powerful armies: The god, have put it into for his country.

º our power to render Rome happy or miſèrable: Auguſtus has truſted us with the forces of
ſt the empire: can we employ them better than in re-eſtabliſhing the republic, and reſtoring

| Rome to her ancient liberty and ſplendor : bow glorious a thing it is to be the deliverer and

d b b avenger of one’s country This letter Tiberius ſent to Auguſtus, and ſoon after happened

|- the death of Druſus in the manner we have related ". However, moſt of the ancients

0 clear Auguſtus from all ſuſpicion of being any ways acceſſory to the death of the young

le hero. Livy, who here ends his hiſtory, ſays, that he died of a fall from his horſe:

h perhaps that fall occaſioned the fever, of which he died. Suetonius thinks the report,

f which was ſpread upon his death to the prejudice of Auguſius, to have been intirely

le groundleſs, ſince the emperor loved him with great tenderneſs, and had even named

tn him in his will for his ſucceſſor in conjunction with his two grandſons, Lucius and

3. Caius d. Tacitus, whom we cannot ſuſpect of partiality towards Auguſtus, or indeed

id towards any of his ſucceſſors, tells us, that Auguſtus never extended his cruelty to

W, t c any of his own family “. Druſus was a man of an unblemiſhed chara&ter, of a pro- Hiſ charaſier.

Xe- bity, which was proof againſt all temptations, of great honour, open-hearted, and

ſt, an enemy to all manner of deceit and diſſimulation. He was no ways inferior either

ch in courage or condućt to the moſt experienced commanders of his age, and had nothing

ſ.S in view in all his expeditions but the glory of the Roman name, and the public welfare.

*, It is agreed on all hands, that he would have re-eſtabliſhed the republic, and reſigned

tly with joy the ſovereign power, had it ever devolved to him. He died in the thirtieth

at- year of his age, and left behind him three children by his wife Antonia Minor, the

so: younger daughter of Antony and Oślavia, viz. Druſus, ſurnamed Germanicus, Livilla,

and Claudius, who ſucceeded Caligula in the empire. His ſoldiers, to teſtify their fianº Pºiº
laſt d grief for the loſs of a general, whom they ſo tenderly loved, erected to his memory º after his

º a ſtately monument on the banks of the Rhine, and aſſembling yearly on the anniver- death.

ſ ſary of his death, that is, on the eleventh of july, performed round it their military

ºf evolutions in honour of the illuſtrious deceaſed i. As for his body, it was conveyed

h to Rome, and attended the whole way by Tiberius, the chief officers and magiſtrates
Iſt of the Roman colonies and municipia, through which it paſſed, meeting it on the road,

and attending it with the utmoſt pomp from one city to the other. Auguſtus himſelf
)n- received it at Rome, being returned from Gaul for that purpoſe, and pronounced in

ed the Circus Flaminius a funeral oration in honour of the deceaſed, in which he begged

ig of the gods with great earneſtneſs, and many tears, that they would grant him a death

he e as glorious as that of the young hero, and make the grand-children they had given him trad

!) . in his foot-ſteps. Tiberius made another funeral oration in the forum, where the body
nd was expoſed, and from thence carried on the ſhoulders of the Roman knights to the

:r. field of Mars, where it was burnt with great ſolemnity ; as for the aſhes, they were

m; depoſited in the mauſoleum of Auguſtus. The ſenate did not neglečt, as we may

id well imagine, ſo favourable an opportunity of making their court to the emperor. A

d triumphal arch was erected to his memory, and ſtatues in moſt public places of the

h city: the ſurname of Germanicus was conferred upon him by a decree of the ſenate,

t and confirmed to his poſterity ; many trophies were erected, and medals ſtruck with

l the inſcription de Germanis, to perpetuate the memory of his vićtories over the Ger

- f mans, &c. Extraordinary honours were decreed to his mother Livia, and his widow

Antonia, who had inherited both her mother Oélavia’s beauty and virtue ; ſhe con

tinued inconſolable to the hour of her death, nor would ſhe ever be prevailed upon

to marry again, though often and earneſtly preſſed to it by Auguſtus g.

THE emperor was in haſte to return to Gaul, but nevertheleſs before his departure New regula

he made ſeveral new regulations. The conſcript fathers, finding their authority to tions of Au-.

be of no weight, aſſembled very ſeldom, and in ſmall numbers. Auguſtus therefore gº"

appointed certain days in each month, on which they ſhould be obliged to meet ;

• Suet. in Oétav. & Claud. Dio, ubi ſupra. d Suer. ibid, * Tacit. annal. I. c. 6.

* Ex inſcript, citata a Lipſio. * Dio, & Suer. ibid. VAL. Max. l. iv, c. 3. Conſo!. ad Liv. apud

Ovid.

V o L. V. Nº 4. 4 N and
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and at the ſame time enaëted, with the approbation of the ſenators themſelves, that

ſuch as abſented themſelves on thoſe days without a lawful cauſe, ſhould pay a certain

ſum by way of mulét ; and that their determinations, when they were but few,

ſhould not obtain the force of a ſenatuſconſilltum, or decree of the ſenate, but only

be called a regulation of the ſenate. He granted the praetors the prerogative of voting

in the ſenate, and extended the juridićtion of the quaeſtors, giving them the ſuper

intendency of all the maritime cities of Italy. The election of the new conſul,

C. Marcius Cenſorinus and C. Aſinius Gallus, gave riſe to a new regulation. They

were both accuſed of having purchaſed their dignity with money diſtributed among

the tribes. Auguſtus did not oblige them to reſign the faſces, but ordered, thit for

the future all the candidates ſhould depoſit a certain ſum with him, which they ſhould

forfeit if convićted of bribery, or any unlawful practices. This law was generally

approved of, at leaſt by the patricians; but another, which he publiſhed ſoon after,

was as much diſliked. The depoſitions of ſlaves had never been admitted at Rome in

the courts of judicature. But Auguſtus, for the ſafety of his own perſon, though

under pretence of the public ſafety, publiſhed a law, enacting, that when any perſon

was accuſed of treaſonable deſigns, the evidence of ſlaves ſhould be of the ſame weight

as that of freemen ; that this law might not ſeem to claſh with the ancient cuſtom of

rejećting the evidence of a ſlave againſt his maſter, it was ordained by the ſame law,

that the ſlaves of the accuſed perſon ſhould be firſt ſold to the emperor or the public.

By this low evaſion, unworthy of a man of ſenſe, he pretended not to have intrenched

on the ancient cuſtom, ſince it was ſtill true, that ſlaves were not allowed to accuſe

their maſters, nor admitted as evidence againſt them. This innovation occaſioned

great complaints ; but the crafty emperor ſoon quieted the minds of the people by

Inlance of his public ſhews and ſports, by a pretended clemency and condeſcenſion, and above all

cond ſcenſion, by affecting popularity, and carefully avoiding all needleſs ceremonies, and marks of

grandeur. The ancients relate many inſtances of his extraordinary condeſcenſion:

they tell us, that a common legionary, having deſired him to plead his cauſe in one

of the courts of judicature, the emperor told him, that he was ſo overwhelmed with

buſineſs, that he could not well do it himſelf; but that he would ſend him an orator

better qualified for that purpoſe than himſelf. This obliging anſwer did not ſatisfy

the ſoldier, who anſwered bluntly, Have Ithus fought for you by proxy & The emperor,

highly pleaſed with this unexpected anſwer, Neither will I, ſaid he, plead for you by

proxy. He was as good as his word ; for on the day appointed he appeared at the

bar, and pleaded his cauſe in perſon. In like manner he undertook the cauſe of an

other citizen, and gained it 3 which ſo provoked the accuſer, that he behaved very

diſreſpectfully towards the emperor, who was ſo far from reſenting it, that he after

wards pardoned him, when he was accuſed before him as cenſor of ſome faults,

which deſerved ſevere puniſhment. Though he was very kind and generous to his

friends, yet he never allowed them greater privileges than others, nor would he by

any means exempt them from the judiciary laws. Of all the criminals he reſcued but

one, during the whole time of his long reign, who had been very ſerviceable to him,

and that by prevailing with intreaties on the accuſer to drop the proſecution".

He begins the TH is year the ſecond term of Auguſtus's ten years drawing to an end, he pre

third term ºf tended to be willing to lay down the power with which he had been truſted, ſaying,

‘....” that he was no longer able to bear ſo heavy a burden ; but he was eaſily perſuaded
power. to carry it ten years longer. This limitation contributed, in the opinion of the

ancients, more than any thing elſe, to his ſafety, ſince by receiving his power from

the ſenate and people, he openly acknowledged the ſovereignty to be lodged in

them ; ſo that they were not quite deſtitute of all hopes of recovering it one day. The

term of his power being prolonged, he reſolved to quit the capital, having his mind

ſtill bent on the intire redućtion of the many nations that inhabited Germany. He

was not indeed inclined to wage war with thoſe barbarous nations in perſon, but choſe

to be as near the generals, whom he employed, as he could with ſafety. The perſon

he thought the moſt proper for the purſuing and completing of the conqueſts hap

pily began by Druſus, was his brother Tiberius ; whom therefore he ſent into Gaul,

after having honoured him with an ovation on account of the advantages he had

Tiberius's ex-gained in Germany the foregoing year. Auguſtus ſoon after the departure of Tiberius

f".”9° left Rome, but inſtead of paſſing the Alps, as he had done the year before, he took
many.

* SUET. ibid.
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a his rout towards Aquileia, and paſſed the whole ſummer in the neighbourhood of that

city, having with him his grandſon Caius Cæſar, then twelve years old. In the mean

time Tiberius, having paſſed the Rhine at the head of a powerful army, over-ran all

the countries between that river and the Elbe, and ſtruck ſuch dread into the inha

bitants of thoſe northern provinces, that ſeveral of them ſent deputies to Auguſtus

at Aquileia to ſue for peace, which they could not obtain upon any terms, the em

peror declaring, that he would not grant a peace to any particular nation, till they

had all agreed to demand it. But the Catti, or, as ſome authors write, the Sicambri,

| could not by any means be prevailed upon to ſubmit ; ſo that the project of peace

did not take place this year. We ſhall ſee in the ſequel of this hiſtory what ſtreams

i b of blood it coſt the Romans to reduce them. As winter approached, Auguſtus returned
t to Rome with his grandſon Caiu; ; but Tiberius remained with his troops in Germany,

in order to renew the war as ſoon as the ſeaſon would allow him to take the field'. Au

guſtus upon his return made a ſecond cenſus, in which were numbered, according to

the Ancyran marbles, 42330oo Roman citizens k. While he was thus employed,

his great friend Meccmas died, which was a ſenſible affliction to him, though he Death of Me

had not of late honoured him with the ſame intimacy as formerly. His criminal canas.

/ converſation with Terentilla could not but diſpleaſe Mecanas, who thought he did

not deſerve that treatment at the hands of one, whom he had ſerved with the utmoſt

fidelity. On the other hand Auguſtus in that particular could not bear any con

c troll ; and hence that coldneſs and indifference which appeared between theſe two

great friends ſome years before death parted them. Meccmas was a man of great

penetration, and underſtood the art of governing well better than any man of his

age, as appears from the many wiſe directions and maxims which he ſuggeſted to His charađer.

Auguſtus in the beginning of his reign. But though poſſeſſed of talents equal to the

4. higheſt employments of the ſtate, yet he was ſuch an enemy to all trouble, ſo fond

* * of his eaſe, ſo addićted to his pleaſures, that he abhorred all buſineſs, and ſeemed

º º, in a manner to have attained to that indolence, in which the Epicuream; placed hap

º pineſs. As he was remarkably good-natured, and ſlighted preferments himſelf, as

ºn win capable of diſturbing his quiet, and interrupting his pleaſures, he employed all his

d credit and intereſt with the emperor in behalf of others, and for the moſt part with

good ſucceſs. Of the aſcendant, which he had gained over Auguſtus, and the liberty The liberty he

----" he took in correóting his faults, and curbing his cruel temper, Dion Caſſius gives us took with Au

the following remarkable inſtance. As Auguſtus was one day judging ſome crimi-6"

nals, Mecanas perceiving him to be in a bad humour, and inclined to give himſelf

over to revenge without check or compaſſion, attempted to approach his tribunal;

but not being able to break through the croud, he wrote the following note ; Come

down from the tribunal, butcher, and threw it into his lap. Auguſtus no ſooner read

it, than he roſe up, and quitted the tribunal, without ſentencing any of the criminals

to death . As for the ſcandalous lewdneſs and debaucheries of Auguſtus, which gave

e occaſion to many ſevere lampoons, and caſt a great blemiſh upon his reputation,

Mecanas was not at all a proper perſon to ſet up for a cenſor in that particular.

The generous protećtion, which he afforded to men of learning, eſpecially to Virgil

and Horace, will render his name immortal, and tranſmit his fame to the lateſt

poſterity. He was not only an encourager of learning, but publiſhed, according

to Priſtian ", Iſidorus ", and Seneca ", ſeveral works, which intitled him to a place Hi, works.

among the beſt writers of that polite age. The works aſcribed to him by the above

mentioned writers are, a Hiſtory of animals ; a journal of the life of Auguſtus; a treatſe

on ſhort-hand writing ; of which ſome will have him, others Tyro, Cicero's freedman,

to have been the inventor ; another treatiſe on the nature and different kinds of precious

F ſtones ; and two tragedies, the one intitled Ożavia, and the other Prometheus: but none

of theſe works have reached our times. Horace, the prince of the Latin lyric poets,

did not long ſurvive his great patron and benefactor ; for Mecanas died about the The death ºf

beginning of September, and Horace on the twenty-ſeventh of the following November. Horace.

The fame of ſo great a poet will be as laſting as his works, which all ages muſt admire

as the utmoſt effort of a human genius. This ſame year died one Caius Cecilius Iſido

rus, famous for the immenſe wealth of which he was poſſeſſed ; for he left to his heirs
+

* VELL. Patercul. 1. ii. Dio, p. 551, 552. Sueton, in Octav. p. 178. k Wide GRUTER.

p. 30. ' Dio, l. v. p. 552. m Priscian. 1, x. * Isidor, orig. l. xix. 9 SENECA

epiſt. 91.

41 I 6 ſlaves,
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41 16 ſlaves, 3600 yoke of oxen, 200057 head of other cattle, and above three a

millions of our money in ſpecie.

ON the calends of january of the enſuing year, Tiberius, who was now come to

Rome, entered upon his ſecond conſulſhip with Cn. Calpurnius Piſo, and was the

ſame day honoured with a triumph, which was a new ſight to the Roman people.

The bucklers and arms, which he had taken from the Germans, were carried before

him, and the captive generals and officers of diſtinction marched in chains by the

chariot of the triumphant vićtor. Before he left Rome, he repaired the temple of

Concord, placing his own name and that of his deceaſed brother Druſus on the frontiſ

piece of that ſtately bnilding. After this he dedicated a temple, which the ſenate

had erected, to his mother Livia, ſhe herſelf being preſent at the ceremony. On this b

occaſion he gave a moſt ſumptuous entertainment to all the ſenators, while Livia feaſted

the women of diſtinétion by themſelves. In the beginning of the ſpring he left the

capital, and returned to Germany, but performed nothing which hiſtorians have

thought worth tranſmitting to poſterity. This year a dreadful fire happened in Rome,

which reduced to aſhes many ſtately buildings, and was thought to have been occa

fioned by the debtors, with a deſign to make their eſcape, in that confuſion, out of the

houſes of their creditors. To prevent the like misfortunes and diſorders for the

future, Auguſtus created new officers called curatores vicorum, who were permitted on

certain days to wear, within the verge of their juriſdićtion, the robe peculiar to magi

ſtrates, and to have two lićtors to attend them. To them were now aſſigned the c

ſix hundred ſlaves, who had been formerly appointed to attend the aediles for the ex

tinguiſhing of fires. At the ſame time, by Auguſtus’s particular order, the city was

divided into fourteen regions or wards, and theſe into inferior precinóts, the govern

ment of which wards and precinéts was committed to the above-mentioned curatores

vicorum, and alſo to the tribunes of the people, and the praetors ".

THE following year Caius Antiſtius Vetus and D. Lalius Balbus being raiſed to the

conſulate, Lucius Caſar boldly demanded of Auguſtus in the public theatre, that his

elder brother Caius Caſar might be named conſul for the enſuing year. The emperor,

no leſs ſurpriſed than offended at this unſeaſonable demand, notwithſtanding his

affection for the two brothers, anſwered, that he hoped he ſhould never lie under the d

neceſſity of raiſing any to the conſulate under twenty years of age. The bold youth

not being ſatisfied with this anſwer, but continuing to ſolicit him with great earneſt

neſs in behalf of his brother, the emperor raiſing his voice, told him with a grave

air, That an office of ſuch importance ought to be diſcharged only by a man who could bridle

his own paſſions, and reſiſt the deſires of the giddy and head-ſtrong multitude. However,

his tenderneſs for the two brothers, whom he looked upon as his own children, having

adopted them into the julian family, and the name of Caſari, in ſome degree got

the better of his reaſon ; for he granted to Caius the prieſthood, a place in the ſenate,

and the privilege of ſitting among the ſenators at all public ſhews and ſports ; but

at the ſame time to curb their ambitious temper, he conferred on Tiberius the tribu-e

nitial power for five years, which gave the two young Caſars no ſmall jealouſy. But

Tiberius had ſcarce received this new addition of power, when to the great ſurpriſe

of Auguſtus, and the whole city, he deſired leave to quit the city, and retire to

Rhodes. Various reaſons are alledged by the ancients for this ſudden reſolution ;

Tiberius indeed pretended a deſire of improving himſelf in the ſtudy of philoſophy and

eloquence, there being then at Rhodes famous profeſſors of both theſe ſciences. But

Suetonius is of opinion, that the infamy of his wife julia, which was now the talk of

the whole city, and refle&ted great diſgrace on his perſon and family, prompted him

to retire, that he might not be an eye-witneſs of her ſcandalous debaucheries". Welleius

Paterculus, a great flatterer of Tiberius, tells us, that he withdrew out of reſpect to f

the two young Caſars, that he might not ſtand in their way to the higheſt pre

ferments P, following therein the example of Agrippa, who had retired to Mitylene,

when Marcellus firſt entered upon public offices. Dion thinks he was piqued at the

favour which Auguſtus ſhewed to his grandſons, eſpecially at his declaring them

princes of the Roman youths (G), which intirely defeated his ambitious projećts, i.
left

Tiberius tri

umphs.

Curatores

vicorum ap

pointed by Au

guſtus,

The bold and

unſeaſonable

demand of Lu

cius Caeſar.

Tiberius de

mands leave to

retire.

* Dio, p 556, 557. • SUET. in Tiber. c. 1 o' * Vell. Patercul, l. ii. c. 99.

(G). The firſt Roman emperors gave this title to their heirs and ſucceſſors in the empire. The youth,

their children, or to thoſe whom they had appointed who was honoured with this title, had all the chil

dren
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a left him no hopes of ever enjoying the ſovereign power, the ſole objećt of all his

wiſhes q. But whatever his motive was, notwithſtanding the remonſtrances and tears

of his mother Livia, he was very preſſing with Auguſtus for his permiſſion to retire;

which the emperor not only refuſed, but took great pains, in concert with Livia, Which Au

to divert him from ſuch an unſeaſonable reſolution. He even complained to the ſenate ºftus rºſºft,

of his being abandoned by one, from whoſe abilities he had promiſed himſelf great

relief in the government of the republic. But Tiberiuſ, deaf to all intreaties and remon

ſtrances, and obſtinately bent upon departing, continued importuning Auguſtus for

his permiſſion, which he conſtantly refuſed, being unwilling to loſe the only perſon,

in whom, after the death of Agrippa and Mecanas, he repoſed any confidence, his

grand children not being yet of an age fit to be truſted. At length Tiberius, finding

all other means ineffeótual, retired into his own apartment, and there ſhutting himſelf

up, abſtained four whole days from all kind of nouriſhment. Hereupon the emperor,

ſeeing he could not get the better of his obſtinate and inflexible temper, complied at

1/72,

length with his requeſt, and granted him the ſo much wiſhed-for permiſſion to retire; But at laſt

which he no ſooner obtained, than he ſet out for Oſia, without ſpeaking a word on yield, tº his in

the way to thoſe who attended him to the place where he imbarqued, or taking any”.

notice of them, a ſmall number of his particular friends excepted, at his departure F.

However, Dion tells us, that before he took his leave of Livia and Auguſtus, he opened

his will, and read it in their preſence". From Oſtia he ſailed along the coaſt of Cam

pania, and ſtaid ſome time in that province, being informed there, that Auguſtus was

indiſpoſed. But in the mean while a report being ſpread abroad, that he waited for

the news of Auguſtus's death, he weighed anchor as ſoon as it came to his ears, tho’

the ſea ran then very high, and ſailed for Rhodes, where he led at firſt a very private His privat,

and retired life, frequenting the ſchools and academies without any attendants, con-manner of

verſing familiarly with the Greeks, and avoiding all appearance of grandeur both in

his houſe and equipage. However, he once exerted the tribunitial power with which

he was inveſted ; for a warm diſpute ariſing one day in the ſchool of Theodorus the

Gadaraam, of whom he was a conſtant hearer, he interpoſed, and endeavoured to

put an end to the conteſt. But one of the diſputants, judging him partial, not only

refuſed to acquieſce to his deciſion, but abuſed him in a moſt outrageous manner;

which ſo provoked him, that he returned home, and aſſuming the habit of a public

magiſtrate, appeared in the ſchool, as tribune of the people, with his apparitors,

and ſummoning by a crier the philoſopher, who had reviled him, ordered him to be

carried to priſon'. Welleius, a ſcandalous flatterer of the Caſars, eſpecially of Tibe

rius, tells us, that he appeared greater in his retirement, than if he had been at the

helm of affairs; that all the proconſuls and governors, who were ſent into the eaſt,

went to wait upon him, lowering their faſces to him ; that he gained the affection and

eſteem of all the Greeks, &c. v. But all other writers tell us, that not being able

to keep his vices concealed from the inhabitants of the iſland, they daily more deſpiſed

and hated him, inſomuch that the Nemauſians threw down his ſtatues, and defaced his

pićtures; nay, ſome time after, as Caius Caeſar paſſed that way, mention being

made of Tiberius at a private entertainment, one of the company addreſſing Caius,

Give only the word, ſaid he, and you ſhall have the head of the exile in an inſtant. The

name of exile well ſuited Tiberius ; for though he voluntarily retired to Rhodes, yet he

was long kept there againſt his will. Growingweary of his retirement, he publicly de

clared, that he had left Rome purely to avoid giving umbrage to Caius and Lucius, and

wrote tothe emperor, after they had attained to man's eſtate, and were promoted to the

higheſt dignities, begging leave to return home, and viſit his friends, ſince his preſence

• Dio, in excerpt. Waleſii, p. 665. t Suet, ibid.* Dio, in excerpt. p. 662. F Suet, ibid.

* Vell. PATERcul, ibid.
Q9Intilian, l. iii. c. i. Dio, ibid.

dren of the Roman noblemen under his command,

and appeared at their head, when they performed

their military exerciſes in the field of Mars, or ex

hibited the turnament called Troy. In the times of

the republic the children of the moſt diſtinguiſhed

families were called principe, juventuris, and printi

pe, equitum (19), becauſe they were reckoned equi

tes or knights, till they attained the age, which the

laws required in the candidates for offices. The

(19) Wide Liv. l. xlii. s. 61, & juvenal, ſatyr. 4. v. 32.

Wo L. W. No. 5.

principe juventutis was diſtinguiſhed from the reſt

by a triumphal robe, as Tacitus informs us (zo). On

the reverſe of a medal of the emperor Severus,

which has reached our times, are repreſented three

youths on horſeback, and one of them in the attitude

ofcommanding,with this legend, Princ. juvent. which

ſhews, that the princeps or principes juventuri had

ſome command over the young nobility.

(zo) Tatit, amnal. 11. e. 5.

4 O could

living in

Rhodes.
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could no longer be diſagreeable to his grand children. But the favour was abſolutely a

Auguſtus re. denied him, and a meſſage ſent, bidding him lay aſide all care and thoughts of his

fºſº him leave friends, fince he had been ſo impatient to abandon them. Thus he was obliged, fore

jº" " againſt his will, to continue at Rhodes, and it was not till after ſeven years that Au

- guſtus was prevailed upon to conſent to his return ". This year Auguſtus himſelf was

conſul, and had for his collegue Cornelius Sylla. He had reſumed the faſces, after

having declined the conſular dignity for ſeventeen years together, with no other

view, as is ſuppoſed, but to render the ceremony of giving the toga virilis to his

grandſon Caius more ſolemn. For he preſented him in perſon to the ſenate, gave

him the toga virilis himſelf, with the uſual ceremonies, and deſigned him conſul; which

dignity, as he was then but fifteen, he was to hold, after five years to be reckoned b

from the day he was preſented to the ſenate. Thus the Ancyran marble'. This year

Auguſtus reduced the number of thoſe who were ſupplied with corn at the public

expence, to two hundred thouſand, corn having for ſome years been given indifferently

to all who deſired it. Nothingremarkable happened in Rome or Italy the two follow

ing years, in the firſt of which C. Calviſius Sabinus and L. Paſſienus Rufus were con

ſuls, and in the ſecond L. Cornelius Lentulus and M. Valerius Meſſalinus. The enſu

Auguſtus, ing year Auguſtus again reſerved the conſular dignity for himſelf, and took for his

thirteenth con collegue M. Plautius Sylvanus, or Silamus. As Lucius, the younger of his grandſons,

ſulſhip. was now of an age to receive the toga virilis, Auguſtus conferred on him the ſame

honours as he had done three years before on his brother Caius. Several medals, c

coined on this occaſion, have reached our times, on which are the heads of the two

brothers with bucklers and ſpears, and this legend on the reverſe ; Caius and Lucius

Caeſars, the ſons of Auguſtus, deſigned conſuls, princes of the youth. Thus were the

two ſons highly favoured and honoured by Auguſtus ; but their mother julia met with

a very different treatment. Her lewdneſs, infamy, and ſcandalous debaucheries,

hardly to be matched in hiſtory, had for ſome years been the talk of the whole town.

But Auguſtus had the misfortune of moſt princes, who are, generally ſpeaking, the

leaſt acquainted with their neareſt concerns. He believed indeed, that ſhe did not

lead a very ſtrićt life, but never imagined her capable of committing thoſe mon

ſtrous and almoſt incredible exceſſes, of which he now found her guilty. Upon a d

full diſcovery of her ačtions and conduct, he was ſo ſenſibly affected with grief and

confuſion, that he ſhut himſelf up in his palace, and there continued ſeveral days

bewailing his misfortune without ſeeing any even of his moſt intimate friends. Not

able to conceal the tranſports of his grief and anger from the public, he commu

nicated to the ſenate by a letter the exceſſes of the infamous proſtitute, and the

diſgrace of his family, an indiſcretion which he afterwards ſaid he would never have |

been guilty of, had Agrippa or Mecanas been living. Overcome with ſhame and rage,

he firſt reſolved to put his daughter to death ; but afterwards altered his mind, and

Julia baniſhed, contented himſelf with baniſhing her to Pandataria, a deſart iſland on the coaſt of |

Campania, now known by the name of Santa Maria. Her mother Scribonia, whom e

Auguſtus had divorced the ſame day ſhe was born, that is, thirty-eight years before, l

attended her to the place of her baniſhment, and never, afterwards abandoned her.
The emperor not only puniſhed the infamous Julia with baniſhment, but at the I

ſame time forbad her the uſe of wine, and all ſorts of delicacy whatſoever, cither

in diet or cloaths. By an expreſs order from the emperor, no perſon of what condi

tion ſoever was to come near her without his leave. Not long after, her eldeſt daugh

And her ter by Agrippa, named alſo julia, and married to L. Paulus, being convicted of the

daughter of the ſame crimes as her mother, was confined to the iſland of Tremera, now Tremiti, in

ſ””, the Adriatic ſea y. The puniſhment of julia was followed by that of all thoſe who

were any ways acceſſary to her debaucheries. Sempromius Gracchuſ, T. Quinélius Criſ f

pinus, C. Claudius, and L. Scipio, all perſons of great diſtinétion, were condemned

to perpetual baniſhment. But julius Antonius (H), the ſon of the triumvir, and

many others, were by the emperor’s orders put to death. Some writers tell us,

w Dio, Suer. ibid. * Vide GRuteR. inſcript. 231. y Vell PATERcul. c. 1 oo. Dio, ibid. -

p. 555. -

(H) julius Antonius was a man of learning, and Auguſtus baniſhed to Marſeilles under colour of ha

wrote a poem intitled Diomedee, conſiſting of ten wing him inſtructed by the great maſters, who flou

books. To him Horace addreſſed the ſecond ode of riſhed then in that city. He died without offspring,

- his fourth book. He left a ſon very young, whom and in him ended the Antonian family.

- -" - * . -- - . . . - - - that
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a that Auguſtus laid hold of this opportunity to get rid of many conſiderable Romans,

who gave him uneaſineſs and jealouſy. Be that as it will, it is certain, that an in

credible number of illuſtrious Romans were ſacrificed under pretence of havingreceived

favours of julia. Her chief confident, by name Pha'be, laid violent hands on her

ſelf before ſentence was pronounced againſt her. Auguſtus, when news was brought Many illuſi.i.

him of her death, could not help admiring her courage, and wiſhing that Phabe, and ous Romans

not julia, had been his daughter, intimating thereby, that he would have been well “ſº hº
pleaſed, if julia had had courage enough to end her days in the ſame manner. Tibe- put to death, on

rius heard, as we may well imagine, the news of the diſgrace and baniſhment of

Julia with great joy ; but as no man knew better the art of diſſembling, he became

her advocate ; and pretending great tenderneſs and compaſſion for her, he wrote fre

quent letters to Auguſtus, intreating him to forgive her, and reinſtate her in his favour.

But the emperor continued inflexible to the hour of his death, nay, he carried, in a

manner, his reſentment beyond his grave ; for by his laſt will he ordained, that ſhe

ſhould not be depoſited after her death among the Caſars, whom ſhe had ſo diſgraced

during her life. As for Tiberius, Auguſtuſ obliged him to divorce her, notwithſtand

ing the tenderneſs and affection which by the deepeſt diſfimulation he ſtill pretended

to retain for her *.

her account.

AND now Auguſtus, to divert his mind from fixing on his domeſtic misfortunes, Magnificant

exhibited the moſt magnificent and expenſive ſhews that had ever been ſeen in Rome, ſhews exhibited
Chariot-races in the circus, repreſentations on the ſtage, combats of gladiators, &c. by Auguſtus.

were now become common. Auguſtus therefore, the better to divert both himſelf

and the people, revived thoſe ſports which had been for a conſiderable time laid aſide

on account of the extraordinary charges that attended them. He cauſed a canal to be

dug eighteen hundred paces in length, and two hundred in breadth, conveying into

it the Flaminian water, and building ſcaffolds quite round it capable of holding num

berleſs multitudes of ſpectators. And indeed the concourſe of people was ſo great,

that the emperor was obliged to place guards in all the quarters of the city, left the

thieves ſhould lay hold of that opportunity to plunder the empty and abandoned

houſes. Auguſtus had frequently entertained the people with fights of lions, tygers,

elephants, rhinoceros's, &c. but now the new canal appeared all on a ſudden covered

with crocodiles, of which thirty-ſix were killed by Egyptians brought from the banks

of the Nile for that purpoſe. The multitude were highly delighted with this fight,

which was quite new ; but the ſea-fight which enſued, afforded them ſtill greater

diverſion. For at the oppoſite ends of the lake or canal, two fleets appeared, the

galleys of one being built after the Greek, and thoſe of the other after the Perſian man

ner. Both fleets engaged ; and as they fought in good earneſt, moſt of the comba

tants being perſons ſentenced to death, the battle proved very bloody *.

I N the midſt of theſe public ſports and diverſions news was brought to Auguſtus, Diſturbance, in

that the Armenians, entering into an alliance with the Parthians, had driven out Ar-Armenia.

tabazes, whom he had appointed king of that country, and raiſed to the throne Ti

granes in his room. Hereupon the emperor, dreading the conſequences of an alliance

between thoſe two powers, was greatly at a loſs what meaſures he ſhould take to put

a ſtop to the war, which threatened the eaſtern provinces. He could not manage it

in perſon, being now ſtricken in years; Tiberius was retired to Rhodes, and the em

peror determined not to recall or employ him ; on the other hand, he was afraid to

truſt any with the command of the army, except thoſe of his own family. In this

perplexity, he at length reſolved to ſend into the eaſt his grandſon Caius, who was Caius Cæſar

then entered into the nineteenth year of his age (1); but before his departure, to procure ſent into the

him tº

* Suet, Dio, ibid. * Suer. ibid. Ovid. de arte, l. i. Monument. Ancyran. apud GRuter, ibid.

(I) While Caius was preparing for this expedi- And a few lines after ;

tion, Ovid wrote the firſt book of his art of love,

as appears from the following lines : Auſpicii, anniſque patris, puer, arma movebis,

- Et vinces annis auſpiciiſque patris.

Ecce parat Caſar domito quod defuit orbi Tale rudimentum tanto ſub nomine debes ;

Addere : nunc, Oriens ultime, noſter eris. Nuncjuvenum princeps, deindefutareſenum (21). -

Parthe, dabis panas ; Craft gaudete ſepulti,

Signaque barbaricas non bene paſſa manus. Ovid was quite out in what he foretels of Caius,

Ultºr adeſ, primiſque ducem profitatur ab annis; but ſets down the juſt year of his age ; for Au

Bellaque non puero traitat agenda puer. guſtus was nineteen years old when he firſt puthº
el

(1.1) Ovid. de arte, l. i.
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him the greater eſteem, he honoured him with the title of proconſul, and married a

him to Lollia Paulina, either the daughter or niece of M. Lollius, an officer of great

experience, who was his governor, and whom he now appointed to command under

him". Before the young general ſet out, Auguſtus, who omitted nothing that might

contribute to the ſucceſs of this expedition, ſent Dionyſius, a geographer ofgreat fame,

into the eaſt before him, with orders to take an exact ſurvey of the country, which

was likely to be the ſeat of war *. Whether this was the famous Dionyſius, whoſe

periegeſis in Greek verſe has reached us, or another Dionyſius, the ſon of Diogenes,

who publiſhed the dimenſions of the earth, as we read in Marcianus Heracleota ", we

7:now not. This commiſſion of Caius Cæſar is variouſly mentioned by the ancients;

Tacitus writes, that he had Armenia for his province • , Pelleius Palerculus, that he was b

ſent into Syria ; Suetonius, that he was appointed governor of the eaſt 8: Oroſius,

that he was ſent by Auguſtus to ſettle the provinces of Egypt and Syria "; and Pliny

quotes a book wrote by king juba, in which mention is made of Caius's expedition

into Arabia ; but adds, that the young prince had only ſome thoughts of invad

ing Arabia *. In the mean time Phraates, king of Parthia, being informed of the

warlike preparations that were carrying on in different parts of the empire, and not

doubting but they were deſigned againſt him, wrote a ſubmiſſive letter to Auguſtus;

but as he deferred, under various pretences, withdrawing his troops out of Armenia,

which Auguſtus in his anſwer required him to do without delay, Caius, taking his

Tiberius wait, leave of Auguſtus, ſet out from Rome, and haſtened into Armenia'. In his paſſage c

*pon him, he touched at Chio; m, or, as Suetonius will have it, at Samos n ; which Tiberius no .

ſooner underſtood, than he went to wait upon him, behaving himſelf on that occa

ſion in a very ſubmiſſive manner, and ſhewing the utmoſt reſpect not only to the

young prince, but to all thoſe of his attendance. Caius received him with great cold

neſs, his governor M. Lollius, who hated Tiberiuſ, having filled the mind of his pupil

with prejudices againſt him *. Thus Suetonius : but Welleius, flattering Tiberius,

according to his cuſtom, tells us, that Caius received him with the greateſt marks of

eſteem, and treated him as his ſuperior P. Be that as it will, it is certain, that Tibe

rius’s tribuneſhip expiring about this time, he earneſtly ſolicited the emperor for leave

to return home, and received from him the anſwer, which we have related above ; d. |

Tiberius in ſo that he was obliged much againſt his will to continue at Rhodes, which he no |

diſgrace. longer looked upon as the place of his retreat, but as the place of his baniſhment. º

However, his mother Livia, who had a great influence over the emperor, to cover º

the ignominy of her ſon, got him, with much ado, declared Auguſtus's lieutenant in

thoſe parts. But he, finding himſelf obnoxious to the ſovereign, and apprehending ;

himſelf in danger of his life, not only lived as a private citizen, but retiring into the t

midſt of the iſland, concealed himſelf there to avoid the compliments of the Roman -

officers and magiſtrates, who were ſent into the eaſt 4. Nay, he wrote to Auguſtus,

deſiring him to ſend ſome perſon, in whom he could confide, with a charge to

watch him, and tranſmit to Rome a faithful account of all his words and actions r. e

But to return to Caius Caſar; from Samos or Chio; he haſtened into Syria, where

all the Roman forces in the eaſt, and thoſe of the allies of Rome, were aſſembled, and

ready to march. Suetonius tells us, that he paſſed through judea, but ſcorned to

worſhip at jeruſalem, and adds, that his condućt therein was approved of, and much

commended, by Auguſtus'. Upon his arrival in Syria, he put himſelf at the head

of the army, and began his march towards the frontiers of Parthia. Upon his approach

Phººſinº Phraates, diſtruſting his own ſubjećts, who bore him an irreconcileable hatred, ſent

{.."“” deputies to him to treat of a peace. The young general received the embaſſadors with

great politeneſs, and it was agreed, that Caius and Phraates ſhould have an interview ".

in an iſland formed by the Euphrates. Thither they both repaired on the day f '.

appointed, each of them being attended with the like number of guards, while their *

t

>

s

* Zonar. ex D'on. Suet. in Claud. c. 26. Plin. l. ix. c. 35. Solin. c. 53. • PLIN. I. vi. c. 27.

* MARcian. Heracleota. peripl. l. i. * Tacit. annal, l. ii. c. 48. f Vell. Patercul. l. ii.

C.. I O I. & Sver. in Tiber. c. 12. * Oros. l. vii. c. 3. * Plin. 1. vi. c. 17. in fin. º

* Idem ibid. c. 28. ' Dio, legat. 39. in excerpt. ab Urſin, * Xiphir. & ZonaR. ex Dion.

* Suet. in Tib. c. 12. • SUET. ibid. PVell. Patercul, l. ii. c. 101. * Suet. ibid.

C. I. 2s * Idem ibid. * Suet. in Očtav, c. 93.

ſelf at the head of his army, as is manifeſt from the nineteenth year when he began to prepare for his

Ancyran marble, containing a ſummary of the chief expedition againſt the Parthian; ; ſo that his father

aćtions of his life i and Caius was entered into his and he were commanders at the ſame age.

two
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a two armies, drawn up in battalia, lined the oppoſite banks of the river. In the con

ference Caius only inſiſted upon the Parthian's renouncing all pretenſions to Armenia,

which he readily conſented to ; ſo that a treaty was ſoon concluded, and tranquillity A peace con

reſtored, when leaſt expected, to the eaſtern provinces. Matters being thus ſettled, cluded.

the two chiefs feaſted each other ; Caius entertained Phraates on the Roman ſide of

the river, and Phraates Caius on the Parthian ſide. Thus Welleius Paterculus, who

was preſent, as a ſpectator, at theſe entertainments, he being then a military tribune

in Caius's army'. The ſame writer tells us, that the Parthian king acquainted Caius

in a private conference, that he was betrayed by his governor M. Lollius, who had

taken large bribes of him, and had heaped up immenſe ſums by laying, without his

b knowledge, heavy contributions on all the provinces of the eaſt. The ſame writer

adds, that the king bid him beware of the treacherous deſigns and counſels of Lollius, M. Lolius at

at which the young prince being alarmed, forbid him his preſence. Lollius thus diſ-ſº ºf“

graced, died a few days after ; but whether of a natural or violent death, our author”

will not take upon him to determine". Pliny and Solinus ſay, that he put an end

to his life with poiſon ; but none of the ancients impute his death to Caius, though

he deſerved to be puniſhed with the utmoſt ſeverity, if the charge, brought againſt

him by the Parthian king, was true. Upon his death Publius Quirinus was either ap

pointed by Auguſtus, or choſen by the young prince himſelf, for his governor. He

was a good commander, and had been rewarded by Auguſtus for his eminent ſervices

c firſt with the conſulſhip, and afterwards with a triumph, or rather an ovation, for

driving the Homonader, a people of Cilicia, out of their ſtrong-holds w. He proved

a friend to Tiberius, and reconciled Caius to him, as we ſhall ſee anon. The treaty

of peace between the Romans and Parthians was ſcarce concluded, when Artabazes,

whom Auguſtus had placed on the throne of Armenia, died ; and then Tigranes, who Tigranes ap

had been ſet up by the Parthians, ſent rich preſents to Auguſtus, accompanied with a pºinted king ºf

ſubmiſſive letter, wherein, without ſtyling himſelf king, he begged the kingdom of*

him. The emperor, glad to put an end to the diſturbances of the eaſt, accepted his º,

preſents, and ordered him to attend Caius in Syria ; which he did accordingly, and

received at his hands the crown of Armenia *. Auguſtus, to perpetuate the memory of

d this expedition, and the glory of young Caius, who managed it with ſuch ſucceſs,

cauſed ſeveral medals to be ſtruck, or pieces of money coined, ſome of which have

reached us, with the figure of Armenia in a ſuppliant poſture, and the names of

Auguſtus and Caius Caeſar on the reverſe.

AND now, the temple of janus being ſhut up (K), and all the provinces of the The birth of -

Roman empire, perhaps all the nations of the world, enjoying a profound tranquil-Shriſt,
lity, The Prince of peace, the Lord ºf heaven, and Saviour of the world, joined him-º. .. the

ſelf, after an ineffable manner, to human nature, and appeared on earth, being§ºs.

born of a virgin in the city of Bethlehem, whither joſeph and Mary had repaired

to be there regiſtered purſuant to the decree of Auguſtus, as citizens of that place (L).

But

* Vell. Patercul. 1. ii. c. 101. * Idem ibid. c. 1 oz. w TActr. annal. l. iii. c. 48. × Dio,

in excerpt. ab Ful. Urſin. Sext. Ruf, in breviario.

(K) From the time of Romulus to the reign of

Auguſtus the temple of janus had been but twice

ſhut, viz. during Numa's peaceable reign, and after

the firſt Punic war (22). Auguſtus ſhut it up three

times, viz. after he had vanquiſhed Antony and Cleo

patra, four years after on his return from the war,

which he had waged with the Cantabrians in Spain,

and ſome years before the birth of our Saviour. Horace,

who died ſeven years before, ſpeaks in his laſt ode

of Auguſtus's vićtory over the Sicambri, and obſerves,

that the temple of janus was then ſhut. Oroſius

ſays, that after Auguſtus had ſhut it the third time,

it continued ſo for the ſpace of twelve years (23).

On the other hand, F. Noris is of opinion, that it

was opened on occaſion of Caius Cæſar's expedition

againſt the Parthians, whence he concludes, firſt

againſt Oroſius, that it did not continue ſhut for twelve

years, and ſecondly againſt moſt hiſtorians and chro

nologers, that our Saviour was born before the trou

Vol. V. No 5.

(22) Liv. l. i. Plut. in Numa. (13) Oroſ. l. vi. c. 22. p. 107.

bles in the eaſt broke out ; for he was born, as all

the fathers affirm, while the world was in peace ;

and on the other hand, Tacitus aſſures us, that after

Auguſtus had laid open the gates of janus the third

time, they were never ſhut again to the reign of

Veſpaſian (14). But as no war was declared, and no

hoſtilities committed either by the Romans or Par

thians, we cannot perſuade ourſelves, that the temple

of janus was opened on occaſion of this expedition.

(L)Auguſtus having iſſued out a decree for taking

ſuch a deſcription or ſurvey of the whole Roman

empire as ſhould contain an account of all perſons,

poſſeſſions, and eſtates therein, and the taxes iſſua

ble from them, it was this year executed in judan

in the manner St. Luke deſcribes it. When it came

to Bethlehem, joſeph and Mary were called from

Nazareth in Galilee, the place of their habitation,

to that city, the city of David, to which, as being

of the houſe and lineage of David, they originally

4 P belonged,

(24) Wide P, Henric, Noris

cenotaph. Piſan, C. & L. Caſar. Venet. 1681, p. 199, & zoo, *
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But to dwell on the particular circumſtances of this or the other myſteries of the a

Chriſtian religion, would be deviating from the deſign of the preſent work, and

intrenching on the province of the eccleſiaſtic writers. To their hiſtories therefore

we refer the learned reader for a full account of what we ſhall only hint at in ours.

The death of The following year Caſſius Cornelius Lentulus and L. Calpurnius Piſo were raiſed

king}; to the conſulate, and ſucceeded the year after in that dignity by Caius Caſar, tho’

!'...* then abſent in Syria (M), and L. A.milius Paulus. During their adminiſtration no

thing remarkable happened in Italy, or in the countries ſubject to, or depending upon

Rome, except the death of king Herod, which was no leſs miſerable than his life had

been deteſtable, and the diviſion of his kingdom made by Auguſtus, who gave one

half of it to Archelaus, and divided the other half between his two brothers, An- he

tipas and Philip, as we have related at length in our hiſtory of the jews . During

the conſulſhip of Caius, Auguſius ended his great climacterical year, that is, the fixty

third of his age, on which occaſion he wrote the following letter to his grand

ſon in Syria : Hail, my dear Caius, my chief delight : your preſence is the conſtant obječi

of my moſt ardent wiſhes : I cannot, my dear child, bear to be from you : when ſhall I bave

the pleaſure of ſeeing my beloved Caius again, and tenderly embracing him # 2 our preſence

would have doubled the mirth of this day, my ſixty-fourth birth-day, which I hope you

have ſolemnly kept in good health : for I have ended, you ſee, my ſixty-third year, the

common climateric of old men. May the gods render the remaining part of my life uſeful

and ſerviceable to the republic : may they continue to ſhower their bleſſings upon you, till they c

ſhall think fit to remove me, and place you in my room '.

Tiberius al- THE following year, P. Alphinus Varus and P. Vinucius being conſuls, Tiberius was

lowed to return at length allowed to return to Rome; Caius, to whomAuguſtus had referred the matter,

to Rome, to deliver himſelf from the importunities of Livia, conſenting to it at the earneſt

intreaties of his new governor Quirinius ; but upon condition that he ſhould bear no

office in the commonwealth *. We are told, that when the ſhip, which brought him

the news of his being allowed to return to Rome, firſt appeared, he was walking by

the ſea-ſide with one Thraſyllus, a famous aſtrologer, who aſſured him, though the

ſhip was at a great diſtance, that it brought him joyful tidings. The ſudden

appearing of the ſhip ſaved Thraſyllus’s life ; for Tiberius had at that very time de-d

termined with himſelf to throw him headlong into the ſea, as one who was privy

to all his ſecrets, and whom he now began to miſtruſt, after he had for ſome years

entertained him as his boſom friend. He put off the execution of his deſign till

the arrival of the ſhip, when finding the predićtion of the aſtrologer fulfilled, he

tenderly embraced him, and ever after had him in great eſteem, though he pretended

himſelf to a great knowledge in judicial aſtrology ". Upon his return to Rome he

withdrew to Mecámas’s gardens, and there led a retired life, doing good offices to

ſome of his friends, but not meddling with public affairs “.. But he was ſoon deli

vered from the objećts of his envy and jealouſy ; for Lucius Cæſar, who was but a

The death of youth of ſlender abilities, died this year at Marſeilles on his journey to Spain, whither e
Lucius Caſar.

y vide Hiſt. Univerſ. Vol. IV. p. 183 & 190. 2 Aul. Gell. Noćt. Attic. l. xv. c. 7. * SUET.

in Tib. c. 13. * Idem ibid. c. 14. Xiphilin. ex Dion. “ Idem ibid. c. 15.

belonged, that there, as citizens of that place, their

circumſtances, and eſtate or trade, might be deſcribed

and regiſtered among thoſe who were of the ſame

houſe and family. Whenever a cenſus was made at

Rome, the cenſors regiſtered all the Roman citizens,

their wives and children, their age, qualities, trades,

offices and eſtates both real and perſonal : Cenſoris

officium erat, ſays Florus (25), omnia patrimonii, dig

mitatis, statis, artium, officiorum, diſcrimina in tabulas

referre ; and Cicero (26), Cenſores populi avitates, ſo

boles, familias, pecuniaſque cenſento. Auguſtus was

the firſt who extended this cenſus to the provinces,

where thoſe, who were charged with it, pur

ſued, without all doubt, the ſame method as the

cenſors did at Rome. "Tis true, none of the ancient

hiſtorians mention this general cenſus extending to

all the provincesand kingdomsſubječt to or depending

upon Rome but Tacitus (27), Suetonius (28), and

(25) Flor. l. i. e. 6. (26) Cic. de legibus, l. iii.

Odav. e. Ioſ. (29) Dio, l. lvi. p. 591. (30) juſtin, apolog.

Dion Caffius (29), tell us, that Auguſtus left behind

him a book containing an exact account or ſurvey

of all the provinces of the Roman empire, and their

revenues, taxes, and tributes, which, it is manifeſt,

he could not have done without a previous and gº

neral cenſus. Beſides, St. Juſtin (30) and Tertullian

(31) frequently refer the Gentiles to the regiſters

which were made on occaſion of this cenſus, and

were ſtill extant in their time, -

(M) That Caius was abſent from Rome when he

was raiſed to the conſulate, and that he diſcharged

the office of conſul in the eaſt, is unanimouſly at

teſted by all the ancients. It is therefore ſurpriſing.

joſephus ſhould tell us, that Auguſtus referred the

diſpute, which upon the death of Herod aroſe be

tween Archelaus and Antipas about the ſucceſſion, to

a council, at which Caius Ceſar, the ſon of Agripps

and Julia, preſided, he being at that time in Rome.

(27). Tacit. amnal. l. i. c. 11. (28) Sutt. in

(31) Tertullian. in Marc. l. iv.

he

!
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a he had been ſent by his grandfather, who had no other view therein than to bring

him into favour with the ſoldiery, and accuſtom him to a military life, and a foreign

climate 4. Some writers ſuſpect Livia, as if ſhe had found means to take him off by

poiſon ; for his death was ſo ſudden, that it ſurpriſed his attendants, and the art of

poiſoning was at that time brought to great perfeótion, and become very common in

Rome. His body was brought by ſea from Marſeilies to one of the ports of Italy,

and from thence carried to the capital on the ſhoulders of the military tribunes, and

the decurions of the colonies and municipal towns. At Rome it lay in ſtate for ſeveral

days in the forum, being watched and guarded by the Roman knights, who had

preſented the deceaſed youth with a ſilver ſpear when he took the toga virilis. The

ſpear was hung up in the ſenate-houſe, and the body burnt with great ſolemnity, pro

bably in the campus Martius. The aſhes, we ſuppoſe, were depoſited in Auguſtus’s

own mauſoleum, the burying-place of the Caſars. The emperor was ſenſibly affected,

as we may well imagine, with the loſs of a youth whom he ſo tenderly loved, and

3.31

ſaw thus ſnatched away in the ſpring of his life; and Tiberius, by affecting an extra- Tiberius re

ordinary concern for the death of his ſon-in-law, wrought ſuch a change in the mind “ºſ.

of Auguſtus, Livia, no doubt, contributing to it with her uſual art and dexterity, that

that honour, through fear of giving umbrage to Caius * (N).

In the following conſulate of L. A.lius Lamia and M. Servilius, the famous temple

of the mother of the gods at Rome was reduced to aſhes; but the flames, which did

not reſpect the ſtatue of the goddeſs, ſpared that of the veſtal Claudia, who in former

times being accuſed of inceſt, is ſaid to have given a glaring and miraculous proof of

her innocence, by drawing aſhore with her girdle the ſhip which brought the mother

of the gods to Rome, and had run a-ground off Offia f. This pretended miracle is

much talked of by the Roman writers, and elegantly deſcribed by Ovid and Silius

guſtus.he would have adopted him, if Welleius is to be credited, had he not abſ. lutely declined guſtus

voºr with Au

Italicus g. In the conſulate of Sextus A&lius Catus and C. Sentius Saturninus (O), Nu- Numidiare

midia, formerly ſubdued and reduced to a Roman province by Julius Cæſar, rebelled, bels, but is ſoºn

but was ſoon brought again under ſubjećtion by Paſſienus and Coſſus, whom Auguſtus ****

honoured on their return to the capital with triumphal enſigns, that is, he allowed

them all the privileges and honours which were peculiar to triumphant vićtors", the

cuſtom of triumphing being now laid aſide. But the troubles which this year broke

out anew in Armenia, were not ſo eaſily quelled: the Parthians, notwithſtanding the The Parthians

treaty concluded a few years before between them and the Romans, invaded that invade Arme

kingdom with a numerous army. Hereupon Caius, who was ſtill in Syria, having "

with great expedition drawn together his forces, marched againſt the enemy, and

penetrating into the heart of Armenia without oppoſition, appeared before Artagera.

Upon his arrival, one Addo, whom ſome call Domnes, the governor of the place, ſent

deputies to him, inviting him to a private interview, under pretence that he had

ſomething to communicate to him of the utmoſt importance. Caius, not ſuſpecting

any treachery, complied with his invitation ; but Addo, or, as Strabo calls him,

Ador, having inſenſibly drawn the unwary youth during the conference cloſe to the

wall, wounded him, and retired that inſtant into the city ; which the Romans, pro- Caius Crſºr

voked at the treachery of the barbarian, immediately aſſaulted on all fides, took by wound 4.

* Flor.l. iv. c. ult. Vell. PATERc. l. ii. c. 101. Tacit. annal. l. i. c. 3. Suer. in Očtav. c. 65. 7on ar.

ex Dion. * Vell. PATERc. l. ii, c. 103. f VAL. Max. l. i. c. 6. Liv. l. xxxix, &c. & Ovid.

faſt. l. iv. Sil. It al. l. xvi. * Vell, Paterc.l. ii. c. 104.

(N) Alphinu Varus was of a mean deſcent, but

raiſed himſelt by his own merit to the firſt offices in

the ſtate. Horace mentions him in the third ſatyr

of his firſt book:

Ut Alphinus vaver omni,

Abſeéto inſtrumento artis, clauſaque taberna,
Sutor erat.

Upon which paſſage Acron comments thus: Alphi

nus was a native of Cremona, by profeſſion a ſhoe

maker; but abandoning his trade, applied himſelf

to the ſtudy of the Roman law, under the famous

civilian Servius Sulpicius. The great progreſs he

made in the Roman juriſprudence gained him ſuch

reputation, that he was judged worthy of the greateſt

honours of the ſtate, When he died, he was buried

at the public expence, a diſtinétion granted to few,

and thoſe perſons of the higheſt merit.

(O) When Agrippa was recalled from the eaſt,

Sentius Saturninus and Titus Volumnius were appointed

to ſucceed him in the government of Syria and Phae

mice. Some writers think, that Saturninus was go

vernor or preſident of the province, and that Volum

mius was only his lieutenant, or rather Auguſtus's

procurator under him; but joſephus ſpeaks of him

as in joint commiſſion with Saturninus (32).

(32) jºſeph, anriq. l. xvi. c. 12, 13.

ſtorm, s
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ſtorm, and diſmantled, after having put the traitor, and with him the whole gari

ſon, to the ſword (P). The wound did not prove mortal; but nevertheleſs weakened

the body, and ſunk the ſpirits of Caius to ſuch a degree, that after he had driven the

Parthians out of Armenia, and placed Ariobarzanes, by birth a Mede, on the throne,

he gave himſelf up to an idle and indolent life, leaving the whole management of

affairs to his officers and lieutenants. Hereupon Auguſtus, who had a great deſire

to ſee his favourite grandſon, recalled him to Rome; but he, taken with the delights

of that ſoft climate, and having many flatterers about him, who made it their con

ſtant ſtudy to feed his vicious inclinations with new pleaſures, begged leave to con

tinue in Syria, declaring, that he had rather live in the moſt remote and inhoſpitable

corner of the earth, than return to Rome. This unexpected propoſal ſtung Auguſtus

to the heart, who, in his anſwer to him, inſiſted on his returning to Italy, aſſuring

him, that he ſhould there be allowed to do what he pleaſed. Caius therefore, with

the utmoſt reluctance, left Syria, and ſailing for Lycia, arrived at Limyra, a city of

** that country, where he died ſoon after in the twenty-fourth year of his age (Q).

Thus was Auguſtus, in the ſpace of eighteen months, deprived of both his grandſons,

whom he had adopted, and brought up to ſucceed him in the ſovereign power. His

death, as well as that of Lucius, is by ſome imputed to the ſecret arts of Livia, who

left no ſtone unturned to advance her ſon Tiberius to the empire. The grief of Au

guſtus for the death of one, whom he loved with all the tenderneſs of a fond father,

was great beyond expreſſion. Livia and Tiberius endeavoured to comfort him ; and

on this occaſion it was that the artful Livia, who had gained an abſolute ſway over

Tiberiusadopt- her husband, prevailed upon him to adopt her ſon Tiberius. However, he adopted

º: at the ſame time Agrippa Poſthumus, the third ſon of Agrippa and julia, whom he
474 erman1- - - -

...had hitherto quite neglected, as being a youth of no parts, and of an untractable tem

per. He likewiſe obliged Tiberius to adopt Germanicus, the ſon of his brother Dru

ſus, tho’ he had a ſon of his own; ſo that the joy of Tiberius in ſeeing himſelf at length

adopted into the family and name of the Caſars, was not a little allayed by this mor

tifying and unexpected preference. His nephew Germanicus was now become the

emperor's grandſon, while his own ſon Druſus was denied that honour'. Theſe

three different adoptions happened on the ſame day, viz. on the fifth of the calends of

july ; and it is remarkable, that Auguſtus, in adopting Tiberius, ſolemnly ſwore

before the people, that he adopted him for the good of the commonwealth m. At the

ſame time he conferred on him the tribunitial power, for five years according to ſome

writers n, but, according to others, for ten ". Thus, by the addreſs of Livia, were

all honours heaped upon her ſon, now ſole candidate, we may ſay, for the ſucceſ

ſion.

The conſpiracy WHILE Auguſtus was thus ſtrengthening himſelf by the adoption of Tiberius and

ºf Cin". Agrippa, a dangerous conſpiracy was diſcovered, at the head of which was Cornelius

Cinna, grandſon to Pompey by his daughter Pompeia. As ſeveral perſons of the

higheſt rank were engaged in the plot, Auguſtus was greatly at a loſs what meaſures

* Vell. PATERc. l. ii. c. 1 oz. Strabo, i. xi. p. 529. ZonaR. ex Dion. * Vell. Paterc. ibid.

1 Idem ibid. * Idem ibid. & c. 104. Suet. in Tiber. c. 21. n Suer. ibid. c. 16. ° Dio, l. lv.

p. 556.

(P) Florus relates this event in the following man- nius, Dion Caſus, and Velleius Paterculus, who ſerved

ner: Domitius, on whom the king of Parthia had

conferred the government of Artaxata, pretending

a revolt, came out to meet Caius, and delivered in

to his hands a writing, which, he ſaid, contained

an account of all the king's treaſures; but while he

was peruſing it with great attention, the traitor,

drawing a poniard concealed under his garment,

ſtabbed him (33). Sextus Rufus follows Florus, and,

by an unpardonable miſtake, adds, that the Parthians,

by way of ſatisfailion for ſo bold and treacherous an

attempt, did then firſt give hoſtages to OétavianusCæ

far, and reſtored the enſgns which had been taken

from Craſſus (34).

(Q) Tacitus ſays he died of his wound as he was

returning from Armenia (35), and Sextus Rufus, that

he returned into Syria, and died there; but Sueto

(33) Flor. l. iv. c. ult, (34) Sext. Ruf in breviar.

(37) Bellom, obſervat, l. ii.nec. in proem. l. iv. de controver.

under Caius, aſſure us, that he died in Limyra in

Lycia on his return to Rome. Auguſtus was extremely

grieved at his death, and complained of Aſinius Pollio,

one of his chief favourites, for inviting his friends

to an entertainment while his grief was yet freſh.

Pollio anſwered, I ſupped after the ſame manner when

I loſt my ſon Arterius; and can any one require more

grief of a friend than of a father (36)? The body of

Caius was conveyed to Rome, and buried there with

great pomp. Bellonius tells us, that he ſaw the tomb

and epitaph of C. Caſar at Hama or Emeſa in Syria

(37); but that his bones were buried at Rome is

manifeſt from the following epitaph, which is ſtill

to be ſeen in the church of the apoſiles behind the

old temple of Minerva: Offa C. Caſari, Auguſli F.

Principis juventuris (38).

) Tacit. annal. l. i.e. 3. (36) Se

(38) Wide Gruter, inſcript. 235.
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a to take in ſo nice an affair. If he uſed rigour, he was afraid their friends and

relations, who were very powerful, might raiſe dangerous diſturbances to revenge

their death ; if he pardoned them, he apprehended this might encourage others to

the like attempts. In this perplexity he paſſed ſeveral nights without º; able to

take the leaſt reſt, or come to any reſolution. At length Livia, by her refined arti

fices, drew from him the true cauſe of his diſquiet and uneaſineſs. Dion Caſſius relates

a conference between her and the emperor, which ſeems rather to have been framed

by him than real". However that be, it is certain that ſhe, by many ingenious and

politic arguments, convinced him, that it was ſafer in ſo critical a juncture to uſe cle

mency than rigour. Purſuant to her advice, Auguſtus ſent for Cinna, and taking

b him into his cloſet, charged him with the conſpiracy, named to him all his accom

plices, and ſhewed himſelf thoroughly informed of the place, time, and other circum

ſtances, which the conſpirators had agreed on in their laſt meeting. Cinna was thunder

ſtruck, as we may well imagine, when he ſaw his treaſon thus diſcovered, and himſelf

in the power of the perſon whom he fought to deſtroy, without any poſſible means of

eſcaping the puniſhment due to his crime. His ſurpriſe was ſtill greater, when Auguſtus, Hei, pardoned

inſtead of treating him as a traitor, only upbraided him in a gentle manner with ingra- by Auguſtus.

titude, putting him in mind of the many favours he had beſtowed upon him, and

adding, that he was reſolved to get the better of his obſtinacy , and therefore not

only freely forgave him, but, for his ſake, all thoſe he had ſeduced into the ſame

c wicked deſigns; and to ſhew you, ſaid he, that I am ſincerely reconciled to you, I now

name you conſul for the enſing year. This generous behaviour made ſuch a deep im

preſſion upon the mind of Cinna, that he continued, from that time to the hour of his

death, inviolably attached to the intereſt of Auguſtus and his family P. It was about

this time, and perhaps on this occaſion, that the people offered him the title of Domi

mus, that is, Lord or Maſter, which he not only refuſed, but publiſhed an edićt, for

bidding any one to addreſs him under that name; a name peculiar to maſters with

reſpect to their ſlaves, and therefore no leſs injurious to him than to the Roman peo

ple q. Towards the end of this year, the people earneſtly intreated him to recal his

daughter julia ; but he anſwered, That fire and water ſhould ſooner meet than they two ;

d and when the people were very preſſing with him, he could not refrain his anger, but

in a violent paſſion, wiſhed they might bave ſuch wives and ſuch daighters. However,

they prevailed upon him at length to change the place of her confinement, and to

remove her from the iſland to the continent ; but he would not by any means ſuffer Julia removed
to the continenther to return to Rome ".

In the beginning of the enſuing year, when Cn. Cornelius Cinna, who had conſpired

againſt Auguſtus, and L. Valerius Meſſala, were conſuls, Hiberius was ſent into Germany,

to complete the conqueſt of that country, and keep in awe the ſeveral nations which

had been ſome years before ſubdued by him and his brother Druſus. C. Sentius Satur.

minus, the laſt year's conſul, an officer of known valour, and great experience, was

e appointed by Auguſtus to command under him, as one who was well acquainted with

the country, he having been formerly Auguſtus's lieutenant in thoſe parts. Welleius

Paterculus the hiſtorian attended Tiberius in this expedition, and ſerved under him in

quality of profeºus equitum, or commander of horſe; which poſt had been held

by his father, and at his death was conferred upon him. He tells us, that Tiberius, #.exploits of
10ttius zºº

entering Germany, over-ran the country of the Caninefates, now the province of

Utrecht ; that from thence he advanced againſt the Attuati and Bručjeri, that is, the

people of the territory of Munſier, whom he eaſily reduced ; that the Cheruſci, the

inhabitants of the preſent duchies of Brunſwic and Lunebourg, ſubmitted at his ap

proach; that he made himſelf maſter of all the countries lying on the Viſurgis and

f the Lupias, now the Weſer and the Lyppe ; and that putting his troops into winter

quarters on the banks of the Lupias, he returned to Rome towards the end of Decem

ber, where he was received with loud acclamations by all ranks of men s.

In this and the following year Rome was afflićted with a dreadful famine, inſomuch Aſamia, in

T

G
ermany.

that all foreigners, gladiators, athlete or wreſtlers, and ſlaves, except phyſicians and Röme.

ſchoolmaſters, were driven out of the city, and ordered to keep at eighty miles

diſtance from the capital, Auguſtus himſelf ſending away the greater part of his own

ſlaves and attendants. On this occaſion he doubled his uſual largeſſes, ordering a

certain quantity of corn to be weekly diſtributed among the indigent citizens, and

* Idem ibid. p. 5;7. P Idem ibid. Senec. de clemen. l. i. c. 9. p. 318, 319. 4 SuET. in Oétav.
p. 5; 9. P. 3

c. 53. Xiphil. l. lv. * Suer. & Dio, ibid. * Vell. Paterc.l. ii. c. 104, Io;', 106. -

Vol. W. No. 4. 4 Q- provi
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proviſions to be brought from Sicily, Sardinia and the neighbouring countries at the a

public expence, and ſold at a low rate. This ſtill more gained him the affections of

the people, who were therefore for decreeing him new honours, which he abſolutely

refuſed ; but the glory which accrued to him from a ſolemn embaſſy ſent this year

to Rome in the name of the Parthian nation, is greatly celebrated by all the writers :

of thoſe times; for the Parthians, quite tired with the troubles that were daily raiſed

in their country by pretenders to the crown, had at length recourſe to Auguſius,

Agº...º. begging him to give them a king. The emperor, highly pleaſed with this embaſſy,

º named Vonones, one of the ſons of Phrabates, who had been ſent to Rome, as we have

obſerved above, commending him both to the Parthian embaſſadors, and the Roman

governors in the eaſt. The Parthian nobility received him with great joy, and

placed him on the throne; which Auguſtus was no leſs proud of, than if he had ſub

dued that warlike nation'. The next year, M. Amilius Lepidus and L. Arruntius

being conſuls, Tiberius, returning into Germany, purſued his conqueſts there with

ſurpriſing rapidity, if Welleius his hiſtorian, or rather panegyriſt, is to be credited.

Tiberius ºver. He firſt ſubdued the Chauci (R), the moſt flouriſhing and numerous nation of Ger

*::::::º many, and then the Langobardi or Lombardi, who ſurpaſſed in fierceneſs all the

- inhabitants of that vaſt continent. He over-ran and brought under ſubječtion all the

countries between the Rhine and the Albis or the Elbe, while his fleet ſtruck terror

into the warlike and barbarous nations bordering on the ocean. In ſhort, the Roman

enſigns and eagles were revered and adored by numberleſs nations, who, till the arri

val of the invincible Tiberius, had never heard of the Roman name. Such is the

account which Welleius gives us of the vićtories and exploits of Tiberius W. But another

writer, unbiaſed by any affection or prejudice, tells us, that Tiberius indeed over

ran all the countries between the Albis and the Viſurgis ; but performed nothing

which he thinks worth mentioning, tho’ both Tiberius and Auguſius were honoured

with the title of Imperator on account of the pretended ſucceſs of this campaign, and

Sentius Saturninus with the enſigns of triumph w. While Tiberius was carrying on the

13, Getuli, war in Germany, Cornelius Coſſus was employed in Mauritania againſt the Getuli, who,

volt, and are revolting from king juba, maſſacred all the Romans ſettled in his country, and com

ſubdued. mitted moſt dreadful ravages in the provinces ſubjećt to that prince. But Coſis

marching againſt them, overthrew the rebels with great ſlaughter, and obliged them

to ſubmit upon what terms he thought fit to impoſe upon them ; for which he like

wiſe was honoured with the privileges peculiar to thoſe who had triumphed. This

Agrippa Poſt. year 4&nippa Poſthumius, having incurred the diſpleaſure of his grandfather Auguſtus,

humiusdiſgra- was by him baniſhed to the iſland of Planaſia, now Pianoſa, in the Mediterranean ſea.

***** Some writers tell us, that Auguſtus conceived an irreconcileable hatred to him on
miſhed. account of his irregular and ſcandalous life, which he thought a diſgrace to his family;

whence, when mention was made of him, or the two julias, he uſed to ſay with a

profound figh, O, had I lived without a wife, or died without children ( nor did he

commonly call them by any other name than his three impoſiumes. But Tacitus

aſcribes the diſgrace of young Agrippa not to any vices of his own, but to the arts

and ambitious views of Livia, who was glad to remove the only perſon who

ſtood in her ſon’s way to the abſolute power. As Auguſius was now very old,

ſays that writer, Livia had obtained ſuch an aſcendant over him, that, to pleaſe her,

he baniſhed into the iſland of Planaſia his only ſurviving grandſon Agrippa Poſthu

mius, one indeed deſtitute of extraordinary talents, in his temper untractable, and

ſtupidly conceited of his own ſtrength, but guilty of no miſdemeanour or tranſ

gerſfion *. -

The next year, when A. Licinius Nerva and Q. Cacilius Metellus were conſuls,

Rome had three mighty wars to maintain, viz. one in Germany, another in Pannonia,

and the third in Dalmatia. In Germany, Maroboduus king of the Marcomanni (S), a

prince

* Strabo, 1. xvi. p. 748. Tacit. annal. l. ii. c. 2. Joseph. p 62o. * VELL. PATERcul, ibid.

w Dio, l. lv. p. 557. * TAcIT. annal. l. i. c. 1.

(R). The Chauci inhabited eaſt Frieſland, the coun- And the Hermunduri part of riotland, of Miſia, of

ties of Oldenburg and Hoya, and part of the archbi- Upper Saxony, and of the landgravedom of Thuringen.

ſhopric of Breme: The Longobardi or Langobardi (S) The Marcomanni inhabited firſt that country

that part of the marquiſate of Brandenburg which is which lies between the Rhine, the Danube, the Co

now called Middlemarck, and lies between the Elb and chera, and the Necker. From thence they paſſed

the Oder: The Semnone, part of Holſatia and Sileſia : with the Harules and Sedu/ii into Boiohamia, º:
- - - Bohe

- - - - ------
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a prince of extraordinary ſtrength, which was a great merit among the Germans, of

uncommon addreſs, and great perſonal courage and experience in military affairs,

having raiſed a formidable army, conſiſting of ſeventy thouſand foot, and four

thouſand horſe, threatened the countries lately ſubdued by Tiberius, nay, Italy itſelf, ... . - -

with an invaſion. Againſt him was ſent Tiberius, who arriving in Illyricum, divided... -

the numerous forces he had under his command into two bodies. The one he putº,

under the conduct of C. Sentius Saturninus, who, purſuant to Tiberius’s orders, taking the Marco

his rout through the territories of the Catti, and opening himſelf a paſſage through manni.

the Hercynian foreſt (T), brought his legions to the confines of the Marcomanni, called

by the ancients Boiohami. As for Tiberius himſelf, he ſeemed to be in no great

b haſte to enter the liſts with the king of the Marcomanni; for, under various pretences,

he put off his march, and continued in Illyricum, as if he were afraid of the enemy,

or deſigned to ſpin out the war. Auguſtus was old, and Tiberius well knew how

much it would be for his intereſt to have at his death an army under his command

ready to ſecond his ambitious views. Be that as it will, he paſſed great part of the

ſummer in a ſtate of inaction, at the head of a numerous and well diſciplined army.

In the mean time M. Valerius Meſſalinus, having, by Auguſtus's orders, led the

troops he commanded in Dalmatia and Pannonia into Illyricum, to reinforce Tiberius's

army there, the inhabitants of thoſe two countries, being now awed by no Roman

gariſons, conſpired to ſhake off the yoke, and recover their ancient liberties, under The Pannoni

c the condućt of two chiefs of the ſame name. The two Bato’s, for ſo they were called, ans.”º
raiſed each in his own country a hundred thouſand foot, and nine thouſand horſe, ſlew all matians revolſ.

the Romans who had ſettled in Pannonia or Dalmatia, over-ran the neighbouring coun

tries ſubječt to the Romans, and penetrating into Macedon, committed there moſt

dreadful ravages. The two chiefs had agreed to act jointly or ſeparately, as occaſion

ſhould require, and not to lay down their arms till they had delivered their reſpective

countries, and all Germany, from the Roman bondage. This general and unexpected

inſurrečtion filled Rome with terror and confuſion. The emperor, having aſſembled

the ſenate, inſtead of leſſening, magnified the danger, telling the conſcript fathers,

that unleſs a new army was raiſed with all poſſible expedition, they might in ten

d days ſee the enemy at the gates of Rome. Levies were therefore made without delay,

the veterans were ordered to return to their colours, and not only freed-men, but

great numbers of ſlaves, were admitted into the legions. By this means a numerous

army was raiſed, and the command of it given to Germanicus the ſon of Druſus, and Germanicus

nephew of Tiberius, a youth of extraordinary accompliſhments. As for Auguſtus, he ...;f

left the capital, and went to reſide at Ariminum, whence he could with more eaſeºn.

and quickneſs ſend his orders to the two generals, and aſſiſt them with his advice in

the carrying on of a war, which he looked upon as the moſt dangerous one he had yet

been engaged in, the enemy’s troops being very numerous, well diſciplined, and at

no great diſtance from Italy, which, if any misfortune ſhould happen either to Tibe

e rius or Germanicus, they would not fail to invade, and might over-run before a new

army could be raiſed y. Tiberius no ſooner heard that Germanicus was appointed to Tiberius lead,

command againſt the revolted Pannonians and Dalmatians, than he turned his armsº:

againſt them, hoping he ſhould be able to reduce them before the arrival of Germa-"“”

micus, whom he now looked upon as his rival, and therefore would have willingly

deprived of the glory, which might accrue to him from that expedition. With this

view, quitting Illyricum, he incamped in the country which parted Pannonia from

y Dio, l. lv. p. 569, & ſeq.

-

*.

t

Bohemia, and driving out the Boii, ſettled there. Vel

leius Paterculus gives us an account of their migra

tion under the conduct of Maroboduus (39). They

made themſelves afterwards maſters likewiſe of Mo

ravia. They were in proceſs of time driven out of

Bohemia by the Sclavonians, whoſe deſcendents hold

that kingdom to this day.

(T) fulius Cæſar ſpeaks in his commentaries of

this foreſt thus: It is nine days journey over; we can

not otherwiſe deſcribe it, becauſe the Germans have no

fixed meaſures of diſtances. It begins on the confines of

the Helvetii, Nemetes and Rauraci, (that is, of Swit

zerland, Baſil and Spires) and extends along the Da

(39) Well. Paterc. l. ii. c. 108.

nube to the borders of the Daci and Anartes (that is,

to Tranſilvania); then turning from the river to the

left, it runs through an infinite number of countries.

None could ever yet come to the end of it, or know its

utmoſt extent, tho’ ſome have gone ſixty days journey

in it (40), Mela gives this foreſt an immenſe length;

for, according to him, it extended from the Rhine

to the country of the ancient Sarmatz, which is at

preſent a conſiderable part of Muſcovy. In proceſs

of time the Hercynian foreſt was grubbed up, and

inhabited by different nations. The Black foreſt, and

the foreſt of Bohemia, were formerly parts of the

Hercynian.

(40) Céſar. comment. l. vi. c. 15.

the
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the kingdom of Maroboduus, to prevent the conjunction of the Pannonians and the

Marcomanni. But in the mean time Bato the Pannonian laid ſiege to Sirmium (U);

and tho’ defeated by Calcina Severus, governor of Maſia, had again recruited his army,

and obliged C. cina to quit the field. On the other hand, Bato the Dalmatian laid

ſiege to Salona (W), and tho' wounded in the attack of the place, yet marched at the

head of his troops to meet Meſſalinus, whom Tiberius had detached againſt him, gave

him battle, and put him to the rout. The Roman general being obliged in his retreat

to paſs through certain defiles, was there unexpectedly ſhut up, and ſurrounded on

all ſides by the enemy. However, he found means to make his eſcape without loſing

a man, which Paterculus magnifies as an exploit worthy of a triumph ; but Dion Caſ

fius aſſures us, that Tiberius aſcribed it wholly to Bato's generoſity, and that he after

wards acknowledged it as a favour, and rewarded him for it. However that be, the

two Bato's ſoon after united their forces, and incamping on mount Almus in the

neighbourhood of Sirmium, kept that place blocked up, and laid the country to a

great diſtance under contribution, Tiberius detached Rhymetalces, a petty king of

Thrace, againſt them, who gained indeed ſome advantages over them, but was not

able, tho’ joined by A. C. cina governor of Maſia, at the head of a confiderable

body of Roman troops, to diſlodge them ’. At length Tiberius, who had hitherto

aćted only by his lieutenants, marched againſt them in perſon ; but the enemy, not

thinking it adviſeable to engage him, upon the news of his approach, abandoned

their poſt, and dividing their numerous forces into ſeveral ſmall bodies, retired by

different ways into Macedon, committing dreadful ravages in all the countries through

which they paſſed. As winter drew near, Tiberius did not purſue them ; but Rly

metalces and his brother Raſcipolis, at the head of the Thracian auxiliaries, followed

them cloſe, and coming up with them on the confines of Macedon, gave them a great

overthrow, and cut many thouſands of them in pieces *. Theſe are the exploits of

Tiberius in this campaign, which Welleius magnifies and extols more with the partiality

of a panegyriſt, than the ſincerity of an hiſtorian". As for Germanicus, he did not,

it ſeems, enter Dalmatia this year.

U P o N the approach of winter, Tiberius, according to his cuſtom, returned to

Rome, where M. Furius Camillus and Sextus Nonius Quintãilianus were ſoon after

raiſed to the conſulate. During their adminiſtration, embaſſadors came to Rome,

both from the jews and Samaritans, to accuſe rchelaus, to whom Auguſtus had

given the half of his father Herod's kingdom under the name of ethnarchy, of male

adminiſtration, tyranny and oppreſſion. Hereupon Archelaus being called to Rome

to anſwer the charge brought againſt him, and not being able to juſtify himſelf before

the emperor, he was by thim depoſed, his goods were confiſcated, and he himſelf

baniſhed to Vienna in Gaul, where he ended his days. Archelaus being baniſhed,

Auguſtus appointed Publius Sulpilius Quirinius, who, according to the Greek way of

writing that name ", is by St. Luke called Cyrenius, to be preſident of Syria, and

ſent him into the eaſt to ſeize on the countries over which Archelaus had reigned, that

is, judea, Idumea, and Samaria, and reduce them to a Roman province. Coponius,

a Roman knight, was ſent with him to take upon him the government of them, with

the title of procurator of judea. Theſe two arriving at jeruſalem, ſeized all Arche

laus's effects and treaſures, purſuant to the ſentence paſſed againſt him by Auguſtus,

* Dio, ibid. p. 569–571. Vell. PATERc.l. ii. c. 114, &c. * Dio, ibid. * Vell. PATFRc.

ibid. * Vide Strabo, l. xii. p. 569.

(U) Sirmium, now Sirmiſch, was in former times

the metropolis of Pannonia inferior, and the place

which the emperors choſe for their reſidence, when

the affairs of the empire called them into thoſe

parts. Many laws were publiſhed at Sirmium by the

emperors, which jacobus Gothofredus has with great

pains collečted. The emperor Probus was killed in

this city, and Theodoſius, if we believe Aurelius Vic

tor, firſt ſaluted emperor by the Rºmans who were

here in gariſon. The emperor Decius was born in

a village called Budalia, or Bubalia, in the neigh

bourhood of this city. Pliny places it near the con

fluence of the Save and a river which he calls the Ba

tuntius (41).

(W) Salona, one of the chief cities of Illyricum,
ſtood on the Adriatic ſea, at a ſmall diſtance from

the preſent city of Spalatro. It became afterwards

a Roman colony, as appears from ſeveral ancient

medals and inſcriptions, in which it is called ſome

times Colonia julia, ſometimes Colonia Martia, and

ſometimes Colonia Claudia Auguſta. It is mentioned

by Lucan in the following verſe:

3ua maris Adriaci longa, ferit unda Salona, (41).

Saloma was the native city of the emperor Diocleſian,

t
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(41) Plin, l. iii. c. 35.

who retired hither after he had abdicated the empire.

(42) Incan, l. iv. ver, 404.
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b
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- a and having in great part aboliſhed the jewiſh polity, introduced the Roman in its

* , ; ſtead. Coponius took on him, in the name of Auguſtus, the adminiſtration, but in

º ſubordination to the preſident of Syria, judea being made a part of that province.

º Thus was the power of life and death taken out of the hands of the jews, and placed
ºt wholly in the Roman procurator, and his ſubordinate officers. All taxes were thencee

* forth paid immediately to the Roman emperor, and the jews might now ſay with

º: truth what they were heard to ſay ſome years after, We have no king but Caeſar 4. But

s what diſturbances attended this change of government, we have related at length

*g elſewhere ". While Cyrenius or Quirinus was in judea, he depoſed the high-prieſt

º Joazar, the ſon of Boethus, and appointed Annas, the ſon of Seth, to ſucceed him in
ºf b that office, which he held ſeveral years f.

tº: EARLY in the ſpring Tiberius and Germanicus took the field, the former againſt

th: the Pannonians, and the latter againſt the Dalmatians. We read of no great advan

(0.3 tages gained by Tiberius ; but Germanicus obliged the Dalmatians to quit the field, Exploits ºf

g ºf and ſhelter themſelves behind the walls of their cities and caſtles, ſome of which he“”

DOt beſieged, and took. We are told, that while he lay before one of their ſtrong-holds,

* and was ready to abandon the enterprize, on account of the vigorous oppoſition he
ſtrº) met with, a German, by name Pulio, who ſerved under him, taking up a ſtone of an

º, ſº: enormous ſize, threw it againſt the wall with ſuch violence, that one of the battle

Joſed ments fell with the ſhock, and brought down a ſoldier, who was leaning againſt it :

tº ſt c which ſtruck the gariſon with ſuch dread, that they abandoned the city, and retired

ſºft into the citadel, which ſoon after ſubmitted. While they were thus preſſed by Ger

& manicus, a famine, occaſioned by the laſt and this year’s ravages, began to rage all

lºw: over their country, and was attended by various diſtempers, ariſing from their feed

gút ing on herbs and roots, to which they were not accuſtomed. In this extremity, T. Dalmati

ºts ºf Bato, the chief of the Dalmatians, began to think of ſubmitting ; and accordingly ans reduced.

º ſent deputies to treat with Tiberius, who received both them and Bato himſelf, when

º, he appeared before him the next day, in a very obliging manner. The Roman asked

him from his tribunal, What had induced him to revolt, and perſiſt ſo long, and with

ſt ſuch obſtimacy, in his rebellion againſt Rome 2 The Romans, anſwered Bato with great

n iſ: d intrepidity, who, inſtead of ſhepherds to proteå and defend us, ſend wolves to devour us.

Kim, The kind treatment he met with from Tiberius, made ſuch an impreſſion upon his

h; mind, that he was eaſily prevailed upon to turn his arms againſt his name-ſake and

mil: ally, whom he defeated, and inhumanly murdered, having perſuaded the gariſon of *

Riº a caſtle, to which the unfortunate Pannonian had fled after the battle, to betray him

bºſſ: into his hands. Upon his death, the greater part of the Pannonians ſubmitted; but

imſ: ſome ſtill continued in arms, whom Sylvanus was charged to reduce, and left for

hed, that purpoſe in Pannonia, with a conſiderable body of Romans 5.

y of Auguſtus no ſooner heard of the ſubmiſſion of one Bato, and the death of the other,

and - than he left Ariminum, and returned to Rome, where great complaints were made to

thiſ e him by the knights, againſt the law which he had publiſhed ſome years before con

ſº cerning unmarried perſons, and ſuch as had no children. The knights, whoſe aver

wi fion to marriage proceeded from the looſeneſs of their lives, as it generally does, were

riº very preſſing with the emperor to get this law aboliſhed. Whereupon Auguſtus, Auguſtus ºn

having aſſembled the whole body of knights, ordered the married and unmarried tºgº”.

perſons among them to be placed ſeparately; then, obſerving the former to be much "*

inferior to the latter in number, he firſt addreſſed thoſe who had complied with his

ſºut

|14

fiſt, law, telling them, That they alone had ſerved the ends both of nature and civil

fociety ; that mankind was ordained male and female to prevent mortality ; that as

º, the ſpecies could not ſubſiſt without children, ſo no commonwealth could be ſupplied

* f either with men for the wars, or for civil employments. He added, that they alone

º deſerved the name of men and of fathers, and as ſuch he praiſed them, promiſing to

. prefer them to ſuch offices as they might tranſmit to their offspring. To the others

: he made a quite different ſpeech, telling them, That he knew not by what name to #ifteeth tº
d call them ; not by that of men, for they had performed nothing that was manly ; notº

by that of citizens, ſince the city might periſh for them ; nor by that of Romans, for

they ſeemed determined to extirpate the Roman race and name ; but by what name

ſoever he called them, their crime, he ſaid, equalled all other crimes put together:

* Dio, i.iv. p. 561. Joseph. antiq 1. xvii. c. 15. & de bell. Judic.l. ii. Lightroor, in Johann. c. 18.

vºr. 3 1. * Vide Hiſt. Univerſ. Vol. IV. p. 192, & ſeq. * Joseph. ibid. l. xviii. c. 3. & Dio,

, Ivi, p. 570, 571. Vell. Pat ERc. ibid.
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The Papian.

Popæan law,

for they were guilty of murder in not ſuffering thoſe to be born, who ſhould proceed a

from them; of impiety, in aboliſhing the names and honours of their fathers and

anceſtors ; of ſacrilege, in deſtroying their ſpecies and human nature, which owed

its original to the gods, and was conſecrated to them: that, by leading a fingle life,

they overturned, as far as in them lay, the temples and altars of the gods, diſſolved

the government by diſobeying its laws, betrayed their country by making it barren

and waſte, and utterly demoliſhed the city by depriving it of inhabitants. He added,

that he was well appriſed their leading a fingle life did not proceed from any ſenti

ments of virtue, but from a looſeneſs and wantonneſs, which ought not to be encou

raged nor ſuffered in any civil government.

the rewards and privileges of ſuch as had children, and laid heavy fines on all unmar-b

ried perſons, allowing them however the term of a year, in which ſpace, if they

complied with the law, they were to be freed from the penalty. This law obliged

all men to marry at a certain age, eſtabliſhed great exemptions and privileges to ſuch

Having ended his ſpeech, he doubled

as had children, and laid heavy fines on all, who, after a certain age, continued

ſingle. It was called the Papian-Popæan law, becauſe enačted by the conſuls M.

Papius Mutilus and Q. Popæus Secundus, to whom the conſuls of this year C. Sulpicius

Camerinus and C. Poppaeus Sabinus had reſigned the faſces, after having held them

only ſix months. It was alſo called the julian law, as having been publiſhed by

Auguſtus's order, who was of the julian family. For the further encouragement of

marriage, Auguſtus abrogated the Voconian law (X), forbidding married women to c

receive any legacies above a certain ſum ; yet, that he might not ſeem to diſcourage

any thing that had the appearance of virtue, he beſtowed upon ſuch women as had

vowed perpetual virginity the ſame rewards and privileges as upon mothers".

DURING theſe tranſactions at Rome, the war broke out anew in Dalmatia and
New troubles

in Dalmatia

...If...a. Pannonia, Bato, who had ſubmitted the year before, being the ringleader of the

revolt, whether upon ſome new provocation, or merely from the fickleneſs of his

year before.

temper, we know not. Germanicus, who had acquired in the laſt year's war a perfect

- knowledge of the country, and of the manner of fighting in uſe among the rebels,

was ordered to lead the ſame legions againſt them, which he had commanded the

He opened the campaign with the ſiege of Rhatinum, a ſtrong city in d

Dalmatia, where he was in imminent danger of periſhing, with the greateſt part of

his army ; for the inhabitants having, after a faint reſiſtance, abandoned the town,

and retired into the citadel, Germanicus, at the head of his legions, entered the place,

with a deſign to attack the citadel; but while the Romans were buſy in planting their

machines and ladders, they ſaw themſelves all on a ſudden ſurrounded by flames, the

Germanicus's

troops in great

danger.

* Dio, l. lvi. p. 573–578.

(X) Nothing was more common, before the pub

lication of this law, than for men to give exceſſive

legacies to women, and to leave them by will the

whole eſtate of a wealthy family. One of the laws

of the twelve tables impowered all citizens to ap

point whomſoever they pleaſed to be their heirs,

without regard to ſex or relations. This law was

attended with inconveniencies; debauchery was in

creaſed by it, and it became more eaſy to debauch a

ſex, who are not always deaf to their intereſt. Be

ſides, it was no uncommon thing to ſee women,

who were by legacies become richer than their huſ:

bands, inſulting them, and behaving themſelves in

their families with great haughtineſs. To remedy

this evil, Q. Voconius, tribune of the people, drew

up a new law, which he at laſt got paſſed in the

comitia. The chief heads of this law were, 1. Every

citizen was forbidden to make any woman whatſo

ever univerſal legatee, even an only daughter not

excepted. , 2. A daughter's fortune, after the death

of her father, was to be proportioned to his eſtate,

or to be pro rata of what he had left, according to

the eſtimation of prudent men; and, generally ſpeak

ing, the daughter was allowed only one fourth of

her father's eſtate. 3. It was enaëted, that all the

legacies of the teſtator ſhould not exceed one half

(43) Cic, definibus, & Verrina 1.

de ſemeč.

Aul. Gell. Not. Attic. l. xx, c. 19.

of his eſtate (43). This teſtamentary law had been

preceded by another, which C. Furius, tribnne of

the people, had got paſſed, and which was thence

called the Furian law. It forbad, according to Ulpian,

Pomponius and juſtinian, any Roman citizen to leave

by legacy above the value of one thouſand aſs's to

any one perſon, and at the ſame time condemned the

legatee to pay four times the ſum which was given

him above what the law ſtipulated; ſo that the Wo

conian law ought to be looked upon as a ſupplement

to this, which was probably grown out of uſe in the

time of Q. Voconius. Cato the cenſor made a ſpeech

in favour of the Voconian law, which he inſerted in

his book de originibus, and which was in being in

Livy's time. . There are ſome fragments of it ſtill

extant in Aulus Gellius. Cicero fixes the paſſing of

the Voconian law to the year of Rome 584, when

uintus Marcius Philippus and Cneius Servilius Capio

were conſuls (44). From that time it continued in

force to the reign of Auguſtus, who revoked it in

favour of Livia, to whom he was reſolved, as Dion

Caffius informs us, to deviſe by will great part of

his eſtate; but that hiſtorian ſpeaks ſo ambiguouſly

of the Voconian law, that he has given the civilians

occaſion to put different interpretations upon it.

Pedian, in War. 1. (43) Cie.

inhabi
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inhabitants having filled their houſes with all ſorts of combuſtible materials before

they abandoned them, and appointed ſome reſolute perſons to ſet fire to them when

the Romans were entered. The legionaries, to avoid the fire, crouded round the

citadel, which ſtood at ſome diſtance from the houſes: but, by avoiding one kind of

death, they met with another; for the beſieged plyed them with ſuch ſhowers of

darts, arrows and ſtones from the citadel, that the ground was in an inſtant covered

with heaps of dead bodies. In this extremity the Romans attempted to ſcale the

fortreſs; but met with ſuch a vigorous reſiſtance as quite diſheartened them. Nothing

therefore now remained but to attempt a retreat through the flames, and this they

effected, but with great loſs, many of them being cruſhed by the ruins of the

houſes, ſuffocated by the ſmoke, or deſtroyed by the fire, which with great violence

flamed out of the houſes on either fide the ſtreet through which they paſſed. In the

night the beſieged abandoned the fortreſs, which began to take fire, and concealed

themſelves in the neighbouring woods. Hereupon Germanicus, having waited till

both the city and citadel were reduced to aſhes, led his legions againſt Seretium, an

other city of great importance in the ſame country, which he inveſted, and reduced

in a ſhort time, tho' Tiberius had in vain attempted the redućtion of it the year be

fore. Being encouraged with this ſucceſs, and no enemy appearing in the field, he

divided his army into ſeveral bodies, and laying ſiege to different places at the ſame

time, made himſelf maſter of moſt of their ſtrong-holds. But in the mean time Au

guſtus, impatient to ſee this war ended, ordered Tiberius to march likewiſe into Dal

matia, and haſten the final redućtion of that country. Tiberius, without loſing time

in beſieging and taking cities, went in ſearch of Bato, who had under his command a

confiderable body of Pannonians and Dalmatians ; and having met him in the neigh

bourhood of Anderium or Andetrium (Y), a ſtrong caſtle, fituated on a ſteep and in

acceſſible rock, offered him battle ; but Bato declining an engagement, retired into

the caſtle, and poſted his troops on the tops of the neighbouring mountains, where

He reduces ſe

veral cities.

he thought the enemy would ſcarce venture to attack them. Tiberius boldly advan- Theſege ofAn

ced through the narrow paſſages among the mountains to the foot of the rock on which detrium & Ti

Andetrium ſtood, with a deſign to beſiege it; but was greatly alarmed, when he ſaw"

himſelf all on a ſudden ſurrounded by the enemy, who, deſcending from the moun

tains, had ſeized on the defiles, and by that means cut off his retreat. He expected

to find at Andetrium the Caudine Forks; and truly he muſt have inevitably periſhed

with his whole army, had the Dalmatians ſhewed as much bravery and reſolution as

the Samniles did on the like occaſion ; but while Tiberius gave all up for loſt, as not

being able either to retire or advance, the cowardly Dalmatians, ſeized with a pa

nic, abandoned their poſts, and retreating in diſorder to the tops of their mountains,

left all the avenues open to the Roman general, who thereupon advancing without

oppoſition to the foot of the rock on which the caſtle ſtood, ſummoned it to ſurren

der. Bato, finding he could not depend upon his men, hearkened to the offers made

him, and leaving the caſtle in the night, delivered himſelf up to Tiberius, who

received him with great demonſtrations of kindneſs, and allowed him to retire to

what part of the world he pleaſed, after he had ſolemnly promiſed never to bear

arms againſt the Romans. But the gariſon of Andetrium ſtill held out, and the place

was not taken but after repeated aſſaults, in which great numbers of the Romans loſt

their lives. At length they capitulated, and ſurrendered upon honourable terms,

which Tiberius religiouſly obſerved . At the ſame time Germanicus made himſelf

maſter of Arduba, a town no-ways inferior in ſtrength to Andetrium, and defended

by as numerous a gariſon; but the redućtion of that important place was more owing

* Idem ibid. p. 578–531.

(Y) This city is called by Ptolemy Andecrium, by Andetrium, is manifeſt from the following inſcrip

Dicn caſus Anderiam, but that its true name was tion to be ſeen in spon:

Item viam Gabiniam

Ab Salonis Andetrium aperuit

et munit per Leg. vii. (43)

*y hkewiſe calls it Andºcrinº (46); but Strabo, which rendered it almoſt inacceſſible (47). It is now
-dudretrium. It ſtood on a ſteep rock, and was ſur- known by the name of cliffa (48).

rounded on all ſides by deep vallies and torrents,

(45) Vide. Sºon, miſe, erud, antiq. p. 179. 6. Plin. l. iii. c. 21.

(48) Span, in itiner. l. ii. p. 82. (46) 1. 2

(47) Dio, l. lvi. p. 579.
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Bato ſubmits.

Arduba taken

by Germanicus
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to the diſagreement which reigned among the inhabitants, than to the valour of the a

Roman: ; for the greater part of the citizens being for ſurrendering, and ſubmitting

to the yoke, the women, more fond of their ancient laws and liberties than the

men, joined ſome Roman deſerters, and falling upon their husbands, made a great

ſlaughter of them. But the men prevailing at length, ſubmitted, and the unhappy

women, diſdaining to outlive the loſs of their liberty, either threw themſelves head

long from the walls, or ſetting fire to their houſes, conſumed themſelves and their

children in the flames. After this the two Roman generals uniting their forces, over

ran all Dalmalia and Pannonia, reſtoring every-where peace and tranquillity, and

The war ended obliging the inhabitants to deliver up their arms, and return to their former employ

ments. The war being thus ended, to the great ſatisfaction of Auguſtus, Tiberius and b

*dº. Germanicus returned to Rome, where they were decreed triumphal honours, and two

ſº: triumphal arches, which by a decree of the ſenate were to be erected in Pannonia, and

minº.” adorned with magnificent trophies. The title of imperator was conferred on Auguſtus,

and Germanicus was allowed to ſtand for the conſulate before he attained the age required

in other candidates, and to vote in the ſenate before the ſenators of conſular dignity.

As for Tiberius, it was decreed, that his ſon Druſus, though he had no ſhare in the

war, ſhould be admitted into the ſenate, and deliver his opinion, after he had executed

the office of quaeſtor, before thoſe who had been praetors. The lieutenants both of

Tiberius and Germanicus were rewarded with praetorian honours, that is, were allowed

all thoſe honours and privileges which thoſe enjoyed who had been praetors K. c

BUT the joy which the total redućtion of Pannonia and Dalmatia occaſioned in

Rome, was allayed and changed into the deepeſt melancholy by the diſmal news of

the intire defeat of 34intilius Varus by the Germans under the conduct of Arminius,

which was brought to Rome five days after the arrival of Germanicus and Tiberius.

Quintilius Varus was born, as Pelleius Paterculus expreſſes it, rather of an illuſtrious

than a noble family, had governed Syria, and been removed from thence into Ger

many to keep thoſe countries in awe, which had been lately ſubdued by the Romans.

Quintilius When he firſt entered Syria, he found that province rich, ſays Welleius, and was him

Y. ... ſelf poor; but, when he came away, he was rich, and the province poor. In Gervokes the Ger- - - - - -

m. , , many he purſued the ſame methods of filling his coffers as in Syria, loading the peo-d

extortiºns, ple with heavy taxes, and ſelling without diſtinction to the natives thoſe employ

ments which his predeceſſors uſed freely to beſtow on ſuch as were nobly born, or had

ſignalized their attachment to the Romans. The Germans before the arrival of Varus

had begun to bear the yoke with leſs reluctance ; they had quitted their foreſts, built

ſome cities, where they lived in a ſociable manner under the protećtion of the Roman

laws,and forgetting their native ſavageneſs, had for ſome time applied themſelvesto the

peaceable arts of husbandry. But the extortions and rapines of the new governor

revived in that warlike nation their ancient love of liberty, eſtranged their minds

from Rome, and inſpired them with an eager deſire of ſhaking off a yoke which they

could no longer bear. Among the Germans was a young nobleman of extraordinary e

parts, of uncommon penetration, and great valour, named Arminius. He was the

ſon of Sigiſmer, one of the moſt powerful lords of the Catti, had ſerved with great

reputation in the Roman armies, and been honoured by Auguſtus with the privileges

of a Roman citizen, and the title of knight. But the love he had for his country

getting the better of his gratitude, he reſolved to improve the general diſcontent

º which reigned in the nation, to the advantage of his countrymen, and deliver them

Arminius ſii from the bondage of a foreign yoke. With this view he engaged underhand, by

º means of his friends and emiſſaries, in a conſpiracy againſt the Romans, the chief

- mans againſ, lords and leading men of all the nations between the Rhine and the Eb ; and then,

the Romans to draw Varus from the neighbourhood of the former river, where he might with f

great eaſe and quickneſs receive ſuccours from Gaul, he ſuggeſted to him the neceſ.

\

o His treachery, ſity of ſhewing himſelf to the inhabitants of the more diſtant provinces, of admini

- ſtring juſtice among them, and accuſtoming them by his example to live after the

Roman manner, which, he ſaid, would more effectually render them obedient to

! . Rome, than the Roman ſword. As Varus was a man of a peaceable temper, indo

lent, and a great lover of his eaſe, he readily came into the propoſal of the crafty

Arminius, and quitting the neighbourhood of the Rhine, marched into the country

of the Cheruſci. There he made it his whole buſineſs to civilize the barbarians, by

* - * Dio, & Vell. Patercul, ibid.

- 5 introducing
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a introducing among them the Roman laws and manners. He was continually em

ployed in hearing cauſes, and deciding civil controverſies ; inſomuch that his tent

looked more like the tribunal of a praetor, than the praetorium of a general. And

indeed this was a more ſuitable employment to the genius of /arus, than military

expeditions; not that he wanted courage, but becauſe he loved his eaſe, and thought

he could better tame the barbarians by acting the law-giver than the general. In the

mean time the conſpiracy being ripe for execution, and the Germans ready to riſe

upon the firſt notice, Arminius under pretence of clearing the high-ways of robbers,

and keeping ſome places in awe, as if they deſigned to revolt, perſuaded Warus to

ſend out ſeveral detachments, by which means his army being weakened, ſome diſtant

nations in Germany roſe up in arms, by Arminius's directions, while thoſe, through

which he was to paſs in marching againſt thern, pretended to be in a ſtate of pro

found tranquillity, and ready to join the Romans againſt their rebellious countrymen.

Warus upon the firſt news of the revolt, marched with three legions, a confiderable

body of horſe, and ſix cohorts, to reduce the rebels, being attended by Arminius,

and his father Sigimer, who taking upon them to be his guides, led him into a thick

foreſt, ſurrounded on all ſides with ſteep hills, and marſhy grounds. There while Varus and his

the legionaries were buſy in cutting down trees to open themſelves a paſſage through ...".the foreſt, and no-ways upon their guard, as not ſuſpecting any treachery, a greatſº J

body of Germans appeared unex Yectedly, and diſcharging upon them a ſhower of

darts, killed a great number of them before they could rally, and put themſelves in

a poſture of defence. However, they formed themſelves at laſt in order of battle,

ſo far as the ground would allow ; but a heavy rain falling, which rendered their arms

almoſt quite uſeleſs, and the barbarians pouring in upon them hourly in vaſt crouds,

they attempted to retire to a neighbouring valley ; but finding all the avenues beſet

with numerous bodies of the enemy, they were forced to continue all that night, and

the next day, expoſed to the darts and arrows which the barbarians inceſſantly ſhowered

upon them. In this extremity Varus, giving up all for loſt, and being dangerouſly

wounded, put an end to his life with his own ſword, following therein the example of vºl. ...,

his father and grandfather, who had both fallen by their own hands, the former after mºn of the ºf:

the battle of Philippi, and the latter after that of Pharſalia, or, as ſome writers will fiers lay vio
have it, after the defeat of Domitius in Africa. . Moſt of the chief officers ſcorning to ‘.... ozº

outlive their general, or to be made priſoners by the barbarians, laid violent hands on themſelves.

themſelves. The greateſt part of the cavalry opened themſelves a way through the

enemy ſword in hand, and made their eſcape ; with them Wala Numonius, one of

Varus’s lieutenants, abandoning the foot, which he commanded, arrived ſafe at

the Rhine, where he ſoon after periſhed as a deſerter, but of what kind of death our

author has not thought fit to acquaint us. Céſonius, another of Varus's lieutenants,

after the retreat of the cavalry, and the death of Varus, and moſt of the other

officers, was for ſurrendering at diſcretion. But this motion coſt him dear ; for he

was immediately tried as a coward by the ſurviving officers, ſentenced to death, and

executed ; to ſuch a degree were cowards abhorred in the Roman armies. And now

a very ſmall number of the legionaries, and ſcarce any officers, being left alive, the

enemy abandoned them as it grew dark, and fell upon the bagg ge. In the mean

time the Roman trumpets founding, probably to call thoſe together who were di

ſperſed up and down the foreſt, the barbarians imagined, that Aprenas, who was quar

tered at a ſmall diſtance from that neighbourhood, was come to the aſſiſtance of his

countrymen ; and therefore after having plundered the baggage, they retired in the

night, and gave the few legionaries, who outlived that fatal day, an opportunity of

ſaving themſelves by flight. Thus were three complete legions and ſix cohorts almoſt Mºſt of the le.

intirely cut off, the greateſt overthrow, if Welleius is to be credited, the Romans had gºries ºut in
- - O - } - a r * ~ * : pieces. -

received ever ſince the defeat of Craſſus by the Parthians'. The legions that periſhed lear after the

on this occaſion were the beſt of the whole empire for valour, diſcipline, and experi-ji... .o.

ence; ſo that the news of this loſs threw the city into the utmoſt conſternation, there Aſter Chriſt

being few families there that had not a ſhare in the common misfortune. As for bºom.
Auguſtus, he ſet no bounds to his grief, but upon the firſt news of to dreadful and of Rome 759.

unexpečted an overthrow, he tore his garment, and like one beſide himſelf, knocked Tºrºnt” ºf
his head againſt the wall, crying out, Reſtore the legions, Varus. This he was obſerved Auguſtus for

to do in the tranſports of his grief for ſeveral months, letting in the mean time his

* Dio, p. 582–58; VfL'. Parercul. l. ii. c. 117. Tacit. annal. l. i. c 6: .

V o L. V. N 9 g, 4 S hair
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hair and beard grow, and abandoning himſelf intirely to grief and ſorrow. How- a

ever, he did not forget to provide with all poſſible care for the ſafety of Rome and

Italy: he placed guards in all the quarters of the city, to prevent tumults and

diſturbances; he raiſed new levies, obliging all the Roman youth, who were able to

bear arms, to liſt themſelves, confiſcating the eſtates of ſuch as refuſed to give in

their names, and even threatening the moſt refračtory with death: he vowed the

great games to jupiter, as had been formerly done in the wars with the Marſi and

Cimbri : in ſhort, Auguſtus never forgot this fatal day, but obſerved it the remain

ing part of his life as a day of mourning. Some time after the news of this misfor

tune had reached Rome, the head of Quinlilius Varus was ſent to Auguſtus by Miro

... ſºn to boduus king of the Marcomanni; but what induced him to make that preſent to the

emperor, hiſtory does not inform us. From his having the head of the deceaſed

general, it was concluded at Rome, that he had contributed to his deſtruction. How

ever that be, the emperor, though he had great reaſon to be diſpleaſed with Varus,

received his remains with great reſpect, and cauſed them to be honourably interred

in the tomb of his anceſtors ". Dion tells us, that when news of this defeat was firſt

brought to Rome, nobody doubted there but the Germans after ſo complete a vićtory

would paſs the Rhine, and invade at the ſame time Gaul and Italy ; but that the fear

and conſternation which had ſeized the city were much abated, when they under

ſtood, that Lucius Aſprenas, nephew to Varus, guarded the banks of the Rhine, and

that the barbarians, ſatisfied with the advantages they had gained, neglected to im

prove them. However, as the emperor aſcribed this fatal overthrow to the anger of

the gods, and gave credit to ſeveral pretended prodigies (Z), which were related to

Tiberius ſent him, his fears were not quite removed till the enſuing year, when Tiberius, after the

***): elećtion of the new conſuls, P. Cornelius Dolabella and C. junius Silamus, leaving

Rome, paſſed the Alps, and entering Germany, obliged the rebels, though elated

with their late ſucceſs, to retire from the neighbourhood of the Rhine, and lay aſide

all thoughts of raiſing diſturbances in Gaul. /elleius Paterculus tells us, that he over

ran great part of the country, that he forced Arminius to fly before him, that he pene

trated into the countries of the Calli and Cheruſci, which he laid waſte with fire and

ſword, and in ſhort, that he fully revenged the death of Varus, and the ſlaughter of

his legions n. But whatever that biaſed hiſtorian may write in commendation of Ti

berius, Dion Caſſius aſſures us, that he never attempted to bring back to their duty

any of the revolted nations, but kept his troops in the neighbourhood of the Rhine,

not daring to ſtir from that river for fear of ſome ſurprize. In the latter end of the

year he celebrated the birth-day of Auguſtus in his camp with public games, and then

returned to Rome 9.

TH is year the ingenious and celebrated poet Ovid was baniſhed to Tomos (A) for

ſeeing ſome lewd and ſcandalous ačtion of Auguſtus, who had not even in his old age

m Dio, ibid. Sutt. in Odaw. p. 182. * Vell. PATERcul, ibid. • Dio, ibid. 586.

(7) The temple of Mars was ſtruck with light

ning : a ſwarm of grafhoppers appeared over the

city, and were diſperſed by the ſwallows: great

rocks fell from the top of the Alps, and fire was

ſeen to iſſue out of the ground in various places :

a ſtatue of Wiſłory on the confines of Germany with

its face towards that country, changed its poſture,

and turned its face towards Italy. Theſe pretended

prodigies gave the old º: great uncaſineſs,

which was not removed till the next year, when

Tiberius cntered Germany at the head of a numerous

army.

(A) Tomos, Tomi, or Tomis, ſtood on the Euxine

fea, and was the metropolis of Lower Maeſa for

Maſia extended from the confluence of the Save and

the Danube to the Euxine ſea, being bounded to the

ſouth by the mountains of Dalmatia, and to the north

by mount Hamus ; and was divided into the Upper

and Lower Maſia; the former contained all the coun

try that lies between the Ciabrus, now the Morava, and

the conflux of the Danube and the Save, and the

(49) Wide Hiſtor. Univerſ. Vol. III, p. 720.

latter the reſt of the country to the Euxine ſea; ſo that

the Upper Maſia comprehended of Boſnia and Servia,

and the Lower Bulgaria. The ancients compriſed

under the name of Pontus that part of Lower Mafia

which bordered on the Pontus Euxinus ; and hence

the city of Tomi is by them called a city of Pontus,

though it did not belong to the kingdom of Pontus

properly ſo called, which we have elſewhere de

ſcribed at length (49). The ancient city of Tomo:

is at preſent, according to Niger, called Conſtantia

according to Coelius Calcagninus, Tomiſwar ; accord

ing to Giofanius, Kiow or Kivvia, there being in the

neighbourhood of this laſt city a lake called by the

inhabitantsoviduue-jezero, that is, Ovid's lake. Whence

it was called Tonos, is well known from the follow

ing diſtich out of Ovid :

Inde Tomos dićius locus hir, quia fºrtur in illo

Membra ſoror fratris conſecuiſe ſui (52).

The poet ſpeaks of Medea.

(5c) Ovid. Triſt. l. iii. eleg. 9.

renounced
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a renounced the vices of his youth. That this was the true cauſe of his diſgrace and

misfortune, the poet himſelf tells us in expreſs terms: Why did I ſee, ſays he, what

I ought not to have ſeen 2 Why did I make my eyes criminal P : (B) Fear reſtrained him,

as is evident, from explaining himſelf any farther, and letting his readers into the

particulars of this myſtery (C). The pretence Auguſtus made uſe of for baniſhing

him was the poiſonous books he had wrote of the art of love, whence Sidonius Apol

linaris, and others, aſcribe his diſgrace to the lewdneſs of his muſe, as he does him

ſelf in ſeveral places of his works out of complaiſance to Auguſtus, and to prevent any

- farther inquiries. But it is very certain, that he was in high favour with Auguſtus

long after he had publiſhed his books of love ; for which we cannot perſuade our

b ſelves, that the emperor would have inflicted ſo ſevere a puniſhment on the poet, after

he had written himſelf verſes of that nature, ſome of which have reached our

times, and are more ſcandalous than any we read in Ovid. As for julia,

i Auguſtus's daughter, ſhe had been many years in baniſhment before Ovid’s misfortune,

t and all the accomplices of her debaucheries puniſhed with the utmoſt ſeverity. But

|

t

whatever was the true cauſe of his diſgrace and baniſhment, he was confined to an

inhoſpitable climate, and there lived, or rather pined, to the hour of his death,

without ever being able to prevail upon the emperor, either by his friends, or his

d affecting letters, to mitigate the rigour of the firſt ſentence by removing him to a more

friendly climate (D).

ſ THE

0. P Ovid. Triſt. l. ii. ad Auguſt.

(Q (B) His words are ; That is, as he expreſs himſelf better in his book,

h: In Ibem, which he wrote on his firſt going to Tomas

g Cur aliquid vid; cur noxia lumina fºci againſt his accuſers;

:d Cur imprudenti cognita culpa mihi

- Tempus ad hocluſiris mibijam bis quinque perađis.
de (C) Auguſtus, though ſtricken in years, had not

tº- yet renounced the vices of his youth, but carried on For by no ſmall miſtake he frequently confounds

ſè- an amour with a lady of great diſtinčtion, whoſe the olympiads, which contained the ſpace of four
i name has not been tranſmitted to us. The lady's years, with the Roman luſtra, containing the ſpace

iſ: husband, either out of fear or complaiſance, pre- of five. Had he lived but ten olympiads, he had

ºf t tended for a long time to be quite unacquainted been only forty, but ten luſtra make him fifty. In

[. with the whole affair ; but at length the ſcandal his third book Triſtium, he tells us, that he had

*- becoming public, he grew very uneaſy, and im- paſſed his firſt winter in Pontus, that is, the firſt

'uly parted his concern, and the cauſe of it, to one Athe- year of his baniſhment; for he had ſpent the former

º, modorus. who had been preceptor to Tiberius, and winter in his journey:

tº: was in great favour with Auguſtus. Not long after -

Auguſtus ſent a covered litter for the lady, and Athe- Frigora jam zephyri minuunt annºgue perado,
hº modorus, who happened to be with the husband Longior antiquis viſa Meotis hyems :

when the meſſenger arrived, in order to deter Au- Impoſitamgue ſºi que non bene pertulit Hellen,

for guſtus from ſuch ſcandalous praćtices, and warn him Tempora nocturnis cqua diurna facit (53).

of the danger, to which they expoſed him, diſ

gº guiſed himſelf in the lady's dreſs, and covering his In the fixth book he ſpeaks of the ſecond year of

face, placed himſelf in the litter, and was conveyed his baniſhment ;

in that attire to the emperor's apartment, who was

no leſs frightened than ſurprized to ſee, inſtead of the Ut patria careo, bis frugiēus area trita eſt;

hºt lady, whom he impatiently expećted, a man with Diffluit nudo preſſa big uva pede (54).

- a drawn ſword in his hand ſtart out of the litter ;

* but Athenoaorus, diſcovering himſelf in that inſtant, In his fifth book he mentions the beginning of his

º rou ſee, ſaid he, to what dangers your unſeaſonable third winter in Pontus :
ju paſſion expoſes you; an enemy inſtead of a friend might

K: have laid hold of thi, opportunity to deprive the republic Ut ſumus in Ponto, ter frigore conſtitit Iſier;

4, of ſo gracious a prince. Auguſtus took his advice in Faëla eſt Euxini dura ter unda maris (55).
º

good part, and returned him thanks ; but whether

he reformed his condućt we know not (; 1). Some

writers conjećture, that to this adventure was owing

Ovid’s misfortune, who, as he had free acceſs to the

emperor, might have been an eye-witneſs of his

fright and ſurprize ; a conjcóture which we dare

neither warrant nor rejećt.

(D) Ovid was born in the conſulſhip of Hirtius

and Panſa, as he himſelf atteſts, and conſequently

was fifty complete when he was baniſhed. This he

deſigned to tell us in the following lines:

Peffgue meos ortus Piſza vinău, oliva,

4oſtulerat decies premia vićtor eques ;

Cum maris Euxini poſitos ad lava Tomitas

..Querere me left principis ira jubet (52).

(; ; ) Zonar. l. x. ſub fin.

(; 4) Iden, l, wi. ibid, eleg. 4. (55) Eleg, io.

(; 1) Ovid. Trift. l. iv, eleg. ultima.

In his firſt book of Pontus he takes notice of the

fourth winter he lived in exile in the following
lines :

Hic me pugnantem cum frigore, cumque ſagittis,

Cumque meo fato, quarta fatigat hyenas (56).

The fifth elegy of the fourth book De Ponto is ad

dreſſed to Sextus Pompeius, who with Sextus Afu

leius was conſul the year Auguſius died, and in the

ſixth of the ſame book, initribed to Brutus, he

mentions the death of Auguſtus, and alſo of Fabius

Maximus, who died, as is plain from Tacitus (57).

in the firſt year of Tiberias's reign ; at which º:
tile

(53) Idem Trift. l. iii. eleg. 12.

(56) Eleg. 2. (57) Tacit. anaal. l. i. e. 5.
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; jº, The next year M. A. milius Lepidus and T. Statilius Taurus being conſuls, Aguſtus a

'...” publiſhed an edićt, forbidding all augurs, aſtrologers, and ſortune-tellers, to utter,

either in private or in public, predictions concerning the death of any perſon whatſo

ever ; not that he was under any apprehenſion himſelf, ſays our hiſtorian, for he had

cauſed his nativity to be calculated, and publicly expoſed, but on account of the

diſturbances which theſe impoſtors had occaſioned in ſome noble families. He like

wife revived the edict forbidding any of the equeſtrian order to fight in the arena,

threatening ſuch as ſhould dare to tranſgreſs it, with infamy, the confiſcation of their

eſtates, and death itſelf. He extended his care to the diſtant provinces, ordering

that no public honours ſhould be beſtowed on the governors ſent thither during the

time of their adminiſtration, nor within ſixty days after their departure. The haughty b

and imperious airs which ſome proconſuls and propraetors had aſſumed, gave riſe

to this edićt, the emperor judging that the extraordinary honours which were often

conferred upon them, inſpired them with pride, and made them look upon thoſe, over

whom they were placed, with an eye of contempt. As there were this year ſixteen

perſons of diſtinétion who ſtood for the praetorſhip, Auguſtus, unwilling to diſguſt any

of the candidates, named them all to that dignity, but the next year reduced their

number again to twelve. He raiſed Druſus, the ſon of Tiberius by his firſt wife Vitſa

mia Agrip! ina, to the quaeſtorſhip, though he had not yet attained the age required

for the diſcharge of that employment, and named Germanicus conſul for the enſuing

Tiberius and year P. After this he ſent both Tiberius and Germanicus into Germany at the head of c

9."ºus two very numerous armies, but during the whole campaign, they did nothing which

{{** hiſtorians have thought worth recording: they paſſed the ſummer on or near the bikmany. - o:: g: they pa - - Y - ..I) KS

of the Rhine, contenting themſelves to keep the Germans in awe at a diſtance, and

to prevent them from invading Gaul. About the middle of the autumn, they repaſſed

the Alps, and returned to the capital, without having ſo much as attempted the

redućtion of the provinces, which had ſhaken off the yoke, and brought ſo dreadful

a calamity upon Rome. Upon their return Auguſtus honoured Ziberius, for what

Tiberius tri- exploits we know not, with a triumph, which he had formerly refuſed him, when

umphs. he had a far better claim to it 9.

AND now Auguſtus, not being able, on account of his great age, to bear the whole d

I, aſſumed by burden of public affairs, aſſumed Tiberius, we may ſay, for his collegue in the ſo

Auguſtus for vereign power, inveſting him with a far more ample and extenſive authority, than

| *** he had ever granted to his ſon-in-law and faithful miniſter Agrippa. The decree which
the ſovereign - yº- > - -

power. the conſcript fathers paſſed at the emperor's requeſt in favour of Tiberius, was couched

in the following terms : At the requeſt of the people of Rome we grant to Caius Julius

Caeſar Tiberius the ſame authority over the provinces, and all the armies of the Roman

ſtate, which Auguſtus has held, which he ſiill retains, and which we pray the god; he may

long enjoy r. This decree, which put Tiberius, in a manner, upon the level with Aiu

guſtus, was propoſed, according to Suetonius, by the conſuls , no doubt at the

requeſt, or rather by the command, of Auguſtus. The next year, Germanicus Cæſar e

and Fonteit's Capito being conſuls, Auguſius by a ſpecial edićt, declared the authors

of all lampoons, and ſatirical writings, attacking or blackening the reputation of any

perſon whatſoever, guilty of high treaſon, and puniſhable with death. In the times

P Dio, ibid. p. 586. q SuET. Dro. ibid. * VELL. PATERCUL. l. ii. c. 12 1. * SULT. in Tiker.

& Tacit. annal. l. i. c. 3.

the poet had paſſed the fifth year of his baniſhment, —ſed me jam, Care, nivali,

and was then in the ſixth, as appears from the fol- Sexta relegatum &ruma ſub axe villet.

lowing verſes ;

In the ſame elegy he ſpeaks of a poem, written by

In Scythia nobis quinquennis Olympias ağa ºff, him on the apotheoſis of Auguſtus in the language of

7am tempus luſtri tranſit in alterius. the Get& ,

The fixth year he mentions alſo in the beginning of Ah! pudet, & Getico ſtripſ ſermone libellum,

the tenth elegy to Albinovanus; Struciaque ſunt moſłris barbara verba modis.

* Et placui, gratare mihi, capique poetz

H&c mihi Cimmerio bis tertia ducitur aſtas Inter inhumanos nomen haëere Getas.

Littore, pellitos inter agenda Getas.

- He died in the ſeventh, or, as others will have it,

And in the thirteenth to Carns : in the eighth year of his baniſhment, and was bu

ricd near the city of Tomo, (58).

(58) Hieronym, in Chronico. -.

I of
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a of the republic ačtions indeed were puniſhed, ſays Tacitus, but words were flee;

* Auguſtus was the firſt who brought libels under the penalties of the law of majeſty, Litei, tº

or of treaſon'. By the ſame edićt, the aediles in the city, and the governors in the * **

colonies and muncipia were ſtrictly injoined to make a diligent ſearch after ali libels and **

lampoons, to commit them to the flames, and to proceed with the utmoſt rigour

againſt the authors of them. This put a ſtop to the liberty or rather licentiouſneſs

º of the libellers, but was attended by moſt dreadful conſequences under the ſucceed

ing emperors, who abuſed this wreſted law to the deſtruction of many innocent perſons,

s whom on other accounts they diſliked. Towards the end of this year Auguſtis wrote

!" two letters, one to the ſenate, recommending Germanicus to the conſcript fathers, Auguſtus re.

ſy % b and another to Tiberius, recommending the ſenate to him, which was generally lookedſº.
1ſt upon as an open declaration on the part of Auguſtus, that he deſigned to leave the tº and Ger

Itſl ſame authority to Tiberius over the ſenate, which he himſelf had enjoyed, but would manicus to the

ſtſ have all others, thoſe of his own family not excepted, to pay an intire obedience toſ”

ºn that venerable body. In his letter to the ſenate he begged the fathers not to be at

º the trouble for the future of waiting upon him, according to their cuſtom, at his
tlſ houſe, adding, that he hoped they would diſpenſe with him for not attending in the

'ſ- ſenate-houſe as formerly, ſuch an attendance being very inconvenient to him by reaſon

º: of his age ; he deſired they would appoint him twenty counſellors out of their body,

ºg with whom he might adviſe in matters of importance relating to the ſtate; the ſenate

doi: c readily granted him his requeſt, and moreover decreed, that whatever he ſhould

ºth reſolve upon with the twenty ſenators aſſigned him, the conſuls for the year, the

-ºš conſuls elect, and his adopted ſon and nephew, ſhould have the ſame force as if voted

cºd and paſſed in the ſenate ". The following year, when C. Silius and L. Manacius

iſºd Plancus were conſuls, the fourth term of his ten years being near ended, he accepted,

the though much againſt his will, ſays Dion Caſſius, of the government of the republic Renews his

id:l for ten years longer; and at the ſame time renewed the tribunitial power in favour oftº %*
wi: Tiberius for the like ſpace of years w. As for Druſus, the ſon of Tiberius, he impowered'." e fift

with him to ſtand for the conſulate after two years, though he had not yet diſcharged the

office of praetor; but as both he and Germanicus had places in the ſenate, and it was

whºl: ; d natural to ſuppoſe that their ſentiments were thoſe of Auguſtus, which none of the con

itſ. ſcript fathers would dare to contradićt, he ordered them not to vote, or any ways *

th:1 declare their opinion in ſuch matters as were debated by the conſcript fathers. All

with guſtus having thus ſettled matters at home, and made his will, which he delivered

ſchº to the veſtal virgins, reſolved once more to attempt the redućtion of Germany, and

Juliº the revenging of the death of Varus, and the loſs of his legions. With this view he

0ſ." raiſed two numerous armies, the one to be commanded by Tiberius, and the other

2 ſlº by Germanicus. The latter was ordered to march this very year into Gaul, and send, Germs.

& from thence to invade the countries, which at the inſtigation of Arminius had withdrawn ºint-Geº

th: their obedience to Rome. As for Tiberius, he was appointed to lead his army into".

laſt : e Illyricum, and penetrate on that ſide into the kingdom of Marobodaus, which the

thºſ; Romans had not yet ſubdued. Auguſtus however kept him at Rome all this, and part

fiſ] of the following year, when Sextus Pompeius and Sextus Apuleius were raiſed to the

.. conſulate : the former was grandſon to the famous Sextus Pompeius, whoſe war with
Iſº Auguſtus we have deſcribed in this volume: his collegue Apuleius was one of Auguſtus’s

Tº chief favourites, and is ſaid to have prevailed upon him to change the ſentence of

-- death, which he firſt pronounced againſt Ovid, into that of perpetual baniſhment.

During their adminiſtration, Auguſtus, taking Tiberius for his collegue in the cen

ſorſhip, made a third cenſus, by which it appeared, that the number of the Roman Make a third

people amounted to four millions a hundred and thirty-ſeven thouſand, counting cenſus.

tº f women and children as well as men ... Euſebius makes the number of Roman citizens

º amount to 93700oo, counting probably thoſe who lived both at Rome, and in the

provinces y. While the ceremony was performing in the field of Mars, an eagle

was obſerved to fly ſeveral times round Auguſłł's, and then light on a neighbouring

temple over the firſt letter of Agrippa's name. This was looked upon not only by

the multitude, but by Auguſtus himſelf, as an omen of his approaching end. He

therefore ordered his collegue Tiberius to make the vows which were uſual at the time Prodigit pre
r of the cenſus, for the ſafety of the Roman ſtate, and the proſperity of the citizenſ, ſaying,'. his

. that he would not make vows which he ſhould not live to perform . He was con-"

* TAcIT. annal. i. i. • Dio, ibid. p. 588. w Idem ibid. * Suer. I. ii. c. 97. GRUTER, inſcript.

p. 23 o. 7 EUSEB. in Chron. * Suet, ibid.

f Vol. V. N° 5, 4 T firmed

-- - - - * *
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The Romans

lay aſide all

thoughts of at

tempting the

recovery of

their liberty.

Auguſtus goes

to Naples.

Is taken ill on

his return.

Tiberius ſent

for ty Livia.

firmed in this opinion by ſeveral other prodigies: the firſt letter of his name in an a

inſcription on the pedeſtal of one of his ſtatues was ſtruck off with lightning, and the

foothſayers, who were conſulted on that occaſion, declared, that he had only a hun

dred days to live, the letter C ſtanding for that number among the Latin: ; they

added, that after his death he would be ranked among the gods, the word aſar,

which was the remaining part of his name, ſignifying a god in the Iletruſcan language".

To theſe two omens Dion Caſſius adds a third, which in his opinion plainly preſaged

his imminent death. It had been cuſtomary ever ſince the death of julius Cæſar to

place his chair with a crown upon it at the public ſports. In this chair Auguſtus uſed

to ſit, when he aſſiſted at the ſhews ; but it happening to be empty while the ſports

were exhibiting this year in honour of Auguſtus, a fool placed himſelf in it, and taking

up the crown, put it upon his head ; and hence it was concluded, that the ſovereign

power, ſignified by the crown, would ſoon paſs into other hands ". In the mean

time Auguſtus wrote a ſhort account of the chief a&tions of his life, which he cauſed to

be engraved on braſs, and placed over his tomb c. Great part of this valuable monu

ment has been tranſmitted to us in the Marmor Ancyranum, and is to be ſeen in the

inſcriptions of the learned Gruler d.

As Auguſtus viſibly declined every day both in his health and ſtrength, ſo that

no body could doubt but his end was at hand, ſome few there were who began to talk

of reſtoring the republic to its former liberty ; but far the greater part, dreading a civil

war, were for tamely ſubmitting to the perſon, whom aiguſtus ſhould think fit to

place over them. All the zealous republicans had been ſlain in the battles of Philippi

and Adium ; their poſterity had been long inured to the yoke, there being ſcarce any

living now who had beheld the old free ſtate, and as for the Roman people, they were

become a mere mob, addićted to idleneſs, void of all ſentiments of honour or virtue,

without any traces of the ancient Roman ſpirit, or any attachment to the virtuous in

ſtitutions of their anceſtors. The zealous republicans therefore, who were very few,

deſpairing of ſucceſs, and laying aſide all hopes of ever ſeeing the ancient free ſtate

reſtored, reſolved to ſubmit to the heir and ſucceſſor whom Auguſtus ſhould name,

and bear with patience the evils which it was not in their power to prevent or

redreſs e.

AND now it being high time for Tiberius to leave Rome, and ſet out for Illyricum,

Auguſtus, to the great ſurpriſe of the whole city, declared his intention of accom

panying him as far as Beneventum, and purſuing his journey from thence to Naples in

Campania, in order to aſſiſt at the ſolemn ſports which were to be exhibited there on

his approaching birth-day. As he found his ſtrength decaying apace, he promiſed

himſelf no ſmall benefit from the wholſome air of Campania, eſpecially of Naples,

whither many Romans uſed to reſort even in thoſe days for the recovery of their

health ; and this was, as is ſuppoſed, the true motive of this ſudden and unexpected

reſolution, though he did not think fit to own it. He performed the journey with

uncommon chearfulneſs and alacrity, being attended by his beloved Livia, who, as

we may well imagine, was very aſſiduous about him in ſo critical a juncture. At

Beneventum he parted with Tiberius, and purſued his journey to Naples, where he

was received with all poſſible demonſtrations of joy. After he had ſpent ſome time

at Naples very agreeably, and aſſiſted there at the public ſports, he was ſeized with

a diarrhoea, a dangerous diſtemper in a perſon of his years. He therefore reſolved,

before his ſtrength failed him, to return to Rome, and accordingly, leaving Naples,

ſet out for his capital; but his illneſs increaſing in ſpite of all the remedies preſcribed

him by the phyſicians who attended him, he was obliged to ſtop at Nola in Cam

pania, and there betake himſelf to his bed. In the mean time Livia, well appriſed

that his end was at hand, diſpatched meſſenger after meſſenger to Tiberius, acquaint

ing him with the ſtate of the emperor's health, and preſſing him to return with all

poſſible expedition. Tiberius, upon the receipt of his mother's letters, immediately

left Illyricum, and flew to Nola, not with any private views, ſays Welleius, but merely

out of the great tenderneſs and filial affection he had for Auguſius, whom he found

alive, if that author is to be credited, and had long conferences with him ; in one of

which, the dying emperor, after having publicly declared him his ſucceſſor in

the ſovereign power, deſired him to maintain all his acts in their full vigour, and to

purſue the ſame methods of governments which he had uſed ". But Tacitus tells us,

Idem ibid. Dio, l. vi. p. 589. " Dio, ibid. . . Supt. l. ii. cap, ult. Dio, p. 591. a Gnutes.
inſcript, p. 120. ° TAcIT. annal. l. i. * VELL. PA I cacul. l. ii. c. 118.

that
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! 3 a that it was never well known, whether Tiberius on his arrival at Nola found the

|: emperor dead, or ſtill alive, Livia having carefully beſet the palace, and all the

|- avenues to it, with detachments of the guards, and given out from time to time
y good news of the emperor's recovery. He adds, that when ſhe had taken all neceſ.

º ſary meaſures in ſo nice a juncture, in one and the ſame moment were publiſhed

1, the death of Auguſtus, and acceſſion of liberius W. But to return to Auguſius ; find
d ing his end approaching, he looked death in the face with greater intrepidity than was

º expected from one who had ever carefully avoided it in the field. He diſcourſed very
td chearſully with his intimate friends, and chief favourites, giving them many wiſe and

Its uſeful inſtructions relating to the management of their private affairs, and thoſe of the

igh b public. In ſpeaking of his own actions, he told them, that he had found Rome of

§ſ. brick, but lºſt it of marble, alluding by this expreſſion, ſays Dion Caſſius, not ſo

âſı much to the beauty and ſtatelineſs of the buildings, as to the majeſty, grandeur, and

[Q firmneſs of the empire. And now finding his ſtrength quite failed him, he called

Al- for a looking-glaſs, and having cauſed his hair to be ſet in order, and his wrinkled

ht cheeks to be ſmoothed, as was cuſtomary among the ſtage-players, he asked his

friends with a languiſhing voice, Whether he had a fed his part well ? and they an

lat ſwering, he had ; Then clap me, ſaid he, for I have ended my part. After this fixing his tie dies at

Alk eyes on Livia, who held him in her arms, he deſired her to remember their marriage, ;.f the

vil and the ties which had kept their heart, ſo long united, and then quietly expired ". Thus flood so I 4.

! {0 ( e died the celebrated Auguſtus on the nineteenth of Auguſi, which month was ſo named After Chriſ,

º from him, the ſame day on which he had entered upon his firſt conſulſhip. He had *R 6

i) lived ſeventy-five years, ten months, and twenty-ſix days, and reigned from his firſt If Rome 763.

Wöſt conſulſhip fifty-ſix years, but from the battle of Acţium only forty-three. Tacitus

Tº, and Dion Caſſius obſerve one very remarkable circumſtance of his death ; for he died

in- in the ſame town, as theſe two writers tell us, in the ſame houſe, and in the ſame

*W, chamber, where his father Ośīavius died . Livia was ſuſpected of having haſtened

uſt the emperor’s death, fearing he might be reconciled on his return to Rome with his Livia ſuff:ffed

ſº, grandſon Agrippa Poſthumus, whom he had privately viſited ſome months before, .ſº

| Of failing over to the iſland of Planaſia with Fabius Maximus alone, without the privity -

d d of Livia, Tiberius, or any other of his moſt faithful and truſty favourites. This Fabius

ſº, diſcloſed to his wife Martia, and ſhe to Lívia, and thence the emperor knew that the

Oſm- ſecret was betrayed; which ſo provoked him againſt Fabius, that he baniſhed him his

º preſence for ever, bidding him, when he came to wait upon him the next morning,

- an elermal farewel. Fabius did not long ſurvive his diſgrace ; but ſoon after laid

£d violent hands on himſelf k. We are told, that in the interview between Auguſtus

\!!" and his grandſon Agri pa many tears were ſhed on both ſides, and many tokens ofº, - -

º mutual tenderneſs ſhewn, which gave the unhappy youth hopes of being reſtored to

º his own place in his grandfather’s family. This Livia dreaded, and in order to pre

ith vent it, haſtened her husband's death, as ſome authors write, with poiſoned figs'.
lſ e The body of the deceaſed emperor was carried from Nola to Bovilla in the neighbour- His how con

3S hood of Rome on the ſhoulders of the chief magiſtrates of the colonies and municipal ****

At towns on the road. At Bovillae it was received by the Roman knights, and by them

h: conveyed to Rome, and expoſed in the porch of the imperial palace on mount Palatine.

1. 7iberius in virtue of the tribunitial power with which he was inveſted, appointed the
ſh ſenate to meet the next day, but would ſuffer no other buſineſs to be tranſacted, except

* what related to the funeral of his deceaſed father. In the firſt place, his laſt will was

th brought in by the veſtal virgins, and read aloud by Polybius one of Auguſius's freed

d men. It began thus: Since the gods have been pleaſed to deprive me of my grand children

7. Caius and Lucius, I declare Tiberius my heir, &c. (E). By the ſame will Hiber its and

d Livia

!. f

| • Tacvr. annal. I. i. e. 5. h St. Fr. ibid. c. 98. Vett, Partacul, ibid., Dio, p. 592. 'Tactr.

anaal. i. i. c. 5. Dio, p. 539. * TAcut. ibid. . " Tacit. ibid. Anonym, de vita Aug. & I.

| de garrulitate. Okus. Zona R. &c. - |

(F) From this preamble it is manifeſt, that Au

guſtus would nºver have adopted Tiberius, or ap

pointed him his ſucceſſor, had thoſe two young

princes, or either of them, lived. Some writers tell

us, that Auguſtus was well acquainted with the bad

qualities and tyrannical temper of Tiberius, and that

on his death-bed he could not help pitying the Ro

man people, who, to uſe the expreſſions aſcribed to

him, Were to be under ſo ſow a pair of grinders ;

Miſerum populum Romanum, qui ſub tain lenti, max

illis erit. What then prompted him to adopt for his

ſon, and name for his ſucceſſor, one whom he knew

to be no ways qualified for ſo great a charge To

this queſtion ſome writers aniwer, that the pro

motion of Tiberius was intirely owing to his mother

Livia, who had gained an abſolute aſcendant over

241.37%us,
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His will. Livia were appointed his firſt heirs, his grand children, and their children, his a

ſecond, and the great men of Rome his third heirs: Livia was adopted into the julian

family, and honoured with the title of Auguſia. As for the great men of 1&ome,

Tacitus tells us, that he hated them, but nevertheleſs named them out of vanity. To

the Roman people he left by way of legacy four hundred thouſand great feſterces; to

the populace thirty-five thouſand ; to every common ſoldier of the praetorian guards

a thouſand ſmall feſterces ; and to every ſoldier of the Roman legions three hundred.

}**ſiting. His laſt will being read, Druſus produced to the conſcript fathers four ſmall books,

***, him, wrote by the deceaſed emperor ; the firſt of which contained regulations relating to

the ceremony of his obſequies ; the ſecond was a journal of the moſt memorable

ačtions of his life, which by his laſt will he ordered to be engraved on the pillars of b

braſs, which ſupported the frontiſpiece of his ſtately mauſoleum. Great part of this

journal has been preſerved in an ancient marble found about a hundred and fifty years

ſince in the city of Ancyra ". The third book contained a ſummary of the ſtrength and

income of the empire, the number of the Roman; and auxiliaries in pay, the condi

tion of the navy, of the ſeveral kingdoms paying tribute, and of the various provinces

and their revenues, with the ſtate of the treaſury, the expences of the empire, and

the demands upon the public. This regiſter, as we may call it, was all writ with

Auguſtus’s own hand. The fourth book was a collection of inſtrućtions for the uſe of

Tiberius, and the other governors and magiſtrates of the republic, whom he adviſed

to lay aſide all thoughts of extending the limits of the empire by new conqueſts *. But e

whether this advice was dićtated by his love for the public, ſays Tacitus, or by envy

and jealouſy of the glory of his ſucceſſors, is uncertain *. The funeral honours were

opinions of the next conſidered, when Aſinius Gallus moved, that the funeral ſhould paſs through the

And legacies.

ſºrºrº triumphal gate ; Lucius Arruntius, that the titles of all the laws he had made, and
lating to his

funeral ho- the names of all the nations he had conquered, ſhould be carried before the corps ;

M0,474, ſome were of opinion, that on the day of his funeral all the magiſtrates and knights

ſhould in token of their grief wear iron rings inſtead of their gold ones, and that,

to eternalize his memory, not only the month Sextilis, but the whole time he had

lived, ſhould bear his name, and be ſtyled Seculum Auguſtum, that is, the age of Au

guſtus. Valerius Meſſala, departing from the matter in queſtion, added, that the d

oath of allegiance to Tiberius ſhould be renewed every year. Tiberius, ſurpriſed at

this unexpected propoſal, asked him, whether he had made that motion at his inſti

gation I ſpoke it, anſwered Meſſala with a new turn of flattery, as my own opinion,

* Vide GRUTER. inſcript. p. 130. * Dio, Suet. ibid. • Tacit. annal. l. i. c. 11.

Auguſtus, eſpecially in his old age: others ſay, that

he was aéted therein by a ſecret ambition of ma

king his death more regretted by the badneſs of his

ſucceſſor. But Suetonius cannot perſuade himſelf,

that a prince of Auguſtus's ſagacity and prudence

could proceed upon motives of this nature, in an

affair of ſo great importance; he is rather inclined

to believe, that having weighed both his vices and

virtues, he thought the latter overbalanced the for

mer; and hence, when he adopted him, he ſolemnly

declared upon oath, that he was prompted there

unto by no other motive but that of the public

welfare, and often commended him in his letters

not only as an excellent commander, but as the only

ſtay and ſupport of the Roman people. Out of theſe

letters Suetonius inſtances ſome of his expreſſions:

| Farewel, ſays he, in one of them, my dear Tibe

rius ; may you be happy in your enterprizes, fighting,

* a you do, for me and the muſes: may I be happy, as

you are aº valiant and accompliſhed commander.

Farewel, take care of your ſummer-quarters ; as for

* my own part, my dear Tiberius, I confidently believe,

that amongſ, ſo many difficulties and diſorders, in the
midſt of ſo much remiſſneſs and cowardice in the army,

no man could have behaved with more prudence than

- you have done ; inſomuch that all thoſe, who have had

the honour of attending you, do unanimouſly acknow

(59) Suet.

-

---–

---

ledge, that this verſe cannot more properly be applied to

any man living, than to yourſelf:

Unus homo nobis vigilando reſtituit rem.

And in another letter; Whether I ſeriouſly conſider of

an affir, or any thing falls out which I ought to re

ſent, I want my Tiberius immediately, and this ſaying

comes conſtantly into my mind, By this man's conduct

and prudence we might both eſcape even out of the fire.

As often as I am told how much you are fallen away

by your indefatigable labour, may I periſh if I do not

tremble to hear it. Let me deſire you therefore to have

more care of yourſelf for the future, left the firſt news

of your ſickneſs be the death of your mother and me,

and the people of Rome be in great danger of loſing

their empire. I do not value my own health, unleſs

you be well too. I beg the gods to preſerve you for our

good. if they bear no prejudice or grudge to the Roman

people (59). From theſe letters it plainly appears,

that Auguſtus had a real value and ſincere affection

for Tiberius, that he looked upon him as the only

perſon capable of ſupporting with dignity the title

of emperor, and conſequently that it was not out of

complaiſance to Livia, nor a ſecret ambition of in

hancing his own reputation with poſterity by the

badneſs of his ſucceſſor, that he choſe him,

in Tiber.

f/07"
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y a nor will I ever be controuled by any man in things which concern the welfare ofthe public,

0. let who will be provoked at my freedom P. The ſenators at length all agreed to carry the
O body of the deceaſed emperor to the funeral pile on their ſhoulders ; but this Tiberius

$ would not ſuffer ; nay he cautioned the people by an edićt to refrain their zeal, and
l, not to infilt upon having his body burnt, as julius Caeſar's had been, rather in the

$, forum, than in the field of Mars, which was the place appointed. However, his

(0 funeral was performed with the greateſt pomp and magnificence, that had ever been

}: feen in Rome. Druſus read from the roſtra a ſhort elogium of the deceaſed emperor,

of and Tiberius pronounced his funeral oration in the forum, which was received with

his the applauſe it well deſerved, it being a maſter-piece of the kind ". When fire was ſet

3ry b to his pile, an eagle was let looſe from the top of it, as it were to carry his ſoul to heaven.

ſid Lívia and with her ſome of the chief men among the knights continued for five

d- days together in the field of Mars gathering up the aſhes and the bones which the Hi, tely tunt

CCS flames had ſpared. Theſe Livia put into an urn of gold, which ſhe repoſited in the in the campus

Ind magnificent mauſoleum, which Auguſtus had long before built for himſelf in a grove*

fith between the Tiber and the Flaminian way. It was decreed that men ſhould mourn for

etſ him according to cuſtom, that is, about three weeks ; but women a whole year,

iſed probably for Livia's ſake. As ſoon as the funeral was over, divine worſhip was Divine honours

B. : decreed him with a temple and prieſts: the houſe, in which he was born, that in decreed him.

tºry which he died, and moſt of the houſes, in which he had lived, were changed into

Weſ: e ſančtuaries. Livia, now julia Auguſta, took upon her to be the chief prieſteſs of

, th: the new deity, and made a preſent of ten thouſand great feſterces to a ſenator, named

and Numerius Atticus, who ſolemnly declared upon nis oath, that he had ſeen the ſoul

Ts; - of Auguſtus aſcend up to heaven. This fable, which was a copy of that which Julius

ght; Proculus had many ages before publiſhed concerning Romulus, was ſoon ſpread and

i. credited in all the provinces ſubject to Rome : temples were every-where erected in

º honour of the deified Auguſtus, and a new order of prieſts inſtituted. Tiberius conſe

fA. crated a ſanctuary to his deceaſed father in his own palace, and choſe twenty-one

tº prieſts from among the ſenators, naming himſelf, his ſon Druſus, and his nephew

º al Germanicus, among the firſt '. It was not out of any principle of religion, or any

d regard to Auguſtus, as Tacitus well obſerves, that Tiberius procured the deification of

Auguſtus, but becauſe it nearly concerned him to have all the laws and ačts of one who

had left him his ſucceſſor paſs for ſacred. Beſides, in promoting this kind of ſuper

ſtition, he had another view, which was to rivet the public ſlavery, evidently included

in religious worſhip paid to a prince who had inthralled his country.

film Auguſtus was a man of a ſound judgment, and great penetration, had a particular His charađer.

turn for buſineſs, and a wonderful talent in improving opportunities, and applying

the abilities of others to his own ends. In the times of the republic, when valour

and eloquence were the only means of riſing, and acquiring fame, he would have

siń.

!",

i.

ºr iſ made but a middling figure ; for he was quite deſtitute of the former, being bold

tº rº e indeed in council, but a coward in the field ; and as to his eloquence, it was, accord

ſº ing to Tacitus, eaſy and flowing, ſuch as became a prince, but no ways fit to move or

* - controul the ſpirit of republicans. He did not make his way to the throne, but

". found it already made by his great uncle julius, who happily accompliſhed what

** he would never have thought of attempting. He had, 'tis true, powerful enemies

lsº to contend with, whom he overcame ; but his vićtories were owing to others, and

º not to himſelf. Thus by the bravery of Antony he conquered Brutus and Caſſius,

º and by the valour of Agrippa he conquered Antony. Nor did it require extraordinary

º abilities to hold the empire, when he had once acquired it, the Roman ſpirit being in

* tirely broken, and all thoſe cut off either in the battles of Philippi and Aélium, or by
miſ f bloody proſcriptions, who had courage enough to ſtand up in defence of their liber

º ties. He was naturally of a cruel and vindićtive temper, and did many mean things

º to ſatisfy his revenge, which the great heart of Caſar would have ſcorned. We meet

:: with no inſtances of his ſo much boaſted clemency and moderation, till he had facii
o: ficed to his jealouſy all thoſe whom he either feared or ſuſpected. When he had tho

: roughly maſtered the ſtate, utterly extinguiſhed all maxims of liberty, and inhu

manly maſſacred ſuch as he thought capable of thwarting his deſigns, or diſturbing

him in the poſſeſſion of his uſurped power, he then governed with great mildneſs,

and diſcharged all the duties of an excellent prince ; which gave riſe to the ſaying,

* Idem ibid. * Vide Dio, l. lvi. p. 598. * Dio, p. 598–6co. Tacit, ibid, c. 11, 15, 78.
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that he ſhould never bave been born, or never have died. As he fluck at no wickedneſs a

to gain power, we cannot help thinking but that he would have committed more to

maintain it, if he had found more to be neceſſary. He made, ’tis true, a feint or

two to abdicate the ſovereignty ; had he been in earneſt, he might at leaſt have left

for a legacy to the Roman people that liberty of which he had robbed them. But

inſtead of reſtoring to them that dominion over themſelves, which none but them

ſelves had any right to exerciſe, he provided by a long train of ſucceſſors againſt

any poſſible recovery of liberty. When he had no longer any heirs of his own blood,

whom he liked, he adopted the ſons of his wife, and their ſons ; which plainly ſhews,

that he was determined to intail ſlavery upon his country, and extend his uſurpation

even beyond his grave. Some writers to excuſe him tell us, that the ſtate was irre-b

trievable, and that it was therefore abſolutely neceſſary the ſovereign power ſhould

be lodged in one man. But Auguſtus himſelf judged otherwiſe ; for by propoſing to

f reſign, however inſincere this propoſal was, he at leaſt ſhewed, that he thought the

reſettling of the republic practicable. Druſus, brother to Tiberius, declared his deſign

to effect it : nay, it was what Tiberius himſelf, after he was emperor, pretended to

- do. Auguſtus might, without all doubt, by his abſolute authority have reduced the

commonwealth to her firſt principles and firmneſs. This would have been true glory,

the only true uſe of his abſolute power, and the only amends for having aſſumed it.

But inſtead of reſtoring the ſtate to its ancient luſtre, he did all that lay in his power

to perpetuate ſlavery, to extinguiſh all maxims of liberty, and to render his ſucceſſors c

as abſolute as himſelf. But not to dwell any longer on this ſubjećt, we ſhall conclude
f with Dion Caſſius, that Auguſtus would have been deſervedly eſteemed one of the beſt

princes that ever ſwayed a ſceptre, had he not uſurped, but received the ſovereign

power lawfully conveyed to him from his anceſtors. But whether the wiſe laws he

- publiſhed, and the mildneſs with which he governed, after his ſovereignty was

thoroughly eſtabliſhed, ſufficiently atoned for his uſurpation, and the many crimes

t

y

attending it, is what we ſubmit to the judgment of our readers (F).

(F) The news of Auguſtus's death, when firſt

brought to Rome, gave occaſion to various diſcourſes

and obſervations concerning him, which it would

be an unpardonable oniſłion in us not to take notice

of, ſince they acquaint us with the ſentiments, which

his friends as well as his enemies entertained of him,

'' and have been tranſmitted to us by one of the moſt

judicious and accurate writers of antiquity (60), in

whoſe words we ſhall deliver them : “The ſuper

“ſtitious multitude, ſays that writer, admired the

* fortuitous events of his life, the laſt day of which

‘ and the firſt of his reign was the ſame ; that he

‘ died at Nola, in the ſame town, in the ſame houſe,

‘ and in the ſame chamber, where his father Ottavius

‘died. They obſerved to his glory his many con

‘ſulſhips, equal in number to thoſe of Valerius Cor

“vinus and Caius Marius put together; that he had

“exerciſed the tribunitial power for thirty-ſeven

• years ſucceſſively; that he had been proclaimed

‘ emperor twenty-one times, and that he had enjoyed

‘many honours, ſome of which had been conferred

‘upon others, and ſome created for him. Men of

“penetration entered further into his life, but dif

“fered about it. His admirers ſaid, that his filial

“ piety, and the diſorders which reigned in the re

‘public, and had got the better of the laws, forced

‘ him to enter into a civil war, which can never

“be carried on without dreadful diſturbances; that

‘to be revenged on thoſe who had murdered his

“father, he had been obliged to comply with the

‘violent temper of his collegues, Antony and Lepi

“dus, and give up to their revenge and jealouſy many

“illuſtrious citizens; that when Antony was loſt in

“ſenſuality, and Lepidus in ſloth and idleneſs, there

“was no other remedy for the diſtraćted ſtate, rent

‘ into parties and factions, but the ſovereignty of

“one: Auguſtus however did never take upon him

‘to rule over his country as king or dićtator, but

‘ ſettled the government under the legal title of

The

‘prince of the ſenate; he extended the bounds of

‘the empire, and ſet for its limits the diſtant ocean,

• and remote rivers; the ſeveral parts and forces of

“the ſtate, the legions, the provinces, and the navy.

“were well connected and governed ; the citizens

“lived peaceably under the protećtion of the laws,

• the allies reſpected the Roman name, and Rome her

“ſelf was adorned with magnificent ſtructures : he

‘ had indeed on ſome occaſions exerted his arbitrary

‘power, but in very few, and then only to ſecure

• the peace of the whole. In anſwer to all this,

* others, who did not entertain ſo good an opinion

‘ of the deceaſed emperor, urged, that his filial piety,

‘ and the diſtraćtions of the republic, were mere pre

“tences; but his luſt of reigning the true and only

“motive, which prompted him to kindle a civil war

“in the bowels of his country; that in order to get

‘the whole power of the ſtate into his hands, he

‘gained over by bribery a body of veterans; and

“ though a private youth, levied an army in defiance

‘ of the laws; that for the baſe purpoſe of power,

* he debauched the Roman legions under the com

‘mand of the conſuls, as if he deſigned to join

“Pompey's republican party ; that ſoon after, when

“he had obtained of the ſenate, or rather uſurped,

‘the practorſhip, the two conſuls, Hirtius and Panſ,

“being ſlain, he ſeized both their armies; that it

“was doubted whether the conſuls were killed by

“ the enemy, or their own men, Hirtius in the battle,

‘and Panſa after it, by having poiſon poured into

‘ his wounds, and whether young Caſar was not

“the author of this execrable treaſon; that he ex

‘torted the conſulſhip in ſpite of the ſenate, and

‘ employed againſt the commonwealth the very arms

* with which ſhe had truſted him for her defence

* againſt Antony. To all this they added, his bloody

“proſcriptions, the maſſacre of numberleſs citizens,

“his robbing the public of ſo many lands and poſ

‘ſeſſions, and diſtributing them among his own

: creatures;

(60) Tacit. anmal, l. i. e. 6.
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* creatures; a piece of injuſtice ſo notorious, that

* even, thoſe who were gainers by it, could not help

• condemning it. But allowing him to have had

* no other view in the deſtructive war he carried on

* againſt Brutus and Caffius, but to revenge by their

• death the murder of the dictator, though it had

• been more to his reputation to ſacrifice his private

* reſentment to the public welfare, did he not be

• tray young Pampey by a deceitful peace P Did he

* not inſnare Antony firſt by treaties, viz. of Taren

“tum and Brunduſium, then by a marriage, that of

“his ſiſter Ottavia: And did not this perfidious alli

* ance at length coſt Antony his life? After this, 'tis

* true, there was peace, but a bloody peace in the

* defeat of Lollius and Varus, in Germany ; and at

“Rome the Varrones, the Egnatii, the julii, illuſtrious

“citizens, were put to death. Neither was his

* domeſtic life ſpared on this occaſion : he had ar

“bitrarily robbed Nero of his wife, when ſhe was

º; with child, and in deriſion of the gods con

“ſulted the prieſts, whether he might marry her

“before, or was obliged to wait till after her deli

* very. His favourites, Tedius and Vedius. Pollio had

* lived in exceſſive luxury : his wife Livia, who had

“an abſolute ſway over him, had proved a cruelgo

“verneſs to the republic, and a more cruel ſtep

“mother to the fulian family: he had even uſurped

* honours peculiar to the gods, and raiſing temples

* to himſelf, would be adored as a deity with all the

* ſolemnity of prieſts and ſacrifices : he adopted Ti

* kerius for his ſucceſſor, not out ofaffection to him,

* or any concern for the republic, but having diſ.

* covered in him a cruel and haughty temper, he

* ſought glory from the compariſon of their reigns’.

Such were the ſentiments and obſervations of the

Romans on the deceaſed emperor. But after all, it

muſt be owned, that Auguſtus, whether we con

fider him as a magiſtrate at the helm of the repub

lic, or as a private citizen in his domeſtic life, had

many good qualities, which few perſons in either

ſtation have ever ſince his time poſſeſſed in ſo emi

ment a degree. Theſe together with his vices we

ſhall here without any prejudice or partiality expoſe

to the conſideration of our readers, that they may

the better be able to form a right judgment of the

famous and ſo much celebrated Auguſtus.

In the firſt place, when his authority was once

thoroughly eſtabliſhed, he made it his whole ſtudy

to redreſs the public grievances, to ſuppreſs the diſ

orders which had been introduced by the licenti

ouſneſs of the ſoldiery, during the civil wars, to ſet

tle in all the provinces a laſting peace, and to pro

mote the happineſs and welfare of his ſubječts.

That he had nothing more at heart than to ſee the

republic flouriſh, he frequently declared in his pri.

vate diſcourſe, but more remarkably in one of his

edićts in the following words: I wiſh I may be able

to eſtabliſh the commonwealth on its proper baſis, and

reap ſuch fruits of my labour as I deſire, that I may

hereafter be reputed the founder of ſo excellent a fa

bric, and carry this hope with me to the grave, that

the commonwealth will continue and flouriſh upon the

foundations which I have laid. Some writers have

thought, that he would have reſigned after his firſt

The firſt feat of the reign of Tiberius was the murder of young Agrippa, whom Tiberius.

he cauſed to be diſpatched by a military tribune, in whoſe cuſtody he was at that

time, before he ſuffered Auguſtus’s death to be made public. Tiberius avoided men

tioning this tranſadion in the ſenate, and would have the world believe that it was

done

illneſs, or at leaſt left Rome free at his death, had he

not been perſuaded, that other pretenders would have

riſen up, and involved the republic in new troubles.

He enacted many excellent laws for the reformation .

of manners, and extirpation of vice; and it may be

truly ſaid, that virtue was never more countenanced 2

than in his reign. His ſumptuary laws, his laws

againſt bribery, adultery, unnatural juſt, and all kind

of incontinence, wrought a great change in the city,

where vice had long appeared bare-faced, and tri

umphed. After he had reformed the manners of

the citizens, he applied himſelf wholly to the em

belliſhing of the city. In order to this, he raiſed

many public buildings, among which the chief were,

the forum, or court of juſtice, the temple of Mars the

avenger, the temple of Apollo in Palatio, the temple

of jupiter the thunderer in the capitol, the portico

of Lucias and Caius, the palaces of Livia and Otta

via, and the theatre of Marcellus. He repaired many,

old temples, and rebuilt many, which had been de

ſtroyed either by time or fire, inriching both them

and the reſt with noſt magnificent preſents. To

the temple of jupiter Capitolinus, not to mention

others, he gave at once ſixteen thouſand pound

weight of gold, beſides jewels and precious ſtones,

to the value of fifty millions of ſeſterces. He often.

exhorted the principal and moſt wealthy citizens to

repair or erect ſome monument or other, which

might ſerve as an ornament to the city : and npon

his perſuaſion Marcius Philippus built the temple of

Hercules Muſarum, L. Cornificius the temple of Diana,

Aſinius Pollio the court of liberty, Munatius Plancus

the temple of Saturn, Cornelius Balbus a theatre,

Statilius Taurus an amphitheatre, and Marcus Agrippa

a great number of moſt ſtately and magnificent ſtruc

tures. In order to ſecure the city, thus embelliſhed,

againſt fires and inundations, to which it was ſub

ject, he divided it into fourteen regions or wards,

appointing a peculiar magiſtrate for each ward, and

committing the care of each ſtreet to ſome citizen

of diſtinétion. Theſe had under their command

guards and watchmen, who were to patrol all night

to prevent fires, robberies, and other diſorders :

againſt the inundations of the Tiber, which often laid

the lower parts of the city under water, he cleanſed

and inlarged the bed of that river, which had been

long choaked up with rubbiſh, and the ruins of

houſes ; and that the city might be the more acceſ.

ſible on all ſides, he took upon himſelf the reparation

of the Flaminian way as far as Ariminum, leaving

the reſt of the public ways to be mended by ſuch as

had triumphed, and the charges to be defrayed out

of the ſpoils of the enemy. -

He ſhewed high regard for the Roman name, and

was ſparing in admitting foreigners to the rights of

citizens; whereof we have the two following in

ſtances; Tiberius, having deſired him to grant the

citizenſhip of Rome to a certain Greek, who was

one of his clients, he wrote him this anſwer ; that .

he would not comply with his requeſt, unleſ, he came

himſelf, and ſatisfied him of the juſtice of it i. in like

manner Livia interceding for a Gaul, he perempto

rily rejećted her petition, but granted the Gaul an

exemption from his tribute with this declaration ;

that he would rather condeſcend to a diminution of the

public revenue, than to proſtitute the honour of the

Roman name. As he had a particular veneration for

the memory of thoſe heroes who had contributed

to the advancement of the Roman empire, he repaired

all their monuments, retaining their old titles and .

inſcriptions, and dedicating their ſtatues in the two

portico's of his forum ; on which occaſion he de-.

clared in an edićt, that his deſign was to propoſe them

as a pattern and example, by which he himſelf, and

the princes, who ſhould ſucceed him, might frame them

ſelves, and regulate their condu&#.

As he had no great talent for war, he commanded

the army in perſon but twice againſt a foreign enemy,

‘Uly...
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humus mur

dered.

*grippa Poſt done by the command of Auguſtus, as if he had tranſmitted orders to the tribune who a

guarded the youth, to diſpatch him upon the firſt intelligence of his death. The

better to ſupport this ſtory, when the tribune, according to the cuſtom of the army,

acquainted Tiberius, that his commands were executed, he anſwered, that he had

given no ſuch commands, and that he ſhould be anſwerable to the ſenate for what he

viz. in Dalmatia, when he was but young, and in

his expedition againſt the Cantabrians. The other
wars he managed by his lieutenants, who under his

auſpices reduced the Cantabrians, Aquitans, Dal

matians, Pannonians, Illyrians, Rhaetians, Vindelicians,

Salaſians, and the Germans inhabiting the countries

between the Rhine and the Elbe. He held it for an

in'allible maxim, that war was never to be under

taken, nor a battle fought, but when the advantage

hoped for was apparently greater than the loſs feared;

for thoſe who hazard much, ſaid he, to gain but little,

are like men who fiſh with hooks of gold, the loſs of

which will hardly be repaired by what they catch. He

uſed to lay, that raſhneſs and precipitancy were the

greateſt faults in a general; whence he had this ſay

ing frequently in his mouth, Feſtina lenſe, which is

much the ſame in ſenſe with our common prowerb,

No more haſte than good ſpeed. He was vely ſevere

in keeping the ſoulers to their duty, not ſuffering,

but with much difficulty, even his lieutenants to

quit the camp, and return to Rome ; and that only

when the troops were in winter quarters. A Ro

man knight, having cut off the thumus of two of

his ſons to diſable them irom ſerving, he condemned

him to be ſold for a ſlave, and confiſcated his eſtate.

He disbanded the tenth legion only for betraying an

unwillingneſ to obey his commands, and diſmiſſed

others, without the rewards due to veterans for ha

ving demanded their diſcharge. If in an engage

ment any cohort or legion gave ground, or were even

put into confuſion, he ordered every tenth man by

lot to be executed, and allowed the reſt nothing but

barley. The centurions and tribunes likewiſe, aban

doning their poſts, were immediately puniſhed with

death. For ſmall offences he contented himſelf with

condemning them to ſtand all day before his pra:-

tº lum, ſometimes ungirt in their tunics only, and

ſometimes with long poles in their hands. After

the civil wars he never called thoſe who ſerved

under him fellow-ſoldiers, but only ſoldiers, nor would

he ſuffer his own or his wife's children to call them

otherwiſe, thinking it inconſiſtent with military

diſcipline, with the tranquility of thoſe times, and

the grandeur of his family, to treat them with ta

miliarity.

He was no leſs careful in adminiſtring juſtice,

than ſevere in exacting military diſcipline: tor he

not only appointed ſuch judges as were men of known

integrity, but was himſelf very aſſiduous in hearing

cauſes, often fitting up with great patience the beſt

part of the night : when he was by any indiſpoſi

tion confined to his palace, he uſed then to hear

cauſes in his own room lying upon a couch, think

ing the adminiſtration of juſtice the chief and in

diſpenſable duty of a prince. Notwithſtanding his

aſſiduity in hearing cauſes, and continual application,

he was at all hours ready to give audience even to

the meaneſt of the people, to hear their complaints,

and receive their petitions; and becauſe one preſented

him his requeſt ſomewhat timorouſly, he pleaſantly

rebuked him, ſaying, That he had delivered his pe

tion to him, as if he had been preſenting ſomething to

an elethant. To encourage perſons of all ranks to

recur freely to him, he carefully avoided all outward

appearance of grandeur; hence he very ſeldom en

tered, or left any city, but in the night-time, to

avoid all formalities, and the attendance of the in

habitants. He never went to the ſenate without

faluting all the ſenators, in the order they ſat, each

had

of them by his own name 5 and at his departure

took his leave of them in the ſame manner. He

aſſiſted in perſon at all public and private feaſts and

entertainments till he began to be in years, and could

no longer bear the inconveniencies of a croud. He

had ſo great an averſion to the title of dominus or

lord, that he looked upon it as a reproach, and even

publiſhed an edićt, forbidding any one, his own chil

dren and grand children not excepted, to give hitn

that title. In the aſſemblies held for the election of

magiſtrates, he gave his vote in his own tribe, as if

he had been one of the people; and in the courts

of judicature, he not only ſuffered himſelf to be in

terrogated, but allowed the judges and advocates of

the adverſe party to objećt againſt his depoſition.

How great and powerful ſoever his favourites were

in Rome, he would not allow them any exemption

from the judicial y laws, nor even recommend then,

to the judges. Of all the crimina's and accuſed

perſons in his time, he ſaved but one, by whoſe

means he had diſcovered a conſpiracy formed againſt

him, and him he preſerved by prevailing with his

intreatics upon his accuſer to withdraw his accuſ--

tion. The ancients give us ſeveral inſtances even

of his clemency, after his authority was thoroughly

eſtabliſhed. One funius Novatus publiſhed a letter

full of bitter invićtives againſt him in the name of

young Agrippa, for which offence Auguſtus only

laid a ſmall fine upon him. One Caſſius Patavinst

declared boldly at a public entertainment, that he

neither wanted will nor courage to rid Rome of her

new monarch ; and Auguſtus contented himſelf only

with ordering him to depart Rome. . A milius AEli

anus being accuſed among other things of ſpeak

ing of him with great contempt, the emperor turn

ing to the informer, and pretending to be in a great

rage, I wiſh with all my heart you could prove it,

ſaid he: if you did, I would make A.lianus know, that

I have a tongue as well as he, and can ſay twice as

much of him ; and reſented it no further. Tiberius

likewiſe complaining in a letter to him of the in

ſolence of Ælianus, he returned him this anſwer;

Do not, my dear Tiberius, indulge too much in this

caſe your paſſion ; let us deſpiſe words, and think our

felves happy if they can do us no greater harm.

As for his liberality, it knew no bounds; he con

ſtantly ſupplied with corn above a hundred thouſand

families, which he cauſed to be diſtributed monthly

among them : he frequently preſented the people

with large ſums, giving them ſometimes two, ſome

times three, and ſometimes four hundred ſeſterces

a head, not excluding even the children. He was

always ready to lend without intereſt, any ſum to

ſuch perſons as were able to ſecure him his prin

cipal by double the value. When he publiſhed the

law excluding from the ſenate ſuch as were nor

worth twelve hundred thouſand ſetterces, out of

compaſſion for many noble families, he made up

that ſum with his own money. He exhibited at an

immenſe charge twenty-four ſhows in his own name,

and twenty-three for aher magiſtrates, who were

either abſent, or not able to bear the expence attend

ing them.

Thus far of Auguſtus as a public magiſtrate: as

to his domeſtic and private life, Suetonius repreſents

him as a tender and careful parent, a conſtant friend,

and both a ſevere and gentle maſter. He brought

up his daughter and her children with the utmoſt

care, not allowing any but Perſons of unblemiſhed

characters
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charaćfers to have acceſs to them : his grandchil

dren he taught himſelf the rudiments of learning,

promiſing himſelf great happineſs from his iſſue,

and the care he took of their education ; but he was

therein, to his inexpreſſible grief, greatly diſappointed,

as we have related in the hiſtory of his reign. His

friendſhip, when once acquired, was firm and con

fant: he not only rewarded his friends ſervices, but

Patiently bore with their faults. Of all of them none

ever received any ill treatment at his hands, except

Salvdienus Rufus, and the famous poet Cornelius

Gallus, who well deſerved it, as we have related

above. The reſt of his favourites flouriſhed in ho

nour and richcs to the end of their lives. As to his

dom, ſtics, he conferred honourable employments,

and heaped riches upon ſuch of them as behaved

well; but Proculus, a freedman, and one of his chief

favourites, he cauſed to be put to death for carrying

on intrigues with married worneri. Thallus, ano

ther freedman, and his amanuenſis, having betrayed

fome ſecrets for five hundred demarii, had his legs

broke by his order. Several of his grandſon Caius's

attendants he ordered to be thrown headlong into

a river, and drowned, for levying money in their

maſter's province without his knowledge. He choſe

rather to turn into mirth the timorouſneſs of Dio

medes, another of his freedmen, than to impute it

to any malicious deſign, when walking with him

alone, a wild boar coming ſuddenly upon them,

Diomedes, to ſecure himſelf, made bold to thruſt his

maſter to the boar.

He applied himſelf from his youth to the ſtudy

of eloquence, and other liberal arts. During the

war of Modena he is ſaid not to have paſſed a day

in the midſt of his moſt important affairs without

reading, writing, and declaming. He wrote ſeveral

books upon different ſubjećts; viz. An anſwer to

Brutus, Cato; exhortations to the ſtudy of philoſophy;

the hiſtory of his life to the Cantabrian war in thir

teen books, an epic poem intitled Sicilia, and a book

of epigrams, which he compoſed for the moſt part

in his baths: he began a tragedy in a lofty ſtyle, but

finding he could not hold out at that rate, he ex

#. what he had wrote, and being asked by his

fiends what was become of Ajax, who was the

ſubjećt of the performance, he anſwered, Ajax has

diſpatched himſelf with a ſponge. Though he was well

acquainted with the Greek tongue, yet he neither

ſpoke it readily, nor ever ventured to compoſe any

thing in it ; when he was obliged to uſe that lan

guage, he firſt wrote down in Latin what he had

# mind to ſay, and then gave it to another to tranſ

late into Greek. In pcruſing the authors of both

languages, his chief obſervation was what precepts

and examples he might colle&t for the public or pri

vate inſtruction of his ſubjećts and friends; when he

thought any of them proper, he copied them word

for word, and ſent them to his domeſtics, the go

vernors of the provinces, or the magiſtrates of the

city, as any of them wanted admonition; nay, ſome

times he read whole books to the ſenate, and recom

mended them afterwards to the people by procla

rtation. His generoſity to men of learning knew

fio bounds, and hence ſo many famous writers flou.

fiſhed in his time, that the age of Auguſtus will ever

be looked upon as the age of elegancy and polite

fiefs; and every admirer of the poets and hiſto

rians, who flouriſhed in thoſe days, will be an ad

tnirer of Auguſtus, who was ſo generous to them,

and is the chief ſubjećt of their panegyrics.

But his virtues were not without the allay of ſome

vices highly unbecoming a perſon in his ſtation. He

abandoned himſelf to all manner of lewdneſs, with

out renouncing even in his old age the vices of his

youth : his ſevere laws againſt adultery were no

check upon him, no more than the ſacred ties of

friendſhip ; for he did not ſpare the wife even of his

own favourite, and faithful counſellor Mecenas. It

was not extreme prudence in ſo great a politician

V o L. V. No 5.

to be daily violating his own laws, eſpecially after

he had, by ſentencing thoſe to death, who were

guilty of adultery, declared how heinous and unpur

donable a crime he thought it. Marc Antony in one

of his letters to him before they quarrelled, railies

him upon his intrigues with ſeveral married women

of great diſtinčtion, whom he names. His friends,

to excuſe theſe ſcandalous practices, which were too

notorious to be denied, pretended, that he courted

the favour of the wives to diſcover by their means

the plots and deſigns of their husbands. He is ſaid

to have divorced Scriòonia for reſenting the autho

rity of one of his concubines: as for Livia, ſhe out

of policy indulged his vicious inclinations ſo far, as

to make it her buſineſs to bring him acquainted with

ſuch women as ſhe thought he might like: he em

ployed many of his friends in the ſame vile mini

ſtry, which gave occaſion to ſeveral lampoons, and

ſharp ſatires. Marc Antony reproached him with

having gained the favour of his great uncle julius

Ceſar at the expence of his modeſty, and his bro

ther Lucius Antonius charged him with abandoning

himſelf, while he was in Spain, to the will of A.

Hirtius, who was afterwards conſul, for three hun

dred thouſand ſeſterces ; hence the people at a co

medy not only interpreted to his diſhonour, but ap

plauded the following expreſſion ſpoke of a prieſt of

Cybele, playing upon his timbrel, as if it had been

ſpoken of him, Wideſae ut cinadus orbem digito tempe

ret Don't you ſee how the catamite governs the world

with one finger ? Some writers have alſo repreſented

him as covetous of rich furniture, eſpecially of Co

rinthian veſſels; and tell us, that in the time of the

proſcription the following paſquinade was writ under

his ſtatue, Pater argentarius, ego Corinthiarius, that

is, My father dealt in money, and I in Corinthian veſ:

ſel; ; for it was ſuppoſed, that ſeveral perſons had

been proſcribed for their plate, and that his father

had been a banker, which laſt ſuppoſition was in

tirely groundleſs, for his father was raiſed very early

to the higheſt honours in the republic. As for his

immoderate deſire of rich furniture, Suetonius clears

him from this imputation, by telling us, that the

goods and furniture of his houſe, which were ſtill

to be ſeen in his time, were not rich enough for a

private perſon of any taſte, and adding, that at the

taking of Alexandria, of all the queen's rich furni

ture, he reſerved for himſelf only a porcelain cup.

He was given to gaming, and took great pleaſure

in playing at dice, which gave occaſion to the fol

lowing diſtich, which was made during the war in

Sicily:

Poſtguam bis claſſe vičius naves perdidit,

Aliquando at vineat, ludit affidue aleam.

That is, having loft his fleet twice at ſea, he plays

daily, that he may at laſt win. But Suetonius tells us,

that he played only for his diverſion, and not out of

a deſire of winning his friends money; to this pur

poſe he quotes one of his letters to Tiberius, wherein

he tells him, that he had paſſed the feaſt of Minerva

merrily, and played every day at dice; rour brother,

ſays he to Tiberius, was at firſt a great loſer, but in

the end came off pretty well, having recovered him

ſelf beyond expectation: I loſt twenty thouſand

feſterces; but had I exacted what was owing to me,

or kept what I gave away, I ſhould have won above

fifty thouſand. He was naturally very ſuperſtitious,

a great obſerver of dreams, and looked upon the

flight or chattering of birds as infallible preſages. If

in the morning his ſhoes were given him wrong,

or the right foot ſhoe preſented to him for the left,

he counted it ominous. If it rained when he was

ſetting out on a journey, he reckoned it a ſign of a

ſpeedy and happy return : he would never begin a

journey the day after the nundina, nor undertake

any buſineſs of conſequence upon the mones; he was

ſo afraid of thunder and lightning, that he carried a

4 X ſeal's
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had done. This alarmed Criſpus Salluſius (G), who was privy to all the ſecret coun- a

ſels of Tiberius, and had ſent the tribune the warrant: he knew it was equally dan

gerous to confeſs the truth, and charge the emperor, or to clear the emperor, and

accuſe himſelf. In this perplexity he had recourſe to Livia, adviſing her, by no

means to divulge the ſecrets of the palace, the counſels of the miniſters, or the ſervices of the

ſoldiery, adding, that Tiberius ſhould beware of weakening the overeign authority by refer

ring all things to the ſenate, the nature of aboute power being ſu b as could not be pre

ſerved intire but in one perſon . Livia followed the advice of Saluſia, and no f.rther

mention was made of the murder or the young prince (H).

A s ſoon as the death of fuguſius was known at Kome, the conſuls, ſenators,

and knights, ran headlong into ſlavery, as Tacitus expreſies it. With ſervile flattery

they took care to frame their faces ſo as to reconcile falſe joy for the acc flion of 11te

rius with feigned grief for the loſs of Auguſtus. The two conſuls Sextus Pom eius and

Sextus Apuleius took firſt the oath of fidelity to Tiberius, and then adminiſtred it to

the ſenate, the people and the ſoldiery ; for Tiberius affected to derive all his autho

rity from the conſuls and ſenate, as if the ancient republic ſtill ſubſiſted, and he were

yet in ſuſpenſe about accepting or rejećting the ſovereign power : he even owned in

his edićt for ſummoning the ſ nate, that he iſſued it in virtue of the tribunitial power

granted him und, r auguſius, and that he claimed no other authority, no other title

for having a ſhare in the public adminiſtration. But notwithſtanding this pretended

modeſty, from the moment Auguſtus expired, he aſſumed all the prerogatives of an

abſolute prince, gave the word to the praetorian cohorts, placed guards about his

perſon, went guarded in the ſtreets, and to the ſenate, and writ letters to the ſeveral

armies in the undiſguiſed ſtyle of one who was already maſter of the Roman empire,

and had under his command all its forces. This he did to prevent the armies in

diſtant provinces from declaring for Germanicus, who was then in Germany at the

head of ſeven legions, and a great body of allies. But with the ſenate he proceeded

in a quite different manner: when the conſcript fathers offered him the government, he

pretended to refuſe it, though he had already ſecured it to himſelf, and with a great

deal of artifice began to diſcourſe of the greatneſs of the Roman empire, and in

modeſt terms of his own inſufficiency ; telling them, That the divine genius of Au

Tiberius af.

fed, modeſy.

* TACIT. annal. l. i. c. 6. Dio, l. lvi. p. 592.

ſeal's skin always about him, imagining, as was then

generally believed, that it had we know not what

ſecret virtue againſt thunder ; but nevertheleſs, for

his greater ſecurity, upon the leaſt apprehenſion of

an extraordinary ſtorm, he uſed to icek for ſhelter

in a vault or cellar under-ground.

Such were he virtues, ſuch the vices of the famous

Auguſtus. As for his conduct during the civil war,

it was ſuch as brought, we may ſay, diſgrace upon

uſurpation itſelf. He ſtuck at no crime, however

heinous; but after he had either by public proſcrip

tions, or private aſläflinations, cut off all thoſe who

gave him umbrage, he reigned with moderation

over the reſt. He reigned long, and eſtabliſhed a

laſting peace, a great relief after ſo long and deſtruc

tive a war. In this long tranquility, the calami

tics which had been occaſioned by the war were

forgot, and Auguſtus cried up as the author of the

leſſings they enjoyed in a profound peace at home.

Beſides, the badneſs of his ſucceſſors was a ſignal

advantage to his name and memory; for in propor

tion as they were deteſted, he was regretted.

(Gº Criſpus Salluſtius was born of an equeſtrian

family, great-nephew by a ſiſter to the famous hiſto

rian Caius Salluſtius, and by him adopted; he might

have riſen to the greateſt honours in the ſtate, but

in imitation of Mecanas, whom he propoſed to him

ſelf for his pattern, he contented himſelf with the

title of a Roman knight, though he excelled in power

many, who had been diſtinguiſhed with conſulſhips

and triumphs. In Mecanas's life-time he was next

in favour with Auguſtus, and upon the death of that

faithful counſellor, he became the chief confident

(62) Tacit, annal. l. i.

firſt of Auguſtus, and afterwards of Tilerius, who

repoſed an intire confidence in him : he was extreme

nice in his dreſs, expenſive in his manner of living,

and no ways inferior in luxury and m 'gn ficence to

Mecanas himſelf; but could, upon any exigency,

exert a vigour equal to the greateſt affairs, which

he concealed under the appearance of indolence and

ſloth (61).

H) Suetonius tells us, that Agrippa was killed by

a military tribune, in whoſe cuſtody he was at that

time, after he had read the warrant for his execution

to him ; which warrant, adds that writer, whether

left by Auguſtus when he died, to prevent any trou

bles which might happen upon his death, or con

trived by Livia in Auguſius's name, with or with

out the privity of Tiberius, is a thing uncertain to

this day (63). But Tacitus tells us in expreſs terms,

that Auguſtus never dipt his hands in his own

blood ; neither does he think it credible, that he

would barbarouſly ſacrifice the life of his grandſon

to the ſecurity of his ſtep-ſon. It is therefore more

probable, ſays that author, that this haſty murder

was purely the work of Tiberius and Livia, and

that the young prince fell thus untimely to fitiate

the hatred which Livia bore him, and to deliver

Tiberius from a troubleſome rival. Though the

aſſaſſin, who was charged with the execution of this

cruel order, was a bold and reſolute centurion or

tribune, as Suetonius calls him, and found young

Agrippa unarmed, and little apprehending ſuch a

deſtiny, yet it was with the utmoſt difficulty that

he diſpatched him. In him ended the family of

Auguſtus.

(63) Suet. in Tiber, c. 22.

guſtus
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a guſtus alone was equal to ſo great a charge ; that as for himſelf, he knew ly experience, Hº ºffeels tº

Baving borne part of Auguſtus’s cares, how many difficulties, contingencies and danger:

are inſeparably annexed to rule and ſºvereignty; that ſince the city was ſo happily repleniſhed

with great numbers of illuſºrious patriots, they ought not to ſay the whole burden of the

adminiſtration upon one perſon, but divide it among many, &c. When he had ended

his ſpeech, the ſenators, who dreaded nothing ſo much as to ſeem to underſtand him,

burſt into tears, and throwing themſelves at his feet, embraced his knees, begging

him in the moſt low and ſervile manner imaginable not to abandon them, but to

take upon him a charge, to which none but himſelf was equal. Then Tiberius, pre

tending to yield to their importunity, I am, ſaid he, unequal to the weight of the

whole government; but if you think fit to intruſt me with any particular part, whatever it

be, I am ready to undertake it. Hereupon Aſinius Gallus (I) riſing up, I lºg to know,

Caeſar, ſaid he, what part of the government you deſire for yourſ are * This unexpected

demand ſtartled Tiberius, who for a while ſtood mute ; but recovering himſelf, an

fwered, that it ill became his modeſty to chuſe or reje? any particular branch of the admi

miſłration, when he deſir.d to be excuſedfrom the whole. Galus, perceiving him offended,

as readily replied, that he did not offer that queſtion, as if he deſigned to divide

what was in itſelf indiviſible, but to convince him by his own confeſſion, that the

commonwealth was but one body, and conſequently could not be governed but by

the wiſdom of one perſon: then continuing his ſpeech, he made a long deſcant upon

the great merits and accompliſhments of Tiberius, of his many victories and con

queſts, of the civil employments he had long borne with great credit and reputa

tion, &c. but this did not aſſuage the wrath of Tiberius, who had long hated Galli's

for having married Vipſania Agrippina, the daughter of Agrippa, whom Tiberius had

been obliged by Auguſtus to divorce, to make room for his daughter jula. He

ſuſpected that dinius Gallus by this match deſigned to raiſe himſelf above the rank

of a ſubjećt, and therefore upon this new provocation reſolved to ſeize the firſt oppor

tunity of delivering himſelf from his fears by the death of his ſuppoſed rival. Lucius

Arruntius (K), Quintus Haterius, and Mamercus Scaurus, likewiſe incurred on this

occaſion the diſpleaſure of Tiberius ; Arruntius by a ſpeech not much unlike that of

Gallus ; Hirtius, by asking him, How long, Caeſar, will you ſuffer the commonwealth

to remain deſtitute of a head 2 and Scaurus for ſaying by way of raillery, There is room

to hope, that Tiberius will at length yield to the intreaties and prayers of the ſenate, ſince he

has not oppoſed, as he might, in virtue of his tribunitial power, the motion of the conſuls in

his bhalf. The ill-timed pleaſure, which theſe illuſtrious citizens took in ſhewing

themſelves well appriſed of Tiberius’s real intentions, coſt them dear; for he after

wards ſacrificed them all, under various pretences, to his jealouſy and ſuſpicions.
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(1) Aſinius Gallus was the ſon of the famous

Aſinius Poilio, the favourite of Auguſius, and great

patron of learning, and men of letters, He had been

conſul eleven years befºre, with Caius Marcius Cen

forinus, and had alſo borne the office of triumvir

monetalis, or overſeer of the coinage, as appears from

one of Auguſtus's medals with this legend on the

reverſe, C Aſinius Gallus III. vir. A. A. A. F. F.

that is, triumvir, auro, argento, are, flando, fºriumdo. -

At firſt the conſuls took upon themſelves the care

of the mint, and joined two ſenators with them in

this office; but afterwards the heads of the republic

were eaſed of this trouble, and ſometimes two,

ſometimes three, ſometimes four perſons were ap

pointed to direct and inſpect the coinage, and were

called, according to their number, duumviri, trium

viri, quatuorviri mometales, cris, argenti, auri flatores,

(64). Theſe magiſtrates are ſometimes deſcribed on

medals which were probably the current con of the

Romans, thus ; Cur. X. Fl. that is, Curatores aena

riorum fandorum, and they were ſo called till the

triumviri monetales were created. But to return to

Aſinius Gallus, Suetonius aſcribes to him a ſmall per

formance, containing a parallel or compariſon of

Cicero and his father Aſinius Pollio, in which he gave

the preference to the latter: in anſwer to this work,

the emperor Claudius publiſhed a book, which he

(64) Wide Pompon, l ii. de orig, juris.

intitled, A defence of Cicero againſt the writings ºf

Gallus.

(K) A. Lucius Arruntius was deſcended of an an

cient and noble family, indowed with extraordinary

talents, poſſeſſed of great wealth, and in high favour

with the people. Auguſtus was well acquainted

with his abilities, and not long before his death, in

a familiar converſation with his friends, declared his

opinion of him ; for the diſcourſe turning upon the

great men in Rome, who were equal to the ſupreme

power, and ſome naming Marcus Lepidus, others

Aſinius Gallus, and ſome Lucius Arruntius ; Marcus

Lepidus, replied Auguſtus, is indeed capable of the

/upreme power, but will not, in my opinion, accept of

it ; Aſinius Gallus will aſpire at it, but is not qualified

for it ; as for Lucius Arruntius, he is both equal to

fo great a charge, and will not fail, upon a proper

occaſion, to ſeize it (65). That he ſpoke thus of

Lepidus and Aſinius is agreed on all hands, but ſome

writers, quoted by Tacitus, inſtead of Arruntius

name Cneius Piſo, of whom we ſhall have frequent

occaſion to ſpeak in the courſe of this reign. All

theſe great men, except Lepidus, were ſoon cut off

by Tiberius's orders, being charged with various

crimes feigned by him on purpoſe to get rid of all

competitors to the ſovereign power (66).

(65) Tacit, ibid. (66) Idem, ibid.
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º

Some other ſenators ſpoke ſtill more boldly ; and yet we do not find, that Tiberius a

ever reſented the liberty they had taken ; they were not, in all likelihood, ſo con

fiderable, either for their birth or talents, as to give him any umbrage. Of theſe one,

no longer able to bear the ambiguity of his anſwers, with which he held the ſenate

**ſ ºf in ſuſpenſe, who were all the while at his feet, cried out, Let Tiberius either accept
ſome ſenators. of the empire, or declare in plain terms that be reječis it. Another boldly addreſſing him,

Other men, ſaid he, perform ſlowly what they readily promiſe ; but you promiſe ſlowly what

jou have already performed. And indeed he reigned already, having from the moment

Auguſtus expired aſſumed all the prerogatives of a ſovereign : but in this myſterious

way of dealing with the ſenate, he had two things in view ; the firſt was to make the

world believe that he had been by the commonwealth choſen, and called to the b

empire, which was more glorious for him than to owe it to the intrigues of a woman,

or to the adoption of a ſuperannuated prince ; the ſecond thing he had in view was to

diſcover the deſigns and intentions of the great men, and by that means be able to

diſtinguiſh his friends from his foes". At length pretending to be overcome by the

importunities of the conſcript fathers, and complaining of the heavy burden they laid

upon him, he began to yield by degrees to their requeſt, and in the end accepted

the government, but ſo as to give them hopes that he would one day reſign it; his

! Tiberius takes words were, I accept the empire, and will hold it, till ſuch time as you, conſcript fathers,

!.;"* in your great prudence/hall think fit to give repoſe to my old age. Thus was Tiberius Clau.

- dius Druſus Nero (L), in the fifty-ſixth year of his age, raiſed to the empire, and c

-

* Tacit. ibid. c. 11, 12. SUET. ibid. Dio, l. lvii. p. 6oz.

(L) The Claudian family, of which Tiberius was

deſcended, was one of the moſt illuſtrious families

of Rome. They were originally of Regillum, a city

of the Sabines, whence, according to ſome writers,

they removed to Rome, in the time of Romulus, be

ing invited thither by Titus Tatius, who reigned

jointly with him, according to others, whom we

have followed (67), in the fourth conſulſhip of Pop

licola, when they were brought to Rome by Aëtius

Clauſus, chief of the family, and received into the

number of the patricians by the ſenate, who aſſigned

them a certain portion of land beyond the Anio, and

a burying place under the capitol. Aćiius Clauſus,

on his arrival at Rome, whither he came with five

thouſind families of his friends and dependents, chang

ed his name to Appius Claudius, and was immedi

ately admitted into the ſenate. In proceſs of time

the Claudian family was honoured with twenty

eight conſulſhips, five dićtatorſhips, ſeven cenſor

ſhips, fix triumphs, and two ovations. They were

diſtinguiſhed among themſelves by ſeveral names and

furnames, but they agreed abſolutely to renounce

the name of Lucius, which was common in their

family, two of that name having been condemned

and executed, and to take the name of Nero in its

ſtead, which in the Sabine language fignifies ſtrong

and valiant. Of this family were the famous Appius

C&cus, Appius Claudius Caudex, Appius Claudius Nero,

Appius Claudius, the decemvir, Appius Claudius

Druſus, Appius Claudius Pulcher, of whom we have

ſpoken at length in different places of this work. Of

the ſame family were the two celebrated Claudia,

one of whom diſengaged the veſſel, which was

ſtranded at the mouth of the Tiber, and laden with

inveſted

* TAcIT. ibid.

the opinion of all his officers, was by them intirely

defeated with the loſs of ninety galleys, and twenty

eight thouſand men killed, drowned, or taken pri

ſoners. P. Claudius, the declared enemy of Cicers,

was likewiſe of this family ; but in order to obtain

the tribuneſhip, and by the power annexed to that

office enable himſelf effectually to deſtroy the Roman

orator, he renounced his nobility, and got himſelf

adopted by a mean plebeian into a very low family.

The reſt were all patricians, and had ever been the

principal aſſertors of the power and dignity of that

order. Tiberius was of the patrician family of the

Claudii both by the father's fide, who was deſcended

from Tiberius Nero, the ſon of Appius Cæcus, and by

the mother's, who was the daughter of Appius

Pulcher, brother to the ſaid Tiberius Nero. He was

alſo allied to the family of the Livii by the adoption

of his mother's grandfather. The Livian family was

indeed plebeian, but nevertheleſs honoured with eight

conſulſhips, two cenſorſhips, one dictatorſhip, and

three triumphs. To this family Rome was indebted

for many citizens of great proweſs and renown,

among whom we may well reckon Livius Salinator,

and Livius Druſus ; of Livius Salimator we have

ſpoke elſewhere (69); as to Livius Druſus, he is

#. to have killed in a ſingle combat a general of the

enemy, named Drauſus, and to have in memory of

that exploit aſſumed and tranſmitted to his poſterity

the name of Druſus. In his praetorſhip he recovered,

according to ſome writers, and brought back the

gold which had been given to the Senomes, when

they beſieged the capitol. The father of Tiberius

was quaeſtor to 7ulius Cæſar, and commanded his

fleet in the Alexandrian war; after which he was

* the ſacred image and the utenſils of the great mother by the dictator rewarded for his eminent ſervices,

- of the gods; the other was arraigned of high treaſon and appointed firſt pontifex in the room of Publius

before the people, which had never happened before Scipio, and afterwards honoured with the command

to any woman, for ſaying as ſhe paſſed in her cha- of the colonies which were ſent into Gaul. How

… riot, through the ſtreets, which were much crouded, ever, when the dićtator was ſlain, and moſt of the

I wiſh my brother Pulcher were alive, that by loſing ſenators, apprehenſive of new troubles, were for

another ſea-fight, he might clear the ſtreets of that paſſing an act of oblivion, Tiberius, not thinking

throng, and make more room for my chariot : for Clau- that enough, moved, that rewards might be be:

º dius Pulcher, as we have related elſewhere (68), ſtowed on the tyrannicides. In the Perujian war he

having engaged the Carthaginians at ſea, contrary to fided with Lucius Antonius againſt Odavianus, and

t though

(97 Wide Hiſt, Univerſ. Vol. IV. p. 477, 478, (68) Hiſt, Univerſ. Vol. IV. p. 673. (69). Hiff.

* Univerſ. Vol. IV. p. 691. 736.
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Jº,

liſt a inveſted by the ſenate and people with the ſame unbounded power which Auguſtus

ºt had enjoyed.

m, Tiberius had no ſooner accepted the empire, than the ſenators, to curry favour with

ºu their new ſovereign, were for heaping extraordinary honours on his mother: ſome

ºnt propoſed decreeing her the general title of mother, others that of mother of her country,

iºs and almoſt all moved, that to the name of Tiberius ſhould be added, the ſon of Livia.

tle But Tiberius, jealous of his mother’s glory, anſwered, that public honours ought to

tº b be conferred upon women warily, and with a ſparing hand, adding, that he would Hilingratitude

ſldſ, - uſe the ſame moderation in receiving the honours which ſhould be offered to himſelf to his mother

18 (0. He could not be prevailed upon to ſuffer ſo much as a lićtor to be decreed her, tho’”

k to b every veſtal enjoyed that mark of diſtinétion ; nay, he prohibited the raiſing her an

the altar in memory of her late adoption into the julian family, or paying her any

lid honours of the like nature. Thus from the very beginning of his reign, he requited

Méd with the utmoſt ingratitude the infinite obligations he owed his mother, being aſhamed,

hū as was commonly believed, to acknowledge himſelf indebted for the empire to the

her, intrigues of a woman w. He proved a no leſs cruel husband, than an undutiful ſon.

i. julia had been long ſince baniſhed by her father into the iſland of Pandataria on

º: account of her ſcandalous lewdneſs, and from thence ſome years after removed to the
)

ki: w Idem ibid.

though the reſt abandoned Lucius, yet he could never tory over Antony at Aëtium, he attended him on

be prevailed upon to forſake him ; ſo that he was horſe-back with Marcellus the ſon of Ottavia. He

ºf the only perſon who continued with him to the afterwards commanded the young noblemen in the

wº- laſt. When the city of Peruſa ſurrendered, he found Trojan ſolemnities, or turnament called Troy, which

cy. means to make his eſcape firſt to Praneſe, and from were celebrated in the circus, preſided in the Attiac

ſºn, thence into Campania, where he armed the ſlaves games, inſtituted in memory of Auguſtus's victory

) 03:41 with a deſign to make a ſtand againſt Oétavianus ; at Aétium, and exhibited ſeveral combats of gladia

to thiſ but his undiſciplined troops betaking themſelves to tors in honour of his father Tiberius, and grand

tºº flight at the approach of Ottavianus's vićtorious le- father Druſus, in one of which he engaged with

himºt gions, he was forced to ſhelter himſelf in Sicily, three hundred thouſand ſeſterces, ſome of the rudi

imſ, where he ſtaid a very ſhort time, being diſguſted arii, or gladiators who had been diſcharged and

º: with Pompey, who neither deigned to admit him into exempted from fighting, to return to the arena.

gº his preſence, nor would allow him to have the faſces He entertained the people with ſeveral other mag

| sº carried before him, though the time of his prætor- nificent ſhews, partly at the expence of his mother,

* ſhip was not yet expired. From Sicily he retired into and partly of his father-in-law. His firſt wite was

* Greece, where he was kindly received by Marc An- Agrippina, the daughter of Agrippa, and grand
ſ,* tony, and entertained by him in a manner ſuitable to daughter of the famous Titus Pomponius Atticus, by

A;4 his rank, till a peace being concluded between An- whom he had his ſon Druſus, but though ſhe was

#: tony, Oflavianus, and Pompey, and a general amneſty with child again, he was obliged much againſt his
ſº granted, he returned to Rome with the reſt of the exiles; will to divorce her, and marry julia, the daughter

If we where Auguſtus falling in love with his wife Livia of Auguſtus, by whom he had one ſon, who died

egh: Druſills, obliged him to yield her to him, though while he was yet an infant. julia had, in her firſt

!, and ſhe had already brought him children, among the husbard's life-time, expreſſed a great paſſion for Ti

letted reſt Tiberius, and was then big with child. He died berius; but after their marriage ſhe deſpiſed him, and

wn foon after, leaving behind him two ſons, Tiberius was, as is commonly believed, with her ſcandalous
ºaſiſ, and Druſus, ſurnamed Nero's, as we have related and lewd life, the chief cauſe of his ſudden retreat to

hiſt above. Rhodes. -

** Some authors have written, that Tiberius was born He firſt ſerved under Auguſtus in quality of mili

* at Fundi, a city of the Auſones between Terracina tary tribune in the Cantabrian war; ſome time after

* and Formia ; but the moſt credible writers aſſure us, he was appointed commander in chief of the army

laſ that he was born at Rome on mount Palatine, the which was ſent into Armenia to place Tigranes on

idºl, fixteenth day before the calends of December, M. that throne. On his return from that expedition

; : AEmilius Lepidus being conſul the ſecond time with Auguſtus raiſed him to the praetorſhip, and took him

wiki L. Munatius Plancus. In his infancy he ſuffered great with him into Gaul, whence he ſent him againſt

ſº hardſhips, and was expoſed to frequent dangers, his the Rhaetians and Windelicians, whom he conquered,

º parents having taken him along with them in their reducing their country to a Roman province, as we

ºf; flight and exile; nay, his mother Livia, in their have related above. He was no leſs ſucceſsful in his

ſt; painful journeys round Sicily and Greece, is ſaid to expeditions againſt the Pannonians and Germans,

Jiří have carried him great part of the way in her arms, whom he obliged to ſue for peace. Auguſtus re

* her husband being abandoned by all his friends, and warded his vićtories with a triumph, which he ob

* even his domeſtics, on account of his ſteady adhe- tained in his ſecond conſulſhip. But in the height

* rence to the republican party. Some time after his of his glory he left Rome, and retired to Rhodes,

Jr. return to Rome one M. Gallius, a ſenator, adopted whence after ſeven years baniſhment, as we may

$ him by his laſt will, and appointed him his heir : call it, he was allowed to return to Rome, reinſtated in

* Tigerius accepted of the eſtate, but declined aſſuming the favour of Auguſtus by the intereſt of his mother

* the name of his benefactor, becauſe he had been Livia, appointed to command the armies in Panno

4 formerly a zealous ſtickler for the republican party, nia, Dalmatia, and Illyricum, made in ſome degree

# He made a funeral oration for his father, when he partner of the empire with Auguſtus, and in his laſt

was but nine years old, which was received with

great applauſe. In Auguſtus's triumph for his vic

vol. V. No 5.

will named his chief heir (70).

(70) wide Suet. in Tiber. & Dio, l. lvi.
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city of Rhegium on the ſtreights of Sicily, where ſhe ſuffered a leſs painful exile. Tibe

rius in Auguſtus's life-time had ſhewn great tenderneſs and compaſſion for his unhappy

wife, and often ſolicited the prince to recall her, and reinſtate her in his favour. But

he was no ſooner declared emperor, than he ſtopt the ſmall penſion which her father

paid her yearly for her ſupport; ſo that the unfortunate princeſs, after a long ſeries

of miſeries, died of want in the fifteenth year of her baniſhment (M) . At the ſame

time Sempronius Gracchus, one of her chief favourites, was by Tiberius's orders put

to death in the iſland of Cercina, to which he had been confined by Auguſtus. He

was deſcended of one of the moſt illuſtrious families in Rome, had a lively wit, great

eloquence, and an engaging addreſs and behaviour. With theſe parts he had capti

vated the heart of julia, and debauched her while ſhe was yet Agrippa's wife; neither

did he break off his intrigues with her, after ſhe was married to Tiberius ; nay, he is

ſuppoſed to have inſpired her with contempt and averſion for her new husband, and

to have dićtated the letters, which ſhe wrote to her father, full of bitterneſs againſt

Tiberius, and painting him in the moſt odious colours. He had therefore been baniſhed

by Auguſtus to the iſland of Cercina, where he had ſuffered great miſeries for fourteen

years. But Tiberius, not judging baniſhment an adequate puniſhment for the inju

ries Sempromius had done him, ſent or ordered Lucius Aſprenas, proconſul of Africa,

to ſend a band of aſſaſſins to diſpatch him. Theſe upon their landing found the un

happy exile on the ſhore, who without betraying any fear or ſurprize, went to meet

them, and intreat them, being well appriſed of their deſign, to ſuſpend the execu

tion of Caſar’s orders, till he wrote a letter to his wife Alliaria, to acquaint her with

his laſt will ; which he had no ſooner done, than he offered his neck to the ſword of

the aſſaſſins with a conſtancy and intrepidity worthy of the Sempromian name, though

he had in his life-time ſhamefully degenerated from the glory of his anceſtors. Some

authors have written, that the aſſaſſins were not ſent directly from Rome, but from

Africa, the crafty tyrant having committed the execution of his orders to Lucius

Aprenas, governor of that province, in order to ſcreen himſelf by that means from

the imputation of putting to death an illuſtrious citizen of Rome, whom his father

Auguſtus had only condemned to baniſhment, and caſt the odium of ſuch an action

on Aſpremas W. But Tiberius’s principal care in the beginning of his reign was to engage

in his intereſt his nephew Germanicus, who on account of his extraordinary parts, and

ſweet temper, was equally adored by the people and ſoldiery. In order to this,

though he hated Germanicus in his heart, yet pretending a tender affection for him,

after he had forbid the ſenate to confer any particular honours on Livia, he recome

mended to them his nephew, and even asked for him the proconſular power; which

being granted, he immediately diſpatched into Germany perſons of the firſt rank to

acquaint him therewith, and condole with him in his name for the death of Auguſtus

* (N). He then named twelve candidates for the praetorſhip, among whom were

Welleius Paterculus the hiſtorian, and his brother ; the ſenate deſired him to appoint

more, but as that number had been ſettled by Auguſtus, he not only refuſed to comply

with their requeſt, but bound himſelf by an oath never to depart from the regulations

The privilege of his predeceſſor. The people had hitherto enjoyed the privilege of creating magi

of creatingma: ſtrates, or at leaſt ſhared it with the emperor, one half of the magiſtrates being named

The death of

Julia.

Sempronius

Gracchus one

of her chieffa

vourites mur

dered by Tibe

rius's orders.

He endeavours
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manicus in his
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.giſtrates ..".
ferred from the

people to the

ſenate.

* Idem ibid. c. 53. Suet. l. iii. c. 11. 7 Tacit. ibid. c. 53. * Idem ibid.

(M) Auguſtus had confined her only to the city

of Rhegium, but Tiberius would not allow her the

liberty of going out of the houſe in which ſhe

lodged, nor ſuffer any of the inhabitants to converſe

with her, or come near her. He deprived her, ac

cording to Suetonius (71), of the ſmall penſion which

Auguſtus had allowed her for her maintenance, under

retence of an exact and religious obſervance of the

§ will of her father, in which no mention was

made of her. But Dion Caffius tells us (71), that he

left her a ſmall legacy, though he ordained, that nei

ther ſhe nor her daughter ſhould be laid in his mau

ſoleum ; and Tacitus ſays, that he cauſed her to

periſh with want, ſuppoſing that her tragical death,

(71) Suet, ibid. c. 5. (72) Dio, l. lvi.

as ſhe was at a good diſtance from Rome, would

remain concealed (73).

(N) Germanicus had been inveſted with the pro

conſular power three years before by Auguſtus, as

Dion informs us ; the power therefore, which was

now conferred upon him at the requeſt of Tiberius,

was, no doubt, a confirmation of the proconſular

authority for his life, ſuch as had been formerly

granted to Auguſtus. In virtue of this new dignity:

Germanicus had an almoſt abſolute authority over all

the Roman forces both in the provinces and the city,

and was every-where to be acknowledged as com:

mander in chief, and under Tiberius generaliſſimo of

the empire.

(73) Tacit. annal. l. i.

by
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a by him, and the other by the tribes, aſſembled in the field of Mars (O); but Tibe.

rius in the firſt elečtions, deprived them of their ancient rights, and transferred them

to the ſenate: the people complained of this innovation, but no diſturbances enſued,

the ſenate being well pleaſed with the change, ſince by it they were delivered from the

charge of buying votes, and the ſhame of begging them ".

Tiberius had ſcarce taken poſſeſſion of the ſovereign power, or, as we may well call

it, the throne, when news was brought him, that the armies in Pannonia and Ger

many had mutinied. In Pannonia three legions, viz. the eighth, the ninth, and the The army in

thirteenth, being allowed by their general julius Blaſus a relaxation for ſome days

from their uſual duties, either to mourn, according to the Roman cuſtom, for the

b death of Auguſtus, or to rejoice for the acceſſion of Tiberius, they grew wanton, quar

relſome and turbulent, began to hearken to ſeditious diſcourſes, to be fond of an eaſy

and idle life, and to have an utter averſion to the toils and diſcipline of the camp. They

were headed and inflamed by one Percennius, a common ſoldier, who, before he

ſerved in the army, had made it his whole buſineſs to raiſe diſturbances, and form

parties in the theatres and play-houſes to hiſs or applaud ſuch players as he diſliked or

favoured (P). As he had by this pračtice acquired a notable talent in ſpeaking to

a croud, and inflaming the mob, in the dusk of the evening, when thoſe whom he

diſtruſted were withdrawn to their tents, he uſed to aſſemble the moſt turbulent, ſtir

them up to mutiny, inflame them againſt their officers, and encourage them to lay

c hold of the preſent occaſion, while the emperor's authority was yet wavering, to

prevail upon him either by force or intreaties to redreſs their grievances.

Pannonia mu

How long, Percennius in
ſaid he, ſhall we obey, like ſlaves, a few centurions and tribune; 2 When ſhall we haveſ" them.

courage enough to demand a redreſs of our grievances, if we let ſlip the preſent oppor

tunity ? What binders us from laying our complaints before the new emperor, and obliging

bim either by our prayers or menaces to liftem to them & Are we doomed to be for ever

miſèrable & Many of us have already ſerved thirty or forty years, are decrepit with age,

and maimed with wounds ; and yet either cannot obtain our diſcharge, or after having

obtained it, are ſtill kept in the camp under the honourable title of veterans ( Q_), and

* Idem ibid. Dio, l. liv.

(O) Suetonius tells us, that julius Cæſar ſhared the

power of creating magiſtrates with the people, except

in the election of conſuls, one half of the magiſtrates

being declared by them, and the other by himſelf,

which he fignified by billets ſent to the tribes in

theſe words; I recommend ſuch or ſuch a perſon to

you, that by your ſuffrage he may be admitted into ſuch

or ſuch an office (74). The ſame writer in the life

of Auguſtus informs us, that he reſtored to the aſ:

ſemblies of the people the ancient rights, having

firſt enaëted ſevere laws againſt all ſorts of bribery,

and corrupt acquiſition of offices. But whether Sue

tonius by ancient rights meant thoſe which the peo

ple enjoyed in the times of liberty, or only the pri

vilege of chufing one half of the magiſtrates, which

they were allowed in the dićtatorſhip of Ceſar,

and afterwards deprived of during the triumvirate,

is matter of diſpute among the learned (75). As to

the conſuls, they were both named by Ceſar the

dićtator, and afterwards by Auguſtus, at leaſt in the

firſt years of his reign. Dion ſeems to inſinuate, that

Tiberius named the conſuls himſelf, but allowed the

femate to chuſe the other magiſtrates, reſerving to

himſelf the recommendation of ſome who were to

be elečted without oppoſition: on the other hand,

Tacitus tells us, that as to the conſular eleētions, he

can ſcarce affirm any thing, there being in this par

ticular a great diſagreement among the hiſtorians of

thoſetimes, and a ſeeming contradićtion in the ſpeeches

of Tiberius himſelf, always reſerved, always myſte

rious (76).

(P) In the circus and theatres there were in the

Roman times parties and factions, ſome favouring

one actor, and ſome another : the oppoſite parties

often came to blows; nay, much blood was ſome

times ſhed in theſe frays. Suetonius tells us, that the

emperor Nero took great pleaſure in theſe theatrical

(74), Suet. in fulio, c. 41.

battles; and that being conveyed in his litter into

the theatre, he not only beheld from the upper part

of the proſcenium the oppoſite parties quarrelling

about the players, but ſet them together by the

ears; and when they were engaged, took great de

light in throwing ſtones, and pieces of brokenbenches,

among the croud, with which he once wounded a

practor in the head (77).

(Q.) In the times of the republic thoſe were

called veterans, who had ſerved twenty years, after

which they were diſcharged, and allowed to retire,

if they pleaſed, as Suidas informs us ; this diſcharge

was called Miffo. But under the emperors the ve

terans, that is, thoſe who had ſerved twenty years,

were ſtill kept in the camp till they received the

rewards which were due to them on account of

their paſt ſervices, and in the mean time were ex

empted from all manner of drudgery, and only

obliged to fight. This diſcharge or exemption from

military toils was called by the ancients exaudioratio,

which we muſt carefully diſtinguiſh from what they

called Miffo ; for after the former they often con

tinued many years under their colours, whereas the

latter was an abſolute diſcharge granted to them after

they had received their rewards. Suetonius tells us,

that Tiberius very rarely diſcharged his veterans, that

he might be a gainer by their deaths (78); for the

rewards due to them were not paid to their heirs.

The ſame writer informs us, that Caligula in review

ing his army diſcharged ſeveral centurions, who had

very near ſerved their time, under pretence that

they were too old, and unfit for the ſervice (79).

Thus ſome of the emperors declined*ś
their ſoldiers after they had ſerved their time, a

others diſcharged them before; all with the ſame

view, to defraud them of their rewards.

(75) Wide Lipſium in Ecurſ in annal. Tacit. l. i. litera E. (76) Tacit.

amnal, l. i. in fine, (77) Suet, in Ner, c. 16." (78) Suet, in Tib. c. 48, (79) Idem in Calig. c. 44.

obliged
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obliged to undergo the ſame hardſhips, the ſame labours.

ſo many dangers, and outlive ſo many calamities, how in the end ſhall we be rewarded ?

Under the name of lands we ſhall be doomed to drain bogs and marſhes, or to till barren

mountains in countries far remotefrom our native ſoil. Could our pay afford us a comfort

able ſubſiſtence, we ſhould not have ſo much reaſon to complain of the poorneſs of our rewards.

But our perſons and lives are valued only at ten aſſe, a day, and out of this we muſt buy

cloaths, tents, and arms; out of this we muſt bribe our cruel centurions, and redeem ourſelves

from their blows: for ſo poor a price we muſt patiently ſuffer ſtripes, wounds, hard winters,

Blaeſus endea

vours to ap

peaſe them.

laborious ſummers, bloody wars, or a barren peace. For theſe miſeries there is no other

remedy left us, than that we refuſe to ſerve but upon certain conditions fixed by ourſelves, par

ticularly, that our pay be a denarius, or ſixteen aſſes a day (R); that ſixteen years be the b

utmoſt term of ſerving, that when this time is expired, we be no longer kept under the colours,

but have our rewards paid us in ready money in the camp where we earned it. Do the pra

torian cohorts, who receive two denarii a day, and are diſcharged after ſixteen years ſervice,

undergo greater dangers than we ? I do not mean to detrati from the merit of the city guards,

but only ſay, that we are placed in the midſt of barbarous nations, and cannot look out of

our camp without ſeeing the enemy. This harangue was received with great applauſe by

the inraged multitude: ſome of them immediately propoſed the incorporating of the

three legions into one; but every one claiming for his own legion the prerogative of

denominating the other two, this projećt was defeated ; however, they agreed to

place the three eagles of the legions with the ſtandards of the cohorts all together, and C

to raiſe with turf a tribunal, according to the Roman cuſtom (S), for the new general

they deſigned to chuſe. While they were thus buſy, Blºſus arrived; and having

ſeverely rebuked ſome, and threatened others, Dip your hands rather in my blood, he

cried with a loud voice to all; for to murder your general will be a leſ; crime than to

revolt from your prince ; for I am determined, if I fall not by your hands, to keep you in

your obedience; if you think fit to murder me, I hope at the ſight of my blood you will repent

of your crime, and return to your duty. This diſcourſe did not affect the mutinous

ſoldiery, who continued their work, till it was breaſt-high, when at length, being

overcome by the conſtancy and intrepidity of their general, they forbore. When

their fury was ſomewhat aſſuaged, Blaſus, who was an able ſpeaker, remonſtrated d

to them, that ſedition and mutiny were not the proper means of conveying their claims

to the emperor ; that their demands were new and extraordinary, ſuch as no armies

had in former times made to their generals, nor they themſelves to the deified Au

guſtus; beſides, that they were ill-timed, ſince princes in the beginning of their

government are taken up and imbaraſſed with various cares. However, if they

expected to gain in peace what the conquerors, even after the civil wars, had never

had the confidence to demand, why ſhould they uſe violence, and trample upon the

rules of military diſcipline that they might appoint deputies, and in his preſence

give them their inſtrućtions. At theſe words they all cried out with one voice, that

they were willing to ſend deputies; and that the ſon of Blaſus, who was a tribune, e

ſhould be immediately diſpatched to the emperor to demand in their name, that they

- (R) The Roman denarius was a piece of ſilver

firſt coined in the year of Rome 484, Q. Ogulnius

Gallus and @. Fabius Piétor being conſuls. It was

at firſt worth ten aſſes, and therefore marked with

the numeral letter X. It underwent in proceſs of

time many changes and redućtions; but in the age

| - we are now writing of, it was valued at fixteen aſſes,

and hence the mutineers demanded, that their pay

might be raiſed from ten aſſes to a denarius. Lipſius

in his notes upon Tacitus pretends, that the denarius

at this time was worth twelve aſſes only ; but that

, he was therein miſtaken, is manifeſt fron Gronovius's

learned obſervations on the money of the ancients

(1 oo). The ſoldiers pay was at firſt five aſſes a day;

but it was afterwards, at what time preciſely we

- know not, raiſed to ten. Out of theſe ten aſſes

they were to buy cloaths, tents and arms, as is ma

nifeſt from this paſſage of Tacitus, contrary to the

law publiſhed by Gracchus, enacting, that the ſol

- diers ſhould be ſupplied with arms, cloaths, tents,

(1oo) Wide Gronov. pec. vet. l. iii. c. 2.

&c. at the public expence. This law was probably

revoked, when their pay was increaſed; but never

theleſs ſome of the ſucceeding emperors cloathed

their ſoldiers at the expence of the public, namely

Alexander Severus, who, as Ælius Lampridius tells

us in the life of that emperor, gave his ſoldiers ſhoes,

boots, breeches, coats and cloaks.

(S) The tribunal, from whence the emperors uſed

to harangue their troops, was ſtill, may, and many

ages atter, raiſed with turf Flavius Vopiſcus, ſpeak

ing of the elevation of the emperor Probus, The

whole army, ſays he, cried out unanimouſy, Probus!

we ſalute Probus our ſovereign. The gods ſave you !

Then they erected a tribunal of turf, and proclaimed

him emperor. This cuſtom obtained likewiſe among

foreign nations, eſpecially in Britain, as Xiphilinus

informs us, who, in ſpeaking of the famous queen

Boadicia, ſays, that ſhe aſcended a tribunal reared with

turf after the Roman manner. Frequent mention is

made of theſe tribunals by the ancient poets (1).

(1) Wide Stat, in ſyl, Lucan, l. v. & Claud. de bell. Getic.

might

But ſuppoſe any of us ſhould ſcape a
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a might be abſolutely diſcharged after fixteen years ſervice; they added, that when he

had obtained this, they would truſt him with their further pretenſions.

IN the mean time ſome manipuli or companies, which had been ſent, before the

ſedition, to Nauportum (T), to mend the roads, being informed of the tumult in the

camp, plucked up their ſtandards, and falling upon the neighbouring villages, plun

dered them, and Nauportum itſelf. The centurions endeavoured to reſtrain their

violence, but the mutineers, inſtead of liſtening to their remonſtrances, or betray

ing any fear at their menaces, firſt derided them, afterwards abuſed them with moſt

outrageous language, and at length came to blows. They were chiefly incenſed

againſt Aufidienus Rufus, who, as he had been long a common ſoldier, and had raiſed

b himſelf by his courage and bravery to the poſt of praſeºuſ caſirorum (U), was a

ſevere obſerver of the primitive diſcipline, which he exacted from others with the

more rigour, as he had himſelf borne with patience the hardſhips attending it. Upon

him the furious multitude firſt vented their rage ; they dragged him from his chariot,

loaded him with baggage, and driving him before the firſt ranks, asked him by way

of inſult, how he liked ſuch burdens 2 how ſuch marches 2 Upon the arrival of theſe

mutinous companies in the camp, the ſedition broke out anew with more fury than

ever: the ſeditious, caſting off all obedience, roved about the country without con

troul, ravaging it on all ſides. Upon their return, Blºſus, who was ſtill obeyed by

the centurions, and the legionaries of any reputation, cauſed thoſe, who were moſt

loaded with plunder, to be beaten with rods, and caſt into priſon (W). But the

furious multitude, flying to the relief of the criminals, reſcued them out of the hands

of the lićtors, and breaking open the priſon, ſet all the priſoners at liberty. After

ſo bold an attempt the mutineers grew more outrageous, and the mutiny more gene

ral. One Vibulenus, a common ſoldier, being raiſed on the ſhoulders of his con:-

rades, before the tribunal of Blaeſus, addreſſed thoſe who had delivered the priſoners,

thus: I cannot ſufficiently commend the zeal you have ſhewn for theſe innocent and unhappy

fufferers: you have reſtored them to their liberty: but who will reſtore life to my brother 2

who my brother to me & He was ſent from the army in Germany with propoſals for our

common good ; but our cruel general cauſed him to be butchered laſt might by his gladia

d tors (X), whom he entertains and arms for our deſiručion. Then turning to Blaſiis, Tell

me, Blaeſus, ſaid he, where have you thrown his mangled body ? Even the moſt cruel

enemies do not deny burial to the ſlain. When I ſhall have ſatisfied my grief with a thouſand

kiſs, and a flood of tears, commanded me alſo to be maſſacred, that our fellow-ſoldiers may

bury my brother and me tºgether, both inhumanly murdered for conſulting the common good

of the legions. When Vibulenus had ended his ſpeech, he threw himſelf at the feet of

his companions, and beating his breaſt, tearing his face, and ſhewing all the ſymp

toms of the deepeſt ſorrow, he endeavoured to raiſe at the ſame time pity and fury

in the minds of the multitude, and indeed with good ſucceſs ; for they fell immedi

(T) Nauportum was a city of Upper Pannonia,

and is placed by Straho, who cal's it Naupontus, in

the country of the Tauriſci, three hundred and fifty

furlongs from Aquileia. It was ſo called from the

river Nauportus, on which it ſtood (2). Cluverius

is of opinion, that Nauportum ſtood on the ſpot

where the preſent city of Oberlauback in Carniola

was afterwards built.

(U) This was, without all doubt, a new office,

inſtituted probably by Auguſtus ; for no mention is

made of the prºfeºfas caſtrorum by any author, who

wrote in the tunes of the republic. It was his pro

vince to pitch upon the ground for incamping, and

lay it out, to diſtribute the quarters and pavilions,

and to direct the workmen in raiſing the ramports,

digging the ditches, &c. He had alſo under his

care all the military engines, carriages, and iron

tools belonging to the army (3). Each legion had

3. prafethus caſtrorum, at leaſt when they incamped

ſeparately ; for Tacitus, ſpeaking of one Panius Puft

humius, calls him prafed.us caſtrorum ſecunds legionis

(4). The ſame writer ſeems to pace them in runk

above the tribunes; for in deſcribing Vitellius's entry

into Rome, he tells us, that before their ſeveral cagles

(2) Wide Plin. l. iii. c. 18. & Well. Patercul. l. xi. e. I to.

(6) juvenal. ſatyr. 6.
I. xiv. (5) Tacit. hiſtor. l. ii.

Vol. W. No. 5.

marched firſt the praſºft caſtrorum, next to them

the tribunes, and after the tribuncs the chief cen

turions (;). Veſpaſus Pollio, the grand-father of the

emperor Veſpaſian, was prºječius caſtrorum. But we

muſt not on that account confound, as a modern

writer has done, whom Lipſius confutes, the prºfecius

caſtrorum with the praft du, pratorii, an officer of a

much ſuperior rank.

(W) From this paſſage it is manifeſt, that the

Romans built priſons in their camp, and alſo from

the following lines of juvenal :

Inde files arti, ſonuit ſº dextera ferro

Lavaque, ſº longe taſtrorum in carcere manſit (6).

Theſe crimina's were dragged along with the army

in chains, when they decamped.

(X) Moſt of the governors of provinces, gene

rals, and other great men, maintained vaſt numbers

of gladiators at an immenſe charge for the public

ſhews. We muſt not therefore imagine, that the

gladiators mentioned in this place were liſted in the

legions: they belonged to the general, and not to

the army.

---
-

The mutineers

fall upon Ru

U.S.

They are flirred

ap by Vibu

Icinus.

(3) Wide Veget. l. xi. c. 19. (4) Tacit.
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ately upon B'a'ſus's gladiators and domeſtics, and having bound them, diſperſed them

ſelves about the camp and the neighbouring fields in queſt of the ſuppoſed corps, which

if they had found, Blaſus himſelf would have been in great danger ; but as they could

find no corps, and it manifeſtly appeared from the depoſitions of Blºſus's ſlaves upon

the rack, and of other credible witneſſes, that the whole was a calumny maliciouſly

invented, and that Vibulenus never had any brother, they ſpared their general; but

They fall upon nevertheleſs in the height of their rage, fell upon the préfetius caſtrorum, and the

their ºfficers, tribunes, drove them out of the camp, and plundered their baggage : they put to

death the centurion Lucilius, whom they hated above all the reſt on account of his

ſeverity, and had by way of ſarcaſm nicknamed Cedo alteram, Reach me another, becauſe

when he had broke one rod, or vine-twig, which was made uſe of on ſuch occaſions,

upon the back of a ſoldier, he was wont to call for another, and then a third (Y).

The other centurions withdrew, and abſconded, all except julius Clemens, whom,

as he was a man of parts, the mutineers detained with a deſign to commit the ma

nagement of their affairs to him. Another centurion, nicknamed Sirpicus (Z), had

like to have occaſioned a bloody quarrel between the eighth and fifteenth legion,

t the former inſiſting upon his being put to death, and the latter protećting him ;

but the ninth legion, what with intreaties, what with menaces, compoſed the dif

t ference b.

i Druſus ſent to Tiberius no ſooner received intelligence of this mutiny, than he diſpatched his ſon

| the tu- Druſus to the rebellious legions at the head of the praetorian cohorts, the praetorian
171ſtlt.

}

Tiberius’s

letter to them, ſubſtance of which was, that he would take a particular care of the brave legions

horſe, and the main body of the German horſe, at this time the emperor's guards

(A). The praetorian cohorts were on this occaſion reinforced with an extraordinary

addition of choſen men. Among the perſons of diſtinčtion who were ordered to

attend and aſſiſt Druſus in bringing back the revolted legions to their duty, were Cneius

Lentulus, an officer of great fame and experience, and Ælius Sejanus, who had been

lately joined with his father Strabo in the commiſſion of práfečius prætorii, that is,

in the command of the praetorian guards (B). Sejanus was appointed governor to the

young prince ; and as his credit with the emperor was known to be great, it was hoped

he might either with promiſes or intreaties bring the ſeditious to a ſenſe of their duty.

When news was brought to the camp that Druſus approached, the legions in token

of reſpect marched out to meet him, not with their uſual gaiety, and ſhouts of joy,

How received, but in a fullen ſilence, diſplaying in their countenances marks of ſadneſs mixed with

fierceneſs and rage. As ſoon as Druſus entered the camp, he placed guards at all

the gates and parties under arms in ſeveral quarters to be ready againſt any ſurpriſe.

Druſus immediately aſcended the tribunal, and having made a ſign with his hand to

the crouds that ſurrounded it to be ſilent, he read to them his father's letter ; the

with whom he had ſucceſsfully carried on ſo many wars ; that as ſoon as his grief

was allayed, he would treat with the ſenate about their demands ; that in the mean

* Tacit. annal. l. i. c. 16–30.

But Tiberius, it ſeems, ſet that corps on foot again,

in the very beginning of his reign.

(Y) We have another inſtance of a nick-name

made up of different words in the life of the em

peror Aurelian wrote by Flavius Vopiſcus, who tells

us, that there being two Aurelians in the army, and

both tribunes at the ſame time, the ſoldiers uſed

by way of diſtinétion to call the Aurelian who

was afterwards emperor, Aurelianus Manu ad fer

rum, becauſe he was on all occaſions ready to draw

his ſword.

(Z) The word Sirpicus may be derived from the

ancient verb Sirpare, which ſignifies to bind, and is

uſed in that ſignification by Varro (7). The cen

turion was perhaps called Sirpicus, becauſe he had

frequently in his mouth that obſolete verb; perhaps

becauſe he kept the ſoldiers to their duty with great

ſeverity, and cauſed them to be bound and caſt into

priſon for the leaſt breach of military diſcipline.

(A) Suetonius tells us, that Auguſtus, after the de

feat of Varus, who was cut off with three legions

in Germany, disbanded all his German guards (8).

(7) Varro, l. iv. ling, Latin, (8) Sutt. in Aug. c.

(B) The prefectus pratorii was the chief com

mander of the emperor's guards called Pratorians

from the Latin word Pratorium, which at firſt fig

nifică the general's quarters in the camp, the word

prator being in the fil it ages of the republic common

to all magiſtrates, whether civil or military. In the

times of the emperors, by pretorium was meant the

emperor's quarters in the camp, and his houſe in the

city: hence in pratorium accipi, is to beliſted among

the praetorian ſoldiers, or the emperor's guards (9).

Auguſtus was the firſt, as Dion informs us (10 , who

gave the title of prafed.us pratorii to the chief officer

of his guards. The prefecti pratorii under Conſtan

time the Great, and his ſucceſſors, were the firſt offi.

cers of the empire, and had quite different functions

from thoſe of the prºſetti prºtorii appointed by Au

guſtus.

49. (9) Wide Tacit. hiſt, l. iv, c. 48. (10) Dio,

7. lv. p. 555. -
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b therefore ought to be laid before the ſenate and his father.

a time he had ſent them his ſon, and impowered him to make them forthwith ſuch

conceſſions as could be made without further conſultation ; but as to other demands,

they were to be referred to the ſenate, whom he would not by any means deprive of

the right of diſtributing rewards and puniſhments. When Druſus had read his father's

letter, the aſſembly appointed the centurion Julius Clemens to be their ſpeaker; who

accordingly began with propoſing to Druſias their demands, which were, that they Their demand.

ſhould be diſcharged after ſixteen years ſervice ; that they ſhould upon that diſ

charge receive the rewards which they claimed ; that their pay ſhould be increaſed to

a Roman denarius, and that the veterans ſhould be no longer detained under their

enſigns. To theſe demands Druſus anſwered, that they exceeded his power, and Druſus’; an

theſe words, when the multitude cried out with one voice, To what end then are you

come, ſince you can neither increaſe our pay, nor redreſ, our grievances & Every officer is

allowed to puniſh tº with blows, and even death ; and the ſon of the emperor has not power

to relieve us by one beneficent aſſion 1 Druſus, we find, has already attained to a great

perfeſſion in the arts and policy of his father, who to fruſtrate the requeſts of the ſoldiers,

uſed to refer all to Auguſtus. It is ſurpriſing, that the emperor ſhould take upon himſelf

the command and whole dire?ion of the army, and at the ſame time refer the ſoldiery to the

ſenate for their rewards ' Why ſhould he not in like manner conſult the ſenate, when a

battle is to be fought, or a ſºldier to be puniſhed 3 Are puniſhments to be inflićied without

c any controll or rºſlraiſit, and reward, nºt be beſtowed without the conſent and approbation

f/28773.

of many ” Having thus ſpoke, they left the tribunal, threatning and inſulting all thoſe

they met belonging to Druſus, either as friends or guards, in order to pick a quarrel

with them, and have ſome pretence to fall upon them ſword in hand. They were

chiefly inraged againſt Cheius Leniulus, who, they ſuſpected, had hardened the young

prince againſt their complaints, and encouraged him to deſpiſe the menaces of the ſol

diery. Ofthis Lentulus was well appriſed, and therefore reſolved, before their fury broke

out, to quit the camp, and return to his winter quarters. But as he was departing,

He had ſcarce uttered ſwer inflames,

the mutineers ſurrounding him, asked, whither he went? to the emperor or ſenate, They inſult

to oppoſe their advantages with them, as he had done in the camp with Druſus & Co Lentulus

d Theſe words were followed with a ſhower of ſtones, and he had been ſoon diſpatched,

had not the troops that attended Druſus, who was with him, reſcued him already

covered with wounds and blood. As the inraged multitude ſeemed now determined

to keep no meaſures, Druſus was under dreadful apprehenſions of the following night,

which every one believed would prove fatal to many, perhaps to Druſus himſelf. But

it happened quite otherwiſe. Ignorance and ſuperſtition that very night put an end

to the revolt, reſtored calm to the alarmed camp, and quieted the minds of the ſoldiery,

after they had ſo long continued deaf to reaſon, and trampled upon all the laws of

military diſcipline. The moon all on a ſudden began to darken in the midſt of a

clear sky, till ſhe was by degrees totally eclipſed (C). The ſoldiery, ignorant of the They arefight

them on account of their revolt, and the crimes attending it, began to ſhew ſome

ſigns of repentance. Druſus did not fail to improve this their diſpoſition; he imme

diately ſent the centurion julius Clemens, and other officers and ſoldiers, in whom he

could confide, to mix with the mutineers, and try whether they could, while they

were thus alarmed, inſpire them with a love of their duty. Theſe, purſuant to the

prince's orders, going round from tent to tent, and infinuating themſelves every

where, firſt prevailed upon the legionaries to abandon the veterans, and the three

legions to ſeparate. After this the love of duty and obedience returning by degrees,

thoſe who guarded the gates to keep Druſus, as it were, beſieged, retired from their

f poſts; the eagles, and other enſigns, which, in the beginning of the tumult, had been

thrown together, were carried back each to its proper place; and after ſo dreadful a

ſtorm, calm and tranquillity reſtored to every quarter of the camp ".

EARLY next morning, Druſus, having ſummoned an aſſembly, aſcended the

tribunal, and though unskilled in ſpeaking, yet with a haughtineſs natural to the

Claudian family, inveighed againſt their paſt, and commended their preſent behaviour.

After this great debates aroſe in his council, ſome adviſing him to ſuſpend all proceed

b Idem ibid.

e natural cauſes of this phaenomenon, and imagining that the gods were angry with tºº.
eclipſe of the

moon, and re

turn to their

duty.

(C) This total cºlipſe happened, according to the learned biſhop Uſher, on the twenty-ſeventh of Set

tember at five in the morning.

ings
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ings till the return of the deputies, whom he had allowed them to ſend with their peti- a

tions to Tiberius, while others were for immediately condemning and executing the

ring-leaders of the ſedition. Druſus, as he was naturally inclined to ſeverity, followed

the advice of the latter ; and having ſummoned Vibulenus and Percennius before his

The authors of tribunal, he condemned them, and cauſed them immediately to be executed. Some

Žºrž* writers ſay, that they were privately executed, and buried in Druſus’s tent; others,

...” that their bodies were ignominiouſly thrown over the intrenchments to ſtrike terror

into the reſt. The other ring-leaders of the ſedition were diſcovered ſculking about

the camp, and either ſlain by the centurions, and praetorian guards, or delivered up

to Druſus by their comrades as a proof of their ſincere repentance. After this they were

terrified anew with dreadful ſtorms, and ſuch violent rains, that they could not ſtir b

out of their tents; which they looking upon as ſent by the angry gods, reſolved to

abandon a camp, which they had polluted with ſo many crimes, and return to their

ſeveral gariſons. Accordingly the eighth legion departed firſt, and then the fifteenth,

though earneſtly preſſed by the ninth to wait till the return of their deputies: at length

the ninth likewiſe, their courage failing them after they were deſerted by the other two,

abandoned the camp, and quietly followed them. Druſus, ſeeing tranquillity thus

reſtored, returned to Rome to acquaint Tiberius with the ſucceſs of his negotiations,

which indeed was more owing to chance than his addreſs'. '

AL Most at the ſame time, and for the ſame cauſes, the legions in Germany revolted

with far greater fury, as they were far more numerous. On the Rhine were quar- c

tered two armies, the one called the Upper, commanded by Caius Silius, the other

the Lower, by Aulus Cæcina ; but the chief command of both was veſted in Ger

manicus, who was then buſy in collecting the tribute in Gaul. The legions under

Silius, however diſcontented, waited for the ſucceſs of the revolt, which the Lower army

had begun. The latter, conſiſting of four legions, viz. the firſt, the fifth, the

twentieth, and the one and twentieth, were incamped on the borders of the Ubii (D) ;

where they no ſooner received the news of Auguſius's death, than the recruits lately

raiſed in Rome, men accuſtomed to the ſoftneſs and gaieties of the city, and impa

tient of military labour and diſcipline, began to ſtir up the reſt with ſeditious harangues,

inſinuating, that a favourable opportunity offered at length for the veterans to demand

an abſolute diſcharge, for the ſoldiers who had not ſerved out their time, to inſiſt upon

larger pay, and for all to obtain by ſome means or other a mitigation of their miſe

ries. We could not have wiſhed for a more favourable conjunéture, ſaid they, to be

revenged on the centurions for their cruelties: the fate of Rome depends upon us:

The legion; in

Germany re

volt.

Their demands. d

• Idem ibid.

(D) The Ubii in Ceſar's time dwelt on the other

ſide of the Rhine, as is manifeſt from his commen

taries, where he ſpeaks of them thus: The country

of the Suevi is bounded on the other ſide by that of the

Ubii, who poſſeſ, a large and flouriſhing city, and are

a people far more polite than the other Germans, be

cauſe lying nearer the Rhine, they have more com

merce with merchants, and converſation with the Gaul ;

with theſe the Suevi had many diſputes ; and tho' the

Ubii were ſo experienced ſoldiers, ſo powerful and ſo

numerous a people, that they could not expel them the

country, yet they made them their tributaries, and re

duced them to a very low condition (11). And elſe
where ; The Ubii, ſays he, the only people on the

other ſide the Rhine, who had ſent embaſſadors to

Caeſar, had entered into an alliance with him, and

delivered hoſtages, earneſtly deſired him to affſ; them

againſt the oppreſſions of the Suevi ; if the ſtate of af.

fairs did not permit him to go in perſon, they begged,

that he would only ſend his army into Germany for

ſo great was the reputation which the Romans had

acquired by defeating Arioviſtus, that if they appeared

in defence of the Ubii, if they owned them for their

allies, their name alone would be ſufficient to defend

them from the inſults of the remoteſ Germans (12).

For their ſake chiefly Caſar reſolved to croſs the

Rhine, and not thinking it either ſafe to tranſport

(11). Ceſar. comment. l. iv. c. 3.,

l. xlviii. & liv.

(12) Idem ibid. c. 16.

his army in boats, or ſuitable to his charaćter, and

the dignity of the Roman name, he built the famous

bridge, which he minutely deſcribes in his com

mentaries. As the U.ii continued faithful to Rome,

and were on that account greatly haraſſed by their

German neighbours, they were allowed by the

Romans to ſettle on the oppoſite bank of the

Rhine. . This migration happened, according to

Strabo, in the reign of Auguſtus ; for that writer,

ſpeaking of the Treviri, adds, Next to them dwelt

the Ubii, whom Agripp, agreeably to their inclina

tion, placed on this ſide the Rhine (13). Dion Caſus

mentions two expeditions of Agrippa into Gaul, the

firſt in his firſt conſulſhip, the ſecond eighteen years

after in the conſulſhip of C. Sentius and Q. Lucre

tius (14). It is moſt likely, that the migration of the

Ubii happened in the firſt expedition; for then he

built, as Dion informs us, a bridge croſs the Rhine.

Tacitus ſpeaking of the Ubii, ſays, that they came

from beyond the Rhine, and that for the many proofs

of their fidelity, they were ſettled upon the bank of

that river, not to be there guarded, but to guard

and defend that boundary againſt the reſt of the Ger

mans. The country allotted to them comprehended

the greater part of the preſent duchy of juliers,

and almoſt the whole archbiſhoprick of Cologne.

(13) Strab. l. iv. p. 134. (14) Dio,

We
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a we have inlarged the empire with our vićtories: to us the Caſars are indebted for the

glorious ſurname of Germanicus. As Cascina, inſtead of exerting his authority,

betrayed fear, and gave way to their fury, they fell at once upon the centurions, the

chief obječts of their reſentment, and dragging them to the ground, diſcharged upon

each of them fixty blows, that is, as many as there were centurions in a legion (E).

Then thus bruiſed, and near expiring, they drove them ignominiouſly out of the

camp, nay, ſome they threw into the Rhine. One Septimius fled for refuge to the

tribunal of Cacina ; but the general was forced to deliver him up to the incenſed

multitude. Caſſius Chaerea, another centurion, afterwards famous for the murder of

the emperor Caligula, boldly opened himſelf a way ſword in hand, through the

croud. After this the mutineers, deſpiſing the authority of their tribunes, and their

prafetii caſtrorum, ſet and relieved the centries themſelves, appointed the guard,

and gave ſuch orders as they judged proper in the preſent conjuncture.

I N the mean time Germanicus, who, as we have hinted above, was collečting the

tribute in Gaul, no ſooner heard of this inſurrection, than he flew to the camp. The

legions, as he drew near, marched out to meet their general, expreſſing their diſſatiſ

fačtion with hideous clamours ; nay ſome, taking him by the hand, as if they de

ſigned to kiſs it, thruſt his fingers into their mouths, to ſhew him they had with age

loſt all their teeth ; others deſired him to behold their hoary heads, the wounds they

had received, &c. Germanicus, inſtead of returning any anſwer to particulars, as

ſoon as he had entered the intrenchments, ordered them to range themſelves into

manipuli, and place before them their ſeveral enſigns, as was cuſtomary when the

general aſſembled and harangued his troops. They obeyed ſlowly, and with reluct

ance ; then Germanicus beginning his ſpeech with an encomium upon Auguſtus, pro

They fall upon

their centu

rions.

Germanicus

endeavours to

appeaſe them.

ceeded to the many vićtories of Tiberius, inlarging on the glorious exploits he had

atchieved in Germany with thoſe very legions ; he then acquainted them, that all

Italy, both the Gauls, and every province of the empire, had received and acknow

ledged Tiberius for emperor without betraying the leaſt diſaffection. Thus far they

liſtened to him with attention ; but when he began to expoſtulate with them about

their ſeditious behaviour, the ſcene changed; Germanicus was interrupted with loud

clamours, and a general uproar; ſome ſtripping themſelves ſhewed him the ſcars of

the many wounds they had received ; others the marks of the ſtripes inflićted on them They lay their

by the mercileſs centurions ; they urged their ſcanty pay, their great labours, the complaints bi

hardſhips attending a military life, &c. Above all, from the veterans aroſe a dread-f"*

ful cry, they enumerated thirty years of ſervice and upwards, and begged, that to

men quite ſpent and worn out he would at length grant ſome reſpite, that he would

not ſuffer them to be indebted to death for their relief, but diſcharge them forthwith,

and allow them a comfortable maintenance. Some demanded the money which had

been bequeathed to them by Auguſtus, mixing with their demands zealous vows and

omens of happineſs for Germanicus ; nay, ſome went ſo far as openly to declare, that

they would ſtand by him to the laſt, if he would himſelf aſſume the empire. At theſe

words Germanicus, ſtruck with horror, leaped from the tribunal, and attempted to

make his eſcape, leſt he ſhould be ſtained with their treaſon: but the ſeditious legion

aries drawing their ſwords, ſtopt him, and even threatened to kill him, if he offered

to withdraw. Then the generous Germanicus, proteſting, that he would rather die

than betray the truſt repoſed in him, drew his ſword, and would have ſacrificed his

life to his fidelity, had not thoſe, who ſtood next to him, ſeized his hand, and

reſtrained him by force. There were not however ſome wanting in the aſſembly, who

cried out to him to ſtrike, and not ſpare himſelf; nay, one Caluſidius, a common

ſoldier, offered him his naked ſword, ſaying, Take this, Germanicus, it is perhaps

f ſharper than your own ; a behaviour which was highly condemned by the reſt as

ſavage and barbarous. In the mean time the friends of Germanicus had time to convey

him out of the croud to his tent, and there to conſult about the moſt proper meaſures

in ſo critical a juncture. For Germanicus was informed, that the ring-leaders of the

ſedition were preparing to diſpatch meſſengers to the Upper army, in order to draw

(E) There were in a complete legion thirty ma- order conſiſted of fixty men, and had its peculiar

nipuli or companies : each company conſiſted of a centurion ; ſo that there were in a complete legion

hundred and twenty men, and was divided into two fixty centurions, and each centurion had fixty men

bands, or, as the ancients ſtyle them, orders ; each under his command (15).

(13) Wide Lipſ de militia Rom. l. ii. dial. 5, & 8, & Dion. Hal, l. ix.

V o L. V. N° 5. 5 A them
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them too into the revolt; that they deſigned to plunder the city of the Ubii (F); and a

that the Germans, already acquainted with the ſedition in the Roman army, were

ready to invade Gaul as ſoon as the banks of the Rhine were left unguarded. In the

council which Germanicus held in his own tent, various meaſures were propoſed,

He feign, let- and at laſt the following reſolution unanimouſly ageeed to, viz. that letters ſhould

º Tº be feigned from Tiberius, with direétions, that thoſe who had ſerved twenty years

... ſhould be finally diſcharged ; that ſuch as had ſerved ſixteen ſhould be deemed vete
mands. rans; and that the legacy, which they demanded, ſhould not only be paid, but

* doubled. But the mutineers, ſuſpecting theſe conceſſions to be forged purely to

- gain time, inſiſted on their being forthwith executed. The tribunes therefore were

obliged to diſcharge immediately the veterans; but as to the payment of the legacy, b

Germanicus would have fain put it off till they were retired to their winter-quarters;

. . and indeed the firſt legion and the twentieth truſted him upon his word, but the fifth

And ſatiº, and the one-and-twentieth refuſed to ſtir from the camp, till they were ſatisfied ; ſo

# ſome with his that he was obliged to raiſe the ſum out of the money which he and his friends had

- ”” brought with them to defray the expences of their journey, which they no ſooner

received, than they retired quietly to their winter-quarters. Germanicus then haſtened

to the upper army under the command of Silius, and eaſily prevailed upon the ſecond,

the thirteenth, and the ſixteenth, to ſwear allegiance to Tiberius ; the fourteenth

ſhewed ſome heſitation, but Germanicus diſcharging forthwith the veterans, and pay

ing the reſt the money bequeathed them by Auguſtus, cut off all occaſion of com- c

plaints. -

t some veteran, But a party of veterans (G) belonging to the mutinous legions, and then in gari

f in the country ſon in the country of the Chauci (H), began a ſedition there, which was at firſt

:... ‘.... quelled by Memmius, prefei of the camp, who, though not veſted with any ſuch

*i. ... " power (I), put inſtantly two of the ring leaders of the ſedition to death. But the
Memmiás, tumult breaking out afterwards with freſh fury, Memmius was obliged to withdraw

himſelf from their rage, and lie concealed : the mutineers diſcovered him, and then

Memmius declaring that theſe outrages were not offered to him, but to Germanicus

and Tiberius, who would not fail to reſent them, he ſnatched the colours, faced about

towards the Rhine, and boldly threatening thoſe, who ſhould dare to abandon their d

ranks, with the puniſhments due to deſerters, he led them back to their winter-quar

ters. In the mean time deputies ſent either by Tiberius or the ſenate, probably to

*

(F) By the city of the Ubii Tacitus means Colonia

Agrippinenſis, which he calls the city of the Ubii,

either becauſe it was their metropolis, or becauſe

they had not yet built any other. They probably

laid the foundations of this city upon their firſt ſet

tling on this ſide the Rhine. It was afterwards made

a Roman colony, and peopled by veterans in the

conſulſhip of C. Antiſtius and M. Suilius, at the re

queſt of Agrippina, the daughter of Germanicus, and

wife of the emperor Claudius, who was born there.

From her it was called Colonia Agrippinenſis, and in

after-ages Agrippina ; which has made ſome wri

ters doubt whether it borrowed its name from

Agrippina, or from her grandfather Agrippa, who

brought the Ubii over § Rhine. But to Lipſius

this doubt ſeems quite groundleſs, fince the colony,

had he been the founder of it, would have been

called Colonia Agrippenſis, and not Agrippinenſis.

What name it bore before it was made a Roman

colony we find no-where mentioned; for Tacitus calls

it conſtantly the city of the Ubii.

(G) The veterans formed a corp apart, and had

their peculiar ſtandard called Vexillum, whence they

are commonly ſtyled by the ancients Vexillarii; and

alſo Emeriti, from their being exempted from all

manner of drudgery, and only obliged to fight the

enemy. In this condition they continued till they

received the rewards due for their ſervice; and their

final diſcharge, which the emperors uſed, under

various pretences, to put off for many years, in order

to defraud them of the promiſed lands or money.

(16) Tacit. de mor, German, c. 35.

(H) The Chauci inhabited Eaſt Frieſland, the coun

ties of Hoy and oldenburg, the duchy of Bremen,

and part of Lavenburg. Tacitus deſcribes the ſitua

tion of their country, and the manners of the peo

ple, thus: Germany extends northward a great way;

firſt of all occurs the nation of the Chauci, who,

though they begin immediately at the confines of

the Friſians, and poſſeſs part of the ſhore, extend ſo

far as to border upon the ſeveral people, of whom

I have already ſpoken, till they§ quite to the

borders of the Catti; ſo vaſt a country the Chauci

not only poſſeſs, but fill! They are the moſt noble

people of Germany, and chuſe rather to maintain

their grandeur by juſtice than violence: they live

quietly, free from the ambition of poſſeſſing more,

and of domineering over others. They give no oc

caſion to wars, they ravage no countries: without

wronging or oppreſſing others, they are come to be

ſuperior to all (16). However, they drove out the

Anſbarii, and ſeized on their country, and made

incurſions into Lower Germany, as Tacitus himſelf

informs us elſewhere (17).

(1) The power of lite and death was at firſt lodged

only in the commander in chief of the whole army,

but afterwards extended by Auguſtus to his lieute

nants, and by the other emperors to the procon

ſuls, propractors, and all the governors of provinces:

but no ſuch power was ever granted to the prefeóts

of the camp, to the tribunes, or other inferior of:

ficers.

/

(17) Idem annal, l. xiii, c. 55, & hiſt, l. v. c. 19.

quell
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d : a quell the ſedition, meeting Germanicus near the altar of the Ubii (K), gave occaſion

ſ: to new diſturbances. The firſt and the twentieth legions, who were incamped there The diffurban

l: with thoſe legionaries, who had been lately placed under the ſtandard of the veterans, ºr rvivº.

!, apprehending that theſe deputies were come to revoke the conceſſions, which they -

d had extorted by their ſedition, and imputing the imaginary decree to Minutius Plancus,

T; who had been conſul the year before, and was at the head of this deputation, they

tº- reſolved to vent their rage chiefly upon him ; which he being aware of, fled for refuge

\!! to the quarters of the firſt legion, and there embracing the eagle, and other enſigns,

tº hoped the veneration, which the ſoldiers paid them, would reſtrain their fury. But

eſt had not Calpurnius, the eagle-bearer, with great bravery and reſolution, repulſed

cy, b the audacious multitude, the Roman camp had been ſtained with the blood of an

ſs; embaſſador of the Roman people. This diſorder happened in the night, and early

ifth next morning Germanicus entering the camp, aſcended the tribunal, and placing

ſo Plancus by himſelf on thej, inveighed againſt the horrible diſorders of the

had preceding night, acquainted the ſoldiery with the true purpoſes of that embaſſy, com

her plained in an affecting manner of the unheard-of outrages offered to Plancus without

ned any provocation, aggravated the diſgrace which the violating the ſacred perſon of an

M, embaſſador brought upon the legions, &c. But as the aſſembly ſhewed no great tokens -

£nth of repentance, he firſt diſmiſſed the deputies under a ſtrong guard of auxiliary horſe, l

º: and then at the motion of his friends, ſolicited his wife Agrippina, who had attended

(QT: ; e him with her ſon Claudius, at that time an infant, into Germany, and was big with

child, to withdraw out of the camp, and not expoſe herſelf to the fury of an outra

gift. geous multitude. Agrippina was unwilling to leave him, urging, that it was below Germanicus

i; her, who was the grand-daughter of Auguſtus, to betray any fear, or abandon her ſend away his

* husband in time of danger. But Germanicus, tenderly embracing her, and their little:*

ſt the ſon, prevailed upon her at length by his tears and intreaties to depart. As ſhe was3.

ºw -attended by many women of diſtinction, wives of the chief officers in the camp, who,

ſº it ſeems, in thoſe days accompanied their husbands in all their military expeditions, *

- their tears, cries, and lamentations, in parting with their husbands, occaſioned a

º great uproar in the camp, and drew together the ſoldiers from all quarters. This º

º: d was ſo melting a ſcene, that the moſt obſtinate among the rebellious legionaries were Their dºpar. ſ

intº touched with it. They could not behold, without being at the ſame time ſeized with tº aff:ff, the -

rqº. ſhame and compaſſion, ſo many women of rank travelling thus forlorn without a cen-" •

by . turion to attend them, or a ſoldier to guard them, and their general’s wife among t

them carrying in her arms her little child, and repairing, like an exile, for ſhelter

º: againſt the fury of the Roman legions to Treves, as if ſhe repoſed greater confidence

he flux in foreigners, than in her own countrymen. This made ſo deep an impreſſion on

he jº their minds, that ſome ran to ſtop her, while the reſt recurring to Germanicus, ear

It waſ neſtly conjured him to recall her, that it might not be ſaid, to their eternal ſhame

... and diſgrace, that the daughter of Agrippa, the grand-daughter of Auguſtus, the

end & e daughter-in-law of Druſus, whoſe memory they adored, had been frightened from

whom the Roman camp, and obliged to ſeek ſančtuary among foreigners. Germanicus ob

to ſk ſerving both their ſentiments and countenances changed, reſolved to improve their Germanicus

º: preſent diſpoſition; and accordingly in a long and affecting harangue, which in the improve thiſ

iſit height of his grief he uttered with great vehemence, he painted to them the blackneſs”

: it of their guilt in ſuch lively colours, that they not only confeſſed, that all his reproaches
mºſt were true, but their minds being quite changed, they earneſtly befought him to

. puniſh the authors of the late ſedition, by whom they had been miſled, and offered

sº to march forthwith againſt the enemy, provided he would recall his wife and his ſon.

It tº Germanicus, finding them intirely reclaimed, anſwered, that his ſon ſhould return,

cº f but againſt the recalling of Agrippina, he alledged the ſeaſon already far advanced,
aſ: and her approaching delivery ; and as to the puniſhing of the authors of the ſedition,

#: he told them, that he left that to them. He had ſcarce uttered theſe words, when

m, the legionaries ran to ſeize the chief authors of the ſedition, and dragged them in chains

º to Caius Cetronius, commander of the firſt legion, who judged and puniſhed them

: in the following manner : The legions with their drawn ſwords ſurrounded the tri

: (K). This altar was probably raiſed in honour of contradićted by Lipſius and others, who from ſeveral

Auguſtus, and ſeems to have been at a ſmall diſtance paſſages out of Tacitus ſhew pretty plainly, that the

from Cologne : Cluverius is of opinion, that the city altar of the Ubii ſtood in the neighbourhood of their

of Bon, called by the ancients Bonna, was built in city, that is, of Cologne, whereas Bonna was twelve

the place where this altar ſtood i but he is therein miles diſtant from it.

| - bunal,
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t ;: bunal, from whence the priſoner was expoſed to their view ; if they pronounced a

:::::::: him guilty, he was immediately thrown down headlong, and cut in pieces by his

revolt. comrades. As Germanicus did not order, but only permitted, this new method of con

- demning and executing, he did not forfeit by it the reputation he had acquired of a

| - humane and good-natured commander. The veterans followed the example of the

- ~ legionaries, puniſhing the moſt ſeditious of their corps in the ſame manner. But

\ - notwithſtanding theſe ſigns of remorſe, and pledges of fidelity, Germanicus, glad to

* get rid of them, ordered them into Rhatia to defend that province againſt the

* Suevi, who were ſaid to be in motion. After this he made a ſtrićt inquiry into the

condućt and charaćters of the centurions, who were all cited before him to give each

an account of his country, rank, the years of his ſervice, his exploits in war, mili-b

tary preſents, &c. If the tribunes or his legion were ſatisfied with his condućt, he

kept his poſt, if they charged him with cruelty or avarice, he was immediately

diſcharged. Thus were the firſt and the twentieth legion intirely reclaimed, and

Tw, lºsion, brought back to a ſenſe of their duty. But the fifth and twenty-firſt, who were

continue offi in winter-quarters ſixty miles off in a place called Petera, that is, the ald camp (L),

*.* their continued obſtinate in their revolt, nor was there any wickedneſs which they did not
t revolt. commit. Againſt them therefore Germanicus reſolved to lead the legions that had

Germanicus returned to their duty, and give them battle, if he could not reclaim them by fair
ropoſe; to - - - -

.*: againſ means. With this view he prepared veſſels and arms, and drew together his troops;

them. but before he put them on board the veſſels which were to convey them down the c

! Rhine, judging it proper to allow the mutineers time to return to themſelves, he

- * wrote a letter to Cascina, who commanded them, acquainting him, that he approached
f with a powerful army, reſolved to put them all to the ſword without diſtinétion, if

they did not prevent him by taking vengeance themſelves on the guilty. This

letter Cacina communicated only to the chief officers, and ſuch of the ſoldiers as had

all along diſapproved of the revolt, exhorting them at the ſame time to enter into an

". aſſociation againſt the ſeditious, and redeem themſelves from death and ignominy,

by putting thoſe to the ſword who had brought them into the preſent danger. The

officers approved of the propoſal, and having, by ſounding the legionaries and

veterans, found that the majority diſapproved of the condućt of their comrades, they d

privately acquainted them with the contents of Germanicus's letter, and eaſily pre

vailed upon them to concur with their commanders in ſacrificing to their own ſafety

the chief authors of the ſedition. The time therefore was ſettled for falling ſword

But they pre- in hand upon the moſt notoriouſly guilty and turbulent; and when it came, upon a

| vent him by ſignal agreed on before-hand, the faithful legionaries, ruſhing into the tents of the

jº,*. moſt ſeditious, maſſacred them without mercy before they were aware of their danger:

elves. nothing was to be heard but dreadful outcries and groans in all the quarters of the

- camp; nothing to be ſeen but ſtreams of blood, and heaps of dead bodies. Neither

Caecina, nor any of the tribunes, offered to ſtop the fury of the inraged ſoldiery ; ſo

that the ſlaughter was general, and the camp in an inſtant turned into a ſhambles: “

* - comrades were butchered by comrades, and friends by friends, in the ſame tents

| where they uſed to eat and ſleep together. The maſſacre was ſcarce ended, when

Germanicus arrived, who, as he was naturally inclined to pity and mercy, could not

behold the camp ſtreaming with blood, and filled with carcaſſes, without burſting into

- tears, and crying out, This is not a remedy ; but ſlaughter and deſolation. After he

had with a flood of tears given vent to his grief, he cauſed the bodies of the ſlain

to be burnt, and celebrated their obſequies with the uſual pomp 4. Thus was this

- The ſºdition , dangerous ſedition intirely quelled, diſcipline re-eſtabliſhed, the rebellious legions

intirelyquelled, thoroughly reclaimed, and the ſupreme power ſecured to Tiberius by the addreſs and
{ intrepidity of the brave Germanicus ; who, had his unbounded greatneſs of mind, and f

* Tacit. annal. l. i. c. 40–51. Dio, l. lvii. p. 604, &c.

(L) This place began, no doubt, to be ſtyled the As it was diſtant ſixty miles from the camp between

r old camp, after the Romans had formed a new camp Cologn and Bon, the above-mentioned writer thinks

- in the country of the Ubii, or their neighbours the that the preſent city of Santen ſtands on the ſame

Wangiones. Tacitus often mentions this camp in his ſpot of ground; in which opinion he is confirmed

hiſtory (18); whence Cluverius concludes, that it by the deſcription Tacitus gives us of the old camp

| was not a naked camp, but a conſiderable town, (19), which, he ſays, perfectly agrees with the
t built on occaſion of the ſtay the Romans made there. ſituation of Santen.

- (18) vide Tacit, hiſt, l. iv. c. 18. c. 21. & alibi. (19) Tacit, hiſt. l. iv. c. 21.
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a unſhaken loyalty, ſuffered him to ſecond the ardent wiſhes of the ſoldiery, might have The generoſty

eaſily ſeized it for himſelf; for he was the darling of the ſoldiers, and adored by ſºº"

the people, both on account of his own merit, and that of his father Druſus, whoſe.

memory was dear to every true Roman, no body doubting but he would have reſtored

the republic to her former ſtate, had he ſucceeded to empire; nay, the letter he

wrote to his brother Tiberius about compelling Auguſtus to reſtore the public liberty,

was commonly believed to have been the occaſion of his death, as we have obſerved

above. Of Germanicus they entertained the ſame hopes, and thence their zeal for

his ſafety and advancement ; but the noble youth himſelf was the only perſon who

defeated all their meaſures, and reſolutely oppoſed his own promotion. We ſhall

ſoon ſee what return Tiberius made him for his unalterable attachment to his perſon

and intereſt(M).

IN the mean time ſuch of the veterans and legionaries as had been no-ways con- Heivale,

cerned in the late ſedition, in order to give Germanicus new proofs of their fidelity,

begged him to lead them againſt the enemy, who had enjoyed ſome reſpite, firſt by

the death of Auguſtus, and afterwards by the inteſtine tumult in the camp. Germa

micus complied with their requeſt, and laying a bridge croſs the Rhine, marched over

twelve thouſand legionaries, twenty-ſix cohorts of the allies, and eight alº (N) of

horſe. With theſe he traverſed the Caſian foreſt (O), and other woods lying between

him and the enemy 3 and being informed on his march, that the Germans were cele

brating that night a feſtival with great mirth and revelling, he advanced with ſuch

expedition, having ſent Caecina before with the cohorts, to clear a paſſage through

the foreſt, that he reached the villages of the Marſi, before the inhabitants had reco
- f - - - - - - -

vered themſelves from their debauch." Here he divided his army into four bodies, jºi.
dre.ndful ha

and giving them full liberty to make what havock they pleaſed, ſent them into

different quarters of the unhappy canton, that no part of it might be exempt from ..., jib,

ravage and devaſtation. We may well imagine what ſlaughter they made of thoſe Marſi.

unfortunate wretches, whom they found ſcattered here and there, and aſleep, ſome in

their beds, others Iying by their tables; no ſex or age was ſpared ; places ſacred and

profane were equally plundered and laid in aſhes, and among them the temple of

Tanjana (P), the tutelar god of the German nation. In ſhort, the country was waſted

(M) Tacitus tells us, that Tiberius was highly blam

ed at Rome for not going in perſon to queſ the ſedi

tion of the mutinous legions. “ The rebellion, ſaid

“ they, ſpeaking both of the Pannonian and German

“ legions, has gathered too much ſtrength to be

“ ſuppreſſed by two young princes, whoſe authoriy

“ the ſoldiery deſpiſes. Why does he not go him

ſelf to awe the mutineers with his uncontrouled

power 2 They would, no doubt, return to their

“ dury at the bare ſight of their emperor, a man of

“great experience in war, and in whoſe power

“ alone it is to puniſh with ſeverity, and liberally to

“ reward, every one according to his deſerts. How

“many journies did Auguſtus take into Germany,

c

4.

4.

“ even in his old age? And ſhall Tiberius, in the vi

gour of his, continue unaćtive and idle in the

city, without any other employment, but to cavil

at the ſpeeches of the ſenators?” Tiberius, tho’

not ignorant of theſe complaints, was determined

not to leave Rome, judging his preſence more neceſ.

ſary in the capital, where all affairs were tranſacted,

than in the camp. Beſides, he was at a loſs to which

army be ſhould repair firſt, and at the ſame time

afraid, leſt the laſt he viſited ſhould think themſelves

aff onted, and thence become more outrageous. To

4.

treat them therefore both equally, and maintain the

majeſty of an emperor, which is ever moſt reve

repeed at a diſtance, he thought it ſafeſt to viſit nei

ther, but to ſend to the one his natural, to the other

his adopted ſon. Moreover he conſidered, that the

two young princes might well refer many things to

him, which would be gaining time; and that if the

mutineers deſpiſed them, his own authority ſtill re

mained to awe them into obedience; whereas if they

contemned, in the firſt tranſports of their rage, the

Vol. V. No. 5. -

2 o' Fide Grow, in Tacit.

with

emperor himſelf, no authority was left to controul

them. However, to obviate the complaints and

clamours of the people, he gave out, that he deſigned

to viſit the rebellious armies; and even choſe his at

tendants, provided his equipage, and prepared a fleet;

but ſometimes pretending buſineſs, ſometimes alledg

ing the approach of winter, he deceived not only

the common people, but even the wiſeſt ſenators.

(N) An ala, which we may call a ſquadron, con

fiſted of three hundred horſemen, and was divided

into turme and decuria, each turma confiding of

thirty men, and each aecuria of ten ; ſo that there

were in every ala ten turmz, and in every turma

three decuria.

(O) The Caſian foreſt was part of the Hertymian,

and is placed by Cluverius partly in the duchy of

Cleves, partly in Weſtphalia between Weſel and Koefeld.

Some modern critics think, that it was called by the

ancient Germans, not the Ceſian, (for this, ſay they,

is a Roman name) but the Heſian foreſt, from Heſus,

the god of war amongſt the ancient Germans and
Gauls.

(P) Gronovius derives the name of this German

deity from the words tan, or than, ſignifying in the

German language a fir-tree, and fachna or fan, which

in the ancient Gotho-Teutonic tongue ſignifies Lord or

God; ſo that the import of Tanfana is the lord or the

god offir-trees. That author concludes, that the fan

fana of the Germans was the ſame as the Sylvanus of

the Romans, and called the god Tanfana, or the god of

firs, becauſe his chief teample was in a foreſt of fir.

trees (zo), as jupiter was ſtyled by the Romans Fr.

gutalis, from a grove of beeches conſecrated to him,

the wordfagus ſignifying in Latin a beech (21). Lip

fus derives the name of Tanfana from the Flemiſh

- 5 B woºd

(21) Wide Plin. l. xvi. e. to, & alt.
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Chap. 17. 369The Roman Hiſtory.
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a unſhaken loyalty, ſuffered him to ſecond the ardent wiſhes of the ſoldiery, might have The generoſty

eaſily ſeized it for himſelf; for he was the darling of the ſoldiers, and adored by ſºº"

the people, both on account of his own merit, and that of his father Druſus, whoſe.

memory was dear to every true Roman, no body doubting but he would have reſtored

the republic to her former ſtate, had he ſucceeded to empire; nay, the letter he

wrote to his brother Tiberius about compelling Auguſtus to reſtore the public liberty,

was commonly believed to have been the occaſion of his death, as wei. obſerved

above. Of Germanicus they entertained the ſame hopes, and thence their zeal for

his ſafety and advancement ; but the noble youth himſelf was the only perſon who

defeated all their meaſures, and reſolutely oppoſed his own promotion. We ſhall

b ſoon ſee what return Tiberius made him for his unalterable attachment to his perſon

and intereſt(M).

IN the mean time ſuch of the veterans and legionaries as had been no-ways con- He invade

cerned in the late ſedition, in order to give Germanicus new proofs of their fidelity,

begged him to lead them againſt the enemy, who had enjoyed ſome reſpite, firſt by

the death of Auguſtus, and afterwards by the inteſtine tumult in the camp. Germa

nicus complied with their requeſt, and laying a bridge croſs the Rhine, marched over

twelve thouſand legionaries, twenty-ſix cohorts of the allies, and eight alº (N) of

horſe. With theſe he traverſed the Caſian foreſt (O), and other woods lying between

him and the enemy ; and being informed on his march, that the Germans were cele

c brating that night a feſtival with great mirth and revelling, he advanced with ſuch

expedition, having ſent Caecina before with the cohorts, to clear a paſſage through

the foreſt, that he reached the villages of the Marſi, before the inhabitants had reco

vered themſelves from their debauch. Here he divided his army into four bodies,%
dreadful ha

and giving them full liberty to make what havock they pleaſed, ſent them into

different quarters of the unhappy canton, that no part of it might be exempt from

ravage and devaſtation. We may well imagine what ſlaughter they made of thoſe

unfortunate wretches, whom they found ſcattered here and there, and aſleep, ſome in

their beds, others lying by their tables; no ſex or age was ſpared ; places ſacred and

profane were equally plundered and laid in aſhes, and among them the temple of

d Tanfana (P), the tutelar god of the German nation. In ſhort, the country was waſted

(M) Tacitus tells us, that Tiberius was highly blam

ed at Rome for not going in perſon to queſ the ſºdi

tion of the mutinous legions. “ The rebellion, ſaid

“ they, ſpeaking both of the Pannonian and German

“legions, has gathered too much ſtrength to be

“ ſuppreſſed by two young prinses, whoſe authoriy

“ the ſoldiery deſpiſes. Why does he not go him

“ ſelf to awe the mutineers with his uncontrouled

“ power They would, no doubt, return to their

“ duty at the bare fight of their emperor, a man of

“ great experience in war, and in whoſe power

“ alone it is to puniſh with ſeverity, and liberally to

“ reward, every one according to his deſerts. How

“ many journies did Auguſtus take into Germany,

“ even in his old age? And ſhall Tiberius, in the vi

gour of his, continue unactive and idle in the

“city, without any other employment, but to cavil

at the ſpeeches of the ſenators?” Tiberius, tho’

not ignorant of theſe complaints, was determined

not to leave Rome, judging his preſence more neceſ.

ſary in the capital, where all affairs were tranſačted,

than in the camp. Beſides, he was at a loſs to which

army he ſhould repair firſt, and at the ſame time

afraid, leſt the laſt he viſited ſhould think themſelves

aff onted, and thence become more outrageous. To

treat them therefore both equally, and maintain the

majeſty of an emperor, which is ever moſt reve

renced at a diſtance, he thought it ſafeſt to viſit nei

ther, but to ſend to the one his natural, to the other

his adopted ſon. Moreovcr he conſidered, that the

two young princes might well refer many things to

him, which would be gaining time; and that if the

mutineers deſpiſed them, his own authority ſtill re

mained to awe them into obedience; whereas if they

contemned, in the firſt tranſports of their rage, the

Vol. V, Nº. 5. -

Kro) ſide Grow. in Tacit.

-&

-&

vock in the

country of the

with

emperor himſelf, no authority was left to controul

them. However, to obviate the complaints and

clamours of the people, he gave out, that he defigned

to viſit the rebellious armies; and even choſe his at

tendants, provided his equipage, and prepared a fleet;

but ſometimes pretending buſineſs, ſometimes alledg

ing the approach of winter, he deceived not on y

the common people, but even the wiſeſt ſenators.

(N) An ala, which we may call a ſquadron, Con

fiſted of three hundred horſemen, and was divided

into turme and decuria, each turma conſiſting of

thirty men, and each aecuria of ten ; ſo that there

were in every ala ten turmz, and in every turma

three decuria.

(O) The Caſan foreſt was part of the Hercynian,

and is placed by Cluverius partly in the duchy of

Cleves, partly in Weſtphalia between Weſel and Koe feld.

Some modern critics think, that it was called by the

ancient Germans, not the Ceſtan, (for this, ſay they,

is a Roman name) but the Heſian foreſt, from Heſiº,

the god of war amongſt the ancient Germans and
Gauls. -

(P) Gronovius derives the name of this German

deity from the words tan, or than, fignifying in the

German language a fir-tree, and fachna or fan, which

in the ancient Gotho-Teutonic tongue ſignifies Lord or

God; ſo that the import of Zanjana is the lord or the

god offir-trees. That author concludes, that the Tan

fana of the Germans was the ſame as the Sylvanus of

the Romans, and called the god Tanfana, or the god of

firs, becauſe his chief teample was in a foreſt of fir,

trees (zo), as jupiter was ſtyled by the Romans Fr.

guialis, from a grove of beeches conſecrated to him,

the wordfagus ſignifying in Latin a beech (21), Lip

fus derives the name of Tanfana from the Flemiſh

5 B word

(11) Wide Plin, l, xvi, c. to, & alt.

Germany.

Marſi.
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a unſhaken loyalty, ſuffered him to ſecond the ardent wiſhes of the ſoldiery, might have The generoſty

eaſily ſeized it for himſelf; for he was the darling of the ſoldiers, and adored by ſºº"

the people, both on account of his own merit, and that of his father Druſus, whoſe.

memory was dear to every true Roman, no body doubting but he would have reſtored

the republic to her former ſtate, had he ſucceeded to empire; nay, the letter he

wrote to his brother Tiberius about compelling Auguſtus to reſtore the public liberty,

was commonly believed to have been the occaſion of his death, as we have obſerved

above. Of Germanicus they entertained the ſame hopes, and thence their zeal for

his ſafety and advancement ; but the noble youth himſelf was the only perſon who

defeated all their meaſures, and reſolutely oppoſed his own promotion. We ſhall

b ſoon ſee what return Tiberius made him for his unalterable attachment to his perſon

and intereſt(M). -

IN the mean time ſuch of the veterans and legionaries as had been no-ways con- He invade,

cerned in the late ſedition, in order to give Germanicus new proofs of their fidelity, Gº"y.

begged him to lead them againſt the enemy, who had enjoyed ſome reſpite, firſt by

the death of Auguſtus, and afterwards by the inteſtine tumult in the camp. Germa

micus complied with their requeſt, and laying a bridge croſs the Rhine, marched over

twelve thouſand legionaries, twenty-ſix cohorts of the allies, and eight ala: (N) of

horſe. With theſe he traverſed the Caſian foreſt (O), and other woods lying between

him and the enemy , and being informed on his march, that the Germans were cele

c brating that night a feſtival with great mirth and revelling, he advanced with ſuch

expedition, having ſent Caecina before with the cohorts, to clear aº through

the foreſt, that he reached the villages of the Marſi, before the inhabitants had reco

vered themſelves from their debauch." Here he divided his army into four bodies, Commit: * ~

and giving them full liberty to make what havock they pleaſed, ſent them into .:*
different quarters of the unhappy canton, that no part .it might be exempt from jºb,

ravage and devaſtation. We may well imagine what ſlaughter they made of thoſe Marfi.

unfortunate wretches, whom they found ſcattered here and#. and aſleep, ſome in

their beds, others lying by their tables; no ſex or age was ſpared ; places ſacred and

profane werejº plundered and laid in aſhes, and among them the temple of

d Tanjana (P), the tutelar god of the German nation. In ſhort, the country was waſted

;
::

º

:

--.

#

-i (M) Tacitus tells us, that Tiberius was highly blam

ed at Rome for not going in perſon to queſ the ſºdi

tion of the mutinous legions. “ The rebellion, ſaid

“ they, ſpeaking both of the Pannonian and German

“legions, has gathered too much ſtrength to be

“ ſuppreſſed by two young prinses, whoſe authoriy

“ the ſoldiery deſpiſes. Why does he not go him

“ ſelf to awe the mutineers with his uncontrouled

power They would, no doubt, return to their

duty at the bare fight of their emperor, a man of

“ great experience in war, and in whoſe power

“ alone it is to puniſh with ſeverity, and liberally to

“ reward, every one according to his deſerts. How

“ many journies did Auguſtus take into Germany,

“ even in his old age? And ſhall Tiberius, in the vi

gour of his, continue una&tive and idle in the

“city, without any other employment, but to cavil

“ at the ſpeeches of the ſenators?” Tiberius, tho’

not ignorant of theſe complaints, was determined

not to leave Rome, judging his preſence more neceſ.

fary in the capital, where all affairs were tranſióted,

than in the camp. Beſides, he was at a loſs to which

army he ſhould repair firſt, and at the ſame time

afraid, leſt the laſt be viſited ſhould think themſelves

aff onted, and thence become more outrageous. To

treat them therefore both equally, and maintain the

majeſty of an emperor, which is ever moſt reve

reaced at a diſtance, he thought it ſafeſt to viſit nei

ther, but to ſend to the one his natural, to the other

his adopted ſon. Moreover he conſidered, that the

two young princes might well refer many things to

him, which would be gaining time; and that if the

mutineers deſpiſed them, his own authority ſtill re

mained to awe them into obedience; whereas if they

contemned, in the firſt tranſports of their rage, the

Wor.. V. N° 5. -

&

º

*º

-

& roy Fide Grow. in Tacit.

with

emperor himſelf, no authority was left to controul

them. However, to obviate the complaints and

clamours of the people, he gave out, that he defigned

to viſit the rebellious armies; and even choſe his at

tendants, provided his equipage, and prepared a fleet;

but ſometimes pretending buſineſs, ſometimes alledg

ing the approach of winter, he deceived not on y

the common people, but even the wiſeſt ſenators.

(N) An ala, which we may call a ſquadron, con

fifted of three hundred horſemen, and was divided

into turme and decuria, each turma conſiſting of

thirty men, and each decuria of ten ; ſo that there

were in every ala ten turmz, and in every turma

three decuria.

(O) The Caſian foreſt was part of the Hertymian,

and is placed by Cluverius partly in the duchy of

Cleves, partly in Weſtphalia between Weſel and Koe feld.

Some modern critics think, that it was called by the

ancient Germans, not the Ceſian, (for this, ſay they,

is a Roman name) but the Heſian foreſt, from Heſus,

the god of war amongſt the ancient Germans and
Gauls.

(P) Gronovius derives the name of this German

deity from the words tan, or than, ſignifying in the

German language a fir-tree, and fachna or fan, which

in the ancient Gotho-Teutonic tongue ſignifies Lord or

God; ſo that the import of Tanjana is the lord or the

god offir-trees. That author concludes, that the Tan

fana of the Germans was the ſame as the Sylvanus of

the Romans, and called the god Taofana, or the god of

firs, becauſe his chief teample was in a foreſt of fir.

trees (zo), as jupiter was ſtyled by the Romans F4.

gutalis, from a grove of beeches conſecrated to him,

the wordfagus ſignifying in Latin a beech (21). Lip

fus derives the name of Tanfana from the Flemiſh

5 B word

(21) Wide Plin, l, xvi. c. 1 o, & ult.
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s

with fire and ſword fifty miles round, without the loſs, nay, without the wound, of a a

several Ger. ſingle man on the ſide of the Romans “. This general maſſacre rouſed the Bručieri (Q),

minnatiºns, the Tubanle; (R), and the Uſipetes (S), who beſetting the paſſes of the foreſt through

†" which the Roman army was to return, fell upon their rear, and put the light-armed

jºirºt, cohorts into diſorder; but Germanicus, riding up to the twentieth legion, and crying

are defeated out, That the time was come for them to redeem their reputation, and cancel the

memory of their late ſedition, by falling upon the enemy, they attacked them ſo

briskly, that the Germans were broke at the firſt onſet, and driven out of the wood

into the neighbouring plain, where great numbers of them were cut in pieces. In the

mean time the van-guard paſſing the foreſt, had time to form a camp, whither the

reſt of the army retired to reſt themſelves that night after ſo fatiguing a march. The b

next day they purſued their rout uninterrupted, and arrived, loaded with booty, at

the place appointed for their winter-quarters'. The fame of theſe exploits ſoon

reached Rome, and filled the city with joy. As for Tiberius, he was highly pleaſed

to hear, that the ſedition was ſuppreſſed, and the beginning of his reign ſignalized

by ſo remarkable a vićtory. But his joy was not without allay : Germanicus, by

finally diſcharging the veterans, by ſhortening the term of ſervice for the reſt, and

by liberally diſtributing money among them, had gained the affections of the army,

Tiberius jea- and beſides, great glory by his late expedition. This gave the jealous and ſuſpi

*'ſ Gemi-cious emperor great uneaſineſs, which however he artfully diſguiſed, giving the ſenate

** a pompous account of the exploits of his nephew, and beſtowing upon him the higheſt c

encomiums. He commended at the ſame time the addreſs of his ſon Druſus in quell

ing the ſedition of the Pannonian legions, in few words, but which ſeemed dićtated

by his heart, and more ſincere g. In ſhort, he ſpoke of Germanicus like an orator,

but of Druſus like a father. However, he approved whatever Germanicus had done,

and, to gain the affections of the Pannonian legions, extended to them all the privi

leges which Germanicus had granted to his own.

Tiberius' ex: , T H E se diſorders in Germany and Pannonia, and the great veneration which the

cellent behavi. ſoldiery, as well as the people, had for Germanicus, were a great reſtraint upon
our in the be- - - - - - - - - - -

gin...f., Ziberius, who now with wonderful art diſguiſed thoſe vices, which afterwards diſ
reign. played themſelves ſo openly. He acted in moſt things like a truly generous, good-d

Hi mo., natured and clement prince. Of the many and extraordinary honours that were offered

- him, he accepted but few, and thoſe of the meaneſt ſort. He forbid any prieſts or

temples to be decreed for him, or ſtatues erected but by his own permiſſion, which

he granted ſometimes, upon condition that they ſhould be placed, not among the

images of the gods, but the ornaments of their houſes. He refuſed the title of father

of his country, and never took upon him the name of Auguſtus, though it was heredi

* Idem ibid. c. 49–51. f Idem ibid. c. 52, 53. * Idem ibid. c. 54.

word taenſanā, ſignifying the principal or firſt cauſe teri mentioned here by Tacitus, we are quite in the

of things; ſo that the Germans, under the name of dark; for this nation was ſtill in being in Tiberius's

Tanfana, adored, according to him, the ſupreme reign, nay, and many years after Tacitus's time, but

Being. probably at a greater diſtance from the Rhine; for

(Q.) The Brutieri are placed by moſt geographers they are mentioned by Eumenius and Nazarius in

next to the Friſii, between the Amiſia, now the Ems, their panegyrics upon Conſtantine, and alſo by the

and the lake Flevus, now the Suyderſee. Tacitus poet Claudian (22. The ſlaughter therefore was not

ſpeaks of them thus: “ Next to the Tencteri dwelt ſo general as is by Tacitus ſuppoſed (23).

“ the Bručieri, in whoſe room the Chamavi and (R). The Tubantes poſſeſſed great part of Iſºſpha

“Angrivarii are ſaid to have ſettled, after having lia. Cluverius places the ancient city of Teclia men

“ driven out and utterly extirpated the Brufferi, with tioned by Ptolemy, now Teklenburg, on the borders

“ the concurrence of the neighbouring nations, ei- of the Tubante, and Chamavi.

“ther in deteſtation of their pride, or enticed by the S) The Uſpites, Uſipii, or Uſipets, are placed by

“love of booty, or through the ſpecial ſavour of Rhenanus between the Rhine and the mountains of

“ the gods towards the Romans. They were even Heſſe. In Caſar's time they bordered upon the coun

“pleaſed to indulge us the pleaſure of ſeeing the tries of the Sicambri and Tenfieri, of whom we have

“battle, in which there fell above ſixty thouſind ſpoken above. Dion Caffus ſeems to place them be

“ men, without a blow ſtruck by the Romans, &c. tween the Rhine and the Lupias, now the Lippe, and

“ May the gods continue and perpetuate among the Sicambri beyond the latter of theſe rivers; for

“ theſe nations, if not any love for us, yet by all in deſcribing Druſus's expedition into Germany, he

“ means their animoſity and hatred to each other, tells us, that he paſſed the Rhine, and having ſubdued

“ ſince fortune cannot more ſignally befriend us, the Uſ petes, laid a bridge over the Lupias, and en

“ than in ſowing diviſions amongſt our enemies.” tered the country of the Sicambri (24).

As to the time of this general ſlaughter of the Bruc

(22) Wide Claud. 4. conſul Honor. ver. 450. (13) ſide Tacit. de mor, Ger. c. 33. (24) Dio, l. liv

p. 544. -

tary,
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ſº

iſute

gºi (

jºk

"it'

110ſ,

jº,

ºw.

in the

ºn

|s diſ.

gºv.

ºf:

tº Of

with

gtº:

jºr

eſtik

in th:

tria's

e, tut

*; for

in in

a tary, but in his letters to foreign potentates. For flattery he had an utter averſion.

g

lf, in private converſation, or public ſpeeches, any thing was ſaid to his praiſe, he

inmediately not only interrupted, but rebuked the ſpeaker. One calling him Domi

nus or Lord, he deſired him not to mention him any more in deriſion. Another call

ing his employments ſacred he entreated him to change his epithet, and to ſtyle them

troubleſºme. He would not permit the ſenate to ſwear to the obſervation of his acts,

urging againſt it the inſtability of all mortal things, and that the higher he was raiſed,

the more he was expoſed to danger. All ſlanderous reports, libels and lampoons

upon him and his adminiſtration, he bore with extraordinary patience, ſaying, That,

in a free city, the thoughts and tongues of every man ought to be free and when the

ſenate would have proceeded againſt ſome, who had publiſhed libels againſt him, he

would not conſent to it, ſaying, We have not time enough to attend ſuch trifles : if you

once open a door to ſuch informations, you will be able to do nothing elſe ; for, under that

pretence, every man will revenge himſelf upon his enemies by accuſing them to you. Bein

informed that one had ſpoke very detractingly of him ; If he ſpeaks ill of me, ſaid he,

I will give him as good an account of my words and ačſions as I can ; and, if that is not

ſºftcient, I will ſatisfy myſelf with having as bad an opinion of him as he has of me. His

carriage towards the ſenate was very reſpectful ; nothing of moment was tranſacted

without their advice and approbation. To them were referred the collecting of the

taxes and tributes, the building and repairing of all public edifices, the raiſing or diſ.

banding of forces, the muttering of the legions and auxiliaries, the prolonging or grant

ing commiſſions upon any extraordinary war, the returning of anſwers to the letters of

kings, &c. He never entered into the ſenate with any attendants but once, when

he was brought in, on account of an indiſpoſition, in a litter ; and then he immedi

ately ordered his company to withdraw. In the ſenate he allowed every one to ſpeak

his mind with great freedom. Having one day diſſented in his opinion from Q. Ha

terius ; Pardon me, I beſeech you, ſaid he, if as a ſenator I ſpeak againſ; you with more

freedom than ordinary. Then turning to the whole aſſembly, he addreſſed them thus:

Moſt venerable fathers, what I ſay now I have often ſaid before ; a good and prudent

prince, to whom you have given ſo great and abſolute a power, ought to be ſerviceable, not

only to the ſenate and the body of the city, but to every particular citizen : nor do I repent

of any thing I have ſaid of this nature, having always accounted you, as I ſtill do, my

good, juſt, and moſt gracious lords. If in the ſenate any thing was decreed againſt his

judgment, he did not complain, nor ſeem the leaſt diſpleaſed. He allowed the con

ſuls ſo much power, that certain embaſſadors from Africa had recourſe to them,

deſiring they would return them a ſpeedy anſwer, ſince Caſar, to whom they had

been ſent, put them off from day to day. When the conſuls came into the ſenate,

the theatre, or any other place where he was, he always roſe up to them, and

turned out of the way, if he met them in the ſtreets. He often aſſiſted at the trials in

the courts of juſtice, eſpecially if any criminal was reported to be like to eſcape by

favour or connivance; he then appeared unexpectedly, and with a grave air put the

His extraordi

nary patience,

His reſpeſ; fºr

the ſenate. .

And the conſuls

judges in mind of the laws and the crimes before them. He applied himſelf with Applies himſ if

great care to the reformation of manners, and made many excellent regulations, by tº the reforma

which he reſtrained the immoderate expences of plays and public ſhews, retrenched ”’ſ”

the ſalaries of the players, and reduced the gladiators to a fixed number. The prices

of Corinthian veſſels growing extravagant, and the luxury of entertainments to ſuch

an exceſs, that thirty thouſand ſeſterces were paid for three mullets, he complained

of theſe diſorders to the ſenate, and got a law paſſed ſetting bounds to the expences

in furniture, and ordaining, that the prices of proviſions in the markets ſhould be

annually regulated by the ſenate. As to the eating-houſes and taverns, which at this

time were very numerous in Rome, they were all, by Tiberius's order, utterly ſup

preſſed ; and that he might, by his own example, countenance frugality and parſi

mony in others, he had, at his public and moſt ſolemn entertainments, meat ſerved

up, which had been dreſſed and cut up the day before, contrary to the cuſtom which

then obtained, ſaying, that every part had the ſame taſte as the whole. To check the

progreſs of vice, he drove out of Rome a great number of young noblemen, and alſo

ſome women of diſtinčtion, who were noted for their debaucheries; and at the ſame

time revived an ancient law, impowering all parents to puniſh their daughters, even

after they were married, if, by their debauched lives, they brought diſgrace upon

their families. In this particular he was ſo ſtrićt, that, by proclamation, he prohi

the kiſſes that were, according to cuſtom, given by way of ſalutation. He ſeemed

- intirely

His frugality.
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of provinces adviſed him to raiſe their taxes, he anſwered, that it was the duty of a

good ſhepherd to ſhear, not to flay his flock, and was ſo far from hearkening to the remon

ſtrances of his preſidents and governors, that, inſtead of raiſing, he leſſened the

tributes that were annually remitted to Rome from the provinces ". Such was the

deportment of Tiberius while his authority was yet wavering ; but we ſhall ſon ſee

him pull off the mask, and abandon himſelf without controul to thoſe vices, which

he now ſo artfully diſguiſes with the oppoſite virtues. But to return to the brave

Germanicus :

The following year, Druſus Cæſar and Caius Norbanus being conſuls, Germanicus

made vaſt preparations, with a deſign to purſue the war againſt the Germans, and

revenge the death of Varus, and the ſlaughter of his legions. He had indeed no

thoughts of attempting any thing till the ſummer ; but being informed, that violent

diſſentions reigned among the enemy, he reſolved early in the ſpring to make an

irruption into the country of the Catti (T). Theſe inteſtine broils, of which Germa.

nicus reſolved to take advantage, were occaſioned by the oppoſite parties of Arminius

and Segeſies, the former the incendiary of Germany, and chief author of the inſurrec

tion in which Warus periſhed with his legions ; the latter a ſincere and faithful friend

to the Romans ; nay, he had even given Varus notice of the intended revolt, and

adviſed him to ſecure himſelf, Arminius, and the other chiefs, aſſuring him, that,

without their leaders, the multitude would not dare to attempt any thing. But the

Roman general deſpiſed his advice, which coſt him dear, as we have related above.

Segeſes, tho' forced to join his countrymen in that general revolt, yet remained at

conſtant variance with Arminius ; and at this time their animoſities were heightened

by a domeſtic quarrel, Arminius having carried away by force the daughter of Segeſies,

named Thuſneldes, and married her, tho' already betrothed to another. This attempt

gave riſe to an open rupture between the two chiefs, of which Germanicus no ſooner

had intelligence, than he put four legions, five thouſand auxiliaries, and ſome German

troops drawn ſuddenly together, under the command of Cacina, ordering him to

ſcour the country, while he himſelf, at the head of as many legions, and double the

number of allies, advanced with incredible expedition into the country of the Catli ;

and falling upon the enemy before they were appriſed of his march, put vaſt numbers

of them to the ſword, without diſtinétion of ſex or age. Moſt of their youth eſcaped

by ſwimming over the Adrana (U), and attempted to prevent the Romans from lay

* Suet. in Tiber, c. 26–36. Tacit, ibid.

(T) The Catti or Chatti poſſeſſed, as we have “ proviſions. Other Germans take the field equip

hinted above, part of the duchy of Brunſwick, of the “ped for a battle; but the Catti equipped for a

biſhopric of Hildeſheim, of Thuringen, Heſſe, and the “ war. They ſeldom make excurſions, or expoſe

territories of Fulda, with the counties of Schauven- “ themſelves to the dangers of caſual encounters. It

êerg, Waldeck, and Mansfeld. Tacitus ſpeaks of them “is peculiar to cavalry ſuddenly to conquer, or ſud

thus : “The territories of the Catti begin at the “ denly to fly. Such haſte and expedition borders
“ Hercynian foreſt, and conſiſt not of ſuch wide “ upon fear: warineſs and deliberation are more a

“ and marſhy plains as thoſe of the other commu- “ kin to intrepidity.” Tacitus adds, that a cuſtom,

gº

ºº

&º

4.

4.

4.

4.

4. º

º

c

nities contained within the vaſt compaſs of Ger

many; but of hills, which, for a long tract, run

high and contiguous, then by degrees ſink. More

over, the Hercynian foreſt attends for a while its

native Catti, and then forſakes them. They are

diſtinguiſhed with more hard and robuſt bodies,

compačt limbs, ſtern countenances, and a more

ſprightly vigour of mind. For Germans, they

are men of much ſenſe and addreſs. They com

mit the government to choſen men, and liſten to

them when ſet over them. They know how

to maintain their ranks, to diſcern occaſions, to

reſtrain their own ardour, how to employ the

day, how to intrench themſelves by night. They

reckon fortune among uncertain things, and va

lour among ſuch as are ſecure; and, what is very

rare, and never learnt but by men inured to di

ſcipline, they repoſe more confidence in the

condućt of the general, than in the ſtrength of

the army. Their whole ſtrength conſiſts in foot,

who, beſides their arms, carry iron tools, and their

practiſed only by ſome particular perſons of other

German nations, univerſally obtained among thcCatti;

which is, to let their hair and beards grow till they

have ſlain an enemy, being perſuaded, that only by

the death of a foe they cun acquit themſelves of the

debt and duty contracted by their birth, and render

themſelves worthy of their country and parents; ſo

that the cowardly and unwarlike among them were

eaſily diſtinguiſhed by their long hair and beards.

The moſt brave likewiſe wear an iron ring, which

is a mark of great diſhonour in that nation, as a chain

or badge of ſlavery, til, they ſet themſelves, as it

were, at liberty, by killing an enemy (25). How

ever, as Germanicus came upon them unawares, they

were forced cather to ſubunit, or ſhelter themſelves

in the woods, that is, in the Hercynian foreſt, which,

as Tacitus has told us, began in their country.

(U) The Adrana, now the Easr, riſes in Upper

Heffe, waters the county of Waldeck and Lower Heffe,

and falls into the Falla or Fulden about two mics

above Cºffel.

(15) Tacit. de mor Ger. 30, 3 .

intirely averſe from loading his people with any new taxes; and when ſome governors a
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Chap. 17. The Roman Hiſtory.

a ing a bridge over that river; but their efforts proving unſucceſsful, ſome of them

ſubmitted to Germanicus; but the greater part, abandoning their villages, took refuge

in the woods ; ſo that the Romans, without oppoſition, laid waſte all the open country,

ſet fire to their dwellings, laid Mattium (W) their capital in aſhes, and then began

their march back to the Rhine. The Cheruſci alone made ſome motions, as if they de

ſigned to aſſiſt the Catti, and fall upon the Romans in their retreat, but were reſtrained

by Caecina, who, with his army of obſervation, moved about from place to place, and

had even defeated the Marſ (X), who had dared to engage him .

Germanicus had ſcarce reached his camp, when deputies arrived from Segeſies, pray

ing relief for that faithful friend to the Romans againſt his and their declared enemy

b Arminius, who had beſieged him in his camp. At the head of this embaſſy was Segi

mundus, the ſon of Segeſies, whom, tho’ he had formerly revolted from the Romans,

Germanicus received with great kindneſs; but ſent him, as he could no longer depend

upon his fidelity, under a ſtrong guard to the frontiers of Gaul (Y). As to his requeſt,

he readily complied with it, led back his army without loſs of time to the relief of Marche a

Segºſłes, engaged the beſiegers, put them to flight, and reſcued that faithful friend ºf Armi.

of the Romans out of the hands of his moſt inveterate enemy. On this occaſion the "“”

Romans took a great many priſoners, among whom was Thuſneldis the wife of Armi

nius, and daughter of Segeſies, who had been the chief occaſion of the preſent rupture

between the twoilluſtrious families (Z). She was then big withchild, and ſeemed to be

c concerned only for the fate of her unhappy babe deſtined to be born in ſlavery. As

for her own captivity, ſhe bore it with the intrepidity of a true heroine, without ſhed

ing a tear, or uttering a word in the ſtyle of a ſuppliant. Among the booty were

Idem ibid. c. 54.

(W) Tacitus in this place ſtyles Mattium the capi

tal of the Catti; but elſewhere (16, diſtinguiſhes the

Mattiaci from the Catti: The army, ſays he, was

compoſed of Catti, Uſipii and Mattiaci. Their coun

try, according to the accounts of the ancient geo

graphers, was incloſed on all ſides by the territories

of the Catti; whence they are often contounded

with them. Cluverius and Cellarius think, that the

ſituation of Mattium, or, as Ptolemy calls it, Matti

acum, agrees with that of the preſent city of Mar

purg; for it ſtands on the road leading from mount

Taunus, now known to the natives by the names of

Der Heyrick and Die Hohe, over-againſt Mentz, to the

Adrama or the Eder, which was the rout Germani

cus took in this irruption, as Tacitus informs us.

Pliny mentions the hot baths of Mattium (27), which

all modern geographers take for the hot waters of

Wisbaden over-againſt Mentz or Moguntiacum, as it

was called by the ancients; ſo that the territories

of the Mattiaci extended at leaſt from the Rhine to

the Eder. Whether they reached beyond that river,

and how far, we know not. Tacitus tells us, that

the Mattiaci in his time were friends to the Romans.

The Roman people, ſays he, have carried the awe and

eſteem of their empire beyond the Rhine, and the an

cient boundaries. Thus the Mattiaci, living on the

oppoſite bank, enjoy a ſettlement of their own; but

by inclination are Romans (28),

(X) Part of Weſtphalia and of the biſhoprick of Pa

derborn were, according to moſt of our modern geo

graphers, the ancient habitation of the Marſ.

(Y) Segimundu, had been greatly favoured by the

Romans, and by them appointed prieſt of the altar

of the Ubii, of which we have ſpoken above; but

when his countrymen revolted, he rent the ſacerdo

tal tiara, and fled to the revolters. Hence, when his

father declared to him his intention of putting him

at the head of the embaſſy which he was ſending to

Germanicus, he deſired at firſt to be excuſed; but

afterwards, truſting to the clemency of the Roman

general, he undertook the execution of his father's

orders, and was favourably received by Germanicus,

(16) Tacit; hiſtor. l. iv. c. 37.

(19) Strabo, l. vii.

V o L. V. No. 5.

(27) Plin. l. xxxi. c. 20.

(30) Tacit, ibid. c. 7 & 18.

but not ſuffered to return among his countrymen.

What became of him afterwards, Tacitus does not

tell us; but Strabo names him among the illuſtrious

captives, who marched before the chariot of Ger

manicus, when he entered Rome in triumph (29). If

he did not join the rebels a ſecond time, Germani

cus ačted contrary to the law of nations in thus ſeiz

ing the perſon of an embaſſador, and treating him

as if be had been taken in war.

(Z) Tacitus tells us, that the Germans carried about

with them in all their wars their wives and chil

dren, whom thcy placed near the field of battle, that,

by the tears of their wives, and the cries of their

tender infants, they might be the more encouraged

to exert themſelves in the defence of thoſe intereſt

ing pledges of nature. Their armies, when yield

ing and ready to fly, have been often prevailed up

on to maintain their ground, and ſtand the ſhock of

the enemy, by the importunity and intreaties of

their women, preſenting their breaſts, and putting

them in mind of their impending captivity; an evil

which they far more dreaded in their women than

in themſelves. When any of them happened to

be ſo wounded in battle, that they could not con

tinue the fight, they retired to their mothers or

wives, who, without being ſhocked, ſucked their

bleeding wounds. The wife among them brought

no dowry to the husband, but the husband to the

wife, viz. a couple of oxen yoked together, a horſe

accoutred, a ſhield, a javelin, and a ſword. The wo

man on her part too made her husband a preſent of

ſome arms. By the mutual approbation and accep

tance of theſe gifts in the preſence of their parents

and relations, they were married. The oxen joined

in the ſame yoke, the horſe ready equipped, and the

preſent of arms, ſerved to put the woman in mind,

that ſhe came to her husband as a partner of his ha

zards and dangers in war as well as in peace, and

that ſhe was not exempt from fighting, and ex

erting her courage in battle for the defence of her

husband or country (30).

(28) Tacit. de mor, Ger. c. 19.
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Segeſtes's

ſpeech to Ger

manicus,

w Arminºus ſtirs

up the weigh.

ſ touring nations

º againſt the

Romans.

Germanicus

marches a

gainſt him.

found Roman ſpoils taken from Parus and his ſlaughtered legions, and divided among a

thoſe who were now priſoners. Arminius being now put to flight, Segeſies thought

it his duty to wait upon his deliverer; and accordingly, from a confidence in his

ſincere attachment to the Roman intereſt, he appeared before Germanicus, without

betraying the leaſt fear, and addreſſing him with a majeſtic air, enumerated, with

great modeſty, the ſervices he had rendered the republic, which had drawn upon

him the hatred of Arminius ; offered his mediation for the German nation, if they

perhaps would rather chuſe to repent, than be deſtroyed; and earneſtly recommended

to his known clemency his ſon and daughter, intreating him to forgive the former

the crror he had been guilty of in his youth, more out of imprudence thanmalice, and

to conſider the latter rather as the daughter of Segeſtes than the wife of Arminius. Ger

manicus anſwered with his uſual good-nature and humanity, promiſing to take his ſon,

daughter, and all his relations, under his protećtion ; aſſigned to him a ſafe retreat in

one of the neighbouring provinces long ſince ſubject to Rome, and then returned with

the army to his former camp, where the wife of Arminius was delivered of a male

child (A) k. -

1N the mean time Arminius, more inraged than ever for the loſs of his wife, whom

he tenderly loved, and the fate of his child doomed to be born in captivity, flew

about the country of the Cheruſci, inflaming that warlike nation againſt Sºgefies and

Germanicus,and encouraging them to let Arminius rather lead them to liberty and glory,

than the wicked and treacherous Segeſieſ to infamy and bondage. His credit, and

the bitter invečtives he was conſtantly uttering againſt the Romans, rouſed not only

the Cheruſci, but all the neighbouring nations ; nay, Inquiomerus, one of the chief

lords of the country, and hitherto a friend to the Romans, and in high credit with

them, tho’ uncle to Arminius by the father's ſide, was drawn into the confederacy,

and prevailed upon to declare for his nephew, and join him with all his friends and

dependents. Germanicus, upon intelligence of ſo powerful a confederacy, that he

might not be obliged toº: ſuch numerous forces united, reſolved to make a di

verſion; and with this, view detached Cacina at the head of forty Roman cohorts to

the river Amiſia, now the Ems, through the territories of the Brufferi. The cavalry

took another rout, under the condućt of Pedo (B), who led then by the confines of d

the Friſians (C). As for Germanicus himſelf, he imbarqued the four remaining legions

on a neighbouring lake, and tranſported them on rivers and canals to the place

appointed for the general rendezvous on the banks of the Amiſia, where the three

feparate bodies met. The Chauci, as the legions paſſed through their country, joined

them : the Bruèleri, upon the approach of Germanicus, attempted to ſet fire to their

houſes, and retire ; but were reſtrained by Sterlinius, who was detached againſt them.

That commander had the good luck to find in the country of the Bručieri the eagle of

the nineteenth legion loſt in the overthrow of Varus. The army, now united, pur

ſued their march to the fartheſt borders of the Bručjeri, and laid waſte the whole

country between the rivers Luppias and Amiſia, that is, the Lyppe and the Ems. As

the foreſt of Teutoburgium (D) was not far off, where the bones of Varus, and the three

* Idem, c. 57, 58.

(A) Tacitus tells us, that this child was brought

up at Ravenna, and promiſes to relate in a more.

proper place the misfortunes which befel him. The

fathers Catrou and Rouille, in their Roman hiſtory,

make the ſame promiſe. If Tacitus performed his,

it was in his books which have not reached our

times. We ſhall therefore be the more obliged to

thoſe learned writers for the performance of theirs;

for we know nothing of this unhappy captive, or

his misfortunes.

(B) It is uncertain whether Pedo mentioned here

by Tacitus, was Pedo Albinovanus, or Pedo Pompeius.

Seneca ſpeaks of the latter as a perſon of great me

rit (32), and Ovid commends the former as an ex

cellent poet. Some fragments of his book intituled

De navigatione Germanici, have reached our times

(33). The elegy he wrote on the death of Druſus,

and inſcribed to Livia, is a maſter-piece of the kind,

and worthy of a heavenly poct, as Ovid ſtyles him

(34) joſeph Scaliger aſcribes to him the elegy on

the death of Mecanas, wherein he diſagrees with moſt

other critics. Woffus ſuppoſes him to have written

alſo epigrams, which he gathers from one of Mar

tial's (35).

(C). The country of the Friſi was divided into

two, called the Greater and the Leffer. The former

lay between the mouths of the Rhine and the Wºſer.

The latter extended along the coaſt of the ocean on

the oppoſite fide of the Rhine; but how far, we can

not determine.

(D) The foreſt of Teutoburgium, now Teuteberg,

lay in Weſtphalia, between the Ems and the Lyppe.

The preſent inhabitants pretend to ſhew the very

ſpot where Varus with his legions were cut off. It

is a plain in the neighbourhood of a ſmall town called

Horn, and is known by the name of Winfeldt, which

it took, they ſuppoſe, from the Germans winning

the field.

(32)Senec.in lud. de morte Claud. (33) Senec. ſuaſor. 1. (; ;) Ovid in Pont, eleg.ult. (35) Mart.l. ii. epig. 77.

legions
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º a legions ſlaughtered with him, were ſaid to lie ſtill unburied, Germanicus, touched Germanicus

his with a tender compaſſion on their unhappy fate, reſolved to march thither, and ſ: ...”

0. pay them the laſt offices. Accordingly Cºcina was ſent before to clear the way,nºn

th to examine the avenues leading to the foreſt, and lay bridges over marſhy places, and alſº on.
º The reſt of the army followed, and marching in good order, and with CII eat Cău

it; tion, entered the gloomy foreſt, where they ſoon diſcovered the ruins of two Ko

& man camps, the one very ſpacious, and capable of containing three legions, the other
T: much leſs in circumference, which, they concluded, had ſerved for a place of retreat

and for the ſmall number of legionaries, who had eſcaped the firſt day's ſlaughter. The

G#. ramparts of both were half ruined, and the ditches near filled up. The open fields
ſon b were covered with bleached bones, ſome ſeparate, ſome in heaps, as thoſe unhappy

º men had happened, to fall flying ſingly, or reſiſting in bodies. In the adjacent

with groves were ſeen ſtill ſtanding the altars, where the barbarians had ſacrificed to their

gods the tribunes and chief centurions, whom they had made priſoners. On the trees
mil: furrounding the altars were ſtuck the skulls of thoſe unhappy vićtims. In Germani

cus's army there were ſome who had ſerved under Varus, and had the good luck to
whºm eſcape the general ſlaughter ; and theſe related the particulars of that tragical event to

ºw the reſt. Here, ſaid they, the commanders of our legions were ſlain ; there our

t; and eagles were taken: here Varus received his firſt wound ; there he fell by his own hand :

gº, in that place ſtood the tribunal, whence Arminius harangued his men; in this he

l, and t c cauſed gibbets to be erected for the execution of his captives, &c. So many doleful

º obječis awakened in the hearts of the Romans and their commander a tender compaſ

*::: fion for the fate of their countrymen, friends and comrades, and at the ſame time an

it with eager deſire of appeaſing their manes with the ſlaughter of an enemy ſo cruel and

jºrity, inhuman. With theſe ſentiments they firſt carefully gathered the bones ſcattered up

is and and down the fields; and having dug a deep trench, buried them there ſix years after

thith: the ſlaughter, Germanicus laying the firſt turf on the common tomb (E). Having thus

& ad. aid the laſt offices to their friends, they abandoned that ſolitude diſmal to their They advant

hoſt:10 #. and memory, and, full of reſentment, advanced againſt the author of ſo many againſ Armi.

civil] evils, who, underſtanding that he was purſued by Germanicus, retired, and incamped

ºf: d in an advantageous poſt cloſe to the woods. The Roman general followed him, and

gºgº coming up with him, ordered his cavalry to advance and diſlodge him. Arminius,

it ſº at the approach of the Roman horſe, pretended to fly; but wheeling ſuddenly about, um,...ºn

the tº and at the ſame time giving the ſignal to a body of troops, which he had concealed in gain, ſºme ad.
yº the foreſt, to ruſh out, he fell upon the enemy with ſuch vigour, that the Roman ... º:

:to: cavalry, not able to ſtand the ſhock, began to give way. Germanicus immediatelyº*

ſt them. detached ſome cohorts to their relief; but they too were ſoon put in diſorder, and""

e.g.: broken, more by their own men who fled, than by the enemy. Arminius, taking

d, put advantage of the confuſion the Romans were in, doubled his efforts, and would have

who: puſhed them into a moraſs, had not Germanicus advanced at the head of his legions

3, #: e in order of battle. Arminius, finding his men already tired, did not think it ad

lethſ: viſeable to engage the freſh legions, and therefore retired in good order, leaving the

Romans maſters of the field. Germanicus, not judging it ſafe to purſue the enemy

through pathleſs woods and foreſts, contented himſelf with this ſmall advantage, and

returned with the army to the river Amiſia. There he imbarqued with four legions,

º: ordered Cascina to recondućt the other four by land, and ſent the cavalry to the ſea

with -

wº: (E) Tiberius did not approve of this pious office oration of Marcellus with a veil between him and

ºf My erformed by Germanicus and his army. Whether the corps, as Suetonius informs us, that he might

- it was, ſys Tacitus, that he put a bad conſtruction not be polluted with the fight of it. Plutarch tells

3: ". upon every action of Germanicut, or believed, that us, that Sylla divorced his wife Metella a little be

º: the fight of ſo many Romans ſlain by the enemy, and fore ſhe died, and cauſed her to be conveyed into

: ſº left thus unburied, might ſink the courage of his another houſe, that his own, as he was then ponti

tº ſt men, and heighten their terror of ſo dreadful a foe fex and augur, might not be defiled with funeral ce

º Beſides, Germanicus was a member of the college of remonies (36). But we are apt to believe, that Ti

the augurs, and of the prieſts ſacred to the deity of berius did not, out of any principle of religion, find

ºft'ſ Auguſius, and, as ſuch, ought not, according to the fault with Germanicus's conduct ; for be little mat

!!!. ancient rites, to have been any ways concerned in tered the gods or their rites, being himſelf a fata

ºff the ceremonies and ſolemnities of the dead, ſince by liſt, and poſſeſſed with notions of aſtrology, What

; : them pontiffs, augurs and prieſts of all denomina- diſpleaſed him was, that Germanicº, by ſo popular

ad tions, were thought to be defiled. Hence Auguſtus, an action, had gained the hearts of the ſoldiery and

wº who was Pontiſex maximus, pronounced the funeral Roman people. - -

13

(; 6) Plut. in Sylla.

!", ſide,

|
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ſide, with orders to march along the ſhore to the Rhine. Tho' Caecima was to return a

s

through roads well known, yet Germanicus warned him to paſs with all poſſible ſpeed

the cauſway called the long bridges (F). Cacina made what haſte he could ; but never

theleſs Arminius arrived there before him. This cauſway led croſs vaſt marſhes, ſur

rounded on all fides with woods and hills, which gently roſe from the plain. The

woods Arminius had already filled with his men, who, as ſoon as Caecina approached,

Cecina i, at ruſhing out, fell upon him with ſuch fury, that the legions, not able to manage their

tacked by A.-arms in the deep waters, and ſlippery ground, were already yielding, and would in
m nius. all likelihood have been intirely defeated, had not night coming on, ſoon put an end

to the combat. The Germans, encouraged with their ſucceſs, inſtead of refreſhing

themſelves with ſleep, employed the whole night in diverting the courſes of the ſprings

riſing in the neighbouring mountains, and turning them into the plains; ſo that the

***** camp, which the Romans had begun, was all on a ſudden laid under water, and their

*** works overturned. We may well imagine what a melancholy night they paſſed under

theſe circumſtances. We are told, that Cascina himſelf was terrified with a frightful

dream: he thought he ſaw Quintilius Varus riſing out of the marſh beſmeared with

blood, ſtretching forth his hand, and calling upon him ; but that he rejećted the in

vitation, and puſhed him away. Cascina had ſerved either as a common ſoldier, or as

an officer, forty years, was well experienced in all the viciſſitudes of war, and thence

undaunted even in the greateſt dangers. Having therefore calmly weighed with

himſelf all proper expedients for the preſent conjuncture, he at length reſolved to

attack the barbarians the next day, to drive them to their woods, and there keep

them in a manner beſieged, till the baggage and the wounded men had paſſed the cauſ

way, and were out of the enemy's reach. With this view at break of day he drew

up his legions, placing the fifth in the right wing, the one-and-twentieth in the left,

the firſt in the van, and the twentieth in the rear. But the legions poſted on the wings,

ſeized with a ſudden fear, as ſoon as day began to appear, deſerted their ſtations, and

took poſſeſſion of a field beyond the marſhes. Cacina thought it adviſeable to follow

them; but the baggage ſticking in the mire, as he croſſed the marſhes, and the ſol

diers about it being embaraſſed and in great diſorder, Arminius laid hold of this oppor

tunity to begin the attack; and crying out, This is a ſecond Varus ; the ſame fate

attends him and his legions, he ruſhed upon them at the head of a choſen body with a

fury hardly to be expreſſed. As he had ordered his men to aim chiefly at the enemy's

horſes, great numbers of them were killed, and the ground becoming ſlippery with

their blood, and the ſlime of the marſh, the reſt either fell, or caſting their riders, and

galloping among the ranks, put them into diſorder. Caecina on this occaſion diſtin

guiſhed himſelf in a very eminent manner; but his horſe being killed under him, he

The Romans would have been taken priſoner, had not the firſt legion reſcued him. . The greedi

ſº: neſs of the enemy was what ſaved Cacima and his legions from utter deſtruction ; for

:::::/ while they were already yielding, and quite ſpent, the barbarians all on a ſudden

abandoned them to ſeize the baggage. The Romans, during this reſpite, ſtruggled

out of the marſh, and gaining the dry fields, tired as they were, formed with all

poſſible ſpeed a camp there, and fortified it in the beſt manner they could.

AND now the legionaries, quite ſpent and exhauſted, retired to repoſe themſelves

a while after ſo fatiguing a combat. But their repoſe was ſoon interrupted by an

accident, which, as it cauſed a general alarm in the camp, ſhews what fear and terror

The Romns had ſeized them. A horſe having broken looſe, and being frightened with the noiſe,

ſ: with4 as he ſtrayed about, ran over ſome who were in his way. As this happened when it
panic. was dark, it raiſed ſuch a conſternation among the legionaries, imagining that the

Germans had broke into the camp, that they all ran to the gate Decumama, which

was fartheſt from the enemy, in order to make their eſcape. , Calcina having learned

the true cauſe of this general uproar, endeavoured to ſtop the fugitives, aſſuring them,

(F) Tacitus tells us, that this cauſway was made mous for his dexterity in driving cheriots, than for

by Lucius Domitius, who, according to that writer, the triumphal ornaments which he acquired by his

led an army over the Elbe, and advanced faither in- conduct in the German war (37). This cauſway,

to Germany than any Roman before him, which according to Lipſius, led croſs the marſhes between

procured him the enſigns of triumph. Whence we Lingen, Wedden and Coeverden, where ſome remains

conclude him to have been the grandfather of Nero ; of it are ſtill lying under water. Theſe marſhes are

for Suetonius, in his life of that emperor, tells us, now known to the Dutch by the name of Bretanſche

that Lucius Domitius his grandfather was no leſs fa- heyde, that is, the marſhes of Bretan (38).

(37) Suet. in Ner. c. 4. (38) Wide Lipſ in hunc lor. Tacit.

that

C
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ſèlum :

ſ: a that their fear was quite groundleſs; but none of them hearkening to hiºn, he flung

ſlºtſ. himſelf at length croſs the gate. The awe and reſpect they had for their general

§ 1. reſtrained them from running over his body, and put a ſtop to their flight , and in

ſk the mean time the tribunes and centurions ſatisfied them, that it was a falſe alarm.

id:l, Then Cascina, calling them together, told them, that they muſt be indebted for their

tº lives to their valour ; but that their valour ought to be tempered with art; that they

jºin muſt keep cloſe within their camp till the Germans attempted to ſtorm it, and then

Antid make a ſudden fally, break through the enemy, and purſue their march to the Rhine.

third This, he told them, was the only means of retrieving their glory, of ſaving their

º lives. In the mean time it was reſolved in the German camp, purſuant to the advice

ld liſt b of Inguiomerus, to attack the Roman entrenchments the next morning, nobody doubt

id: ing, except Arminius, but they might be eaſily forced. That commander, no leſs

und: prudent than brave, was for ſuffering the Romans quietly to depart, and falling upon

chill them on their march, when embaraſied again amongſt foreſts and marſhes. But the

ſº advice of Inguiomerus prevailing, as ſoon as it was light, the Germans beſet the camp,

th: i. and having filled the ditches, were already climbing up the ramparts, when Cecina

I,0ſ as ordered the ſignal to be given to the cohorts, who ſallying out with loud ſhouts, fell

thent: upon the aggreſſors, and made a dreadful ſlaughter of them, while they were buſy in

wº ſcaling the entrenchments. The Germans, who imagined that few Romans were TºGº

remaining, and had therefore promiſed themſelves an eaſy victory, were ſo ſurpriſed “ ”

º c and frightened at this ſudden and altogether unexpected attack, that they immedi

º ately betook themſelves to a ſhameful flight. The Romans purſued them, and made

it drew a dreadful ſlaughter of the fugitives, Arminius had the good luck to eſcape unhurt;

h: kſ: but Inguiomerus was dangerouſly wounded. After this the Germans, as deſtitute of
& lºſſ, conduct in diſtreſs, as void of moderation in proſperity, appeared no more ; ſo that

º Cacina purſued his march unmoleſted to the Rhine .

º IN the mean time a report being ſpread, that the Roman forces were cut in pieces, # courageºus

º and a German army in full march to invade Gaul, ſome timorous partizans of º...”ºr Rome were for breaking down the bridge which the Romans had built over the Rhine grip

º near Treves ; but Agrippina, who ſtill continued in that city, not giving credit to the

º d public report, oppoſed with a manly courage the execution of this deſign, and pre

yº ſerved the bridge. She had ſoon after the ſatisfaction to ſee the legions under Cacima,

º which were ſuppoſed to have met with the ſame fate as thoſe of Varus, arrive, ill

x', wº treated indeed, and extremely fatigued, but vićtorious. As they drew near, this un

kº gaunted heroine went out with her ſon Caligula to receive them ; and ſtanding at the

indi: head of the bridge, commended, as they paſſed, their gallant behaviour, and returned

him, , them thanks for it in a moſt obliging manner; nay, in the abſence of her husband,

gº ſhe diſcharged all the duties of a general, relieved the neceſſities of the ſoldiers, be

m; i. ſtowed medicines on the wounded, ſupplied ſome with cloaths, and to all extended

ſudde: the effects of her unbounded generoſity. This behaviour, however commendable, The jealouſ of

uggg e rouſed the jealouſy of Tiberius: It is not, ſaid he, againſt foreigners only that ſhe ****

ūl thus ſtudies to win the affections of the ſoldiery ; ſhe has already given manifeſt proofs

of her aſpiring views, in carrying her child, the general’s ſon, about the camp in the

Inſºr: habit of a common ſoldier, with the title of Caeſar Caligula. Sejanus, who was well

lbſ. acquainted with the diſtruſtful temper of Tiberius, and already entertained ambitious

}terſ deſigns, which he could not compaſs without the deſtruction of Germanicus’s family,

tº with his groundleſs and ill-natured ſuggeſtions, heightened the emperor's jealouſies,

tº: and ſowed in his mind the ſeeds of an irreconcileable hatred againſt Agrippina.

hitſ: IN the mean time Germanicus, having conveyed the four legions he had with him. The miſortune

wº down the Amiſia into the ocean, in order to return by ſea to the Rhine, and finding %.º,

aſ: f that his veſſels were overloaded, delivered the ſecond and fourteenth legions to Pub. ...'.

tºº, Jius Vitellius, one of his lieutenants, with orders to recondućt them by land. But this .

march proved fatal to great numbers of them, either buried in the quick-ſands, or

** ſwallowed up by the billows and overflowing tide, to which they were utter ſtran

gº gers. Thoſe who eſcaped loſt their arms, utenſils and proviſions, and paſſed a me

º lancholy night on an eminence, which they had gained wading up to the chin. The

‘miſ: next morning the land returning with the tide of ebb, Vitellius with a haſty march

º reached the river Uſingis, which ſome judicious critics take for the Hoerenſter, on

º which ſtands the preſent city of Groeningen. There Germanicus, who had reached

* Tacit, annal. 1. i. c. 60–69. Dio, l. lvii. p. 615, & ſeq.

tº: Vol. V. No 5. 5 D that
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that river with his fleet, took the two legions again on board, and conveyed them to the a

mouth of the Rhine, whence they all returned to the city of the Ubii, or Colºgne, when

fame had given them for loſt. Germanicus on his arrival found in that city Sigimerus,

the brother of Segeſies, with his ſon Seſithacus, who, having renounced the confederacy

of their countrymen, were come to implore the clemency of the Romans, and enter into

an alliance with them. The father, tho' one of the chief authors of the revolt, was

kindly received by Germanicus; but it was with much ado that he prevailed upon

himſelf to pardon the ſon, who was ſaid to have inſulted the dead body of the unfor

tunate Varus. In this expedition Germanicus gained no great advantages, and loſt a

vaſt number of men. The greater part of thoſe who had eſcaped ſo many dangers,

returned without arms, horſes, utenſils, &c. half-naked, lamed, and unfit for the ſer-b

vice; but the fame of his name and amiable qualities having already filled both the

Gauls, Spain and Italy, the inhabitants of theſe countries ſtrove who ſhould be moſt

forward in ſupplying him with arms, horſes, money, and whatever elſe was neceſſary

for the proſecution of the war. Germanicus thanked them for their zeal; but accepted

only the horſes and arms, defraying the other charges of the war with his own money.

We ſhall ſoon ſee what ſucceſs attended him in this war: but let us return in the mean

time to Tiberius.

Tho' the jealous emperor repined at the glory of the brave Germanicus, yet, glad

of his ſucceſs, he confirmed to him the title of imperator, which the legions had be.

ſtowed on him, and decreed the triumphal ornaments to Aulus Cæcina, Lucius Apro-c

nius, and Caius Silius, three of his lieutenants, who had diſtinguiſhed themſelves above

the reſt. To gain to himſelf the affections of the people, which ſeemed to centre

wholly in Germanicus, he affected popularity, rejećting the pompoustitles offered him

by the ſenate, relieving the diſtreſſed with great generoſity, and eaſing the inhabitants

both of Rome and the provinces of ſeveral taxes with which Auguſtus had burdened

them. A ſenator, by name Pius Aurelius, his houſe falling, had recourſe to the

ſenate for relief. The praetors of the treaſury oppoſed his ſuit ; but nevertheleſs Ti

berius, who as Tacitus obſerves, was generous upon honeſt occaſions, even after he

had renounced all other virtues, ordered him the price of his houſe. Propertius Celer,

once praetor, deſiring to reſign the ſenatorial dignity, as too burdenſome to his ſmall d

eſtate, Tiberius, upon information that his misfortunes were owing to his father, and

not to himſelf, preſented him with a thouſand great feſterces. The Tiber having

overflowed the lower parts of the city, he cauſed the bed of that river to be cleanſed,

aud appointed, according to Dion, five, according to Tacitus, only two magiſtrates of

the ſenatorial order, whoſe whole buſineſs was to watch the overflowing of the Tiber,

and reſtrain it within its banks. Theſe magiſtrates were for diverting the chanels of

the ſeveral rivers and lakes by which it was ſwelled; but this projećt met with great

oppoſition in the ſenate, where it was reſolved, that nothing ſhould be altered, the

direćtion of nature, which appointed to rivers their courſes and diſcharges, being, as

it was ſuggeſted, beſt in all natural things. The provinces of Achaia and Macedon, e

begging to be eaſed of their public burdens, were this year taken from the ſenate, and

given to the emperor (G). Hence it is manifeſt, that the government of the pro

praetors, who commanded in the provinces immediately ſubjećt to the emperor, was

leſs burdenſome than that of the proconſuls, who were ſent into the ſenatorial provin

ces; but in what the one was more chargeable than the other, we are no-where told.

Thus Ziberius affeóted popularity ; but nevertheleſs did not acquire the reputation of

being truly popular, having this very year revived the law of treaſon or majeſty with

relation to libels or words ; a law above all others execrable to the people, ſince by

it thoſe who wrote or ſpoke any thing refleóting on the emperor, were deemed guilty

of high treaſon. In the times of the republic, ſays Tacitus, actions were puniſhed, f

but words were free. Auguſtus was the firſt, as we have related above, who brought

words under the penalties of this law; and Tiberius, exaſperated by ſatyrical verſes

diſperſed about the city, expoſing his cruelty, his pride, and the miſunderſtanding

which already began between him and his mother (H), thought it neceſſary to revive

this

(G) Achaia and Macedon were afterwards reſtored (H) The verſes were as follows:

by the emperor Caius to the ſenate (39). Hence

we read in the Acts, that Gallio was proconſul of Aſper & immitis, breviter vis omnia dicam

Achaia at the end of that prince's reign (40). Diſpeream ſº te mater amare poteſt.

Non

(39) Dio, ibid. p. 258. (40) 43. viii. ver, 12.
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this dreadful law; a law which oceaſioned under him and his ſucceſſors ſo much blood

ſhed in Rome, and all the parts of the empire. He did it however with great ad

dreſs, and freely forgave the firſt criminals; for, being asked by Pompeius Macer the

praetor, whether, in the execution of his office, he ſhould proceed againſt the authors

of libels as guilty of treaſon, he anſwered, The laws muſt be executed. Tiberius's anſwer

was no ſooner known, than ſeveral perſons were proſecuted upon this law, the emperor

having, as he was naturally ſuſpicious and diſtruſtful, his ſpies and emiſſaries diſperſed

all over the city. Some of theſe accuſed Falanius, a Roman knight, of having admit- sºvereſtº,

ted into his houſe, where he had erected an altar in honour of Auguſtus, among the†.;"

other adorers of the deified emperor, one Caffius a pantomime, infamous for his de-" " -

- b baucheries. To this charge they added another, viz. that having ſold his gardens,

he had ſold with them the ſtatue of Auguſtus. Rubrius, another Roman knight, was

charged with ſwearing falſly by the divinity of Auguſtus, Tiberius, well ſatisfied with

having reſtored this law to its former vigour, and by that means checked the freedom

of ſpeech, and the licentiouſneſs of libellers, would not allow any puniſhment to be

inflicted on the pretended criminals; but wrote to the conſuls, that the ſenate, in

beſtowing divine honours on his father, did not intend thereby to lay a ſnare for the

}. ; that his mother Livia had never excluded Caſſius, nor others of his profeſſion,

from the ſcenic ſports, which ſhe conſecrated to the memory of Auguſtus ; that it did

not affect religion to comprehend his ſtatue, as well as the images of other gods, in

the ſale of houſes and gardens; that as to the ſwearing falſly by his name, it was a

crime of the ſame nature, as if Rubrius had profaned the name of jupiter ; but that it

belonged to the gods to puniſh affronts offered to the gods. By theſe anſwers, judi

cious in themſelves, and in appearance full of clemency and moderation, Tiberius hoped

to decline the odium, which the revival of ſuch a dangerous and enſnaring law car

ried along with it. But notwithſtanding all his art, it was not long ere he betrayed

his real intention, and plainly ſhewed, that he deſigned to make more account of

ſuch informations than he would then have believed ; for ſoon after Granius Marcel.

lus, Praetor, or rather propraetor, of Bithynia, being charged with high treaſon of

this nature by his own quaeſtor Capio Criſpinus, Tiberius, in a manner forgetting him

d ſelf, flew into a violent paſſion, and in that ſudden tranſport was for condemning

without further inquiry the pretended criminal. Marcellus was accuſed of having

ſpoke with diſreſpect of the emperor ; and the accuſer, to render his accuſation more

credible, colleóting whatever was moſt deteſtable in the prince's chara&ter, alledged

it as the expreſſions of the accuſed. To this he added, that Marcellus had placed his

own ſtatue higher than thoſe of the Caſars ; and that having taken the head from off

the ſtatue of Auguſtus, he had placed the head of Tiberius in its room. This inraged

him to ſuch a degree, that no longer able to diſſemble his reſentment, he cried out, An unwary

That be would himſelf in this cauſe give his vote openly, and upon his oath. Here-traffºrt ºf Ti

upon Cneius Piſo asked him, In what place, Caeſar, will you chuk to give your opinion?“

e Iſ firſt, I ſhall have your example to follow ; if laſt, I am afraid I may diſagree with you.

Theſe words touched Tiberius to the quick; nevertheleſs he bore them patiently, being

.aſhamed of his tranſport, and ſuffered Marcellus to be acquitted of high treaſon (H) ".

It was not out of any principle of religion, nor from any regard to Auguſtus, that

Tiberius was for puniſhing the ſuppoſed crimes againſt his godhead, but becauſe he

apprehended the ſame affronts might be one day offered to himſelf. We ſhall ſee in

* Tacit, ibid. c. 73, 74.

-Non es eques. Quare; non ſunt tići millia centum : “having asked him, whether he would have the

Omniaſ, quaras, & Rhodus exilium eſt. “judges to hear and determine matters of high

. Aurea mutaſi Saturni ſecula, Ceſar: “ treaſon, he replied, The laws muſt take their courſe;

Incoluminam te ferrea ſemper erunt. “ and he was as good as his word, for from that

Faſtidit vinum, quia jam ſitit itſe cruorem: “ time they were executed with the utmoſt ſeverity.

Tam bibit hunc avide, quam &ibit ante merum. “. A certain perſon having taken the head from off

.Adſpice felicem ſibi, non tibi, Romule, Syllam :

Et Marium, ſº vis, adſpice, ſed reducem.

. Ner non Antoni civilia bella moventis,

the ſtatue of Auguſtus, with a deſign to put up

‘ on it the head of another, the matter was brought

* before the ſenate; and becauſe the fact was not

º

Nec ſemel infečías adſpice cºde manus. “clear, recourſe was had to the rack. The guilty

, Et die, Roma perit: regnaðit ſanguine multo “F. being condemned, this kind of calumny

Ad regnum quiſquis venit ab exilio (40). “ became by degrees ſo dangerous, &c.” The per

... (H) Suetonius tells us, that he was condemned. ſon arraigned, and, according to suetonius, condemn

His words are: “About the ſame time the prætor cd, could be no other than Granius Marcellus.

(40) Suet, in Tiber, c. 59.

the
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the courſe of this hiſtory with what an extravagant and inviolable ſanólity the ſtatues a

Diffenſion of

and images of Auguſtus and the other emperors were inveſted, and what a ſource for

º puniſhments, confiſcations, &c. was opened by the worſhip paid to

them.

THE diſſenſions of the theatre, which had begun the year before, broke out now

with great violence, and rent almoſt the whole city into fačtions and parties, ſome

protecting one player, and ſome another ; nay, the oppoſite parties often came to

blows, and turned the play-houſe into a field of battle. In one of theſe frays, ſeveral,

not of the people only, were killed, but of the ſoldiers who attended in the play

houſe and at the gate, to prevent diſturbances, and among them a centurion; even

the tribune of a praetorian cohort was wounded, while he was endeavouring to ſecure

the magiſtrates from inſults, and to quell the licentious rabble. The ſenate took this

affair into conſideration, and ſeveral expedients were propoſed for the preventing of

ſuch riots. The majority were for impowering the praetors to whip the players, who,

as was ſuppoſed, were the chief authors of theſe tumults. But Haterius Agrippa, tri

bune of the people, oppoſed this motion, alledging, that Auguſtuſ, upon a certain

occaſion, had declared, that players ſhould not be whipt ; and indeed that emperor,

who took great delight in ſuch diverſions, had, as Suetonius informs us ", and we

have hinted above, reſtrained the power of puniſhing the players, which, by an

ancient law, the magiſtrates had till that time exerciſed over them in all places and

ages. Aſinius Gallus with great ſharpneſs reprimanded the tribune for his oppoſition;

which however prevailed, out of reſpect to Auguſius, whoſe laws were to be invio

lably obſerved. In order therefore to curb the inſolence of the players, their wages

were, by a decree of the ſenate, curtailed ; and it was moreover enacted, that no

ſenator ſhould viſit a player, that no Roman knight ſhould attend them abroad, and

that they ſhould ačt no-where but in the theatre or public play-houſe. What gave

occaſion to this decree, was the great court which the nobility paid them; for not

only the people, but knights and ſenators, as Pliny informs us *, attended their levees,

and waited upon them when they went abroad. Hence Seneca called the nobility of

his time the ſlaves of the pantomimes P. They ačted not only in the public theatre, but

in private houſes, gardens, &c. drawing after them vaſt crowds, and by that means

heaping up inmenſe wealth. The above-mentioned decrees of the ſenate were there

fore well calculated to humble their pride, and check that inſolence which naturally

ariſes, eſpecially in perſons of a mean condition, from wealth and honours. As to the

ſpectators, the praetors were impowered to puniſh with baniſhment ſuch of them as

ſhould raiſe the leaſt diſturbance in the theatre q. Thus was an end put for a while

to theſe riots and tumults. This year Tiberius diſcharged the legacies which Auguſtus

had left to the people; but ſullied the glory naturally accruing from ſo plauſible and

popular an action, by another equally baſe and cruel; for as he ſeemed not to be in

haſte to ſatisfy the people, a merry jeſter ſeeing a dead body carried by to the grave,

accoſting the bier, and pretending to whiſper in the ear of the deceaſed, ſaid aloud,

Remember to let Auguſtus know, that the legacies which he left to the people, are not yet

paid. This pleaſantry being related to 7iberius, he commanded the jeſter to be brought

to him ; and having paid him his full due, cauſed him to be put to death immedi

ately, telling him, That he ſhould go himſelf to Auguſtus, ſince he could give him

freſher accounts than the deceaſed. However, a few days after, he paid the legacy ".

This ſame year, the people intreating him to eaſe them of the tax of one per cent.

eſtabliſhed at the end of the civil wars upon all vendible commodities, he declared

by an edićt, that the fund for maintaining the army (I) depended intirely upon this

the theatre.

-

N

*

§

.

º
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l Laws for the

- curbing of the

inſolence of

tlayers.

º

! .

º

º

,

Tiberius tu

niſhes a joke
with death,

* Suet, in Aug. c. 45. o Plin. l. xxix. P SENEc. epiſt, 47. * Tacit. ibid. c. 77.

* Suet, in Tiber. c. 57.

(I) This fund is called by Suetonius &rarium mi

litare, the military treaſury: “That the ſoldiers,

“ ſays that writer ſpeaking of Auguſtus, when diſ

“ charged, might not be tempted to raiſe diſtur

“bances by their age or poverty, he aſſigned to

“ each of them an allowance according to the time

“ and quality of their ſervice; and that the provi

“ fion allotted them might be eaſy and perpetual,

“ he eſtabliſhed a military treaſury, and impoſed

“ new tributes for their maintenance (41).” The

ſuperintendency of this fund was committed to

three perſons, as Dio informs us (42), who had been

praetors, choſen by lot, and continued in the office

three years. . They were ſtyled prefects, or ſuperin
tendants of the military treaſury, as we gather from

the following inſcription ou an ancient marble found

in Samnium: L. Neratio C. F. Vol. Proculo, Fre, Ærari,

Militaris,

(41) Suet, in Aug. c. 49. (42) Dio, l. lv. p. 565.
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a tax ; and that even thus the republic would not be able to defray the vaſt charges

attending the final diſmiſſion of veterans before the twentieth year of their ſervice.

By this decree, the conceſſions made to the ſoldiery during the late ſedition, were im- Revote, the

plicitly revoked, and they obliged to ſerve twenty years as before, inſtead of ſixteens. conceñº,
Thus Tiberius, even while he was ſtudying to win the hearts of the people and ſoldiery,; to the

gave them juſt motives to complain of his preſent, and to dread his future behaviour.”

Let us now leave Ziberius for a while, and return to Germanicus.

THAT brave prince ſpent the winter, when Siºnna Statilius and Lucius Scribonius

Libo were conſuls, in vaſt preparations for another expedition into Germany, having

his heart and mind wholly bent on the intire redućtion of that vaſt continent. He -

b weighed with himſelf the methods he had hitherto purſued in that war, the misfor-º".
- - - - - andertakes 47

tunes and ſucceſſes which had attended him ſince he firſt undertook it; and finding that ...

the Germans were chiefly indebted for their ſafety to their woods and marſhes, to their tion intº Ger

ſhort ſummers and early winters, and that his own men ſuffered more from their long many.

and tedious marches than from the enemy, he reſolved to enter the country by ſea,

hoping by that means to begin the campaign earlier, and ſurpriſe the enemy. Having

therefore built with great diſpatch during the winter a thouſand veſſels of different

forts (K), early in the ſpring Germanicus ordered them to fall down the Rhine, ap

pointing the iſland of the Batavians (L) for the place of the general rendezvous, as

the moſt convenient for receiving the forces, and conveying them from thence to

c thoſe parts of Germany which he deſigned to invade. While the fleet ſailed, Germa

nicus detached Silius, one of his lieutenants, with orders to make a ſudden irruption

into the country of the Catti, and in the mean time he himſelf, upon intelligence that

a Roman fort upon the Luppia was beſieged by the enemy, haſtened with ſix legions

to its relief, Silius was prevented by ſudden rains from doing more than taking ſome

ſmall booty, with the wife and daughter of Arpus prince of the Catti ; neither did

thoſe who had inveſted the fort ſtay till Germanicus arrived, but, upon the news of

his approach, breaking up the ſiege, fled and diſperſed. However, in their retreat,

they threw down the monument lately raiſed in honour of Varus and his legions, and

alſo an altar formerly erected to Druſus (M). The altar Germanicus reſtored, and

d performed with the legions the funeral ceremony of running round it to the honour of

his father, according to the ancient cuſtom (O); but not thinking fit to ſet up the mo

nument again, he fortified with new works the whole ſpace between the fort, which

the enemy had beſieged, the Alſo, now the 2 ſel, and the Rhine (P). In the mean

* Tacit. ibid. c. 78.

-

|

|

2

(K) Some of theſe veſſ.ls, ſys Tacitus, were

ſhort, ſharp at both ends, and wide in the middle.

Veſſels of this kind are ſtill in uſe among the Dutch.

Some had flat bottoms, that they might run aground

without danger. Several had rudders at each end,

that the rowers might, only by turning their oars,

work them either way. This kind of veſſels, now

no longer in uſe, Tacitus deſcribes in his book of

the manners of the Germans, and likewiſe in his hi

ſtory, where he ſtyles them camera (42).

(L) Tacitus deſcribes the iſland of the Batavians

thus: The Rhine, ſays he, flowing in one chanel,

or only broken by ſmall iſlands, is divided at its

entering Batavia, as it were, into two rivers. One

continues its courſe through Germany, retaining the

fame name, and violent current, till it falls into the

ocean. The other, waſhing the coaſt of Gaul with

a broader and more gentle ſtream, is called by the

inhabitants Vahales; which name it ſoon changes

for that of the Moſa, by thc immenſe mouth of

which river it diſcharges itſelf into the ſame ocean;

ſo that, according to Tacitus, the iſland of the Ba

tavians was bounded by the ocean, the Rhine, and

the Vahales, now the Wale. Ceſar extends it to the

Moſa or Meuſe (43); but Pliny agrees with Tacitus

(44). However, the iſland of the Batavians was of

greater extent in Tacitus's time than in Ceſar's, Drue

fºs, the father of Germanicus, having, by a new ca

(42) Tacit. hiſt. l. iii.

Cellar geograph, antiq. l. ii. (46) Stat. l. vi.

*::::::::::::: **

(43) Ceſ, comment. l. iv. c. 10.

aal, conveyed the waters of the Rhine into the ocean

a conſiderable way north of the former mouth of

that river. By this means the ancient chanel being

dried and filled up, the iſland of the Batavians ex

tended to the new canal (45),

(M) Dio and Suetonius tell us, that a monument

was erected in honour of Druſus upon the banks of

the Rhine. Some writers place the altar mentioned

here cloſe to this monument, and both at Mentz, ;

but it is manifeſt from this paſſige in Tacitus, that

the altar ſtood not on the Rhine, but between that ri

ver and the Lyppe.

(O) The ceremony of celebrating the funerals of

reat men with races, was practiſed in Homer's time,

and is deſcribed by moſt of the ancient poets, among

the reſt very minutely by Statius (46). Livy tes

us, that this ceremony obtained even amongſt the

Carthaginians (47).

(P) Some commentators take Alſo to be the name

of the fort, and read Tacitus thus; cunéia inter ca

fellum Aliſonem, & Rhenum,. &c. but Pertranius,

Freinſhemius and Lipſius, runča inter caſtellum, Ali

fonem, & Rhenum, more agreeable perhaps to what

we read in Dion Caffius, who tells us, that Drifts

built a fort at the conflux of the Lupias and the A

liſ (48). The latter river, now known by the

name of Alme, runs at a ſmall diſtance from the city

of Paderborne. -

(44) Plin, l. iv. c. 15. (45) Vide

(47) Liv. l. xxxv. (4S) Dio, l. liv.
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Chap. 17. 38The Roman Hiſtory.

a tax ; and that even thus the republic would not be able to defray the vaſt charges

attending the final diſmiſſion of veterans before the twentieth year of their ſervice.

By this decree, the conceſſions made to the ſoldiery during the late ſedition, were im- Revote, the

plicitly revoked, and they obliged to ſerve twenty years as before, inſtead of ſixteens. conceſſions

Thus Tiberius, even while he was ſtudying to win the hearts of the people and ſoldiery,

gave them juſt motives to complain of his preſent, and to dread his future behaviour.”

Let us now leave Ziberius for a while, and return to Germanicus.

THAT brave prince ſpent the winter, when Siſenna Statilius and Lucius Scribonius

Libo were conſuls, in vaſt preparations for another expedition into Germany, having

his heart and mind wholly bent on the intire redućtion of that vaſt continent. He

b weighed with himſelf the methods he had hitherto purſued in that war, the misfor

tunes and ſucceſſes which had attended him ſince he firſt undertook it ; and finding that

the Germans were chiefly indebted for their ſafety to their woods and marſhes, to their tion int. Ger

ſhort ſummers and early winters, and that his own men ſuffered more from their long wavy.

and tedious marches than from the enemy, he reſolved to enter the country by ſea, -

hoping by that means to begin the campaign earlier, and ſurpriſe the enemy. Having

therefore built with great diſpatch during the winter a thouſand veſſels of different

forts (K), early in the ſpring Germanicus ordered them to fall down the Rhine, ap

pointing the iſland of the Batavians (L) for the place of the general rendezvous, as

the moſt convenient for receiving the forces, and conveying them from thence to

c thoſe parts of Germany which he deſigned to invade. While the fleet failed, Germa

nicus detached Silius, one of his lieutenants, with orders to make a ſudden irruption

into the country of the Catti, and in the mean time he himſelf, upon intelligence that

a Roman fort upon the Luppia was beſieged by the enemy, haſtened with ſix legions

to its relief,
Silius was prevented by ſudden rains from doing more than taking ſome

ſmall booty, with the wife and daughter of Arpus prince of the Catti ; neither did

thoſe who had inveſted the fort ſtay till Germanicus arrived, but, upon the news of

his approach, breaking up the ſiege, fled and diſperſed. However, in their retreat,

they threw down the monument lately raiſed in honour of Varus and his legions, and

alſo an altar formerly erected to Druſus (M).

d performed with the legions the funeral ceremony of running round it to the honour of

The altar Germanicus reſtored, and

his father, according to the ancient cuſtom (O); but not thinking fit to ſet up the mo

nument again, he fortified with new works the whole ſpace between the fort, which

the enemy had beſieged, the Alſº, now the 2 ſel, and the Rhine (P). In the mean

• Tacit. ibid. c. 78.

(K) Some of theſe veſſels, ſys Tacitus, were

ſhort, ſharp at both ends, and wide in the middle.

Veſſels of this kind are ſtill in uſe among the Dutch.

Some had flat bottoms, that they might run aground

without danger. Several had rudders at each end,

that the rowers might, only by turning their oars,

work them either way. This kind of veſſels, now

no longer in uſe, Tacitus deſcribes in his book of

the manners of the Germans, and likewiſe in his hi

ſtory, where he ſtyles them camera (42).

(L) Tacitus deſcribes the iſland of the Batavians

thus: The Rhine, ſays he, flowing in one chanel,

or only broken by ſmall iſlands, is divided at its

entering Batavia, as it were, into two rivers. One

continues its courſe through Germany, retaining the

fame name, and violent current, till it falls into the

ocean. The other, waſhing the coaſt of Gaul with

a broader and more gentle ſtream, is called by the

inhabitants Vahales; which name it ſoon changes

for that of the Moſa, by the immenſe mouth of

which river it diſcharges itſelf into the ſame ocean;

ſo that, according to Tacitus, the iſland of the Ba

tavians was bounded by the ocean, the Rhine, and

the Vahales, now the Wale. Ceſar extends it to the

Moſa or Meuſe (43); but Pliny agrees with Tacitus

(44). However, the iſland of the Batavians was of

greater extent in Tacitus's time than in Ceſar's, Drue

ſus, the father of Germanicus, having, by a new ca

(42) Tacit. hiſt. l. iii.

Cellar geograph. antiq. l. ii. (46) Stat, l. vi.Vol. V. N° 3. 46) V

(43) Ceſ, comment. l. iv. c. 10.

aal, conveyed the waters of the Rhine into the ocean

a conſiderable way north of the former mouth of

that river. By this means the ancient chanel being

dried and filled up, the iſland of the Batavians ex

tended to the new canal (45).

(M) Dio and Suetonius tell us, that a monument

was erected in honour of Druſus upon the banks of

the Rhine. Some writers place the altar mentioned

here cloſe to this monument, and both at Mentz, ;

but it is manifeſt from this paſſige in Tacitus, that

the altar ſtood not on the Rhine, but between that ri

ver and the Lyppe.

(O) The ceremony of celebrating the funerals of

reat men with races, was practiſed in Homer's time,

and is deſcribed by moſt of the ancient poets, among

the reſt very minutely by Statiuſ (46). Livy teis

us, that this ceremony obtained even amongſt the

Carthaginians (47).

(P) Some commentators take Alſo to be the name

of the fort, and read Tacitus thus; cunéia inter ca

ſtellum Aliſonem, Ö, Rhenum,. &c. but Vertranius,

Freinſhemius and Lipſius, cunºfa inter caſtellum, Ali

fonem, & Rhenum, more agreeable perhaps to what

we read in Dion Caffius, who tells us, that Drifts

built a fort at the conflux of the Lupias and the A

liſo (48). The latter river, now known by the

name of Alme, runs at a ſmall diſtance from the city

of Paderborne. -

(44) Plin, l. iv. c. 15. (45) Vide

(47) Liv. l. xxxv. (4S) Dio, l. lv.
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# inéarques time the fleet arriving at the iſland of the Batavians, the proviſions and warlike en- a
hi, army.

Arrives at the

A milia.

Finds Armini

Li is at the Wi

ſurgis.

An interview

between Armi

nius and his

*rother.

gines were put on board, and ſent forward ; ſhips were aſſigned to the legions and

allies, and the whole army being imbarqued, the fleet entered the canal formerly cut

by Druſus, and from his name called Foſſa Drºſiana, or the canal ºf Druſus (Q).

Here the pious general did not forget to invoke the manes of his father, beſeeching

him to encourage with his example, and inſpire with wholſome counſels his ſon,

who was following his footſteps. Hence he ſailed proſperouſly through lakes (R) and

the ocean to the Amiſia or Ems, and having landed his troops at the mouth of

that river (S), marched ſtrait to the Viſurgis or Weſer. While he was incamping

on the banks of that river, news was brought him, that the Angrivarii (T) had re

volted behind him. Hereupon he immediately diſpatched a body of horſe and light

armed foot againſt them, under the command of Sterlinius, who with fire and ſword

ſpread deſolation throughout their country. In the mean time the famous Arminius,being

informed of Germanicus’s deſign, appeared on the oppoſite bank of the lºſurgi, (U)

at the head of his Choruſci, determined to diſpute with the Romans the paſſage of the

river. However, before hoſtilities began on either ſide, he asked, whether Germa

micus was come ; and being anſwered that he was, he begged leave to ſpeak with his

brother, who, under the name of Flavius, had long ſerved in the Roman army, and

had loſt an eye in fighting under Tiberius. His requeſt being granted, Flavius advan

ced ; and Arminius having firſt ſaluted him, and ordered his own attendants to with

draw, deſired, that the Roman archers, who were drawn up cloſe to the bank of the

river, might likewiſe retire. When they were removed, How came you, brother, by

this deformity in your countenance 3 ſaid Arminius. Flavius having told him in what

place and battle he had loſt his eye; And what reward, asked Arminius in the next

place, have you received for ſo dangerous a warfare * Increaſe of pay, anſwered Flavius,

a crown, a chain, and other military gifts ; which Arminius treating with deriſon, and

ſtyling the vile wages of ſlavery, a warm conteſt aroſe between the two brothers, the

one extolling the greatneſs of the Romans, the power of the emperor, the unhappy

condition of the conquered, the Roman clemency to ſuch as ſubmitted, the kind

treatment of the wife and ſon of Arminius, not uſed like captives, &c. Arminius, on

(Q) The Foſſa Druſiana was a canal cut by Dru

ſus to convey the waters of the Rhine into the Sala,

now the Sale, and from thence through the lake

Flevus into the ocean. It cxtendedt eigh miles, from

the preſent village of Iſeloort to the town of Doeſ.

burg, and was very convenient for the conveying

of the Roman troops by water to the countries of

the Friſii and the Chauci. It was this convenience

that put Druſus upon ſuch an undertaking. By

means of this new canal the Rhine came to have

three branches, and to diſcharge itſelf into the ocean

by three ſeparate and diſtant mouths, of which the

northern was called Offium Flevum, the weſtern

Oſłium Helium, and the middle Offium Medium or

Oſſium Rheni. Ceſar, in deſcribing the courſe of

the Rhine, ſays, that it diſcharges itſelf into the ocean

by many mouths; but he was therein miſtaken, de

pending probably on the accounts of others, or take

ing the canals, which were cut for the draining of

the neighbouring lands, for mouths of the Rhine. It

was well known to the geographers of his time,

that the Rhine emptied itſelf into the ocean by two

mouths only; for Strabo, who maintains this opi

nion, confirms it with the authority of Aſinius Pol

lio, who was contemporary with Ceſar (47). Hence

Virgil gives the Rhine the epithet of bicornis, or

two-horned. By means of the canal cut by Druſus

between the north branch of the Rhine and the Sala,

theſe two rivers ran in one chanel to the lake Fle

vus, and from thence emptied themſelves into the

ocean. This mouth was called Oſtium Flevum. Ta

citus and Mela, who wrote after Druſus's time, men

tion only two mouths, viz. the Flevum and Helium,

the middle one being very inconfiderable, and almoſt

quite choaked up after the ſtream was by the Foſſ,

Druſiana conveyed into the Sala.

(R) From this and ſeveral other paſſages in Ta

(47) Strabo, l. iv. p. 133. (48) Tacit. de mor, German, c. 33.

citus, it is manifeſt, that, in former times, there

were ſeveral lakes in this country, though, at pre

ſent, there is but one, called in the language of the

country the South Sea.

(S) In this place Tacitus charges Germanicus with

two overſights. The firſt is, that he landed his

troops too near the mouth of the river, by which

means they ſuffered much upon the return of the

tide, which reached and overflowed the plain where

they landed. The other is, that he landed them on

the wrong fide of the river, ſo that many days were

ſpent in making bridges. That Germanicus, not

yet well acquainted with the flux and reflux of the

ocean, was guilty of the firſt miſtake, is not un

likely; but that he ſhould land his men on the ſide

of the river moſt remote from the enemy, and then

conſume many days in making bridges to convey

them over, is a blunder ſo palpable and notorious, that

we could hardly charge with it the moſt unthinking

man of his army, much leſs a perſon of his penetra

tion and forecaſt. We ſhall therefore conclude,

without entering into the long and tedious diſputes

of the critics, that this paſſage is not genuine, but

has been ſome way or other maimed and corrupted.

(T) The Angrivarii had often changed their ha

bitation, as Tacitus informs us (48); but at this

time dwelt, as is manifeſt from the paſſige before

us, between the Amiſta and Vijurgis. Some modern

geographers think they poſſeſſed part of the preſent

province of Overſel, of the county of Benthem, and

of the dioceſe of Paderborne.

(U) The Viſurgis, as Lipſius obſerves in this place,

is chiefly indebted to Tacitus for its fame, and Ta

citus for his to the Piſurgis ; for in a monaſtery on

this river were found the five firſt books of his an

na's, after they had been long looked upon as loſt.

the
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a the other hand, alledged the rights of their common contry, their ancient liberty;
1.

\! the gods of their anceſtors, beleeching him by their common mother not to prefer
uſ the name of a traitor, of a betrayer of his friends, relations and country, to that of

J. their general and commander. By degrees they came to reproaches, and tho’ parted

's by the river, would have come to blows, had not Stertinius laid hold of Flavius, and

º calling for his horſe and armour, reſtrained him. On the oppoſite bank, Arminius,

ſwelled with rage, was heard to utter dreadful threats, and menace the Romans as he

departed with an approaching battle ; for with his native language he mingled many

2 Latin words, which he had learnt while he ſerved as general of his countrymen in the

Roman armies".

tº y b THE next day the German army appeared on the oppoſite bank of the Viſurgis in

º order of battle. . But Germanicus, not thinking it adviſeable to attack them, ordered

º the horſe to ford over under the conduct of Stertinius and Æmilius, who, to divide

t the enemy's forces, croſſed the river in diſtant places. At the ſame time Cariovalda, The Batavians

leader of the Batavians, paſſed it where it was moſt rapid ; but being drawn into an am-f. º

buſcade by the enemy, and ſurrounded on all fides, he fell under a ſhower of darts,%.

while he was with incredible bravery attempting to break through the enemy's nume

ºl rous battalions. Many of the Batavian nobility fell round him ; the reſt were ſaved

either by their own bravery, or by the cavalry of Stertinius and Æmilius, who, upon

the firſt notice of their danger, flew to the relief of their diſtreſſed allies. Germanicus Germanicus

c having, during this skirmiſh, paſſed the Viſurgis without moleſtation, was informed by ºff the Wi

r, a deſerter, that Arminius, being joined by ſeveral German nations, had reſolved to **

W.4: attack his camp by night. Hereupon the Roman general ſent out ſcouts to recon

ſty. noitre, who, upon their return, reported, that they had heard a great noiſe of men -

º: and horſes, and diſcerned the enemy’s fires in a neighbouring wood. Then Germa- ſºſº diſco

º micus, no longer doubting but they deſigned to venture a decifive battle, in order to ::ffff:-
, the be informed in this critical conjunéture of the real inclinations of his ſoldiers, and not ſoldiery,

ity to depend on the reports of the tribunes and centurions, who were often apt to con
º ceal the truth, and relate only what WaS pleaſing, in the beginning of the night,

º,0ſ. went out of the praetorium in diſguiſe, only with one attendant; and liſtening from

--- d tent to tent to the diſcourſes of the ſoldiery, while over their meals they frankly diſ

º, ºr: cloſed their hopes and fears, he had the ſatisfaction to hear his own praiſes in every

º one's mouth, and the ſoldiers encouraging each other to exert themſelves in the ap

; ºr proaching battle, out of gratitude to ſo deſerving a general. While Germanicus was

º, nº - thus agreeably employed, one of the Germans, who ſpoke Latin, riding up to the

º Roman intrenchments, offered in the name of Arminius to every deſerter a wife, land,

y with and a hundred ſeſterces a day, as long as the war laſted. This offer the legions looked

1 of tº upon as an affront ; and, full of rage and reſentment, Let day come, ſaid they, we

º will ſeize their lands; we will take, not receive, German wives. About the third

ºw. watch the enemy approached; but finding the Romans ready to receive them, they

4;, ſº retired without diſcharging a ſingle dart. Early next morning, Germanicus, having Germanicus.
of ºt e aſſembled his troops, acquainted them with his deſign, which was to put an end to ..." his

- *** - - - - - - eng.

º ſo tedious and fatiguing a war with a deciſive battle; made them ſenſible of their ad

º vantage over the enemy both as to their arms and manner of fighting ; repreſented

º: the Germans as men of a frightful aſpećt, and violent in the beginning of a battle ;

ºt. but diſheartened with wounds, unaffected with their own diſgrace, unconcerned for

sº their general, cowards in diſtreſs, in proſperity deſpiſers of all divine and human laws.

º: In the end of his ſpeech he exhorted his men to put an end to ſo great fatigues by ſea,

: to their tedious marches by land, by making him conquer in thoſe very countries

º where his father and uncle had conquered. His harangue inſpired the whole army

º with great ardour, which was expreſſed with a general ſhout, and loud acclamations.

#3 f Neither did Arminius and the other German chiefs neglect to animate their reſpective

º: corps, and encourage them either to maintain by their bravery the liberty they had

a received from their anceſtors, or to prevent ſlavery by a glorious death. Having thus

. animated their men, they led them calling for battle into a plain called Idiſlavi.

ſus (W), which was bounded on one ſide by the Viſurgis, and on the other by a ridge

: * Tacit. ibid. c. 5–1 o.

jº (W) Hibſº, who ſurveyed with great care, and two German miles from the city of Breme, and ex

* no leſs pleaſure, the places here deſcribed by Tacitus,
- tends a great way towards the ſea between a ridge

tºkes the Plain called by him Indiſlavius to be that of hills and the Weſer.

Plain, which begins at a village called Vºgeſack, about
r

Oſ
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of hills. Behind this plain was a foreſt of tall trees, thick of branches above, but a

clear of buſhes below. The Germans were all drawn up on the plain, and at the

entrance of the foreſt, except the Cherºſci, who were poſted on the hills, and ordered

to fall upon the Romans from thence in the heat of the fight. Germanicus had ſcarce

entered the plain with his troops in battle array, when he obſerved the Cherujči, im

He engage; the patient of delays, pouring down the hilis. Hereupon he commanded a choſen body of
enemy. horſe to charge them in flank, and at the ſame time detached Stertinius with the reſt

of the cavalry, ordering him to wheel about, and fall upon their rear (X). In the

mean while the Roman infantry advancing, attacked the enemy in front with ſuch

vigour, that the Germans, not able to ſtand the ſhock, immediately gave ground.

Thoſe who were poſted at the entrance of the foreſt, fled to the plain, and thoſe in b

the plain to the foreſt. The Cheruſci alone maintained the fight, being encouraged

by the example of the valiant Arminius, who, though wounded, would have broke

through the Roman archers, had not the auxiliary cohorts of the Rhatians, Windelicians

and Gauls, haſtened to their relief. However, by his own valour, and the ſwiftneſs of

his horſe, he eſcaped the preſent danger, having firſt dyed his face with his own blood,

to avoid being known. Some writers have related, that the Chauci, who ſerved in the

Roman army, having known him, ſuffered him to retire unmoleſted. The ſame

bravery or connivance procured Inguiomerus's eſcape ; the reſt were either cut in

The Germans pieces, or drowned in attempting to ſwim croſs the Viſurgis. The ſlaughter latted

*** from morning to night, and the country was covered ten miles round with arms and c

*"dead bodies. Among the ſpoils chains were found, which they had brought, not

doubting of ſucceſs, to bind the Roman captives. The Romans were no ſooner

returned from the purſuit, than Germanicus, aſcribing the whole glory of ſo remark

able a vićtory to Tiberius, under whoſe auſpices he had fought, cauſed him to be pro

claimed emperor on the field of battle, and raiſing a mount, placed upon it as tro

phies the arms of the enemy, and inſcribed underneath the names of the conquered

nationS ".

THE Germans, though vanquiſhed, and already determined to abandon their coun

try, and ſeek for ſhelter beyond the Albis or Elbe, were ſo inraged at the raiſing of

this mount, which they looked upon as an affront not to be borne, that, forgetting d

their wounds and misfortunes, they ran to arms again, people, nobility, young and

old, all in a confuſed body, ruſhed ſuddenly upon the Romans, like men in deſpair,

and put them, as they were on their march, and under no apprehenſion of an enemy,

into ſome diſorder. Being repulſed, they incamped in a plain ſhut in between a

river and a forcft ; the foreſt was ſurrounded by a deep marſh, except on one ſide,

which was incloſed by a broad rampart raiſed formerly by the Angrivarii, as a bar

rier between them and their neighbours the Cheruſci. In this plain the enemy poſted

their infantry, concealing their cavalry among the neighbouring groves, that they

might fall upon the rear of the Roman army, as ſoon as they had entered the foreſt.

A ſecond battle Germanicus being informed of their deſign, and of every ſtep they took, ordered e

Seius Tubero, one of his lieutenants, to enter the plain at the head of the cavalry; his

infantry he divided into two bodies, commanding the one to attack the enemy in

the wood, and leading the other himſelf to force the rampart. The foot that fought

on even ground, broke eaſily in ; but the attack of the rampart coſt Germanicus

dear, the Germans defending it with great boldneſs and intrepidity. However, -

having at length, by ſhowers of darts poured upon the enemy from his engines, beat

them off, and taken the rampart, he entered the wood at the head of the praetorian

cohorts, and there made a moſt dreadful havock of the enemy, who fought indeed

with as much courage as the Romans, but could not, for want of room, manage their

long ſpears. However, they made a moſt vigorous reſiſtance, and diſputed the f

ground inch by inch. Arminius did not on this occaſion exert his uſual activity,

being diſabled and weakened by a wound he received ; but Inguiomerus, with great

intrepidity, flew about the ranks, animating his countrymen more by his example

than by words. Germanicus, that he might be known, pulled off his helmet, and

animated his men to purſue the ſlaughter: No quarter, he cried; we want no captives,

* Idem ibid. c. 11–13.

(X). Tacitus tells us, that as the troops were Germanicus looking upon as a preſge of vićtory,

marching towards the enemy, eight eagles were Advance, he cried, follow the Roman birds; follow

ſeen to fly towards the wood, and enter it; which the tutelar gods of the legions.

nothing
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a nothing but an utter deſiru'lion of theſe perfidious nations will put an end to the war. How-The Germans

ever, as the day was already far ſpent, he detached a legion to form a camp for his "ſ"**

weary troops ; but the reſt continued the ſlaughter till night, when they retired

glutted with the blood of the enemy. This ſecond vićtory was intirely owing to

the foot, for the horſe fought with doubtful ſucceſs. Germanicus having from his

tribunal commended his victorious troops, of the arms taken from the enemy, formed

a monument with this inſcription: To MARs, to Jupit ER, AND to August Us,

T H E A R MY of TIBER I Us CAESAR, HAv1NG INT I RELY v A N Gºſſ Is H ED THE NA

T 1ons B ET w E E N T H E R H 1 NE AND THE ALBIs, consecR A r Es T His MonU

M. ENT. He made no mention of himſelf, either to avoid giving umbrage to Tiberius,

b or becauſe he thought the recording of the fact a ſufficient teſtimony of his valour and

condućt. After this he detached Stertinius againſt the Angrivarii, who by a ready The Angrivarii

ſubmiſſion prevented the calamities that threatened them. Germanicus, no leſs com-".

paſſionate than brave, pardoned thern without reſerve, and ſuffered them to live

quietly according to their own laws under the protection of Rome w.

As the ſummer wasalready far ſpent, Germanicus with the reduction of the Angrivarii Germanicus

put an end to the campaign, ſending ſome of the legions back into winter-quarters by

land, and imbarquing himſelf with the others on the Amiſia in order to return by ſea.

The ocean proved at firſt very calm, and the wind favourable ; but all on a ſudden

a ſtorm ariſing, the fleet, conſiſting of a thouſand veſſels, was diſperſed; ſome of

c them were ſwallowed by the waves, others daſhed in pieces againſt the rocks, or

driven upon remote and inhoſpitable iſlands, where the men either periſhed with

famine, or lived upon the fleſh of the dead horſes, with which the ſhores appeared

ſoon ſtrewed ; for in order to lighten their veſſels, and diſengage them from the

ſhoals, they had been obliged to throw over-board their horſes, and beaſts of burden,

may even their arms and baggage. The galley of Germanicus alone landed on the coaſt

of the Chauci, where the good-natured general, deeply affected with the misfortunes

of his fellow-ſoldiers, wandered day and night about the rocks and promontories,

keeping his eyes ſtedfaſt on the ſea, in hopes of deſcrying ſome of the diſperſed veſſels.

As none of them appeared, he was heard accuſing himſelf as the author of this His great on

d dreadful havock ; nay, diſtraćted with grief, he would have thrown himſelf head-cern.

long into the deep, had not his friends with much ado reſtrained him. At length

to his infinite ſatisfaction he diſcovered part of the fleet returning, though in a very

bad condition, ſome of the veſſels being without oars, others without ſails, uſing in

their ſtead the ſoldiers cloaks; many were quite diſabled, and towed by ſuch as had

fuffered leſs. The latter he cauſed to be immediately repaired, and diſpatched them

to the neighbouring iſlands in queſt of his diſperſed legionaries. By this means the

greater part of them were at length brought back. The Angrivarii, who had lately

ſubmitted, to give Germanicus on this occaſion an undoubted proof of their fidelity,

redeemed many, who had been made captives by their neighbours, and reſtored Recover, many

e them. Some, who had been driven into our iſland, were generouſly ſent back by ºf **

the petty kings, who at that time reigned here * (Y).

Upon the news of this wreck the Catti, taking new courage, ran to arms; but

Caius Silius, detached againſt them with thirty thouſand foot, and three thouſand horſe,

kept them in awe. As for Germanicus himſelf, at the head of a more numerous body, invadº, the

he made a ſudden irruption into the country of the Marſ (Z), where he was informed county of he

by one Malovendus, who had once commanded their troops, but had lately taken

party with the Romani, that the eagle of one of Varus's legions was concealed under

ground in a neighbouring grove, and guarded only by a ſmall body of troops. This

intelligence filled Germanicus with joy: he immediately diſpatched two parties, the

f one to face the enemy, and draw them from their poſt, the other to fall upon their

rear, and dig up the eagle. Succeſs attended both, and the Roman general, having

w Idem ibid. c. 21, 22.

(Y) Tacitus tells us, that thoſe who came from

diſtant countries related wonders at their retura, and

entertained their comrades with ſtrange accounts of

violent whirlwinds, of birds never before heard of,

of ſea-monſters, which from their ambiguous forms

appeared to be a new ſpecies between men and

bcaſts. Travellers we find have ever been apt to

magnity what they have ſeen, and relate what they

Wo L. W. Nº 5,

* Idem, c. 23, 24.

have never ſeen.

(Z) Before the canal, of which we have ſpoken

above, was cut by Druſus, the Marſ inhabited part

of the territories of Velawe and Zutphen, where the

eſent cities of Arnheim, Grolle, and Bredefort ſtand :

ut afterwards they ſettled between the Rhine and

Iſala, and in proceſs of time changed the name of

Marſ, for that of Marſari or Marfatti.

5 F . ravaged

returning ty

ſea ſuffers a

violent fiorm.

Marſi, and re

covers one of

Varus's eagles.
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ravaged and laid waſte the enemy's country, brought back the eagle in triumph ; he a

then returned to the frontiers of Gaul, and there put his troops into winter-quarters,

having by this glorious and ſucceſsful expedition retrieved in ſome degree the glory

of the Roman name, and balanced his late misfortune at ſea V. He hoped in one

campaign more to complete the redućtion of Germany, and in order to keep up the

ſpirit of the ſoldiery, and encourage them to purſue with alacrity that great work,

he made good at his own expence all the loſſes they had ſuſtained in the late ſtorm,

cauſing as much to be paid to each legionary as each declared he had loſt.

BUT in the mean time Tiberius, jealous of the great faine and reputation which his

nephew acquired by his repeated vićtories over the Germans, and his popularity,

reſolved to ſeparate him from his old and faithful legions. In order to this, he preſſed b

him by frequent letters to return to Rome, and there enjoy the triumph decreed him:

he urged, that he had already undergone dangers enow ; that though ſucceſs had

attended him, yet he had ſuſtained great loſſes, which indeed were owing to no

fault of his, but to the winds and waves ; that he himſelf, having been ſent nine times

into Germany by Auguſtus, had more by policy than force ofarms brought the Sicambri

into ſubjećtion, and drawn the Suevi, and Maroboduus king of the Marcomanni, to con

clude a peace with Rome: he added, that the Cheruſci and other barbarous nations,

now the Romans had been fully revenged on them, might be left to purſue their

domeſtic feuds, and deſtroy one another. Germanicus, in anſwer to the emperor's

letters, earneſtly intreated him to indulge him but one year more to complete his c

conqueſt, ſince the enemy were already concerting meaſures for obtaining peace.

Tiberius was inflexible ; in order therefore to intice him home, he offered him a

ſecond conſulſhip, adding in his letter, that if the war was ſtill to be purſued, he

ought to have ſome regard for his brother Druſus, and not ingroſs all the glory to

himſelf; that Rome had at preſent no other enemies to wage war with but the Ger

mans, and Druſus no other field of glory but Germany. Though Germanicus was well

appriſed that theſe were but ſpecious pretences, ſuggeſted by envy, to rob him of

the glory he was likely to acquire by another campaign ; however, finding it was

in vain to perſiſt any longer, he complied at length, and leaving Germany, ſet out

for Rome with his wife and children. But before we ſpeak of the reception he met d

with from Tiberius, and the Roman people, we ſhall give a ſuccinét account of what

paſſed in the metropolis, while he was ſignalizing himſelf in Germany.

Tiberius had the foregoing year revived, as we have related above, the law of

majeſty, and upon this law was now arraigned Libo Druſus, tried, and condemned,

and his eſtate divided amongſt his accuſers, which was encouraging that baneful ſet

of men, and ſounding the trumpet, to uſe the expreſſion of Ammianus Marcellinus,

to informations and arraignments. Lucius Scribonius Libo Druſus was deſcended of

the Scribonian family, one of the moſt illuſtrious in Rome, was the great grandſon of

Pompey the Great, nephew of Scribonia, once the wife of Auguſtus, nearly related to

the Caſars, and no ways inferior in nobility to the reigning houſe. His high quality c

rendered him obnoxious to Tiberius, which a ſenator, by name Firmius Catus, being

well appriſed of, reſolved to gain the emperor's favour, by giving him a plauſible

pretence to deliver himſelf from his fears. With this view, having infinuated himſelf

into the favour of the unwary youth, by flattering his hopes and ambition, and con

ſtantly magnifying the nobility of his family, he prevailed upon him to conſult the

Chaldeans and magicians, whether he ſhould not be one day veſted with the ſovereign

power, to which he had as good a claim, ſaid the treacherous Firmius, as the family

of Tiberius, who enjoyed it. This was ſufficient matter for a charge of high treaſon;

and accordingly Firmius immediately acquainted the emperor by means of Flaccus

Veſtularius, a Roman knight, who had free acceſs to him, with the pretended crimes f

of the unhappy youth, whom he had baſely inſnared with ſpecious deluſions. Tibe.

rius, though overjoyed at this information, refuſed the accuſer a private audience,

ſending him word, that the communication might be ſtill carried on by the ſame

Flaccus, and accordingly Firmius by his means informed the emperor of all Libo's

ſteps and words ; for the unwary youth, deluded by the predićtions of the Chaldeans

and aſtrologers, began now to entertain thoughts of ſoaring above the rank of a pri

vate citizen. In the mean time Tiberius with the deepeſt diſſimulation preferred Libo

to the praetorſhip, entertained him at his table, and familiarly converſed with him
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Libo Druſus

accuſed of high
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* Idem, c. 25.

without
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a without ever betraying the leaſt reſentment either in his words or countenance. At

length Libo, having recourſe to one junius, who pretended by charms and the ſuper

ſtitious rites of the magicians, to call up the infernal ſhades, and learn of them future

events, the magician diſcovered this to one Fulcinius Trio, a famous informer, who

immediately haſtening to the conſuls, imparted the whole to them, and demanded

that the ſenate might meet forthwith to deliberate upon an affair of ſo much moment,

and of ſuch dangerous conſequence to the ſtate. The fathers, not doubting but Tibe

rius was at the bottom of this proſecution, did not fail to aſſemble at the time appointed,

when Libo appeared in the habit of a ſuppliant, and preſenting himſelf before Tiberius,

who was preſent, endeavoured by his tears and intreaties to ſoften him. The emperor

b heard him with a countenance quite unmoved, and inſtead of returning him any anſwer,

recited to the conſcript fathers the charge againſt him, and the names of the accuſers,

without betraying the leaſt emotion of anger or reſentment, or ſeeming either to leſſen -

or magnify the crimes laid to his charge. When the emperor had done, four accuſers iſ tried 9 tº

appeared againſt the criminal, viz. Firmius Catus, Fulcinius Trio, Fonteius Agrippa, “”

and Caius Vibius, and produced ſuch extravagant, fooliſh, and chimerical articles,

as rather deſerved pity than puniſhment. One of theſe, from which we may judge

of the others, was, that he had asked the fortune-tellers, whether he ſhould not one day

be poſſeſſed of riches ſufficient to cover with money the great Appian road from Rome

to Brunduſium ? Vibius produced a paper containing the names of the Caeſars, that Article, pro

c is, of Tiberius, Druſus, and Germanicuſ, and thoſe of ſome ſenators, with myſterious ſured againſt

charaćters, and magical notes joined to them. Theſe the accuſer pretended were *

written with Libo's own hand, which he denying, it was moved, that his ſlaves ſhould

be examined upon the rack, but becauſe by an old Roman law ſlaves could not be

put to the torture in a trial touching the life of their maſters, the crafty Tiberius found

a trick to evade that law without ſeeming to violate it : he ordered the ſlaves to be

ſold to the public, that they might then be evidence againſt their late maſter: this

poor evaſion was firſt contrived and practiſed by Auguſtuſ, as we have ſhewn above.

The unhappy Libo, concluding from this ſtep, that Tiberius was reſolved upon his

deſtrućtion, begged the conſcript fathers that they would put off till the next day

d the final deciſion of his cauſe. His requeſt being granted, he returned to his own houſe;

whence ſoon after he ſent Publius Quirinius to ſpeak to the emperor in his behalf.

Quirinius was nearly related to Libo, and in great favour with Tiberius, having been

formerly, as we have related above, inſtrumental in reconciling Caius Caeſar to him

while he lived in the iſland of Rhodes, and by that means the chief cauſe of his return

ing into favour with Auguſtus. But unmindful of ancient obligations, he received

&uirinius with great coldneſs, and returned him no other anſwer, but that he muſt

apply to the ſenate. This anſwer threw Libo into a deep melancholy, which however

he diſſembled, and ordered a great entertainment to be got ready in order to paſs

the laſt night of his life in the company of his friends and relations. But the banquet

e was ſcarce begun, when a band of ſoldiers, ſurrounding the houſe, with a ſtudied

noiſe, and dreadful cries, ſo terrified the gueſts, that many of them riſing from table,

endeavoured to make their eſcape. Libo, not doubting but they were ſent to diſpatch

him, drawing his ſword, offered it to his ſlaves, begging them to put an end with

it to his unhappy life : but they trembling, and ſhunning the ſad task, fled with

ſuch hurry and confuſion, that they overturned all the lights, and then Libo in the H. lays violent

dark gave himſelf two mortal wounds. As he fell and groaned, his freedmen ran in ; hººd; on him

and the ſoldiers ſeeing him dead, retired; for they had been ſent on purpoſe to frighten ſº".

him, ſo as to make him lay violent hands on himſelf, Tiberius hoping by that means

to avoid the odium which he was well appriſed the execution of one of the moſt illuſtri

fous citizens of Rome would reflect upon his perſon and government. The charge how

ever was carried on in the ſenate, as if he had been ſtill alive ; but the deceitful Tibe

rius at the ſame time declared upon oath, that he would have interceded for his life,

had he not prevented his clemency by laying violent hands on himſelf. The deceaſed

was by the ſenate declared guilty of high treaſon, and his eſtate divided amongſt his I found guilty

accuſers: ſuch of the informers as were of the ſenatorial order (for the firſt lords of of high treaſºn
the ſenate were not aſhamed to debaſe themſelves to this vile office) were, without Ż." death

the regular method of election, named praetors for the enſuing year. This was the ‘’’ e ſenate.

moſt effectual means imaginable of multiplying theſe peſts of the empire: they were

raiſed to the higheſt offices in the ſtate, and the metropolis of the world often ſaw.

g her public dignities beſtowed as ſpoils upon parricides for ſpilling her beſt blood. We

may
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may well imagine, that the ſervile ſenate did not let ſlip ſo favourable an oppor- a

tunity of gaining the emperor's favour by branding the memory of the pretended

criminal. Cotta Meſſalinus moved, that the image of Libo might not be carried at the

The debaſement funerals of his poſterity ; Cneius Lentulus, that none of the Scribonian family ſhould

‘ſ “J” thenceforth take the name of Druſus ; at the motion of Pomponius Flaccus days of

thankſgiving were appointed. Lucius Publius, Aſinius Gallus, Papius Mulilius, and

Lucius Apronius, were of opinion, that gifts ſhould be preſented to jupiter, to Mars,

and to the goddeſs Concord ; and that the ides of September, the day on which Libo

killed himſelf, ſhould be for ever obſerved as a feſtival’. So great was the debaſe

ment of the once venerable Roman ſenate even in the beginning of Tiberius's reign.

It was not enough for the conſcript fathers to have condemned Libo ; they iſſued a

Fortune-tellers decree for driving aſtrologers, magicians, and the whole herd of fortune-tellers, out

ſº. “‘f of Italy , nay, Lucius Piluanius, one of them whom Libo had probably conſulted,
Oſince was thrown headlong from the Tarpeian rock 3 and Publius Marcius, another of the

ſame profeſſion, was by the conſuls ſentenced to death, and executed accordingly,

without the Eſquiline gate.

A T the next meeting of the ſenate Quintus Halerius, once conſul, and Offavius

Fronto, formerly praetor, moved, that a ſtop might be put to the exceſſive luxury

which prevailed in the city ; and at their motion a law paſſed, forbidding all to uſe

plate of maſſy gold, and men to debaſe themſelves with wearing ſilks, which were

then thought peculiar to women. Fronto went farther, and propoſed, that the quan

The uſe of plate tity of ſilver-plate, the expence of furniture, and the number of ſlaves, might be

ſ"ſ.gº regulated. But he was oppoſed therein by Aſinius Gallus, who with plauſible argu

*” ments defended the prevailing luxury. Beſides, Tiberius himſelf did not approve of

Fronto's motion ; for after Gallus had done ſpeaking, he added, that it was not a

ſeaſon for reformation, and that if there was any corruption of manners, there would

not be wanting one to redreſs that evil, alluding thereby, no doubt, to himſelf, and

his office of perpetual cenſor. As it was common for the ſenators to depart from the

preſent debate, and offer as their advice whatever they judged conducing to the public

The free ſpirit welfare, Lucius Piſo, who ſtill retained the ancient Roman ſpirit, and declared his

of L. Piſo, ſentiments with great freedom, after having bitterly inveighed againſt the corrup

tions of the ſtate, particularly againſt the peſtilent purſuits of the informers, who were

daily arraigning and circumventing all men, proteſted, that he was reſolved to leave

Rome, and live in ſome quiet and diſtant corner of the country. With theſe words he

went out of the ſenate ; but Tiberius, though highly provoked, ſmothered his

reſentment, and following Piſo, endeavoured to ſooth him with kind intreaties; nay,

he even condeſcended to ſolicit his relations to divert him with their prayers and

authority from the reſolution he had taken ; which they did accordingly. Piſo not

long after gave another inſtance of a ſpirit truly Roman, in ſuing for a debt one Ur

gulania, a woman of diſtinétion, and placed by the favour of Livia above the laws.

Piſo ſummoned her to appear before the praetor ; but ſhe, deſpiſing the ſummons,

fled for refuge to the palace; whence Piſo would have carried her by force before

the praetor, notwithſtanding the complaints of Livia, had not Tiberius, to prevent

diſturbances, obliged her to comply with the ſummons, and at the ſame time promiſed,

in civility to his mother, to attend the trial, and aſſiſt her favourite. On the day

appointed for the deciſion of the cauſe, the emperor left the palace, ordering his

guards to follow him at a diſtance; but walked ſo ſlow, that before he reached the

forum the trial was over, and Urgulania adjudged to pay the ſum claimed by

Piſo. The money was immediately advanced by Livia, who, finding Piſo inflexible,

and the emperor no ways inclined to oppoſe him, was glad to redeem her favourite

from the trouble which ſo bold and reſolute a creditor would not have failed to create

her (A). The proceeding of Tiberius on this occaſion was highly applauded by the

Tiberius's ge- Roman people, as was alſo his generoſity at this time towards ſome neceſſitous ſena

*ſº "ſºme tors, whom with his gratuities he inabled to live ſuitable to their rank. However,
femators. he rejećted with haughtineſs the petition of Marcus Hortalus, the grandſon of Hor

tenſius the famous orator, who, as we have related above, had been encouraged by

* Idem ibid, c. 27–33.

-

(A) Tacitus tells us, that the power of Urgulania though it had been always uſual even for the veſſal

was ſo great, that ſhe diſdained to appear as a wit- virgins to attend the forum and courts of juſtice,

meſs in a certain cauſe before the ſenate ; ſo that a whenever their swidence was required.

praetor was ſent to examine her at her own houſe,

Auguſtus
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º a Auguſtus with a bounty of a thouſand great ſeſterces to marry in order to prevent

º the extinétion of his illuſtrious family. As he had now four children, he placed them
a); ; before the door of the ſenate houſe, and ſhewing them to the conſcript fathers, in

º a moving ſpeech beſought both them and the emperor to defend from want the off

º, ſpring of ſo many conſuls, the deſcendants of ſo many dićtators, whom he had

º not brought into the world by his own choice, but in compliance with the deſire

& of the deified Auguſtus. The conſcript fathers, touched with compaſſion, were in

º clined to relieve him ; but Tiberius oppoſed it, ſaying, that if they relieved all He refuſ, to

ºld. , who were poor, and took upon them to maintain their children, the public would relieve the

º: ſoon fail : that if the public treaſury came to be exhauſted by popular bounties, it!”

º, b muſt be ſupplied with rapine and oppreſſion ; that by ſuch bounties induſtry would“

ſºft languiſh, and ſloth prevail, &c. The greater part of the fathers ſufficiently declared

igh with their filence, that they did not like this ſpeech; which Tiberius perceiving, after

having pauſed a little, to qualify what he had ſaid, added, that his anſwer was

º addreſſed in particular to Hortalus, but that if the ſenate thought fit, he was ready

º to give his ſons two hundred great ſeſterces each. The ſenators returned him thanks

|ſºut for his generous diſpoſition ; but Hortalus himſelf was ſilent, affronted at the empe

tiviſt ror's ſpeech, and even in poverty full of the ancient grandeur of his family ; which

lºſſ. ſo eſtranged Tiberius from him, that he never after took any farther notice of him

gº tº or his family, though reduced to extreme poverty ". º

tº * This ſame year a ſlave of Poſthumus Agrippa, by name Clemens, would have Tº, #9/..ſgn

º raiſed great diſturbances in the ſtate, and kindled a civil war in the bowels of Italy, ºf Clemºns,

ſiſ). A had he not been prevented in good time. As he was much about the ſame age with: ºa.

wºuld his late maſter, and not unlike him in his perſon, he took upon him his name, and ...

l, ind cauſed it to be reported in all parts by his emiſſaries and aſſociates, that Agrippa was

º ſtill alive. This raiſed great tumults in many cities of Italy, and brought over to

tººl: - the pretended Agrippa vaſt numbers of people, ſuch as are ever fond of public diſtur

º bances and changes. The report was even credited at Rome, and his ſuppoſed arrival
Aſºº ºl; at Oſtia privately celebrated in the city by multitudes of people. Tiberius, informed by

QTI). his emiſſaries of all that paſſed, was long in ſuſpenſe whether he ſhould order his troops

ſhow: : d to march againſt the audacious ſlave ; or ſuffer the impoſture to vaniſh of itſelf, which

wº he was well appriſed muſt ſoon happen. On one hand, he was aſhamed to betray

wº any fear of a vile ſlave, and on the other he apprehended the danger which might

triº ariſe from the credulity of the people, if they were not ſoon undeceived. In this

is; ſiſ perplexity he committed the whole affair to Salluſius Criſpus, the ſame whom he

tº 4 had employed to diſpatch Agrippa. Criſpus choſe two of his clients, or, as ſome

ſº write, two ſoldiers, in whom he could confide, and ſent them to the ſuppoſed Agrippa

It tº with a conſiderable ſum, dire&ting them to feign that they believed him to be the

tlaw, true grandſon of Auguſtus, to preſent him with the money, and to pretend a great

lſ)0% zeal for his cauſe. They executed his orders with great addreſs, and finding that

briſ: e Clemens repoſed in them an intire confidence, they underhand got ready a proper

Jrty:| band of men, ſeized and gagged him while his guards were aſleep, and carried him tº is ſeized by

mſ: without noiſe to the palace. When he was brought before Tiberius, the emperor asked a device of

h: Č. him, How he was become Agrippa juſt as you became Caeſar, anſwered Clemens. Tho' illuſº

gº Tiberius had him wholly in his power, yet ſo great was his fear or policy, that he;:

º did not execute him publicly, but ordered him to be diſpatched in a ſecret part of ºff.

& the palace, and his body to be privately conveyed away , and though many of the

** emperor's houſhold, many knights and ſenators were ſaid to have aſſiſted and ſup

ºf: ported him with their counſels and fortunes, yet no farther inquiry was made after his

(ſt." accomplices". Towards the end of this year a triumphal arch was raiſed near the

ºf f temple of Saturn as a monument for the recovery of the eagles of the Varian legions:

* a temple was dedicated to Valiant Fortune in the gardens which julius Cæſar had

ſtſ, bequeathed to the Roman people, and a chapel to the julian family ; ſtatues were

#!. alſo conſecrated to Auguſtus at Bovilla in the neighbourhood of Rome.

jº In the mean time Germanicus arriving with his wife and children in the capital, was Germanicus,

there received by Tiberius with all poſſible marks of a ſeeming friendſhip and affection ; ºr'º'
he congratulated him on his paſt dangers, ſeemed highly pleaſed with his conduct, Tibe, ſus.

extolled his mighty feats, and with the deepeſt diſſimulation commended him to the

º ſenate, as well deſerving the greateſt honours it was in their power to conſer upon
.*

• Idem ibid. c. 37, 38. * Idem, c. 39–40. Dio, l. lvii. p. 613. Suer, in Tib. c. 25.

'. Vol. V. N° 3, 5 G him.
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him. The triumph, which had been decreed him, was put off till the following year, a

when Caius Cælius, or, as ſome ſtyle him, Cacilius Rufus, and Lucius Pomponius

Flaccus, were conſuls. During their adminiſtration, Germanicus triumphed on the

twenty-ſixth day of May over the Catti, the Angrivarii, the Cheruſci, and all the

German nations between the Rhine and the Albis, or the Elbe. Germanicus had not

indeed extended his conqueſts to the latter of theſe rivers ; but the emperor to make

him amends for ſtopping him in the full career of his vićtories, counted thoſe conqueſts

as complete which he had prevented him from completing. The triumph, an

honour now very uncommon, was performed with extraordinary magnificence. Before

the triumphal chariot were carried repreſentations of mountains, rivers, and battles,

and an incredible number of captives loaded with chains, among whom were many b

of the German chiefs, and the wife of Arminius, carrying in her arms her infant ſon.

But what above all heightened the ſhew, and the ſatisfaction of the beholders, was the

extraordinary gracefulneſs of Germanicus's perſon, and his chariot filled with his five

children, viz. Nero, Druſus, and Caius, and his two daughters, Agrippina and

Druſilla. Tiberius, to render the ſolemnity more complete, and the joy of the

people more univerſal, diſtributed among them in the name of Germanius a large

ſum, three hundred ſeſterces a man, and named himſelf his collegue in the conſulſhip

for the enſuing year. But notwithſtanding all theſe demonſtrations of kindneſs and

affection, the people ſtill ſuſpected his ſincerity ; and their joy was greatly allayed by

the melancholy reflečtions, that popular favour had proved fatal to his father Druſus ; c.

that his uncle Marcellus was ſnatched from the people, who adored him, in the flower

of his youth and that the favourites of the Roman people had ever been unfortunate;

and ſhort-lived. And truly, their fears were not ill grounded ; for Tiberius, jealous

of the glory of the young prince, and the high favour he was in both with the people

and ſoldiery, was already reſolved on his deſtruction, and meditating with himſelf

how to compaſs his wicked deſign, and at the ſame time avoid the irreconcileable

hatred which he well knew would thence ariſe to him from all orders of men. While

he was wholly taken up with theſe thoughts, a favourable opportunity offered, or

rather, was craftily framed by Tiberius for removing from Rome the darling of

the people.

diſpleaſure by neglecting to pay his court to him, during his retirement at Rhodes (C).

This the revengeful emperor remembered, and therefore having inticed the king to

Rome by means of letters from his mother Livia, promiſing him his pardon, pro

vided he came in perſon to implore it, he not only received him with great haugh

tineſs, but cauſed him to be accuſed as a criminal in the ſenate. As the crimes laid

to his charge evidently appeared to be mere fićtions, he was by the conſcript fathers

declared innocent ; but the unhappy prince, not able to brook ſuch treatment, ſoon

after either died of grief, or laid violent hands on himſelf, after having reigned

fifty years . Some time after Cappadocia was reduced to a Roman province, which

inabled Tiberius to abate the tax of one in the hundred upon all vendible goods, and e

reduce it to one in the two hundred ; which relief however the people did not long

* Tacit. ibid. c. 41. Dio, l. lvii. p. 613. Noris epoch. p. 141. STRAB, l. vii. p. 291, 292.

Archelaus (B) king of Cappadocia had many years before incurred his d

(B) Torrentius, Riccioli and Salian confound Ar

chelaus king of Cappadocia with Archelaus the ſon

of Herod, king of judza. They were led into this

miſtake by a paſſage in Suetonius, who in the life of

Tiberius tells us, that he pleaded the cauſe of Arche

laus, which was his firſt eſſay in eloquence. This

cauſe the abovementioned writers take to be that

which Archelaus the ſon of Herod maintained at

Rome againſt his brothers about his father's laſt will,

as we have related in our hiſtory of the fews (49),

But it is evident both from joſephus and Dion Caffius,

that Tiberius at the time of this trial was not at

Rome, but lived in retirement at Rhodes ; nay, the

latter writer tells us in expreſs terms, that Tiberius

undertook the defence of Archelaus king of Cappa

docia, againſt his own ſubjects; and that the Cappa

docian prince incurred his diſpleaſure by ſeeming to

(49) Hiſt. Univerſ. Vol. IV. p. 186.

192.

(5o Dio. l. lvii.

neglect him in his diſgrace, notwithſtanding the

kindneſs he had ſhewn him on that occaſion (jo).

He was the great grandſon of the famous Archelaus,

who commanded the troops of Mithridates the Great,

king of Pontus, againſt Sylla, and afterwards abar

doning his own prince, ſided with Lucullus. His

daughter Glaphyra was firſt married to Alexander,

and afterwards to his brother Archelaus, both ſons

to Herod, as we have related elſewhere (; 1). It is

ſurprizing the abovementioned writers ſhould be

guilty of ſo groſs a miſtake.

(C) It was not out of ingratitude or contempt,

as Tacitus informs us, that Arckelaus declined attend

ing upon Tiberius, while he reſided at Rhodes, but

becauſe he had been warned by his friends at the

court of Augufus to take no notice of him, left he

ſhould incur the diſpleaſure of the emperor.

(; 1) Hiſt, Univerſ. Fol. IV. p. 147,

enjºy.

|
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a enjoy 4. At the ſame time died Antiochus king of Comage”, and Pºlopator king of

Cilicia, which occaſioned great diſturbances in thoſe countries, ſome being for the

Roman government, and others for a king of their own. The provinces too of Syria

and judaea being overloaded with taxes, applied to the emperor and ſenate for relief “.

Neither was Parthia without troubles ; that warlike nation having driven out Poſiones,

whom they had demanded of Auguſtus for their king, placed in his room on the throne

Artabanes, a prince of the family of the Arſacide, but at that time, according to

joſephus, king of the Medes'. Theſe diſturbances and commotions in the eaſt proved pſºre, in /

very favourable to the wicked deſigns of Tiberius, who repreſented to the ſenate, that “tº

they could not be well compoſed but by the wiſdom and abilities of Germanicºs ?

b as for himſelf, he was, he ſaid, in the decline of his age, and that of his ſon Druſus

was not yet ripe. Hereupon all the provinces of the eaſt were readily deceed to Ger- The provinces

manicus, and a greater power conferred on him, than had been given to any governor ºf thºſ º

fince the time of Pompey the Great. But to balance and reſtrain the extraordinary .º

authority with which he was veſted, Tiberius had already removed from the government."”

of Syria Crcticus Silanus, whoſe daughter was betrothed to Nero, the eldeſt ſon of

Germanicus, and placed in his room Cneius Piſo (D), a man of a moſt violent and Cn Piſo fre

untractable temper, and to ſuch a degree elated with the nobility and wealth of his ſºº'." "

wife Plancina (E), that he ſcarce yielded to fiberi, and deſpiſed his ſons, viz.:...'..."

Druſus and Germanicus, as perſons beneath his rank: in ſhort, he was in every reſpect ſº to Get

c the moſt proper perſon in Rome to execute thoſe fatal purpoſes for which he was chiefly maucus.

choſen. His wife Plancina, who was ſtill of a more haughty temper than her husband,

had ſecret inſtructions from Livia to exert her ſpirit, and by all manner of indigni

ties proſecute and inſult Agrippina (F). Before Germanicus left Rome, Druſus was ſent

into Illyricum on occaſion of a bloody war, which broke out, ſoon after the departure

of the Romans, between Maroboduus king of the Suevians, Marcomamians and Lango

bards on one ſide, and the Cheruſcans on the other, headed by the brave Arminius.

Maroboduus was overcome in a great battle, and obliged, moſt of his men aban

doning him, to retire into the country of the Marcomannians, whence he ſent embaſ

. . ſadors to Tiberius imploring his aſſiſtance. The emperor anſwered, that it was very

d ſurprizing he ſhould recur to the Romans, and beg their aſſiſtance againſt the Cheruſ

cans, ſince he had ſent none to them while they were waging war with the ſame

enemy. However, he laid hold of this opportunity to remove from Rome his ſon

Druſus, who ſeemed over fond of the gaieties of the city, to inure him to the toils prºſis/-,

of the camp, and procure him the affections of the ſoldiery. What ſucceſs attended into lyricum.

him in this expedition, we ſhall relate anon.

ºl.
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d Dio, l. lix. * Tacit. c. 42, 43. Joseph, antiq. l. xviii. c. 3. f Tacit. annal. l. ii. c. 1.

Joseph. ibid.

(D) Cheius Piſº was the ſon of Cneius Calpurnius manicus. Tiberius was partial to Druſus, as his ſon

Piſo, who, as we have related above, maintained with by nature, whereas Germanicus was his ſon only b
ºv, v' - - - - - - y nature, - y by

great intrepidity the republican party againſt julius adoption; but the greater part favoured Germanicus

Ceſar in Africa. Afterwards he joined Brutus and

Caſus, but after the battle of Philippi was allowed

to return to Rome, where he ſcorned to ſue for any

public offices, chufing to live in retirement, till

Auguſtus prevailed upon him to accept the conſul

ſhip. Feſtus tells us, that the Calpurnian family pre

tended to derive their origin from one Calpus or

Calphus, the ſon of Numa Pompilius (52). However

that be, it is certain, that the Calpurnian family was

one of the moſt ancient and illuſtrious in Rome, and

no ways inferior to the Claudian, of which Tiberius

was deſcended.

(E) Plantina was either the daughter or the niece

of the famous Munatius Plancus, of whom we have

ſpoken in ſeveral parts of this work. Dion Caſus

calls her Munatia Plancina, and ſo ſhe is ſtyled in an

inſcription, which is ſtill to be ſeen at Rome, in the

palace which at preſent belongs to the family of the

Chigi.

(F) Tacitus tells us, that the whole court was rent

into parties, ſome favouring Druſus, and others Ger

(52) Feſt, in voce Calphurnius,

for two reaſons, ſays Tacitus ; firſt, becauſe they

knew he was hated by the emperor ; and ſecoudly.

becauſe he was by his mother of a more illuſtrious

deſcent. Germanicus and Druſus were the ſons of

two brothers, and conſequently by their fathers of

the ſame family. But on the mother's fide Germa

nicus had the advantage, he being the ſon of Antonia

Minor, the daughter of Marc Antony the triumvir by

Octavia the ſiſter of Auguſtus; ſo that Marc Antony

was his grandfather, and Auguſºu, his great uncle. On

the other ſide a private Roman knight was the great

grandfather of Druſus ; for his mother Viſpania was

the grand-daughter of the famous Pomponius Atticus.

Beſides, Agrippina, the wife of Germanicus, far ex

celled Livia the wife of Druſus in virtue, and all

the accompliſhments peculiar to her ſex. However,

the two brothers lived in perfect concord and friend

ſhip, no ways diſturbed or interruptcd by the con

tention and emulation that reigned among their re

lations and adherents (53).

(5:3) Tacit. iiid.

TH is
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Aſſ: ... . . This year was remarkable for one of the moſt dreadful earthquakes recorded in a

'. *” hiſtory : twelve famous cities of Aſia were overturned by it, viz. Sardis, Magneſia,

at the foot of mount Sipylus, Moſthene, Æga, Hierocaſarea, Philadelphia, Temolus,

Temmus, Cyme or Cuma, Myrina, Apollonia, Hyrcania. To theſe mentioned by

Tacitus, Euſebius adds Epheſus B. Pliny" and Strabo make particular mention of

this event, calling it the moſt dreadful concuſſion that had ever been felt (G). It

happened in the night, and proved the inore dreadful, as it was leſs expected. Moſt

of the inhabitants were cruſhed under the ruins of their houſes, and thoſe who fled to

the fields, ſwallowed up by the opening of the earth. It is reported, ſays Tacitus,

that huge mountains ſunk into the earth, that plains were raiſed up into high hills,

and that dreadful flaſhes and eruptions of fire were ſeen among the ruins. Phlegon b

of Tralles, who has wrote a very particular account of this terrible event, and the

evils which it occaſioned, ſays, that many cities of Pontus, of Sicily, and of Calabria

in Italy, were greatly damaged by it ; and adds, that the earth opening in many

places, bodies were diſcovered of a monſtrous ſize, from one of which a tooth was

taken above a foot in length, and preſented to Tiberius, who would not ſuffer the

whole body to be brought to him, ſaying, that he deemed it a great crime to diſturb

the dead. However, to ſatisfy his curioſity, he cauſed a head to be engraved pro

portionable to the tooth which had been brought him, and which he immediately

after ordered to be reſtored to the place, whence it had been taken k. Tiberius, to do

Tiberius’, g, him juſtice, ſhewed, on occaſion of this great calamity, a ſpirit truly generous, and c

neroſity on this worthy of a perſon in his ſtation: for he not only remitted the inhabitants of the

ruined cities their taxes for five years, but preſented them with large ſums to rebuild

their habitations. To the Sardians, who had ſuffered moſt, he ſent a hundred thou

ſand great feſterces, and to the reſt relief proportionable to their loſſes; nay, he im

mediately diſpatched into Aſia Marcius Aletus, a ſenator, who had been praetor, to

view the deſolations on the ſpot, and make good the loſſes of every particular ; for

he was fond of being liberal, as Tacitus obſerves, on honeſt occaſions, a virtue which

he long retained, after he had utterly abandoned all other virtues. The inhabitants of

the cities thus rebuilt, and by the liberalities of Tiberius reſtored to their former ſplendor,

erected to their common benefactor a coloſſus in the Roman forum, ſurrounded with d

the ſtatues of their twelve cities, as a laſting monument of the prince's generoſity, and

their gratitude'.

THE reputation which Tiberius gained by this noble bounty to the public, was

greatly heightened by his private liberalities. For the eſtate of a wealthy freedwoman,

by name Æmilia Muſa, who died this year inteſtate, being claimed by the treaſury,c

the emperor generouſly yielded it to one Amilius Lepidus, to whoſe family ſhe ſeemed

to belong (H). With the ſame diſintereſtedneſs he ſurrendered to Marcus Servilius,

the whole inheritance of Patuleius, a rich Roman knight, though part of it had been

& Euseb. chron. p. 2d 1.

. Tralliani, de reb. mirabilibus, c. 13, 14.

(G) Oroſius takes this to be the earthquake men

tioned by the evangeliſts as happening at the death

of our Saviour; a notorious miſtake which, if ad

mitted, would overſet every ſyſtem of chronology,

it being paſt all doubt, that the earthquake, which

overturned the twelve cities of Aſia, happened in

the fourth year of Tiberius's reign, and conſequently

was at leaſt fourteen years prior to the other. Ac

cording to Euſebius our Saviour was crucified the

fourth year of the hundred and ſecond olympiad; and

the earthquake, which proved ſo fatal to Aſia, hap

pened, according to the ſame writer, the ſecond

year of the hundred and ninety-ninth olympiad.

Oroſius would fain corroborate the accounts of the

ſacred penmen with the teſtimonies of the Greek

and Roman hiſtorians, and this is what led him into

the abovementioned miſtake.

(H) Tacitus does not tell us, that Æmilia Muſa

was a freedwoman ; but from her Greek cognomen

it is manifeſt, that ſuch was her condition ; for we

have not one inſtance in hiſtory of a Roman aſſuming

a Greek name. The praenomen of Æmilia ſhe pro.

(54) Leg. 13, de bonis libert.

* Plin. l. ii. c. 84.

1 Tacir, c. 47. Dio, l. lvii. p. 614. Phleg. mir. c. 13.

* Strab. l. xii. p. 579. k PhlegoN.

bably borrowed from ſome of the AEmilian family,

to whom ſhe had formerly belonged. Perhaps ſhe

was related to the famous Antonius Muſa, the freed

man and phyſician of Auguſtus. As ſhe died intel

tate, her eſtate, ſuppoſing her to have been a liberta,

or freed woman, and to have no relations of her own

then living, fell, according to the Roman law, to

her former maſter, and his heirs of blood. Si liber

tus inteſtato deceſſerit, patronum, aut filium, nepotemve

ejus ad ſucceſſionem vocari indubitatum ºff, ſays ju

lian (54); and Ulpian, Liberto inteſtato mortuo, pri

mum ſuis deferri hereditatem verum ºff ; ſº hi mon

fuerint, tune patrono (55). But what title had the

exchequer to her eſtate It appears from this paſ

ſage of Tacitus, and the laws we have quoted, that

if a freedman or woman had no ſurviving relations,

and their former maſter's family was extinét, their

eſtate fell to the prince. In the preſent caſe one

AEmilius Lepidus, as heir of blood to Muſa's former

maſter, claimed her eſtate, and Tiberius generouſly

ſurrendered it to him, though he could not plainly

make good his claim.

(55) Leg. 2. de ſai; heredib.

I bequeathed
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| a bequeathed to himſelf. Neither could he ever be prevailed upon to accept legacies,

in but from his intimate friends, utterly rejecting the inheritances of ſuch as were ſtrangers

º to him, or out of hatred to their relations appointed him their heir. His bounties were,

º, generally ſpeaking, well placed ; for as he readily relieved ſuch ſenators as were by

misfortunes reduced to poverty, ſo he excluded without pity from the ſenate thoſe

... i who had wantonly ſquandered away their eſtates in luxury and debauchery. Of this

| || number were Vibidius Parro, Marius Nepos, Appius Appianus, Cornelius Sylla, Quintus

M." Vitellius, and Attilius Buta. The latter was a man of pleaſure, and uſed conſtantly to

::::: paſs the night in revels and debaucheries, and ſleep the greateſt part of the day :

º by which courſe of life, being ſoon reduced to great indigence, he had recourſe to the

º b emperor for relief; but Tiberius rejećted his petition, without returning him any other

º anſwer, than that he bad awaked too late k. But the applauſe Tiberius gained by his

s ublic and private bounties was counterbalanced by the countenance he gave to inforº, it publ p - - y the £ - - -

ºn, mations and arraignments upon the law of violated majeſty. Informers multiplied

º daily, the ſpirit of accuſing grew common, and the dread of it univerſal. , Apuleia Apulcia Vº
i º Warilia, grand niece to Auguſtus by his ſiſter (I), was accuſed by one of that infamousº of

i.º profeſſion of having reviled the deified Auguſtus, Tiberius, and his mother Livia, and -

dºub of having diſhonoured with adultery the blood of the Caeſars, which, according to

º J- the conſtrućtion Auguſtus had put upon the law of majeſty, was high treaſon (K).

º Tiberius admitted the accuſation, but ſhewed great moderation in the proſecution of Tileius' con

sº c the accuſed: for as to the adultery he ſaid, that ſufficient puniſhments had been already :: *. appointed for that crime by the julian law, which was implicitly declaring, that it 'ſion.

MS, iſ . did not fall under the law of treaſon. As to the other crimes, he deſired they might

º: be diſtinguiſhed : If Apuleia, ſaid he, has uttered impious ſpeeches againſt the deified
ſtbid Auguſtus, ſhe muſt be condemned ; but for her inve?ives againſt me I will not ſuffer her to

dº. be called to any account. But ſhe haſ had the impudence to attack the reputation of your

, tim. mother, replied one of the conſuls. To this Tiberius returned no anſwer then, but the

tºº next time the ſenate met, he begged in his mother's name, that the words ſpoken

...tº againſt her might not be conſtrued into treaſon. Hereupon ſhe was tried only upon the

º words ſpoken againſt Auguſtus, and found guilty, but pardoned by Tiberius, who like

lººd d wiſe begged a mitigation of her puniſhment for adultery ; ſo that inſtead of under

ſº going the ſevere puniſhments inflićted on that crime by the julian law, of which here

ºwſ: after, ſhe was only removed two hundred miles from Rome; but Manlius, who had

diº debauched her, was baniſhed Italy and Africa ". This ſame year Tacfarinas, a native Tacfarinas de

of Numidia, who had ſerved among the Roman auxiliaries, having drawn his coun-fateſtin Africa
Ibiſ, 13 trymen and the neighbouring nations into a revolt, was overthrown in a pitched battle ºº Cà

tºwº by Furius Camillus, proconſul of Africa, who till that time had paſſed for a man quite ""

: ſº unacquainted with the art of war. For this vićtory, which Camillus gained with one

hºº! legion, and a ſmall body of auxiliaries, a handful of men, when compared with the

Jarº, numberleſstroops of the enemy, the enſigns of triumph were by the ſenate decreed to the

hadº e conqueror ; which honour, ſays the hiſtorian, did not prove fatal to him, becauſe

... he was a man of extraordinary modeſty, and choſe to live in retirement". This

* \º year died, according to Euſebius *, Ovid at Tomos in Pontus, and, according to S.

r. (; ;

i. * Tacit. c. 48. Dio, ibid. " Idem, c. 49, fo. * Idem, c. 52, 53. * Euseb. in chron.

#15 º'

tº: (1) Auguſtus had two ſiſters, viz. Oñavia Major fault common between men and women gave the

º: and Otavia Minor; but by which of theſe Apuleia grievous name of ſacrilege and treaſon ; and as his

*. jºrilia was grand niece to Auguſtus, hiſtory does not daughter and grand-daughter were proſtitutes, he
nº inform us. Neither do we know of any writer who F. according to the law of treaſon, which

jtº mentions the marriage or offspring of Ottavia Minor, he had thus wreſted, all their adulterers and gallants

**. The other ſiſter narried Marcellus, and had by him either with death or cxile. This ſort of treaſon
yº two daughters, Marcella Major and Marcella Minor; was, as Tacitus ſecns to infinuate, limited to the

º one of theſe was, we conjećture, from what we reigning houſe, and the blood of the Caſar: ; for

º read in Dion Caſus, married into the Apuleian fa- that writer tells us, that Varilia, being nearly related

rº mily; for that writer calls Sextus Atuleius, who was to the emperor, and guilty of adultery, was arraigned

** conſul the year Auguſtus died, avylevn Ady&s, of high treaſon. Auguſtus found his account in de

º that is, Auguſius's kinſman (56). If we admit this claring the gallants of the two fulia's traitors; for

º conjecture, which is not ill grounded, Apuleia Va. as thoſe traitors were very numerous, and conſider

2. rilia was daughter to an Apuleius by one of the able for their quality and credit, he had here a good
tºº Marcelle, and conſequently grand-niece to Auguſtus pretence to get rid of many eminent citizens, who

** by his ſiſter octavia Major. gave him uncafineſs and jealouſy.

º: (K) Auguſtus, as Tacitus informs us (57), to a -

º

º -

º (56) Dio, l. lxv, xvi. (57) Tacit. anmal. l. v.

... Wo L. V. No 5. 5 H jerom,

£4
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º .ºf Jerom °, the famous hiſtorian Livy, at Padua, his native city. We are told, that a

Livy ºil. Livia had deſigned the latter for praeceptor to Claudius, the younger brother of Ger
rian. municus ; but he was prevented by death from enjoying that honour. He was the laſt

of thoſe illuſtrious writers who once adorned the court of Auguſius, and will render

* , his age ever memorable. He has been our chief guide in the compiling of this

hiſtory ; for which we can make him no better return, than to repeat here what

Seneca ſaid of him many centuries ſince, that the genius of Livy was equal to the grandeur

and majeſty of the Roman empire P.
w Germanicus Tow ARDs the end of the year Germanicus, leaving Rome, ſet out for the Levant

- ſºft, * with his wife Agrippina, and his ſon Caius, ſurnamed Caligula. After a long and

- dangerous paſſage both in the Adriatic and Ionian ſeas, he arrived in Dalmatia, whither

he had firſt ſteered his courſe to viſit his brother Druſus, who, as we have related

w above, had been ſent into that country. From Dalmatia by the coaſt of Illyricum

- he reached Nicopolis, which city Auguſtus had built on the Ambracian bay in memory

of his victory at A:lium. There he entered upon his ſecond conſulſhip, having Tibe

rius, now the third time conſul, for his collegue. The emperor held this dignity

to the ides of May, and then reſigned it to L. Seius Tubero, who had ſerved under

His ºy'ge, re. Germanicus in quality of lieutenant q. Germanicus ſpent a few days at Nicopolis to refit

** his fleet, and in the mean time viewed the bay of Adium, the ſpoils which Auguſtus

his grandfather had conſecrated after his famous vićtory, and the camp of Antony his

great uncle. From thence he proceeded to Athens, where he was received with all

| poſſible demonſtrations of honour (L). Next he ſailed to Euboea, and thence to

Lesbos, where his wife Agrippina was delivered of julia her laſt child : then he
t ſteered his courſe to the cities of Perinthus and Byzantium in Thrace, entered the ſtreights

of Propontis, and the mouth of the Pontic or Euxine ſea, being deſirous of ſeeing thoſe

º places ſo much celebrated by fame. In his return he endeavoured to touch at the iſland

of Samothrace, being fond of beholding the religious ceremonies pračtiſed there, of

which we have ſpoken in our deſcription of that iſland' ; but he was prevented from

ſatisfying his laudable curioſity by contrary winds. Having therefore viſited ancient

| Ilium, which gave birth to Rome, he regained the coaſt of Aſia, and put in at Colo

* phon, to conſult there the oracle of the Clarian Apollo, of which we have given an

* account elſewhere 3. The prieſt, by whoſe mouth the god was believed to utter his

º oracles, is ſaid to have foretold, but in dark and doubtful terms, the approaching

- death of Germanicus ".

Piſo and hi. I N the mean time Piſo and his wife Plancina, haſtening to the execution of their

: ſº “J” wicked deſigns, left Rome, and arriving at Athens, gave there the firſt proof of their
; Yr 12. hatred to Germanicus. For Piſo, in a ſpeech to the inhabitants, abuſed them in a moſt

! outrageous manner, not without an indirect cenſure upon Germanicus for having

debated the dignity of the Roman name in paying an exceſſive regard not to the Athe

nians, whoſe race was long fince extinét, but to the mixt ſcum of different nations (M).

4. Piſo did not ſtay long at Athens, but being in haſte to reach Syria before Germanicus,

left the metropolis of Attica, and taking the ſhorteſt courſe, though the leaſt ſafe,

ſailed through the Cyclades, and appeared off of Rhodes, ſoon after Germanicus had

* Hier. in chron. P SFNEc. rhetor. * Tacit. c. 53. Suet. in Tib. c. 26. Onuph. in faſt.

p. 189. * Hiſt. Univerſ. Vol. III. p. 573. • Hiſt. Univerſ. Vol. III. p. 632. * Tacit. c. 53, 54.

(L.) The Athenians received Germanicus with ex- condeſcenſion towards the Athenians, during his reſi

traordinary marks of eſteem, which leſt he ſhould dence in their city, as did alſo Tiberius towards the

- - undervalue, as that nation made then but a very in- Rhodians, walking up and down without a lićtor or

different figure, they put him in mind of the glory viator, and converſing familiarly with the Greeks, as

- of their anceſtors by carrying before him on tablets if they had been his equals (58).

| ſuccinét accounts of their moſt famous exploits. By (M) Piſo ſeems to us to have been not a little in
t this means they inhanced the honours they had con- conſiſtent with himſelf in his reproaches . for on

| ferred on him, and, to uſe Tacitus's expreſſion, dig- one hand, he would not allow the preſent inhabi

nified their flattery. On the other hand, Germani- tants of Athens to be deſcended from the ancient

cus, out of reſpc&t to them, diveſting himſelf in a Athenians ; and on the other, he charged them

manner of his power, appeared among them almoſt with all the crimes, of which the ancient Athenians

like a private citizen, being attended only by one had ever been guilty. He was alſo an enemy to

* lićtor. By thus removing the enſigns of power, their city, as Tacitus informs us, upon a private ac

- the Romans declared, that they treated thoſe with count, becauſe they would not pardon at his requeſt

º whom they converſed, not as ſubjects, but as friends, one Theophilus, condenºned by the Areopagus for
- Antony, as we have obſerved above, uſed the ſame forgery.

(38) Suet. in Tib. c. 11,

5 Put
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a put in there ; but being overtaken by a violent ſtorm before he could enter the port,

he was driven upon certain rocks, and muſt have inevitably periſhed, had not the 1, ſhipwrecked,

good-natured Germanicuſ, though already informed of the invectives Piſo had uttered ºut ſºvºd”

againſt him at Athens, diſpatched galleys to reſcue him from the wreck. This generous*

kindneſs and humanity made no impreſſion upon the hard-hearted Piſo, who having

ſtaid but one day with his benefactor, put to ſea again in order to arrive in Syria before

him. He no ſooner reached his province, than he began to court the common

ſoldiers by bounties and careſſes, to form fačtions among the troops, to remove the

ancient centurions and tribunes, and place in their room his own creatures, or men

recommended only by their crimes: he permitted the ſoldiery either to live quite idle

b in the camp, or to ramble about, and commit with impunity all manner of diſorders

in the villages and cities. By this criminal indulgence Piſo won the hearts of the He court, the

idle and diſorderly multitude to ſuch a degree, that he was by them honoured with favour of the

the title of Father of the legions. On the other hand Plancina, forgetting the modeſty!”

peculiar to her ſex, appeared often on horſeback, aſſiſted at the reviews, and was not

aſhamed, which in thoſe days was thought very unbecoming in a woman, to be ſeen at

the public exerciſes, and military evolutions. She laid hold of theſe occaſions to drop

reproachful and injurious refle&tions on the condućt of Germanicus and Agrippina, in

order to prejudice the minds of the ſoldiery againſt them. As to the officers, they

were privately told, that their paying court to Germanicus and his wife would not

c recommend them to the favour of Tiberius. Though theſeºwere well known

to the young prince, yet overlooking the unaccountable behaviour of Piſo and Plancina,

in purſuit of the glorious ends of his expedition, he haſtened into Armenia, where with

the approbation of the nobility in a great aſſembly he placed the diadem upon the

head of Zeno, the ſon of Polemon king of Pontus, a friend and ally of the Romans.

From Armenia he proceeded firſt to Cappadocia, and thence to Comageme, both which Germanicus

kingdoms, then vacant by the death of their ſovereigns, he reduced to Roman pro- ºn.”.”

vinces, appointing Quintus Veranius governor of the former, and Quintus Servaus;*A*

of the latter. The pleaſure which Germanicus reaped from thus ſucceſsfully ſettling ºr Cappa.

the affairs of the allies, was greatly allayed by the proud and haughty behaviour of docia and Co

d Piſº, who being commanded either to lead in perſon, or to ſend under the condućt of mºgº.
his ſon, part of the legions into Armenia, contemptuouſly neglected to do either. At “ provinceſ:

laſt they met at Cyrrum, a city of Syria, and there had an interview, to which Ger

manicus admitted only a few of his intimate friends. He reproached the preſident of

Syria with his ſtrange condućt, and haughty behaviour, and charged him, his wife,

and their ſons, with many imputations. On the other hand, Piſo pretended ſurpriſe,

but at the ſame time betrayed, even in ſubmitting to Germanicus as his ſuperior, great

ſcorn and contempt; ſo that they parted declared enemies. Thenceforth Piſo ſeldom

appeared at the public aſſemblies, where Germanicus preſided, or, if he did, it was

only to contradićt him. Not long after he gave a public proof of his malice, ſpite, Piſo, inſºlent

e and ill-will to Germanicus. For at a grand entertainment made by the king of the behaviour.

Nabatheans (N), goldencrowns of great weight being preſented to Germanicus andAgrip

pina, and ſuch as were much lighter, to Piſo, and the reſt of the gueſts, the haughty

preſident, offended at this diſtinétion, with an air of contempt threw his away; and

uttering many invečtives againſt luxury, withdrew with theſe words ; Rome abbors

ſuch ſcandalous luxury ; I thought I had been invited to a banquet made for the ſon of a

Roman prince, not of a Parthian king. Germanicus was highly incenſed at this inſult;

but the natural ſweetneſs of his temper getting the better of his reſentment, he took

no notice of ſuch a provoking behaviour. Soon after embaſſadors arrived from Ar

tabanus king of the Parthians to renew the ancientalliance between the two empires,

f and intreat Germanicus in their maſter’s name to remove Wemones, who had been lately Germanicus

driven from the throne, out of Syria, left he ſhould find means, being ſo near to renews the an

Parthia, to raiſe diſturbances in that kingdom. Germanicus renewed the ancient ºf “...
- - - - - - * - 7 - - with the Par

alliance, and removed Venones to Pompeiopolis, a maritime city of Cilicia, not ſo much ºn.

in compliance with the requeſt of Artabanus, as to ſeparate him from Piſo, with whom

(N) The country of the Nabatheans extended, of the Nabatheans was the city of Petra, which

according to St. ferom, from the Euphrates to the gave its name to Arabia Petrea (60). S. ferom

Red ſea 59); ſo that it comprehended Arabia deſerta. thinks they were called Nabatheans from Nabaioth,

and great part of Arabia Petraa. The metropolis Jſmael's ſon.

(59) Hier. quaft. in Geneſ af. (60) Strab. 1. xvi. p. 534.

he
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He viſts the

curioſities of

Egypt.

Maroboduus

driven out of

his dominions,

and likewiſe

Catualda.

Rheſeuporis

circumvented

&y Tiberius.

he was in high favour in regard of the many preſents he had made to his wife Plan- a

cina, and the exceſſive court he paid her v. Of this year, which was Germanicus's

firſt in the Levant, not the leaſt mention is made by Dion Caſſius.

TH E followingg year, Marcus Silanus and Lucius Norbanu; being conſuls, Germanicus

travelled into Egypt to view the rarities and antiquities of that famous country. His

journey proved very beneficial to the inhabitants, whom he relieved from a great

famine, cauſing the granaries to be every-where opened, and the price of corn abated.

He did not imagine that the prohibition made by Auguſtus, extended to him ; and

nevertheleſs the jealous emperor in a letter to him cenſured him with great ſeverity for

preſuming to enter that province, when Auguſtus among other ſecrets of ſtate had

ſtrictly forbidden all ſenators, and Roman knights of any figure, to travel thither b

without ſpecial licence w. While Germanicus was thus paſſing the ſummer very agreea

bly in Egypt, Druſus was buſy in ſowing feuds among the Germans, and was therein

attended with great ſucceſs. For Maroboduus, king of the Suevians, whoſe power

Rome dreaded, was this year driven out of his dominions, and obliged to paſs the

laſt eighteen years of his life at Ravenna in Italy. Catualda, whom Druſils had under

hand ſtirred up againſt him, had the ſame fate ; and recurring to the Romans for pro

tećtion, was conveyed by them to Forum julium, now Frejus, a colony in Narbonne

Gaul. As both theſe chiefs were followed by great numbers of their countrymen,

Tiberius, fearing they might diſturb the quiet of the provinces, gave them ſettlements

beyond the Danube, between the rivers Cuſus and Marus, now the Wag and the March, c

on the frontiers of Moravia, appointing them for their king one Vannius, by nation a

Quadian (O), who reigned over them for the ſpace of thirty years, but was driven

out in the reign of Claudius. With the ſame policy Tiberius circumvented, and in

ticed to Rome Rheſ uporis, a petty king of Thrace, who having murdered Cotys (P),

his nephew, had ſeized on that part of the kingdom which Auguſtus had beſtowed

upon him. To deceive Rheſeuporis, Tiberius employed Pomponius Flaccus (Q), whom

he preferred to the government of Maſia, as being one of the king's moſt intimate

friends, and therefore better qualified to betray him ; which he did accordingly,

having inticed him into the Roman dominions, and then ſent him under a ſtrong

guard to Rome, where he was accuſed before the ſenate by the widow of Cotys, and di

baniſhed to Alexandria, where he was ſlain attempting to make his eſcape, or falſely

charged with it. This part of Thrace was divided between Rhemetalces, the ſon of

Rheſettporis, and the ſons of Cotys ; but the latter being minors, Trebellienus Rufus, once

praetor, was appointed governor of their ſhare. About this time Wenones, who had

been removed to Pompeiopolis in Cilicia, attempting to make his eſcape, was over

taken and killed by one Remmius, a veteran, to whoſe cuſtody he had been com

mitted (R).

" Tacit. c. 55–59.

(O). The country of the Quali was at firſt bounded

by Bohemia, the Danube, and the river March ; but

afterwards they extended their confines to the Sar

matian mountains in the neighbourhood of Erlaw in

Hungary. We ſhall have frequent occaſion to ſpeak

of them in the reigns of Marcus Antoninus and Gal
lienus.

(P) Cotys was the ſon of Rhemetalces, upon whoſe

death his kingdom was divided by Auguſtus between

his ſon Cotys and his brother Rheſcuporis, as we have

related at length in our hiſtory of Thrace (61), to

which we refer our readers for a full account of the

tranſâ&tions we have only hinted at in this place.

Cotys, though a Thracian, was not unacquainted with

the muſes ; for to him Ovid inſcribed the ninth

elegy of his third book de Ponto, the unhappy poet

IN

w Tacit. c. 59. Suer. in Tiber, c. 5,

He was indeed a good ſoldier, but a man of a vile

chanaëter. We have related alove his flattering

motion againſt the memory of Libo Druſus. He was

preferred to the government of Maſia on purpoſe

to betray Rheſ uporis, with whom he lived in cloſe

friendſhip, which he did not in the leaſt ſcruple to

do : and indeed Rheſeuporis, who treacherouſly be

trayed and murdered his own nephew, deſerved to

have no other friends, but men of his own ſtamp,

traytors and aſſiſſins. Pomponius was rewarded by

Tiberius for his treachery with the government of

Syria, in which employment he died (63).

(R) The circumſtances of this unhappy prince's

death are differently related by the ancients. Tacitus

tells us, that having corrupted his keepers, he ob

tained leave of them to hunt in the neighbouring

foreſts, and under that pretence attempted his eſcape

to Armenia, with a deſign to paſs from thence thro'

the countries of the Albanian; and Heniochians into

Scythia, and there take ſančtuary with one of the

kings of that country, who was his kinſman. But

the country people, being ſoon appriſed of his flight,

broke down the bridges of the Pyramus, a river of

Cilicia ; ſo that the prince, as the ſtream was not

fordable,

being confined by Auguſtus to his kingdom.

(Q.) Ovid mentions Pomponius Flaccus in one of

his epiſtles inſcribed to Gracinus :

Prafuit his, Gracine, locis modo Flaccus, ºr illo

Ripa ferox ſtri ſub duce tuta fuit.

Hic renuit Myſas gentes in pace fideli ;

Hic arcuſſos terruit enſe Getas (64).

- “ (61) wide Hiſt, Univerſ. Vol. IV. p. 346. (62) Ovid, de Pont. l. iv. Eleg. 9, (63) Tacit. l. iv.
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3. IN the mean time Germanicus, having ſatisfied his curioſity with viewing all the Germanicus

rarities and antiquities of Egypt, left that

to his great ſurpriſe he found all the regulations he had made utterly aboliſhed, and

the orders he had left with the legions wholly neglected.

kingdom, and returned to Syria, where

Hereupon, no longer able

to bear with ſuch inſults, he reproached Piſo in very ſharp and ſevere terms, which

notwithſtanding his natural boldneſs, heightened by the confidence he placed in the

protećtion of Tiberius, ſo frightened him, that he reſolved to leave Syria, and abandon

his government. But while he was making the neceſſary preparations for his depar

ture, Germanicus being taken ill, he thought it adviſeable to wait the iſſue of the Fall, ſick and

dittemper.

recovery was celebrated at Antioch, where he then was, with public vows, ſacrifices,

and all poſſible demonſtrations of the moſt ſincere and unaffected joy. This proved

new matter of rage to Piſo, who, no longer maſter of himſelf, ordered his lićtors

to drive away the vićtims, to overturn the altars, and diſperſe the people aſſembled

to celebrate the feſtival : a bold attempt this 1 and therefore Piſo immediately after

it, leaving Antioch, withdrew to Seleucia. Soon after his departure Germanicuſ relapſed, * relatſes.

and his perſuaſion that Piſo had cauſed him to be poiſoned, heightened the violence of

the diſtemper. Some of his domeſtics too had the imprudence to tell him, that on the

floors and walls of his houſe had been found bones of human bodies taken out of the

grave, aſhes mixed with blood, charms, incantations, and the name of Germanicus

engraved on ſheets of lead. Theſe reports, and the frequent viſits of perſons, who

were ſuppoſed to be Piſo's creatures, and to have been ſent by him to watch the

progreſs of the malady, doubled the young prince’s anxiety and apprehenſions. If

my bouſe, ſaid he, is thus beſet by treacherous friends in my life-time, what will become

after my death of my unhappy wife, of my little children & Piſo, impatient to command alone

the legions, to govern alone the province, thought poiſon too ſlow in its ºperation, and there

fore had recourſe to charms and incantations. In the height of the reſentment, which

returns from

Egypt.

The young prince ſoon recovered, and as he was univerſally adored, his recover.

theſe reflections raiſed in his mind, he wrote a letter to Piſo, utterly renouncing his suffed. Pº.

friendſhip, according to the cuſtom which obtained among the Romans, and was a

folemn declaration that they intended to have no farther intercourſe or communication

with the perſon, whoſe friendſhip they thus renounced. Some authors add, that he

commanded him to depart the province. Be that as it will, Pio ſoon after put to

ſea; but kept hovering upon the coaſt of his province, that he might return the ſooner,

ſhould the government of Syria become vacant by the death of Germanicus,
In the

mean time the violence of the malady ſomewhat abating, the young prince’s friends

began to entertain ſome hopes of his recovery. But ſhort-lived was their joy ; a

ſudden relapſe threw them into deſpair ; and the unfortunate Germanicus, finding his

end approached, ſent for his friends, and ſpoke to them in this manner : // 'ere I His ſpeech to

to die a natural death, yet ſhould I have juſt cauſe to complain of the gods for thus ſnatch- * *

ing me from my relations, my children, and my country, in the flower of my age. But

being thus brought to an untimely end by the malignity of Piſo and his wife, the laſt favour

I beg of you, my faithful friends, is, that you acquaint my father and brother with what

perſecutions afficied, I end a moſt miſerable life by a moſt ing'orious death. A y relations,

dependents, and even thoſe whom envy provoked againſt me while living, will bewail my miſ

fortune and hard fate, in thus falling by the perfidious arts and treachery of a woman, after

having eſcaped ſo many dangers in war, and ſurvived ſo many battles. But it is a duty

incumbent upon you, my faithful friend, to do ſomething more, than to commemorate my

death with uſeleſ, tears. It is the ſºrincipal office of a true friend to remember the wyzes of

thoſe with whom thy lived in friendſhip, and fulfil their laſ; deſires. If therefore you loved

fordable, was overtaken and ſeized on the banks of

that river by Vibius Fronto, who had purſued him

cloſe with a body of horſe. Soon after Remmius,

his late keeper, came up, and pretending to be

tranſported with rage, ran him through with his

fword. It was commonly believed, that Remmius,

gained by the prince's preſents, had connived at his

eſcape, and therefore in an affected rage ſlew him

through fear of being diſcovered (64). According

to this account, Tiberius had no hand in his death.

Put Suetonius throws the whole blame of this cruel

action upon the emperor. Venomes, ſays that writer,

64) Tacit. c. 68.

vol. v. N. g. **

being driven out of his kingdom, retired to 4n

tieth with great wealth, and there con intº ſome

time, thinking himſelf ſafe under the protect on of

the Roman people ; but was in the enº, coºrary to

all juſtice and faith, not only pillaged by the en

peror's order, but moſt treacherouſly ſlain (65). We

take the account of Tacitus to be the mºſt gº nuine,

that writer being no ways inclined to leſi u ºr ſup

preſs the faults of any of the C&ſar's, but where

truth, to which he ever pays the utmoſt regard,

obliges him.

(65) Suet, in Tié. c. 49.
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me rather than my fortune, you will revenge my death, you will complain to the ſenate, and a

proſecute the authors of my nisſortunes as our laws direct. Shew to the Roman people my

wife, the grand-daughter of Auguſtus, ſhºw them our ſix children (S). This ſight will

move the conſcript fathers to compaſſion, which will prove favourable to you, who accuſe;

and the accuſed, if they pretend wicked commands, either will not be believed, or not par

doned. At theſe words his friends, drowned in tears, taking the dying prince by

the hand, all ſwore, that they would ſooner loſe their lives, than their revenge. Then

turning to his wife, he conjured her by his memory, by their common children, and

all the bonds of nuptial love, that ſhe would lay aſide her haughty ſpirit, and yield

to the cruel ſhocks of fortune, leſt on her return to the city ſhe ſhould by an unſea

ſonable competition provoke thoſe who were more powerful than herſelf. Thus much b

he ſpoke openly, other things he ſaid in ſecret, whence it was conjećtured, that they

related to Tiberius, warning her perhaps to be upon her guard againſt his ſnares. How

ever that be, the words he ſpoke to her in ſecret were his laſt 3 for he had ſcarce done,

when he fainted away, and ſoon after expired, to the unexpreſſible grief of the

province, and all the neighbouring countries. His funeral was performed without

any pomp, and his body, before it was burnt, expoſed naked in the forum of Antioch,

where the funeral pile was erected. Tacitus tells us, that it remained uncertain

whether any marks of poiſon appeared on the body, the people, who ſaw it, giving

oppoſite accounts, as they pitied Germanicus, or favoured Piſo. But Suetonius ſays,

that the body appeared covered with black and blue ſpots, that foam flowed from c

his mouth, and that his heart, the body being burnt, was found among the aſhes,

untouched by the flames ; for the naturaliſts of thoſe days believed, that the heart,

if in the leaſt touched or infected with poiſon, could not be conſumed with fire. Vitel

lius, who afterwards charged Piſo before the ſenate with the death of Germanicus, made

uſe of this argument to prove, that the prince had been poiſoned, and openly

declared, that his heart was found intire among the aſhes x. But after all, this argu

ment, even allowing the truth of the fact, was no ways convincing, ſince in the opi

nion of the ancients the hearts of ſuch as died of the malady called by the phyſicians

Cardiaca poſio, were equally proof againſt fire . The aſhes of the deceaſed prince

were carefully gathered by his wife Agrippina, and incloſed in an urn in order to be d

conveyed to Rome.

Such was the end of the renowned Germanicus Cæſar, in the thirty-fourth year

of his age, a prince no leſs famous for his military proweſs, than his extraordinary

accompliſhments, and inimitable virtues. The Roman people had ſo great an opinion

of his rare talents, and eminent qualities, that they were not afraid openly to declare

on ſeveral occaſions, that ſince the time of Scipio Africanus the gods had not bleſſed

Rome with ſuch a citizen. He was, ſays Tacitus, alike venerable, whether you ſaw

him, or heard him ; and without ever betraying the leaſt arrogance or pride, yet ſup

ported the dignity of his high ſtation. His complaiſance to all, his humanity even

to his enemies, his clemency, moderation, and engaging behaviour, won him the C

hearts not only of the Roman people, but of the barbarians themſelves, who, though

enemies to Rome, yet could not refrain their tears upon the firſt news they received of

the death of Germanicus. Some of them at war with one another, and even with

Rome, forbore hoſtilities for ſome time to bewail ſo great, ſo general a loſs. Some of

their princes cut off their beards, and ſhaved their wives heads, a token among them

of the deepeſt ſorrow. The proud monarch of the Parthians denied himſelf for ſome

time the pleaſure of the chace, without appearing at the ordinary entertainments

given by the princes and lords of his court ; which was a token of grief, like the

ſhutting of the courts of juſtice among the Romans, and never uſed but upon ſome
very extraordinary diſaſter. As for the people of Antioch, they carried their grief to f

impiety ; for hearing that Cermanicus was dead, in the tranſport of their ſorrow

His advice to

Agrippina.

His death.

H%ether poi

/oned.

His character.

He is univer

ſaly lamented.

* Tacit. c. 73. SUET. in Calig. c. 1. PLIN. l. xi. c. 37. y Vide Plin. ibid.

(S) Germanicus had by Agrippina nine children; that Livia had cauſed him to be painted in the habit of

Nero, Druſus, Caius, ſurnamed Caligula, three other Cupid, and conſecrated the pićture in the temple of

ſons, who died infants, and three daughters, born ſuc- Venus Capitolina, whence it was removed to Auguſ.

ceſſively in the ſpace of three years, Agrippina, the mo- tus's chamber, who uſed conſtantly to kiſs it when

ther of Nero, Druſilla, and Livilla, commonly called he came in (66).

fulia. Oneof the ſons that died was ſo beautifula child,

(66) Suet. in Calig. c. 7.

2 --- they
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a they threw ſtones at their temples, overturned their altars, flung contemptuouſly their

houſhold gods out of doors, &c. nay, ſome of them, in the height of their grief

and indignation, expoſed and forſook their new-born children. Strange tokens of

forrow theſe ! It is more eaſy to conceive than expreſs the conſternation which the The grief of the

news of his death occaſioned in Rome, where he was adored by all ranks of men (T). Roman Peºple.

The firſt account of his illneſs alarmed the whole city ; but while they were impa

tiently waiting between hope and fear for farther intelligence, in the evening a report

was ſpread, no body ever knew how, that he was recovered, and in good health.

Hereupon the people, not able to refrain their joy, flew immediately with vićtims and

făcrifices to the capitol, impatient to diſcharge the vows they had made for his

recovery. Tiberius, awaked out of his ſleep with the noiſe of their mutual congra

tulations, and loud ſhouts of joy, had the mortification to hear the following words

echoed in every ſtreet, Sa'va Roma, ſalva patria, ſalvus Germanicus ; Rome is ſafe,

cur country is ſafe, ſince Germanicus is ſafe. But their joy was ſoon changed into the

deepeſt ſorrow ; certain news of his death arriving the next day, nothing was heard

in the ſtreets, nothing in the houſes, but ſighs, outcries, lamentations, and com

plaints. Without any orders from the prince or ſenate, all the courts of juſtice, the

houſes of the citizens, and ſhops, were ſhut, and the moſt frequented ſtreets, no one

appearing abroad, turned into a deſart. The emperor by ſeveral edićts endeavoured

to reſtrain theſe public expreſſions of grief; but even the moſt cautious, notable to

moderate their ſorrow, in ſpite of all his edićts, continued to mourn, though invited

by the feſtivals of December to mirth and jollity . His death was the more regret

ted as he was commonly ſuppoſed to have been poiſoned by Piſº at the inſtigation of

Tiberius and Lívia, the only two perſons in the whole Roman empire, ſays Diam ",

who were not affected with ſo great, ſo general a loſs (U). -

AND now the government of Syria being vacant by the death of Germanicus, and

flight of Piſo, the lieutenants of the legions and ſenators, who were at Antioch, com

mitted the adminiſtration of the province to Cneius Sentius, who at the ſuit of Vitel

lius and Veranius, two illuſtrious ſenators, and friends to Germanicus, immediately

nºr
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* Suet. in Calig. c. 6.

(T) He was to ſuch a degree beloved by the people,

fays Suetonius (67), not only of Rome, but in the

provinces, that when he departed or arrived at any

place, ſuch crowds attended him, that he was often

in danger of being ſtifled in the throng. On his

return from Germany, after having appeaſed the mu

timous legions, all the practorian cohorts went out

to meet him, though two only had orders to pay

him that compliment. As for the people, the road

was thronged with perſons of all ages and ranks for

twenty miles diſtance (68). The people, ſays Ta

citus (69), adored him not only on account of his

own good qualities, but likewiſe for the ſake of his

father Druſus, whoſe memory was dear to every

true Roman, no one doubting but he would have

reſtored Rome to her ancient liberty, had he ever

ſucceeded to the empire. Of Germanicus thcy en

tertained the ſame hopes ; and hence their partiality

for him before he was of an age to gain their affec

tions by his perſonal quities.

(U) Germanicus was not only an excellent com

mander, but an eloquint orator, and, if Ovid did not

flatter him, one of the beſt poets of his age (70).

He expreſſed his thoughts with great eaſe and ele

gance both in Greek and Latin, and pleaded ſeveral

cauſes with extraordinary applauſe (71). He gave

a ſpecimen of his taſte for poetry in ſome Greek

comedies, which, as he was thorough maſter of

that language, he wrote and publiſhed. S. ferom

and Ia&#antius tell us, that he tranſlated into Latin

a treatiſe of aſtronomy written originally in Greek by

–4ratus, under the title of Phanomena : but Poſſus

and Rutgerſus aſcribe this tranſlation to the em

(67) Idem ibid. c. 4. (68) Idem ibid. c. 3.

* Dio, l l vii. p. 615.

peror Domitian, who aſſumed the title of Germa

micus, as we ſhall obſerve hereafter. But what above

all gained the affections both of the Romans and

foreigners, was the extraordinary ſweetneſs of his

temper, his affability, complaiſince, and oliging

behaviour, even towards the meaneſt of the popu

luce, a behaviour no ways affected, but to him quite

natural, as ariſing from a ſincere deſire of doing every

one the beſt offices he could. Auguſtus was ſo taken

with theſegood qualities, that he was long in ſuſpenſe,

if Suetonius is to be credited (72. ', whether he ſhould

declare him his ſucceſſor himſelf, or leave him to be

adopted by Tiberius. Soon after his death Tiverius

abandoned himſelf to all manner of crucities, which

added new luſtre to the memory of the deceaſed

prince, and made him the more regretted, every

one concluding from thence, that, had he lived, the

emperor would never have dared to commit ſuch ex

ceſſes (73). His military exploits we have related

above ; and therefore ſhall only obſerve here, that

after his death the inhabitants of Antioch compared

him to Alexander the Great as to the gracefulneſs of

his perſon, the mobility of his deſcent, his age, the

circumſtances of his death, &c. and concluded, that

if his authority had been uncontrolled, he would

have equaled that great wºrror in the glory of his

conqueſts, as he far ſurpaſſed him in prudence, cle

mency, moderation, and other virtues (74). And

indeed, if he had not been ſtopt in the ruidſt of his

carreer, and ſnatched away from his vićtorious legi.

ons, he would, in all likelihood, have competed the

final redućtion of Germany already broken by ſo m. my

overthrows.

(69) Tacit. annal. l. i. c. 33. (70) Ovid.

Faſt. l. i. v. 23. (71) Suet, ibid, c. 3. (72) Suet, ibid, t, 4. (73) Idem, º. f. (74) Tacit.

amal. l. ii, c. 73.
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ſeized and ſent to Rome one Martina, a woman infamous in that province for a

poiſoning, and greatly cheriſhed by Plancina. In the mean time Piſa being over

Piſo's jºy fºr taken at the iſland of Cous by a meſſenger, acquainting him with the death of Ger

3:. manicus, did not ſo much as pretend to diſguiſe his joy, but cauſed vićtims to be

“ publicly ſlain, and repaired with thankſgiving to the temples for ſo fignal a favour.

His wife Plancina declared her joy in a manner ſtill more arrogant and inſulting; for

ſhe no ſooner heard that Germanicus was dead, than throwing off her mourning,

which ſhe wore for the death of her ſiſter, ſhe appeared in a dreſs adapted to gaiety

and mirth. The centurions of the army which Piſo had commanded in Syria, flocked

to him, aſſuring him that the legions were ready to receive him, and reinſtate him

in the government, which had been injuriouſly taken from him. Hereupon Piſo b

ſummoned a council of his friends to conſult what meaſures he had beſt purſue;

whether he ſhould go with all ſpeed to Rome, or return to Syria. His ſon Marcus

Piſo was for the former, but Domitius Celer, an intimate friend of Piſo, declared for

the latter, and prevailed. But as Piſo was well appriſed, that Sentius would oppoſe

him, which would give riſe to a civil war in Syria, in order to bias Tiberiuſ in his

favour, he tranſmitted a letter to him, filled with invečtives againſt the conduct,

luxury and pride of Germanicus ; he inlarged on the injuſtice the young prince had

done him in driving him out of his government, and concluded with acquainting the

He reſºlve to emperor, that he was preparing to return to his province, and reſume with his former

º: loyalty the care of the army. In the mean time putting Domitius Celer on board a c
g ºf. galley, he ſent him before him into Syria, while he himſelf, having formed into com

panies the deſerters, who flocked to him from all parts, and the ſervants who attended

the camp, ſailed over to the continent, where he had the good luck to intercept a

body of new-raiſed ſoldiers on their march into Syria. He alſo wrote to the petty

kings of Cilicia, ordering them to join him with all their forces. By this means,

having got together a conſiderable body of men, he put to ſea again, and ſteering

along the coaſts of Lycia and Pamphylia, met the fleet, which carried Agrippina with

the aſhes of her husband to Rome. Both fleets prepared for battle ; but as they were

afraid of each other, they proceeded no farther than to hard words. Vivius Marſus,

who commanded Agrippina’s galleys, ſummoned Piſo as a criminal to his trial at Rome, d

which ſummons he anſwered with deriſion and contempt. After this both fleets con

tinued their courſe, the one for Italy, the other for Cilicia, where Piſo made a deſcent,

and ſeized a ſtrong caſtle on the frontiers of Syria ; which Sentius no ſooner under

ſtood, than he flew thither at the head of his legions, overthrew Piſo's men at the firſt

onſet, obliged him to take ſhelter behind the walls of the caſtle, and ſoon reduced him

to ſuch ſtreights, that he offered to ſurrender the place upon condition that Sentius

would ſuffer him to remain there till the emperor’s pleaſure was known. But this

He is forced to being rejećted, and the place reduced to the utmoſt extremity, he was forced to ſubmit

”*upon what terms Sentius thought fit to impoſe upon him, which were, that he ſhould

forthwith imbarque, and return to Rome *. e

DURING theſe troubles in the eaſt, the ſenate was wholly taken up at Rome with

- inventing and decreeing new honours to Germanicus, in order to eternalize the memory

Honour, de- of a prince ſo much beloved, and ſo well deſerving of the empire. It was decreed,

creed at Rome that his name ſhould be inſerted in the Salian hymns (W); that curule chairs ſhould

ſºme be placed for him among the prieſts of Auguſtus (X), and oaken crowns hung over

- them, as an acknowledgment of his having ſaved many citizens ; that his ſtatue in

* Tacit. c. 74—82.

(W) This honour was peculiar to the gods; for being diſtinguiſhed, though abſent, with a fixed
till this time, only their names were ſung in the Salian place in the circus, which was allotted to him and

hymns. Afterwards M. Antoninus, the philoſopher, his poſterity (75 ). The ſame honour was after

ordered the ſame honour to be conferred on his ſon wards beſtowed upon julius Cæſar, M. Marcelluſ,

Verus, as Spartianus informs us (74). and others, with this improvement ; that curule

(X) It was deemed a particular mark of diſtinc- chairs with golden crowns ſhould be placed for them

tion at Rome for any one to have a fixed place allot- in the circus and theatre even after their death to

ted him at the public ſhews. This honour was in preſerve their memory (76). The emperor Severus

proceſs of time improved by flattery, and extended cauſed three curule chairs to be placed in the thea

not only to ſuch as were abſent, but even to the tre to honour thereby the memory of Pertinax (77).

dead. P. Valerius Poplicola, who was made dićtator in To Germanicus was probably decreed but one chair

the year of Rome 409, firſt enjoyed the honour of in each of the three theatres.

(74) Spart. in M. Anton, philoſoph. (75) Liv. l. ii. (76) Dio, l. xliv. (77) Xiphil. l. iii.

ivory
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a ivory ſhould be carried before the proceſſion at the Circenſian games ; an honour

peculiar to the gods, and ſuch men as were deified ; that none but one of the julian

family ſhould be appointed flamen or augur in his room, &c. To theſe honours

triumphal arches were added, one at Rome, another on the banks of the Rhine, and

a third upon mount Amanus in Syria, with inſcriptions of his exploits, and a decla

ration that he died for the republic ; a ſepulchre at Antioch, where his body was burnt;

and a tribunal at Epidaphne, where he ended his life (Y). Many ſtatues were raiſed

to him, and many places appointed for paying him divine honours. Some were for

decreeing to him, as a great maſter of eloquence, a golden ſhield, remarkable for

its bulk (Z) ; but this Tiberius would not allow, ſaying, that in cloquence no regard

b was to be had to the dignity of the perſon, and that therefore he himſelf would

dedicate a ſhield equal in ſize to thoſe of other orators, it being ſufficient glory for him

to be ranked amongſt the ancient writers. The Roman knights in their turn, to

honour the memory of the deceaſed prince, agreed to change the name of that body

of horſe, which being compoſed of the young nobility, was ſtyled The ſquadron of

the juniors, and call it thenceforth The ſquadron of Germanicus, appointing at the ſame

time that the effigies of Germanicus ſhould be carried before the ſaid ſquadron as their

º: ſtandard at their public reviews, which were annually made on the ides of july c.
tº it In the height of the public grief Livia, called alſo Livilla, fiſter to Germanicus, and

...]{UT- wife to Druſus, was delivered of male twins, which proved ſuch matter of joy to Livilla deli.

ºf: c Tiberius, that he could not help boaſting to the ſenate, that to no Roman of the ſame vered of male

::::::: rank had ever before been born two ſons at a birth. But the increaſe of Druſus’s ”.

ºf...; family doubled the grief of the people, who ſaw with regret that of their beloved

...ſº, Germanicus removed farther and farther from the throne 4. This ſame year ſevere

ºg laws were enaëted by the ſenate to reſtrain the lewdneſs of women, and it was pro

ºil vided that no woman ſhould proſtitute herſelf, whoſe father, grandfather, or husband,

lº, W.I. were Roman knights. The fathers were prompted to make this prohibition by the Law, againſ,

º monſtrous impudence of one Wiſłilla, who, though a lady of great quality, and born the lewdneſ ºf

º: of a praetorian family, was not aſhamed to appear before the aediles, and publicly “”

*::sº declare herſelf a proſtitute, purſuant to an ancient law, which obliged all women,

sº d who became venal, to acknowledge their infamy before the above-mentioned magi

ºf n: ſtrates. By this public declaration the ancient Romans had thought proſtitutes ſuffi

.*.* ciently puniſhed ; but Veſtilla making no account of ſuch a chaſtiſement, and the3. Itſ. y P - - - - - - -

jºr fathers fearing other women of diſtinčtion might follow her example, they publiſhed

ºº the above-mentioned prohibition, and at the ſame time baniſhed the infamous Wiſłilla to

B. : d

- - * Idem, c. 83. Idem, c. 84.

ſº ſuº:

ciº (Y) Tacitus tells us, that he died at Epidaphne, a clupea, that is, engraved work, from the ancient word

! celebrated place in the neighbourhood of Antioch, of cluere to engrave. This derivation Pliny deſpiſes as

mº which we have ſpoken in our hiſtory of Syria ; but a fond conceit of the grammarians: Scutis qualibus
jm: ". all other writers agree, that he ended his days in the ad Trojam pugnatum eff, ſays he, continebantur ima

mºſ city of Antioch (78). gines, unde & momen habuere clypeorum, non, ut per

&c & (Z) It was an ancient cuſtom among the Romans verſa Grammaticorum ſubtilitas voluit, a cluendo.

º to ſet up the images of illuſtrious men in the curia, However, Livy calls them clupea; clupea, ſays he,

(; , and in their temples. Thus the image of Scipio Af. de columnis dempſt (81). Frequent mention is made

rgº ricanus was ſet up in the temple of jupiter Capito- of theſe ſhields in ancient inſcriptions : Lipſius quotes

gººd linus, and that of Cato the cenſor in the curia or the following : Huie. Decuriones. Funus. Publicum.

ſenate-houſe, as we read in Valerius Maximus (79). Statuam. Equeſtrem. Clypeum. Argenteum. Locum.

Auguſtus cauſed the images of all thoſe Romans, who Sepulturae. Decreverunt. Theſe ſhields were ſome

before his time had eminently diſtinguiſhed themſelves times hung up to preſerve the memory of the de

- in the arts either of peace or war, to be ſet up in ceaſed without any effigies, and only with the names

º the curia, allotting to each profeſſion its proper of the perſons, by whom and to whoſe honour they

º place. Thus Tacitus tells us, that the image of Hor- were offered (82). Such ſhields were ſometimes

* tenſius was placed amongſt the orators. The like ſet up by private perſons to honour the memory of

ſº honour the fathers were now for decreeing to Ger- their anceſtors without any order or decree of the

. ...! manicus, as to one of the maſters of eloquence. Theſe ſenate ; for Pliny in ſpeaking of Appius Claudius,

*::1 images are called by the ancients ſhield; (80), becauſe who was conſul in the year of Rome 259, ſays, that

º:9 engraved in gold, ſilver or braſs, in the form of a he was the firſt, who, though a private perſon, ſet
yºu ſhield. This is the common opinion; though ſome up in public, and conſecrated the ſhields of his an

º - writers think, that in Latin they ought not to be ceſtors (83).

: ". called clypei, which word ſignifies a ſhield ; but

: Öſ

(78) Dio, l. lvii. p. 615. Suet. in Tib. c. 1, &c. (79) Val. Max. l. viii. c. 15. (80) Vide

Flin. l. iii. e. 7. Suet. in Domit. Capitol, in Antonino. Trebel, in Claud. Liv. l. lx. Phil., legat, ad Caium.

i (81) Liv. l. lx. (82) Wide Phil, fud, ubi ſupra, (83) Wide Lip, in excurſ in lib, ii, amnal. Taciti,

ſº litera N.
º
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the iſland of Seriphos. Meaſures were alſo taken by the fathers for utterly extirpating a

The Jewiſh the jewiſh and Egyptian ceremonies; and by a decree of the ſenate four thouſand

**gyptian young men, all deſcended from manumitted ſlaves, and infected, ſays Tacitus, with

that ſuperſtition, were inrolled and tranſported to Sardinia to ſuppreſs the robbers

Rome. who infeſted that iſland : if they periſhed through the badneſs of the air, the ſenate

throught it would be no great loſs (A). The reſt were ordered to depart Rome, and

all Italy, if within a ſtated time they did not renounce their national ceremonies •.

The ſame year Tiberius gave ſeveral inſtances of generoſity, which ought not to be

omitted. Occia, who had preſided over the veſtals fifty-ſeven years with great repu

tation of ſančtimony, being dead, he repreſented to the ſenate, that another virgin

was to be choſen in her room ; and Fonteius Agrippa and Aſinius Pollio offering their b

daughters, he thanked them both for their regard to the commonwealth, but preferred

Pollio’s daughter for no other reaſon, but becauſe her mother had had but one husband:

to comfort the other who was poſtponed, he gave her for her fortune a thouſand great

Infants ºf Ti-ſeſterces. Corn being very dear, he ſettled the price, which the buyer was to pay ;

º* and that the ſeller might not loſe the advantage naturally ariſing from the ſcarcity of
Qjity. grain, he took upon himſelf to pay two nummi, that is, fourteen pence of our money,

a buſhel over and above the fixed price. For theſe bounties the people offered him

again the title of Father of his country, which he rejećted, and at the ſame time ſharply

rebuked ſuch as ſtyled him lord, ſhewing thereby, ſays Tacitus, that though hedreaded

liberty, yet he could not abide flattery. The ſame author tells us upon the authority c

of the writers of thoſe times, ſome of them ſenators, that letters were read in the ſenate

from Adgandeſirius, prince of the Catti, offering to diſpatch Arminius, provided poiſon

• Idem, c. 85.

(A) 7oſephus complains of this ſeverity; for, ac- courſe to the prieſts of the god Iſis. Theſe pretend

, - cording to him, the four thouſand men ſent into ing that the god Anubis, to whoſe worſhip Paulina

Sardinia were all fews. Suetonius agrees with 70- was greatly addićted, was in love with her, per

| ſephus. Tiberius, ſays that writer, put a ſtop to ſuaded her to paſs a night in the temple of that deity;

* foreign ceremonies, and likewiſe to the Egyptian and when Mundus, by paying down twenty-five thouſand

- jewiſh rites, obliging all thoſe, who were inclined drachma's to the prieſts, and promiſing them the

* to ſuch ſuperſtitions, to burn the furniture belong- like ſum, obtained what he had in vain applied for

ing to their religion. He liſted the jewiſh youth,

and ſent them into the moſt peſtilent and unwhol

ſome provinces under his command, obliging the

remainder of that nation, and ſuch as followed their

footſteps, to depart the city upon pain of perpetual

ſlavery. Thus far Suetonius (84). To the expulſion

- of the fews an impoſtor of that nation gave occa

ſion, who being obliged to fly his country for a

breach of the laws, retired to Rome, where he ſet

up for an czpounder of the law of Moſes, and with

the aſſiſtance of three others, all of the ſame ſtamp

with himſelf, gained over to the jewiſh religion one

Fulvia, the wife of Saturninus, a woman of great

* diſtinction. The zealous proſelyte was eaſily per

fuaded to make a rich preſent of purple and gold

to the temple of feruſalem, which ſhe delivered to

her directors; but they, inſtead of ſending the offer
f ing to Žeruſalem, converted it to their own uſe.

This Fulvia diſcloſed to her husband, and he to the

cmperor, who thereupon ordered all the fews to

depart Rome, after having liſted four thouſand of

their youth, and ſent them into Sardinia. joſephus

tells us, that ſuch as ſcrupled ſerving in the Roman

army, were ſeverely puniſhed (85). At the ſame

time the Egyptians were driven out of Rome, and

their rites utterly ſuppreſſed: they had been formerly

{ forbidden by Auguſius (86), but at this time that

prohibition was renewed and enforced on occaſion

of a very ſcandalous ſtory related at length by jo

ſephus. Decius Mundus, a young Roman knight,

falling in love with a married lady of the firſt quality

in Rome, by name Paulina, and not being able to

prevail upon her, as ſhe was a mirrour of chaſtity,

even with the offer of two hundred thouſand drach

- ma's, to comply with his unlawful deſires, had re

to Paulina herſelf with the tender of two hundred

thouſand drachma's. The next day the deluded lady

bragging of the honour done her by the Egyptian

deity, ſome believed her, while others aſcribed the

whole to the ſtrength of her imagination. But three

days after Mandus meeting her, I thank you, Paulina,

ſaid he, for ſaving me two hundred thouſand drachma's,

and granting me at the ſame time, not under the name

of Mundus, but of Anubis, the favours which I would

willingly have purchaſed at ſo dear a rate. At theſe

words the virtuous Paulina was thunder-ſtruck; ſhe

burſt into tears, tore her garments, and haſtening to

her husband, ſhe acquainted him how ſhe had been

abuſed, and betrayed by the prieſts; and drowned in

tears, beſought him to exert himſelf in the proſecu

tion of the prieſts, by whom her fimplicity and cre

dulity had been thus enormouſly abuſed. Hereupon

her husband complained to the emperor, relating to

him every particular of ſo baſe an action ; and he

upon a narrow enquiry into the fact, and a ſtrict

examination of the prieſts, finding them guilty, or

dered them all to be crucified, the temple of Anubis

to be pulled down, his ſtatue to be thrown into the

Tiber, the Egyptian rites to be utterly ſuppreſſed,

and all who profeſſed them to be baniſhed Rome. Ida,

the freedwoman of Mundus's father, who firſt ad

viſed him to apply to the prieſts, for which advice

ſhe received fifty thouſand drachma's, was crucified

with the prieſts ; but Mundus himſelf was only ba

niſhed, Tiberius exempting him, ſays joſephus, from

a more ſevere puniſhment in regard of his paſſion,

which was ſo violent, that finding the chaſte Paulina

proof againſt all temptation, he had reſolved to ſtarve

himſelf to death (87).

(84) Suet. in Tib. c. 36. (85) joſeph. antiq. l. xviii, c. 5. (86) Dio, l. liv. (; ; 25. (S7) jo

ſºph, antiq, l. xviii. e. 4.
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º a were ſent him for that purpoſe : to which Tiberius returned this anſwer ; that it was

* Wºl not the cuſtom of the Roman people to take vengeance on their enemies by treachery,

º but openly, and in the field ; wherein he gained equal glory, ſays our hiſtorian,

º: with the ancient Roman commanders, who would not ſuffer king Pyrrhus to be

º: poiſoned, but diſcloſed to him the whole plot. Arminius however after the depar

º, ture of the Romans, and expulſion of his rival in power Maroboduus, attempting to

(, ; inſlave his country, fell by the treachery of his kindred in the thirty-ſeventh year of Death ºf Ar

ſº his age. Tacitus calls him, not undeſervedly, the deliverer of Germany for under minus.

"g his condućt the Germans ſhook off the Roman yoke, and long maintained their liber

gº: , ties in ſpite of the utmoſt efforts of the generals ſent from Rome to bring them again

:::::: b under ſubjećtion. He commanded the troops of his country twelve years, during

- which time he was often defeated, but always found means to repair his loſſes, and

renew the war with freſh vigour. His name in Theitus’s time was ſtill celebrated

| Dºw . by his country men in their ſongs". Pliny obſerves, that this year on the eighth of

º july a new iſland was formed near that of Delos in the archipelago 8.

ºld:

:gº:

º I N the beginning of the next year, M. Palerius Meſſalinus and M. Aurelius Cotta Agrippinº

º being conſuls, Agrippina arrived at Brunduſium with the aſhes of her deceaſed husband,º;
- - - y 7

º º and was received at her landing with tokens of the deepeſt ſorrow, not only by the Jºhill

º inhabitants of that, but of all the neighbouring cities, who had flocked to Brunduſium

º, to condole with her on ſo melancholy an occaſion. She no ſooner appeared on the

º: c ſhore, attended by her two children, Caius and julia, with the funeral urn in her

º: arms, and her eyes fixed on the ground, than the whole multitude burſt into tears ;

ſºn nothing was heard but groans, outcries, and lamentations, friends, relations, ſtran

gers, being equally affected at the fight of ſo moving an object. Tiberius had diſ

patched two praetorian cohorts to attend the remains of the deceaſed prince from Brun

tº. duſium to Rome, and ordered the magiſtrates of Calabria, Apulia and Campania to

ºisis pay their laſt offices to the memory of his ſon. The urn therefore was carried on the

º ſhoulders of the tribunes and centurions, and accompanied by the chief magiſtrates of

tºº, the places through which it paſſed, the lićtors of the deceaſed general marching

º: before it with their faſces reverſed (B). When the funeral proceſſion arrived at any

º: d Roman colony, the nobility in their beſt apparel, and the people in mourning, ſlew

º vićtims, erected altars, and burnt perfumes, teſtifying with loud lamentations their

:::::::: common ſorrow. The nearer they drew to Rome, the greater was the concourſe. How received.

º: At Terracina they were met by Druſus, the ſon of Tiberius, by Claudius, Germa

º: nicus's younger brother, and by ſuch of his children as had been left at Rome. At

*, *.* ſome diſtance from the city the conſcript fathers with the conſuls at their head, and

baſis, immenſe crouds of people, lined the road, through which the proceſſion paſſed, all

** drowned in tears, and teſtifying their grief with ſighs, in which flattery had no

º: ſhare, every one being well appriſed how real was the joy, how infincere was the grief

Tuck; of Tiberius. Neither he nor his mother Livia appeared abroad, either becauſe they

lſº c thought it below their grandeur to lament publicly, or through fear of betraying in s

*. their countenances ſome marks of joy amidſt the public lamentations (C). The .*

Owſ:

º: * Idem, c. 88. & Plin. l. ii. c. 87. -

*::::0 (B) This cuſtom of carrying the faſces reverſed in It is well known, that Virgil introduces in his poem

.** roken of grief is likewiſe mentioned by Pedo in his the cuſtoms that prevailed at Rome.

º elegy to Livia ; (C) Tacitus tells us, that neither in any hiſtorian,

ſº I' nor in the journals of the city, he could find, that

:* ºups primum vidi faſtes, in funere vidi, Antonia, the mother of Germanicus, bore any part

tº: Et vidi verſos, indiciumque mali, in the funeral, though Agrippina, Druſus, Claudius,

º and the other relations of the deceaſed, were there

** - And Statius : recorded by name. Perhaps ſhe was prevented by

º ſickneſs ; perhaps ſhe was ſenſible, that ſhe would

º verſ, ducunt inſgnibus ipſ, have ſunk under the we'ght of her ſorrow ; or elſe

º Grajugene rege, (88). - ſhe was detained by Tiberius, that he and Livia might

º ſeem to have followed her example, and the people

º Not only the lictors carried their faſces reverſed, but not think it ſtrange, that the grand-mother and uncle

º the ſoldiers their arms, as appears from the funeral had abſented themſelves when the mother had not

º proceſſion, which Virgil deſcribes on occaſion of the appeared , but aſcribe their abſence to the ſame cauſe,

º death of Pallas : viz. an equal afflićtion.

Tum maſa phalanx Teucrique ſequuntur,

Tyrrhenique duces, & verſis Arcades armis (89).

". (88) Stat. Thebaid, l. vi. (89) Virgil. Æneid, l. xi. v. 92, 93. -
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remains of the deceaſed were repoſited in the tomb of Auguſtus, the whole city attend- a

ing them to the field of Mars, where that ſtately monument was erected, and crying

aloud in the height of their grief, that the republic was utterly ruined, that no far

ther hope remained, as if they had forgot by whom they were governed. But

nothing offended Tiberius ſo much as the affection which the people ſhewed for Agrip

pina, calling her, The ornament of her country, the only blood of Auguſtus, a true pat

term of ancient virtue, and at the ſame time imploring the bleſſings of the gods for her

iſſue, that they might outlive the perſecutions of the wicked. As the people ſet no

bounds to their grief, he thought proper to check it by a public decree, exhorting

them to reſume their ſeveral vocations, and, as the Magnºſian games were at hand, to

indulge themſelves in their uſual diverſions, now they had by their lamentations given b

ſufficient vent to their grief. He urged the examples of the deified julius, and the

deified Auguſtus, who upon the loſs, the former of an only daughter, the latter of his

beloved grandſons, had both got the better of their ſorrow ; he put them alſo in mind

of the conſtancy with which the Roman people had formerly borne the ſlaughter of

their armies, the death of their generals, and the utter deſtrućtion of many noble

families, adding, that princes were mortal, but the commonwealth eternal. The

emperor's decree was immediately complied with, as to the external appearance; the

courts of juſtice were opened again, public affairs reſumed, and an end put to the

vacation. Druſus, who was come to Rome on purpoſe to attend the funeral, re

turned to the army in Illyricum ; which he had ſcarce reached, when Piſo appeared in c

the camp, hoping to find the young prince leſs incenſed againſt him for the death of

Druſus's artful a brother, than favourable to him for the removal of a rival. Druſus at their firſt meet

anſwer to Cne

ius Piſo.

Cn. Piſo ar

rives at Rome.

Is arraigned

Tiberius's

fpeech to the

Jenate on this

occaſion.

ing told him, that if the crime laid to his charge was true, he would be the firſt to

revenge it ; but that he hoped the current report was groundleſs, and that the death

of Germanicus would be pernicious to none. This declaration he made in public, and

carefully avoided all private interviews with Piſo. This artful anſwer, and the cautious

behaviour of a youth, otherwiſe frank and unwary, prompted moſt people to believe

that he had been inſtrućted beforehand by his father how to behave in ſo nice and

critical a conjunéture. Young Piſo, whom the father had ſent to Rome with inſtrućtions

how to ſoften the emperor, was received very kindly by him, and honoured with d

ſuch preſents as were uſually beſtowed on the ſons of governors, when they returned

from the provinces. This he did to ſhew himſelf utterly unbiaſed. In the mean

time news was brought that Martina, famous for the art of poiſoning, who, as we

have related above, had been ſent in cuſtody towards Rome, was found dead at Brun

duſium with poiſon bound up in the knots of her hair, but without any marks of

poiſon on her body. Whether her death was accidental, or procured by private

orders from Tiberius or Piſo, was never known. By her death the accuſers were

deprived of their chief evidence; for ſhe had ever lived in cloſe confidence with

Plancina, and the ſenate hoped to extort from her by force of torments a fincere con

feſſion of the crime, and a diſcovery of her accomplices. . Not long after Piſo arrived e

at Rome with his wife Plancina, and landed, as he had imbarqued at Narnia upon

the Nar, and thence ſailed into the Tiber, near the tomb of Auguſius, where the aſhes

of Germanicus had been lately repoſited. This with their inſolent behaviour height

ened the indignation of the people; for they both appeared with gay countenances,

and, attended with a numerous retinue, he of clients and domeſtics, and ſhe of women,

proceeded to their ſtately palace, which overlooked the forum, and was on occaſion

of their return magnificently adorned and illuminated. The night they paſſed in

rejoycings, having invited their friends and relations to a great banquet, with which

they ſolemnized their ſafe arrival. But the very next day Piſo was arraigned by Pitel

lius, Veranius, and others, who had attended Germanicus, before the emperor ; who f

after having heard in a private audience the charge of the accuſers, and the defence

of the accuſed, referred the intire cauſe to the ſenate, being well appriſed of the

refle&tions that would be caſt upon him, whether he condemned or abſolved the

accuſed. When the ſenate met for this great trial, Tiberius made a ſpeech full of

affected moderation ; he told the conſcript fathers, that Piſo had been his father's

lieutenant and friend, and lately appointed by himſelf, at the direétion of the ſenate,

to aſſiſt Germanicus in ſettling the affairs of the eaſt: whether he had there by his

haughtineſs and oppoſition provoked the young prince, and rejoiced at his death,

or wickedly procured it, they were then to judge with unbiaſed minds. If you find

him guilty, ſaid the emperor, of having only exceeded the bounds of his commiſ-g

5 ſion,
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a fion, and not ſubmitted to the will of his general, or even of having betrayed joy at

his death, and my afflićtion, I ſhall ever hate him, and baniſh him from my houſe ;

but cannot for private injuries exert the prince, and condemn him as a criminal. But

ty tºº. !

ſiÇg

º if you find him guilty of Germanicus's death, it is incumbent upon you to revenge

º it, and afford his children, and us his father and grandmother, the ſatisfaction of

º: ſeeing him puniſhed for ſuch an enormous attempt. Examine too with great care,

º* whether he endeavoured to debauch the army, whether he countenanced licentiouſ

º: neſs in the ſoldiery, or attempted to recover the province by force of arms. I have

º - juſt cauſe to be offended with the indiſcreet zeal of his accuſers: to what purpoſe

º: ſtrip the corps, and expoſe it naked to the eyes of the multitude : Why was it pro

†d tº b claimed among foreign nations, that he was taken off by poiſon, if all this was

ºgºn; ſtill doubtful, and remains to be examined I am grieved for the death of my ſon,

iſ the and ever ſhall lament ſo great a loſs; but far be it from me any ways to hinder the

º accuſed from doing all he can to ſhew his innocence, or even from expoſing and laying

ºf mind open the faults of Germanicus, if he had any faults. I beſeech you to proceed with the

gº ºf ſame impartiality: let not your regard to me miſlead you to take crimes for proved,

| Mt. becauſe they are committed againſt me. As for the accuſed, if he has any friends

| The or relations, let them exert their eloquence, and uſe their utmoſt endeavours to clear

Tº th: him from the crimes laid to his charge. Let his accuſers take the ſame pains to

II) tº convict him of the charge which is brought againſt him : by this means we ſhall be

ºil, R. c able to judge impartially, to abſolve the accuſed, if innocent ; to condemn him, if

ſºſtint guilty. Two days were then allowed to the accuſers to make good their charge, and

º ſix days after, three to the accuſed to make his defence. The articles of impeachment

#T:. brought againſt Piſo by Servaus, Peranius, and Vitellius, were, that he had permitted Articles of im

f: () a general licentiouſneſs in the army, and corrupted the common ſoldiers to that!º. ſº

tººth degree, that he was ſtyled by the moſt profligate father of the legions; that he hadÎ.”

º, ind abuſed in a moſt outrageous manner the friends of Germanicu, ; and laſtly, that by

º poiſon and witchcraft he had deſtroyed Germanicus himſelf, and borne arms againſ the

º: commonwealth ; inſomuch that they had been obliged to engage and defeat him

º: before they could bring him to his trial. He defended himſelf but weakly againſt
ºv- 4 d theſe accuſations ; only the charge of poiſoning Germanicus could not be ſufficiently

º : proved. However, the ſenate could not be perſuaded, that Germanicus had died a

º natural death ; and at the ſame time the people were heard crying aloud at the door
ſtſ." of the ſenate-houſe, that though the fathers abſolved the accuſed, yet he ſhould not

th: Tºm eſcape the puniſhment due to his crimes ; nay, they had already overturned the ſtatues

0, sº of Piſo, and would have dragged them to the ſcala Gemonia, the place where crimi

iſ nº nals were executed, had they not been reſcued by Tiberius’s orders. Theſe diſtur

º: bances induced the ſenate to put off the final deciſion of the cauſe ; and Piſo, that

prº he might not be expoſed to the outrages of the incenſed multitude, was conveyed to

swº his houſe in a litter, followed by a tribune of a praetorian cohort, whom ſome looked

ce wº e upon as a guard for his ſafety, others as the miniſter of his death.

º THE people were no leſs incenſed againſt Plancina than Piſo ; but ſhe having by Piſo abandoned

iſ: the ſecret ſolicitations of Lívia ſecured her own pardon, began by degrees to drop º his wife
º her husband, and to make a ſeparate defence, though ſhe had declared from the lancina.

:::::: - beginning, that ſhe would employ all her intereſt and favour with Livia in behalf of

hº both, and that by the ſame ſentence they ſhould both be either abſolved or condemned.

lſº This ſo diſheartened Piſo, who had placed more confidence in the intereſt of his wife,

º, than his own, that he was ſome time in ſuſpenſe whether he ſhould make any farther

º defence. But his ſon prevailed upon him to appear once more before the ſenate, and

*:: try whether he could move the fathers or Tiberius to compaſſion. But the ſenate proving

º f implacable, and the emperor carefully avoiding to ſhew even in his countenance the

%. leaſt mark of tenderneſs towards him in his diſtreſs, he returned home, as if he de

wº ſigned to prepare for his farther defence againſt the next day. But inſtead of that,

º: he wrote a letter to the emperor, which he ſealed, and delivered to his freedmen.

º: - He then bathed, according to the Roman cuſtom, and ſupped as uſual. His wife

t kept him company till the night was far ſpent, and then retired ; which ſhe had no

|d ſooner done, than Piſo ordered the door of the chamber to be ſhut, and was found His death.

tº: at break of day with his throat cut, and his ſword lying by him. Tacitus tells us,

iſ: that while he was a youth, he heard from ſome old men, that a bundle of writings

§ was frequently ſeen in Piſo's hands during his trial, which contained, as his friends

º, g conſtantly affirmed, the letters of Tiberius, ordering him to diſpatch Germanicus.

* V o L. V. N° 6, 5 L Theſe
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Theſe letters, ſaid they, he deſigned to lay before the ſenate, and accuſe the prince ;

but was diverted from it by Sejanus, who in the emperor's name promiſed him his

pardon : they added, that Piſo did not fall by his own hand, but by that of an exe

cutioner ſent privately by Tiberius to diſpatch him. Our hiſtorian tells us, that he

dares affirm neither of theſe things, but yet thought himſelf obliged to acquaint his

readers with ſuch relations (D). Tiberius fearing the death of Piſo might be imputed

to him, as if he had procured it to prevent farther diſcoveries, examined his domeſtics

in the ſenate about the circumſtances of his death, and then read the letter which

Piſo had written to him, imploring his protećtion for his ſons, whom he cleared from

having any ſhare in his late condućt, whatever it were. Of his wife Plancia he

ſaid nothing. One of his ſons had remained at Rome, and therefore could be no ways

acceſſary to his father’s guilt ; the other had indeed attended him into Syria, and

ſerved under him in the war he raiſed in the province ; but Tiberius would not allow

that to be imputed to him as a crime, alledging the orders of his father, which, he

ſaid, a ſon could not diſobey. As for Plancina, who was ſuppoſed to have been

more guilty than her husband, Tiberius openly declared, not without bluſhing, and

betraying great confuſion in his ſpeech and countenance, that at the earneſt intreaties

of his mother he could not help pleading for her, and aſſiſting her in her trial. How

ever, Vitellius and Veranius did not drop the proſecution ; but after they had in a trial,

which laſted two days, made the charge appear pretty plain, and ſilenced thoſe who

pleaded for the accuſed, ſhe eſcaped the puniſhment due to her crime by the indul

gence of the ſervile ſenate. For the conſul Aurelius Cotta being firſt asked his opinion

by the emperor, who colle&ted the voices himſelf, anſwered in the following terms ;

I am of opinion, that the name of Piſo be razed out of the conſular faſli or tables,

part of his eſtate forfeited, and part granted to his ſon Cneius upon his changing that

name ; that his ſon Marcus be driven out of the ſenate, baniſhed for ten years, and

allowed out of his father's eſtate only fifty thouſand great feſterces; as to Plancina,

I think ſhe ſhould be pardoned at the requeſt of Livia. This ſentence ſeemed too

rigorous to the emperor with reſpect to Piſo's children and memory ; he therefore

would not allow his name to be ſtruck out of the conſular tables, ſaying, that the name

of Marc Antony, who had made war upon his country, and that of his ſon Julius An

tonius, who had by adultery diſhonoured the houſe of Auguſtus, remained ſtill there.

He likewiſe delivered Marcus Piſo from the infamy of being diveſted of his dignity,

and left him his paternal inheritance intire. He alſo oppoſed the motion of Valerius

Meſſalinus, who was for erecting a golden ſtatue in the temple of Mars the avenger,

and that of Calcina Severus, who propoſed building an altar to Revenge. Such monu

ments, he ſaid, were fit to be raiſed for vićtories over a foreign enemy ; but domeſtic

evils were either to be buried in oblivion, or remembered with grief (E). As the

emperor had ſhewn great favour to Plancina and her children, to maintain the opinion

of an impartial judge, a few days after the trial he moved in the ſenate, that kitellius,

Veranius, and Servaus, who had accuſed Piſo, might be rewarded ; and they were

accordingly preferred to pontifical honours”.

THE death of Germanicus being thus revenged, Druſus, who had returned from

Illyricum to be preſent at the trial, was honoured with an ovation, which, though

decreed him the year before for having ſettled peace in Germany, he had poſtponed

till the trial was over. A few days after died his mother Kipſania, of all the chil

Tiberius fl

vours the chil

dren and ºne

mory of Piſo.

h Tacit. l. iii. c. 1–19.

(D) Suetonius writes, that he narrowly eſcaped nia, Agrippina, and Druſus, for having revenged the

being torn in pieces by the populace, and was con- death of Germanicus, but omitted to mention Clau

demned to death by the ſenate (90). Dion ſays, dius the brother of the deceaſed prince. Whereupon

that he was brought into the ſenate by Tiberius him

ſelf, who deſired that he might have time to pre

pare for his defence, and that he laid violent hands

on himſelf. But according to Tacitus, the ſentence

was not awarded againſt him till after his death ;

neither does that writer ſay, that he laid violent hands

on himſelf, but only that he was found with his

throat cut, and his ſword lying by him.

(E) Meſſalinus added to his motion, that public

thanks ſhould be rendered to Tiberius, Livia, Anto

Lucius Aſprenas asked him, whether he had omitted

him deſignedly ; and then Mºſſalinus ſubjoined the

name of Claudius too. This ſhews how little regard

was then paid to Claudius : and indeed he was de

ſpiſed and neglected by all, and thought incapable of

any public employment. But for all this, fortune

reſerved the ſovereignty to him, and we ſhall ſee

him one day, notwithſtanding the weakneſs both of

his body and mind, maſter of the Roman empire.

(90) Suet, in Calig. c. 2.

––––

dren
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a dren of Agrippa, the only one, ſays Tacitus, who died a natural death (F). The Viſpania the

-- ſame year Tacfarinas, who had been ſome time before defeated by Furius Camillus,º of Dru

** as we have related above, renewed the war in Africa, but was obliged by L. Afro- i.....

mius, who had ſucceeded Camilius in the government of that province, to ſhelter new, ſº war,

himſelf again in the deſerts. A Roman cohort having on this occaſion given ground ºut is lºcateſ.

at the firſt onſet, the proconſul cauſed every tenth man of that cowardly body to be

executed ; which exemplary rigour, at this time very rare, had ſo good an effect on

the reſt, that a numerous body of the enemy was ſoon after put to flight by a

detachment of no more than five hundred veterans, and their numerous army utterly

routed by another detachment commanded by Apronius Cºſſanus, the proconfu's ſon.

b This year AZmilia Lepida, deſcended from one of the moſt illuſtrious families in ſome,

and beſides great grand-daughter to Sylla and Pompey, and once deſigned for the wife

* of Lucius Cæſar, and for the daughter-in-law of Auguſtuſ, was charged with impoſing 1. trial ºf

** upon her husband Publius ºffirinius a ſuppoſititious child, with adultery, and with Æinill. Lº
Jºſ! conſulting the Chaldeans about the fate of the imperial family, which was a capital Pº”

ºi crime. Her brother Manius Lepidus undertook her defence, Tiberius behaving on

riſks this occaſion with ſuch ſubtlety, that it was impoſſible to diſcover his real ſentiments.

hºw: At firſt he begged the ſenators not to meddle with the articles of treaſon, and ſoon

ºil, after charged Marcus Servilius to produce thoſe very proofs which he pretended to

kº fuppreſs : he would not ſuffer the ſlaves of Lepida to be examined by torture as to

º: c the articles of treaſon, nor his ſon Druſus, though conſul elect, to vote firſt, left the

º reſt ſhould think themſelves obliged to follow his example. However, the ſlaves of

ºſſi; Iepiia confeſſing upon the rack, that ſhe had impoſed upon her husband a ſuppoſiti

gº tious child, and even attempted to poiſon him, ſhe was condemned to perpetual

3 ºf baniſhment ; but at the requeſt of Scaurus, who had had a daughter by her, either

º, Id before her marriage with Quirinius, or after her divorce, her eſtate was not confiſ.

Jºliº, - cated. After ſhe was condemned, Tiberius told the ſenators, that he had learnt from

º the ſlaves too of her husband Quirinius, that ſhe had attempted to poiſon him .

*::::: Suetonius tells us, that ſhe had committed the crimes, for which ſhe was at this time

condemned, twenty years before ; but Tacitus only ſays, that ſhe was proſecuted by

d her husband even after their divorce ; which drew compaſſion upon her, however

guilty and infamous. This year Tiberius ſoftened the rigour of the ſaw Pa ia Popped, The ſºverity ºf

which, as we have related above, loaded thoſe with heavy fines who did not marry " " '}}."
sº - - - Porº Yea ſoftº: at a certain age. But great numbers of Romans chufing faller to pay the ſaid fines, ...” fºſ

º than incumber themſelves with a family, ſo that the law ſerved only to inrich the

º exchequer, Tiberius with great diſintereſtedneſs appointed five perſons, who had been

º formerly conſuls, five who had been praetors, with ten other ſenators, to examine

... all the regulations made before his time againſt celibacy. Theſe explained

º the intricacies of the laws enacted againſt a ſingle life, which the pleaders, that is, the

º lawyers of thoſe days, laid hold of to undo many noble families ; and at the ſame

* e time they qualified the rigour of the ancient law by leſſening the fines, which, accord

; : ing to the regulations of Auguſius, every man was to pay, who did not marry at a

- certain age. This, as Tacitus obſerves, was ſome relief to the city, the number of

dº laws proving as great an evil as the crimes, for the reſtraining of which they were

ſº enacted. Towards the end of this year, Nero, Germanicus's eldeſt ſon, being now

* of age, Tiberius recommended him to the ſenate, that he might ſtand for the quaeſtor

;: ſhip five years ſooner than the laws direéted, which, as we may well imagine, was

readily granted, as alſo a place in the college of pontifis. The firſt day he entered

the forum in his manly robe, a donative of corn and money was diſtributed by

º: Siberias to the populace, overjoyed to ſee a ſon of Germanicus now of age. Their

* i -

º Iden), c. 22, 23. Suet. in Tib. c. 49.

rºd

3 : (F) Agrippa had three wives, viz. Pomponia, the Lucius Caſars, Agrippa Poſhumus, Agrippina, and

gº daughter of Atticus, Marcella, the daughter of Oºta- julia, Caius and Lucius were ſuppoſed to have been

* via, and julia. By Pomponia he had Viſpania the poiſoned ; Agrippina periſhed by hunger, and Poſt

º: mother of Druſus, mentioned here by Tacitus ; Mar- humus Agrippa by the ſword ; but as to julia, ſhe

tº: cella likewiſe orought him children, if Suetonius is died a natural death according to the account which

.* to be credited ; but as we find no farther menton Tacitus himſelf gives of it (91); though he tells us

*:: made of them, we conclude that they died very in this place, that Piſpania was of all the children of

ſº young : by julia he had five children, Caius and Agrippa the only one who died a natural death.

(91) Tacit, ammal. l. iv.

º - - Joy
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joy was doubled by his marriage with julia the daughter of Druſus ; but ſoon after a

the people ſaw with the utmoſt concern and indignation the daughter of Sejanus be

trothed to young Druſus, the nephew of Germanicus, and ſon ofClaudius, who reigned

after Caligula. By this match the Claudian family ſeemed in a manner degraded,

and Sejanus, whoſe power and credit with the emperor was already too great, raiſed

ſtill higher. But a few days after Druſus died at Pompeii by a very ſtrange accident,

being choaked by a pear, which ſtuck in his throat, as in play he threw it up in the

air, and catched it in his mouth ".

THE following year Tiberius was conſul the fourth time, and Druſus the ſecond ;

but Tiberius, ſoon after he had reſumed the faſces, under pretence of his health,

retired to Campania, either with a deſign to accuſtom himſelf by degrees to live out b

of Rome, or to leave Druſus the honour of diſcharging that office alone. Not long

after his departure he wrote to the ſenate, acquainting them that Tacfarinas had raiſed

new diſturbances in Africa, and exhorting them to chuſe a proconſul to be ſent into

that province equal to the war with which it was threatened. Upon the receipt of this

letter the fathers met, but inſtead of naming a governor themſelves, decreed that the

appointing of a proper perſon for the government of Africa ſhould be left to the

emperor. On this occaſion Caecima Severus made a ſpeech againſt any magiſtrate's

carrying his wife with him into his province ; but being oppoſed by Valerius Meſa

linus, and Druſus himſelf, his motion was over-ruled (G). The next time the ſenate

met, a letter was preſented to them from Tiberius, wherein after complaining of them c

for caſting upon him the care of all public affairs, he named M. Lepidus and junius

Blaſus, leaving it to them to chuſe for the proconſulate of Africa which of the two

they pleaſed. Hereupon Blaſtis was choſen, Lepidus excuſing himſelf with great earn

eſtneſs, and pleading his infirmities, the tender age of his children, and a daughter

who was marriageable. There was another reaſon too, ſays Tacitus, which, tho’

not mentioned by Lepidus, was underſtood : Blaſus was uncle to Sejanus, and there

Death of Dru

ſus, nephew to

Germanicus.

Tiberius goes

into Campania.

| Tacit. c. 29. Suet. in Claud. c. 27.

(G) Carina introduced this motion with a long

\ preamble, that he lived in perfect concord with his

wife, and had ſix children by her; but nevertheleſs

t had pračtiſed himſelf, though he had ſerved forty

| years in different provinces, what he offered to the

- public. He ſaid, that it had not without cauſe been

provided of old, that women ſhould not be carried

into the countries of confederate or foreign nations,

ſince they introduced luxury in peace, retarded war

with their fears, and made the Roman armies on

their march reſemble thoſe of the barbarians. Wo

men, ſaid he, are not only tender and unfit to bear

fatigues; but, if not reſtrained, cruel, ambitious, and

greedy of power. They even march among the

ſoldiers, and are attended and obeyed by the centu

º rions. A woman has lately acted the chief part at

t the exerciſe of the cohorts, and the evolutions of

the legions. Beſides, you well know, conſcript fa

thers, that as often as any of the magiſtrates are ac

cuſed of plundering the provinces. their wives are

always concerned in the guilt. To them the moſt

profigate in the provinces immediately apply ; by

them all affairs are undertaken and tranſacted. They

are no leſs reſpected than their husbands, have the

| ſame court paid them, are equally obeyed, may more

readily obeyed, their orders being generally more

imperious. This authority in women was formerly

reſtrained by the Oppian and other laws ; but now

* * they rule without controul, not only their families,

- but the forum, the courts of juſtice, and even the

armies. To this ſpeech, which was applauded by

ſome, but diſliked by the far greater part, Valerius

t Meſſalinus anſwered, that many of the inſtitutions of

their forefathers were changed for the better; that

women were ſo far from burdening the provinces,

that they were no burden to their own husbands;

that in time of peace they proved no incumbrance

to them, but a great relief after the fatigues of war,

to which it was not proper they ſhould attend their

husbands. As to the pride, cruelty, and ambition,

to which ſome of them had given a looſe, he an

ſwered, that if on that account none were to be al

lowed to accompany their husbands into the pro

vinces, no governors ought, according to that ine

thod of reaſoning, be ſent thither, ſince ſome of

them had proved cruel, haughty, rapacious, &c.

The Oppian laws, he ſaid, were once judged neceſ

ſary, and their ſeverity thought expedient for the

ſtate; but afterwards their rigour was ſoftened, and

that too was judged expedient for the public good.

As to the wives being acceſſory to the guilt of their

husbands, the latter, he ſaid, ought to bear the

blame ; but he thought it very hard, that for the

too great compliance of one or a few weak huſ

bands, all the reſt ſhould be deprived of the comfort

and relief which the fellowſhip of their wives, the

natural partners of their good and bad fortune, af

forded them. He added, that the ſex, weak by na

ture, would be thus left defenceleſ, a prey to their

own paſſions, and expoſed to the temptations of

thouſands, who would make it their buſineſs to ſt

duce them ; whereof the natural conſequence in an

abſence of many years was to every one obvious,

ſince the marriage-bed was ſcarce preſerved unde

filed under the eye of the husband. He concluded

his ſpeech with exhorting the fathers ſo to redreſs the

evils abroad, as not to negle&t the diſorders at home.

Druſus approved of this ſpeech; and having alledged

the example of Auguſtus, who travelled moſtly ac

companied with Livia, added, that he himſelf had

taken a progreſs to Illyricum, and was ready, if it

were thought expedient, to viſit other nations; but

not without uneaſineſs, if he were to be torn from

his dear wife, by whom he had ſo many children.

For theſe reaſons, it they deſerve that name, the

motion of Cecina was defeated (91).

(92) Tacit. c. 34.

fore
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a fore as his intereſt prevailed, Lepidus declined ſtanding in competition with him k.

The moderation and mildneſs with which Druſus governed during his father’s abſence,

encouraged ſome ſenators to apply to him for redreſs to an evil which was by degrees

grown unſupportable. The ſtatues of the emperor were become ſančtuaries to profii-statue of the

gates, who laying hold of them, might with impunity threaten, and wantonly inſult emperºr, e

whom they pleaſed, not even a maſter being allowed to puniſh a ſlave for the invec

tives he had uttered againſt him, while he held the emperor's ſtatue. Againſt this

abuſe Caius Seftius, a ſenator, ſpoke with great vehemence, as he had been lately

abuſed in a moſt outrageous manner by one Annia Rufilla, whom he had got con

demned for forgery. To put a ſtop to this diſorder, Druſus ſummoned Rufilla before

his tribunal; and finding her guilty of uttering invečtives againſt Seſiius under ſhelter

of the emperor’s ſtatue, he committed her to priſon. The puniſhment of this profli

gate woman, and that of two Roman knights, Conſidius AEquus and Calius Curſor,

who had forged a charge of treaſon againſt the praetor Magius Cæcilianus, gained

Druſus the affe&tions of the people, and made them overlook his love of pleaſure,

come ſanctua

ries.

Druſus re

dreſſes this evil.

Antiſtius Ve

and the luxury in which he lived, ſpending the day at the ſhews of gladiators, and tº "it".

the greater part of the night in revels and banquets. Antiſtius Vetus, a principal

nobleman of Macedon, being tried for adultery, during Druſus’s adminiſtration, was

abſolved; which highly offended Tiberius, who wrote a letter to the ſenate, reproach

ing the judges, and ordering them to recall Vetus, and try him for treaſon, as a

diſturber of the public peace, and confederate with the late king Rheſtuporis, when

having killed his nephew Cotys, whom Tacitus through miſtake calls his brother, he

deſigned to make war upon Rome. The charge of treaſon, ſays our hiſtorian,

proved in thoſe days the ſum and bulwark of all accuſations whatſoever, and was the

moſt effectual means of making ſure of the criminal. Vetus was therefore condemned

to perpetual baniſhment, and to his ſentence was added, that he ſhould be confined

to an iſland, neither in the neighbourhood of Macedon, nor of Thrace. The troubles,

which began about this time in Thrace, prompted the judges, or rather Tiberius, to

add this clauſe. For the Odryſians, and other warlike nations of Thrace, being diſ

ſatisfied with the government of Rhemetalceſ, to whom Ziberius had given that part

d of Thrace, which his father Rheſcuporis had held, and much more with the govern

ment of Trebellienus Rufus, whom Tiberius had appointed guardian to the ſons of

And condemn

ed.

Cotys, who were minors, openly revolted ; and having committed dreadful ravages, 4 revolt in

beſieged Rhemetalces in the city of Philippopolis. But diviſions ariſing among them,

Publius Welleius, whom ſome writers take to be the hiſtorian Welleius Paterculus ',

marching againſt them from the neighbouring province, where he commanded, de

feated them, and obliged them, without loſing a ſingle man, to abandon the ſiege in.

Thrace ſup

preſſed.

THE ſame year the Gauls, no longer able to bear the heavy tributes with which T, Gaul, re.

they were loaded, and the cruelty and pride of their governors, attempted to ſhake volt.

off the Roman yoke, being ſtirred up by julius Florus, a native of Treves, and

e julius Sacrovir, a leading man among the Ædui, that is, thoſe of Autun. The An

decavi and Turonii, that is, the inhabitants of Angers and Tour, firſt took up arms ;

but the former were ſoon reduced by Acilius Aviola at the head of a cohort drawn

from the gariſon of Lugdunum or Lions, and the latter by the ſame Aviola with a

detachment ſent him by Viſellius Varro governor of Lower Germany. julius Florus,

having attempted in vain to debauch a body of horſe which had been raiſed by the

Romans at Treves, made to the foreſt of Ardea, attended by a rabble of his own clients

and followers; but finding all the paſſes beſet by Viſellius Varro and Caius Silius, he

was obliged to venture a battle with his countryman julius Indus, whom the Romans

had ſent forward with a choſen body of men, as one who was well acquainted with the

f roads, and a declared enemy to Florus. Indus put him to flight at the firſt onſet,

and by purſuing him from place to place, reduced him to ſuch ſtreights, that finding

no other means to avoid falling into the hands of his implacable enemy, he put an

end to his life with his own ſword. By his death the inſurreótion of Treves was quelled. Julius Florus,

But that of the Fdui gave the Roman generals no ſmall uneaſineſs, Sacrovir, the chief ºf ºrig

author of it, having raiſed an army of forty thouſand men, and made himſelf maſter
leaders of the

revolt,is routed,

of Auguſtodunum or Autun, the capital of the nation, where he found and ſeized all and lie, yi,

the young nobility of Gaul, hoping by that means to engage their parents and own ...?

relations in his intereſt. A contention which aroſe between the two Roman generals

* Idem, c. 35. * Voss, hiſt. Lat. l. i. c. 24. m Tacit. c. 36, 37.

V o L. V. N9 6. 5 M about
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about the command of the army, gave him time to prepare for a vigorous defence, a

At length Varro, who was old and infirm, yielding to Silius, who was vigorous, and

in the flower of his age, the troops began their march, and advancing towards Au

guſtodunum, were met by Sacrovir twelve miles from that city. Whereupon an

engagement enſuing, the Gauls were routed with great ſlaughter, and Sacrovirobliged

Sacrovir the to fly firſt to Auguſtodunum, and thence to a neighbouring town, where he ſlew himſelf,

ºff. *.the and thoſe who attended him one another, after having ſet fire to the place, by which

3.º:: it was reduced to aſhes. Our hiſtorian obſerves, that when news of this inſurrečtion

zºanzere in Gaul was brought to Rome, the beſt men were grieved for the ſake of their

country, but many rejoiced in their own dangers, and in hatred to Tiberius wiſhed

ſucceſs to the common enemy ". b

When the inſurrečtion was intirely ſuppreſſed, Tiberius wrote to the ſenate, ac

quainting them with the riſe, progreſs, and concluſion of the war ; he added, that

it was brought to a happy iſſue by the fidelity and bravery of his lieutenants directed

by his counſels. As ſome had complained of him for not going in perſon to ſup

Tiberius, rea-preſs it, in the ſame letter he yielded reaſons why neither he nor Druſus had, during

ſºn for not thoſe commotions, offered to ſtir out of Italy, telling them, that the Roman empire

: .tº was an immenſe body, and that it was below the dignity of princes, upon the revolt

“ of one or two cities, to abandon the capital, whence proper directions were ſent

to govern the whole ; but nevertheleſs, that he would viſit thoſe nations, and ſettle

them, fince they were again brought under ſubjećtion; which before would have been c

doing them too much honour, as if he had not been able to conquer them by his lieu

tenants. The ſenate decreed vows, ſupplications, and the other uſual honours on

ſuch occaſions; but Cornelius Dolabella, a notorious flatterer, moved, that Tiberius,

on his return from Campania, ſhould be honoured with an ovation. This ridiculous

motion occaſioned a letter from the emperor, wherein he declared, that he was not

ſo deſtitute of glory as to hunt after empty honours in his old age for a ſhort progreſs

in the neighbourhood of Rome, after having in his youth vanquiſhed moſt warlike

nations, and either enjoyed or deſpiſed many triumphs. This year Publius Sulpicius

Quirinius, whom St. Luke calls Cyrenius, dying at Rome, Tiberius wrote to the ſenate,

P. Quirinius, deſiring that he might be honoured with a public funeral. He was a native of Lanu-d

honoured with vium, a municipal town ; but though of a mean deſcent, had raiſed himſelf by his

º valour to the higheſt poſts in the army, and had been honoured by Auguſtus, firſt

- with the conſulſhip, and afterwards with the enſigns of triumph for driving the

Homonadenſes out of their ſtrong-holds in Cilicia. Upon the diſgrace of Marcus Lol

lius he was appointed governor to Caius Cæſar then employed in ſettling the affairs

of Armenia, in which high ſtation he made uſe of all his intereſt in behalf of Tiberius

then at Rhodes, and by degrees reconciled the young prince to him. Theſe kind

offices Tiberius now remembered, and extolled them in his letter to the ſenate, in

veighing at the ſame time againſt Lollius as the author of the miſunderſtanding between

him and Caius. When Archelaus, the ſon of Herod, was depoſed by Auguſtus, Qui- e

rinius was appointed governor of Syria, and ordered to ſeize the country, which Ar

chelaus had held, and reduce it to a Roman province ; which he did accordingly,

taxing the jews according to the eſtimate of their eſtates, which had been made eleven

years before by Sentius Saturninus. The ſenate readily complied with the requeſt of

Tiberius as to the funeral of Quirinius, though they had no great reſpect for his memory

on account of his covetouſneſs, his great credit with the emperor, and above all, for

his proſecuting Æmilia Lepida in the manner we have related above 9. At the end

Q. Lutorius, of the year Druſus falling fick, Caius Lutorius Priſcus, a Roman knight, thinking the

*** diſtemper would prove mortal, compoſed a poem bewailing his death, and out of

vanity read it in the houſe of P. Petronius in the preſence of Vitellia, mother-in-law f

to Petronius, and of other women of great diſtinétion. As Rome ſwarmed with in

formers, the poet was immediately accuſed of this before the ſenate; all the ladies,

who had heard him, were ſummoned to appear againſt him, and frightened into a

confeſſion, except Pitellia, who maintained to the laſt with great firmneſs, that ſhe

had heard nothing. But more credit being given to thoſe who depoſed againſt him,

Haterius Agrippa, who as conſul eleēt, voted firſt, declared, that in his opinion he

ought to be puniſhed with death ; Lepidus was for condemning him to perpetual

baniſhment, and confiſcating his eſtate. But of all the conſulars, Rubellius Blandus

* Idem, c. 40–47. * Idem, c. 48. Stras. 1. xii. Dio, l. lvii. Joseph. antiq 1. i. & ii.

alone
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Cli, in ! a -alone voting with Lepidus, and the reſt with Agrippa, Priſcus was conveyed to priſon,

sº. and immediately put to death. To what a deplorable ſtate of ſlavery was Rome condemned.and

º already reduced But Lutorius's real crime was, it ſeems, his having compoſed a txecuted.

º: poem on the death of Germanicus, which had been ſo well received, that Tiberius

tº could not help rewarding him for it ". The emperor, who was ſtill in Campania,

º behaved on this occaſion with his uſual ambiguity ; for in a letter, which he wrote

ſº to the ſenate, he commended their zeal in thus puniſhing the ſlighteſt injuries done to

0 ºr the prince; but at the ſame time intreated them not to be ſo haſty in puniſhing words:

º: he praiſed Lepidus, blamed not Agrippa. His ſeeming to diſapprove of this ſudden

! execution gave riſe to a famous decree of the ſenate, viz. that their orders ſhould not His haſ ex

ºb be carried to the treaſury (H), nor the condemned perſon executed, in leſs than ten tºº.
lº, 1. - - - - - - - - - • * - - * * * - - iſe

d º days. But no criminals reaped any benefit from this reſpite in Tiberius's reign, his cruelZºº”

º and revengeful temper being never ſoftened by time, as Tacitus well obſerves 4.

º THE following year, Caius Sulpitius Galba and Decimus Haterius Agrippa beingcon

º -ſuls, Caius Bibulus, one of the aediles moved, that ſome regulation might be made

º; againſt luxury, which in ſpite of the ſumptuary laws was grown to a monſtrous exceſs

º in the expence of entertainments, in the number of domeſtics, in the quantity of gold

º: and ſilver plate, of pićtures, ſtatues, precious ſtones, &c. The motion was ſeconded

º by the other'aediles, who made long deſcants on the miſchievous conſequences of the
lºſt; growing evil. The fathers heard them with patience, but referred the whole matter

º c to Tiberius; which occaſioned a letter from him to the conſcript fathers, wherein after
isk: commending the zeal of the aediles, he owned, that the exceſſes they complained of

gº required a regulation, that the prevailing evil ought to be checked by the ſevereſt Tiberius re.

º, laws; but nevertheleſs, if ſuch laws were enaćted, even thoſe who now cenſure at ſºft, . º;
ill; their entertainments, and in their converſations, the profuſe luxury of the times, º,º.

Wis ſt would be the firſt to complain, that the ſtate was utterly undone, that ſhares were

ºgº laid for every noble and wealthy family, and that all men would become the prey of
twº: informers. In the end of his letter, he told them, that if any of the magiſtrates would

ºft. undertake to put a ſtop to ſo great an evil, he ſhould have both his praiſes and thanks

kº, for eaſing him of part of his burden; but that as to himſelf, he would not take upon

cºlº d him that odious task: Believe me, conſcript fathers, ſaid he, I am not fond of being

ºff tº the objećt of the public hatred ; I have already enemies enow; let me not therefore,

º: I intreat you, wantonly and vainly raiſe more by ſuch regulations as promiſe no

ºring tº advantage to you or to me. The ſenate, upon reading the emperor's letter, ordered

ºil. the aediles to proceed no farther in that matter. Tiberius, by thus reječting the projećt

he iſ: - -

º P Tacit. c. 49. Dio, l. lvii. p. 616,617. * Tacit. c. 51. Dio, ibid. p. 617. Suet. in Tib.

iſ ki: c. 75.

ate, 3 (H) In the treaſury were lodged the public re- be deceived (96); and in Calpurnius Flaccus, who

betw: giſters, and the decrees of the ſenate, which, till wrote long before Theodoſius's time, Let the puniſh

º: entered there, had neither the force nor name of ment of a raviſher ée deferred thirty days (97). As

wº decrees, but were called the orders or authority of the there is no reconciling teſtimonies ſo evidently op

ić. fênate, as is evident from Cicero, Dion Caffus, and poſite and contradićtory, and on the other hand we

º, other ancient writers. This decree of the ſenate, have innumerable inſtances of tranſcribers miſtakin: - g

* by which it was provided, that no perſon condemned numbers, we ſhall with the moſt judicious critics
t ºf ſhould be executed til the tenth day after ſentence impute to them the preſent diſagreement among au

º: pronounced, was obſerved by Caligula, even with thors. Perhaps in tranſcribing the declamations of

Yſ" reſpect to thoſe whom he himſelf ſentenced to Quintilian and Calpurnius in or after Theodoſius's

; : death (93), and probably by all the ſucceeding em- time, they adapted them to the law which that
it3. perors to the time of Theodoſius the Great, who emperor had enaëted. Baronius pretends, that the

t º granted twenty days more to thoſe who were con- ten days reprieve extended to all criminals, by what

ſº demned (94), either by the prince, or the ſenate (95). judge ſoever condemned; and thence infers, that Pi

º This we find is the general opinion, an opinion, late tranſgreſſed the law of his prince in cauſing our

*::1: without all doubt, well grounded, ſince Tacitus, Dion Saviour to be crucified as ſoon as he had pronounced

º Caſus, Suetonius and Sºneta affirm, in txpreſs terms, ſentence againſt him (98). But it is manifeſt from

| ". that Tiberius granted ten days reſpite to criminals after Gothofredus in his comments upon the Theodoſian

:3 ſentence, and the more modern writers unanimouſly code, that neither the decree of Tiberius, nor the

ºf 4 aſcribe to Theodoſius the thirty days reprieve. But law of Theodoſius, extended to the magiſtrates in the

.. on the other hand, we read in Quintilian, who provinces till the time of Nicéphorus Botoniates, who
tº: flouriſhed about this time, the following words: ordered all judges and magiſtrates to conform to the

º, The law forbidding a criminal to be executed till after law of Theodoſius (99).

thirty days was wiftly eſtabliſhed, ſeeing the accuſer may

t

!!!

º

(93). Senec. de tranq. c. 14, p. 3; 1.(96) Quintil, declamat. 303. p. 3

Th, tom. 3. p. 307.

(94). In l. ſ. vindicari, c. de panis.

(97) Calpur. Flace declamat. 25.

(95) sil. i. i. epiń. 7.

(98) Baron, ammal. 34. (99) Cod.

of
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of reforming luxury, which would have proved an inexhauſtible fund of crimes, im

peachments, and confiſcations, gained the fame of moderation among the nobility,

with whoſe wealth the accuſers would not have failed to inrich themſelves, had the

emperor either inforced the ancient, or enaëted new ſumptuary laws r. Soon after

Druſus in: , Tiberius wrote another letter to the ſenate, deſiring the tribunitial power for Druſuſ,

jº,# the which the fathers granted with the more refined flattery as they had foreſeen this

º“ requeſt: ſtatues were decreed both to Tiberius and Druſus, altars were erected to the

gods, arches raiſed, &c. M. Silanus moved, that for the future not the names of the

conſuls, but of thoſe who exerciſed the tribunitial power, ſhould be prefixed to all

public and private records ; Haterius Agrippa, that the decrees of that day ſhould

be written in letters of gold, and hung up in the ſenate. Thus the lords of the

The debaſe. Roman ſenate, who once headed mighty armies, raiſed and depoſed great kings,

ºnt ºf the beſtowed or took away empires, were by degrees changed into mean ſlaves, and
ſenate. become by their infamous flattery an objećt of deriſion and contempt to all foreign

nations, nay to that very prince, whoſe favour they ſtrove to gain by diſgracing them

ſelves. Druſus, who was then in Campania, probably with his father, wrote to the

ſenate, returning them thanks for the tribunitial power with which they had inveſted

him ; but did not condeſcend to come to Rome, as was expected, to receive it. Soon

after Servius Maluginenſis, who, as prieſl of jupiter, was not allowed to leave Italy,

nay, to ſleep one night out of Rome, demanding the government of Aſia, and his ſuit

being oppoſed by Lentulus the augur, and others, the affair was referred to Tiberius,

who in his anſwer to the ſenate poſtponing the pretenſions of the prieſt of jupiter, mo

derated the honours which had been decreed to Druſus with the tribunitial power,

and particularly cenſured the motion of the golden letters, as contrary to the cuſtom

The number of of Rome. As the liberty of inſtituting ſančtuaries and privileged places at pleaſure

ſºariº left had long ſince prevailed among the Greek cities, and filled their temples with fugitive
ſened. ſlaves, debtors, and criminals, Tiberius this year referred to the ſenate the examining

of the privileges which thoſe cities enjoyed, and the grants on which they werefounded.

The ſenate and conſuls, after having heard the Greek deputies, and carefully ſearched

into the validity of their ſeveral pretenſions, utterly ſuppreſſed ſome ſanétuaries, and

either limited the extent, or abridged the privileges and immunities of others, order

ing the decree they enacted on this occaſion to be engraved on braſs, and hung up

in the temples of Greece'. Suetonius tells us, that Tiberius abſolutely ſuppreſſed all

Livia's illneſ. ſančtuaries throughout the whole Roman empire . Not long after Livia being ſeized

Tiberius re. with a dangerous diſtemper, Tiberius haſtened back to Rome; ſince the mother and

turns to Rome, ſon either ſtill lived in perfect amity, or cunningly diſguiſed their mutual hatred: the

latter was commonly believed at Rome ; for Livia having not long before dedicated

a ſtatue to Augrſtus, and placed her own name before that of Tiberius, the emperor

was thought to have grievouſly reſented this as an undervaluing the majeſty of the

prince, but to have ſmothered his reſentment with a deep diſfimulation. However

that be, the ſenate upon her illneſs decreed ſupplications to the gods, with the celebra

tion of the great Roman games for her recovery, and betrayed on this occaſion ſuch a

other inſtance, mean ſpirit of ſervitude, that Tiberius himſelf was aſhamed of their vile debaſement,

of the ſºrºile and ſcandalous ſubmiſſions a. The next time the ſenate met, Caius Silamus, proconſul

ſºliºſ” of Aſia, Caſius Cordus, proconſul of Crete, and Lucius Ennius, a Roman knight, were
ſenate. accuſed before them, the two firſt of robbing the public, and the other of treaſon

for having uſed as the current coin a piece of ſilver, on which was engraved the

effigies of Tiberius. To the charge of rapine and extortion againſt Silamus and Cordus,

that none of their friends or relations might dare to plead for them in their trial,

articles of treaſon were ſubjoined, a ſure bar, ſays Tacitus, to all aſſiſtance, and a ſeal

upon their lips. They were both found guilty of male-adminiſtration and extortion,

and condemned to perpetual baniſhment, and their eſtates declared confiſcated. But

clius sinus Cneius Lentulus moving, that the eſtate of Silamus deſcending to him from his mother

andCrſiusCor- Cornelia, who was related to the Caſars, might be reſtored to his ſon, Tiberius ap

dus condemned proved of, and aſſented to, the motion: nay, he even mitigated the rigour of the

ſentence which the ſenate had pronounced againſt him, alledging, that the iſland of

Gyarus, to which they had confined him, was an unhoſpitable place, and deſtitute of

inhabitants, and begging, that in favour of the junian family, and in regard of his

ſiſter Torquata, a veſtal of an unblemiſhed charaćter, they would allow him for the

* Tacit, ibid. c. 52–55. • Idem, c. 55. Supt. in Tib. c. 37. * Idem, c. 64.

place
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a place of his exile the iſland of Cythera. This the ſenators readily granted at the

requeſt of the prince, who by this affected ſhew of clemency pretended to cover the

artifice and violence which he had employed to deſtroy the unhappy proconſul (I).

To what place Cordus was confined, we are not told. As for L. Ennius, the emperor

judged the charge brought againſt him frivolous, and therefore would not allow him

to be tried as a criminal. Whereupon Ateius Capito, with an affected ſpirit of liberty,

cried out, that the emperor intrenched upon the privileges of the ſenate; that all in- Tº infamon.

juries done to the prince were public injuries, injuries done to the commonwealth, flattery ºf

which it was the province of the ſenate charged with the care of the republic to revenge “pit”.

and reſtrain, in ſpite of any one's private clemency and compaſſion. Tiberius had reaſon

to cry aloud, as we are told he uſed to do, as often as he went out of the ſenate,

Oh men prepared for bondage 1 He was, ſays Tacitus, irreconcileable to public liberty ;

but abhorred flattery, as ſuiting only with the ſpirit of ſlaves. The infamy of Capito

was the more ſignal, as he debaſed by it not only the dignity of the ſenator, but his

own perſonal accompliſhments " (K). The condemnation of Silanus and Cordus was

followed by a religious debate, in what temple the offering ſhould be placed, which

the Roman knights had vowed to Fortune Equeſtrian for the recovery of Livia. As

there was no temple in Rome dedicated to Fortune under that title, but one at Antium,

it was decreed, that the gift of the knights ſhould be preſented there. And now that

matters of religion were on foot, Tiberius, as pontifex maximus, returned the anſwer

which he had lately deferred, touching the pretenſions of Servius Malugineſs, and

produced a ſtatute of the pontiffs made under Auguſtus, declaring, that when the prieſt

N

of jupiter was taken ill, he might with the conſent of the pontifex maximus be abſent Prieſ of Ju

from the city two nights, except on days of public ſacrifice, and never more than

twice a year. This regulation ſhewed that the adminiſtration of a province, which

required a year's abſence, was incompatible with the office of the flamen dialis, or prieſt province.

of jupiter w. So that the government of Aſia, which Maluginenſis had demanded, was

conferred on the conſular, who was next in ſeniority to him. When this affair was over,

Amilius Lepidus asked and obtained leave of the ſenate to repair and beautify at his own

expence the baſilic(L) of Paulus AEmilius. On the other hand, the emperor undertook

;:

piter debarred

from the go

vernment ofthe

* Idem, c. 66–71.

(I) Silanus was very hardly uſed in his trial, as

Tacitus obſerves. The beſt pleaders of all Aſia were

choſen on purpoſe to accuſe him. They charged

him with cruelty and extortion in his government.

To this charge was added that of treaſon by Ma

mercus Scaurus, once conſul, junius Otho praetor,

and Brutidius Niger acdile. The number of his ac

cuſers was increaſed by Gellius Poplicola and Marcus

Paconius, the former quaeſtor to Silanus, the other

his lieutenant. As he was accuſed of treaſon, no

one dared to appear in his favour, he himſelf was

no pleader or orator, and beſides Tiberius with an

awful voice and countenance was continually inter

rupting and confounding him with queſtions, which

he was not allowed time to refute, nay, he was

often forced to confeſs, left the emperor ſhould have

asked in vain. His ſlaves too were firſt by the em

peror's orders ſold to the public, and then examined

upon the rack. He was no doubt guilty of cruelty

and extortion; but the hatred and ſpite which Ti

berius ſhewed him, and his eagermeis to get him

condemned, were juſtly cenſured.

(K) Ateius Capito was a man of extraordinary

accompliſhments, and one of the moſt learned civi

l; ins of his age. All we know of his pedigree, is,

that his grandfather was only a centurion under Sylla,

and that his father arrived at the praetorſhip. Gel

lius, Macrobius, and Feſtus, quote ſeveral books wrote

by him, viz. a comment upon the laws of the twelve

tables, a hundred and twenty books de jure, ten books

de fºre pontificum, ten de jure ſacerdotum, a treatiſe

of the duty of a ſenator, and a volume of colleãions.

But he debaſed, ſays Tacitus, his rare accompliſh

ments by the moſt infamous flattery, and a mean

obſequiouſneſs to power. Auguſtus honoured him

(too) Pomp. p. 1.

V O L. V. No 6,

(1) Cit. 4d 4ttic. l. 4, ep. 17.

w Idem ibid.

early with the conſulſhip to raiſe him above Anti

fius Labeo, another civilian of equal knowledge and

abilities, but of an unblemiſhed charaćter, and a pro

bity which was proof againſt all temptations. How.

ever, Labeo obtained the praetorſhip; but his virtue

checked his riſe to greater preferment, whence he

was no leſs beloved and adored by the people, than

his rival abhorred and deteſted. We do not find the

name of Capito in the conſular tables ; whence, as

both Tacitus in this place, and Pomponius in his book

de origine juris (i oo), aſſure us, that he was raiſed to

the conſulſhip, we conclude that he was one of the

conſuls who were called ſuffetti, becauſe ſubſtituted

in the room of thoſe who died or reſigned. Pighius

produces an ancient marble diſcovered at Rome with

this inſcription; C. Ateio. Capitone. C. Vibio. Poſtumo.

tos. Vibius was, according to Pighius, conſul in the

year of Rome 759.

(L) Baſilic, were originally ſpacious hºlls, in which

kings, from whom theſe buildings oorrowed their

name, adminiſtred juſtice to their ſubjects. The

Romans appropriated that name to great halls, ha

ving two ranges of pillars, and two wings with

galleries over them. Cicero ſpeaks of the baſilic

mentioned here (1), which, according to him, was

begun by Æmilius Paulus, then aedile, and after

wards conſul with C. Marcellus. It was afterwards

finiſhed under Auguſtus by Paulus AEmilius, who

was conſul in the year of Rome 730, and afterwards

cenſor (2); but being conſumed by accidental fire,

it was rebuilt twenty years after by another Æmilius

(3). As it was at this time out of repair, Lepidus

asked leave to ſtrengthen and embelliſh it at his own

expence.

(2) Dio, l. xlix. (3) Idem, l. liv.

5 N to
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to rebuild the theatre of Pompey, which had been conſumed by accidental fire, none a

of that family being equal to ſo great a charge, and promiſed that it ſhould ſtill be

called by the name of its illuſtrious founder. On this occaſion he enlarged on the

praiſes of his favourite Sejanus, to whoſe care and vigilance, he ſaid, it was owing,

that the fire had done no greater damage. Hereupon the ſervile ſenate, applauding

the prince's ſpeech, decreed a ſtatue to Sejanus to be placed in the theatre of Pompéy .

We are told by Seneca y, that upon the paſſing of this decree, Cremutius Cordus, of

whom we ſhall ſpeak anon, cried out, Now is Pompey’s theatre utterly deſtroyed.
Tacfarinas's TH is year Tacfarinas, quitting anew the deſarts, to which he had been ſo often

2. driven, appeared unexpectedly in the fruitful plains of Africa at the head of a nume

. tous army; and having committed every-where dreadful devaſtations, he arrived to b

ſuch a height of boldneſs, as to ſend embaſſadors to Ziberius, demanding a ſettlement

for himſelf and his army, and threatening the emperor, in caſe he did not grant him

his requeſt, with an eternal war. Our hiſtorian tells us, that Tiberius never betrayed

ſo much indignation and reſentment as on this occaſion, not being able to bear, that

a deſerter, a free-booter, ſhould have the arrogance to offer terms of peace, as if he

were an equal enemy. He therefore ordered junius Blaſus, whom he continued an

other year in the government of Africa, to exert his utmoſt efforts againſt ſo bold and

He is diffraffºd contemptible an enemy. Blºſus drove him every-where before him, and purſued him

*y Baſus, even into the deſarts, where he took his brother priſoner; but Tacfarinas himſelf had

the good luck to make his eſcape, though the paſſes were beſet on all ſides by the

enemy. However, as moſt of his forces were cut in pieces, and his brother taken,

who iſ honour- Tiberius looked upon the war as concluded, and confirmed to Blaſus the title of impe

*.*.*.* rator, which his troops had conferred upon him. He was the laſt private perſon who

;:". enjoyed that title, thenceforth peculiar to the reigning family (M). He was likewiſe

honoured with the enſigns of triumph, Tiberius declaring that he thus diſtinguiſhed

him in regard of Sejanus, who was his nephew, though in Tacitus’s opinion his actions

intitled him to all the honours that were conferred upon him ". This year died three

Deaths of ſº- perſons of great diſtinétion, viz. Ateius Capito, the moſt learned civilian in Rome, but

*** one who debaſed his extraordinary parts with the meaneſt and moſt ſervile flattery,

“*” as we have obſerved above ; Aſini's Saloninus, grandſon to M. Agrippa; and Aſinius d

Polio, half brother to Druſus, and betrothed to one of Tiberius’s grand-daughters (N);

and the celebrated junia, niece to Cato of Utica, ſiſter to Brutus (O), and wife to

Caſſius, three moſt zealous champions for the public liberty. She died fixty-four

years after the battle of Philippi, in which her husband loſt his life. As ſhe was

immenſely rich, her will made a great noiſe; for ſhe left legacies to almoſt all the

great men of Rome, but nothing to Tiberius, who did not ſeem to reſent in the leaſt this

omiſſion, but allowed her panegyric to be pronounced in public, and her obſequies to

be performed with all the pomp ſuitable to her rank. Before the corps were carried,

according to the Roman cuſtom, the images of twenty of the moſt noble families in

Rome, to which the illuſtrious deceaſed was related ; but as thoſe of Brutus and Caſſius

were not ſeen among the reſt, the people took thence occaſion to extol the zeal with

which thoſe two heroes had formerly ſignalized themſelves in the cauſe of liberty ".

The original C. Aſinius Gallus and C. Antiſtius Vetus were the following conſuls. During their

charaſierº adminiſtration, the famous Sejanus took the firſt ſteps towards the execution of the

ſº black deſigns he had been long foſtering in his heart. As this powerful and ambi

tious miniſter henceforth to his downfal is to act a principal part in the preſent hiſtory,

* Idem, c. 72. y SENEc. ad Martiam, c. 22. * Idem, c. 73, 74. * Idem, c. 75, 76.

(M) Lipſius obſerves here, that the title of impe- Aſinius Gallus, married Viſpania, the daughter of

rator, when given to the prince, was placed before Agrippa, after Tiberius had divorced her to marry

his name, thus ; Imp. Ceſar Auguſtus, but put after

the names of generals, to whom it was only a tran

ſient title of honour, thus ; 7unius Blaſus imp. M.

Tullius Cicero imp.

(N) Aſinius Pollio, the famous orator and poet,

one of Auguſtus's chief favourites, and Virgil's pi

trons, had a ſon by name 4ſºnius Gallus, who, ac

cording to Lipſius (4), was ſurnamed Saloninus from

the city of Salona in Dalmatia, which was taken

either by him, or during his conſulſhip. Saloºinus,

or, as Tacitus and Dion Caſſius conſtantly call him,

(4) Lip, in Tacit

jalia. Tiberius had by her Druſus ; and Aſinius Gallus

many children, viz. Aſinius Saloninus, or Aſinius

Gallus, mentioned by Tacitus in this place, Aſinius

Gallus, Aſinius Pollio, who was conſul in the year

of Rome 756, Aſinius Agrippa, and Aſinius Celer,

whom Pliny calls a conſular man.

(O) junius Silanus, who was conſul with L. Li.

cinius Murena, married Servilia the fiſter of Cato, and

had by her Tertia or Tertulla, and this junia, who

was fiſter to Brutus by the mother; for M. junius

Brutus was the famous Brutus's father.

. amnal. 3. N. 174.
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a we ſhall premiſe a ſuccinét account of his original, manners, and charaćters, copied

from the moſt creditable writers of antiquity. L. Aliuſ Sejanus was born at Walſinii

in Hetruria (P), ſon to Sejus Strabo, who, though commander of the praetorian

guards under Auguſtus, and in the beginning of fiberius's reign, was but a private

Roman knight b. His mother was deſcended of an illuſtrious family, viz. the

junian ; for junius Blaſus, who at the death of Auguſtus commanded the legions in

º Pannonia, and afterwards ſignalized himſelf againſt Taçfarina; in Africa, was his ma

ãºn ternal uncle. . He had other relations in great employments, and even brothers, who

. ...T: . had been conſuls - ; but theſe were perhaps of the Aſian family, into which Sejanus,

Fº as we conjećture from his name, was probably adopted. In the very beginning of

º: b Tiberius's reign, he was joined with his father in the command of the praetorian guards,

iºn and even then in high favour with the prince ; whence no collegue was aſſigned him

º in that important employment, when his father was ſent into Egypt, the government

º º! of which kingdom wasby the regulation of Auguſtus committed only to privateknights.
| - - -- -

-

º In his early youth he was ſuſpected of having for hire abandoned himſelf to the lewd

º deſires of the famous Apicius (Q). Asto his charašter, Tacitus draws it in the follow

-iri ing lines: With various infinuations and artifices he got the aſcendant over Tiberius

º ſo far, that he made him reſerved to others, but to himſelf careleſs and open. He

º did not accompliſh this ſo much through policy, for by that others overpowered him,

º º as from the wrath of the gods againſt the Roman ſtate, to which his riſe and his down
y : . c fal proved alike deſtructive. He had a ſtrong body, and a bold mind. He diſ

º, guiſed his own faults, and impeached others: alike fawning and imperious. By his

º outward appearance one would have thought him modeſt, but in his heart he had

º the moſt unſatiable thirſt after power, to which he made ſometimes luxury and bribery

sº ſubſervient, and ſometimes induſtry and application, qualities no leſs pernicious, when

gid they are aſſumed for the vile purpoſes of power. Thus far Tacitus. The ambitious

º favourite, ſeeing himſelf by the indulgence of his kind maſter, liſted up above his

::::::: condition, and raiſed to the higheſt poſts of the empire, began to entertain thoughts

º: of ſoaring ſtill higher. He was in power and authority the ſecond man in the Roman

iſ ſtate ; but this to his ambition ſeemed little ; he aimed at nothing leſs than the ſover

diº d eign power, towards the attaining of which, his firſt ſtep was to gain the affections

ºn Nº of the praetorian guards, who were all under his command. Till his time they had

dwſ: been quartered all over the city, and diſperſed about the neighbouring towns and

ſº villages. But Sejanus, pretending, that while they were thus ſcattered, they lived

; ſh: ". looſe and debauched, and could not be eaſily gathered into one body on any ſudden

# It emergency, obtained leave of the emperor to aſſemble them into one camp, where,

kiſſ; he ſaid, the military diſcipline would be obſerved with more exačtneſs and ſeverity.

quº As ſoon as the camp was finiſhed, he made it his chief ſtudy to gain the favour of

Ciſſé. the common ſoldiers by his affability, and obliging behaviour ; as for the tribunes

milić:

dº * Tacit. l. iv. c. 1. Dio, l. lvii. p. 616. * Vell. PATERcul. l. ii. c. 117.

alſº (P) The poet juvenal alludes to Pulſnii the birth- maining ſum was no ways ſufficient. Tongues of

xij, place of Sejanus in the following lines : peacocks and nightingales, and the moſt exquiſite

º: meats, that the foreſts, ſeas, or rivers, produced,

º —idem populus, ſº Nurſcia Thuſco were, ſays Appian the grammarian, his daily food (7).

10 a Faviſſet, ſº oppreſſa foret ſecura ſenečius He is ſtyled by Pliny nepotum omnium altiſmus gur

}: Principis, hac ipſa Sejanum diceret hora ges. Seneca, who was his contemporary, tells us,

fift Auguſtum, &c. that he publiſhed a book of cookery, with which
l he infected the age he lived in (8), a treatiſe de re culi

For Nurſcia, or, as ſome will have it, Nortia, was naria, that is, of cookery, was diſcovered by Albanus

% the tutelar god of Wulſinii, as appears from Livy (;). Torinus in the iſland of Maguelonne near Montpelier in

( Q_) The ancients mention three Apicius's, all 1519, and printed at Baſe twelve years after an

*: famous epicures. The firſt lived in the times of the re- other copy of the ſame treatiſe had been diſcovered

; : public, and is ſpoken of by Athenæus (6). The ſecond, a hundred years before by Enochus of Aſcoli under

º who is mentioned by our hiſtorian in this place, the pontificate of Nicolas V. To both theſe manu

4a. lived under Auguſtus and Tiberius; and the third, as ſcripts was prefixed the name of M. Calius Apiciuſ ;

42. appears from Suidas, under Trajan. The ſecond was but Voſius is of opinion, that this Apicius lived long

sº the moſt famous of all for gluttony; for after he had after the famous epicure of that name, whoſe books de

ſº by voluptuous eating and drinking reduced his im- irritamenti, gule and de juſtellis, are mentioned by

- menſe wealth to ten millions of ſmall ſeſterces, he Seneca (9 , Iſidore of Seville (10), and the old ſcho

!!} choſe rather to put an end to his life, than retrench liaſt of juvenal. -

º the uſual expences of his table, for which the re

wº

* (5) Liv. l. vii. (6) Athen. l. iv. c. 2 o. (7) Wide Athen. l. iv. c. 10. (8) Senec. de conſol.

ad Alóin. (9) Senec. ibid. (10) Iſld. l. xx, de orig. c. 4.

and
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and centurions, they were all choſen by him, and he took care to employ none but a

his own creatures and dependents. Having thus attached to his intereſt this formi.

dable corps, the flower of the Roman forces, his next care was to gain a ſtrong party

in the ſenate, which it was no difficult task for a favourite to effect, at whoſe diſ.

poſal were both the public money and the public employments ; for no ſenator, how

ever diſtinguiſhed by his birth or perſonal accompliſhments, was employed, unleſs

recommended by Sejanus 4. He is ſaid to have gained over to his intereſt even the

wives of all the men of quality in Rome by a private promiſe of marriage to each of

them, when he attained the ſovereignty. This encouraged them to contribute ,

all that lay in their power to his grandeur, which they looked upon as their own,

and at the ſame time to acquaint him with the moſt ſecret counſels of their husbands •. b

He did not even negle&t the emperor's freedmen, but carefully cultivated their friend

ſhip too f. In the mean time Tiberius, though a man of great penetration, inſtead of

curtailing the overgrown power of his favourite, was everextolling him in his ſpeeches

both to the ſenate and people as the ſharer of his burdens, and even ſuffered his effi

gies to be adored in all public places, nay among the eagles of the legions 8 ; for they

all carried the image of Sjanus in their colours, except thoſe that were then quartered

in Syria, which refuſed to follow the example of the reſt". -

But Sejanus's deſign of raiſing himſelf to the ſovereign power met with many

obſtructions. The imperial family had a numerous iſſue ; the emperor's ſon was a

grown man, and his grandſons, the children of Germanicus, who was his ſon by c

adoption, were now of age. This however did not deter Sejanus from his wicked pur

ſuits ; he reſolved to cut off the reigning family root and branch, that none of the

blood of the Caeſars might traverſe his ambitious deſign. But as it was dangerous to

cut them off all at once, he reſolved to deſtroy the whole race by degrees, and to

His deſign, begin with Druſus, who was continually complaining of his overgrown power (R),

*S*Druſus, and had lately upon ſome conteſt ſhaken his fiſt at him; and, as he offered to reſiſt,

given him a blow in the face. Upon this affront, Sejanus, after having examined with

himſelf various expedients to rid himſelf of ſuch a rival, reſolved at length to apply

to his wife Livia, the ſiſter of Germanicus ; which he did accordingly ; and having

He debauhe, firſt by pretending a violent paſſion for her, induced her to comply with his criminal d
his wife. deſires, prevailed upon her afterwards, without much difficulty, to concur with him

in deſtroying her husband. Thus the niece of Auguſtus, the daughter-in-law of

Tiberius, the mother of ſeveral children by Druſus, diſgraced herſelf, her anceſtors,

and her poſterity, with a mean adulterer, and all to exchange her preſent condition,

both honourable and certain, for the hopes of one equally infamous and uncertain ; for

Sejanus had promiſed to marry her upon the death of her husband, and make her his

partner in the empire. Eudemus was made privy to the wicked deſign, becauſe he,

as phyſician to Livia, under colour of his profeſſion, was frequently with her in

private, and conſequently could adviſe and direct her without giving any umbrage.

Sejanus, to convince Livia of the ſincerity of his intention, as to the promiſed marriage, €

and thereby encourage her to diſpatch her husband, divorced his wife Apicata, tho’

he had three children by her. But ſtill the blackneſs of the crime frightened Livia,

and her ambition could not ſmother or get the better of her remorſe. Sejanus him

ſelf, abandoned as he was, could not, without horror, think of imbruing his hands

in the blood of the emperor's ſon ; and hence caution, delays, and great confuſion

in their counſels i.

IN the mean time Germanicus's ſecond ſon, by name Druſus, putting on the toga

virilis, or the manly robe, had the ſame honours decreed him by the ſenate, which

had been conferred on his elder brother Nero. On this occaſion Tiberius made a

ſpeech in commendation of the youth, and likewiſe of his ſon Druſus, on account of f

d TAcIT. l. iii. c. 2. * Dio, l. lvii. p. 669. & Tacit. l. iii.
- f Joseph. antiq. l. xviii. c. 8.

C. 2. * Suet. in Tib. c. 48. * Tacit. l. iii. c. 3.

(R) Druſus complained, and indeed with a great

deal of reaſon, that while he, the emperor's ſon,

was in the flower of his age, another was called, as

coadjutor, to the government, nay, was in a man

ner declared collegue in the empire. Sejanus, ſaid

he, has already formed a camp for the guards, that

thus united, they may all at once receive his orders:

the ſoldiery depend intirely upon him ; his ſtatue is

fet up in the theatre of Pompey; in his grandchildren

the blood of the Druſ will be mixed with that of

Sejanus ; what now remains but to ſee him inveſted

with the ſovereign power, while the emperor's ſon

is cycluded from any ſhare in the adminiſtration :

the
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*:::: a the kindneſs he ſhewed to his brother’s children (S). This raiſed new jealouſy in Se

ſºn, janus, who judging it time to haſten the execution of his wicked deſign, ordered

: "I Eudemus to prepare a ſlow working poiſon, that the death of the young prince might H. a.ſ. Du.

º: be a ſcribed to a caſual diſtemper. The fatal potion was adminiſtred to Druſus by ſus to te poi

º Lygdus the eunuch, one of his freedmen, as was learnt eight years after, that is, ſ”

º the year in which Sejanus was diſgraced and puniſhed according to his deſerts, this
º - - - - - - - - - - - -

º: whole ſcene of iniquity being then brought to light by his wife Apicala, and the parti

sº culars of the murder owned by Eudemus and Lygdus on the rack, Druſus fell into a

º lingering diſtemper, pined away, and died. Tiberius during the whole time of the

º illneſs of his ſon, appeared altogether unconcerned, perhaps to make a ſhew, ſays Tiberius ſºr:

º, b Tacitus, of the firmneſs and conſtancy of his mind ; nay, after his death, when his .º, "...
- - - - tº ill 11 eſ: a ſis

ſ: . corps lay yet unburied, he went to the ſenate, and finding the conſuls had left their .....

º curule chairs, and placed themſelves, as a token of their grief, on a common ſeat, he

a. put them in mind of their dignity and ſtation ; and the ſenate burſting into tears, he

& ſmothered his own ſorrow to comfort them, which he did in a ſpeech uttered with

si. out the leaſt heſitation : he told the fathers, that he was well appriſed he might be

º cenſured for appearing among them while his grief was yet freſh, when few in the
iſ:d firſt tranſports of their ſorrow could endure even the comforting ſpeeches of their

relations, or behold the day. Though thoſe who thus indulged their grief were not, Hi, trach to

immy he ſaid, to be condemned of weakneſs, yet for his part, he had fought for more the ſenate.

| W33 3 c powerful comforts, ſuch as aroſe from purſuing the welfare of the republic. He

ſº. then lamented the preſent condition of the imperial family, the extreme age of his

º: mother, the tender years of his grandſons, and his own life in its decline, and begged

: ºf ſº that the ſons of Germanicus, who alone could leſſon the preſent misfortunes, might

(Jºsſ) be introduced. Hereupon the conſuls went for them, and bringing in the two youths,

Iſiſ) Nero and Druſus, preſented them to the emperor, who taking them by the hand,

: R, addreſſed the ſenate thus : Conſcript fathers, theſe fatherleſs children I commended Herscommends,

tºº, to their uncle, and befought him, though he had iſſue of his own, to bring them up,ºº::
- - - - - - - - . * ſo ex

º and cheriſh them no otherwiſe than if they were immediately deſcended from him. ...

º; Druſus being ſnatched from us, I addreſs my prayers to you, and in the preſence of

dºg d the gods and our country, conjure you to receive into your protećtion, and take

tim: under your tuition, the great grandchildren of Auguſtus, deſcended from moſt illuſtri

withm ous anceſtors ; fulfil your own duty towards them, fulfil mine. Then turning to

iºni the youths, To you, Nero, ſaid he, to you, Druſus, theſe are in the ſtead of a

intº father : your condition is ſuch, that whatever good or evil befalls you, muſt befal

oniº the commonwealth. This diſcourſe was heard with great ſatisfaction, and drew tears

tim;; from the eyes of all who were preſent. Had Tiberius ſtopt here, he had left the hearts

*hº . . • –t . ' (S) Tacitus tells us, that Tiberius, in the end of Pannonia, two in Maſſa, and two in Dalmatia The

auſt his ſpeech, told the conſcript fathers, as he had often latter two, by the tituation of the country, were it

n her: done before, that he deſigned to take a progreſs into hand to ſupport the former, and might be ſoon in

mbſ; the provincts, alledging the multitude of veterans Italy upon any ſudden emergency; though Rome had

; : diſcharged, and thence the neceſſity of recruiting her peculiar guards, nine practorian, and three city

imº the armies. On this occaſion he enumerated all the cohorts. Beſides, the legions, fleets, and cohorts,

º, tº legions then in pay, and named the countries, where which we have enumerated in the ſeveral provinces,

jLº rhey were quartered. As from this detail we may were ſtationed, according to their fituation and ne

him. lea: ) what forces the Romans had then on foot, ceſſity, the fleets of the ſeveral allies, with bodies

ſº what kings were their confederates, and how far both of horſe and foot, no ways interior either in

sh!!: the boundaries of the crimpire extended, it would be number or ſtrength to the Roman legions. From

º an unpardonable omiſſion not to acquaint our readers this vaſt number of forces kept in conſtant pay, we

with it. In the firſt place, Italy was guarded by may judge of the ſtrength and wealth of the empire

two fleets, one at Miſenum, in the Mediterranean, at this time. As to the emperor's intended pro

º the other at Ravenna, in the Adriatic ſea, and the reſs, Suetonius tells us, that he often declared in the

wº coaſt adjoining to Gaul by the galleys taken by Au

guſt, at the tattle of Aëtium, and ſent well manned
: 1 - - - - -

... . and equipped to Foroſulium. As to the legions, there

ſº were eight upon the Rhine to keep in awe both the

Germans and Gauls, and three in Spain. In Mauri

: 3 rania reigned king juba, of whom we ſpoke above,

- a friend and ally of Rome the reſt of Africa was

kept in ſubječtion by two legions, and Egypt by the

º like number. Syria, quite to the banks of the Eu
ſ: phrates, was maintained by four legions. Thrace

ſº was poſſeſſed by Rhemetalces, and the ſons of Cotys,

º who were in alliance with Rome; on the banks of

º the Danube lay four legions; two were quartered in

º

º Wo L. W. No 6,

ſenate his intention of viſiting the provinces and ar

mies abroad, and made almoſt every year the neceſ.

fary preparations for his journey, ordering carriages

to be bought, and proviſions to be laid in at a great

charge in all the municipal towns, and in the colo

nies; nay, he went ſo far as to let the people make

their ſolemn vows for his happy journey, and ſate

return, but in the mean time never ſtirred out of

Rome, or went only to the neighbouring towns ;

whence he was generally nicknamed Callipedes, one

who, according to the Greek proverb, was always

running, yet never advancing (19),

(1 oy Suet. in Tiš. c. 38.

5 O of
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of the ſenators full of compaſſion and admiration. But as he repeated anew what he a

had often ſaid, and what had been as often ridiculed, viz. that he deſigned to

reſtore the republic, the ſenators began to ſuſpect the fincerity of his other aſſertions k.

Honours de- Before the ſenate broke up, they decreed the ſame honours to the memory of Druſis

. * Pru which they had before decreed to that of Germanicus, adding many others to them,

... agreeable to the genius of flattery. The obſequies were performed with the utmoſt
*** pomp, and the fineral proceſſion diſtinguiſhed with a long train, of images, repre

ſenting Æneas, the ſuppoſed father of the julian family, all the kings of Alba, Ro

mulus founder of Rome, all the heroes of the Claudian race, with Attus Claudius, the

firſt of thatfamily who came to Rome at the head ofthem. Tiberius himſelf pronounced

the panegyric of his ſon, the people and ſenate aſſuming the outward appearance of b

mourners, but rejoicing in their hearts to ſee the houſe of Germanicus nearer the throne.

Beſides, Druſus was generally hated, being cruel (T), paſſionate, given to drinking,

and all manner ofdebauchery (U). However, he lived in a friendly manner with Ger

manicus, and after his death ſhewed himſelf kind, at leaſt not ill diſpoſed, towards

His offspring. his children. He left behind him two ſons born at a birth, one of whom did not

long ſurvive him, the other, named Tiberius Nero Gemellus, lived to the reign of

Caius, by whom he was put to death. Tiberius, if we may give credit to Suetonius I,

deſpiſed them both, as doubting whether they were really the ſons of Druſus. As ſoon

as the funeral ceremonies were over, Tiberius reſumed his uſual employments, prohi

bited any farther vacation, and to the embaſſadors of the Ilienſes or Trojans, who came c

ſomewhat too late with their compliments of condolence, anſwered by way of raillery,

as if the memory of his loſs had been quite effaced, that he in his turn condoled with

them for having loſt ſo brave and eminent a citizen as Heilor".

Sejanus at- Sejanus, when he ſaw the death of Druſus paſs unrevenged, encouraged with the

tempt to de- ſucceſs of his firſt attempt, began to meditate how he might deſtroy the ſons of Ger

\ *%º manicuſ, whoſe ſucceſſion to the empire was now unqueſtionable. But as he could not

'dren. compaſs his wicked ends by poiſon, on account of the great vigilance of their mother

Agrippina, and the diſtinguiſhed fidelity of their governors, he choſe to attack them

another way, which was to rouſe the old hatred Livia bore to Agrippina, and by

her means raiſe jealouſies and ſuſpicions againſt her and her children in the mind of d

the emperor. His wicked counſels had the deſired effect; for having by a thouſand

calumnies and falſe inſinuations rendered Livia, who was naturally greedy of power,

irreconcileable to the widow of her grandſon, he compaſſed by her means the ruin of

that unhappy family, as we ſhall ſoon have occaſion to relate.

. * Idem, c. 8. * Surt. in Tib. c. 62. * Idem ibid. c. 52.

(T) Tacitus and Dion Caffus give us ſeveral in

ſtances of Druſus's cruelty. The former writer tells

us, that when he firſt preſided at a ſhew of gladia

tors exhibited in the name of Germanicus and his

own, he betrayed ſuch delight in blood, that his

father was ſaid to have reproved him for it. Dion

Caſſius ſays, that he often upbraided him with his

cruelty both in public and in private, and adds, that

from him ſharp ſwords were ſtyled gladii Druſiani.

The perſon who exhibited the ſhew of gladiators,

uſed, as Lipſius obſerves, to examine the weapons of

the combatants before they entered the liſts ; on

which occaſion Druſus approved of ſuch only as

were exceeding ſharp ; and thence ſharp ſwords

were called Druſian ſwords. This was, no doubt,

a great inſtance of his cruelty, as it was of humanity

and good-nature in M. Antoninus, to approve on the

like occaſion of ſuch ſwords only as were blunt, and

incapable of occaſioning deep wounds. Beſides, Dru

ſus, as Dion informs us, was very paſſionate, and

upon the leaſt provocation ready to ſtrike perſons

of the firſt quality; whence he was nicknamed Caſtor,

whom the ancients ſuppoſe to have been a famous

boxer.

(U) Tacitus tells us, that in relating the death of

Druſus, he followed the greateſt part of the Latin

hiſtorians, and the moſt credible; but adds, that a

ſtrong report prevailed in thoſe times, and was ſtill

current in his, as if Tiberius himſelf had, at the in

ſtigation of Lygdus, preſented the poiſonous potion to

his ſon. The eunuch, according to this report,

charged Druſus with a deſign of poiſoning his fa

ther; and privately warning the emperor of this,

adviſed him to beware of the firſt draught offered
him in the next entertainment at his ſon's houſe.

Upon this, Tiberius, fully perſuaded of Druſus’swicked

deſign, after he had ſat down to table, delivered to

his ſon the firſt cup that was preſented to him,

which the young prince, not in the leaſt ſuſpecting

any plot, gayly drank off. This heightened the jea

louſy of Tiberius, who upon the death of his ſon,

which happened ſoon after, the potion having be

forehand been poiſoned by Lygdus, concluded, that

Druſus through fear and ſhame had ſwallowed that

death which he had prepared for his father. This

report our hiſtorian refutes as void of all appearance

of truth. For who can believe, ſays he, that a man

of common prudence, much leſs Tiberius, ſo long

practiſed in great affairs, would to his own ſon,

without ſo much as hearing him, preſent with his

own hands the mortal potion ? He would, no doubt,

have tortured the informer, inquired into the plot,

endeavoured to diſcover the authors of it, and uſed

that caution and flowneſs towards his only ſon, hi

therto never ſuſpected of any ſuch crime, which

was natural to him even in his proceedings againſt

ſtrangels.

IN
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º º: a . In the mean time Tiberius, reſuming the care of public affairs, attended the admi

º niſtration of juſtice at Rome, and diſpatched the petitions from the provinces. At

º his motion the cities of Cityra in Aſia, and Ægyra in Achaia, both overthrown by an

flºº earthquake, were by a decree of the ſenate eaſed of tribute for three years. Pibius VibiusSererus

9t. Serenus, proconſul of the Farther Spain or Batica, being accuſed of governing his pro- tº "“”
: Tº vince in a violent and arbitrary manner, was condemned and baniſhed into the iſland of emned.

º: Amorgos. But Carſius Sacerdos and Caius Gracchus (W), being charged with ſupplying

º, & Tafarinas with corn, were both acquitted". This year at length, after many com

º, tº plaints from the praetors, which had proved ineffečtual, Tiberius, who had before laid

*C.: the players under various reſtraints, and curtailed their wages, repreſented to the

ſº: , ; b ſenate, that they had on many occaſions raiſed tumults, and diſturbed the public tran

quillity, that they promoted debauchery in private families, that the obſcenities of the

Oſcan farce, the ſame with the Atellana, of which we have ſpoken in the foregoing

volume *, were grown to ſuch exceſs, that it required the authority of the ſenate to

check them, &c. Upon theſe complaints from the emperor, the players were all stage-player,

driven out of Rome and Italy P, and forbidden, if we believe Dion Caſſius q, to act in i." out of

any place whatſoever of the Roman dominions. The ſame year died one of Druſus’s “”

twins, for whoſe death the emperor was greatly concerned, and no leſs afflićted for

that of Lucius Longus, his ancient and conſtant friend, and the only ſenator who had

attended him in his retreat at Rhodes, and ſhared with him both his good and bad

c fortune ; for which reaſon, though he was but a new man, the ſenate decreed him

a public funeral, and a ſtatue to be placed in the forum built by Auguſtus. At the

ſame time Lucilius Capito, the emperor's procurator in Aſia, being accuſed before Lucilius Ca

the ſenate by the province, Tiberius proteſted, that Lucilius had no authority from him Pºo condemn

# tº: but over his ſlaves, that he had only empowered him to collećt his domeſtic rents, and “

therefore, if he had uſurped the authority of a praetor, or employed military force,

ºwſ:

ºf Gir. - - -

liº: he had therein tranſgreſſed his orders. Hereupon the ſenate, after hearing the alle

º: gations of the province, found him guilty, and condemned him. The cities of Aſia

º were ſo taken with the moderation 7iberius ſhewed on this occaſion, and the ſeverity

º with which he had proceeded the year before againſt Caius Silanus, accuſed of cruelty

: d and extortion, that they decreed a temple to him, to his mother, and to the ſenate, A temple

º and obtained leave to build it. For this conceſſion Nero returned thanks to the ºrtéed to Ti

º: ſenate and his grandfather in a ſpeech which charmed the fathers, who imagined they “”

ºr heard and ſaw Germanicus himſelf". This temple was built at Smyrna, and finiſhed

kind three years after, as Dion Caſſius informs us s. Towards the end of this year Servius

Maluginenſis dying, his ſon was appointed flamen Dialis, or prieſt of jupiter in his

room, and Cornelia choſen ſuperior of the veſtals in the place of Scantia likewiſa

deceaſed. To Cornelia a preſent of two thouſand great ſeſterces was decreed, and

jor" a privilege granted to Livia of ſitting amongſt the veſtals in the theatre', whoſe

º place was, as Suetonius informs us, over-againſt the praetor's tribunal ", no other

igh; e women, however diſtinguiſhed, having a peculiar place, but all fitting promiſcuouſly

ºf a together apart from the men, purſuant to the regulations of Auguſtus.

y º The following year, Sergius Cornelius Cethegus and L. Wiſellius Varro being conſuls, Tiberius tº:

º the pontiffs, and after their example the other prieſts, making vows for the proſpe- ......

º:3 rity of the emperor, commended at the ſame time Nero and Druſus to the gods; which.

º greatly provoked Tiberius, who ſending for the pontiffs, examined them whether they ...

º: had paid that compliment to the intreaties or menaces of Agrippina. The pontiffs de

‘. nied both, but nevertheleſs the emperor rebuked them for putting youths upon the

** level with a man of his years, and afterwards in a ſpeech to the ſenate warned the

º: fathers to take care for the future not to feed the pride of the young men with un

* * Idem, c. 13. • Hiſt. Univerſal. vol. IV. p. 38;. P Tacit. c. 14. Suet. in Tib. c. 37.

º * Dio, l. lvii. p. 617. Tacit. c. 15. " Dio, l. lvii. p. 607. Tacit. l. iii. c. 16. " Suºr.

º in Aug. c. 44.
w;

ſº -

º (W) Caius Gracchus was ſon to Sempronius Grae- afterwards ſupported himſelf by traffic between Af.

:* thus, who on account of his amours with fulia rica and Sicily. But notwithſtanding the low con

:* had been baniſhed by Auguſtus into the iſland of dition to which he was reduced, the ſplendor of his

º Certina, and afterwards aſſaſſinated there by Tiberi- illuſtrious family would have occaſioned his ruin,

** us's orders. When he firſt left Italy, he took his ſon had not Ælius iamia, and Lucius Apronius, ſucceſ:

ºt; Caiuſ, then very young, along with him, as a com- fively proconſuls of Africa, cleared him from the

ſº panion in his exile, Caius grew up there among crime ſaid to his charge.

fugitives, and men deſtitute of liberal education, and

timely

| • 4.
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Chius Sºus

accuſed.

Prevents his

condemnation

by a volun

tary death.

timely and too early honours. Sejanus, ever intent on improving all opportunities of

inflaming Tiberius againſt Agrippina, laid hold of this to infinuate, that Rome was

rent into factions, that already ſome had the boldneſs to declare themſelves openly

the partizans of Agrippina, and that there was no other remedy againſt the prevailing

ſpirit of faction, but the cutting off, under other pretences, one or two of the moſt

forward and powerful. Hereupon it was by the deluded emperor thought expedient,

that the ſuppoſed riſing faction ſhould be immediately ſuppreſſed by the utter ruin of

all the friends of the houſe of Germanicus. The chief among theſe were Caius Silius,

and 7itius Sabinus, and with them it was agreed to begin this general maſſacre. Other

conſiderations, beſides the friendſhip of Germanicus, concurred to ruin Silius. He

had commanded for ſeven years a powerful army, and had been diſtinguiſhed, as

we have related above, with the enſigns of triumph for his exploits in Germany; he

had routed Sacrovir, and ſuppreſſed the revolt in Gaul; but by boaſting his ſervices,

and publicly vaunting, that he had ſecured the ſovereign authority to Tiberius, by

keeping his ſoldiers in their obedience, when the other legions in Germany revolted,

he had incurred the diſpleaſure of the emperor, who thinking himſelf incapable of

rewarding, as he ought, ſuch important ſervices, was glad of any favourable oppor

tunity to get rid of the perſon who had rendered them. So that his chief offence was

over-much ſervice done to Ziberius ; thence that refined obſervation of Tacitus, that

benefits are ſo far acceptable, as it ſeems poſſible to requite them ; but when once they

have exceeded all retaliation, hatred is returned for gratitude. His wife too, by name

Softa Galla, contributed to his ruin by her friendſhip and intimacy with Agrippina.

Both Tiberius and Sejanus thought it adviſeable to have Silius and his wife arraigned

firſt, and poſtpone for ſome time the trial of Sabinus. Accordingly, the ſenate was

ſummoned, and Silius accuſed by Varro (X) the conſul of keeping up a correſpon

dence with the authors of the revolt in Gaul, and of diſhonouring his victory with

cruel extortions: the behaviour of his wife, and her avarice, were likewiſe objected

to him. Silius made no defence, being well appriſed it would be to no purpoſe: he

only dropped ſome words to ſhew by whoſe malice he was oppreſſed. They were

both declared guilty of treaſon, for under that article the whole charge was brought

againſt them. Siliuſ prevented his condemnation by a voluntary death ; yet his eſtate

was confiſcated, contrary to the conſtant cuſtom of Auguſtus, who beſtowed on the chil

dren of the condemned the eſtates of ſuch as died before ſentence, whether their death

was natural or voluntary. His wife Soſia was baniſhed at the motion of Aſinius Galluſ,

who propoſed, that one-half of her effects ſhould be forfeited, and the other left to

her children. Marcus Lepidus voted the fourth part to the accuſers, as the law re

quired, and all the reſt to the children. Which of theſe two opinions prevailed, our

hiſtorian does not inform us. On this occaſion Cotta Meſſalinus moved, that by a

decree of the ſenate, governors of provinces, however innocent in themſelves, ſhould

be equally puniſhed for the crimes of their wives as for their own. As this decree is

mentioned by Ulpian, we may ſuppoſe that it paſſed this year, though that writer

ſpeaks of it as made four years before. Calpurnius Piſo was tried next, and charged

by Quintus Granius with treaſonable words privately uttered againſt the emperor: to

this charge the accuſer added, that Piſo kept poiſon in his houſe, and came into

the ſenate armed with a dagger. The latter article ſeemed incredible, and therefore

was dropped ; but for other crimes, of which he was no leſs falſly accuſed, he was put

upon his trial, but his condemnation was prevented by a natural death (Y). Then

complaints were made of Caſſius Severus (Z), who, though formerly confined toi
- iſlan

Calpurnius

Pio tried.

Caſſius Seve

rus confined to

Seriphos.

(X) Tacitus tells us, that Silius, ſeeing the conſul

engaged againſt him as an accuſer, begged the em

peror to poſtpone the trial till the time of his con

ſulſhip was expired ; but that his requeſt was re

jećted by Tiberius, who cloaking his acts of tyranny

under venerable old names, anſwered, that as other

magiſtrates were allowed to bring particulars upon

their trial, the prerogative of a conſul in the like

caſe ought not to be infringed, ſince it was chiefly

incumbent upon him to take care that no damage

accrued to the republic.

(Y) L. Calpurnius Piſo was one of the boldeſt men

at that time in Rome, and had threatened, as we have

related above, to quit Rome, and to retire into ſome

diſtant corner of the earth, where he might be free

from the mercileſs purſuits of the informers, Tiberius

bore this calmly, nay, he even deſcended to ſoften

him with kind woºds. Afterwards, the undaunted

Piſo, in defiance of the power of Livia, proſecuted

her favourite Urgulania, and could not be prevailed

upon to drop the proſecution, though ſhe had taken

ſanctuary in the emperor's palace. This alſo Tibe

rius diſſembled ; but though he often ſuppreſſ d his

reſentment, yet deep impreſſions remained in his

unforgiving ſoul. Piſo is now charged with treaſon,

and but for a natural death, which very ſeaſonably

intervened, muſt have been puniſhed as a traytor.

(Z) Auguſtus was the firſt, as we have obſerved

above, who brought libels under the penalties of the

l-w of majeſty or treaſon. To this he was chiefly

induced

3.
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a iſland of C etc for his petulant and ſatirical writings, yet continued even in his exile

his former practices, detaining the moſt illuſtrious perſons in Rome. He was therefore

ſtript of his ettate, and baniſhed into the inhoſpitable iſland of Seriphos, which we

have deſcribed elſewhere ". About this time Plautius Silvanus praetor killed his wife

Aſpronia by throwing her headlong out of one of the windows of his apartment.

Whereupon, being carried by Apronius his father-in-law before the emperor, he pre

tended, that while he was aſleep, his wife had been the occaſion of her own death.

Upon this anſwer, Tiberius, unmindful of his dignity, haſtened to Silvanus's chamber,

and finding there evident marks of his violence, and his wife’s ſtruggling, he made

his report to the ſenate, who immediately appointed judges to try the praetor. In

b the mean time his grandmother Urgulamia, who, as we have obſerved above, was one

of Livia's chief favourites, finding ſhe could not with all her intereſt ſave the life of

her grandſon, ſent him, by the advice of Tiberius, as was ſuppoſed, a dagger, which

was tacitly adviſing him to prevent his impending condemnation by a voluntary death. Pautius 3'-

The criminal had not courage enough to make uſe of the dagger; but cauſing his."...”

veins to be opened, bled to death. After his death, his former wife Numantia, whom tion by a volun

he had divorced to marry Apronia, was accuſed of having by charms and potions diſ- tary death.

ordered the underſtanding of her husband, but was acquitted w.

'I H is year at length put an end to the war with Tacfarinas the Numidian, who was

utt, rly routed and killed by P. Dolabella, proconſul of Africa, with the aſſiſtance of

c Piolºgy, who had ſucceeded his father juba in the kingdom of Mauritania. The Tacfarina; de
proconſul deſired the enſigns of triumph for his victory, which had been granted toº; and

three others ; but Hiberius refuſed him that mark of diſtinction in compliment to ""

Sejanus, that the fame of his uncle Bleſits might not be thence eclipſed. Dolabella on

his return to Rome brought with him many diſtinguiſhed captives, among whom was

the ſon of Tacfarinas ; and was attended by embaſſadors from the Garamantes, a

people of the Inner Libya, who being frightened with the death of Tacfarinas, whom

they had aſſiſted, thought it adviſeable to appeaſe, by an embaſſy, the reſentment

of the Roman people. To Ptolemy, king of Mauritania, who had bore great ſhare

in this war, was diſpatched a ſenator with an ivory ſtaff, and an embroidered robe,

d preſents which the Roman people uſed to ſend in ancient times to kings, who were

their friends and confederates . The ſame year one Titus Curtiſius, formerly a ſol-A ſervile war

dier of the praetorian guards, ſowed the ſeeds of a ſervile war, inviting by declara-lºſſº "

tions publicly hung up all ſlaves to reſume their liberty. But this tumult was ſup-””

preſſed juſt as it was breaking out, the leader himſelf, and the moſt reſolute men

of his party, being ſurpriſed and dragged to Rome, which was already in great conſter

nation on account of the immenſe number of domeſtic ſlaves Y.

DURING the ſame conſulate, Rome ſaw an example of horror and unnatural cruelty, vibius Sere

which alone is ſufficient to render the reign and memory of Tiberius execrable to the mus accuſed 5

lateſt poſterity. Vibius Serenus, proconſul of the Farther Spain, was condemned, as***

e we have related above, for arbitrary adminiſtration, and baniſhed to the iſland of

Amorgos. But now that unhappy father is dragged from the place of his exile to a

freſh trial, being accuſed by his ſon of treaſonable pračtices againſt the majeſty of the

emperor. The father appeared before the ſenate bound in chains, with a dejected

countenance, and in the diſmal habit of a criminal, while the ſon in the gayeſt attire,

as if he intended to inſult nature itſelf, alledged a plot framed by his father againſt

the emperor, accuſing him at the ſame time of having ſent conſpirators into Gaul to

ſtir up the people there to rebellion. He likewiſe charged acilius Cornutus, for

merly praetor, with having ſupplied the conſpirators with money. Cornutus, though

innocent, no ſooner heard himſelf accuſed, than looking upon his accuſation only

* Hiſt. Univerſ. Vol. III, p. 277, w Tacit, ibid. c. 15–22. * Iden), c. 23–27. Y Idem, c. 27.

induced by the inſolence of Caffus Severus, who had

in his writings wantonly defamed the moſt illuſtri

ous men and women in Rome. He was of a mean

deſcent, but an excellent ſpeaker, and had a parti

cular turn for ſatyre. He wrote alſo a hiſtory, which

we find quoted by Suetonius ( i t ) and Tertullian

{12}. Seneca makes honourable mention of him in

his controverſy (13). Tacitus tells us in this place,

that he grew old among the rocks of Seriphos; which

is agreeable to what we read in Euſebius, viz. that

Caffus Severus, a famous orator, died of want in the

twenty-fifth year of his exile, being reduced to ſuch

poverty, that he had not wherewithal to cover his

nakedneſs (14). S. ferom ſuppoſes him to have died

for want of neceſſaries in the eighth year of his ba

niſhment (15).

(1,1) Stet. in Pitell. c. 2. (12) Tertull, in apolog. (13) Senec. controverſ. 3. init. (14) Euſeb,

in chron. (15) Hier, in chron.
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as a ſignal of deſtrućtion, he laid violent hands on himſelf. But Seremus, turning full a

upon his ſon, and ſhaking his chains, begged of the gods with tears in his eyes, that

they would reſtore him to the place of his exile, where he might paſs his days far

from ſuch objećts of horror, and that they would one day take juſt vengeance of

ſuch a cruel and unnatural ſon. He then urged, that Cornutus was innocent, and

only frightened with a falſe accuſation ; and challenged his ſon to produce other

witneſſes, and name other confederates, ſince it was not probable, that with one ac

complice only he ſhould have thought of murdering the prince, and introducing a

change in the government. The accuſer then named Cneius Lentulus, and Seius Tubero,

both men of the firſt rank in Rome, and Tiberius’s intimate friends. Beſides Len

tulus was extremely old, and Tubero broken with infirmities; inſomuch that Tiberius b

himſelf could not help bluſhing in hearing them named. Dion Caſſius tells us, that

JLentulus, finding himſelf, aged as he was, charged with meditating the murder of

the prince, and a change of ſtate, broke into a loud laugh 5 and that the emperor in

ſtantly acquitted him, ſaying, I do not deſerve to live, if I am hated even by Lentulus .

Tubero was likewiſe diſcharged, but the ſlaves of the pretended criminal were examined

upon the rack, and their teſtimony proved favourable to their maſter. Hereupon

the populace, provoked at ſuch monſtrous and unheard-of proceedings, began to

threaten the unnatural ſon with the puniſhments inflićted by the laws on parricides;

which ſo terrified him, that he fled privately out of Rome, and withdrew to Ravenna.

But Tiberius, ſtill remembering ſome expreſſions, a little too free, which Serenus had c

uſed in a letter written to him eight years before (A), and no wiſe diſguiſing his old

hatred, obliged the ſon to return, and purſue the action begun againſt his father.

The revengful Nothing could be proved againſt him ; nevertheleſs the votes being taken, he was

temper of Ti

berius,

He epenly coun

tenances the

accuſers.

Several perſons

accuſed.

ſentenced to death as a traytor. And then Tiberius, to mitigate the odium accruing

to him from ſuch a crying piece of injuſtice, granted him his life. Hereupon Aſinius

Gallus was for confining him to the iſland of Gyarus, or to that of Domuſa ; this motion

was diſliked by the emperor, becauſe both theſe iſlands were deſtitute of water, and

to whom life is granted, ſaid he, the neceſſaries of life ought likewiſe to be granted.

Seremus was therefore remanded to Amorgos ". The death of Cornutus, who had laid

violent hands on himſelf, gave occaſion to the following motion in the ſenate; viz, d

that when a perſon charged with treaſon ſhould put an end to his own life before he

was condemned, the accuſers ſhould loſe their rewards, which were the fourth part of

the condemned perſon’s eſtate. This motion ſeemed reaſonable, and would have been

generally approved of, had not Tiberius, throwing off his uſual diſguiſe and reſerve,

openly declared himſelf an advocate for the accuſers, ſaying with great ſternneſs, that

by this means the laws would be defeated, and the republic overturned ; and that

they had better diſanuul the laws themſelves, than remove their guardians. Thus

theſe bloody and deſtructive inſtruments, ſays Tacitus, never ſufficiently curbed by

any terrors or puniſhments, were now allured and encouraged by ample rewards ".

The ſame year were accuſed, and convićted, Caius Cominius, a Roman knight, Publius e

Silius, formerly quaeſtor to Germanicus, and Calus Firmius, a ſenator. Cominius had

written a ſcurrilous poem againſt the emperor, who nevertheleſs pardoned him at the

intreaties of his brother, who was a ſenator. Silius being convicted of taking a bribe

in an affair which he was to decide as a judge, was by the ſenate only condemned to be

driven out of Italy; but this ſentence appearing too mild to the emperor, he cauſed

him to be baniſhed into an iſland, after having declared upon oath, that he con

ſulted therein the welfare of the republic. This ſeverity, which was then ſharply cen

ſured, turned afterwards to the emperor’s praiſe: for Silius, returning to Rome in the

reign of Claudius, proved an abandoned mercenary, and one of the moſt miſchievous

miniſters of that inhuman tyrant ; a proof this, of 7iberius's deep penetration, and f

thorough knowledge of mankind, a knowledge in which he has been equalled

by few, and excelled by none. Catus Firmius was likewiſe by the ſentence of the

ſenate to be expelled Italy for forging crimes of treaſon againſt his ſiſter. But as he

had been inſtrumental in procuring the deſtruction of Libo Druſus by firſt maliciouſly

* Dio, l. lviii. p. 630, 631. * Tacit. c. 28–30. * Idem, c. 30, 31.

(A) Tacitus tells us, that after the condemnation bear. Our hiſtorian, in his account of that famous

of Liéo Druſus, Seremus had by letters upbraided the trial, which he ſtems to have deſcribed pretty mi

emperor for not rewarding the ſingular zeal with nutely, does not mention Serenus among the inform

which he had ſignalized himſelf in that trial, uſing ers, though he acted, as appears from this paſligº,

expreſſions more free than the tender cars of a prince, a chief part on that occaſion.

natura y proud and jealous of his prerogative, could

ſeducing

1.
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ſeducing him, and afterwards informing againſt him, as we have related above Ti

berius, mindful of this ſervice, but pretending other motives, ſaved him from baniſh

ment, but did not oppoſe his being expelled the ſenate ".

Tacitºs begins the following year, when Coſius Cornelia; Lentulus and A'ſ. Aſinius Cremutius

Agrippa were conſuls, with an account of the arraignment and noble defence of

Cremulius Cordus, a celebrated hiſtorian, who was accuſed of having praiſed Brutus in

the annals he had publiſhed, and ſtyled Caſſius the laſt of the Romans, which was the

elogium beſtowed upon him by Brutus himſelf, His accuſers were Satrius Secundu:

and Pimarius Natta, both creatures of Sejanus ; which he looking upon as a ſignal

of his deſtrućtion, and beſides obſerving great ſternneſs and indignation in the

countenance of Tiberius, he caſt away all hopes of life, ſpoke in his own defence

with the ſpirit, and in the ſtyle of a true Roman (B), and then withdrawing from the

ſenate, ſtarved himſelf to death. The fathers condemned his books to be burnt by End, his lift ty

the aediles ; but they were ſtill privately diſperſed, and read both in Tiberius’s time, 4%inº.

and many ages after : whence our hiſtorian takes occaſion to deride the ſtupidity of

thoſe who imagine they can by their preſent power conceal the tranſačtions of their

times from future ages ; whereas it happens quite otherwiſe; for the puniſhment of

writers gains credit to their writings, and kings reap no other fruit from it, than

infamy to themſelves, and glory to thoſe whom they thus perſecute ". But time

has done what the emperor could not effect with all his authority; only ſome few

fragments of Cremulius Corduº’s hiſtory have been tranſmitted to us by Seneca -, the

reſt having been long ſince loſt. For this whole year accuſations were purſued with

ſuch warmth, that even during the feſtival of the Feria. Latinae, while Druſus, pro

CAssiod. Chr.

“ thoſe whom death hath exempted from hatred and

“favour. Do I with ſeditious harangues inflame

“ the people to civil wars, or exhort them to join

aſ tº

• Idem, c. 31. * Tacit. c. 34. Dio, l. lvii. p. 619. SENEc. ad Marc. c. 22.

Alex. p. 492.
* Vide SENEc. in ſuaſ. de mort. Cic.

(B) “As to facts, conſcript fathers, ſaid he, I am

“ſo free from guilt, that words only are produced

“ againſt me. But neither were my words uttered

“ againſt the prince, or his father, who are the only

“ perſons compriſed under the law of treaſon. I

“ am charged with having praiſed Brutus and Caſ

“ſius, men whoſe exploits many have diſplayed, and

“ali in honourable terms, Titus Livius, one of our

“ moſt famous writers both for eloquence and ve

“racity, beſtowed ſuch high encomiums upon Pom

“pey, that Auguſtus ſtyled him a Pompeian ; nor

“ did this in the leaſt prejudice their friendſhip.

“ He no-where calls Scipio Aricanus, nor even this

“Caffius, this Brutus, thieves and parricides, as they

“ are now-a-days commonly termed, but often men

“tions them as worthy and famous men. The wri

“tings of Aſinius Pollio have couveyed down to us

“ the memory of the ſame men under honourable

“chºraćters. Meſſala Corvinus was proud of having

had Cºus for his general ; and for all this both

“ theſe writers flouriſhed both in wealth and ho

“mours under Auguſius. M. Cicero extolled Cato to

“ the skies; and nevertheleſs Caſar, the dićtator,

“ contented himſelf with anſwering it in the ſame

“ ſtyle, as if he had been before his judges. The

“letters of Marc Antony, the ſpeeches of Brutus, are

“ ful of reproaches againſt Auguſius, falſe indeed and

“groundleſs, but urged with great bitterneſs. The

“ poems of Bibaculus aud Catullus, though ſtuffed

“ with ſatirical and virulent refle&tions upon the Cz

“ſars, are ſtill read. The deified ?ulius, the deified

“Auguſtus, bore theſe invečtives, and winked at

“ them, whether with greater moderation or wiſ

“dom, I cannot eaſily ſy. For things of that na

“ture, if neglected, are but ſhort-lived ; whereas

“ they argue, when reſented, a guilty conſcience.

“I forbear mentioning the Greeks, among whom,

“not only the freedom, but even the licentiouſneſs

“of ſpeech, is unpuniſhed ; or if any correction is

“ returned, it is only by revenging words with words.

“It has been ever allowed. and at no time thought

“matter of reproach, to paſs our judgment upon

…

(16) Plut.

“Caſus and Brutus now in arms, and maſters of

“ the fields of Philippi f Brutus and Caſſius, now

“ above ſeventy years ſlain, are ſtill known in their

“ſtatues, which even the conqueror did not deſtroy:

“why then may not an hiſtorian preſerve their nie

“mories in his writings : Impartial poſterity does

“every one Juſtice; and if in y death is determined,

‘there will not be wanting ſome, who will not

“ only maintain the memory of Brutus and Cafts,

“but mine too". Notwithſtanding this nocle de

fence, the hiſtorian, not doubting but he would have

been condemned by the ſervile ſenate, returned home,

and ended his life by abſtinence. What Cordus ſays

here of the ſtatues of Caſſius and Brutº, is confirmed

by other writers, namely cy Plutarch, who tells us,

that Auguſius took cave, that all the honours which

had been paid to the two heads of the republican party

in their life-time, ſhould be preſerved invioli':e to

them after their death, and relates to this purpoſe

the following ſtory : As Auguſtus was paſſing tº o'

the city of Mediolanum in Ciſalpice Gaul he ot

ſerved a ſtatue of Brutus, which was of excellent

workmanſhip, and ſtrongly reſembled the original.

Upon this he halted, and in the preſence of many,

who attended him, called the magiſtrates before him,

and told them, that their town had broken the eague,

and honoured one of his enemtes. At firſt the ma

giſtrates denied the fact, and not knowing what he

drove ar, ſtared upon one another as mea under an

inexpreſſible ſurpºſe. Then Auguſtus, pointing to

the ſt tue, asked them with a flown, Is not that my

enemy, whom you have received into the very heart of

jour city At theſe words the magiſtrates, ſtill more

aſtoniſhed, were ſtruck dumb. Whereupon Augºſius

ſmiling, commended them for their conſtancy to

their friends, though in adverſity ; and left orders,

that the ſtatue ſhould remain ſtanding as he ſound

it (16). -

in Bruto.

bably
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bably the ſon of Germanicus, who had been appointed governor of Rome, was aſcend- a

t ing the tribunal to take poſſeſſion of his new employment, Calpurnius Salvianus accoſted

him with a charge againſt Sextus Marius, which Tiberius highly reſented, publicly

rebuking the informer, who was thereupon immediately baniſhed by the ſenate.

The inhabitants of Cyzicum were this year accuſed of neglečting the worſhip of the

deified Auguſtus, which they had eſtabliſhed in their city, and of committing vio

To bºat; lences upon ſome Roman citizens (B). They were therefore deprived of their liberty,

tants of Cyzi- which had been formerly granted them by the Roman people, in conſideration of their

º' gallant behaviour during the Mithridatic war', as we have related elſewhere. Fon
jºr *r icius Capito, formerly proconſul of Aſia, was accuſed at the ſame time, but acquitted,

it plainly appearing, that the crimes, laid to his charge by Vibius Seremus, were forged. b

And yet Seremus eſcaped unpuniſhed ; nay the public hatred he had incurred by falſely

arraigning perſons of the greateſt diſtinétion, rendered him the more ſecure: for, as

t - our hiſtorian obſerves, the more miſchievous an accuſer was, the ſafer he was, thoſe

only of the tribe being ſurrendered to puniſhment, who were incapable of doing great

miſchief g.

About this time embaſſadors arrived in Rome from the Farther Spain to beg leave

of the ſenate to erect a temple, after the example of Aſia, to Tiberius and his mother.

When they were introduced to the ſenate, the emperor laid hold of that occa

ſion to confute thoſe who taxed him with ambition for having allowed the Aſiatics

Tiberius, wift to pay him divine honours, and ſpoke in the following manner: I know, conſcript c

º fathers, that I am generally blamed, and taxed with inconſtancy, for not oppoſing the

º cities of Aſia, when they petitioned for this very thing. I ſhall therefore now ac

"... quaint you with the motives of my former ſilence, and at the ſame time with the rules

I propoſe to follow for the future. As the deified Auguſtus did not oppoſe the found

ing of a temple at Pergamu; to himſelf and the city of Rome (C), I, with whom all

- his ačtions and ſayings have the force of laws, followed a precedent already approved

the more willingly, becauſe to the worſhip beſtowed upon me was annexed that

of the ſenate. But as the accepting of that honour in one inſtance deſerves par

don, ſo to be adored in every province under the ſacred repreſentations of the deities,

favours of pride and ambition: beſides, the rendering common, and in a manner d

proſtituting this honour would be detracting from the glory of Auguſtus. For myſelf,

f Tacit. c. 36. Suet, in Tib. c. 37. Dio, l. lvii. p. 619. * Tacit. ibid.

(B) The Cyzicans had begun to build a temple in

honour of Auguſtus, but neglected to finiſh it, and

beſides had committed violences upon ſome Roman

citizens (17). Of the latter fault they had been

guilty alſo in the reign of Auguſtus, who thereupon

deprived them of their liberties, which however he

reſtored to them ſoon after (18). In the Mithridatic

war they ſuſtained a ſiege, as we have related in our

hiſtory of Pontus, with incredible bravery, and re

pulſed the king. But now, without any regard to

their former ſervices, they are ſtript of thoſe pri

vileges which they had purchaſed by a moſt gallant

behaviour, and at the expence of their blood (19).

We do not find that their liberties were ever after

reſtored to them ; whence we conclude, that Strabo

was either dead, or had put the laſt hand to his work

before this year, the eleventh of Tiberius's reign,

fince he writes, that in his time the city of Cyzicum

was free (20).

(C) Though in Auguſtus's time temples were

built even in honour of the proconſuls and gover

nors of provinces, yet that Prince, as Suetonius in

forms us, would ſuffer no temples to be erected to

him alone, but jointly to him and the city of Rome.

Thus the temple mentioned here by Tiberius was

built at Pergamus by the communities of Aſia, and

conſecrated to Rome and Auguſtus. The repreſen

tation of this temple is to be ſeen on ſeveral coins

which have reached our times, with this legend;

Com. Aſiae. Rom. et. Aug. that is, The communities

of Aſia to Rome and Auguſtus (21). The Smyrneans

firſt erected a temple to Rome in the year of the

city 558 (21): their example was followed about

twenty four years after by the inhabitants of Ala

banda, a city of Caria (23). In proceſs of time a

temple was erected in the city itſelf to Rome and

Venus. Of this temple Prudentius ſpeaks in the fol

lowing lines:

colitur mam ſanguine & ipſa

More dee, momengue loci ceu numen habetur:

AEque urbi, Veneriſque pariſe culmine tollunt

Templa, ſimul geminis adolentur thura deabus.

The ſame poet addreſſes elſewhere Rome as a goddeſs,

thus:

Exaudi, regina tui pulcherrima mundi,

Inter ſydereos Roma recepta polos.

Claudian places this temple on mount Palatine :

Conveniumt ad teāta dea, qua candida lucent

Monte Palatino, &c.

Says that poet, ſpeaking of the temple conſecrated

to Rome (24).

(17) Suet in Tib. c. 37. (18) Dio, l. liv. (19) Tacit. c. 36. Dio, l. lvii. p. 619. (10) Strab.

l. xii. (21) Wide Dion, l. li. ad annum 735. (22) Tacit. c. 56. (2 3) Liv. l. xliii. (24) Clau

dian. de laud. Stilic. l. ii.

conſcript

__ ————---"
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º a conſcript fathers, I acknowledge to you, and would have poſterity to know, that

º I am a mortal man, and ſubject, like others, to the common functions of nature.
º -

-

- -- - - -

º It is enough for me to hold the chief place among you, and poſterity will ſufficiently

º honour my memory, if they believe me to have been worthy of my anceſtors, careful
5

*

il
º of your affairs, unmoved in dangers, fearleſs of private hatred for the public welfare.

t Theſe are the temples which I would raiſe in your breafts, theſe the beſt and moſt

ºº laſting images. As for temples and ſtatues of ſtone, if thoſe who are worſhipped in

º, them come to be condemned by the judgment of poſterity, they are deſpiſed as their

º ſepulchres. I therefore here implore our allies and citizens, all the gods and god

º deſſes, beſeeching the latter to grant me, to the end of my life, a mind undiſturbed, and

lº b a thorough knowledge of the laws human and divine, and the former to celebrate my

º ačtions, whenever my diſſolution comes, with a kind remembrance. Thus ſpoke
à iſ: Tiberius ; but his reaſoning, however judicious and wiſe, was variouſly conſtrued,

§§ſ: ſome aſcribing his thus rejecting divine honours to modeſty, others to diffidence, and

many to a meanneſs of ſpirit unbecoming a prince. But whatever was his motive,

gº: he thenceforth continued to ſlight upon all occaſions, and even in private converſa

Iſiſ, tion, divine honours F.

& * AND now Sejanuſ, intoxicated with his exceſſive power, and beſides egged on by Sejanus ask' .
:::::::: the importunity of Livia, the widow of Druſus, who was continually reminding him . Livia in

º: of his promiſe, preſented a memorial to the emperor, begging, that if a husband rriage.

digi: c were ſought for Livia, he would remember his friend, to whom he had already given

ſ]W iſ. innumerable inſtances of his affection and benevolence. He added, that Aigaſus, in

ſkſ: the diſpoſal of his daughter, had not been without thoughts of ſome Roman knight ;

tº. that he had nothing in view but the glory of ſuch an affinity, and the ſaf ty of his

ºm all children, ſince their alliance with the imperial family would ſufficiently ſcreen them

ºd againſt the wrath and malice of Agrippina ; for himſelf, he ſaid, he cared to live no

t; it longer, than he could be ſerviceable to ſo gracious and benevolent a prince. Tiberius Tiberius's am
Nº. for a preſent anſwer commended the fidelity of Sejanus, curſorily recapitulated his own fºr " him.

*:::: favours towards him, and demanded time to examine his requeſt with more maturity.

imºſ. At length he returned this anſwer: “That princes were not, like other men, guided

Yūji d “ in their purſuits by the notions of conveniency, but were in their actions chiefly to

“ confider the applauſe and approbation of the public ; and therefore, that he

!. “ would not put Sejanus off with this obvious and plauſible anſwer, that Livia could

- “ herſelf determine whether ſhe would marry again or no, or that ſhe had a mother

ºrgºt “ and grandmother, with whom, as nearer relations, ſhe might adviſe ; but would

ºrs “ deal more candidly with him : And in the firſt place, as to the enmity of Agrip

º: “ pina, it would become more outrageous, if by the marriage of Livia the houſe

º: “ of the Ceſars were rent, as it were, into two oppoſite parties ; that even as things

sº “ ſtood, great emulation reigned among the women, which occaſioned a mutual

Rºmº “ miſunderſtanding in his grandſons. What would be the conſequence, if by ſuch

intº e “ a marriage the conteſt and diſagreement were heightened? For you are deceived,

“ Sejanus, ſaid he, if you think to continue then in the ſame rank you are now in.

“Can you imagine, that I ivia, who was firſt married to Caius Cæſar, and after

p: “ wards to Druſus, will be ſatisfied to grow old with a perſon only of the equeſtrian

* “ rank : If I ſhould ſuffer you after your marriage to remain in the ſame ſtation,
Jºãº “ do you think that thoſe would ſuffer it, who have ſeen her brother, her father, and

gº “ her anceſtors, ſhining in the firſt dignities You propoſe continuing in your

“ preſent rank ; but thoſe very magiſtrates, and great men, who in all affairs affect

“ to conſult you, openly complain, that you are already lifted up above the rank

“ of a knight, that you ſurpaſs in power all my father's friends, and therefore out

f “ of hatred to you cenſure me. Auguſtus, you ſay, had ſome thoughts of giving

fa: “ his daughter in marriage to a Roman knight. What wonder, if diſtraćted with

“ innumerable cares, and well appriſed to what a great height he raiſed the perſon,

“ whom he diſtinguiſhed with that match, he talked of Proculeius (D), and ſome

V o L. V. No 6. 5 Q_ “ others

:

-

* Idem, c. 37, 38.

r (D) Caius Proculeius was brother to Varro Mu- Scipio and Murana, having loſt their eſtates in the

º rena, who conſpired againſt Auguſtus. Their fiſter civil wars, he reſerved only one-third of his eſtate
Jºy - was married to Mecanas (25). His two brothers, for himſelf, and gave the reſt to them, for which

generoſity

ſº (25) Dio, l. liv.
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Sejanus urges

“ others of the ſame rank, remarkable for the retiredneſs of their lives, and no a

“ ways engaged in affairs of ſtate : But if we are moved by the heſitation of Augºſlus,

“ how much more ought we to be influenced by the reſolution he took in the end of

“ giving his daughter firſt to Agrippa, and afterwards to me? Theſe conſiderations

“I have out of friendſhip ſuggeſted to you ; however, I will not oppoſe your incli

“ nations, or thoſe of Livia. What I am now meditating with myſelf in your

“favour, by what ties I am contriving to bind you to me, I will forbear at preſent

“ to relate. Thus much only I will ſay, that there is nothing ſo high, but your

“ abilities and zeal for me may juſtly claim. Theſe my ſentiments, I will, on a

“ proper occaſion, declare, either in the ſenate, or the aſſenbly of the people”.

Sejanus was alarmed at this anſwer, as being well acquainted with the emperor's ob- b

ſcure and diſtruſtful temper: laying therefore aſide all thoughts of marrying Livia, he

earneſtly intreated him not to give ear to the ſlanderous reports of his enemies, nor

hearken to the malicious inſinuations of ſuch as hated him only on account of his un

ſhaken fidelity. The more he reflected on Tiberius’s anſwer, the more apprehenſive

he grew of giving him any umbrage. He was chiefly at a loſs how to comport himſelf

with reſpect to the crouds of perſons of all ranks, who daily frequented his houſe to

court his favour. To refuſe them admittance would be impairing his power, and

the encouraging of them might, as he juſtly apprehended, furniſh a handle for criminal

accuſations. In this perplexity he came at length to the following reſolution, viz. to

urge the emperor to leave Rome, and retire to ſome pleaſant place remote from the c

noiſe and hurry of the city. From this counſel he promiſed himſelf great advan

the emperor to tages; there could be no acceſs to the prince, but by him ; all letters and expreſſes,
leave Rome,

and his views

in this.

as they were conveyed, according to the cuſtom which then obtained, by ſoldiers,

who were at his devotion, would paſs through his hands; the emperor declining in

age, and growing ſlothful and effeminate through the ſolitude of the place, would

more eaſily transfer upon him the whole charge of the empire ; finally he himſelf

ſhould be removed from the crouds of ſuch as to make their court attended him at

Rome, which would ſtop one ſource of envy. He therefore began by little and little

to rail at the hurry of buſineſs at Rome, cunningly inſinuating to Tiberius the great

and enormous inconveniencies of the city, the conſtant trouble of attending the ſenate, d

the diſcontented and ſeditious temper of the people, highly extolling at the ſame

time a quiet and ſolitary retirement, a life without anguiſh of mind, free from envy

and ill-will, and therefore more fit to diſpatch important and weighty matters. A

trial, which happened about this time, gave no ſmall weight to the cunning inſinu

votienus Mon ations of Sejanus. One Polienus Montanus (E), a man of great wit, was charged

tanus accuſed with contumelious ſpeeches againſt the emperor. A milius the witneſs, a rough and

**condemned unthinking ſoldier, to make good his evidence, repeated word for word what he had

Embaſſadors

heard. The fathers endeavoured with their clamours to ſtop his mouth ; but to no

purpoſe, Æmilius obſtinately perſiſting in the odious detail, and rehearſing with a

loud voice all the reproaches he had ever heard uttered againſt the prince, who was c

ſo affected with them, that he could not forbear crying out, that he would inſtantly

clear himſelf, either in their preſence, or before an aſſembly of the people. Votic

mus was condemned, and, according to Euſebius", confined to the Balcaric iſlands.

At the ſame time was condemned to baniſhment Aquila, a woman of diſtinétion,

for adultery, and Apidius Merula expelled the ſenate for not having ſworn upon the

aćts of Auguſius . Next were heard embaſſadors from the Lacedæmonians and Meſſe

from the Lace- mians about the right each people claimed to a temple of Diana, which the ſenate,
daemonians

and Meſſe

nians.

after hearing the parties, adjudged to the latter k. The citizens likewiſe of Sºgºſłum

in Sicily ſent deputies to Rome, begging that the temple of Venus Erycina, fallen

through age, might be rebuilt. This charge Tiberius readily took upon himſelf, f

becauſe the Sageſtani were ſuppoſed to be likewiſe deſcended from the Trojans. Then

a petition was heard from the inhabitants of Marſeilles, claiming the eſtate of one Wal

* Eusen, in chron. * Tacit. c. 41, 42. * Idem, c. 43.

generoſity he is deſervedly celebrated by Horace in (E) Votienus Montanus is commended by Seneca

the following lines: as an orator of great fame (26), and by Ovid as a

poet of no mean character:

Vivet extento Proculeius evo

Notus in fratres animi paterai. ºuique vel impariºus numeris, Montane, vel squir

Sºfficiº, & gemino carmine nomen hates.

(26) Senec. l. v. controver, 7.
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d Spain, as he travelled through the province unguarded, was attacked unawares by a

e above, and Caius Calviſius Sabinus being conſuls, Poppaus Sabinus was honoured with

the enſigns of triumph for his ſucceſsful exploits againſt the wild Thracians, who had gian.

a calius Moſchus, who being baniſhed from Rome, and by them admitted a citizen,

had left to their republic, as to his country, his whole fortune. Their claim was

approved, and the eſtate of Moſthus ſurrendered to them. This year died three the death of

Romans of great diſtinction, viz. Cncius Lentulus, Lucius Domitius, and Lucius 4*. illuſirious

tonius. Lentu us had been conſul, and rewarded for his vićtories over the Getuli with**

the enſigns of triumph : he had long borne private poverty with great patience, and

afterwards with equal modeſty enjoyed great wealth virtuouſly acquired. Domitius

was the ſon of Lucius Domitius, who being condemned by the Pedian law as privy to

the murder of julius Cæſar, though he was no ways acceſſory to it, betook himſelf

to Brutus and Caſſius, who were his kinſmen, and continued with them till their death;

b after which he retained the command of the fleet, which they had given him long

before, and conſiderably augmented it in ſpite of all his diſaſters. At length, when

the republican party was irrecoverably ruined, he ſurrendered the fleet under his com

mand to Marc Antony, and was the only perſon condemned by the Pedian law, who

was allowed to return to his native country, where he was advanced to the higheſt

honours. Upon the breaking out of the civil war between Antony and Octavianus,

the former appointed him his lieutenant ; but he not approving of Antony's condućt,

and ſome offering to confer the ſupreme command upon him, he retired to Auguſtus,

and died a few days after . His ſon, mentioned here by Tacitus, led a Roman army

beyond the Elb, and advanced farther into Germany than any had done before him ;

c whence he was honoured with the enſigns of triumph. He married Antonia the youn

ger, or, as Suetonius has it, the elder" ; and had by her Cneius Domitius, the father

of the emperor Nero. Lucius Antonius, who likewiſe died at this time, was the ſon

of Julius Antonius, whom Auguſtus put to death on account of his criminal converſa

tion with Julia. Upon the death of the father the emperor removed the ſon, then

a child, to Marſeilles, where under pretence of purſuing his ſtudies, he was long

kept in an honourable exile. However, as he was the grandſon of Ożavia, Augu

ſtus’s ſiſter by his mother Marcella, he was honoured with a public funeral, and his

bones were, by a decree of the ſenate, repoſited in the tomb of the Oºlavian family n.

During the adminiſtration of the ſame conſuls, Lucius Piſo, governor of the Hither Lucius Pſo

governor of

peaſant, and diſpatched with one blow. The affaffin, by the fleetneſs of his horſe, i.ki

the owner was ſoon diſcovered, ſeized and put to the rack, which he bore with incre

dible conſtancy and reſolution, declaring in the language of his country, that his

accomplices might ſafely ſtand by ; for no torture, or pain, however exquiſite, ſhould

extort from him a diſcovery. The next day, as they were dragging him again to the

rack, he broke from his keepers, and daſhed his head with ſuch violence againſt a

ſtone, that he immediately expired 9.

- - - - - lled by a teaeſcaped to a neighbouring foreſt, and there quitted him. But the horſe being taken, ſan. ºy a p

T H E following year, Lentulus Getulicus, the ſon of Cneius Lentulus mentioned PopPº's Si

taken arms, and endeavoured to drive the Romans out of their country on account

of their raiſing recruits amongſt them, and conveying their ſtouteſt youth out of the

country. They were after a moſt vigorous reſiſtance utterly defeated by Sabinus, and

forced to ſubmit. This year diſcord began to reign in the imperial family, which

we ſhall ſee end at laſt in the deſtrućtion of Agrippina. Claudia Pulchra, her couſin,

being accuſed by Domitius Afer of adultery with one Furnius, and likewiſe of employing

magical charms, and preparing poiſon for the emperor, ſhe flew to Tiberius ; and

finding him by chance ſacrificing to Auguſtus, as ſhe was, notwithſtanding her great

virtue, of a violent temper, ſhe took occaſion from the ſacrifice he was offering to
f upbraid him, and tell him, that it ill became the ſame man to offer vićtims to the

binus defeats

the Thra

deified Auguſtus, and proſecute his poſterity ; that his divine ſpirit was not transfuſed Agrippiny,

into dumb ſtatues and images; that the genuine images of Auguſius were his deſcend-ſºft reprºach

ants, of whom ſhe herſelf was one, in great diſtreſs, and in the ſtate of a ſuppliant. ****

She added, that other crimes were in vain alledged againſt Pulchra, when the only

cauſe of her intended ruin was, that ſhe had unadviſedly loved Agrippina, even to

adoration, not remembring the fate of Soſia, whoſe condemnation and misfortunes

were owing to the ſame crime, the like unſeaſonable affection. Theſe bitter words

! Sver, in Ner. c. 3. m Idem ibid. c. 5, * TAcit. c. 44. * Idem, c. 45, 46.

highly
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highly provoked Tiberius; but nevertheleſs, as he had a perfect command of his a

temper, he only rebuked her, by telling her in a Greek verſe, which he quoted out

of an ancient tragedy, If you do not reign, you think yourſelf injured ; and then diſmiſſed

her without vouchſafing her any further anſwer. Pulchra and Furnius, notwithſtand

ing the ſolicitations and remonſtrances of Agrippina, were both condemned. Some

time after, Agrippina falling ſick, the emperor went to pay her a viſit, when ſhe,

after many tears, and long ſilence, at length intreated him to give her a husband, in

whom ſhe and the children of Germanicus might find a faithful protećtor againſt the

malicious deſigns of their enemies. But Tiberius, well appriſed to what a height of -

power in the ſtate the perſon would be raiſed, who married the grand-daughter of

Auguſtus, and on the other hand, not caring openly to withſtand ſo reaſonable a

requeſt, leſt it ſhould betray jealouſy or fear in him, inſtantly left her, though very

preſſing with him, without returning her any anſwer... This behaviour was highly

reſented by Agrippina, and Sejanus, to inflame her ſtill more, and by that means

haſten her ruin, employed his ſecret agents to warn her under colour of friendſhip,

she i, deceived that poiſon was prepared for her, and that ſhe ought to avoid eating at her father-in

% the ſecret law's table. As Agrippina was a ſtranger to all diſlimulation, ſhe followed their advice;

:::::: ºf * and though ſhe ſat near the emperor, touched no part of the meat; which Tiberius

She deſires a

ſecond husband,

obſerving, to be the better convinced of her ſuſpicions, after having praiſed the

apples that ſtood before him, preſented ſome of them to her with his own hand.

This only increaſed the ſuſpicion of Agrippina, who without ſo much as offering to c

taſte them, delivered them to the waiters. However, Tiberiuſ, always dark and

reſerved, ſpoke not a word openly ; but turning to his mother, No wonder, ſaid he,

that I ſhould uſe ſeverity with her, ſince ſhe charges me with a deſign of poiſoning her.

Hence a rumour was immediately ſpread abroad, that her ruin was reſolved upon ;

but that the emperor, not daring to attempt it openly, had choſe to diſpatch her by

ſome ſecret means. Tiberius, to ſuppreſs that report, by diverting the public talk

upon other topics, attended the ſenate with great aſſiduity, and gave audience to ſeveral

embaſſadors from Aſia, contending in what city the temple, lately decreed to Tiberius,

ſhould be built. For this honour eleven cities ſtrove ; but when the votes of the ſena

tors were colle&ted, the pretenſions of Smyrna were preferred (F). It was alſo moved d

by Vibius Marſus, that Lentulus, to whom had fallen the province of Aſia, ſhould

have a legate extraordinary appointed to ſuperviſe the building of the temple. The

motion was approved, and Lentulus impowered to chuſe whom he pleaſed ; but he

(F) For this honour eleven cities ſtrove with equal of the ancient Lydians ; on the colonies ſent under

ambition, urging their antiquity, and diſtinguiſhed Pelops into Greece, which from him took the name

zeal for the Roman people, during their ſeveral wars of Peloponneſus ; their league with Rome during the

with Perſes, Ariſtonicus, and other kings. But the war with Macedon, &c. The account they give

Hypepenians, Trallians, Laodiceans, and Magneſians, here of their original docs not intirely agree with

were diſmiſſed at once as not ſufficient for the charge. what we read of it in Dionyſius of Halicarnaſſuſ, and

The Ilienſe, or Trojans repreſented, that Troy was the Welleius Paterculus (27). The Smyrneans likewiſe

mother of Rome; but had no advantage above the diſplayed the glory of their antiquity and founders,

reſt, beſides the glory of antiquity. The Halicar- of whom we have ſpoken at length in our hiſtory of

naffians urged, that for twelve hundred years their Aſia ; but inſiſted chicfly on their early friendſhip

city had not been ſhaken by earthquakes, and pro- with Rome, and kindly offices to the Roman people,

miſed to lay the foundations of the temple on a ſolid whom they aſſiſted, not only in their foreign wars,

rock. The ſame plea was brought by the inhabi- but in thoſe which were waged in the very bowels

tants of Pergamu; ; but as a temple was already of Italy. They deſired the fathers to remember,

erected in their city to Auguſtus, that diſtinct on that they had before any other pcople whatſoever

was judged ſufficient for them. The cities of Ephe- erected a temple to Rome, when the power of the

ſus and Miletus were thought already ſufficiently Roman people was indeed great, but not yet raiſed

taken up with the ceremonies of their peculiar dei- to its greateſt height, ſince Carthage was ſtill ſtand

, ties, the former with thoſe of Diana, the latter ing, and Aſia governed by mighty kings: they laid

with thoſe of Apollo. Thus the diſpute was con- great ſtreſs on their generoſity to Sylla, the miſºri

fined to Sardes and Smyrna. The former urged their ble condition of whoſe army, ready to periſh in a

antiquity, power and opulence ; they recited a de- ſevere winter for want of cloaths, was no ſooner related

cree of the Hetrurians, acknowledging them for to the citizens of Smyrna, at that time by chance aſ

kinſmen. For they pretended to derive their ori- ſembled, than they all ſtript themſelves of their own

ginal from Atys, the ſon of Hercules by Omphale, garments, and ſent them to the naked legions. This

who, as we have related in the hiſtory of Lydia, is ſignal inſtance of their great fidelity, and fincere at

ſuppoſed to have had two ſons, Lydus and Tyrrhenus ; tachment to the Roman people, made ſo deep an

the former remained in his native country, which impreſſion upon the whole aſſembly, that the honour,

from him was called Lydia, and the latter ſettled in for which ſo many cities contended, was by a great

Hetruria, where his followers were from him named majority conferred upon them (28),

Tyrrhenian,. They likewiſe inlarged on the opulence

(17) Wide Dion. Halicar. l. i. & Well, Patrreul l. i. (28) Tacit. c. 55, 56.
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a through modeſty declining to name one, Palerius Nºſ was drawn by lot from among
thoſe who had been praetors P. ... • -

This year at length, the twelfth of his reign, Tiberius put in execution the deſign Tiberiusa'an

g meditated, and from time to time deferred, of leaving Rome. At don, Rome.which he had long

his departure he gave out, that he was going into Campania only to dedicate a temple

to jupiter at Capua, and one at Nola to Auguſtus ; but in truth determined never to

return to Rome. Moſt hiſtorians, who wrote before Tacitus, aſcribe this his reſolu- of Rome 7:4.

tion to the artful inſinuations of Sejanus ; but as he continued in his retirement ſix

years after the diſgrace and execution of Sejanus, that writer thinks he was influenced

by ſome other more powerful motive, namely, that of concealing in the darkneſs

b of a retired and ſolitary place his natural inclination to cruelty, lewdneſs, and de

bauchery (G). Some believed, that in his old age he was aſhamed of the figure of

his perſon ; for he was very thin, tall, and ſtooped ; his head was bald, his face full

of ulcers, and for the moſt part beſmeared with ointments (H). During his retire

ment at Rhodes, he uſed to avoid, as much as he could, appearing in public, and to

conceal his debaucheries in the receſs of a ſolitary life; whence many concluded, that

he had been prevailed upon, not ſo much by the plauſible perſuaſions of Sejanus, as by

his own natural inclinations, to retire from the city. Some gave out, that he was

driven from Rome by the reſtleſs and inſupportable ambition of his mother, whom

on one hand he ſcorned to admit as a partner in the ſovereignty, but on the other

c could not intirely exclude, ſince the ſovereignty itſelf was her gift (I). Whatever what trompted

was his motive, though he removed to ſeveral places, he never returned once to the him to retire.
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(G) As to his debauchery, Suetonius tells us, that

in his youth he was much given to drinking, that

inſtead of Tiberius Claudius Nero, he was nicknamed

Biberius Caldius Mero. Afterwards being raiſed to

the ſovereign power, continues the ſame writer, at

the very time he was reforming the manners of the

people, he ſpent one night and two days in carouſ

ing with Pomponius Flaccus and L. Piſo, to one of

whom he gave immediately the province of Syria,

and to the other the government of Rome, ſtyling

them in his letters, jucundiſimas & omnium horarum

amicos. Being invited to ſupper by Sextius Gallus,

an old debauchee, who had been noted with infamy

by Auguſtus, and ſeverely reprimanded by himſelf

in the ſenate, he accepted the invitation, upon con

dition, that he altered nothing of his old way, and

that they were ſerved at table by naked virgins. He

preferred a man of a mean extraction, who ſtood

for the quaſtorſhip, to ſeveral competitors of great

diſtinétion for no other reaſon, but becauſe he had

drunk with him an incredible quantity of wine

at one meal. He preſented Aſellius Sabinus with

two hundred thouſand feſterces for a dialogue he

wrote between the muſhroom, the becrafico, or

fig-pecker, the oyſter and the thruſh, which were

aſ his favourite diſhes (29). As to his lewdneſs,

exceſſes ſo deteſtably infamous are related of him by

the ſame writer, that they ſeem almoſt incredible.

We ſhall not defile our hiſtory with the infamous

detail he gives us of them, but only relate one inſtance

out of the many which that author produces. He

tells us, that a very ſcandalous pićture, done by the

famous Parrhaſius, and repreſenting Atlanta and

Meleager, being left to the emperor as a legacy, upon

condition, that if he liked not that piece, he ſhould

have a million of ſeſterces paid him immediately in

its ſtead, he not only preferred it to the ſaid ſum,

but cauſed it to be hung up in his room (30).

(H) Suetonius deſcribes his perſon thus: he was,

ſays he, of a ſtrong well-ſet body, ſomewhat ex

ceeding the common ſize 3 broad in the breaſt and

ſhoulders, in the reſt of his limbs from head to foot

well proportioned. He uſed for the moſt part his

left hand, in the joints of which he had ſuch ſtrength,

(29) Suet. ibid. c. 42.

V o L. V. No 6.

(30) Idem, ibid.

that he could run his fingers through a green apple,

however ſound, and ſtun a man with a fillip. His

complexion was fair; his hair long behind, ſo as to

cover his neck, which was peculiar to the Claudian

family. His countenance was graceful, though co

vered with ſmall pimples: he had large eyes, and

could ſee in the dark, but only or a ſhort time, and

when he firſt awaked. He ſtooped, eſpecially when

he walked, and ſhewed always a great deal of ſeve

rity in his ſtern looks. He was ſlow of ſpeech, and

in private converſation was continually moving his

fingers in a manner which no ways became him.

All theſe imperfeótions, ſays the fame writer, and

indications of arrogance, Auguſtus obſerved in him,

and frequently endeavoured to excuſe to the ſenate

and people, repreſenting to them, that they were

defects in nature, but no imperfeótions in his mind.

He was very healthy, and ſcarce ever out of order

the whole time he was emperor, though from the

thirtieth year of his age he lived as he pleaſed with

out hearkening to his phyſicians (31).

(I) Livia having preſſed him very earneſtly, as

we read in Suetonius, to advance a perſon, whom

he had admitted citizen of Rome, into the number

of the decuries, he abſolutely refuſed to do it, unleſs

ſhe would allow it to be inſerted in the regiſter ;

That it was extorted from him by his mother. This

Livia took greatly amiſs, and immediately produced

certain letters which Auguſtus had formerly written to

her, complaining of his ſtubborn temper, and the in

tolerable perverſeneſs of his manners, and cauſed them

to be publicly read. This inſpired him with ſuch

an averſion to the empreſs, who had ſo long pre

ſerved, and ſo maliciouſly produced theſe letters, that

being no longer able to bear the fight of her, he

was thought by ſome to have withdrawn from Rome,

that he might have no farther intercourſe or com.

munication with her (31). Taritus makes no men

tion of theſe letters, but only ſays, that Livia, who

knew he was indebted to her alone for the empire,

fince ſhe had prevailed upon Auguſtus to adopt, con

trary to his inclination, Tiberius, and exclude Ger

manicus, imperiouſly reclaimed the power which

ſhe had procured him.

(31) Idem ibid. c. 68. (31) Idem ibid. c. 51.
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city during the remaining part of his reign. He departed with a ſmall attendance, a

having with him but one ſenator, Cocceius Nerva, formerly conſul, and well verſed

in the knowledge of the laws, one Roman knight, beſides Sejants, by name Curtius'

Atticus (K), and ſome men of letters, chiefly Greeks, with whoſe converſation he was

pleaſed and amuſed 4, Suetonius tells us, he left orders that during his abſence no one

ſhould come near him, and that on his journey he declined all communication . Upon

his departure the aſtrölögers gave out, that he left Rome under ſuch a conjunction of

the planets, that he would never return thither, and that his end was at hand. That

he was never to return to Rome proved true ; but the conjećtures, publiſhed by the

aſtrologers concerning his death, ought to have convinced the world of the ſalihood

of that art, ſince it proved fatal to its profeſſors, of whom many were for their pre- b

dićtions either put to death, or involved in endleſs calamities, which with all their

knowledge of the ſtars they had not foreſeen's whereas Tiberius lived eleven years

after his retreat. However, their conjećtures touching his death were very near being

fulfilled ſoon after his departure ; for as he was ſupping in a cave of one of his villa's

called thence Speluhra (B), its mouth fell ſuddenly in, and buried under it ſome of

his attendants; which ſo frightened the reſt, that abandoning the emperor, they all

sejanus expoſ, fled, except Sejanus, who covering the emperor's body with his own, and ſtooping

his perſon for upon his knees and hands, received all the ſtones that fell from the roof; ſo that

* Tiberius eſcaped quite unhurt. From this time the emperor looking upon him as one

quite regardleſs of his own ſafety, and only ſolicitous about his, repoſed an intire c.

confidence in him, blindly following all his counſels however bloody and deſtrućtive.

This confidence the wicked miniſter abuſed to the deſtrućtion of the family of Ger

manicus, which alone could thwart his ambitious deſigns. He attacked firſt Nero,

Germanicus's eldeſt ſon, and conſequently next in ſucceſſion, ſuborning perſons to

He bring, Nero miſrepreſent all his ačtions to Tiberius. Nero was a young prince no ways ambitious,

intº diſgrace but unmindful of that circumſpection which his preſent ſituation required. He was

with Tiberius, alſo miſled and ill-adviſed by his freedmen and followers, who, deſirous of having the

power in their own hands, were continually animating him to exert the courage and

reſolution becoming a perſon in his ſtation ; that both the people and ſoldiery longed

to ſee him ſhare the government with his grandfather ; and that as to Sejanus, he d

would not dare to oppoſe him, though he now equally inſulted the tameneſs of an

old man, and the ſloth of a youth. As the young prince gave ear to ſuch ſuggeſti

ons, ſome unguarded expreſſions eſcaped, which were immediately catched up by

the ſpies placed upon him, and with aggravations carried to the emperor, who would

not ſo much as allow him the privilege of clearing himſelf. He was even betrayed

by his wife julia, the daughter of Druſus and Livia, who acquainted her mother and

* Tacit. c. 57, 58.

-:

F Suet, ibid. c. 40. * TAc1r. ibid.

(K) Curtius Atticus was in high favour with

Tiberius, which was the cauſe of his ruin, Sejanus,

who was jealous of his power, having by falſe in

ſinuations brought him into diſgrace. To him Ovid

inſcribed two elegies, viz. the fourth and ſeventh

of his ſecond book de Ponto.

(B) Seneca tells us, that the Romans, generally

ſpeaking, choſe to build their country ſeats near

iſome cave, to which they frequently reſorted, eſpe

cially in the ſummer. He gives us a very particular

deſcription of two grotto's or caves adjoining to the

country ſeat of Vatia. The cave ſpoken of here, lay,

according to our hiſtorian, between the Amytlean

ſea, and the mountains of Fundi, or, as it is now

called, Fondi, that is, between Caieta and Tarracina ;

for between theſe two places ſtood Amycle, which

gave its name to the neighbouring ſea. Pliny (33)

and Solinus (34) tell us, that the territory of Amy

cle was ſo infeſted with ſerpents and vipers, that the

inhabitants were obliged to abandon their dwellings,

and ſettle elſewhere. Amycle is mentioned by Virgil:

ditiſmus agri

..Quifuit Auſonidam, & tacitis regnavit Amyclis,

(33) Plin. l. iii. e. 5.

1. viii. v. 529. (37) Sol. in ibid.

(34) Sol. de Italia, c. 2.

ſays that poet (35). He gives the epithet of tacitus,

ſilent, to Amycla, either becauſe it was built by the

Laced&monians, who, as they followed the doćtrine

of Pythagoras, always inculcating filence, were thence

called taciti, or becauſe of a law which obtained in

this place, forbidding under ſevere penalties any one

to mention the approach of an enemy. Theſe are

the conjećtures of Servius in his comments upon

this place. He adds, that before this law was made

the city was daily alarmed by falſe reports, as if the

enemy had been already at the gates, from which

terrors and uneaſineſs the above-mentioned law in

deed delivered them; but in the end it proved their

ruin; for no one venturing to tranſgreſs it even when

the enemy appeared unexpectedly under the walls,

the city was taken and deſtroyed. To this Silius

alluded in the following words:

quaſque evertere ſilentia, Amyels (36);

and Lucilius, as quoted by Servius, I muſt ſpeak, for

by ſilence the city of Amycia was deſiroyed. Amyºla

was built by a colony troin another city of the ſame

name in Laconia (37).

(35) Virg. Æneid 16, w. 564. (36) Sil.

by
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a by her means Sejanus, not only with the words, but even with the fighs and dreams of

her husband. His brother Druſus was likewiſe drawn into the combination with the

hopes of immediately ſucceeding Tiberius, if his elder brother, already in diſgrace,

were effectually ſet aſide (C). The emperor, thus prejudiced againſt him, even by

his neareſt relations, and thoſe who were thought to be his beſt friends, always re

ceived him with a ſtern countenance; if the youth ſpoke, there were crimes in his

words ; and crimes in his ſilence, if he ſpoke nothing. Sejanus, having by theſe baſe -

arts ſet Tiberius againſt Nero, began to conſult with his creatures how he might inflame Conſult, how to

him at the ſame time againſt Driffus and Agripping, that the whole family of Germa-º. ºf

nicus might be involved in the ſame ruins s. We ſhall ſoon ſee what ſteps he took to.Číº

b wards the compaſſing of that deſign. In the end of this year died Aſinius Agrippa,

deſcended of a family renowned rather than ancient (D), himſelf not unworthy of his

anceſtors; and Quintus Haterius of a ſenatorial family, and famous for eloquence,

while he lived, though the orations he left behind him were not much eſteemed, the

harmony of his voice, as our hiſtorian obſerves, which charmed the ears of his hearers,

dying with him (E). This year Pontius Pilate was appointed by Tiberius governor

of judæa in the room of Walerius Gratus ". How he behaved during his ten years

adminiſtration, appears from Philo w, and from what we have ſaid in our hiſtory of

the jews X.

The following year, M. Licinius Croſſils and Lucius Calpurnius Piſº being conſuls, ſºº

c Atilius, one of the race of freedmen, having built an amphitheatre at Fidena, in ... ."

order to exhibit in it a ſhew of gladiators, vaſt crouds flocked thither from Rome, mained by the

eager for ſuch ſhews, as during the reign of Tiberius they were debarred from diver-fall ºf an anº

fions at home. But as the ſpectators were intent upon the gladiators, the amphi-P"

theatre, which was but ſlightly built, and overcharged with the multitude, fell down,

and with its fall deſtroyed or maimed fifty thouſand perſons . Suetonius ſays, that

twenty thouſand ſouls periſhed by this ſad ſtroke *. On this occaſion the great

men of Rome threw open their doors to receive ſuch as had been hurt, ſupplied them

with medicines, and took all poſſible care of them till they recovered. Thus to the

great ſatisfaction of the city was revived at this junéture the public ſpirit of the ancient

d Romans, who after great battles conſtantly relieved the wounded, ſuſtained them by

their bounties, and reſtored them with care. Suetonius tells us, that Tiberius, upon

the news of this dreadful calamity, immediately left Capredº, paſſed over to the Con

tinent, and allowed perſons of all ranks to come to him ; but according to Tacitus he

had not yet withdrawn to that iſland, but was either at Capua or Nola. Atilius,

who had built the amphitheatre only for gain, and therefore employed bad mate

rials, and unskilful workmen, was baniſhed ; and it was provided for the future,

by a decree of the ſenate, that no man, who was not worth four hundred thouſand

ſeſterces, ſhould exhibit the ſhew of gladiators . The public afflićtion from this

terrible blow was yet freſh, when another ſupervened. A fire breaking out on mount

e Celius burnt with ſuch rage and violence, that it utterly conſumed all the houſes in Mons Coelius

that quarter of the city. On this occaſion Tiberius gave proofs of a generoſity truly ºft" ºr

worthy of a great prince. For at his own expence he made good the loſs of every".

ſufferer, ſeeking out of his own accord the unknown, and without any ambitious

views, without the application of friends, relieving them by his bounty. For this the Tiberius, ge.

ſenate returned him thanks, and decreed, that mount Colius ſhould for the future be neroſity on that

ftyled Mount Auguſtus, ſince the ſtatue of Tiberius, which ſtood there in the houſe of“”

* TActT. c. 60. t Idem, c. 61. * Joseph. antiq. l. xviii. c. 3. w Philo legat. ad Caium.

* Hiſt. Univerſ. Vol. IV. p. 371. 7 Tacit. c. 62. * Suet. ibid. c. 40. " Tacit. c. 63.

(C) Druſus was prompted to combine againſt his though the Aſinian family had made no figure till

brother, not only by a paſſion for power, and by his time; and hence Tacitus ſays, that Aſinius Agrippa

the uſual and too common competition among bro- was of anceſtors more illuſtrious than ancient.

thers, but alſo by the partiality of Agrippina, who (E) guintus Haterius is mentioned alſo by Seneca,

was fond of Nero, and ſhewed no great affection for who names him among the orators more applauded

hin (38). for their delivery than their compoſitions. Euſebius

(D) Aſinius Agrippa was the ſon of Aſinius Gallus, calls him a ready and popular orator, and adds, that

of whom we have ſpoke above, and grandſon of he lived in great honours, and died in the nineticth

the famous Aſinius Pollio, one of Auguſtus's chief year of his age (39).

favourites, by whom he was raiſed to great honours,

(38) Tacit. c. 60. (39) Euſeb. in chron.

junius
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junius the ſenator was ſpared by the flames, though every thing round it was con

ſumed (F). -

As the univerſal zeal of the great men in Rome, and the generous bounty of the

prince, adminiſtred great relief in the preſent misfortunes, ſo the fury and rage of

the informers, which grew daily more dreadful, involved without alleviation the moſt

illuſtrious citizens in endleſs calamities. Quintilius Varus, a man of great wealth, and

related to the emperor (G), was accuſed by Domitius Afer, the ſame who had ar

Infºrmer, he raigned his mother Claudia Pulchra. The informer had, it ſeems, ſquandered away

...” what he had earned by procuring the condemnation of Claudia ; and therefore in hopes

- of a more ample reward had marked out and doomed to deſtruction Varus, one of the

moſt wealthy men in Rome. The city was ſurpriſed to ſee Publius Dolabella, a man

of an illuſtrious family, and nearly related to Varus, join a perſon of ſuch an infa

mous charaćter as Afer, againſt his kinſman. The ſenate was ſo ſhocked with it,

that they refuſed to hear the charge, and voted that the trial ſhould be poſtponed till

the return of the emperor ".

Tiberius re- I N the mean time Tiberius, having dedicated the temples in Campania, though he

**Caprez, had by an edićt warned the public not to diſturb him, and poſted ſoldiers on all the

roads to prevent the concourſe of people to the towns, where he reſided, nevertheleſs

hating all towns, and every place on the continent, retired at length to Caprer, an

iſland ſeparated from the cape of Surrentum by a channel of three miles. The air is

mild there in the winter, the cold winds being intercepted by a mountain, and re

freſhed in the ſummer by gales from the weſt. The ſea open all round it, makes a

delightful view : from thence was ſeen then one of the moſt beautiful coaſts in the

world ; but which was afterwards greatly damaged by the eruptions of mount Vºft

vius. The iſland was ſurrounded on all ſides with inacceſſible rocks, and a profound

and almoſt bottomleſs ſea, which was void of havens, and had but few ſtations for

the ſmaller veſſels, and thoſe very difficult of acceſs ; ſo that none could put in un

perceived by the guards (H); and this, as is commonly believed, was what chiefly

took Tiberius, who confined himſelf to twelve ſtetely villa's on the iſland, ſome of

which were probably built by Auguſtus, who liking the ſolitude and mild air of the

place, purchaſed it, according to Dion Caſſius c, of the Neapolitans. There Tiberius

Gives himſelf, ſpent the laſt ten years of his life, giving himſelf intirely up to the moſt infamous

there up tº all lewdneſs and debaucheries, which for us ſhall be buried in oblivion, who think the

tºſ detail Suetonius has publiſhed of them equally ſcandalous, and unworthy ofan hiſtorian.

In that dark receſs he threw off all concern for the commonwealth, though he had

been to that time very aſſiduous in the adminiſtration of juſtice, and wholly intent

upon public cares. But nevertheleſs he retained his old inclination to ſuſpicions, and

gave more credit than ever to informers, Sejanus inflaming his jealouſies, and foment

ing his diſtruſts for the private views of his ambition. Secret ſpies and informers were

employed in all parts of the city, which cauſed daily diſturbances, and the ruin of

many worthy citizens. If a perſon of merit teſtified any zeal for the glory of the

empire, Tiberius immediately ſuſpected it was from a ſecret deſign of gaining it. If

another had an innocent remembrance of liberty, he was looked upon as a dangerous

perſon, and one who aimed at re-eſtabliſhing the commonwealth. To praiſe any of

the ancient Romans was a capital crime; to bewail Auguſius wascomplaining of Tiberius,

&c. Every ačtion became liable to forced interpretations; the moſt innocent diſcourſes

The effºs of

*is ſuſpicions.

* Idem, c. 66. * Dio, l. lii. p. 495.

(F) Suetonius diſagreeing, as he often does, with

Tacitus, tells us, that Tiberius exerted on this occa

fion his generoſity, and made good to the ſufferers

all the loſſes they had ſuſtained ; but that he did it

with ſo much affectation of his own liberality, that

he cauſed mount Calius to be called thenceforth mount

Auguſius, with a view of perpetuating the memory

of his liberality. Tiberius was, as evidently appears

from innumerable inſtances, an utter enemy to all

flattery, pomp, and oſtentation, which inclines us

to prefer the authority of Tacitus to that of Sueto

721ſºf.

(G) guintilius Varus was probably, ſon to the

legions cut off in Germany in the manner we have

related above. He married one of Germanicus's daugh

ters, as we read in Seneca (40). Beſides, he was the

ſon of Claudia Pulchra, whom Tacitus calls Agrip

pina's couſin, and by that means too related to the

reigning family. -

(H) Suetonius tells us, that a few days after his

arrival in the iſland of Caprez, a fiſherman brought

him a mullet of an extraordinary fize; but that the

emperor, inſtead of rewarding him, cauſed him to

be uſed moſt barbarouſly, being frightened with the

conſideration, that he had made his way to him

through places which he thought unfrequented and

inacceſſible (41).commander of that name, who was with the Roman

(40) Senec. l. i. controverſ, 3. (41) Suet, ibid. c. 60.

expreſſed

3.

b

C
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expreſſed evil deſigns; a diſcreet ſilence concealed miſchievous intentions; joy betrayed

hopes of the prince's death, melancholly envy of his proſperity, and fear the juſt ap

Prehenſions of a guilty conſcience. So that to ſpeak, to be ſilent, to be glad, to be

grieved, to be fearful, or aſſured, were all crimes, and frequently puniſhed with death.

But Sejanus's pernicious practices, and wicked devices, were chiefly levelled againſt

Agrippina, and her ſon Nero. As there was now no acceſs to Tiberius, but by him,

he made no longer his attempts upon them a ſecret, but openly placed guards about

them to obſerve the meſſages they ſent, the viſits and company they received, their

behaviour in public, their private converſation, &c. Beſides, he ſuborned ſome of

their friends, to adviſe them, as they were thus diſtreſſed, either to fly to the armies

in Germany, or embracing the ſtatue of Auguſtus in the forum to implore the aid and

protećtion of the ſenate and Roman people. Theſe counſels, though rejećted by them,

were laid to their charge, as if they had intended to put them in execution 4.

THE following year, when Appius junius Silanus and P. Silius Nerva were conſuls,

began tragically. Titius' Sabinus, an illuſtrious Roman knight, was hurried to priſon

for no other crime but his ſteady and faithful adherence to the family of Germanicus,

being circumvented by the blackeſt treachery. One Latinius Latiaris having infi

nuated himſelf into his friendſhip with a deſign to betray him, firſt bewailed the caſe

of Agrippina, and her ſon Nero ; and then as Sabinus burſt into tears, inveighed bit

terly againſt Sejanus's pride and cruelty, not ſparing the emperor himſelf. Sabinus,

not aware of the ſnare, approved all he ſaid ; and being ſoftened with compaſſion for

the misfortunes of the unhappy family of his friend Germanicus, he added many, but

ſevere reflections of his own upon the cruelty of Tiberius, and imperious condućt of his

favourite miniſter. And now the traytor, wanting only witneſſes to compaſs the ruin of

one who repoſed in him an intire confidence, placed three ſenators, who had com

bined with him againſt Sabinus, between the roof of his room and the cieling, a place

no leſs unbecoming men of their rank, than the treachery which made them thus de

grade themſelves, was execrable. The ſenators, Porcius Cato, Petilius Rufus, and

Marcus Opſius, who having been all praetors, aſpired at the conſulſhip, to which

there was no acceſs but by Sejanus, and his favour was to be purchaſed only by

iniquity, having thruſt themſelves into the above-mentioned lurking-place, Lati

aris went abroad to find out Sabinus, whom he eaſily drew home, and into his cham

ber, under pretence of relating to him ſome late diſcoveries. Then he began his

former complaints, ſpeaking mighty things of Germanicus, and exclaiming againſt

the cruelties of Tiberius and Sejanus. Sabinus, not ſuſpećting the leaſt treachery, rea

dily joined him, and reſuming his former detail ofthe calamities they had already under

gone, and were likely to undergo, inveighed with great bitterneſs againſt the authors

of them, Sejanus and Tiberius. This was enough ; the three ſenators, who had been

liſtening the whole time with their ears cloſe to holes and chinks, diſpatched forthwith

a memorial to the emperor, acquainting him with what had paſſed, though they

could not well do it without diſcovering to him at the ſame time their own deteſtable

infamy. Tiberius immediately wrote to the ſenate, and after having charged in his

letter Sabinus with treaſon, required the conſcript fathers in plain terms to take ven

geance of a traytor, who had aimed at his life. Hereupon the ſuppoſed criminal was

immediately ſentenced to death, and the ſame day, the firſt of the new year, which

was a great feſtival among the Romans, executed without being allowed time to

make his defence (I). The city was never ſeized with greater dread ; one relation

Titius Sabinus

how circum

verted.

º

wº

tºº

;34%

ºw?

ſº

sº

º:

* Idem, c. 67.

(I) Sabinus, ſays Tacitus, was dragged away to

immediate death with his head muffled in his robe,

and a rope about his neck : but nevertheleſs, exert

ing his voice as far as he could, he cried out, With

theſe ſolemnities the year begins ; theſe are the viđims

which Sejanus offirs; for on the firſt day of the new

year vićtims were ſlain in all the temples. Such a

diſmal fight occaſioned univerſal terror, flight and

ſolitude : viherc-ever the unhappy vićtim appeared,

the people, to avoid betraying any marks of grief

or compaſſion, fled, and withdrew in the utmoſt

conſternation ; ſo that all along, as he paſſed, the

ſtreets were empty, and the public places deſerted.

Some however, who had fled, returned, and ſhewed

y V. N. “. Dio, l. lviii. p. 621.

O L. V. 9 6.

themſelves again, dreading, that their having diſco

vered dread might prove fatal to them. The law

which had been enađted a few years before, grant

ing to every condemned perſon ten days reſpite, was,

it ſeems, negle&ted on this occaſion; for Tacitus tells

us, that the unfortunate Sabinus was immediately

after condemnation hurried away, and executed,

without being impriſoned. The fidelity of Sabinus's

dog made his death be more ſpoken of ; for he con

ſtantly kept cloſe to him, followed his body while

it was dragged through the ſtreets, and threw himſelf

after it into the Tiber, where he periſhed (42). Pliny

relates this ſtory at length, and aſſures us, that is

was preſerved in the public regiſters of the city (43).

(43) Plin, l, viii, c. 40.

5 S

Heis condemned

and executed.

feared ...
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feared another; a general diſtruſt reigned among men of all ranks ; ſtrangers and a

acquaintance were equally avoided ; nay, even dumb and inanimate things, roofs

and walls, occaſioned dread and circumſpection. The emperor no ſooner heard of

the execution of Sabinus, than he wrote to the ſenate, thanking them for havin

puniſhed an enemy to the commonwealth. He added in his letter, that he led a life

full of fear and anxiety, and that he was under continual apprehenſions of the ſnares

of his enemies: though he named none, yet it was no ways doubted but he meant

His accuſers . Agrippina and Nero, againſt whom he was conſtantly incenſed by Sejanus and his crea

2. their juſt tures. Juſt vengeance ſoon overtook the authors and contrivers of ſuch a black piece
0/71. - - - - -

of treachery; for ſome of them periſhed miſerably under the emperor Caius, and ſome

under Tiberius himſelf, who, though he would not ſuffer the miniſters of his tyranny b

to be cruſhed by others, yet ſurfeited with their infamy, he often ſacrificed them him.

ſelf to the public vengeance, to make room for new ones, who were daily offering
the ſame vile ſervices *.

WHEN Tiberius's letter was read in the ſenate, Aſinius Gallus moved that the prince

ſhould be deſired to explain his fears, and ſuffer the ſenate to remove the cauſe of them.

This the emperor highly reſented, thinking that Aſinius was appriſed of his diſlimu

lation; but however ſmothered his wrath for the preſent, Sejanus ſtriving to appeaſe

him, not out of any kindneſs to Gallus, but becauſe he knew the more his anger was

The Friſiansre reſtrained, the more tragical it would prove at laſt. This year the Friſians, no longer

vºlt and defeat able to bear with the tyranny of the Romans ſent to govern them, ſhook off the yoke,

**P* and defeated L. Apronius, who was diſpatched againſt them with a confiderabléforce

(K). But Tiberius choſe rather to diſſemble the loſs the empire had ſuſtained, than truſt

any able general with the command of the army. The ſenate indeed met on this occa

ſion; but inſtead of deliberating about an affair of ſuch importance, they only decreed

ſtatues to Tiberius and Sejanus, being no ways affected with the loſſes ſuſtained on the

extremities of the empire, but wholly intent on ſecuring themſelves by the moſt

ſhameful flattery againſt the evils that threatened them at home. They importuned

both the prince and his favourite with repeated ſolicitations, that they would be

Tiberius re- pleaſed only to ſhew themſelves in Rome. But to no purpoſe; they could not by any in

*. ſ". few treaties be prevailed upon to approach the city, thinking it ſufficient condeſcenſion to d
ys to the -

C

continent.

* Idem, c. 68–70. Dio, l. lviii. p. 621. -

(K) The Friſians, ſays Tacitus, rebelled, rather

provoked at the avarice of their governors, than

impatient of the Roman yoke. Druſus laid a tribute

upon them ſuited to their poverty, obliging them

only to furniſh certain hides for the uſes of the ſol

diers, without inſiſting upon any particular ſize or

thickneſs. But Olennius, whom Tiberius appointed

to govern them, having procured the large hides of

ſome wild bulls, inſiſted upon their paying the tri

bute according to that meaſure. As their domeſtic

cattle were but ſmall, this proved a very hard task

upon them : at length, not being able to pay yearly

the required tribute, they parted with their herds,

next reſigned their lands, and laſtly ſurrendered their

wives and children to bondage. Their miſeries and

complaints made no impreſſion on their hard-hearted

governor, which ſo provoked them, that in the

end they reſolved to ſeek relief from war. Accord

ingly, they fell unexpećtedly upon the ſoldiers, who

were gathering the tribute, and hanged them on

gibbets. Olennius had the good luck to make his

eſcape to a...; caſtle, which was defended

by a numerous gariſon both of Romans and auxilia

ries. Lucius Apronius, governor of Lower Germany,

upon the firſt intelligence of this diſturbance, drew

together ſome companies of the legions, and a choſen

body of auxiliaries both horſe and foot, which he

carried down the Rhine, and made a deſcent on the

country of the Friſians. The enemy, who had in

veſted Olennius in his caſtle, no ſooner heard of the

arrival of Apronius, than they raiſed the fiege, and

marched with all their forces to meet him. Apro

nius, ſeeing them approach in order of battle, or

dered his auxiliaries, ſupported by ſome legionary

horſe, to charge them. The Friſans not only ſtood

their ground, but repulſed firſt the auxiliaries, and

afterwards five cohorts, ſent ſucceſſively to their

relief. Hereupon Apronius ordered the whole ca

valry of the legions to advance ; but that body being

put into diſorder by thoſe who fled, before they

could charge the enemy, Cethegus Labeo, legate of

the fifth legion, was ordered to fall upon the Fri

ſians at the head of the reſt of the auxiliaries. He

was attended with no better ſucceſs ; for his men,

being ſoon put into diſorder, would have given

ground, had not the whole army, and firſt of all the

fifth legion, haſtened to their relief. Then the Fri

fans retired in good order, the Roman general not

thinking it adviſtable to purſue them : nay, he did

not deem it ſafe to remain on the field of battle, till

he had buried the dead, though many officers of

diſtinétion were ſlain. Beſides thoſe who fell on the

ſide of the Romans in the engagement, a body of

nine hundred men, who had ſeparated from the reſt,

were all cut off, after having defended themſelves

the whole night in a grove called Baduhenna. Ano

ther band .#. hundred men, having poſſeſſed

themſelves of a country-ſeat of a petty prince, named

Cruptorix, once a tributary to Rome, and fearing

they ſhould be delivered up to the enemy, choſe

rather to fall by the hands of one another. This diſ.

grace Tiberius diſſembled, not daring to truſt any

experienced commander with the condućt of the

war. So that the Friſians enjoyed their ancient liber

ties unmoleſted till the ſucceeding reign (44),

(44) Tacit, amnal. l. iv. c. 72, 73.

quit
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a quit their iſland for a few days, and ſuffer themſelves to be ſeen on the coaſt of

Campania. Thither crouded ſenators, knights, and great part of the people, all

cager to be ſeen by Sejanus, who was more difficult of acceſs than the emperor him

ſelf, and admitted ſuch only as were either his creatures, or by his creatures recom

mended to him. His thus ſeeing the greateſt men of the empire crouching with the

meanneſs of ſlaves before him, heightened his arrogance; nay, perſons of the firſt rank sejanus, arre

were not aſhamed to cringe to his ſlaves, to court the favour of his porters, and bear gance.

their inſults with incredible patience. Many, after having continued ſeveral days

and nights in the open fields, in hopes of being admitted at laſt to his preſence, were

in the end ordered to depart without the ſatisfaction of ſeeing him. Theſe returned

b trembling, and ſeized with dread and terror ; whereas ſuch as he had daigned to

receive were filled with joy, not knowing how fatal his friendſhip would ſoon prove

to them. As for Tiberius, having here betrothed Agrippina his grand-daughter by

Germanicus to Cneius Domitius (L), and ordered the nuptials to be celebrated at Rome,

he quitted the continent, and returned to his iſland'. This year died julia, grand

daughter to Auguſtus, by whom, after her marriage with AEmilius Paulus, ſhe had

been on account of her looſe and ſcandalous behaviour baniſhed to the iſland of

Trimetus, where ſhe died after twenty years of exile.

THE following year, L. Rubellius Geminus and Caius Fuſius Geminus (M) being The death and

conſuls, died Livia the mother of Tiberius, commonly ſtyled in the ancient inſcrip- charaſier of
c tions julia Auguſta, becauſe adopted by Auguſtus in his laſt will into the julian family. Livia.

We have already ſpoken of her deſcent and marriage with Auguſtus, by whom ſhe had

no iſſue ; but by the marriage ofGermanicus andAgrippina, her blood came to be mixed

with that of Auguſtus in their great grandchildren. She had an abſolute ſway over

Auguſtus, which ſhe acquired and maintained, ſays Dion Caffius, by a ready acquieſ.

cence to his will, without ever betraying the leaſt defire to know what he concealed

from her, or any jealouſy or diſſatisfaction on account of his intrigues with other

women g. In her were united the wiſdom of her husband, and the diſfimulation of

her ſon. She was ſo paſſionate for the grandeur of her children, that ſhe was not

without good grounds ſuſpected of having purchaſed it with the deſtruction of her

d husband's family. For ſhe was charged with the death of Marcellus, of Caius and

Lucius Cæſars, of Agrippa Poſthumus, nay, and of Auguſtus himſelf, which ſhe was

ſuppoſed by ſome to have haſtened. She was an irreconcileable enemy to julia the

daughter of Auguſtuſ, and never ceaſed perſecuting her whole offspring. She challenged

an equal ſhare with her ſon in the power which ſhe had procured him. This Tiberius

was not of a temper to bear ; and hence the miſunderſtanding between them, which

gave occaſion to the ſatirical verſes, we have related above. He frequently warned her

not to meddle with ſtate affairs, which he ſaid were above the ſphere of a woman. He Tiberiue, in

avoided her converſation, eſpecially in private, as much as he decently could, left gratitude to

he ſhould ſeem to be governed by her counſels. Being informed, that on occaſion *

e of a fire ſhe had run immediately among the people, encouraging both them and the

ſoldiers to flop the rage of the flames, as ſhe uſed to do in the time of Auguſtus, he repri

ºf Tacit. c. 71–75. * Dio, l. lvii. p. 619.

(L) Cn. Domitius was deſcended of a very ancient adultery, and of inceſt with his ſiſter Lepida ; but

family, and beſides was nearly related to the Caſars : Tiberius dying, he eſcaped the puniſhment due to his

for he was the ſon of L. Domitius, of whom we crimes. He died under the emperor Caius of a

have ſpoken above, and Antonia Major, the daughter

of Octavia and Marc Antony ; ſo that Auguſtus was

his great uncle. By Agrippina he had the emperor

Nero, and was, as Suetonius obſerves, worthy to be

the father of ſuch a prince, being in every part of

his life deteſtable. In his youth he attended Caius

Caſar into the Levant, and there flew one of his

freedmen for no other reaſon, but becauſe he refuſed

to drink as much as he commanded him. On his

return to Rome he drove his chariot over a boy on

purpoſe, and trod him to death : in the midſt of

the forum he pulled out the eye of a Roman knight

for reprehending him with more than ordinary liber

ty. While he was praetor, he defrauded the vićtors

in the chariot races of their prizes. About the latter

end of Tiberius's reign he was accuſed of treaſon, of

(45) Suet. in Ner. c. 5. & 6. (46) Grut, inſcript, p. 1087,

dropſy, leaving behind him Nero by Agrippina. We

are told, that being congratulated by his friends upon

the birth of his ſon Nero, he anſwered, that nothing

could proceed from Agrippina and him, but what

was deteſtable, and would prove pernicious to the

commonwealth (45).

(M) Theconſulate of thetwo Gemini is famous in the

eccleſiaſtic hiſtory, many of the ancient chriſtian wri

ters having held, that our Saviour was crucified during

their adminiſtration, whichopinion isnow followed by

very few. Aulus Plautius, famous for his wars in

Britain under Claudius and L. Nomins Aſprenas, were

ſubſtituted to the two Gemini the fifteenth day of

july, as we gather from Gruter's inſcriptions (46),

and cardinal Noris's epiſola conſulari, printed at Bolºgna

in 1682 (47).

(47) Nor, ºp. coº, p. 18.

manded
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manded her with ſome acrimony". We are told that by degrees he arrived at ſuch a a

height of iniquity, as to hate and deteſt her . At leaſt it is certain, that during the

three years ſhe lived after his retirement, he never ſaw her but once, and then for

a very ſhort time. In her laſt malady, he never came near her, though he con

ſtantly gave out that he deſigned to pay his laſt offices to her ; inſomuch that her

body was kept in continual expectation of his arrival, till it began to putrify, and

could be no longer borne. Afterwards he excuſed himſelf by a letter to the ſenate,

pleading the multitude of public affairs. He would not ſuffer any divine honours to

be paid to her memory, pretending her expreſs command to the contrary. Nay, in

his letter to the ſenate, he reflected on thoſe who courted the friendſhip of women,

alluding to the conſul Fuſius, who was a great favourite of the ſex, in high eſteem

with Livia, but hated by Tiberius, whom, as he was a man of wit, he uſed to play

upon with biting ſarcaſinsk. We are told, that he proſecuted all her friends, above

all, thoſe to whom ſhe had committed the care of her funeral , that of the many ho

nours decreed her, he admitted but very few, and that he ſuppreſſed her laſt will,

which was not executed till after his death under his ſucceſſor Caius, who cauſed divine

worſhip to be appointed her . . She died, according to Pliny", in the eighty-ſecond,

according to Dion Caſſius, in the eighty-ſixth year of her age.

THouG H Tiberius allowed his mother no great power, nevertheleſs, as he was in

debted to her for the empire, he avoided openly oppoſing her; ſo that by her means

many innocent perſons were ſaved from ruin, Sejanus not daring to arrogate an au

thority ſuperior to that of a parent. But after her death, both the prince and his

favourite, being let looſe from all reſtraint, ſet no bounds to their unbridled fury.

Letters were immediately diſpatched to the ſenate againſt Agrippina and Nero, which

were thought to have been written before,and ſuppreſſed by Livia. They were couched

in terms remarkably bitter, and yet they charged Nero with no crimes againſt the

ſtate, but only with unnatural luſt, and other impure pleaſures. Agrippina's known

virtue ſcreened her from any imputations of this nature ; her haughty looks therefore,

and her violent, imperious, and ungovernable temper, were alledged againſt her.

Theſe letters, when read in the ſenate, ſtruck the whole aſſembly with terror. The

fathers continued long ſilent, looking with ſurpriſe at one another, till at length,

ſome, deſirous of currying favour with Sejanus and Tiberius, demanded that they

ſhould proceed upon the emperor's letters. The magiſtrates and leading men were

at a loſs how to behave on ſo nice and critical a ſubjećt ; for though the expreſſions

in the letter were very bitter, yet all the reſt was left ambiguous. At length they

concurred with junius Rufficus, whom they thought well acquainted with the empe

ror's intentions, ſince by him he had been appointed to keep a journal of their pro

ceedings. Ruſticus had never before ſhewn the leaſt inſtance of generoſity, but never

theleſs either by ſome ſecret impulſe, or becauſe unmindful of preſent dangers, he

dreaded leſs Tiberius than the children of Agrippina, he oppoſed Cotta Meſſalinus's

cruel motion, and exhorted the conſuls to ſuſpend their deliberations, and allow the

old man time to change his wrath into repentance, ſince one moment might give a

new turn to affairs. At the ſame time the people, carrying with them the images of

Agrippina and Nero, ſurrounded the ſenate-houſe, and wiſhing happineſs and proſpe

rity to Tiberius, cried out inceſſantly, that the letters were counterfeit, and that the

ruin of the prince's family was purſued againſt his will, and without his privity. No

thing was therefore concluded that day. In the mean time ſeveral ſpeeches were di

perſed about the city, ſaid to have been uttered in the ſenate againſt Sejanus by the

conſulars; but all feigned, and filled with moſt bitter and ſatirical refle&tions, as the

authors of them were not known. This fired Sejanus, who immediately wrote to the

ſenate, upbraiding them in the ſharpeſt terms with deſpiſing the reſentments of the

prince, with liſtening to popular and diſaffected harangues, with paſſing new and un

precedented ačts, &c. He concluded, that nothing wanted to complete their rebellion,

but to take arms, and place at their head thoſe, whoſe images they had already choſen

for their enſigns. Tiberius likewiſe wrote a ſecond letter to the ſenate, repeating his

reproaches againſt his grandſon and daughter-in-law, and complaining of Rufficus,

the ſenate and the people, for inſulting his authority, and making no account of his

reſentment ; but at the ſame time he reſerved to himſelf the final deciſion of the whole

affair. The ſenate heſitated no longer, but inſtantly declared, that they were ready

-º-
- - -

He becomes

more cruel after

her death.

Writes to the

ſenate againſt

Agrippina and

Nero.

Sejanus's letter

to the ſenate.

-º-º-

h Suet. ibid. c. jo. * Idem, c. 51. Dio, l. lvii. p. 693, * Tacit. annal. l. v. c. 1. | Suft.

ibid. & Lips. in Tacit. annal. 5. not. 5, m Plin, l. xiv. c. 16. * Dio, l. iv.iii. p. 611.
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...' a to inflićt the deſerved puniſhments on ſuch as had by their crimes provoked his diſplea

º ſure, provided he would allow them on ſo juſt an occaſion to exert their authority ".

* †. We are forry we cannot give ſuch an account as the reader may expect of the fur

thir ther proceedings of the emperor and the ſenate againſt the unhappy Agrippina and her

5, children, being deſtitute in this place of our faithful guide Tacitus, in whoſe excellent

tº: hiſtory begins here a chaſm for almoſt three years, by which we have loſt the detail

º & of the moſt material tranſactions of Tiberius's reign, namely of the condemnation and

\,: baniſhment of Agrippina, and her two children, Nero and Druſus, of the diſgrace
º and execution of Sejanus, of the further wickedneſs and death of Livilla, the widow of

id::mk Druſus, and daughter-in-law to Tiberius, &c. In ſhort, time has robbed us of the

() b flower, we may ſay, of Tacitus's incomparable annals; ſo that we muſt for the tranſ

- º aćtions of this year, and the two following, recur to other writers, and be ſatisfied
§ 3. . with their accounts, however imperfect. As for Agrippina, ſhe was condemned and Agrippina

º * baniſhed to the iſland of Pandataria, now known by the name of Santa Maria, over- ºljº con

º againſt Tarracina and Gaeta. We are told, that is ſhe could not forbear reproach- “”
gº: ing Tiberius with cruelty, and bitterly inveighing againſt him, the centurion, to whoſe

ſki, cuſtody ſhe was committed, gave her ſo many blows on the face, that he ſtruck out

- one of her eyes P. Nero, her eldeſt ſon, was likewiſe condemned, and baniſhed to
: 7; Iſ. the iſland of Pontia, now Ponza, near that of Pandataria ; and Druſus, her ſecond

ºf Tºll; ſon, by the ſame vile arts of Sejanus, declared an enemy to the ſtate, and kept under

º: c cloſe confinement in the lower part of the palace. Nero died ſoon after in the place

º of his exile, ſome ſay for want of neceſſaries, while others tell us, that the young ...

kiſſ. prince, frightened at the ſight of the executioner, who entered his room with the

, ºffſ, inſtruments of death in his hand, as if he had been ſent by the ſenate, choſe to put :

Qºd an end to his life by voluntary abſtinence 3. Agrippina and Druſus lived four years

intº: in exile, that is, to the year of Chriſt 33, when we ſhall have occaſion to ſpeak of

their tragical end. Cn. Lentulus Gaetulicus was this year appointed commander of the

º, legions in Upper Germany, in which employment he was continued for the ſpace of

in it, ten years r.

tº Tº THE next conſuls were, L. Caſſius Longinus and M. Winicius (N). This year the Extraordinary

grg d ſenate decreed many extraordinary honours to Sejanus; among the reſt, it was ordained, honºur decreed

ſº tº that his birth day ſhould be yearly celebrated; that his ſtatues, which were ſet up in ***

ºn Wº: every quarter of the city, ſhould be adored ; that vows and ſacrifices ſhould be

º offered for his ſafety, &c. In ſhort, he became after the diſgrace and condemnation

º t; of Agrippina and her children, ſo powerful and formidable, that he was more reſpected

º and dreaded than Tiberius himſelf. As there was no acceſs to honours but through his

º favour, the ſoldiers, the ſenators, and all the great men of the empire, were intirely

at his devotion; ſo that by their means he was immediately informed of all the aëti

}}|* ons of the prince, while no one dared to diſcover to the emperor the ambitious deſigns

º and views of his miniſter, though they were all well appriſed of them ". However,

º º e he began to ſuſpect him at laſt. Joſephus tells us, that Antonia, the widow of his Tiberius be

lºt brother Druſus, having received private intelligence of the deep deſigns and ſecret gin, to ſºft.*
º pračtices of Sejanus, wrote a detail of them to the emperor, ſending the letter to him.

i. Caprea by Pallas, one of her moſt truſty domeſtics, the ſame who afterwards became

º ſo famous under the emperor Claudius'. The emperor, thus warned of his danger,
tº. Tº and recovering from his fatal blindneſs, began to confider with himſelf how he might

| s thwart the ambitious views of his over-powerful miniſter, and deliver himſelf from

º: the impending ruin. The praetorian cohorts were more addićted to the miniſter than

º to the ſovereign, being filled with his creatures ; the ſenate was intirely at his devo

º tion; even thoſe whom the emperor had about him, were ſo many ſpies in the

:: f pay of Sejanus ; ſo that Tiberius was kept in a kind of captivity, from which

: º it was no eaſy matter to diſengage himſelf. But he ſurmounted all difficulties with
iſ ſº

&º • Tacit. annal. 1. v. c. 2–5. * Suer, ibid. c. 54. * Iden), c. 53. * Dio, l. liii. p. 657.

º! * Idem, l. lviii. p. 653. * Joseph. antiq. l. xviii. c. 8.

º (N) Both theſe conſuls were choſen two years by force from her husband (48), C. Caſſius Longinus

º after by Tiberius for husbands to two of Germani- and L. Navius Surdinus were ſubſtituted to them in
C.H cus's daughters. Vinicius married fulia, and Caſus, the conſulate (49). In an ancient inſcription quoted

º Druſilla, who became ſo famous, or rather infamous, by Spon, Vinicius is called Penicius (fo).

º in the reign of her brother Claudius, who took her

sº. ' 8) Suet. in Calig. c. 24. ) Noris ibid, (ſo) Show, p. 34.
| Sº (4 'g, tº 24 (49 jo) Show, p. 34. . -
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incredible addreſs, which he thought it more adviſeable to employ than open force, a

leſt Sejanus, finding himſelf diſcovered, and thence driven to deſpair, ſhould make

a bold puſh, and attempt the empire. The firſt ſtep he took was to remove him from

Caprede, and in order to this, he declared his intention of taking upon him the con

He name, him ſulate the next year, and named Sejanus for his collegue. This the haughty miniſter,

* “lºgº in not ſuſpecting any ſnare, looked upon as the greateſt mark of diſtinction the em

***ſhip, peror could conſet upon him. It is not to be doubted, but he created him at the

ſame time ſenator; for Sejanus five years before, when the emperor removed from

Rome, was but a knight, and we have not in the whole Roman hiſtory an inſtance of

a knight being raiſed to the conſular dignity. In the end of the year Tiberius diſ.

patched Sejanus to Rome to take poſſeſſion of his new dignity there on the calends b

of january, which he did accordingly ; but the emperor did not remove from his

iſland, where he entered upon his fifth conſulſhip, and held it to the fifteenth of

* May, when he reſigned the faſces to Fauſtus Cornelius Sylla u (O). As Tiberius continued

to ſhew the ſame affection to Sejanus, the ſenate was for the greateſt part of the year

wholly taken up in decreeing him new honours. His name was added to that of

New honours Tiberius in all inſcriptions; new ſtatues were erected to him, and vićtims ſlain before

3. ” them : a decree paſſed confirming the conſulate to him and Tiberius for the term of

- five years ; his houſe was crouded from morning to night with perſons of all ranks;

nay, the greateſt men in Rome were not aſhamed to court with the meaneſt ſubmiſ

ſions the favour of his ſlaves and freedmen. In ſhort, one would have taken Tiberius, c

as Dion Caſſius obſerves, for the prince of his ſmall iſland, and Sejanus for the ſover

eign of Rome. However, ſeveral prodigies are ſaid to have happened at this time,

which ſeemed to forebode the downfall of the favourite miniſter; but if any deity,

ſays our hiſtorian, had revealed what happened ſoon after, no one would have be

lieved him w. In the mean time, Tiberius, to ſound the diſpoſition of the ſenate

and people, and diſcover the partizans of Sejanus, wrote frequent letters, acquaint

ing the fathers at one time, that he was greatly indiſpoſed ; at another, that he was

perfeótly recovered, and deſigned in a ſhort time to return to Rome : in ſome of his

Is forſaken by letters he blamed, in others he commended Sejanus. - This condućt ſurpriſed the

fame ºf his miniſter, and his friends, who inſenſibly began to abandon him, ſeeing his authority d

f", with the prince ſomewhat diminiſhed. The ſenate however conferred on him the

proconſular power on his reſigning the conſulſhip; which he did, according to ſome,

- on the eighth, according to others, on the fifteenth of May, to Sextidius Catullinus. At

the ſame time Tiberius honoured both him and his ſon with a place amongſt the pon

tiffs ; but could not by any intreaties be prevailed upon to give him permiſſion to

return to Caprea. The pretence Sejanus alledged for ſuch a permiſſion, was, ſays Dion

. Caſſius, to viſit his future ſpouſe, probably Livilla the widow of Druſus, who was

w indiſpoſed ; but his real deſign was to ſecure the perſon of the prince, whoſe guards

- Tiberius re- were all at his devotion. Tiberius, to keep both him and the ſenate in ſuſpenſe,

fuſe, him leave returned no other anſwer to his earneſt and repeated intreaties, than that he deſigned e

...” to come himſelf very ſoon to Rome *.
aprea. I N the mean time he began to heap honours on Caius, ſurnamed Caligula, the only

ſurviving ſon of Germanicus and Agrippina. He had accompanied his grandfather

to Caprea, and artfully concealed under a deceitful appearance of modeſty his ſavage

The charadar and inhuman temper. He had ſo well learnt to hide his heart, that when his mother

of Caius Cali- and both his brothers were condemned, not a word, not a groan, eſcaped him, tho’
gula. all arts were uſed to draw words and reſentment from him. Young as he was, he

ſmothered with the deepeſt diſfimulation all ſymptoms of tenderneſs and ſorrow. He

was ſo obſervant of Tiberius, that he made it his whole buſincſs to ſtudy the bent

of his temper, and to ſecond it in all things. He imitated his looks, affected his f

words, and manner of expreſſion, and conformed even to the change and faſhion

* Suet. ibid. c. 16. Noris ep, conſ, p. 13. GRut, inſcrip. p. 1087. w Dio, ibid. p. 623, 624.

* Idem, ibid. 625.

(O) As the name of Sejanas was razed out of the to Sextidius Catullinus (;1). L. Fulcinius Trio and

A. conſular tables, ſeveral writers of chronicles mark L. Pomponius Secundus were ſubſtituted to them; the

the name of Tiberius alone this year. Both he and former held the conſulate to the end of the year,

Sejanus reſigned the faſces, before the conſular year but Pomponius reſigned it on the calends of oãober

expired, the one to Fauſtus Cornelius Sylla, the other to P. Maximus Regulus (52).

(; 1) Grut. p. 1087. (; 2) Wide Pagi, an. 30.
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a of his dreſs. Hence the obſervation of the orator Paſſienus, that never lived a better

ſlave, nor a worſe maſter. Tiberius made him this year augur, in the room of his

-------------> *-***

---

brother Druſus, and raiſed him, before he had entered upon that office, to the dignity Honour, be

of pontiff of Auguſtus, beſtowing upon him the higheſt encomiums, as if he deſigned flowed on him

to appoint him his heir and ſucceſſor. This awaked the rage and jealouſy of Sejanus,” Tiberi”

who now could not forgive himſelf his paſſed indolence. In the tranſports of his

paſſion he condemned himſelf for not having taken arms, and openly revolted, when

he was veſted with the conſular authority: he reflected with the utmoſt anguiſh on the

many favourable opportunities he had neglected to ſecure the perſon of the prince, and

ſeize the empire; but the great joy the people teſtified at the preferments of Caius,

b deterred him at preſent from any attempts of that nature. At the ſame time he

had the mortification to ſee ſome of his friends turned out of their employments,

and his enemies placed in their room. But nothing mortified him ſo much as a letter The power ºf

from Tiberius to the ſenate concerning the death of Nero ; wherein he named Sejanus, Sejanus inſºn

without the uſual encomiums and commendations which he beſtowed on him in all /**ſ”.

his letters. Neither did he doubt but the emperor had him chiefly in view, when

he wrote to the ſenate, deſiring them to renew and put in execution the decree, for

bidding divine worſhip to be paid to any mortal man ; for vows were every-where

made, and vićtims ſlain, before the ſtatues of Sejanus ; nay, he was arrived at ſuch

a height of arrogance, that he joined his adorers, and with an impudence hardly to

be matched, offered ſacrifices to himſelf y. After ſo many tokens of coolneſs in

the emperor towards his favourite miniſter, many who had profeſſed an inviolable

friendſhip for him, began to withdraw through fear of being involved in the calami

ties which they apprehended would ſoon overtake them, if they did not, by aban

doning him, in time conſult their own ſafety. The crouds which daily frequented

his houſe, inſenſibly diminiſhed: few perſons, and thoſe not of the firſt quality,

attended him abroad ; no farther mention was made of him in the ſenate, &c. This

encouraged Tiberius, who had hitherto doubted of the diſpoſition of the ſenate and Tiberius re

people, to come to a final reſolution; which was to ſecure himſelf without further ſºlves upon his

delay, againſt thedangers that threatened him, by the utter deſtruction of Sejanus and**

d his friends. However, to proceed in ſo nice an affair with all poſſible caution, and

to prevent Sejanus from putting himſelf upon his defence, or taking any deſperate

meaſures, he gave out that he deſigned to inveſt him with the tribunitial power. But

in the mean time he privately gave the command of the praetorian guards to Nervius

Sertorius Macro, one in whom he knew he could confide ; and diſpatched him to Rome

with a letter to the ſenate, after having communicated to him the contents of it, and

carefully inſtructed him how to behave with reſpect both to Sejanus and the ſenate. He writes to

Macro entered Rome late in the night, and immediately imparted his orders to the the ſenate.

conſul P. Memmius Regulus, who had been ſubſtituted to L. Pomponius Secundus;

for the other conſul, L. Fulcinius Trio, was a friend to Sejanus. Regulus early next

morning ſummoned the ſenate to aſſemble in the palace, whither Sejanus conveyed

himſelf, attended, according to his cuſtom, by a detachment of the praetorian guards.

As he was entering the palace, he was greatly ſurpriſed to ſee Macro, the more,

becauſe he had brought no letters for him from the emperor ; but Macro accoſting

him, whiſpered him in the ear, that he had brought letters to the ſenate, wherein

the emperor beſought them to confer upon him the tribunitial power. Sejanus,

overjoyed at this news, entered the palace, and there took his place in the temple

of Apollo, where moſt of the fathers were already met. In the mean time Macro,

having firſt ſhewn to the ſoldiers of the praetorian guard his commiſſion from the

emperor, appointing him to command them in the room of Sejanus, and aſſured The caution

them, that fiberius had ordered a very confiderable ſum to be diſtributed among tº *, *

them, took poſſeſſion of his new office by remanding them to their camp without the

walls of the city. In their ſtead Gracinus Laco, who was privy to the ſecret, and

commanded the vigiles, that is, the troops appointed to watch all night, and prevent

diſturbances, placed a ſtrong detachment of his men at the gates of the temple. And

now the fathers being aſſembled, Macro appeared before them with the emperor's

letter in his hand; which he had no ſooner preſented to the conſuls, than he withdrew,

haſtening to the camp in order to prevent any diſturbance that might happen there.

In the mean time Regulus read aloud the emperor's letter, which was very long,

y Idem, p. 625, 626,

rius on this

occaſion.
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and wrote with great craft and addreſs. For after a long preamble upon other matters, a

came ſome complaints againſt Sejanus, which were immediately interrupted by quite

different affairs: then followed other complaints, but without any bitterneſs of expreſ:

ſion ; ſo that Sejanus hitherto betrayed no great concern... But when at length the

emperor's orders were read touching the execution of two of his moſt intimate friends,

who were privy to his ambitious and treacherous deſigns, he was ſtruck with ſuch

terror, that he could not utter a ſingle word in their favour. Before he recovered

Tiberiusorders from the conſternation, into which thoſe fatal orders had thrown him, he heard to

him to be ſº- his great ſurpriſe another article relating to himſelf, wherein the emperor, in an angry
cured. ſtyle, injoined the fathers to ſecure his perſon. Hereupon the tribunes and praetors,

quitting their ſeats, placed themſelves by him to prevent him from making his eſcape, b

and raiſing diſturbances”. Suetonius tells us, that in this letter Tiberius betrayed a

meanneſs of ſpirit altogether unworthy of a prince, begging amongſt other things, of

the ſenate, that they would ſend one of the conſuls with a convoy of ſoldiers to con

dućt to Rome a poor old man forſaken by all. The ſame author adds, that he was

under ſuch apprehenſions, that he had given private orders to Macro to ſet Druſus, in

caſe of any diſturbance, at liberty, to preſent him to the ſenate and people, and even

to declare him emperor. He had ſeveral ſhips ready to put to ſea, and convey him

to ſome of his legions, if his affairs at Rome ſhould not take a good turn. He kept

himſelf the whole time upon the top of a high rock, to know by certain ſignals agreed

on what paſſed in the capital, fearing the meſſengers might betray him, or not bring c

him the news with the neceſſary expedition *. Seneca tells us, that while the conſul

was reading the emperor's letter, a huge globe of fire appeared in the air, and ſoon

after vaniſhed a true ſymbol of what paſſed in the ſenate. For the ſenators at firſt,

not doubting but the emperor demanded in his letter the tribunitial power for Sejanus,

crouded round him, each ſtriving to be the foremoſt in congratulating him with flat

tering ſpeeches upon his new dignity. But they no ſooner learnt the real contents of

the fatal letter, than they all to a man forſook him, not one perſon in ſo numerous an

aſſembly daring to utter a word in his favour. Even thoſe who happened to fit by

He is aban: him, abandoning their places, ſeated themſelves elſewhere, fearing they might be

****, *, looked upon as his friends, if they continued near him. The laſt article was no d

ſooner read, than the whole temple reſounded with curſes, and moſt bitter invečtives,

againſt the very perſon, on whom they had a few minutes before beſtowed the higheſt

commendations. Some inveighed againſt him out of the hatred they bore him, and

others through fear of being reckoned amongſt his friends. Though all the ſenators

declared againſt him, nevertheleſs, as he had many friends and relations among

them, the conſul Régulus thought it adviſeable not to propoſe condemning him to

death, nor even to gather the ſuffrages of the whole aſſembly. He therefore only

asked the opinions of ſome, whom he looked upon as the moſt impartial and unpre

judiced ; and finding they were for committing him to priſon, he condućted him thither

himſelf, attended by Gracinus Laco, and all the magiſtrates. A memorable inſtance e

this of the viciſſitude of fortune, and the inſtability of all human grandeur ! How

different was Sejanus ruling the univerſe with an abſolute ſway, raiſing to the

higheſt honours, or dooming to death, whom he pleaſed, from himſelf loaded with

Andammitted chains, and dragged like a common malefactor to the public priſon! Had he ſucceeded

to priſon ; in his attempts, and entailed the Roman empire upon his race, there would not have

been wanting flattering poets and hiſtorians, who would have echoed his praiſes, his

liberality, his politics, with all the other topics which are urged in commendation of

julius Cæſar and Auguſius. But Sejanus failed, and is owned to have been a traytor;

Caſar's iniquity, and that of Auguſtus, were triumphant, and ſo were their names.

Iniquity unproſperous or puniſhed, no man praiſes ; but ſucceſsful iniquity never f

wants flatterers. But to return to Sejanus ; he was followed from the palace to the priſon

by immenſe crouds, the populace all the way loading him with curſes, upbraiding

mºto. 5 tº him with the many murders he had committed, and inſulting him with bitter ſarcaſms

people ; upon his tribunitial power. His confuſion was ſo great, that not able to bear it, he

threw his robe over his head, in order to cover his face; but the guards who attended

him, obliged him to ſhew himſelf to the multitude, eager to ſee him humbled, and to

inſult one who had ſo long rid upon their necks. At the ſame time the populace in

a ſudden tranſport overturned and broke in pieces all his ſtatues, thoſe very ſtatues

* Idem, p. 626, 627. Juvenal. ſatyº. 1 or v. 7 i. 95, * Suer, ibid. c. 6;. b SENsc. mat,

qua-ſtion, l, i. c. 1. -
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º a which a few hours before they had adored. The ſame day the ſenate aſſembled the

F. ſecond time in the temple of Concord, near the priſon, when the fathers, finding all

º quiet in the city, by the care and vigilance of Macro, Gracinus, and the conſul Regulus,

i. Pronounced, without heſitation, no one daring to ſpeak in favour of the criminal,

Nº. ſentence of death againſt Ælius Sejanus, accuſed and found guilty of high treaſon. Cººrdanº

-4 The ſentence was put in execution the ſame day, that is, the ſeventeenth of Ośīober,“
ti. notwithſtanding the late law, indulging ten days reſpite to every criminal after

ºrg condemnation. His body was expoſed, like thoſe of other malefactors, on the ſcale

#4. Gemoniº, and afterwards abandoned to the rage of the populace, who dragged it for

it: three days together through the ſtreets of Rome, and mangled it to ſuch a degree,

º: b that the executioner could ſcarce find a limb intire to throw, according to cuſtom, into

#: the Tiber d (P). -

itz The death of Sejanus was followed by a general ſlaughter of all his friends and * ºral
!!!: 75 relations. Tiberius, after having for a courſe of years deſtroyed every man whowº. of

his obnoxious to this execrable favourite of his, deſtroyed every man who had been well; ...

ºl with his favourite. He ſpared none who were accuſed of any intelligence with Sejanus,

cºm and any thing upon earth, the moſt fortuitous, the moſt ſlight or fooliſh, ſerved for

tº: proof of ſuch intelligence. All the ſtreets of Rome were covered with ſingle carcaſes,

tigº! or filled with carcaſes in piles; perſons of all ranks, without diſtinétion of ſex or age,

Mºg: were promiſcuouſly butchered, and their bodies caſt into the public ſtreets ; neither

tº: c their acquaintance nor kindred were allowed to approach them, or bewail them nor

rºl even at laſt to behold them : ſpies were placed every-where to watch countenances, and

the ſigns of ſorrow ; and when they putrified, and became noiſome, and were thrown

into the Tiber, whether they floated in the ſtream, or were caſt upon the banks, no one

ventured to touch them, no one dared to bury or burn them. Among the many who

periſhed on this occaſion, junius Blaſius, uncle to Sejanus, of whom we have often Junius Bleſusº:

º ipoken above, ſeems not to have eſcaped the common ſlaughter, being loaded with tº “"“”

iºſ many odious imputations “... Publius Pitellius being charged with offering the public Publius vºl.

rººk treaſure, which was committed to his care, towards compaſſing a revolution, was ""g";

-- rit ºn nevertheleſs only delivered into the hands of his brother Lucius, father to Aulus Witel

º: d lius, who was afterwards emperor. Publius being ſoon weary of his confinement, and

º finding his trial put off from day to day, called for a penknife under pretence of

º: writing, and pricked his veins with it, but timorouſly, and without effect. How

* ever, he died before his trial, of grief, and by his death ſaved both his eſtate, and the

tºa reputation of his family f. He left, it ſeems, ſome writings behind him; for we find

º: him quoted by Tertullian *. Pomponius Secundu!, who had a little before reſigned the and Pomro.

lºgº faſces to P. Memmius Regulus, was likewiſe accuſed of treaſon, becauſe AElius Gallus, niussº. -

ſ:0ſ: who was a friend to Sejanus, had, after the execution of that traytor, fled to the

indº gardens of Pomponius, as to a place of ſafety. However, he was not committed to

º the public priſon, but conſigned to the cuſtody of his brother ºuintus Pomponius, who

5:fff: c generouſly became his ſurety. As Pomponius was a man of a gay temper, he bore his

ºr iſ diſgrace with great conſtancy and reſolution ; ſo that he outlived Tiberius, and was

is 53 ſet at liberty by his ſncCeſſor Caius. This is the ſame Pomponius, according to Voſ

*::::: ſius *, whoſe vićtories over the Catti we ſhall ſee in the following reign honoured

º with a triumph. If Pomponius was kept confined ſo long as Tiberius lived after the

º death of Sejanus, that is, ſeven years, only for ſome ſigns, not ſhewn by him neither,

ſº of friendſhip between him and a friend of Sejanus, we may judge from thence with

ſº: how much ſeverity his relations were treated, and his avowed partizans, who had been

iſºſ privy to his ambitious deſigns h.

** AND now the chief friends and favourites of Sejanus, who could give any umbrage,

gº tº f being all to a man maſſacred, the ſenate ordered the two remaining children of the

*::: wicked miniſter to be executed in order to cut off the whole family root and branch. The execution

sº Sejanus had three children, of whom the eldeſt ſon was already put to death, as Tacitus ºf Sejanus's

jº ſeems to infinuate ; but we are quite in the dark as to the circumſtances of his execu-"

º d Dio, ibid. p. 627, 619. SENEc. de tranq. c. 11. Iuvenal. ſatyr. Io. • Tacit. annal. v. c. 7.

ſº * TAcut. ibid. c. 8. Suet. in Vitell. c. 2, & 3. * TERTull. in apologet. h Tacir, ibid. &

º Dio, l. lix. p. 644.

3.3%

ſº (P) The mighty power of Sejanus, his diſgrace elegance, and no leſs humour deſcribed by juvenal

and downfal, the inconſtancy of the multitude, and in his tenth ſatire, to which we refer the reader.

× 9. inſtability of all human grandeur, are with great

º Wol, W. No 6, 5 U tion,
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tion, by reaſon of the lamentable chaſm in Tacitus's annals, which has robbed us of a

the detail of many remarkable incidents. There ſtill remained of that unhappy and

generally abhorred family a ſon and a daughter, who were by a decree of the ſenate

both ſentenced to death, notwithſtanding the tenderneſs of their age, and carried to

priſon ; the boy, ſenſible of his impending death ; but the girl to ignorant of it,

that ſhe often asked whither they dragged her, and for what fault; adding, that if

ſhe had done any thing amiſs, they might take the rod, and whip her, and that ſhe

would do ſo no more. But the ſenate had no regard either to her age or innocence;

ſhe was by the common executioner ſtrangled in priſon with her brother, and the

tender bodies of both firſt expoſed on the ſcala, Gemoniae, and thence dragged with

an iron hook through the city, and thrown into the Tiber. We are told by ſome b

writers of that time, that as it was a thing unheard-of to puniſh a virgin with death,

- the executioner deflowered her juſt before he tied the rope (Q_)".

Tºriº more EveRy one hoped, that after the execution of Sejanus, and his accomplices, the

...” reign of Tiberius would prove more mild, fince to that powerful and crucifivouri.

they chiefly imputed the many executions, which had occaſioned ſuch a dreadful

havock of their beſt citizens. But when they expected ſome alleviation of their evils,

they found themſelves involved in greater calamities than ever, the emperor waxing

daily more cruel, and from this time commencing, as it were, an open enemy to his

people, and delivering himſelf up to cruelty without reſtraint, and to every abomi

nation, even to rapaciouſneſs and plunder, a vice to which he hitherto ſeemed to have c

no biaſs. No perſon, however virtuous and cautious, could be ſafe ; for it was not

enough for them to be upon their guard againſt the ſnares of the accuſers, and the falſe

reports of informers; but they were liable to be ſacrificed to the jealouſy and conjećtures

of the emperor, when they thought themſelves ſecure by the innocence, not only of their

aćtions, but even of their thoughts. He was under perpetual apprehenſions of the

great lords of the ſenate, and making daily vićtims of them: their wealth and race,

Start, nobody, nay, their poverty, names, and quality, gave him umbrage: he was almoſt equally

jealous of friends and enemies. Thoſe who adviſed him in council, thoſe who diverted

him at his leiſure hours, fell all at length vićtims to his furious and diſtruſtful temper.

He was ſo afraid of conſiderable men, and ſo unwilling to give them employments, d

that made them ſo, that ſome, who were appointed governors of provinces, were

never allowed to go thither ; inſoniuch that great provinces for a courſe of years were

left deſtitute of their governors, and abandoned to the mercy of barbarous nations,

Tiberius chufing rather to ſuffer the inſults and invaſion of the enemy, than truſt any

one with the power of avenging the ſtate, and repulſing the public foe. This year

Apicata, whom Sejanus had divorced, as we have related above, in hopes of marry

ing Livia or Livilla the widow of Druſus, ſeeing the bodies of her children publicly

expoſed among thoſe of the other criminals, wrote a letter to Tiberius, acquainting

him with the manner of his ſon Druſus’s death, with no other view but to torment him,

1, #ſormed of and then laid violent hands on herſelf. Tiberius, who had aſcribed his ſon’s death c

the ſecret of, to his own intemperance, and irregular life, was ſo tranſported with rage, when he

P"tº underſtood he had been poiſoned by a conſpiracy of Livilla and Sejanus, that he

reſolved to exterminate all thoſe who had ever ſhewn the leaſt token of friendſhip to

either k. Suetonius tells us, that he applied himſelf to the examination of that affair

ſo ſeriouſly, that word being brought him, while he was receiving the depoſitions of

ſome witneſſes, that an inhabitant of Rhodes was arrived at whoſe houſe he had

lodged, and whom he had invited by many kind letters, he immediately ordered

him to be put to the rack, having at that time nothing in his thoughts, but blood,

torments, and revenge. The ſame writer adds, that afterwards, when he came to

himſelf, and was ſenſible of his miſtake, he commanded the innocent Rhodian to be f

* Idem ibid. c. 9.

() ) The word virgo, in the law forbidding a

virgin to be put to death, ſignified a girl, or a young

woman under ſuch an age, whether ſhe was a virgin

or no ; but the grave ſenators with a chicane wor

thy only of ſuch mean, crouching ſlaves, took it in

a ſenſe quite different from that of the law, which

they pretended to obſerve, by cauſing the innocent

* Dio, ibid. p. 618.

girl to be deflowered by the executioner before ſhe

was put to death. With a like cavil the triumvirs,

as we read in Dion Caffus, that they might not ſeem

to tranſgreſs the law forbidding children to be put

to death, cauſed one, whom they had condemned,

to put on the manly robe before he was executed (53).

(53) Die, 1. xlvii.

privately
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a privately murdered, leſt he ſhould divulge the injury he had received '. Such as he

condemned in the iſland of Capreſe were from a rock thrown headlong into the ſea, Various in.

where numbers of ſeamen were diſpoſed beforehand with their oars and long poles toſ: of his

diſpatch them. He ſuffered none to be executed, till they had undergone the moſt”

exquiſite torments cruelty itſelf could invent: for he looked upon death as ſo ſlight

a puniſhment, that when he heard one of his priſoners, named Carnulius, had laid

violent hands on himſelf, he cried out, Carnulius has eſcaped me. One of his priſoners

begging him to haſten his execution, No, anſwered Tiberius, 2 ou and I are not yet ſo

good friends ". But notwithſtanding the ſeverity with which he puniſhed others, Dion

Caſſius tells us, that he was inclined to pardon Livilla his daughter-in-law in regard of

b her mother Antonia ; but that Antonia herſelf oppoſed ſuch an unſeaſonable inſtance Livia put to
of mercy ; ſo that Livilla was this year by Tiberius’s orders ſtarved to death ". death,

The following year, Cn. Domitius Ahenobarbus and Furius Camillus Scribonianus

&: being cnnſuls (R), furious orders were paſſed againſt the ſtatues and memory of Livilla,

º: and likewiſe a decree of the ſenate, commanding the effects of Sjanus to be taken out several flat".

º: of the public treaſury, and placed in that of the emperor. This was the motion of 3 º' "
- - - - - - - 24te.Scipio, Silanus, and Caſſius, the principal men in the ſenate, who all urged it almoſt the ſenate

º in the ſame words, and with great zeal and eagerneſs. Wagonius Gallus moved, that

º 7iberius ſhould chuſe twenty ſenators to wait upon him under arms, and defend his

ºr. perſon, as often as he entered the ſenate. The emperor, who was too wiſe to allow

º: c the ſenators arms, returned them thanks for ſuch an inſtance of affection ; but rejećted,

Wºl. and even turned into ridicule the motion, as well as the author of it, adding in his

letter, that he did not think his life of ſuch importance to have it thus protracted. junius

Gallio moved, that the praetorian ſoldiers, after their term of ſervice, ſhould have the

tº: privilege of ſitting in the theatre among the Roman knights. This propoſal was highly

ift: reſented by Tiberius, who in his letter to the ſenate fell upon Gallio with great warmth, The motion ºf

*:::: demanding, as if he had been preſent, what buſineſs had Gallio with the ſoldiers,º reſented

º hoſe duty it was to obſerve only the orders of the emperor, and from the emperor ****º W y 1. - y the c peror, the emp

jºrit: alone to receive their rewards : Gallio indeed meant to flatter, but Tiberius highly

tºº, reſenting that motion, which he ſaid tended to corrupt the military diſcipline, and
tº: d debauch the minds of the ſoldiers, he was inſtantly expelled the ſenate, and baniſhed

º Italy. He choſe the iſland of Leibo, for the place of his baniſhment; but the ſenate,

º thinking his exile would be too eaſy there, recalled him, and put him under cloſe con

º , finement in the houſe of a magiſtrate. Such was the reward of his ſtudied flattery. How his flat

. In the ſame letter the emperor demanded the death of Sextus Paconianus, who had con-º...”º ſpired with Sejanus to compaſs the ruin of Caligula; but he eſcaped for the preſent by Ta’.4rdea.

Iºk - making an ample diſcovery of the plot, and naming all who were concerned in it.

º Among theſe was Latinius Latiaris, of whoſe deteſtable charaćter we have ſpoken

iſº above. He was one of the moſt miſchievous informers in Rome, and had procured

i. : the deſtruction of many illuſtrious citizens ; but now met his juſt doom, being to the
Téſſº,

!, Hº! e great joy of the whole city condemned and executed. The next accuſed was Cotta
: ſº", - - -

y's Cº. , Meſſalinus, the moſt forward man in the ſenate to gratify on all occaſions the cruelty
*** r" - - - -

I º: of Tiberius, and therefore univerſally hated. He was charged with having ſpoken con

i. º - temptuouſly of Caligula, Livia Auguſta, and of Tiberius himſelf (S); and the charge

:::::

tº: * Suet, ibid. c. 62. m Idem ibid. * Dio, ibid. p. 618.

fººt

; : (R) Domitius, the ſame who married Agrippina of all ſhame and modeſty; in celebrating among the

º the daughter of Germanicus, continued in the con- prieſts the birth-day of Livia, the emperor's mother,

º fulſhip the whole year. Aulus Vitellius, uncle to the he had ſpoken of her with diſreſpect without ſparing

ſº emperor of the ſame name, was his collegue from Tiberius himſelf: in complaining of the great ſway

ſº the firſt of july to his death ; for Vitellius died in which Manius Lepidus and Lucius Arrunius, with

ºn: his conſulate (54). We find the name of Cneius whom he had a ſuit about money, bore in the
gº 3Domitius Ahenobarbus in an ancient inſcription quoted ſenate, he had ſaid, They indeed will be ſupported by

by Gruter (; ;), where he is ſaid to have been conſul the ſenate, but I by my little Tiberius. Theſe were

the year after the fifth conſulſhip of Tiberius ; but the crimes alledged againſt him; and to any other

the name of his collegue is razed both out of this, the charge would have proved fatal; but as he ſtudied

** and out of another made this year at Terni, which in every thing to gratify the cruel temper of Tiée

º inclines us to believe that he was the ſame Furius Ca- rius, and was the author, as our hiſtorian tells us,

ºft millus, who afterwards rebelled againſt the emperor of every moſt bloody counſel, the emperor took

. Claudius, as we read in Suetonius (56). him under his protećtion, and ſhewed that mercy to

º2% (S) He had traduced Caligula as guilty of the moſt him which he would have denied to the moſt worthy

gº ſcandalous debaucheries, as a pathic, as one deſtitute man in the ſenate.

(54) Suet. in vit. c. 2, Noris, ep, con. p. 15. (; ;) Gruter f. 2087. (56) Suet. in Claud. c. 13.

was
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Cotta Meſſa

linus accuſed,

and by the fa

vour of Tibe

rius diſcharged.

was proved by men of the firſt rank in Rome. But Cotta appealing to Tiberius, a a

letter was ſoon after brought from him in behalf of the criminal, wherein, after relat

ing the beginning of his friendſhip with Cotta, and his many good ſervices to himſelf,

he beſought the fathers not to wreſt into crimes words perverſely conſtrued, and hu

morous tales told at an entertainment (T). Hereupon the fathers not only diſcharged

Cotta, but inflićted on Cacilianus the ſenator, who was the chief evidence againſt him,

the ſame puniſhment which had been formerly decreed againſt the accuſers of Lucius

Arruntius, one of the moſt virtuous men in Rome , but what this puniſhment was, we

find no-where recorded. Afterwards, Quintus Servatus, and Minutius Thermus, were

Other perſºn of arraigned, Tiberius charging them as principals in the treaſon of Sejanus, and order
*liftinčion ar

raigned.

The noble de.

fence of Marcus

Tert ntius.

ing Caius Ceſius, a ſenator, to report to the ſenate what he had written to him. Thus

Seſiius undertook the accuſation ; for in thoſe calamitous times the moſt illuſtrious chiefs

of the ſenate were not aſhamed, as Tacitus obſerves, to degrade themſelves to the mean

office of informers, ſome openly, ſome ſecretly, but both without regard to the ties

of blood or friendſhip; no diſtinétion of kinſmen from ſtrangers; for words ſpoken

in the forum, or in private converſation, upon what ſubjećt ſoever ſpoken, thoſe

who uttered them were accuſed, every one ſtriving to get the ſtart of another, ſome

for their own ſafety, others as it were infected with the common contagion of inform

ing. Mutius and Servatus were condemned, but ſaved themſelves by becoming

evidence againſt others, namely julius Africanus, and Seius Quadratus. While all

men elſe were affecting to renounce the charaćter of friends to Sejanus, a Roman

knight, by name Marcus Terentius, being accuſed on this very account, owned the

charge before the ſenate in the following ſpeech, which well deſerves to be recorded:

It would perhaps be more wiſe in me, conſcript fathers, to deny than to acknowledge

the crime with which I am charged. But whatever be the reſult, I cannot, I will

not deny it. I therefore own, and publicly declare, that I was one of Sejanuſ's

friends, that I courted and ſought his friendſhip, that I gloried in it, after I had

gained it. And what wonder that I did ſo 2 I ſaw Sejanus joined with his father

in the command of the praetorian guards, and next governing the ſtate and the

ſoldiery both as a miniſter and a general: hiskinſmen and friends were raiſed to the firſt

employments : as every man was in credit with Sejanus, he was favoured by Tiberius;

ſuch on the contrary as incurred his diſpleaſure, were perſecuted without mercy. Of

this I need give no inſtances. Sejanus therefore the Volſinian was not the man we

courted ; but Sejanus ingrafted by alliance into the Claudian and julian families;

Sejanus, your ſon-in-law, O Caſar, your collegue in the conſulſhip, your favourite,

and under you charged with the adminiſtration of the empire. It does not belong

to us to judge who he is, whom you think fit to raiſe above the reſt, nor on what

conſiderations you have raiſed him. To you the gods have left the ſupreme diſpoſal

of all things, and to us the glory of obedience. We only behold the outward ap

pearance of things; we perceive upon whom you beſtow wealth and honours, to whom

you truſt the greateſt power of relieving or oppreſſing us, which no man can deny

Sejanus to have had. But to pry into the ſecret thoughts of the prince, and the deſigns

which he induſtriouſly conceals, is both unlawful and dangerous. Let us not, con

ſcript fathers, fix our thoughts on the laſt day of Sejanus; but remember him for

the ſpace of ſixteen years, during which time we adored ſuch of his retainers as Satrius

and Pomponius, and reckoned it a great honour to be acquainted with his porters and

freedmen. I ſpeak here of thoſe only who were guitleſs of his laſt deſigns. Let

thoſe be puniſhed who conſpired with him againſt the ſtate, who were privy to his

wicked attempts upon the life of the prince 3 nothing can be more juſt. But as for

(T) The beginning of his letter vras very remark

able; for he introduced it with the following words:

Iſhat to write to you, conſcript fathers, or in what

manner to write to you at this time, if I know, may

all the gods doom me to greater agonies, than thoſe

tunder which I feel myſelf daily periſhing. Such were

the horrors that haunted him even among the rocks

of Caprez : though hardly acceſſible to men, yet

they could not keep off the avenging furies that

purſued him, nor inſure his tranquility. This great

prince, this ſovereign of Rome, with his numerous

armies, with his practorian bands, and his unlimited

power, was in hourly fear of ſecret aſſiſſins, inceſ:

ſantly racked by his own apprehenſions; and con

ſequently with all the eclat of empire, the moſt

miſèrable being in his dominions. His power indeed

was unlimited ; but ſo was his miſery : the more

he made others ſuffer, the faſter he multiplied his

own torments. All the pleaſures and debaucheries

in which he wallowed without controul, had not

ſufficient charms to allay or mitigate his dreadful

apprehenſions, and the anguiſh under which he felt

himſelf daily periſhing. Private perſons, however

obnoxious and threatened, had but ſome things and

ſome perſons to fear; whereas Tiberius dreaded all

men, and every thing but to do evil, which yet

was the ſole cauſe of his fears. Such was his ſitua

tion and life, and ſuch are the natural conſequences

of the abuſe of power.
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us, who are charged only with offices of friendſhip, and inſtances of benevolence

towards Sejanus, you cannot condemn us, O Cºſar, without condemning at the ſame

time yourſelf. The liberty of this ſpeech, and the joy that one was at laſt found,

who had courage enough to ſpeak aloud what they all thought in their hearts, had

ſuch a powerful effect upon the minds of the fathers, that Terentius was abſolved, and Who is at

his accuſers for this and other crimes condemned ſome to baniſhment, others to "*

death 9. Tiberius himſelf approved of the proceedings of the ſenate on this occaſion,

probably not daring to oppoſe a truth ſpoken with ſuch liberty, and ſo generally

applauded. But what induced him to diſſemble an affront offered him at this time

by L. Sejanus the praetor, probably one of the diſgraced miniſter's kinſmen, 'tis no

eaſy matter to gueſs.

his office, employed ſuch only as were bald, and diſpoſed five thouſand boys all ſhaved

with torches in their hands to light the ſpectators home. Nobody doubted but this

was done to deride Tiberiuſ, who was bald ; but nevertheleſs, he took no more

notice of it, than if he had never known it P.

NExT came letters from Tiberius againſt Sextus Weſtilius, formerly praetor, one

whom Tiberius had long ſince admitted into the number of his friends in regard of his

brother Druſus, to whom Veſtilius was exceeding dear. He was accuſed of having

For the praetor in the ſhews, which he exhibited in virtue of

compoſed a ſatyr againſt Caligula, reproaching him with the lewdneſs of his life. Tiberius ſatri

Tiberius forbad him his table, which ſo grieved him, that he reſolved to lay violent

hands on himſelf. Accordingly, having with a trembling and feeble hand, as he

was very old, opened his veins, he bound them up, and wrote a letter to the prince,

imploring his mercy ; but Tiberius returning him an angry anſwer, he opened them

again, and died. Not even women eſcaped the fury of accuſers: as they could not

be charged with deſigns of uſurping the ſovereign power, their tears were made trea

ſonable ; and Vitia, the mother of C. Fuſius Geminus conſul three years before, was

condemned and executed in her old age for bewailing the death of her ſon condemned

by the ſenate. Neither did Tiberius ſpare his own friends ; for by him were this

year doomed to die Veſcularius Flaccus and julius Marinus, two of his oldeſt friends,

who had followed him to Rhodes, and not forſaken him at Caprede. The former

had acted a chief part in the trial and condemnation of Libo Druſus, and the latter

had been employed by Sejanus to procure the ruin of Curtius Atticus, of whom we have

ſpoken above.

fices his own

friends.

This year died Lucius Piſo, who being ſubſtituted to Taurus Statilius Lucius P:ſo

in the government of Rome, diſcharged that important office with ſuch credit, that die.

by a decree of the ſenate he was diſtinguiſhed with a public funeral. He had

obtained for his warlike exploits in Thrace a triumph, was univerſally eſteemed and

beloved, and nevertheleſs died in the eightieth year of hisage by the courſe of nature,

a rare thing, as our hiſtorian obſerves, in a man of great parts, and of ſuch an illuſtri

ous deſcent (U) q. A motion was afterwards made in the ſenate by Quinéſilianus,

tribune of the people, concerning a book of the ſibyl, which Caminius Gallus, one

of the college of fifteen, had begged might be received by a decree amongſt the reſt
to

of that propheteſs. The decree paſſed without oppoſition ; but Tiberius in a letter to

the ſenate deſired, that the book might firſt be examined by the quindecemvirs (W).

° TAcIT. ibid. c. 7, 8.

(U) We read in Tacitus, that Piſº governed Rome

twenty years : if ſo, he muſt have been raiſed to

that dignity by Auguſtus ; for he died in the eigh

teenth year of Tiberius's reign. But on the other

hand, both Pliny (57) and Suetonius (58) tell us in

expreſs terms, that he was created governor of Rome

by Tiberius, for having continued drinking with him

a night and two days, or two days and two nights, as

Pliny will have it, after he was emperor. We therefore

conclude with Lipſius, that ſome miſtake has crept into

the text of Tacitus. That writer thinks that we

ought to read ten inſtead of twenty, becauſe Pompo

nius Flaccus, who was with Piſo at that famous

debauch, was on that ſcore raiſed to the government

of Syria, which at the time of Piſo's death he had held

ten years (59).

(W) In his letter he gently chid Quináilianus as

vo L. V. Nº 6. ~.

(57) Plin. l. xiv. (58) Suet, ibid. c. 42.

P Dio, l. lviii. p. 633.

TH is

* Idem, c. 10, 11.

young, and therefore not well acquainted with the

ancient cuſtoms ; but fell upon Gallus with ſome

bitterneſs for propoſing to a thin ſenate the receiving

ofa book, whereof the author was unknown, among

the prophetic books of the fibyl : he told him, that

he, who was ſo well skilled in the ſcience of ſacred

ceremonies, ought not to have taken ſuch a ſtep

without hearing the opinion of his own college,

and without the uſual reading and deliberation with

the other prieſts. He alſo put the ſenators in mind

of the condućt of Auguſłas, who, to ſuppreſs the

many fictitious predićtions every-where publiſhed,

under the name of the ſibyl, had ordered, that within

a fixed day they ſhould be carried to the pretor,

and declared it unlawful for any private perſon to

keep them. Upon the receipt of this letter, the

ſenate, notwithſtanding their decree, ordered the

5 X book

(59) wide Litſ in nunc locum Tacit.
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This year the dearth of corn occaſioned ſome diſturbances in the city, the people a

urging their wants in the theatre with great freedom, or rather licentiouſneſs. Tiberiuſ,

alarmed at their boldneſs, cenſured in his letter to the ſenate both them and the magi

ſtrates, for not quelling by their authority the mutinous populace. This encouraged

the fathers to paſs a ſevere edićt againſt rioters, and ſuch as diſturbed the public tran

quillity, which reſtored peace and quiet to the city. In the end of the year, Geminus,

Pompeius, and julius Celſus, all Roman knights, were arraigned of treaſon, and con

demned. Geminus was indeed one of Sejanus's friends, but had never been truſted

ºther arraign- by him with his private deſigns. However, he was executed with Pompeius; but
ment; and exe

cutions.

The daughters
r - - - - - -

*P*”. This year Tiberius diſpoſed of his two grand-daughters,
rted.

Tiberius de

mand, aguard.

Further in

Celſius, by ſtretching his chain over his head, and ſtraining with great violence againſt

it, broke his neck, and eſcaped the infamy of a public execution '. This year b

Tiberius, having croſſed the chanel between Capreſe and Surrentum, ſailed along the

coaſt of Campañia, and entering the Tiber, as if he deſigned to proceed to Rome,

came as far as the gardens on that river, having firſt poſted guards all along the banks

to keep off the multitude. But he advanced no farther, being aſhamed of his cruel

ties, and abominable luſts, and impatient to return to his gloomy rocks, and beloved

ſolitude, where he rioted without check or controul in the moſt infamous and unna

tural debaucheries s. -

THE next conſuls were, Servius Sulpicius Galba (X) and L. Cornelius Sylla Felix.

who were now of age,

beſtowing Druſilla on Lucius Caſſius, and julia on Marcus Vinícius, as we have related c

above. On this occaſion he wrote to the ſenate with a ſhort commendation of the

young men ; then touching upon the cauſes of his abſence, and the hatred and ill

will he had drawn upon himſelf by his zeal for the republic, he deſired, that Macro,

commander of the praetorian guards, with ſome few tribunes and centurions, might

always attend him into the ſenate. The fathers readily granted him his requeſt with

out any limitation either to the number or condition of the guards who were to

accompany him " : nay, they paſſed a decree, ordering, that whenever the prince

came to the ſenate, all the ſenators ſhould be ſearched to prevent their carrying arms

under their robes ". But for all this, Tiberius never appeared in the ſenate, nor

entered the walls of Rome, though he came ſometimes to the very gates, for the d

moſt part by ſolitary and by-ways, and flying back with great precipitation. This

year great diſturbances being raiſed by the debtors, the emperor, to adminiſter ſome

relief, declared, that he would lend a hundred thouſand great ſeſterces for the term

of three years without intereſt, provided each borrower mortgaged in land double

the value of what he borrowed. But this generoſity did not in the leaſt allay the public

hatred which the emperor drew upon himſelf with his cruelties, many illuſtrious per

ſons being this year condemned and executed, and many others baniſhed upon the

moſt groundleſs ſuſpicions. Among theſe, Conſidius Proculus, while void of all appre

fiance, of his henſion, he was celebrating his birth day, was ſuddenly accuſed of treaſon, hurried

cruelty. to the ſenate, condemned and executed. Pompeia Macrina was ſentenced to exile; e

her husband and his father, two men of great diſtinétion among the Greeks, were

both executed ; but her father, an illuſtrious Roman knight, and her brother, once

praetor, prevented their execution by a voluntary death. The crime laid to their

charge was, that Macrina's husband being deſcended from Theophanes, who had been

one of the confidents of Pompey the Great, they had all paid divine honours to that

* Idem, c. 13, 14. • Idem annal. 6. c. 1. SUET. in Tib. c. 71. * Tacit. c. 15. u Dio,

l. iv.iii. p. 633.

book to be examined by the college of the quinde in the conſulſhip Cn. Domitius the father of Nero,

cemvirs. Whether the book was admitted amongſt and was ſucceeded by Salvius otho, the father of the

the authentic propheſies of the fibyl, we are no-where emperor of the ſame name. As the name of othº

told. Auguſtus, as we have obſerved in his reign, is not marked in the conſular tables, Onuphriuſ, Caſ

having gathered together a great number of prophe- ſodorus, and the learned cardinal Noris, conclude, that

fies, and books of predićtions written by unknown he was ſubſtituted to Galba. Lucius Vitellius, one of

authors, whether in Greek or Latin, he cauſed them the following year's conſuls, was father to Aulº

all to be burnt, to the number of two thouſand and Vitellius, who was likewiſe emperor, and ſucceeded

upwards, reſerving only ſome ſelect pieces, which Otho. Tacitus tells us, that Tiberius having ſent for

he depoſited under the pedeſtal of Apollo Palati- Galba, during his conſulſhip, and fifted him upon

mus 60). ſeveral ſubjects, he at laſt told him in Greek, that

(X) Servius Sulpicius Galla was afterwards raiſed one day he ſhould taſte of empire, ſignifying thereby

to the empire: Suetonius obſerves, that he ſucceeded his ſhort ſovereignty (61).

(62) Wide Suet. in Aug. c. 31. (61) Tacit, c. 2 o,

illuſtrious
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fie&ted great diſgrace upon Tiberius ; for though he was accuſed of inceſt with his

daughter, and for that crime, as was pretended, thrown headlong from the Tarpeian

rock, yet it was commonly believed, that his immenſe riches had occaſioned his ruin ;

and indeed not without good grounds ; Tiberius having, after his condemnation,

appropriated to himſelf his mines of gold, though forfeited to the public. So many

‘bloody executions, inſtead of ſatiating, ſerved only to whet and inflame Tiberius’s

cruelty. For this year he commanded all thoſe to be put to death without diſtinction

of ſex or age, who were kept in priſon under accuſation of any attachment to Sejanus ".

Inſomuch that twenty were executed on one day, and among them ſeveral women

b and children ; their bodies were expoſed on the ſcala Gemoniº, from thence with iron

hooks dragged through the city, and then thrown into the Tiber. The butchery,

ſays Zacitus, was dreadful and general ; expoſed to the ſun lay the carcaſſes of the

noble and ignoble ; thoſe of every ſex and age ſcattered up and down, or ignomini

ouſly thrown together in heaps: their ſurviving friends were not allowed to approach

them, to bewail them, or even behold them ; but round the dead guards were placed

to watch countenances, and obſerve the ſigns of ſorrow : when the bodies began to

putrify, they were dragged to the Tiber, where they floated, or were driven upon

‘the banks, no man daring to burn, or touch them, the force of fear having cut off all

intercourſe of humanity, and baniſhed every fymptom of pity and tenderneſs. Among

c the reſt periſhed this year three of the moſt illuſtrious perſons of the empire, Aſinius

‘Gallus, Druſus the ſon of Germanicus, and the celebrated Agrippina. Of Aſinius

'Gallus we have ſpoken above” (Y). He was the ſon of the famous Aſinius Pollio, one

of Auguſtus’s chief favourites, and married Vipſania the daughter of Agrippa, after

Tiberius had divorced her to marry julia ; ſo that his children were brothers to Druſus,

whom Tiberius had by Vipſania, nephews to Agrippina, and nearly related to the

‘Caſars. Tiberius had long hated him on account of his marrying Pºiſſania, but with

a illuſtrious Greek. The death of Sextus Marius, the moſt wealthy man in Spain, re

A generalmaſ

ſacre of Seja

nus’ friends.

his uſual diſſimulation concealed his hatred till this year, when Gallus being, we know Tiberius' diſ.

not about what buſineſs, diſpatched to him by the ſenate, he received him in a moſt ſimulation.

obliging manner, but at the ſame time wrote to the ſenate, requiring his condemna

“d ‘tion; ſo that the very day he was entertained as a familiar friend at the emperor's table

in Caprea, he was condemned as a traytor at Rome, and a praetor was ſent to ſee the

iſentence put in execution. However, the inhuman tyrant would not allow him to be

immediately diſpatched; but cauſed him to be kept under cloſe confinement, no one

being ſuffered to come near him, except ſuch as were charged to watch, leſt he ſhould

by a voluntary death put an end to his miſeries. He periſhed at length, after three The death of

years painful confinement, thro' famine ; but whether of his own accord, or ****

ſtarved by Tiberius's orders, was never known. The pleaſure of the emperor being

conſulted, whether he would ſuffer him to be buried, he was not aſhamed to reckon

his allowing the laſt offices to be paid to him as a particular favour y. As for Druſus, The death of

* he was condemned by the emperor to be ſtarved; but protracted his life nine days by Pruſus.

feeding, for want of other ſuſtenance, on the flocks of his bed. The inhuman monſter, The mean and

not ſatiated with the death of his grandſon, purſued him even beyond the grave with ſtandalous º
cruel invečtives, and in a letter to the ſenate charged him with many heinous crimes,º ofT

ordering at the ſame time the minutes of his words and actions to be read, which had ...”.”

long and daily been regiſtered by perſons expreſsly appointed to obſerve his looks, to

watch all his ačtions, and note down every word, every complaint he uttered. The

recital of this journal filled all who heard it with horror; and indeed, that a grand

'father ſhould appoint perſons to watch all the aëtions, ſhould have all the weakneſſes

or crimes of his grandſon regiſtered by ſecret ſpies, and thus expoſed to the world,

if ſeems ſuch a ſeries of treachery and meanneſs, as would hardly be credited, were it

not atteſted by the moſt eminent writers of antiquity. Tacitus quotes the letters of

Aïius the centurion, and Didymus the freedman, declaring particularly the names of

the ſlaves ſet purpoſely to abuſe and provoke Druſus, with the ſeveral parts they ačted,

in order to draw from him complaints againſt Tiberius. The centurion, to whoſe

gº
iſ

w Idem, e. I9. * Vide p. 414, not, N. y Tacit. c. 13. Dio, l. lviii. p. 622.

(Y). Lipſius takes this Aſinius Gallus to be the ſon nion intirely upon the authority of Servius ; which

of Aſinias Pollio, who was ſurnamed Saloninus, and is very ſurpriſing in ſo wary a critic, ſince Servius

upon whoſe birth Virgil compoſed the famous eclogue tells us in expreſs terms, that Saloninus died ſoon

Sicelides Muſ., &c. He owns, that no hiſtorian gives after he was born; nam ipſum putrum inter ipſa pri

.4nius the ſurname of Saloninus, but founds his opi- mordia periiffe manifeſium eft, ſays that commentator.

cuſtody

him.
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cuſtody he was committed, being introduced to the ſenate, repeated in the preſence a

of the fathers, as matter of glory, his outrageous language to the young prince, with

the words uttered by him under the agonies of hunger. He told them, that Druſus at

His imprecº- firſt pretending to be diſtracted, vented in the ſtyle of a madman diſmal imprecations

#.º againſt Tiberius; but afterwards, finding his doom inevitable, he invoked with great

- deliberation and ſedateneſs the vengeance of the gods, beſeeching them, that as

Tiberius had ſlaughtered his daughter-in-law, his nephew, his grandchildren, and

filled with ſlaughters his whole houſe, ſo they would in juſtice to the anceſtors of the

flain, in juſtice to their poſterity, avenge on this man of blood ſo many cruel and

barbarous murders. The ſenators, in hearing the centurion, raiſed a mighty noiſe,

as if they deteſted thoſe imprecations ; but they were ſtruck with amazement in hear. b

ing the detail of the barbarities practiſed by the emperor's orders upon his grandſon .

The death of the ſon was followed by that of the mother, which happened on the

ſeventeenth of October. Agrippina had been confined before the diſgrace of Stjanus,

upon whoſe execution ſhe hoped Tiberius would uſe her and her ſon Druſus with more

The death of humanity. But finding him no leſs implacable than before, ſhe put an end to her miſe

Agrippina, ries by abſtaining from all food. Suetonius tells us, that after ſhe had taken a reſolu

tion to ſtarve herſelf, Tiberius cauſed her mouth to be opened, and nouriſhment

crammed down her throat by force 4. But Tacitus queſtions whether ſhe abſtained

voluntarily from all food, or was denied it by Tiberiu.’s orders ; and a report was

afterwards ſpread, that death had been her own choice. Be that as it will, her death c

did not put an end to the malice and cruelty of the outrageous tyrant, who charged her

with ſeveral abominable crimes, eſpecially with adultery, as if ſhe had maintained a

criminal correſpondence with Aſinius Gallus, and upon his death become weary of

Tiberius en- life. But Agrippina's charaćter, and known chaſtity, ſufficiently cleared her from

deavours to all imputations of that nature ; for ſhe had ſacrificed, as Tacitus obſerves, to a manly

*...*** ambition all the paſſions and vices of her ſex. The emperor in his letter to the ſenate
putation, obſerved, that ſhe died the ſame day on which Sejanus had been executed two years

before, adding, that ſuch a day ought to be particularly diſtinguiſhed ; nay, he

boaſted of his clemency, ſince he had not cauſed her to be ſtrangled, and her body

to be expoſed on the ſcale Gemonia, and thence dragged to the Tiber. For this d

inſtance of mock-mercy the ſenate ſolemnly thanked him, and decreed, that on the

ſeventeenth of Oślober, the day of the death of Agrippina and Sejanus, a yearly offering

ſhould be conſecrated to jupiter Capitolinus for ever b. The death of Agrippina pro

Plancins lays cured that of her declared enemy Plancina, the widow of Cneius Piſo. She was guilty

*.*.* of many other crimes, beſides that which was laid to her charge, of poiſoning Germa:
on herſelf. micus. When her husband fell, ſhe was protećted by the ſolicitations of Lívia, and

alſo by the animoſity of Agrippina, whom the ſpiteful Tiberius could not find in his

heart to gratify with the death of a perſon, whom ſhe abhorred. But as there was now

no farther room for favour or hatred, juſtice prevailed ; and Plancina, being accuſed

of crimes long ſince ſufficiently proved, executed with her own hand that vengeance F

which was rather too late than too ſevere. Notwithſtanding the pleaſure Tiberius took

in deſtroying the moſt illuſtrious families in Rome, yet he was ſenſibly affected with the

The death of death of Cocceius Nerva, though it was intirely owing to his cruelty. He was one of

Socceius the moſt learned civilians in Rome, had been conſul twelve years before, had attended
Nelva. Tiberius to Caprea, and was in high favour with him, ſo that he had no reaſon to be

weary of life. But though thus in full proſperity of fortune, in perfect vigor of body,

he reſolved to die, and accordingly refuſed all nouriſhment. Tiberius, having learnt

his deſign, did all that lay in his power to diſſuade him from putting it in execution;

examined his motives, and deſcended even to intreaties, declaring, that it would be

a great afflićtion to him, that it would reflečt diſgrace upon him, and tarniſh his f

reputation, if one of his moſt intimate friends, his inſeparable companion, ſhould

thus ſhew himſelf weary of life. But notwithſtanding the remonſtrances and reaſoning

of Tiberius, Nerva perſiſted in his purpoſe, and ended his life by abſtinence. To

of Alius L. wards the end of this year died three illuſtrious citizens, Alius Lamia, Manius Lepi

mia, M. Lc dus, and Pomponius Flaccus. Lamia had for ſeveral years held the government of Syria,

Piº & but had never been allowed to viſit his province. Upon the death of L. Piſo, which

happened the preceding year, Ziberius diſcharged him from the mock-adminiſtration

of Syria, and appointed him governor of Rome. A public funeral was decreed him

* Idem, c. 23, 24. * Sust, ibid. c. 53. - * Tacit. c. 15, 16. Surt, ibid. c. 53.

by
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a by the ſenate . He was ſucceeded in his laſt employment by C. Caſus, who, tho'

a famous drunkard, was never known, as Seneca informs us ", to diſcloſe a ſecret ;

whence Tiberius truſted him with his moſt private counſels. Lepidus was one of the

moſt worthy men in Rome; we have already given various inſtances of his wiſdom

and moderation : as to his abilities, he was in the opinion of Auguſtus, as we have

obſerved in the beginning of this reign, well qualified for the ſovereign power, but

not fond of it. Pomponius Flaccus was by Tiberius firſt raiſed to the government of

Meſia, where he betrayed and ſeized Rheſcuporis, as we have related above. He

was afterwards made propraetor of Syria, either for this piece of treachery, or upon

the merit of his famous debauch with L. Piſo and Tiberius. This year Claudia, daughter

to Marcus Silamus, a ſenator diſtinguiſhed by his illuſtrious birth, and great eloquence,

was married to Caius Caligula, the only ſurviving ſon of Germanicus. The people

were no leſs pleaſed with this match, than diſſatisfied with that of julia, the daughter

of Druſus, and widow of Nero, who debaſed herſelf to marry Rubellius Blandus, whoſe

grandfather was a native of Tybur, and only a Roman knight °.

This year, the thirty-third of the common aera, and nineteenth of Tiberius’s reign, chrift crucified.

our Saviour was crucified, according to the opinion of the beſt chronologers ; Phlegon,

the emperor Adrian's freedman, who wrote ſixteen books of the olympiads, ſeems

to ſpeak of the darkneſs which happened at his death : his words are ; There hap

pened the greateſt and moſt remarkable eclipſe that ever had been known ; at the ſixth hour

the day was ſuddenly turned into might, inſomuch that the ſtars were ſeem : at the ſame

time an earthquake in Bithynia overturned many houſes in the city of Nice. This dark

neſs, which Phlegon calls an eclipſe, happened, according to him, in the fourth year

of the two hundred and ſecond olympiad, which ended about the middle of the preſent

ear f.
y TH E following year, when Paulus Fabius Perſicus, or, as ſome call him, Priſius,

and L. Vitellius, were conſuls, many eminent perſons fell, either by their own hands,

or thoſe of the public executioner, among the reſt Pomponius Labeo, and Marcus A.mi

lius Scaurus ; the former, once governor of Maſia, being charged with male-admi

niſtration, and other crimes, prevented condemnation by opening his veins, his wife

Paxea following his example. The latter, a noble orator, a man of an illuſtrious several perſons

deſcent, but a profeſſed debauchee, was accuſed by Servilius and Cornelius of adultery arraigned.

with Livia the widow of Druſus, and of offering magical ſacrifices; but his true crime

was the hatred Macro bore him ; for Macro, who was at this time as much in favour

with Tiberius, and no leſs miſchievous than Sejanus had ever been, prejudiced the em

peror againſt him, by perſuading him, that Scaurus, in a tragedy which he had com

poſed, deſcribed him, and diſplayed his cruelties under the name of Atreus. But

the pretended criminal, before ſentence was awarded againſt him, laid violent hands

on himſelf, being encouraged thereto by his wife, who died with him F. Servilius

and Cornelius, his accuſers, were ſoon after baniſhed into ſeveral iſlands for accept

ing a bribe to drop the proſecution, which they had begun againſt Warius Ligur. Abu

dius Ruſo likewiſe, once aedile, was himſelf condemned, and driven out of Rome,

while he attempted to get Lentulus Getulicus, under whom he had commanded a legion, Lentulus Ge
condemned, becauſe he had eſpouſed his daughter to a ſon of Sejanus. Getulicus was tulicus accuſed.

at this time commander of the legions in Upper Germany, and by them extremely

beloved on account of his great mildneſs and clemency. He was likewiſe acceptable

to the legions of Lower Germany in confideration of their general Apronius, his father

in-law. Hence he was generally believed to have written to Tiberius, that not by his own His old letter

inclination, but by his advice, he had ſought the alliance of Sejanus; that he had been tº Tibºr”.

as liable to be deceived as Tiberius, and that it was not reaſonable a fault common

to both ſhould paſs unblamed in one, and be puniſhed in another : he added, that

he had hitherto inviolably maintained the allegiance he owed him, and that he would

continue unſhaken in his fidelity to the laſt, provided no dark plots were framed againſt

him ; but that he would look upon a ſucceſſor as the meſſenger of death ; and

therefore, that they ſhould, as it were, ſtrike up an agreement between them, by

which the prince ſhould enjoy the reſt of the empire, and he always retain his pro

vince. This proceeding, however ſurprizing, was believed, becauſe of all thoſe

who were allied to Sejanus, Getulicus alone eſcaped unhurt, and continued in high

favour to the laſt. Tiberius, ſenſible that he was univerſally hated, and that his

• Idem, c. 27. a SENEc. epiſt. 87. * Tacit. c. 27. * ORiG. contra Celſum, p. 89. &

99. edit. Graec. * Tacit. c. 29.

V o L. W. N9 6. 5 Y authority
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A counterfeit

D; uſus.

authority was ſupported more by reputation than by force, did not care to attack a a

man, who had both ſufficient power and courage to defend himſelf f. This year,

as Dion Caſſius will have it, or four years before, while Druſus was yet living, as Tacitus

relates it, a young man gave out, that he was Druſus the ſon of Germanicus. He was

firſt ſeen in the Cyclades, and ſoon after on the continent, attended by ſome of the

emperor’s freedmen, and by great crouds of people, who flocked to him from all

parts. But in the mean time Poppeus Sabinus, governor of Greece, and alſo of Ma

cedon, where he was at that time, hearing the ſtory, haſtened to Nicopolis, a Roman

colony, to obviate the evil conſequences of ſuch a report. There he learnt, that this

counterfeit Druſus, being artfully examined, had declared himſelf to be the ſon of

Marcus Silanus, and that many of his followers falling off, he had imbarqued, as if b

he deſigned to ſail to Italy. Further than this, ſays (acitus, we have found nothing

concerning the origin or iſſue of that affair E. But Dion Caſſius adds, that the im

poſtor being received by many cities, and ſtrengthened with vaſt numbers of followers,

would have reached Syria, and probably been acknowledged there by the armies of

his pretended father, had he not been diſcovered by ſome who knew him, ſeized, and

Two conſuls of ſent to Tiberius". The ſame writer tells us, that this year, the twentieth of Tiberius’s

ºrPut to reign, ending on the nineteenth of Auguſt, the conſuls ſolemnized it with public
death.

The deaths of

ſeveral perſons

of diſtinction.

vows and ſacrifices; which the emperor highly reſenting, as if they had taken upon

them to confirm to him the ſovereign power for a further term often years, cauſed them

both to be arraigned, condemned, and executed". What Dion ſays of the conſuls of c

this year is not to be underſtood of thoſe we have named, but of others who were ſub

ſtituted in their room, it being evident both from Tacitus and Suetonius, that L. Witel

lius, the father of the emperor Aulus Vitellius, was ſent the year following into Syria

to govern that province. We ſhall have frequent occaſion to mention him in the fol

lowing reign (Z).

IN the following conſulſhip of Ceſtius Gallus and M. Servilius Nonianus the domeſtic

evils continued, Tiberius, though now three years ſince the execution of Sejanus, being

no ways appeaſed, either by time, or the innumerable vićtims he had already ſacri

ficed to his jealouſy. He ſtill purſued with freſh rage ſtale and dubious imputations,

puniſhing them as recent, heinous, and proved crimes. The moſt diſtinguiſhed d

perſons, who periſhed this year, were Fulcinius Trio, Granius Martianus, Tatius

Gratianus, Trebellienus Rufus, and Sextius Paconianus. Trio, who was conſul the year

Sejanus was executed, being accuſed of having been privy to the treacherous deſigns

of that miniſter, made his laſt will, in which he compiled a long charge of iniquities

and dreadful inveſtives againſt Macro, and the emperor's chief freedmen, not ſparing

the prince himſelf, whom he ſtyled an old dotard, and on account of his long abſence

a deſpicable exile. Theſe invečtives were ſuppreſſed by the heirs of Trio; but Tibe

rius, not aſhamed to publiſh his own infamy, ordered them to be read in the ſenate,

either to ſhew that he could bear ſuch liberties, or becauſe he was willing, ſince he

had been ſo long ignorant of the black enormities of Sejanus, that whatever was ſaid, *

and however ſaid, concerning him and his adminiſtration, ſhould be divulged, that

* Idem, c. 30. * Tacit. annal. 5, c. 1 o. * Dio, l. lviii. c. 637. * Idem ibid. p. 656.

(Z) Tacitus tells us, that in the conſulſhip of Fa- dering at her ſtrange ſhape. But the accounts of

bius and Vitellius, after many ages the phoenix ap

peared in Egypt, and furniſhed the learned both of

that country, and of Greece, with matter for various

obſervations concerning that miraculous bird. On

this occaſion he acquaints us with the opinions of

ſuch as have written on that ſubjećt, and tells, that

they all agree in this, viz. that it is a creature ſacred

to the ſun, and that as to its beak and feathers it

differs from all other birds; but as to the length of

its life relations vary: the common opinion is, ſays

our hiſtorian, that it lives five hundred years ; but

there are not wanting ſome who extend its life to

1461, and affirm, that the three former phoenixes

appeared in reigns greatly diſtant, the firſt under

Seſoſiris, the next under Amaſis, and that the laſt

was ſeen under Ptolemy, the third king of the Ma

cedonian race, and flew to the city of Heliopolis, ac

companied by a vaſt number of other birds won

antiquity, ſays Tacitus, are obſcure: between Ptolemy

and Tiberius, ſcarce paſſed two hundred and fifty

years ; whence ſome thought that this was no true

phoenix, nor come from Arabia, and that it had

nothing of the inſtinét which ancient tradition aſcribes

to the genuine ; according to which tradition the

true phoenix, having completed a certain courſe of

years, builds juſt before its death a neſt in its native

land, upon which it ſheds a generative power, whence

ſprings up a young one, whoſe firſt care, whengrown

up, is to bury its father: this it does not undertake

unadviſedly ; but firſt tries its ſtrength by gathering

and carrying a great way loads of myrrh when it

finds itſelf equal to the burden, and fit for a long

flight, it takes upon its back its father's body, car

ries it to the altar of the ſun, and there burns it (62).

Such were the opinions of the ancients, touching

this miraculous, or rather fabulous, bird.

(62) Tacit. c. 28.

he
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a he might at leaſt learn from the reproaches uttered againſt him, the truths which flat

tery ſtudied to diſguiſe. Granius Martianus, the ſenator, being charged with treaſon

by Caius Gracchus, laid violent hands on himſelf (A). Tatius Gratianus, who had

been praetor, was for the ſame charge ſentenced to death ; and alſo Trebellienus Rufus,

who had been likewiſe praetor, and formerly appointed by the ſenate guardian to the

ſons of Cotys, king of Thrace ; but he prevented condemnation by a voluntary death.

Paconianus, who had been choſen by Sejanus to plot the overthrow of Caligula, as we

have related above, was after three years confinement ſtrangled in priſon for verſes

made there againſt Tiberius *. In the end of the year died Poppaeus Sabinus, who had

been conſul under Auguſius, had acquired triumphal honours, and governed for the

year of his reign Macedon and Achaia 1.

b ſpace of twenty-four years the two Meſia's, to which Tiberius had added in the ſecond

Tacitus tells us, that he was not diſtinguiſhed

either by his birth or abilities; but was nevertheleſs raiſed and favoured by the princes,

becauſe he had talents equal to the employments given him, and not above them ".

He was ſucceeded in the government of the above-mentioned provinces by C. Mem

mius Regulus *. As for the diſturbances which happened this year in Armenia, Par

thia, and Cilicia, the reader will find them deſcribed by us at length in the hiſtories

of thoſe kingdoms,

THE following year, Q. Plautius and Sextus Papinius Allenius being conſuls, the

ſame courſe of ſlaughter continued unrelenting. Lucius Aruſeius, and ſeveral others,

c were condemned and executed. Such executions were now become ſo frequent and

familiar, that they were hardly taken notice of ; but that of Vibulenus Agrippa, a

Roman knight, ſtruck all with terror and amazement. After his accuſers had finiſhed

their pleadings againſt him, he pulled out poiſon, which he had concealed under his

gown, and ſwallowed it in open ſenate. He immediately fell, ſo potent was the

poiſon ; but nevertheleſs was haſtily dragged by the lićtors to the dungeon, where,

though ready to expire, he was ſtrangled by the common executioner". Caius Galba,

a conſular, and brother to the emperor of this name, with the two Blaſ, fell by

their own hands; Galba upon the receipt of a letter from the emperor, forbidding

him to caſt lots for the government of a province ; and the Blaſi, becauſe Tiberius be

of death, and obeyed it.

d ſtowed their prieſthoods, as vacant dignities, upon others; this they took as a fignal

Tigranes, grandſon to Herod king of judaea, by his father

Alexander, and to Archelaus king of Cappadocia by his mother Glaphyra P, and who

had himſelf reigned ſome time in Armenia, was accuſed like a private citizen, and

without any regard to the royal dignity, condemned and executed with the other pre- Tigranes put

tended criminals q. This prince, and his elder brother Alexander, had renounced to death.

the jewiſh, and embraced the Pagan religion out of complaiſance to their grandfather

Archelaus. Agrippa their couſin german was in the month of September dragged to

priſon loaded with chains, and kept there under cloſe confinement till the death of

Tiberius, as we have related in the hiſtory of the jews. The ſame year the city ſuf

e fered greatly by an inundation of the Tiber 1, and by fire, which burnt down that part

of the circus which was contiguous to mount Aventine, and all the buildings on the

mount itſelf. This misfortune turned to the glory of the prince, for he paid the The generoſ,

value of the houſes deſtroyed, and expended in this bounty a hundred thouſand great of Tiberius on

feſterces; which proved the more acceptable to the people, ſays Tacitus, as he had ever ..." ºf *been ſparing in private building (B). To make an eſtimate of every man’s loſs, he ap- re.

* Idem, c. 38, 39. Dio, p. 616.

c. 4o. * Dio, p. 638.

(A) No wonder that voluntary deaths ſhould be

ſo common at Rome, not yet illuminated with the

light of the goſpel. For thoſe who fell by the hand

of the executioner, forfeited their eſtates with their

lives, and were debarred the honour of burial, Their

bodies were publicly expoſed to the inſults of the

populace, dragged through the ſtreets with iron

hooks, and thrown into the Tiber. No criminal,

of what rank ſoever, may not even women were

exempted from this baſe treatment. On the other

hand, the bodies of ſuch, as by a voluntary death

prevented condemnation, were interred; their wills

(63) Tacit. c. 29. Dio, l. lviii. p. 630. Suet. in Tib. c. 53,

* TActr, ibid. Dio, p. 637.

• Tacit. c. 40. Dio, p. 634. Svet. in Tib. c. 61.

º pointed

m Tacit. ibid.

P Joseph. antiq, l. xviii. c. 7.

* Dio, ibid.

3 Tacit.

remained in force, and their eſtates devolved to their

children (63).

(B) Tacitus tells us, that this bounty proved the

more grateful to the people, as he was ever ſparing

in private buildings; and adds, that his public works

never exceeded two, viz. the temple of Auguſtus,

and the ſcene of Pompey's theatre : nor, when he

had finiſhed both, did he conſecrate either, whether

prevented by old age, or deſpiſing popularity, is

uncertain. Thus Tacitus (64), with whom Suetonius

does not intirely agree. During the whole time he

was emperor, ſays that writer, he built nothing that

Was

(64) Tacit. c. 45.
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pointed his four ſons-in-law, Cneius Domitius, Caſſius Longinus, Marcus Winicius, and a

Rubellius Blandus, aſſiſted by Publius Petronius, nominated by the conſuls . The

eccleſiaſtic writers tell us, that in this or the preceding year, Pontius Pilate wrote to

Tiberius on account of the paſſion, reſurrection, and miracles of our Saviour, adding,

that the number of his followers daily increaſed, and that he was accounted a God.

Hereupon the emperor, ſay they, made a report of the whole matter to the ſenate,

with this favourable ſuffrage, that Chriſt might be reckoned among the gods: the

ſenate oppoſed this motion, and even by an edićt commanded all chriſtians to be

baniſhed the city. But Tiberius by another edićt threatening their accuſers with death,

the perſecution ceaſed, and the number of the believers daily increaſed both in judæa

and at Rome'. Whether this account is conſiſtent with the ſervile ſpirit of the ſenate, b

and the dread they were all under of oppoſing any motion made by the emperor, is

what we refer to the judgment of every impartial reader.

THE next conſuls, and the laſt under Tiberius, were Cncius Acerronius Proculus and

Caius Pontius Nigrinus, or, as Suetonius calls him, Niger. The emperor was now in

the ſeventy-eighth year of his age, without having been ever once indiſpoſed ſince he

came to the empire, though he neglected, and was even wont to ridicule the rules

and preſcriptions of phyſicians, and ſuch as after the age of thirty wanted to be in

formed by them, what helped or hurt their conſtitutions. At length he was taken ill

at Aſiura between Antium and Cercei, as he was returning to Capredº from the neigh

bourhood of Rome (C). However, he went forward, and reached Circei, where c

to diſſemble his indiſpoſition, he not only aſfifted at the military games exhibited there,

but threw darts himſelf at a boar, and killed him. From Circei he advanced to Mi

ſentim, and finding his ſtrength began to fail him, he ſettled in a villa near the pro

montory which once belonged to the celebrated Lucullus. Already his ſtrength, already

his ſpirits failed him ; but his diſfimulation failed him not. To hide his declenſion now

very viſible, he exerted the ſame vigor of mind, the ſame energy in his diſcourſe, and

even affected ſometimes to be gay. In the mean time the courſe of executions was

not interrupted at Rome by the emperor's illneſs. Acutia, once the wife of Publius

Vitellius, being charged with treaſon by Lilius Balbus, was condemned. Afterwards

Albucilla, who had been married to Satrius Secundus, and was infamous for her amours d

and debaucheries, was accuſed of deviſing charms againſt the life of Tiberius. In the

ſame charge were involved, as her accomplices and adulterers, Cneius Domitiuſ,

Vibius Marſuſ, and Lucius Arruntius, all three perſons diſtinguiſhed by their birth and

employments. But as the minutes tranſmitted to the ſenate imported, that Macro

had preſided in the examination of the witneſſes, and torture of the ſlaves, and the

minutes were not accompanied by any letter from Tiberius againſt the accuſed, the

fathers ſuſpected, that while he was ill, the accuſations were in great meaſure forged,

perhaps without his privacy, by Macro, an irreconcileable enemy to drruntius.

However, that brave Roman choſe to die, and to his friends attempting to divert

him from that reſolution, by repreſenting to him, that news of the emperor's death, c

which would deliver him from the preſent danger, was daily expected, he anſwered in

the following manner : The ſame meaſures are not alike honourable to all men : I

have lived long enough, and have not wherewithal to reproach myſelf, ſave that I

have ſubmitted to bear thus far an old age expoſed to ſo many dangers, long hated

as I was by Sejanus, and am now by Macro, always obnoxious to ſome reigning

Tiberius is

taken ill.

Lucius Arrun

tius accuſed.

His fine and

affºding rea

foaing.

* Tacit. c. 45.

GILDAs.

* TERTull, in apol. c. 5, & 21. Euseb. in chron. & hiſt. eccleſ. l. ii. c. 1.

was great and magnificent : the temple of Auguſtus,

and the reparation of Pompey's theatre, the only public

works he ever undertook, he left unfiniſhed after ſo

many years (65). And in the life of Caligula, ſays he,

he finiſhed the temple of Auguſtus, ſays he, and the

amphitheatre of Pompey, which Tiberius had begun,

but not completed (66). So that, according to

Tacitus, he finiſhed theſe buildings ; but left them

imperfect according to Suetonius.

(C) About the end of the preceding year, Tiberius,

leaving his iſland, approached Rome, and having ſtaid

ſome time at Tuſculum, he came within ſix miles

of the city, and thence beheld his metropolis float

(65) Suet. ibid. c. 47.

–––– *

ing, as it were, in blood. On his return to Cam

pania, he was taken ill at Aſtura. Suetonius tells us,

that he removed from the neighbourhood of Rome,

being frightened with a kind of prodigy: for being

wont to feed with his own hand a dragón, in which
he took great pleaſure, he found it one morning killed

and half devoured by a ſwarm of ants. Hereupon,

being warned by the ſoothſayers to avoid the mu

titude, he haſtened back to Campania. We find no

accounts of this nature in Tacitus, who only tells

us, that Tiberius, after much ſhifting of places, ſet

tled in the end at the promontory of Miſnum in

a villa, which once belonged to Lucullus.

(66) Idem in Calig, c. 21.

miniſter,
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b ſpired by the gods, he opened his veins, and bled to death".
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a miniſter, through no fault of mine, but becauſe I am irreconcileable to the wicked.

'Tis true, I may outlive, and eſcape the few and laſt days of Tiberius : but how ſhall

I eſcape the young prince, his heir 2 If Tiberius at ſuch an age, and after ſo long

experience, has been intirely changed by the ſpirit of an uncontrouled power, is it to

be hoped, that Caligula, who is yet ſcarce out of his childhood, unexperienced in

affairs, and brought up in the worſt of principles, will purſue a better courſe, having

Macro for his guide? that Macro, who being choſen to oppreſs Sejanus as the more

wicked of the two, has ſince afflićted the republic with more miſchiefs and cruelties.

I foreſee a ſervitude yet more dreadful, and therefore will fly both from the preſent

and the impending calamities. Having uttered theſe words, as if he had been in

Lucius Arruntius, a man of a moſt illuſtrious deſcent, of great fortune, and extraor

dinary accompliſhments, for which he was accounted by Auguſtus, as we have obſerved

in the beginning of this reign, equal to the ſovereignty. Domitius by pretending to

prepare for his defence, and Marſus by ſeeming reſolved to end his life by abſtinence,

outlived Tiberius, and eſcaped the preſent danger. As for Albucilla, ſhe attempted to

lay violent hands on herſelf; but the blow proving ineffectual, ſhe was by order of

the ſenate dragged to priſon, and there executed. Againſt the accomplices of her

debaucheries, it was decreed, that Graſidius Sacerdos, formerly praetor, ſhould be

baniſhed to an iſland ; and that Pontius Fregallanus, and Lalius Balbus, both ſenators,

c ſhould be degraded. About the ſame time Sextus Papinius, of a conſular family, pro

bably the ſon of Sextus Papinius, who was conſul the foregoing year, ended his life

by throwing himſelf headlong from a high place to avoid the impure ſolicitations of

his own mother, who was thereupon accuſed, but only baniſhed Rome for ten years, till

her younger ſon had paſſed the dangers of youth'.

In the mean time Tiberius, having read in the journal of the ſenate, that ſome pri

ſoners had been diſcharged, becauſe he had only writ that informations were lodged

againſt them without mentioning witneſſes, tranſported with rage, reſolved to return

at all adventures to Caprea, and there, as in a place of ſafety, revenge the affront

offered him ; but the bad weather and his diſtemper kept him againſt his will at Mi

deceived himſelf, or with a deſign to deceive Tiberius, that he might not haſten

the execution of thoſe who were in priſon. However that be, many were in

debted to Thraſyllus’s predićtion for their lives'. Tiberius relying upon this, purſued

his former courſe of life, without ſo much as relinquiſhing his ſhameful debaucheries,

or mentioning his diſtemper to any phyſician. However, Charicles, an eminent

man in that profeſſion, who always attended him, as if he were departing upon ſome

private affair, under the appearance of kiſſing his hand as he went out of the room,

touched his pulſe. Tiberius, ſuſpecting the artifice, inſtantly ordered the entertainment Endeavours to

hide his diſſem

* Idem, c. 48. * Idem, c. 49. * Suer. in Tib. c. 73. * Dio, l. lviii. p. 638. per.

Such was the end of His death.

However, he ſtill hoped to overcome his preſent indiſpoſition, depending His indiffeſtion

upon the predićtions of Thraſylus, which he eſteemed as ſo many oracles (D), that prºvent.”
- - - - return to

famous aſtrologer having aſſured him that he was to live ten years longer, either Caprea.

(D) Tiberius during his retirement at Rhodes ap

p. himſelf chiefly to the ſtudy of judicial aſtro

ogy under the direétion of Thraſyllus, whoſe skill

iu that art he proved by the following trial. He

led him to a houſe built on the top of a ſteep rock

by the ſea-ſide, and there minutely conſulted him

about various events. Thraſyllus gave ſatisfactory

anſwers to all his queſtions,. him that he ſhould

be ſoon raiſed to the empire, and foretold many re

volutions, which afterwards happened as they had

been predićted. Tiberius, ſtruck with amazement,

asked him, whether he had calculated his own na

tivity, and could thence foreſee what was to befal

him the ſame year, nay, that very day? The reader

is to know, that the way to the abovementioned

houſe lay croſs ſolitary rocks, and dreadful preci

pices; and that Tiberius, if he ſuſpected the predic

tions of the aſtrologer, whoſe art he meant to try,

to be vain, uſed on his return to caſt him headlong

into the ſea. This had been the fate of ſeveral, who,

(67) Tacit. ammal. 6. t. to.

vol. v. N.”

unskilled in the art they profeſſed, had attempted to

impoſe upon him with falſe predićtions. Thraſylus

therefore, when the abovementioned queſtion was

put to him, ſurveying the poſitions of the ſtars, and

calculating their aſpects, began at firſt to heſitate,

then to tremble, and the more he meditated, the

more he appeared diſmayed with wonder and dread;

at laſt he cried out, that juſt then he was threatened

with a danger very near fatal. At theſe words Ti

berius embracing him, congratulated him upon his

forefight of dangers, and his ſecurity from them ;

and thenceforth eſteeming his predićtions as ſo many

oracles, held him in the rank of his moſt intimate

friends (67). Tiberius himſelf is ſaid to have been

skilled in aſtrology, but nevertheleſs died, if Dion

Caſus is to be credited (68), ten years ſooner than

he expected; which diſcovers, to uſe the expreſſion

of Tacitus, the ſhort bounds between the art and

the falfhood of the art.

(68) Dio, l. lviii. p. 635.

5 Z to
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to be ſerved up, perſuaded Charicles to fit down again, and continued himſelf at a

table longer than uſual, as if he meant that honour only for a farewel to his friend,

but in reality to feign health, and hide his weakneſs. When the entertainment was

over, he did not forget his old cuſtom ; but ſtanding in the middle of the room with an

officer by him, he called them all by their names, and took his leave of each of the

gueſts in particular, as if he had been in perfect health. But for all this, Charicles

aſſured Macro, that the emperor declined apace, and that he could not laſt two days ,

longer. Hence the whole court was filled with cloſe conſultations, and expreſſes

were ſent to the generals and armies ".

Tiberius had no ſurviving children of his own ; he had indeed a grandſon, the ſon

of Druſus, named Tiberius Nero, and ſurnamed Gemellus, or the Twin, becauſe born b

at a birth with another, who died in his infancy. Caius, ſurnamed Caligula, was

his grandſon too, but only by adoption, he being the ſon of his nephew Germanicus,

whom he had adopted by order of Auguſtus, Hence he was at a loſs to which of the

I puzzled two he ſhould bequeath the empire. The ſon of Druſus was nearer in blood, and far

*ſº more dear to him, but too young to govern ſuch a mighty empire ; being at this

** time but in the ſeventeenth year of his age. Caius was in the flower and vigor of youth,

but greatly beloved by the people, which was a ſufficient motive for his grand

father to hate him. In this perplexity the emperor thought even of Claudius, who

was his nephew, and brother to Germanicus ; but the weakneſs of his underſtanding

prevented the choice: for he had been hitherto reckoned incapable of any public em- c

ployment. To ſeek a ſucceſſor out of his own family was diſgracing and in a manner

inſulting the name of the Caſars, and the memory of Auguſtus. For he had more at

heart the grandeur of his race, than the welfare and ſecurity of the Roman ſtate.

So that his mind ſtill wavering, and his ſtrength decaying, he left to the deciſion

of fate a deliberation, to which he was now unequal ". Thus Tacitus. But Dion

various opi. Caſſius tells us, that he bequeathed the empire to Caius, whom he knew to be naturally

nigns ºf writer, cruel, arrogant, and tyrannical, hoping that his vices would efface the memory of

*** ** his own wickedneſs, and that he would complete the deſtruction of the Roman nobi
will. - - - - t -

lity, being often heard to ſay, that Priam was a happy prince, who had the pleaſure

to outlive all his ſubjećts, and ſee his kingdom with his whole race periſh with him; d

and that in Caligula he had brought up a ſerpent for the people of Rome, and a Phae

thon for the reſt of the world . But with Dion Caſſius's leave, we cannot perſuade our

ſelves, that ſuch horrible thoughts ſhould have ever entered into the mind even of

Tiberius ; and if they had, we may boldly affirm, that he was not ſo impolitic as

ever to have uttered them. Suetonius aſſures us, that two years before his death he

made his will, of which there were two copies, one under his own hand, the other

written by one of his freedmen, but both to the ſame purpoſe, and witneſſed by per

ſons of no rank or diſtinétion. By that will he left coheirs, Caius his grandſon by

Germanicus, and Tiberius by Druſus, both in equal portions, and ſubſtituting them

ſucceſſively P. This in the opinion of a modern critic of no mean charaćter 9, did not c

ſo much regard the emperor's private eſtate, as the empire; for Dion Caſſius tells us

According to in expreſs terms, that the prince left the empire by his laſt will to young Tiberius too,

ſome Caius and that he took care to make this his laſt diſpoſition well known, and even cauſed it to be

}...";Tº read by Macro in the ſenate . Suetonius likewiſe in his life of Caligula writes, that

#.º: "the ſenate and people unanimouſly declared Caligula ſole emperor, contrary to the

expreſs will of Tiberius, who had left him but his coheir with another of his grand

children, who was then under age, and ſtill in his praftexta s. Philo likewiſe, the

jew, aſſures us, that young Tiberius was left coheir of Caius, and his collegue in the

ſovereignty; and adds, that Tiberius, if he had lived a little longer, would have cut

off Caius, and left the empire to his grandſon without either a partner or a rival', f

Agrippa, who was afterwards king of judaea, being come to wait on Tiberius, while

he ſtill reſided in his iſland, the emperor recommended to him his grandſon Tiberius,

and highly reſented his paying more court to Caius than to him ; nay, he cauſed him

ſix months after to be dragged to priſon, though he had received him on his arrival

with the greateſt marks of friendſhip and affection, becauſe in a private converſa

tion with Caias he had wiſhed young Tiberius might ſoon die, and ſurrender the

empire to him ". Caiu; therefore, doubting of the inclination of Tiberius, left no

m Tacit. c. 50. Suet. in Tib. c. 72, 73. Dio, l. lviii. p. 638. * Tacit. c. 46. o Dio, ibid.

p. 636. P Suet. ibid. c. 76. * Casaubon. p. 433. * Dio, l. lix. p. 64.o. * Svet. in Caig.

c. 14. Phil, legat, P. loor, loot. " Joseph, antiq. l. xviii. c. 7. -- -

ſtone
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d his courſe.

a ſtone unturned to ſecure the empire by other means. He even debaſed himſelf ſo

far as to court the favour of Ennia Navia, the wife of Macro, with the promiſe

of marriage, as ſoon as he a tained the ſovereign power. His view in this was to

engage in his intereſt her husband, whoſe credit with the emperor was known to be

great wa Tacitus and Dion Caffius tell us, that after the death of Claudia, who had

been eſpouſed to Caligula, Macro himſelf, to make his court to him, obliged his wife

to ſacrifice her honour to his ambitious views, and to ſecure the young prince by a

promiſe of marriage *. But Philo ſays, that Macro was altogether a ſtranger to the

infamy of his wife, and ſuſpected nothing diſhonourable in the affection ſhe ſhewed

for Caius. The ſame writer adds, that Tiberius, whom no prince ever ſurpaſſed in

b ſagacity and penetration, looking upon Caius as incapable of the government of ſuch

a vaſt empire, and at the ſame time ſuſpecting him an enemy in his heart to the whole

race of the Claudii, that is, to all his relations on the father’s ſide, and conſequently

to young Tiberius, would have cut him off inſtead of naming him for his ſucceſſor, Caius ſaved by

had not Macro diverted him from this defign, by excuſing the faults of the young Macro.

prince, by aſcribing to modeſty his ſeeming want of parts, and aſſuring the emperor,

that he had a great reſpect and affection for his grandſon Tiberius X. Macro's par

tiality for Caius was not unknown to Tiberius, who upbraided his miniſter with it, tell

ing him, that he negleśied the ſetting ſun, and courted the riſing. On ſeveral other

occaſions he dropt certain words, which plainly ſhewed, that he foreſaw what would

c happen after his death (E). As one day Caius ridiculed Sylla upon ſome occaſional

diſcourſe, Tiberius told him, that he would have all the vices of Sylla, and none of

his virtues. At another time, a debate ariſing between the two young pinces, the

emperor embraced with many tears his little grandſon; and addreſſing himſelf to Caius,

who at this demonſtration of kindneſs betrayed great ſterneſs in his countenance,

Thou, ſaid he, wilt one day murder him, and another will murder thee . This he fore

told, not from skill in aſtrology, as Dion imagines ", but from his ſagacity, and

thorough knowledge of mankind.

In the mean time the emperor's ſtrength failing him daily more and more, on the

ſixteenth of March ſo deep a ſwoon ſeized him, that he was believed to have finiſhed

empire, ſhewed himſelf abroad in the midſt of a great throng of perſons of all ranks,

paying him their congratulations upon his acceſſion to the throne. But in the height

of his joy, ſudden notice was brought him, that Tiberius had recovered his fight and

voice, and had called for ſome refreſhment to ſtrengthen his fainting ſpirits. This

unexpečted news ſtruck all with dread and horror ; the croud about Caligula diſperſed

in a trice, every one reſuming falſe ſorrow, or pretending ignorance, and the young

prince himſelf trembling, ſpeechleſs, and not able to ſtir trom his place, expected

there immediate death inſtead of the empire. Macro alone continued undiſturbed,

and ordering the apartment to be cleared, cauſed the weak old man to be ſmothered

e with a weight of coverings under colour of keeping him warm *.

w Suet. in Calig. c. 12.

* Tacit. c. 46. Dio, l. lviii. p. 636.

(E) joſephus writes, that Tiberius, deſirous to

now by ſome prognoſtic to which of his grand

children the gods reſerved the empire, told Evodus,

one of his freedmen, that he had a mind to ſee Caius

and young Tiberius early next morning. As he was

perſuaded no doubt from his skill in aſtrology, that

he, who came firſt, ſhould ſucceed him, he charged

Tiberius's governor to bring his grandſon to him next

morning by break of day, ordering at the ſame time

Evodus to introduce to him immediately the young

prince, who ſhould arrive firſt. Accordingly, as ſoon

as day appeared, the freedman, purſuant to his or

ders, went to wait at the door of the emperor's

chamber the arrival of the princes, not doubting

but Tiberius, upon the warning he had had, would

get the ſtart of Caius. But it happened quite other

wiſe ; Caius was already there, and immediately in

troduced by Evodus to the emperor, who in ſeeing

him burſt into tears, but ſoon reſtrained them, to

* Tacit. c. 45. Dio, l. lviii. p. 639.

* Dio, p. 636.

Seneca, as quoted

y Philo legat. c. 4. p. 997, 998.

* Tacit. c. jo. Dio, l. iv.iii. P. 639.

acquaint Caius that the gods reſerved the empire for

him, and to recommend to him his grandſon, whom

they debarred from that power and authority which

was due to him by right of ſucceſſion. Caius made

many fine promiſes, though he meant nothing leſs

than to perform them ; and the emperor, having

named him for his ſucceſſor, died a few days after

(69). According to this account, which in our opi

nion ſavours of the table, Tiberius left the empire

to Cains alone; according to Dion Cºffus and Sueto

nius, to Caius and T6erius jointly ; an according to

Tacitus, to neither, but to the deciſion of fate, that

is, to the perſon for whom fate or deſtiny reſerved

it. The authority of Tacitus is of great weight

with us, eſpecially in what he relates here, fince all

authors agree in deſcribing Tiberius as a fataliſt, or

one who was perſuaded that all things were go

verned by fate,

(69) joſeph, antiq, l. xviii, f. 8.

by

His death fore

told ty Tibe

I'lúS.

Hereupon Caius, quitting in haſte the palace to take poſſeſſion of the 1, too haſty to

1 ke puffeffon of

the empire.
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by Suetonius, tells us, that Tiberius, finding his end approached, pulled off his ring, a

and held it a conſiderable time in his hand, as if he deſigned to give it to ſome body;

that he put it upon his finger again, and that after having continued a long time

motionleſs with his left hand ſhut cloſe, all of a ſudden he called one of his attend.

ants, and no one anſwering, he roſe up ; but his ſtrength failing him, he fell down by

#: death of the bed-fide, and died -. Others write, that Caius notonly gave him a ſlow working

}. the poiſon, which conſumed him by degrees, but that having commanded his ring to be

jºa;...," taken off of his finger, and obſerving Tiberius to make ſome reſiſtance, he immediately

of chrift 37, ſmothered him with a pillow ; they add, that this action ſeemed ſo cruel to one of his

°ſ°me ºf freedmen, that he could not forbear crying out ; which ſo provoked Caius, that he

cauſed him to be immediately apprehended, and crucified. This does not at all ſeem b

incredible, ſays Suetonius, ſince there are authors, who affirm, that he bragged of

having attempted to diſpatch the old emperor on another occaſion, publicly owning,

that to revenge the death of his mother and brothers, he went with a dagger in his hand

into Tiberius’s chamber, while he was aſleep; but being touched with compaſſion, he

threw away the weapon, and retired ; that Tiberius ſaw him, but thought it adviſeable

to take no notice of what he had obſerved. This circumſtance inclines us to believe the

whole account fabulous, and invented either by Caius himſelf, or by thoſe who relate

it. He did not indeed want cruelty for ſuch an attempt, but courage and reſolution,

if we may depend upon the charaćter which Tacitus and moſt writers give him. Tibe

rius died, according to Tacitus' and Suetonius E, on the ſixteenth, according to Dion c

Caſſius", on the twenty-ſixth of March ; ſo that he reigned from the death of Au

guſtus, twenty-two years, ſix months, and twenty-ſix days, or ten days more, as Dion

will have it. He was at his death in the ſeventy-eighth year of his age, which he had

entered four months, and nine, or at moſt nineteen days before . Though he had

the preceding year highly obliged the city by a generous bounty on occaſion of a

The ºr ºf ſº, fire, yet the news of his death was received with the greateſt demonſtrations of joy,

Roman people the populace running up and down the ſtreets in great crouds, and crying, Throw

'.%º ºf the tyrant into the Tiber, or beſeeching their mother earth, and the infernal gods, to

* “” vouchſafe him no place but among the impious: ſome threatened to drag his vile car

caſe to the Gemonia, and there expoſe it to the rage and fury of the multitude, provoked d

not only by his paſt cruelties, but by a new piece of inhumanity, even after his death.

For whereas by the decree we have ſpoken of above, it was provided, that no criminal

whatſoever ſhould be executed till the tenth day after ſentence pronounced, that term

happening to expire with reſpečt to ſeveral perſons on the ſame day the news of Tile

rius’s death reached Rome, they earneſtly begged for a farther reprieve, not doubting

but Caius would grant them their lives and liberty. But as he was abſent, and no

one elſe at Rome, to whom any petition in their behalf could be addreſſed, the keepers

of the priſon ſtrangled them of their own accord, and expoſed their bodies to public

view ; which cruel ačtion increaſed the hatred of the people againſt Tiberius, as if his

cruelty had outlived him k. Several others however were ſaved; for the emperor dying e

before the term of their reprieve expired, they had time to apply to his ſucceſſor,

who ſet them at liberty 1. The body of the deceaſed emperor was by the ſoldiers,

His body con. without doubt of the praetorian guards, carried from Miſénum to Rome, where it was

veyedrº Rome, burnt with the uſual ſolemnity, Caius, who had never abandoned the body, pronounc

º:* ing the funeral oration, in which he ſpoke little of Tiberius, but greatly extolled Au
14rht. guſtus and Germanicus, without forgetting himſelf. He had written to the ſenate

before, acquainting them with the death of the emperor, and his acceſſion to the

empire, and requiring them at the ſame time to decree thoſe honours to Tiberius

which they had formerly beſtowed on Auguſtus. But the ſenate, not yet acquainted

with the humour of the new emperor, poſtponed the affair till his arrival, when he f

took no farther notice of what he had written ; but cauſing the body to be brought

into the city in the night-time, expoſed it the next day, and then ordered it to be

burnt without any extraordinary pomp or honours". As for his charaćter, every reader

may draw it to himſelf after the detail we have given of the moſt remarkable ačtions

of his life. However, to what we have already ſaid, we ſhall ſubjoin the words

with which Tacitus cloſes the hiſtory of his reign. Tiberius, ſays he, was deſervedly

eſteemed by all while he was a private man, or commanded under Auguſtus : with

great cunning and addreſs he feigned virtue, while Germanicus and Druſus lived: he

• Suet. ibid. c. 73. f Tacit. c. 59. * Suet. c. 73. * Dio, l. lviii. p. 639. | Tacit. c. 5ſ.

Dio, ibid. p. 630. * Suet, ibid. c. 75. ' Dio, l. lviii. p. 633. * Idem, i. ix. p. 641.

- bore
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a bore a mixt charaćter of good and evil till the death of his mother: he did not diſ. Hi, charađºr

guiſe his execrable cruelty, but concealed his lewdneſs, while he loved and feared frºm Tacitus.

Sejanus : at laſt he abandoned himſelf at once to all wickedneſs, being no longer

reſtrained either by ſhame or fear, but following the bent of his own diſpoſition and

nature" (F). Many eminent writers flouriſhed in his reign, of whom we ſhall give a

ſuccinét account, not to interrupt the thread of our hiſtory, in our notes (G), to which

we refer our readers.

As

* Tacir, c. 51.

(F) We ſhall ſubjoin here ſome obſervations on

Tiberius, which we have found in the ancients; but

for brevity's ſake avoided inſerting in our text. He

was, as Suetonius informs us, a great lover of the

liberal arts : he was an eloquent and ready ſpeaker,

and in his writings imitated Meſſala Corvinus, a fa

mous orator ; but his too great niceneſs, or rather

affectation, rendered his ſtyle perplexed and obſcure;

whence he was eſteemed a better ſpeaker without,

than upon premeditation and ſtudy. He wrote a

lyric, poem, intitled, A complaint on the death of

Lucius Cæſar, which was greatly eſteemed; and ſº

vetal Greek pieces in imitation of Euphorion, Rhianus,

and Parthenius, poets whom he admired above the

reſt, and whoſe ſtatues he cauſed to be dedicated in

the public libraries amongſt thoſe of the moſt cele

brated writers. He took great delight in the fables

of the poets, with which he was thoroughly ac

quainted, and uſed to puzzle the grammarians with

the following and ſuch-like queſtions; Who was

Hecuba's mother What was the name of Achilles

amongſt the maids at the court of Lycomedest What

ſongs the Sirens were ſaid to fing ºc. The Greek

tongue he ſpoke with great readineſs and eaſe, but

uſed it very ſeldom. In his ſpeeches to the ſenate

he took care to avoid Greek words ; inſomuch that

the Latin tongue ſupplying him with no word to

expreſs monopoly, he begged leave to uſe a foreign

one. Having read in a decree of the ſenate the

word emblema, he deſired the ſenators to alter it,

and either put a Latin word in its room, or expreſs

the meaning of it by circumlocution (70). He be

trayed even from his infancy manifeſt tokens of a

cruel, ſavage, and untračtable temper; whenceTheo

dorus Gadareus, who taught him the firſt rudiments

of learning, uſed to call him, A maſs of clay tem

pered with blood (71). Moſt of the ancients, who

ſpeak of him, obſerve, that though he could brook

no oppoſition, yet he abhorred flattery, as ſuiting

only with the ſpirit of ſlaves, and was even aſhamed

of the mean and ſlaviſh ſubmiſſions of the ſenate.

He never forgave free ſpeakers, never could endure

men of a bold ſpirit, whom firſt or laſt he purſued

to deſtruction : but at the ſame time he abominated

flattery, when he knew it to be ſo ; whence it was

dangerous, ſays Tacitus, to pračtiſe no flattery, and

dangerous to pračtiſe too much, adulatione, que pe

rinde anceps ſº mulla, & ubinimia eſt; and elſewhere;

libertatem metueéat, adulationem oderat. As he was

a man of great penetration, and endowed with ex

traordinary talents both for civil and military em

ployments, he would have made a great figure in the

times of the republic, well ſupported the dignity of

a ſenator, diſcharged with credit the firſt offices of

ſtate, and in all likelihood died in renown, and left

behind him a high reputation. But being, unhap

pily for himſelf and his country, inveſted with an

uncontrouled power, he let looſe all his paſſions; ſo

that he, who might have proved an excellent and

uſeful member of a free ſtate, became a prince alto

gether mercileſs, may a deſtrućtive and inſupportable

tyrant. What is not to be apprehended from power

Vol. W. No 6. -

(70) Suet, ibid. c. 70. .. (71) Idem, c. 57.

Lat. l. i. e. 24.

(72) Well, Patercul, l. ii. c. 126.

without controul, and who is to be truſted with

it, when a man of ſuch great parts, and ſo long ex

perience, as Tiberius, was ſo intirely maſtered, and

intoxicated with it 2 -

(G) Theſe were, Welleius Paterculus, of whoſe

hiſtory the far greater part is loſt; what ſtill remains

of it comprehends the ancient hiſtory of the Greeks,

and that of the Romans, from the defeat of Perſes to

the ſeventeenth year of Tiberius's reign. Heisthought

to have written with candor and impartiality till the

times of the Caſars, in whoſe favour he miſerably

perverts truth, or utterly ſuppreſſes it. What he

writes of Tiberius, ought rather to be ſtyled a fulſom

panegyric, than a hiſtory. Semper magne fortuna

comes eſt adulatio, ſays he , Flattery is a conſtant at

tendant upon greatneſs : and indeed he is himſelf a

remarkable inſtance of the truth of this ſaying, as

muſt evidently appear to every impartial reader in

the peruſal of the account he has left us of Tiberius's

reign. He accuſes Germanicus of cowardice, while

he repreſents others as conſummate heroes, who

were noways to compare with that brave prince either

in courage or condućt. His chief hero, after Tiberius,

was the favourite miniſter Sejanus, on whom he

beſtows the higheſt encomiums, not foreſeeing the

doom that hung over his head, and ſoon after over

took him. Some writers think, that Welleius him

felf fell with Sejanus, as a friend, if not an accom

plice, of the traitor whom he ſo undeſervedly com

mended. He put the laſt hand to his work in the

conſulſhip of M. Vinicius, to whom he inſcribed it;

that is, in the ſeventeenth year of Tiberius's reign,

as he himſelf informs us (72), and twenty-ſeven

after he had been adopted by Auguſtus. He was of

an equeſtrian family, come originally from Campania,

and deſcended by the mother from the celebrated

Decius Magius, who being condemned by the ſenate

of Capua to be delivered up to Hannibal for his

ſteady adherence to the Roman intereſt, was ſent

away for Carthage, but driven by a ſtorm to the

dominions of Ptolemy king of Egypt, who took him

under his protećtion. His paternal grandfather was

likewiſe a native of Campania, but raiſed to great

preferments, firſt by Pompey the Great, and after

wards by Brutus, under whom he ſerved. He him

ſelf ſerved nine years under Tiberius, firſt as military

tribune in Thrace and Macedon, and afterwards in

quality of commander of the legionary horſe in Ger

many. As to his civil employments, he was honoured

with the quaeſtorſhip, the praetorſhip, and, as ſome

writers conjećture, with the conſulate; which is not

improbable, ſince he was in great favour both with

Tiberius and Sejanus (73).

Valerius Maximus, who left behind him a colle&tion

of the memorable a&ions and ſayings of the ancients,

wrote about the latter end of Tiberius's reign, after

the fall of Sejanus, as is manifeſt from his own words,

and from thoſe of the ancients, who quote him.

His ſtyle, which has nothing of the purity of the

age he is ſuppoſed to have lived in, has prompted

ſome to imagine, that his writings are of a much

later date. Theſe take it for granted, that all thoſe

6 A who

(73) Wide Voſſ, hiſt,
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who wrote in the golden age, wrote well, which

others deny. Woffius takes the work, which paſſes

under the name of Valerius Maximus, to be only an

abridgment of what he wrote, done by one julius

Paris. In what age the ſuppoſed author of this

epitome lived, we are no-where told ; but to him

is generally aſcribed the treatiſe of Roman names,

which is ſubjoined to the nine books of Valerius

Maximus (74).

Strabo, whoſe ſeventeen books of geography are

ſo much and ſo deſervedly admired by the learned,

obſerves in his fixteenth book, that the kingdom of

Comagene had been but very lately reduced to a

Roman province. This happened, according to the

opinion of the beſt chronologers, the eighteenth

year of the chriſtian aera, and the fifth of Tiberius's

reign ; ſo that we reaſonably ſuppoſe Strabo, who

was then very old, to have ended both his work

and his life before the death of Tiberius. He wrote

other books, but none of them have reached us.

Dionyſus the geographer, who wrote a deſcrip

tion of the earth in Greek verſe, died, according to

Voffus, in the reign of Tiberius. For that writer

takes this to be the Dionyſius who was ſent into the

eaſt by Auguſtus, as we read in Pliny (75), to ſur

vey thoſe countries, and make an exact deſcription

of them for the uſe of Caius Caſar, who was to be

ſent thither. The Dionyſius, whom Auguſtus em

ployed, was a native of Corax, called alſo Alexan

dria and Antioch, and ſituated between the Tigris and

Eulaus. He was the laſt, ſays Pliny, who wrote a

deſcription of the whole earth. Scaliger will not

allow the deſcription of the earth, which has reached

us, to be the work of that Dionyſius, but of another,

who flouriſhed under the emperor Severus. Sal

maſius on the other hand aſcribes it to one of the

ſame name, who wrote in the reign of M. Aurelius;

and in his notes on the Auguſteam hiſtorians (76),

promiſes to ſupport this opinion with unanſwerable

arguments in a new edition, which he then deſigned,

of Dionyſius. This promiſe he made in 162o. But

in his notes upon Solinus publiſhed in 1629, ſpeak

ing occaſionally of Dionyſius the geographer, he ſays,

that he lived under the emperor Severus, without

taking the leaſt notice of his invincible arguments,

or ſo much as deigning to acquaint us with the

reaſons which prompted him to change his opi

nion (77). He ſpeaks of him in another place (78);

but there endeavours only to prove, that he did not

flouriſh in the reign of Auguſtus. Suidas mentions

three geographers, all bearing the name of Dionyſius;

one a native of Corinth, another of Miletus, and the

third either of Rhodes or Samos (79). In ſuch va

riety of opinions, we will not take upon us to aſcer

tain the time, in which flouriſhed the author of the

deſcription of the earth that has reached us: all we

can ſay is, that Euſtathius, Voſius, father Pagi, and

cardinal Noris, were certainly miſtaken in ſuppoſing

him to have lived in the time of Auguſtus, ſince

he mentions ſome events, as Salmaſius rightly ob

ferves (80), which happened in the reign of Do

1774tta?,

Phadrus, who tranſlated into Latin verſe the fables

of Æſop, was, according to Voſius (81), a native of

Thrace, and one of Auguſtus's freedmen, and died in

the reign of Tiberius.

Thraſyllus the aſtrologer, of whom we have ſpoken

above, was well verſed in ſeveral other ſciences, eſpe

cially in Plato's philoſophy. jonſius takes him to

be the author of a work quoted by ſome of the an

cients, on the genealogy of Plato (82). To him are

likewiſe aſcribed ſome books of phyſic quoted by

(74) Idem, ibid. c. 24. (75). Plin. l. vi. c. 27.

(78) Ibid. p. 4t 1. (79) Said. p. 747.

ad Themiſt. (84) jonſ, ibid. l. iii. c. 3.

c. 1 1. Hier. in chron.

l. v. c. 17, 18. & 1. xvi. c. 14

(87) Suet. gramm. c. 17.

(90) Smet, ibid.

Pliny. The emperor julian aſſures us, that Thra

ſyllus acquired more fame by the books he left behind

him, than by his mighty credit with Tiberius (83).

jamſus tells us, that he was put to death by Tiberius

in the fixteenth year of the chriſtian zra, that is, in

the ſecond year of Tiberius's reign (84). But it is

manifeſt from Dion Caſſius, that Thraſylus died by

the courſe of nature in the thirty-fixth year of the

chriſtian aera, that is, a year before Tiberius (8;).

L. Feneſtella, the poet and hiſtorian, died towards

the latter end of Tiberius's reign. He ſeems to have

been greatly eſteemed by the ancients (86); but ſome

are of opinion, that none of his works have reached our

times. The treatiſe of the Roman magiſtrates, which

goes under his name, is of a later date, and gene

rally aſcribed to Andrea Domenico Flocco, a native of

Florence.

Verrius Flaccus, a celebrated grammarian, and pre

ceptor to Caius and Lucius Ceſars, died in the reign

of Tiberius, extremely old (87). He wrote, accord

ing to Aulus Gellius (88), ſeveral books of memora

&le things, and a book of the fignification of words,

which that writer ſometimes quotes (89). We have

ſtill ſome fragments of ſeveral of his works, quoted

ſometimes by Macrotius, and frequently by Pliny.

He wrote a book of Faſti, and a catalogue of all

the Roman conſuls to his time, which was engraved

on marble, and ſet up in the forum of Preneſſe (90).

Moſt writers take the fragments of the Faſi, which

are ſtill to be ſeen in the capitol at Rome, to be the

ſame that were ſet up at Pramºffs; but they can

alledge nothing in proof of their opinion, except

mere conjećtures, ſince others, as well as Verrius,

might have undertaken a work of the ſame nature.

The Faſti Capitolini, beſides the names of the con

ſuls, mark the triumphs, ſeveral incidents relating

to hiſtory, and alſo the years of Rome; but are always

a year behind Varro, whom moſt authors follow.

To theſe we might add many other writers, who

flouriſhed under Tiberius, according to Voſius and

jonſus ; but as their works are long ſince loſt, we

ſhall not detain our readers with a detail, from which

they can reap no profit.

As the reverend fathers, Catrou and Rouillº have

not yet carried their Roman . beyond this

period, the death of Tiberius, we think ourſelves

bound both in juſtice and gratitude to acknowledge

in this place the aſſiſtance we have received from

their labours. The copious materials, which they

have colle&ted with incredible pains from almoſt in

numerable authors, have been, we muſt own, a great

help to us, though we have never made uſe ofthem

without conſulting the originals, a caution, we are

ſorry to ſay it, which we have found too often ne

ceſſary. But of their moſt material and remarkable

miſtakes notice has been occaſionally taken in the

courſe of the preſent hiſtory ; and in this place we

are only to return them thanks, which we do accord

ingly, for the aſſiſtance they have lent us. We might

juſtly be taxed with ingratitude, if we did notat the

ſame time diſcharge another obligation, and own

ourſelves greatly indebted to a writer of our own

nation ; we mean the ingenious Mr. Hooke, whoſe

excellent performance has proved more ſerviceable to

us than the numerous volumes of the jeſuits. As

we are obliged both by the nature of our under

taking, and our engagement with the public, to

have immediate recourſe to the ancient writers, it

is our conſtant cuſtom to compare with them ſuch

of the moderns of any repute as have handled the

ſame ſubjećts with us. Upon this collation, we muſt

do Mr. Hooke the juſtice to own, that he has with

a ſcru

(76) Spart. p. 138. (77) Salmaſ in Solin. p. 618. ,

(8o) Salmaſ, abi ſupra.

(81) joann. jonſ, deſcriptor. hiſtorie philoſophica, l. xviii. Geneva, anno 1634.

(85) Dio, l. lviii. p. 638.

(81) Voſſ poet. Latin, c. 1.

(83) julian. Angºſ.

(86). Plin. l. xxxiii.

(88) Aul. Gell. l. iv. s. 5. (89) Idem,
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a As Caius, ſurnamed Caligula (H), was greatly beloved both by the ſenate and

on account of the extraordinary merit of his father Germanicus, and the injuries done

to him and his family, news was no ſooner brought that he was advancing from

Miſenum with the corps of the deceaſed emperor, than perſons of all ranks and ages

crouded out to meet him. At his entrance into the city he was received with new

names of honour, and all poſſible demonſtrations of real affection, The ſenate imme

a ſcrupulous exačtneſs adhered all along to his authors;

which is more than we can ſay of the jeſuits, of

monſieur Vertot, or monſieur Rollin, who, like moſt

writers of their nation, ſeem to take delight in em

belliſhing their narrations with circumſtances un

known to the ancients, which, in other words, is

adulterating truth with romance, and paſſing fables

upon the readers for hiſtory; fince there are but few

who have either the leiſure or convenience of un

deceiving themſelves by recurring to the originals.

Thus much we have thought ourſelves obliged to

ſay in commendation of a writer, who deſerves ſo

well of the public, and of us in particular, tho' the

favourable reception, which his undertaking has

already met with, may ſeem to have rendered our

teſtimony in ſome degree uſeleſs.

(H) Caius, tays Tacitus, was born in the camp,

nurſed in the arms of the legions, and by them named

Calignla, a military name from the boots which

of the ſame faſhion with their own, in compli

ment to them, and to win their affections, he fre

quently wore (zo). The furname of Caligula, ſays

Suetonius (21), was given him in the camp by the

legions, becauſe he was brought up amongſt them

in the habit of a common ſoldier; in virtue of which

education, he was to ſuch a degree beloved by them,

that upon a mutiny after the death of Auguſtus, his

p.” appeaſed them, when in the height of their

y. Thus Tacitus and Suetonius agree as to the

origin of the ſurname of Caligula ; but they differ

as to the place of his birth. Caius Caſar, ſays Swe

tonius (22), was born the laſt day of Auguſt, his

father and C. Fonteius Capito being conſuls, that is,

the twelfth year of the common chriſtian zra. . As

to the place of his birth, continues the ſame writer,

the diverſity of reports hath rendered it uncertain:

Cº. Lentulus Getulicus writes, that he was born at

Tibur, now Tivoli ; Pliny in the country of the Tre

viri in a town called Ambitarinum, at the confluence

of the Rhine and the Moſelle; and to confirm his opi

nion, he adds, that there are ſtill altars to be ſeen

there with this inſcription; Oa AgrippinA. Puer

reRiuM, for the delivery of Agrippina: the following

verſes likewiſe enforce the common opinion, that

he was born in the place where the legions were

at that time in their winter-quarters:

In caſtris natus, patriis nutritus in armis,

jam deſignati principis omen erst.

But I find amongſt the public records, that he was

born at Antium. Pliny refutes Getulicus as one who

did not ſcruple to depart from truth, that he might

flatter a young and ambitious prince by aſſigning

him for his birth-place, a town which was conſe

crated to Hercules. This he could do the more

boldly, as Agrippina had been delivered of a ſon at

Tibur but a year before, whoſe name was likewiſe

Caius Caſar. As for Pliny, he is ſufficiently con

futed by the computation of times: for thoſe who

have written the hiſtory of Auguſtus, aſſure us, that

Caius was born before his father Germanicus was ſent

into Gaul, after his conſulſhip was expired. Neither

is the inſcription upon the altars of any weight, ſeeing

Agrippina was delivered of two daughters in that

country; and the word Puerperium may be under

(zo) Tacit. annal. l. i. c. 41.

(24) Wide Lip, in excur. in lib. i. annal.

(21) Suet. c. 9.

ſtood of either ſex. Beſides, in former times, girls

were called Puera, and boys Puelli. There is alſo

ſtill extant an epiſtle from Auguſtus to his grand

daughter Agrippina, written not many months before

his death concerning this Caius, for there was no

other child then of this name, in theſe words: reſter

day I ordered Talarius and Aſellus to bring little Caius

hither, if it pleaſed the gods, on theſeventeenth of May.

I ſend with him one of my phyſicians, whom, as I have

written to Germanicus, he may keep with him, if he

thinks good. Farewel, my dear Agrippina; take care

of your health, that you may be well, when you meet

your husband. From this letter it is evident, that

Caiw was at this time in Italy; and he could not

be born in a country, into which he was conveyed

from Rome, when he was near two years old. This

evidence confutes alſo the verſes, the more becauſe

the author was never known. It therefore remains,

that we acquieſce in the teſtimony of the public

records ; the rather becauſe Caius preferred Antium

to all other places, nay, being weary of Rome, he

is ſaid to have reſolved to remove his imperial ſeat

thither. Thus far Suetonius (23), whoſe arguments,

in the opinion of Lipſins, carry no great weight with

them. Were Tacitus and Pliny ignorant of what

was contained in the public acts Can we ſuppoſe,

that ſuch an accurate writer as Tacitus would have

poſitively affirmed, without conſulting the public

records, that Caius was born in the camp 2 Germa

nicus, as it is agreed on all hands, was ſent into Ger

many immediately after the ſlaughter of Varus and

his legions, and continued there till his conſulſhip,

when he left Germany, and returned to Rome ; but

we are no-where told, that his wife Agrippina ac

companied him in that journey. She was perhaps

then big with Caius, remained on that account in

Germany, and was there delivered of him, during her

husband's conſulſhip. There appears at leaſt in this

no incongruity, no improbability. As to the public

regiſters, perhaps another ſon, bearing the ſame

name, was born to them at Antium; for they had

in all nine children, of whom three died infants.

The ſurname of Caligala, which was given to this

Caius by the legions ſome time after his birth, was

not, we imagine, added to his name in the regiſters:

Suetonius therefore might have miſtaken another

Caius for this. But he could not be born in a coun

try, into which he was conveyed from Rome, when

he was two years old. Why not? Mightnot Agrippina

have been delivered of Caius in Germany, then come

to Rome, and afterwards returned to Germany We

are ſurpriſed, that Suetonius ſhould lay any ſtreſs on

ſo weak an argument, Caius, 'tis true, preferred

Antium to all other places, as Tiberius did Caprea,

and Auguſtus Tibur and Lanuvium ; but no one ever

pretended to infer from thence, that they were born

in either of theſe places. Whoever was the author

of the abovementioned verſes, they were publiſhed

upon Caius's acceſſion to the empire ; and we can

hardly perſuade ourſelves, that the place of his nati

vity was not then known at leaſt to every Roman.

Upon the whole, we cannot help preferring to the

authority of Suetonius, that of Tacitus ſupported by

the teſtimonies of Pliny, Athenaus, and Sextus

Victor (24).

(12) Idem, c. 8. (+3) Idem, c. 8.
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diately aſſembled, and the people thronging into the hall with the ſenators, he was a

by univerſal conſent declared emperor with full power, contrary to the expreſs will of

Tiberius, who had left him coheir with his grandſon Tiberius, then under age, and

in his pretexta. The joy for his acceſſion to the imperial throne was not confined to

the narrow bounds of Rome and Italy, but reached the moſt diſtant provinces; in

ſomuch that in the ſpace of three months a hundred and fixty thouſand vićtims were

ſlain on that occaſion within the limits of the empire ". He had no ſooner paid his laſt

duty to the remains of his grandfather, than he haſtened into the iſlands of Panda

taria and Pontia, where he gathered with great reverence the bones and aſhes of

Honour, the his mother and brother Nero, brought them to Rome, and cauſed them to be depoſited

memory of his with extraordinary pomp in the mauſoleum of Auguſtus *. The inſcriptions which he b

7.* placed over them are ſtill to be ſeen P; and from the medals of Agrippina, which
rs. have reached us q, it appears, that he diſtinguiſhed her with the title of Auguſta.

All the decrees of the ſenate enaëted againſt them, and againſt Druſus, who died at

Rome, were annulled r ; nay, a ſtately villa on the ſea-ſide, where Agrippina had

for ſome time been kept under confinement, was levelled with the ground, that no

monuments might remain of her misfortunes s. Public ſacrifices were at his motion

appointed by the ſenate to be yearly offered to perpetuate their memory ; ſolemn

games in the circus, and chariot-races, were inſtituted in honour of his mother, in

which her image was to be carried amongſt thoſe of the gods; and the month of Sep

tember was by a decree of the ſenate to be thenceforth called by the name of his father, c

Germanicus. Having thus ſignalized his piety towards his father, his mother, and his

brothers, he honoured his grandmother Antonia with the name of Auguſta, appointed

His love to his her prieſteſs of Auguſtus, granted her all the privileges enjoyed by the veſtals, and all

gºther the marks of diſtinétion which had ever been conferred upon Livia, either by Auguſtus

** or Tiberius . The privileges of the veſtals he likewiſe granted to his fiſters, Žgrip.

pina, Druſilla, and Livilla or julia (I), and ordained that their names ſhould be

added to his in all ſolemn oaths with this clauſe ; Neither am I dearer to myſelf, nor

are my children dearer to me, than Caius Caeſar, and his ſiſters ; and to all the public acts

the following form was ordered to be prefixed; May it prove fortunate and happy to

Caius Caeſar, and his ſiſter: ". All the papers, regiſters, and records, which Tiberius d

had left relating to the proceedings againſt his mother and brothers, he cauſed to

be brought publicly into the forum, and there to be committed to the flames in his

preſence, after having ſolemnly called the gods to witneſs, that he had never read,

nor even opened them. This he did, as he then declared, that no room might be

left for fear or apprehenſions in thoſe who had been the occaſion of the misfortunes

which befel them w. However, as they were all afterwards to a man cut off under the

imputation of various crimes, it was commonly believed, that he had burnt only the

copies, and preſerved the originals". The very day he made his entry into Rome, he

sº, a libert, was for ſetting at liberty Agrippa, the grandſon of king Herod, whom Tiberius had

Agripp, and confined ſix months before. . But his grandmother Antonia, though a great friend to e

all ſtate-pri. Agrippa, adviſed him to ſuſpend for ſome time the effects of his good-nature, left he
ſoners. ſhould ſeem to inſult the memory of his grandfather y. However, he was releaſed a

few days after, as were likewiſe all the other ſtate priſoners, and among the reſt

L. Pomponius Secundus, of whom we have ſpoken above, after ſeven years cloſe con

finement. Such as had been baniſhed by Tiberius were all recalled home, which

occaſioned an univerſal joy in the city. But nothing gave greater ſatisfaction both

to the nobility and people, than his ſolemnly declaring, that he would not ſuffer any

one to be accuſed of treaſon, ſince under the appearance of that crime ſo many illu

ſtrious citizens, ſo many ancient and noble families, had been involved in endleſs cala

Diſcourage in- mities. Of this his reſolution he gave ſoon after a remarkable inſtance; for a note f

formers. being offered him tending to the diſcovery of a conſpiracy againſt his life, he rejećted

* Dio, l. lix. p. 640–644. Suet. in Calig. c. 14. • Dio, p. 642. , Suet. c. 14. P GRUTER.

. 237. * Spanh. 1. vii. p. 612. * Dio, ibid. * SENec. de ira, l. iv. c. 21. t Dio, p. 641,

646. Suet. c. 15. * Suet. c. 15. Dio, ibid. w Idem ibid. * Dio, ibid, p. 641, 64*.

y Joseph. antiq. l. xviii. c. 8.

(I) Caius had, according to Suetonius, but three was the youngeſt of Germanicus's daughters, born in

ſiſters, Agrippina, Druſilla, and Livilla; ſo that Livilla the ſeventeenth year of the chriſtian aera, and in

and julia muſt be one and the ſame perſon. julia the thirty-third married to Marcus Vinicius (25).

(25) Tacit. annal. l. ii. c. 54. & l. vi. c. 15.
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a it, flying, I am not conſcious to myºff of any action that can deſerve the hatred of any man,

and therefore have no ears for informers '. Though the will of Tiberius had been declared

null by the ſenate, yet he executed every article of it with great punétuality, except

that which related to the deceaſed emperor's grandſon ; the ſame regard he paid to

the tettament of Livia, which had been ſuppreſſed by Tiberius, cauſing their legacies

to be diſcharged forthwith, and adding to them large ſums of his own to be divided

among the 1&oman people and the ſoldiery “. In his firſt ſpeech to the ſenate he pro

miſed to govern with juſtice and moderation, to do nothing without their advice, and

to follow their directions, as their child and pupil. Purſuant to his proteſtations, he

cauſed the famous inſtitutions of Auguſtus to be revived and publiſhed, though they

b had been long neglected and diſuſed by Tiberius ; he gave free juriſdićtion to the His ſeeming

magiſtrates, without reſerving any appeal to himſelf, and even attempted to reſtore

the ancient method of elections by the ſuffrages of the people. The ſenate were for

declaring him conſul as ſoon as the funeral ceremonies performed in honour of his

grandfather were over ; but he could not be prevailed upon to accept that dignity till

Proculus and Nigrinus had ended their year, which expired in the month of july ".

In the mean time he applied himſelf with the conſuls and ſenate to the reformation

of many abuſes, which had crept into the ſtate. He reviewed the Roman knights, and

publicly took away the rings and horſes of ſuch as he found guilty of any notorious

crime ; ſmaller offences he thought ſufficiently puniſhed by paſſing over the names of

c the offenders, as he read the roll. He was for caſting the ſpintriæ, or inventors of

d

t

f

abominable lewdneſs, into the ſea ; but being diſſuaded from that ſeverity, he baniſhed

them from Rome. He allowed every one to keep and peruſe the books of Titus La

bienus, Cremutius Cordus, and Caffius Severus, which in the reign of Tiberius had been

by order of the ſenate prohibited and ſuppreſſed, ſaying, it nearly concerned him, that

all the actions of Tiberius ſhould be tranſmitted to poſterity. He likewiſe remitted

ſeveral impoſitions, which had been exacted with great ſeverity during the whole reign

of his predeceſſor “. Thus did Caligula happily begin his reign ; and of him it may

be truly ſaid, that no prince came ever to a throne with greater advantages, or more

to the ſatisfaction of his people. -

I N the month of july, Caius entered upon his firſt conſulſhip, and choſe for his

collegue his uncle Claudius, then in the forty-ſixth year of his age; who till that time

had continued in the equeſtrian order, being judged unequal to any public employ

ment on account of the weakneſs both of his body and mind d. We are told, that

when he firſt entered the forum with the faſces, an eagle pearched upon his ſhoulder,

which was looked upon as a prognoſtic of his future grandeur “. The ſame day Caius,

in a ſpeech which he made to the ſenate, ſpoke with great vehemence againſt the diſ.

orders of the late adminiſtration, promiſed to avoid them as much as lay in his power,

and ſolemnly proteſted, that he had nothing ſo much at heart as to render the people

happy, whom the gods had committed to his care. The ſenate decreed, that his

moderation.

Caius takes

upon him the

conſulſhip.

His ſpeech to

the ſenate.

ſpeech ſhould be publicly read every year, without all doubt to remind him of the

promiſes he made them, and lay him under ſome obligation of performing them f.

On the laſt day of Auguſt, which was his birth-day, he entertained the people with the

moſt magnificent ſhews that had ever been ſeen in Rome; and on this occaſion cuſhions

were firſt laid on the ſeats of the ſenators, who till that time had ſat both in the ſenate

and theatre on bare benches *. Thenceforth no day paſſed without ſome ſhew or other,

the emperor taking great pleaſure in ſuch diverſions, and expending on ſuch occaſions

immenſe ſums. During his conſulſhip, he reſtored the kingdom of Comagene, which

had been reduced to a Roman province eighteen years before, to Antiochus the ſon of

that Antiochus who had been driven out by Tiberius, ordering at the ſame time a

hundred millions of ſeſterces, that is, about a million of our money, to be paid to him

by way of reſtitution for the revenues of his kingdom, which Rome had ſo long en

joyed without any juſt title". Antiochus, out of gratitude to ſo generous a bene

fačtor, gave two of his names to a town of Comagene, calling it, Ceſarea Germanica,

which were afterwards changed into that of Germanicia . Of his generoſity to Agrippa

we ſpoke in the hiſtory of the jews; and therefore ſhall only obſerve here, that he

beſtowed on him the tetrarchy of his uncle Philip, with the title of king ; but reſerved

* Dio, p. 642–644. Suet. c. 15. * Idem, c. 16. Dio, p. 640. b Dio, ibid. p. 644.

* SUET, ibid, c. 16. * Dio, ibid. p. 644. & Suet. in Claud. c. 7. e Suet. ibid. Dio,

ibid. * Idem, p. 645. * Dio, ibid. Suer. ibid. c. 16. | Noris de epochis Mace

donum, p. 476.
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:

for himſelf the reſt of judea, whither he diſpatched this year Marcellus in quality of a

governor in the room of Pontius Pilate, whom Lucius Vitellius, governor of Syria, had

ſent to Rome to anſwer the many grievous complaints of the jewiſh people, whom he

4nd to others. had oppreſſed in a moſt tyrannical manner H. His generoſity to ſeveral private perſons

was no leſs remarkable; for a fire happening in the firſt months of his reign, he made

good the loſſes which every particular had ſuſtained. To a freedwoman, who had

endured moſt exquiſite torments without diſcovering the crime of a patron, he gave

eighty thouſand ſeſterces. For theſe and other bounties a ſhield of gold with his

image was decreed to him, which by order of the ſenate was to be carried annually

on a certain day by the colleges of prieſts to the capitol, the ſenators following it,

and the noblemens children of both ſexes ſinging hymns in praiſe of his virtues. b

Beſides, it was ordained, that the day of his acceſſion to the empire ſhould be

called Palilia, as if Rome had been founded anew on that day'. Caius having held

the conſulate two months and twelve days, that is, to the twelfth of September,

reſigned the faſces to thoſe who had been appointed by Tiberius for the reſt of the

year in ; but their names we find no-where recorded.

It was probably about this time that Caius wrote to Lucius Vitellius governor of

Syria to conclude a peace with Artabanus king of the Parthians. Suetonius tells usin

one place, that Vitellius uſed all manner of artifice to draw Artabanus to a confer

ence " ; and in another, that the Parthian king, who had always ſhewn the utmoſt

contempt, and an irreconcileable hatred to Tiberius, ſought of his own accord the c

friendſhip of Caius *. According to Dion Caſſius, that prince had already paſſed the

Euphrates, and was upon the point of invading Syria, when Vitellius coming unex

Fº upon him, obliged him to agree to a treaty P. Be that as it will, Arta

anus and Vitellius came to an interview on a bridge which they cauſed to be laid over

the Euphrates, each attended by a certain number of guards; and concluded a treaty,

the conditions of which were very advantageous to the Romans q. The Parthian even

condeſcended to give by way of hoſtage one of his own ſons", or at leaſt a noble youth

of great diſtinétion named Darius *, probably of the race of the Arſacide, whom he

ſent ſome time after to Rome with a jew, by name Eleazar, ſeven cubits high ,

When the treaty was concluded, Herod Antipas, tetrarch of Galilee, gave a magni-d

ficent entertainment to Artabanus and Vitellius, under a rich pavilion raiſed upon

boats in the middle of the river ". Suetonius w and Dion Caſſius tell us, that Arta.

banus paſſed the Euphrates, adored the eagles, and enſigns of the legions, and kiſſed

the images of Auguſtus and Caius Caſar. Herod immediately diſpatched meſſengers

to Rome with a minute account of what had paſſed, who arriving before the meſſen

gers of Vitellius, the emperor received the latter coldly, telling them, that Harod

had already tranſmitted to him a detail of all that had been tranſačted on the Eu

phrates ; which occaſioned a miſunderſtanding between the tetrarch of Galilee and

Witellius V.

H. nato, ill. AFTER Caius had thus happily reigned about eight months, he was ſeized with a t

violent fit of illneſs, occaſioned by his intemperance and debaucheries; for while

Tiberius lived, he was mighty temperate in his diet; but upon his death he forſook

his ancient way of living, and gave himſelf intirely up to all manner of diſorders;

which ſo affected his conſtitution, that towards the end of Ottober he fell dangerouſly

ill. As that was the time of the year, in which thoſe who traded to foreign countries

returned home, news of the emperor's indiſpoſition was immediately carried to all the

The grief of the provinces of the empire, and every-where received with the greateſt tokens of ſorrow

#. this imaginable *. At Rome his palace was conſtantly crouded with multitudes of people

*****, of all ranks inquiring about his health many paſſed whole nights at his gate, and

f**” ſome devoting their lives for his, promiſed to fight amongſt the gladiators for his f

ſafety, and ſet up bills of this their reſolution in the ſtreets. At length he recovered,

and with his recovery reſtored happineſs to the whole empire: innumerable vićtims

were ſlain, and ſacrifices offered in the moſt diſtant provinces ſubjećt to Rome by way

of thankſgiving to the º, for ſo ſignal a favour. But how blind is man in his ima

gination! how vain in his hope, and ignorant of what is moſt to his advantage!
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a This prince ſo much beloved, and univerſally looked upon as the author of all public

and private happineſs, either changed all on a ſudden his nature, or diſcovered that

which he had ſome time artfully diſguiſed. Some writers think that this diſtemper

affected his brain ; for ever after he was much troubled for want of ſleep, never reſting

above three hours in a night, and that never quietly, but conſtantly frightened with He is frangº

ſtrange dreams, and dreadful imaginations ; ſo that he paſſed great part of the night”

either fitting up in his bed, or wandering about the galleries of his palace, longing

for day. He was himſelf, ſays Suetonius *, ſo ſenſible of the infirmity of his mind,

that he once reſolved to retire in order to purge his brain. He was ſubjećt, when a

child, to the falling ſickneſs; and in his youth, though patient of labour and hard

ſhips, ſubject to fainting fits. Others aſcribe this odd and unaccountable condućt to

a philtre, or love-potion, which was afterwards given him by his wife Caſonia, and

impaired his underſtanding. But whatever was the cauſe of this change, it is certain,

that from the time of his malady to the hour of his death he ačted more like a mad

man than a prince ; ſo that for the reſt of his reign the reader is to expečt nothing but

an uninterrupted train of execrable vices, monſtrous extravagancies, and ſuch ridi

culous inconſiſtencies, as cannot well be related with that gravity and decency which

becomes an hiſtorian. On his acceſſion to the throne, he would admit of no titles

of honour ; but ſoon after his recovery he affumed them all in one day, though Au-Aſſame ſº.

guſtus had taken them ſeparately, and Tiberius had to the laſt declined ſeveral of yºral title ºf

them ". Theſe were probably the titles of Auguſtus, of emperor, of high pontiff, of*

perpetual tribune. From ſeveral medals which have reached our times r, it appears,

that he bore all theſe titles before his ſecond conſulate; but that of father of his coun

try he did not aſſume till the third year of his tribunitial power 4. To the above

mentioned titles he added the following ſurnames, ſtyling himſelf, the moſt pious, the

ſon of the camp, the father of the armies, the moſt gracious, the moſt mighty, Caeſar".

This year Tiberius the ſon of Druſus being eighteen complete, took the manly robe;

on which occaſion Caius, after many proteſtations of kindneſs, and ſincere affection

for the young prince, firſt adopted him, and then declared him prince of the Roman

youth. But theſe honours the unfortunate Tiberius enjoyed a very ſhort time, Caius

not being aſhamed to put him to death a few days after he had ſolemnly declared,

that his life was as dear to him as his own, and that he would ever cheriſh him as his

own child. Philo tells us, that he adopted him with no other view but to acquire

that abſolute power over him, which the Roman laws gave to every parent over his

children f. Be that as it will, he had no ſooner adopted him, than he charged ſome

tribunes and centurions of his guards to acquaint the young prince, that he muſt with

his own hand put an end to his life, thinking it unlawful for any inferior perſon to Heordersyoung

imbrue his hands in the blood of one of the imperial family. The innocent youth Tibºt”

expected nothing leſs, and therefore was, as we may well imagine, ſtruck with fur

rize and amazement, when the officers denounced to him the emperor's orders. As

i. was of a mild temper, and had ever avoided aſſiſting at executions, and even at

the combats of gladiators, he preſented his throat firſt to the officer who ſtood next to

him, and then to all the reſt, begging them with many tears to execute the cruel order

they had brought him. But as they all declined that office, purſuant to the emperor's

orders, ſtrictly forbidding them to be any ways aiding and aſſiſting to his death, the

young prince drew at length his ſword ; but not knowing where to ſtrike, he begged

they would at leaſt ſhew him where the wound might prove mortal, and ſoon put

an end to his life and miſery. So far they complied with his requeſt, and then the

unfortunate youth ſtabbed himſelf in their preſences. Caius, to excuſe this firſt ačt

of cruelty, which was ſoon followed by many others, pretended that Tiberius had,

f during his illneſs, wiſhed him dead h; and that through fear of being poiſoned, he

had taken an antidote, which when he diſcovered, he cried out, What f an antidote

againſt Caeſar? But this pretended antidote was only a remedy he had taken for a

cough, with which he had been long troubled . Thus he rid himſelf of the.
prince, to whom thoſe could apply, who might in proceſs of time be diſſatisfied wit

his government. As for his uncle Claudius, he looked upon him as a perſon utterly

unfit for any office in thej. or in private life, as he really was; and therefore

ſaved him, as he openly declared, for a laughing-ſtock. Being thus by the death

* Suer, ibid. c. ſo. * Dio, p. 641. * Goltz. p. 38. * Idem, p. 39. * SUFT.

c. 12. ‘ Philo legat. p. 99;. s. Idem ibid. p. 996. Suet. c. 23. Dio, l. lix. p. 645. * Dio,-- - - 3

ibid. p. 646. * Suet. c. 23.
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of Tiberius delivered from all reſtraint and controul, he gave a full looſe to his furious a

paſſions, and commenced an open enemy to mankind, a complete tyrant, or rather,

as Suetonius ſtyles him k, an outrageous monſter. Soon after his recovery, he obliged

He ahandons, all thoſe, who, during his malady, had devoted their lives for his, and promiſed

º * to fight amongſt the gladiators, to fulfil their promiſe ; and becauſe one was ſome

"" what backward in the accompliſhment of his vow, he cauſed him to be adorned like

a vićtim, and delivered to a company of rude and mercileſs boys, who, after abuſing

him in a moſt cruel and inhuman manner, dragged him through the ſtreets, requiring

the accompliſhment of his vow, and at laſt threw him down a precipice, and put an

The death of end to his life 1. His grandmother Antonia, venerable for her age, and no leſs illuſtrious

*gºnimº for quality, for ſhe was the daughter of Marc Antony, the niece of Auguſtus, fiſter-in- b

*ºr Antonia, law of Tiberius, and mother of Druſus, having taken upon her to admoniſh him, he

reſented that freedom to ſuch a degree, that he reduced her to the neceſſity of laying

violent hands on herſelf" ; whether by an expreſs order, or only by the unbecoming

manner with which he treated her, we are not told. That illuſtrious princeſs having

one day begged to ſpeak with him in private, he refuſed her that favour, and ordered

Macro to be preſent the whole time ſhe continued with him. On another occaſion,

as ſhe offered to adviſe him, he immediately interrupted her in a violent rage, bid

ding her remember, that be could do what he pleaſed, with whom he pleaſed. With

theſe indignities and affronts, ’tis moſt probable, he haſtened her death. Some in

deed have written, that he cauſed her to be poiſoned n, which, if true, Philo would c

never have paſſed over in filence. He beſtowed no honours upon her after her death,

and from one of the windows of his palace beheld the funeral pomp quite uncon

cerned 9. Dion Caſſius fixes the death of Silanus, the emperor's father-in-law, to this

year ; but according to Philo, it happened after that of Macro, of which we ſhall

ſpeak, the following year. In this or the foregoing year was born on the fifteenth of

December the emperor Nero, and much about the ſame time joſephus the hiſtorian.

THE next conſuls were, M. Aquilius Julianus and P. Nonius Aſprenas P, appointed

by Žiberius, whoſe appointment Caius did not think fit to alter q. In the beginning

of the year the ſenate and conſuls bound themſelves by a ſolemn oath to obſerve all

the laws and conſtitutions of Auguſtus and Caius, without mentioning thoſe of Tiberius; d

and this omiſſion paſſed into a cuſtom, which ever after obtained. At the ſame time

vows were made for the ſafety of Caius and his ſiſters. Dion Caſſius obſerves, that on

the ſame day, a ſlave named Macaon, placing himſelf upon the bed of jupiler Capi

Impending ta- tolinus, foretold many dreadful calamities; and when he had done, killed firſt a ſmall

... dog, which he had brought with him, and then himſelf. This year Caiº appointedy Soemus prince of the Iturean Arabs ; gave Armenia Minor, and ſoon after part of

Arabia, to Cotys king of Thrace; and to his couſin Rhemetalces, that part of Thrace

which Cotys had held : to Polemon he gave the territories of Pontus, which his father

Polemon had poſſeſſed . Suetonius tells us, that Caius, having advanced this year

Flavius Veſpaſianus to the aedileſhip, and being one day angry with him for his e

remiſsneſs in ſeeing the ſtreets kept clean, which was part of his province, he com

manded his guards to take ſome of the dirt, and beſmear with it the aedile's embroi

dered robe. This ſome interpreted as a preſage of Veſpaſiam’s future grandeur'; no

doubt when they ſaw him already poſſeſſed of the empire. Don Caſſius and Suetonius

various in- give us diſmal accounts of the many cruelties practiſed by this bloody idiot in the ſecond

ſºme ºf... year of his reign. Among the reſt he tells us, that one day, finding there were no

**3riminals condemned to fight with the wild beaſts, according to the barbarous cuſtom

which obtained at Rome, he commanded ſuch of the people as were already come to

ſee the ſhews, to be thrown to them, having firſt ordered their tongues to be cut out,

that they might not diſturb with their cries and complaints his inhuman diverſion, f

Finding it very chargeable to maintain the wild beaſts, which were kept for ſuch

entertainments, he often viſited the priſons in perſon; and ordering all the priſoners

to be ranged in a gallery before him, ſentenced many of them to be thrown to the wild

beaſts without examining whether they were guilty or innocent. Once in particular,

as they ſtood drawn up before him, he commanded all to be taken away to feed his

beaſts, a calvo ad calvum, that is, from ſuch a bald head, whom he pointed out, to

another. Great numbers of old men, of infirm perſons, and of ſuch as were reduced

to poverty, met with the ſame cruel fate, the inhuman tyrant pretending, that by ſuch

* Idem, c. 43. * Idem, c. 27. Dio, p. 645. m Dio, ibid. * Suet. c. 23. 9 Idemilid.
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a unheard-of barbarities they conſulted the public welfare, ſince he delivered the ſtate

from perſons who were but ſo many burdens to it. A Roman knight, whom he had

cauſed to be caſt to the wild beaſts, crying out, that he was innocent, he ordered

him to be taken up, his tongue to be cut out, and then to be thrown in again. It was

his conſtant cuſtom to oblige parents, though free from all guilt, to aſſilt at the execu

tion of their children, and often ordered them to be aſſaſiinated the following night

in their houſes. To one of them, who pretended ſickneſs, and begged to be ex

cuſed, he ſent his own litter". Having cauſed the ſon of an illuſtrious &oman knight,

named Paſtor, to be dragged to priſon for no other reaſon, but becauſe he was

remarkable for his comelineſs, and the tallneſs of his ſtature, the unhappy father went

b immediately to intercede for his child. But the cruel moniter, inſtead of hearkening

to his tears and intreaties, commanded the innocent youth to be executed without

delay 3 and when the news of his death was brought, to inſult nature itſelf, he in

vited the diſtreſſed parent to dine with him that very day, and forced him, by threat

ning to treat in the like manner his other ſon if he betrayed any ſymptoms of grief,

to drink to exceſs, and in the height of his afflićtion to ſhew ſuch outward ſigns of joy,

as would have been at any time altogether unbecoming a perſon of his rank and age".

One Caninius Iulus having in a private converſation adviſed Caius with great liberty

to alter his conduct, as he was withdrawing, That you may not flatter yourſelf, Cani

nius, with vain hopes, ſaid the emperor, I bave already ſigned the warrant for your The corſan'y

c death. At theſe words Caminius, without ſhewing the leaſt concern, turning about, * ****)

I return you thanks, ſaid he, moſt gratious prince, for this favour. As the decree of the1.*

ſenate granting to condemned perſons ten days reſpite was in this inſtance obſerved "

by Caius, the undaunted Caminius during that interval never betrayed the leaſt uneaſi

neſs ; inſomuch that the centurion, who came, when the ten days were expired, to

ſee the ſentence put in execution, found him playing, with his uſual calmneſs, at cheſs.

When the executioner appeared, he ſtarted up with a chearful countenance, embraced

his friends, and taking his leave of them, told them, that he ſhould ſoon know whether

or no the ſoul was immortal ; that in the very article of his death he would particu

larly mind in what manner it abandoned the body, and after his death return to

d acquaint his friends with the ſtate of ſouls after their ſeparation. He then odered his

neck to the executioner with the intrepidity of a true hero w. The emperor, if ſuch

an inhuman madman deſerves that name, aſſiſted in perſon at moſt executions ; ſo

great was the delight he took in cruelty and blood ſhed ; bºt always cauſed the

mouths of thoſe, who ſuffered in public, to be ſtopt, either with their cloaths, or a

ſponge, left they ſhould upbraid him with his wickedneſs . He ſeldom ſuffered

them to be diſpatched at once, deſiring they might feel themſelves dying, which was

his uſual expreſſion. While he was at table, he often cauſed criminals, and ſome

times innocent perſons, to be racked in his preſence, nay, and their heads to be cut

off by a ſoldier, who did it with great skill and dexterity. Being once miſtaken

e in the name of a perſon, and cauſing him to be executed inſtead of another, when he

underſtood his error, 'Tis no matter, ſaid he, he deſerved it as well as the other. Five

of the gladiators, called rhetiarii, becauſe they uſed in fighting certain nets, having

yielded to the like number of ſecutores, who were their antagoniſts, he commanded

them to be ſlain ; but one of the five, ſnatching up his arms, killed all the con

querors. This action Caligula looked upon as cruel, lamented it in public,

and loaded all thoſe with curſes who were ſo hard-hearted as to behold it. As he

pretended to great skill in fencing, a famous gladiator, with whom he often fought

in jeſt, pretending to be conquered, fell down at his fºet, as the gladiators, who

were overcome, uſed to do. But his flattery coſt him dear; for Caius taking advan

f tage of his fall, ſtabbed him with a dagger ; then with a branch of palm-tree, the

ſymbol of vićtory, in his hand, he ran up and down triumphing, as if he had fairly

overcome him. As one night at ſupper he burſt ſuddenly into a loud laughter, and

the conſuls, who ſat near him, deſired with great reſpect to know the cauſe of his

mirth: What makes me ſo merry, ſaid he, is, that I can have both your throats cut with

the leaſt nod of my head. ... A victim being brought to the altar, and ready to be offered,

he appeared unexpectedly among the reſt in the habit of a prieſt, and lifting up the

ax, as if he deſigned to kill the vićtim, he knocked out the brains of the prieſt

who ſtood by him. Having demanded of one, who had been baniſhed by Tiberiuſ,

ſh;º,

* Suet. c. 26, 27. Dio, p. 647. * SENEc. de ira, l. ii. c. 33. w Idem ibid. c. 14. * Idem

- ibid. c. 19.

º Vo L. V. N° 6. 6 C and
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and recalled by him, how he employed himſelf in his exile, upon his anſwering, a

that he had conſtantly prayed for the death of Tiberius, that he might come to the

empire, he immediately concluded, that thoſe, whom he had baniſhed, prayed

likewiſe for his death; and upon that preſumption diſpatched officers to the iſlands

with orders to put them all to the ſword without mercy ". . To theſe and innume

rable other ačts of cruelty related at length by Suetonius and Dion Caſſius, the latter

adds the death of Macro, and his wife, whom Caius with the utmoſt ingratitude

The death of cauſed to be put to death this year. To Macro he was indebted both for his life and

Mºro *nd his empire, and had promiſed him the government of Egypt, the higheſt poſt to which a
fe. knight could aſpire. But inſtead of the promiſed reward, he ordered both him and

his wife, as ſome hiſtorians have written k, to diſpatch themſelves with theirown hands. b

With them were put to death all their children, nay, and their ſlaves, ſo that not one

of the whole family was left alive. Macro indeed, according to the charaćter Tacitus

gives us of him, deſerved ſo tragical an end, but not at Caius’s hands. The true cauſe

of his death was, if Philo is to be credited, his uſing with more liberty than the tyrant

could endure, the authority which his eminent ſervices gave him; but Caius charged

him with other crimes, and pretended, that unmindful of his condition, he had even

challenged an equal ſhare in the ſovereign power'. The next perſon he ſacrificed to

his cruelty was M. Silanus, whoſe daughter he had married in Tiberius's reign, a man of

a moſt illuſtrious deſcent, and highly eſteemed by all on account of his great experience

in affairs, his prudence, and eminent probity. He took upon him to diſapprove C

Caius's wild meaſures, and ſuggeſt others to him, by which, if followed, he would have

anſwered the expectation the public had entertained of him. But the jealous idiot,

having a mighty opinion of his own abilities, and looking upon thoſe as his enemies

who found tault with his meaſures, reſolved to lay hold of the firſt opportunity to rid

himſelf of ſo troubleſome a counſellor ; which he did accordingly on the following:

occaſion. One day all on a ſudden he took it into his head to divert himſelf on the

ſea. Silamus, who could not endure the agitation of the ſhip, begged to be excuſed

from attending him : this Caius imputed to him as a great crime, pretending that

he remained aſhore with a deſign to ſeize on the empire, in caſe any misfortune had

happened to him ; and upon this groundleſs pretext he obliged him to cut his own d

M. Silanus put throat with a razor " (K). The death of Sulanus was followed by that of many other
to death. perſons of great diſtinction, whom he condemned under pretence that they had been

acceſſory to the death of his mother or brothers; though his real motive was to ſeize

on their eſtates, for he had already ſquandered away great part of the immenſe treaſure

left him by Tiberius. This year about the month of july died his ſiſter Druſilla. She

had been given by Tiberius five years before to L. Caſſius Longinus, and taken from

him ſoon after by Caius, who lived publicly with her, as if ſhe had been his own

wife, and had, during his ſickneſs, appointed her to ſucceed him in the empire ".

He had maintained with her, as well as with his other ſiſters, if Suetonius is to be

credited, a criminal converſation even before ſhe was married. When ſhe died, 6

ſhe was, according to Dion Caſſius", the wife of M. Lepidus. That writer gives us a

very particular account of the extraordinary honours conferred upon her by Caius

Druſia diº, after her death. She was immediately ranked amongſt the gods, and thenceforth

and isº ſtyled the goddeſs Druſilla, which impious title the proſtitute bears on ſome Greek

as a goddeſs.

| Suet. c. 30–34.

p. 646. SUET. c. 23.

* Philo legat. p. 1 ooo. * Idem, 1 oor. Dio, p. 647. ºn D19,

" SUET. c. 24. ° Dio, p. 648.

(K) julius Grecinus, father to the famous Agri

cola, had ſome time before been ordered by Caius to

accuſe Silanus, and put to death for declining that

infamous office. Grecinus was a ſenator, no leſs

famous for his eloquence, than his probity (26).

Seneca often mentions him, and tells us, that not

having wherewithal to defray the charges of the

public ſhews, which he was obliged to exhibit in

virtue of his office, one Fabius Perſicus, a man of

great wealth, but of an indifferent character, ſent

him a very conſiderable ſum; which he refuſed, an

{wering his friends, who found fault with his un

ſeaſonable generoſity; Would you have me to accept a

favour of one with whom I ſhould not care to eat 4

meal's meat f Rubelius, who had been conſul, but

was a man of the ſame ſtamp with Perſicus, ſent

him a larger ſum than the other, which he likewiſe

rejećted; but Rubelius preſſing him, he begged to

be excuſed, ſaying, Neither have I accepted anything

of Perſicus (27). The ſame writer tells us elſewhere,

(28), that he was murdered by Caius's orders, be

cauſe he was a better man than was expedient for

any one to be under a tyrant. He wrote a book

upon agriculture, which is quoted by Columella (19).

Pliny likewiſe ranks him among writers (30).

º

(26) Tacit. vit. Agricol. c. 4.

mell, l. i. c. 1. (39) Plin. in hiſ?. l. xiv, & xv.

r - - --- - ------------ - -

(17) Senec. de len, l. ii. c. 2 i. (28) Idem epiſt, 29. (19) Colu

medals,
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medals, which have reached our times P. A ſenator, by name Livius Geminus, de

clared in full ſenate upon his oath, that he ſaw her carried up to heaven q. Seneca rallies

him with a good deal of humour upon this viſion, but nevertheleſs choſe rather to

adore the divinity of Druſilla than incur the diſpleaſure of the prince. The emperor's

paſſion for his ſiſter appeared no leſs fooliſh after her death, than it had been infamous

during her life. He immediately left Rome, and after having wandered ſome time Cauius grief.

up and down Campania, he paſſed over into Sicily, where he exhibited moſt magni

ficent ſhews, and repaired at a vaſt charge the walls of Syracuſe, and ſome temples

that were decayed with age. He ridiculed many things, which were looked upon by

the Sicilians as miracles ; but was ſo terrified with the ſmoke and noiſe of mount AEtna,

that he fled from Meſſena in the night, not having courage enough to wait till day

appeared r. Upon his return to Rome, he purſued the courſe of his cruelties with

more barbarity than ever. If any one betrayed joy, it was on account of the death

of Druſilla ; if ſorrow, it was on account of the divine honours that were paid her ;

and both were crimes againſt the ſtate, and puniſhed with death : inſomuch that they

were all at a loſs how to comport them,elves, it being alike capital to mourn, and

to rejoice t. .

Caius had continued a widow ever ſince the death of junia, the daughter of His marriage,

Silamus. But C. Calpurnius Piſo marrying one Livia Oriſtilla, and inviting him**

to his wedding, when the ſolemnity was over, he commanded the bride to be carried

to his own palace, and there married her ; but divorced her a few days after, and in the

term of two years, or two months, as ſome will have it, baniſhed both her and Piſo

under pretence that they had lived together ". Not long after he married Lollia Pau

lina, the grand-daughter of M. Lolius, whom Auguſtus, as we have related elſe

where had appointed governor of Caius Caſar, when he ſent him into the eaſt. Lollia

was already married to C. Memmius Regulus, governor of Macedon and Achaia ; but

Caius having heard in a private converſation, that her grandmother had been famous

for her beauty, he immediately ſent for her, forced her from her husband, and mar

ried her " (L); but in a ſhort time not only put her away, but threatened her with

death, if ſhe either returned to her former husband, or married any other man *.

We ſhall have occaſion to ſpeak of her in the following reign.

AND now the bloody monſter, finding no one dared to oppoſe his ſovereign will Hiſ pride and

and pleaſure, notwithſtanding the many murders he daily committed, began to lookſ”

upon himſelf as raiſed above the condition of a mortal man. To confirm himſelf in

this ridiculous fancy, he is ſaid to have uſed the following no leſs ridiculous argument:

As thoſe to whoſe care ſheep, oxen, and other cattle are committed, are themſelves

neither ſheep nor oxen, but of a nature infinitely ſuperior to the condition of thoſe

animals ; ſo thoſe who are ſet over all men and creatures in the world, ought not to be

regarded as men, but reverenced like gods y. He firſt betrayed this extravagant

fancy at an entertainment with ſome foreign kings, who came to pay him homage.

As ſome diſpute aroſe amongſt thoſe princes about the nobility of their extraćtion,

Caius ſtarting up, repeated a verſe of Homer in the perſon of Ulyſſes ; Let there be but

one king, one lord below ; and was for aſſuming immediately the diadem, and chang

ing the government into a monarchy. But being told, that he was already above all

the kings and monarchs of the earth, he began from that time to challenge the honours glaims divine
paid to the demi-gods, ſuch as Hercules, Bacchus, Tryphon, &c. aſſuming the dreſs honours.

in which they were repreſented, and appearing ſometimes with a lion's skin about his

ſhoulders, and a club in his hand, to perſonate Hercules; ſometimes with wings at

his feet, and a caduceus in his hand like Mercury, &c. But he ſoon thought it

beneath him to be honoured only as a demigod, and claimed the ſame worſhip that

was paid to Apollo, Mars, and Jupiter himſelf; nay he cauſed the heads to be taken

off their ſtatues, and his own to be put in their room. He often placed himſelf in the

temple of Caſtor and Pollux, between the ſtatues of thoſe brothers, to be adored by

P Vide Goltz. c. 39. 4 Dio, ibid. * SExec, ibid. Suet c. 51. * Senec, ad Polyb.

c. 36. Suet. c. 24. * Suet. c. 25. Dio, p. 646. w Suet, ibid. Dio, p. 648. Euseb.

chron. * Suet. & Dio, ibid. y Philo ibid. p. 1 ooz.

(L) Lollia Paulina was herſelf very remarkable emeralds, which had formerly belonged to her grand

for her beauty. Pliny tells us, that he ſaw her father M. Lollius (31).

adorned with a prodigious quantity of pearls and

(31) Plin, l, ix. c. 35.
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His impiety.

Inſtitutes

prieſts in ho

mour of his own

deity.

Temples built,

and ſacrifices

offered to him.

all who came to offer their vows to them. He inlarged his palace, and brought one

wing of it cloſe to the temple of thoſe two fabulous deities, which he altered to the

form of a portico, that the gods themſelves, as he uſed to ſay, might ſerve him in

quality of porters. He frequently changed his godhead, being one day a male deity,

and another a female; ſometimes jupiter, at other times Mars ; ſometimes Neptune

or Apollo, and ſometimes Venus, &c. But above all, he liked to be called jupiter,

the head and chief of the Pagan deities; and that he might be eſteemed a true ju

piter, he had inventions to imitate thunder and lightning ; and when the thunder was

ſuppoſed to fall, he uſed to throw a ſtone againſt heaven with the impious defiance in

Homer ; Do you take me from hence, or I'll take you. He often went to the temple of

jupiter Capitolinus, and placing himſelf by his ſtatue, ſometimes whiſpered to it, then

laid his ear cloſe to it, as it were to receive an anſwer. Sometimes he ſeemed to be

very angry with jupiter, and was once heard to tell him in a threatening ſtyle, that

he would ſend him back into Greece (M). At length being overcome by the importunity

of the gods, as he fooliſhly gave out, who deſired his company, he joined his palace

to the capitol by an arch built over the temple of Auguſtus ; and ſome time after,

that he might yet be nearer, he laid the foundations of a new houſe in the court of

the capitol 4. At length his pride, folly, and impiety, carried him ſo far, that he

would have a temple for himſelf, which he built at a vaſt charge, and dedicated to

his own divinity, placing in it his ſtatue in gold, done to the life, and every day

cloathed in the ſame robes which he himſelf wore. He likewiſe inſtituted prieſts

and prieſteſſes to officiate in his new temple, the greateſt and richeſt men in Rome, ſo

great was their debaſement at this time, purchaſing the infamous prieſthood with vaſt

ſums ; for Caius ſold it at ſuch an extravagant price, that his uncle Claudius, not

having wherewithal to diſcharge the debt, eight millions of ſeſterces, ſays Suetonius,

which he contraćted on that occaſion, was obliged to ſurrender all his effects to his

creditors, who publicly ſold them by auðtion *. The ſacrifices, which his prieſts daily

offered him, were peacocks, pheaſants, Numidian hens, &c. And as though his other

follies were not ſufficiently extravagant, he became at laſt prieſt to himſelf, and

admitted to the ſame dignity his wife Ceſonia, whom he married the year follow

ing; and alſo his horſe, the moſt proper prieſt of all for ſuch a deity ". Beſides the

temple which he built to himſelf in his palace, the ſenate decreed him another, which

was begun in this, and ended in the following year'. He ordered a temple to be

ere&ted to his godhead at Miletus, which might ſerve for all Aſia; and becauſe it was

not finiſhed at the time he expected, he commanded a magnificent temple, which

that community was building in honour of Apollo, to be conſecrated to himſelf ".

All nations, people, and cities, erected temples and altars to this new divinity, ſacri

ficed vićtims, and ſwore by his name *. But none were more forward in paying him

this impious worſhip, than the inhabitants of Alexandria. The jews alone, who were

very numerous in that city, refuſed to bend their knees to the new idol, which brought

upon them that cruel perſecution from the Alexandrians, which we have deſcribed in

our hiſtory of that nation. The diſtreſſed jews diſpatched embaſſadors to Rome to

* Suet. c. 22. & 52. Dio, p. 660, 661. Philo, p. 1 oog. * SUET. in Claud. c. 9. b Idem,

in Calig. c. 22. Dio, p. 660. SENEc. de ira, l. iv. c. 22. • Dio, in excerpt, Val. p. 673. “Idem,

ibid. p. 670, 671. * Joseph. bell. Judaic. l. ii. c. 17.

(M) Dion Caſus tells us, that a Gaul, ſeeing him

one day ſitting on a throne in the figure of Župiter,

could not help burſting into a loud laugh 5 which

Caius hearing, called him to him, and asked him,

Iłżat do you take me for For a great fool, anſwered

frankly the Gaul. This affront, which would have

coſt a ſenator or knight his life, Caius diſſembled in

the Gaul, thinking it perhaps below him to exert

his vengeance on ſo contemptible a perſon ; for he

was by profeſſion a ſhoe-maker (32). He cauſed

all the temples of Greece to be ſtript of their ſtatues,

pićtures, and other ornaments, which he conveyed

to Rome, crouding with them his own temple, his

palace, his villa's, and his gardens (33). He ordered

the famous ſtatue of Župiter Olympius, done by

Phidias, and had in great veneration by the Greeks,

(32) Die, p. 660, 661.

Žoſeph, ibid.

(33) Philo legas, 1004, foſeph, antiq. l. xix, c. 1.

to be tranſported to Rome. We are told, that the

ſhip, which was building for that purpoſe, was

buºnt by lightning; and that as often as the work:

men attempted to remove the ſtatue, a great noiſe

was heard, like that of perſons deriding their attempt.

Memmius Regulus, governor of Greece, who was

charged to ſee the celebrated ſtatue conveyed to

Rome, wrote to Caius, acquainting him, that he
could not obey his commands on account of ſome

extraordinary prodigies, and becauſe the workmen

aſſured him, that if once removed, it would fall to

pieces. Hereupon, in the tranſport of his rage, he

abuſed and threatened 7upiter for daring to oppoſe

his ſovereign will, and would have put to death

Memmius had he not been firſt put to death him.

ſelf (34).

(34) Dio, P. 661.

lay
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Kill a lay their ſufferings before Caius, and beg his protećtion. At the head of this

#& embaſſy was Philo, who gives us a very particular account of it, as we have done

º from him in our hiſtory of the jews, to which we refer the reader. -

º: . The following year Caius reſumed the faſtes, having for his collegue Lucius Apro- His ſecond on:

º mius Ceſianus (N), but held them only thirty days '. When he entered upon his ſº.

º conſulſhip, and alſo when he reſigned it, he took the uſual oaths, like a private citi

º zen ; but while he thus affected popularity, he filled the city with blood and ſlaughter,

ãº cauſing thoſe very perſons, who had been impriſoned by Tiberius, and by himſelf ſet at

tº liberty, to be dragged to priſon again, and executed for the pretended crimes with

** which they had been charged in the former reign s. The people not aſſiſting at the

sº b ſhews, which he exhibited almoſt every day, with the aſſiduity he expečted, he com

º: manded the public granaries to be ſhut up, with a deſign to ſtarve them, and laid hold His hatred to

º: of all opportunities that offered to do them what miſchief he could. Once in particular * ºmn
*:::: he cauſed them all to be driven by his guards out of the circus, on which occaſion great people.

hit, numbers of the common people were cruſhed to death in the throng, and above

ſº twenty knights, and as many women of diſtinétion. At another time, becauſe they

* did not declare for the gladiators, whom he favoured, he cauſed the ſails, which

º, covered the amphitheatre, to be taken down ; and having thus expoſed them to the

ºxi ſcorching heat of the ſun, he threatened with preſent death ſuch as ſhould offer to

:::::: ſtir". Nay, the acclamations of the people in the theatre differing one day from

:::::0 c his, he uttered the inhuman wiſh, that the whole Roman people had but one neck, that he Hi, inhuman

tº ºf might diſpatch them all at a blow. He often wiſhed for ſome great calamity, as "ſ”.

&#. if the monſter himſelf had not been curſe and calamity enough. He envied Auguſtus

º the happineſs of an army maſſacred, and Tiberius the ſad diſaſter at Fidema", where

º fifty thouſand perſons were maimed, or periſhed, by the fall of an amphitheatre. In

º ſhort, declaring himſelf an open enemy to his people, he often made uſe of the

º, expreſſion of the old tragedian ; Oderint dum metuant ; Let them hate me as much as

they pleaſe, ſo they do but fear me. On the other hand, the people conſidering him no

longer as their lawful ſovereign, but as their implacable enemy, one day, to be

revenged on him, riſing up, abandoned the ſhews, which he was exhibiting at an

d immenſe charge ; which piqued him to ſuch a degree, that he immediately left Rome,

and retired to Campania, whence he did not return to the city till the feaſt of his ſiſter

Druſilla, which he ſolemnized with extraordinary magnificence . Hiſtorians this

year take notice of the fooliſh regard he paid to one of his horſes, named Incitatus, The fooliſh re

whom he often invited to his table, ſºd with gilt oats, and preſented with the moſtºf
delicious wines in cups of gold. His ſtable was all of marble, his manger of ivory, ...”"

his collar of pearls, and his coverings of rich purple. He appointed him a great

number of attendants, and ſupplied him with furniture no leſs magnificent than his

own, that he might receive and entertain in a manner ſuitable to his rank ſuch as

came to wait upon him ; for he was a member of the college of Caius's prieſts, and

e collegue to Claudius, to Caeſonia, and to the chief nobility of Rome , nay the emperor

deſigned to raiſe him to the conſulſhip, and would have honoured him, as was com

monly believed, with that dignity, if he had lived longer *.

Caius had hitherto diſapproved of Tiberius's condućt, and ſeemed to be greatly

pleaſed with the invectives that were uttered againſt him. But this year, coming one

day to the ſenate, he told the conſcript fathers, that he, who was emperor, might

13 well cenſure the meaſures of his predeceſſor ; but that it ſeemed very ſtrange to him,

$2. that they ſhould preſume to find fault with one who had governed them as their lord

and ſovereign. You inveigh againſt him, ſaid he, as a tyrant, for having put many

worthy citizens to death, without reflecting that you yourſelves are involved in the
º
º:

, ſº

. * Dio, p. 649. Suet. c. 17. Tacit. annal. 6, c. 4. Nonis ep. con. p. 28. & Dio, ibid. h Suer.

º c. 16. " Dio, p. 650. Sust. c. 30. " Dio, p. 65o. Suet. c. 55.
:: *

…? -

* (N) cºſanus held the conſulſhip till july with the firſt of july, as is commonly believed (59), to

…” Sanvinus, or rather Sanquinius Maximus, governor the fourth or ſecond of September, when Caius ig

ſº of Rome, who had been ſubſtituted to Caius. San- nominiouſly depoſed both conſuls (69). Corčulo's

º quinius had been likewiſe conſul under Tiberius, but collegue was ſo affected with the affront, that, he
º in what year we find no-where recorded (58). Co. laid violent hands on himſelf, and Caius named in

tº." Domitius Corbulo was alſo conſul at this time, from his room Domitius After, a celebrated orator (41),

sº (58) Dio, l. lix. p. 6; i. (59) Goltz. faſt. p. 238. (60) Dio, ibid. p. 665. Sutt c. 13.

.** (61) Goltz. ibid.

º W O L. W. N9 6. 6 D ſame

º
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His odd ſpeech

to the ſenate.

fame guilt, ſince he cauſed none to be executed, who had not been firſt convićted by a

your evidence, and condemned by your decrees. Since you honoured him ſo much

during his life, it ill becomes you thus to inſult his memory after his death. Your

condućt ſhews me what I may expećt from you when I am gone. Having ſaid many

things to this purpoſe, in the end he upbraided the whole ſenate as the creatures and

dependents of Sejanus, as the betrayers of his mother and brothers, as a herd of mean

ſpirited ſlaves and flatterers, and concluded with introducing Tiberius, addreſſing him

in the following terms: You have ſaid nothing, O Caius, but what I have by long

experience found to be true ; deſpiſe them therefore as unworthy of your eſteem and

afie&tion, and uſe them with all the ſeverity they deſerve. They all hate you in their

hearts, wiſh for your death, and will aſſaſſinate you, if they can with impunity. b

Lay aſide therefore all hopes of winning their affections, deſpiſe their impotent

rage, and employ all your thoughts about your own ſafety: whatever moſt conduces

to that, is moſt juſt and equitable. By this means you will have nothing to fear, you

will enjoy your pleaſures in ſafety, and at the ſame time be honoured by them ; for

they have not the courage to oppoſe you. If you ſtudy to gain their affections, you

may perhaps acquire an empty reputation, which will die with you; but muſt reſign

your power, which will offer them an opportunity of attempting upon your life, and

deſtroying you ; for the yoke of ſovereignty is ever grating ; a prince is honoured ſo

long as he is dreaded ; when he is not feared, he is deſpiſed ; and woe to that prince,

whoſe ſubjećts are more powerful than he ". Caius having thus ſpoke, revived the

law of treaſon, and withdrawing from the ſenate, retired forthwith into the country.

The ſenators, thunder-ſtruck with ſuch an unexpećted ſpeech, and in the utmoſt con

ſternation on account of the dangers that threatened them ; for who had not exclaimed

againſt Tiberiu, * were not capable of coming to any reſolution that day; but the fol

lowing long ſpeeches were made in commendation of ſo merciful, ſo gracious a prince,

who after ſuch juſt and well-deſerved reproaches, had been ſo generous as not to exert his

vengeance: they enaëted a decree, ordering the day, on which he made this memorable

ſpeech, to be yearly ſolemnized with vićtims and ſacrifices as a feſtival ; and heaped

innumerable other honours upon a prince, who had given ſuch glaring inſtances of his

clemency and good-nature. One would think that ſuch praiſes muſt have paſſed for d

ſatire and mockery. But ambition is a credulous paſſion: Caius was highly pleaſed

with ſuch honours and praiſes ; but nevertheleſs put afterwards many of thoſe to death,

who had ſpoken ill of Tiberius, though he hated all who ſpoke well of him".

TH is year is alſo remarkable for the famous work which Caius undertook at

Puteoli : it is difficult to determine which was greater, the folly or the extravagancy

of the attempt. To ſhew his power and greatneſs, and that he was able to walk

upon the ſca as well as the land, he cauſed an infinite number of ſhips to be gathered

together in all parts, and a great many new ones to be built, which were all brought

into the bay of Baie and Puteoli in Campania. There from the point of Baid to the

oppoſite ſhore of Puleoli they were placed in two rows in the form of a creſcent, being

faſtened and moored together with anchors, chains, and cables. So many ſhips

were employed in this fooliſh undertaking, that none being left to convey corn to

Rome, the city was greatly diſtreſſed by famine, which continued to the reign of

Claudius n, and to the great ſatisfaction of Caius ſwept off daily great numbers of

the people. Seneca tells us, that when Caius was killed, there was not ſufficient

corn in the public granaries to maintain the people eight days longer". When the

ſhips were well faſtened and ſecured, vaſt quantities of large planks and boards were

laid over them, and covered with earth. Then to make this ſtupendous work the

more magnificent and ſurprizing, he ſent for an infinite number of artificers and work

men, who at an immenſe charge, and with incredible expedition, Caius puniſhing the

leaſt remiſineſs with preſent death, built houſes and convenient inns on the bridge

for the reception of the emperor, and his numerous retinue. Into theſe public houſes

was conveyed freſh water in pipes from the land, Caius taking delight in ſuch things

only, as to others ſeemed impoſſible. When this wonderful work was completed,

Caius repaired to it with all the great lords of Rome, being attended by immenſe

crouds of people, who flocked from every quarter to behold this mighty pomp. Upon

his arrival at Baig he offered ſolemn ſacrifices to the gods, eſpecially to Envy, leſt

the other deities ſhould be touched with jealouſy in ſeeing their glory eclipſed by his.

Revives the

law of majºſly.

The ſlaviſh

ſpirit of the

ſenate.

Caius build; a

&ridge tºpon the

ſea.

The expence

and extrava

gance of this

“ndertaking.

1 Dio, ibid, p. 652. Suet. c. 30. m Dio, ibid. * Idem, p. 65. Suet. c. 37. Joseph, antiq.

l. xix. c. 1, * SFNEc. de brev. vit. c. 18.

Then
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c climb up into the veſſels, he ordered them to be thruſt off; ſo that many periſhed, thº,

a Then proudly adorned with magnificent robes of gold, and armed with the breaſt

plate of Alexander the Great, having a civic crown on his head, accompanied with the

great officers of his army, and all the nobility of Rome, he mounted on horſeback,

and entering upon the bridge at Baiae, rid with an awful majeſty to Puteoli. There

he reſided the remaining part of the day, and the following night, when with an

infinite number of torches, lanthorns, and other lights placed in different parts of the

work, the ſea, the neighbouring mountains, and the ſhore, were illuminated to a

vaſt diſtance, Caligula boaſting, that he had turned the night into day, as well as the

ſea into land. The next day he appeared in the habit peculiar to the charioteers in the

circus, and in a chariot drawn by two ſtately horſes, being attended by young Darius,

b the Parthian hoſtage, a ſquadron of his guards, in bright armour, and a great train

of his friends, magnificently attired, and likewiſe in their chariots; he ſet out on his

return to Baiae, but halted about the middle of the bridge ; and there aſcending a

magnificent throne, made a ſolemn oration in praiſe of his own exploit in riding ſo

many miles upon the ſea, and of the pains and care taken by his ſoldiers and work

men, among whom he diſtributed large rewards. He ſpent all the day and the next

night in this place, revelling and banquetting with his friends ; and when he began to

be heated with wine, that he might perform ſome memorable action before he left

his bridge, he all on a ſudden cauſed great numbers of people to be thrown into the cauſ, many

ſea without diſtinction of friend or foe, noble or ignoble ; and when they attempted to perſon, tº tº

J

the far greater part ſaved themſelves, however drunk, by ſwimming, the ſea proving

extremely calm and ſmooth the whole time, which Caius fooliſhly aſcribed to the reſpect

Neptune had for him as a more powerful deity P. After this Caius returned to Rome,

and entered the city in triumph, for having overcome, as he boaſted, nature itſelf.

Upon his departure, the bridge, as Diºn Caſſius ſeems to inſinuate q, was immedi

ately broke down, and the ſhips employed in it reſtored to the owners. In ſuch wild

and uſeleſs attempts did Caius ſquander away in the ſpace of two years, beſides his

ordinary revenues, the immenſe treaſure left by Tiberius, amounting to eighteen mil

lions of our money. As to the motive, which prompted him to ſuch an extravagant

d undertaking, authors are not agreed (O).

4.

, thrown into the

ſe

Caius having by this and many other extravagancies exhauſted and drained his His avarice

exchequer, he betook himſelf to all manner of rapine, inventing ſuch kinds of and enormous
- - - Pions.

penalties, confiſcations and impoſts, as had never before been heard of. He would“”

not allow any one to be legally a citizen of Rome, whoſe grant ran in the following

terms; To him and his poſterity, unleſs he was his ſon, pretending that the word poſie

rity did not extend beyond that degree ; ſo that moſt of the Roman citizens were obliged

to purchaſe their freedom anew. He declared the wills void of all from the beginning

of Tiberius's reign, who had not named either that prince or himſelf amongſt their

heirs. Hereupon ſeveral perſons named him in their wills amongſt their friends and

e children, which he knowing, cauſed them under ſeveral pretences to be put to death,

that he might receive his ſhare the ſooner ; nay, he was heard once to ſay, that it

was a great preſumption in them to live, and keep him out of his inheritance. No com

modity whatever, not even the neceſſaries of life, were exempt from ſome tax or

other. For all ačtions at law, in what place ſoever commenced, he exačted the for

tieth part of the thing in controverſy, and laid heavy fines on ſuch as were convićted

either of compounding, or dropping the ſuit. He enacted a law, injoining all arti

ficers, labourers, porters, carriers, &c. to pay into the exchequer the eighth part of

their daily gains. Every proſtitute was obliged to pay a certain portion of what

P Dío, p. 653. Svet, c. 37, 19. Joseph. antiq. 1. xviii. c. 6, & I. xix. c. 1. SENEc. brev. vit. c. 18.

* Dio, ibid. -

(O) Some write, that he built this bridge in imi- aſtrological predićtions of the celebrated Thraſylus,

tation of Xerxes, who laid a wonderful one over who, finding Tiberius unreſolved as to his ſucceſſor,

the Helleſpont, as we have related in our hiſtory of yet more inclined to his own grandſon, than to

Perſia. Others fly, that being then upon the point Caius, told him, It was as hard a matter for Caius

of invading Germany and Britain, he deſigned to ter- to be emperor, as it was for him to ride over the gulph

rify them with the report of ſome extraordinary of Baiae. Suetonius's grandfather lived under Caius,

work. But Suetonius tells us, that when he was but and had this intelligence from perſons who were in

a boy, he was informed by his grandfather, that high favour with him (61).

Caius had been put upon this undertaking by certain

(62) Suet. c. 19.

ſhe

--------
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Turnſ his

palace into a

brothel and a

- ſ

gaming-houſe.

ſhe earned ; nay, he was not aſhamed to turn his own palace into a brothel-houſe, a

maintaining there great numbers of proſtitutes, and ſending his officers to invite

people of all ranks to his diverſions. He received the money himſelf of ſuch as

came, and ordered his officers to enter their names in his books, as of perſons well

affected to Caeſar. He likewiſe encouraged gaming-houſes, frequenting them him

ſelf; nay, at laſt he appointed an apartment in his own palace for gameſters, and there

ſpent great part of his time. We are told, that one day in the midſt of his game,

obſerving two Roman knights of great eſtates accidentally paſſing by, he immediately

went down, cauſed both to be apprehended, and their eſtates to be confiſcated; and

then returning with joy to his game, boaſted, that he had never had a better throw.

Another time wanting money for his ſtake, he went down, and cauſed ſeveral noble-b

men to be put to death ; then returning, told the company, that while they ſat

playing for ſmall ſums, he had won fix hundred thouſand ſeſterces. He uſed frequently

to expoſe to ſale the effects of the condemned perſons, and oblige the rich citizens

to buy them at the price he was pleaſed to ſet upon them ; which was ſo high, that

many noble families were by that means reduced to poverty. He forced, not to men

tion others, a wealthy citizen, by name Apollonius Saturninus, to pay nine millions

of ſeſterces for thirteen gladiators, whom he expoſed to ſale with all the furniture of

the amphitheatre. A daughter being born to him about this time, he complained

publicly of his poverty, not only as an emperor, but as a father ; but applied to his

own uſe all the preſents and contributions made by the people for the education and c

portion of the child . The law of majeſty, which he revived, proved an inexhauſtible

fund for the increaſing his revenues. Dion Caffius enumerates a great many worthy

citizens, who were put to death for no other crime but their great wealth; and tells

us, that one junius Priſcus, praetor, who had been condemned and executed under

colour of ſome other crime, being found after his death poſſeſſed but of a ſmall

eſtate, the emperor cried out, I have been impoſed upon ; Junius was not guilty (P).

Lucius Vitellius, governor of Syria, had acquired great wealth in that province, and

beſides, his great power, and the reputation he had gained amongſt the ſoldiery, gave

Peſº to de Caiu; no ſmall uneaſineſs, who thereupon recalled him with a deſign to put him to
ſtroy Lucius

Vitellius go

vernor of Syria.

death, under pretence, that through his negligence the Parthians had driven Tiridale d

* Suet. c. 38–43.

-

(P) Dion Caffus tells us in this place how Domi- himſelf, of being eſteemed the beſt orator of his age.

fius Afer eſcaped condemnation. He was, ſays Ta- Caius was ſo well pleaſed with this pretended ſub

citus (63), more famous for his eloquence than his miſſion, that he pot only forgave him, but raiſed

integrity. He had been under Tiberius a zealous him that very year to the conſulate. Calixtus, one

accuſer, and acted that part againſt Claudia Pulchra, of Caius's freedmen, whom Domitius had gained,

an intimate friend and couſin to Agrippina, as we and who had proved very ſerviceable to him on this

have related above. It was not however this that occaſion, having one day made uſe of the liberty

provoked Caius againſt him, but his being eſteemed which Caius allowed him to complain of the bitter

the moſt eloquent orator of his age, which glory invečtives, which he had uttered againſt one, whom

Caius thought due to himſelf; and therefore reſolved he knew to be free from all guilt, the emperor re

to rid himſelf of the only perſon who diſputed it turned him this anſwer ; Would you have had me to

with him. Domitius erected this year a ſtatue to loſe ſo fine a diſcourſe (64) Philo places in this year

the emperor with an inſcription, importing, that the maſſacre of the exiles, and tells us, that Caiuſ,

he was conſul the ſecond time in the twenty-ſeventh not being able one night to take any reſt, being

year of his age. This he meant as a compliment ; haunted, as it frequently happened, with inward

but Caius, who wanted a pretence to deſtroy him, horrors, he began to think, that the baniſhed per;

pretended that he thereby reproached him with his ſons were too happy, that they lived in caſe and

youth, and a violation of the laws, forbidding any tranquility, and wanted neither the neceſſaries not

one to be raiſed to the conſular dignity at that age, conveniencies of life. Hereupon concluding with

He therefore took upon him to accuſe him himſelf, himſelf, that it was not reaſonable criminals ſhould

and delivered in the ſenate a long ſpeech, which he enjoy any happineſs, as ſoon as day appeared, he

had compoſed againſt him. Domitius, inſtead of made a liſt of the moſt eminent perſons amongſt

.."; it, which, without all doubt, would have them, and diſpatched officers with orders to put them

coſt him his life, extolled the eloquence of the ſpeaker, all to death, which occaſioned an univerſal mourning

admired the propriety of his expreſſions, repeated the among the moſt illuſtrious families of Rome. At the

moſt remarkable paſſages, giving them their due head of this black liſt was Flaccus, who had been

weight, and pointing out their beauties, &c. When governor of Egypt, and confined a few months before

he was ordered to make his defence, inſtead of an- to the iſland of Andros (65). Euſebius fixes this cruel

fwering the emperor's oration, he threw himſelf at execution to the laſt year of Caius's reign (66); but

his feet, acknowledged him for his maſter in elo- Philo places it before the diſgrace of Lepidus, which

quence, and declared that he deſpiſed life after he happened this year (67).

was thus bereaved of the glory on which he piqued

(63) Tacit. annal. vi. e. 51. (64) Dio, p. 644, 645. (65) Philo in Flacc. p. 990, 991. (66) Euſb.

in chron. (67) Idem, ibid.

from
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a from the kingdom of Armenia, which had been given him by Tiberius. Vitellius was

a man of good talents and qualifications, had eminently diſtinguiſhed himſelf in the

army, and in the government of provinces, ſays Zacitus , exerciſed the integrity of

a primitive Roman. But his dread of Caligula changed him into a contemptible

ſlave, and he is handed down to poſterity as a pattern of the moſt infamous flattery.

For the firſt time Caius deigned to admit him to his preſence, he appeared before him Who forfeits his

in a modeſt dreſs, and accoſted him with the ſame ceremonies that were practiſed by'...i.the Romans, when they approached their gods, that is, having his head covered with J i &-

a veil, turning himſelf round, and then falling down proſtrate before him ". Caius

was ſo taken with this unexpected behaviour, that he not only forgave him, but

b thenceforth numbered him amongſt his moſt intimate friends. For he was the firſt who

introduced amongſt the Romans the cuſtom of approaching the emperors, as the

Parthiams and other eaſtern nations did their monarchs ". We ſhall have occaſion

to relate in the courſe of this hiſtory other inſtances of his ſlaviſh ſpirit, and ſervile ſub

miſſion. He was ſucceeded in the government of Syria by P. Petronius, of whom

hereafter. We are told, that Seneca was about this time in imminent danger of loſing

his life for no other crime, but having pleaded a cauſe in the ſenate with great elo

quence, and univerſal applauſe. This Caius, who was preſent, and pretended to

be the beſt orator of his age, could not bear, and would therefore have diſpatched

him, had he not been aſſured by one of his courteſans, that Seneca was infected with a

c diſtemper, which would ſoon corrupt his body, and put an end to his life (Q ) ".

THE laſt of Auguſt, being his birth-day, the conſuls forgot to warn the people

to obſerve it as a feſtival ; which incenſed Caius to ſuch a degree, that on the ſecond

of September he depoſed them, and cauſed their rods to be broken. This proved Caius depoſe,

ſo ſenſible a mortification to them, that one of them, not able to brook it, laid "“”

violent hands on himſelf. The pretence, which Caius took for thus ſtripping them.”

ignominiouſly of their dignity, was their obſerving the ſecond of September, the anni

verſary of the battle of Adium, as a feſtival. This indeed was cuſtomary ; but the

emperor, who was deſcended from Auguſtus by his mother Agrippina, and from

Antony by his grandmother Antonia, told his friends beforehand, that the conſuls could

d not avoid giving him on that day a favourable pretence to revenge the late affront,

either by omitting to celebrate the victory of Auguſtus, or by ſolemnizing the defeat

of Antony “. Accordingly, the conſuls having, according to cuſtom, celebrated

with the uſual ceremonies the anniverſary of the Aéliac victory, they were the ſame day

depoſed by Caius's orders, under pretence that they had ſolemnized not ſo much the

vićtory of Auguſtus, as the defeat of his great grandfather Antony. The city was then

three days without conſuls, that is, the third, fourth and fifth of September ; but

on the ſixth, Domitius Afer, and another, whoſe name has not been tranſmitted to

us, were nominated to that dignity. After this Caius forbad the boaſted victories

gained by Auguſtus in Sicily and at 4:lium to be ſolemnized for the future, ſaying, F, ti, º, ...i.

e that they had proved tragical and calamitous to the Roman people, though at the tories of Au

ſame time he gave out, that his mother Agrippina was not the daughter of Agrippa, gº.” "

but of Auguſtus by his own daughter julia. "Thus he choſe rather to aſperſe the“”

memory of his great grandfather, and owe his birth to an abominable inceſt, than

derive his pedigree from Agrippa, who was not of an illuſtrious deſcent (R) *, Dion

* Suer. in vit. c. 2.

* Dio, ibid.

* Tacit. annal. 1. vi. c. 31. * Dio, p. 661. Philo legat. p. 1 ooğ.

SUET. ibid. w Dio, p. 655. Y SUET. c. 23. * Suet. c. 23.

(Q_) Caius deſpiſed the eloquence of Seneca, tho' clamation, the knights to hear him, who never

then in great vogue, calling his writings Sand without failed to applaud him ; and indeed he well deſerved

lime. Caius himſelf was no mean orator, had a their applauſe; for though he undervalued the other

great fluency and command of words, eſpecially

when he declaimed againſt any one; and ſuch a clear

voice, and diſtinét pronunciation, that he was heard

at a great diſtance. He took great delight in writing

anſwers to ſuch orators as had performed with ap

plauſe. He often pleaded in the ſenate for or againſt

ſuch perſons of diſtinétion as were accuſed, not

being governed therein by friendſhip or enmity, but

by the ſubject; for he was ready to accuſe a friend,

or defend an enemy, according as he thought the

fubjećt moſt proper to diſplay his eloquence. When

he declaimed, he conſtantly invited, by a public pro

- (63) Stet. c. 53.

V o L. W. No 6, ? 53

liberal arts, he ſtudied eloquence with great appli

cation, and ſpoke very pertinently, eſpecially in ac

cuſing (68).

(R. He uſed to ſpeak very contemptuouſly, not

only of Agrippa, but of his great grandmother Livia

4uguſła, calling her Ulyſſem ſiolatum, that is, in our
language, an Ulyſſes in petticoats. In a letter to the

ſenate, he reflected on her pedigree, pretending that

Aufidius Lingo, her grandfather by the mother, was

but a common decurio at Fundi, though it appeared

from the public records, that he had diſcharged very

conſiderable offices at Rome (69).

69) Idem, c. 23.(69) Idem, c. 23 Caſſius
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Caſſius obſerves in this place, that Caius being jealous of the power and courage of

L. Piſo, proconſul of Africa, and probably the ſon of that Piſo, who was ſuppoſed

to have poiſoned Germanicus, took from him and his ſucceſſors the command of the

legion quartered there, and the Numidian auxiliaries, and gave it to a lieutenant.

Theſe lieutenants, by degrees, became more powerful than the proconſuls, and were

in after-ages ſtyled Counts of Africa ". . This regulation was introduced, according to

Tacitus b, one or two years before, while M. Silanus was proconſul of Africa. It is

not eaſy, nor indeed of any importance, to decide, which of theſe two writers may

be in the right.

TowARD's the end of the year, Caius undertook an expedition into Gaul under

colour of oppoſing the Germans, who were ſaid to have committed ſome hoſtilities;

but his real motive was to plunder that wealthy province, and likewiſe Spain, after

he had with extravagant tributes and taxes quite drained Italy. He never mentioned

this deſign, till going one day to Mevania, at a ſmall diſtance from Rome, to ſee

the celebrated river and foreſt of Clitumnus, he was adviſed to complete the number

of the Batavians, who were then his guards. Upon this he took a fancy to make

war upon the Germans, and without farther deliberation, ordered a great number

of legions and auxiliaries to be drawn together, new levies to be made with great dili

gence, and a prodigious quantity of proviſions to be got ready. His orders being

executed with ſurpriſing expedition, he immediately began his march, moving

ſometimes with ſuch haſte, that the praetorian cohorts were obliged, which had

never before been pračtiſed, to have their ſtandards brought after them on their

ſumpter-horſes; at other times ſo ſlowly, that he ſeemed to walk only for his

diverſion. He was carried the beſt part of the way in a litter on eight mens

ſhoulders, having ſent before meſſengers, commanding the neighbouring cities to have

their high-ways well ſwept, and watered, that he might not be troubled with duſt.

He was attended in this mock expedition by Herod king of Batanea and Trachomitis, and

by Antiochus king of Comagene, and followed by a long train of gladiators, come

dians, buffoons, looſe women, &c. with whom he ſpent his whole time *. When

he arrived at the place, where the legions were incamped that guarded the banks of

the Rhine, he reviewed his forces, which amounted to two hundred, or two hundred

and fifty thouſand men. To acquire the reputation of a ſevere and ſtrićt obſerver of

military diſcipline, he diſmiſſed with ignominy and diſgrace ſeveral old officers, who

had ſerved their time, pretending that they were unfit for the ſervice, but in reality to

exempt himſelf from the obligation of paying them the rewards due to veterans ".

He paſſed the Rhine, but after advancing a few miles into the country, he returned

without having killed or even ſeen a ſingle enemy, though one would have judged

from his mighty preparations, that he would have over-run the whole country. Tacitus

tells us, that one Brinio or Brenno, prince of the Caminefates, ridiculed with impunity

this fooliſh expedition of Caius *. And indeed, well he might ; for while he,

who had threatened the barbarians with utter deſtrućtion, was paſſing in his chariot

through a narrow lane, and his troops were forced to break their ranks on account

of the narrowneſs of the place, one happening to ſay, that great would be their

confuſion, if the enemy ſhould appear, he immediately threw himſelf out of his

chariot, mounted on horſeback, and flew back to the bridges with a deſign to repaſs

the river ; but finding them crouded with the ſervants and baggage of the army, he

His exploits.

made them hand him from one to another, and convey him over their heads, think

ing he could not too ſoon get out of the enemy’s country f. Being afterwards reco

vered from his fright, and well aſſured that there was nothing to fear, he cauſed ſome of

his German guards to croſs the Rhine, and after having concealed themſelves for ſome

time in a neighbouring foreſt, to riſe out of theirambuſcade in a great tumultand hurry;

that upon the alarm, which this would occaſion, word might be brought him, that

the enemy was at hand ; which being done accordingly, the mock hero, ſtarting up

from his dinner, and putting himſelf at the head of a party of the praetorian horſe,

haſtened to oppoſe the enemy, and advancing to the foreſt, there ſpent the remaining

part of the day in cutting down trees to erect trophies for ſo ſignal a vićtory. Upon his

return he reproached with cowardice thoſe who had not followed him, but rewarded

ſuch as had borne with him the brunt of the day with a new ſort of crowns, which,

to diſtinguiſh them from all others, he called exploratoria. But this expedition, how

a Dio, p. 656. * Tacit. hiſtor. l. iv. c. 48. * Dio, p. 656. Suet, c. 43. * Suet. c. 44.

Dio, p. 657, 658. • Tacit, hiſt, l. iv. c. 15. * Suet. c. 44 & 5 1.
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a ever glorious and ſucceſsful, not ſatisfying his martial ardor, he reſolved to ſigna

lize himſelf by ſome other ſtill more noble atchievement. With this view he

ordered ſome children, whom he kept as hoſtages, to be privately conveyed away,

and word to be brought him that they had made their eſcape; upon which he im

mediately mounted on horſeback, purſued the ſuppoſed fugitives with a detachment

of cavalry, and brought them back loaded with chains. After theſe noble atchieve

ments, he wrote a letter to the ſenate, complaining of them and the people, for

indulging themſelves in banquets, pleaſures, and diverſions, while Caſar was fight

ing, and expoſed for their ſafety to ſo many perils and hazards. But the moſt glorious

of all his exploits was his receiving under his protećtion Adminius, who being baniſhed

by his father Cinobelinus, one of the kings of Britain, fled to him with a ſmall retinue.

This ſeemed to him ſo memorable an action, that he immediately wrote boaſting Hi, oaſing
letters to the ſenate, as if he had ſubdued the whole iſland, ſtrićtly injoining the#. to the

meſſengers to ride directly through the forum to the palace, and not to deliver his

letters to the conſuls, but in the preſence of the ſenate aſſembled in the temple of

Mars. In the mean time he cauſed himſelf to be ſeven times proclaimed emperor by

his vićtorious troops on the banks of the Rhine g.

THE Gaul; would have reckoned themſelves happy, had he done them no more Hi, extortion,

harm, than he did the enemy. But his avarice, equal to his prodigality, prompted and ºrieties

him to haraſs and oppreſs that unhappy nation with ſuch extortions as reduced even "*

the moſt wealthy to beggary. Not ſatisfied with the great preſents, which he

obliged both the cities and particular perſons to make him, he cauſed the moſt wealthy

men in the province, though free from all guilt, to be accuſed of treaſon, that he

might ſeize their eſtates, which he ſold in perſon, obliging others to purchaſe them

at the price he thought fit to put upon them. Having one day loſt at dice an im

menſe ſum, he cauſed the regiſters, which ſerved for the cenſus, to be brought to

him ; and writing a liſt of thoſe who poſſeſſed the greateſt eſtates in the province,

ordered them to be immediately put to death, and ſeized all their effects h.

About this time was diſcovered a conſpiracy againſt Caius; but whether it was The conſpiracy

, real, or only ſuppoſed, is ſtill uncertain (S). , Lentulus and Getulicus were ſaid to be ºf Hºnºu.

d at the head of it. Cneius Lentulus Getulicus had commanded the legions in Higher Ger-"“”

many for the ſpace of ten years, Tiberius, not daring to remove him, as we have

related in the hiſtory of that prince's reign. But he was doomed to death by

Caius, ſays Dion , for no other crime, but becauſe he was greatly beloved by

the ſoldiery on account of his clemency and good-nature. Some monuments have

reached our times of the ſacrifices which were offered on the twenty-ſeventh of

Ośīober, by way of thankſgiving for the happy diſcovery, ſays the inſcription, of

the wicked deſigns of Cn. Lentulus Getulicus *. His employment was given to Sul

picius Galba, afterwards emperor, who the next day after his arrival in the camp,

gave ſignal inſtances of his zeal for military diſcipline, of which more in his reign.

e M. Amilius Lepidus is ſuppoſed to have been the ſon of julia, Auguſtus’s grand

daughter, and ſiſter to Agrippina the mother of Caius', who nevertheleſs condemned

him as guilty of treafon, and charged a tribune, by name Decimus, to cut off his

head " (T). At the ſame time he condemned his two ſiſters, Agrippina and Livilla clius baniſhes
- - - - - - - – his fifters,

or julia, as guilty of adultery with Lepidus, and privy to the conſpiracy; and con *:::::: and

fined them to the iſland of Pontia, adding with threats, That he had ſwords as well as

iſland; ". After this he wrote a letter to the ſenate, acquainting them that he had

eſcaped a dangerous conſpiracy, and inveighing with great bitterneſs againſt his

ſiſters, whom he was not aſhamed to charge with moſt infamous crimes. He ſent

º

& Idem, c. 44–46. Dio, p. 657. h Dio, ibid. 1 Idem ibid. * Grut. p. 117. 1 Tacit.

annai. vi. c. 3o. * Dio, p. 648. SENEc. ep. 4. * SUET. c. 29. Dio, p. 657.

(S) Dion Caſus ſpeaks of it as an imaginary con

fpiracy (24); but Suetonius ſuppoſes it to have been

a real one (25). Lipſius takes it to be that plot

which Tacitus mentions to have been diſcovered to

Caius by Anicius Cerealis (26).

(T) M. Lepidus was greatly, nay too much beloved

by Caius, if Dion does not confound him with M.

Lepidus Mneſter, the mimick, with whom Caius

maintained a ſcandalous commerce (27). AEmilius

(24) Dio, p. 657. (25) Stret, in Claud. c. 9.

was admitted by the emperor to the great employ

ments five years before the age preſcribed by the

laws; nay, we are told, that Caius promiſed to name

him for his ſucceſſor. But Lepidus, notwithſtanding

the kindneſs ſhewn him by the emperor, debauched

his two ſiſters, Agrippina and Livilla, or julia, hope

ing, as was ſuppoſed, by his familiarity with them,

to raiſe himſelf to the empire.

(16) Tacit annal. xxvi. e. *". (27) Suet, c. 36.

- three
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three daggers to Rome to be conſecrated there to Mars the avenger, with an inſcrip

tion, importing, that they had been deſigned for his deſtruction ; and obliged Agrip

pina to carry from Gaul to Rome the urn with the bones of Lepidus. He ſold all the

furniture, jewels, ſlaves, and even the freedmen of his ſiſters, after their condem

B, what vile nation. As he degraded himſelf to ſell them in perſon, he put his own price upon

*** *iſt them, and obliged the Gauls to purchaſe them. This kind of traffick proving very

”**advantageous, he ordered the rich furniture of the imperial palace, with the robes ºf

Marc Antony, of Auguſtus, of his mother Agrippina, and others of the imperial

family, to be ſent him from Rome, and ſold them in the ſame manner. So many

carriages and beaſts of burden were employed in conveying the furniture of the impé.

rial palace from Italy to Gaul, that no horſes being found to turn the mills, according

to the cuſtom of thoſe times, the city was reduced to great ſtreights for want of

bread 2. But notwithſtanding the immenſe and almoſt incredible ſums, he raiſed by

' theſe ſales, he ſtill wanted money, being no leſs boundleſs in his prodigality (U), than

iniquitous in his extortions. -

WHEN the death of Lepidus and Getulicus was known at Rome, Flavius Veſpaſianus,

then praetor, and afterwards emperor, who ſtudied to inſinuate himſelf by any means

into the emperor’s favour, was for throwing the bodies of the conſpirators into the

Tiber, and depriving them of the honour of ſepulture. Neither did the ſenate omit

New honºurs ſo favourable an opportunity of heaping new honours upon the prince ; amongſt others

ºrd him y they decreed him an ovation, and deputed his uncle Claudius, with ſeveral other per

* ſons of the firſt rank drawn by lot, to go into Gaul, and congratulate him in their

name upon the diſcovery of ſo dangerous a conſpiracy, and the deſerved vengeance he

had taken on the conſpirators. But Caius, not ſatisfied with the honours decreed him,

eſpecially with an ovation, and complaining of the ſmall nuuber of the deputies,

ordered ſome of them to return even before they entered Gaul, as if they had been .

ſpies, and received the others with great coldneſs. He chiefly reſented their ſending

his uncle, as if he were a child, and wanted a governor. He did not however

ſend him back, but treated him in a moſt ignominious manner'; nay, we are told,

that he cauſed him to be thrown into a river the moment he arrived 4. After this

the ſenate decreed him greater honours, and ſent him a more numerous deputation ;

which he received with great marks of ſatisfaction, and even went out to meet the

o SUET. ibid. P Dio, p. 658. 3 SUET. in Claud. c. 9.

(U) In luxury, ſays Suetonius (28), and extrava

gance, he far outdid al the Prodigals of his age.

He uſed baths of ſweet oils with the moſt coſtly

perfumes that could be purchaſed. At his enter

tainments he often cauſed the largeſt pear's to be

diſſolved in vinegar, to diſplay his grandeur and mag

n,ficence. Sometimes to divert himſelf with his

guſts, he cauſed empty diſhes of pure gold to be

ferved up, which he diſtributed among them, ſay

ing, that at Caſar's table their bread and meat muſt

be nothing but gold. For ſeveral days together he

took delight in throwing down from the top of a

tower conſiderable ſums among the people. He

built certain gallies of cedar, having the ſterns, which

were of ivory, adorned with precious ſtones, the

ſails of various ſilks, the cabins and galleries ſpacious

and convenient with great variety of vines, and fruit

trees, under the ſhade of which he often dined,

coaſting along the ſhore of Campania, with great

pomp and ſplendor, being entertained by the mixed

melody of voices, and all ſorts of inſtruments. In

all his buildings he confidered nothing but his own

particular fancy, and thought nothing anſwerable to

his grandeur, but what to others ſeemed impoſſible.

He raiſed pillars and towers in the ſea, cut his way

through rocks of the moſt impenetrable flint, level

led mountains, raiſed plains and vallies, &c. (29)

joſephus obſerves, that he never undertook any thing

worthy of a prince, that is, uſeful to the public,

(28) Suet. c. 37. (29) Idem, c. 29. (30) joſeph. antiq. l. xix. c. 2.

except an harbour, which he began in the neigh

bourhood of Rhegium for the convenience and ſately

of the ſhips, which conveyed corn from Alexandria

to Italy; but this he left unfiniſhed (30). Suttonius

(31) enumerates ſeveral works, which he undertoook,

but none of any uſe to the public, except a fine

aquedućt, which Claudius finiſhed fourteen years

after. Frontinus mentions another aquedućtamongſt

the works of Caius, but upon what authority we

know not. He cauſed an obelisk to be brought out

of Egypt, which Suetonius (32) calls the great obelisk,

and placed it in the circus on mount Vatican. The

ſhip, in which it was conveyed to Rome, was the

fineſt and largeſt that had ever appeared on the ſea

till Pliny's time, who tells us, that four men could

ſcarce fathom the maſt of this extraordinary veſſel

(33). He deſigned to rebuild the palace of Polytra.

tes at Samos, to finiſh the temple of Apollo Didymau,

at Miletus, and to found a new city on the top of

the Alps ; but his favourite projećt was to cut the

iſthmus of Corinth, and open a communication be

tween thoſe two ſeas; in which undertaking he was

attended with no better ſucceſs than thoſe who at

tempted it after him (34). Seneca mentions an im

menſe ſum expended by him in one banquet (35);

and Pliny ſpeaks of a ſplendid and coſtly entertain

ment, which he gave to fifteen gueſts in the hollow

of a plane-tree, framed in the form of a room(36).

(31) Suet. c. 21.

(32) Suet. in Claud. c. 2 o' (33) Plin, l, xxvi, c. 40. (34) Plin. l. iv, c. 4. Suet. c. 21. (35) Seneč.

ad Hely, c. 9. (36) Plin. l. xii. c. 1.
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º a deputies r. In the mean time proſecutions were carried on at Rome againſt the friends
‘. . ;

of Caius's ſiſters, and of thoſe who had been executed for the late conſpiracy. Several

aediles and praetors were obliged to lay down their employments, and appear before

º the ſenate in the habit of criminals. Among the reſt Sophronius Tigellinus, of whom

. we ſhall have frequent occaſion to ſpeak in the reign of Nero, was baniſhed for a

criminal correſpondence with Agrippina. Theſe proceedings terrified the ſenate, who

apprehended ſtill greater evils from a prince, who was cruel by nature, and gave

ear, as was ſuppoſed, to the pernicious counſels of the kings Agrippa and Antiochus.

Caius, after the condemnation of his ſiſters, divorced his wife Lollia Paulina to He marries

marry Milonia Caſonia, who was neither beautiful nor young, being already the mother Crſonia.

º: b of three children by another husband, who was ſtill alive. She had however a par

º ticular talent and addreſs in gaining the affections of all with whom ſhe converſed ;

º inſomuch that Caius loved her intirely, and lived longer with her than any other (W) .

He married her, according to Suetonius, the ſame day that ſhe was delivered of a

daughter, declaring himſelf her husband, and the father of the child'. But Dion

ſays, that he married her about a month before her delivery ". To the child he gave

the name of julia Druſilla, carried her to the temples of all the goddeſſes in Rome,

and put her into the arms of Minerva, as if to that powerful goddeſs he committed

the care of her education w. He laid her likewiſe at the feet of jupiter Capitolimus,

ſaying, that ſhe was common to him and jupiter, and leaving all men to judge

c which of her parents was the greateſt, from which ſhe derived the more noble origin”.

But nothing more aſſured Caius, that ſhe was his daughter, for her mother was not

renowned for her chaſtity, than her natural fierceneſs, of which ſhe ſoon gave ſuffi

º cient indications by ſcratching and tearing the faces of the little children who played

with her v. Upon her birth Caius complained of his poverty, as we have hinted His meanneſ.

ſº; s above, and obliged the people to contribute large ſums for the educating and marry

º: ing her ſuitable to her rank, which he applied to his own uſe. He likewiſe declared

º by an edići, that on the firſt of january, he intended to receive new year's gifts,

º which he did accordingly, ſtanding in the porch of his palace, while the people and

º nobility with full hands and laps poured out their preſents before him ". Auguſtus
“:

--

d had formerly received new year’s gifts, according to the Roman cuſtom, but not out
nºi: - - -- - - -

... 1: of covetouſneſs, as Caius, who is ſaid to have had ſuch a paſſion for money, that his

chief delight was to walk bare-foot, and even roll himſelf upon heaps of gold,

which he had accumulated by all manner of rapine ".

::::: TH is year the Germans, having no doubt drawn together their forces to oppoſe Gaba defeat,

º Caius, made upon his departure an inroad into Gaul; but were repulſed by Galba with the Germans.

ºr* ſuch vigour and expedition, that Caligula could not forbear commending and reward

º: ing both him and his troops, though he generally uſed, out of jealouſy and envy, to

º diſcountenance ſuch of his officers as had gained any confiderable advantage over

** the enemy. Caius, who was then in Gaul, aſſumed the whole glory of this action to

º: e himſelf, and acquainted the ſenate with it by a letter, which he ſent wrapt up in the

º: branch of a laurel, the ſymbol of vićtory, boaſting that he had utterly defeated the º

º enemy's numerous forces, and put them out of a condition of diſturbing for the future

* * the tranquillity of Gaul". Veſpaſian, then praetor, begged he might be allowed to

a tº exhibit extraordinary ſports on occaſion of ſo ſignal a victory (X). This year Herod

º: Antipas
º

... r Dio, ibid. * Dio, p. 6;8. Suet. c. 25. t SUET. ibid. u Dio, ibid. w Dio, in

º excerpt. Val. p. 673. Suet. ibid. * Joseph, antiq. l. xix. c. 1. Y SUET. ibid. * Idem

º ibid. * Idem, c. 42. * PERsius, ſatyr. 6. • Suet. in Veſp. c. 2.

º:
º

--- - -

º (W) Caſonia was daughter to Veſilia, who, if ſioned that fury and madneſs which had brought ſo

º Pliny is to be credited (37), was delivered of two many calamities upon the ſtate. Whether ſhe ad

gº: children in ſeven months time, of one in eleven, and miniſtred to him any ſuch potion, is uncertain; but

*** of Caſonia in eight. All theſe children lived, as the this ſerved as a pretence for the conſpirators to

: " ſame writer obſerves, to a competent age, and en- diſpatch both her and her daughter after the murder

:* joycd good health. Suetonius tells us, that Caſonia of Caius (39). Suetonius tells us, that the emperor

º gained and maintained the affections of Caius by her often ſhewed her to his ſoldiers habited like them,

§, monſtrous lewdneſs (38). After her husband's death and to his friends, without any garments (40).

º fhe was charged with having fixed his affection to (X) On this occaſion probably happened what we

her with an amorous potion, which affecting his read in Suetonius, viz. that Caius, upon the news of

! brain, had diſordered his underſtanding, and occa- the motions of the Germans, ſeized on all the ſhips
º V o L. V. No 6. 6 F he

!,

(37) Plin. l. vii. c. 5. (38) Suet. c. 25. (39) joſeph, ibid, c. 2. juvenal. ſatyr. 6. v. 615.

º (40) Suet. c. 25.
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jºir” Antipas was by Caius deprived of his tetrarchy of Galilee, which was given to king
* Agrippa, and baniſhed to Lions, as joſephus writes in one place", or ſent into Spain,

as he tells us in another e. Perhaps Caius, who came this year with Agrippa into

Gaul, ordered him to remove from Lions to Spain, where he died. He had enjoyed

his tetrarchy forty-eight years, during which time he built a new city in the moſt

delightful ſpot of Galilee, which from Tiberius he named Tiberias. But of his actions,

and cauſe of his diſgrace, we have ſpoken in our hiſtory of the Jews.

THE following year Caius was conſul without a collegue for the firſt twelve days,

not deſignedly, but becauſe he was not acquainted ſooner with the death of the perſon

who had been named for his collegue, and died at Rome a few days before he was to

enter upon his office f. Caius began his third conſulſhip at Lions, and it was proba

Sports exhi: bly on that occaſion that he exhibited the magnificent ſports deſcribed by Dion Caſſius

º 9* and Suetonius. At the ſame time he ordained a ſolemn contention of eloquence, both

'* in Greek and Latin, obliging thoſe, who were overcome, to give rewards to their

competitors, and to make ſome compoſition or other in their commendation. Thoſe

who gave no ſatisfaction at all were condemned to blot out with a ſponge, and even

with their tongues, what they had wrote, unleſs they choſe rather to be whipt like

ſchool-boys, or to be thrown into the Rhone 3, . Hence an ancient poet, ſpeaking

of one who was in fear, ſays, that he trembled like an orator, ready to declaim at

Lions before the altar of Auguſtus". Of this altar at Lions, and the ſports yearly

i. there in honour of the deified Auguſtus, we have ſpoken in the hiſtory of

is reign.

Caius held the conſulſhip only twelve days; and when news of his reſignation was

brought to Rome, two new conſuls, probably Publicola and Nerva (Y), were nomi

nated. The firſt decree they made was, that the anniverſary of the death of Tiberius

and Druſilla ſhould be ſolemnized in the ſame manner as that of Auguſtus. This

diſtinétion Caius had required in a letter to the new conſuls". As for Caius, he began

The murder ºf the year with the murder of Ptolemy king of Mauritania, and couſin-german to his

Ptolemy king father Germanicus (Z). He had invited him to his court, and received him at his

ºf Mauritania arrival with great demonſtrations of kindneſs; but obſerving one day, as he entered

the theatre to behold the ſports, that the luſtre of his purple drew upon him the eyes

of the whole company, he cauſed him, no doubt out of jealouſy, to be immediately

arreſted, condemned him to baniſhment, and privately ordered him to be maſſacred

on his journey K. Dion Caſſius aſcribes his death to the great riches he poſſeſſed'.

Be that as it will, the Mauritanians, upon the news of his death, revolted, being

ſtirred up by Edemon, one of the deceaſed prince's freedmen, deſirous to revenge the

death of his maſter. The inhuman and imperious tyrant cauſed likewiſe Mithridates

king of Armenia to be arreſted, but only condemned him to baniſhment. We ſhall

have occaſion to ſpeak of this prince in the following reign.

Caius's memo- Caius, before he left Gaul, gave out, that he deſigned to invade Britain, and

#: accordingly ordered his troops from all quarters to march to the Gauliſh ſhore oppoſite

...: to that iſland. He ſoon came to the place of the rendezvous himſelf, and upon his

arrival drew up his men along the coaſt, imbarqued on a magnificent galley, and

having advanced a ſmall way from the ſhore, returned ſuddenly, and aſcending his

tribunal, ordered the warlike engines to be diſpoſed in order, and to the beſt advan

* Joseph. antiq. l. xviii. c. 9. * Idem, bell. Jud. l. ii. c. 16. f Dio, p. 653. Suet. c. 17.

8 SuET. c. 2 o. * Juven. ſatyr. 1. ' Dio, p. 659. * Suet. c. 35. ' Dio, p. 659.

he could get in order to convey himſelf into the timus (42) as conſu's between the years thirty-eight

Levant, comforting himſelf with this thought, that and forty-nine of the chriſtian era, bore that dignity

he ſhould keep his tranſmarine provinces, though from the firſt of 7uly to the end of this year (43).

the enemy poſſeſſed themſelves of Italy and Rome (7) He was the ſon of Cleopatra Selene, daughter

itſelf, as the Senones had formerly done (41). of Antony, and the celebrated Cleopatra, as Germa

(Y) Onuphrius takes theſe two to be the conſu's nicus was the ſon of Antonia, daughter to the ſame

of this year, becauſe S. Proſper marks them as the Antony. juča the father of Ptolemy, was firſt king

conſuls of the foregoing year, when, according to of Mauritania, which Auguſtus made him exchange

the general opinion of the chronologers, that office for part of Getulia, and the countries formerly Pol

was diſcharged by Caius Caſar and L. Apronius Cæ- ſeſſed by Bocchus, that is, the two Mauritania's, the

fianus. The ſame writer pretends, that Sex. Nonius Tingetana, and Ceſariana (44).

Celer and junius Quintilianus, ſet down by Fron.

(41) Suet. c. 5 i. (41) Front. de aqued, p. 119. (43) Onuth in faſt. p. 198. (44) Diº,

l. lv. p. 567. Tacit. annal. l. xi. e. 5. & 23. -

tage,

3.
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a tage, the trumpets to ſound, and the ſignal of battle to be given. Neither ſoldiers

nor officers could conceive what he had in view, till at length all on a ſudden he

ordered them to gather the cockle-ſhells on the ſhore, and to fill with them their laps

and head-pieces, ſaying, Theſe are ſoils of the conquered ocean, due to the palace, due

to the capitol. Then, to reward his fellow-ſoldiers for ſo glorious a vićtory, he diſtri

buted among them a very inconſiderable ſum, bidding them be merry, and enjoy in

ſafety the rewards of their valour: and that ſo glorious a conqueſt might never be

forgot, he cauſed a high tower to be erected, according to the model of the Pharos at

Alexandria, for ſetting up lights to direct ſhips at ſea in the night ". A modern

writer " will have the tower built on this occaſion to be that which ſtands at the entry

of the port of Boulogne, and is called by the natives la tour d'ordre.

AND now Caius thought of nothing but the preparations for a triumph due to his

noble atchievements. Accordingly he wrote to his officers at Rome, injoining them to

get every thing ready for the moſt magnificent triumph that had ever been ſeen ;

but at the ſame time warning them not to put him to any extraordinary expence,

ſince every man's eſtate was at their diſpoſal. Before he left Gaul, he choſe the

talleſt men of that province, without diſtinčtion of rank or condition, to grace his

triumph, giving them German names, and obliging them to learn that language, to

let their hair grow, and colour it red, that they might paſs for Germans. He like

wiſe commanded the gallies, in which he and his chief officers had put to ſea, to be

conveyed to Rome for moſt part of the way by land *. Before he left Gaul, he took it

in his head to put thoſe legions to the ſword that had mutinied after the death of Al

guſtus, and in a manner beſieged his father Germanicus, and himſelf then an infant.

His officers, with the utmoſt difficulty, diſſuaded him from cutting them all off; but

His folly and

ambi iwn.

His cruel de

could not by any means divert him from decimating them for a crime, which had been ſº".

ſo many years before committed, and forgiven. Notwithſtanding the warm remon

ſtrances of his friends, and chief officers, he ordered them to aſſemble without arms

to receive his commands. The legionaries, not ſuſpečting in the leaſt his deſign,

readily obeyed, and in the mean time the cavalry began to ſurround them. This

gave them ſome umbrage, and many of them ſlipt away to take their arms, with a

d deſign to ſell their lives dear, in caſe any violence was offered them ; which the coward

no ſooner perceived, than he diſmiſſed the aſſembly, and fled, making what haſte

he could to reach Rome, that he might vent his rage upon the ſenate for the wronghe set out for

pretended they had done him by not decreeing him a triumph, though he had de-Rome.

clared the year before, that they had no right to decree him any honours, and that

he would puniſh them with the utmoſt ſeverity, if they pretended to aſſume it P. They

chiefly were at a loſs how to behave with reſpect to his pretended conqueſt of Britain.

To compliment him on his vićtory, looked like mockery ; on the other hand, they

were told, that he ſpoke ſeriouſly of it as a noble exploit. What reſolution they

took in the end, we find no-where recorded. Suetonius only tells us, that they diſ.

e patched an embaſſy to him, conſiſting of the moſt conſiderable men of their order,

intreating him to haſten his return to the city. The deputies met him on his journey

towards Rome, not yet recovered from his late fright, and with the utmoſt ſubmiſ

ſion preſented their requeſt to him in the name of their whole body. I will come,

anſwered Caius, 1 will come, and bring this along with me 3 laying his hand on the He threaten,

hilt of his ſword. He even declared by an edićt, which he cauſed to be ſet up in the the ſenate.

city, that he would return ; but it ſhould be only for the knights and people ; as for

the ſenate, he would for the future be to them neither a prince nor a citizen. As he

drew near Rome, he forbad any of the ſenators to meet him. He would not how

ever enter the city in triumph, but contented himſelf with an ovation, making his

f entry on the laſt of Auguſt, which was his birth-day, four months and ſome days

before his death 4. From this time he reſolved utterly to extirpate the ſenate, and

would have put his wicked deſign in execution, had he not been prevented by death.

In the four months he lived, he cauſed ſeveral ſenators of diſtinčtion to be inhumanly

murdered, one in particular for no other crime but becauſe he begged leave to ſhut his

eyes, being commanded by him, though nothing was laid to his charge, to aſſiſt at the

execution of his ſon F. For the bloody and inhuman monſter took great delight, as

we have hinted above, in thus tormenting the moſt innocent parents. It was commonly

**

reported, that he deſigned to cut off the moſt confiderable men of the ſenatorial and;: fi.
411ſea o f

"Suet. c. 46. Dio. p. 659. * Buch. de Belg. l. iv. c. 12. • Suer, c. 47. f Sutr. cruelty,

c. 43. * Svet. c. 49. * St Et. c. 17. Dio, p. 660. -

equeſtrian
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The inconſtanty

and fickleneſ,

of Caius's

temper.

equeſtrian order, and then remove the ſeat of the empire to Antium, and from thence a

to Alexandria. This report gained great credit after his death, when two books were

found in his cabinet, one with the title of gladius, the ſword, the other of pugio, the

dagger, both containing the names of many eminent perſons, whom he deſigned to

deſtroy . Theſe books were committed to the cuſtody of Prologeneſ, one of the

miniſters of his cruelty'. Beſides theſe books was found a great cheſt filled with vari

ous forts of poiſons, which being by Claudius's orders thrown into the ſea, infećted

the waters, and deſtroyed a vaſt quantity of fiſh ". However, he was ſomewhat

reconciled to the ſenate before his death on the following occaſion: Prologency, his

chief favourite, coming one day unexpectedly into the ſenate under colour of deliver.

ing ſome meſſage from the prince, and all the ſenators crouding round him to pay b

their court to him, he fixed his eyes on Scribonius Proculus, and with an angry tone;

How dare you, ſaid he, preſume to appear before me, you who are an enemy to Caeſar?

There wanted no more; the other ſenators inſtantly fell upon him with their daggers,

ſtabbed him in ſeveral places, and then delivered him over, as a public enemy, to the

mob, who tore him to pieces, and dragged his mangled members about the ſtreets,

Caius beholding with great pleaſure ſo diſmal a ſpectacle". Suetonius tells us, that this

worthy ſenator was thus inhumanly butchered, merely to ſatisfy Caius, who taking

a fancy to ſee a ſenator thus mangled, had without the leaſt provocation pitched

upon him. Neither was his cruelty ſatiated, till the limbs and bowels of the innocent

vićtim were brought before him. Being highly pleaſed with ſo diſmal a ſight, and c

the readineſs the ſenate had ſhewn to take vengeance on his ſuppoſed enemy, he

declared himſelf by a public edićt reconciled with that body *; and the ſenate on their

ſide, to acknowledge ſo great a favour, honoured him ſometimes with the title of

hero, and ſometimes of god; which ſcandalous flattery puffed him up to ſuch a degree,

that thenceforth he ſhewed himſelf more ambitious than ever of divine honours, .

puniſhing with death, or dooming to the mines, or to the drudgery of mending the

public roads, perſons of great merit and diſtinétion for neglecting to invoke his celeſtial

genius: nay, ſome for pretended offences againſt his godhead were firſt torn and

mangled with ſtripes, and then ſawed aſunder (A).

Dion Caſſius, after a long detail of his cruelties, and the diſmal effe&ts of his pride, d

avarice, lewdneſs, prodigality, &c. obſerves in this place, that he was chiefly remark

able for the inconſtancy and fickleneſs of his humour, which often hurried him in a

moment from one extreme to another ; and concludes his obſervations with the follow

ing words: Sometimes he liked to ſee his palace crouded, and ſometimes would ſee

no company, not his moſt intimate friends: he was out of humour when any petition

was preſented to him ; and more ſo, when nobody appeared to ask him any favour:

ſometimes he diſpatched buſineſs with great expedition ; at other times he was ſlow

and tedious, putting off from day to day matters which required the greateſt diſ

patch: he ſquandered away immenſe treaſures with a prodigality which knew no

bounds, and amaſſed new ſums with the moſt ſordid avarice : ſometimes he was e

pleaſed with liberty of ſpeech, and abhorred flattery; but all on a ſudden puniſhed

the leaſt liberty, and took delight in being flattered: he often pardoned thoſe who

were guilty of moſt enormous crimes, and condemned ſuch as were not charged

with any : upon ſome of his favourites he heaped honours and riches, while he

treated others, nobody knew why, with the utmoſt contempt: in ſhort, ſo change

able was his humour, ſo various and inconſiſtent was his condućt, that his moſt inti

* Idem, c. 49.

ibid. y Dio, p. 661.

(A) What Pliny relates (45), if true, might have

ſufficiently convićced him both of his folly and weak

neſs. For that writer tells us, that the laſt time he left

Rome, as he went by ſea from Aſura to Antium, his

galley, which was attended by many others, ſtopt

all on a ſudden; and while the other veſſ.ls purſued

their courſe, continued immoveable in ſpite of the

utmoſt efforts of four hundred rowers. The whole

company were greatly ſurpriſed, as we may well

imagine, at ſuch an extraordinary accident, and many

of the mariners threw themſelves into the ſea to

t Dio, ibid. tº SUET, ibid.

>

w Idem, c. 28. Dio, ibid. x SUET.

find out the cauſe of it; when they diſcovered a

fiſh about half a foot in length, which ſeemed to

be of the ſnail kind, faſtened to the keel of the

royal galley. This is the fiſh, to which the Greeks

have given the name of echeneis, and the Latins that
of remora. It was brought to Caius, who inſtead

of acknowledging his folly, in pretending to be

equal in power to the gods, foamed with rage upon

his reflecting that ſo É. a creature had thus bid

defiance to ſo mighty a prince, to the lord of the
univerſe.

(45) Plin, l, xxxi. s. 1.

mate
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a mate friends were at a loſs what they ſhould do, what they ſhould ſay to pleaſe

him, ſeeing he was often affronted with what he had taken delight in a few hours

before (B). -

The following year Caius entered upon his fourth conſulſhip, having Cn. Sextius

Saturninus for his collegue, but held it only to the ſeventh of january, when he

reſigned the faſces to Quintus Pomponius Secundus. Rome had now for the ſpace of

near four years groaned under the oppreſſions of the moſt cruel and inhuman tyrant

that had ever been inveſted with power ; when at length a bloody doom overtook

the author of ſo much blood-ſhed and ſlaughter. The conſpiracy, which for the preſent

put an end to the public evils, was chiefly formed, carried on, and executed by

Caſſius Charea, tribune of a praetorian cohort, who had ſignalized himſelf in a very

eminent manner, as we have already obſerved, in the beginning of Tiberius's reign,

when the legions in Germany revolted. As he was a man of no leſs probity than bra

very, the hatred he bore Caius on account of his cruelties and extortions, firſt inſpired

him with the deſign of ridding the world of ſo great a plague. He was already

reſolved to reſign his employment, and ſpend the remaining part of his life in retire

ment, when he received a commiſſion from Caius to gather the taxes; for no com

modity eſcaped without paying ſome tax or other, and the emperor levied them not

by the publicans, as was uſual, but by the centurions and tribunes of the praetorian

cohorts, that they might reap the advantages thence accruing. In this commiſſion

Charea, who was naturally compaſſionate, acquitted himſelf more to the ſatisfaction

of the oppreſſed people, than of the emperor, who thereupon reproached him with

want of ſpirit; and conceiving an averſion to him, took pleaſure in expoſing him to

the deriſions of the ſoldiery. For though he was a man of great courage and reſo

lution, yet from his manner of ſpeaking, and the tone of his voice, no one would

have taken him, ſays Seneca -, for a perſon of that extraordinary bravery, which he

ſhewed on all&º without betraying the leaſt concern in the greateſt dangers.

Caius, now incenſed againſt him, laid hold of his outward appearance to reproach

him with effeminacy and cowardice, and rally him as one more fit to converſe with

women, than command men. When it was his turn to come for the parole, the

d emperor, by way of rallery, gave him always either ſome obſcene word, or the name

of ſome famous proſtitute; inſomuch that the ſoldiers could not forbear laughing when

he brought them the parole, and often diverted themſelves with gueſſing what word

Charea would bring. But as he was a man of too great ſpirit to put up ſuch groſs

affronts, he reſolved to convince the emperor how undeſervedly he was taxed by him

with effeminacy, and want of courage. Having therefore determined to be revenged

at all adventures on the tyrant for thus attempting to blacken, with his unſeaſonable

ſarcaſms, the reputation he had deſervedly acquired by his gallant behaviour, he im

parted his deſign to ſome of his intimate friends, and only waited for a favourable

opportunity of putting it in execution. In the mean time a ſenator of great diſtinc

e tion, named Propedius, was accuſed by one Timidius of havinguttered injurious ſpeeches

againſt Caius. The only evidence produced againſt him was Quintilia, a celebrated

comedian ; but ſhe, when ſummoned to appear before the judges, declared, that ſhe

had heard no ſuch ſpeeches. Hereupon Timidius requiring that ſhe might be exa

mined by torture, Caius ordered Chaerea to ſee her immediately put upon the rack.

joſephus tells us, that the tyrant commonly charged Charea with commiſſions of this

nature, being perſuaded, that to avoid the imputation of faint-heartedneſs, that is,

* Idem, p. 641–644.

(B) This is intirely agreeable to what we read in

Philo, who was well acquainted with Caius's ſtrange

and variable humour. #. was no depending, ſays

that writer, upon the kindneſs and good-will he

ſhewed you, however great, and in appearance ſin

cere. When he had granted a favour, he ſoon re

pented, and recalled it ; may his benefits were often

the fore-runners of greater evils. Thus he frequently

ſet at liberty ſuch as were confined for crimes real

or ſuppoſed, and ſoon after ordered them to be drag

ged back to the place of their confinement without

any new guilt, telling them, to increaſe their former

miſeries, that now they were to expect no mercy.

V o L. V. Nº 7.

(46) Philo legat. p. 1039.

6 G

* SENEc. ad Ser. c. 18.

Many he condemned only to baniſhment, when they

expected nothing but a cruel death; then repenting

of his clemency, he cauſed them to be executed in

the place of their exile. His bounties he often re

voked, obliging thoſe, who had received them, to

refund them with uſury. Several of his chief favou

rites he reduced to beggary, that they might not be

tempted to retire, and enjoy the wealth which they

acquired. Thus the very favours he beſtowed were
in the end attended with the ruin of thoſe who re

ceived them, and therefore no leſs dreaded than his

reſentment (46).

of

4 conſpiracy

formed againſt

im.

CaſſiusChaerea

at the head of

the conſpiracy.

What provoked

him againſt

Caius.
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of good-nature, he would take care to execute them with extraordinary ſeverity b, a

But he was never ſo much at a loſs how to behave as on this occaſion; for Quintilia was

Privy to the conſpiracy; whence he was afraid ſhe might diſcover it upon the rack, if

tortured without compaſſion; on the other hand, to ſhew any mercy to her, might

The conſtancy of coſt him his life. But Quintilia herſelf delivered him from his uneaſineſs; for meet
Quintilia,

He gains ſeve

ral perſons of

sºftinction.

ing, as ſhe was led to the torture, one of the conſpirators, ſhe trod upon his foot,

giving thereby to underſtand, that no torments ſhould extort from her a diſcovery of

the plot. And truly ſhe bore the rack with unparallelled conſtancy, without ſuffering

a ſingle word to eſcape her, in prejudice, either of Propedius, or the conſpirators, though

ſhe was reduced to ſo deplorable a condition, that Caius himſelf, when ſhe was brought

back to him, being moved with pity, and admiring her reſolution, ordered her a b

fum of money, and diſmiſſed Propedius untouched. As for Charea, he was ſo

affected with the conſtancy of Quintilia, and the torments ſhe had ſuffered, of which

he had himſelf been the miniſter, that he immediately imparted his deſign to Papi

mius and Clemens, the former a tribune, as he was himſelf, of one of the pratorian

cohorts, and the latter the commander of the whole body, encouraging them to exert

their bravery, and deliver Rome and the world from ſo bloody a tyrant, who employed

them not as the officers of his guards, but as his executioners. They both approved

of the deſign ; but Clemenſ, deſiring to be excuſed from bearing any ſhare in the

execution of it on account of his age, promiſed to aſſiſt them with his advice; and

taking his leave, left them under no ſmall anxiety and apprehenſion of his betraying c

the ſecret (C). Charea therefore, without loſs of time, had recourſe to Cornelius

Sabinus, tribune likewiſe of a praetorian cohort, whom he knew to be a man of

great courage, a lover of liberty, and conſequently highly diſſatisfied with the

adminiſtration of Caius. Sabinus had formed the ſame deſign, but had not yet made

any one privy to it for fear of being diſcovered. He therefore readily joined Charea,

and with him went immediately to ſound Annius Minucianus, or, as others call him,

P'inicianuſ, a ſenator of great diſtinétion and merit, and mortally hated by Caius, who

ſuſpected him ever ſince the conſpiracy of Lepidus, with whom Minutiamus had lived

in cloſe confidence. After the uſual ceremonies were over, Minucianus asked Charea,

JWhat was the parole for that day ? which he taking for a ſufficient declaration of his d

intention, Do you, ſaid he, without any further preamble, but give me the word

liberty, and under your conduff I’ll revenge my private injuries, and the public calamities:

do you but give me the word of command, and Rome ſhall no longer groan under the oppreſ:

fions of an inſulting tyrant. At theſe words, which Charea uttered with great vehe

mence and ardor, Minucianus embracing him, commended his reſolution, exhorted

him to purſue his deſign, and promiſed to aſſiſt to the utmoſt of his power both with

his ſword and counſel (D). -

THE number of the conſpirators increaſed daily, which retarded the execution of

the deſign, ſome of them being over-cautious, leſt they ſhould miſcarry in an enter

rize, on the ſucceſs of which depended their ſafety, and the welfare of their country, t

f the attempt, ſaid they, ſhould not ſucceed, we ſhould ſoon ſee every houſein the

city floating in blood. Not our lives only, but thoſe of our wives, children, friends,

- * Joseph. l. xix. c. 1.

(C) Clemens ſeems to have had no ſhare in the

execution of the deſign; ſince Mucianus in conferring

after his death the command of the praetorian co

horts upon his ſon Clemens Arrerinus, told him, that

his father had with honour and reputation diſcharged

that office under Caius (47). And yet Dion Caſſius

names amongſt the conſpirators, Calinus, , one of

Caius's freedmen, and the commander of the prae

torian guards (48); and Suetonius tells us, that the

conſpiracy was not executed without the concur

rence of the moſt conſiderable amongſt the empe

ror's freedmen, and of the officers of his guards,

who joincid the other conſpirators the more readily,

becauſe they found themſelves ſuſpected and hated

by Caius ever ſince the conſpiracy of Lepidus (49).

As for the emperor's freedmen, joſephus aſſures us,

(47) Tacit. hiſ?. l. iv, c. 68.

#: ) (; 1) Idem ibid.

(48) Dio, l. lix. p. 662.

that Calixtus, the moſt wealthy amongſt them, fº.

voured the conſpiracy, being well appriſed that he

could by no other means eſcape the cruelty of Caiuſ,

and enjoy the immenſe wealth he had unjuſtly ac

quired (fo).

(D) joſephus tells us, that as Charea was about

this time entering the ſenate, no doubt to attend

Caius, for he was no ſenator, he heard avoice, which

ſeemed to come from ſome one in the croud, en

couraging him to diſpatch what he deſigned, and

aſſuring him, that heaven favoured his deſign. He

was at firſt afraid, leſt ſome of his aſſociates had be

trayed the ſecret ; but afterwards concluded, that

either one of his friends, or ſome divinity, puſhed

him forward to the ſpeedy execution of his pur

poſe (; 1).

(49) Suet. c. 56. (ſo) joſºph.

relations,
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a relations, and acquaintance, are at ſtake. We muſt expećt no mercy from ſo cruel

and inhuman a tyrant, who will take care to guard himſelf well for the future againſt

any attempts of the like nature. Let us not therefore be over-haſty, but patiently

wait for ſuch an opportunity, as may promiſe certain ſucceſs to our undertaking.

Charea did not reliſh this ſpeech ; to him every opportunity ſeemed favourable: as Hi intrepidity

he was not in the leaſt ſuſpećted by Caius, he offered to diſpatch him, when he went” rºuti".

up to the capitol to offer ſacrifices for his daughter, or when in his palace he aſſiſted

at certain religious ceremonies, which he himſelf had inſtituted. He was for throw

ing him down headlong from the top of the julian baſilic, whence he uſed to ſcatter

money among the populace; but the reſt of the conſpirators, thinking they could not

b uſe too much caution, did not judge any of theſe opportunities ſufficiently ſafe and

proper for the execution of their deſign. However, they all agreed at laſt to make

the attempt during the ſports, which were to be exhibited in honour of Auguſtus in the

palace on the twenty-firſt of january, and the three following days ; for after theſe

ſports, Caius was to leave Rome, and repair to Alexandria, probably to plunder the

wealthy kingdom of Egypt, as he had done the other provinces of the empire (E).

But notwithſtanding their agreement, and the reſolution they had all ſhewed at their

laſt meeting, they were ſtill for putting off the attempt ; but Charea, having called

them together on the third day of the ſports, exhorted them not to let ſlip the preſent

opportunity, repreſented the dangers to which their irreſolution expoſed them, and

° by a ſpeech full of noble and generous ſentiments, inſpired them with ſuch courage,

that they unanimouſly agreed at all adventures to make the attempt the next day,

when Charea was by good luck to be upon guard, and conſequently to receive of the

emperor, according to cuſtom, the parole with the ſword by his ſide " (F). Caius A day fixed

came that day, the twenty-fourth of january, more early than uſual, to the theatre, “tº ſº...?".

and appeared, contrary to his cuſtom, gay, affable, and good-humoured ; inſo

much that the ſpectators were greatly ſurpriſed at his obliging behaviour, and the com

laiſance he ſhewed to all who approached him. After he had ſacrificed to Auguſtus,

in whoſe honour the ſports were exhibited, he took his place, having his friends and

favourites about him, and Charea with the other officers that day upon guard at ſome

d diſtance behind him. When the ſports began, one Bathybius, who had been praetor,

happening to ſit by a conſular of his acquaintance, named Cluvitus, for at theſe ſhews

there was no diſtinétion of places, he asked him ſoftly, Whether he bad heard any news &

None at all, anſwered Cluvitus: But I can tell you ſomething, replied Bathybius, to which

you are perhaps a ſtranger; in the piece, which is to be aſſed to day, will be repreſented

the death of a tyrant. Cluvitus anſwered with a verſe out of Homer, which he whiſ

pered in his friend’s ear ; Silence, left ſome of the Greeks ſhould over-bear use. Hiſtorians

obſerve, that this was the day, on which Philip, king of Macedon, was ſlain by Pau

ſamias, as he was entering the theatre to behold the ſame tragedy that was ačted before

Caius d. Another piece was to be exhibited in the night, repreſenting ſome fabulous

e accounts of the infernal regions • for Caius, who took great delight in ſuch repre

ſentations, declared, that as this was the laſt day, the ſports ſhould continue all

night, with a deſign, as was believed, to appear on the ſtage himſelf, and there

diſplay his skill and addreſs in dancing, in which he took great pride (G) f. About

noon,

- * Idem ibid. & Suer. c. 57.

f Dio, p. 663.

* Joseph, antiq. l. xix. c. 1. * Idem ibid. * Suer, ibid.

(E) It was perhaps at theſe ſports, that Cains, then at leiſure to examine him, ordered him to be

tranſported with rage againſt jupiter, becauſe the

noiſe of thunder prevented him from hearing the

aćtors, threw out moſt dreadful blaſphemics againſt

heaven, and impiouſly defied#. himſelf, with

theſe words ; Diſpatch me, or T’ll diſpatch you (75);

for he fooliſhly perſuaded himſelf to be upon a level

with, and equal in power to, the greateſt of the gods.

This monſtrous impiety, ſays Seneca, probably ani

mated the conſpirators with new courage.

(F) Dion Caffus tells us, that on the twenty-fourth

of january, the day on which Caius was killed, an

Egyptian, by name Apollones, was brought to him,

having been ſent out of Egypt to Rome for pretend

ing to foretel the emperor's death. Caius not being

(75) Senec. de ira, l. i., c. 16. (76) Dio, p. 663,

kept under cloſe confinement till the ſports were

over. But he being killed in the mean time, the

Egyptian was after one day's confinement ſet at li

berty (76), Suetonius mentions many prodigies,

to warn the emperor of his approaching end ;

amongſt the others he tells us, that Caius being ad

moniſhed by the oracle at Antium to be upon his

guard againſt Caffus, he immediately ſent aſſaſſines

to murder Caſſius Longinus, at that time proconſul

of Aſia, not remembering that Charea was likewiſe

named Caſſius (77).

(G) He was, ſays Suetonius, an excellent fencer,

dancer, and charioteer; he ſometimes danced on the

ſtage, and frequently before his friends in ther;
nº:

(77) Suet. c. 57.

ting Caius to

death.
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ſelf with ſome nouriſhment, Charea ſtole out with a deſign to fall upon him as he paſſed

from the theatre to his apartment. But Caius, contrary to his cuſtom, ſhewed no

inclination to leave the ſports, telling thoſe who ſat by him, that fince it was the laſt

day of the ſhews, he had a mind not to bathe till they were over. At the ſame time

he called for ſome refreſhment, which he ſhared with thoſe who were about him,

amongſt the reſt with Pomponius Secundus, then conſul, who ſat at his feet, and often

kiſſed them. Minucianus, who was next to him, and had ſeen Chárea go out, roſe

up with a deſign to go out and acquaint the tribune with the emperor's reſolution. But

Caius taking hold of his robe, Sit ſtill, my friends, ſaid he, in a very obliging man

ner; you ſhall go out with me. Minucianus, as it were, out of reſpect, ſat down again,

but ſoon after roſe up and went out; neither did Caius offer to detain him, thinkin

he went away upon ſome neceſſary occaſion, and would ſoon return. He found Chitré.

waiting in the entry, which led to the theatre, and acquainted him with the emperor's

reſolution. Hereupon the reſolute tribune thought it adviſeable to fall upon him in

the theatre, rather than let ſlip the preſent opportunity, and offered to go in imme

diately, and ſtab him in his feat. Minucianus, and ſuch of the conſpirators as were

with him, for ſome of them were in the theatre, expecting the ſignal, approved of

Charea's bold propoſal, who was thereupon entering the theatre, when word was

brought him, that the emperor, at the perſuaſion of Ampronas, and ſome others, who

were privy to the conſpiracy, had changed his mind, and was coming out. The

conſpirators immediately drew together, and under pretence of clearing the way for

the emperor, removed ſuch as they imagined would lend him any aſſiſtance. Caius at

length came out, his uncle Claudius and M. Vinicius, who had married his ſiſter julia,

walking before him, with ſome perſons of great diſtinétion. When he entered the

palace, inſtead of going ſtrait to his apartment, as he uſually did, and following his

officers and attendants, he turned unexpectedly into a gallery, which led to a private

apartment, to ſee there certain youths who had been ſent him out of Aſia to ačt and

dance upon the ſtage, and were juſt then arrived. He was ſo pleaſed with them, that

he would have immediately returned with them to the theatre, being impatient to ſee

them perform, had not the chief of them complained, that he was cold, and begged d

leave to warm himſelf firſt f. While he was entertaining himſelf with the Aſiatic

youths, Charea came for the parole, and Caius gave him one, as uſual, reflecting on

his effeminacy, and want of courage. Charea returned him a ſmart anſwer; and at

the ſame time drawing his ſword, diſcharged a great blow at him, and wounded him

in the neck. Though the wound did not prove mortal, yet we cannot give credit to

thoſe, who would make us believe, that Charea did not, as he might, diſpatch him

at one blow, left he ſhould be too ſoon out of his pain g. Caius, ăruck with amaze.

ment at the boldneſs of the tribune, had not preſence of mind enough to call for

aſſiſtance ; however, he attempted to fly ; but Cornelius Sabinus, having puſhed him

down upon his knees, Charea with another blow broke his jaw-bone; then the reſt of t

the conſpirators ruſhing in, diſpatched him with thirty wounds, he for ſome time

crying out, I am ſtill alive 3 and the conſpirators, Repeat, repeat the blow ; which

was the ſignal agreed on. We are told, that Aquila was the perſon who gave him

the wound, that put an end to his life. Some of the conſpirators took delight in

mangling his body even after his death ; nay, they are ſaid to have carried their rage

to ſuch a height, as to cut off and eat pieces of his fleſh" (H).

noon, when the emperor uſed to withdraw for a ſhort time to bathe and refreſh him- a

Such

f Joseph. ibid. Suet. c. 58. Dio, p. 663.

One night, while he was in that humour, he ſent

for three grave conſulars, cauſed them to be awaked

out of their ſleep, and by his guards hurried away

to his palace, where while they were waiting in a

reat hall, and trembling in apprehenſion of imme

diate death, they ſuddenly heard a great noiſe of

muſical inſtruments, and at the ſame time ſaw the

emperor come leaping out in a long robe, to diſ

lay before them his skill and addreſs in dancing.

hen he was tired, he withdrew, and ſent the three

conſulars word, that they might, when they pleaſed,

return home. He took ſuch pleaſure in ſeeing

Mneſter, the famous mimic, dance, that he puniſhed,

(78) Idem, c. 54.

s vide Joseph, ibid. * Dio, p. 663.

with great ſeverity, ſuch as gave him the leaſt di

ſturbince: a Roman knight making ſome noſ. while

he was dancing, the emperor immediately ſent him

word by a centurion to depart that inſtant for Oſſia,

and there wait for a letter, which he ſhould ſoon

ſend after him for Ptolemy king of Mauritania. The

knight obeyed, croſſed over to Africa, and preſented

the letter to Ptolemy, who could not forbear laugh

ing in reading it for it cohtained only the follow

ing words; Tº the bearer do neither goodnor evil (78).

(H) Some writers quoted by Suetonius (79), ſay,
that while he was ſpeaking with the Aſiatic youths,

Chºrea came behind him, and gave him a moral
wound

(79) Idem, c. 58.
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º a Such was the end of Caius Cæſar Caligula, the fourth emperor of Rome, a prince

: ſo monſtrouſly wicked, that nature, ſays Seneca, ſeemed to have brought him forth,

º to ſhew what miſchief could be effected by the greateſt vices, ſupported by the greateſt

authority ". His death happened on the twenty-fourth of january , ſo that he

reigned but three years, nine months, and twenty-eight days, according to thoſe

who fix the death of Tiberius on the twenty-ſixth of March; or three years, ten months,

and eight days, if we ſuppoſe him, as ſome do, to have begun his reign on the ſix

teenth day of the ſaid month. He had lived, according to Suetonius', twenty-nine

years; according to others, twenty-eight years, four months, and twenty-four days F.

Of the confuſion and diſorders attending his death we ſhall ſpeak in the following reign.

b His body remained in the place where he had been aſſiſſinated, till the night was far

ſpent, when it was privately conveyed to the Lamian gardens, where, being half

burnt upon a pile erected in haſte, it was without any ſolemnity, or even ceremonies,

committed to the earth. This laſt duty was paid him, according to the Roman His body pri

writers, by his wife Caſonia ; but, according to Joſephus, by king Agrippa, who, *, r*.

mindful of the obligations he owed him, cauſed his body to be conveyed away, left ºft.

it ſhould be inſulted by the incenſed populace. Some time after his ſiſters, being -

returned from baniſhment, took it up again, burnt it to aſhes, and ſolemnly interred

it. Suetonius affirms as a thing not to be doubted of, that thoſe who had the care of

the above-mentioned gardens, were frightened with dreadful apparitions ſo long as

c the body remained there ; and that in the apartment, where he was murdered, a

frightful noiſe was heard every night, till it was burnt down to the ground'. Charea,

to extirpate the whole race of the tyrant, ſent the night after his death a centurion,

or rather a tribune, by name julius Lupus, to diſpatch his wife Caſonia, and with her

his only daughter, an infant ; the tribune ſtabbed without mercy the mother, and

taking the innocent child out of the cradle, daſhed her brains out againſt a wall".

The ſenate, even after Claudius was raiſed to the empire, were for declaring Caius

infamous. This Claudius, who was his uncle, would not allow ; but nevertheleſs

ordered all his ſtatues to be pulled down and broken, diſannulled moſt of his ačts,

and gave his aſſent to a decree of the ſenate, commanding his money to be melted

d down, that both his name and features might be unknown to future ages ".

A s we have hitherto had no opportunity to ſpeak of Claudius, who ſucceeded his The birth, edu.

º nephew, but had led a retired life till he was raiſed to the empire, it may not be im- ºc. ºfº: proper to premiſe to the hiſtory of his reign a ſuccinét account of his birth and edu- Claudius.

º cation, of his good and evil qualities, and alſo of his wives, children, and freedmen,

sº whom we ſhall have frequently occaſion to bring upon the ſtage. Claudius was born

:::::: at Lions on the firſt of Auguſt, Iulus Antonius and Fabius Africanus being conſuls, ſo

rtº that this year he was in the fiftieth of his age". He was named Tiberius Claudius

tº:- Nero Druſus Germanicus P. Upon his acceſſion to the empire, he aſſumed the names

º, of Caeſar and Auguſtus, as did likewiſe all his ſucceſſors; by which means the name

ſº e of Caſar, which was peculiar to the julian family, became a title of dignity, and

(r. 3 was given to the preſumptive heirs of the empire; whereas that of Auguſtus was a

zº mark of the ſovereign power. As for the name of Julius, it was quite laid aſide,

gº and never after aſſumed by any of the emperors 4. Claudius was, by his mother An

tº tonia, the grandſon of Marc Antony and Oßlavia, fiſter to Auguſtus, and by his father

}:ſ: Druſus, who died in Germany, the grandſon of Livia Auguſta, and conſequently nephew

to Tiberius, brother to Germanicus, and uncle to Caius. However, no one imagined

§§ he would ever have attained to the ſovereign power till the very day he was inveſted

with it, all men being rather deſtined to the empire, to uſe the expreſſion of Tacitus,

.# than he for whom fortune, or rather providence, reſerved it in the dark . For

* * SENEc. de ira. | Suet. c. 59. * CleM. ſtrom. l. i. p. 539. Eutrop. in vit. Claud.

sº * SueT. c. 59. m Idem ibid. Dio, p. 663. Joseph. ibid, c. 2. * Joseph, ibid. Dio, p. 667.

º * SUET. in Claud. c. 2. P Suet. ibid. Dio, p. 665. * Vide Goltz. p. 140. * Tacit.

º: annal. l. iii. c. 18.

I. :

º wound on the head, ſaying, Mind this ; after which hereupon Caius turning about, Charea cut off his

º Cornelius Sabinus ran him through the body. Others, jaw at one blow, and ſtruck him to the ground.

º cited by the ſame writer, tell us, that Sabinus coming The other conſpirators then ruſhed in, and diſpatched

º for the parole, and Caligula giving him the word him (82).

º jupiter, Charea cried out, Be ſure to remember it :

...”

º (80) Idem ibid.
-

º Wo L. W. No 6. 6 H being
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thereby ſo weakened both in his body and mind, that he was looked upon as in

capable of any public employment, and long after he was of age kept under a

governor, of whom he complained in a book, which he publiſhed, as of a barbarous

and unmannerly perſon, who had been formerly a groom, and was ſet over him on

purpoſe to plague and chaſtiſe him upon every trivial occaſion. His mother Antonia

uſed to call him a human monſter, juſt begun by nature, but never finiſhed ; and when

ſhe upbraided any one with dulneſs and ſtupidity, her common expreſſion was, You

are as ſtupid as my ſon Claudius: his grandmother Livia could not bear the fight of

him: his nephew Caligula, when he had butchered many of his kindred, ſaved him

purely for a laughing-ſtock; he was held in the ſame contempt by his ſiſter Livilla,

by Auguſtus, and all his family (I): the kindeſt word Auguſtus gave him was, that

of Miſellus, poor wretch "... Being thus deſpiſed, and utterly neglected by his own

relations, he became the jeſt of the court (K), and was treated even by the freedmen

of his uncle and nephew with the greateſt diſreſpečt imaginable (L). He was not only

being very ſickly during the whole time of his childhood and minority, he was a

(I) Suetonius, to ſhew us what opinion Auguſtus

entertained of Claudius, produces ſeveral of the let

ters to Livia concerning him : I have, ſays he, in

one, my dear Livia, adviſed with Tiberius according

to your deſire, about what is to be done with your

nephew Tiberius, that is, Claudius, at the ſolemnity

of Mars. We are both of opinion, that we muſt reſolve,

without further delay, what courſe to take with him ;

if his weakneſs is not very remarkable, we ought, with

out all doubt, to advance him by the ſame ſteps and

degrees by which his brother was raiſed. But if we

find any weakneſs or incapacity in his body or mind, we

mitſ not give occaſion to the world to mock and deride

60th him and as : it is now time to deliberate and

conclude whether he is capable of public employments

or not. I think it would not be amiſ, to charge him,

at the approaching ſolemnity of Mars, with the care of

entertaining the prieſts, upon condition, that heſuffers

himſelf to be directed by the ſon of Silanus his kinſman,

who will inſtruct him, and prevent his doing any thing

notoriouſly ridiculous. But I am utterly againſt his

ſºeing the Circenſian games from ſo conſpicuous a place

as the pulvinar, becauſe he will be there expoſed to

the eyes of the whole theatre. . Neither would I have

him to attend his brother on the feria: Latinae to mount

Albanus; and as to the government of the city, during

his brother's abſence, I do not think him at all quali.

fied for ſuch an employment. Thus, my dear Livia,

I have declared my opinion, which is, that we defer

no longer, but come to a final reſolution, whether we

are to raiſe him or no. This part of my letter you may

ſhºw, if you pleaſe, to Antonia. In another he writes

thus ; During your abſence, I ſhall conſtantly invite

young Tiberius to my table, that he may not ſup with

his Sulpitius and Athenodorus : I wiſh the poor child

would propoſe to himſelf the example ofſome well-bred

perſon, and imitate him in his geſture, habit, and

mien fºr though he is not much effeemed by men of

penetration, yet he is not without ſome noćle ſenti

ments. And in a third; May I die, my dear Livia, ſays

he, if I am not amazed how your nephew Tiberius

could give me ſo fullſatisfaction in his declamation ; it

is ſurpriſing, that a perſon who talk ſo ill, ſhould write

and declaim ſo well. Auguſtus, well appriſed of the

weakneſs of his underſtanding, honoured him with

no other dignity but that of augur, and in his laſt

will mentioned him only amongſt his third heirs,

who were noways related to him, and left him but

a legacy of eight hundred feſterces. His uncle Ti

&erius honoured him with the conſular ornaments,

but never allowed him to diſcharge the office of

conſul; and when the young prince importuned him

for ſonic real preferment, he wrote him word, that

(81) Idºm, c. 1-7. Diº, p. 665.

(85) Aurel. Wºł. c. 3.
-

(S2) Suet,

his relations.

* Suet. c. 2. & 3.

he had ſent him forty pieces of gold againſt the Sa

turnalia, or feaſts of Saturn, for play-money, and to

lay out as he pleaſed, in the Sigillaria, which was

a kind of fair after the Saturnalia, laſting ſeven days,

and ſo called from the little images and puppets, in

Latin, Sigilla, which were then ſold. Upon this

anſwer, Claudius, laying aſide all hopes of riſing to

any conſiderable employment in the ſtate, betook

himſelf to a retired life, ſpending his time with per

ſons much below his rank, either in the gardens he

had in the ſuburbs, or at his country-houſe in Cam

pania, where he gave himſelf intirely up to gaming

and drinking, diverſions ſuitable to the low company

he kept. However, the ſenate, in conſideration of

his high birth, paſſed a decree, enacting, that he

ſhould be added, above the limited number, to the

college of the prieſts of Auguſtus, into which none

had ever before been admitted but by lot; that a

houſe belonging to him, which had been burnt down

to the ground by accidental fire, ſhould be rebuilt

at the public charge; and that he ſhould have a vote

in the ſenate, and deliver his opinion amongſt the

conſulars. But this decree did not take place, Tibe

rius alledging againſt his voting in the ſenate, the

weakneſs of his underſtanding, and promiſing to

make good at his private expence the loſſes he had

ſuſtained by fire. Nevertheleſs Tiberius in his laſt

will named him amongſt his heirs, and left him a

legacy of about two millions of ſeſterces (81).

(K) Suetonius tells us, that if he happened to

come to table, when the other gueſts had taken their

places, no one ſhewed him the leaſt civility, but

diverted themſelves with ſeeing him running about

the table to find out a place; if he refreſhed himſelf,

as he uſually did after meals, with a ſhort repoſe,

they took pleaſure in throwing the ſtones of olives,

and dates at him ; ſometimes they awaked him with

the blow of a rod, or whip; and ſometimes, while

he was aſleep, they put his ſandals upon his hands,

that when he waked, he might rub his face with

them (82).

(L.) He was, as Dion Caſus obſerves, ſo noto

riouſly neglected, that notwithſtanding the prero

gative of his birth, he did not riſe above the rank

of a knight, till the age of forty-ſix years, when his

nephew Caius created him ſenator, in order to honour

him with the conſulate (83). Nevertheleſs to this

contempt and negleót was owing the power he ac

quired ; for Caius would never have ſpared him,

had he imagined him capable of aſpiring at it (84).

Beſides, the baſe treatment he met with moved both

the people and ſoldiery to compaſſion, and procured

him their affections (85).

c. 8. (83) Dio, p. 644. (84) Idem, P. 6;8.

deſtitute
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a deſtitute of parts, but moreover extremely timorous ; inſomuch that there was no acci. His timerouſ.

dent ſo trivial, no man, woman, ſlave, or child, ſo contemptible, as not to frighten "ºf.

him, and when frightened, he was altogether incapable of reaſoning. This timo

rouſneſs was owing to his education ; for he was brought up amongſt women and

freedmen, and obliged from his infancy to depend intirely upon them, and ſubmit

to their will and pleaſure, without having any paſſions, or even diſcernment of his

own He gave out after he came to the throne, that in the reigns of Tiberius and

Caius he had counterfeited folly to eſcape their cruelty; but his condućt too plainly

ſhewed, that it was not aſſumed, but real ". Suetonius taxes him with being naturally

cruel w, while others aſcribe to his wives and freedmen, the many executions, of which

b we ſhall have occaſion to ſpeak in the hiſtory of his reign. Though he had many

great faults, yet when compared with Tiberius or Caius, he did not paſs for a bad

emperor *. From his childhood he applied himſelf to the ſtudy ofthe liberal ſciences,

and gave frequently public teſtimonies of his proficiency in them y. He arrived at no His learning,

ſmall perfection in oratory, and his diſcourſe was not without elegance, when it was

the reſult of ſtudy. He was well skilled both in the Latin and Greek tongues, wrote

ſeveral books (M), and added three letters to the ancient alphabet (N), which

however continued in uſe no longer than his reign ". Seneca commends his works,

and ſpeaks of him as an encourager of learning . As to his perſon, he was tall, and His perſon.

well ſhaped ; but had ſomething very diſagreeable in his mein, ſomething very unbe

° coming in his action, which together with his low voice, and inarticulate pronun

ciation, is the chief ſubjećt of Seneca's ralleries ". Theſe defećts, as well as his ſtam

mering, and the trembling of his head, Dion Caſſius takes to be the effect of the infir

mities to which he was ſubjećt in his childhood and youth *.

His wife, when he came to the empire, was Valeria Meſſalina, his couſin, whom His wives and

we ſhall have frequent occaſion to mention. He had already by her a daughter, children.

named Ośīavia, who was afterwards married to Nero. Not many days after his

acceſſion to the empire, his wife Meſſalina was delivered of a ſon, named firſt Claudius

Tiberius Germanicus, and afterwards Britannicus Caſar'. By his ſecond wife, Ælia

Petina, whom he divorced, he had a daughter called Antonia, whom he married firſt

d to Pompeius Magnus, and afterwards to Fauſtus Sylla, both deſcended from illuſtrious

t Dio, ibid. * Suet. c. 38.

Y SUEr. c. 3. * Tacit. annal. l. xiii. c. 3.

ibid. • Dio, c. 60. p. 665.

(M) At the perſuaſion of Livy the celebrated hiſto

rian, and with the aſſiſtance of Sulpicius Flavius,

Livy dying before he began his work, he wrote in

forty-three books the hiſtory of Rome from the death

of Ceſar the dićtator to his own time. He is ſaid

to have wrote with great liberty, and to have been

on that account often rebuked by his mother Anto

nia, and his grandmother Livia. He publiſhed alſo

{even volumes of his own life, which were wrote

with more elegance than judgment (86), and a de

fence of Cicero againſt the writings of Gallus, which,

in the opinion of Suetonius (87), was a learned per

formance. His hiſtory he recited in public, ſubmit

ting it to the judgment of his auditors. He had a

particular value for the Greek tongue, ſpoke it fluently,

and wrote in that language the hiſtory of the Tyrrhe

nians in twenty books, and that of the Carthaginians

in eight. To make theſe hiſtories the more famous,

he added a new ſchool to the old one at Alexandria,

calling it by his own name, and ordering his two

Greek hiſtories to be read in both ſchools (88).

(N) Tacitus, Quintilian and Varro agree, that

Claudius added three letters to the Latin alphabet,

two of which are well known, viz. the Æolic di

gamma, and the antiſgma; the former was an F in

verſed, thus, d, and ſounded like the V ; as termi

mad it, ampliaaitaue, and Diai Auguſti, &c. The an

tºſigma ſerved inſtead of the Greek Y, or inſtead of

PS. and was wrote thus, 36. The figma of the

ancient Greeks reſembled our C ; whence Claudius,

w Idem, c. 34.

* SENEC. c. 41. • SENEc. lud. in Claud. * Idein

* Suet. c. 27. Dio, p. 548.

* Dio, l. lx. p. 665. Aur. Vict. c. 4.

to his new letter, conſiſting of two ſigma's, having

their backs turned to each other, thus, o C, gave

the name of antifigma. As to the third letter,

we are quite in the dark. Some take it to have

been the diphthong ai, which is found in moſt in

ſcriptions of Claudius's time, thus, Antoniai, Dilai,

&c. But it is manifeſt, that this diphthong was in uſe

long before his reign. Others from a corrupt paſ

ſage in Velius Longus conclude it to have been we

know not what letter, invented to ſoften the harſh

ſound of the letter R. There are not wanting ſome

who pretend the letter X to have been firſt contrived

y Claudius ; but Iſidorus plainly ſhews, that it was

invented and uſed in the reign of Auguſtus (89). The

Greek º had, as Quintilian obſerves, a different ſound
from that of the Latin PH; whence ſome con

jećture the third letter invented by Claudius to have

anſwered the Greek 4, which is not altogether void

of probability. But on this ſubjećt nothing has been

or can be offered, except what is merely conjećtural.

Claudius publiſhed a book, when he was yet a pri

vate perſon, on the neceſſity of admitting theſe let

ters, and the uſe of them : when he was advanced

to the empire, he obliged all to uſe them; but after

his death they were diſuſed, and quite laid aſide,

though in the times of Suetonius and Tacitus they

were ſtill to be ſeen in ſeveral records and journals,

and in the tables of braſs, on which were publiſhed

the decrees of the people (90).

(S6) Suet. c. 41. (87) Idem ibid.

c. 41. Tacit. antial. l. xi, c. 14.

(88) Idem, c. 42.

anceſtors,

(89) Wide Iſidor. de orig. (90) Suet.
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His freedmen.

anceſtors. His firſt wife, Plautia Urgulanilla, brought him Druſus, and a daughter, a

called Claudia. Druſus loſt his life at Pompeii before he was fourteen, being choaked

by an apple, which ſtuck in his throat, while, in play, he was throwing it up into

the air, and catching it in his mouth. As for Claudia, though ſhe was born five

months before he divorced her mother, yet he would not acknowledge her for his

daughter ; but ſuſpecting her to be the child of one of his freedmen, called Boter, he

º her to be ſtript naked, and to be laid, after the divorce, before her mother's

OOr g.

Meſſalina and Agrippina, whom he married after her death, bore an abſolute ſway

over Claudius, who ačted under them more like a ſlave than a prince", diſpoſing

of honours, governments, employments, armies, &c. as they and his freedmen, b

whoſe power he raiſed as high as his own, thought fit to direct him. Amongſt the

latter, his chief favourites were, Poſides the eunuch, Felix, Harpocras, Polybius, and

above all Narciſſus and Pallas (O). To theſe we may add Calliftus, or, as others

call him, Calixtus, a man of great craft and addreſs (P). He was privy to the con

fpiracy againſt Caius, as we have related above, and gained the favour of Claudius,

by perſuading him, that he had been charged by Caius to poiſon him ; but had under

various pretences put off from day to day the execution of his orders . Calixtus's

office was to receive the requeſts, which were preſented to the emperor; Narciſus

was his ſecretary, and Pallas had the whole management of the finances. Theſe

three divided the ſovereign power amongſt them "... Each of them was, according c

to Pliny', richer than Craſſus had ever been ; nay, they poſſeſſed greater wealth than

the emperor himſelf, who was thereupon told, as he complained one day of his

poverty, that he would be rich enough, if he could but prevail upon his freedmen

to take him for their partner ". Having premiſed thus much in general concerning

Claudius, and thoſe who governed under him, we ſhall now reſume the thread of

our hiſtory.

g Suer, ibid. * Suet. c. 29.

* Plin. l. xxxiii. c. 10. m SUET. ibid.

(O) Suetonius tells us, that Poffides was rewarded

by Claudius in his Britiſh triumph, and amongſt the

other brave officers preſented with a ſpear ; but

whether the eunuch deſerved that mark of diſtinc

tion, we find no-where recorded. Felix was brother

to Pallas, Claudius's reigning favourite, and the moſt

powerful perſon in the whole empire. He is by

Inoſt writers named Claudius Felix, but by Tacitus,

Antonias Felix, becauſe he was firſt the ſlave of An

tonia, the mother of Claudius, and afterwards of

Claudius himſelf, whoſe name he likewiſe took upon

his being manumitted. He was in high favour with

Claudius, and by him raiſed to the firſt poſts of the

army, and afterwards to the government of judea,

Galilee, Samaria, and Perea, that is, of the country

beyond the jordan (91). Suetonius obſerves, that

from a ſlave he became ſo great and conſiderable,

that he was the husband of three ſeveral queens, or

rather princeſſes of royal blood. One of theſe was

Druſilla, the daughter of king Agrippa, whom by

means of a magician, named Simon, he perſuaded to

abandon her husband Azizus, king of Emeſus, and

marry him (91). In marrying Felix, ſhe renounced,

according to joſephus, the jewiſh religion, which

Žiºn, had embraced out of complaiſance to her.

S. Luke nevertheleſs calls her a few (93). Felix

married another Druſilla, grand-daughter to Antony

and Cleopatra, and daughter to juba, king of Mau

ritania (94). Who was the third princeſs we find no

where recorded. To Harpocras, another of his favourite

freedmen, he granted the privilege of being carried

in a litter, and of exhibiting plays, which was con

trary to the decree paſſed in Tiberius's reign, and by

us mentioned there. Polybius was a man of learn

ing, and had aſſiſted Claudius in his ſtudies, who

* Joseph, antiq. l. xix, c. 1. * Zonar. l. v. Suet. ibid.

thereupon heaped extraordinary honours upon him,

allowing him often to walk between the two con

fuls (95). Of Narciſſus and Pallas we ſhall ſpeak anon,

(P) Calliftus had been ſlave to a private citizen,

who ſold him to Caius, but was afterwards obliged,

as Seneca obſerves (96), to purchaſe his favour at a

much higher price than that, at which he had ſold

him; nay, he was often ſeen waiting at his door,

and courting even his porters, that he might be al

lowed to enter with the reſt, and attend the levee

of one, whom he had formerly kept in chains.

Scribonius Largus, a celebrated phyſician of thoſe

times, inſcribed to him a work, wherein he ſtyles

him Caius julius Calliftus (97). Suetonius, in ſpeak

ing of the freedmen of Claudius, makes no mention

of Calliſius, who, it is certain, bore a great ſway

in that reign; but names one Harpotras, who is

ſcarce taken notice of by any other writer. This

has prompted ſome to believe, that Harpocras and

Calliſius were one and the ſame perſon. But we can

hardly perſuade ourſelves, that Calliftus was alſo

named Harpocras, ſince Scribonius Largus names him

only C. julius Calliſius. Beſides, Seneca ſpeaks in

one place of Calliffus (98), and in another of Har:

potras (99); and tells us, that the latter was executed

by Claudius's orders. Had this been the end of ſo

famous and celebrated a perſon as Calliftus, Tacita;

and Suetonius would not, we conceive, have failed

to mention it. Suetonius perhaps makes no mention

of Calliſius in ſpeaking of Claudius's freedmen, be

cauſe he was not, properly ſpeaking, one of his, but

of Caius's freedmen, by whom he was firſt manu

mitted, and afterwards employed in quality of ſecre

tary (1 oo). He was alive in the eighth year of Clau.

dius's reign, and died ſoon after (1).

(91) Suet. c. 28. joſeph, antiq. l. ii. e. 5. (91) Idem, ibid. (93) 43, c. xxiv. v. 24. (94) liem

ibid. (95.) Suet, ibid. (96) Senec. epiſt. 47. (97) Tacit, ammal. 1 1. (98) Senec, epiſº. 47.

(99) Idem lud. in Cland. (ice) Jºſeph, antiq, l. xix, c. 6. (1) Tacit, annal, 11, c. 17.

THE
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a . The unexpečted news of Caius's death, which was brought while the people were The alarm

intent upon the ſhews, and in a trice ſpread all over the city, occaſioned a general ºthº
of Caius occa

uproar. Upon the firſt alarm the deceaſed emperor's litter-men haſtened with their.

poles to his reſcue, and were immediately followed by his German guards, named

the Celtic band, who finding Caius lying dead on the ground, and his body mangled

in the manner we have related, vented their rage on all they met, without examining

whether they were privy to the conſpiracy or not ; and in this confuſion were killed several poºn,

L. Aſprenas, who had been conſul, three years before, Norbanus, deſcended from one of diffináion

of the moſt illuſtrious families in Rome, Anteius, a ſenator of great diſtinétion, and **

ſeveral others, who came merely out of curioſity to know whether the report was true

b or no. As for Charea, he retired before the emperor's death was publicly known,

to the houſe of Germanicus, which was contiguous to the palace, and there with the

chief of the conſpirators lay concealed, till the Germans, by whom Caius was ex

tremely beloved on account of his prodigality, had vented their firſt fury. The

people, ſuſpe&ting Caius had cauſed the report of his death to be ſpread abroad,

on purpoſe to diſcover their ſentiments, continued in the theatre without taking any

notice of what was rumoured about. But they were greatly alarmed, when word was

brought them, that the emperor's guards had ſurrounded the theatre, and were ready

to enter it ſword in hand to ſacrifice the whole multitude to the manes of their maſſa

cred general. And this indeed they deſigned in the firſt tranſports of their rage ;

° but a public herald appearing unexpectedly in the theatre, clad in deep mourning,

after having proclaimed the emperor's death, commanded the people quietly to retire

to their reſpective houſes, and the ſoldiery to withdraw to their quarters without raiſing

any further diſturbance. They both obeyed, which was more than was expe&ted,

with great readineſs, ſo that the tumult was ſoon appeaſed, and tranquillity reſtored

to the city. Then the conſuls, Q, Pomponius Secundusand Cn. Sentius Saturninus, having The rºſal,
at the head of the city-guards, who were under their command, ſeized on the forumſ. the £4

and the capitol, aſſembled the ſenate, in order to deliberate with them about the moſt “

proper meaſures in ſo critical a conjuncture. While they were aſſembled, both the

populace and ſoldiery, whom Caius had gained with the immenſe ſums he diſtributed

amongſt them, and the magnificent ſhews he exhibited almoſt every day, cried aloud

for vengeance ; which ſo terrified the ſenate, that they were ready to paſs a decree,

enacting, that the conſpirators ſhould be forthwith apprehended and executed as

traitors and enemies to their country, when Valerius Aſiaticus, a ſenator of great qua

lity and reputation, riſing up, ſpoke with great vehemence againſt the meaſures they

were entering upon, commended the zeal of the brave patriots, who had delivered

their country from ſo cruel a tyrant, publicly wiſhed he had had the glory of diſ

patching him with his own hand, and exhorted the fathers to deſpiſe the clamours of

the multitude. Hereupon they took courage, and by an edićt, which they cauſed to

be read to the people, commanded them to return to their ſeveral employments,

e and the ſoldiery to their camp. Then the conſpirators appeared publicly, and owned

the fact ; and Sentius Saturninuſ, one of the conſuls, having in a ſpeech, which he

uttered with great zeal and ardor, diſplayed the benefits of liberty, and miſeries of

tyranny, encouraged the fathers to reſume their ancient authority, and to begin the

exerciſe of that power, to which they alone had a juſt claim, by conferring ſuch honours

and rewards on Charea, as the eminent ſervice he had rendered the republic well

deſerved. The ſenators, animated with his ſpeech, agreed to reſtore Rome to her The ſºnate re

ancient liberty, and utterly to extinguiſh the name of the Caſars. They ſpent allº:º

that day, and the following night, in deliberating about the meaſures for bringing ...?".

about ſo great a change, without kindling a civil war within the very walls of the city,

f but parted after long and warm debates without agreeing upon any. When the ſenate

roſe, Charea, whom they had appointed commander of the city guards, went to the

conſuls for the parole, who gave him the word liberty. No ſuch honour had been

paid to the conſuls ever ſince the eſtabliſhment of the monarchy ".

I N the mean time the ſoldiers in the camp took ſuch meaſures as utterly defeated The ſoldiery

thoſe of the ſenate. Claudius, who had been with Caius a few minutes before he wasſ” Claudius

murdered, and was retired to a room in the palace called Hermaum, upon the firſt

alarm of his death, ſtole away in a great fright, and hid himſelf behind the hang

ings in a dark corner of the palace, whence he heard the noiſe of the ſoldiery, and

" Joseph. antiq. l. xix. c. 1, & 2. Suer, in Calig, c. 59. Dio, l. lx. p. 664.
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ſaw ſome of the German guards paſs cloſe by him with the head of Aſprenas, which a

they carried, as it were, in triumph. This fight increaſed his fright to ſuch a degree,

that he continued motionleſs in the ſame place, ſcarce daring to breathe through fear

of being diſcovered, till a common ſoldier, called by ſome Gratus, by others Epirius,

but probably Epirius Gratus, running about the palace in queſt of plunder, diſcovered

his feet, and dragged him out of his hiding place. Claudius, not doubting but the

ſoldier deſigned to murder him, threw himſelf at his feet, and with many tears begged.

for mercy, which Gratus, finding who he was, not only granted, but ſaluted him

emperor, and carried him to his comrades, who at his inſtigation honoured him with.

the ſame title. They then put him into a chair, and as his ſervants were fled, carried

him upon their ſhoulders by turns to the camp, the people, who imagined they were

carrying him to execution, bemoaning his misfortune; for he had hitherto done nothing

that could deſerve any man's hatred. He was well received in the camp; but as he

was naturally timorous, he paſſed the night in no ſmall apprehenſion *. He was in

clined not to accept the empire ; but king Agrippa, who had juſt interred the body

of Caius, arriving in the camp, and hearing the army deſigned to raiſe Claudius to

the ſovereign power, went immediately to him, encouraged him to lay hold of the

preſent opportunity, and leaving him in that reſolution, returned home. On the

other hand, the ſoldiery, being well appriſed, that the ſtate could not long ſubſiſt with

out an emperor, and reflecting that it would prove far more advantageous for them to

give than to receive one, the very next day, the twenty-fifth of january, took an

oath of allegiance to Claudius, who thereupon promiſed them fifteen great ſeſterces a

man P. He was the firſt emperor, as Suetonius obſerves, who gave money to the

ſoldiers upon his acceſſion to the empire; but his example was followed by moſt of

his ſucceſſors 8. The people, who had expreſſed great joy upon the hopes of recover

ing once more their ancient privileges, no ſooner heard that Claudius was declared

The people join emperor by the army, than they changed their mind, approved with loud ſhouts what
thefoldiery,

had been done in the camp, and openly declared, that they had rather obey one

prince, than many tyrants. The ſenate however perſiſted in their former reſolution

of aſſerting the public liberty, and were even for making war upon Claudius ; but

afterwards growing cooler on account of the differences that aroſe amongſt them, and d

not being able to come to an agreement, they ſent for king Agrippa to adviſe with

him. The king obeyed the ſummons with great readineſs, and appearing in the

ſenate, dreſſed and perfumed, as if he had not been out of his houſe that day, he

asked what was become of Claudius, as if he ſuſpected him to have been murdered

together with his nephew. Hereupon the ſenate related to him what had paſſed, to

The ſenate ad- which he pretended to be an utter ſtranger, and at the ſame time asked his advice (R).

ºiſe, with king The traitor proteſted, that he was ready to ſacrifice his life to the glory of the ſenate,
Agrippa.

A deputation

fent to Clau.

dius.

and to the public liberty; but at the ſame time ſtarting innumerable difficulties, and

exaggerating the dangers and evils of a civil war, he craftily endeavoured to deter

them, as ſolicitous about their ſafety, from having recourſe to arms. He told them, *

that in his opinion they were no ways in a condition to make head againſt the praeto

rian guards; and that he therefore adviſed them, rather to ſend a deputation to Clau

dius, begging him not to accept of the empire. This embaſſy he offered to take

upon himſelf; the ſenate returned him thanks for his zeal, accepted his offer, and

diſpatched him the ſame day to the camp with two tribunes of the people, Veranius

and Bruchus. The tribunes conjured him to ſubmit to the authority of the ſenate and

people, put him in mind of the evils and calamities which the republic had ſuffered

under the former tyrants, aſſured him, that the ſenate had reſolved at all events to

attempt the recovery of their ancient privileges, earneſtly intreated him ſeriouſly to

reflect on the calamities attending a civil war, and the unhappy end of Caius, &c.

The ſpeech of the tribunes made a deep impreſſion on the mind of Claudius, who

* SUET. ibid.o SUET. in Claud. c. 1 o. P Joseph, ibid.

(R) joſephus tells us in his hiſtory of the jewiſh

war, that king Agrippa was at the ſame time ſent for

both by the ſenate, and by Claudius, and that he

choſe to go firſt to Claudius, who ſent him in his

name to the ſenate (2). This is not to be eaſily

reconciled with what he writes in his antiquities,

viz. that Agrippa being ſent for by the ſenate, im

mediately obeyed the ſummons, but pretended an

intire ignorance of what had paſſed either in the

alace or camp relating to Claudius. We have fol

i. him in his antiquities, which he wrote the

laſt. - -

(2) joſeph, bell. l. ii. c. 28.

--~ - -----------
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b ledge the authority of the ſenate.

c with the uſual ceremonies declared emperor (S).

a was naturally timorous ; but Agrippa in a private audience encouraged him to lay hold The ſenate ée

of the preſent opportunity, acquainted him with the fears, perplexity, and irreſolu-ºº.
tion of the ſenate, and exhorted him to aſſume forthwith the imperial power, and Agrippa.

return an anſwer to the deputies becoming an emperor. Claudius followed the advice

of Agrippa, which occaſioned no ſmall confuſion in the city, the ſenate declaring,

that they were determined rather to riſque a civil war, than ſubmit to the will of

one man. This was in effečt declaring war, and accordingly Claudius, being acquainted

with their reſolution, began to put himſelf in a condition to repel force with forcc.

In the mean time the people, ſurrounding the place where the ſenate was aſſembled,

demanded with threats an emperor, declaring aloud, that they would never acknow- The people de

This frightened the fathers to ſuch a degree, that mand an em

they immediately ſeparated ; but the conſuls ſummoned them to meet again the next "".

morning before break of day. Only a ſmall number of them obeyed the ſummons,

fearce a hundred perſons, the reſt being either retired into the country, or keeping

cloſe in their houſes, through fear of being inſulted by the populace. While thoſe

who met were deliberating how to thwart the deſigns of Claudius, the city guards, the

only troops that obeyed the ſenate, joining the populace, began to cry aloud, that Aadar, ºnia

they would have an emperor; that the ſenate might chuſe whom they pleaſed ; but by the city

that they were reſolved to yield obedience to none but an emperor. This put an end guards.

to the deliberations of the ſenate ; all thoughts of liberty were laid aſide, and Claudius

After this declaration the ſenators

haſtened to the camp, each of them ſtriving to be the foremoſt in paying their court to

the new prince. The ſoldiery received them with inſults, wounded ſome of them, and

would have killed the conſul Pomponius Secundus, who had been the moſt ſanguine of

all in the cauſe of liberty, had they not been reſtrained by Claudius, who received him

with the greateſt tokens of reſpect, and placed him next to himſelf.

AND now Claudius, being declared and acknowledged emperor, left the camp, Claudius 4

accompanied by the ſenate and praetorian guards, and entering the city in a kind of claredemperor,

triumph, offered a ſolemn ſacrifice in the capitol by way of thankſgiving to the gods,

who had thus raiſed him to the empire; and then withdrew to the palace, where he

d immediately ſummoned a council of his friends to deliberate with them about his

condućt with reſpect to thoſe who had murdered Caius : in his heart he approved of

the aëtion ; but as he thought it nearly concerned all princes, that the death of one chere, and

fhould not paſs unrevenged, with the advice of his friends, he cauſed the brave ſome of the con

Charea (T), Lupus, who had put to death Caſonia with her daughter, and a few ſºlºr, put “
more, to be condemned and executed ; but pardoned the reſt, and amongſt them death.

* Joseph. ibid. Dio, p. 666. Suet. c. 10.

(S) The ſenate, being well appriſed, that all their

efforts towards the recovery of their liberty muſt in

the preſent diſpoſition of the people and ſoldiery

neceſſarily prove ineffectual, reſolved at firſt to name

an emperor themſelves, and not accept one from the

foldiery. Accordingly, ſeveral perſons were pro

poſed, all better qualified than Claudius for that high

ſtation. joſephus names the three following ſenators,

all men of extraordinary parts, and equal to the ſo

vereignty ; viz. Annius Minucianus or Winicianus,

Valerius Aſiaticus, who had been both privy to the

conſpiracy againſt Caius, and Camillus Scribonianus,

who revolted the following year. Minucianus had

moſt votes; but the conſuls dreading the conſequenes

of a civil war, which they thought unavoidable, if

they named any but Claudius to the ſovereign power,

put off, under various pretences, the final deciſion

of ſuch an important affair. In the mean time the

gladiators, on whom the ſenate chiefly relied, and

the city-guards, went over in crouds to Claudius ;

ſo that Minucianus and the others gave over ſoli

citing for a dignity, which they were well appriſed

they could not long enjoy. Charea did all that lay in

his power to put a ſtop to the deſertion of the ſo

diery, but to no purpoſe; for while he was encou

raging the few, who remained, to exert themſelves

in the defence of their liberties, inſtead of liſtening

(3) joſºph, antiq. c. 3. Dio, p. 665.

to him, they took up their ſtandards, and marching

ſword in hand out of the city, joined their comrades

in the camp of the praetorian guards. The ſenate,

ſeeing themſelves thus abandoned by all their forces,

were at length forced to join the people and ſoldiery,

and declare Claudius emperor ; which they did ac

cordingly, decreeing him at the ſame time all the

titles annexed to the imperial dignity. However,

Charea and Sabinus continued proteſting, that they

would rather fall by their own hands, than ſubmit

to Claudius (3).

(T) Charea died with the conſtancy of a true

hero ; but Lupus betrayed a great deal of fear, not

withſtanding the great example he had before his

eyes. As he was pulling off his garments at the

place of execution, he complained of cold; which

unſeaſonable complaint Charea turning into ridicule,

told him, that cold had never yet done harm to a

wolf, alluding to his name Lupus, which in the Latin

tongue fignifies a wolf (4). They were both be

headed, and the Roman people, a few days after their

execution, offering the uſual ſacrifices in the month

of February, in honour of their deceaſed friends, did

not on that occaſion forget the brave Cherea, acknow

ledging their obligations to him for having delivered

the republic from ſo deſtructive a tyrant (5).

(4) Iden ibid. (5) Div, p. 666.

Cornelius
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Cornelius Sabinus, though he had ačted a chief part in the murder of Caius ; but the

brave tribune, grieved for the death of his friend Charea, and ſcorning to outlive

him, laid violent hands on himſelf s. After this the emperor cauſed an ačt of obli

vion to be paſſed with reſpect to all that had been tranſačted in the ſenate from the

death of Caius to the time of his acceſſion to the empire, and obſerved it ſo ſtrictly, that

he even raiſed thoſe to the firſt employments who had been the moſt ſanguine in the

cauſe of liberty. The ſenate immediately decreed him all the honours which they

Jºſiance ºf had conferred on other emperors ; but he modeſtly declined the greater part of

º in them, and cauſed a decree to be paſſed in the ſenate, forbidding any one to pay

3.”him divine worſhip, or ſtyle him a god. Having a few days after he was declared

emperor, married his daughter Antonia to Cn. Pompeius, he would not ſuffer the people

to make any public rejoicings on that occaſion, nor even on his own birth-day, or on

the anniverſary of his acceſſion to the empire . He no ſooner began to exerciſe the

authority with which he was inveſted, than he ſuppreſſed the law of majeſty, which

under the two preceding emperors had proved ſo fatal to Rome. At the ſame time he

called home all the exiles; eaſed the people of the tributes with which Caius had loaded

them ; forbad ſuch as had any relations of their own, however diſtant, to name him

among their heirs; reſtored the eſtates, which had been unjuſtly ſeized by Tiberius and

Caius, to the owners, or their heirs; ordered all the ſtatues, which Caius had cauſed

to be brought to Rome from Greece, and other countries, to be carried back, and

reſtored to the cities, whence they had been taken, &c. With theſe and innumerable

1, beloved by other inſtances of his clemency, juſtice, and good-nature, he won the hearts of the

** **ple people to ſuch a degree, that upon a groundleſs report of his being aſſaſſinated, they

raiſed dreadful diſturbances in the city, calling the ſoldiers traitors, the ſenate parri

ricides, and loading with horrible curſes and imprecations all, whom they ſuſpected

to have been any ways acceſſory to his death. The tumult continued till the magi

ſtrates aſſured the people from the roſtra, that Claudius was only gone to Oſtia, whence

he would return in a ſhort time ". But the zeal which the people ſhewed on this and

His timorouſ ſeveral other occaſions for his ſafety, was not ſufficient to cure his natural timorouſ

neſ. neſs, His friends could not prevail upon him, during the firſt month of his reign,

to appear once in the ſenate, becauſe Caſar the dićtator had been murdered there.

He cauſed all, whom he admitted to his preſence, to be firſt narrowly ſearched, left

they ſhould have ſome weapon concealed under their garments. It was a long time

before he could be perſuaded to excuſe women, and even children, from being ſearched

in a very rude and unbecoming manner. At public entertainments he was conſtantly

ſurrounded by his guards, whom he alſo obliged to attend him at table, diſtruſting

the domeſtics even of his moſt intimate friends. He never failed to viſit in perſon

ſuch of the ſenators as were indiſpoſed, but always ſent his guards before to ſearch

every corner of the houſe ". However, theſe unneceſſary and ridiculous precautions

render, himſelf did not render him ſo contemptible in the eyes of the multitude, as the weakneſs and

contemptible want of judgment, which he betrayed in the adminiſtration of juſtice. He was no

ways qualified for that office ; but nevertheleſs could not be prevented from hearing

and deciding the moſt intricate cauſes, which ſerved only to expoſe him to public

deriſion, and often to inſults, which he bore with incredible patience. Suetonius tells

us, that a Greek pleading one day before him, not only reproached him with igno

rance, but called him to his face an old fool ; and that a Roman knight, thinking him:

ſelf wronged by him, had the boldneſs to throw his pen-knife at him, which wounded

him in the cheek ". We are not told, that he ever reſented theſe groſs affronts : which

ſufficiently ſhews the weakneſs of his underſtanding. -

In the firſt year of his reign he inlarged the kingdom of Agrippa, who had greatly

contributed to his advancement, with the addition of judra and Samara, which had

• Joseph. & Dio, ibid. • Dio, p. 667. * Sue r. c. 12. Dio, p. 669. w Sue r. c. 35.

* Iden), c. 15.

(U) when news of Caligula's death reached Gaul, to diſpoſe of the empire as the practorian guards.

ſeveral perſons of diſtinótion in that Province ſoli- But Galba rejected their offers with indignation,

cited Servius Sulpicius Galba, who commanded on which ſo pleaſed Claudius, that he received him into
the Rhine, to lay hold of that opportunity, and ſeize the number of his intunate friends, and cwer aft-r

the ſovereignty for himſelf. The legions too offered ſhewed a particular affection for him (3),

to ſtand by him, thinking they had as good a right

(6) Suet. in Galb. c. 7.

been
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a been formerly poſſeſſed by his grandfather Herod the Great. To his brother Hoºd

he gave the principality of Chalcis at the foot of mount Libanus, and granted to Rºfiore, ſeveral

both the privilege of entering the ſenate, allowing Agrippa to appear there with con- printº tº”
ſular, and Herod with praetorial ornaments y. He alſo reſtored Mithridates the Ibe- dominions.

rian to his kingdom, Mithridates the Cilician to the kingdom of Boſphorus, and An

tiochus to that of Comagene, who had been all unjuſtly deprived of their dominions

by Caius *. Soon after his acceſſion to the empire, he recalled his two nieces, Agrip

pina and julia, from the iſland of Pontia, to which they had been confined by their

brother Caius ; but his wife Meſſalina, who governed him with an abſolute ſway,

jealous of the power which julia aſſumed, prevailed upon him to ſend her back this

b very year to the place of her former baniſhment, under pretence that ſhe was guilty

of adultery, and ſeveral other crimes, which by the envious Meſſalina were laid to

her charge, but never proved. The celebrated Seneca had his ſhare in the misfortunes

of the unhappy princeſs, being after his quaeſtorſhip baniſhed to the iſland of Corſica Seneca bº.

upon a bare, and, as is commonly believed, altogethergroundleſs ſuſpicion of a crimi-”

nal converſation with her ". This year the Romans gained ſome advantages over the

Mauritanians, who had taken arms to revenge the death of Ptolemy their king, barba

rouſly aſſaſſinated by Caius's orders". About the ſame time Sulpicius Galba overcame

the Catti, and P. Gabinius Secundus the Marſi, two German nations. Gabinius after his

vićtory had the good luck to diſcover and bring back with him to Rome one of the

c eagles which the Germans had taken upon the defeat of Varus. For theſe vićtories

Claudius took the triumphal ornaments, and the title of emperor. Gabinius defeated

likewiſe the Chauci, another German nation, and was allowed by Claudius, on account

of his gallant behaviour on that occaſion, to aſſume the ſurname of Chaucius “.

The following year Claudius entered upon his ſecond conſulſhip, having for his

collegue C. Largus, but held it only for two months : to whom he reſigned the

faſces, we are no-where told ; Largus continued conſul to the end of the year. The

emperor, when he firſt aſſembled the ſenate in quality of conſul, obliged all the

ſenators to bind themſelves by a ſolemn oath to obſerve all the laws of Auguſtus; took

the ſame oath himſelf; but would not akow any of the magiſtrates or ſenators to

is ºf d lay themſelves under any obligation with reſpect to his own laws 4. This year the

adº. Mauritanians were defeated anew by Suetonius Paulinus, who extended his conqueſts

:: * to the river Nigris, which ſeparates Africa from Æthiopia. ... Cn. Hoſidius Geta, ſuc

lºgſ: ceeding Paulinus in the command of the Roman troops in Africa, gave Salabes, the

gº: Mauritanian general, two great overthrows, which obliged the whole country to

ſubmit to the yoke. Claudius divided the kingdom of Mauritania into two Mauritania re

provinces, viz. the Caſariana and the Tingiana, the former being ſo called from j

Caſar, a name now common to all the emperors, and the latter from ſingis, now ...”
Tanger, the metropolis of that province. Both theſe provinces were, by the appoint

ment of Claudius, governed by Roman knights • (W). This year Claudius cauſed a

e law to be paſſed, commanding, that thoſe who were named by the ſenate to the

government of provinces, ſhould depart from Rome before the beginning of

April f, but the year following he allowed them to ſtay in Rome, till the middle of that

month. At the ſame time he publiſhed an edićt, forbidding thoſe, whom he ſhould

* TAc1r. annal. 1 1. c. 8.y Joséph. antiq. l. i. c. 4. Dio, p. 670. * Joseph. & Dio, ibid.

• Dio, ibid. Plin. l. v.Dio, p. 67'o. ° Dio, ibid. * Suet. c. 24. * Dio, p. 671.

C. I. * Dio, l. lx. p. 672.

(W) Dion Caffus tells us, that Geta purſued the favoured the Romans, ſent deputies to treat with,

Mauritanians beyond mount Atlas; and that while and ſubmitted to Geta upon his own terms. Thus

he was in thoſe dry and ſandy countries in great

diſtreſs for want of water, a magician, who lived

Dion Caſſius (7): We read in Pliny, that Claudius

ſent a colony to Tingis, which city he named juliaº

*... there, taught him certain charms, which, he ſaid, Traduéia (8). But we are inclined to believe, that
Kii- were frequently pračtiſed by the inhabitants with this colony was ſent to Tingis by julius Ceſar, fince

wonderful ſucceſs, when they wanted water. Geta it is mentioned by Strabo (9), who died before the

:: gave no great credit to the magician ; but being reign of Claudius. Voffas takes Pliny to have been

prompted partly by curioſity, partly by the diſtreſs miſtaken in giving to Tingis in Africa the name of

he was in, to make uſe of the charms, which the i. Tradušta, which, in his opinion, was pecu

º Mauritanian had taught him, he was greatly ſur liar to the city of Tingis in Spain, built in the time

* priſed to ſee all on a ſudden the sky overcaſt, and of julius Caſar, and peopled with inhabitants from

in 11

; :

;:

a great quantity of water fall from heaven. The

barbarians, concluding from thence, that the gods

(7) Dio, l. lx. p. 671.

Vol. V. No 7,

(8) Plin. l. v. c. 1.

Tingis in Africa (Io).

(9) Strab. l. iii. p. 140. (10) Voff in hiſt, p. 197:

6 K charge
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charge with the government of provinces, to return him thanks, as was cuſtomary, a

in the ſenate, ſince they owed no obligations to him ; but he on the contrary was

greatly indebted to them for eaſing him of part of his burden S. The great famine,

which raged this year at Rome, prompted Claudius to undertake the forming of a large

*::::Fºr and convenient haven at the mouth of the Tiber, which great work he happily comi

mouth of the pleted, though Caſar the dićtator, if ſome miſtake is not crept into Suetoniuſ, had

Tiber. many years before attempted it in vain". It was an undertaking, ſays Dion Caſſius,

worthy of the grandeur of the Roman empire ; but the ſucceſſors of Claudius were not

able to maintain it, ſo that ſoon after his death it was choaked up with ſand, and

became quite uſeleſs (X). At the ſame time Claudius, undertook the draining of the

lake Fucinus, in the country of the Marſ, and the conveying of its waters, by a deep b

canal, into the Tiber, or rather the Liris; in which work he employed thirty thouſand

men for eleven years together, but to no effect, as we ſhall ſee in the tenth year of his

reign. -

This year Meſſalina, and Claudius's freedmen, began to abuſe the prince's weak

neſs, and the too great power he allowed them, to the deſtruction of ſuch of the

nobility as gave them umbrage, or any ways incurred their diſpleaſure. The firſt

who fell by their treachery was Appius Silamus, a perſon of great diſtinétion, and

known integrity. He married to his firſt wife Æmilia Lepida, grand-daughter to

Julia the daughter of Auguſtus, and had by her L. junius Silamus, to whom Claudius had

betrothed his daughter Oºlavia. Uponthe death of Æmilia Lepida, which happened this c

year, Claudius, who held him in the number of his moſt intimate friends, perſuaded him

to marry Domitia Lepida, mother to his own wife Meſſalina. But to his great misfortune

the empreſs, whoſe lewdneſs knew no bounds, fell in love with him herſelf, and was not

aſhamed to diſcloſe to him her paſſion. Silamus rejećted with the utmoſt indignation |

her inceſtuous ſolicitations, which provoked her to ſuch a degree, that ſhe reſolved

upon his ruin, and compaſſed it with the concurrence of the freedman Narciſſus in the

following manner. Narciſſus ruſhed into Claudius’s chamber one morning by break of

day as in a great fright, and told the emperor, who was ſtill in bed, that he had

dreamt Silamus deſigned to murder him that very day. Meſſalina, as had been agreed

on beforehand, pretending to hear the freedman’s account with ſurpriſe and amaze-d

ment, aſſured the emperor, that ſhe had been for ſeveral nights together frightened

with the ſame dream. In the mean time Silamus, who had been told the day before,

that he was to wait upon the emperor at that hour, ſuddenly came in ; which ſo terri

Claudius

Lewdneſ of

Meſſalina.

f fied Claudius, of all men the moſt timorous, that without any further inquiries, he

Death of Si commanded him to be immediately ſeized and executed. The ſame day he acquainted
lunus. the ſenate with what had paſſed, and was not aſhamed publicly to return thanks to his

freedman for watching over his ſafety, even in his ſleep K (Y). The death of Silamus

alarmed the nobility, who thinking their lives and eſtates precarious under a weak

prince, intirely governed by his wife and freedmen, reſolved by his death to put an

end to their reign, and deliver themſelves ſrom the dangers that threatened. Amnius e

Winicianus, or, as joſephus calls him, Minucianus, who had ačted a chief part in the

g Idem ibid. * Suet. c. 20. Dio, p. 672. * Idem ibid.
* Suet. c. 37. Dio, p. 674.

TAcit. annal. xi. c. 37.

(X) Suetonius calls it the port of Oſtia, though it

lay on the other fide of the Tiber over-againſt Oſtia at

a place ſtill called by the inhabitants il porto, the haven.

The ſame writer tells us, that at the entrance of the

harbour was ſunk the veſſel, in which the great obe

lisk we ſpoke of in the preceding reign, was brought

out of Egypt, as a foundation for the piles, upon

which was raiſed a high tower, according to the

model of the Pharos of Alexandria (11).

(Y) Suetonius tells us, that a perſon, who had a

ſuit at haw depending before Claudius, in the ſame

manner rid himſelf of his adverſary, telling him he had

dreamt the night before, that he was aſſaſſinated; and

afterwards, when his adverſary appeared, whiſper

ing him in the ear, that he was the aſſaſſin. This

was enough for Claudius to have him immediately

apprehended, and executed, as if he had been con

victed. The poor unmanly wretch was at the leaſt

(11) Shet. c. 2 o'

apprehenſion of danger eaſily put upon the moſt cruel

and ſanguinary precautions, fear getting the better

of his reaſon and temper, which had naturally no

bias to cruelty. When returned to himſelf, he often

teſtified great grief and concern for the executions

which he had commanded in a ſudden fright, with

out knowing what he did or ſaid : nay, we are

told, that he frequently inquired what was become

of thoſe very perſons who had been executed by his

orders ; that he ſometimes ſent to invite them to

dine with him the very next day, and was under the

utmoſt concern, when informed of their death, pro

teſting with tears in his eyes, that he had given no

ſuch orders (12). Thus wis his whole life governed

by fears, and his fears by his wives and freedmen:

hence many bloody executions, according to the

degree of his own timorouſneſs, or of their am

bition, revenge, and avarice,

(12) Suet. c. 37, 39.
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a murder of Caius, and after his death had been by the ſenate judged equal to the

empire, was at the head of the conſpiracy, and drew into it Furius Camillus Scribo

mianus, governor of Dalmatia, who had been conſul ten years before, and with him

a great number of knights and ſenators. Camillus, who was at the head of a powerful Camillus re

army, openly declared his deſign, and by aſſuring the troops under his command that “... :

he had nothing in view but to reſtore Rºme to her ancient liberty, perſuaded them to...
take an oath of allegiance to him ; and at the ſame time, as he was well acquainted diºdius.

with Claudius's timorous temper, he wrote a letter to him filled with reproaches, and

threatening him with a cruel death, if he did not forthwith reſign the empire, and be

taking himſelf to a private and retired life, ſave him the trouble and charge of

b making war upon him. The coward was ſo terrified with this letter, that he aſſembled,

in the utmoſt conſternation, his friends, to deliberate with them whether or no he

ſhould reſign the ſovereign power to Camillus * But he was ſoon delivered from his'

fears ; for Camillus's ſoldiers, not being able, by ſome ſtrange accident, to remove

their enſigns, when they were ordered to march out and meet their new emperor,

began upon that omen to repent of their revolt, and being perſuaded that the gods is abandoneſty

diſapproved of it, fell upon their officers, and cut moſt of them in pieces. Camillus his men; *

himſelf found means to eſcape to the iſland of Iſa on the coaſt of Dalmatia, where * * * *

he was ſtabbed in the arms of his wife Junia by a common ſoldier, named Polaginius, And murdered.

after he had bore the name of emperor for five days '. Upon his death moſt of

c the conſpirators, and among the reſt Vinicianus, laid violent hands on themſelves; ſome

d

were ſeized and executed, and ſome by purchaſing with large ſums the favour of Meſ:

ſalina, and the emperor's freedmen, never were, though notoriouſly guilty, inquired

after, while many innocent knights and ſenators were, under colour of being concerned

in the conſpiracy, ſtript of their eſtates by the rapacious Meſſalina and Narciſſus, and

either ſent into baniſhment, or executed without mercy, Dion Caſſius tells us, that

one of Camillus’s freedmen, by name Goleſes, being apprehended, and brought before

the ſenate, ſpoke there with great courage and freedom. Whereupon Narciſſus,

who was preſent among the emperor's attendants, and ſtood behind him, making

up to the freedman, asked him, What would you have done, if your mafter, had got

pºſſeſſion of the empire 2 I ſhould have kept behind him, ſaid he, and mindful of my con

dition, not preſumed to ſpeak in his preſence ". The courage and reſolution of Arria is

celebrated by moſt of the ancient writers. She was wife to Caecina Patus, a con

ſular man, who having joined Camillus, was ſeized in Dalmatia, and ſent to be tried

at Rome. Arria being by the mercileſs ſoldiers denied the ſatisfaction of attending

her husband in the ſame veſſel, followed him in another, and arriving at Rome, there

publicly reproached junia, the wife of Camilus, with want of courage and conjugal

affection, in living after ſhe had ſeen her husband inhumanly murdered in her arms.

Her friends, concluding from thence, that ſhe was reſolved not to outlive her husband,

watched her day and night ; but ſhe, to convince them, that all their precautions

were to no effect, beat her head againſt the wall with ſuch violence, that her friends,

for ſome time, believed her dead. However, ſhe recovered ; but finding ſhe could

not, with all her intereſt, for ſhe was in great favour with Meſſalina, ſave her husband, The contano,

and that he had not the courage to fall by his own hand, ſhe took a dagger, plunged ſymmeſ, and

it into her own breaſt, and pulling it out again, preſented it to her husband, ſaying, *** Amis.

Non dolet ; I don't feel it ". . Marlial makes her ſay, I don't fººl my wound, but ſhall º

feel yours º (Z). Otho, father to the emperor of that name, being appointed to ſuc- -

ceed Camillus in the command of the troops in Dalmatia, had the courage to cauſe the

heads of thoſe ſoldiers, who had any hand in the murder of their officers, to be cut

* Suft. c. 13. Dio, p. 674. Plin. 1. iii. epiſt. 16. Tacit, hiſt. l. ii. c. 75. * Dio, p. 675.

* PLIN. l. iii. epiſt. 16. * MART. l. i. epig. 14.

(Z) This ačtion of Arria is mightily cried up by tune, till he was perfeótly recovered. The conſtancy

the ancients, eſpecially by Pliny the younger : but

nevertheleſs, that judicious writer thinks his heroine

far more commendable for the conſtancy and reſo

lution ſhe ſhewed in diſſembling the extreme grief

ſhe felt on the death of one of her children, that her

husband, who was dangerouſly ill, and tenderly loved

the child, might not be acquainted with his misfor

and intrepidity ſhe ſhewed at her death proceeded

probably from vanity, and a certain fondneſs for

fame, ſays Pliny but her manly behaviour, in the

height of her grief, was the effect of the moſt re

fined virtue, ſince ſhe could not be prompted to it

by any proſpect of fame or glory (13),

(; 3) Plin. l. iii. epiſt. 16.
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bffin his preſence; hay in the midſt of the camp, though he well knew that Claudius a:

had approved of what they had done, and even advanced ſome of them to confider

able poſts in the army. This condućt diſpleaſed the emperor; but Otho ſoon regained

his favour, by diſcovering a conſpiracy formed againſt him by a Roman knight, who

was apprehended, convićted, and thrown headlong from the Tarpeian rock by the

conſuls, and tribunes of the people P.

The following year Claudius was the third time conſul, having for his collegue L.

Vitellius, the ſecond time conſul. Claudius held that dignity, according to Suetonius q,

only two months; but according to Dion Caſſius, to the beginning of july', when

both he and his collegue reſigned the faſces to Decimus Haterius Agrippa, and

C. Sulpicius Galba, as we learn from an ancient inſcription . This year Claudius de-b

prived the Lycians of their liberty, to put a ſtop to the differences that reigned

amongſt them, and to puniſh them for having in a tumult put ſome Roman citizens

to death . Their country was added to the province of Pamphylia "(A). In Rome.

Meſſalina, abuſing the abſolute ſway ſhe had over her weak husband, perſuaded him.

The two julia', by her malicious inſinuations firſt to put to death his niece julia, the daughter of º

put to death. Germanicus, whom he had baniſhed the year before to the iſland of Pomia, and

afterwards julia, the daughter of Druſus, and grand-daughter of Tiberius : ſhe was

likewiſe niece to Claudius, being the daughter of his ſiſter Livilla. They were both

condemned and executed, ſays Suetonius, without being allowed to defend themſelves,

though no body could prove the charge that was brought againſt them w. However e.

the latter julia well deſerved on another ſcore the doom that overtook her; for ſhe

was chiefly inſtrumental, as we have related above, in the ruin of her husband Nero

the ſon of Germanicus. When Claudius quitted his conſulſhip, the ſenate decreed

him triumphal ornaments, which put him upon undertaking ſome enterpriſe that might

intitle him to a real triumph. The theatre he choſe for his warlike exploits was

Claudius de Britain, at that time haraſſed with civil wars. Some Britons of diſtinétion having

ſ.ſ" abandoned their own country, to avoid the fury of the factions that raged there, andſitäln. taken refuge in Gaul, their countrymen complained, not without threats, of the

Romans for entertaining them, and inſiſted upon their being ſent back. This ſerved

as a pretence to make war upon them, one of the fugitives, by name Bericus, per- d.

ſuading the emperor by many arguments to attempt the conqueſt of that greatiſland,

which no Roman had ever dared to invade fince the time of Caſar the dićtator. At

his inſtigation, Claudius diſpatched orders to Plautius, who had ſucceeded Gabinius

in the command of the troops in Lower Germany, to convey, without delay, all his

forces over into Britain. This order was not reliſhed by the ſoldiery, who in a

mutiny declared, That they would not make war out of the compaſ of the world. Here

upon Claudius ſent his freedman Narciſſus to appeaſe the mutiny, and encourage the

diſheartened legions to obey their general. Narciſus, upon his arrival, aſcended

the tribunal, and thence began to harangue the legions, who, provoked at the auda

ciouſneſs of the ſlave, abuſed him with moſt opprobrious language, bidding him quite

the camp, and return to the maſquerades and plays at Rome; for they were deter

mined, without his harangues, to follow their general. Accordingly, they imme

Plautius | diately began their march to the ſea-ſide ; and imbarquing on the veſſels, which Plau

Af

** tius had with incredible expedition got ready for that purpoſe, landed in Britain,
aſſºg,

... ? Suer, in Oth. c. 1. Dio, l. lx. p. 675. * SUET. c. 14. * Dro, p. 679. * Wide

Onuph. in Faſt. p. 189. t Suet. c. 25. * Dio, p. 676. w Suet. c. 29.

(A) The Lycians on this occaſion ſent a deputation citizens. But notwithſtanding this rigour, hegranted

to Claudius, at the head of which was one of their the freedom of the city to an infinite number of

country, who enjoyed the rights of a Roman citizen; perſons of all nations, who had where withal to pur

but Claudius, finding he did not underſtand the Latin chaſe it of Meſſalina or his freedmen. It was at

tongue, cauſed his name to be razed out of the roll firſt ſold at a very high rate, but became afterwards

of citizens: he treated in the ſame manner many ſo common, that it was purchaſed, as was then,

others, whom he judged unworthy of the Roman ſaid, by way of raillery, for a broken glaſs (15).

name (14). He forbad under ſevere penalties ſuch Hence Seneca wrote in the invectives he publiſhed.

as were not free of the city to aſſume the name of againſt Claudius, that if he had lived longer, he would

any family in Rome; and even condemned ſome per- have made all the Greeks, Gaul, and spaniards free
ſons to death, and cauſed them to be publicly exe- of Rome (16). This to Seneca ſeemed very abſurd;

cuted, for no other crime, but becauſe they had but was afterwards practiſed by other emperors, and,

falſely paſſed themſelves upon the world for Roman in the opinion of St. Auſtin, very wiſely (17).

(14) Dio, ibid. (15) Dio, Suet, ibid. (16) Senec. lud. in Claud. p. 476. (17) Aug.

civ. Dei, l, v. c. 17.
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Chap. 17. The Roman Hiſtory.

a before the inhabitants had any notice of their deſign, whom therefore they eaſily

defeated in ſeveral skirmiſhes, and advanced as far as the Thames. But Plauſius, not

thinking it ſafe to penetrate farther into the country, wrote to Claudius, purſuant to

his inſtructions, acquainting him with the progreſs he had already made, and the

dangers he apprehended from a farther purſuit of his conqueſts. Upon the receipt

of this letter, the emperor, who had drawn together a good number of legions, and

kept them in a readineſs to march to the aſſiſtance of his lieutenant in Britain, left

Rome, and imbarquing at Offia, ſailed to Marſeilles (B) ; thence he marched by land.

to Geſſoriacum, now, as is commonly believed, Boulogne , and from that place ſet

ſail for Britain, where he landed without oppoſition ; and joining Plautius, whom followed by
laudius.

b he found incamped on the banks of the Thames, which he paſſed, defeated the enemy,

and made himſelf maſter of ſeveral ſtrong-holds, among the reſt of Camalodunum,

now Maldon in Eſſex, according to Camden, where ſtood the palace of Cynobelinus,

one of the Britiſh kings. In this expedition Veſpaſian diſtinguiſhed himſelf in a very

eminent manner; for partly under Plautius, partly under Claudius himſelf, he fought

thirty pitched battles, ſubdued two powerful nations, took twenty ſtrong towns

and upwards, and reduced the iſland Večlis, or the iſland of Wight y. Claudius

having diſarmed the Britons, who had ſubmitted, appointed Plautius governor of

the conquered provinces, and charging him to purſue his conqueſts, returned in His ronqueſ:

great haſte to Rome, which however he did not enter till the next year; but the there.

c ſenate decreed both to him and his ſon the ſurname of Britannicus (C).

THE following year, L. Quinélius Criſpinus being the ſecond time conſul with M. His triumph,

Statilius Taurus, Claudius was received at Rome with a moſt magnificent triumph (D);

and the ſenate, to encourage the emperor and his lieutenants to purſue their conqueſts,

decreed, that all the treaties made by them ſhould have the ſame force, as if made

by the ſenate and people of Rome *. Claudius after his triumph reſtored to the ſenate

the provinces of Achaia andMacedon, which thenceforth began to be governed again by

proconſuls". He likewiſe honoured M. julius Collius, prince .# the Alps, called

Cottiſt, with the title of king, and inlarged his barren territories • , but deprived the

Rhodians of their liberty for crucifying ſome Roman citizens 4, which however he

d reſtored to them nine years after, that is, in the fifty-third year of the chriſtian

3CT3. ".

y Suet. in Veſp. c. 4. & in Claud. c. 27. Dio, p. 679.x vide Bucher. de Belg. p. 147.

* Suer. c. 25. • Dio, p. 681. * Suet,Tacit. wit. Agr. c. 4. * Dio, p. 680.

c. 25. • Idcm ibid.

(B) Claudius, before he ſet out from Rome, com

mitted the government of the city, and the com

mand of the troops left there, to Lucius Vitellius, the

father of the emperor of that name, and this year

the emperor's collegue in the conſulſhip. He was a

man of parts and valour ; but as we have obſerved

already, a moſt infamous and ſlaviſh flatterer of per

ſons in power. Being appointed, we may ſay, re

gent in the abſence of Claudius, he diſcharged his

truſt with great credit and integrity. Suetonius tells

us, that Claudius put off his departure from Rome

for a few days upon a ſlight indiſpoſition, which

feized Sulpicius Galba, afterwards emperor; ſo highly

was he favoured and beloved by Claudius after the

diſcovery of the abovementioned conſpiracy. Clau

dius in his paſſige from Oſſia to Marſeilles was twice

in danger of being ſhipwrecked, which induced him

to purſue his journey from Marſeilles to Boulogne by

land (18).

(C) Claudius ſet out from Rome on his Britiſh ex

pedition about the beginning of july, and returned

to the city in the beginning of january (19). He

ſtaid in Britain a few days, ſays Suetonius (20); ſix

teen days, ſays Dion Caſſius (21). On his return he

imbargued on the Po, and entering by one of the

mouths of that river the Adriatic ſea, landed at

Qiia (21). Suetonius tells us in one place, that he

(18) Suet. c. 17. (19) Dio, p. 68o.

(2 3) Suet. ibid. (24) Idem, in vit. Veſpaſ. t. 4.

(27) Tacit. in vit. Agr. c. 10.

V o L. W. No 6.

(zo) Suet. ibid.

(18) Mela, l. iii. c. 6. & Voff. hiſ. Lat. l. i. c. 25.

6 L THE

left the iſland without fighting one battle, nay without

bloodſhed (13) ; and in another (24), that Veſpaſian,

partly under Plautius, partly under Claudius himſelf,

fought thirty battles. The latter is agreeable to what

we read in Dion Caſſius, whom we have followed.

Eutropius (15) and S. ferom (26) fix to this year the

conqueſt of the iſlands Orcades. But Tacitus writes,

that they were not ſubdued by, or known to, the

Romans, till the reign of Veſpaſian (27). They were

not perhaps ſubducd, but they were certainly known

this very year to the Romans, ſince Pomponius Mela

mentions them in his deſcription of the world,

which he wrote while Claudius was waging war in

Britain (28).

(D) That the ſhew might be more glorious by

the concourſe of people, he not only gave leave to

the governors of provinces to be preſent at it, but

permitted ſeveral baniſhed perſons to return home on

purpoſe to behold it. In the ſolemnity his wife

Meſſalina, magnificently adorned, followed him at

ſome diſtance in a ſtately chariot. He mounted the

ſteps of the capitol on his knees, being ſupported

by his two ſons-in-law. Among the ſpoils of the

enemy, he placed a naval crown on the top of his

palace hard by the civic crown, in token of his vic

tory over the ſea (19).

(11) Dio, ibid.

(25) Eutrop. in vita Claud.

(12) Plin. l. iii. c. 16.

(16) Hier. in Chron.

(29) Suet. c. 27.
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Some wiſe ordi- and T. Statilius Taurus Corvinus.

nances of Clau

ſºned by Meſſa-Claudius g.

The next conſuls were, M. Vinicius, whom Claudius named to that dignity, a

though he had cauſed his wife julia the daughter of Germanicus to be put to death,

As the city was filled with ſtatues, Claudius enačted

a law, forbidding any new ſtatues to be erected within the walls of Rome without the

conſent of the ſenate, and at the ſame time ordered a great many already raiſed

to be taken away d. He puniſhed with great ſeverity ſome governors of provinces,

who had oppreſſed the people they were ſet over, and enacted ſeveral wholſome

laws for bringing ſuch to juſtice as ſhould for the future be guilty of the ſame fault;

ordering all governors to return to Rome as ſoon as the time of their command was

expired, to anſwer there the complaints that might be brought againſt them. The

prerogative of granting leave to ſenators to travel out of Italy, which Auguſtus had b

lodged in the ſenate, he claimed himſelf, and obliged the ſenate to yield it to him

by a decrees. This year on the firſt day of Auguſt about an hour after mid-day hap

pened an eclipſe of the ſun. The emperor, as this was his birth-day, took care to

give notice of it to the people before-hand, that they might not be ſurpriſed at that

phaenomenon, or draw bad omens from it ".

In the following conſulate of Valerius Aſiaticus and M. junius Silanus, died M.

Winicius, brother-in-law to Claudius, being poiſoned by Meſſalina. He was a man

of a quiet temper, and lived retired, concerning himſelf only in the affairs of his

family; but, to his misfortune, the lewd Meſſalina conceived a violent paſſion for him,

Vinicius poi. and poiſoned him, becauſe he could not by any ſolicitations be prevailed upon to injure

Aſinius Gallus, the ſon of Agrippina, Tiberius’s firſt wife, conſpired this

year againſt the emperor with a deſign to ſeize the ſovereign power for himſelf; but

the conſpiracy being diſcovered, Claudius only condemned him to baniſhment, as

a perſon from whom he had nothing to apprehend, ſince he was of a very low ſtature,

ill-ſhaped, of a very deformed countenance, and ſo inconſiderate, that he had aſpired

to the ſovereignty, though quite deſtitute both of friends and money, upon the bare

ſuppoſition, that he ſhould be immediately acknowledged by all on account of his

Claudius', cle- noble deſcent. This generous behaviour in Claudius was highly commended by perſons

of all ranks; and no leſs pleaſing to the people was the decree, which he got paſſed

in the ſenate, forbidding freedmen to appear in judgment againſt their patrons,

and impowering their former maſters to deprive them of their liberty, and bring them

back to the chain, when they proved ungrateful, or gave them any juſt motive of

complaint h (E).

The next year Claudius was conſul the fourth time with Lucius Vitellius the third

time conſul; but after two months reſigned that dignity, and took upon him the office

Claudius ten- of cenſor, chuſing for his collegue Lucius Vitellius already conſul, who, as we have

often obſerved, had a wonderful talent for flattery (F). In the diſcharge of this

important office, Claudius performed ſome things highly commendable, but in others

gave ſuch inſtances of his weakneſs, and want of underſtanding, as expoſed him to

public deriſion. He publiſhed above twenty edićts in one day, moſt of them quite

trifling and ridiculous ; by one of them, for inſtance, he warned the ſenate and people

a Dio, ibid. * Suer. c. 23.

p. 684. Suet. c. 25.

Dio, p. 682.

(E) S. ferom tells us (30), that Thrace, which had

hitherto been governed by kings, was this year, the

fifth of Claudius, and forty-ſeventh of the Chriſtian

aera, reduced to a Roman province. Euſebius like

wiſe writes, that Rhemetalces, king of Thrace, being

killed by his own wife, Claudius conquered that

country. But of this memorable event no mention

is made by the Greek or Latin writers, whoſe works

have reached our times.

(F) He left no ſtone unturned, ſays Suetonius, to

work himſelf into the favour of Claudius : obſerv

ing him intirely addićted to his wife Meſſalina, and

his freedmen, he begged of the former as the greateſt

favour ſhe could beſtow upon him, that ſhe would

grant him the honour of pulling off her ſhoes. Meſ:

Jalina, well pleaſed to ſee a man of his quality and

parts proud of that office, granted him his requeſt;

2nd Witellius, the firſt time he diſcharged his honour

(3.c) Hier. in chron.

* Dio, p. 682. * Dio, p. 683. * DIQ,

able employment, carried away one of her ſhoes,

and wore it conſtantly in his boſom, not being

aſhamed to pull it out in public, and often kiſs it.

The golden images of Pallas and Narciſus, the em:

peror's reigning freedmen, he worſhipped amongſt

his houſhold gods. When Claudius entertained the

people with the ſecular games, ſo called, becauſe

they were exhibited but once in a century, his com
pliment to him was, Sepe facias; Mayyou many times

exhibit theſe ſports. Not only Claudius, who was a

weak prince, but his wives and freedmen, were ſo

taken with the groſs and fulſom flattery of this fawn

ing ſlave, that they not only raiſed him to the firſt

employments in the empire, but likewiſe his two

ſons, whom he had the ſatisfaction to ſee conſuls in

the ſame year, the one ſucceeding the other (31).

His elder ſon was afterwards raiſed to the empire.

(31) Suet. in vit. c. 2.
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the manners of the Roman knights, he diſmiſſed a young man moſt notoriouſly

vicious, without any puniſhment, becauſe his father gave him a good charaćter,

telling him, Żou have a cenſor at home. Another, infamous for debauching both mar

a to take care that their wine-veſſels were well pitched, ſince there was that year great

plenty of grapes; by another he acquainted them, that the juice of the yew-tree was

the beſt remedy of all againſt the ſting of a viper. When he came to inquire into Expºſs his

ried and unmarried women, he only admoniſhed, either to live chaſte, or to be leºd

more warily ; for why muſt 1 know, ſaid he, with what women you keep company *

This year was remarkable for the deaths of ſeveral perſons of great diſtinétion,

whom Claudius, at the inſtigation of Meſſalina, cauſed to be executed. Cn. Pompeius

b Magnus, who had married Antonia, the emperor's eldeſt daughter, fell the firſt. He ºn Pompriº

was of an illuſtrious family, but not deſcended from Pompey the Great, being the

ſon of Craſſus Frugi, who likewiſe bore the ſurname of Great. His credit with the

dearh,

prince, his great nobility, and extraordinary parts, by giving umbrage to Mºſſalina,

occaſioned his ruin. He was condemned, and had his head cut off by a ſoldier ſent

to him for that purpoſe without ſo much as knowing that he was accuſed “: ſo great

and abſolute was the ſway, which Meſſalina had obtained over her weak, timorous,

and credulous husband. At the ſame time Craſſus, the father of Pompeius, and his

mother Scribonia, were by the order of Claudius put to death, though the former

intirely reſembled him, being, to uſe the expreſſion of Seneca, as great a monſter

as himſelf, and therefore no leſs qualified to be emperor'. Several other perſons of

this ancient and illuſtrious family were at the ſame time ſacrificed to the jealouſy of

Meſſalina, and the fears of Claudius ". Upon the death of Pompeius the emperor

married his daughter Antonia to Cornelius Sylla Fauſtus n, brother to Meſſalina, if

Zonaras is to be credited 9, who had a ſon by her, upon whoſe birth Claudius

would not ſuffer any public demonſtrations of joy. Many knights and ſenators of

rank were after the death of Pompeius accuſed of conſpiring againſt the prince, ſome

of whom Claudius pardoned, that is, ſuch as he did not fear; but Valerius Aſiaticus (G) Valerius Air

was proſecuted without mercy for no other crime, but becauſe he poſſeſſed, and ****

had embelliſhed with extraordinary magnificence, the fine gardens of Lucullus,

d which Meſſalina coveted. He was charged with a deſign of withdrawing into Gaul,

to ſtir up his countrymen to a revolt ; for he was a native of Vienna in that province,

and ſupported there by numerous and powerful families, all his own relations. He

was accuſed by Softbius, preceptor to Britannicus (H), who eaſily prevailed upon the

weak and timorous prince to ſecure his life and empire by the deſtruction of his

pretended enemy and rival. Criſpinus, commander of the praetorian guards, was

immediately diſpatched with a body of ſoldiers to ſeize him at Baiae ; which he did

accordingly, and hurried him to Rome in chains. He was tried, not in the ſenate, but His trial.

in the emperor's chamber, in the preſence of Meſſalina. However, he pleaded his

cauſe with ſuch eloquence and energy, that he forced tears both from Claudius and

| Suer. c. 16. * Suer, c. 29. Dio, p. 679.

ibid. * Suet. c. 27. ° Zonar. p. 184.

(G) Valerius Aſiaticus was a native of Vienna in

Gaul, and very powerful in that province on ac

count of his wealth, and numerous dependents. He

had been one of Caius's moſt intimate friends; but

that prince having firſt debauched his wife, and after

wards bragged of it in a public aſſembly in his pre

fence, the brave Gaul, who had too much ſpirit to

put up ſuch an affont, reſolved to be revenged on

the outrageous tyrant ; and accordingly with great

readineſs entered into the conſpiracy, nay, became,

according to Tacitus, the principal direétor in the

plot ; though he had no ſhare, as we are told by

joſephus and Dion Caſſius, in the execution of it.

When the ſenate after the aſſaſſination were for pu

niſhing the conſpirators, Valerius riſing up, com

mended the 26tion, owned himſelf privy to it, and

publicly wiſhed he had had the glory of diſpatching

the tyrant with his own hand. The ſenators, ani

mated by his firmneſs and reſolution, took courage;

granted impunity to the conſpirators, and were even

Senec. lud. in Claud. * Senec, ibid. * Idem

for decreeing them rewards (32). Valerius had been

conſul, the year beſore, the ſecond time, having been

once honoured with that dignity in the preceding

(H) This is probably the Softbius, whoſe writings

are quoted by Arnobius, Clemens of Alexandria and

Suidas, He was inſtructed by Meſſalina to warn Clau

dius under the mask of zeal, that great wealth in the

hands of private men proved always dangerous to

princes ; that Valerius was on account of his im.

menſe riches, and powerful alliances in Gaul, capa

ble of diſputing the empire with him ; that he was

not only highly eſteemed by his countrymen the

Gauls, but in mighty favour with the Roman people;

that it was already a prevailing rumour through all

the provinces, that he defigned to put himſelf at the

head of the armies, &c. (33). Theſe malicious and

groundleſs inſinuations were ſufficient to put the

timorous Claudins upon the moſt cruel and bloody

precautions.

(32) Tacit. annal. l. xi. e. i. Dio, l. lix. p. 663. (33) Tacit, ibid.

Mºſulina

weakneſ, in the

diſcharge of

that office.

Magnus put to
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Mºffalina herſelf. But the empreſs, fearing pity and tenderneſs ſhould get the better a

of her other paſſions, left the room, and in going out, whiſpered L. Pitellius in the

ear not to let the accuſed eſcape P. As Valerius declared that he had never before

ſeen any of the witneſſes, who were produced againſt him, Soſibius at laſt brought in

one, who, he ſaid, was well acquainted with him. He had beforehand informed his

evidence, that Valerius was bald, and therefore upon his entering the room, he deſired

him in the firſt place to tell them which was Valerius Aſiaticus: I have been long ar

quainted with him, and that is be, ſaid the witneſs, pointing at another bald perſon,

who happened to be preſent. This convinced Claudius, that Aſiaticus was free from

all guilt ; but while he was deliberating about clearing him, the treacherous Vitel

lius, throwing himſelf at his feet, and putting him in mind of the good ſervices of bº

Aſiaticus to the commonwealth, of his attachment to Antonia, the prince's mother,

of his gallant behaviour in the late Britiſh expedition, &c. begged him in the end

with many tears to diſplay his mercy, by granting to ſo worthy and deſerving a

citizen the free choice of his own death. Claudius, without further conſideration,

complied with his requeſt; which was in effect condemning Aſiaticus, who thereupon

opened his veins, and bled to death q (I). Meſſalina, not ſatisfied with the ruin of

Aſiaticus, ſuborned perſons, who urged Poppaea, with whom he was ſuppoſed to carry

on a criminal converſation, to lay violent hands on herſelf, to avoid the diſgrace of a

ſhameful impriſonment, with which they threatened her. The emperor was ſo

utterly unappriſed of her unhappy end, that her husband Scipio being a few days c

after at table with him, he asked him why he came without his wife 2 Scipio anſwered,

that ſhe was dead; but dared not mention the particulars of her death r. Afterwards

two illuſtrious Roman knights, ſurnamed Petra", were accuſed and condemned, becauſe

one of them had had a dream, which was ſuppoſed to portend ſome misfortune, either

to Claudius, or the empire (K). -

caudiºs º- As the pleaders at this time exačted exorbitant fees from their clients, and often

ports the plead- of both parties, a complaint of this grievance being begun by Caius Silius, conſul
ers. elečt, the whole ſenate concurred, and demanded that the Cincian law might be

revived, injoining that no man ſhould, for pleading a cauſe, accept of any gift or

He is con

demned by the

treachery ofVi

tellius.

The demand of the ſenate was with great vehemence promoted by Silius,

and with equal ardor oppoſed by the pleaders (L), Claudius favoured the latter,

payment.

P TAcIT. ibid.

(1) He behaved with great firmneſs and intrepi

dity both at his trial, and after his condemnation;

beſides the charge of treaſon, he was accuſed of

winking at the licentiouſneſs of the ſoldiery, of ne

gleóting military diſcipline, of carrying on an adul

terous amour with Poppaa, the mother of that Pop

paa, who became ſo infamous in the reign of Nero,

and laſtly with ſurrendering his perſon, like an har

lot, to unnatural luſt. This laſt article Aſiaticus could

not brook; but interrupting the accuſer, by name

Suilius, a perſon, it ſeems, of ſome rank, Ask thy

own ſons, Suilius, ſaid he they will ſatisfy thee that

I am a man. After his condemnation, he continued

his uſual exerciſes, walking, batheing, and even ſup

ping chearfully, telling his friends, that it would

have been more to his credit to have fallen by the

craft of Tiberius, or the fury of Claudius, than thus

to periſh by the dark devices of a woman, and

the treachery of ſuch a baſe and proſtitute ſycophant

as Vitellius. After ſupper he viewed his funeral

ile, and ordered it to be removed to another place,

}. the heat and ſmoke ſhould hurt his trees, and

leſſen their cool ſhade: after this he opened his veins

without betraying the leaſt concern, and bled to

death (34).

(K) Some writers ſay, that he ſaw Claudins in a

dream crowned with a garland of the ears of corn,

their beards downwards, which was interpreted to

foretel a public famine: others have wrote, that the

chaplet he ſaw was of vine-branches with white

leaves, which he conſtrued to portend the death of

the prince at the cloſe of autumn. But whatever he

* Idem, c. 2, 3.

and

f Idem ibid.

dreamt, both he and his brother were ſacrificed, partly

for a dream, and partly for accommodating, as was

pretended, Aftaticus and Poppaa with the uſe of their

houſe for their private aſſignations.

(L) Silius urged the examples of the ancient orators,

who had required no other reward for pleading but

preſent applauſe, and the praiſes of poſterity . By

allowing orators to take fees, we put them upon the

level with mechanics, ſaid he, and debaſe eloquence,

of all accompliſhments the moſt glorious and ho

nourable, to ſordid lucre: beſides, if eloquence once

becomes venal, orators will, upon the proſpect of

greater gain, be tempted to betray thoſe whom they

have undertaken to defend ; they will promote en

mities, accuſations, mutual hatred, quarrels, &c. as

a ſure means of enriching themſelves: if no man

finds his advantage in defending ſuits, there will be

few ſuits to defend : as diſeaſes are the market of

phyſicians, ſo will our quarrels and animoſities prove

the revenue of the pleaders, who will therefore take

care to inflame us againſt each other, and keep us

always at variance. They might remember Caius

Aſinius, M. Meſſala, and more lately Arruntius and

Eſerninus, who were raiſed to the higheſt dignities

of the ſtate by an unblemiſhed lite, and an eloquence

never expoſed to ſale. Thus ſpoke Silius. In anſwer

to him, the pleaders owned, that fame was indeed

the greateſt reward a man could wiſh for, but un

certain, and therefore not to be depended upon ;

that the pračtice of pleading was intended for the

good of mankind, was a common refuge for all men,

and prevented the powerful and mighty fiom op

preſſing

(34) Idem, c. 3,
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* : a and therefore the ſenate, inſtead of ſubječting them, as they deſigned, to the penalties

º: of the law againſt extortion, if they took any fee at all, or even preſent for pleading,

t \ contented themſelves with ſettling their fees, which were not to exceed two hundred

* and fifty crowns, and declaring thoſe who were not ſatisfied with that ſum, guilty of

3. extortion r. The ſame year the Cheruſci, who inhabited the preſent dutchy of Brunſ

d wick, had recourſe to Claudius for a king, who ſent them Italicus, ſon to Tilavius the

º- brother of the famous Arminius. Italicits was born at Rome, and brought up there

º, after the Roman manner ; which induced the Cheruſci, though they received him at

Qſì firſt with great joy, to take arms againſt him, and drive him from the throne.

º. He wasafterwards reſtored by the Longobards, and being ſupported by them, oppreſſed

ſh b in a moſt tyrannical manner the Cheruſcan ſtate. At the ſame time Sanguinius, governor Wars in Ger

ºt of Lower Germany, being dead, the Chauci made incurſions into that province ; but nº.

º Cn. Domitius Corbulo, the greateſt commander of his age, who was ſent to ſucceed

º Sanguinius, obliged them to retire, purſued them into their own country, and would

have forced them to ſubmit to the Roman yoke, had not Claudius, who feared Corbulo

* more than he did the Germans, put a ſtop to his conqueſts, and ordered him to lead

º back all the Roman forces over the Rhine. Corbulo obeyed without uttering more,

º than that happy were the Roman commanders in former times. As he had taken great

º pains to reſtore the ancient diſcipline amongſt the legions, whom he found utter

sº ſtrangers to military toils, that they might not relapſe into a habit of idleneſs, he

º * c employed them in digging a canal three-and-twenty miles long between the Meuſe and

º: the Rhine, to receive the high tides, and prevent inundations". A modern writer

º takes this to be the canal known at preſent by the name of Fliet, which extends from

º Sluys on the Meuſe to Leyden on the Rhine . The emperor granted to Corbulo trium

º: phal ornaments, though he would not allow him to proſecute the war. He was

º, tº ſucceeded by Curtius Rufus, who, though of a mean extraction, arrived at the

- conſular dignity, commanded armies, and died proconſul of Africa (M) ". Towards

º: the end of the year, Aulus Plautius, returning from Britain, was received by Clau- Plautius re.

!, Cº. dius with great marks of diſtinétion, and honoured with an ovation, the emperor tºº.
º himſelf attending him in that ceremony, and yielding to him the moſt honourable r1Lain.

tº ſº. d place w. P. Oſtorius Scapula ſucceeded Plautius in the government of Britain, of

* whom we ſhall have occaſion to ſpeak hereafter. About this time a Roman knight,

tºº, by name Cneius Novius, was diſcovered armed with a dagger, among thoſe who were

paying their court to the prince. When put to the rack, he confeſſed his deſign

of murdering the emperor ; but though cruelly tortured, would never diſcover his

accomplices, nor even the motives, which had put him upon that attempt *.

* Idem, c. 5–8. * Idem, c. 19, 20.

* Suet. c. 24. Dio, p. 685. * Tacit. c. 23.

* Buch. de Belg. l. iv. c. 11. * Tacit. c. 20.

preſſing thoſe who were not by themſelves in a con

dition to withſtand them ; neither was eloquence

acquired without pains and expence; fince they

who profeſſed it, neglected their domeſtic concerns

to apply themſelves to the buſineſs of others. Many

followed the profeſſion of war, many that of huſ

bandry, and by both profeſſions a livelihood was ac

quired ; nay, nothing was purſued by any man, but

with a view to the advantages it produced. As for

Aſinius, Meſſala, &c. they were cither inriched by

the civil wars, or heirs of wealthy houſes ; and

therefore might well be above gain, and plead only

for glory ; but equally obvious were the examples

of P. Clodius and Caius Curio, who never pleaded

but for extravagant fees; for themſelves, as the ſtudy

of eloquence had proved very chargeable to them,

they thought it but reaſonable that they ſhould reap

ſome advantage from it. Theſe conſiderations appear

ing of no ſmall force to Claudius, the revival of the

Cincian law was dropt (35). This law was enaëted

by M. Cincius, tribune of the people in the year of

Rome 549, and revived by Auguſtus, who cauſed it

to be confirmed by a decree of the ſenate (36).

(M) He was, according to ſome writers, the ſon

of a gladiator. When he grew to a man, he attended

(35) Tacit, ibid. c. 7.

V ol, V. N. 2 7.

(36) Dio, l. liv.

6 M THE

a Roman quaeſtor into Africa, where while he was

walking at Adrumetum, in the middle of the day,

under a porch, a woman above human fize appeared

before him, and accoſted him with theſe words;

Thou, Rufus, ſhelt one day govern this province with

proconſular power, Animated with hopes from this

preſage, he returned to Rome, where by the libera

lity of his friends, and his own qualifications, he

gained the quaeſtorſhip, and afterwards ſtanding for

the office of praetor in competition with ſeveral

perſons of great diſtinétion, carried it by the intereſt

of Tiberius, who gave him this encomium ; To me

Curtius Rufus ſeems to be deſcended from himſelf. He

was, ſays Tacitus, a ſervile flatterer of thoſe above

him, but arrogant to his inferiors: he lived to a

great age, arrived at the conſulate, obtained trium

phal ornaments, was in the end proconſul of Africa,

and dying there, fulfilled the preſage. This, accord

ing to ſome authors, is the guintus Curtius, whoſe

hiſtory of the exploits of Alexander the Great has

reached us. Voffius indeed is of opinion, that this

hiſtory was wrote in the reign of Veſpaſian, and not

of Claudius ; but the arguments, with which he

ſupports his opinion, are of no force (37).

(37) Voſſ, hiſt. Lat. l. i. e. 28.
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TH E following year, Aulus Vitellius, who was afterwards emperor, and Lucius a

Vipſanius Poplicola being conſuls, Claudius in quality of cenſor created ſeveral new

patrician families, moſt of thoſe which had been raiſed to that dignity by Romulus,

Gauls admit- L. Brutus, julius Caeſar, and Auguſtus, being extinct. He likewiſe ſupplied the

**** vacancies in the ſenate, introducing into that body ſome A duans, that is, natives of
ſenate. Autum in Gaul, and promoting a decree of the ſenate, qualifying ſuch of the Gauliſh

nobility as were Roman citizens to be admitted to the ſenatorial dignity. Such ſenators

as were of infamous charaćters he degraded ; but proceeded therein with great tender

neſs, adviſing them to reſign their dignity, that their voluntary abdication might

ſoften and hide the infamy of their expulſion. For theſe regulations, the conſul Pip

famius propoſed, that Claudius ſhould be ſtyled The father of the ſenate; but he modeſtly b

declined that title. He then numbered the citizens, who in that ſurvey amounted |

to ſix millions nine hundred thouſand . This year Claudius was at length acquainted

with the diſorders of his wife Meſſalina. She was the daughter of Valerius Meſſala

Barbatus the emperor's couſin, and of Domitia Lepida, the grand-daughter of M.

Antony and Oślavia, Auguſtus's ſiſter ; ſo that ſhe was Auguſtus's great niece, as

Claudius was his great nephew '. We have related ſeveral inſtances of her cruelty,

which, however great, fell ſhort of her monſtrous lewdneſs. Her chief favourite

Meſãlina was Caius Silius, the moſt comely young man in Rome, with whoſe graceful perſon

ºpenly marries ſhe was ſo inchanted, that ſhe obliged him to divorce his wife Silama, that ſhe might
Silius. ingroſs him wholly to herſelf. Silius was not unappriſed of the blackneſs of his crime, c

and the doom which threatened him ; but to withſtand Meſſalina was preſent deſtruc

tion. He therefore complied with her vitious inclination, and the empreſs, far

from purſuing her amours privately, and by ſtealth, openly frequented his houſe with

a numerous train, accompanied him inceſſantly abroad, loaded him with wealth

and honours, &c. After ſome time, Silius, apprehenſive of the dangers that hung

over him, and judging they were only to be averted by dangerous remedies, told the

empreſs, without diſguiſe, that they were gone too far to wait for the prince's death;

that deſperate attempts were the only ſecurity in glaring guilt ; that he had accom

plices at hand, and was ready to marry her, and adopt Germanicus. This propoſal,

bold beyond all example, and almoſt all belief, Meſſalina applauded, and a few d

days after, the emperor being gone to Oſtia to aſſiſt at a ſacrifice, ſhe married Silius with

all the uſual ſolemnities in the face of the ſenate, of the equeſtrian order, of the whole

people and ſoldiery. Tacitus, Suetonius, and Dion Caſſius, who relate this memorable

incident, being well appriſed how fabulous it would appear, that the emperor's wife

ſhould in his life-time dare to eſpouſe another husband in form, and celebrate with

him in the face of the city the nuptial feaſts, declare, that how wonderful ſoever and

incredible it may ſeem, they frame no fićtion; but only recount what is unqueſtionably

true, and what they had learnt from the living or written teſtimony of their fathers.

Suetonius tells us, that Meſſalina induced Claudius himſelf to ſign the marriage-con

tract, as if it were only diſſembled to avert the calamities which certain prodigies e

portended to hang over his head ". Horror ſeized the prince's family, eſpecially

thoſe who bore the chief ſway in it. It was no riddle whither ſuch a marriage

tended, and they dreaded nothing ſo much as a revolution, which would put an end

to their power. On the other hand, when they recollečted the ſtupidity of Claudius,

his blind attachment to his wife, and the many eminent perſons ſacrificed to her fury,

their own apprehenſions deterred them from acquainting him with his public igno

miny. Califtus and Pallas, the reigning favourites, were ſtill for diſſembling the

empreſs's enormities, and frightening her by ſecret menaces from keeping company

with her adulterer. Narciſſus thought the emperor ſhould by ſome means or other

be immediately acquainted with the monſtrous condućt of his wife; and perſiſting in f

his opinion, he prevailed by gifts and promiſes upon Calpurnia and Cleopatra, two

courteſans in high favour with Claudius, to undertake the diſcovery , which they did

the more willingly, as by the fall of Meſſalina they apprehended that their own autho

rity would be thoroughly eſtabliſhed. , Calpurnia therefore, while the emperor was .

ſtill at Oſſia, upon the firſt occaſion of her being with him in private, falling at his

feet, cried out, Meſſalina has married Silius ; and at the ſame time asked Cleopatra,

who purpoſely attended to atteſt it, whether ſhe had not found it to be true? Cleºpa

tra confirming it, Claudius, ſtruck with amazement, ordered Narciſus to be called,

y Idem, c. 25. * SENEc. lud, in Claud. p. 478. * Suet. c. 29.
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f impudent and bold condućt of Silius, and the abominations of Meſſalina.

a who begging pardon for having concealed from him the diſorders of his wife, told

him, that he was in a ſtate of divorce ; that it was what all men knew ; that the

nuptials had been celebrated in the face of the city, and that Meſſalina’s new husband,

if he made not diſpatch, would be ſovereign of Rome. He then ſent for his moſt

truſty friends, particularly for Turrannius, who was charged with the care of provid

ing the city with corn, and next for Luſius Geta, commander ofthe praetorian guards,

and inquired of them. As they avouched it, all who were about Claudius, inſiſted

upon his proceeding without delay to the camp, and by ſecuring the praetorian

cohorts, conſult his preſervation before his revenge. Claudius was ſo confounded and

diſmayed, that he often asked whether he was ſtill emperor 2 whether Silius was yet

b a private man? In the mean time Meſſalina was indulging herſelf without the leaſt

apprehenſion in all manner of diverſions, not imagining that any one would dare to

diſcloſe her diſorders to the emperor, over whom ſhe had ſo mighty a ſway. As it

was then the middle of autumn, ſhe exhibited in her houſe a repreſentation of the

vintage, in which her new husband Silius perſonated Bacchus, being attended by a Their ſecurity.

choir of mock-prieſts and prieſteſſes, among whom was Meſſalina herſelf with a

thyrſus in her hand, and her hair looſe and flowing. But in the midſt of their jollity

and revels, meſſengers unexpectedly arrived with tidings, that Claudius was appriſed of

all, and approached bent upon ſudden vengeance. Hereupon the company imme

diately diſperſed in the utmoſt conſternation ; Mºffalina betook herſelf to the

° gardens of Lucullus ; and Silius, who was then praetor and conſul elect, to diſſemble

his fear, reſumed the offices of the forum. Meſſalina, finding no other reſource,

reſolved to quit her retirement, and boldly to meet her husband, not doubting but

ſhe ſhould be able to avert the ſtorm, if ſhe only obtained to be heard. But in the hº
- - - - *-* - ſe

firſt place, ſhe ordered her ſon Britannicus, and her daughter Ożavia, to go forth, 3.

and embracing their father, to implore his mercy for his injured wife: ſhe beſought

Vibidia, the oldeſt veſtal, of whom Claudius entertained a high opinion, to do the

fame. She herſelf paſſed through the city on foot, attended only by three perſons,

no one ſhewing the leaſt compaſſion for her in her diſgrace. When ſhe was without

the walls, not being able to purſue her journey on foot, and finding no other con

venience, ſhe was glad to be taken up by a gardener in his dung-cart, in which, quite

forſaken by all her train, ſhe took the road to Oſiia. The emperor was not yet

recovered from his fright, but was ſtill inceſſantly asking, whether Silius was yet

acknowledged emperor: he likewiſe betrayed no ſmall diſtruſt of Geta, commander

of his guards, of which Narciſſus, who entertained the ſame diſtruſt, being appriſed,

he ſuggeſted to the emperor, that there was no other expedient to preſerve him, than

the transferring the command of his guards upon one of his freedmen for that day only,

and offered to undertake it himſelf. Claudius came readily into his propoſal, and The condud of

Narciſſils, now commander of the praetorian cohorts, took his place as ſuch in the Narcitus.

emperor's coach, in order to prevent L. Witellius and P. Largus Caecina, who were in

e the ſame coach, from interceding in favour of Meſſalina. Upon the road, Claudius

ſometimes broke out into bitter invečtives againſt Meſſalina ; at other times ſhewed

compaſſion for her, and their common children. Vitellius uttered nothing, but, O

heinous ! Oh the iniquity | Which words might be interpreted equally againſt Meſa

lina and her accuſers. Narciſus urged him to ſpeak plain; but gained nothing: Wi

tellius ſtill anſwered indireétly, and in terms that might be differently conſtrued ; and

his example was followed by Largus Cæcina. As they drew near the city, Meſſalina

unexpe&tedly appeared in the road, crying aloud with many tears to Claudius, that

he would hear the mother of Ośīavia and Britannicus. Narciſſus no ſooner ſaw her,

than, to drown her cries, he began to exclaim and ſtorm with great noiſe againſt the

At the Meſºlina

ſame time, to divert the prince from ſeeing her, he delivered to him a writing, con- meet the em

taining a detail of her proſtitutions. As the emperor was entering Rome, ſome”

attempted to preſent to him his children by her ; but Narciſſus ordered them to be

conveyed away : he could not however remove Vibidia, who inſiſted with great vehe

mence, that the emperor's wife might not be condemned without being heard ; ſo

that Narciſſus was obliged to aſſure her, that Meſſalina ſhould be heard, and ſhould

have full opportunity of clearing herſelf. He then adviſed the veſtal to withdraw,

and attend the ſacred funétions of her office. As for Claudius, he kept the whole time

a wonderful ſilence, and Vitellius pretended to be amazed ; ſo that Narciſſus con

‘g trouled all things. By his command the houſe of the adulterer was opened, and

5
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i. i. i* the emperor carried thither. As he entered the porch, Narciſſºs ſhewed him the a
againſ; her ty

X-Ic:1.3.
ſtatue of Siliis the father ſtanding there, though the ſenate had by a decree ordered

it to be broken; for he had been arraigned under Tiberius of treaſon, as we have

related in his reign : in the houſe he ſhewed him the rich furniture of the imperial

palace, the monuments of his wife's proſtitution, and his own diſgrace. Having thus

worked him up to threats and fury, he led him without delay to the camp, where by

Narciſſus’s direction he made a ſhort ſpeech to the ſoldiery, who with a general cla

mour demanded that the criminals might be immediately executed. Hereupon Silius,

and ſeveral others, whom Narciſſus had cauſed to be arreſted, were brought before

the imperial tribunal ; and being convicted as accomplices of Mºſſalina's proſtitutions,

sius and her were all dragged to execution. Silius without offering any thing in his defence, only

other adulte, begged they would diſpatch him ſoon. Mneſier, the player, who had been likewiſe

rºr, executed on of Mºſſalina’s gallants, created ſome heſitation. He tore off his garments, and

deſired the emperor to behold the marks of the ſtripes he had endured, before he

could be brought to comply with Meſſalina's impure ſolicitations ; he reminded him

at the ſame time time of his own commands, obliging him to gratify Meſſalina with

out reſerve (N), adding, that others had been tempted to offend by great preſents,

or mighty promiſes ; but his offence was owing only to compulſion. Theſe con

ſiderations biaſed Claudius to mercy; but his freedmen diſſuading him from ſaving

a player after ſo many illuſtrious ſacrifices, Mneſter was condemned and executed

with Traulus Montanus, a young knight of extraordinary modeſty and comelineſs,

whom Meſſalina had forced to paſs only one night with her, and afterwards caſt

off, her paſſion being, as Tacitus obſerves, with equal wantonneſs inflamed and ſur

feited a.

WHEN theſe executions were over, Claudius returned to the palace, where he paſſed

the beſt part of the night in feaſting and revelling with his freed-men. Being warm

with wine, for he uſually drank very plentifully, he ordered one of his attendants to

go and acquaint the unhappy woman, for theſe terms he is ſaid to have uſed, that ſhe

ſhould attend the next day, and plead her cauſe. She was then in the gardens of

Lucullus, whither ſhe had retired, finding ſhe could have no acceſs to Claudius, and

was there buſy in compoſing a memorial, which ſhe deſigned to preſent to the prince,

Narciſſils ha- not without hopes of moving him to compaſſion. But Narciſus, alarmed at the

ſºn; her exe- meſſage he ſent her, and obſerving that his reſentment viſibly abated, and his uſual
C/4/107, affection began to return, ran haſtily forth, and directed the tribune and centurions

then upon duty to diſpatch Meſſalina ; for ſuch was the emperor's expreſs command.

With them he ſent one Evodus a freed-man, in whom he could confide, charging

Chuius ſtews

to relent.

i him to ſee his orders ſtrićtly fulfilled ; for he apprehended, and indeed not without

f

reaſon, ſince Claudius began to relent, that the doom, which he had prepared for

Meſſalina, would, if ſhe lived to the next day, rebound upon his own head. Evodus

flew in a moment to the gardens, where he found her lying upon the ground, and

her mother Lepida fitting by her. He immediately acquainted her with her doom,

and at the ſame time abuſed her with all the brutal invečtives of a ſlave. Her mother

encouraged her not to wait the blow of the executioner ; but, ſince ſhe could not

prolong her life, to die with renown. Hereupon, laying hold of a dagger, ſhe

aimed, with a trembling hand, firſt at her throat, and then at her breaſt ; but had

not courage and reſolution enough for ſuch an attempt. The tribune therefore who

ſtood before her, without ever opening his mouth, obſerving her timidity and irre

* Tacit. c. 30–36. Dio, p. 674. SUFr. c. 29. SENEc. lud. in Claud.

\

(N) Meſſalina finding ſhe could neither by threats

nor promiſes induce Mneſter to comply with her im

pure ſolicitations, had at length recourſe to ſtripes,

and cauſed him to be inhumanly ſcourged ; but to

no effect, Mneſler dreading to incur the diſpleaſure

of the emperor, which, he apprehended, would

ſooner or later prove fatal to him, if he granted Meſ

ſalina her requeſt; for her abominations were now

fo public, that he imagined Claudius could not be

much longer unappriſed of them. Hercupon the

lewd proſtitute, bent upon ſatisfying at all events

the piſſion ſhe had conceived for the player; What

if the emperor himſelf, ſaid ſhe, ſhould command you

to gratify me in what I require I ſhould, without

heſitation, replied Mneſter, obey the emperor's com

mands. Meſſalina flew to the emperor, and com

plained to him of the player, who, ſhe ſaid, had un

mannerly refuſed her a ſmall favour. Claudius ini

mediately ſent for Musſler, reprimanded him with

great ſeverity, and commanded him to gratify his

wife without reſerve. He obeyed, and now alledges

d

this command as a powerful motive to induce Clau

dius to grant him his life (38. But Narciſus urg

ing, that his crime was of ſuch enormous malig

nity, that it availed not how he had committed it,

he was executed upon the ſpot.

(3S) Dio, l. lx.

ſolution,
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d who, under colour of conſanguinity, was aſſiduous in her viſits to her uncle.

a ſolution, delivered her from her anxiety and fears, by running her through with his Her death.

ſword. Thusjuſt vengeance overtook her at laſt, in the very gardens for which ſhe

had ſacrificed, as we have related above, the brave Valerius Aſiaticus.

all women recorded in hiſtory, if not the moſt lewd, the moſt amazingly bold in the

She was of

purſuit of her lewdneſs *. Claudius was ſtill at table, when word was brought him, The ſupidity ºf

that Meſſalina was dead; but without any particulars, whether ſhe had ſuffered by*

her own, or by the executioner's hand. Neither did he make any inquiries, but

calling for a bowl of wine, continued the banquet with his uſual gaiety, without

betraying either then, or in the following days, any ſymptoms of hatred, joy, anger,

ſorrow, or any other human paſſion or affection, tho’ he beheld the enemies of his

b wife triumphing over her death, and his children bewailing with many tears the

violent end of their mother “. Nay, Suetonius aſſures us, that as he was a few days

after ſupping with ſome of his friends, he asked, Why his wife Meſſalina came not

to ſupper ? Many other inſtances of the like almoſt incredible forgetfulneſs, or rather

ſtupidity, are related by the ſame writer, and by Dion Caſſius d.

Upon the death of Mºffalina, Claudius publicly declared, that ſince he had been

ſo unfortunate in his marriages, he would live a ſingle life for the future; nay, he

gave every Roman leave to put him to death, if he continued not in that reſolution.

But, notwithſtanding theſe proteſtations, he ſoon changed his mind, and not remem-Claudiº

bering what he had ſaid, declared his intention of marrying. Hereupon great ſtrife
clares his in

tentions to

c and emulation aroſe among the imperial freed-men, which of them ſhould chuſe a wife ...,...,n.

for one, who had been ever governed by his wives. Calliſius propoſed to him Lollia

Paulina, daughter to M. Lollius, a conſular. Pallas recommended julia Agrippina, the

daughter of Germanicus; and Narciſſus employed all his intereſt in behalf of Ælia

Petina, whom he had divorced before upon a ſlight and trivial occaſion. Claudius

himſelf was now bent upon one, then upon another, and always led by his laſt ad

viſer. Being thus undetermined and perplexed, he at length called together his

counſellors, ordering them to declare and defend in his preſence their different opi

nions (O). Claudius heard them all with great attention ; but was moſt affected And prefer his

with the arguments of Pallas, inforced by the careſſes and allurements of Agrippina, "tº gº, P

princeſs, ſo famous in hiſtory for her ambition and misfortunes, was the daughter of

Germanicus and Agrippina the elder, whoſe courage and chaſtity we have often had

occaſion to celebrate. Tiberius married her in the fourteenth year of his reign, to Cn,

Domitius Ahenobarbus, by whom ſhe had a ſon named L. Domitius Ahenobarbus, who

ſucceeded Claudius, and is known by the name of Nero. Upon the death of her

husband, ſhe abandoned herſelf to all manner of lewdneſs, and was on that ſcore

baniſhed by her brother Caligula. Claudius recalled her, when ſhe married to her

ſecond husband Criſpus Paſſienus, one of an illuſtrious family, and ſoon after mur

dered him, to enjoy the rich inheritance to which he had named her in his will. She

e was in high favour with Claudius, even in Meſſalina's time; and therefore would

have been ſacrificed, as well as her ſiſter julia, to her jealouſy, had not the empreſs

been diverted from it by other purſuits *. Claudius no ſooner ſhewed himſelf inclined

to marry his niece, but ſhe began, as if already married, to exerciſe the power and

authority of a wife. Her firſt purpoſe was to concert a match between her ſon Do

mitius and Ośīavia, the emperor's daughter ; but Oğavia had ſome time ſince been

by her father betrothed to Lucius Silanus, a youth of great quality, and no leſs be

b Tacit. c. 37. * Idem ibid. * Suet, ibid. Dio, p. 674. * Suet. in Ner. c. 1, 6, 7.

Tacit. c. 11, 31.

(O) Narciſſus alledged in favour of Ælia Petina

the emperor's former marriage with her, and their

common daughter, for by her he had Antonia; and

that by recalling one who had already been his wife,

he would introduce no innovation into his family,

but a wife, who would not exerciſe the hatred of

a ſtep-mother towards Britannicus and Ottavia, ſince

they were ſo nearly allied to her own children.

Calliſtus urged, that to recal her after ſo long a di

vorce and diſlike, would be the very means to

heighten her indignation and pride; that Lollia was

a much more eligible match, for having no iſſue of

her own, ſhe was void of every motive of emula

tion to his, and conſequently would uſe her ſtep

children with the tenderneſs of a real mother. Pal

las recommended Agrippina from the following

confiderations; that with her ſhe would bring the

grandſon of Germanicus, and was herſelf worthy of

imperial fortune, noble in her deſcent, of tried

fruitfulneſs, and in the prime of her age; that by this

match would be prevented her carrying into another

houſe the illuſtrious blood of the Caſars (39).

(39) Tacit, c. 2.

V o L. V. No. 7
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loved than eſteemed by Claudius. However, as the weak prince had no judgment, a

nor choice, nor averſion or affection, but ſuch as were inſpired by others, Vitellius,

foreſeeing into whoſe hands the ſovereignty was haſtening, in order to purchaſe the

favour of Agrippina, began to deviſe crimes againſt Silanus. That young nobleman

- had a ſiſter, by name junia Silana, a lady of extraordinary beauty, and no leſs

| º gaiety ; and hence Vitellius, then cenſor, took the accuſation, wreſting to a charge

| of inceſt the mutual affection of brother and fifter ; an affection no ways inceſtuous,

- but ſomewhat too free and unguarded; for while junia was by others ſtyled Wenus

on account of her beauty, Silanus choſe, we know not why, to call her juno, who

was both ſiſter and wife to jupiter. This the infamous ſycophant Kitellius laid hold

\ - of ; and having firſt prejudiced the undiſcerning emperor againſt the innocent youth, b

*... Sanus quite unappriſed of any plots againſt him, he ſoon after, in quality of cenſor, de

” graded him from the rank of a ſenator, tho’ the ſenate had been already reviewed,

and the number of ſenators fixed a good while before ; nay, he obliged him by an

edićt to renounce his praetorſhip, tho' it was of courſe to expire the next day, con

ferring it for that day upon Eprius Marcellus. Silamus being thus marked with infamy,
- Claudius broke off the match between him and Ośīavia f.

THE next conſuls were C. Pompeius Longinus Gallus and Q. Veranius Nepos. Tho’

- Claudius and Agrippina lived publicly together, yet they durſt not celebrate their

- nuptials, there being no inſtance among the Romans of a marriage between an uncle

º: ** and a niece; but that ſcruple was removed by Vitellius, who having firſt prevailed, c

º without much trouble, upon Claudius to promiſe, that he would ſubmit to the au

marriage with thority of the ſenate, and the unanimous voice of the people, eaſily perſuaded both

AgrºPPina, orders to approve of the marriage; nay, ſome of the ſenators declared, that, if the

emperor delayed longer, they would compel him. Claudius then yielded; but

l nevertheleſs did not celebrate the nuptials, till the ſenate paſſed a decree, declaring

- for ever lawful marriages between uncles and their brothers daughters. But notwith

ſtanding this general law, no one followed the example of Claudius, except one Ro

t man knight, by name Titus Alledius Severus, and he only, as was believed, to court

1. the favour of Agrippina. This law was afterwards revoked by the emperor Nerva,

! as was that legitimating the inter-marriage of couſin-germans, long unknown to the d

Romani, by Theodoſius the Great. The day after the decree of the ſenate was pub

| liſhed, Claudius celebrated his nuptials with the uſual ſolemnity ; and on the ſame
t day Silius ſlew himſelf, whether by choice or conſtraint, is uncertain. His fifter junia

was baniſhed Italy; and to her ſentence Claudius added an order to the pontiffs,

injoining them to offer expiatory ſacrifices in the grove of Diana; a ſource of mockery

i to aſ men, ſays Tacitus, that penalties and luſtrations ſhould be appointed for a pre

tended inceſt, while real inceſt was eſtabliſhed by law g. From this time the city

- aſſumed a different face, all men tamely obeying a woman, who did not, like Mſ.

| ſalina, render the Roman ſtate ſubſervient only to her wanton and lewd amours, but

to her inſatiable avarice, unbounded ambition, and unparalelled cruelty. She go- e

- verned all, and the emperor himſelf, without controul : appeared with him in the

ſenate ; placed herſelf by him on the ſame tribunal in all public ceremonies; gave,

together with him, audience to foreign princes and embaſſadors; and did not even

abandon him in the courts of juſtice, which to the Romans was a fight altogether new".

º sº....... To ſignalize the beginning, we may ſay, of her reign, with ſome plauſible action,

i.jrºm exile. ſhe prevailed upon Claudius, not only to recal from exile, but to honour with the

º praetorſhip, L. Annæus Seneca, a man by all greatly eſteemed on account of his elo

quence and accompliſhments. But in this ſhe had alſo her private views, which were

the education of her ſon Domitius under ſuch a maſter, and the uſe of his counſels in

the purſuit of her ambitious deſigns; for ſhe did not doubt but Seneca would, out of

gratitude, continue faithfully attached to her, and maintain, for all his philoſophy,

* - an irreconcileable hatred to Claudius, by whom he had been baniſhed k, and truly

his hatred appears but too plainly in his writings. Not long after, Agrippina, pur

ſuing her ambitious deſigns, gained by vaſt promiſes Memmius Pollio, conſul elect, to

move the ſenate, that they would unanimouſly beſeech Claudius to betroth Oślavia

* to Domitius. To this, which was a great ſtep towards the ſovereignty, the ſenate

readily agreed ; and Claudius, not appriſed of his wife’s aſpiring views, with the

| ºº ſame readineſs conſented. Thus was Domitius, by the efforts and devices of his
| - truſ hya.'ſ to 1 JO- -

-

in ( : Ll S. f Tacit. c. 4. Dio, p. 677. Suet. c. 19. * Idem, c. 8. SENEc. lud. in Claud. h TAc1r.

c. 8. Dro, p. 637. * TAcIT, ibid.

mother,
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a mother, raiſed almoſt to an equality with Britannicus. He was born on the fifteenth

of December in the thirty-ſeventh year of the chriſtian aera ; ſo that he was in the be

ginning of this, the forty-ninth, entered into the twelfth year of his age'. In the

next place Agrippina, no leſs implacable in her hatred, than ambitious in her views,

being inraged at Lollia Paulina, for having aſpired to the emperor's bed, framed

crimes againſt her, and ſuborned an accuſer, who charged her with conſulting the

magicians and Chaldeans about the match. Claudius, without hearing her, repre

fented her ſuppoſed guilt to the ſenate, and required, that her eſtate might be confiſ

cated, and ſhe baniſhed Italy ". But Agrippina, not ſatisfied with this puniſh

ment, ſent privately a tribune, with orders to cut off her head, and bring it to her.

b The tribune obeyed ; and Agrippina is ſaid to have with her own hands opened the Loſia Paulina
mouth of the deceaſed, that from her teeth, which had ſomething, we know not * * death.

what, very ſingular, ſhe might be well aſſured it was her head " (P). Calpurnia,

another woman of great diſtinétion, was likewiſe doomed to ruin, becauſe the prince

had praiſed her beauty ; but as this was from no paſſion for her perſon, but only in

occaſional diſcourſe, her life was ſpared. This year to the ſenators of Narbonne

Gaul was granted the ſame privilege with thoſe of Sicily, of viſiting their eſtates there,

without asking leave of the prince. The ſame year the countries of Iturea and judra

were, upon rhe death of their kings, Sohemus and Agrippa, annexed to the govern

ment of Syria. About the end of the year Claudius widened the circumference of

e Rome, incloſing, according to Onuphrius *, mount Aventine. We are told, that

ſuch only as had extended the limits of the empire, were, in virtue of an ancient inſti

tution, impowered to inlarge alſo the bounds of the city P.

probably claimed, in regard of his having conquered part of Britain.

troubles which happened this year in the kingdoms of Parthia and Boſphorus, we refer

our readers to the account we have given of them in our hiſtory of thoſe coun

tries (Q).

THE following year C. Antiſtius Vetus and M. Suilius Nervilianus being conſuls,

the freed-man Pallas, who had condućted the late marriage of Agrippina, and was

now engaged in a criminal correſpondence with her, and thence wholly addićted to

tl her intereſt, perſuaded Claudius to adopt, in preference to his own ſon, Domitius for

his eldeſt, becauſe he was three years older than Britannicus (R).

This power Claudius

As for the

1 Swet. in Ner, c.6.

cit. c. 13.

m TActºr, c. 22.

(P) Lollia Paulina was firſt married to Memmius

Regulus, governor of Greece and Macedon, from

whom ſhe was forced by Caligula, who took her

to himſelf. She was grand-daughter to M. Lollius,

appointed by Auguſius governor to Caius Cæſar,

when he was ſent into the eaſt. Claudius, in re

preſenting her pretended guilt to the ſenate, touched

upon her noble deſcent, telling the ſenators, that b

her mother ſhe was niece to Luciuſ Voluſius; that

Cotta Meſſalinus was her great-uncle ; that ſhe her

felf was once the wife of Memmius Regulus, &c.

but of her marriage with Caligula he ſaid nothing.

He added, that ſhe purſued pernicious deſigns, and

muſt be diveſted of the means and opportunities of

putting them in execution. Upon this her immenſe

wealth was confiſcated, and only about thirty-thou

ſand pounds of our money left her. Tacitus tells us,

that the tribune diſpatched by Agrippina had orders

to compel her to lay violent hands on herſelf (40).

(Q) Phlegom, of whom we ſhall have occaſion to

ſpeak hereafter, tells us, that this year, the ninth of

Claudius's reign, a woman was delivered at Rome of

an ape (41),

(R) Tacitus tells us, that it was obſerved by per

fons skilled in antiquity, that never was any adop

tion made before this into the patrician family of

the Claudii; which, from Attus Clauſus, called af.

terwards Appius Claudius, the firſt who ſettled at

Rome, had ſubſiſted upon its own ſtock. Lipſius is

not at all pleaſed with this obſervation; but urges

againſt it the adoption of Germanicus. However,

being prompted by his good-nature to excuſe the

(40) Idem, c. 22.

* Dio, p. 686.

(41) Phlºg. de reb memorabil. c. 13.

From this time

° ONuph. in faſt. p. 101. p Ta

miſtake, he acquaints us, that Tiberius, when he

adopted Germanicus, was not himſelf of the Clau

dian, but of the julian family; a poor quibble in

deed, and altogether unworthy of ſo learned a cri

tic' lt is ſurpriſing, that a writer of ſuch pene

tration ſhould thus miſtake the meaning of Tacitus,

tho' conveyed to him in the plaineſt terms. Some

obſerved, ſys the hiſtorian, that never was any

adoption made before this into the patrician family of

the Claudii, &c. Could Lipſius poſſibly ſuppoſe Ger

manicus to have been adopted by Tiberius into the

Claudian family We cannot think him capable of

entertaining a notion ſo notoriouſly abſurd, ſince

Germanicus, Tiberius's own brother's ſon, was, as

is manifeſt, by birth, and without any adoption, of

the Claudian family. On the other hand, if he does

not ſuppoſe him to have been adopted by Tiberius into

the Claudian family, but only for his ſon, as he truly

was, to what purpoſe alledge ſuch an adoption againſt

thoſe who obſerved, to the glory oftheClaudian fami

ly, that it had ſubſiſted upon its own ſtock ſince its firſt

ſettling at Rome, to the adoption of Domitius Ahe

nobarbus Beſides, if Tiberius was himſelf no longer

of the Claudian, but of the julian family, how

could he adopt Germanicus into the former ? That

Tacitus meant not ſuch an adoption as that of Ger

manicus, but an adoption into the family, is evident

both from the context in that writer, and from

Suetonius, who tells us, that Claudiuſ, when he

adopted young Domitius, publicly declared, that no

one had ever before been adopted into the Claudian

family (41). But quandoque bonus dormit at Homerus

(41) Suet, in Claud. c. 39.

Domitius

Rome in

larged.
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Domitius was named Nero Claudius Caſar Druſus Germanicus (S). This adoption a

was applauded by the ſenate, and a decree paſſed confirming it, and conferring upon

Agrippina the ſublime title of Auguſta. However, there was no Roman ſo void of

compaſſion, as not to be affected with the hard lot of the unhappy Britannicus, whom

Agrippina, under colour of tenderneſs for him, kept locked up in a nurſery, tho’

now nine years old. By degrees ſhe removed from him his former attendants, and

even cauſed ſome of them to be put to death ; among the reſt his preceptor Soſibius,

putting in their room perſons who were intirely at her devotion. . She would never

allow him to appear abroad, nor even to wait upon his father, giving out, that he

was diſordered in his ſenſes, and troubled with the falling-ſickneſs. Not long after

the adoption of Nero, Britannicus having ſaluted him, as he was uſed to do before, b

by the name of Abenobarbus, Nero reſented it to ſuch a degree, that he endeavoured

to perſuade the emperor, that he was a ſuppoſititious child. This year Agrippina,

to diſplay her power at Rome in foreign countries, procured a colony of veterans to

be ſent to the capital of the Ubii, a town in which ſhe had been born, and which ſhe

called by her own name Colonia Agrippinenſis. This city is now known by the name

of Colegn P. About the ſame time the Catti, of whom we have had frequent occa

ſion to ſpeak in the reign of Tiberius, made incurſions into the Roman territories; but

were repulſed with great ſlaughter by Pomponius Secundus, commander of the legions

in Upper Germany, who, on that occaſion, releaſed from bondage ſome Romans,

who had continued in it ever ſince the maſſacre of Varus and his legions. His vigi-c

lance and gallant condućt ſeemed to the ſenate worthy of triumphal ornaments, which

were decreed him accordingly ; but he did not derive ſo much glory from them, as

from his elegant poems, which are greatly cried up by the beſt judges of antiquity 4.

It was at this time too that Vannius, whom Druſus the ſon of Ziberius had thirty

years before created king of the Suevians, was driven out by the Hermundurians and

Ligians. Claudius, tho’ he had declined engaging in a quarrel among the barba

rians, yet granted a ſafe refuge to the depoſed king, and lands in Pannonia both to

him and his followers. Vangio and Sido, his own ſiſter's ſons, parted his kingdom

between them, and ever continued faithful to the Romans r.

T H E following year, Claudius being the fifth time conſul with Servius Cornelius d

Orfitus (T), Nero, tho’ not yet fourteen, was preſented with the manly robe, which

qualified him for honours and employments. At the ſame time the ſenate, with the

concurrence of Claudius, decreed, that in his twentieth year he ſhould diſcharge the

conſulſhip, and in the mean time, as conſul deſigned, be inveſted with proconſular

authority out of Rome, and be ſtyled prince of the Roman youth. Claudius moreover

beſtowed, in Nero's name, a largeſs upon the ſoldiery, and another upon the people;

and to draw the eyes and affections of the people upon him, made him appear at the

circenſian games, which were then ſolemnized, in a triumphal robe, the mark and

ornament of the imperial ſtate, while Britannicus was carried about in his praetexta,

the uſual habit of children. Some of the tribunes and centurions could not help e

pitying the unhappy youth ; but they were all, under various pretences, ſoon removed

from the palace; even ſuch of the young prince's freed-men as were found inviolably

attached to his perſon and intereſt, were partly diſcharged, and partly put to death,

as if they had inſpired their patron with hatred and emulation againſt Nero, which

might in the end flame out into war, and public ruin. Upon their removal, Britan

micus was committed to the government of others, choſen by his ſtep-mother. The

next ſtep which Agrippina took towards the accompliſhment of her great deſign, was

the removing of Luſius Gela and Rufus Criſpinus from the command of the praetorian

P Tacit. c. 26. Suet, in Ner, c. 7. Dio, p. 667. 3 Tacit. c. 18. * Idem, c. 19.

(S) Suetonius tells us, that, when Domitius was (T) Claudius held this his laſt conſulſhip ſix

born, Caligula being deſired by his fiſter Agrippina months (44), Onuphrius adds to his collegue's other

to give the child what name he thought proper, the names that of Scipio (45); and truly the Orfiti ſeem

emperor, fixing his eyes upon Claudius, gave him, to have been"of the family of the Ścipio's (46). C.

by way of raillery, his name; which Agrippina took Minutius, or Minicius Fundanus, and C. Verbenius St

much amiſs, Claudius being at that time the laugh- verus, were ſubſtituted in the conſulſhip to Claudius

ing-ſtock of the court; but now ſhe eſteems both and Orfitus (47). Veſpaſian, who was afterwards

hºrſef and her ſon highly honoured with a name emperor, was conſul for the two laſt months ofthis

which ſhe then deſpiſed (43). year, as we read in Suetonius (48).

(43) Suet, in Ner. º. 6. (44) Suet. c. 4 (45) Onuph, infaft. (46) Grut, p. 17. (47) Onuph.
icid. (48) Suet. in Veſp. c. 4.

cohorts,

|
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a cohorts. She imagined them grateful to the memory of Meſſalina, and thence zea

louſly devoted to her children. She therefore alledged to the emperor, that by the

cabals and emulation of two commanders, the guards were rent into factions; whereas

by the authority of one, they would be more eaſily kept to their duty. Hereupon

Claudius, without any further inquiry, transferred the command of the praetorian

bands on Burrhus Afranius, whom ſhe recommended, an officer highly eſteemed by

the ſoldiery, but well appriſed to whom he owed his preferment. And now Agrip

pina began to aſſume a more haughty deportment than ever ; ſhe entered the capitol

in a chariot, a diſtinétion granted to none but prieſts. This however heightened the

reverence of the people towards one, who was, without example, the daughter of a

b Caſar, the mother of one, ſiſter to the late emperor, and wife to the preſent. But

in the mean time her chief champion, L. Witellius, was by a ſenator, named Junius

Lupus, accuſed of high treaſon ; and Claudius, ever timorous, would have hearkened

to the charge, had not Agrippina, by menaces rather than intreaties, turned his

reſentment againſt the accuſer, who was baniſhed, Vitellius deſiring no further puniſh

ment '. This year a great famine raged in Rome, and the populace, not confining

their complaints to houſes and corners, gathered in tumultuous crouds round the

prince, while he was publicly adminiſtring juſtice, and drove him to the extremity

of the forum ; inſomuch that with the utmoſt difficulty he eſcaped their violence, his

guards opening him a way through the outrageous multitude '. Suetonius tells us,

c that he was not only reviled with opprobrious language by the inraged populace, but

ſo pelted with cruſts of bread, that he narrowly eſcaped being killed ". However,

inſtead of reſenting ſuch baſe treatment, he took ſuch effectual care to have the city

ſupplied with corn, that in leſs than fifteen days no one had occaſion to complain,

that winter happening to prove exceeding mild and favourable. That the city might

not again be reduced to ſuch diſtreſs, he gave all poſſible encouragement to mer

chants, granted ample privileges to ſuch as built trading veſſels, and took upon him

ſelf to make good all the loſſes they ſhould ſuffer.

Burrhus Af.

ranius appoint

ed commander

ofthe pratorian

guards.

A famine at

Rome.

This year, the tenth of Claudius's reign, the propraetor, P. Oſtorius Scapula, Farther tº:

landing in Britain (U), was obliged, ſoon after his arrival, though the ſeaſon was quºff in **

d already far advanced, to take the field againſt the Britons, who broke into the terri-*

tories of the friends and allies of Rome with ſo much the more violence and confidence,

as they ſuppoſed that a new general, not yet acquainted with his army, would not in

the beginning of winter dare to take the field, and make head againſt them. But

Oſłorius, who was an officer of great experience, being well appriſed that by the firſt

events of war confidence or conſternation was raiſed in an enemy, led forth ſuch

cohorts as were next at hand, fell unexpectedly upon the unwary Britons with great

ſlaughter, and purſued ſuch as were broken ſo cloſe as to prevent their rejoining.

Then, as he could not depend upon a peace made by conſtraint, and therefore not

ſincere, he deprived of their arms thoſe whom he ſuſpected, and by means of ſeveral

e forts on the Severn, and the two Avons, one of which is called alſo the Nen, he endea

voured to reſtrain the enemy from making any farther inroads into the territories of

the Roman allies. This the Iceni, that is, the inhabitants of the preſent counties of

Suffolk, Norfolk, Cambridge, and Huntingdon, could not brook. They were a power

ful people, and not weakened by any wars or invaſions ; for they had of their own

accord entered into an alliance with the Romans. Being therefore joined by the bor

dering nations, they ſoon raiſed a conſiderable army, and incamped in a place defended

by a ditch, and narrow lanes, not paſſable by the horſe. Oſtorius, though not yet

joined by his legions, reſolved to attack them ; and accordingly, having drawn up

his auxiliaries, and diſmounted his cavalry, he advanced in good order to attack the

f enemy's ruſtic fortifications. The ditch was ſoon forced, and the Britons put in diſ- The Iceni de

order, being hampered and intangled with their own incloſures. However, as they ſº

were cooped in on all ſides, and no way was left for them to eſcape, being animated

with deſpair, they performed many feats of bravery. In this battle M. Oftorius, the

ſon of the general, acquired the civic crown, by ſaving the life of a Roman citizen.

* ldem, c. 42. * Idem, c. 43. * SUET. c. 18. w Suet. ibid.

(U) Aulus Plautius left Britain, and returned to years after. Hence it is plain, that between Plau

Rome, according to Dion Caſſius, in the fixth year tins and Oſtorius was another governor of this coun

of Claudiuſ's reign ; whereas Oſtorius did not arrive try, whom authors have not mentioned, probably

in that iſland, as is evident from Tacitus, till three becauſe he performed nothing worthy of notice.

Vol. V. No 7. 6 O The
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The Iceni being thus overcome, and thoſe unſettled ſpirits, who had hitherto wavered a
between peace and war, calmed by their overthrow, Oſtorius advanced into the

country of the Cangi, probably the preſent counties of Shropſhire and Cheſhire, laying

waſte their territories, and committing general ſpoil, till he approached the Iriſh

ſea, when commotions begun among the Brigantes, the inhabitants of Lancaſhire,

2%rkſhire, the biſhopric of Durbam, and the counties of Cumberland and Weſtmorland,

drew him back ; for the Brigantes had ſubmitted to him before, probably by their

deputies, after the overthrow of the Iceni ; and the Roman general was determined

to proſecute no new enterprize, till his former ones were completed, and ſecure.

The chief authors of the diſturbance were executed, and the reſt pardoned, which

put a ſtop to any farther attempts of the Brigantes. But the Silures, the inhabitants b

of South-Wales, would hearken to no terms. Oſtorius thereſore reſolved to lead his

legions againſt them, but firſt conveyed a numerous colony of veterans to Camalo

dunum, in order to keep the conquered countries in awe, and inure the Roman allies

to the laws and juriſdićtion of Rome. To Cogidunus, a Britiſh king, and a great

friend to the Romans, certain cities were given to attach him ſtill more to their

intereſt ; for it was a cuſtom, as Zacitus obſerves *, practiſed in the earlieſt ages by

the Roman people, to employ even kings as their inſtruments in eſtabliſhing bon

dage on nations. After theſe precautions Oſtorius marched with all his forces againſt

the Silures, a people reſolute and fierce by nature, and moreover confiding in the valor

and condućt of Carašacus, whom many proſperous, and many doubtful ſucceſſes, c

had rendered famous, and raiſed in renown above all the other Britiſh commanders.

As he was better acquainted with the country than the Romans, but inferior to them

in the number of his troops, he wiſely removed the ſeat of the war into the terri

tories of the Ordovices, now North-Wales. There he choſe a place, againſt which it

was difficult to advance, and from which it was no leſs difficult to retire; every way

incommodious to the Romans, and every way favourable to his own men; for it was

upon the ridges ofexceeding ſteep mountains, the ſides of which, where approachable,

he fortified with walls of ſtone ; at the foot of the mountains flowed a river, dangerous

to be forded, and the walls, which he had reared, were defended by numerous bodies

of his braveſt men. The place, as Camden conjećtures, had thence the name of Caer d

Caradoc, which is a ſteep hill on the weſt borders of Shropſhire, at the foot of which

runs the river Clun : Caradoc in the Britiſh tongue is ſuppoſed to be the ſame with

Caraćiacus in Latin. Oſtorius having drawn hither all his forces, ſince the Britiſh

commander was reſolved to put the whole to the deciſion of the ſword, began to ad

vance in battle-array towards the enemy. At his approach the leaders of the ſeveral

confederate nations, who had joined Caraćiacus, ran from rank to rank, animating

their followers with repreſentations proper to diſpel fear, and rouſe in their breaſts

a martial ardor. As for Caraśīacus, he flew through the whole army, proclaiming,

where-ever he paſſed, that from this day, from this battle, they muſt date their

liberty completely recovered, or their ſlavery eternally eſtabliſhed: he put them in e

mind of the glorious feats of their anceſtors, who had driven out Caſar the dic

tator, and by whoſe valor they yet lived free from tribute, and the Roman axes, yet

preſerved the perſons of their wives and children from diſhonour. His harangue was

anſwered by loud ſhouts and acclamations, which were echoed and doubled by the

neighbouring woods and mountains. In the end, every one bound himſelf by the

moſt ſacred oath amongſt them, never to yield to force or wounds. The reſolute

aiacrity of the enemy ſtartled the Roman general, eſpecially when he diſcovered the

river before him, the ramparts raiſed upon its banks, the ſteepneſs of the mountains

filled with men hanging almoſt over their heads, and in ſhort the moſt diſmal and

threatening ſcene of war he had ever beheld. But the ſoldiers preſſed for the attack, f

crying out, All difficulties are ſurmountable by courage. Oſtorius therefore, having care

fully ſurveyed the ground, and tried where the river was fordable, and where not,

ordered the trumpets to found, and his legionaries to advance. They gained with

out much difficulty the oppoſite bank ; but as they approached the rampart, they

were galled with inceſſant ſhowers of darts, which did great execution, till forming

themſelves into a teſtudo, they demoliſhed the wall, which covered the enemy, and

encountered them hand to hand upon ground equal to both. Then the Britons, not

able to ſtand the ſhock of the legions, betook themſelves to the ridges of the moun

Engages Oſc

rus the Ro

man general.

* Tacit, in vit. Agr. c. 4.
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Chap. 17. The Roman Hiſtory.

a tains, where they made a ſtand againſt the Romans, who purſued them; but as they

covered themſelves with no armour, and only fought with diſcharges of arrows, the

Romans cloſing with them, eaſily broke their ranks, put them to flight, and gained But is defeated.

a complete vićtory. The wife and daughter of Caraćfacus were taken priſoners, and

his brothers ſurrendered at diſcretion. He himſelf had recourſe to the protećtion of

5 i i

Cartiſmandua, queen of the Brigantes ; but as all things conſpire againſt the unfor

tunate, he was by her delivered in bonds to the conquerors, according to Tacitus, in and delivered

the ninth, but by a more exact computation, in the ſeventh year after the com-up to the Ro

mencement of the war in Britain ; ſo long had he ſuſtained it; and hence his renown,

ſays Tacitus, had reached all the iſlands, ſpread over the neighbouring countries,

b and was celebrated even in Italy, and at Rome, where all longed to behold the braveo

commander, who had for ſo many years defied the arms, and baffled all the attempts

of the Romans. He was immediately ſent to Claudius, who received him in a kind

of triumph. As he drew near the city, the people were ſummoned, as to ſome ſolemn

ſpectacle, to ſee the illuſtrious captive 3 as he paſſed by the praetorian guards ſtood

under arms in the field before their camp. Before the Britiſh king marched his

ſervants and followers, carrying the gold chains, and military ornaments, which he

had taken in the wars with his neighbours ; next his brothers, his wife and daugh

ters; and laſtly himſelf expoſed to view. All but he appeared dejećted, and de

ſcended to ſupplications unworthy of their rank and character. The king himſelf,
C

without betraying the leaſt fear, or uttering a word that implored mercy, being

brought before the emperor, who was feated on his tribunal, addreſſed him thus:
cº

« .

c -

& 4

« .

&c.

& Cº.

« C.

d C &

& C

& &

& 4

4 &

If my moderation in proſperity and ſucceſs had been equal to my quality and for

tune, I ſhould have arrived in this city under another charaćter, that of a friend,

and not a captive ; nor would you have diſdained to receive into terms of alliance,

a prince deſcended from illuſtrious anceſtors, and ruliag over ſo many nations. But

different is my preſent lot, a lot, which reflects no leſs glory upon you, than diſ

grace and reproach upon me. I was lately maſter of men and arms, horſes and

treaſures ; and where is the wonder, that I was unwilling to loſe them, that I ſtrove

to retain them : Though you, Romans, aim at extending your dominion over all

mankind, it does not thence follow, that all men will readily and voluntarily

ſubmit to the yoke. Had I immediately yielded, my misfortune would have been

leſs remarkable, your conqueſt leſs renowned : even now, if I am to ſuffer death,

the fame of my reſiſtance and your vićtory will die with me ; but if you preſerve

my life, I ſhall be a living monument of your clemency ". Claudius, com

paſſionating the misfortunes of ſo brave a man, and admiring the conſtancy with

which he bore them, generouſly granted to him, to his wife, his daughter and bro

thers, both their lives and liberty. Being releaſed from their chains, they firſt paid Iſho grants

their duty and acknowledgment to the prince, and next to Agrippina, who was ſeated

upon another tribunal cloſe to the emperor's ". We are told, that Caraćiacus being

e asked, after he had viewed the city of Rome, which was then in the height of its

beauty and grandeur, what he thought of that ſtately metropolis returned the

following judicious anſwer: I am amazed, that men, who have ſuch magnificent habi

tations of their own ſhould leave them, and come ſo far to bereave us Britons of our poor

cottages . In the ſenate many pompous encomiums were pronounced upon the

taking of Caraćlacus, ſome of the ſenators extolling it as an event no leſs illuſtrious

than the taking of Syphax by P. Scipio, or of P. tſes by Lucius Paulus. To Oſlo

rius, who continued in Britain, triumphal ornaments were decreed.

Thus far the adminiſtration of Oſtorius had proved ſucceſsful ; but now his fortune

began to change; whether it was, that upon the captivity of Caraïacus the Romans

f thought the war concluded, and thence grew leſs vigilant, or that the Britons, inraged

rather than diſheartened at the loſs of their king, ſtrove more vehemently to revenge

it.
However that be, the Silure; fell by ſurpriſe upon the prefect of the camp, and

ſome legionary cohorts, whom Oſłorius had left to rear forts in their country ; and

would have cut them all in pieces, had they not received timely aſfiſtance from the

neighbouring gariſons: as it was, the prefečt himſelf, eight centurions, and a great

number of the moſt reſolute ſoldiers, were ſlain. Soon after they routed the Roman

foragers, and the troops ſent to ſupport them. Hereupon Oſłorius diſpatched to their

relief ſome cohorts lightly armed; but they not being able to put a ſtop to the flight,

* Tacit ibid, c. 36, 37. y Zon ar. p. 86.
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the legions were drawn out. Their arrival encouraged the fugitives ; the fight was a

renewed, and the ſucceſs, after having been long doubtful, proved in the end favor

able to the Romans ; the enemy fled, but as night approached, with ſmall loſs.

Thenceforward ſcarce a day paſſed without ſome encounter or skirmiſh, ſometimes

|
in the woods, ſometimes in the marſhes ; at times by command of their officers, and

often without their knowledge, as deſign or chance gave them an opportunity, What

moſt exaſperated the Silures was a ſaying of the Roman general current among them,

that their name muſt be utterly extinguiſhed, as was that of the Sicambri, who had

been partly cut off, and partly tranſplanted into Gaul. Being thus animated, they

* ſurpriſed and carried off two auxiliary cohorts, as they were without due circumſpec

\ tion, pillaging the country, to ſatiate the avarice of their commanders. The ſpoil b

and captives they diſtributed among the neighbouring nations with a view to draw

9torius dies, them too into the revolt. In the mean time Oſtorius, ſinking under the weight of

his cares and anxieties, ended his days to the great joy of theenemy, that ſo renowned

a commander had periſhed in the war'. Claudius was no ſooner appriſed of the

death of his lieutenant, than he appointed Aulus Didius Gallus to ſucceed him, who,

notwithſtanding his expeditious arrival, found affairs in a much worſe condition than

they had been at the death of Oſlorius. For the Silures, finding the Romans deſtitute

of a general, had attacked and defeated a legion commanded by Manlius Valens, a

diſaſter magnified both by the enemy, and the new general ; by the enemy, to terrify

- and diſcourage him ; by Didius, to gain the greater glory, if he put an end to the c

war, or to have the juſter excuſe, if it continued. In the mean time the Silures made

other advan: frequent and wide incurſions into the territories of the Roman allies, committing every

º” where dreadful devaſtations, till Didius, taking the field, ſet upon them, repulſed
the Silures. - - - -

them, and reſtrained them within more narrow bounds.

NExt to Caraćiacus in merit and valour was Venutius or Venuſius, one long faithful

to the Romans, and protećted by them, during his marriage with Cartiſmandua,

queen of the Brigantes. That princeſs was amply rewarded by the Romans, and in

high favour with them, for having ſeized and delivered up into their hands king

Qarađacus. Wherefore, preſuming upon their protećtion, ſhe wantonly deſerted

- her husband Venutius, and married his armour-bearer Vellocatus, on whom with her d

* perſon ſhe conferred her crown. This ačtion, generally abhorred by the Britons,

occaſioned great diſturbances in the ſtate, and kindled a civil war among the Bri

- gantes. The queen, by craft and ſubtil ſtratagems, got the brother and other rela

tions of Venutius into her power. But Venutius on the other hand, being ſupported

by the Brigantes themſelves, who were offended at their queen's reproachful condućt,

and ſcorned to be governed by a woman, and receiving powerful ſuccours from the

The queen of neighbouring nations, reduced the unfaithful princeſs to the utmoſt diſtreſs. She then

º bigºtes had recourſe to her faſt friends the Romans, who immediately diſpathed ſome cohorts

jº. ... and ſquadrons to her aid. , Hereupon a bloody battle enſued, which was long doubt.

º IIlanS. ful; but in the end proved ſucceſsful to the Romans, who reſcued the queen from im- *
ſ pending danger. Venutius however maintained himſelf in the kingdom, in ſpite of

the utmoſt efforts of the Roman general. Many battles were fought with doubtful

ſucceſs, and no great advantages gained on either fide. At length Didius, who was

ſtricken in years, and already ſatiated with a long train of honours, gave over all

º thoughts of reſtoring the queen, and contented himſelf with ačting only defenſively,

and reſtraining the enemy by his lieutenants. In this poſture continued affairs here

| till the ſeventh year of Nero's reign, Didius and his ſucceſſor Veranius thinking it ſuſ.

t ficient juſt to maintain what acquiſitions their predeceſſors had made, or only to raiſe

r ſome forts further in the iſland, and very few they were, purely for the name and

reputation of having inlarged their government. Veranius indeed died in leſs than f

a year, and was ſucceeded by Suetonius Paulinus", whoſe feats in this iſland we ſhall

- relate in the reign of Nero, when the order of time will oblige us to reſume the detail,

which it now cauſes us to interrupt.

THE following year, Fauſtus Sylla and Salvius Otho Titiamus being conſuls, the
t - ſenate paſſed a rigorous decree for expelling the aſtrologers out of Italy, which how

- A degree a- ever was never put in execution. Another decree iſſued againſt women of rank,

º: who married ſlaves, ordaining, that ſhe, who thus debaſed herſelf, without the

ſlaves. conſent of the maſter of the ſlave, ſhould herſelf be reduced to a ſtate of ſlavery :

* Tacit. c. 38, 39. * Tacit, ibid. c. 49, wit. Agr. c. 14. Hiſt. l. iii. c. 45.

but
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a but where he conſented, ſhe ſhould be held for a ſlave manumitted. Claudius de

b

f

-—— – -----------------

clared in the ſenate, that Pallas was the deviſer of this ſcheme ; whereupon Bareas

Soranus, conſul eleēt, moved, that he might be rewarded with the ornaments of praetor,

and a preſent of about a hundred thouſand pounds of our money. Cornelius Scipio

added, that public thanks ſhould be returned him for deigning, though deſcended from

the ancient kings of Arcadia, to be reckoned among the emperor's miniſters, and

poſtponing this his ancient nobility to the ſervice of the ſtate. The haughty ſlave

accepted the ornaments of the praetorſhip, and alſo the privilege of wearing a gold

ring ; but deſpiſed the preſent, and prevailed with Claudius to acquaint the ſenate in

his name, that he was ſatisfied with the honours, and choſe to live ſtill in his ancient

poverty. Hereupon a decree paſſed, was engraven in braſs, and publicly hung up, The ornament,

in which a manumitted ſlave, lately redeemed from the infamy of whips and fetters, ź.ºbut now worth near ſeven millions, was extolled for obſerving the venerable parci-ſº fº

mony of the primitive ages. This in truth was a compliment, as Pliny the younger

obſerves", made to a ſlave by a body of ſlaves. Thus was dignity debaſed, infamy

exalted, the awful authority of the ſenate proſtituted, and the ornaments of magiſtracy

ignominiouſly defiled. It was not enough for the once great and venerable Roman The debaſement

ſenate to heap honours upon the emperor; they muſt likewiſe court, adore, and of the ſºnate.

exalt his ſlaves and freedmen, creatures brought from the chain and oar, inſeóts natu

rally doomed to the vileſt offices of the kitchen, ſtable, and privies. This year

Claudius finiſhed at an immenſe charge the aqueduct, which Caligula had begun four

teen years before, and conſecrated it, to uſe the expreſſion of the ancient writers, on

the firſt of Auguſt, his birth-day. It was a work of extraordinary magnificence, as

appears from its ſtately ruins, which are ſtill to be ſeen with an inſcription, in which

Claudius is ſtyled emperor the twenty-ſeventh time. Four hundred and fixty perſons

were appointed to keep it in repair, and large ſalaries aſſigned them out of the public

treaſury. The ſame year the great canal being finiſhed, which was deſigned for the

draining of the lake Fucinus, and had kept thirty thouſand men conſtantly employed A combat ex

for eleven years together, being at length finiſhed, before the waters were let out, hibited on the

Claudius exhibited a naval fight, in which nineteen thouſand condemned criminals en-****

gaged on board an hundred large gallies, repreſenting the Sicilian and Rhodian fleets.

The lake was ſurrounded with an incloſure of huge rafts to obſtruct all means of flight

or eſcape. Upon the rafts ſtood the emperor's guards ; the lake was covered with

gallies; the ſhore, the adjacent hills, and the tops of the mountains, were crouded

with a mighty multitude ; many from the neighbouring towns, others from Rome

itſelf, either from a paſſion to behold the ſpectacle, or in compliment to the prince:

the whole repreſented a vaſt theatre, and that greater numbers of ſpectators might

be the better accommodated, a mountain between the lake and the river Liris was

levelled. The emperor preſided in a coat of mail, and with him Agrippina in a

mantle of cloth of gold. When the two fleets were drawn up, and ready to engage,

a Triton of ſilver, ſpringing by an ingenious contrivance out of the midſt of the lake,

ſounded the charge, and the combat began, which, though between malefactors, was

fought with all the courage and gallantry of brave ſoldiers ; ſo that after a moſt ob

ſtinate conteſt, after many wounds, and much blood, Claudius granted ſuch of

them as remained, their lives, and redeemed them from ſlaughter (W). When

the ſhew was over, the earth between the lake and the canal was removed ; but the

canal was found not to be ſunk ſufficiently low to receive the water in the centre

of the lake. Its bed therefore was dug deeper; and when this work was ended,

which happened this year, to draw the multitude once more together, a ſhew of

gladiators was exhibited upon bridges laid over it. After the ſhew, the emperor 4 cºmbat of
made a great banquet juſt at the fall from the lake ; but the water, breaking out :*:::: ow,

unexpe&tedly with incredible violence, bore down with it whatever was near it, e caña;,

* Plin. 1. viii. ep. 6.

(W) Suetonius tells us, that the combatants, when and therefore refuſed to engage, ſtanding ſtill, till

upon the point of engaging, cried out to Claudius, Claudius, tranſported with rage, leapt down from

Farewel, good emperor ; we, who are going to die, his ſeat, and running in a moſt unbecoming manner

ſalute you : the emperor returned the compliment, about the banks of the lake, threatened to deſtroy

bidding them farewel too ; which words they con- them with fire and ſword, if they did not immedi

ſtrued as if he had excuſed them from the combat, ately engage (48).

(48) Suet. c. 21.

Vol. V. No 7. 6 P ſhook
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and diſmayed Claudius, his gueſts, and the ſpectators, who all betook themſelves to

flight, and narrowly eſcaped being carried away with the ſtream. Agrippina, taking

#: tºuceſ- advantage of the emperor's fright, charged Narciſus, the director of the work, with

avarice, as if he had not laid out, but imbezzled the vaſt treaſures allotted for it: on the

other hand, Narciſſils did not ſpare Agrippina, but reproached her with aſpiring and

boundleſs views . Dion Caſius writes, that Narciſſus let out the waters on purpoſe

to cover another fault, which the deſire of ſaving for his own uſe the immenſe ſums

allowed him for the work, prompted him to commit * : but what fault that was, he

does not tell us : we only learn from 7acitus, that when the water was diſcharged,

the negligence of the workmen, and the inſufficiency of the work, manifeſtly

appeared, Suetonius ſeems to infinuate, that Claudius accompliſhed this vaſt under.

taking, and drained the lake. Pliny likewiſe reckons the draining of the lake Fucinus

amongſt the moſt remarkable works of Claudius ; but it was neglected, ſays he, thro'

envy, by his ſucceſſor Nero. On the other hand, Dion Caſſius calls the immenſe

ſums, laid out on this ſtupendous work, uſeleſs expences ; and Seneca writes, that

the lake Fucinus was in his time ſtill full, though the workmen had in Claudius's time

with immenſe labour finiſhed the canal, which, if Suetonius is to be credited, they

hewed through a rocky mountain for three miles together f. Spartianus lays, that

Adrian drained this lake g. However, it is ſtill to be ſeen in the Farther Abruzzo,

Towards the end of the year the

Bilhynians ſent deputies to Rome to accuſe junius Cilo, their governor, of extortion.

He had indeed oppreſſed them in a moſt cruel and barbarous manner ; but the em

peror, when they were admitted to his preſence, not well underſtanding what they

ſaid, deſired Narciſſils, when they withdrew, to acquaint him with the end of their

embaſſy. They are come, anſwered frankly Narciſſus, to return yºu thanks for your

kindneſs, in appointing over them a man of ſuch integrity, moderation, and diſintereſtedneſs,

as Cilo. Hereupon Claudius relying intirely upon the faith of his freedman, commanded,

that Cilo, ſince he had given ſuch ſatisfaction, ſhould be continued in his government

two years longer, during which time he completed the ruin of that unhappy people":

a remarkable inſtance this of the prince's weakneſs, and the impudent boldneſs of his

freedmen -

The following conſuls were Decimus junius Silanus Torquatus, and Q, Haterius

Antoninus, during whoſe adminiſtration, Nero, who had entered the ſixteenth year

of his age on the fifteenth of December, married Oślavia the daughter of Claudius, to

whom he had been contračted three years before. Soon after, to acquire the glory

of eloquence, he undertook the cauſe of the Ilians, and obtained for them, as the

anceſtors of the Romans, an intire immunity from all taxes and tributes whatſoever.

He likewiſe made an oration in favour of the Rhodians, and prevailed with Claudius

to reſtore them to their ancient liberty, which had been often taken from them, and

often re-eſtabliſhed : a third oration he pronounced in favour of the inhabitants of

Bononia, a Roman colony, which had been utterly conſumed by fire ; and they were

at his ſuit relieved with a large bounty . The two firſt orations he uttered in Greek,

and the third in Latin. At the ſame time the inhabitants of Apamea, Byzantium,

and Coos, having recourſe to the young prince, obtained by his mediation ſignal

favours ; the Coans a general immunity from impoſitions (X), and the inhabitants of

Apamea and Byzantium, a diſcharge from all tribute for the ſpace of five years, the

*

• Tacit. c. 57. Suet. c. 11. 32. * Dio, in excerp. Val, p. 678. e Tacit. ibid. f Suer.

c. 20. Plin. l. xxxvi. c. 15. & SPART, in Adr. p. 11. " Dio, p. 687. Tacit. c. 48. Suer.

in Ner. c. 7.

(X) When claudius propoſed in the ſenate a at his requeſt an intire diſcharge for ever from all

general immunity from all manner of taxes and tri tributes ought to be granted to his countrymen, that

butes in behalf of the Coans, he made a long deſcant

upon their antiquity ; how the Argives, or at leaſt

Ceus the father of Latona, firſt cultivated that iſland;

how Aeſculapius arrived thither ſoon after, and with

him the art of medicine, an art which had long

flouriſhed amongſt his deſcendants, whoſe names he

rehearſed, and marked the ſeveral ages, in which

they lived. He added, that Xenophon, his own phy

fician, was deſcended from the ſame family; and that

they might attend only the cultivation of an iſland

ſacred to that deity. Tacitus obſerves, that he might

have alledged many good offices of theirs towards

the Roman people, nay, and vićtories gained by their

aid; but had not judgment enough to colour under

ſome public conſideration his perſonal partiality to

his phyſician (49). We ſhall ſoon ſee what return

Xenophon made him for his kindneſs,

(49) Tafit. c. 61.
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a latter having ſuffered much by the late wars of Thrace and Boſphorus, of which we have

ſpoken in the hiſtories of thoſe kingdoms, and the former by an earthquake m. All this

thro’ the policy of Agrippina, to gain for her ſon the reputation of a compaſſionate and

humane prince. On the contrary, ſhe puſhed Claudius upon all the moſt deteſted

meaſures of cruelty. As ſhe was deſirous of poſſeſſing the fine gardens of Statilius

Taurus, a ſenator of great diſtinétion, who had been proconſul of Africa, ſhe ſub

orned Tarquitius Priſcus, formerly his lieutenant, to charge him with having con- statilius Tau

ſulted the magicians concerning the term of the emperor's life. Taurus, finding Agrip-rusº

pina bent upon his deſtrućtion, laid violent hands on himſelf. The ſenate were to ſuchºfa degree grieved for the loſs of ſo worthy a citizen, and provoked againſt the accuſe.” on him

b that exerting themſelves on this occaſion, they expelled him the ſenate in ſpite of the

protećtion and intrigues of Agrippina ". Suetonius pretends, that Taurus, entering into

a conſpiracy with Gallus Aſinius, corrupted ſeveral of the emperor's freedmen and

domeſtics with a deſign to make an inſurreótion *, whereas Tacitus, whom we have

followed, tells us, he was proſecuted merely on account of his fine gardens, which

upon his death Agrippina ſeized, as Meſſalina had done thoſe of Valerius Aſiaticus.

Claudius had often declared, that the ſame force ſhould be allowed to the deciſions of

his procurators, or receivers, as to his own ; and now to ſhew that this was no decla-Claudius

ration at random, he cauſed it to be confirmed and eſtabliſhed by a decree of the equals the

- - - - - - wer of his

ſenate. Theſe receivers of the emperors were their ſtewards, perſons intruſted withfº. to his

c their domeſtic concerns, for the moſt part franchiſed ſlaves; and nevertheleſs to ſuch own.

ſons of earth the weak prince, intirely controuled by them, was not aſhamed to

aſſert by a ſolemn decree of the ſenate, a power equal to his own, and to that of the

laws. At the ſame time he conferred univerſal juriſdićtion upon the equeſtrian order, An unlimited

the ſame juriſdiction, for which ſo many ſeditions had been formerly raiſed, and ſo jº,
much blood ſhed. Auguſtus had ordained, that the knights, who governed Egypt, ºft" “

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - * knights.ſhould ačt judicially ; ſoon after their juriſdićtion was extended to other provinces : nights

and even in Rome itſelf many things formerly determined by the praetors, were refer.

red to the tribunal of the knights. Claudius now inveſted them with the ſame un

bounded juriſdićtion, which had been hitherto enjoyed by the ſenatorial order, and

d was looked upon by them as their peculiar prerogative P.

The following year, M. Aſinius Marcellus and M. Acilius Aviola being conſuls, a

change of affairs was portended, if the ancients are to be credited, by many prodi

gies (Y). But Agrippina was not ſo much alarmed by them, as by a ſaying of Clau

dius, uttered heedleſsly in his wine ; That it was his fate to bear the iniquities of his

wives for ſome time, and at laſt to puniſh them. About the ſame time, having con

demned a woman for adultery, he anſwered one of his freedmen, who applauded the

juſtice of his ſentence, It is my lot to be unfortunate in my marriages, and to puniſh adul

teries ; which plainly ſhewed, that he was not unappriſed of the intrigues and amours I, appriſed of

of his wife. He likewiſe betrayed evident tokens of his repenting his marriage with theºriekedº,

Agrippina, and the adoption of Nero ; for his ſon Britannicus preſenting himſelf to him,” “B”

he embraced him with more than ordinary kindneſs, bidding him grow up, for he

would give him an account of his whole condućt; adding in Greek, It is love that prompts

me; he declared at the ſame time his intention of giving him ſoon the manly robe, That

the people of Rome, ſaid he, may have at laſt a true Caeſar 4. As the emperor let no

word drop, which was not immediately carried to Agrippina, ſhe reſolved to be

before-hand with him ; but firſt to deſtroy by his means Domitia Lepida, who gave

her no ſmall umbrage. She was daughter to Autonia the younger, great niece to

m Tacit. c. 58. * Idem, c. 59. ° Suet. c. 13. P Tacit. c. 50. 3 Idem,

c. 64. Suet. c. 43.

(Y). The enſigns of the ſoldiers and their tents. In his deſignation of conſuls he named none for that

were ſcorched with fire from heaven; a ſwarm of dignity beyond the month of Ottober, in which he

bces ſettled upon the ſummit of the capitol ; chil- died, as if he had been appriſed of his approaching

dren were born of different forms; a pig was far- end. The laſt time he came to the ſenate, havin

rowed with the talons of a hawk (fo). A blazing with great earneſtneſs exhorted his natural and adopte

ſtar appeared ; the monument of his father Druſus ſon to live in unity and concord, he recommended

was ſtruck and ſplit with lightning ; the number them both to the care and protećtion of the fathers.

of every order of magiſtrates was leſſened that year; The laſt time he adminiſtred juſtice in public, he is

for one of the quaeſtors, one of the aediles, a tribune, ſaid to have told the people from his tribunal, that

a practor, and a conſul, died within a few months, his courſe was ended (fi).

(yo) Idem, c. 64. (; 1) Idem, ibid. Ó Suet. t. 46.

Auguſtus,
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Auguſtus, couſin-german to Agrippina the elder, and ſiſter to Cnius Domitius, the a

preſent Agrippina's former husband ; ſo that ſhe accounted herſelf no ways interior to

Agrippina in nobility, to whom ſhe was equal in beauty, age, and wealth. They

ºf were, according to Tacitus, both proſtitutes in their perſons, infamous in their man

-- ners, violent in their tempers, and no leſs rivals in vices, than in the luſtre of their

- families, and the advantages of their fortunes. But their chief contention and ſtruggle

was, which of them, the aunt, or the mother, ſhould acquire the ſway over Nero.

º Lepida endeavoured to gain him with careſſes and preſents, while the imperious

Agrippina treated him with ſeverity and threats, like one, who was deſirous indeed to

\ raiſe him to the ſovereignty, but ſeemed determined not to allow him to exerciſe his

i

º

Domitia le- ſovereign authority over her. To get rid of her troubleſome rival, ſhe accuſed Le-b

- Piºſed., pida of having ſought by charms and imprecations to deſtroy the emperor's wife, and

- “”ofdiſturbing the public peace of Italy by neglecting to reſtrain the tumultuous bands of

- her ſlaves in Calabria. For theſe imputations ſhe was by the ſervile ſenate doomed to

die, and executed in ſpite of the oppoſition and intereſt of Narciſus, who grew

daily more and more diſtruſtful of Agrippina, and therefore ſtrove to ſave Lepida r.

- We are told by Suetonius, that Nero himſelf was obliged by his mother to appear as

a witneſs againſt his aunt, though he had a particular kindneſs and value for her ".

! . Claudius is In the mean time Claudius being taken ill, for the recovery of his health, had re
taken ill. courſe to the ſoft air, and wholſome waters of Sinueſa ; and this occaſion was gree

dily ſeized by Agrippina long ſince bent upon his deſtruction, and for that purpoſe well c

furniſhed with wicked agents. She thought it would be ſafeſt to procure his death

by poiſon ; but ſhe was at a loſs what ſort to uſe ; if it were powerful and ſudden in

- its operation, her crime might thence be betrayed ; if ſlow and conſuming by degrees,

º there was danger, that Claudius, when his end approached, might ſuſpect her, and

| thence annul the adoption of Nero. At length ſhe adjudged a ſubtile poiſon the

beſt, ſuch as would diſorder his ſenſes, and not ſuddenly put an end to his life. An

experienced artiſt in ſuch preparations was choſen, by name Locuſia, a woman who

had been lately condemned for poiſoning. By her the poiſon was prepared, and

- Halotus, an eunuch, and the emperor's taſter (Z), was charged to adminiſter it :

- ‘which he did accordingly in a diſh of muſhrooms, of which Claudius was a great lover, d
w But whether it was from his natural ſtupidity, or becauſe he was drunk, he did not ſeem

... to feel the virulence of the doſe; at the ſame time a looſeneſs ſeemed to relieve him,

I, poiſoned by and to defeat the operation and force of the poiſon. Agrippina therefore, terribly

** the contrivance diſmayed, as one who knew that her own life lay at ſlake, had recourſe to Xenophon,

l ºf Agrippina, the emperor's phyſician, who being already engaged in her wicked deſigns, under

- pretence of aſſiſting Claudius in his efforts to vomit, thruſt down his throat a feather

dipt in moſt potent poiſon, which ſoon put an end to his life (A). Thus died the

emperor Caiu; Tiberius Claudius Nero on the thirteenth of Ośīober, in the ſixty-fourth

year of his age, after having reigned thirteen years, eight months, and twenty

days, reckoning from the day of Caius's death ". He was a weak prince, almoſt e

* Idem, c. 65. * Suet. in Ner. c. 7. Tacit. c. 69, Dio, p. 688. " Idem ibid. Dio, p.689.

º (Z) The office of taſter, utterly unknown in the unanimous either as to the place where, or the per

* . times of the republic, was probably eſtabliſhed by ſon by whom it was given. Some, ſiys that writer,

º Auguſtus, as we conjecture from the following epi- tell us, that the eunuch Halotus, his taſter, poiſoned

}. taph ſtill to be ſeen at Rome : Cenio. Cali. Herodian. him, while he was banquetting among the prieſts in

t Praguftator. Divi. Auguſti. Idem. Poſtea. Willicus. the capitol. Others will have it, that in a feaſt at

ſ In. Hortis. Salluſtianis. Deceſſit. Nonis. Auguſtis. M. his own houſe Agrippina, knowing he was a great

r Cocceio. Nerva. C. Vibio. Rufino. Coff. Tiberius too lover of muſhrooms, preſented him with one that

had his taſter, as appears from the following inſcrip- was poiſoned. Neither are the other circumſtances

- tion : Ti. Claudius. Flamma. Clauſus. Ti. Aug. of his death better known, continues the ſame wri

º Praguftator. Their example was, no doubt, followed ter; ſome relate, that he expired ſoon after he had

º by all the other emperors. This cuſtom obtained taken the poiſon, others, that he continued all night

among the Perſians, as we read in Xenºphon (52), in great agony, and died about break of day. Some

and of them in all likelihood the Roman emperors affirm, that he fell aſleep as ſoon as he had taken

borrowed it. the doſe, and was afterwards relieved with vomit

(A) Tacitus tells us, that all the particulars of ing, whereupon the doſe was doubled, &c. We

Claudius's death were ſoon after ſo thoroughly known, have followed Tacitus, who ſeems to have been better

that the writers of thoſe times were able to relate acquainted with the circumſtances of Claudius's death

the moſt minute circumſtances of this black deed. than any other writer, ſince he relates them without

But Suetonius writes, that though it is agreed on all the leaſt doubt or heſitation, as publicly known in

t hands, that he died by poiſon, yet authors are not his time.

\ - (52) Kenoph. Cyropad. l. i. -
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a a changeling ; had no diſcernment or paſſions of his own, but was intirely governed

by his wives and freedmen. However, Tacitus ſeems to allow him a ſhare of ſenſe His charaſier.

at intervals. Suetonius reproaches him with cruelty, and tells us, that thirty-five

ſenators, and above three hundred Roman knights, were by his orders put to death.

But it is certain, that the prince himſelf was altogether a ſtranger to moſt of theſe

executions ; for a centurion bringing him one day word, that, purſuant to his orders,

he had executed ſuch a conſular, the emperor with no ſmall ſurpriſe, anſwered, that

he had given no ſuch order; but one of his freedmen ſaying, that the officer had

done well in revenging of his own accord injuries offered to the perſon of the emperor,

he acquieſced, and without further inquiry approved of the execution w. Seneca in

b the bitter ſatyr he wrote againſt him ſays, among other things, that he no more

ſcrupled the killing of a man, than the killing of a fly x. But his hatred to Claudius,

by whom he had been baniſhed to the iſland of Corſica, and kept there for the ſpace

of eight years, prompted him to charge the prince with thoſe crimes, which other

writers, free from paſſion and prejudice, lay at the door of his wives and freedmen.

He had, according to Tacitus, Dion Caſſius, and Suetonius, many good qualities, was

an utter enemy to all pride and oſtentation, a ſtranger to revenge, free from the

imputation of avarice, a great lover of juſtice, and when he ačted of himſelf, and

was not by fear bereft of his ſenſes, inclined to mercy and compaſſion. But Seneca

paints him as a monſter, in whom centred all vices, without allowing him one ſingle

c virtue, one good quality ; whence it is but too manifeſt, that his paſſion got the

better of his philoſophy.

WHILE Claudius lay dead in his apartment, the ſenate, the conſuls, and pontiffs, Agrippina pery p p grippinap

were offering vows for his recovery, nay, reſtoratives were ſtill applied, and every ſºnate grº
thing elſe performed, as if they were not without hopes of his recovery, till matters ſorrow.

were diſpoſed for ſecuring the empire to Nero. With this view Agrippina, as ſoon as

the prince expired, perſonating inconſolable grief, and pretending to ſeek on all hands

ſome allay to her ſorrow, claſped Britannicus faſt in her arms, ſtyled him the true

image of his father, and by various devices kept him in the chamber, and likewiſe

his two ſiſters, Oğavia and Antonia. At the ſame time ſhe poſted guards in all the

d avenues, ſhut up all the paſſages, and from time to time gave out, that the prince

was recovering. At laſt, when ſhe had taken all poſſible precautions to prevent any

diſturbance, at noon the gates of the palace were unexpectedly thrown open, and

Nero, accompanied by Burrhus, captain of the praetorian guards, walked forth to

the cohort, which was then upon duty. There, by the command of Burrhus, he was

received with ſhouts of joy, and inſtantly put into a litter. Some indeed heſitated,

frequently looking and asking, where was Britannicus * but as he was detained in the

chamber of the deceaſed emperor, and no one appeared to propoſe him, they pre

ſently joined the others, and embraced the choice which was offered them. Thus

Nero was carried to the camp, where, after a ſpeech ſuitable to the exigency, and Profurº Nero

e the promiſe of a largeſ, equal to that of the late prince, he was ſaluted emperor. .*The declaration of the ſoldiers was followed and confirmed by the decrees of the ſenate, peror.

which were, without reluétancy, accepted by the people both at Rome and in the pro

vinces. To Claudius was decreed a ſolemn and pompous funeral, the ſame as had

been ordained for Auguſtus, Agrippina emulating the magnificence of her great grand

mother Livia Auguſta. His laſt will however, though atteſted by the hands and ſeals

of all the magiſtrates, was not read in public, leſt his preferring there the ſon of his

wife to his own ſon might be reſented by the people v.

Nero had ſcarce been ſaluted emperor, when the imperious and revengeful Agrip

pina made what haſte ſhe could to diſpatch Narciſus, who had ſpoken reproachfully Nareiſſusſa

f of her, and betrayed no ſmall affection for Britannicus. She cauſed him to be imme- :::::::::*

diately arreſted, and dragged to priſon, where he was, through fear of a more igno-º.

minious and cruel death, conſtrained to lay violent hands on himſelf, ſore againſt the

will of Nero. He is ſaid to have been at once profuſe and rapacious, to have

ſurpaſſed in wealth Crafts, the kings of Perſia, and Claudius himſelf, and at the

ſame time to have excelled all the prodigals of his age. As he bore an abſolute ſway

under Claudius, his friendſhip was courted by foreign kings, cities and provinces, all

ſtriving who ſhould make him the moſt magnificent preſents. We have ſeen in the

courſe of Claudius's reign, by how many crimes he deſerved the doom that overtook

w Suet. c. 23. * Senec. lud, in Claud. p. 478. y Tacit. c. 69. SUET. c. 44.

Vol. V. N° 7. 6 Q_ hiſm

jealouſy of

Agrippina,
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him at laſt. But after all, he was faithful to his maſter, preſerved his life with great a

care, and was ready, as Tacitus informs us, to lay down his own for his ſervice ’. Agrip

º pina would never have attempted to poiſon Claudius, if Dion Caſſius is to be credited ,

- had ſhe not firſt removed Narciſus, by perſuading him to try the baths of Campania

- for the recovery of his health. Before he laid violent hands on himſelf, he conſigned

to the flames ſeveral letters and ſecret papers againſt Agrippina, which, as the prince's

ſecretary, he had in his cuſtody, that her accuſers might not be expoſed to the fury of

a woman, whoſe tempeſtuous ſpirit, to uſe his expreſſion, and violent luſt of domi

- nion, if not reſtrained, would ſoon drown Rome in blood ". . Zonara; tells us, upon

\ what authority we know not, that Narciſus put an end to his life upon the tomb of

s Meſſalina •. About the ſame time another vićtim, far more illuſtrious, was ſacrificed, b

And Junius and indeed unknown to Nero, by the deadly fraud of Agrippina. This was junius
Silanus. Silanus, proconſul of Aſia, a man of great wealth, and equal quality, but of a quiet

diſpoſition, and ſo little inclined to raiſe any diſturbances in the ſtate, that he had,

during the late reigns, ſpent his life in ſlothful indolence, and even in ſcorn ; info

* much that Caligula uſed to call him the golden ſheep. However, as upon the death of

| Claudius, it was whiſpered among the populace, that as Nero was ſcarce out of his

| childhood, and had by iniquity acquired the empire, ſuch a man as Silanus ought

to be preferred to him, one of ripe years, of an unblemiſhed charaćter, and, what

was then highly eſteemed, deſcended from the Caſars ; for he too was the great grand

- ſon of Auguſtus ; this was enough for Agrippina to diſpatch him ; and accordingly c

y ſhe ſent orders, without her ſon's conſent or knowledge, to P. Celer, a Roman knight,

. - and to Helius, a freedman, both the emperor's receivers in Aſia, to murder Silamus.

Her orders were obeyed, and poiſon was given him at a banquet by the two aſſaſſins,
l ſo openly, as if they were neither aſhamed nor afraid to own the murder. A torrent

Burrhus and of ſlaughters would have followed, had not Aframius Burrhus and Annæus Seneca pre

Seneca the vented it. Theſe were the young prince's governors, who was now only in the

* ...” ſeventeenth year of his age. Though partners in power, yet by a rare inſtance, they

*" lived free from all jealouſy and emulation, and were of equal weight and authority,

- though different in their accompliſhments. Burrhus was his inſtructor in the military

w art, and Seneca in the precepts of eloquence. In theſe different offices they aſſiſted and d

ſupported each other, the eaſier to manage between them the dangerous age of the

* prince, neither of them having any thing in view, any thing at heart, but the ſervice

of their illuſtrious pupil, and the welfare of the public. They had both one conſtant

ſtruggle to maintain, againſt the turbulent ſpirit of Agrippina, who, tranſported with

- the luſt of ruling without controul, and ſupported by Pallas, was for ſacrificing,

even before the obſequies of her husband were performed, to her rage and jealouſy,

- all thoſe who gave her the leaſt umbrage. But Burrhus and Seneca, unanimouſly

They rºſtrain exerting their authority, reſtrained her blind rage, and kept her within bounds.

the fury of Nero indeed heaped all kinds of honours upon her, and to the tribune, who came to

- *3"PP” attend him the firſt day of his government, for the word, he gave that of optima e

t mater, excellent mother : the ſenate too, the firſt time they aſſembled, decreed her

s two lićtors, and ſeveral other marks of diſtinétion ; but the emperor's governors,

t bearing a greater ſway than ſhe over his youthful mind, prevented her from com

: mitting ſuch exceſſes, as ſhe had been guilty of during the late reign 4. -

- Nero's firſt care after his acceſſion to the empire was to perform with all poſſible

| ... • pomp and magnificence the obſequies of the deceaſed emperor: he pronounced himſelf

ſ

!

t

i

Claudius's fu- his funeral oration, in which he diſplayed the antiquity of his lineage, the many

neral praiſeſ, conſulſhips, the many triumphs of his anceſtors ; he likewiſe touched upon his per

- ſonal accompliſhments, eſpecially his eloquence, and thorough knowledge of the

Greek tongue ; all which was heard with attention and pleaſure. But when he began f

to cry up the wiſdom, forefight, and providence of Claudius, the whole audience
t broke into a loud laughter ; though the ſpeech was of Seneca's compoſing, and diſ

- covered much accuracy and elegance ; for he had, ſays Tacitus, a fine genius, and a .

ſtyle well adapted to the taſte of that time. On this occaſion it was obſerved, that.

Nero was the firſt Roman emperor who ſtood in need of another man's eloquence ;

Caſar the dićtator ſtood in rank with the moſt diſtinguiſhed orators, and none of his

!" ſucceſſors wanted eloquence, addreſs, and energy, in ſpeaking. But Nero having

- from his early childhood applied himſelf to graving, painting, ſinging, and mana

\ . 2 Tacit. c. 65. • Dio, p. 688. * Idem ibid. * 7 onAR. p. 187. d Tactr. annil.

13. c. 1, 2. Sue r. c. 8. Dio, f, lxi. p. 690, * = . .
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a ging of chariots, was obliged to employ the pen of Seneca, where-ever he had occa

ſion to ſpeak in public, or even to write letters concerning affairs of any importance.

Seneca had one under him, named Beryllus, who is ſtyled by joſephus *, Nero's pre

ceptor, but was only his Greek ſecretary.

WHEN the obſequies were over, the young prince repaired to the ſenate, where,

after an introdućtion, in which he acknowledged himſelf indebted for the empire to

the authority of the ſenate, and the concurrence of the ſoldiery, he declared in what

manner he deſigned to govern ; that he claimed not the judgment and deciſion of

affairs ; that the whole power and authority ſhould not be confined to a few per

ſons, but every magiſtrate ſhould have their peculiar juriſdićtion ; that nothing ſhould

b be ſaleable within his walls, nor any acceſs there to informers; that between his

family and the republic a juſt diſtinétion ſhould ever be maintained ; that the ſenate

ſhould preſerve their ancient juriſdićtion; that Italy and the provinces belonging to

the people ſhould apply only to the conſuls, and by them procure acceſs to the fathers;

that to himſelf he reſerved what was eſpecially committed to his care, the direction of

the armies: he concluded with aſſuring them, that he deſigned to govern his people

according to the model of the deified Auguſtus. The ſenate ordered this ſpeech,

which was likewiſe compoſed by Seneca, to be engraved on a plate of ſilver, and to be

annually read in the ſenate by the new conſuls . At the ſame time they accumu

lated all kinds of honours upon him, which he accepted, without refuſing any

C except that of Father of his country, in conſideration of his youth g, which however he

aſſumed before the ſecond year of his reign expired, as appears from ſome ancient

.--ºpedals". He ſeemed at firſt inclined to perform the mighty promiſes he had made

to the ſenate ; for this year he gave innumerable inſtances of clemency, moderation,

and good-nature: to the people he diſtributed four hundred feſterces a man ; to ſuch

of the ſenators as were deſcended from illuſtrious families, but reduced to poverty,

he allowed annual ſalaries, to ſome five hundred thouſand ſeſterces, beſides a certain

quantity of corn, which he likewiſe allowed monthly to his guards: many impoſitions

he utterly ſuppreſſed, and retrenched others to a fourth : he redreſſed ſeveral diſor

ders ; reſtrained the profuſe luxury of feaſts and banquets, which had obtained during

d the late reign, Claudius himſelf being greatly addićted to feaſting ; with the appro

bation of the ſenate he publiſhed an edićt, forbidding the ſelling of any thing boiled

in public houſes, except pulſe and greens ; he ſuppreſſed a kind of ſports, in which

certain perſons, running up and down the city, pretended to have by cuſtom acquired

a right of robbing, as it were, in jeſt, all they met, and carrying off whatever they

could ſeize . The ſenate likewiſe, depending upon the prince's declaration, began to

exerciſe their ancient juriſdiction ; and made various regulations, among the reſt the

two following ; that no orator or pleader ſhould receive any fee, payment, or preſent,

for defending a cauſe ; and that thoſe, who were deſigned quaeſtors, ſhould be no

longer obliged to exhibit public, ſhews of gladiators. All this was oppoſed by

e Agrippina as annulling the acts of Claudius ; but Nero preferred the counſels of Bar

rhus and Seneca to thoſe of his mother, and the fathers prevailed. However, out of

reſpect to her, he cauſed her late husband Claudius to be ranked among the gods, with

all the ſolemnity and pomp of prieſts, altars, and ſacrifices ; which gave occaſion to

the pleaſantry of Gallio the brother of Seneca, who hearing of the deification of Clau-Claudius det

dius, could not help ſaying, that he had been drawn up to heaven with a hook, as fied.

the criminals were dragged to the Tiber k. Towards the end of this year Nero be

ſtowed the Leſſer Armenia on Ariſtobulus the ſon of Herod, king of Chalcis ; to Sobemus

he gave, with the enſigns of royalty, and title of king, the country of Sophene, lying

between Armenia, Meſopotamia, and Comageme, and added ſome towns of Galilee to

f the territories which Claudius had given to Agrippa, the ſon of Agrippa, king of

judaea'. Before the year expired, embaſſadors arrived from Armenia to plead before

Nero a cauſe of their nation ; and while the emperor was hearing them, feated on the

imperial throne, Agrippina appeared all on a ſudden, and was advancing to fit in The unbounded

joint judgment with the prince. The whole affembly was ſtruck with amazememt : *::::::/
but no one daring to reſtrain her, Seneca ſuggeſted to him, to deſcend and meet his

mother; and thus, under the diſguiſe of filial reverence, that public diſgrace was pre

vented ; for the Romans thought it highly ignominious, that foreign nations ſhould

º

º:

::
-

* Joseph. antiq. l. xx. c. 7. f Tacit. c. 3. Suer. c. 10. Dio, p. 6;o. * Suet. c. 8.

* Vide Goltz, p. 44. . " Suer. c. 16. * Dio, p. 688. Tacit. c. 5. Joseph, ibid,
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“. believe them to be governed by a woman". The audience was put off to another a

day, when Seneca and Burrhus took effectual care to prevent her diſturbing it. As

her ſon was but a youth, and wholly indebted to her for the ſovereignty, ſhe claimed

an equal ſhare in it with him, and therefore pretended to anſwer foreign embaſſadors

jointly with him, to write letters to princes and kings, to diſpatch orders to the

governors of provinces, and commanders of armies ; to preſide among the Roman
t eagles, and in ſhort to be called and acknowledged a partner in the empire, which

her anceſtors had acquired, and ſhe had conferred on her ſon. She always accom

panied him in the ſame litter, was attended by the ſame guards, and at firſt pre

\ vailed upon the young prince to aſſemble the ſenate in the palace, that, poſted by a

- door behind a curtain, ſhe might over-hear the debates without being ſeen m. Seneca b

and Burrhus, well appriſed what dreadful diſorders ſhe would raiſe, if ſhe once got

the aſcendant over the prince, left no ſtone unturned to leſſen her power; and their

attempts were not without ſucceſs, as we ſhall find anon. The ſame year Nero applied

to the ſenate for a ſtatue to his father, and for the conſular ornaments to Aſconius Labeo,

Nero's modeſy, who had been his tutor. The ſenate not only complied with his requeſt, but at the

- ſame time decreed ſtatues to himſelf of ſolid ſilver and gold, which he abſolutely

refuſed, and checked thoſe who propoſed them. The ſenate likewiſe decreed, that

the year ſhould for the future begin on December, the month in which Nero was born;

but notwithſtanding the ordinance of the ſenate, he preſerved the ancient cuſtom of

beginning the year with the firſt of january. Neither would he admit a criminal c

proſecution againſt Corinas (eler, a ſenator, upon the accuſation of a ſlave ; nor

againſt julius Denſus, a Roman knight, who was charged with his devotion to Britan

nicus, as a great crime ".

Nero' firſt con- The following year, Nero, who was, by a decree of the ſenate, to exerciſe the -

ſulſhip, conſulſhip in the twentieth year of his age, tho' he was now but in his eighteenth, took

poſſeſſion of that dignity, agreeable to the cuſtom of other emperors, who never failed

to aſſume the faſces the year after their acceſſion to the empire. He choſe for his col

legue L. Antiſtius Vetus ; but would not ſuffer him to ſwear, as was uſual, upon his acts,

an action mightily cried up by the fathers with a deſign to animate his youthful mind

to the purſuit of glory reſulting from things of greater moment. At the ſame time he d

gave a ſignal inſtance of his mercy towards Plautius Lateranus, whom, formerly de

graded from the order of ſenator for adultery with Meſſalina, he now reſtored to his

ancient rank. Tacitus obſerves, that he made great profeſſions of clemency in the

frequent ſpeeches, which Seneca, the compoſer, uttered in public by his mouth, either

to manifeſt what good counſels he gave him, or to diſplay his own wit *. After

Begins to two months he reſigned the faſces; but to whom we are no-where told. This year
ſº. the; Nero firſt began to ſlight the authority of his mother, which was no ways diſpleaſing

.*.* to Seneca and Burrhus, who dreaded her violent ſpirit, and expected to ſee the call.

mities of the late reign renewed, if ſhe came to bear the chief ſway in the adminiſtra

tion. The youngF. conceived a violent paſſion for a franchiſed ſlave, by name *

Aśle, and at the ſame time aſſumed as confidents in his amour Otho and Claudius

Senecio; the firſt of a conſular family, the ſame who arrived afterwards at the

empire, and the other the ſon of one of the emperor's freedmen. They were both

youths of graceful perſons, but utterly abandoned to all manner of lewdneſs and de

bauchery, and on that ſcore admitted by Nero to an intire intimacy. Seneca and

| Burrhus were ſoon informed of their pupil’s intrigue; but upon mature deliberation

He i, indulged thought it adviſeable not to thwart him in his amour, ſince with a woman of low
r by his gover-, condition, to the injury of no man, the prince ſatisfied his youthful inclinations ;

'**'.”f whereas, if he were reſtrained from that gallantry, there was room to dread that he

- *** would outrageouſly inſult women of the greateſtääinäion, for he had alreadycon f
* . ceived an utter averſion to his wife Ottavia, however illuſtrious in her birth, how

- ever celebrated for her virtue. Thus reaſoned Burrhus and Seneca, men, without all

doubt, of great penetration, experience, and diſcernment P. But Dion Caſſius aſcribes

to their unſeaſonable condeſcenſion and indulgence the many horrible exceſſes, which

º will render the name of Nero execrable to the lateſt poſterity. Crimes, ſays that

| judicious writer, are linked together, and a paſſion, when once let looſe, is ſcarce

ever again reſtrained within due bounds. The prince's governors meant well ; but

the prince, finding they did not check the firſt fallies of his paſſion, took by degrees

-

ſ

1 TACIT, ibid. m Idem ibid, * Idem, c. 11. o Idcm ibid. P TACIT. c. 12.
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a greater liberties, and at length, impatient of all controul, gave a looſe to his irre

gular appetites. Thus Dion Caſſius . But however that be, Agrippina could not

diſſemble the irregular conduct of her ſon, not from any motive of virtue, as will ſoon

appear, but becauſe ſhe dreaded the extravagant power of a concubine. She left no

ſtone unturned to check his growing paſſion; ſhe filled the city with the angry invec. But ſhºcked #

tives of an incenſed woman, complained, fretted, and ſtormed, that a manumitted his "":

ſlave was become her rival, a hand-maid her daughter-in-law. But the fouler her

reproaches were, the more they fired his paſſion ; ſo that being at length overcome

by its force, he ſhook off all reſpect to his mother, and threw himſelf, without

reſerve, into the arms of Seneca, with whom he knew Annæus Seremus (B) lived in

b cloſe confidence, one who had hitherto cloaked the prince's paſſion for Aéle, by pre

tending to be in love with her himſelf, and had openly preſented to her in his own

name whatever Nero in ſecret beſtowed upon her. Agrippina was no ſooner appriſed

of this, than ſhe changed her arts and addreſs, attempting to regain the confidence

of her ſon by ſoft and alluring ſpeeches ; ſhe even offered him her own chamber, Iſho end-a-

that there, and if he pleaſed, within her own arms, he might more privately in

dulge his paſſion, a paſſion pardonable in one of his youthful years, and ſovereign

fortune. She even acknowledged her unſeaſonable ſeverity, and made him a tender

of all her wealth, which was not much ſhort of the imperial treaſures. Thus from

being over-ſtrict in checking her ſon, ſhe became all at once beyond all meaſure ſub

c miſfive and fawning. This ſudden change deceived not Nero, and his intimate

d

e

f

friends, dreading it, beſought him to be upon his guard againſt the ſnares of an im

placable and deceitful woman .

It happened about this time, that as Nero was ſurveying the rich ornaments, in

which the emperor's wives and mothers uſed to appear on ſolemn days, he choſe out

the moſt pompous and ſtately, and ſent them as preſents to his mother. This the

young prince did to convince her, that though he would not be controuled by her, yet

he bore her no rancour or ill-will ; but Agrippina, tranſported with rage, uttered

bitter complaints againſt her ſon, who, ſhe ſaid, by ſending her ſuch trifles, did

not ſo much intend to make her a preſent, as to exclude her from all the reſt, and to

vours after

wards to hu

mour him.

divide with her what he had wholly received from her. Theſe words, as ſlanderers 4*****

and tale-bearers, are never wanting in courts, were immediately carried to Nero with

aggravations, who thereupon provoked with Pallas, by whom chiefly Agrippina w

ofmiſunder

ſtanding &e-

aS tween Nero

upheld in her ambitious deſigns, diſmiſſed him from his employment, the manage- and Agrippina,

ment of the finances, which he had received from Claudius, and in which he had acted

more like the ſovereign director of the empire, than a miniſter. We are told, that

as he left the palace, attended by a great throng of followers, Nero ſaid, not un

pleaſantly, Pallas is going to abdicate the ſovereignty. The emperor however aſſured

him upon his word, that he ſhould not be queſtioned for his paſt behaviour, and that,

as to his accounts, the public ſhould have no more demands upon him, than he upon

the public. Thus Pallas forfeited his power, but preſerved immenſe wealth, amount-Pallas diſmiſed.

ing to ſeven millions of our money, to the hour of his death, which happened in the

eighth year of Nero's reign, as we ſhall relate in its proper place. The diſgrace of

Pallas provoked Agrippina to ſuch a degree, that not able to refrain her rage, ſhe

His diſgrace

highly reſented

abandoned herſelf to it without controul, uttering dreadful threats and curſes even in by Agrippina.

the emperor's hearing. Britannicus, ſaid ſhe, is now grown up, the true and worthy

ſon of Claudius; he is now fit to aſſume the empire of his father, an empire, which

one, who is a ſon only by adoption, holds to the prejudice of the lawful heir, and

exerts his ill-acquired power chiefly by abuſing and inſulting his mother; ſhe threatened

to lay open to the world all her infamous praćtices, all the ſteps ſhe had taken to

ſecure the empire to the ungrateful monſter her ſon, the ſurreptitious adoption, her

own guilt in poiſoning her husband, the crying calamities ſhe had brought upon her

own family, the unhappy houſe of Germanicus, &c. She added, that only one com

* Dio, in excerpt, Val, p. 681. * Tacit. c. 13.

(B) He was commander of the city guards, and a friend, as he himſelf owns in one of his letters (38),

generally eſteemed, notwithſtanding his thus cloak- that he deſerved to be ranked among thoſe who had

ing Nero's paſſion for Aſie. To bim Seneca in- ſuffered themſelves to be overcome by an unmany

ſcribed his books de tranquilitate, and was to ſuch grief,

a degree grieved for the loſs of ſo dear and worthy

(38) Senec. etiſ 6: .

V o L. V. Nº 7. fort
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Nero endea.

fort by the providence of the gods remained to her, that her ſtep-ſon was ſtill alive; a

with him ſhe would repair to the camp, and there leave it to the deciſion of the

ſoldiery, whether the prating pedagogue Seneca, and the maimed Burrhus, or the

ſon of the deified Claudius, and the daughter of the renowned Germanicus, ſhould

have the ſovereign rule of mankind. At the ſame time ſhe ſhook her fiſt at the

emperor himſelf, toſſed her hands, uttered all manner of reproaches, curſes, impre

cations; devoted the monſter, ſo ſhe called her ſon, and his governors, to the infernal

furies ; invoked the manes of her husband Claudius, of the Silani, and many others,

whom ſhe had murdered to no purpoſe. This alarmed Nero, and as Britannicus the

next day ended the fourteenth year of his age, when he was to take the manly robe,

the emperor began ſeriouſly to reflect with himſelf now on the violent temper of his b

mother, then upon the promiſing genius of the youth, of which he had given in the

late feaſts of Saiurn a glaring proof, and gained by it the favour and eſteem of all.

Beſides many other innocent diverſions practiſed on that occaſion by the Roman youth

of the like age and condition, it was an ancient cuſtom among them to chuſe a king,

whoſe commands, whatever they were, the whole company was bound to obey. The

king was choſen by lot, and in the palace, where the emperor, who was himſelf but

a youth, Britannicus, and other children of the firſt quality, diverted themſelves with

this paſtime, the lot fell upon Nero, who thereupon gave to all the reſt different com

mands, yet ſuch as expoſed them to no ridicule; but that to Britannicus was to ſtand

ºf up in the middle of the company, and there fing a ſong. He hoped the boy, unac-c
Britannicus to

;

ridicitle.

Reſolves upon

*is deſiruction.

B; itannicus

fº. º,64.

-
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cuſtomed as he was to company, and quite ignorant how to behave himſelf in public,

would become an object of laughter. But Britannicus, to the great ſurpriſe of all,

with a becoming modeſty, and an undiſturbed addreſs, though the eyes of the whole

court were upon him, raiſed his voice, and ſung a few verſes, importing, that he

was bereft of his natural inheritance, and unjuſtly deprived of the authority to which

he was born. The modeſt and comely aſpect of the youth, the deep concern which

he betrayed in every note, and the reflections which all, who were preſent, made

within themſelves, drew fighs and tears from the whole company. Nero, ſtruck with

the addreſs of the youth, but more with the verſes he ſung, immediately withdrew,

as did all the reſt in ſilence to give free vent to their grief in private, and let their d

tears flow unreſtrained. From that time Nero conceived an irreconcileable hatred to

the innocent youth, and being now alarmed at the threats of his mother, he reſolved

to rid himſelf of one, whom he no longer looked upon as a brother, but as acom

petitor. But not daring openly to command the execution of a perſon of his rank,

whom he could reproach with no crime, he ordered poiſon to be privately prepared,

employing as his agent julius Pollio, tribune of a praetorian cohort, in whoſe cuſtody

was kept under condemnation for poiſoning, the famous Locuſia, who had adminiſtred

poiſon to Claudius. As for thoſe who were about the perſon of Britannicus, Agrip

pina had long ſince taken care, that they ſhould be ſuch as had no ſenſe of honour

or honeſty. The doſe was therefore haſtily prepared by Locuſia, and adminiſtred to e

the young prince by the hands of his governors ; but whether it was not powerful

enough in itſelf, or, to prevent a diſcovery by its ſudden operation, it had been qua

lified, it was without effect, being voided by a looſeneſs. Hereupon Nero threatened

the tribune with immediate death, and would have ordered Lotuſia to be executed,

purſuant to her former ſentence, for preferring her own ſafety to the ſecurity of the

prince, had ſhe not undertaken to prepare a doſe, which, ſhe engaged, ſhould diſ

patch him as ſuddenly as a dagger. Accordingly the deadly potion, compounded of

ſeveral poiſons, all of experienced energy and quickneſs, was prepared in a chamber

next to the emperor's, and in his preſence. The opportunity to give it him was

taken while he was dining with the emperor ; but at a ſeparate table, and more f

ſparingly ſerved, as it was the manner of the children of the reigning family, who were

never admitted to the emperor’s table, but took their meals apart with other young

noblemen, not in a lying, but ſitting poſture. Whatever the princes of the imperial

family eat or drank, was firſt tried by a ſpecial officer of theirs, a taſter. To the end

therefore, that neither this cuſtom might be omitted, nor the iniquity be diſcovered

by the death of both, the matter was thus concerted. To Britannicus drink was pre

ſented without poiſon, and tried by the taſter, but ſcalding hot, and for that reaſon

returned. It was then tempered with cold water, into which poiſon had been poured

before-hand of ſuch force and quickneſs in its operation, that Britannicus had ſcarce

drunk it when he fell to the ground, bereft at once of ſpeech and life. Fear and g

trembling
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a trembling ſeized his companions ; ſome inſtantly made off, but others, who compre

hended the myſtery, remained with their eyes fixed ſtedfaſtly upon Nero, who with

the air of one utterly ignorant, declared, that it was only an uſual fit of the falling

ſickneſs, to which Britannicus had been ſubječt from his early childhood, and that

by degrees his fight and underſtanding would return. Agrippina and the young

Prince's fiſter Oğavia were both preſent, but ſtrove to conceal their grief and fur

priſe ; wherein Oč'avia indeed topped her part, having learnt, however raw in years,

artfully to diſſemble every ſymptom of grief and tenderneſs, and every other aſkétion

of her ſoul. But Agrippina, ſenſible that her laſt refuge was ſnatched from her, could

not help betraying manifeſt tokens of dread and conſternation. However, with diſ

b guiſed looks, ſhe endeavoured to ſmother her concern ; ſo that after a ſhort filence

the gaiety of the entertainment was reſumed ‘, Suetonius tells us, that Titus, after

wards emperor, being among the other young noblemen at table with Britannicus,

when he drank the baneful potion, taſted it, but recovered after a lingering and dan

gerous illneſs". This is no ways conſiſtent, as every reader muſt perceive, with the

detail, which Tacitus, of all the ancient writers the moſt accurate, gives us of that

remarkable incident.

Upon one and the ſame day were ſeen the untimely fatt of Britannicus, and his Hi, funeral.

funeral pile, to which his corpſe was conveyed in the evening, all things belonging to

his funeral having been prepared beforehand. His remains were repoſited in the field

c of Mars without any pomp, ſolemnity, or even a funeral oration ; though he was

the laſt branch of the Claudian family, which had ſubſiſted in great ſplendor, and

upon its own ſtock, without adoptions, ever ſince the time of Romulus, that is, for

tº: the ſpace of eight hundred and three years. During the funeral a violent and tem

gº peſtuous ſhower of rain fell, which the populace looked upon as a declaration of the

ºth wrath of the gods for ſuch a crying iniquity, while others, reflecting on the eternal

º diffenſions of rival brothers, and the unſociable genius of ſovereignty, called it a par

º, 14 donable crime "... Nero by an edićt juſtified the haſty diſpatch of the obſcquies, com- Nero, bº.

º plained, that in Britannicus he had loſt the ſupport of a brother, and exhorted the tº
º fathers to cheriſh with the greater tenderneſs a prince, who alone ſurvived of a family,

º d born to ſuſtain the ſovereign power. He then diſtributed the poſſeſſions of Britannicus,

*::::: his palaces in Rome, his manors and villa's throughout Italy, like ſpoils taken in

war, among the chief perſons of his court, to purchaſe by ſuch donations their appro

* * bation, or at leaſt their ſilence. Tacitus tells us, that ſome were ſeverely cenſured

* for ſharing in theſe diſtributions, notwithſtanding the ſeverity and uprightneſs they

id: profeſſed. He means, no doubt, Burrhus and Seneca ; but endeavours to excuſe

* them, by adding, that they were perhaps conſtrained to accept the preſents by the

wº authority of the emperor, who being ſtung with the guilt of his own conſcience, hoped

łłº. that his crimes would be overlooked, if by largeſſes he could engage, as it were, in

* the ſame guilt, perſons of ſuch credit and reputation. In this diſtribution Nero did

º e not forget his mother, but could by no liberalities calm her tempeſtuous ſpirit. She

º careſſed Ożavia, the deceaſed prince’s ſiſter, and the emperor's wife; held frequently

ºx. iecret cabals with her confidents, and was on all hands amaſſing treaſure, as if ſhe

3:# had ſome great deſign to ſupport with it : ſhe paid great court to the tribunes and

º: centurions, and received in the moſt obliging manner ſuch of the nobility as came

:* to wait upon her. Theſe meaſures were known to Nero, who thereupon withdrew

gº the praetorian guards, which attended her as conſort to the late emperor, and

ſº mother to this, and alſo the band of Germans, which, as a farther honour, had been

jºi added to the former : at the ſame time he commanded her to quit the palace, and Agrippina .

jº retire to the houſe, which had belonged to her grandmother Antonia. He repairedº: of

#3% f thither now and then to viſit her, but always ſurrounded with a croud of officers, and the palace,

£38 withdrew after a ſhort compliment. Agrippina was immediately deſerted in her new

wº habitation ; the throng of courtiers, who daily frequented her levee, while ſhe lived

gºš in the palace, inſtantly vaniſhed ; no one appeared to comfort her in her diſgrace,

º no one to viſit her, except a ſmall number of ladies, and theſe not from any friend

º ſhip or affection, to which inſects, who frequent courts, are commonly no leſs ſtran

ſº gers than to virtue and honeſty, but to watch all the words and ačtions of the diſ

º: graced princeſs, and carry them with the uſual aggravations of tale-bearers to the

º emperor. Among theſe was julia Silana, whom Caius Silius had divorced, as we

º * Idem, c. 16, 17. * Sºft, in Tit, c. 2. w T. cit, c. 17.

gº; have

º:
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have related above, to marry Meſſalina. She was no leſs infamous for her kwdneſs, a

than renowned on account of her high birth, and extraordinary beauty ; had been long

dear to Agrippina, and had for a conſiderable while lived with her in great intimacy;

º' but being afterwards diſguſted with her for diverting Sextius Africanus, a noble youth,

She is accuſed from marrying her, ſhe reſolved now to make Agrippina pay dear for the wrong done
unjuſtly. her. With this view ſhe inſtructed two of her own creatures, Iturius and Calviftus,

to accuſe her, as if ſhe deſigned to marry Rubellius Plautus, great-grandſon to Au

guſtus, with a view to raiſe diſturbances in the ſtate. This was by Iturius and Cal

viſius imparted to Alimetus, the freedman of Domitia, Nero's aunt, and by him to

- Paris, the celebrated player, who was alſo Domitia's freedman. Paris haſtened to the

\, emperor, laid before him a minute detail of the pretended conſpiracy, and ſo terri-b

| fied him, that without any further inquiries, he reſolved not only to put his mother

º and Plautus to death, but to remove Burrhus, the captain of his guards, as one

who owed his promotion to Agrippina. Some authors write, that a commiſſion

was already diſpatched to Calcina Thuſcus, intruſting him with the command of the

praetorian bands; but that Burrhus retained his dignity by the intereſt and media

t tion of Seneca : others write, that no jealouſy was entertained of that officer's fidelity.

| However that be, Nero could not be diverted from the cruel purpoſe of killing his

Burrhus inter mother, till Burrhus took upon him to ſee her executed, in caſe ſhe were convićted of

* for her, the crimes laid to her charge ; but every one, he ſaid, ought to be heard before
l condemnation, and much more a mother. Early next morning, Burrhus and Seneca, c

- attended by ſome of the emperor's freedmen to watch their diſcourſe, went to wait
w on Agrippina, and notify to her the charge brought againſt her, and give her the

names of her accuſers. She received them with great haughtineſs, and when her

- crimes were explained to her, defended herſelf with her wonted fierceneſs, but at

y the ſame time with ſuch energy, that Seneca and Burrhus, fully convinced of her

- innocence, not only declared her free from all guilt, but at her requeſt prevailed with

the emperor to grant her an interview, during which ſhe took not the leaſt notice

of the crimes laid to her charge, as if her innocence were ſufficiently known, nor of

the obligations he owed her, left ſhe ſhould ſeem to reproach him with ingratitude; but

confidently demanded, that vengeance ſhould be taken of her accuſers, and ſuitable d

She is found in- rewards conferred on her friends, and obtained both. Among her friends Fenius

necent, and re-Rufus was honoured with the charge of ſupplying the city with corn; to druntius

**** Stella was given the direction of certain public ſhews ; to Caius Balbilius was aſſigned
favour. - - - -

the government of Egypt, and that of Syria to Publius Anteius, who was nevertheleſs

under various pretences detained at Rome. Of her accuſers, Silama, Calviſius, and

Iturius were ſent into exile ; againſt Atimetus ſentence of death was pronounced and

executed ; but Paris, the emperor’s inſeparable companion in his debauches, was

diſmiſſed without any puniſhment *. This year Pallas and Burrhus were charged

with a deſign of raiſing to the empire Cornelius Sylla, who had married Antonia, the

late emperor's daughter ; but the charge appearing evidently forged, they were both

The arrogance declared innocent. The arrogance of Pallas, however innocent, gave on this occa

of Pallas. ſion no ſmall offence ; for the accuſer naming to him ſome of his freedmen, whom

he pretended to have been his accomplices, the franchiſed ſlave had the impudence

to anſwer, that he never condeſcended to ſpeak to any of his domeſtics, but conſtantly

ſignified his pleaſure to them by a nod, a motion of his hand, or, if his commands

conſiſted of many particulars, in writing, that they might thus learn to keep their

diſtance. Burrhus, though accuſed, ſat and voted with the other judges, by whom

the accuſer Petus was condemned to baniſhment. Towards the cloſe of the year the

emperor cauſed the cohort to be removed, which uſed to attend, as a guard, at the

public ſports, to exhibit thereby a plauſible appearance of popular liberty, and alſo

to prevent the ſoldiery from tainting their diſcipline with the licentiouſneſs of the

theatre V. Such was Nero, during the firſt year of his reign, when he gloried in not

having ſhed one drop of blood, as we learn from the books of clemency, which

C

f

-

-.*

* Seneca inſcribed to him ſome time after he had entered the nineteenth year of his age,

that is, about the fifty-fifth of the Chriſtian aera. The chief aim of that excellent

| writer throughout the whole work is to imprint deeply in the mind of his pupil, that

| a general and extenſive beneficence is the genuine chara&teriſtic of a good prince ; that

º thoſe who are intruſted with the ſovereign power, are not only bound to protect the

- * Tacit, c. 1c-12. * Idem, c. 22–24.

innocent

| -

-
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a innocent and guiltieſ, but often extend their mercy and good-nature to thoſe who may

ſeen unworthy of their favour and protećtion. This he inſinuates to have hitherto

been practiſed by Nero, and relates a celebrated ſaying of the young prince, who

being deſired by Burrhus to ſign a warrant for the execution of two public robbers,

put it off from time to time; but Burrhus preſſing him to diſpatch that affair, he at

laſt ſet his hand to the warrant with the utmoſt reluétance, which he expreſſed with 4 ſºnal in

the following words mightily extolled by Seneca ; Oh had I never learnt to write 1 ſº...!?"
The following year, Quintus Voluſius Saturninus and P. Cornelius Scipio being con- clemency.

ſuls, Nero began to indulge with more liberty his youthful inclinations, his debauched

companions, eſpecially Otho and Senecio, of whom we have ſpoken above, inceſſantly

b repeating in his ears, that he was no longer a child, to be awed by a Burrhus or a

Seneca , that they ought to tremble before him, as their ſovereign, and not he before

them, as his tutors and maſters, &c. As youth are more ſuſceptible of bad than good Nero abandons

counſels, the young prince, in ſpite of the wholſome advice of his governors, aban-ººf:doned himſelf to unfeaſonable revellings, and filled Rome with innumerable diſorders. .." e

For, unmindful of his rank, and diſguiſed in the habit of a ſlave, he ſcoured in the

night the ſtreets, the public inns, and the ſtews, followed by his debauched com

panions, who ſeized as a lawful prey whatever they found expoſed to ſale, and

aſſaulted whomſoever they met. In theſe frolics he often ran great dangers, and

once was ſo wounded in the face, that he ever afterwards bore the ſcar, no one ima- *

*-ºn; c gining it was the emperor who thus roamed and rioted about the ſtreets. But when

that came to be known, his name was falſly aſſumed as a cloak by others, who in

ſeparate gangs practiſed the ſame exceſſes ; ſo that ſuch combuſtions happened almoſt

every night in the city, as if it had been ſtormed by an enemy. The prince having

one night offered ſome affront to a woman of diſtinction, as ſhe was returning home

in the dark, her husband, by name julius Montanus, a ſenator, who attended her,

not only repulſed the aggreſſor, but handled him ſo roughly, that he was for ſeveral

days obliged to keep his room: Suetonius ſays, he was almoſt killed. However, he

diſſembled this treatment ſo long as it remained unknown to whom it had been offered ;

but Montanus having at laſt diſcovered it was the emperor, and thereupon implored by

d a letter his forgiveneſs, Nero, thinking he reproached him, by owning he knew him,

obliged him by threats and menaces to lay violent hands on himſelf. Thenceforth

the emperor became more cautious, and was conſtantly attended in his noćturnal ram

ble, by a party of his guards, and a numerous train of gladiators following him at

º ſome diſtance, who however were ordered not to interpoſe till the prince's party was

sº quite overcome. He likewiſe took great delight in ſtirring up and inflaming the dif

º: ferent factions in the play-houſe, that favoured particular players; and when they
tº: were engaged, as it were, in battle, it was a great diverſion to him to throw ſtones

sº and pieces of broken benches among them, with which he once dangerouſly wounded

w:: a praetor in the head. Theſe tumults rent the whole city into parties and factions, ſome

{{…? e favouring one player, and ſome another; inſomuch that greater and more dangerous

º commotions being apprehended, no other remedy was found, but that of driving the Player, driven

º players out of Italy, and recalling the ſoldiers to guard the theatre at the celebration of * ºf lºy.

º,” the public ſhews . Under the ſame conſuls, Vipſanius Lemas was accuſed of extor

sº tion in his government of Sardinia, and condemned to baniſhment: Ceſiius Proculus,

º: charged with the ſame crime, was acquitted: Clodius Quirinalis, commander of the

s: fleet, which rode at Ravenna, being convićted of ſeveral acts of cruelty, prevented

5:3. by poiſon his impending condemnation: Caminius Rebilus, one of the ableſt civilians,

sº and richeſt citizens in Rome, redeemed himſelf from the uneaſineſs of an old age

º broken with infirmities, by opening his veins, which was thought the more ſurpriſing,

º f as he had ever been infamous for his effeminacy and laſciviouſneſs. The ſame year

i. ſ." died Lucius Voluſius Saturninus, in the ninety-third year of his age, a man of great

º integrity, wealth and intereſt, and nevertheleſs, what to Tacitus ſeems a kind of

º prodigy, never obnoxious to, or diſturbed by, any of the bloody emperors, under

a rº whom he lived ". He was father to Quintus Voluſius, this year's conſul, who was

º born to him in the ſixty-ſecond year of his age : he was governor of Rome when he

4:3 died “.

..

*... .

º * SENEc. de clem. l. ii. c. 1. Sver, c. 1 o. * Tacit. c. 1;. Suet. c. 16. Dio, in excerpt.

*... Val. p. 685. * Tacit. c. 30. * Plin. 1. vii. c. 8.
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THE next conſuls were Nero the ſecond time, and L. Calpurnius Piſo, who, after a

ſix months, reſigned the faſces to Ducennius Geminus and Pompeius Paulinus. This

year Nero remitted the duty upon the ſale of ſlaves, diſtributed to the populace a

largeſs of four hundred ſmall ſeſterces a man, and iſſued an edićt, forbidding all

governors of provinces to exhibit any public ſhews, being well appriſed, that ſuch

aćts of munificence were only deſigned to ſtop the mouths of the people, who in the

end bore the whole charge ; ſo that the liberality of their governors, and their ava

rice, concurred equally to undo them. He likewiſe conſented, with great readineſs,

to a decree of the ſenate, enacting, that if any one was killed by his ſlaves, thoſe

who had been manumitted, if they ſtill continued under the ſame roof, ſhould be

executed with his other ſlaves, Lucius Varius, who had been conſul, but formerly b

degraded for extortion, he reſtored to his rank ; and referred Pomponia Gra.

cina, a lady of great diſtinétion, but accuſed of having embraced a foreign ſuperſti

tion, ſays Tacitus, meaning probably the chriſtian religion, purſuant to the ancient

cuſtom, to the inquiſition of her husband. She was married to Aulus Plautius, the

ſame who by his conqueſts in Britain in the reign of Claudius, had deſerved an ova

tion. Plautius aſſembled his relations, took together with them cognizance of the

behaviour and reputation of his wife, and declared her innocent. P. Celer was accuſed

of many crimes by the province of Aſia; but as he had diſpatched by poiſon the

proconſul Silanus, as we have related above, that crime covered all his other enor

mities ; ſo that Nero, aſhamed to diſcharge him, and unwilling to condemn him, c

lengthened out the proceſs, till he died of old age. Eprius Marcellus was accuſed by

the Lycians of extortion ; but abſolved, tho’ evidently guilty ; nay, ſo powerful a

Relieves poor

ſenators.

P. Suilius ac

cuſed.

His investives

againſt Seneca.

faction was formed in his favour, that ſome of his accuſers were puniſhed with exile,

as if they had conſpired the ruin of an innocent man. The Cilicians had better ſucceſs

in the proſecution of Coſſutianus Capito, who, for his extortions, was condemned to

baniſhment “.

TH E following year Nero entered upon his third conſulſhip ; but held it only four

months. His collegue was Valerius Meſſala, to whom, as he was of an illuſtrious

family, but by misfortunes reduced to poverty, Nero generouſly preſented a yearly

penſion of five hundred great feſterces. At the ſame time he aſſigned annual appoint d

ments to other ſenators, who did not deſerve them, having waſted their paternal

wealth in voluptuouſneſs and riotous living. This year Publius Suilius, an aban

doned accuſer, who had made a great figure during the reign of Claudius, and with

his venal eloquence procured the ruin of many illuſtrious citizens, was arraigned of

various crimes. He was charged with the death of Poppaea Sabina, of julia the

daughter of Druſus, of Valerius Aſiaticus, of Lucius Saturninus, of Cornelius Lupus, and

of whole bands of Roman knights condemned at his inſtigation ; in ſhort, all the

cruelties committed in the late reign were imputed to Suilius. In his defence he

urged, that he had engaged in none of theſe accuſations of his own accord, but

purely in obedience to the prince. But Nero checked this plea, by declaring, that e

from the memoirs of Claudius it evidently appeared, that no accuſation whatſoever

had been undertaken by his orders. The accuſed then pleaded the commands of

Meſſalina : but this too was reckoned a weak defence; for why, it was ſaid, had no

other advocate but Suilius been ſingled out to accompliſh the bloody purpoſes of that

proſtitute 2 Seneca ſeems to have been the chief and moſt ſanguine promoter of this

proſecution; for againſt him chiefly Suilius inveighed, reproaching him with con

taminating the beds of princeſſes, meaning julia, Germanicus’s daughter ; with hunt

ing after inheritances, and catching the rich and childleſs, as it were, in his net;

with his exhauſting all Italy and the provinces by his exceſſive uſury ; with amaſſing,

by what precepts of wiſdom, by what principles of philoſophy, he ſaid, he knew not, f

a treaſure of more than ſeven millions, in the ſhort ſpace of four years. Theſe

reproaches, ſays Tacitus, did not a little taint the reputation and character of his

antagoniſt Seneca. Suilius however was condemned, and baniſhed to the Balearic

iſlands on the coaſt of Spain. In hatred to him his ſon Nerulimus was alſo arraigned ;

but Nero interpoſed, alledging, that public vengeance was ſufficiently ſatiated by

the doom of the father ". This year was firſt kindled Nero's paſſion for the celebrated

Poppa'a Sabina ; a paſſion which proved the ſource of heavy calamities to the Roman

ſtate. She was the daughter of another Poppaea Sabina put to death by Meſſalina's

* Tacit. c. 32—34. * Idem, c. 41, 43.

orders,
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a orders, as we have related above, and of Titus Ollits, a ſenator. As Potpºus Sa-Peppe Sibi
binus, her mother's father, had ſhone in the republic, borne the conſular dignity, and ". her charac

been honoured with triumphal ornaments, ſhe borrowed his name, and called herſelf”

Poppa'a Sabina ; for to her own father the friendſhip of Stjanus had proved fatal,

before he had attained to any dignity. She poſſeſſed every ornament becoming her

ſex, except that of virtue ; in beauty ſhe excelled all the women of her time; her

wit, engaging addreſs, and ſprightly converſation, charmed all who converted with

her. But her lewdneſs knew no bounds, nor was ſhe controuled in the purſuit of it -by the awe of fame. Between husband and adulterer ſhe made no diſtinction, ſays f

Tacitus, but was ever ready to gratify her own inclinations, without regarding any

b ties, however binding. Hence, tho’ ſhe was married to Rufus Criſpinus, a Roman

knight, and by him had a ſon, ſhe was not aſhamed to leave him, and live publicly

with Otho, a gay youth, and the emperor's reigning favourite. This commerce of

adultery was ſoon followed by their marriage, Criſpinus readily conſenting to a

divorce. Otho, now her husband, was continually extolling to Nero the beauty and

charms of his wife, being prompted thereunto either by the indiſcreet warmth of a

lover, or by a deſire of kindling in the young prince's breaſt the like paſſion, and

procuring, from their common enjoyment of the ſame woman, an additional ſupport

to his preſent authority. Nero's paſſion was eaſily inflamed ; he defired to ſee Pop- She tattivate

pºa, an interview was appointed, and the emperor, in his firſt converſation with Nero.

c her, was ſo taken with her ſoft arts, with her addreſs and careſſes, that he carried

her to the palace, and there detained her. But the artful Poppaa, after a night or

two, when ſhe had worked up the prince's affe&tion to the higheſt pitch, changed

her former behaviour into haughtineſs, importuning the emperor to let her return to

her husband, whom of all men ſhe thought the moſt deſerving, the moſt worthy of

her affection. Hereupon Otho was immediately forbidden the palace, debarred of

all intercourſe, and even acceſs to the emperor, and ſoon after, to prevent his having

any communication with Poppaea, preferred to the government of Luſitania ; a go-Otho ſºn, intº

vernment which he adminiſtered for the ſpace often years with eminent uprightneſs"

and honour, having acquired no leſs reputation in authority by his gravity, and

d regular condućt, than he had deſerved infamy in a private ſtation, by a moſt

voluptuous and diſſolute life (C)". Thus Nero enjoyed Poppa'a without a rival,

and was for ſome time intirely governed by her pernicious and deſtructive counſels,

as we ſhall relate anon. This year Cornelius Sylla, who had married Antonia the

daughter of Claudius, being falſly accuſed of forming a conſpiracy againſt the empe

ror, was baniſhed his country, as if he had been a traitor fully convićted, and con

fined within the walls of Marſeilles (D). The ſame year, as the people complained

* TActr. c. 45, 46. Suer. in Oth. c. 3. Joseph. antiq. l. xx, c. 7.

(C) Suetonius tells us, that Nero, conceiving a

paſſion for Poppaa, took her from her husband, and

ient her to otho, who receiving her into his houſe

under colour of marriage, was ſo taken with her

charms, that he pretended to ingroſs her wholly to

himſelf, and not only refuſed to admit ſuch as were

fent to her from Nero, but once ſhut out the em

ror himſelf, tho’ he earneſtly intreated him to de

. her up to him, and added menaces to his in

treaties. Upon this Nero, to deliver himſelf from

ſo troubleſome a rival, preferred him to the govern

ment of Luſitania, now Portugal, fearing that a

more ſevere puniſhment might diſcover the whole

intrigue; yet ſo far it was known, that the follow

ing lampoon was made and diſperſed;

Cur Otho mentito ſit, queritis, exul honore ?

Uxoris maechus caperat effe ſua.

That is, Why was Otho baniſhed under colour of an

honourable preferment Becauſe he became the adul

terer of his own wife. Plutarch, in the life of Galba,

tells us, that Nero would not have been ſatisfied with

ſo ſlight a puniſhment, had not Seneca, who had a

great friendſhip for otho, prevailed upon the em

peror to condemn him only to an honourable exile,

(39) Plut, in Galb.

which would put him in full poſſeſſion of his mi

ſtreſs (39.

(D) sylla was accuſed by one Graptus, Nero's

freed-man, an old, ſubtle and wicked courtier, well

practiſed, ever fince the reign of Tiberius, in the

dark devices of the emperors. He, upon this occa

ſion, forged the following plot. The Milvian bridge

was then the ſcene of noćturnal revellings; and

thither Nero frequently reſorted, that he might

there the more licentiouſly riot without the city.

Graptus therefore pretended, that a plot was laid for

him, as he ſhould return from thence by the Fla

minian way; but he had, by the providence of the

gods, eſcaped it, in coming home through the gar

dens of Salluſt; and that Sylla was at the head of

this conſpiracy. The only foundation of all this

was, that certain debauched youths had in ſport

filled with groundleſs fears ſome of the emperor's

attendants, as they were repairing back to the pa

lace. But Sylla was, by his marriage with Anto

nia, Claudius's daughter, nearly allied to the family

of the Cæſary; and Nero miſtook his natural heavi.

neſs and indolence, which rendered him unequal to

any attempt of treaſon, for deep artifice and diſti

mulation; and hence his ruin (40).

(40) Tacit, ibid.

ſoudly
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Nºrºſ; tº loudly of the arbitrary exačtions of the publicans, Nero was for intirely ſuppreſſing a
ſuppreſ; all
taxes. all taxes and duties, thinking that the greateſt bounty he could beſtow upon man

kind; but the ſenate, after many high encomiums on the greatneſs of his ſoul,

reſtrained him, by remonſtrating, that the ſuppreſſion of all taxes muſt neceſſarily be

attended with the diſſolution of the empire. The prince therefore contented himſelf

Iſſues ſeveral with ordaining by an edićt, that all the regulations relating to the revenues, which

equitable regu. till then had been kept ſecret, ſhould be hung up in public, to the end every one
lations. might know the preciſe ſum he was to contribute; that the publicans ſhould exačt

no claims for above a year backward ; that all cauſes againſt them ſhould be imme

diately heard and determined by the praetor at Rome, and in the provinces by the

propraetors and proconſuls for the time being, with other the like intirely equitable b

injunctions, which however grew ſoon obſolete, tho’ the ſuppreſſion of the quadra

geſima or fortieth penny, and of the quinquageſima or fiftieth, as alſo of ſome other

impoſitions, continued in force at leaſt till the reign of Adrian. At the ſame time,

to encourage the tranſportation of grain from the tranſmarine provinces, it was

ordained, that no duty ſhould be paid for the ſame '.

1N Germany, affairs having continued in a ſtate of tranquillity till this time,

the commanders of the Roman armies, having no enemy to contend with,

The ſtate of aſ kept their troops employed in various works. Paulinus Pompeius, who commanded

º:* in Lower Germany, perfected a dam, which Druſus had begun threeſcore and three

in the neighbourhood of Duerffede or Wick above Utrecht F. Lucius Vetus, who com

manded in Upper Germany, undertook a work truly great, ſtupendous, and worthy

ofthe Roman grandeur, which was to dig a canal of communication between the Sóne

and the Moſelle, that the armies from Italy, ſailing by ſea into the Rhone, and then

into the Sóne, might fall through this canal into the Moſelle, thence through the

Rhine into the ocean ; ſo that a communication might be opened between the Medi

terranean and the ſaid ſea. But AElius Gracilis, governor of Belgic Gaul, through

which the Moſelle flowed, jealous of the glory which Vetus would have acquired by

ſo great and uſeful an undertaking, warned him not to bring his troops into another

man's province, and at the ſame time threatened him with the diſpleaſure of the em

peror, who would be alarmed at ſuch an enterprize, imagining it undertaken with a

private view to court the affections of the Gauls. Thus was that glorious projećt

dropped h. Theſe things ſeem to have happened in the firſt year of Nero's reign;

for our hiſtorian relates in this place the tranſačtions of ſeveral years. Afterwards,

that is, according to Onuphrius, in the third year of the ſame prince's reign, Pauli

aſ T- - - mus being ſucceeded by Dubius Avitus, and Vetus by T. Curulius Mancias, the Fri

jºr ſians, under the condućt of Pºrrilus and Malarigis, poſſeſſed themſelves of certain

}. ..., lands, which being void of inhabitants, had been applied to the uſe of the Roman ſol

orlonging to diers, who were wont to ſend their horſes and cattle to graze there. They had already

* Romans founded their dwellings, and ſown the fields, when Avitus threatened to drive them

from thence, unleſs they firſt obtained from the emperor a grant of thoſe territories.

Hereupon the two chiefs proceeded to Rome, where, while they waited for acceſs to

Nero, among the ſeveral ſights which were uſually exhibited to ſtrangers, they were

condućted to Pompey's theatre, to aſſiſt at a public ſhew. There, while they were

gazing round them, ſurveying with aſtoniſhment the multitudes of people, and in

forming themſelves which were the Roman knights, where ſat the ſenators, &c. they

ſpied certain perſons in a foreign dreſs ſitting among the latter, and asked who they

were 2 This is a diſtinétion, anſwered the interpreter, conferred by the Roman

people on the embaſſadors of ſuch nations as have ſignalized their bravery in war,

and fidelity towards us. If ſo, replied the two chiefs, we claim a right to ſit there

too ; for amongſt men there is not a nation, which in fidelity and feats of arms ſur

paſſes the German: ; and thus leaving their ſeats, they placed themſelves amongſt

the ſenators ; a proceeding highly applauded by the numerous aſſembly, as the effect

of an honeſt emulation. Nero honoured them both with the rights of Roman citizens;

butcommanded them to abandon their new poſſeſſions: which their countrymen refuſing

to do, Avitus, by a ſudden irruption, put many of them to the ſword, and forcedAre driven - - -- - -

...ſi...by the reſt to comply with the emperor's orders . . Some time after, the Anſbarii being
Avitus. driven out of their own country by the Chauci, took poſſeſſion of the ſame lands,

f Tacit, c. 5 1, 52. SUET. c. to. * Buch. de Belg, l, v. c. 5. * Tacit. c. 53. * Idem, c. 54.

- being

years before, to reſtrain the overflowing of the Rhine. A modern writer places it c
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being ſupported by the neighbouring nations, who pitied their forlorn condition,

and led by a man of great renown, and of known fidelity towards the Romans, his

name Boiacalus. He alledged to Avitus, in behalf of himſelf and his people, that,

upon the revolt of the Cheruſci, when Warus and his legions were ſlaughtered, he had

been thrown into bonds by Arminius ; that he had afterwards ſerved under Tiberius,

then under Germanicus, and, to the merit of fifty years ſervice, was ready to add

that of ſubmitting his people to the empire of Rome. He remonſtrated, that the ter

ritory in diſpute was large, and lay waſte ; that he might allow to an unhappy peo

ple, driven from their own habitations, ſettlements in it, and at the ſame time retain

wide tracts for the horſes and cattle of the Roman ſoldiers to graze and range in ;

that it was inconſiſtent with humanity to famiſh men in order to feed their beaſts,

and with religion to devote to diſmal deſerts and ſolitude any part of the earth,

which was by the gods appropriated to the children of men; that ſuch parts of it as

none poſſeſſed, were free and common to all. Then lifting up his eyes to the ſun,

and the other celeſtial luminaries, he asked them, how they could bear to behold a

deſolate ſoil? and would they not more juſtly let looſe the ſea to ſwallow up uſurpers,

who thus engroſſed the earth? Avitus, provoked at this language, made no other

reply, than that the weakeſt muſt ſubmit to the more powerful; and that ſince the

gods, to whom they appealed, had left the ſovereign judgment to the Romans, other

judges than themſelves they would ſuffer none. This anſwer he gave in public ; but

to Boiocalus in private he offered lands, as an acknowledgment of his long attachment

to the Romans. But this offer the brave German looked upon as a price propoſed for

betraying his people, and rejećted it with indignation, adding, A place to live in we

may want ; but a place to die in we cannot. Thus they parted with mutual animoſity.

The Anſibarii invited into a confederacy the bordering nations; but Curtilius Man

cias, who commanded in Upper Germany, paſſing the Rhine at the head of his legions,

threatened them with deſolation and ſlaughter, if they lent any aſſiſtance to the ene

mies of Rome. On the other hand, they were awed by Avitus, who likewiſe appeared

with his legions on the banks of the Rhine; ſo that the unhappy Anſbarii, deſerted

by all, had recourſe to the Uſpites, the Tubantes, the Catti, the Cheruſci, begging

leave to ſettle in their territories; but being every-where driven out as enemies and

intruders, in theſe long and various wanderings the people periſhed #. This year

the juhones, a people in alliance with Rome, who are ſuppoſed to have inhabited the

counties of Naſſau and Iſemburg, were afflicted with the ſudden eruption of a ſubter

raneous fire, which conſumed their farms, towns and dwellings, and was advancing

with great fury to the walls of Cologn, when certain boors, after having in vain

attempted to extinguiſh it with the throwing of water, and other uſual expedients,

tranſported with rage, vented their wrath by attacking it at a diſtance with vollies

of ſtones. This, to their great ſurprize, allayed its fury , which no ſooner began to

abate, than they proceeded to a cloſer attack with clubs and blows, as in an encoun

ter with an enemy, and at length, which was ſtill more ſurpriſing, they quite got

the better of the devouring conflagration, by throwing their garments upon it '.

This year Domitius Corbulo, the greateſt general of his age, completed the redućtion

of Armenia, by driving from thence Tiridates, brother to Vologeſes king of the Par

thians, and making himſelf maſter of Artaxata, the moſt important place of the

whole kingdom. Of the glorious exploits of this brave officer, we have given a

diſtinét account in our hiſtory of Armenia ; and therefore, not to treſpaſs upon the

reader’s patience with tedious repetitions, we ſhall only add here, that for the ſucceſs

which had attended Corbulo's arms, Nero was proclaimed emperor, and by a decree

of the ſenate days of public thankſgiving were appointed, with ſtatues of vićtory to

the prince, triumphal arches, and perpetuity of the conſulſhip. It was moreover

decreed, that the day when the city of Artaxata was taken, the day when the news

arrived at Rome, and the day which produced that decree, ſhould all be for ever

kept as feſtivals. This motion was oppoſed by Caius Caſius, who argued, that

were every inſtance of public proſperity to be attended with public thankſgiving, the

whole year would not afford days enough for days of devotion; a juſt diſtribution

ought therefore to be made between days of devotion and days of buſineſs, that the

worſhip of the gods might not interfere with the occupations of men ".

The Anſbarii

poſſ them

ſelves of the

ſame lands.
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* Idem, c. 57. * Idena ibid, Buragil numiſ p. 91. * Tactr. c. 34.
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Poppaea in

flames Nero

againſt his

mother.
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HIT H E R to Nero's adminiſtration was univerſally applauded, and is generally a

cried up by hiſtorians; nay, Trajan, an excellent prince, is ſaid to have propoſed

to himſelf the five firſt years of Nero's reign as the moſt accompliſhed model of an

equitable government n. This, if true, muſt, no doubt, be underſtood under ſeve

ral reſtrictions. But however that be, this year, the ſixth of his reign, when Caius

Vipſanius Apronianus and Caius Fonteius Capito were conſuls, produced an inſtance of

the blackeſt and moſt unnatural iniquity recorded in hiſtory, that of a mother mur

dered by a ſon, who was indebted to her not only for his life, but for the empire,

and that very power, which, by an apoſtaſy from nature, he impiouſly employed

againſt her. This horrid attempt, which will render the name of Nero execrable to

the lateſt poſterity, we ſhall relate, as it has been tranſmitted to us by the moſt unex. b

ceptionable hiſtorians of antiquity. Agrippina had, after the late groundleſs charge

brought againſt her, in ſome degree regained the emperor's favour, and continued

to bear no ſmall ſway at court, till Poppaea was introduced there. That ambitious

proſtitute aimed at nothing leſs than ſolemnly marrying the emperor ; but as ſhe

could never hope to ſee Octavia divorced, nor herſelf honoured with imperial wed

lock during the life of Agrippina, ſhe made it her whole ſtudy to inflame Nero againſt

her, ſometimes jeering him by the ſarcaſtical name of pupil, one blindly ſubjećt to

the capricious humour of a woman, and ſo far from being ſuffered to ſway the em

pire, that he was not allowed that liberty, which every private Roman enjoyed as his

birth-right. As for herſelf, ſhe deſired to be reſtored to the conjugal embraces of

Otho, that ſhe might in any corner of the earth rather hear of the emperor's abaſe

ment and reproach, than ſtay to behold it. She added atrocious calumnies againſt

Agrippina, as if ſhe deſigned to attempt upon his life; and threatened to abandon

him, that ſhe might not be with him expoſed to the dangers that ſurrounded him.

Her complaints and expoſtulations, inforced with ſighs, tears, and all the ſoft arti

fices, which the deceitful adultereſs poſſeſſed in an eminent degree, pierced the ſoul

of Nero, and in behalf of Agrippina no one interpoſed, all at court being overjoyed

to ſee her authority cruſhed, and no one imagining the ſon would ever be hardened

to ſuch a pitch of iniquity, as inhumanly to ſpill the blood of his mother 9.

In the mean time, Agrippina, well appriſed of the views and artifices of Popped,

left nothing unattempted, which thirſt of power could ſuggeſt to retain her

wonted dominion. Authors who lived in thoſe times, and to whoſe authority 7acitus

pays great deference, tell us, that the luſt of ruling tranſported her to ſuch extrava

gant and almoſt incredible lengths, that while Nero was well heated with wine and

banqueting, ſhe accoſted him, gayly attired ; and, without any regard to ſame or

modeſty, prompted him, we relate it with horror to a crime no leſs repugnant to

nature, than that which he ſoon after committed. Seneca, who was preſent, obſerv

ing the prince, while he was thus drunk, inclined to yield to the ſolicitations of his

mother, for an antidote againſt the inticements of one woman, had recourſe to an

other, and introduced Aéie. By this means the unnatural abomination was prevented;

but the reputation of Seneca ſomewhat tarniſhed, who might, by ſome other expe

dient more worthy of a philoſopher, have diverted the prince from ſo monſtrous an im

purity. Fabius Rufficus, a writer of thoſe times, aſcribes this unheard-of paſſion, not

to Agrippina, but to Nero, and adds, that he was reſcued from ſo great an infamy

by Aći.e. But in the detail we have given, all other authors agree, and it was more

over confirmed in Tacitus's time by the teſtimony of popular fame. Be that as it

will, Nero dreading the infamy, which the bare ſuſpicion of ſuch a deteſtable iniquity

would reflečt on his charaćter, and being told, that the ſoldiery would never bear

the rule of a prince thus contaminated, began thenceforth to avoid all private con

ferences with his mother ; which gave Poppa'a a favourable opportunity of inflaming f

him more and more againſt her, till at length ſhe worked him to a reſolution of

delivering himſelf by a parricide from one, who, ſhe ſaid, was his dread and his

torment. He was now therefore only in ſuſpenſe about the means of diſpatching

her, whether by poiſon, by the ſword, or by any other effectual method, That of

poiſon was preferred at firſt ; but to adminiſter it was thought difficult; for if it

were done at the prince’s table, her death would never be believed ſudden and

accidental, ſince in the like manner Britannicus had already periſhed. To apply

to her own domeſtics appeared dangerous. As ſhe was a woman long acquainted
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a with frauds and blood, ſhe was upon her guard againſt all ſhares, and armed by

counter-poiſons againſt the operation of poiſon. How to diſpatch her with the

ſword, and cover the execution, no one could contrive. It was feared too, that

none could be found ſufficiently hardened for the execution of ſuch iniquitous orders.

In this perplexity, Anicetus proffered his ſervice and his dexterity. He was a fran

chiſed ſlave, had been tutor to Nero in his infancy , but was now commander of the

fleet which rode at Miſenum. As he was an implacable enemy to Agrippina, and

Agrippina to him, he undertook to contrive a veſſel ſo, that by a ſudden and artifi

cial burſting in the open ſea, it ſhould overwhelm and drown her, without the leaſt

warning or apprehenſion. If ſhe were thus diſpatched by ſhipwreck, no one, he

b ſaid, could aſcribe her death to the malice and contrivance of men. Nero was pleaſed

with this device the more, becauſe he had a favourable opportunity to put it in exe

cution, as he was then celebrating at Baie the ſolemn feſtival of Minerva called

Quinquatrus, which began on the nineteenth of March, and laſted five days. In order

to intice his mother thither, he pretended a deſire to be reconciled to her, declaring,

that children ought to bear with the humours of their parents ; and that, for himſelf,

it behoved him to forget all paſt provocations, and be fincerely reconciled to a tender

mother, whoſe gift was the power and empire which he ſwayed. A general rumour

of this pretended diſpoſition was immediately ſpread abroad, reached Agrippina,

and found credit with her, women being naturally prone to believe what feeds their

c wiſhes, and promiſes matter of joy. At the ſame time he wrote a letter to her, filled

with the moſt tender expreſſions of filial affection and duty, inviting her to paſs the

feſtival with him at Baiae. Agrippina, not ſuſpecting any treachery, tho' well prac

tiſed in the dark devices of the court, deferred no longer her departure ; but im

barquing at Antium, where ſhe then was, ſailed to Bauli (E), an imperial villa be

tween the cape of Miſenum and the gulf of Baie. Thither Nero haſtened to receive

her, met her upon the ſhore, preſented her his hand, embraced her, and condućted

her to the caſtle. Not far from the ſhore, amongſt ſeveral other veſſels belonging

to the emperor and the noblemen of his court, rode that which had been contrived by

Anicetus, more pompous and gaudy than the reſt, as if Nero by that diſtinétion in

d tended freſh honour to his mother. But ſhe, having had ſome intimation of the

plot, tho’ doubtful whether ſhe ſhould believe it or not, when invited on board,

declared ſhe choſe to go to Baie by land; and accordingly was carried thither in a

ſedan. Upon her arrival, the behaviour of Nero, obliging beyond expreſſion, and

free from all manner of affectation, allayed her fears ; for Nero, during her ſtay%. offilia!

there, treated her with the utmoſt magnificence, yielded to her at table the moſt

honourable place, entertained her with great variety of diverſions, granted her all

the favours ſhe asked in behalf of herſelf or her friends, and, in converſing with her,

broke ſometimes out into fallies of youthful gaiety, diſcourſing at other times with

a compoſed and grave air of weighty affairs, as if he repoſed in her an intire confi

e dence, and ſought her counſel. Having with theſe infnaring careſſes, and hollow

4

fondneſs, removed all her ſuſpicions, he drew out the laſt banquet till the night was

far ſpent; and in the mean time gave private orders to the commander of one of his

galleys, to run foul of that which had conveyed Agrippina to Bauli, and diſable it,

that ſhe might be obliged to imbarque on the fatal veſſel. When the banquet was

over, Nero acquainted her with the misfortune which had happened to her own

veſſel, begged her to accept of the other, and ordered the admiral himſelf, Anice

tas, to attend her to Antium. The emperor attended her in perſon to the ſhore, and

at parting hung upon her neck, kiſſing her eyes, kiſſing her boſom with ſuch tender

neſs, that he left it uncertain, as our hiſtorian obſerves, whether he meant by that

f paſſionate behaviour to cloak his horrid deſign, or whether his ſpirit, however fierce

and ſavage, could not withſtand the more powerful efforts of nature at the laſt ſight

of a mother juſt going to periſh P.

P Tacit. c. 4. SUET. c. 34. Dio, l. lxi. p. 695.

(E) This villa belonged firſt to Hortenſius the Eruta Geryonis de lare tergemini.

celebrated orator, and afterwards to Antonia, the Inde recens at as corrupta Boaulia Baulo,

wife of Druſus (41. At this time it was poſſeſſed Nuncupat, occulto nomini, indicio.

by the emperor, and long after by Symmachus, who Ab Divo ad proceres adminos fortuna cucurrit,

deſcribes it, and gives the etymology of its name Fama loci obſcuros ne pateretur heros.

in the following verſes:
- Hanſ celebravit opum felix Hortenſius aulam,

Huc deus Alcides ſtabulanda armenta coegit Contra Arpinatem qui ſtetit eloquio.

(41) Plin. I. ix. c. 55.
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T H E ſea proved fumooth and calm, the night clear, and the ſtars ſhone in full a

luſtre, as if all this, ſays our hiſtorian, had been concerted by the providence of the

gods, that ſo black a murder might not remain undiſcovered, by being aſcribed

to the malignity of winds and waves. Agrippina, when ſhe imbarqued, was attended

only by two perſons, Crepercius Gallus, who ſtood in the ſteerage, and a lady named

Aceronia Polla, who lay at her feet, and was entertaining her with the pleaſing diſ

courſe of the remorſe of her ſon, and his ſincere reconciliation, when all on a ſudden,

upon a ſignal given, the deck over that quarter was looſened; and being purpoſely

loaded with a great quantity of lead, ſunk violently down, and cruſhed Crepertius

to death. Agrippina and Aceronia were defended by the poſts of the bed where they

Jay, which happened to be too ſtrong to yield to the weight , neither did the veſſel b

open as had been concerted, ſuch of the mariners as had not been intruſted with the

plot, obſtrućting the meaſures of thoſe who were. The latter, finding this expedient

defeated, ſtrove to bear the veſſel down on one ſide, and ſo ſink her ; but the other

mariners, not privy to the deſign, at the ſame time ſtruggling to preſerve her, by

. . . ballancing the contrary way, ſhe was not at once ſwallowed up, but ſunk by degrees;

ſº ſo that Agrippina and Aceronia fell ſoftly into the ſea. The latter ſcreaming out, for

....." the more ſpeedy relief, that ſhe was Agrippina, and paſſionately calling upon the ma

riners to ſuccour the prince's mother, was by them purſued with their poles and oars,

and ſo ſlain. Agrippina never opened her mouth, and being therefore leſs known,

She ſafes, eſcaped, with one wound only on her ſhoulder; and what with ſwimming, what with c

the timely aſſiſtance of ſome fiſher-boats, which rowed out to ſuccour her, reached

the lake Lucrinus, and was thence conveyed to her own villa. There reflecting upon

the danger which ſhe had eſcaped, the fate of Aceronia, miſtaken for herſelf, and de

ſignedly ſlain, the manner in which the veſſel, under the ſhelter of the ſhore, not

toſſed by winds, nor ſtriking upon rocks, had yielded in its upper part, and been

º overſet, ſhe concluded, that for this very end ſhe had been inticed by the

raudulent letters of her ſon, and for this treated by him with ſuch extraordinary

ſºº marks of honour. However, ſhe thought it adviſeable to diſſemble the whole, and

jºr * however well appriſed of theſe black devices, to ačt as if ſhe ſaw them not. With

- this view ſhe diſpatched Agerinus her freed man, to acquaint the emperor with the d

danger ſhe had eſcaped by the providence of the gods, and his imperial fortune, and

to intreat him, that however alarmed at the misfortune which had threatened his

mother, he would poſtpone the trouble of viſiting her; for what ſhe only ſtood in

need of at preſent, was reſt. In the mean time diſguiſing her fear, and counterfeit

ing perfeót ſecurity, ſhe cauſed her wound to be dreſſed ; and calling for the laſt will

of Aceronia, ordered all her effects to be regiſtered, and ſealed up 4.

As to Nero, he had paſſed the night in great uneaſineſs and anxiety, attending

the ſucceſs of his deſign ; and while he was hourly expe&ting expreſſes to appriſe

him, that the parricide was executed, tidings arrived, that his mother had eſcaped

Nº. 6, only with a ſlight wound. At this he was ſtruck with terror and diſmay, not doubt. “

him tº fºupe ing but her fierce ſpirit, bent upon haſty revenge, would either arm the ſlaves, ſtir

of his mother up the rage of the ſoldiery againſt him, or recur with a tragical repreſentation of the

whole plot to the ſenate and people. Thus terrified and diſmayed, he immediately

ſent for Burrhus and Seneca, who perhaps had not before, ſays Tacitus, been acquainted

with the conſpiracy. To them he notified his diſappointment, and told them, that,

in the preſent emergency, he had no reſource, no protećtion, no one to adviſe with,

but them. They both kept long ſilence, either becauſe they thought it was in vain

to diſſuade him from a deſign on which they ſaw him bent, or becauſe they believed

matters already puſhed ſo far, that unleſs Agrippina ſoon periſhed, Nero certainly

muſt. At length Seneca, who uſed always to ſpeak the firſt, looked at Burrhus, as f

if he asked him, whether orders for the diſpatching of Agrippina might not be truſted

to the ſoldiery under his command P Burrhus underſtood him, and anſwered, that

the praetorian guards were ſo zealouſly attached to the name of the Caſars, ſo fond

of the family and memory of Germanicus, that they would never engage in any cruel

- or bloody attempt againſt their deſcendents. He added, that Anicetus ought to

2. *: accompliſh what he had begun. Anicetus undertook without heſitation to acquit

ſº himſelf of his engagement; and Nero crying out, that Anicetus preſented him thatiſh /, trº- - - - - - -

yºu.” day with the empire, urged him to uſe diſpatch, taking with him whom he pleaſed

* Tacit. c. f. Dio, p. 69r.

te
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a to aſſiſt him. In the mean time Agerinus arriving from Agrippina, with the news of

her diſaſter and eſcape, was immediately admitted to the emperor, by whoſe orders,

as he was delivering his meſſage, a dagger was dropped between his legs; and then,

as if he had been ſent to murder the prince, he was immediately loaded with irons,

and dragged to priſon. Thisfable was forged to ſupport another; for Nero intended

to give out, that his deſtrućtion had been concerted by his mother, and that ſhe,

upon the diſcovery of her treaſon, had put an end to her 'own life, to avoid the

puniſhment ſhe deſerved ". -

In the mean time the danger which threatened Agrippina at ſea, and was looked zeal of the

upon as the effect of chance, flying abroad, the people from all quarters flocked to*b to the ſhore to aſſiſther; ſome crouded into barques and skiffs; othersehtered the fea,ſº er

and waded as deep as their height would permit; nay, ſome ſtretched out their arms, *

as it were to catch and receive her : ſo that the whole coaſt reſounded with lamenta

tions for her misfortune, vows for her deliverance, and the indiſtinét clamour of a

multitude, ſolicitous about her ſafety. When they underſtood, that ſhe was out of

danger, they all haſtened to congratulate her upon her eſcape. But in the mean

time Anicetus arriving with an armed band of marines, they all diſperſed; and the

franchiſed ſlave, having beſet the villa with a guard, burſt open the gates, ſecured ...º

ſuch of her ſlaves as offered to ſtop him, and advanced to the very door of her ...”

chamber, which he found guarded by a ſmall number of her friends, who, at the "

c ſight of ſo many armed men, betook themſelves to flight, and left her with one

maid only, who lay in the room with her. She was already very anxious and un

eaſy, that no ſoul had yet arrived from her ſon, nor had even Agerinus returned,

when ſhe heard a ſudden noiſe and tumult at the door of her chamber ; which ſo

terrified her maid, that ſtarting up, ſhe too was about to depart ; which Agrippina

perceiving, Thou likewiſe, ſaid ſhe, art going to abandon me; and that moment Ani

cetus, having forced open the door, entered her chamber, accompanied by Hercu

leus, captain of a galley, and Oloaritus, a centurion of the navy. The princeſs, tho’

well appriſed of their deſign, yet addreſſing them with great intrepidity, If you

are come, ſaid ſhe, from the emperor, to be informed of my health, I can acquaint him,

d that I am well refreſhed and recovered; if upon any bloody deſign, I will never believe

you commiſſioned by my ſon ; my ſon cannot command a parrizide. But the affäffins,

without returning her any anſwer, placed themſelves round her bed; for in her

chamber was a ſmall light, and Herculeus the firſt diſcharged a blow upon her head

with a great club. Oloaritus the centurion inſtantly drew his ſword to diſpatch her;

but ſhe, notwithſtanding the blow ſhe had received, ſtarting up, preſented her belly,

crying with a loud voice, Strike me here; this carried and brought forth ſuch a monſter

as Nero. In uttering theſe words, ſhe was pierced with a multitude of wounds, and fºr gard,

expired ". . In theſe particulars all authors agree; ſome add, that Nero afterwards

ſurveyed the naked body of his mangled mother, viewed her limbs, and extolled

e their ſymmetry and beauty ; but this is denied by others, and ſeems inconſiſtent

with the concern which he afterwards ſhewed. That very night her corpſe was

burnt without any pomp or ſolemnity, being carried to the pile upon no other bed

than that which ſhe lay upon at her meals. Her bones were interred by her dome.

ſtics, who, after the death of Nero, raiſed her a vulgar tomb upon the road to cape

Miſenum, adjoining to a villa which formerly belonged to Caeſar the dićtator. Mne

fter, one of her freed-men, as ſoon as her funeral pile was lighted, run himſelf thro'

with a ſword, whether from grief and affection for her, or from dread of ſome ter

rible doom, which he apprehended hanging over his head, was never known. Thus

died the celebrated grippina, daughter to Germanicus, grand-daughter to Agrippa,

f and great grand-daughter to Auguſtus, ſiſter to one emperor, wife to another, and

mother to a third. This doom ſhe had deſerved by a long train of crying iniqui

ties, long before it overtook her; nay, we are told, that ſhe was warned of it many Her end fore.

years before by the Chaldeans, who being conſulted by her concerning the fortune of. toldlong before.

Nero, and anſwering, that he would certainly reign, and kill his mother; Let him

kill me, ſaid ſhe, ſo be do but reign k.

THE ſcene of this horrible iniquity being over, the emperor began to reflećt within

himſelf on the enormity of his guilt ; a mother inhumanly murdered, to whom he

owed his life and empire With this thought he paſſed the reſt of the night in

" Tacit. c. 6. Dio, p. 69;. Suet, ibid. * Tacit. c. 7, 8, Dio, p. 696. Suet, c. 24. h TA

cit. c. 9. Dio, Suet. ibid. -
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Nerº "goniº dreadful agonies, now dumb, motionleſs, with his eyes fixed, then ſtarting up a

“”* amazed and trembling. Thus wild and ghaſtly, he waited the return of day, which,

he apprehended, would bring upon him ſome dreadful and final doom. Burrhus

was the firſt who afforded him ſome comfort in the midſt of theſe horrors, by per

ſuading the tribunes and centurions under his command to congratulate the prince

upon his thus happily eſcaping the enormous treaſon deviſed by his mother. Their

example was followed firſt by the emperor's friends, and next by the neighbouring

communities of Campania, who teſtified their joy by ſacrifices to the gods, and

He affa, ºr embaſſies to the prince. Nero himſelf, by a quite oppoſite diffinulation, pretended
row. to be inconſolably grieved for the death of his mother, anſwering thoſe who ſtrove

to comfort him, that he hated a life, which upon ſuch terms had been ſaved. How-b

ever, as the face and aſpect of places cannot change like the countenances of men,

the ſight of that coaſt, and thoſe ſhores, where the parricide had been perpetrated,

filled him with continual horrors ; beſides, there were ſome, who imagined they

heard horrid ſhrieks and wailings from Agrippina's tomb, and a mournful ſound of

trumpets from the neighbouring cliſts and hills. Nero therefore flying from ſuch

tragical places, which inceſſantly reproached him with the crying greatneſs and

enormity of his crime, withdrew to Naples, whence he ſent letters to the ſenate,

Hºbart, ºr acquainting them, that Agerinus, a freed-man of Agrippina, had been ſent by her to

with many aſſaſſinate him ; but had been timely apprehended, and that ſhe had thereupon laid
cr????eſ. violent hands on herſelf, with the ſame guilty conſcience which had prompted c

her to attempt upon the life of her ſon. To this he added a detail of her crimes

traced a long way back; he even aſcribed to her all the vile meaſures and black

iniquities of the reign of Claudius, and concluded, that her death ought to be looked

upon as a public bleſfing, and aſcribed to the auſpicious fortune of the Roman ſtate.

This letter was compoſed by Seneca, who thereupon was ſeverely cenſured, and in

deed not undeſervedly, by all men of honour and virtue. No one believed the pre

tended conſpiracy , but nevertheleſs the ſenators, with wonderful heat and competi

tion, ſtrove to ſurpaſs oneanother in decreeing new honours to Nero on this occaſion.

ºf The following ſolemnities were therefore ordained, that at all the altars public devo

tions ſhould be obſerved; that the feaſt of Minerva, during which the conſpiracy d

was detected, ſhould be celebrated with anniverſary plays for ever ; that the

ſtatue of that goddeſs in gold ſhould be placed in the ſenate-houſe, and cloſe by

it that of the emperor ; and laſtly, that the anniverſary of Agrippina ſhould be

inſerted in the number of unlucky days. Thraſea Patus, of whom we ſhall have

frequent occaſion to ſpeak in the courſe of this reign, walked out of the ſenate as

ſoon as the emperor's letter was read, chufing rather to provoke the vengeance

of Nero, than give his aſſent to ſuch ſervile, flattering and iniquitous decrees; but

there was not a man in the ſenate, who had ſo much honour and integrity as to

Endeavour, to follow his example. And now Nero, to heighten the public hatred towards his

*lacken her mother, and blacken her memory, as if ſhe had checked his natural inclination e
memory. to mercy, reſtored to their native country and eſtates ſeveral perſons of diſtinc

tion, who had been formerly by her doomed to exile. He likewiſe pardoned Ila

rius and Calviſius, of whom we have ſpoken above, and ſuffered the body of Lollid

Paulina, who had ended her courſe at Tarentum, to be brought home, and repo

ſited in the tomb of her illuſtrious anceſtors. Notwithſtanding theſe ačis of

clemency, the emperor could not prevail upon himſelf to return to Rome, dreading

to appear, after his parricide, before the ſenate and people. But the abandoned

profligates of his court, and no court upon earth, ſays Tacitus, ever abounded with

more, aſſured him, that the very name of Agrippina was generally abhorred ; inſo:

much that by her death he had ſecured for ever the affečtions both of the people and f

tº il, and ſenate. Hereupon he proceeded to Rome, where he was received with a more for

a Rome with ward and officious zeal, than even his flattering courtiers had promiſed him. The

extraordinary ſeveral tribes in diſtinčt bodies came forth to meet him, and likewiſe the ſenate

flattery. in their robes, with mighty crouds of women and children ranged into ſeparate

claſſes, according to their ſex and age. Where-ever, he paſſed, plays and ſhews

were exhibited with all the pomp and parade of a ſolemn triumph. Elated with

pride upon ſuch a reception, he repaired, like a triumphant vićtor, to the capitol,

and there paid his vows and oblations'. But all theſe tokens of joy and approbation

-º

The flattery

theſenate.

" Tacit, c. 11–13. Dio, l. lxi. p. 796,

could
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a could not ſmother the reproaches of his own conſcience; the horrors of his guilt

never forſook him ; he owned, that the furies purſued him with ſtripes, and rage,

and burning torches; his dread was ſometimes ſo great, that every joint of him trem

bled ; he applied to the magicians, and endeavoured, by one of their ſacrifices, to

call up the ghoſt of his mother, and intreat her to forgive him ; nay, ſome time

after, when he travelled into Greece, tho’ he was mighty deſirous of aſſiſting at the

Eleuſine ceremonies, yet his heart failed him, and he withdrew as ſoon as he heard

the crier commanding with a loud voice all impious and profane perſons to depart ".

As no one would take upon him to give the emperor wholſome advice; but, on

the contrary, all conſpired to deceive him with ſervile flattery, and to commend even

b his moſt enormous exceſſes, he abandoned himſelf without controul to all his extra

vagant paſſions. He was chiefly fond of two diverſions, both highly unbecoming

his rank and ſtation, viz. of driving a chariot, and finging to the harp in a theatri- tº gº...,

cal habit. , Seneca and Burrhus had thought it adviſeable to indulge him from the himſelf, i.

beginning in the former, in order to divert him from the latter, which they thought thariot driv

a more ſhameful and unmanly employment. Thus a piece of ground in the Vatican *

was incloſed with a wall, that he might there exert his dexterity in driving, without

being expoſed to the view of a promiſcuous croud of ſpe&tators; but now he was defi

rous of being publicly ſeen, and even invited to the ſight the populace, who failed

not to magnify him with encomiums and loud acclamations. As the emperor ima

c gined, that by bringing many others under the ſame infamy, he ſhould leſſen his

own, he introduced, as aétors into the theatre, ſeveral noble Romans, deſcended

from illuſtrious families, but decayed, and through indigence become venal. He H, engage,

likewiſe engaged with great rewards ſeveral Roman knights to undertake the aëting ſeveral noble
- - - - - - Romans to

of parts in public repreſentations. However, that he might not yet debaſe himſelf debaſe them

-- - - - - elves upcn

hibited in private houſes or gardens, perſons of the firſt quality, nay, many whoſ.hº
in the common theatre, he inſtituted a ſort of plays called juvenales, which were ex

had borne the chief offices in the ſtate, ačting in them, and degrading themſelves

to imitate the port and buffoonry of the Greek and Roman mimics, even in their

moſt obſcene geſticulations. The contagion even reached ladies of the greateſt

d diſtinétion, who, in imitation of the prince and his court, had their aſſemblies and

repreſentations too in a grove planted by Auguſtus, where booths were built, and in

them ſold whatever incited to ſenſuality and wantonneſs. Thus was even the out

ward appearance of virtue baniſhed the city, and all manner of avowed lewdneſs,

depravity and diſſoluteneſs introduced in its room, men and women being engaged

in a contention to outvie each other in glaring vices, and ſcenes of impurity. At

length Nero could forbear no longer, but took the harp, and mounted the public

ſtage, trying the ſtrings with much attention and care, and ſtudying his part. About

him ſtood his companions, and a cohort of the guards, with many tribunes and

centurions, and Burrhus their commander, ſad on this infamous occaſion, but praiſ

e ing Nero while he grieved for him. At this time he inrolled a body of Roman

knights, intitled the knights of Auguſtus, young men diſtinguiſhed by the bloom of

their years, and ſtrength of body, but all profeſſed profligates. As the emperor

ſpent whole days and nights in finging and playing upon the harp, the whole bufi

neſs of theſe knights was to commend his perſon and voice, to extol the beauty of

both by names and epithets peculiar to the gods, and to ſing his airs about the

ſtrects n. -

T H E next year Nero entered upon his fourth conſulſhip, having Coſſils Cornelius

Lentulus for his collegue, and held that dignity for ſix months. This year he inſti

tuted, for the improvement of wit and genius, conteſts of eloquence and poetry, with

f other games to be exhibited every fifth year; whence they were ſtyled quinquennial

games. On this occaſion the players and pantomimes, who had often cauſed great

animoſities, were recalled, and reſtored to the ſtage. During theſe ſports a comet A comet at

appeared, which, according to the perſuaſion of the vulgar, always portended a P".

change of princes ; hence, as if Nero had been already depoſed, it became the topic

of general inquiry, who ſhould be choſen to ſucceed him, and the name of Rubellius

Plautus was on this occaſion in every one’s mouth. He was by his mother julia the

daughter of Druſus, deſcended from the family of the Caſars, and had acquired great

reputation by the integrity of his life, and a ſtrićt adherence, notwithſtanding the

* Suer, c. 34. * Tacit, c. 17.

general
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Neoalarm... lieved, that he was appointed and marked out by the gods to ſucceed Nerº. All

*#. ſult, the peace and tranquillity of Rome, by withdrawing to his poſſeſſions in Aſia,

to retire to

Aſia.

The ſtate of

affairs in Bri

tal In.

SuetoniusFau, have ſubjećted all Britain, had he lived but two years longer. He was ſucceeded

linus ſent into

Britain.

general corruption, to the venerable inſtitutions and ſevere manners of the primitive a |
, Romans. At the ſame time, as Nero was ſitting at an entertainment at a place called

Sublaqueum, on the banks of the Simbruine lake, a flaſh of lightning darted upon the

, repaſt, ſcattered the diſhes, overturned the table, and, while the emperor was

drinking, ſtruck, the cup out of his hand. As this happened in the neighbourhood

of Tibur, whence Plautus was originally ſprung by his father's ſide, the people be

this alarmed Nero, who thereupon wrote to Plautus, that he would do well to con

where he might enjoy the bloom of his life free from intrigues of faction, fraught

with ambiguity and danger. Upon this warning, Plautus, who had long ſince bu-b

ried himſelf in retirement, ſhunning and dreading power, left Rome, and with An

tiſlia his wife, and a few friends, haſtened to Aſia. This year Nero appointed Ti

granes (F) king of Armenia, which the brave Corbulo had reduced, and beſtowed upon

him a body of guards, viz. a thouſand legionaries, three cohorts of confederates,

and two wings of horſe, to ſupport him in maintaining his new realm. Corbulo,

having thus completed the redućtion of Armenia, left that country, and withdrew

into Syria, a province aſſigned him upon the death of Numidius Qyadratus the

late governor 9. In the cloſe of the year, Vibius Secundus, a Roman knight, was,

upon the accuſation of the Moors, condemned for extortion, and expelled Italy.

THE following year, Caſonius Patus and Petronius Turpilianus being conſuls, the c

Romans ſuffered a dreadful ſlaughter in Britain. 4. Didius, who ſucceeded Oſtorius,

as we have related above, did no more than juſt maintain what his predeceſſors had

conquered. His ſucceſſor Veranius, having only in ſome incurſions ravaged the ters

ritories of the Silures, was prevented by death from any further proſecution of the

war. He was highly eſteemed in his life-time for the ſeverity of his manners; but

in his laſt-will he betrayed a ſervile ambition and court to power: for after many

expreſſions of flattery beſtowed upon Nero, he added, that to his obedience he would

by Suetonius Paulinus, Corbulo's competitor in the ſcience of war, and univerſally

eſteemed in all reſpects equal to that great commander. Paulinus therefore, hoping d

to reap as much renown from the intire redućtion of Britain, as Corbulo had done from

that of Armenia, bent his mind upon that enterprize, tho' Nero had then, as we are

told, ſome thoughts of withdrawing the Roman forces, and abandoning the iſland.

During the firſt two years of his government, the Roman general commanded with

no leſs ſucceſs than he had done formerly in Africa, ſubdued freſh nations, reduced

with indefatigable pains ſeveral caſtles, and eſtabliſhed gariſons to keep in awe the

countries which he had brought under ſubjećtion. Truſting to theſe gariſons, he

left the country behind him expoſed to the enemy, and went to attack the iſland

Mona, now Angleſey, which ſupplied the revolters with ſuccours, and was a common

place of retreat to the fugitives. He built a great number of boats with broad and t

flat bottoms, the eaſier to approach a ſhore full of ſhallows. Upon theſe the foot

were waſted over, and the horſe followed, partly by fording, partly by ſwimming.

On the oppoſite ſhore ſtood numerous bodies of men well armed, and amongſt them

appeared troops of women, running, like furies, to and fro, diſmally clad in funeral

apparel, with their hair flying about their ſhoulders, and torches in their hands.

Round them were ſeen their prieſts, the Druids, uttering, with their hands lifted up

to heaven, dreadful imprecations, and invoking vengeance. The amazing novelty

of the ſcene ſtruck the Roman ſoldiers with diſmay 3 they ſtood motionleſs with their

bodies expoſed, like ſo many marks, to the darts of the enemy, till encouraged by

the repeated exhortations of the general to ſhake off the ſcandalous terror inſpired f

• Idem, c. 26.

(F) Tigranes was grandſon, or rather great grand
ſon, to Archelaus, formerly king of Cappadocia; for

he was the grandſon of Alexander, who was put

to death by his own father Herod, king of Judea,

and of Glaflyra, the daughter of Archelaus. His fa

ther was likewiſe named Alexander. He was ne

phew to another Tigrants, likewiſe king of Arme

(4?) joſeph. antiq. l. xviii. c. 7.

nia, who was put to death under Tiberius, in the
twenty-ſecond year of that prince's reign, and thirty

fixth of the chriſtian aera (41). Tăritus tells us,

that as this prince had paſſed many years at Rome

in the quality of a hoſtage, his ſpirit was miſèrably

debaſed, even to a degree of abjećtneſs and ſervi

tude (43). -

(43) Tacit, anmal. l. xiv. c. 16.

by
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a by a band of raving women and fanatic prieſts, they advanced the enſigns, put to He reduces the

the rout the diſorderly rabble, and drove them into the fires they had kindled. iſlandofangle
The iſland being thus eaſily reduced, a gariſon was eſtabliſhed to bridle the van- ſey

quiſhed, and the groves dedicated to their bloody ſuperſtitions, cut down; for in

them they ſacrificed the captives taken in war, and conſulted their intrails, in order

to diſcover the will of the gods P.

WHILE Suetonius was thus employed, tidings were brought him of the ſudden

revolt of the province, the occaſion of which is thus related by Tacitus, who lived

near thoſe times: Praſutagus, the late king of the Icenians, a prince renowned for his The octaſions/

opulence and grandeur, had by his laſt will left the emperor joint heir with his own #. º:f

b two daughters, hoping by that ſignal inſtance of loyalty to ſecure his kingdom and -

family from all injury and violence. But this ſcheme produced a quite contrary

effečt; for under colour of taking poſſeſſion of the emperor's new inheritance, the

kingdom became a prey to the centurions; the deceaſed prince's houſe was plun

dered by rapacious officers; his wife Boadicia, or Boudicea, ignominiouſly violated

with ſtripes; his daughters diſhonoured; all the principal Icenians ſtripped of their

hereditary poſſeſſions, and the relations of the late king kept in bonds, and treated

like ſlaves. Inraged by theſe indignities, and dreading oppreſſions ſtill more ſevere,

they took advantage of the abſence of Paulinus, and began to deliberate about ſhak

ing off the yoke, which they could no longer bear. In their private aſſemblies they

c ſtrove to inflame one another by recounting their ſeveral grievances, exaggerating

the miſeries of bondage, and heightening the injuries they muſt expect when reduced

to a province. Our patience, ſaid they, avails us nothing, further than to encourage Their grievan

our tyrants to lay heavier burdens upon a people, who thus tamely bear any. To ces.

ſuch height is our oppreſſion grown, that nothing whatever is exempt from their

avarice, nothing from their luſt. They ſeize our houſes, inſult our wives, force away

our children, and oblige our youth to liſt ; and to all this we tamely ſubmit, tho’ it

be in our power to redeem ourſelves from ſuch contumelious tyranny ; for what a

ſmall force would all the ſoldiers arrived in the iſland appear, would the Briton; but

compute their own numbers ? It was from this conſideration that Germany threw off

d the yoke, tho' defended only by a river, and not, like this, by the ocean. Our

country, our wives, our parents and children, animate us to take arms, and behave

like men; whereas our oppreſſors are only prompted by their ſordid avarice, and

brutal ſenſuality. Let us but imitate the bravery of our forefathers, and not be diſ

mayed with the iſſue of an encounter or two, and we ſhall ſee theſe robbers withdraw

from the iſland, as their deified julius did formerly. With theſe and the like

ſpeeches, they eaſily prevailed upon the Trinobantes, and ſeveral other nations, to

join their forces, and attempt the recovery of their ancient liberty, as the only means

to redeem themſelves from the oppreſſions they groaned under; for the Britons, even

in thoſe days, chearfully complied, as Tacitus obſerves, with the impoſition of taxes,

e and all duties enjoined by their governors, provided they received no illegal treat

ment. This they could not brook, nor did the Romans, ſays the ſame hiſtorian,

any further ſubdue them, than to bring them to obey juſt laws: they abhorred un

juſt incroachments, and would never ſubmit to be ſlaves 4. The Trinobantes were

moreover animated to take arms by their implacable hatred towards the veterans

lately planted in the colony of Camalodunum, who incroaching upon the inhabitants,

thruſt them out of their houſes, ſpoiled them of their hereditary lands, and adding

ſcorn to oppreſſion, treated them with the vile titles of captives and ſlaves. Another

alarming grievance was a temple built and dedicated to the late emperor Claudius,

which was a great eye-ſore to them, and looked upon by all as a badge and bulwark

f of eternal ſlavery. Beſides, the prieſts appointed to miniſter in the temple, under

the cloak of religion, devoured the whole ſubſtance of the inhabitants, and reduced

the moſt wealthy amongſt them to beggary. Neither did it appear an arduous under

taking to deſtroy a colony no-wiſe ſecured by fortifications ; for the Romans, not

yet well acquainted with the temper of the Britons, had conſulted only their accom

modation and pleaſure. To theſe grievances Dion Caſius adds, that Catus Decianus,

the imperial procurator, exerciſed a tyranny no leſs cruel over their ſubſtance and

fortunes, than the governor did over their bodies and lives; and that Seneca, having

with fair promiſes inveigled the Britons to borrow vaſt ſums of him, telling them,

* Idem, c. 29. & vit. Agr. c. 14. * Tacit. annal. c. 31, & vit. Agr. c. 15, 16.

Vol. W. Ng 7. 6 X that
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that for repayment they ſhould take their own time, all on a ſudden demanded both a

principal and intereſt, which iniquitous demand reduced the injured Britons to deſpair.

Thus provoked by the heavieſt ſufferings, and invited by the opportunity of the ab

ſence of Paulinus, the Icenians andT.º the former inhabiting the preſent coun

ties of Suffolk, Norfolk, Cambridge, and Huntingdom, and the latter thoſe of Eſſex and

Middleſex, and all thoſe who hated ſervitude, unanimouſly took arms under the con

They rift under dućt of Boudicea, a princeſs of royal deſcent. Tacitus tells us, that the enſuingtrou

c the conduff of bles were foretold ſome time before by ſeveral ſigns and prodigies. At Camalodunum

| 3. Bout the ſtatue of Willory fell down of itſelf with her face turned towards the enemy; cer.

- tain women, tranſported with prophetical fury, terrified the people with denuncia

| tions ofimpending calamities; in the place, where thecolony aſſembled for the buſineſs b

of the public, was heard a tumultuous noiſe, and the accent of ſtrangers; the theatre

echoed with diſmal howlings ; in the river Thames dreadful appearances were ſeen;

the ocean appeared all dyed with blood ; and at the departure of the tide ſhapes of

human bodies were left imprinted on the ſtrand. The veterans in the colony, alarmed

at theſe omens, ſent to Calus Decianus, procurator of the province for ſuccours, Sue

tonius being then at a great diſtance; but he could ſpare them only two hundred men,

and thoſe not completely armed ; and in the colony itſelf was but a handful of

ſoldiers. The veterans indeed were for ſecuring themſelves by a ditch and paliſade

againſt any ſudden aſſault, and removing out of the colony their women and old

men; but were diverted from theſe and all other meaſures tending to their ſafety by c

ſome Britons, in whoſe fidelity they repoſed too much confidence. So that, while they

º were utterly unprepared, and as void of circumſpection, as if full peace had reigned,

| the Britons, to the number of a hundred and twenty thouſand fighting men, flew

unanimouſly to arms, affailed on every ſide the ſoldiers diſperſed in the forts, and

\ having ſtormed and ſacked the ſeveral gariſons, fell upon the colony itſelf as the ſeat

and centre of public ſervitude, took it at the firſt aſſault, and after two days ſiege

the temple, whither the Romans were retired in a body. The colony, with the temple,

Greatſlaughter they razed, and put every Roman to the ſword. After this, upon intelligence that

ºf the Romans. Petilius Cerealis, commander of the ninth legion, was advancing to relieve his friends,
they haſtened to meet him, routed his legion, and cut the infantry, all to a man, in d

pieces; but Cerealis eſcaped with the horſe to the camp, and there defended himſelf

in his intrenchments. Catus Decianus, the procurator, who had by his rapacious

avarice driven the province into deſpair, and was univerſally hated, upon the firſt

notice of the revolt, fled, like a coward, over into Gaul .

Suetonius Suetonius, upon the firſt notice of the revolt, left the iſland of Angleſey, and with

2. h undaunted bravery, marched through the heart of the enemy's country quite to Lon
gainſt them. don, a city not honoured indeed with the title of colony, but full of Roman inhabi

tants, and even then highly famed for the vaſt conflux of traders, and plenty of all

commodities and proviſions. Here he deſigned at firſt to ſettle his head quarters, and

make this place the ſeat and centre of the war: but afterwards reflecting on the ſmall

number of his men, he reſolved to abandon it, and retire to ſome more advantageous

poſt. This reſolution threw the inhabitants into the utmoſt conſternation; but Suetoniuſ,

hoping by the loſs of one town to ſave the whole province, was not by the tears

and wailing of multitudes imploring his protećtion diverted from ordering the ſignal

º

.-|

.

*

He abandon, , for departure to be given, taking with him all thoſe who were able of willing to

...” accompany him. He was no ſooner gone, than the enemy made themſelves mºr,

.." of the place, and maſſacred without diſtinétion of ſex or age, all who had ſaid

behind. The like ſlaughter befel the municipal or free city of Verulamium, now

St. Albans, and ſeveral other towns, in which ſeventy thouſand ſouls periſhed, all Rº:
mans, or the confederates of Rome. For the provoked Britons gave no quarter, and f

neither took, nor ſold, nor exchanged priſoners, nor obſerved any other law of war,

but killed, burnt, or crucified all who had the misfortune to fall into their hands,

! being more inflamed with a deſire of revenge, than of vićtory or booty. In ſhort,

no kind of cruelty was omitted, with which rage and vićtory could poſſibly inſpire

the hearts of an injured people. Suetonius, having in the mean time drawn together

º an army of about ten thouſand men, viz. the fourteenth legion, with the veterans

of the twentieth, and auxiliaries from the various gariſons, reſolved without further

delay to put the whole, as he was diſtreſſed for want of proviſions, to the iſſue of a

!

-!

* Dio, l. lxii. p. 701. * Tacit. c. 32, 33.

battle.
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a battle. With this view he choſe a place acceſſible only by a narrow vale, and defended Suetonius r

behind by a wood, being well appriſed that the enemy would attack him only in front,

and that in the open vale no ſtratagems or ambuſhes were to be dreaded. He drew

the legionaries in thick ranks, placing round them the light-armed ſoldiers, and the

cavalry on each wing. The Britiſh army, which was drawn up in great ſeparate

bands, ſome of foot, ſome of horſe, appeared an immenſe multitude. They amounted,

according to Dion Caſſius, to 230,000 men, and, according to Tacitus, exhibited

the greateſt multitude, that till then had been ſeen in arms, and withal, ſo confident

of vićtory, that they had brought their wives with them to be ſpectators of it from

their waggons, which they had placed round the borders of the field. Boudicea,

b who had chiefly ſtirred up the Britons to this war, was carried about in a chariot with

her two daughters fitting before her. As ſhe traverſed the field from nation to nation,

ſhe declared to all, that though it was uſual for the Britons to war under the condućt Boudicia'
of a woman, yet upon this occaſion ſhe aſſumed not the authority of one deſcended: to her

ſrom ſuch illuſtrious anceſtors, but appeared upon the ſame foot with one of the J.

vulgar, ſeeking vengeance, not for the loſs of her kingdom, but for the extirpation

of public liberty, for the ſtripes inflicted upon her perſon, and the brutiſh affronts

offered to her virgin daughters, ſince the Romans were arrived at ſuch a pitch of

unbridled violence, that no age nor ſex could eſcape their fury and contamination:

ſhe inlarged on evils of tyranny and ſervitude, and concluded, that in the impending

c battle the Britons muſt either remain utterly vićtorious, or utterly periſh ; that to do

one of theſe was the firm purpoſe of her, who was a woman ; for the men, they

might, if they pleaſed, ſtill live, and be doomed to ſlavery, Suetonius, though

he confided in the bravery of his men, yet he failed not to join to it exhortations

mixed with intreaties, that they would deſpiſe the ſavage clamours of the barbarians

with all their impotent menaces, keep their ranks, and after having diſcharged their

darts, cloſe in with the enemy, and purſue the ſlaughter with their ſpears and ſwords,

without any thought of the ſpoil, as well knowing, that after vićtory, all muſt fall

to their ſhare. The general’s ſpeech was followed by ſuch ardor in his men, long

inured to all the arts and events of battles, that Suetonius, not doubting of the iſſue,

d gave the fignal for the onſet. The legion kept their ground immoveable, ſheltering

themſelves within the ſtreights of the place, till the enemy, advancing within arrow

ſhot, had ſpent all their darts: upon this advantage they ruſhed out upon them all

at once in the form of a wedge, and being ſupported by the cavalry and auxiliaries,

overthrew all who ſtood next to them: hereupon the reſt turned their backs and fled,

but found it difficult to eſcape, the incloſure, made by their own carriages, ob

itrućting their retreat. The Romans gave no quarter, but put all to the ſword, not

ſparing even the lives of women, nay they pierced with their darts the very beaſts of

burden, which helped to ſwell the mighty heaps of the dead: for we are told, that The Britons

of the Britons were ſlain near eighty thouſand ; whereas the Romans loſt only four ºriº

e hundred men. Boudicea, reſolved not to outlive that fatal day, is ſaid by ſºme toº.”

have ended her life by poiſon ; but others write, that ſhe died a few days after the

battle of a natural death. Poenius Poſthumius, prefečt of the camp to the ſecond

legion, upon tidings of the exploits and ſucceſs of the fourteenth and twentieth legion,

ſtruck with remorſe for having defrauded his own of equal honour, and diſobeyed,

contrary to the laws of military duty, the orders of his general, ran himſelf through

with his ſword *. Dion Caſſius differs from Tacitus, whom we have followed in his

account of this battle ; for he tells us, that the vićtory continued long doubtful, that

the Britons, though only a diſorderly rabble, led on by a woman, ſtood their ground

againſt the embattled legions with great intrepidity, and would have tried the fortune

of a ſecond battle, had they not in the mean time been diſheartened by the unexpećted

death of Boudicea ". The Roman army, after a general review, kept the field under

tents, to put an end to the war. Their forces were moreover increaſed by Nero,

who ordered two thouſand legionaries, eight cohorts of auxiliaries, and a thouſand

horſe, to paſs from Germany over into Britain. By their arrival the ninth legion was

recruited, and thereupon the auxiliaries ſent into different parts to deſtroy with fire

and ſword ſuch nations as continued in arms, or appeared ſuſpicious. But nothing

afflićted the unhappy Britons ſo much as famine; for all their hands being employed

in the war, they had utterly neglečted to cultivate and ſow the ground, reckoning

* Tacit. c. 36, 37. Dio, p. 701. w Dio, ibid.

upon
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**.*.*...,upon the ſtores and proviſions of the Romans as their own. However, they continued a

.* ſtill in arms, and became daily more backward in their inclinations to peace from

entiºn" the behaviour of julius Claſſicianus, who ſucceeding Catus Decianus as procurator of

grºng. the province, and being at variance with Suetonius, obſtrućted the public good to

gratify his private pique, giving out, that a new governor would be ſent, who, free

from the arrogance of a conqueror, and unacquainted with the preceding condućt of

the enemy, would treat ſuch as ſubmitted with more gentleneſs and mercy. And

truly Suetonius, as Tacitus obſerves, though in other reſpects a ſignal commander,

yet treated ſuch as ſurrendered themſelves, in a very imperious manner, as one who

likewiſe avenged his private injuries. Atthe ſame time Claſſicianus wrote to Rome, that

º there would be no end of war and bloodſhed, unleſs Suetonius was removed, aſcribing b

all the diſaſters to his ill condućt, and the happy ſucceſs to the auſpicious fortune of the

Polycletus/ent republic. Hereupon Polycletus, one of the emperor's freedmen, was diſpatched to

into Britain, inſpect the ſtate of Britain, Nero conceiving great hopes, that by the authority of his

* domeſtic, not only a reconciliation would be brought about between the governor

- and procurator, but the minds of the diſcontented Britons would be calmed, and in

clined to peace. Polycletus was not backward to aſſume the employment, but imme

diately ſet out with ſuch an immenſe train, that he was a burden, as Tacitus tells us,

even to the wealthy nations of Italy and Gaul, through which he paſſed: thence he

croſſed the chanel, and travelled in Britain with ſuch awful ſtate and attendance, as

ſtruck even the Roman ſoldiers, accuſtomed to the grandeur of Rome, with amazement. C

But to the Britons, among whom reigned popular liberty, he proved an objećt of

deriſion ; as they were utter ſtrangers to the power of the imperial freedmen, they

were amazed, that a vićtorious general and army, who had fought ſuch battles,

ſhould obey a manumiſed ſlave; his authority was therefore of no weight with men,

who being brought up in the noble principles of liberty, ſcorned to pay any deference

or reſpe&t to ſuch ſons of earth, however diſtinguiſhed and exalted by the favours of a

court. Hereupon Polycletus, finding the Britons were not to be dazled withoutward

appearances, returned to Rome, where he repreſented to the emperor the tranſac

tions and condućt of Suetonius in ſo favourable a light, that he was continued in

the government. However, having ſome time aſter loſt a few gallies on the ſhore d

with the men who rowed them, as if this accident had been a proof, that the war

Suetonius re- ſtill continued, he was ordered to reſign the government to Petronius Turpilianus, who

called. had juſt ended his conſulſhip. As this new governor neither provoked the Britons

by any ačt of hoſtility, nor was provoked by them, he beſtowed on this cowardly in

aćtion the ſpecious name of peace. This tranquillity continued till the time of Veſpa

fian, the governors, who ſucceeded Turpilianus, following his example, and carefully

avoiding to give any juſt cauſe of complaint to the Britons ; nay, they did not even

attempt to recover the iſland of Angleſy, which about this time ſhook off the yoke".

We ſhall reſume the detail of the Britiſh affairs in the hiſtory of the above-mentioned

emperor's reign, when we ſhall ſee the Britons enter the liſts with noble armies ſent e

againſt them from Gaul and Italy, and condućted by generals of great renown.

several perſºn, Du RING theſe tranſačtions in Britain, ſeveral perſons of great diſtinétion at Rome

condemned at were either degraded or baniſhed for forging a will. Among theſe was Antonius Pri.

**ſſ”& mus, of whom we ſhall have frequent occaſion to ſpeak in the reign of Veſpaſian, and
ing a will. Aſinius Marcellus, deſcended of an illuſtrious family, being the great grandſon of the

celebrated Aſinius Pollio, and himſelf without any other blemiſh in his condućt and

manners, ſave that he believed poverty to be the greateſt of evils. The illuſtrious

memory of his anceſtors, and the intreaties of the emperor, procured him an ex

emption from the puniſhment due to his crime. With the others privy to theſe

deteſtable pračtices was condemned and interdićted Italy one Valerius Ponticuſ, a f

pleader or lawyer, for endeavouring to ſave the criminals by the quibbles of the law;

and it was decreed, that whoever ſhould take a fee for ſuch vile employment, ſhould

ſuffer the ſame puniſhment as one publicly condemned for calumny. Not long after

- The governor the death of Pedanius Secundus, governor of Rome, murdered by a ſlave of his own,
t of Rome mur. occaſioned no ſmall diſturbances in the city. According to the ancient laws of Rome,

; * * ºf all the ſlaves, who lived under the ſame roof, were to be involved in the ſame penalty

*** with the criminal; but ſuch was on this occaſion the uproar of the populace, zealousto

ſave ſo many innocent lives, that it proceeded even to ſedition. The ſenate too

w Tacit. c. 38, 39. & vit. Agr. 16, 17, Suet, c. 18. Dio, p. 702,
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a was rent into parties, ſome rejećting with great warmth ſuch exceſſive rigor, while

others voted againſt any innovation. After a long and warm debate, it was carried,

that without compaſſion for the number of ſlaves, for the age of ſome, for the ſex

of others, for the undoubted innocence of moſt, they ſhould be all condemned to

death, and executed. As they were no fewer than four hundred, the populace flocked

tumultuouſly together to prevent the execution of ſo many innocent perſons. But

Nero reprimanded them by an edićt, and with lines of ſoldiers ſecured the way, thro'

which they were led to the place of execution. Cingonius Parro moved, that the All his ſaves

freedmen too, who abode under the ſame roof, ſhould be for ever expelled Italy; are ****

but Nero oppoſed that motion, urging, that ſince the rigor of the ancient cuſtom had

b not been ſoftened by mercy, it ought not to be heightened by cruelty ".

THE following year, P. Marius and L. Aſinius were conſuls ; but reſigned the

faſces, according to Onuphrius, Goltzius, and others, in the month of july to Trebel

lius Maximus and Seneca. A decree in the digeſts, dated the 25th of Auguſt, ſeems

to favour this opinion. However, ſome writers, and among the reſt Auſonius, main

tain that Seneca never attained the dignity of conſul. During the adminiſtration of

theſe conſuls, the praetor Antiſtius, having compoſed a poem full of contumelious Antiſtius.

invečtives againſt the prince, and read it to a numerous aſſembly at a banquet in the .º,
houſe of Oſtorius Scapula, was arraigned upon the law of majeſty by Coſſutianus Capito, againſt Nero.

a law, which after long diſuſe was upon this occaſion firſt revived. Oſtorius declared

c before the ſenate, when he was called upon to give his evidence, that he knew

nothing of the imputed crime; but the contrary teſtimony of the other witneſſes being

credited, julius Marullus, conſul elećt, voted, that the accuſed ſhould be diveſted

of his praetorſhip, and put to death. But Thraſea Patus, after high encomiums upon The generous

grº, Nero, and many bitter invečtives againſt Antiſtius, argued, that ſince under ſuch an fººtº ºf

º excellent prince the ſenate was in its deciſions influenced by no biaſs or compulſion, ..."

::::::::: and halters and executioners were long ſince baniſhed, the only puniſhment they could -

º inflićt without bringing themſelves under the imputation of cruelty, and the times

:::::: under that of infamy, was to confiſcate the eſtate of the criminal, and confine him to

s: a ſolitary iſland. The generous freedom of Thraſea animated the other ſenators, ſo

smº. d that they all went readily into his motion, except a ſmall number of abandoned flat

i, ºr terers, among whom was the famous ſycophant Vitellius. The conſuls however,

ºriº before they gave the laſt ſančtion to the decree, thought it adviſeable to acquaint the

jºu emperor with their unanimity, who, after having long ſtruggled between ſhame and

isºr: reſentment, at laſt anſwered, that ſince Antiſtius had, without any provocation,

gtº uttered ſo many black invečtives againſt the prince, it was the duty of the ſenate to

: ſº decree a puniſhment ſuitable to the crime. However, as he would certainly have

º oppoſed any rigorous ſentence, ſo he would now by no means defeat their mercy;

º they might therefore determine as they thought beſt, nay from him they had full . . .
º leave to diſcharge the criminal. From this anſwer it plainly appeared, that the em- *i. p.ſ.

!- ºr ºvº • rº - - - - - - only baniſhed.

blººd e peror was piqued ; but notwithſtanding his diſpleaſure, neither Thraſea nor the others

tº ſº. departed from the meaſures which they had approved. At the ſame time Fabricius

º Peiento was expelled Italy for writing a ſatire againſt the ſenate, and making traffic

º - of the prince's favour by ſelling the great offices of the ſtate. His writings being

'. doomed to the flames, were, as Tacitus obſerves, univerſally fought and read, while

hº it was difficult to find them, and dangerous to keep them ; but when every one was

º free to poſſeſs and peruſe them, they ſunk into contempt and oblivion . This year

*: died, to the unſpeakable grief of all good men, the celebrated Burrhus, one of the The death ºf

º chief friends and ſupports of the public ; but whether by poiſon, or a diſeaſe, is not*

# º certainly known : the latter was imagined, becauſe a ſwelling in his throat gradually

º f increaſed, till by a total ſtoppage of reſpiration he died ſuffocated. Suetonius * and

º, Dion Caſſius tell us, that Nero, having promiſed him a remedy againſt his diſtemper,

sº ſent him a venomous medicine. This, ſays Tacitus, was aſſerted by many 3 and it

º was likewiſe a common report, that Burrhus, being well appriſed of it, when the

º: prince came to viſit him, turned his face another way, and to his repeated inquiries

3. about his health, returned no other anſwer than this ; I am well. The loſs of ſo

º great and worthy a man was long regretted in Rome, as well from the memory of his

2. own virtues, as from the different character of his joint ſucceſſors; for Nero appointed

. two captains of the praetorian guards, Penius Rufus and Sofonius Tigellinus. The

º

* TAct. c. 42—44. * Idem, c. 48–50. * Sver, c. 35. • Dio, l. lx. p. 706.
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*...theºlºr former was a man of great integrity, but indolent, and an utter enemy to all trouble; a
of Tigellinus.

Several charges - - - - - - -

brought againſt AND now, one of the champions of virtue being removed, the many wicked and

Seneca.

He leg, leave more reſerved towards him, he begged an audience ; and having obtained it, he
to retire.

Nero, gait. grant him his requeſt. As to your gardens, ſeats, and wealth, ſaid he, there are

ful ſpeech to

Him,

the other infamous for lewdneſs, cruelty, avarice, and all the moſt flagrant iniqui

ties; but in high favour with Nero, and by him aſſumed into power from a fellow

ſhip in all his ſecret debauches and revels".

evil counſellors, who abounded in the emperor's court, attacked the other, viz. |

Seneca, with many criminal imputations; namely, that he had already accumulated

wealth far above the condition of a citizen, and was inſatiably accumulating more;

that ſuch was the magnificence of his gardens, ſuch the ſplendor of his ſeat, that in

theſe inſtances of grandeur he excelled even the emperor ; that he was labouring to

attach to his own perſon the veneration of the Roman people ; that he diſparaged his b

skill in managing horſes, turned his voice into mockery whenever he ſung, and to

himſelf alone arrogated the praiſe and perfečtion of eloquence: they added, that

Nero was no longer a child, and therefore ought now to begin to reign, to diſmiſs

his pedagogue, and to be governed by more famous tutors, his glorious anceſtors,

Seneca was not unappriſed of the efforts of his enemies, and therefore finding the

emperor had withdrawn his uſual affability, and ſhewed himſelf daily more and

befought the emperor to give him leave to retire, and apply himſelf wholly to the

cultivation of his mind, and the ſtudy of philoſophy, intreating him at the ſame time

to accept of his immenſe wealth, his ſtately ſeats and gardens, his ample poſſeſſions, c

&c. which were too great rewards for the ſmall ſervice he had rendered him, and ad

miniſtred freſh fuel to the raging envy of his enemies. Nero replied, that he ſtill

ſtood in great need of the wiſe rules, wholſome counſels, and uſeful precepts, with

which he had cheriſhed his infancy and youth, and therefore could not by any means

many favourites, nowiſe equal to you in worthy accompliſhments, diſtinguiſhed with

larger poſſeſſions. I bluſh to quote freedmen, who are eſteemed more wealthy than

you ; and am aſhamed, that one, who is dear to me above all others, does not yet

ſurpaſs all others in fortune. If you forſake your prince, and to him ſurrender your

wealth, the treaſure returned will be aſcribed, not to your moderation, but to my d

rapaciouſneſs, and your retreat to the dread of my cruelty, But ſuppoſe this diſin

tereſtedneſs of yours, this contempt of riches, be generally applauded, yet ſurely it |

will refle&t no honour upon a wiſe man to ſeek glory from a proceeding, which

muſt unavoidably bring infamy upon his friend. To theſe words he added kiſſes and

embraces, ſwearing ſeveral times in a moſt ſolemn manner, that he would rather

periſh himſelf a thouſand times, than ſuffer him to be any ways injured. Seneca

returned him thanks for his kindneſs and generoſity ; but nevertheleſs altered his

H. avia, º, former condućt, received few viſits at home, avoided any train of attendance abroad,

tū/4rt. and appeared ſeldom in public, as if he were confined to his houſe by ill health, or the

ſtudy of philoſophy. The retreat of Seneca doubled the authority of Tigellinus, who e.

diving curiouſly into the ſecret fears of the prince, and finding, that he chiefly dreaded

Plaulus and Sylla, the one removed lately into the eaſt, the other into Gaul, per

ſuaded him to put them both to death, hoping to bear a ſtill greater ſway with the

emperor, by thus ſeeming to conſult his defence and ſecurity. Sylla was diſpatched

while he was at table without any apprehenſion of danger, by aſſaſſins, who in ſix

days arrived expreſs at Marſeilles, to which city he had been confined. When his

head was preſented to Nero, its untimely hoarineſs is ſaid to have moved him to

unbecoming jeſts and deriſion. The ſentence awarded againſt Plautus was not ſo ſuc

ceſsfully concealed. Lucius Antiſtius, his father-in-law, receiving private notice of it,

diſpatched to him a freedman of his own, who outſailing the fatal centurion, brought f

him from his maſter the following advice ; that he ſhould be ſure to ſhun a cowardly

death ; that he had yet leiſure to eſcape, and could not fail of finding compaſſion

from all worthy and generous men ; that if he had once repulſed the fixty ſoldiers,

for ſo many were ſent to diſpatch him, he might then, while the tidings were tranſ

mitting to Nero, proſecute many ſchemes, and lay the foundation of a war; at leaſt he

had nothing more dreadful to ſuffer after a brave reſiſtance, than what he muſt ſuffer

by a cowardly acquieſcence. But Plautus, not moved by theſe conſiderations, choſe

\

Sylla put to

death.

* Tacit. c. 52.
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a rather to die, than to preſerve his life by kindling a civil war (G); ſo that the aſſaſ.

fins, finding him quite unprepared for any reſiſtance, murdered him in the middle of Paulus mur

the day before Pelago the eunuch, who was by Nero ſet over the centurion and his*

band. When the head of the ſlain was carried to Rome, and ſhewn to the emperor,

I knew not before, ſaid he, by way of raillery, that Rubellius had ſo great a noſe. Then

turning to the confidents of his debauches, What can prevent me now, cried he, from

inſtantly ſolemnizing my nuptials with Poppaea, a ſolemnity hitherto deferred through

fear of ſuch men as this Afterwards he wrote letters to the ſenate, in which he

inveighed with great bitterneſs againſt Sylla and Plautus, but took no notice of

their death. However the ſenate, well appriſed of what had happened, decreed

b proceſſions, appointed thanks to be publicly returned to the gods, and degraded Sylla

and Plautus from the dignity of ſenators. Nero perceiving from the decree of the ſenate

that his moſt flagrant iniquities paſſed for commendable actions, divorced Oślavia with

out further delay, alledging that ſhe was barren (H); and married Poppaea, who, to Nero marries

prevent his ever being reconciled to his former wife, ſuborned one of Ośīavia's do- *PP*

meſtics to accuſe her of a criminal amour with a ſlave, named Eucerus, a native of

Alexandria, and one who was famous for playing upon the flute. The maids of Ołavia

were all examined upon the rack, and, though ſome overcome by the exquiſite pain of

the torture, favoured the forgery, yet moſt of them maintained, and with great firm

neſs vindicated, the unſpotted charaćter of their lady (I). However, ſhe was firſt

c removed from the palace, and afterwards baniſhed into Campania, where a guard of

ſoldiers was placed over her. But as the populace openly complained of this cruel

treatment, Nero dreading the reſentment of the provoked multitude, recalled her

ſoon after to the infinite ſatisfaction of the Roman people, who in tranſports of joy The affºlion of
crouded to the temples with thankſgiving, overthrew the ſtatues of Poppa'a, crowned&: fo

with flowers thoſe of Ottavia, and carrying her images, as it were, in triumph, placed“

them in the great forum, and in the ſeveral temples. Hereupon Poppaa, fearing Nero

might change his mind, and to gratify the populace, recal Ottavia to his bed, prevailed

upon him,by a ſpeech artfully framed to produce both terror and wrath, to reſolve upon

the ruin of the innocent Oélavia. As the fićtion of the unhappy princeſs's intrigue with

d Eucerus had been quite defeated by the teſtimony of her maids upon the rack, it was

agreed to procure ſome one, who ſhould own himſelf guilty with her, and againſt

whom might be alſo feigned a plauſible charge of meditating a revolution in the ſtate.

Anicetus, who had murdered Agrippina, was judged a proper man for this vile pur

poſe. To him therefore Nero addreſſed himſelf, and what by promiſes, what by

menaces, induced him to acknowledge that he had maintained a criminal converſation

with Oğlavia ; which he had no ſooner done, than Nero iſſued an edićt, declaring,

that Oğavia, in hopes of engaging the fleet in her conſpiracy, had corrupted Ani

tetus the admiral: and forgetting, that he had juſt before accuſed her of barrenneſs,

he added, that ſhe had concealed her ſecret luſts, and always defeated her pregnancy

e by abortion, and that theſe her crimes were by him fully detected. Hereupon the

unfortunate princeſs was baniſhed to the iſland of Pandataria, and after a few days She i, baniſhed,

doomed to die. Thoſe who were charged with the execution of this cruel and unjuſtº

ſentence, having tied her down with bonds, opened all the veins of her body ; but "“.

as her blood was chilled through fear, and iſſued ſlowly, they haſtened her doom, by

ſtifling her in the ſteam of a boiling bath. After her death her head was cut off by a

(G) He was perhaps chiefly influenced, ſays Ta- would have divorced her ſoon after the death of her

citus, by tenderneſs for his wife and children, whom father Claudius, had not Burrhus oppoied his deſign,

he imagined the prince would treat with more telling him treely, that if he parted with Octavia,

mildneſs, were he not incenſed by any inſurrečtion he muſt likewiſe part with what ſhe had brought

or alarms. Some write, that the advices he received him, the empire (44). He ſeldom admitted her to

from his father-in-law were of a quite different na- his bed, anſwering his friends, who blamed him for

ture, importing, that his life was in no danger. thus neglecting a woman of her merit, that the

Others tell us, that two philoſophers, Ceranus a jewels, ornaments and title of empreſs were ſufficient

Greek, and Maſonius a Tuſcan, encouraged him to for her. Suetonius tells us, that he often attempted

wait for death with unſhaken intrepidity, ſince it to ſtrangle her (45).

would deliver him from a life ſubject to eternal (1) While Tigellinus was earneſtly preſſing O&#4-

anxieties and fears. via's maics upon the rack to deliver themſelves from

(H Otavia was, as Nero himſelf owned, an eaſy their torments, by owning their lady's guilt, one of

wife, modeſt in her conduct, of an unblemiſhed them, by name Pythias, returned him this anſwer ;

charaćter, &c. but ſtill an eye fore to him from the Caſtiora ſunt mulie&ria Oñaviz, quam of tuum.

afícction which thc people ſhewed her ; hence he

(44) Dio, l, ixii. p. 7c6. (45) Suet. c. 35. -

centurion,
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centurion, and carried to Rome, that Poppa'a might have the ſatisfaction of ſeeing it, a

Pallas dies.

Poppica is de

livered of a

daughter.

Senators,

knights, and

ladies enter the

liſts among the

gladiators.

--------------

and diverting herſelf with ſo tragical a ſpectacle. Tacitus obſerves, that nothing ever

filled the hearts of the people with more affecting compaſſion, than the cruel ſuffer

ings and untimely end of this innocent princeſs, inhumanly maſſacred in the twenty

ſecond year of her age, under the imputation of a crime more barbarous and piercing

than death itſelf, without having ever taſted any ſhare of happineſs or delight. But

the ſenate, at this time under the emperors, an aſſembly of mean-ſpirited wretches,

intirely devoted to corruption and ſervitude, for this execution, as for ſome notable

deliverance, pompouſly decreed gifts and oblations to the gods. Such was the debaſe

ment of the once great and venerable Roman ſenate. Fear had ſtopped their mouths,

or opened them only to the moſt ſcandalous ſtrains of flattery. Our hiſtorian ob

ſerves here to their eternal infamy, that as often as any cruel ſentence was pronounced

by the prince, as often as murders or baniſhments were by him commanded, ſo often

were acknowledgments and thankſgivings, by the authority of the ſenate, paid to the

deities '. Ošlavia had been honoured, as appears from ſome medals", with the title

of Auguſta. Nero killed himſelf ſix years after on the ſame day, if Suetonius is to

be credited, on which Oślavia was by his orders aſſaſſinated “, that is, on the

eleventh of june. Anicetus, as one convićted by his own confeſſion, was baniſhed

into Sardinia, where he lived in great plenty, and died at length by courſe of nature.

This year died Doryphorus, Palla; and Romanus, all three imperial freedmen of great

note, and believed to have been poiſoned by Nero's orders ; Doryphorus, becauſe

he endeavoured to thwart the marriage with Poppa'a Pallas, becauſe he lived too

long, and prevented the prince from enjoying his immenſe wealth ; and Romanus,

becauſe he brought a charge of treaſon againſt Seneca, which the accuſed retorted

upon him f.

THE following year, when L. Virginius Rufus and C. Memmius Régulus were con

ſuls, the city of Pompeii, which took its name from Pompey the Great, was in a great

meaſure overturned by an earthquake, which highly damaged many other cities of

Campania. That province had been alarmed before by frequent ſhocks ; but this,

which happened on the fifth of February, was ſo dreadful, that great numbers of the

inhabitants abandoned their native country, and ſettled elſewhere, through fear of

being one day ſwallowed up by the earth, a misfortune, which fifteen years after,

that is, in the firſt year of the reign of Titus, and ſeventy-ninth of the chriſtian aera,

befel thoſe who remained, and likewiſe the inhabitants of Herculanum or Hercula

neum, as we ſhall relate in its proper place. This year Poppa'a was delivered of a

daughter, which filled Nero with unſpeakable joy: ſhe was honoured with the name

of Auguſta, and upon Poppata was conferred the ſame title. The ſenate had before

made public vows for her happy delivery, and now many more were added, and the

whole amply fulfilled 3 days for ſolemn proceſſions were appointed ; a temple was

decreed to Fecundily, golden images of the Portunes at Antium, where the child was

born, were ordered to be made and placed in the throne of jupiter Capitolinus, &c.

But ſhort-lived was the prince's joy ; for within four months the infant died, which

gave occaſion to new fallies of flattery, ſince ſhe was placed among the gods, and divine

worſhip with a prieſt, altars and ſacrifices were voted to her. As for the emperor, as

he had rejoiced, ſo he grieved beyond all meaſure g. To allay his grief, he exhibi

ted various ſhews, among the reſt a combat of gladiators, in which four hundred

ſenators, ſix hundred knights, and, what was a fight altogether new, many ladies of

great diſlinétion entered the liſts, anti infamouſly contaminated themſelves and fami

lies, to uſe the expreſſion of Tacitus, by appearing among the common gladiators. In

one of theſe ſhews a knight, of illuſtrious quality, rid full ſpeed down a ſteep deſcent

upon an elephant; another perſonated Icarus, but in attempting to fly, fell down ſo

near the emperor, that he was beſprinkled with his blood. A comedy was alſo

aćted, compoſed by Aſranius, and intitled incendium, or the burning, in which a

houſe richly furniſhed was ſet on fire, and permiſſion granted to the actors to rifle

it. During theſe ſhews, he did not, like other emperors, ſcatter money among the

populace, but tickets for vaſt ſums, for fine houſes, gardens, and eſtates, which

he faithfully conſigned to thoſe who produced the ſaid tickets. For he believed, as

Suetonius obſerves, that all the pleaſure and advantage of riches conſiſted in pro

fuſion and prodigality, reckoned thoſe ſordid and mean-ſpirited, who kept any

• Tacit. c. 60–63. * SPANii. p. 619. • Sutt. c. 57. f Tacºr, c. 6;. Dio, l. lxi.

p. 707. SUET. c. 35. * Tacit. annai. i. xv. c. 13. Suet. c. 35.
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º a accompt of their expences, and cried up ſuch as ſquandered away and conſumed Nero's prodi

º their fortunes. Hence he never mentioned his uncle Caligula, but with the higheſt 4"9.

º elogiums, becauſe in leſs then a year's time he had conſumed, beſides his ordinary

º º, the vaſt ſums, (eighteen millions of our money) which Tiberius had left

1In ".

º, In the next conſulſhip of Caius Lecanius Baſus and M. Licinius Craſſus Frugi, Nero

º: becoming every day more tranſported with a paſſion for ſinging and playing on the

º public ſtage, for he had hitherto exerted his skill only in the aſſemblies called juve

º malia, which were reſtrained to particular houſes and gardens, and not daring to begin

* @ at Rome, reſolved to repair to Naples to make his firſt eſſay and appearance there, and

º: b from thence paſs over into Greece, and contend for the prize in muſic at the Olympic
ºn games. Accordingly, he ſet out from Rome with his uſual attendance and equipage,

º: that is, with a thouſand chariots, his horſes and mules all ſhod with ſilver, his grooms

:: and muletiers clad in the richeſt cloth of Camuſium, and attended by a band ofpraetorian

sº guards, and a body of African horſe, moſt pompouſly attired. Soon after his arrival

intº at Naple, he mounted the ſtage, and ſing for ſeveral days together to an immenſe He ſig, wºn

::: multitude, all the rabble of Naples, and incredible numbers flocking ſrom the neigh-§: of

*.ſ. bouring cities and colonies to ſuch an extraordinary ſpectacle, an emperor ſinging apies.

º, on the public ſtage. In this exerciſe he paſſed his whole time at Naples, repairing

* to the theatre in the morning, and continuing there till night, allowing himſelf now

º c and then a ſmall reſpite to take breath, and refreſh himſelf, which he did publicly

º in the preſence of the multitude, telling them, that when he had waſhed his throat, he

ºº:: would entertain them with a finer air than any they had yet heard. We are told, that

though the theatre was one day, while he was ſinging, ſhaken all on a ſudden -1.2

tº ſº. with a violent earthquake, and in great danger of falling, yet he would not give

º over till he had ended his ſong. When he had done, he gave the numerous audience

º leave to retire; and the theatre, as ſoon as it was empty, fell to the ground. This -

º accident Nero looked upon as a providential event, betokening the immediate pro- *

º tečtion of his guardian deities, and celebrated the benignity of the gods in ſongs of -

*:::: thankſgiving compoſed by himſelf. Being much delighted with the praiſes which

gºt; d ſome Alexandrians, lately arrived at Naples, beſtowed on his heavenly and auguſt voice,

º: he ſent for more of them over in great haſte, and was ever after attended by ſome of

them on the ſtage, richly attired with a ring of great value on their left hand : as

they were for the moſt part youths, he appointed them governors to take care of

*:::::: theireducation, and allowed them an annual penſion of four hundred thouſand ſeſterces'.

tº: The emperor left Naples with a deſign to paſs over into Greece, and diſplay his abi

º:: lities there. In his rout to the Adriatic he reſted awhile at Beneventum, where by Va

º: timius was exhibited a pompous ſhew of gladiators. Watinius was one of the moſt He is enter

:::::: baneful monſters that haunted the court, originally bred in a cobler's ſtall, hideous faintla Bºne

::.º and diſtorted in his perſon, at firſt taken to court as a buffoon, and afterwards byjº:

… tº e calumny, by lying accuſations againſt every worthy man, and a ſarcaſtical turn, nº of iai.

º raiſed to ſuch a height, that in wealth and favour, and in power to do miſchief, he tor.

...” ſurpaſſed all the other miniſters of iniquity in Nero's court (K). During the ſolem

º: nity of theſe ſports, Nero forbore not ačts of tyranny and blood, but forced Torqua

º ths Silamus, the great-grandſon of Auguſtus, to die for no other crime, but becauſe he

º: lived with greater ſplendor and magnificence than became a private perſon, and there

º fore was ſuppoſed to aſpire at the ſovereign power. Torquatus opened the veins of

º both his arms, and bled to death. After this Nero, for reaſons that were not known,

º: put off his voyage to Greece, and returned to Rome, with a deſign to ſhew himſelf to

º the provinces of the eaſt, eſpecially to Egypt, which projećt he declared by a public

º f edict, and then went to pay his oblations for the ſucceſs of that journey to the ſeveral

º deities in the city. But as he entered the temple of lºſia, he was ſeized with a ſud

º den dread, which ſhook him in every joint, and is aſcribed by ſome writers to the

º awful aſpect of the goddeſs, by others to the remembrance of his enormous crimes,

º: * Suet. c. 1 1. & 30. | Suet. c. 1 o. Tacit. c. 34. * Idem ibid.

"
-

º (K) Vatinius is mentioned by Martial and juvenal ſys Martial : and juvenal;

1ſº as the contriver of certain cups with four long ſpouts -

ſ called by the Latins noſes: Tu Beneventani ſutoris nomen habentem
gº Siccabis calitem maſorum quatuor, &c.

ºr ilia ſutoris calicem monumenta Vatini

* ..." Accipe, ſell raſus longior ille fuit : -

… . Vol. W. No. 7. 6 Z with
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with which he was ſo eternally haunted, that he was never a moment free from pangs a

and agonies. Be that as it will, he dropped his projećt,É. out, that he could

not prevail upon himſelf to deprive the Roman citizens for ſo long a time of the joyful

Hºhe dropthi, ſight of their prince. This declaration was pleaſing to the populace, frcº, i.eir in

#. *g clination to diverſions, which by his reſidence at Rome they enjoyed, and from the

** apprehenſion of ſcarcity of proviſions in his abſence'.

Nero banquetted frequently in the public places and great ſquares, uſing the whole

His banquet, city as his own houſe. Theſe banquets were expenſive and magnificent almoſt beyond

belief, and no leſs infamous for the monſtrous ſcenes of lewdneſs praćtiſed at them;

for he was generally attended at ſuch entertainments, whether given by himſelf or his

friends, by the moſt debauched and abandoned women of the whole city. Tacitus b

one prepared deſcribes here the feaſt prepared for him this year by Tigellinus, as a pattern of all the

º: * Ti reſt. In the lake of Agrippa he built a large veſſel, which contained the banquet, and

*" was towed by other veffeisembelliſhed with rich ornaments of gold and ivory, which

were rowed by profeſſed catamites ranged according to their different age, and skill in

their abominable profeſſion. The banquet conſiſted of great variety of wild foul and

wild beaſts from remote countries, and fiſh from the ocean. On the banks of the lake

on one ſide ſtood brothels filled with ladies of great rank, and on the other common

harlots, quite naked. . When night came, the neighbouring groves and houſes

reſounded with the joyful ſymphony of muſical inſtruments and ſongs, and appeared

illuminated with a huge blaze of lights, which turned night into day. It was a c

few days after this memorable banquet, that Nero, who had already ſurpaſſed all

men, as Tacitus obſerves, in every kind of abomination, was prompted by his ex

travagant lewdneſs and folly to ſuch exceſſes, as would ſeem altogether incredible,

were they not atteſted by hiſtorians, who lived near thoſe times, and whoſe veracity

cannot be queſtioned. He attired himſelf in the habit of a woman, and as ſuch was

publicly with the uſual forms and ſolemnity married to a pathic of his contaminated

crew, named Pythagoras. Not ſatisfied with ſuch monſtrous and unheard-of impiety

and pollutions, as he was the wife of one pathic, ſo he became the husband of another,

His abomina named Sporus, whom he married with the ſame ſolemnity, kept in his palace, and
tions. carried about with him all over Italy and Greece in the ſame litter, and in the attire d

of an empreſs; on which occaſion it was ſaid, that the world would have been happy,

had Nero's father had ſuch a wife ". His other abominable pollutions, unknown

before to the moſt abandoned debauchees, we ſhall paſs over in ſilence, being well

appriſed, that a detail of ſuch monſtrous obſcenities would prove no leſs ſhocking to

our readers, than that which we read in Suetonius has proved ſhocking to us. We

ſhall only obſerve out of that writer, that Nero was firmly perſuaded all men were

as wicked as himſelf ; and therefore freely forgave thoſe, who made an open profeſſion

of obſcenity, all other crimes; but puniſhed with the utmoſt ſeverity, as hypocrites

and impoſtors, ſuch as ſeemed to be offended with the moſt unnatural impurities".

The burning of This year, the eleventh of Nero's reign, and ſixty-fourth of the Chriſtian aera, *

Rome. happened the famous burning of Rome ; but whether by chance, or the contrivance of

the prince, is not determined, both being aſſerted by authors. The fire began amongſt

certain ſhops, in which were kept ſuch goods as were proper to feed it, and ſpread

every way with ſuch amazing rapidity, that its havock was felt in diſtant ſtreets

before any meaſures to ſtop it could be tried. Beſides an infinite number of common

houſes, all the noble monuments of antiquity, all the ſtately palaces, temples, por

tico’s with goods, riches, furniture, and merchandiſe to an immenſe value, were de

voured by the flame, which raged firſt in the low regions of the city, and then mounted

to the higher with ſuch terrible violence and impetuoſity, as to fruſtrate all relief. The

ſhrieks of the women, the various efforts of ſome endeavouring to ſave the young and

tender, of others attempting to aſſiſt the aged and infirm, and the hurry of ſuch as

ſtrove only to provide for themſelves, occaſioned a mutual interruption, and uni

verſal confuſion. Many, while they chiefly regarded the danger that purſued them

behind, found themſelves ſuddenly involved in the flame before and on every fide: if

they eſcaped into the quarters adjoining, or into the parts quite remote, there too they

met with the devouring flames. At laſt, not knowing whither to fly, nor where

to ſeek ſanétuary, they abandoned the city, and repaired to the open fields. Some

out of deſpair for the loſs of their whole ſubſtance, others through tenderneſs for

* Idem, c. 37. * TAcfr. c. 37. Suer. c. 28. * Idem, c. 19.
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a their children and relations, whom they had not been able to ſnatch from the flames,

ſuffered themſelves to periſh in them, though they had eaſy means to eſcape. No man

durſt offer to ſtop the progreſs of the fire, there being many, who had no other buſi

neſs, but to prevent with repeated menaces all attempts of that nature ; nay ſome

were in the face of the public ſeen to throw lighted fire-brands into the houſes, loudly

declaring
g, that they were authorized ſo to do ; but whether this was only a device

to plunder more freely, or in reality they had ſuch orders, was never certainly known.

Nero, who was then at Antium, did not offer to return to the city, till he heard, that The deſpair and

the flame was advancing to his palace, which after his arrival was, in ſpite of all

oppoſition, burnt down to the ground, with all the houſes adjoining to it. However

b Nero affecting compaſſion for the multitude thus vagabond, and bereft of their dwell

ings, laid open the field of Mars, and all the great edifices erected there by Agrippa,

miſerable can

dition of the

* inhabitants.

and even his own gardens. He likewiſe cauſed tabernacles to be reared in haſte for

the reception of the forlorn populace ; from Oſtia too, and the neighbouring cities,

were brought by his orders all ſorts of furniture and neceſſaries, and the Price of corn

confiderably leſſened. But theſe bounties, however generous and popular, were be

ſtowed in vain, becauſe a report was ſpread abroad, that during the time of this

general conflagration, he mounted his domeſtic ſtage, and ſang the deſtrućtion of

Troy, comparing the preſent deſolation to the celebrated calamities of antiquity. At

length on the fixth day (M) the fury of the flames was ſtopt at the foot of mount

c Eſquiline, by levelling with the ground an infinite number of buildings, ſo that it;: extin

found nothing to encounter, but the open fields, and empty air.

late alarm ceaſed, when the fire broke out anew with freſh rage; but in places more

wide and ſpacious ; whence fewer perſons were deſtroyed, but more temples over

thrown, and portico's appropriated to public diverſion. As this ſecond conflagration

broke out in certain buildings belonging to Tigellinus, they were both generally aſcribed

to Nero ; and it was conjectured, that by deſtroying the old city, he aimed at the

glory of building a new one, and calling it by his name. Of the fourteen quarters,

into which Rome was divided, four remained intire, three were laid in aſhes, and in

the ſeven others there remained only here and there a few houſes miſerably ſhattered,

d and half conſumed P. Such is the account which Tacitus gives us of this dreadful cala

mity. But Suetonius and Dion Caſſius are poſitive in their relations, that it was occa

ſioned by Nero. The former author writes, that one happening in a private conver

ſation with the emperor, to ſay in Greek, When I am dead, let the world be burnt; nay,

replied he, Let it be burnt while I am alive ; and not long after, being diſpleaſed with

the old buildings of the city, with its narrow alleys, and irregular ſtreets, he cauſed

it to be ſet on fire ſo publicly, that ſeveral of his officers were found in the houſes of

the great men with fire and flax in their hands, and nevertheleſs diſmiſſed, becauſe

they openly declared, that they had one to authorize them. There being certain

ſtore-houſes near his palace, which ground he deſired to have, that with their walls of

e ſtone withſtood the violence of the flames, he cauſed them to be battered down with

engines of war. Though in this barbarous conflagration, continues the ſame writer,

the palaces of our ancient commanders, adorned with hoſtile ſpoils, the temples for

merly conſecrated by our kings, thoſe which the piety of our anceſtors raiſed in the

Punic and Gauliſh wars, and in ſhort all the noble and ſtately monuments of antiquity,

were conſumed by the devouring flames, yet Nero was ſo far from being touched with

ſorrow or compaſſion, that he beheld the fire the whole time from the tower of Me

cenas, and being highly pleaſed with the ſight, he chanted a poem on the deſtrućtion

of Troy, in the ſame habit which he uſed when he ſung on the ſtage. He would not

allow any one to attempt the ſtopping or extinguiſhing of the fire, promiſing to remove

f at his own charge the rubbiſh and dead bodies q. Among the many ancient and

ſtately edifices, which the rage of the flames utterly conſumed, Tacitus reckons the

P Tacit. c. 38–40.

(M) Suetonius tells us, that it laſted fix days, and

ſeven nights ; wherein he diſagrees with an ancient

inſcription, ſtill to be ſeen near St. Peter's church in

Rome, according to which it continued nine days.

The words of the inſcription are ; Ex. Voto. Sucepto.

Quod. Diu. Erat. Neglectum. Nec. Redditum. In

cendtor. Arcendorum. Cauſa. Quando. Urbs. Per.

Novem. Dies. Arſi". Neronianis. Temporibus. Et.

* Suet. c. 38.

Hac. Lege. Dedicata. Eſt. Ne. Cui. Liceat. Intra.

Hos. Terminos. Aºdificium. Extruere. Suetonius's

account cannot be reconciled with this inſcription;

but that of Tacitus may ; for he tells us, that the fire,

which was ſtopt on the ſixth day, broke out anew ;

ſo that the firſt conflagration may be ſaid to have

laſted fix days, and the ſecond three.

temple

But ſcarce had the guiſhed. **
breaks out

4x3679.
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* noble temple dedicated by Servius Tullius to the moon ; the temple and great altar conſecrated a

:::::::.2 by Evander to Hercules, the chapel vowed by Romulus to 7upiter. Stator, the court
y of Numa with the temple of Veſta, and in it the tutelar gods peculiar to the Romans.

In the ſame fate were involved the ineſtimable treaſures acquired by ſo many vićto

ries, the wonderful works of the beſt painters and ſculptors of Greece, and what is ſtill

more to be lamented, the ancient writings of celebrated authors, till then preſerved

perfeótly intire. It was obſerved, that the fire began the ſame day on which the

Gauli, having formerly taken the city, burnt it to the ground . Upon the ruins of

Nºte: golden the demoliſhed city Nero founded a palace, which he called his golden houſe, though
Palace. it was not ſo much admired on account of an immenſe profuſion of gold, precious

ſtones, and other ineſtimable ornaments, as for its immenſe extent, containing ſp Jus b

fields, vaſt wilderneſſes, artificial lakes, thick woods, gardens, orchards, wine

yards, hills, groves, &c. The entrance of this ſtately edifice was ſpacious tough .

to receive a coloſſus, repreſenting Nero, a hundred and twenty foot high; the galleries -

conſiſted of three rows of tall pillars, each of them a full mile in length ; the lakes

were encompaſſed with magnificent buildings, in the manner of cities, and the º

*. woods ſtocked with all ſorts of wild beaſts. The houſe itſelf was tiled with gold,

and the walls covered with the ſame metal, and richly adorned with precious ſtones,

and mother of pearl, which in thoſe days was valued above gold ; the timber-work

and cielings of the rooms were inlaid with gold and ivory ; the roof of one ofthe ban

* quetting rooms reſembled the firmament both in its figure and motion, turning inceſ.

* ſantly about night and day, and ſhowering all ſorts of ſweet waters. When this

magnificent ſtructure was finiſhed, Nero approved of it only ſo far as to ſay, that at

length be began to lodge like a man (N). Pliny tells us, that this palace extended quite

round the city'. Nero, it ſeems, did not quite finiſh it 3 for the firſt order Otho

ſigned was, as we read in Suetonius, for fifty millions of ſeſterces to be employed in

perfeóting the golden palace, which Nero had begun . The projećtors of this plan

were Severus and Celer, two bold and enterprizing men, who ſoon after put the em

Undertakes peror upon a ſtill more expenſive and arduous undertaking, namely, that of cutting

*ing impºf a canal through hard rocks, and ſteep mountains, from the lake Avernus to the mouth
fible. of the Tiber, a hundred and ſixty miles in length, and of ſuch breadth, that two d

galleys of five ranks of oars might eaſily paſs abreaſt. His view in this was to open

a communication between Rome and Campania, free from the troubles and dangers of

the ſea; for this very year a great number of veſſels laden with corn were ſhipwrecked

at cape Miſenum, the pilots chufing rather to venture out in a violent ſtorm, than not

to arrive at the time they were expected by Nero ". For the perfecting of this great

undertaking, the emperor ordered the priſoners from all parts to be tranſported into

Italy, and ſuch as were convićted, whatever their crimes were, to be condemned only

to his works. We are told, that to this bold and extravagant attempt he was like

wiſe encouraged by a Roman knight, who aſſured him, that he could help him to the

immenſe treaſures, which queen Dido had carried along with her from Tyre, and buried

in vaſt caves under-ground in Africa, whence they might without much trouble be

recovered w. Nero, who undertook nothing with more ardor and readineſs, than

what was deemed impoſſible, expended incredible ſums in this raſh undertaking, and

exerted all his might to cut through the mountains adjoining to the lake Avernus; but

not being able to remove by art the obſtacles of nature, he was in the end obliged to

drop the enterpriſe *.

C

C

r Tacit. c. 41. * Plin. l. xxxiii, c. 3. * Suet. c. 31. & in Oth. c. 7. * Suer, ibid.

Tacit. c. 46. w SUET. ibid. * Tacit. c. 42.

(N) Martial deſcribes the immenſe tract of ground Noſter erit Paeun, ille Hecate&eletes.

s on which this palace ſtood (46). Several lampoons Roma domus fier ; Veios migrate, Quirites,

- were handed about upon the ſame ſubječt; among Simon & Veios occupatiſta domus.

the reſt the following, which likewiſe reflected on

the murder of his mother, and his ſhameful paſſion But Nero, whether he really deſpiſed ſuch reflections,

for playing upon the harp : or wiſely ſmothered his reſentment, never ſo much -

as inquired after the author of theſe ſatires; nay, ſome

2uis neget AEnea natum de ſtirpe Neronem? of them being diſcovered, he would not ſuffer the

Suſulit hic matrem, ſuſtulit ille patrem. ſenate to puniſh them with any ſeverity.

Dum tendit tytharam noſter, dum cornua Parthus,

“. . (46) Mart. lib. de ſtećf. epig. 2.

THE
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d THE ground, which was not taken up by the foundations of Nero's own palace, Rome rebuilt.

he aſſigned for houſes, which were not placed, as after the burning of the city by the

Gauls, at random, and without order ; but the ſtreets were laid out regularly, ſpa

cious and ſtrait the edifices reſtrained to a certain height, perhaps of ſeventy

foot, according to the plan of Auguſtas , the courts were widened, and to all the

great houſes, which ſtood by themſelves, and were called iſles, large portico's were

added, which Nero engaged to raiſe at his own expence, and to deliver to each pro

prietor the ſquares about them clear from all rubbiſh. He likewiſe promiſed rewards

according to every man's rank and ſubſtance, and fixed a day for the diſcharge of

his promiſe, on condition that againſt that day their ſeveral houſes and palaces were

finiſhed. He moreover made the following wiſe regulations to obviate ſuch a dreadful precaution, to

calamity for the future, viz. that the new buildings ſhould be raiſed to a certain height prevent the

without timber ; that they ſhould be arched with ſtone from the quarries of Gabi and **

Alba, which were proof againſt fire ; that over the common ſprings, which were

diverted by private men for their own uſes, overſeers ſhould be placed to prevent that

abuſe ; that every citizen ſhould have ready in his houſe ſome machine proper to ex

tinguiſh fire ; that no wall ſhould be common to two houſes, but every houſe be in

cloſed within its own peculiar walls, &c. Thusthe city in a ſhort time roſe out of its

aſhes with new luſtre, and more beautiful than ever. However, ſome believed, that

the ancient form was more conducing to health, the rays of the ſun being hardly felt

on account of the narrowneſs of the ſtreets, and the height of the buildings, whereas

now there was no ſhelter againſt the ſcorching heat y. We are told, that Nero de

ſigned to extend the walls to Oſtia, and to bring from thence by a canal the ſea into

the city ". As Nero, notwithſtanding all his bounties, was ſtill univerſally believed

to have been the author of the conflagration, in order to wipe off this aſperſion, he tranſ

ferred the guilt upon the Chriſtians, who were already very numerous in the city, and Nero tranſfer,

raiſed the firſt general perſecution. We ſhall deliver in our hiſtorian's own words,

what he writes upon this ſubjećt, miſled, no doubt, by the accounts that were cur

informed, the calumnies, with which the enemies of truth laboured to diſcredit ſuch

apon the Chriſ.

tians the guilt

- - - - of burning the

rent among the Romans, and crediting, as he wanted an opportunity of being better city.

as profeſſed it. Nero, ſays he, to ſuppreſs the prevailing rumour, that he was the Tacitus' at

author of the conflagration, transferred the guilt upon ſuppoſed criminals, ſubjećting”

to moſt exquiſite torments thoſe people, who for their enormous crimes were already

univerſally abhorred, and known to the vulgar by the name of Chriſtians. The

author of this name was Chriſt, who in the reign of Tiberius was executed under Pon

tius Pilate, procurator of judæa. The peſtilent ſuperſtition was for a while ſup

preſſed ; but it revived again, and ſpread, not only over juda'a, where this evil was

firſt broached, but reached Rome, whither from every quarter of the earth is conſtantly

flowing whatever is hideous and abominable amongſt men, and is there readily em

braced and practiſed. Firſt therefore were apprehended ſuch as openly owned them

ſelves to be of that ſečt ; then by them was diſcovered an immenſe multitude, and

all were convićted, not of the crime of burning of Rome, but of their hatred and

enmity to mankind. Their death and torture was aggravated with cruel derificn

and ſport ; for they were either covered with the skins of wild beaſts, and torn in

pieces by devouring dogs, or faſtened to croſſes, or wrapt up in combuſtible gar

7 Idem, c. 43. * SUET. c. 16,

(O) Tacitits ſeems in this particular to confound

the Chriſtians with the few: ; for ſpeaking of the

latter in his hiſtory (28), They are immoveable, ſays

he, in their adherence to one another, and prone to

mutual acts of compaſſion ; but towards the whole

human race beſides, they maintain a mortal and im

placable hatred. With all others they refuſe to eat;

with all others they refuſe to lodge ; nay, though

they are a people abandoned to ſenſuality, they avoid

the embraces of all foreign women. This cenſure

they deſerved in the time of Tacitus, as they ſtill do

in ours, ſaving the laſt particular mentioned by our

hiſtorian; for now they condeſcend to the embraces

of foreign harlots. They had not common mercy

Jowards the Gentiles and uncircumciſed; and be

ing perſuaded, that the Almighty loved only their

nation, they fanlied that he abhorred, and therefore

they abhorred the whole human race beſides ; ſo

that it was ſaid of them by Tacitus too truly, adver

ſus omnes alios hoſtile odium. But ſurely the Chriſtians

did not, at leaſt, in Tacitus's time, deſerve this cen

ſure: an univerſal and unbounded charity is the main

baſis and charaćteriſtic of our religion; and it is not

probable, that the Chriſtians were then ſo degene

rated as to diſgrace their profeſſion, by neglecting

the moſt eſſential duty of it. They avoided indeed

the profane meetings of the Gentiles, their lewd re

vels, their ſhews and ſpectacles ; and thence were

thought, as Arnobius obſerves, by men not acquainted

with their principles, to hate the Gentile; themſelves.

(28) Tacit, hiſt. l. v.
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ments, that when the day-light failed, they might, like torches, ſerve to diſpel the a

darkneſs of the night. For this tragical ſpectacle Nero lent his own gardens, and ex

hibited at the ſame time the public diverſion of the circus, ſometimes driving a

chariot in perſon, and ſometimes ſtanding as a ſpectator among the populace in the

habit of a charioteer. Hence towards the miſerable ſufferers, however guilty and

deſerving the moſt exemplary puniſhment, compaſſion aroſe, ſeeing they were doomed

to periſh, not with a view to the public good, but to gratify the cruelty of one man .

Thus far Tacitus, who, 'tis manifeſt, was quite unacquainted with the ſacred myſteries,

and ſound morals, of our religion. He was himſelf a man of ſtrićt morality, and

diſplays throughout all his writings, a ſpirit truly virtuous and humane 3 no wonder

therefore, if confidering the Chriſtians as enemies to mankind, according to the pre-b

vailing notion, and their religion as a new ſeót inconſiſtent with the laws of Rome, and

threatening civil tumults, he painted them in ſuch ugly colours. . But after all, he

does them the juſtice to vindicate them from the aſperſions of Nero, and expoſes

the barbarous treatment they met with from that tyrant.

Nero betakes IN the mean time Nero having with the immenſe ſums, he had expended in building

himſelf to all his golden houſe, and embelliſhing the city, quite drained his exchequer, to ſupply his

*” ºf rº-prodigality betook himſelf to all manner of rapine and extortion, Not Italy alone,
pine. but the provinces, the ſeveral confederate nations, and all thoſe cities, that had the

title of free, were pillaged, and laid waſte. In this general ſpoil were involved the

temples of the gods, being ſtript of all their rich ornaments, of all the treaſures, c

which the Roman people in every age of their ſtate had conſecrated either as monu

Plunders Italy ments of triumphs celebrated, or vows fulfilled. Through Greece and Aſia the ſame

* the Prº- ravages were committed, Aeratus an imperial freedman, and Secundus Carinas, two
vinces. prompt inſtruments, as Tacitus ſtyles them, to execute any iniquity, however black

and flagrant, being ſent into thoſe provinces with a commiſſion to ſtrip every-where

the temples of all their ornaments, gifts, oblations, &c. and convey them together

with the ſtatues and images of the gods themſelves to Rome k, where they were

melted down, and turned into money'. Suetonius aſſures us, that from this time

forward he never raiſed any man to an office, without telling him, 7'ou know what I

want; let us make it our buſineſ, that no one may have any thing, which be can call his d

own m. Seneca, fearing theſe ſacrileges and iniquitous extortions might be imputed to

Seneca is re- him, begged leave to retire to a ſeat of his own remote from Rome; but that being

fuſed leave to refuſed him, he confined himſelf to his chamber, pretending an indiſpoſition in his
retire, nerves. Some writers tell us, that one of his freedmen, named Cleonicus, had, by

the command of Nero, prepared poiſon for him; but that he eſcaped it, either by the

diſcovery made by the freedman, or by his own caution ; for being appriſed of the

danger he was in, he led a moſt abſtemious life, ſatisfying his hunger with wild fruit

from the woods, and quenching his thirſt with a draught from the common fountain".

Of this wonderful temperance and ſobriety, he ſpeaks himſelf in one of his letters" :

I banquet, ſays he, upon dry bread, and dine without a table ; my dinner is ſuch e

that after it I have no occaſion to waſh my hands: and elſewhere P : I ſleep little,

and watch much ; I abſtain from all wine, avoid batheing, and uſe no ointments, being

perſuaded, that with reſpect to our bodies, of all ſmells, no ſmell is the beſt. In the

cloſe of the year the heads and mouths of the populace were filled with prodigies(P),

ſaid to have happened, and always looked upon as the fore-runners of ſome dreadful

calamity. A comet too appeared, an omen ever ſuppoſed to portend misfortunes

threatening ſome ſovereign power. Nero was therefore under no ſmall apprehenſion;

but an aſtrologer, by name Babilus, having acquainted him, that among monarchs

it was uſual upon ſuch occaſions to avert theſe omens from themſelves by ſome extraor.

dinary maſſacre, he reſolved utterly to exterminate the whole ſenatorial order, and f

commit the government of the provinces, and the command of the armies, to the

knights and his freedmen. -

* Tacit. c. 44. * Idem, c. 45. * Suft. c. 32. m Idem ibid. n Tacit. c. 45.

° SENEc. ep. 84. P Idem ep. 109.

(P) In the ſtreets and roads were found expoſed ing upon its leg ; a prodigy, which, according to

ſeveral monſters with double heads, ſome brutes, and the interpretation of the ſoothſayers, foreboded,

ſome of the human ſpecies: ſome were alſo taken that for human kind another head was preparing,

from the bellies of vićtims: in the territory of Pla- that would not remain long concealed (29).

centia was brought forth a calf with its head grow

(29) Idem, c. 42.
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a This bloody deſign he began to put in execution the following year, when A. Li Piſo's conſti

cinius Nerva Silamus and M. Weſtimus Atticus were conſuls, a conſpiracy, which was

then diſcovered, affording him a plauſible pretence for the mighty carnage.

memorable conſpiracy were engaged, we may ſay, the whole nobility of Rome;

ſenators, knights, ſoldiers, and even women, entering into it with great eagerneſs

and competition, partly from their deteſtation of Nero, and partly from their zeal for

Caius Piſo, who was at the head of it. He was allied to moſt of the illuſtrious fami

lies in Rome, and for his own virtues or qualities, as Tacitus obſerves, that reſembled

virtues, highly favoured by the populace ; for he was a great orator, and employed hiſ charasit'.

his eloquence in the defence of his fellow-citizens; generous to his friends and acquain

b tance, and even to ſuch as were unknown to him, affable and complaiſant: he was

of a tall ſtature, of a graceful countenance, and extremely popular in his language

and addreſs ; but ſo far from being ſtrićt and auſtere in his life and manners, that he

obſerved no reſtraint in his pleaſures, abandoning himſelf to all manner of debauchery

and luxury, a condućt, ſays our hiſtorian, not diſapproved of by thoſe who deſigned

to raiſe him to the empire; for they did not care that the ſupreme head ofthe empire

ſhould be in his morals over ſevere. However, he was not the firſt author of the

conſpiracy , nay, our hiſtorian tells us, that it was never known by whom the deſign

was firſt concerted, though Subrius Flavius, tribune of a praetorian cohort, and Sul

picius Aſper, a centurion, ſeem to have been the moſt forward champions in it. Among Many perſºn, ºf

c the firſt, who entered into it, our hiſtorian names Lucan, the celebrated poet, Plau

tius Lateranus, conſul elečt, Flavius Scevinus and Afranius Quintiilianus. Lucan was

inſtigated by perſonal provocations, Nero, who was poſſeſſed with an ardent ambition

of excelling in poetry, having from a ridiculous emulation forbid the publication of

his poems: Lateranus, from whom the famous baſilic at Rome took its name, was

piqued by no injury done to himſelf, but engaged in a plot from a ſincere affection to

the republic. The other two had ſouls drowned in ſenſuality, and had till that time

lived in ſloth and debauchery: what prompted Scevinus to conſpire, we are not told ;

but Quin:tilianus became an accomplice in order to be revenged on Nero for having

in a virulent ſatire publiſhed his ſcandalousand unnatural lewdneſs. Rome was ſurpriſed,

d that two men of ſuch charaćters ſhould engage in an enterpriſe, ſo great and daring.

Theſe we have mentioned drew ſoon into the combination Tullius Senecio, Cervarius

Proculus, Vulcatus Araricus, julius Tugurimus, Munatius Gratus, Antonius Natalis, and

Marius Feſtus, all Roman knights. Out of the troops, beſides the two officers already

mentioned, were aſſumed as accomplices, Granius Silvanus, Statius Proximus, both

tribunes of the praetorian bands, Maximus Scaurus, Venetus Paulus, two centurions,

and, as their main ſtrength and dependence, Fenius Rufus, captain of the imperial

guards, a man greatly eſteemed by the people, and on that account hated both by

his collegue Tigellinus, and the emperor. The conſpirators were no ſooner aſſured,

that Rufus had embraced their party, than they began more reſolutely to debate about

e the time and place of the intended aſſaſſination. Subrius Flavius undertook to aſſail

Nero, while he was ſinging on the ſtage, or ſcouring the ſtreets in his drunken revels

by night, unattended by his guards; but a too great anxiety to eſcape with impunity,

ever unſeaſonable in great enterpriſes, reſtrained him 4.

In this

ray.

diſtinction con

cerned in it.

IN the mean time the conſpirators putting off from day to day the execution of Epicharis a

their deſign, a woman, named Epicharis, took upon her to rouſe them. It was

utterly unknown by what means ſhe came at all to be appriſed of the plot ; for till

that time ſhe had never ſhewn the leaſt regard to honour, virtue, or honeſty. When

ſhe found that all her reproaches and exhortations were to no effect, impatient of their

ſlowneſs, ſhe left Rome, and haſtened into Campania, where ſhe employed all her in

f duſtry and skill to eſtrange from Nero the hearts of the chief officers of the fleet

riding at Miſenum, and to engage them in the defign, which they had frequent

opportunities of executing, as the emperor took great delight in ſailing often along

the coaſts of Miſènum and Puteoli. In that fleet, Voluſius Proculus, who had been

employed by Nero to diſpatch his mother, had the command of a thouſand marines.

But as he did not think himſelf thereby ſufficiently rewarded for ſo meritorious a

murder, either from an old acquaintance with Epicharis, or a friendſhip newly con

tracted, he related to her his ſignal ſervices to Nero, adding bitter complaints, that

he had not been diſtinguiſhed with promotion equal to his deſerts.

* ldem, c. 48–5s.

In anſwer to him,

Epicharis

freedwoman

avimates the

conſpirators,
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Epichari urged all the crying cruelties, all the barbarous outrages committed by the a

tyrant, and at the ſame time acquainted him with the conſpiracy; but had the pre

caution to conceal from him the names of the conſpirators. The traitor was no

ſooner let into the ſecret, than he flew to Rome, and betrayed the whole to Nero.

But his diſcovery availed nothing ; for when Epicharis was ſummoned, and con

fronted with the informer, as his charge againſt her was ſupported by no witneſſes, ſhe

she is accuſed denied it, pretending to be greatly amazed at the impudent boldneſs of the accuſer.

tº Nero, but However, ſhe was detained in priſon, Nero ſuſpecting that the charge was not falſe,

:** though not proved to be true r. The conſpirators being, notwithſtanding the filence

- of Epicharis, apprehenſive of a diſcovery, came to a reſolution to haſten the intended

murder, and choſe, as the moſt convenient place for the execution of their deſign, a b

villa at Baia belonging to Piſo, whither the emperor frequently reſorted to bathe

and banquet with a ſmall number of attendants. But in this Piſo would by no means

concur, alledging the general abhorrence, which muſt enſue, were the ſacred rights

of hoſpitality violated with the murder of a prince, however wicked. He thought it

more adviſeable to diſpatch him at Rome, either in the deteſted houſe, which he had

reared with the ſpoils of the unhappy city, or in the face of the public, ſince for the

benefit of the public the deſign had been undertaken. Thus he reaſoned openly among

Piſº, is jealous the conſpirators ; but in his heart he was influenced by ſecret jealouſy, feaſing leſt

%.: Lucius Silanus, a man of extraordinary accompliſhments, might, as he was then at

tinus. Rome, upon the firſt news of Nero's death, ſeize the vacant ſovereignty for himſelf.

He was likewiſe jealous of the conſul Weſtimus, not knowing but he might, as he was

a man of great intrepidity, attempt the reſtoring of the ancient government, or be

ſtow the empire upon ſome other, as a gift of his own. . The conſpirators, moved by

the reaſonings of Piſo, unanimouſly agreed to execute their deſign, not at Baia, but

at Rome, on the anniverſary ſacred to Ceres, and always ſolemniſed with Circenſian

games, at which Nero never failed to aſſiſt, giving free acceſs to all, during the

gaiety of the ſports. The deſign was to be executed in the following manner: La

teranus, who was but in ſlender circumſtances, under pretence of imploring relief,

was to fall at the prince's feet, and, while he apprehended no ſuch attempt, throw him

down, and keep him fixed to the ground. Then the tribunes, centurions, and the d

other conſpirators, were, each according to his boldneſs, to ruſh in and diſpatch him.

Scevinus Scevinus earneſtly claimed the honour and ſatisfaction of giving the firſt blow ; for

claim, he he having formerly taken a dagger out of a temple, he carried it conſtantly about him,

mour of giving as conſecrated to the execution of ſome mighty deſign. It was moreover agreed, that

*A*ſ, *. Piſo ſhould wait the event in the temple of Ceres, and be thence brought forth by

Fenius, captain of the guards, and condućted to the camp (Q).

THE day before that, which was appointed for the execution of the deſign, Scº

vinus, upon his returning home from a long conference with Antonius Nataliſ,

ſealed his will ; then unſheathing the above-mentioned dagger, he complained it

was blunt and ruſty, charging Milichus, one of his freedmen, to have it ground,

and ſharpened at the point: next he ordered a repaſt more ſumptuous and profuſe

than ordinary to be got ready ; after which he preſented his favourite ſlaves with

their liberty, and others with ſums of money : his countenance, in the midſt of an

affected chearfulneſs, appeared clouded: in his diſcourſe he was continually running

from one ſubječt to another, without attending to any 3 whence all, who were pre

ſent, concluded, that his mind was fraught with ſome great deſign : at laſt he or

dered the ſame Milichus to prepare bandages for wounds, and applications for ſtopping

7. ºffir"), blood. The freedman, reflecting on theſe orders, and concluding with himſelf, that
ow diſcovered. • - - - -

a conſpiracy was undoubtedly carrying on, and his patron concerned in it, haſtened

next morning by break of day to the gardens of Servilius, where Nero then was ; and f

being refuſed admittance, declared that he came to diſcover matters of the utmoſt

* Idem, c. 51, 52.

(Q.) Pliny tells us, that in order to attraćt the riſque her life, to promote a ſcheme, from which

affections of the people, Antonia, daughter of the ſhe could reap no advantage, or that Piſº, who was

late emperor Claudius, was to accompany Piſo to univerſally known to be paſſionately fond of his

the camp. But our hiſtorian thinks, it incredible, wife, ſhould engage to marry another (30).

that either Antonia ſhould contribute her name, and

(30) Idem, £, ++,

importance.
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º a importance. Hereupon he was by the porters condućted to Epaphroditus, one of

Nero's freedmen, and by him forthwith to the emperor himſelf, to whom he related

º - all the circumſtances he had obſerved, ſhewed the dagger, and deſired the criminal

º to be immediately ſent for. Accordingly Scevinus was by a band of ſoldiers haſtily

ºs ſeized and dragged before the emperor ; but defended himſelf with a ſpirit ſo un

daunted, and inveighed againſt the informer as a treacherous wretch, ſtill actuated by

the baſe ſpirit of a ſlave, with ſuch firmneſs and intrepidity, that the informer had been

baffled, had not his wife put him in mind, that Antonius Natalis had held a long con

*ference with Scevinus, and that both lived in cloſe confidence with Caius Piſo. Natalis

was therefore immediately ſent for, and both he and Scevinus examined apart concern

b ing the particulars of that conference. As their anſwers varied, they were thrown into

irons, and threatened with the rack, the fight of which neither of them being able to

bear, they diſcovered the whole order and progreſs of the conſpiracy. Natalis con

feſſed the firſt, and declared how far Piſo was concerned in the plot, and named alſo

Seneca; but whether he had acted as an inter-agent between him and Piſo, or whether

Natalis impeached him only to purchaſe the favour of Nero, who was daily hunting

after ſome ſpecious pretence to deſtroy him, is uncertain. Scevinus, underſtanding

that by Natalis a confeſſion was made, and that no advantage could be reaped

from his ſilence, yielded at length, and declared all the other accomplices. Of theſe several ºf the
Lucan, Quinéſianus and Senecio, perſiſted long in denying the charge ; but at length ºators

° were decoyed by a promiſe of impunity ; and then, to atone for their backwardneſs, €12,04.

they informed againſt their deareſt friends, Lucan againſt Attilia, his own mother,

Quinélianus againſt Glicius Gallus, and Senecio againſt Amnius Pollio. In the mean time

Nero, recollecting that Epicharis was detained in priſon, and ſuppoſing, that the

tender body of a woman could never endure the violence of the rack, commanded

her to be rent and mangled with all ſorts of torments. But her firmneſs and magnani-Tºſſ"?

mity was proof againſt the fury of ſtripes, of fire, and of all the torments the execu-†"

tioners could invent, though they exerted their utmoſt efforts in cruelty, left they

ſhould be at laſt ſcorned and baffled by a woman. She ſtill utterly denied every par

ticular; and ſuch was the iſſue of the firſt day’s torture. The next day, as ſhe was

d recondućted in a chair to ſuffer anew the ſame torments, for all her members were ſo

rent and disjointed, that ſhe could not ſupport herſelf, with the girdle, that bound she hang her

her breaſts, ſhe framed a nooſe for her neck, and tying it to the top of the chair, ſº with her

hung upon it with all the weight of her body, and put an end to the poor remains of "*

life. Thus a woman, who was once a ſlave, chearfully ſuffered the moſt exquiſite

torments cruelty could invent, and death itſelf, to protećt perſons, whom ſhe ſcarce

knew, when men born free, when Roman knights and ſenators, without once feeling

the torture, betrayed their deareſt friends, their neareſt relations. For Lucan, Senecio

and Quinčianus were daily making new diſcoveries, and ſtill naming more accomplices;

which ſo terrified Nero, that he not only doubled his guards, but poſted bands of Nero's great

e ſoldiers upon the walls, and all round the city, lined the ſea-coaſt, and the banks“”

of the Tiber, with numerous detachments, ordered parties of foot and horſe to ſcour

the fields night and day, to range in the public ſquares, in the neighbouring muni

cipal towns, to enter the private houſes, &c. With the praetorian guards, Germans

were intermixt; for in them, as they were foreigners, the prince chiefly confided .

AND now the accuſed were dragged in whole droves, numbers after numbers,

to Nero's tribunal, which was erected in his gardens, and lay together at the gates,

tº: expečting to be ſucceſſively admitted and examined. If upon their trial it appeared,

rºº that they had ever been ſeen ſmiling with any of the conſpirators; that they had

tº ever ſpoke with them, met them, however fortuitouſly, been common gueſts at the

º f ſame table, or ſat together at ſome public ſhew ; all this, or any part of it, was im

º: ſº puted as an unpardonable crime. The judges were Nero himſelf, Tigellinus and his

collegue Fenius Rufus, who, as he was not yet detected, proved more ſevere than the

other two in examining his own aſſociates, in order to perſuade the prince, that he

** was an utter ſtranger to the plot. Nay, to him it was owing, that the deſign was

..a not put in execution even during the examination of the conſpirators: for the brave

...” tribune, Subrius Flavius, who attended, and was not yet impeached or ſuſpected, Subrius Fla

J. having demanded by ſigns, whether he ſhould draw his ſword, and diſpatch the ... }. º

tyrant, was by contrary ſigns checked and forbid, when he had already graſped the ... !"

the cowardly

* Idem, c. 52–58. Fenius Rufus.
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hilt. When the conſpiracy was firſt diſcovered, there were ſome, who exhorted Pſ, a

to proceed directly to the camp, or mount the roſtrum, and try the affections of the

people and ſoldiery, ſince nothing worſe could befal him, though both the ſoldiery

and people failed him, than he muſt already expect ; nay, by loſing his life in ſo

glorious an attempt, he would approve himſelf worthy of his anceſtors, and leave a

glorious example to his poſterity; whereas, if he neglečted the preſent opportunity,

he would be ſoon ſeized, committed to bonds, and condemned to an ignomini

death. But Piſo, rejećting the advice of his friends and aſſociates, the beſt that could

be given him at the preſent junéture, retired, without making the leaſt attempt, to

- his own houſe, where, upon the arrival of a band of ſoldiers to ſeize him, he opened

; !".* the veins in both his arms, and bled to death. He left a will full of fulſome flattery b
ſelf to death. towards Nero ; and this out of tenderneſs to his wife Arria Galla, whom he had

taken from Domitius Silius, a friend of his own, tho’ ſhe was a woman of moſt vi.

tious inclinations, and, ſave the beauty of her perſon, deſtitute of every recommenda

Plautius Late- tibn. Next followed the death of Plautius Lateranus, conſul elečt, inflićted with

ranus it, with ſuch precipitation, that he was not allowed even to embrace his children; but inſtantly

‘... ** dragged to the place allotted for the execution of ſlaves, and there ſlaughtered by
ſy. the hand of Statius the tribune. He died with exemplary firmneſs and intrepidity,

uttered not a ſyllable relating to the conſpiracy , but with an undaunted ſpirit anſwered

Epaphroditus, the emperor's freed-man and ſecretary, who asked him ſome queſtions,

If I were mean enough to make any diſcoveries, it would be to your mafter, not to you. He c

did not even upbraid the tribune appointed to cut off his head, tho’ he too was con

cerned with him in the conſpiracy'. Arrian tells us, that the firſt blow having only

wounded him, he ſhook his head a little, and then preſented his neck again to the

executioner ".

Tºpºrtiºdar. The next illuſtrious perſon ſacrificed on this occaſion was Annæus Seneca, to the

jº, infinite joy of Nero, who had been long ſeeking his deſtrućtion. Natalis alone

- had named him, and concerning him could only diſcover thus much, that he had

been ſent by Piſo to viſit Seneca, then indiſpoſed, to complain in his name, that he

was debarred acceſs to him, and to repreſent, that it would be better if they main

tained their friendſhip by familiar converſation; that to this Seneca replied, that fre-d

quent interviews and converſations by themſelves were conducing to the ſervice of

neither ; but that upon the ſafety of Piſo his own welfare depended. Granius Silva

nus, tribune of a praetorian cohort, was ſent to Seneca, with orders to ask him,

Whether he owned the words of Natalis, and his own anſwers? Seneca was returned

that very day from Campania, and had ſtopped at a villa of his, four miles from

Rome. Thither arrived the tribune in the evening; and having beſet the villa with

his men, he entered the houſe, and acquainted Seneca with his commiſſion, while he

ſat at table with Paulina his wife, and two friends. Semeca anſwered, That Natalis

had in truth been ſent to him, and had complained in Piſo's name, that he was refuſed

admittance; a complaint which he had anſwered by excuſing himſelf on account of *

his bodily diſorder, and his love of quiet. He denied to have ever declared, that

his ſafety depended upon that of any private man, adding, that he was not at all

addićted to flattery, as no man better knew than Nero. When this anſwer was by

the tribune reported to the emperor, he asked, Whether Seneca ſeemed determined

upon a voluntary death? I have not diſcovered, replied the tribune, either in his

words or looks, the leaſt ſymptom of fear. Hereupon Nero commanded him to re

turn direétly, and acquaint him, that he muſt die. The tribune, who was himſelf

one of the conſpirators, took not the ſame way he came ; but turning aſide, went

firſt to Fenius, captain of the guards, and diſcloſing to him the emperor's orders,

asked, Whether he ſhould obey them? The cowardly commander adviſed him to

execute his commiſſion, and act in every reſpect as if he were an utter ſtranger to the

plot. Thus Fenius and Silvanus, through a meanneſs and timidity hardly to be

believed, contributed to multiply thoſe very cruelties, which they had conſpired to

avenge. However, the tribune avoided ſeeing Seneca, and delivering in perſon the

ſaid meſſage 3 but ſent in a centurion to appriſe him of his doom. Seneca heard the

ſentence without betraying the leaſt diſmay or concern, and calmly called for his

will ; but that being denied him by the centurion, turning to his friends, he told

them, That ſince he was prevented from gratefully acknowledging their favours,

* Tacit. c. 60. * ArriaN. ex Epićt. l. i. c. 1.

he
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a he bequeathed them that which alone was now left him, the pattern of his life. He

repreſſed their tears, ſometimes with gentle reaſoning, ſometimes with ſharp rebukes,

asking them, Where were now all the documents of philoſophy where the precepts

of wiſdom ſo many years premeditated againſt impending calamities? for to whom,

ſaid he, is unknown the bloody nature of Nero & After the butchering of his mo

ther and brother, what remained, but to add to theirs the ſlaughter of his preceptor

and inſtrućtor After he had diſcourſed ſome time to the company in general, he

embraced his wife; an affeóting objećt! which ſomewhat abated his firmneſs, and

ſeemed to ſoften his philoſophical ſpirit. He beſought her to moderate her ſorrow,

and to fortify herſelf againſt the grief ariſing from the loſs of her husband, by the

b contemplation of his life ſpent in a ſteady courſe of virtue. Paulina, on the contrary,

reſolutely declared, that ſhe was determined to die with him. This declaration ſur

priſed Seneca, who, unwilling to bereave her of ſo much glory, and loth to leave

one, whom he tenderly loved, expoſed to inſults and injuries, after a ſhort pauſe,

Since to the delights of a ſhort life, you prefer, ſaid he, the everlaſting fame of a

glorious death, I ſhall not envy you this honour. Let us ſhare the glory of ſo brave

an end, tho' your ſhare will be by far the greater. After this converſation, both

had the veins of their arms opened at the ſame inſtant, . As Seneca was aged, and

his body extenuated with a ſlender diet, his blood iſſued but ſlowly ; whereupon he

cauſed the veins of his legs, and thoſe about the joints of his knees, to be likewiſe

c cut. As he ſuffered cruel agonies, he perſuaded his wife to retire into another cham

ber, left his torments ſhould ſhake her reſolution, or he himſelf, affected with her

pangs, betray weakneſs and impatience. As his eloquence did not fail him to the laſt

moment of his life, he called for his ſcribes, and dićtated to them many things, which

were publiſhed after his death. As Nero bore no perſonal enmity to Paulina, and was

well appriſed, that her death would double the hatred of the public towards him,

he ſent orders to the ſoldiers to prevent her from dying ; who thereupon commanded

her domeſtic ſlaves and freed-men to bind up her arms, and ſtop the blood; but

whether this was done without her knowledge, or with her concurrence, is uncer

tain; for as men are commonly prone to believe the worſt, there were ſome who

d aſſerted, that while ſhe deſpaired of her pardon, ſhe aſpired at the glory of dying

with her husband; but yielded to the allurements of life, as ſoon as ſhe found the

prince inclined to mercy. However that be, ſhe outlived her husband but a few

years, ever pale and in a languiſhing condition, and retained to the laſt a reverence

for his memory worthy of all praiſe. Seneca in the mean time, to haſten his death,

which advanced but ſlowly, beſought Statius Amnaeus, an intimate friend of his, and

well skilled in medicine, to bring him a draught of poiſon, which he had prepared Seneca takes

long before, and kept by him. ... This he ſwallowed; but in vain, his limbs being pºiſºn in vain.

chilled with cold, and his juices ſtagnated. He had therefore recourſe to a hot bath,

to haſten by that means the operation of the poiſon, or to make his blood flow more

e freely. With the water of the bath he ſprinkled ſuch of his ſlaves as ſtood near him,

ſaying, With this liquor I make a libation to Jupiter the deliverer. This he did in imi-Hi, laſ word.

ration of the Greeks, who, in departing after a banquet, uſed to make libations to

jupiter the preſerver. As the bath had not the deſired effect, and the ſoldiers were

very prefing, he was at laſt conveyed into a ſtove, and there ſuffocated with the Iſuffocated in

ſteam. His corps was burnt without any funeral ſolemnity, purſuant to a will which ** ***.

he had made, even while he was in high favour with the prince w. Thus died the

celebrated L. Annæus Seneca, on the twelfth, or, as others will have it, on the thir

teenth of April. Dion Caffius aſſures us, that he was privy to the conſpiracy *, from

which charge Tacitus does not attempt to clear him. He tells us indeed, that Nero

f had no proof of his being engaged in the plot; but adds, that a rumour prevailed,

that Subrius Flavius, in a ſecret conſultation with the centurions, not without the

privacy of Seneca, had determined, as ſoon as Nero was cut off by the aid of Piſo, to

diſpatch Piſo too, and transfer the empire to Seneca; nay, the very words ſaid to

have been uttered by Flavius in that conference, became current, viz. That it availed

nothing to depoſe a minſtrel, if he were to be ſucceeded by a tragedian ; for as Nero

uſed to play upon the harp, ſo Piſo's chief delight was to fing attired like an actor in

a tragedy. Of Seneca’s writings we ſhall ſpeak hereafter. As to his manners, we

ſhall only ſay, that many things were imputed to him, perhaps not undeſervedly,

w TAcit. c. 62, 64. * Dio, l. lxii. p. 713.
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altogether inconſiſtent with the philoſophy which he profeſſed. He entertained a a

mighty opinion of his own virtue; but few have hitherto concurred with him in the

ſame ſentiments. ---

FeniusFufºsi, HITHERto Fenius Rufus had proceeded with more ſeverity than either Tigellinus,

; ** or Nero himſelf, againſt the conſpirators his accomplices; but was in the end deteóted:

* for while in the examination of Flavius Scevinus the ſenator, he urged him with many

menaces to a full confeſſion, Scevinus ſmiled, and told him, That no man was better

acquainted with the particulars of the plot than himſelf. Fenius attempted to refute

the charge ; but faultring and perplexed in his ſpeech, he gave manifeſt tokens of his

guilt and diſmay : whereupon he was by the emperor’s orders immediately ſeized,

and dragged to priſon. At the ſame time the brave tribune Subrius Flavius was im- b

peached. He at firſt defended himſelf; but being preſſed by the informers, he not

only owned the charge, but gloried in it 3 and in anſwer to Nero, who asked him,

Upon what provocation he had ſlighted the obligation of his oath? for the ſoldiery,

eſpecially the officers, bound themſelves by a ſolemn oath to protećt the prince

$ºiº." againſt all foreign and domeſtic enemies ; Becauſe I abhorred thee, ſaid he, though

sº there was not in the whole army one more zealouſly attached to thee than I, ſo long

face. as thou didſt merit affection ; but I began to hate thee when thou becameft the mur

derer of thy mother, the murderer of thy brother and wife, a charioteer, a comedian,

and an incendiary. Tacitus tells us, that the whole conſpiracy afforded nothing

which proved ſo bitter and pungent to Nero as this reproach. He ordered Flavius c

to be immediately put to death, committing the execution to Weianus Niger, a tri

bune, who led him into the next field, and there ordered in the firſt place a funeral

trench to be dug, ſuch as ſerved for a grave to the ſoldiers, who died in the camp.

Flavius found fault with it, as too ſtreight and ſhallow ; and turning to the guard of

ſoldiers, This, ſaid he, without betraying the leaſt concern, is not even done accord

ing to the laws of diſcipline. When the tribune deſired him to ſtretch out his neck

Hi, Iºw, Valiantly, I wiſh, replied he, thou mayſt ſtrike as valiantly ; and truly the tribune

word, and cº- was ſeized with ſuch a violent trembling, that he with difficulty cut off his head at two

tempt of death, blows. However, he afterwards bragged to Nero, that he had deſignedly employed

more blows than one. The next example of firmneſs and conſtancy was adminiſtred d

by Sulpicius Aſper, the centurion; who being asked by Nero, Why he had conſpired

againſt him anſwered in a few words, Becauſe there was no other relief againſt thy

abominable enormities. The other centurions faced death with equal bravery. But

Fenius Rufus Fenius Rufus betrayed a meanneſs quite unbecoming a man of his rank and profeſſion;

*” nay, he even filled his laſt will with unmanly lamentations. Nero hoped to find the

conſul Veſtimus likewiſe concerned in the conſpiracy; but as he was a man of a violent

ſpirit, and altogether untraćtable, the conſpirators had not thought fit to impart

their deſign to him. He had once lived in cloſe confidence with Nero ; but after

wards abuſing the freedom which the emperor allowed him, and utterly deſpiſing

him, he uſed frequently to inſult the prince with poignant ſarcaſms, which left behind e

them a bitter remembrance, as they were for the moſt part founded on truth. Be:

ſides, Nero dreaded the haughty and violent temper of Veſlinus; and therefore wiſhed

for a plauſible pretence to get rid of him ; but as no accuſer appeared to charge

him, ſince he could not ſatiate his rancour under the title of a judge, he had recourſe

to the violence of a tyrant, and diſpatched Gerelanus the tribune at the head of five

hundred men, with orders to obviate the attempts of the conſul. He had that day

diſcharged all the funètions of a conſul, and was celebrating a banquet at home with

great gaiety, when the ſoldiers entering, told him, That the tribune waited for him.

The quick and Veſtinus, without delay, roſe from table, and in a trice the tragedy was begun and
trave death of finiſhed ; he was ſhut up in a chamber ; the phyſician attended ; his veins were cut, f

#.** and he, while he was ſtill in full vigour, conveyed into a hot bath, and ſuffocated
iſlls, with the ſteam, without uttering a ſyllable that argued either grief or compaſſion for

himſelf. In the mean time the whole company that ſupped with him were beſet by a

guard, and not releaſed, till the night was far ſpent, Nero making himſelf ſport with

the fears of men, who had paſſed at once from the mirth and joy of a feaſt, to the

deadly apprehenſion of their laſt doom. At length he ordered the guards to with

draw, ſaying, that the conſul’s gueſts had paid dear enough for their good chear .

Lucan the poet was next ſentenced to die. His veins being opened, and his blood

* Tacit, c. 6; 69.
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a iſſuing in ſtreams, he ſoon perceived his feet and hands to grow cold and ſtiff; but Lucan die,
before his faculties were impaired, recollecting ſome lines of his own, in which he** in

deſcribed a wounded ſoldier expiring after the ſame manner, he rehearſed them, and "“”

they were the laſt words he uttered “ (N). Suetonius, or whoever elſe is the author

of his life, tells us, that his behaviour towards Nero, who loved him, was ſuch as

would have provoked the beſt of princes. His informing, and indeed falſly, if the

author of his life is to be credited, againſt his own mother, will reflečt eternal igno

miny on his memory. The emperor had promiſed him his pardon ; but the only

favour he granted him, was the choice of his death, which happened on the thirtieth

of April in the twenty-ſeventh year of his age *. We ſhall ſpeak of his writings anon.

Senecio, Quintiianus and Scevinus, ſuffered death with a ſpirit far different from the

former effeminacy of their lives. The other conſpirators were put to death, without

to the children
#. or doing any thing worthy of notice. Suetonius tells us, that Nero, not Neº

3.tisfied with the puniſhment of the conſpirators themſelves, drove their innocent chil- of the conſpira

dren out of Rome, and cauſed them, together with their tutors, governors and do-.

meſtics, to be either poiſoned, or ſtarved to death P. Whole families, as that writer

aſſures us, were cut off at one meal. During this mighty carnage, which filled Rome

with deaths, corps and funerals, no one durſt ſhew the leaſt ſymptom of ſorrow for

their murdered relations; nay, they muſt teſtify joy, unleſs they had a mind to be

treated like traitors and enemies to the ſtate and emperor. Hence, as the city was

filled with carcaſſes, ſo was the capitol with vićtims: one had loſt a ſon; one a bro

ther ; this man a friend ; that a near relation: but whatever was the loſs, every one

paid his public thankſgiving to the gods ; adorned, in token of joy, his houſe with

laurel ; fell proſtrate at the emperor's feet ; kiſſed his hand, &c. Antonius Natalis Reward, the

and Cervarius Proculus were pardoned, in conſideration of their early confeſſion and inſtrument ºf

diſcovery. Milichus the freed-man was amply rewarded, and honoured with a Greek.”

name ſignifying protećtor. Granius Silvanus, one of the tribunes of the praetorian

guards, obtained his pardon; but ſoon after, ſcorning to owe his life to the tyrant,

fell by his own hand. All the friends of Seneca, tho' rather calumniated than con

vićted, were condemned to baniſhment. Caſonius Maximus, and Cadicia, the wife

of Scevinus, were driven out of Italy, and only by their puniſhment knew that they

had been charged as criminals (O). The accuſation againſt Attilia, Lucan's mother,

was dropt; ſo that without being cleared, ſhe eſcaped unpuniſhed ‘.

AND now the conſpiracy being utterly ſuppreſſed, and the conſpirators either ſen

tenced to death or baniſhment, Nero aſſembled the ſoldiery, diſtributed amongſt

them a largeſs of two thouſand nummi a man, and ordered them to be thenceforth

ſupplied with corn at the public expence. Upon Petronius Turpilianus, Cocceius Nerva,

and Tigellinus, he beſtowed triumphal ornaments, as a reward for their zeal in pro

fecuting the conſpirators ; nay, he cauſed triumphal ſtatues to be erected in the forum

to the two latter, and their images to be placed in the palace ; a diſtinétion ſeldom

* Idem, c. 70. * SUET. in vit. Lucan. * Suet. c. 36. • Tacit. c. 73.

(N) The verſes mentioned here, were, without

all doubt, the following :

Scinditur avulſus, mec ſcut vulnere ſanguis

Emicuit lentus, ruptis cadit undique venis;

Diſcurſuſque anima diverſa in membra meantis

Interceptus aquis.

(O) The following beautiful epigram in Martial,

inſcribed to one Ovidius, an intimate friend of Caſó

nius Maximus, may give us ſome light into this

matter:

Maximus ille tuus, Ovidi, Caſonius hic eff,

Cujus adhue vultum vivida cera tenet.

Hunt Nero damnavit; ſed tu damnare Neronem

Auſus es, & profugi, non tua fata, ſaqui;

Æquora per Scylla magnus comes exulis iſfi,

.gsi modo nolueras conſulis ire comes.

Si victura meis mandantur nomina chartis,

Erfas ºff cineri me ſupereſſe meo;

Audiet hac preſens, venturaque turba, fuiſe

Illi te, Seneca quod fuit ille ſuo (31).

From theſe verſes it is plain, that Caſonius had been

a conſul, and was one of Seneca's moſt intimate

friends; which was, without doubt, the motive

that prompted Nero to baniſh him. As Ovidius ac

companied him into baniſhment, ſo had Cºſonius in all

likelihood accompanied formerly Seneca,when he was

by Claudius baniſhed into the iſland of Corſica. The

ſubječt of the preſent epigram is the effigies ofCz

fonias in wax, ſent either by Martial to his friend

Ovidius, or by Ovidius to the poet. Cºſonius him

felf died, it ſeems, before this time in exile. After

his conſulſhip, he was ſent into 4frica, to govern

that province, whither Ovidius refuſed to follow

him; but, like a true friend, he attended him when

diſgraced, and condemned to baniſhment; a fignal

inſtance of fidelity and friendſhip, and worthy of

being by ſo great a poet tranſmitted to the lateſt

poſterity.

(31) Martial. l. vii.

Vol. V. Nº 7. 7 C granted,

__ _--_------
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granted, and only to perſons of the greateſt merit. Nymphidius was diſtinguiſhed

with the conſular ornaments. He was the ſon of a freed-women, who, as ſhe was

very beautiful, had long proſtituted herſelf to the domeſtics of the emperors, bond

and free, without diſtinétion. Nymphidius boaſted himſelf the ſon of Caligula, whom

he reſembled both in his countenance, and the talneſs of his ſtature; and it is not

improbable, ſays our hiſtorian, that the emperor, addićted as he was to all manner

of lewdneſs, had deſcended to gallantries with his mother. But ofhim we ſhall have

occaſion to ſpeak more at length hereafter ; for he too had his ſhare in the calamities

and viciſſitudes of Rome. The emperor, having thus rewarded the inſtruments of

his tyranny, aſſembled the fathers, and acquainted them with the late tranſaćtions.

To the people likewiſe he addreſſed an edićt upon the ſame ſubject, and publiſhed the

ſeveral evidences againſt the conſpirators, with their own confeſſions, in order to

confute a rumour current among the populace, that the plot was forged, and that

Nero, merely to ſatiate his cruelty, and out of baſe fear, had ſacrificed ſo many

illuſtrious citizens. In the ſenate, where the moſt abject flattery prevailed, every

particular, the more ſenſibly he was affected with inward grief for the loſs of his

friends or relations, the more outward joy and congratulations he expreſſed. It was

by the whole body decreed, that public thankſgivings and oblations ſhould be paid

to all the deities, and particular honours to the ſun, who having a chapel in the

circus, where the parricide was to be perpetrated, had brought to light the dark con

trivances of the conſpirators; that the circenſian games ſhould be ſolemnized with

extraordinary pomp ; that the month of April, in which the conſpiracy was detected,

ſhould thenceforth bear the name of Nero ; that a temple ſhould be erected to the

goddeſs Salus or Safety, in the place whence Scevinus had taken the dagger, &c. The

dagger itſelf was by Nero dedicated in the capitol, with this inſcription, To Jupiter

the avenger (P). Such was the iſſue of this conſpiracy, which to the ſame moment

owed, as Tacitus obſerves, its beginning, progreſs and perfection, and was with

faithful filence and ſecrecy concealed in a combination ſo numerous, ſo variouſly

framed, amongſt thoſe of every condition, ſex and age, till it was accidentally diſco

vered in the manner we have related.

Nero, now delivered from all fear, betook himſelf again to his harp. As the time

approached for diſputing the prizes in the4. games, the ſenate, to prevent

Nero from appearing there as a competitor, offered him the prize of muſic, and alſo

the crown of eloquence. But the emperor anſwered, That he needed not their partia

lity; ſince he himſelf was a match for all his competitors, and would only, by the

juſt determination of the judges, purchaſe the praiſe and recompence of his skill.

He appeared therefore publicly upon the ſtage, and there rehearſed a poem of his

own compoſing ; but the populace applauding him, and begging he would diſplay

all his ſtudies, for theſe were their words, he entered the great theatre, and there

appearing amongſt the common harpers and minſtrels, contended with them for the

prize with ſuch eagerneſs and anxiety, that he never ventured to fit down, however

fatigued, that being contrary to the eſtabliſhed laws of the harp, nor to ſpit, nor to

wipe the ſweat from his face, ſave only with his arm. In the end, adoring the mul.

titude with his knee bent, and his hands lifted up, according to the cuſtom of the

common players, he waited with awe and trembling the determination of the judges.

The common people of Rome applauded him with loud ſhouts, and clapping of hands,

from an utter inſenſibility, ſays our hiſtorian, of the crying reproach, which diſgraced

the Roman empire. But the inhabitants of the municipal cities of Italy, who ſtill

retained the ſevere manners of the ancients, and ſuch as came from remote provinces,

and attended then at Rome upon embaſſies, or their own private affairs, could not

behold, without indignation, the ſovereign of Rome thus debaſing himſelf upon the

ſtage, and much leſs join thoſe, who applauded this his ſhameful debaſement. They

(P) The dagger was inſcribed to jupiter the vote, moved, that a temple ſhould in all ſpeed be

avenger, jovi vindici; words, ſays our hiſtorian, raiſed at the public charge, and conſecrated to the

which, at that time, were not minded. But, upon deified Nero; a motion which he really meant as a

the revolt of julius Vindex, which afterwards hap- compliment to one, who was intitled to divine

pened, an augury and preſage of approaching ven- worſhip; but from thence too was inferred an

geance was drawn from them. Tacitus tells us, omen of his approaching fate; fince to princes di

that he found, in the journals of the ſenate, that vine honours were not paid, till they finiſhed their

Cerealis Anicius, conſul eleēt, when it came to his mortal courſe (31),

(3*) Tacit. c. 74.

Were
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a were therefore frequently beaten by the ſoldiers, who ſtood in ſeveral cluſters among

the croud to obſerve the faces of the ſpectators d.

Nero, encouraged with the applauſe of the multitude, appeared thenceforth almoſt Appears fre

every day on the ſtage, inviting, not only the ſenators and knights, but likewiſe the quently ºn the

populace, and the whole rabble of Rome, to hear him, though he performed for the

moſt part in the theatre, which he had built in the palace. He often kept the

audience, not only the whole day, but the night too ; for till he was tired, and

gave over, no one was allowed to depart upon any occaſion, however neceſſary and

urging: inſomuch that women are ſaid to have been delivered in the theatre, and

ſeveral perſons ſo tired, that finding the gates of the palace ſhut, they either leaped

b privately over the wall, or in order to be carried out, pretended to be in a ſwoon • ;

ſome, by never ſtirring night nor day from their ſeats were ſeized with mortal

diſtempers, which however they dreaded leſs than the prince's reſentment, which

they unavoidably incurred by their abſence: beſides the ſeveral concealed and private

obſervers, employed to mark the carriage of the audience, there were numbers of

open ſpies, who publicly ſet down the names of ſuch as were preſent, obſerved their

faces, and watched all the ſymptoms of pleaſure or diſſatisfaction in every one preſent:

the vulgar were immediately puniſhed by the ſoldiery for the leaſt diſattention; towards

perſons of rank the emperor's reſentment was for the preſent ſmothered, but vented

at laſt in a more dreadful manner. We are told, that Veſpaſian, afterwards emperor,

was not only bitterly reproached by Phabus, Nero's freedman, but charged as a

age, and tires

the audience,

criminal, for having nodded while the emperor was ſinging: this diſattention would Veſpaſian in

have coſt him his life, had not his friends, men of great rank and merit, employed

their prayers and mediation in his behalf. This year the death of Poppaea, Nero's

wife, filled Rome in appearance with grief and mourning, but in reality with much

joy ; for ſhe was no leſs abhorred than her husband on account of her lewdneſs and

cruelty. She was killed by Nero himſelf with a kick on the belly, while ſhe was

danger for his

diſattention.

big with child, for finding fault with him, as Suetonius tells us, upon his coming Th, death ºf

home late f ; or becauſe ſhe ventured to rally him, as we read in Dion Caſius B, upon Poppaa.

his skill and addreſs in chariot-driving. Her body was not burnt according to the

Roman cuſtom ; but after the manner of foreign monarchs, embalmed and repoſited

in the ſepulchre of the julian family. Her obſequies were celebrated with the utmoſt

pomp, and her panegyric pronounced from the public roſtrum by the emperor him

ſelf". Pliny aſſures us, that more perfumes were burnt at her funeral, than Arabia

Felix produced in a year'. She conſtantly kept and carried about with her, if Dion

Caffius is to be credited k, five hundred aſſes, and daily bathed in their milk for the

preſervation of her beauty. Upon the death of Poppaea, Nero deſigned to marry

Antonia the daughter of Claudius, and his own ſiſter by adoption ; but ſhe declined

the match, and was on that account by his orders put to death, as if ſhe had been con

cerned in a conſpiracy, probably that of Piſo '. Soon after he married Statilia

Meſſalina, the widow of the late conſul Atticus Weſtimus, and deſcended from Statilius

Taurus, who had been twice conſul in the reign of Auguſtus. She too, as appears

from ſome ancient medals ", was honoured with the title of Auguſta.

Not long after the death of Poppaa, Nero doomed to deſtruction two of the Junius slanus

greateſt men in Rome, Caius Caſſius Longinus, a learned civilian, and L. junius Sila- tondemned.

nus Torquatuſ, the former for his great wealth, and the exemplary gravity of his

manners ; the latter, becauſe he was related to the Caeſars, and for his modeſty, and

other eminent qualities, judged by the Roman people worthy of the empire. Caſſius

was blind, very aged, and led a retired life, as did likewiſe Silanus, though in the

prime of his youth, having from the late bloody doom of his uncle Torquatus, who

f had aſſumed the port of a prince, learnt to ſhun all outward appearance of grandeur.

However, the very ſame imputations, which had been formerly objećted to his uncle,

were urged againſt him ; viz. that he aſpired at the ſovereign power, affected more

majeſty and ſtate than became a private citizen, kept about him men with the title

of principal ſecretaries, procurators, auditors of the revenues, treaſurers, &c, names

and offices of imperial grandeur, which he already perſonated: imputations utterly

falſe and groundleſs. To Caſius Nero objećted, that amongſt the images of his an- And Caſſius

ceſtors he preſerved in high reverence that of Caius Caſſius, thus inſcribed, The leader Longinus.

* Tacit. annal. i. xvi. c. 5. * Suet. c. 13. f Suet. c. 35. * Dio, l. lxii. p. 71.

* Tacit. c. 6. Suet. c. 35. Dio, p. 71. "Plin, l. xii, c. 18. * Dio, l. lxi. p. 71. " Suet.

c. 35. * Goltz, p. 46.

of
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of the party. At the ſame time he ſuborned certain perſons to forge an accuſation a

againſt Lepida, the wife of Caſſius, and aunt to Silanus, as if ſhe had been guilty of

inceſt with her nephew, and had practiſed magical rites of a miſchievous tendency.

Againſt Caſſius and Silamus the ſenate pronounced ſentence of perpetual baniſhment,

but referred the puniſhment of Lepida to the judgment of the emperor. Coffius was

tranſported into Sardinia, and in regard of his great age, the ſhort remains of his life

were ſpared. Silanus, under colour of carrying him to the iſland of Naxos, was con

veyed to Oſtia, and afterwards confined in Barium, a city of Apulia, where a cen

turion, commiſſioned to put him to death, laying hold of him, adviſed him to cut

his veins. Silanus anſwered, that he was not fond of life 3 but that no executioner

ſhould have the glory of putting him to death. Hereupon the centurion ordered his b

men to ſecure him ; but Silanus, who was a young man of great ſtrength, reſolute

and daring, though deſtitute of arms, made a vigorous reſiſtance, till he fell by the

ſword of the centurion, under a multitude of wounds, all received before, like a brave

man, who falls facing the enemy in the day of battle "... With no leſs intrepidity died

Lucius Vetus, and his mother-in-law Sexiia, with Pollutia his daughter. Nero had

long hated them as ſtanding reproaches upon him for the murder of Rubellius Plautus,

the husband of Pollutia, and ſon-in-law to Vetus. He therefore ſuborned a freed

man of Vetus to accuſe him, and then ſent a guard of ſoldiers to ſeize him at one of

his ſeats in the neighbourhood of Formia. Hereupon his daughter Pollutia flew to

Naples, where the emperor then was ; and being denied acceſs to him, watched at c

the gates of his houſe, till ſhe had an opportunity of beſeeching him to hear the defence

of an innocent man, and not to ſacrifice, upon the depoſition of a treacherous ſlave,

one who had formerly been his collegue in the conſulſhip. But in the end, being

convinced, that the implacable tyrant was not to be ſoftened with ſupplications, ſhe

returned to her father, and acquainted him, that he muſt baniſh all hope, and with

intrepidity meet a fate, which he could not avoid. At the ſame time tidings arrived,

that the ſenate was haſtening his trial, and proceeding to a terrible and mercileſs ſen

tence. Hereupon he diſtributed amongſt his domeſtics whatever ſums of money

were then in his poſſeſſion, and at the ſame time ordered them to remove and appro

priate to themſelves the rich furniture of his villa. Then retiring with his mother-d

in-law Sextia, and his daughter Pollutia, into a private apartment, they all three opened

their veins in one and the ſame chamber, with one and the ſame inſtrument; and being

covered for decency with a ſingle garment, they were conveyed into a warm bath,

where they all three bled to death, the father's eyes being the whole time fixed upon

his daughter, thoſe of Sextia on her grand-daughter, and hers upon both: they all

rayed with emulation for a ſpeedy end; each wiſhed to expire firſt, and leave behind

ſuch dear relations ſtill alive, though haſtening to die: and fortune obſerved the order

of ſeniority and nature, the oldeſt expiring firſt, and the youngeſt laſt. After their

death the ſervile ſenate was for pronouncing them guilty of high treaſon, and having

their bodies dragged through the public ſtreets, and thrown into the Tiber; but Nero &

interpoſed, declaring himſelf ſatisfied with the puniſhment, which they had volun

tarily undergone *. P. Gallus, a Roman knight, formerly intimate with Fenius Rufus,

and a friend to Vetus, was baniſhed. To the freedman the accuſer, a place was aſ:

ſigned in the theatre among the officers of the tribunes of the people. As the name

Campania ra

vaged with

dreadful tem

peſts,

of #. had been already changed into that of Nero, the name of May into that of

Claudius, ſo was the name of june now changed into that of Germanicus, Cornelius Or

jitus moving, that the name of june ſhould be aboliſhed, ſince two of the junii

Torquati, already executed for treaſon, had rendered it abominable?. This year

the country of Campania was ravaged with dreadful tempeſts, and violent whirl

winds ; whole villages were overturned, plantations torn up, the fruits of the earth f

ſcattered, &c. At the ſame time a terrible peſtilence raged at Rome, and ſwept away

in a ſhort ſpace above thirty thouſand perſons of all ranks and conditions. The

ſenators and knights were leſs bewailed, as our hiſtorian obſerves, ſince by a con

tagion common to all, they eſcaped falling by the cruelty of the prince. Nero, after

fo many accumulated ačts of tyranny, ſhewed this year ſome compaſſion upon the

inhabitants of Lions, whom hepººl with a large ſum to repair the damage their

city had ſuffered by accidental fire (R). IN

* Tacit. c. 7, 8. ° Idem, c. 1 o, 11. P Idem, c. 12.

(R) The burning of Lions happened, according to Hence Lipſius concludes, that this misfortune bº

Seneca (33), a hundred years after it was founded. that flouriſhing colony in the fifty-eighth year of the
Chriſtian

(33) Senec, epiſi. 91.
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The Roman Hiſtory.

In the following conſulſhip of C. Suetonius Paulinus and C. Lucius Teleſinus, Soft

amits, who had been condemned, as we have related above, to perpetual baniſhment,

for certain virulent verſes by him compoſed againſt Nero, having inſinuated himſelf

into the friendſhip of one Painmenei, who was an exile in the ſame place, and cele

brated for his knowledge in the myſteries of aſtrology, obſerved that meſſengers were

daily arriving to conſult him, and at the ſame time learnt, that from P. Anteius a

yearly ſtipend was allowed him. Upon this intelligence he intercepted letters from

Anteius, and even ſtole the papers containing the calculation of his nativity, and a

ſcheme drawn concerning the birth and fortune of Oſlorius Scapula; which he no ſooner

had in his poſſeſſion, than he wrote to the emperor, that he had mighty diſcoveries

to communicate; for Anteius and Oſtorius were meditating ſome ſudden attempt upon

the ſtate, and diving into their own deſtiny, and that of Caſar. Light veſſels were

immediately diſpatched away, and Soſianus with all poſſible expedition tranſported to

Roine; where, upon the firſt divulging of his diſcovery, Anteius ſealed his laſt teſta

ment, being warned by Tigellinus to loſe no time, and then ſwallowed a draught of

poiſon ; but growing impatient of its ſlow operation, he haſtened his death by open- The death ºf

ing his veins. Oftorius was then at an eſtate of his on the borders of Liguria, whither*

a centurion was ſent with orders to kill him with all diſpatch. For Oſlorius was a man

of extraordinary valour, of prodigious ſtrength, great experience in war, eminently

qualified for the command of an army, and had been diſtinguiſhed in Britain, while

he ſerved there under his father, with a civic crown : hence Nero, who ever ſince the

diſcovery of the late conſpiracy, lived under continual dread, fearing that brave officer

ſhould take arms againſt him, was glad of any pretence to get rid of him. The

centurion, having beſet all the avenues to the villa, acquainted Offorius with his orders of Oſtorius,

from the emperor, which were no ſooner ſignified to him, than turning againſt him-Mela, Anicius,

felf that bravery, which he had ſo often exerted againſt the enemy, he opened all his ºf

veins without betraying the leaſt concern or diſmay , but as the blood flowed ſlowly,

he diſpatched himſelf with a poinard, ordering one of his ſlaves to hold up the

weapon ſteadily ; then graſping and ſtrengthening the ſlave's hand with his own, he

ran his throat upon the fatal ſteel. Within the compaſs of a few days, Annæus

Mella, Cerealis Anicius, Rufus Criſpinus, and Caius Petronius, underwent the ſame

bloody doom. Criſpinus had been captain of the praetorian guards under Claudius,

and diſtinguiſhed, though only a knight, with the ornaments of the conſulſhip;

but lately baniſhed, as privy to the conſpiracy, into Sardinia, where, upon notice that

he was doomed to die, he ſlew himſelf. , Mella was brother to Gallio and Seneca, and

the father of Lucan. He was accuſed by one of Lucan's intimate friends, named

Fabius Romanus, who feigned, that the father and ſon were equally concerned in the

conſpiracy , and having counterfeited letters to this purpoſe in the hand of Lucan,

ſhewed them to Nero, who ordered them to be carried to the accuſed, whoſe immenſe

riches were his only crime. Mella no ſooner ſaw them, than he opened his veins, and

e by a voluntary death anticipated his ſentence: in his will he bequeathed immenſe

ſums to Tigellinus, and his ſon-in-law Coſſutianus Capito, in order to ſecure the remainder.

Cerealis likewiſe became his own executioner, but fell unpitied, becauſe he had for

merly diſcovered a plot againſt Caligula. Caius Petronius, to whom ſome learned

critics aſcribe the fragments equally elegant and obſcene, which have reached our

times, was a man intirely abandoned to all manner of voluptuouſneſs. He waſted the charaſier

the day in ſleep, and the night in revels: as others had by induſtry acquired a name ºf Petronius.

and charaćter, Petronius was by his ſignal ſloth and indolence raiſed to notice and

fame: he indulged himſelf in all the gaieties and delights of life; but at the ſame

time had the prudence to keep within bounds, and not ſquander away, like many

others, his eſtate. Neither was he a ſlave to his groſſer appetites ; but exceeding

curious and refined in his luxury: his behaviour was extremely obliging and polite ;

his wit, in which he excelled all men of his time, natural and artleſs; and all his ac

Chriſtian zra, orders for founding it having been ten in the fixty-fourth or fixty-fifth of the Chriſtian

#. in the conſulſhip of Hirtius and Panſa forty- arra. That Nero ſhould defer relieving the inhabi

ree years before the ſaid aera. But either theſe tants for the ſpace of ſeven years, as Lipſius pretends,

orders were not immediately put in execution, or

the burning did not happen Á early, ſince all the

letters, in which Seneca ſpeaks of this calamity, are

by the beſt chronologers thought to have been writ

is altogether improbable. This city ſhewed its gra

titude to Nero, by ſteadily adhering to his party, after

all the other cities of Gaul had declared for the re

volters (34).

(34) Dio, l. xvi. p. 313. Senec. ep. 9t. Noris Gall, p.292,
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tions accompanied with a certain air of negligence. However, he diſcharged the pro- a

conſular government of Bithynia, and ſoon after the conſulſhip itſelf, with great repu

tation, ſhewing himſelf in both theſe employments equal to the management of the

greateſt affairs. Then returning to his former vices, he was by Nero admitted to a

great intimacy, nothing appearing to the emperor elegant and polite, but what was

recommended to him by the taſte and approbation of Petronius. This Tigellinus could

not bear, and therefore to get rid of one, who in credit was his rival, and in the ſcience

of pleaſures his ſuperior, had recourſe to the cruelty and jealouſy of the prince, two

paſſions, to which all others gave room ; accuſed Petronius of having lived in great

intimacy with the conſpirator Scevinus ; ſuborned one of his ſlaves to confirm the

charge, and precluded him from all means of defence. Nero happened at that time

to be upon the road to Campania, and Petronius, having accompanied him as far as

Cuma, was there by his orders put under arreſt: whereupon without flattering himſelf

with vain hopes, or condeſcending to intreaties, he reſolved to prevent his ſentence

by a voluntary death, which he underwent in a manner altogether new, but well ſuited

to the life he had led ; for having ordered his veins to be cut, he did not ſhew any

eagerneſs to put an end to his agonies, but directed them to be cloſed again, and then

opened by intervals, juſt as his fancy moved him, diſcourſing the whole time with

his friends, not upon ſerious ſubjećts, as if he aimed at the glory of conſtancy in braving

death, but upon indifferent matters, hearkening with attention to gay epigrams, love

verſes, and entertaining ſtories: ſome of his ſlaves he rewarded with bounties, others

he puniſhed with ſtripes: he even diverted himſelf with walking out, even refreſhed

himſelf with ſleep, that his death, though in reality violent, might appear altogether

natural. In his laſt will he flattered neither Nero nor Tigellinus, nor any of the great

men in power, as moſt others had done ; but under feigned names of harlots and cata

mites, deſcribed the ſecret abominations of the emperor, tranſmitted to him this pic

ture of himſelf carefully ſealed, and then broke his ſignet, that it might not after his

death become a ſnare to the innocent. Nero, greatly amazed to find all his noc

turnal and moſt private impurities thus brought to light, after having long conſidered

with himſelf by what means Petronius had come to the knowledge of them, fixed at

length his ſuſpicion upon Silia, the wife of a ſenator, one privy to all his debauche

ries, and very intimate with Petronius. She was therefore doomed to baniſhment for

not concealing what ſhe had ſeen and undergone in the prince's noćturnal revels. At

the ſame time Numicius Thermus was put to death for no other crime, but becauſe a

freedman belonging to him accuſed Tigellinus of treaſon; which offence the informer

expiated under the moſt exquiſite torments P.

AFTER the ſlaughter of ſo many illuſtrious men, Nero at length attempted, ſays

our hiſtorian, to extirpate virtue itſelf in the perſons of Bareas Soranus, and Thraſed

Palus, long ſince the objećts of his hatred. Thraſea had withdrawn from the ſenate,

as we have related above, when the affair of Agrippina came under debate there;

at the ſports, called juvenales, he could not approve of the emperor's ačting and

ſinging upon the ſtage; when the ſenate was about to condemn to death Antiſiiu; the

praetor, for a virulent ſatire by him compoſed againſt Nero, he propoſed a mitiga

tion of the ſentence, and carried it ; when divine honours were decreed to Poppata,

he abſented himſelf, and declined attending her funeral ; he had not now in three

years once ſet his foot in the ſenate, and though inveſted with the quindecemviral

prieſthood, had never made oblations for the ſafety of the prince, and the preſerva

tion of his heavenly voice, &c. Theſe were the crimes urged againſt Thraſed by

Capito Coſſutianus, and Marcellus Eprius, two informers of great acrimony and vehe

mence. Oftorius Sabinus, a Roman knight, took upon him the task of accuſing Bareas

Soranus ; the crimes imputed to him were his friendſhip with Plautus, murdered by f

Nero's orders in Aſia, and his intrigues with the Aſiatics, while he governed them in

quality of proconſul, in order to engage them in a revolt. But his real crimes were,

as Tacitus informs us, his having governed Aſia with ſignal vigilance and juſtice, his

opening the port of Epheſus, a work mightily applauded by the Aſiatics, and his

leaving the inhabitants of Pergamu; unpuniſhed for oppoſing Acratus, one of Nero's

freedmen, when he would have ſtripped their city of all its pictures and ſtatues.

The junéture Nero choſe for deſtroying theſe two great men was that of the arrival of

Tiridates to receive the crown of Armenia, either becauſe the public attention was then

* Tacit. c. 11–19.

wholly
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º a wholly engaged in that new fight, or becauſe Nero meant on that occaſion to diſplay

his greatneſs and power by the ſlaughter of the two moſt illuſtrious men in the whole

empire. While the whole city flocked out to ſee a foreign king, Thraſºa received

orders not to attend his entry. Hereupon he compoſed a memorial to Nero, beſeech

ing the emperor to acquaint him with the allegations againſt him, and offering to vin

dicate himſelf, were he but appriſed of the charge. Nero received the memorial

greedily, hoping that Thraſea, under the apprehenſion of his impending doom,

might have writ ſomething tending to the glory of the prince, and his own diſcredit ;

but finding himſelf diſappointed, and dreading the countenance, the great ſpirit, and

free ſpeech of a man ſo generally eſteemed and revered, he ordered the ſenate to be

b' ſummoned. In the mean time Thraſea, having aſſembled his friends and relations to The firmnſ ºf

conſult with them, whether he ſhould attempt a defence, or be filent, Rufficus Aru- "***

lanus, a young man of great ſpirit, and one of the tribunes of the people, who

aſſiſted at the conſultation, offered to thwart the decree of the ſenate, by interpoſing

againſt it. But Thraſea would by no means allow him to purſue ſuch methods, as

would in the end prove fatal to him. The next day two cohorts of the praetorian

guards ſurrounded the temple of Venus, where the ſenate was to meet ; all the avenues

to it were beſet with men in their gowns, the common dreſs of the city, but armed

with ſwords, which they took no care to conceal ; the great ſquares, and ſeveral tem

ples, were filled with bands of ſoldiers under arms. Through theſe the ſenators

c paſſed to their aſſembly, where, after a ſpeech ſent to them by Nero, and read by

his quaeſtor, in which he ſufficiently declared what he required of them, they con

demned Thraſea, Soranus, and his daughter Servilia, but granted them the choice of They are both
their own deaths. The charge brought againſt Servilia was, that ſhe had conſultedñº. ty

the magicians, which ſhe owned ; but declared at the ſame time, that her conſultation' e ſenate.

- had been confined to the conſervation of her own family, whether the wrath of Nero

might not be appeaſed, and whether no tragical judgment would follow the cogni

zance of the ſenate. Farther than this ſhe had not inquired ; but nevertheleſs ſhe

was brought into the ſenate, and there arraigned by Oſtorius Sabinus, who queſtioned

her, whether ſhe had not turned into money all her ornaments, and even ſtripped from

d her neck her jewels, to defray the expence of magic rites and ſacrifices 2 To this The affeſſing

queſtion young Servilia, for ſhe was under twenty, embracing the altars with a flood fpeech of Ser

º: of tears, anſwered, that the whole of her conſultation had been to know, whether the)..." the

ºx: emperor, and the fathers of the ſenate, would to her dear and indulgent parent, beſet -

º with terrors, graciouſly afford protećtion and ſafety. With this view, ſaid ſhe, I

--- *** preſented the diviners, men till now utterly unknown to me, with my jewels, apparel,

--~ * and the other ornaments peculiar to my quality, as I would have preſented my

i. blood and life, had my blood and life been required. But whatever this my proceed

ing was, my unfortunate father was an utter ſtranger to it 3 and, if it is a crime, I

alone am the delinquent. Theſe words alarmed Soranus, who interrupted her while

*a***

| I.--

º e ſhe was yet uttering them, crying out, that as ſhe was not ſuppoſed to be guilty of

º the crimes laid to his charge, her cauſe ought to be disjoined from his ; that his own

* fate, whatever it ſhould prove, he was ready to undergo, but hoped that in the danger

13 of the father they would not involve the innocent daughter. Having thus ſpoken, he

sº was haſtening to embrace his daughter, who flew to meet him ; but the conſul’s
rºº lićtors ſtepped between and prevented them q. -

º SENT ENce was no ſooner pronounced againſt the pretended criminals, than the

º quaeſtor was diſpatched to acquaint Thraſea with it, who was then in his gardens, rea

*:::: ſoning there with Demetrius a Cynic philoſopher about the nature of the ſoul, and its

º:* departure from the body. While he was intent upon this diſcourſe, Domitius Cecili

gº. ºf amus, one of his moſt intimate friends, arrived, and related to him what the ſenate

:::: had decreed. Thraſea heard him without betraying either in his voice or countenance Thraſea's

ºr: the leaſt concern; only turning to his friends, who came with Cecilianus, he embraced º."
º them, took his laſt leave of them, and preſſed them forthwith to retire, left they tº 484th.

&: ſhould for their unſeaſonable compaſſion be involved in the ſame fate. His wife

º Arria was very earneſt to follow the example of her mother, who bore the ſame

º name, and was wife to Cecina Paetus, with whom ſhe died, as we have related elſewhere.

º But Thraſea would not by any means allow her to ſhare in his lot, beſeeching her to

ū? preſerve her life, and not deprive her daughter of her only remaining refuge. He

sº

* Idem, c. 29–33. -:

then
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then went forth into a gallery, and there the quaeſtor found him, and delivered to a

him in form the ſentence of the ſenate, which he immediately put in execution, re

tiring into his chamber with Helvidius his ſon-in-law, Demetrius and the quaeſtor, in

whoſe preſence he ordered the veins of both his arms to be cut. As the blood ſprung,

he called the quaeſtor nearer, and ſprinkling the floor with it, Let us, ſaid he to him,

make this libation to jupiter the Deliverer. Behold, young man ; may the gods avert

the omen l but you are born in ſuch times as require you to fortify your mind

with examples of conſtancy. After this, falling into grievous torments, occaſioned

by the ſlow approaches of death, he turned towards Demetrius ; but of the laſt words

and particulars of this great man's death, we are bereft by a lamentable chaſm in this

laſt annal of our hiſtorian, and by the ſame misfortune robbed of the detail, which b

that inimitable writer left of the other remarkable incidents that happened during the

remainder of this, and the whole two laſt years of Nero's reign. This loſs we ſhall

ſupply in the beſt manner we can with the accounts which have been tranſmitted to

us by other writers, eſpecially Suetonius and Dion Caſſius; but as neither of them has

deſcribed the particulars of the death of Thraſea, Soramus, and his daughter Servilia,

we cannot therein ſatisfy the curioſity of our readers.

Soon after the death of Thraſea, Nero, to divert the attention of the public from

their domeſtic calamities, received Tiridates with all the pomp of majeſty and grandeur

imaginable, and crowned him in one of the great ſquares king of Armenia. This was

the moſt magnificent and pompous ceremony that had ever been ſeen in Rome; but as c

we have already deſcribed it in our hiſtory of the Greater Armenia, we ſhall only add

here, that Nero allowed him, during his ſtay at Rome, eighty thouſand nummi a

day, and loaded him, upon his departure, with preſents of immenſe value. The

Armenian, who was a good courtier, had flattered the vain prince, and pretended

to be raviſhed with his harmonious voice, and the skill he diſplayed in chariot-driving.

After the coronation of Tiridates, Nero ſhut up the temple of janus in token of an

univerſal peace, as appears from a medal dated the thirteenth year of his reign, which

did not begin till the month of Ośīober, before which time, that is, in the month of

May, the jews, grievouſly oppreſſed by their governors, eſpecially Florus, had taken

arms r. Nero ſolicited Vologeſes, brother to Tiridates, and king of the Parthians, to d

come likewiſe to Rome 3, but in vain, Wologeſes returning no other anſwer, than that

Nero might, with leſs trouble, croſs the Mediterranean, and come into Aſia, where

he would endeavour to meet him. The emperor, piqued with this anſwer, reſolved

to make war upon the Parthian ; and with this view made mighty preparations; or

dered the flower of the armies in Illyricum, Germany, and Britain, to begin their

march towards the kingdom of Albania ; and raiſed a new legion of Italians, each man

ſix foot tall, which he called the legion of Alexander the Great “...Thus was ſize firſt

required in a ſoldier by a prince brought up amongſt minſtrels, ſongſters and cha

rioteers, who, it ſeems, had no real deſign of employing his choſen legion, or any

others, in military feats: for upon intelligence, that the Parthian king was inflexible, 6

and prepared on his ſide for a vigorous defence, he thought it adviſeable to leave the

glory of conqueſts and warlike exploits to others, and confine his ambition to the

unprincely honour of playing, ſinging and acting upon the ſtage. As the time there

fore of the Olympic games approached, he left Italy, and paſſed over into Grette,

with no other deſign, but to gain the reputation of the beſt harper, finger, ačtor and

charioteer, in the whole Roman empire. The Greeks, who ſurpaſſed all other nations

in flattery, underſtanding that the emperor piqued himſelf upon his skill in playing

upon the harp, had diſpatched embaſſadors to him with all the crowns deſigned by

their ſeveral cities for ſuch players; which was ſo acceptable to Nero, that he not

only gave their embaſſadors audience before any others, but admitted them to an f

entertainment, which he had prepared for his moſt intimate friends. On this occaſion

one of them having begged him to fing them a ſong, he immediately complied with

his requeſt, and was ſo taken with their extravagant flattery, that he cried out, The

Nero paſſes

over into

Grecce.

Greeks alone have a good ear ; none but they underſtand muſic! and a few days after ſet

out for Greece, leading with him, ſays Dion Caſſius, ſuch multitudes, as might have

eafily reduced the Parthians, and all the nations of the eaſt, had they not, like their

general, been deſtitute of all courage, and armed only with harps, fiddles, maſques,

buskins, and ſuch-like theatrical implements. ... With this army he imbarqued, and

* Wide P. Pagi, an. 71. ... • Dio, l. lxiii. p. 719. Suet, c. 19.

. landing
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a landing at Caſiope, he immediately began to ſing before the altar of jupiter Caſſius.

Thence he advanced into the heart of Greece, playing, ſinging, and acting in all

the cities, through which he paſſed. But he chiefly exerted his skill at the Olympic

games, where, to the eternal ignominy of the Roman name; the head of the empire

was not aſhamed to appear, as a competitor, among the common harpers, players, sing, on the

and charioteers. He won the prize of muſic, by corrupting, as was commonly public flage,

believed, with large preſents, either the judges, or his competitors. The prize ofº: drives h
chariot-driving he evidently forfeited ; for having attempted to drive with tengº e

horſes, he was thrown off, and ſo hurt, that though he remounted, yet he was con-game.

ſtrained to give over before he had finiſhed the career. However, as he inſiſted with

b the judges upon their excluding all caſual events and misfortunes, the prize was to

his unexpreſſible ſatisfaction decreed him. When the games were over, Nero not

only rewarded the judges with the rights of Roman citizens, and rich preſents, but

reſtored the whole province of Achaia to its ancient liberty, taking upon himſelf the

office of crier, and ſolemnly proclaiming the freedom of the Achaeans at Corinth on

the day of the Iſthmian games: ſo that from this time the Greeks continued free from

*:::::: all manner of taxes, impoſitions, and tributes, governing themſelves by their own

*::::: laws, till the reign of Veſpaſian, who revoked all the privileges and exemptions granted

4 ºn them by Nero, as Galba obliged the judges to refund the vaſt ſums, with which the

**,xt: chanting emperor had preſented them. As the province of Achaia belonged to the

º: c ſenate and people, Nero, when he declared it free, beſtowed upon them in its room the

*::::: - iſland of Sardinia'. After this he travelled all over Greece, not prompted by the

ºf lº commendable curioſity of viſiting the antiquities of that once celebrated country, but

tº: by the unprincely ambition of diſplaying his skill and art in ſinging and playing upon sing, in moſt ºf
ºr; the harp. - He challenged every-where the beſt performers, and never failed, as we é. title of

ºf in may well imagine, being declared vićtor; inſomuch that he is ſaid to have gained in “”

º this progreſs above eighteen hundred prizes. He tranſmitted a particular account

- of each vićtory to the ſenate, injoining them to acknowledge the favours of the gods

ºº:: towards him with vićtims, oblations, and public proceſſions, and to take care that the

º ſame devotions were practiſed throughout the whole empire". That there might

* - d remain no monuments of other vićtors, he commanded all their ſtatues to be pulled

º: down, to be dragged through the ſtreets, and to be either daſhed to pieces, or thrown

º: into the common ſewers w.

:*::, tº The Greeks, notwithſtanding the favours he beſtowed upon them, longed for his

ºf . . departure, his numerous train occaſioning a great dearth of proviſions, and almoſt

ºz º.º. a general famine. Philoſłratus aſſures us, that Xerxes, who entered Greece in a hoſtile

* . manner, putting all to fire and ſword, did not ſo grievouſly afflićt that unhappy

sº " . country, as Nero, who came as a friend, and with no other view, but to divert the

*:::::: inhabitants. Heevery-where ſtripped the cities and temples of the few pićtures, ſtatues,

gº and other ornaments, which his officers had left them. The unfortunate province felt

sº e the effects not only of his avarice, but likewiſe of his cruelty, of which Philoſiratus gives

tºº us the following inſtance : An actor in a tragedy at the Iſthmian games having ſung

jºb- ſo as to deſerve the chief applauſe, and refuſing, as he was better skilled in muſic, than

eſcº in the courtly art of flattery, to lower his voice, which quite drowned Nero's, the em

º peror, tranſported with rage, cauſed him to be ſtrangled on the ſtage in the fight of

º all Greece'. No wonder that his art every-where triumphed, when it was backed

ſº by ſo much cruelty. Loaded with the crowns and prizes he had won, he went to

º: conſult the oracle at Deli hos, and was warned by the pretended deity of the place, To conſult, the

£4. beware of ſeventy-three, which, not reflećting on Galba's age, he imagined to be the oracle of Del.

º term of his life, and conceived ſo great aſſurance of his living, and enjoying an uninter-P".

** f terrupted happineſs till that age, that having ſoon after loſt many things of great value

sº by ſhipwreck, he confidently told his friends, that the very fiſh would bring them

gº again ; nay, he was ſo poſſeſſed with this notion, that two years after, when the

º firſt tidings were brought him of the inſurrections in ſeveral provinces, he was ſo far

º: from being alarmed, that he ſeemed rather to rejoice at thoſe diſturbances, fince

*:::ſt they furniſhed him with a plauſible pretence of ſeizing the eſtates of the inhabitants.

tº The pythoneſ, he preſented with a large ſum, which Galla not long after obliged

ſº - her to pay back Y. Thus Dion Caſſius and Suetonius ; but Lucianus Samoſatenus 7,

ãº * Supr. 1. vi. c. 22. Dio, l. lxiii. p. 719. Pausan. in Cor. * Apoll. Thy. 1. v. c. 3. Dio,

1. vi. p. 323. PAusan, ibid. ' w SUET. c. 24. * Philos. ſtrat, ibid. & PAUSAN, in Boeot.

y St. Er. c. 4o. Dio, p. 634. * Lucian. SAM. Nero dialog,

º: W o L, V, N9 8. 7 E Themiſłius,
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Themiſtius *, and the emperor julian, ſurnamed the apoſtate ", aſſure us, that the a

pythoneſs reviled him as an Oreſtes, an Alcmaon, two parricides who had murdered

their mothers, without deigning to return him any further anſwer ; which ſo provoked

him, that he cauſed all the iſſues from the oracle to be ſtopt up; commanded ſeveral

perſons to be murdered in the temple, in order to profane it 3 ſtripped Apollo, or

rather his prieſts, of the lands he poſſeſſed at Cyrrha, in the neighbourhood of Del.

phos ; and carried away with him five hundred ſtatues of braſs, which no tyrant before

him had offered to remove. We are told, that as he departed, Apollo ſnatched the

crown from off his head, ſignifying thereby, as was afterwards interpreted, that he

was not to wear it long “. He declined viſiting Athens, which city was ſaid to be

haunted by the furies, and likewiſe Lacedæmon, abhorring the very name of Lycurgus, b

and his laws d. This year Ceſius Gallus, governor of Syria, being defeated on the

eighth of November by the jews, after he had raiſed the fiege of jeruſalem, acquainted

Nero with his overthrow ; who thereupon appointed Mucianus governor of Syria in

his room, and named Flavius Veſpaſianus to the command of the troops in that

province, though he had not long before forbid him his preſence, and threatened

him with deſtruction for having nodded while the emperor was ſinging on the ſtages.

BEFor E he left Greece, he undertook to cut the Iſhmus, in order to open a com

munication between the Ionian and Ægean ſeas, and by that means prevent the fre

quent wrecks that happened on the coaſt of Peloponneſus. As the iſthmus, or neck

of land, which parts the two ſeas, is ſcarce ſix miles over, julius Cæſar, Caligula, c

and Claudius, had formed the ſame deſign ; but dropt it, as we are told, upon their

being aſſured, that by their undertaking, if it ſucceeded, whole countries would be

drowned, by reaſon that the Ionian ſea was much higher than the Ægean, Beſides,

at the firſt breaking of the earth, blood was ſaid to have iſſued, groans to have been

heard, and frightful ſpectres ſeen f. But Nero, not crediting ſuch reports, and

always ready to attempt what was generally deemed impoſſible, aſſembled his prae

torian guards, encouraged them with large promiſes to undertake the work chear

fully, and having ſolemnly prayed that the deſign might turn to his advantage,

and to the advantage of the commonwealth, without ſo much as mentioning the

ſenate, he ordered the trumpets to ſound, and advanced at the head of his guards, d

ſinging and dancing, to the place where the work was to begin. There, with a

golden pick-ax, which the governor of the province preſented to him, he pretended

to ſet an example to others; but being tired after three ſtrokes, he carried away in a

basket the handful of earth he had moved, and poſted away to Corinth, as proud

as if he had undergone the labours of Hercules. He ordered the priſoners from all

parts to be tranſported into Greece, and ſuch as were convićted, whatever their crimes

were, to be condemned only to this work g. Veſpaſian ſent him ſix thouſand jewſ,

whom he had already taken priſoners. Theſe were, according to joſephus, employed

in the laborious work of hewing the rocks, while the praetorian guards only removed

the rubbiſh". But either the inſurmountable difficulties that occurred, or the troubles C

which began to break out, or were apprehended about this time, obliged Nero to

drop the enterpriſe, though he was with ſuch ardor and eagerneſs bent upon the execu

tion of it, that he had rather have renounced the harp for ever, than ſeen his favourite

projećt thus defeated '.

THE following year, L. Capito and C. Rufus being conſuls, Nero, continuing ſtill

in Greece, and wanting money to ſupply his prodigality, and defray his exorbitant

expences, plundered firſt the province of Achaia, putting, under various pretences,

ſuch of the Greeks to death as were thought wealthy, and ſeizing their eſtates. From

Achaia he extended his rapines to Italy and Rome, where all the riches of the known

world centred, injoining Helius, a freedman of the emperor Claudius, whom he had f

left governor of the city, to ſeize, under ſome pretence or other, the eſtates of all

the wealthy citizens, to confiſcate their effects, and turn them into money. Nero

had taken with him into Achaia ſuch of the ſenatorial and equeſtrian order as were

any-ways conſiderable for their birth, virtue or fortunes, with a deſign to diſpatch

them at a diſtance from Rome, and conſequently with more ſafety, and leſs noiſe;

ſo that tidings were daily brought to the city of the death of ſome of her moſt
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fakes to cut
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iſthmus of Co

rinth.

props that en

terpriſe,

He plunders

Greece.
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a illuſtrious citizens, and orders to Helius to ſeize their eſtates. For this year Nero

iſſued an edict, declaring, contrary to the cuſtom which had hitherto obtained, the

eſtates confiſcated even of thoſe who anticipated their ſentence by a voluntary death.

Of the many great men who ſuffered this year, none was more generally lamented

than the brave Domitius Corbulo. He was equal, ſays Tacitus, in courage, prudence, The charader

and experience, to the moſt renowned commanders of ancient Rome, and at the of Corbulo.

ſame time a true pattern of the modeſty, virtue and integrity of the primitive Ro

mans. He was adored on account of his unbounded generoſity, beneficence, and

good-nature, even by the moſt inveterate enemies of the Roman name, who would

readily have ſubmitted to Rome, had Rome been governed by a Corbulo. Nero, well

b acquainted with his commendable qualities, honour and integrity, repoſed in him an

intire confidence, and inveſted him with an unlimited power in the eaſt, where he* ..º.º. - - - -

ºº #. thoſe feats, which we have deſcribed at length in our hiſtory of Armenia.

º hough he commanded a powerful army, intirely at his devotion, was by all judged

º the moſt worthy of the ſovereign power in the whole Roman empire, and might have

º eaſily ſeized it, as he was equally adored by Romans and foreigners of every rank and *

º condition ; yet he never entertained the leaſt thought of aſſuming it. This inviolable

º fidelity to ſo cruel a tyrant, ſo worthleſs a prince, was the only thing, which either …

º Romans or foreigners ever blamed in him. To this Tiridates alluded, when ſpeak

ing of him to Nero, he told the emperor, that in Corbulo he had an excellent ſlave.

c But this year, Nero, having reſolved to extirpate virtue from off the face of the earth,

wrote a letter to Corbulo, filled with the moſt tender expreſſions of friendſhip imagin

able, ſtyling him his father, his benefactor, his only refuge, &c. In the letter he in

vited him into Greece, pretending an eager deſire to ſee one, to whom he was ſo highly

indebted. Corbulo, judging of the emperor's ſincerity from the uprightneſs of his

own heart, immediately ſet out for Greece. But Nero, the inſtant he was informed

of his arrival at Cenchreſe, the port of Corinth on the ſide of the Ægean ſea, diſpatched

orders for his immediate execution ; which were no ſooner communicated to the brave

3. than drawing his ſword, he plunged it into his breaſt, ſaying, that he well His death,

eſerved to die, no doubt, on account of his credulity, and inviolable attachment to

d ſo vile a monſter . Such was the end of the greateſt commander, and the beſt man,

in the whole Roman empire. He was beloved by the emperor, ſays Dion Caſſius,

for his unſhaken fidelity ; but hated for his virtue, of all crimes the greateſt. He

left behind him an account of his wars, and other tranſactions in the eaſt, which are

frequently quoted by Pliny, but have not reached our times". The ſame year Annæus

Cornutus, one of the moſt learned men in Rome, was baniſhed, and confined to a deſert

iſland, for no other crime, but the ſtudy of philoſophy, and profeſſion of virtue.

The famous poets Lucan and Perſius had been his diſciples; for he took great plea

ſure in inſtrućting the Roman youth in the principles of the philoſophy of the Stoics, of

which ſeót he was himſelf. Perſius had a great veneration and eſteem for him; whence

º º: e he left him by his laſt will, for he died in the ninth year of Nero's reign, ſeven hundred

º volumes, and a conſiderable ſum of money, which he reſtored to the heirs of the

gº deceaſed, being ſatisfied with the books. He is ſaid to have adviſed Perſius’s

gº mother to ſuppreſs ſome poetical compoſitions, which her ſon had wrote in his

#ſº youth " (S). Nero, upon his leaving Rome, had committed the government of the

city,

! Dio, p. 690. * Vide Voss, hiſt. Lat. l. i. c. 25. & Norris. de Cenotaph. Piſana, p. 334:

Ven. 1681. * Dio, p. 715. Perſ. vit. p. 495.

(S) Dion Caſſius tells us (35), that Nero having a

mind to write the Roman hiſtory in verſe from the

foundation of the city to his own time, for he had

ſome genius for poetry, and being told, that he could

not compriſe it in fewer than four hundred books,

conſulted Cornutus upon that ſubject, who anſwered,

4hat the number of books was too great, and that

no one would read them. This Nero did not reſent,

believing cornutus only meant, that no one would

read them on account of their number. But one

urging, that the books of Chryſippus were more mu

merous, and yet generally read, The books of Chry

tippus, replied Cornutus, contain many uſeful precepts,

(35.) Dio, l. lxii. p. 715. (36) Aul, Gell. l. ii. e., 6.

which ſerve to improve both our manners and under

flanding. This anſwer provoked Nero to ſuch a

degree, that he was for having him immediately put

to death; but ſeveral of Cornutus's friends and diſci

ples interpoſing in his behalf, he was only baniſhed.

Aulus Gellius quotes certain comments upon Virgil

done by Annæus Cornutus, whom he ſtyles an illuſtrious

and learned grammarian (36), and likewiſe his ſecond

book upon the figures of rhetoric (37). Macrobius

too ſpeaks of Annæus Cornu'us as a man well skilled

in the Greek tongue. The treatiſe of the theolºgy of

the Greeks, which his reached our times, and paſſes

under the name of Phornutus, is by Theodoret and

others

(37) Idem, l. ix. c. 10.
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*::it: * city, as we have hinted above, to Helius, a freedman of the late emperor, inveſting a

K. º, as him with an abſolute power over all perſons, ſenators not excepted, whom he was

lius the freed- allowed to baniſh, condemn, and execute, without ſo much as acquainting the em

??;4%. peror with the crimes laid to their charge, or waiting for his conſent. And truly

Helius, aſſiſted by Polycletus, another freedman, made no leſs dreadful havock of the

Roman nobility at Rome, than his maſter did in Achaia. Virtue, quality, or wealth,

were unpardonable crimes, and puniſhed with death. Few noble families eſcaped

the cruelty of the emperor, or the imperial freedman. The latter more cruel, if

poſſible, than Nero himſelf, cut off the neareſt relations, and even the children of

thoſe he condemned ; which alarmed the city to ſuch a degree, that a general inſur

rection was apprehended. Hereupon Helius diſpatched meſſengers after meſſengers b

to the emperor, repreſenting to him the ſtate of affairs, and preſſing him to return to

the capital with all poſſible expedition. ... As Nero put off his departure from day to

day, and returned no other anſwer to Helius, than that if he truly loved him, he could

not envy him the glory he was daily acquiring in Greece; but would rather wiſh, that

Nero might return worthy of himſelf; the freedman left Rome unexpectedly, and ar

riving in ſeven days in Greece, ſo terrified the emperor with the exaggerated account

he gave him of the general diſcontent that reigned in the city, that he immediately

left Greece, where he had ſtayed at leaſt a year, and imbarqued for Italy. In his

Nero return, paſſage his fleet was diſperſed by a violent ſtorm, the ſhips, laden with all the wealth

to Italy. of Greece, caſt away, and he himſelf in imminent danger of being loſt with them. c

But with much ado he eſcaped, and upon his landing cauſed many of his numerous

retinue to be inhumanly maiſacred for having imprudently betrayed joy while he was

His entry into in danger of periſhing". He entered Naples through a breach in the wall, according

****, to the cuſtom of the vićtors in the Olympic games, and in the ſame manner Antium,
Črc. Albanum, and Rome. He made his entry into the latter city in the triumphal chariot

of Auguſtus, pompouſly attired, having with him in the ſame chariot another player

upon the harp, by name Diodorus, wearing an Olympic crown on his head, and car

rying a Pythic crown in his hand. Before him marched in great pomp, and richly

dreſſed, eighteen hundred perſons, each of them with a crown in his hand, and under

it an inſcription, ſignifying where it had been won, the name of the perſon whom d

the emperor had overcome, the ſubjećt and title of the ſong, and ſuch-like impor

tant circumſtances. His chariot was followed by the whole rabble of the city, crying

out by way of deriſion, that they were the ſoldiers of Auguſtus, and claimed a ſhare

in the glory of the triumphant vićtor. From the via ſacra the proceſſion turned to

the circus, which Nero entered through a breach, having cauſed one of the arches

to be thrown down. Thence they proceeded through the Velabrum and the forum

to the palace, and from the palace to the temple of Apollo, where he diſplayed all

his crowns, and ordered them to be carried from thence to his golden houſe, and

there hung up round his bed, upon the many ſtatues, which he had erected to himſelf

sºn, J., in the habit and attire of a harper. The remaining part of this year he ſpent in play- e

maining part ing upon the harp, ſinging, and acting upon the ſtage, no one of the nobility daring

ºf the ſº "... to abſent themſelves, upon any pretence whatſoever, from his theatrical repreſenta

º: “”tions, though they often laſted, not only the whole day, but the night too. We

are told, that he perſonated with great art Camace in labour, Oreſtes murdering his

mother, OEdipus pulling out his own eyes, and Hercules phrenetic; in which laſt repre

ſentation a raw ſoldier, then upon guard, ſeeing the emperor bound in chains, as

the argument required, and ſuppoſing it real violence, ran in, ſword in hand, to his

relief, and cleared the ſtage, which did not a little divert the weary and tired out

multitude. While he was ačting in a tragedy, the battoon happening to fall out

of his hand, he betrayed ſuch concern, and fear of forfeiting the reputation of an f

• Dio, p. 723. Suet. c. 23.

others aſcribed to Cornutus. From this work Por- Suidas likewiſe mentions a philoſopher, named Cor

phyrius pretends, that Origen learnt to explain the nutus, and born at Leptis in Libya, who, according

ſcripture by allegories (38). It is certain, that Ori- to him, came to Rome before the reign of Nero,

gen often makes uſe of the writings of Cornutus to and wrote ſeveral philoſophical tracts. This we take

prove the tenets of the Chriſtian religion (39). But to be the Annaus Cornutus mentioned by Dion Caſ:

whether this be the Annæus Cornutus, who was ba- ſus; but Suidas is miſtaken in ſuppoſing him to have

niſhed by Nero, is much queſtioned by the critics (40), been put to death by Nero.

(38) Euſeb. l. vi. c. 19. (39) Pide Hier, ºp. 84. (40) Pide Voſſ hiſ?. Lat. l. i. c. 16.

- - able
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a able actor, that he could not purſue his part, till one of his fellow ačtors aſſured him

upon his oath, that not one of the audience had taken the leaſt notice of ſo ſmall a

fault, and merely caſual. To preſerve his voice, he uſed to lie conſtantly on his He take tar
- - - - - l w

back with a thin plate of lead upon his ſtomach, took frequently vomitory and purg- ſº."

ing potions, and abſtained from all ſorts of fruit, and meats reputed prejudicial to

his voice: nay, he gave over at length, through fear of hurting his voice, making

fpeeches to the ſoldiery or ſenate, contenting himſelf to ſignify his pleaſure to them

in writing, or by the mouth of ſome of his friends or freedmen. After his return

from Greece, he eſtabliſhed a new employment, charging one, whom he called with

a name borrowed from the Greek tongue his phomaſcus, to take care of his voice. He

would never ſpeak but in the preſence of this new officer, who was firſt to admoniſh

him, when he talked too loud, or ſtrained his voice, and afterwards, if the em

peror, tranſported with any ſudden emotion, did not hearken to his admonitions,

to ſtop his mouth with a napkin. The moſt effectual means of courting his favour

was to commend his voice, to pretend raptures while he ſung, to appear dejećted,

and be very importunate, if he took a fancy, as he ſometimes did, like other ſingers,

not to do what he was moſt ardently deſirous of doing P. Thus he trified away his

time, not forbearing however in the midſt of diverſion and pleaſures to purſue feats

of cruelty and blood, till the next year, the fourteenth of his reign, when a bloody

doom overtook at length this man of blood. Either this or the preceding year a

conſpiracy was formed againſt him, by Vinicius, and diſcovered at Beneventum ; and 4 ſºlº

this is all we find concerning it in the hiſtories of thoſe times, which have reached ours.

Of this conſpiracy, Plutarch, we conjećture, ſpeaks in his treatiſe of talkativeneſs,

where he tells, that a plot formed againſt Nero was diſcovered in the following

manner, when it was ripe for execution: One of the conſpirators, ſeeing a priſoner

dragged to Nero's tribunal, accoſted him, as he was bewailing his misfortune, and

whiſpered him in the ear, If by the favour of the gods you eſcape to-day, you will

be to-morrow indebted to me for your ſafety, The priſoner underſtood him, and as

he was chiefly ſolicitous about averting his own doom, he immediately acquainted

Nero with what had been told him. Hereupon the conſpirator was forthwith ſeized,

dº and being put upon the rack, owned the conſpiracy, and diſcovered his aſſociates q.

Of this conſpiracy we find no further account in the ancients, which makes us the

more ſenſible of the irreparable loſs we have ſuffered by the chaſm in this part of

Tacitus’s annals.

The next conſuls were Silius Italicus, the celebrated poet, and Galerius Tracha

lus r. Theſe were the laſt conſuls named by Nero. Pliny, in one of his letters s,

gives us a ſuccinét account of the life and death of Silius, for he died in the reign of

Trajan; and tells us, that under Nero he accuſed, not by conſtraint, but choice,

ſeveral perſons of great diſtinétion, and procured their deſtrućtion ; but adds, that

under the ſucceeding emperors he led a life free from all blemiſh. We ſhall have

occaſion to ſpeak of him in the reign of Domitian, when he wrote his poem on the

Punic war. Trachalus was an orator and civilian of great note', and nearly related to

Galeria, the wife of Vitellius, who ſaved his life, as we ſhall relate hereafter. This

year Nero, after having long wallowed in the blood of human race, and made

ſpoil, we may ſay, of the creation, was at length overtaken by the bloody doom

which his enormous and crying iniquities well deſerved. . His raging fury had quite

tired out and exhauſted the patience both of Romans and foreigners, who wereequally

diſpoſed to a general revolution, and only wanted a perſon of credit and experience

to head them. The firſt, who had courage enough openly to declare his generous

reſolution of redeeming the world from the no leſs ignominious than tyrannical yoke,

diſcovered.

under which it had now groaned for thirteen years and upwards, was julius Windex, Julius Vindex

deſcended from the ancient kings of Aquitain, and at this time governor of Celticgº 172

Gaul. He was a true lover of his country, had on ſeveral occaſions ſignalized his

courage, prudence and experience, in the military art, bore an utter averſion to

ſlavery, and was poſſeſſed with an ardent ambition of tranſmitting his name to poſte

rity by ſome commendable action". We are told, that before he openly declared his

deſign, he communicated it to Galba, then governor of Hiſpania Tarraconenſis, who

neither countenanced nor diſcovered it to Nero, as did ſeveral of the governors of other

* SUET. c. 25. * Plur. de garrulitate. * Plin, l. iii. ep. 7. Front. Aquaeduc, p. 119.

Ioarius, &c. * Plin. ibid. * Tacit. hiſt. l. i. c. 9o. * Dio, l, briii. p. 714. Suet.

c. 40. Tacit. hiſt. l. i. c. 16.

V 9 L. V. N9 8. 8 F provinces,
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provinces, to whom Vindex had imparted it by letters, which they immediately ſent a

to Nero w. Philoſtratus in his life of Apollonius Tyanaus, writes, that the governor

of Battica, now Andaluſia, coming to Gades or Cadiz to viſit Apollonius, conferred

with him in private for three days together ; and that it was afterwards believed, that

4pollonius had encouraged the governor to revolt from Nero, and join Windex, whoſe

deſign was not yet publicly known ... Whether Philoſtratus ſpeaks here of Galba, or

of ſome other, we know not. Galba indeed was not governor of Bætica ; but in

Philoſtratus ſuch miſtakes frequently occur. Though Galba did not at firſt ſhew him

ſelf inclined to favour the revolt, yet the brave /index, having about the beginning

of March, aſſembled the Gaul, haraſſed and reduced to beggary, by heavy tributes

and impoſitions, openly declared to them his deſign, encouraged them to concur b

chearfully in his meaſures, and in a long ſpeech diſplayed their many grievances,

from which he ſaid there were no hopes of relief, ſo long as their tyrannical and cruel

oppreſſor lived or reigned. His deſign was univerſally applauded by the Gaul, who

immediately flocked to him from all parts ; inſomuch that though he had no Roman

troops under his command, yet he found himſelf in a ſhort time at the head of a hun

dred thouſand armed men. Hereupon he wrote once more to Galba, exhorting him

to eſpouſe the common cauſe of mankind, and put himſelf at the head of the Gauls,

who were already a body of a hundred thouſand armed men, and could, upon occa

fion, raiſe a greater force. At the ſame time arrived an expreſs from the governor

of Aquitain, demanding ſuccours againſt /index. Upon the receipt of theſe impor-c

tant diſpatches, Galba called a council of his friends to adviſe with them before he

returned an anſwer to either of the meſſengers. In the council they were almoſt all

of opinion, that he ought to wait, and ſee how Rome ſtood inclined before he declared.

But Titus Vinius, tribune of the only legion in the province, ſtanding up, What room,

ſaid he, is there here for deliberation ? It is a crime even to queſtion, whether or no

we ſhall continue faithful to Nero, and as ſuch it will be puniſhed by him. There is

no medium ; you muſt either hearken to the overture of Windex, and look on Nero as

your declared enemy, or march this inſtant againſt a perſon, who had rather have Galba

for emperor than Nero. This ſpeech made a deep impreſſion upon the mind of Galba,

who was likewiſe animated by ſeveral favourable omens, and above all by a predićtion, d

which was uttered about this time by a young virgin of great diſtinétion in Spain, and

anſwered exačtly another, which had been delivered two hundred years before, viz.

that Spain ſhould one day give a prince to Rome, and to the world a ſovereign. He

therefore heſitated no longer ; but by an edićt appointed a certain day for the Spa

miards to meet at New Carthage, now Carthagena. The Spaniards, who had heard of

the revolt in Gaul, and ſuſpected his deſign, obeyed the ſummons with great alacrity;

for they abhorred the very name of Nero, and flocked from all quarters to Cartha

gena, where Galba, aſcending the tribunal, round which were placed the images of

ſeveral illuſtrious perſons, whom Nero had cauſed to be inhumanly maſſacred, openly

declared his deſign in the following ſpeech: “Fellow-ſoldiers and friends,we areaſſem- *

“bled to beſtow on mankind the great benefit of liberty and freedom, a benefit,

“ which indeed is our birth-right, though we have not theſe many years been allowed

“ to taſte the ſweets of it. For what ſlave has endured greater hardſhips, has ſuffereda

“ more cruel ſervitude,than we under the inhuman tyrant,whom the evil fortune of the

“Roman empire had placed over us? Whatkind of extortions has he not uſed to ſupply

“ with rapine and injuſtice what he has ſpent with ignominy and ſhame? What kind

“ of cruelty has he not pračtiſed ? Has he not wallowed in the blood of his father, his

“brother, his mother, his wife, his inſtructor, and of all, who in the ſenate, city or

“ provinces, were any-ways conſiderable for their birth, wealth, courage, or virtue,

“ without diſtinétion of ſex or age? The blood of ſo many innocent vićtims cries aloud f

“ for vengeance. Let us therefore appeaſe the manes of our deceaſed friendsandrela

“tions with the blood of the tyrant,by whom they have been thus inhumanly butchered.

“Let us rouſe our courage, and ſo long as we have arms, and ability to managethem,

“ be aſhamed tamely to obey, like ſo many ſlaves, not a prince, but an incendiary,

“ a parricide, a ſinger, a minſtrel, a player, a charioteer, nay one who is not even

“a man, but a monſter of mankind, having a man to his husband, and a man to his

“ wife. The Gauls have already ſhaken off the ignominious yoke,and the whole empire

“ is ready to follow their example, and join us and them. For myſelf, I have never

And raiſes a

powerful army.

Galba revolts

in Spain.

His ſpeech

againſt Nero.

w Plut, wit. Galb2. * Philostrat, vita Apoll. Tyan. 1. v. c. 13.

entertained
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a “entertained any ambitious or aſpiring deſigns,and heartily wiſh I wereallowed to ſpend

“ the ſmall remainder of my days in privacy and retirement; but ſince ſome have im

“poſed upon me a part, which I never deſigned to act, and leaſt of all at this age, I

“will not decline, with your approbation, the heavy task, but chearfully ſacrifice my

“own inclinations to the good of my country, not with the awful title of emperor or

“Auguſtus, whichſacred names I adore”—Here he was interrupted by the loud ſhouts,

and joyful acclamations of the numerous aſſembly, ſaluting him with one voice,

emperor and Auguſtus. But Galba, declining theſe ſpecious titles, declared, that he He declines the

devoted himſelf to the ſervice of hiscountry only as lieutenantto the ſenate and people y.º. ºf*

This happened nine months and thirteen days, as we read in Dion Caſſius, before

Galba’s death, and conſequently on the third of April 5 for he was aſſaſſinated on the

fifteenth of january of the following year. After this Galba ordered levies to be made

throughout the whole province; ſelected a certain number ofperſons ofknown prudence

and experience, and with them formed a kind of ſenate ; appointed a band of young

knights, whom he called evocati, to be as a guard at the door of his chamber; and

cauſed edićts to be fixed up in every city of the province, inviting all to join him,

and lend what aſſiſtance they could towards the recovery of their liberty, and the

ſucceſs of an enterpriſe, which ſo nearly concerned them. We are told, that as he

was fortifying a town, which he deſigned for a place of arms, a ring was found of great

antiquity, on the ſtone whereof was engraved a Wiślory; and that about the ſame

time a ſhip from Alexandria came into the port of Dertoſa or Tortoſa, laden with

arms, without either pilot, mariners, or paſſengers *. Otho, who ſtill governed

Luſitania, was the firſt of all the governors of provinces who declared for Galba,

ſending him all his gold and filver plate to turn it into money, and likewiſe his

domeſtics, who were more accuſtomed to a court, and knew better than Galba’s how

to ſerve an emperor *.

peror.

The firſt tidings of the revolt of Windex and the Gauls came to Nero at Naples Nero is ne:

on the ſame day on which he had cauſed his mother to be murdered, that is, on the

19th of March. But he was ſo far from being affected with it, that he ſeemed rather

eight days together, without iſſuing any orders for ſuppreſſing the revolt, or even

writing or ſpeaking to any one about it: he was only once heard to ſay, upon receiving

letters of a freſher date, exaggerating the impending danger, that he would make

Windex and the Gauls pay dear for diſturbing his pleaſures. At length the edićts of

Windex, filled with moſt bitter invečtives, rouſed him ſo far as to prompthim to write

to the ſenate, recommending to the fathers the revenging of the injuries offered to

him, and in him to them and the whole republic, and excuſing his abſence with the}.

# with

the tidings of

- - - the revolt of

to rejoice at the news, as having a plauſible pretence to plunder thoſe wealthy pro- vindex.

d vinces ; ſo that he continued to ſing, play, and ačt upon the ſtage, as uſual, for

tence of an inflammation in his throat. But he reſented nothing ſo much as Windex's What he chief,

calling him in one of his edićts an unskilful harper, and Ahenobarbus inſtead of Nero. rºſented.

e He declared, that he would quit his adopted name, and reſume that of his family,

ſince they reproached him with it, as if it were a name to be aſhamed of. The other

imputation affected him ſtill more ; he could not bear it; but in the tranſports of his

paſſion broke out into bitter invečtives againſt Windex, abuſing him as one intirely

ignorant of an art, which he had with his own induſtry, and indefatigable pains,

refined and brought to the greateſt perfection : to refute this calumny, he played

more frequently than ever, obſerving with great attention the countenances of the

ſpectators, and asking them whether they had ever heard or known a more skilful

player upon the harp than himſelf? But the alarm increaſing, and meſſenger after

meſſenger arriving with diſmal accounts, he at length left Naples in a great fright, and

f repaired to Rome. However, his fear was greatly abated by his obſerving on the road

a tomb, on which was engraved a Gaul overcome by a Roman knight, who dragged

him on the ground by the hair. This frivolous preſage ſo revived him, that he

returned thanks to the gods for ſuch an auſpicious omen. Upon his arrival in the

city, inſtead of aſſembling the ſenate or people, he only ſummoned ſome of the prin

cipal men to his palace, and after a ſhort conſultation, in which no reſolution was taken,

he ſpent the reſt of the day in ſhewing his counſellors certain muſical inſtruments His unconcern.

lately invented by himſelf, and ſo contrived as to play by water. Here, intirely

forgetful of the danger that threatened him, he diſcourſed of the nature and work

y Suet. in Galba, c. 10. D.o, l. lxiv. p. 730. Plut. in Galb. * Suet. in Galb. c. 1 o' * Idem

ibid. & Plur. in vit. Oth.

manſhip
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manſhip of each of them, promiſing to produce them, ere it was long, upon the ſtage, a

provided Vindex would give bim leave. The following night he ſent in haſte for the

chief men of the ſenatorial and equeſtrian order, who immediately flew to the palace,

not doubting but the emperor deſigned to adviſe with them in the preſent moſt urging

junéture, and come to ſome ſpeedy reſolution. But they were greatly ſurpriſed to

find, that they had been ſummoned in the dead of the night to be entertained with a far

ther account of the inſtruments which had been ſhewn them the day before, and ſome

new improvements, which had ſince occurred to Nero”. However, he wrote a letter

Complains of to the ſenate, complaining of Windex, ſet a price upon his head, called back the troops

Yindex tº the that were on their march towards Albania, and ordered the legions in Illyricum to be
ſenate. forthwith tranſported into Italy. We are told, that when news was brought to Windex, b

that Nero had promiſed ten millions of feſterces to any one who ſhould bring him

his head, he anſwered with great calmneſs, Whoever ſhall bring Nero's head to me,

ſhall, if he pleaſes, have mine in exchange. Nero ſeemed to deſpiſe Windex, and to be

It alarmed at under no apprehenſion of the Gaul; ; but intelligence being brought him of the revolt

#.º of Galba juſt as he was ſitting down to ſupper, he was ſo ſtruck with it, that he

gº." * remained a long time motionieſ, without being able to utter a fingle word, and

when he came to himſelf again, he overturned in a violent rage the table, tore his

garments, broke in pieces two cups of great value, and daſhing his head againſt the

wall, cried out, he was undone ; his misfortunes were without example; his empire

was ſeized, while he was ſtill alive, and become the prey of an uſurper. However, he c

could not, even in the height of his conſternation and fear, refrain from his uſual de

baucheries ; but purſued his former courſe of life, feaſting, revelling, and upon his

receiving news out of the provinces, that ſeemed any-ways favourable to his affairs,

jeſting and ridiculing the heads of the rebellion. He even appeared in the theatre,

and becauſe one of the actors performed his part ſo as to deſerve an extraordinary

applauſe, he ſent him word, that he invaded the rights of the emperor . In the

mean time the ſenate, out of fear and flattery, declared Galba a traitor, and an enemy

to the ſtate ; whereupon Nero immediately ſeized his eſtate, and commanded it to

be put up to auðtion ; which Galba no ſooner underſtood, than he in his turn expoſed -

to ſale Nero's eſtate in Spain, and found a great number of purchaſers d. This in-d -

raged Nero to ſuch a degree, that in the firſt tranſports of his fury, he reſolved to

Hi, deſperate ſend perſons into all the provinces to murder the governors and commanders of the

reſolution. armies, under pretence of their being privy to the conſpiracy, to order all the exilesto

be maſſacred, left they ſhould join the revolters, to cut the throats of all the Gaul;

in Rome, as accomplices and favourers of their countrymen, to poiſon the whole ſenate

at an entertainment, to ſet fire to the city, and at the ſame time let looſe the wild

beaſts kept for the public ſpectacles, that the people being thus diverted from extin

guiſhing the flames, their deſtrućtion, and the deſtruction of the city, might be the

more inevitable. But dropping, upon farther thoughts, theſe barbarous deſigns, not

out of remorſe, but deſpair of effecting them, he reſolved to march in perſon againſt t

Depoſe, both the rebels ; and depoſing the two conſuls, Silius and Trachalus, entered alone upon

the conſul... the conſulſhip, pretending an ancient predićtion, importing, that when Rome had

but one conſul, by him the Gauls ſhould be overcome. Having therefore aſſumed

the faſces, and other marks of the conſular dignity, he ordered levies to be made

throughout Italy, named the officers who were to command under him, and cauſed

an immenſe number of waggons to be got ready for conveying with ſafety, not the

engines of war, but his muſical inſtruments, and the decorations of the ſtage ; for .

His meann’ſ, he was ſo mean-ſpirited as to declare to his intimate friends, that he did not intend to

try his fortune with the rebels in the field, but upon his arrival in the province, to

preſent himſelf without arms before the armies, to weep, and with ſighs and tears beg

forgiveneſs of his former condućt ; which if, touched with compaſſion, they ſhould

grant him, as he hoped they would, he deſigned to engage and fix their affections,

by diverting them with plays, and ſongs of triumph, which, he ſaid, it was high

time for him to begin to compoſe. That he had no deſign of facing the enemy in

the field, was manifeſt from his other preparations; for he ordered all the players upon

inſtruments, fingers and actors to attend him ; and arming his concubines, like Ama

zons, with battle-axes and ſhields, appointed them to guard his perſons.

f

* Suet. c. 40, 41. Dio, p. 694-697. * Sue r. c. 42. * Plut. vit, Galb. * SuFr. c.44.

-* IN
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a IN the mean time Galba’s party gained daily new ſtrength, all the governors df

the provinces declaring for him, except Clodius Macer, who commanded in Africa,

and L. Rufus Verginius, or Virginius, governor of Upper Germany, where he had under Rufus virgi

his command ſome of the beſt legions in the whole empire. The latter even marched nius marches

againſt Windex with all his forces, and beingjoined by the inhabitants of Treves, capital ****

of Belgic Gaul, and powerfully aſſiſted in Celtic Gaul itſelf by the cities of Langres

and Lions, he advanced as far as the city of Beſançon, which he beſieged. Upon

this intelligence, Windex haſtened to the relief of the place ; but upon his arrival, f

Wirginius deſiring an interview with him, the two generals had a private conference,

in which they agreed, as was commonly believed, to act againſt Nero ; but Vergi

.b nius could not by any means be prevailed upon to declare for Galba. After they

had long conferred together, Windex returned to his troops, and with them advanced

to Beſançon, in order to take poſſeſſion of the place, purſuant to the private agreement

of the two chiefs. But Verginius's men, believing that Windex deſigned to attack

them, marched out without their general's orders, fell upon the Gauls, who expected

nothing leſs, and were quite unprepared for an engagement, and with great ſlaughter Yindex de

put them to flight. Thus Dion'Caius f ; but Plutarch tells us, that the two armies”

engaged in defiance of the orders of their commanders, who did all that lay in their

power to divert them from that wild reſolution s. Be that as it will, it is agreed on

all hands, that the two armies engaged, that twenty thouſand Gauls were killed upon

c the ſpot, and that Windex after the battle laid violent hands on himſelf. After the Lay, viºline

death of Windex, the vićtorious legions tore the images of Nero, and importuned Wer- hand, on him.

ginius to accept the empire, ſaluting him Caſar, emperor, Auguſtus, &c. Verginius was ſºft

deſcended of an equeſtrian family , but had on many occaſions ſignalized his pru

dence, valour, equity, and ſuch virtues and endowments as are requiſite in a brave

commander, an excellent citizen". Dion Caſſius aſſures us, that he might have eaſily

ſeized on the empire, had he but ſeconded the ardent wiſhes of the troops under his

command. But either out of a greatneſs of ſoul truly heroic, or a lively apprehenſion

of the evil conſequences which would inevitably accrue from allowing the ſoldiery to

chuſe the emperor, he not only rejećted their offer, but reſolutely declared, that he Verginius re

d would neither take upon himſelf the ſovereign power, nor ſuffer any one elſe to aſſume fºſt; the sm.
it, who was not named to it by the ſenate, to whom alone the diſpoſal of the empire pire.

belonged. The ſame anſwer he returned to the ſoldiery, when upon the news of Nero's

death, they importuned him anew to accept of the empire". This refuſal, ſays Dion,

gained him higher renown than the empire itſelf could have done, and filled the world

with the fame of his name". He lived thirty years after this glorious and generous

aćtion, revered by all men ; and having eſcaped the fury of ſo many princes, by whom

he was both ſuſpected and hated on account of his virtue, he died at length under His conduá

Nerva, being then conſul for the third time, in the eighty-third year of his age, and **miſ”

ninety-ſeventh of the Chriſtian aera. Tacitus tells us, that in the following troubles and“”

e ſeditions no one was expoſed to greater dangers, no one ſo often threatened and

aſſaulted by the ſoldiery as he for though they admired his magnanimity till then

without example, yet they hated him as having deſpiſed them by refuſing the empire.

In how great eſteem he was held by the good princes, we may judge from the opinion

which Vitellius entertained of him, a prince ſuſpicious, diſtruſtful, and open to every

alarm. For though a ſlave of Verginius was charged as one employed to aſſaſſinate

the emperor, though the ſoldiers had, upon the death of Otho, declared for him the

third time, yet Vitellius never ſeemed to queſtion in the leaſt his fidelity ". Before he

died, he ordered an epitaph, compoſed by himſelf, to be engraved on his tomb, im

porting, that he had overcome Windex, and thereby acquired the empire to his coun

f try, not to himſelf. Cluvius Rufus, who wrote the hiſtory of thoſe times, begging

him one day to excuſe him, if the laws of hiſtory obliged him to relate ſomething that

he might not like, As to my actions and condućt, replied Verginius, I deſire you would

relate them, ſuch as they are ; for I am not conſcious to myſelf of having ever done any

thing but with a view to the applauſes and approbation of poſterity ". This was the

only time he was ever heard to ſpeak of his own ačtions, howcver great and glorious.

Cornelius Tacitus, the celebrated hiſtorian, was conſul, when he died, and pronounced

his funeral oration. Pliny the younger, who had received innumerable favours at his

* Dio, l. lxiii. p. 715. & Plut. vir. Galb. h Tacit. hiſt. ). i. c. 52. Dio, p. 716. Plin.

1. ii. e.p. i. * Dio, p. 727. Plut. ibid. * Dio, in excerpt. Val. P. 697. * Tacit, ibid.

* Plin. I. vi. e.p. 10 & 1. ix. ep, 19. -
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hands, beſtows on him the following elogium ; No tongue can ſufficiently commend a

Rufus Verginius, or anſwer the opinion I entertain of his virtue". To reſume the

thread of our hiſtory.

THE death of Windex, and declaration of Verginius, not to ſuffer any one to aſſume

the ſovereignty without the conſent of the ſenate, exceedingly perplexed Galba.

Beſides, it was reported, that the legions commanded by Werginius, finding they

could not perſuade their general to accept of the empire, threatened to return to Nero';

nay, ſome of Galba's own troops, repenting the new oath they had taken, attempted

to abandon him; and certain ſlaves, whom one of Nero's freedmen had preſented

him with, formed a conſpiracy againſt him, and would in all likelihood have diſ.

patched him, had they not diſcovered themſelves, by exhorting one another, as Galba b

was paſſing through a narrow ſtreet to his baths, not to let ſlip ſo favourable an

opportunity. The new emperor therefore, in the utmoſt conſternation, wrote to War.

ginius, earneſtly ſoliciting him to ačt in concert with himſelf againſt Nero, the com

mon enemy of mankind, and to lend a helping hand to the great work of reſtoring

Rome to her ancient liberty. What anſwer Verginius returned him, we are no-where

told ; but it ſeems to have been no-ways favourable to his deſign, ſince he retired a

few days after with his friends to a city in Spain called Clunia, quite diſheartened,

repenting what he had done, and ready to lay violent hands on himſelf. In the

mean time at Rome the levies commanded by Nero went on but ſlowly; for though he

ſummoned all the tribes to take the military oath, yet no one appeared who was fit

to bear arms ; inſomuch that he was obliged to iſſue an edićt, ordering all maſters to

ſend him a certain number of ſlaves, whom he infranchiſed and liſted among his

troops. He likewiſe obliged perſons of every rank and profeſſion to contribute the

greateſt part of their yearly income towards the intended expedition, according as

they were rated in the books of the cenſors. Theſe heavy impoſitions, together with

his fooliſh and unſeaſonable niceneſs, for he would receive no money but what was

new coined, incenſed the people to ſuch a degree, that they openly oppoſed the col

lećtors, telling them, that the beſt and moſt ready means of ſupplying the prince with

money, was to oblige the informers to refund the immenſe ſums they had earned with

their infamous pračtices 4. As a famine began to be felt in the city, the fury of the d

populace was heightened by the arrival of a ſhip from Egypt, at that time the granary

of Rome, laden not with corn, as was expećted, but with ſand for the gladiators and

wreſtlers. Upon this the people roſe in a tumultuous manner, overturned in the night

moſt of the emperor's ſtatues, tore his images, plundered the houſes of his friends and

favourites, and committed innumerable diſorders, no one offering to appeaſe or reſtrain

them. At the ſame time news arrived of the revolt of the legions in Germany, which

ſo affected Nero, that calling for poiſon, he incloſed it in a golden box, and went

immediately into the Servilian gardens, whence he diſpatched the freedmen, in whom

he chiefly confided, to Offia to prepare his fleet, being reſolved to ſail to Egypt, whi.

ther he had already ſent ſome German troops. He was prompted to this reſolution by

the predićtions of ſome aſtrologers, who had foretold him long before, that he would

one day be abandoned by all ; but at the ſame time aſſured him, that in the end he

would obtain the empire of the eaſt, or the kingdom of jeruſalem. However, before

he left the palace, he ſounded the tribunes and centurions of his guards, asking them

whether they were diſpoſed to accompany him in his flight But ſome of them ſhift

ing, others poſitively refuſing to attend him, and one of them crying out, Uſque ad

eone mori miſerum eſt ? Is it ſo ſad a thing to die 2 he was quite diſtraćted and con

- founded in his thoughts ; reſolving at one time to fly to the Parthians, at another to

addreſs Galba as a ſuppliant, to appearin public clad in deep mourning, and with all poſ

ſible humility and dejection implore the forgiveneſsof the people for his formercondućt;

and, if he found them inflexible, to beg the government of Egypt. To this purpoſe

an oration was found after his death among the reſt of his papers; but he was de

terred from delivering it by an apprehenſion of his being torn in pieces by the out

rageous multitude before he could reach the roſtra. He therefore put off the taking

of any reſolution till the next day ; and in the mean time his ruin was completed

by one, whom he leaſt of all ſuſpected, Nymphidius Sabinus, who though of a mean

deſcent, had been by Nero upon the death of Fenius Rufus appointed collegue of Tigel

linus in the command of the praetorian guards, and now entertained thoughts of ſeiz.

t b Plin, I. ix. ep. 9. * Suff, c. 12, Dio, p. 698, Plur. in Gab. 4 Sver, c. 44.

ing
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a ing the ſovereignty for himſelf. However, he did not immediately declare his am

bitious views ; but pretending to eſpouſe the cauſe of Galba, aſſured the guards, that

Nero was fled, and promiſed them in Galba’s name ſuch ſums as neither Galba nor

any other was able to diſcharge. This promiſe ſecured for the preſent the empire to

Gaba, occaſioned afterwards the loſs of it, and in the end produced the deſtruction of

Nymphidius, and the guards themſelves. For the ſoldiery thus deceived, and tempted Nero tetrayed

with the mighty promiſes of Nymphidius, abandoned Nero, notwithſtanding their ºl *::::

long and ſworn fealty to the houſe of the Caeſars, and proclaimed Galba emperor: *::::::::

even Tigellinus, the chief author of the crimes that rendered Nero's name ſo odious guard.

and deteſtable, forſook and betrayed him in this extremity. The emperor, alto

b gether unacquainted with the treaſonable pračtices of Tigellinus, awaked about mid

night; and underſtanding, to his unſpeakable ſurpriſe, that his guards were retired,

he leapt out of his bed, ſent in great haſte for his friends, and none of them obeying His fright and

the ſummons, went at laſt in perſon, attended by a few domeſtics, to their ſeveral “”fternatiº".

houſes ; but finding the doors every-where ſhut, and no one deigning even to return

an anſwer to his prayers and intreaties, he haſtened back to his chamber, which he

found rifled, and ſtript even to the coverings of his bed. The golden box, in which

he kept the poiſon prepared by the famous Locuſta, being likewiſe carried off, he ſent

for Spicillus, a celebrated gladiator, to diſpatch him ; but neither he, nor any other

being found who would undertake that task, he cried out in a fit of deſpair, What 1

c have I in this forlorn condition neither friends nor enemies & Which words he had ſcarce

uttered, when he left his room in a great hurry with a deſign to throw himſelf into Flies from

the Tiber ; but changing his mind, he ſtopt all on a ſudden, and deſired ſome private*

place to recollečt himſelf, and reſume his courage. Hereupon Phaon, one of his

freedmen, offered him his country-houſe, which ſtood between the Salarian and Nu

mentan roads, about four miles from the city. He accepted the offer, and without

further delay, attended by four perſons, of whom Sporus was one, left Rome meanly

apparelled, and worſe mounted, hiding his face through fear of being diſcovered, with

a handkerchief. Upon his ſetting out, he was terrified and diſmayed by dreadful

flaſhes of lightning, and a violent earthquake, as if the ghoſts of the many perſons

d he had murdered were riſing up, ſays Dion, againſt the unmerciful tyrant. As he

paſſed by the camp of the praetorian guards, he heard them curfing him, and wiſh

ing proſperity and ſucceſs to Galba. A paſſenger, whom he met on the road, in

ſeeing him and his attendants, Theſe, ſaid he, are no doubt in purſuit of Nero ; another

asked him, What news of Nero in the city ? His horſe ſtarting at the ſight of a carcaſs

that lay in the way, the covering of his face was ſhaken off, and he known by a ſol

dier of the praetorian guards, named Mifficius, who ſaluted him with the title of

emperor ; which ſo alarmed Nero and his attendants, that at the firſt turning they

quitted their horſes, and betaking themſelves to a narrow path, crept with much

difficulty through buſhes and briars to the wall, which incloſed Phaon's grounds,

e who intreated the emperor to conceal himſelf in a ſand-pit, till he found means of His fºrlornton

conveying him in with more ſecrecy: but Nero anſwered, that he would not be buried dition.

till he was dead; and lay concealed among the briars, while Phaon, examining the

wall, was conſidering how he might introduce him undiſcovered. In the mean time

Nero, being preſſed with drought, took up water out of a ditch with his hands, ſay

ing, To this liquor is Nero reduced ; he likewiſe cleared with his own hands his gar

ments of the briars that had ſtuck to them. In order to procure a more private acceſs

for him to the houſe, a hole was opened in the wall, through which he was dragged,

and conveyed into a room very indifferently furniſhed, where he paſſed the remainder

of the night, and part of the following day, in ſuch agonies as can hardly be expreſſed,

f alarmed at the leaſt noiſe he heard, as if aſſaſſins were come to murder him, and not

daring to ſpeak through fear of being diſcovered. He now repented the many

crimes he had committed, wiſhed he had purſued a quite different condućt, was ſen

ſible, that thoſe who had put him upon the meaſures he had followed, were his

greateſt enemies ; and had conſtantly in his mouth the following words, taken out

of a tragedy, intitled, CEdipus baniſhed, the laſt in which he had acted ; Myfather,

mother, and wife, doom me to deſtrućlion *. As thoſe who attended him were con

ſtantly ſoliciting and importuning him to prevent with a voluntary death the dangers

that threatened him, he at laſt ordered his grave to be dug, and wood and water to

* Suf F. c. 48. Dio, p. 627. *

be
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be provided for the waſhing and burning of his body, bemoaning himſelf while he

gave theſe orders, in a manner altogether unmanly, and often repeating with many

ſighs and tears, What an artiſt will the world loſe 1 -

The news of Nero's flight filled the city with joy ; the ſenate aſſembled early in

the morning, and proclaimed Galba emperor; and having taken the uſual oaths to him,

declared Nero an enemy to the ſtate, and doomed him to be puniſhed more majo

rum. One of Phaon's friends immediately diſpatched a meſſenger to him with a

letter, acquainting him with the tranſačtions of the ſenate. . As ſoon as the meſſenger

appeared, Nero ſnatched the letter out of his hand; and finding by it, that he was

declared an enemy to the ſtate, and doomed to be puniſhed more majorum, he asked,

what kind of puniſhment that was Phaon told him, that purſuant to the ſentence

of the ſenate, he was to be ſtript naked, his head was to be faſtened in a pillory,

and he in that poſture to be whipt to death ; which ſo terrified him, that he ſnatched

up two daggers, which he always carried about with him, as if he were determined

to anticipate in that inſtant the execution of ſo cruel a ſentence by a voluntary

death ; but after trying their points with a trembling hand, he put them up again,

ſaying, that his fatal hour was not yet come : then turning to Sporus, he deſired him

to begin his complaints and lamentations, ſince the fatal moment approached. Hebe

trayed ſuch meanneſs as to deſire with many tears, that ſome of his attendants would

by their example encourage him to die with reſolution and intrepidity. But none of

them ſhewing the leaſt inclination to animate him at the expence of their own lives,

he ſtrove to raiſe his drooping ſpirits with the following words; Courage, Nero, cou

rage ; ſuch puſillanimity in an emperor is baſe and diſhonourable ; the pains of death

are but ſhort and momentary; ſtrike boldly, &c. Thus he continued animating him

ſelf, but to no effečt; till hearing the noiſe of ſome horſemen ſent by the ſenate to

ſeize him, and bring him alive to Rome, he cried out in a Greek verſe, A diſmal

noiſe of horſes ſounds in my ears ; and drawing one of his daggers, he put it to his

throat ; but his heart failing him, he begged Epaphroditus his freedman and ſecretary

to lend him his aſſiſtance ; which he did with great reluctance, and paid dear for it,

being afterwards put to death by Domitian for imbruing his hands in the blood of the

Caſars. Before he was quite dead, the centurion ſent by the ſenate to apprehend

him, entered the room, and pretending he was come to his relief, endeavoured to

ſtop the blood : Nero gave him no other anſwer, but, 'Tis too late : I; this your

fdelity and allegiance # With which words he expired, his eyes ſtaring in a frightful

manner, and ready to ſtart out of his head to the great terror and amazement of

all who were preſent F. Upon the firſt rumour of his death one of Galba's freedmen,

not truſting to common report, flew to the place where his body lay, and having

with his own eyes beheld the lifeleſs carcaſs extended on the ground, and all covered

with gore, haſtened away to Spain with the important tidings ". Many others,

prompted by the like curioſity, flocked to Phaon's country-houſe; ſo that his death

being no longer queſtioned, the joy of the Roman people was ſo great and univerſal,

that they ran up and down the ſtreets with ſuch caps on their heads as were worn by

manumitted ſlaves, congratulating one another upon their deliverance from ſo hard

a bondage, overturned and daſhed in pieces moſt of Nero's ſtatues, knocked out

the brains of as many of his friends as fell into their hands, &c. Amongſt others

they faſtened the gladiator Spicillus to one of Nero's ſtatues, which they dragged along

the ſtreets, and cruſhed the unhappy favourite to pieces: they laid a famous informer,

named Aponius, flat on the ground, and drove carts heavy loaden with ſtones over

him. Many others were ſeized by the outrageous and undiſtinguiſhing multitude,

and by them torn in pieces, though they had no ſhare in Nero's crimes: inſomuch that

Mauriſcus, who was deſervedly eſteemed one of the beſt men in the city, declared in

full ſenate, that he was afraid they ſhould ſoon have cauſe to wiſh for Nero'. Such

was the miſerable end of Nero, the ſixth emperor of Rome, who by his unheard-of

iniquities well deſerved all the misfortunes which befel him. He died in the thirty

firſt year of his age, after having reigned thirteen years and eight months com

plete, according to ſome, or eight months wanting two days, according to others:

for St. Jerom, Euſebius *, and Zonaras', place his death on the eleventh of june ;

whereas the learned archbiſhop Uſher, father Pagi, and cardinal Noris, alledge ſtrong

arguments to prove, that he died on the ninth of the ſaid month. We need not

Roman people.

f Suet. c. 49. & SUET. ibid. * Plur, wit, Galb. 1 Plut. ibid. * Hier. & Euseb. in

chron. ZonAR p. 192. -
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a inlarge on his charaćter, ſince the name of Nero is by moſt nations made uſe of em.

phatically to expreſs a barbarous, raging, and abandoned tyrant. Pliny calls him

the common enemy and fury of mankind", and moſt writers propoſe him as the

pattern of a complete tyrant; and truly his whole life ſeems to have been a conſtant

ſtruggle, to ſhew how abandonedly wicked, how execrably bad a human creature

can be, when veſted with great power. The only thing he earneſtly commended to

his attendants before he died was, that his head might not be cut off, but his body

burnt intire. His requeſt was readily granted by Icelus, one of Galba’s freedmen,

who likewiſe allowed his obſequies to be performed with the uſual ſolemnity. His

aſhes were carefully gathered, and depoſited in the ſtately monument of theBºni,

b family by his concubine Ašte, and two other women, who in his infancy had been

charged with the care of his education. He was no eloquent ſpeaker, Seneca having

diverted him, if Suetonius is to be credited, from peruſing the works of the ancient

orators, leſt he ſhould deſpiſe his ſtyle and compoſitions. He had a genius for poetry,

and wrote verſes with great eaſe: ſome indeed accuſed him as a plagiary; but from

this imputation Suetonius clears him, aſſuring us, that from the tablets, on which

he wrote, according to the cuſtom of thoſe times, and which our author narrowly

examined, it evidently appeared, that the verſes were neither tranſcribed by him,

nor dićtated by another, being effaced, interlined, and correóted, as thoughts or

expreſſions occurred to him, which he liked better". Though he died generally

c hated and abhorred, yet the vulgar, abandoned to debauchery, and inured to the

idle amuſements of the theatre and circus, began ſoon to regret the loſs of a prince,

by whoſe infamous vices they ſubſiſted. Hence they flocked to his tomb, adorned

it with flowers, carried his images, as it were, in triumph, &c. Vologeſes likewiſe,

king of the Partbians, ſhewed a particular reſpect for Nero after his death, and by

the embaſſadors, whom he ſent to the ſenate to renew his alliance with the Roman

people, earneſtly begged that the memory of Nero might be revered, and a monu

ment ere&ted to him *. Some even gave out, that he was not dead, but would ſoon

appear again, and take vengeance of his enemies: edićts were publicly hung up as

iſſued by him, and ſoon after a ſlave, who greatly reſembled him, and was no leſs

d skilled in finging and playing upon the harp, attempted to paſs himſelf upon the pro

vinces of Aſia and Achaia for the deceaſed prince ; but was ſeized and executed in the

iſland of Cythnus P. Several counterfeit Nero's appeared afterwards; one eſpecially in

the reign of the emperor Domitian, near twenty years after the true Nero was dead,

created great diſturbances in the eaſt, where he was followed by vaſt crouds. Arta

banes, who then reigned in Parthia, eſpouſed his cauſe, and ſent him powerful ſuc

cours ; but was at length, with much ado, prevailed upon to abandon the impoſtor,

and deliver him up to the Romans q. But what above all to us ſeems ſurpriſing is,

that towards the end of the third and the beginning of the fourth century, an opinion

prevailed in the church, that Nero was to appear again at the end of the world, and

e either to be himſelf the antichriſt, or to reign in the weſt, and re-eſtabliſh idolatry

there, while the antichriſt reigned in the eaſt. This opinion is by Sulpicius Severus

aſcribed to St. Martin r. Some believed, that Nero was to be raiſed from the dead

under another name ; others, that he did not really die ; but his wound being

cured, was conveyed to ſome private place, where he is to lie concealed, till the time

appointed for the appearance of the antichriſt. This opinion, which ſome pretended

to prove from the Revelations, is taken notice of by Lailantius'; but what were his

ſentiments upon that ſubjećt is hard to determine, all the copies of his works being

in that place ſtrangely corrupted. It is however manifeſt, that he ſuppoſes with Sul.

picius Severus, Nero's body never to have been found, notwithſtanding the account

f which both Suetonius and Plutarch give us of his obſequiés. St. Auſtin expreſſes no

ſmall ſurpriſe, that ſuch an abſurd, and, as he ſtyles if, ridiculous opinion, ſhould have

found partizans amongſt men of knowledge and learning . But what opinion has

hitherto been broached, that has not found ſome zealous proſelytesamongthe learned?

The family of the Caſars, properly ſpeaking, ended in Caligula, who had been

adopted by Tiberius ; but nevertheleſs, as Nero was, as well as Claudius, deſcended

from Auguſtus by his mother Agrippina, the houſe of the Caſars is ſaid to have ended

. ...”

º;'

m PLN. I. vii. c. 8. * Suet. c. fo–52. . * Suft. c. £1. Aur. Vict. epit. P. Dio, l. lxiv,

p. ; 32. * Suet. c. 57. Tacit. hiſt. l. i. c. 2. * Sulp. SEVER, hiſt. ſacr. l. ii. * Lactan, d;

morte perſecutor. c. 2. “Aug. de civit: Dei, l, xx. - - - - * -
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hift, Gret, l. ii.e. 7.

in him. As for the writers who flouriſhed in Nero's reign, we refer the reader to out a

notes (T).

(T) Theſe were, Fabius Rufficus, who wrote the

hiſtory of his own time, and is frequently quoted

by Tacitus, tho’, in the opinion of that impartial

writer, he betrayed too much zeal in extolling Se

neca, to whoſe friendſhip he was chiefly indebted

for the plentiful fortune he poſſeſſed. He was the

beſt hiſtorian of his age; but none of his works have

reached us (41). M. Servilius, who is F. by

Tacitus among the hiſtorians who wrote the hiſtory

of Rome. He died in the fixth year of Nero's reign,

and fifty-ninth of the chriſtian aera (41). Some wri.

ters take him to be the ſame perſon with M. Servi

lius Nonianus, who was conſul with C. Ceſtius Gal

lus in the twenty-ſecond year of Tiberius's reign, and

thirty-fifth of the chriſtian zra. Pliny ſpeaks of one

M. Servilius Nonianus, who flouriſhed ſome timebe

fore him, and was eſteemed a man of great learning

and eloquence (43); and Quintilian mentions one,

whom he calls Servilius Novianus, as a man of an

extraordinary genius, but more diffuſe in his wri

tings than was conſiſtent with the laws of hiſtory

(44). Voſius endeavours to prove, that Nonianus

and Novianus were two different writers (45); but

moſt critics take them to be one and the ſame with

M. Servilius Nonianus, who was conſul under Tibe

rius. A. Perſus Flaccus acquired great fame in Nero's

reign by his ſatires. He was of an equeſtrian family,

but allied to the moſt illuſtrieus families in Rome. He

was born in Volaterræ, a city of Hetruria, on the

twelfth of December, in the thirty-fourth year of the

chriſtian zra, and twenty-firſt of Tiberius's reign,

Paulus Fabius Perſicus and L. Vitellius being conſuls.

At the age of ſixteen he ſtudied philoſophy, toge

ther with Lucan, under Annæus Cornutus, the fa

mous ſtoic, of whom we have ſpoken above. He

was nearly related to the wife of the celebrated

Thraſea Petus, and lived in great friendſhip with

that zealous and undaunted patriot; but never ſhewed

great value for Seneca. He was a man of a mild

temper, of an unblemiſhed chara&er, of an extraor

dinary modeſty, and unbounded beneficence. The

ſubjećt of his ſatires are the faults of the orators and

poets of his time, whom he expoſes with great hu

mour and elegance, without ſparing Nero himſelf:

hence they were received with uncommon applauſe,

greedily read, and mightily cried up by all men of

taſte, eſpecially by Lacan, who was greatly taken with

his noble thoughts, and fine expreſſions. He died

ere he had put the laſt hand to them, before he

was twenty-eight complete, on the twenty-fourth

of November, in the year of the chriſtian aera ſixty

two, the ninth of Nero's reign, P. Marius and L.

Aſinius Gallus being conſuls. The wrote ſome other

poetical pieces; but Cornutus, as we have hinted

above, adviſed his mother to ſuppreſs them (46).

Some writers have confounded him with Caius Per

fius Flaccus, a man of great learning, but who is

fuppoſed to have flouriſhed about two hundred years

before our poet (47). Remmius Polemon taught

rhetoric at Rome with great applauſe under Tiberius,

Caius and Claudius, and dying in the reign of Nero,

left behind him a poem on weights and meaſures,

which has reached our times. He was a native of

Vicentia, and originally a ſlave; but by teaching ac

uired a conſiderable fortune, tho' he was generally

§. as a man quite deſtitute of honour, virtue

and honeſty. Under him Perſus ſtudied eloquence

(48). Caſus Baſus died about the latter end of

(41) vide Voſſ, hiſt. Lat. l. i. e. 23. (42) Tacit. annal. xiv. c. 9.

Nero's reign, and left behind him ſeveral poetical

pieces highly eſteemed. He excelled in lyrics; but

fell far ſhort of Horace (49). He is ſuppoſed to

have been conſumed with his houſe by the flames

of mount Veſuvius. C. Balbillus, who, accordi

to Seneca, was a man of great integrity, and

verſed in all the branches of literature (ro), was ap

pointed praefect or governor of Egypt in the ſecond

year of Nero's reign, and fifty-fifth of the chriſtian

zra (; 1). He ſailed, according to Pliny (;1, in fix

days from the ſtreights of Meſſana to Alexandria.

He wrote an account of the remarkable things he

had ſeen in Egypt, and deſcribed a battle, which,

during his adminiſtration, happened at the mouthof

the Nile, between the crocodiles and dolphins. The

vićtory, according to him, was gained by the latter

(53). Lucan was put to death by Nero's orders, as

we have related above. His chief performance is

his Pharſalia, wherein he deſcribes the war between

Ceſar and Pompey, in the opinion of Suiniilian,

more like an orator than a poet (54). As about no

one writer critics are more divided in their opinions

than about Lucan, we ſhall not preſume to decide

a queſtion ſo much controverted, nor even deliver

our ſentiments. However, we cannot help think

ing, that ſuch as equal him to Virgil, do not ſo

much extol Lucan, as they diſcredit themſelves, by

manifeſtly betraying their want of taſte and judg

ment. If age had ripened his genius, for he was

not twenty-ſix complete when he died, and joined

to his fire and vivacity the more mature judgment

of the inimitable Virgil, we might have admired in

him a complete poet. To him Woffº aſcribes the

panegyric upon Piſo, which paſſes under Ovid's

name (; ;). He likewiſe wrote a poem upon the

burning of Rome, and ſeveral other pieces, which

have been long ſince loſt. A Greek woman, named

Pamphyla, gained great reputation under Nero, by a

É. hiſtory, which ſhe compriſed in thirty-three

ooks, well known to the ancients, but not con

veyed down to us (56). Andromachus, a native of

Crete, by profeſſion a phyſician, inſcribed to Nerº a

Greek poem on treacle, which has been tranſmitted

to us among the works of Galen (f7).

But of all the writers who flouriſhed under Nerº,

the moſt renowned, without diſpute, is the philoſo

pher L. Annæus Seneca. His father Marcus, or, as

others call him, Lucius Annaus Seneca, is by theaſt

cients ſurnamed the Declaimer, from his having col:

lećted and publiſhed together the declamations of

the moſt celebrated orators of his time, as appears

from the preface which he prefixed to them. He

left Corbuba, or Cordova in spain, his native city,

and came to Rome, with two of his ſons, M.48°

maus Seneca, and Lucius Annau, Seneca, aboutfifteen

years before the death of Auguſtus. A third ſon,

named Lucius Annaus Mela, the father of Lucas the

poet, he left in Spain. As he was a perſon of gºat
diſtinétion in his own country, he was, ſoon after

his arrival in Rome, admitted into the equeſtrian

order. His eldeſt ſon, M. Annaus Seneca, being

adopted by junius Gallio, a ſenator, took the ſame

name; and this is the Gallic, proconſul of Achsis,

at whoſe tribunal St. Paul was accuſed. L. Améº

Seneca, his ſecond ſon, who was very young when

he came to Rome, applied himſelf firſt to the ſtudy

of eloquence under his father, and afterwards em

braced with great ardour the philoſophy of the

(43) Plin. l. xviii.º.º.

(44) Quint... r. c. 1, (4f) ºff hiº. Lat. I.i.e. 27. (46) Suet, ferſ vit. Hir, chron, , (47) Vide

Voſſ poet. Lat. c. 3- (48) Idem, c. 42. Plin. l. xiv. c.4.

(f1) Tacit. amnal. l. xiii. c. 22.

joſ hiſ. Lat. l. i. e. 25. (#4).9aint. l. x. e. 1.

(r1) Idem, Foet. Gras. l. ii. e.7.

neſt. l. iv. e. a.

(49) Idem, ibid. (ſo) Senec.net.

(52) Plin. l. xix. c. 13. (;3). Senec, i.

(55) Voſſ, ibid. l. i. e. a6, (f6) Ikm,

ſtoics,

:
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ſtoics, having for his inſtrućtors Attalus, Sotio, and

ethers. He began very early to abſtain, purſuant to

the doćtrine of Pythagoras, from all kinds of meat;

but a perſecution being raiſed under Tiberius againſt

the fews and Egyptians, who refrained from certain

meats, he was eaſily prevailed upon by his father

to renounce that doćtrine and pračtice. However,

he abſtained from oiſters and muſhrooms, which

were then in great requeſt, conſidering them rather

as incentives to gluttony than nouriſhment, refrained

from wine, uſed no perfumes, not baths, ſlept little,

avoided the popular diverſions, &c. (58). By his

firſt wife, whoſe name has not been tranſmitted to

us, he had a ſon named Marcus. To his ſecond

wife he took Pompeia Paulina, probably the

daughter of Pompeius Paulinus, who, in the firſt

year of Nero's reign, commanded in Lower Germany.

He pleaded at the bar with great applauſe; inſomuch

that Caligula, who was himſelf a ready and elo

quent ſpeaker, as Tacitus informs us, jealous of the

reputation he gained, had, without any other pro

vocation, reſolved on his deſtruction; but was di

verted from his cruel purpoſe by a favourite concu

bine, who perſuaded him, that Seneca's health was

ſo impaired by his ſtudies and auſterities, that he

could not protraćt his life much longer (59). But

notwithſtanding the weakneſs of his conſtitution,

and the many infirmities to which he was ſubjećt,

he outlived both Caius and Claudius. By the latter

he was baniſhed, as we have related already, into

the iſland of Corſica, after he had been quxſtor;

which dignity he attained before the reign of Clau

dius, but whether in the time of Tiberius or Caius,

is uncertain. Tho' he profeſſed a philoſophical life,

he has been accuſed of many things altogether un

worthy of that profeſſion. Not to mention the

crime for which he was baniſhed under Claudius,

Dion Caſſius charges him with other more abomi

nable praćtices, and even with having taught his pu

pil Niro thoſe unnatural abominations, which will

render his name infamous to the lateſt poſterity (60).

And nevertheleſs that writer does not betray the

leaſt prejudice againſt him ; but, on the contrary,

beflows frequently high elogiums upon him. Tho’

he often declaimed with great zeal againſt riches,

yet, in the ſpace of four years, what by the favour

of the prince, what by exceſſive uſury, and hunt

ing after teſtaments and inheritances, he amaſſed an

immenſe treaſure. To his uſury, and iniquitous ex

tortions, Dion Caſſius chiefly aſcribes the revolt of

the Britons, as we have related above. Tatitus, who

ſpeaks of him as favourably as he thought conſiſtent

with truth, owns, that he courted popular favour,

and was greedy of applauſe (61); and both Sueto

nius and Quintilian tell us, that he cried down the

eloquence of the ancient orators, to the end hisown

might be the more eſteemed. The ſatire he wrote

againſt Claudius is altogether unworthy of a philo

fopher, and likewiſe his conſºlatio ad Polybium, even

in the opinion of his great admirer and panegyriſt

Iipſius, who therefore would willingly aſcribe it to

ſome other; but owns, that he finds no arguments

wherewithal to ſupport that opinion. Of this piece

we conjećture Dion Caffus ſpeaks, where he tells

us, that Senecs, during his exile, inſcribed a book

to the freed-men of Claudius, filled with ſuch mean

and ſervile flattery, that being aſhamed of it him

ſelf, he did all that lay in his power to ſuppreſs it

(62). As to his ſtyle, Quintilian tells us, that it

was well ſuited to the taſte which prevailed in thoſe

days, and for ſome time generally imitated by the

. orators (63). But Quintilian himſelf, tho'

e admires the lively and fertile genius of Seneca,

yet wiſhes he had employed it better, and ſtudied

rather to imitate the ancients, than to form a ſtyle

of his own; for from the ancient maſters of elo

quence he would have learnt to diſtinguiſh the true

beauties of ſpeech from falſe ones (64). Suetonius

ſeems to have entertained the ſame opinion of Se

neca's ſtyle (65). From Anius Gellius it appears,

that in his time Seneca's ſtyle was ſtill admired by the

young orators ; but utterly deſpiſed by men of riper

years, and more mature judgment (66). Eraſmus

agrees with ºuintilian, and confirms his opiuiot

with many learned obſervations (67), which we re

commend to the peruſal of our readers. Lipſius

finds fault with the ſtudied gingle of his periods,

reckons many of his thoughts deſtitute of ſolidity, and

his expreſſions often obſcure and unnatural (68). But

after all, his works deſerve the higheſt eſteem, in

regard of the refined morals they contain and incul

care; and every reader will find in them powerful

motives to embrace, and excellent rules to purſue, a

virtuous life. We ſhall not inlarge upon them, ſince

they are already ſo well known; but only obſerve,

that of his works which have reached our times,

Monſieur le Fevre is of opinion, that his conſolatio

ad Marciam was written in the reign of Caius, or

perhaps of Tiberius; his conſolatio ad Helviam in the

beginning of his exile; his conſolatio ad Polybium

about the forty-third year of the chriſtian zra, and

the third of Claudius's reign, when that prince was

preparing to invade Britain; his epigrams, during

his exile; his books de ira, de otio ſapientis, de con

ſtantia ſapientis, de providentia, de tranquillitate ami

ma, after the death of Caligula; his budus in Clau

dium immediately after the death of that prince;

his books de clementia, and de beneficiis, in the begin

ning of Nero's reign; that de vita beata a few years

after, when he was in the height of his grandeur

and proſperity; and his book de brevitate vita,

after he had withdrawn from court; his letters

and his naturales queſtiones are ſuppoſed by the ſame

critic to have been written the year before his

death (69). Beſides his other pieces, of which we

know not the dates, le Fevre aſcribes to him the

tragedy intituled Medea, being induced thereunto by

the authority of Quintilian (70). The Oedipus is

likewiſe thought to have been written by him; but

the Agamemnon, the Tross, and the Hercules fºrems,

are, in the opinion of the above-mentioned critic,

altogether unworthy of the genius and eloquenceof

Seneca. From him however others differ, and aſcribe

to Seneca the Troas and the Hippolytus; but the tra

gedies intituled Agamemnon, Herculesfurens, Thyeſter,

and Hercules in Oeta, to Seneca the father. As for

the Ottavia, it was, without all doubt, written after

the death of Seneca, and even of Nero (7 ).

As for the ſentiments of Seneca touching religion,

In many places, ſays Tertullian (72), he favours us ; no.

fter ºft; hence his authority is frequently made uſe of

by Laâantius to confound the Gentiles. St. Auſtin

produces ſeveral paſſages out of a book, which was

written by Seneca againſ ſuperſtition and ſuperſitious

worſhip, but has not reached us, plainly ſhewing,

that he acknowledged but one Supreme Being, and

was fully convinced of the folly of idolatry. There

is, ſays he, as quoted by St. Auſtin (73), but one

Supreme Ruler, but one Deity. We adore never

theleſs many, not with a view to pleaſe the gods,

but out of a commendable compliance with the

cuſtoms and laws of our country. Thus this able

philoſopher, this grave ſenator, who thought it be
neath him, ſays St. Auſtin, to diſ iſe himſelf on

the ſtage, was not aſhamed to diſguiſe himſelf in

the temples, and to aſſume a mask, not to divert

(58) Senec. epiſt. 108,83. (59), Dio, l. lix. p. 655. (60) Dio, in excerpt. Val. p. 685. (61) An

mal. xiii. c. 11. (62) Die, ibid. p. 685, 686.

(65) Suet. in Ner. c. 52.

vit. Senec. c. 5 & 1 1. (69) Prolegom. in Senec.

Turneb. & Faber, in Senec.

(66) Aul. Gell. l. xii. c. 2.

(72) Tºrful. ad mat, l. ii.

(63) Quint. l. x: c. 1. (64) Idem, ibid.

67) Eraſm. Sen. prol. (68) Lipſ.

(70) Wide Faber. in Senec. prolegon. (71) Vide

(73) Aug. de civit. Dei, l. vi. e. io. h

the
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the people, but to lead them aſtray (74). In the

above-mentioned book he diſapproved of the jewiſh

ceremonies; but never once mentioned the chri

ſtians; which, in the opinion of St. Auſtin, plainly

ſhews, that he found nothing in their religion but

what he judged commendable, tho' he durſt not

commend it, through fear of diſobliging the prince,

and the miſled multitude. Some letters of his to

St. Paul, and of St. Paul to him, were publiſhed

very early, which St. Auſtin and St. Jerom ſeem to

have thought genuine; nay, the latter was by them

induced to place Seneca among the eccleſiaſtic wri

ters (75). But theſe letters are now univerſally re.

jećted as ſpurious, and altogether unworthy of St.

Paul, and even of Seneca ; which inclines us to be.

lieve, that the letters, which have been conveyed

down to us, are not the ſame with thoſe which

were handed about in the time of St. Auſtin and

St. ferom. Lipſius is of opinion, that the ſuppoſed

letters from Seneca to St. Paul, and from St. Paul

to Seneca, were written by one and the ſame impoſ.

tor (76); and Baronius diſcovers in them ſome enor.

mous miſtakes (77). And thus much of the wri.

ters who flouriſhed under Nero.

(74) Idem, ibid. & in pſal. cxl. (75) Aug. epiſt. liv. Hieron. de vir. illuſt. c. 12. (16) Lipſ.

in prolog, in Senec. (77) Wide Baron. ad ann. 66, art. 11–13. & Godeau hiſi. eccleſ. 4d ann. 68.

c H A P. XVIII.

From the death of Nero, to the death of Vitel.

lius, when the empire became hereditary a

ſecond time.

Ervius Sulpicius Galba, the ſeventh emperor, was, by his father, deſcended from a

the Sulpician family, one of the moſt ancient and illuſtrious in Rome. Sulpicius

Galba governed Spain in quality of praetor in the year of Rome 602, and was the

chief cauſe of the war with Viriatus, the celebrated leader of the Luſitanians. He

was afterwards created conſul; but acquired greater renown by his eloquence, than

by the offices he bore, being reckoned the moſt eloquent orator of his time. His

grandſon, Sergius Galba, ſerved with great reputation under julius Cæſar, and di

ſtinguiſhed himſelf in the Gauliſh war; but afterwards, imputing the loſs of the con

ſulſhip to the ill offices of the dićtator, he joined Brutus and Caſſius, and was on that

account condemned by the Pedian law. His ſon, Servius Galba, was more famous

for his ſtudies, than his employments; for he was not advanced above the degree of h

a praetor, when he publiſhed ſeveral hiſtories, which are greatly cried up by the

ancients. His ſon, Sergius Galba, married Mummia Achaica, the grand-daughter of

the celebrated Q, Lutatius Catuluſ Capitolinus, and great grand-daughter of L. Mum.

mius, who took and razed Corinth. By her he had two ſons, Caius, and Serviuſ Sul.

picius Galba the emperor. Caius, having in his youth ſquandered away his eſtate, led

a retired life in the country, till the twenty-ſecond year of Tiberius's reign; when,

upon his receiving a letter from that prince, forbidding him to draw his lot for a

province, he laid violent hands on himſelf. Tacitus ſuppoſes him to have been con

ful "; but Suetonius tells us, that he fell by his own hand, upon his being by Tik

rius forbidden to ſtand for the conſulſhip W. The emperor was born on the twenty. C

fourth of December, the fifth year before the common chriſtian aera, that is, the eve

of the nativity of our Saviour. His mother, Mummia Achaica, dying while he was

yet an infant, his father ſoon after took to his ſecond wife Livia Ocellina (U), a

lady of great quality and wealth. She adopted young Galba, who thereupon took

* Tacit. annal. vi. c. 40.

(U) Suetonius tells us, that Galba, appriſed of the

paſſion which ſhe had conceived for him, called her

, one day aſide, and pulling off his robe, ſhewed her

the imperfections of his ſhape, for he was ſtrangely

diſtorted; which, inſtead of leſſèning, heightened

. . . * * * (78) Suet. c. 3

w SUET. in Galb, c, 3.

her eſteem for him to ſuch a degree, that tho' ſhe

was courted on account of her wealth and beauty

by the chief nobility of the city, ſhe conſtantly de

clarcd, that if ſhe could not mirry Galba, ſhe would

not marry at all (78), - -
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a the name of L. Livius Ocella ; which however he ſeems to have retained but a ſhort

time. We are told by Suetonius, that while he was one day amongſt other noble

youths of his own age ſaluting Auguſtus, the emperor laying his hand upon his head,

And you too, my ſon, ſaid he, ſhall one day taſte of empire. The ſame writer adds,

that Tiberius, who was greatly addićted to the ſtudy of aſtrology, foreſaw the future

grandeur of Galba ; but at the ſame time knew, that he was not to attain the ſove

reign power till he was ſtricken in years ; ſo that he never betrayed the leaſt uneaſi

nets or concern about his diſtant promotion *. Livia Auguſia, the mother of Tibe

rius, to whom he was related, ſhewed a great kindneſs and eſteem for him while ſhe

lived, and at her death left him an immenſe ſum of money ; which Tiberius never paid

b him, he being without that legacy one of the moſt wealthy citizens of his time. He

was well verſed in all the liberal ſciences, eſpecially in the civil law. He married

Lepida, deſcended of an illuſtrious family; but ſhe, and the two ſons he had by her,

dying, he led ever after a ſingle life, withſtanding even the ſolicitations of Agrip

pina the mother of Nero, become a widow by the death of Domitius. She had con

ceived a great paſſion for him in his wife’s life-time; which occaſioned a quarrel be

tween her and the mother of Lepida, who publicly upbraided her with her ſcanda

lous condućt y. He was, by the intereſt of Livia, preferred to employments before

the age required by the laws. During his praetorſhip he diverted the people at the

ſports called Floralia, with a new kind of entertainment, viz. elephants walking upon

the rope. When his praetorſhip was expired, he was appointed governor of Aquitain;

and about a year after raiſed to the conſulſhip, in which office he ſucceeded L. Domi

tius, the father of Nero, and was ſucceeded by Salvius Otho, the father of Otho, who

was emperor after him. Caligula named him to the command of the legions in Ger

many, in the room of Getulicus ; which truſt he diſcharged with great reputation,

having in a ſhort time reſtored the ancient diſcipline, which his predeceſſor had in

tirely neglected. Beſides, he repulſed with incredible expedition the Germans, who

had made an inroad into Gaul; which gained him the favour and eſteem of Caligula.

Upon the death of that emperor, he was earneſtly ſolicited by many perſons of great

intereſt and power, to lay hold of that opportunity, and ſeize the empire for him

ſelf; but he, without hearkening to their propoſals, obliged his troops to take the

uſual oaths to Claudius, who thereupon received him into the number of his moſt

intimate friends, and ever after ſhewed ſo great eſteem for him, that being upon the

point of ſetting out on his expedition into Britain, he put off his journey for ſome

days, on account of a ſlight indiſpoſition which ſeized Galba. Some time after,

Africa being ſtrangely haraſſed with inteſtine troubles, and the invaſions of the neigh

bouring barbarians, he was, without drawing lots according to cuſtom, ſent into

that province in quality of proconſul, and diſtinguiſhed himſelf there even above

thoſe, who had gained the greateſt reputation in that government. He remained

there two years, during which time he reſtored, with great prudence, and neceſſary

ſeverity, the province to its former tranquility. Suetonius tells us, that one of his

ſoldiers having ſold, while proviſions were very ſcarce, his allowance of corn for a

hundred denarii, the proconſul, to puniſh his avarice, forbad his comrades to ſup

ply him ; by which means he was ſtarved. Upon his return from Africa, he was

honoured with the triumphal ornaments, and admitted among the Titian prieſts, and

the prieſts of Auguſtus. From this time, to the middle of Nero's reign, that is, the

ſixtieth year of the chriſtian aera, he led a retired life, dreading to give the tyrant

any umbrage. During his retirement, he never ſtirred out, even to take the air,

but attended by a chariot with a vaſt ſum of money in it, that he might not be re

duced to want, in caſe he found it neceſſary to conſult his ſafety by a ſudden flight.

f Thus he lived, till Nero, of his own motion, named him to the government of Hiſ:

pania Tarraconenſis, that prince not having yet learnt, as Plutarch obſerves, to fear,

and exclude from the great employments, men of intereſt and power. He governed

that province for the ſpace of eight years, at firſt with exceſſive rigour, of which

authors give us ſeveral inſtances : a banker being convićted of fraud in his profeſſion,

he ordered both his hands to be cut off, and nailed to his counter. He cauſed a guar

dian to be crucified for poiſoning his ward, whoſe next heir he was. The criminal

urged, that he was a Roman citizen, and, as ſuch, exempted from that ignominious

death; upon which Galba commanded, by way of diſtinétion, a white croſs to be

× SUFr. c. 4. y Idem, c. 5,

Wo L. V. No 8, 7 I prepared
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prepared for him much higher than uſual, but would not revoke his former ſen

tence. However, by degrees he abated of his rigour, through fear of giving Nero

occaſion of jealouſy, and abandoned himſelf, contrary to his inclination, to ſloth

and idleneſs, ſaying, that no man could be called to an account for doing nothing".

Nevertheleſs he took no care to ſuppreſs the many bitter lampoons, which were

handed about againſt Nero, and ſung throughout his province, or to inquire after

or puniſh the authors of them. He could not check the cruelties and extortions

practiſed by the imperial procurators, whoſe province it was to collect the taxes and

other duties belonging to the revenue ; but openly ſhewed a tender concern for the

ſufferings of the oppreſſed people, which gained him the hearts of the natives, but

provoked the emperor's officers to ſuch a degree, that, at their inſtigation, Nero

had already ordered him to be privately diſpatched. But before theſe orders could

be put in execution, he openly revolted in the manner we have related above".

We left Galba at Clunia, a city of his province, whither he had retired with his

friends, in the utmoſt conſternation, upon the news of the death of Windex, and

the declaration of Virginius not to ſeize the empire himſelf, nor ſuffer any one elſe

to aſſume it, who was not choſen by the ſenate. While he was deliberating with

his friends what meaſures to take, and in the utmoſt deſpair ready to lay violent

hands on himſelf, his freedman, by name Vicellius, of whom we have ſpoken above,

arriving in ſeven days from Rome, and underſtanding upon his arrival, that Galba

was repoſing in his chamber, opened the door, and entering in ſpite of his guards,

acquainted him, that Nero was dead, and he by the army, the ſenate and people,

declared emperor ; adding, that not truſting to common report, he had gone him

ſelf to the place where the tyrant lay, ſeen his lifeleſs carcaſe extended on the ground,

and heard Galba, in the camp of the praetorian guards, proclaimed emperor. We

may well imagine how great was the joy of Galba upon this intelligence; it flew in

a trice through the neighbouring cities, and drew vaſt crouds to Clunia: Galba re

ceived them in the moſt obliging manner, communicated to them the news he had

received, and aſſured them of the truth of it, tho’ the expedition uſed by the meſ

ſenger rendered it almoſt incredible. Two days after Titus Winius, tribune of the

only legion then in the province, having received from his friends in Rome a di

ſtinct acount of what had paſſed in the capital, came from the camp, and imparted

it to his general. Nor was it long ere meſſengers arrived from the conſuls Silius and

Trachalus, who, tho’ depoſed by Nero, had, it ſeems, upon his death, reſumed the

faſces, with the decrees of the ſenate, declaring Galba emperor, and veſting him

with the ſovereign power". Suetonius writes, that he no ſooner received theſe diſ.

patches, than laying aſide the title of lieutenant to the ſenate and people, he aſſumed

that of emperor “ , but Zonaras tells us, that he would not ſuffer himſelf to be ſtyled

emperor or Caſar, till he was acknowledged as ſuch by the deputies who were ſent to

him by the ſenate, and met him at Narbonne d. Be that as it will, he no ſooner received

the decrees of the ſenate, than he left Spain, and ſet out for Rome, attended by his

Spaniſh guard, by his chief friends, and by Otho, propraetor of Luſitania, the firſt

governor who had declared for him ; but advanced ſlowly, being, on account of

his age, carried the whole way in a litter. Suetonius tells us, that on his journey

he diſpatched aſſaſſins into judica, with private orders to murder Veſpaſian, whoſe

power and abilities he dreaded. But Tacitus * and joſºphus f aſſure us, that Veſpaſian

entertained not the leaſt thought of revolting from Galba ; but, on the contrary,

upon the firſt news of his aſſumption to the empire, he diſpatched his ſon Titus to

perform fealty and homage in his name, and to receive his orders concerning the

war he was carrying on againſt the jews. With Titus king Agrippa ſet out from
judæa, in order to aſſure the new emperor of his ſubmiſſion and obedience; but f

they proceeded no farther than Achaia, where they received news of Galba's death.

The only perſon whom Galba ſeemed to dread and ſuſpe&t was Pirginius Rufus, who

was at the head of a powerful army in Germany, and acquired great reputation by

the defeat of Windex, and was greatly beloved by the ſoldiery. But he, tho' ear

neſtly preſſed to aſſume the ſovereignty, not only by the troops under his com:

mand, but likewiſe by deputies from the legions, which, by Nero's orders, had

from Illyricum croſſed over into Italy, continued firm to his firſt reſolution of reſerv

2 SUET. C. 6–9. * Suet. c. 9, 19. Dio. l. lxiii. p. 725. P Plut. ibid. • SUEt, c. I I.

* ZonAR. p. 190. * Tacit. hiſt. l. i. c. 1 o. * Joseph, bell, Jud. l. iv, c. 29.
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a ing to the ſenate the power of elećting an emperor ; nay, when certain news was

brought him of Nero's death, he ſtill perſiſted in refuſing the title of emperor, tho’

his ſoldiers bound themſelves by a ſolemn oath to ſtand by him to the laſt drop of

their blood, and one of the tribunes, forcing his way into his tent, with his drawn

ſword, threatened to kill him upon the ſpot, if he continued to withſtand the ardent

wiſhes of the whole army. When he received from Rome a certain account of the

reſolutions of the ſenate, he immediately took the oath of fidelity to the new em

peror, and perſuaded, not without much difficulty, the troops under his command oblige, his

to lay aſide all thoughts of raiſing him to the empire, which by the ſenate had .*.

been decreed to another. Galba was ſo taken with his loyal and génerous conduct, ...”

b that he immediately ſent for him with a deſign to have him near his perſon, and

confer upon him ſuch rewards as his fidelity well deſerved. Virginius received with

the utmoſt reſpect Flaccus Hordeonius, who was appointed to command in his room,

reſigned the army to him, and ſet out without delay to meet the emperor, who

already approached the frontiers of Gaul. Upon his arrival, he was received very I, received

coldly by Galba, without the leaſt token, ſays Plutarch, of affection or hatred, of coldly by Galba.

gratitude or reſentment. The emperor had a perſonal value and eſteem for him,

and would have raiſed him, had he followed his own inclination, to the chief em

ployments in the ſtate. But Titus Winius, who had already gained a great ſway

over the emperor, and was jealous of Virginius, did all that lay in his power to

c eſtrange from him the mind of the emperor, and to put a ſtop to his promotion.

But herein he was more his friend, as Plutarch obſerves, than he intended, and

contributed to that happineſs which he thought he was oppoſing: for, by prevent

ing his preferment, he preſerved him from thoſe calamities, in which the other

officers of the army were involved, and ſecured to him a life of quiet and tran

quillity, which he enjoyed to an advanced age 3. Galba, upon his arrival at Narbonne,

found there the ambaſſadors ſent to him from the ſenate, received them in a moſt

obliging manner, and invited them to an entertainment, at which he refuſed to

make uſe of the ſilver and gold plate which belonged to Nero, and had been ſent º

him from Rome, contenting himſelf with his own, which ſhewed that he utterly -

d deſpiſed all pomp and outward appearances of grandeur. However, he was ſoon

perſuaded by Winius to alter his condućt in this particular, and put upon other

meaſures, which haſtened his ruin. He treated with the utmoſt ſeverity ſome cities

of Spain and Gaul, that had been backward in acknowledging him, publiſhed

threatening edićts againſt them, and deprived ſome of them of great part of their

territories, loading them with heavy taxes, and cauſing their walls to be beaten

down". In Gaul he ordered Wettius Chilo, and in Spain Obultronius Sabinus, and Galba', ſºve.

Cornelius Marcellus, to be put to death, and with them, if we believe Suetonius', rity,

even their wives and children, for having refuſed to join him, when he firſt revolted

from Nero. As Galba was known to be a man of an humane temper, and naturally

e averſe to all manner of cruelty, theſe executions were generally imputed, and not

undeſervedly, to Winius, and his other favourites, of whom we ſhall have occaſion

º: to ſpeak in the courſe of the preſent reign.

º In the mean time, at Rome, Nymphidius Sabinus, of whom we have ſpoken in the Nymphidius

º: preceding reign, having, by his immenſe largeſſes, gained the affections of the Sabinus affire,

º praetorian guards, and perſuading himſelf, that Galba, by reaſon of his infirmities ****

º and old age, would never reach the capital, uſurped all the authority there. Pre

º ſuming upon his intereſt, he obliged Tigellinus, who commanded, jointly with him,

sº the praetorian guards, to lay down his commiſſion. After this, he made ſeveral

ºf::::" magnificent and expenſive entertainments, inviting to them ſuch as had been conſuls,

; :: * for had commanded armies, diſtributed large ſums among the people, and with

º ſhews and other diverſions, which he daily exhibited, gained ſo great an intereſt

jº with all ranks, that he already looked upon himſelf as ſovereign. The ſenate,

º dreading his power, conferred extraordinary honours upon him, ſtyled him their

gº protećtor, attended him when he appeared in public, and had recourſe to him for

.* the confirmation of their decrees, as if he had been already inveſted with the ſove

*** reign power. This baſe compliance puffed him up to ſuch a degree, that he his power in

º uſurped, not leiſurely and by degrees, but all at once, an abſolute authority. Rome.

º Plutarch tells us, that he was ſo provoked againſt the conſuls for ſealing the diſ

jº * Plut, ibid. * Tacit, hiſt, l. i. c. 53. | Suet. c. 13.
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Attempts to

ftir up the pre

* orian guards

to a revolt.

patches, which they ſent to the emperor, with their own ſignets, and not with his,

that he would have depoſed them, had they not ſtudied to appeaſe him with ſub

miſſions quite unbecoming perſons of their rank and ſtation. Tho' he ačted as ſove

reign, he had not yet openly declared his deſign of ſeizing the ſovereignty; but

when he underſtood, that Galba was already in Gaul, and approached the borders

of Italy, that Cornelius Laco was appointed commander of the praetorian guards,

and Titus Winius the new emperor's chief favourite, he ſummoned the officers under

his command, and, after having bitterly inveighed againſt Galba's favourites, who,

he ſaid, would exerciſe the ſame power and authority, which had been uſurped by

Tigellinus, if they were allowed time to eſtabliſh themſelves, he exborted them to

ſend ambaſſadors to the emperor, and beg, in the name of the whole army, that

he would diſcharge from his ſervice Laco and Winius. If Galba complied with their

requeſt, he did not doubt but the whole power would devolve upon him, ſince he

had contributed more than any other to the ruin of Nero, and promotion of Galba;

and this power he deſigned to make uſe of againſt Galba himſelf: if the emperor

rejećted the petition of the army, that, he hoped, would eſtrange their minds from

him, and diſpoſe them to a revolt. But the officers did not approve of the motion;

The ſpeech of

one of the tri

*unes againſt

ſhim.

on the contrary, they thought it abſurd and unreaſonable to direct an emperor of

Galba’s years and experience, and tell him who of his friends were to be truſted,

and who diſcharged. Hereupon Nymphidius changed his meaſures, and, contrary

to the advice of Clodius Celſus, a native of Antioch, his intimate friend, reſolved to

conceal no longer his deſign. Accordingly he imparted it, without diſguiſe, to ſome

of the officers, and they to the ſoldiers under their command; and it was agreed,

that Nymphidius ſhould be conveyed that very night into the camp, and there

proclaimed emperor. But Antonius Honoratus, one of the tribunes, touched with

remorſe, aſſembled his men in the evening, ſignified to them his repentance, and

encouraged them to continue ſteady in their allegiance to Galba. We had, indeed,

ſaid he, ſome colourable pretence to revolt from Nero, whoſe cruelty and tyranny

we could no longer bear. But what can prompt us to abandon and betray Galba :

Can you reproach him with the murder of his wife and mother ? did he ever diſ.

grace the imperial dignity by debaſing himſelf to ačt upon the ſtage? Notwith

ſtanding all the provocations that monſter had given us, we thought ourſelves

bound to continue faithful to him, to defend and protećt him, till we were aſſured

by the traitor Nymphidius, that he had abandoned us, and was fled into Egypt.

What, but ſome evil genius, can thus hurry us on from one treaſon to another?

Muſt Galba fall a vićtim to appeaſe the ghoſt of Nero 2 muſt one of Livia's family

be ſacrificed to make way for the ſon of Nymphidia º Let us rather call him to

an account for the death of Nero, and approve our fidelity to Galba by inflićting

on the baſe traitor the puniſhment he deſerves. The diſcourſe of the tribune brought

all who heard him over to his ſentiments; ſo that they reſolved to maintain invio

lable the oath which they had taken to Galba. Moſt of the other cohorts joined

them, and with loud ſhouts proclaimed a-new Galba emperor. Nymphidius hearing

the noiſe, and either imagining they proclaimed him, or fearing ſome inſurrečtion,

haſtened to the camp, attended by a great number of lights, and holding a ſpeech

in his hand compoſed by Ciconius Varro, which he intended to pronounce to the

army. Upon his arrival at the camp, he found the gates ſhut, and the ſoldiers

under arms on the ramparts. This greatly alarmed him ; but nevertheleſs advancing

nearer, he aſked them, What they deſigned, and by whoſe orders they had taken

arms To this queſtion they anſwered with one Voice, We are determined to ac

knowledge no other emperor but Galba. Nymphidius, pretending to concur in their

ſentiments, commended their fidelity; and not yet deſpairing of being able by large

promiſes to gain them over to his intereſt, ordered them to open the gates to their

general. They obeyed; but Nymphidius, upon his firſt entering the camp, was

ſaluted with a dart, which Septimius, who marched before him, received on his

ſhield. The traitor immediately betook himſelf to flight; but being cloſely pur

fued by the ſoldiery, was overtaken and ſlain. His body was dragged through the

camp, and next morning expoſed to public view in an incloſure made for that

purpoſe". For this account we are indebted to Plutarch ; for Tacitus and Suetonius

only tell us, that Nymphidius embarked in meaſures to ſeize the ſovereignty, but

a
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a periſhed in the attempt. Nymphidius boaſted himſelf, as we have related above k,

the ſon of the emperor Caligula ; but was commonly thought, according to Plu

tarch 1, to be the ſon of a celebrated gladiator named Martianus, to whom he bore

a greater reſemblance than to Caligula ; for his mother Nymphidia was a public

proſtitute. Galba being at the ſame time informed of the treaſon, and the puniſh

ment inflićted on the traitor, diſpatched orders to the ſenate, injoining them to

put all his accomplices to death without diſtinétion. Among theſe were executed His accom:

Cingonius Warro, conſul eleēt, who had compoſed his ſpeech, and Mithridates ofſºft"

Pontus, the ſame, as we conjećture, who having been by the Romans ſtript of his.”

dominions twenty years before, had delivered himſelf into their hands, and had by

b them been conveyed to Rome. They were both, without all doubt, privy to the

conſpiracy , nay, Mithridates had ſaid publicly, while men of all ranks were with

emulation teſtifying their joy for the promotion of Galba, that while he was at

ſome diſtance, they entertained mighty expectations of him ; but the moment heap

peared, they would think it a diſgrace to the preſent age, that he had ever been

ftyled Caſar. But notwithſtanding their guilt, they were deemed to periſh as inno

cents, becauſe they died without being heard in their own defence. Every one

º expected, from a man of Galba's years and experience, a quite different condućt;

gº and therefore the whole city was greatly alarmed at ſuch illegal and arbitrary pro

º: ceedings againſt perſons of their rank and quality". But what occaſioned a far

c greater ſurprize, was his ordering Petronius Turpilianus, who had been conſul in the

eighth year of Nero's reign, to be forthwith put to death, for no other crime, but

º

in - - -

* : becauſe he had been faithful to that prince, and commanded as general under him.

As Turpilianus was broken with age, and had no longer any troops under his com- Galba', unſta

-

*

º
- - -

- mand, the emperor, as was publicly ſaid, ought to have put off his executionſ.” Jº

till his arrival at Rome, and heard him himſelf. From theſe haſty and illegal exe-”

cutions, it was generally concluded, that the new prince would not obſerve that

moderation in his ačtions, which he had promiſed in his ſpeeches.

After a long and bloody march, Galba reached at length the Milvian bridge,

within twenty-five furlongs of the city, and was there met by a numerous body of

d marines, who by Nero had been formed into a legion, and were come to addreſs

the new emperor for a confirmation of their eſtabliſhment. But Galba either re

jećting their petition, or putting off the affair to another time, they grew mutinous;

beſet the emperor, ſtopping up the way to all others who came to wait upon him,

and, with a tumultuous hoiſe, required an eagle, and legionary enſigns. Hereupon

Galba ordered his horſe to ride in among them, who º many of them to the He cauſes a

fword, and the reſt to flight. The emperor, not ſatisfied with this ſeverity, com-great minºr

manded every tenth man of thoſe who had eſcaped to be decinited, ſo that, ac: ...?
cording to Tacitus, ſeveral thouſands fell either by the ſwords of the horſe, or thoſe

of the executioners n. Dion Caſſius tells us, that ſeven thouſand bf the diſarmed

e multitude were cut in pieces upof the ſpot. Such as had the good luck to outlive

the maſſacre and execution of their companions, were, by Galba’s orders, com

mitted to priſon, where they lay till his death, when they were by Otho ſet at liberty;

and anew formed into a legion”. The entrance of the new emperor into the capi

tal, through ſo much blood and ſlaughter, was looked upon as an omen portending

greater calamities than the city had ſuffered even under Nero ; and the populace were

confirmed in their apprehenſions by ſeveral prodigies, eſpecially by an earthquake,

attended with a dreadful moiſe, which happened upon Galba’s firſt entering the

palace P. But what moſt of all rendered him both odious and contemptible, was

his ſuffering himſelf to be entirely governed, and blindly controuled, by his three I governed by

f favourites, Titus Vinius, Cornelius Laco, and Marcianus Icelus, who, as they lodged his favºri!".

in the palace, and were continually about the emperor, were commonly ſtyled his

pedagogues. Titus Pimius was deſcended of an illuſtrious family, but diſgraced it by The charađºr

his infamous condućt, being, according to Tacitus, of all men the moſt notoriouſly#."

wicked. In his very firſt campaign, under Calviſius Sabinus, he was branded with '"

infamy; for the wife of that general, led with a prepôſterous curioſity to view the

diſpoſition of the camp, entered it in the night, diſguiſed in the habit of a ſoldier;

and having there ventured into the place where the guard was kept, was debauched

!

* Hiſt. Univerſ vol. V. p. 558. 1 Plur. ibid. * Tacit, hiſt. l. i. c. 5. * Tacit. c. 6.

* Dio, l. lxiv. p. 719. Tacit, c. 87, P SUET, C, 18.
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by Pinius in the very quarter which was ſacred to the Roman eagles and banners, a

º For this crime, he was by the emperor Caligula put in irons, and kept under cloſe º

º confinement; but being ſoon after ſet at liberty by Claudius, he diſcharged ſeveral

| public employments with a charaćter free from reproach. Upon the expiring of

| his praetorſhip, he was preferred to the command of a legion, and acquitted him- |

ſelf in it with applauſe. Afterwards he was guilty of a crime, altogether infa- i

mous, and worthy only of a ſlave; for being invited by Claudius to an entertain

ment, he purloined a golden cup of great value. But the only puniſhment which

the emperor inflićted upon him for ſo ſcandalous an action, was to invite him again

to his table the very next day, and to diſtinguiſh him from the reſt of his gueſts,

by ordering that Vinius alone ſhould be ſerved in an earthen cup. Yet he ruled b

the province of Narbonne Gaul, in quality of proconſul, with unbiaſed juſtice, and

eminent integrity. He was, upon the cloſe of his proconſulſhip, appointed to com- |

mand, under Galba, the legion which was quartered in Spain; where, contrary to

the opinion of the other officers, he encouraged his general, in the manner we have

related above, not to let ſlip the opportunity that offered to ſeize the ſovereignty.

| He was a man of great boldneſs and addreſs, and, according as he choſe to apply

his talents, capable of performing great things for the public welfare, or plunging

of Cornelius the ſtate in endleſs calamities. Cornelius Laco, the other favourite, whom Galba

º:* had appointed captain of the praetorian guards before he left Spain, was a man of
CC.L.S. - - - - - - -

ſlender parts, of no courage or activity, but mightily conceited with his own talents, c

a certain enemy to every counſel, however excellent, if not ſuggeſted by himſelf,

- and headſtrong in oppoſing every man eminent for ability and diſcernment. Icelus

was a manumiſed ſlave, but not inferior to the other two in favour and authority.

Nero had veſted him, by the gold ring, with the order of knighthood, and he

! was now every-where called by an equeſtrian name, that of Martianuſ. He was a

man of inſatiable avarice, and is ſaid, by ſpoil and rapine, to have amaſſed more

wealth in the ſeven months that Galba reigned, than the moſt rapacious freedman

of Nero had done during the fourteen years of his reign. As the aged emperor

repoſed an entire confidence in theſe miniſters, without ever inquiring into their

condućt, they proſtituted the credit and charaćter of their maſter to their own viled

Their ſcandi- gain, and wicked paſſions. By them all things were ſet to ſale ; offices, provinces,
- lous condućt. public revenues, public juſtice, and the lives of men both innocent and guilty.

He was old ; they were inſatiable, and eager to make the moſt of a ſhort reign;

ſo that in the court of Galba appeared all the evils and exceſſes lately ſeen and ab

horred in that of Nero ; they were equally grievous, ſays Tacitus, but not equally

+ excuſed in a prince of Galba’s years and experience. He had himſelf a heart alto

gether upright and well-meaning; but as the numberleſs iniquities of his miniſters

were imputed to him, he was no leſs hated, than if he had committed them him

ſelf. This, ſays Dion Caſſius q, is the unhappy condition of princes: it is not enough

for them to abſtain from all violence ; they muſt reſtrain others, eſpecially their

miniſters, from committing any : no prince will be reckoned good, when his mi- -

niſters are known to be bad 3 nor be much beloved, when they are much hated.

Miniſters, it muſt be owned, are often doomed to ſuffer imputations altogether

groundleſs, as proceeding rather from envy, and the nature of their poſt, than from

their evil condućt; in which caſes 'tis but reaſonable and generous to protećt them.

º But here the guilt was notorious, and manifeſt to all men but Galba. He whom

º of all men it moſt imported to know it, knew it not ; and hence, without check

| or controul, they abuſed the power with which he too blindly entruſted them, and

; - ſacrificed his life, his glory and diadem, to their own private views, to ſordid in

- tereſt, which was the ſmalleſt thing they ought to have ſacrificed for ſo good a f

- maſter. But the meaſures which they took, proved in the end no leſs fatal to

- them, than to the emperor, as we ſhall have occaſion to relate.

º Galba calls to Galba’s firſt care, after his arrival in the capital, was to call to an account,

accountº and puniſh, according to their deſerts, ſuch as had borne the chief ſway in the late

|.º tyrannical adminiſtration. Among theſe, Elius Polycletus, Petinus, Patrobius, Nar

Nero. ciſſus, all Nero's freedmen, and Locuſia, the famous poiſoner, were publicly exe

cuted, to the infinite ſatisfaction of the people, who, with loud ſhouts of joy,

attended them as they were led to the place of execution. No one doubted but

C

-
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a Tigellinus would ſuffer the like doom. He had been the chief author and promoter

of all Nero's iniquities, had perpetrated many unknown to him, and at laſt for

ſaken and betrayed him. Hence the execution of no man was more ardently

wiſhed for, more vehemently urged, by ſuch as hated, by ſuch as lamented Nero;

both concurring, from oppoſite paſſions, in the ſame antipathy and requeſt. But

he had, with immenſe preſents, purchaſed the favour of Winius, who protećted Tigellinus is

him with his mighty authority, on pretence that his daughter had been ſaved by trºteied by

Tigellinus; and truly he had ſaved her, ſays Tacitus, not from any clemency of his,*

after ſuch numbers murdered by him, but purely to purchaſe means of ſhelter and

eſcape in time to come. For this is the policy, continues our hiſtorian, of every

deſperate offender, from diſtruſt of preſent fortune, and dread of change, to arm

himſelf betimes with private favour againſt the public hatred. Hence it comes,

that for the protećtion of innocence no regard is ſhewn, but the guilty combine

for mutual exemption from puniſhment q. Of this ſcandalous partiality the people

loudly complained: Turpilianus, ſaid they, without having been guilty of any ini

quity, or been polluted with the crimes of Nero, has been put to death for no

other guilt, but becauſe he would not betray his prince and maſter ; whereas he

who plunged his prince into thoſe abominations, for which he deſerved to die, and

afterwards treacherouſly forſook and betrayed him, is not only ſuffered to live, but

to enjoy the immenſe wealth, which by all manner of rapine he has accumulated.
c As often as the emperor appeared abroad, the people crowded about him, demand- Theſº de

ing the execution of Tigellinus. This they earneſtly begged in the theatre, in the º: was exe

circus, at the gates of the palace, &c. As the execution of this execrable inſtru

ment of Nero's tyranny was thus demanded by the univerſal voice of the Roman

people, it had been but juſt, as well as politic and popular, to have ſacrificed

him, tho’ he had been leſs guilty than he really was, to the manes of ſo many

illuſtrious Romans murdered by him, and to the honeſt rage of the public. This

would have obliged both the friends and enemies of Nero, gained the affections of

the people, and ſtrengthened Galba’s party. But theſe were ſmall conſiderations

with Winius, in compariſon of filling his coffers. In order, therefore, to oblige

d Tigellinus, who had engaged to pay him an immenſe ſum, in caſe he eſcaped un

puniſhed, he perſuaded Galba, who repoſed in him an entire confidence, not only

to withſtand the ardent wiſhes, and earneſt ſolicitations, of the whole Roman people, -

but to check them with an edićt, wherein he reproached them with cruelty, and Galba check,
begged they would not make his government appear tyrannical, nor inſiſt upon the .. with an

execution of an unhappy man, who was dying of a conſumption. Nothing ſo“

much provoked the indignation of the people as this edićt ; for it was afterwards ſ

b

known, that Tigellinus had that very day made a ſacrifice to the gods for his reco

very, which was followed by a magnificent entertainment ; and that Vinius, after

having ſupped with the emperor, had ſpent the whole night in revelling with Ti

e gellinus ; it was moreover known, that Winius had carried his daughter with him to

the entettainment ; and that Tigellinus, after having thanked the father for the edićt, º

preſented the daughter firſt with two hundred and fifty thouſand drachma's, and

afterwards with a necklace, which he took from the neck of the chief of his concubines,

valued at one hundred and fifty thouſand more. Halotus, another of Nero's mini-Halotus is

º ſters, and perhaps no leſs hated, on account of his enormous cruelties and extortions,º ty.

º than Tigellinus, (for with equal ardour the Roman people demanded his execution)pº

#% was in the ſame manner, and from the ſame motives, protećted by the authority

wº of Winius; nay, in confideration of an immenſe ſum, which he paid to that wicked º

º miniſter, he not only eſcaped unpuniſhed, but was preferred to a moſt honourable

º f and profitable employment . . Thus were criminals, notoriouſly guilty of the moſt

º crying iniquities, but poſſeſſed with wealth enough to purchaſe the favour of the

, ſº reigning miniſter, ſcreened from the puniſhment due to their crimes, while others,

leſs guilty, were by droves hurried to execution. This ſcandalous and barefaced With derive:
gº partiality gained to the miniſter what he chiefly aimed at, immenſe treaſures, but ::::::::ed

º derived upon the prince infinite public hatred; for, by not reſtaining his miniſter, -

...” he incurred the ſame cenſure and blame, as if he himſelf had done the evil, or au- -

cº thorized it *.

tº -

º * Tacit, c. 72. * Plur, ibid. Suet. c. 15. * Plur. ibid. Tacit. c. 4.
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Galba's parſ

THE example of Winius was followed by the other miniſters and favourites of a

the new emperor; for being indulged in immoderate power, they expoſed to com

mon ſale all the honours and emoluments of the ſtate. His bondmen too were

greedy to profit by their ſudden ſunſhine, and eager to convert into haſty gains

the ſhort reign of a maſter already enfeebled with age. So that the people began

loudly to complain: Why, ſaid they, was Nero depoſed, if things are not mended

under Galba P. Why a new prince choſen, but for the eaſe of the public, after a

reign of violence and tyranny ? The public hatred, which the numberleſs iniquities

of the new emperor's miniſters derived upon him, was heightened by his ill timed

ſtrićtneſs, and unpopular parſimony; tho' his parſitnony was chiefly aſcribed to

Winius, who was ſaid to have checked the emperor’s generoſity to others, that he b

. the better gratify his own avarice. However that be, while the emperor

endeavoured to reform the abuſes, and retrench the exorbitant expences that had

prevailed in the preceding reign, he ran into the other extreme. No man's money,

ſays Tacitus, did he ever covet, but was ſparing of his own, and of the public

money greedy and tenacious. Authors relate ſeveral inſtances of his unſeaſonable

parſimony, altogether unbecoming a perſon of his rank and ſtation. Plutarch

tells us, that one Canus, a celebrated player upon the flute, having one night en

tertained him while he was ſupping, the emperor, after having highly commended

the excellence of his performance, ſent for his purſe, and preſented him with five

denarii, about three ſhillings of our money, telling him, that he made him that c

preſent out of his privy purſe, and not out of the public money. Suetonius adds,

that when his table, upon any extraordinary occaſion, was more ſplendidly ſerved

than uſual, he could not refrain from fighing, and expreſſing his diſſatisfaction, in

a manner inconſiſtent with common decency . As the public treaſure had been quite

exhauſted by Nero, who had conſumed above ſeventeen millions in profuſe penſions

and donations, Galba, after examining every expedient to find the neceſſary ſup

plies, preferred to all others, as the moſt juſt, that of ſupplying the public at

the expence of thoſe, for whoſe ſake the public had been impoveriſhed. All the

partakers, therefore, in the late emperor's extravagance were called to account;

and it was enaćted, that they ſhould retain only a tenth of that wild liberality, d

and reſtore the reſt. But as they had ſcarce a tenth left unwaſted, having laviſhed

the plunder of the public, and of their fellow-citizens, in the ſame riot and pro

digality in which ãº had ſquandered away their own private fortunes, the em

peror obliged thoſe who had had any dealings with them, who had bought or re

ceived any thing from them, to refund the whole. For theſe ſearches and exaétions

a new court was inſtituted, in which preſided, according to Tacitus, thirty, accord.

ding to Suetonius, fifty Roman knights ; who extended their inquiries even into Greece,

and there obliged the players upon inſtruments, the actors, wreſtlers, charioteers,

the judges at the Olympic games, the prieſteſs of Apollo Delphicus, &c. to reſtore

nine tenths of Nero's donations. As this was an affair without bounds, and many e

were affected by it ; as on all hands were ſeen open ſales, and the public crier,

and this court was new in its inſtitution, and from the multitude of officers, from

the numerous ſuits, heavy and vexatious, the whole city, nay, the whole empire,

was in a ferment. The ſoldiers of the praetorian guards were kept quiet a while

in expečtation of the mighty donative, which had been promiſed them by Nym

phidius in Galba’s name, ſuppoſing that tho’ they did not receive the full, yet the

emperor, notwithſtanding his parſimony, would not ſcruple to beſtow upon them

the ſame ſum that had been given them by Nero. But when he refuſed to fulfil

the promiſe which had been made in his name, and ordered only a ſmall ſum,

leſs than had yet been given by any prince, to be diſtributed among them, they f

could not refrain from ſeditious invečtives, vilifying the emperor for his old age

and avarice. This diſaffection was heightened by a ſaying of Galba ; a ſaying,

according to Tacitus, worthy of the primitive virtue of the Romans, and the com

monwealth, but to himſelf dangerous ; That he choſe his ſºldiers, and did not buy

them. His ſeverity too in exačting a ſtrićt obſervance of military diſcipline, a qua

lity ſo admired of old, and by the armies ever diſtinguiſhed with applauſe, was

very grievous to a ſlothful ſoldiery, ſcorning the ancient diſcipline, and for four

teen years ſo accuſtomed to the baſe reign of Nero, that at this time they no leſs

mony,
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a admired the vices of their princes, than of old they had adored their virtues". Tho’

the reſt of his conduct did not, according to Tacitus, anſwer his ſeverity in keeping

the ſoldiery to their duty, yet he performed, as Suetonius informs us, many things

worthy of ſo great a prince w. That writer does not deſcend to particulars; but Zo

maras tells us, that he puniſhed with the utmoſt ſeverity thoſe who had, by falſe accu

ſations, occaſioned the ruin of innocent perſons; that he delivered up to all maſters

ſuch of their ſlaves as had borne witneſs againſt them ; and that he recalled from exile

thoſe, who had been baniſhed by Nero upon the law of majeſty . Caſaubon thinks

it plainly appears from an ancient inſcription, that he ſuppreſſed the tax of the qua

drageſima or fortieth penny, which had been firſt taken off, and afterwards reſtored

by Nero . He diſcharged ſeveral of the praetorian guards, who had been engaged

in the conſpiracy of Nymphidius ; and diſmiſſed, without the uſual rewards, the Ger
Diſcharges the

German co

man cohort, which had ſerved the other Caſars with unſhaken fidelity, ordering ſº.

them to return to their country, becauſe he ſuſpected them more inclined to Cn. Do

labella than to him *. However, he took particular care of ſome other cohorts of

Germans, who having been ſent by Nero before him to Alexandria, while he medi

tated a journey thither, and ſoon after recalled, were returned ſickly, and greatly

fatigued with ſo long a courſe of ſailing".

About the ſame time that julius Windex revolted in Gaul, Clodius Macer, who

governed Africa in quality of propraetor, took uparms againſt Nero, levied new forces,

and even a legion, which from him was called the Macrian legion, but was ſoon

after disbanded by Galba, whom he refuſed to acknowledge, through fear of being

called to account for the numberleſs murders and extortions, to which his unbounded

avarice and cruelty had prompted him. Plutarch tells us, that without either accept

ing or rejećting the imperial title, he ſtrove to maintain himſelf in poſſeſſion of

Africa, and to famiſh the city, by ſtopping the veſſels which thence conveyed corn

to Rome. He was inſtigated to this revolt, according to Tacitus b, chiefly by Galvia

Criſpinilla, who had been to Nero the directreſs of his luſts, and afterwards, paſſing

over into Africa, had infinuated herſelf into the favour of the propraetor Macer. Ac

cording to this account, Macer ſeems not to have revolted till after Nero's death. Be

that as it will, he was ſlain at the command of Galba by Trebonius Garucianus, the

imperial procurator in Africa. As for Criſpinilla, ſhe returned to Rome; and though

it was notorious, that ſhe had ſuggeſted to Macer the pernicious counſel of famiſhing

the Roman people, and on that ſcore capital puniſhment was demanded againſt her

by the univerſal voice of Rome; yet, by the connivance of the prince, and the favour

of his miniſters, (for ſhe was both opulent and childleſs) ſhe eſcaped her doom, and

lived in perfeót impunity during the reigns of Galba, Otho and Vitellius *. About the

Clodius Macer

killed in Africa.

ſame time was aſſaſſinated Fonteius Capito, who commanded in Lower Germany, by 4” ºntºus

Cornelius Aquinas and Fabius Valens, two tribunes, without ſtaying for the emperor's
Capito in

Lower Ger

command. There were who believed, that Capito, however abominable he was, many.

however ſtained with avarice, and immerſed in impurities, had yet declined engaging

in any turbulent counſels ; that having rejećted the ſolicitations of Aquinas and Valens

to rebel with them, he was by them charged with their own ill faith and treaſon;

and that Galba, either impoſed upon, or afraid of making further inquiry, ratified

the execution. However it was, both theſe executions, that of Macer, as well as

that of Capito, were ill received, this being, as Tacitus well obſerves, the uſual fate

of a prince under public hatred, that every ačtion of his, whether good or evil,

is generally diſapproved, perverſly conſtrued, and contributes to his ruin 4. Sueto

nius tells us, that after the death of theſe two commanders, Galba at length quitted

his military habit, and a dagger, which till then he had worn faſtened to his neck,

and hanging down on his breaſt, tho’ he was not in a condition to make uſe of it,

being enfeebled with age and infirmities •. Capito was ſucceeded in the government

of Lower Germany by Aulus Vitellius, afterwards emperor, who was raiſed to that poſt Vitelius go

chiefly by the intereſt of Winius, whoſe favour he had gained, by ſupporting the ſame ..."

faction in the circus, Galba, in conferring upon him that command, openly declared,

that he did not prefer him out of any eſteem he had for him, or opinion of his abili

ties, but becauſe he believed thoſe to be leſs feared, who were moſt addićted to glut

tony, and that his keen appetite might be ſatiated with the plenty of that province ;

* Plur. ibid. Tacit. c. 5. Suer, c. 16. Dio, p. 729. w SUET, c. 14. * ZonAR. p. 190.

y Vide SPANH. l. ix. p. 793. * SUET. c. 12. * Tacit. c. 31. * Idem, hiſt, l. i. c. 7.

• Idem ibid. * Idem ibid. * SUET, c. I 1.

Vol. W. Nº. 8. 7 L ſo

Lower Ger

many.
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ſo that his preferment was owing to the contempt, and not to the eſteem the emperor a

had for him f. Philoſtratus, in his life of Apollonius Tyaneus, tells us, that this

year was born at Syracuſe, and expoſed to public view, a child with three heads;

which monſtrous birth denoted, according to the interpretation of his Apollonius, the

three heads or emperors, Galba, Otho and Vitellius, by whom the Roman ſtate was for

ſome time governed in one and the ſame year. He adds, that the cities of Sicily were

then in arms againſt each other, and ſtrangely haraſſed with inteſtine diviſions 8. But

of theſe diſturbances we find no farther account in that writer, nor any mention of

them in others.

THE following year, on the calends of january, Galba entered on his ſecond con

ſulſhip, having his favourite miniſter, Titus Winius, for his collegue. He had ſcarce b

aſſumed the faſces, when an expreſs arrived from Pompeius Propinquus, procurator of

**S*** Belgic Gaul, informing him, that the legions in Upper Germany, in open violation

º, of their oaths and allegiance, demanded imperiouſly another emperor, and referred

the free eleētion of one to the pleaſure of the ſenate and people of Rome. Verginius

had been removed from them, as we have related above ; and as he had neither been

reſtored, nor preferred to any other command or employment, but treated, in a man

ner, like a criminal, they conceived themſelves to be charged as delinquents, for

having offered him the empire. Hordeonius Flaccus, who had been ſent to ſuc

ceed him, they utterly contemned ; and truly he was a man void of firmneſs, void

of authority, and, from his lameneſs, and the infirmities of his age, unequal to the c

direction of the moſt orderly and peaceable army. Hence, under their preſent frenzy,

they were further inflamed by his impotent endeavours to reſtrain them. This intel

*** ligence ripened the deſign, about which Galba had been for ſome time deliberating

... with himſelf, and in concert with his friends, concerning the adoption of a ſucceſing the adop- - - - - - -

"... for ; for he imagined himſelf to be deſpiſed, not ſo much on account of his age, as

ſºr. for want of iſſue. But his favourites, already at variance, and purſuing each his

own private views, were divided into two factions: Winius was for Otho ; Laco and

Icelus were combined together, not ſo much to favour the intereſt of any particular,

as to exclude him. As Vinius had a daughter, who was a widow, and Olho was not

married, no one doubted but an alliance between them was intended. But Galba, d

moved with a concern for the commonwealth, which, he thought, was in vain

reſcued from Nero, were it to devolve upon Olho, the chief confident ofthat prince's

impure pleaſures, did not, in this particular, ſuffer himſelf to be blindly guided by

Winius ; but hearing him favourably, referred the farther conſideration of the affair

to another time. However, out of complaiſance to his chief miniſter, he appointed

him and Otho conſuls for the enſuing year. Hence it was generally taken for granted,

that Otho would, upon his entering the conſulſhip, be by Galba declared his ſucceſſor;

which cauſed an univerſal joy among the ſoldiery, who, for the moſt part, favoured

Otho, and among the courtiers and creatures of Nero, who were paſſionate for a prince

ſo reſembling their former. But while Galba was deliberating about the choice, and t

putting it off from day to day, diſmal tidings were daily brought from Upper Ger

many for the legions there being ſummoned, according to cuſtom, on the calends

of January, to take the uſual oath of fidelity to the emperor, had torn his images,

broken his ſtatues, and openly declaring, that they would never acknowledge Galla,

ſworn allegiance to the Roman ſenate and people. Hereupon the emperor, beſet

with anxieties, as not knowing whither the fury of the revolters might tend, and not

truſting to the faith of the troops in Rome, applied what to him ſeemed the only

remedy, and held a council for declaring a ſucceſſor, to which, beſides Winius and

Laco, he ſummoned Marius Celſus conſul elect, and Ducennius Geminus governor of

Rome. On this occaſion Pinius promoted anew with great zeal the adoption of Olhº, f

and Ducennius Geminus that of Dolabella, who was nearly related to Galba. But the

emperor, preferring the welfare of the public to all other regards, after a ſhort ſpeech

He adopts Piſo concerning his great age, ordered Piſo Licinianus to be ſent for, and, to the great

Licinianus ſurprize of all, named him his ſucceſſor. Piſo was the ſon of Marcus Craſſus and

Scribonia, and both by father and mother nobly born, being by his father deſcended

from the celebrated Marcus Licinius Craſſus, who was ſlain in the fatal battle of

Carrb.e., and by his mother from Pompey the Great. He was at this time in the thirty

firſt year of his age, and by all highly eſteemed on account of his extraordinary parts,

* Seet, in Vitell. c. 7. * Phil, vit. Apoll. Tyan. I. v. c. 4.

his
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º,º a his engaging behaviour, and fingular modeſty. His gravity, reſembling that ofthe

A tº:s ancient Romani, was, ſays Tacitus, by thoſe who judged cenſoriouſly, accounted me

º lancholy and auſtere ; but that part of his temper which alarmed the diſcontented,

º: pleaſed the perſon adopting". Suetonius tells us, that Galba had always ſhewn a

*º-e greateſteem for him, and named him in his laſt will for his heir, before he was raiſed

º to the empire . Some however believed, that he was by Laco prevailed upon to

**:::::: adopt him for his ſucceſſor; for Laco had, unknown to Galba, held private confe

rences with him at the houſe of Rubellius Plautus, but artfully recommended him to

Galba, as one to whom he was an utter ſtranger. Galba, after having declared to

him, in the preſence of his friends and counſellors, his deſign of adopting him, and

b naming him for his ſucceſſor in the empire, is ſaid to have taken him by the hand, , , } %

and to have ſpoken thus: Were [as a private perſon to adopt you for my ſon, glori,j.

ous even then would be the adoption to us both, ſince my family would receive new acºon.

luſtre from the blood of the great Pompey, and of Marcus Craſſus, and yours from that

of the Sulpitian and Lutatian families. I am now a public perſon, called to the empire

by the united conſent of the gods and men; and of this ſovereignty, for which our

anceſtors have often expoſed their lives, I offer you the poſſeſſion while you are neither

ſeeking nor purſuing it. To this I am urged only by the love of my country, and

your excellent qualifications. Auguſtus, who would intail the empire upon his own

houſe, in his own houſe ſought a ſucceſſor. I chuſe out of the commonwealth an heir

° to the commonwealth: not that I am reduced to this choice by any want of relations of

my own ; but them I overlook, as well as your relations, becauſe I do not judge them

ſo well qualified for ſo important a charge as yourſelf. You have a brother, in nobility

your equal, in age your ſuperior, a man worthy of this fortune, did I not find in you one

ſtill more worthy. You have paſſed your youth without reproach, and ſuch hitherto

has been your courſe of life, that nothing in your condućt thus far is ſubject to blame:

but you have yet only had adverſe fortune to contend with. Proſperity is more

enſnaring ; it tries the temper of the ſoul, and expoſes its weakneſſes: calamities we

often bear with patience ; but are utterly ſubdued and corrupted by a flow of felicity.

I do not doubt but you will, with your uſual firmneſs, ſtill retain the ſame integrity,

d faith in friendſhip, candour and freedom of ſpirit, endowments, which, above all

others, adorn the mind. But in others, towards you, you will find a different con

dućt: by falſe complaiſance they will endeavour to weaken your fortitude, and by

deceitful flattery, and ſoothing ſpeeches, poiſon every honeſt affection of your mind;

and to his own ſordid gain will every particular be wreſting your honour, and good

inclinations. You and I, upon this occaſion, converſe with hearts perfeótly ſincere ;

but others will make their addreſſes to our fortunes, rather than to us: and indeed

to reaſon princes into their duty, is a dangerous task ; but eaſy is the art of flatter

ing any prince whatſoever. Could this immenſe empire ſubſiſt without a ſingle ruler,

I ſhould glory in reſigning, glory in being the firſt emperor, who reſigned the power

e of the republic into her own hands; but ſuch long ſince has been the unhappy ſitua

tion of the ſtate, that all the good, which my old age allows me to do to the Roman

people, is to leave them a good ſucceſſor ; nor can you, with all your youth, do more

for them, than afford them in yourſelf a benevolent prince. Under Tiberius, Caligula

and Claudius, we were all the inheritance of one family. That the empire has begun

in me to be elective, is ſome equivalent for our ancient liberty, and the only liberty

we are capable of enjoying. Now the julian and Claudian families being extinét,

the beſt men, by this way of adoption, will become the greateſt. To be deſcended

from princes is the effect of chance ; but, in the work of adoption, the judgment is

exerciſed ; and whenever you want to chuſe, the general conſent will direct you to

f the perſon moſt worthy to be choſen. Have always before your eyes the example of

Nero, who, elated with the glory of his race, and a long genealogy of the Caſars,

was not in reality dethroned by julius Pindex, the governor of a province, unprovided

with forces, nor by me aſſiſted with one legion, but by his own cruelty, and infamous

debaucheries; nor was there, till then, any inſtance of an emperor by public fen

tence condemned and depoſed. It was my lot to be called to an unſettled ſtate ; nor

muſt you be alarmed, if while the whole world continues in this general uproar, there

are two legions which yet remain unreclaimed to obedience. As to my old age, the

only objećtion to my government, it is no longer one, ſince when it comes to be

* Tacº r. c. 14. Plut. in Gab. * Suet, c. 17.

known
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known that I have adopted you, I ſhall ſeem young in my ſucceſſor. Nero will ever a

be regretted by the moſt abandoned and profligate: to you and me it belongs to

govern, that he may not alſo be regretted by the good. To ſay more in this way

of inſtrućtion the preſent conjuncture does not allow me. One certain rule you have

to obſerve, which is, ſo to behave yourſelf towards your ſubjećts, as, were you a

ſubjećt, you would wiſh your prince to comport himſelf towards you. This rule

comprehends the whole art of reigning with juſtice and equity; for you muſt remem

ber, that it is not with us as with other nations, where a particular family rules with

abſolute ſway, and all beſides are ſlaves; but you are to govern a people incapable

of complete liberty, and impatient of abſolute bondage .

WHEN Galba had done ſpeaking, Piſo returned him thanks for the extraordinary b

and unexpected honour conferred on him, addreſſing him now both his father and

emperor, with a ſpeech full of reverence, and, where he mentioned himſelf, full of

modeſty. He betrayed no ſymptoms of joy, no change in his countenance, none

afterwards in his behaviour, as if he had been inſenſible of ſo mighty a favour; mani

feſt indications, ſays Tacitus, that he was more capable of reigning, than defirous to

reign. The next thing that came under debate in the council was, where to declare

the adoption, whether to the people aſſembled, to the ſenate, or to the army. The

reſult was to do it in the camp ; and thither he immediately repaired, tho’ that day,

the tenth of January, was rendered unuſually terrible by heavy rains, frequent claps

of thunder, and inceſſant lightning ; which, in ancient times, would have proved

ſufficient ground for diſſolving public aſſemblies, but were looked upon by Galba, and

contemned, as fortuitous and unmeaning. Upon his arrival in the camp, he declared

to a full aſſembly of the ſoldiers, with the brevity becoming an emperor, that he

adopted Piſo after the precedent of the deified Auguſius, and according to the cuſtom

of the army, where every one chuſes his man. And left the revolt of the German

legions might, if by him concealed, be thence thought more formidable, he frankly

told them, that the fourth legion, and the eighteenth, at the inſtigation of ſome few

incendiaries, had departed from their duty, but would ſoon return to their allegiance.

As no mention was made of the diſtributions uſual on ſuch occaſions, only the ſoldiers

who ſtood next to him applauded his ſpeech, and through all the reſt was obſerved a

fullen ſadneſs and ſilence for having thus loſt the donative, which cuſtom, and their

own inſolent claims, had in ſome degree rendered neceſſary. Tacitus tells us, that

with any liberality, however ſmall, Galba might have gained the affections of the ſol

diery ; but ſuffered by pračtiſing, out of ſeaſon, the rigorous purity of ancient times,

which they were no longer able to bear k. From the camp Galba proceeded to the

ſenate, where he ſpoke with the ſame brevity and bluntneſs as to the ſoldiery. The

ſpeech which Piſo made was better received. In the mean time Otho, who had been

the foremoſt to eſpouſe the cauſe of Galba, had promoted it with vigour, and thence

conceived hopes of being adopted, and named by him for his ſucceſſor, inraged at

his diſappointment, and burning with anger againſt Galba, with envy towards Piſo,

determined to make a reſolute effort, while the authority of the one was daily decay

ing, and that of the other not yet confirmed. Many concurring motives inſpired

him with this reſolution. As he had conſumed his fortune in a courſe of riot and

expence, and contracted immenſe debts, in the quiet eſtabliſhment of the ſtate he ſaw

nothing but deſpair, and only upon public confuſion founded his hopes. Beſides, he

looked upon his being thus put by, as a certain ſign of the diſpleaſure and ill-will of

Galba towards him, and thence thought reſignation and acquieſcence more threatening

than boldneſs and temerity. His favourite freed-men too, and his ſlaves, inured to

a licentiouſneſs and riot inconſiſtent with the oeconomy of a private family, were to

their lord continually diſplaying the alluring advantages attending the ſovereign

power, and repreſenting them as his own, if he rouſed himſelf, and made them ſo.

The aſtrologers at the ſame time urged him by their predićtions, while they were

confidently averring, that the ſtars preſaged approaching revolutions, and a year of

great glory to Otho. . Of this tribe Ptolemy was one, who having accompanied Otho

into Luſitania, and foretold him that he ſhould ſurvive Nero, had gained mighty

credit from the event. Now he perſuaded him, that if he exerted his might, and

laid hold of the preſent opportunity, he would certainly attain the accompliſhment

of his wiſhes, the ſovereign power. Hereupon Otho, with whom theſe predićtions

* Tacit. c. 15. * Idem, c. 18, 19.
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reſolved to make a bold puſh, and try his fortune. The direction of the treaſonable * aſtrologer.

deſign he committed to one of his freed-men, by name Onomaſius, who introduced

to him two men as proper inſtruments in it, keturius, a ſoldier of the life-guard, and

Barbius Proculus, teſterarius to the ſame band ; that is, one whoſe office it was to

receive the parole from the tribune in writing, and carry it to the tents of the ſoldiers.

Otho, having firſt in a long converſation tried their temper and capacity, and found

them to be men of great addreſs and reſolution, imparted to them his deſign, loaded

them with mighty preſents, promiſed them more ample rewards, and furniſhed them

with vaſt ſums to bribe and debauch the inclinations of as many of the reſt as they

were able. Thus two common ſoldiers undertook to transfer the Roman empire Tro common

from one prince to another, and transferred it effectually. They admitted very few ſoldier, under

into the ſecret ; the minds of the reſt, already uneaſy and wavering, they eſtranged

from the emperor by various artifices, eſpecially by filling them with utter deſpair of“”

the donative, which had been promiſed, and ſo often put off. This, ſaid they, is

not only defrauding us of our deſerved rewards, but blaſting our expectations for

ever, and giving a bad precedent to other emperors, who will not fail to follow an

example ſo prejudicial to us, ſo advantageous to themſelves. Rome was at this time

filled with troops; Galba had brought with him a Spaniſh legion ; the legion which

had been raiſed by Nero, ſtill remained in the city ; and beſides theſe forces, there

c were many from Germany, Britain and Illyricum, ſuch as had been thence detached

by Nero's orders, and ſent forwards to the Caſpian ſtreights, for the war which he

meditated againſt the Parthians, but recalled to ſuppreſs the revolt of /index in Gaul.

Theſe, dreading the ſeverity of diſcipline, which in this reign began to be revived,

were all ready to revolt ; and the not combining in favour of any particular, yet

prepared for the firſt daring ſpirit. The praetorian guards indeed, tranſported with

a fondneſs for Nero, were intirely addićted to Otho, who, they hoped, would recal

the licentiouſneſs which they had enjoyed under that prince ; nay, ſome of them

were ſo impatient to ſee him inveſted with the ſovereign power, that on the four

teenth of january they were prepared, as he returned home from ſupping abroad, to

d have hurried him away, and declared him emperor ; only they apprehended, that,

during the dark, whoever chanced to be preſented to the German or Pannonian army,

might by them, for the moſt part unacquainted with the perſon of Otho, be, inſtead

of him, ſaluted emperor. The execution of the deſign was therefore put off till

the next day, when Otho early in the morning went to attend the emperor, and was,

according to cuſtom, received by him with a kiſs, and admitted to be preſent at a

private ſacrifice, which Galba offered in the temple of Apollo. We are told, that

Umbrícius the ſoothſayer had no ſooner viewed the intrails of the victim, than he

warned the emperor of diſmal preſages, of treaſonable plots juſt impending, and a

domeſtic foe, all in the hearing of Otho, who ſtood next to him, and, by a different

e conſtrućtion, underſtood it all as propitious to himſelf, and a ſucceſsful iſſue foretold

of his own machinations. However, he was not a little diſconcerted at the diſco

very, and could not help betraying ſome diſmay and confuſion. But in the mean

time Onomaſius his freed-man arriving, acquainted him, that the ſurveyor and builders

waited his coming. This was the ſignal before ſettled amongſt them, to intimate

that the ſoldiers were aſſembling, and the conſpiracy ripe for execution. He there

fore immediately withdrew, feigning to thoſe who asked him the cauſe of his depar

ture, that he was about purchaſing certain houſes, which being old, and thence

ſuſpected to be decayed, it was neceſſary firſt to examine them. Then leaning on

his freed-man, he proceeded through the palace of Tiberius to the Velabrum, and

f from thence to the gilt pillar by the temple of Saturn, where the ſeveral highways in

Italy terminated. There he was received by a party of the guards, and proclaimed Othoi, ſaluted

take to transfer

ire.

Galba is marm

ed of a treaſon

able plot.

emperor; but as they were not above twenty-three, tho’ his ſoul was not of the ſame emperor by a

ſoft temper and effeminacy with his perſon, but, on the contrary, bold and daring,

yet he was ſo diſmayed at the ſmallneſs of their number, that he deſired to retire,

and drop his deſign. This the ſoldiers would not ſuffer; but putting him in great

haſte into a chair, hurried him away with their drawn ſwords. Plutarch tells us,

that he preſſed them to make all the haſte they could, crying out, I am a loſt man.

The party that attended him was ſoon joined by much the like number of ſoldiers,

and theſe, in their progreſs to the camp, were followed by others, who came in,

g three and four at a time, till at laſt they made up a conſiderable body. Upon their

W o L. V. N9 8, 7 M arrival
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** arriedro arrival at the camp, julius Martialis the tribune, who that day commanded the a
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main guard, ſuffered them to enter, either overcome with ſurprize at ſo daring an

undertaking, or privy to the conſpiracy, or elſe believing the camp to be generally

infected, and that it was in vain to reſiſt. In the camp they met with no oppoſition,

thoſe who were not privy to the deſign being incompaſſed by ſuch as were; ſo that

fome out of fear, others by choice, joined the revolters, and at laſt all with one voice

ſaluted Otho emperor and Caſar".

IN the mean time Galba, utterly unacquainted with the revolution, was ſtill bent

upon the ſacrifice, and tiring, ſays Tacitus, with his ſupplications, the guardian gods

of the empire, already under the ſway of another head. News was firſt brought

him, that a ſenator, it was uncertain who, was by a party of the guards hurried away b

to the camp, there to be preſented to the ſoldiery ; and ſoon after word was brought,

that Otho was the ſenator thus hurried thither. Inſtantly from all parts of the city

people crouded to Galba with the ſame tidings, each relating then his own way.

Some exaggerated every thing beyond meaſure ; others, not laying aſide, even at

ſo deſperate a junéture, their wonted flattery, ſoothed him with relations far ſhort of

the facts. In this ſudden alarm Galba haſtily ſummoned his friends, and in a conſul

tation held with them it was reſolved, that the temper of the cohort then upon duty

in the palace ſhould firſt of all be ſounded, not by Galba in perſon, whoſe authority

was reſerved as the laſt remedy upon the higheſt emergency, but by Piſo , who having

cauſed them to be aſſembled at the foot of the ſtairs of the palace, exhorted them with C

great eloquence and energy, to continue ſteady in their allegiance, diſplayed the

vices and debaucheries of Otho, and aſſured them, that they ſhould receive from

Galba and him as large a donative for their fidelity preſerved, as was offered them

by Otho for dipping their hands in the blood of their ſovereign. When he had ended

his ſpeech, ſome of the cohorts ſtole away; but the major part diſplayed their enſigns,

and prepared their arms to defend their emperor. Celſus Marius was immediately

ſent to ſecure the troops that had been detached from the army in Illyrium, and

were then poſted in the Vipſanian porch. To Amulius Serenus and Domitius Sabinus,

centurions of the firſt rank, orders were given to bring away from the court of the

temple of Liberty, the band of German ſoldiers there. To the camp of the praetorian d

guards repaired the tribunes Cerius Severus, Subrius Dexter, and Pompeius Longinus, to

try, whether by reaſon and exhortations, the mutiny, then in its infancy, might not

be quelled, and obedience reſtored. Two of theſe tribunes the ſoldiers only terrified

with threats, but laid violent hands on Longinus, ſtripped him of his arms, and igno

miniouſly drove him out of the camp, he being, above the reſt, obnoxious to them

on account of his known fidelity and invincible attachment to Galba. The band

detached from the Illyrian army drove Celſus from amongſt them with flights of darts.

The ſecond legion of marines, eager to revenge the blood of their brethren maſſacred

by Galba on his firſt entry as emperor into Rome, joined, without heſitation, the

praetorian bands. The German troops continued a great while wavering and irreſo- e

lute, being in their bodies ſtill feeble, (for they were lately returned from Alexandria

ſickly and fatigued) and in their minds intirely peaceable, and rather inclined to

Galba, out of gratitude for the care he was taking to cheriſh and reſtore them k. Sue

tonius tells us, that they immediately haſtened to the aſſiſtance of Galba ; but not

being acquainted with the ſtreets, they miſtook their way, and came too late'. Galba

in the mean time was held in ſuſpenſe between two different counſels. Winius was of

opinion, that the emperor ſhould remain in the palace, arm his ſlaves in his defence,

fortify the avenues, and by no means iſſue forth amongſt men mad with rage. All

the reſt alledged the neceſſity of diſpatch, and inſtant meaſures, before the conſpiracy

of a few, yet weak and unſupported, had gathered ſtrength and numbers. Galba f

yielded to the advice of the latter, their counſels appearing to him more plauſible.

Piſo however was ſent away before to the camp, as a young man of great ſame and

reputation, and one who was generally looked upon as an enemy to the hated mini

ſter Titus Winius. Scarce had he left the place, when it was rumoured about, that

Otho was ſlain in the camp ; and ſoon after there appeared perſons who averred, that

they themſelves had been upon the ſpot when the traitor was killed, and beheld his

dead body extended on the ground. It was by many conjećtured, that this rumour

was firſt framed, and afterwards heightened, by the partizans of Otho, with no other
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a view, but to entice Galba from his retirement. However that be, upon this occa

ſion, not only the ſimple and thoughtleſs vulgar broke out into loud ſhouts, and

extravagant demonſtrations of zeal; but the greater part of the Roman knights and

ſenators, now diveſted of their fears, and therefore void of caution and reſerve,

forced the gates of the palace; and ruſhing in, preſented themſelves before Galba,

complaining, that the vengeance by them meditated in his behalf, was now ſnatched

out of their hands. The moſt cowardly, ſuch as had not courage enough to face

the leaſt danger, as the event well proved, were, at this juncture, profuſe of words

and boaſts, and in tongue valiant and daring. No man knew the fact, and all

averred it 3 ſo that Galba, deprived of true information, put on a breaſt-plate ; and

b finding himſelf unable, through age and infirinities, to ſuſtain the preſſing crowd,

he was put into a chair. Before he left the palace, julius Atticus, one of the guards, ºil ſº

preſſing through the crowd, preſented himſelf before the emperor, and diſplaying "“”

a ſword all over bloody, declared with a loud voice, that by his hand Otho had

been ſlain. Galba returned no other anſwer, than, Fellow ſoldier, whoſe orders hadſ;

thou ? Such was his firmneſs in reſtraining the licentious inſolence of the ſoldiery,

without being diſmayed by menaces, or corrupted with the moſt ſoothing flattery".

IN the mean time, they had to a man declared for Otho in the camp; and placing

him amidſt the enſigns upon that very tribunal, where a little before ſtood the golden

ſtatue of Galba, encompaſſed him round with banners diſplayed. The common The zeal ºf

c ſoldiers refuſed to the tribunes and centurions acceſs to his perſon ; nay, they gaveſº for

him caution to beware of all who were in command or authority among them. • .

Firſt the praetorian guards, and then the legion of marines, unanimouſly ſwore

allegiance to him, and, with loud ſhouts, ſaluted him emperor, Caſar, and Auguſtus.

After this, Otho, now confiding in his ſtrength, inflamed them with a long ſpecch,

filled with bitter invečtives againſt Galba, and his favourites ; and then ordered the

common armoury to be thrown open, whence arms were inſtantly ſnatched at ran

dom, without any regard to the cuſtom of war, or the different orders and ranks

of men. Galba, in the mean time, having left the palace, was approaching the

forum, when he was overtaken by Piſo, who, hearing the cries of the rebellious

d ſoldiery reſounding quite to the city, had thought it adviſeable not to proceed to

the camp. At the ſame time, Celſus Marius, who had been ſent to the Illyrian

army, returned with a melancholy account. In this conjuncture, ſome adviſed

Galba to retire back to the palace ; others propoſed ſeizing the capitol ; and ſeveral

were for taking poſſeſſion of the place where the people uſed to aſſemble. In this

conteſt, as in a ſtorm, Galba’s chair was borne ſometimes one way, and ſometimes

another, according to the different movement and flućtuation of the multitude ;

when on a ſudden appeared firſt a party of horſe, and then a body of foot, ruſhing

furiouſly into the forum. At this ſight, the ſtandard-bearer to the cohort, which

had remained with Galba, rent from his ſtandard the effigies of the emperor, and

e daſhed it againſt the ground. Upon this ſignal, the whole cohort abandoned Galb 4%ań.

him, and joined the detachments from the camp. Hereupon, thoſe who carried “**

Galba, ſeized with dread and trembling, flung him from his chair proſtrate upon

the ground, and there left him to the mercy of his enemies. His laſt words

are differently reported, as he was hated by ſome, or admired by others. By

ſeveral it was ſpread abroad, that he asked in the ſtyle of a ſuppliant, What evil

he had merited ; and begged time, only for a few days, to diſcharge the donative,

which had been promiſed in his name. But moſt agree, that of his own accord

* he preſented his throat to the aſſaſſins, bidding them ſtrike reſolutely, if the good

º: of the commonwealth ſo required. Of the very perſon, who gave him the mortal

gº f blow, we have no clear account. Some hold it to have been one Terentius, an Heimardered

* * evocatuſ, or reſumed veteran ; others one Lecanius. The more current tradition

º in Tacitus's time was, that Camurius, a common ſoldier of the fifteenth legion, cut

ºrs his throat with his ſword. The reſt hacked and mangled in a dreadful manner his
lºº legs and arms (for his breaſt was covered with armour); nay, they were tranſported

wº with a ſpirit ſo brutal and inhuman, that even after they had cut off his head, they

** ſatiated their rage by disfiguring with numberleſs wounds his lifeleſs body. Upon

:* Titus Winius they next diſcharged their rage. Some writers tell us, that through fear With Titus

º he was quite bereſt of ſpeech; others, that with a loud voice he cried out, they V"
º

* Tactr, c. 35,

º had
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had no ſuch orders from Otho, whence they conclude, that he was privy to the ,

conſpiracy, and had imbarqued in that treaſon, for which he had adminiſtred

cauſe. Before the temple of julius Caſar, he was wounded in the knee; and pre

ſently after, by one julius Carus, a legionary, pierced quite through the body.

Among the many perſons who had firſt made boaſt of their inviolable faith and

attachment to their ſovereign, one was found who performed what he had promiſed.

This was Sempronius Denſus, centurion of a praetorian cohort, and by Galba ap

The filelity pointed to guard the perſon of Piſo. He had not received any particular favour

º ºf of Galba; but only from a principle of honour, and in compliance with the oath

p." he had taken, he placed himſelf before the emperor's chair, commanding thoſe who

were advancing againſt him, to ſpare the emperor. As they ſtill advanced, he b

threw away the vine-branch, which he held in his hand as the badge of his office;

and drawing his ſword, ſingly encountered them all, boldly upbraiding them as

deteſtable particides ; inſomuch that, partly by his blows, partly by his reproaches,

he drew upon himſelf the ſwords of the aſſaſſins; and tho’ he could not ſave the

emperor, yet procured to Piſo, who was already wounded, opportunity to retire,

| He was himſelf killed ; but Piſo eſcaped to the temple of Veſta, where he was by

a bondman of the ſtate received through compaſſion, and concealed in his chamber;

which Otho no ſooner knew, than he diſpatched Sulpitius Florus, belonging to the

Britiſh bands, a man juſt before preſented by Galba with the privilege of a Roman

- citizen, and Statius Murcus, one of his guards, with orders to diſpatch Piſº. By

Piſo murdered, them therefore Piſo was dragged forth, and butchered near the gate of the tem.

ple. His head was immediately cut off, and carried to Otho, who beheld it with

unſpeakable joy, thinking himſelf now relieved from all fear and perplexity. The

bleeding heads of the emperor, and his adopted ſon, were ſtuck upon long poles,

and thus carried along amidſt the banners of the military bands, cloſe by the eagle

of a legion. Many who had not the leaſt ſhare in the murder either of Galba, or

Piſo, diſplayed their ſwords and hands all imbrued with blood, and demanded

of the new emperor a gratuity. Tacitus and Plutarch tell us, that above an hun

dred and twenty petitions of this nature, preſented in one day to Otho, fell after

wards into the hands of Vitellius, who commanded ſearch to be made after the d

authors, and puniſhed them all with death, not from any tenderneſs for Galba, but

out of policy, looking upon their puniſhment as a wholſome method of ſecuring

hitnſelf againſt ſuch traitors". -

Tº ſº, and T H E news of Galba’s death was no ſooner divulged, than the ſenate, the Roman

propic fluter knights, and the people, earneſtly crowded to the camp, ſtriving to out-run each

* ** other, and to overtake and paſs ſuch as were before them. To a man they con
r0,r. denined the condućt of Galba, magnified the judgment and choice of the ſoldiery,

kiſſed the hands of Otho ; and the more counterfeit their indications of zeal were,

the more loud were their proteſtations. The ſenate, as if they were not the ſame

men, ſuys Plutarch, or had other gods to ſwear by, took the ſame oath to Olho, e

which Otho had not long before taken to Galba, and had juſt then violated. The

new emperor received all who preſented themſelves to him with great demonſtra

tions of kindneſs ; and at the ſame time endeavoured to pacify the ſoldiery, breath

ing menaces and ravage. They demanded, that Manius Celſus, conſul elect, and

a faithful friend to Galba, even in his laſt diſtreſs, might be inſtantly put to death.

They hated him on account of his integrity, and unſhaken fidelity; but what

they chiefly aimed at was to have their hands let looſe to general pillage and maſ.

ſacre, and to deſtroy every worthy and able man in the Roman ſtate. But as Otho

had not ſufficient authority to check the fury of the licentious ſoldiery, he perſon

Qho ſave ated great wrath againſt Celſus, ordered him to be put in irons, as if he reſerved f
Celſus. him for ſome more ſevere puniſhment ; and by that means redeemed him from a

violent death juſt impending. From this moment, all things were tranſacted by

T. Allºy the arbitrary will of the ſoldiers. By them were choſen the captains of the præ.

at arbitrarily, torian guards, namely Plotius Primus, once a common ſoldier, thence preferred to

command the watch, and, during the reign of Galba, a chief man among the par

tizans of Otho. With Plotius they joined Licinius Proculus, one in high confidence

with Otho, and thought to have been employed by him to promote his intrigues.

To the government of Rome they advanced Flavius Sabinus, partly in deference

" Tacit. c. 38–42. Plur, ibid.

to
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a to the judgment of Nero, in whoſe reign he had adminiſtred the ſame office, and

partly out of regard to his brother Veſpaſian. They then demanded, that the fees

wont to be by them paid to their centurions for exemption from certain military

burdens, ſhould be utterly aboliſhed; for under this name every ſoldier paid, as it

were, an annual tribute. Hence the fourth part of a legion uſed to be abſent at

once, roaming like vagrants up and down the countries, where they were quartered,

and robbing and plundering, in order to raiſe money wherewithal to purchaſe a

diſpenſation from military toils. As moſt of the ſoldiers were debauched by ſuch

wild immunity, and reduced to beggary by the fees they paid for it, they were

always ready to run headlong into ſedition, diſſention, and civil wars. Otho, there

b fore, readily granted them their requeſt: but that he might not eſtrange from him. Otho ſuppreſs

the affections of the centurions, he undertook to pay out of his own revenue the tº ſº, ſº

fees for ſuch exemptions and furloughs, when they were judged neceſſary ; a regu- ;ſºº

lation, which, by his ſucceſſors, was perpetuated as part of the military eſtabliſh-, ionſ,

ment. In the cloſe cf the day, Laco, captain of the guards to Galba, was ſeized,

and ſoon after by Otho condemned to an iſland, where, by his orders, he was

murdered by a veteran, whom the emperor had ſent before him for that purpoſe. LºcºcºIcelus, as he was only a manumiſed ſlave, was publickly executed. The day, thus *... fo

ſpent in black and tragical iniquities, was concluded with public rejoicings. The

next day, the city praetor aſſembled the ſenate, when to Otho were decreed the tri-9tho, acknºw
c bunitial authority, the title of Auguſtus, and all the honours enjoyed by other em-#: by the

perors. From the ſenate, the new emperor was carried in a kind of triumph croſs"

the forum, ſtill flowing with blood, and over heaps of dead bodies, to the capitol,

and thence to the palace, where at length he granted leave to burn and bury

the ſlain. The remains of Piſo were, by his wife Verania, and his brother Scri

bomianus, committed to the grave, as were thoſe of Titus Winius by his daughter

Criſpina, after they had found out and redeemed, at a great price, their heads,

which their murderers had retained, in order to ſell them to their relations. The

body of Galba, after it had lain long neglected in the ſtreets, and ſuffered, during

the licentiouſneſs of the night, inſults without number, was, by Argius one of his

d principal bondmen, bearing the office of ſteward, depoſited in a mean grave within Galba', 'vº

his own gardens. His head, miſerably mangled, and ſtuck upon a pole by the*

vile rabble attending the camp, was by them ſet up before the tomb of Patro

bius, a freedman of Nero, whom Galba had cauſed to be executed. Here it was

found the day following, and laid with the remains of his body, which had been

already burnt *. Such was the end of Galba, after he had lived ſeventy-two years His charaſier.

and twenty-three days, and reigned, from the time he declared againſt Nero, nine

months and thirteen days, but from that prince's death only ſeven months and as

many days. He had paſſed through the reigns of five emperors, much happier

under the ſovereignty of other princes, than in his own. He had but moderate

e talents, and was, according to Tacitus, rather free from vices, than endowed with

many virtues. He had commanded with great reputation in the German wars, after

wards governed Africa, as proconſul, with moderation and gentleneſs, and, in the

latter part of his life, ruled with the ſame equity and juſtice the Hither Spain. He

would, to uſe the expreſſion of our hiſtorian, in the opinion of all men, have paſſed

as one capable of the empire, had he never been emperor ; not that his being ad

vanced to that high ſtation, cauſed any alteration in him, but becauſe he ſuffered

himſelf to be blindly governed and controuled by his freedmen and miniſters; men

who were continually proſtituting the credit and charaćter of their maſter to their

own vile gains, and wicked paſſions. Had he been bleſſed with good counſellors,

f he would, in all probability, have proved an excellent prince. He was temperate,

frugal, free from ambition, an enemy to the inſolence of the ſoldiery, and wiſhed

well to the commonwealth. But what availed his good qualities? He himſelf rob

º: bed no man ; but his ſervants and miniſters ſet no bounds to their rapines ; and

ºf he, who ought not to have employed bad men, or at leaſt ought to have reſtrained

º and puniſhed them, was blind to all their iniquities. As he never inquired into their

…” behaviour, nor blamed it, they never mended it, nor feared him. The ſad fate,

& which their corruption, and his own indolence, brought upon him, is a ſufficient

:gs warning to princes, either never to truſt implicitly to the advice and conduct of

::::::

* TAcır, c. 47, 48. Plut. ibid. Suet. c. 20.
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any miniſters, or at leaſt to be well aſſured, that they are ſuch, if ſuch are to be a

found, as may be implicitly truſted.

Otho, now honoured by the ſenate with the title of Caſar and Auguſtus, took

upon him the conſulſhip, having for his collegue his brother Salvius Titianus; but

reſigned the faſces on the firſt of March to Virginius Rufus, as his brother did to

Poppeus Vopiſcus. The new emperor had ſcarce taken poſſeſſion of the ſovereignty,

when he was alarmed with diſmal tidings concerning Vitellius ; tidings, which, be

fore the murder of Galba, had been ſuppreſſed, with a deſign to have it believed,

that only the army in Upper Germany had revolted. Vitellius, as we have related

above, had been by Galba preferred to the command of the legions in Lower Ger.

many, which he had entered about the beginning of December in the preceding b

year, and with great care viſited the winter quarters of the legions there. To their

ranks he reſtored numbers who had been degraded ; many he redeemed from ig

- nominious puniſhments; and cancelled the marks of ignominy inflićted upon others.

Vitelius is ex- Having by this means gained the affections of the ſoldiery, Fabius Valens, who

º:hº commanded a legion under him, and was highly diſguſted with Galba, who, he

ji..., , thought, had not rewarded him according to his deſerts, ſolicited his new general

Valens. to aſſume the ſovereignty, magnifying to him the zeal and ardour of the ſoldiery,

by whom he was no leſs beloved, than Galba hated. By his ſpeech Wilellius was,

ſays Tacitus, excited to covet the ſovereignty, rather than to hope for it. In Upper

Germany, Alienus Cæcina, who commanded a legion there, had entirely captivated c

the affections of the ſoldiers by his graceful perſon, and engaging behaviour. He

exerciſed the office of quaeſtor in the province of Spain called Bætica, when Galba

revolted, whom he immediately joined, and was thence by him preferred to the

command of a legion. But Galba, having ſoon after diſcovered, that he had em

Tº trººps in bezzled the public treaſure, ordered him to be proſecuted. Cºcina reſenting this,

ºº did all that lay in his power to ſtir up the troops to a revolt, hoping, by an uni

... ..." verſal confuſion, to eſcape the puniſhment due to his crime. Neither in the army

itſelf were there wanting ſeeds of tumult and diſcord: for they had all to a man

been engaged in the war againſt Vindex ; nor could they be induced to acknow

ledge Galba, till after Nero was ſlain. Hence a report was maliciouſly raiſed among d

them, and raſhly believed, that the legions were to be decimated, and the centu

rions, for the moſt part, caſhiered. The cities of Treves and Langres, which lay

contiguous to the winter quarters of the legions, and had been by Galba deprived

of great part of their territories, were more inflamed againſt him than the legions

themſelves; and therefore aſſured them by their deputies, that they were ripe for

an inſurrection, and ready to join them, as ſoon as they declared againſt Galba.

Reſuſ, the oath On the firſt of January, when the legions were, according to cuſtom, to ſwear
to Galba, allegiance to the emperor, they refuſed the oath, tore the images of Galba, and

declared that they acknowledged no other ſovereign, but the ſenate and people of

Rome; not one tribune or commander daring to exert himſelf in behalf of the em- e

peror, or offering to harangue the multitude from a tribunal. It is true Hordeonius

Flaccus, commander in chief, was upon the ſpot ; but had not courage enough either

to reſtrain ſuch as were already ruſhing into rebellion, or to recover ſuch as were

only wavering, or even to rouze and animate thoſe who ſtill continued ſteady and

faithful to Galºa. Four centurions, viz. Nonius Receptus, Donatus Valens, Romilius

Marcellus, and Calpurnius Repºntinus, all belonging to the eighteenth legion, would

have protećted the images of Galba, but were by the furious multitude ſeized, and

confined in chains. Further than this, none of them ſhewed the leaſt regard to their

duty, or their former oaths: but it happened in this as in other inſurrections; whi

ther the greater part led, the reſt blindly followed. The following night, the eagle-f

bearer of the fourth legion haſtening to Cologn, where Pitellius then reſided, acquainted

Vitelius pro- him with what had paſſed, and exhorted him to lay hold of the preſent opportu

*** ** nity. Hereupon meſſengers were by Vitellius forthwith diſpatched to acquaint the
ror. troops under his command, that the army in Upper Germany had revolted from

Galla ; ſo that they muſt either make war upon the revolters, or, if they preferred

peace and tranquillity, join with them, and create an emperor: at the ſame time,

he deſired them to conſider, that, with much leſs danger, they might elect a prince

at once, than continue in ſearch of one. The winter quarters of the firſt legion lay

neareſt, and with it Fabius Valens, who entering Cologn the very next day, accom:

panied with the cavalry of his legion, and a body of auxiliaries, openlyº g

Williuſ
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a Pitellius emperor, and led him in a kind of triumph through the principal and moſt

frequented ſtreets in the town. His example was immediately followed with great

competition by all the legions of the ſame province. The army in Upper Germany

no ſooner heard, that Pitellius had been ſaluted emperor by the troops under his

command, than, relinquiſhing the plauſible names of the ſenate and people of Rome,

they acceded to the party of Pitellius. This happened on the third of january;

whence it is evident, ſays Tacitus, that they had been no-ways attached to or con

cerned about the free Roman ſtate the two days before. The zeal of the inhabi

tants of Cologn, Treves, and Langres, was equal to that of the legions; they all of.

fered, with great ardour, ſupplies of men, horſes and money, each according to

b the meaſure of his power and ſufficiency. Neither was ſuch liberality confined to

c adminiſtered by the imperial freedmen, but were by him conferred upon Roman

the leading men of thoſe colonies; but the common people too ſignalized their zeal

for Vitellius, in ſurrendering, inſtead of money, of which they were deſtitute, their

girdles, the trappings of their horſes, the ſilver ornaments upon their armour, &c.

not doubting but they ſhould, in due time, be amply rewarded for their ſeaſonable

generoſity ; for, while Pitelſius was giving away his own fortune, and laviſhing in

bounties that of others, without meaſure or diſcernment, they beſtowed, as Tacitus

obſerves, upon this extravagance the title of liberality and good-nature P.

The zeal of the

people in his

&half.

AND now Vitellius, truſting to his ſtrength, and the zeal of the ſoldiery, began H. begins to
to act as ſovereign, and diſpoſed of ſeveral employments, which had hitherto been ºf the

knights. At the ſame time, to gain the affeótions of the ſoldiery, he ordered the

fees exačted from them by the centurions, for exemptions from duty, to be paid out

of his own treaſure as emperor. He could not help humouring, in many inſtances,

the revengeful temper of the ſoldiers, demanding the exccution of particulars:

however, in ſome inſtances, he defeated it, under colour of committing the obnoxious

oversign

power.

perſons to priſon. Pompeius Propinquuſ, governor of Belgic Gaul, who had acquainted several perſºn,

Galba with the commotions begun in Germany, was immediately put to death ; but tººf

julius Burdo, commander of the naval forces in Germany, was, by Vitellius’s orders,

ſecured in priſon, and afterwards diſcharged, when the rage of the ſoldiery began

to abate. They ſuſpected that he had firſt inticed Fonteius Caſito, of whom we have

ſpoken above, to revolt, and then betrayed him: hence againſt him chiefly the fury

of the army raged ; but Vitelliiis, who had a particular value for him, ſaved him

by deceiving them ; and indeed there was no other means of protecting and ſhewing

mercy. Criſpinus, the centurion, by whom Fonteius Capito had been put to death,

was publicly executed, and with him Nonius, Donatus, Romilius, and Calpurnius,

the four centurions lately mentioned; men condemned for adhering to their faith

and duty ; a crime ever thought moſt heinous by ſuch as have renounced both q.

Upon the news of the revolt of the armies in Germany, Valerius Aſiaticus, go

vernor of Belgic Gaul, declared for Vitellius : his example was followed by junius

Blaſts, governor of Gallia Lugdunenſis, or that part of Gaul which took its name

from the city of Lions, and by an Italian legion and a body of horſe quartered at

Lions. The forces in Rhºtia, and thoſe in Britain, went likewiſe, without heſita

tion, over to his ſide. Witellius, now become, by the acceſſion of ſo many armies,

mighty both in forces and treaſure, appointed two generals to condućt the war, and

to each aſſigned a different rout. To Fabius Valens, he gave orders to croſs Gaul,

and in his march endeavour to gain over the natives to his party; but if he could

not prevail upon them to join, to over-run and pillage their country, and then

make an irruption into Italy, by that part of the Alps which was called Cottian, and

is now known by the name of mount Cenis. Cacina was ordered to advance thither

by a nearer way, and to paſs over the mountains called Penini, now the Great St. Ber

nard. Walens had under his command the flower of the army of Lower Germany,

to the number of forty thouſand fighting men. From Upper Germany, Cecina led

thirty thouſand. Pitellius was to follow, with a numerous body of German troops,

to ſupport the whole weight of the war. But while the ſoldiers were urgent for

aćtion, and eager to begin their march, notwithſtanding the rigour of the winter

ſeaſon, the general was paſſing his time in voluptuous ſloth, in revels and banquets.

By the middle of the day, he was always intoxicated with wine, and ſo gorged

with feaſting, that he was not capable of giving any dire&tions. But ſuch was the

P TActºr. c. 56, 57. Plur. in Galb. Supt. in wit. c. 8, * T Act. c. 57–59.
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zeal and ardour of the ſoldiers, that of themſelves they ſupplied all the duties of a

the leader as effečtually as if he had attended in perſon. As ſoon as they were drawn

out and armed, they demanded with eagerneſs, that the ſignal might be given for

The march of marching. We are told, that on the very day the army under the command of

...” Valens began their march, an eagle, meaſuring his motion by that of the troops,
Gaul.

glided gently along, and flew juſt before them, as if he ſhewed them the way,

without being frightened with the joyful ſhouts uttered by the ſoldiery, who thence

concluded, that the enterprize would prove ſucceſsful... They advanced with aſſu

rance to the territories of Treves, as to thoſe of a friendly ſtate. But at Dividurum,

now Metz, tho’ they were there received in a very friendly manner, they were ſeized

with a ſudden panic, ran to their arms, and would have put the inhabitants, all h

to a man, to the ſword, without the leaſt provocation, had not their general, with

much ado, reſtrained their fury, and by intreaties prevailed upon them to forbear

purſuing the utter deſtrućtion of the unoffending city. There were ſlaughtered,

however, not for the ſake of pillage or ſpoil, but from fury and madneſs, near

four thouſand perſons. The reſt of Gaul was ſo alarmed with the news of this

ſlaughter, that thenceforward, as the army approached any city, the inhabitants

crowded out to meet them, accompanied with their magiſtrates in the attire of ſup

pliants, and readily ſupplied them with all manner of proviſions. In the capital

of the Leucians, that is, in the city of Toul, Fabius received tidings of the murder

of Galba, and that the ſovereignty was devolved upon Olho. This news did not

affect the ſoldiers, for they were only intent upon war: as for the Gauls, they bore

equal hatred to Otho and Vitellius ; but as they were poſſeſſed with dread of the

latter, they declared for him. From Toul, the army advanced to Langres, a city

intirely attached to the party of Vitellius, and were there kindly received. The

inhabitants of Autun ſupplied them out of fear (for they hated Vitellius) with mo

ney, arms, and proviſions. What the city of Langres had done out of fear, that

of Lions did through joy ; for Galba had loaded them with taxes, deprived them of

part of their territories, and converted to his own exchequer the revenues of their

ſtate. As animoſities had been long ſubſiſting between the people of Lions and

thoſe of Vienne, Valens, at the inſtigation of the former, marched againſt the latter, d

under pretence, that they had aided the conſpiracy and attempts of Windex, and

had lately levied troops for the ſupport of Galba. But the people of Vienne

gained over Valens with an immenſe ſum, and a donative to the ſoldiery of three

hundred ſeſterces a man. They were commanded, however, to ſurrender the arms

belonging to the ſtate, and to ſupply the ſoldiers with proviſions. From thence, in

a ſlow progreſs, the army was led through the territories of the Allobroges, and

Vocontii ; the general, upon every march which he made, upon every ſhifting of

his camp, ſtriking infamous bargains with the proprietors of the ſeveral lands, and

the magiſtrates of the ſeveral cities, for favour and exemptions. This he did with

ſuch open menaces, that he ordered Lucus, a municipal town of the Vocontii, to be e

ſet on fire, becauſe they ſhewed ſome reluctance to pay the ſum he had required.

Lucus was, in former times, one of the chief cities of the Vocontii, or Dauphiné, but

has been long ſince utterly deſtroyed. Marching in this manner, Valens arrived

at length at the Alps. Tacitus obſerves, that he had been long ſordidly poor, but

by this march become ſuddenly rich, and abandoned himſelf, as his appetites had

been whetted by a long courſe of penury, to all manner of riot and exceſſes",

ON the other hand, Cacina rioted in greater ſpoil, and more blood. The Hel

vetians, not appriſed of the tragical end of Galba, refuſed to own the ſovereignty of

Vitellius. Hereupon Cºcina, who longed paſſionately for a pretence to plunder

their country, inſtantly decamped, and entering their territories in a hoſtile manner, f

ravaged their fields, ſacked their cities, and made a dreadful havock of the unhappy

inhabitants: many thouſands were cut off, and great numbers made priſoners, and

ſold for ſlaves; for the Helvetians, once renowned for their valour and experience

in war, were at this time only famous for the reputation which they had formerly

acquired: they were fierce and daring, ſays our hiſtorian, while danger was at a di

ſtance, but ſtruck with terror when it arrived. As the army, after having com

mitted univerſal ravage and ſpoil, was marching in order of battle to Aventicum,

the metropolis of the country, deputies from thence were diſpatched to offer a ſur

C

IIe arrives at

the Alps.
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mits great
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the country of

the Helvetii.

* TAcit. c. 62–67.
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a render of the city, which was accepted. julius Alpinus, a leading man among the
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Helvetians, was, by Cascina’s orders, put to death ; the fate of the reſt was referred

to the judgment of Vitellius, who, moved with the tears and intreaties of Claudius

Coffils, their deputy, a man of great eloquence and addreſs, granted to all pardon

and ſecurity s. While Cacina was waiting in the country of the Helvetians, till

he had learnt the pleaſure of Vitellius, and preparing at the ſame time to paſs the

Alps, he received joyful tidings from Italy, that the ſquadron of horſe named Syl

lama, and then encamped on the banks of the Po, had declared for Vitellius. They

had ſerved under him in Africa, when he was proconſul there ; had been recalled fring, ºr "

from thence by Nero, in order to be ſent forward into Egypt; and, upon the inſur- ſeveral cities to

the ſame party.
rection of Windex, detained in Italy. As the officers were unacquainted with Otho,

and engaged by obligations to Vitellius, they eaſily prevailed upon their men, by

magnifying to them the great ſtrength of the approaching legions, and the renown

of the German armies, to go over to the ſame party, and ſwear fealty to Vitellius.

With themſelves, as a preſent to their new prince, they brought into his intereſt the

ſtrongeſt municipal cities beyond the Po, viz. Milan, Novara, jurea, and Vercelli.

As ſuch an extenſive country could not be guarded by a ſingle band of cavalry,

Caecina, who had this information directly from themſelves, diſpatched thither forth

with the ſeveral cohorts of Gauls, Luſitanians and Britons, with a body of German

troops, and the ſquadron of horſe called Taurina. As for himſelf, he was ſome

time in ſuſpenſe, whether it were not adviſeable to bend his march over the moun

tains of Rhaetia towards Noricum, againſt Petronius, governor of that province, who

having on all hands raiſed forces, and broken down the bridges over the rivers,

was ſuſpected to act for Otho. But fearing he might loſe the detachments already

ſent forward, and reflečting, that where-ever the deciſive battle were fought, Noricum

would certainly prove one of the acquiſitions following a general victory, he or

A ſquadron of

horſe revolts to

Vitellius, and

dered his ſoldiers lightly armed, to take their rout over the Apemmine, and led him- He paſt, the

ſelf the heavy body of legionaries over the Alps, ſtill covered with ſnow.". AP*

The arrival of theſe troops in Italy filled Rome with conſternation. Not only Rome in great

the ſenate and equeſtrian order, who had ſome ſhare in the adminiſtration, and conſternatiº".

ſome concern for the public welfare, but even the populace, loudly complained, that

two men, of all the moſt infamous for effeminacy, profuſion and debauchery, were

thus fatally choſen, as it were on purpoſe to rend and deſtroy the empire. They

thought their vows for either would be alike deteſtable, their ſupplications alike

impious, ſince ſuch men they both were, that whoſoever of the two proved the

conqueror, would thence prove the worſt. In the mean time, Otho, tho' hitherto

entirely abandoned to his pleaſures, was not at this juncture lulled aſleep by them ;

but ſuſpending his voluptuous fallies, and artfully diſſembling his paſſion for luxury,

*...* : *

,º

conducted all things ſuitably to the dignity of the empire. In order to gain theº:
to gain the

affections of

the people.

affections of the people, who ſuſpected his virtues to be aſſumed, and apprehended

a return of his vices, he cauſed Celſus Marius, conſul elect, to be brought before

him in the capitol. He had already reſcued him, as we have related above, from

the cruelty of the ſoldiers, under colour of committing him to priſon; and now he

aimed at obtaining the charaćter of tenderneſs and clemency, by mercy ſhewn to

a man ſo illuſtrious, ſo beloved by the Roman people, and ſo odious to all the

partizans of Otho's cauſe. Celſus, when he appeared, confeſſed, without betraying

the leaſt fear, the imputed crime of having perſevered ſteady in his allegiance to

Galba : he even appealed to Otho, whether he ought not to approve ſuch an example

of fidelity. Otho commended his ſteadineſs, and, in a very obliging manner, deſired
him rather to forget his confinement, than remember his releaſe. Neither did he Gºſus Marius.

treat him as a criminal pardoned, but forthwith admitted him amongſt his moſt

intimate friends, and preſently after choſe him one of his generals for conduéting

the war. The ſaving of Celſus cauſed an univerſal joy, amongſt men of rank, was

applauded with loud acclamations to the populace, and was not ill received even

by the ſoldiers, who now admired in him the ſame virtue, againſt which they had,

in the height of their fury, been ſo much incenſed ". The public joy for the deli

verance of Celſus, was greatly heightened by the doom of Tigelinus. He had been

the chief author of all the enormities committed by Nero, whom he had afterwards

betrayed and abandoned; and was therefore abhorred by thoſe who loved, and thoſe

• Idem, c. 68, 69. “Idem, c. 70. . - • Idem, c. 71, Dio, l. lxiv, p. 73 i.
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who hated Nero. While Galba reigned, he was protećted, as we have related above, a

by the power and authority of Tilus Winius: hence the people were the more inflamed

againſt him, their old deteſtation of Tigellinus concurring with their recent hatred to

Winius. From every quarter of the city they now flocked to the forum and the

palace, and filled with their multitudes the circus and the ſeveral theatres, demand

ing, with bold and ſeditious words, the execution of Tigellinus, till at length the fatal

Tigellinus i, injunction to die was diſpatched to him, then at the baths of Sinueſa. There, amidſt

ºrderº to put, a herd of harlots, after many paſſionate embraces, and unmanly delays, he at laſt

***cut his throat with a razor w.

frequent mºſ. While the forces of Vitellius were yet on their march to Italy, Olho, with fre

ſºngſ andler quent meſſengers, and private letters, ſtrove to divert his competitor from engaging b

;tºº. in a war, which might prove fatal to both. He offered him immenſe ſums, and ſuch

**** a place of retirement as he himſelf ſhould chuſe to live in, agreeable to his profuſe

life and taſte; nay, he engaged to take him for his partner in the empire, and to

marry his daughter. With the ſame or the like offers Vitellius tempted Olho; ſo that

they ſoon proceeded to reproaches, upbraiding each other with their debaucheries and

profligate lives; nor in this did either bring a falſe charge againſt the other. Otho,

having recalled the embaſſadors ſent by Galba to the armies in Germany, diſpatched

others in their room in the plauſible name of the ſenate ; but the embaſſadors conti

nued with Vitellius. As for the praetorian guards, who, by the appointment of Otho,

accompanied them, Vitellius obliged them to return back, without ſuffering them to c

mix amongſt his legionaries. At the ſame time Palens tranſmitted letters to the prae

torian bands, and city cohorts, in the name of the German army, exhorting them

to abandon. Otho, and embrace the ſame intereſt. He likewiſe upbraided them for

transferring the ſovereignty to Olho, when it had been ſo long before conferred upon

Vitellius. But the German army continuing faithful to Pitellius, notwithſtanding the

great promiſes of Olho, and the praetorian bands ſteady in their allegiance to Otho,

notwithſtanding the offers of Vitellius, the two chiefs began to employ ſnares and

miniſters of death againſt each other: aſſaſſins were diſpatched by Otho into Germany,

and by Vitellius to Rome ; but the attempts on both ſides were defeated *.

Moſt ofthe pro- THE firſt tidings from abroad that raiſed Otho's hopes, were from Illyricum, whence d

*ince declare he received advice, that the legions in Dalmatia, in Pannonia and Maſia, had declared

** for him, and ſworn allegiance. The army in judea was by Veſpaſian ſwornto Olhº,

as were the legions in Syria by Mucianus governor of that province. Egypt too, and

all the provinces extending to the eaſt, ſubmitted to him. The like ſubmiſfion was

paid him in Africa, in Spain, and in Narbonne Gaul; but the latter province ſoon

acceded to the party of Vitellius, which was the neareſt and ſtrongeſt. Aquitain

likewiſe firſt declared for Otho, but ſoon after, from the ſame motive, ſwore fealty

to Vitellius: for there was no true zeal, as Tacitus obſerves, in the people for the

cauſe and intereſt of either of the pretenders, and only by the impreſſions of fear they

were tranſported, and changed from one ſide to another. Otho, in the mean time, e

as if full peace had reigned, applied himſelf to the civil adminiſtration of the empire:

in the ſenate he made many obliging and popular harangues; upon ſuch ancient ſena.

tors as had already ſuſtained the firſt employments in the ſtate, he conferred the pon

tifical or augural dignities; ſeveral young noblemen lately recalled from exile, he

inveſted with ſuch ſacerdotal offices, as had been enjoyed by their fathers or anceſtors,

To Cadius Rufus, Pedius Blaſus and Scarvinus Promptimus, ſenators degraded in the

He ſtudies to reigns of Claudius and Nero, he reſtored their former dignity. By the like benevo.

gain their ºf lence he attempted to gain the affections of whole cities and provinces. He ſupplied

* - the colonies of Hiſpali; and Emerita with a freſh recruit of families, and made the

whole people of the Lingons free of Rome. To the province of Batica he ſubmitted f

all the cities of Mauritania; and granted great privileges to the Cappadocian, and

Africans. But not forgetting, even while his ſovereignty was at ſtake, to honour

the memory of his once favoured Poppaa, he procured a decree from the ſenate for

replacing her ſeveral ſtatues, which had been thrown down after the death of Nero ;

nay, he ſuffered the ſtatues of that prince to be reared in public places, and did not

betray any diſtaſte, but rather ſatisfaction, upon his being ſaluted by the people in

the theatre with the name of Nero Otho. Cluvius Rufus, who wrote the hiſtory of his

own times, and ſucceeded Galba in the government of Spain, tells us, that Otho, in

w Idem, c. 72. * Idem, c. 73. Suet. in Oth. c. 8. Plur. ibid.
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3.
his firſt diſpatches to the governors of the provinces, in his grants and letters, ſub

ſcribed himſelf Nero Otho ; but being appriſed, that this gave offence to the nobility,

he omitted the former name *.

WHILE the minds of all men were intent upon the progreſs and iſſue of the civil

war, the Roxolanians, a people of Sarmatia, having made an irruption into Mafia,

to the number of nine thouſand men, and cut off two cohorts, were unexpečtedly

attacked by the third legion, put to flight, and obliged to ſeek for ſhelter in the

marſhes, where, through the rigour of the winter, they all periſhed to a man. For

this vićtory, Marcus Aponius, governor of Rome, was diſtinguiſhed with a triumphal

ſtatue, as were Fulvius Aurelius, julianus Titus, and Namiftus Lupus, commanders of

the legions there, with the conſular ornaments. Great was Otho's joy on this occa

ſion ; for to himſelf he aſſumed the glory, as if the ſucceſs in war was owing to his

auſpices *. -

º: Rome in the mean time aroſe, from an unforeſeen accident, a ſedition, which

well nigh involved the city in deſtruction. Otho had ordered the ſeventeenth legion

to be removed from Oſtia, where it was quartered, to Rome, and committed the care

of ſupplying them with arms to Varius Criſpinus, a tribune of the praetorian guards.

Criſpinus chuſing, for the execution of his orders, the cloſe of the evening, when the

camp was compoſed, and the ſoldiers retired to their tents, direéted the armoury to

be thrown open, and the carriages belonging to the cohorts to be loaded. The late

neſs of the hour gave no ſmall jealouſy to the drunken ſoldiery. Some of the moſt

turbulent, and moſt intoxicated with wine, began to cry out, That Criſpinus was diſ

affected to Otho ; that the ſenate was arming againſt the perſon and cauſe of their

emperor ; and that thoſe arms were to be employed, not for him, as Criſpinus gave

out, but againſt him. This report being in a trice ſpread over the whole camp, a

general uproar enſued ; they all betook themſelves to their arms, and having cut in

pieces Criſpinus, while he was endeavouring to repreſs their ſeditious fury, and with

him ſuch of the centurions as were remarkable for ſeverity of diſcipline, they inſtantly

advanced with their drawn ſwords to Rome, after to the imperial palace. Otho was

then entertaining at a great banquet the chief lords, and the women of the greateſt

d diſtinétion in the city. As they doubted whether the danger proceeded from the

caſual rage of the ſoldiery, or the premeditated treachery of the emperor, they were

all ſeized with dread and terror, and not knowing whether they ſhould fly or ſtay,

they conſtantly watched the countenance of Otho ; who being alarmed at the danger

threatening his gueſts, amongſt whom were eighty ſenators, not only diſpatched

forthwith the captains of the guards to ſoften the rage of the ſoldiers, but ordered the

company to retire with all ſpeed by private ways ; which they did accordingly,

rambling in the dark here and there, few to their own home, moſt to the houſes

of their meaneſt dependents, where ſearch and purſuit were leaſt apprehended. They

The Roxola

nians defeated.

A ſedition 4
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torian guardi

were no ſooner gone, than the ſoldiers, breaking down the gates of the palace, forced Their rage and

their way into the banqueting room, and there, with one voice, demanded to have fury.

a fight of Otho, having in their paſſage wounded julius Martialis and Kitellius Satur

minus, two officers, who ſtrove to oppoſe their tumultuous entrance. On every hand

arms were brandiſhed, and terrible menaces uttered, not only againſt the tribunes

and centurions, but againſt the whole body of the ſenate ; for as they could aſſign nd

particular vićtim to their fury, they claimed a latitude for general ſlaughter, as if the

whole ſenate had conſpired againſt Qubo ; till the emperor, riſing from his banquet:

ing couch, by ſupplications, intreaties, and even tears, to the diſgrace of the impe

rial dignity, prevailed upon them, with great difficulty, to defiſt, and return to their

camp. The next day the houſes in the city continued cloſe ſhut up ; ſcarce a ſoul

was to be ſeen in the ſtreets; and the ſoldiers, with down-caſt looks, ſhewed rather

tokens of anger and rage, than remorſe. Their captains therefore, Licinius Proculus

and Plotius Primus, harangued them in companies apart, and endeavoured to appeaſe

their fury; but to no purpoſe, till they diſtributed among them a large ſum, five They are sp

thouſand ſeſterces a man. Then, and not before, Otbo ventured to enter the camp, feaſed with a

where the ſoldiers, returned at length to a ſenſe of their duty, gathered round him, ****

and, with a compoſed behaviour, required of their own motion, that the authors of

the inſurrection ſhould be put to death. The emperor, aſcending the tribunal, re

preſented to them the enormity oftheir late condućt, inlarged on the reſpect due to the

*—

y Tacit. c. 77, 73. Suet. c. 7. Plot, in Oth. * Tacit. c. 79.
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ienate, and the neceſſity of maintaining military diſcipline in the camp; but as he a

was well appriſed, that a ſovereignty, like his, acquired by flagrant iniquity, could

never be preſerved by reviving the rigid virtue and diſcipline of the ancient Romans,

he concluded, that of the late tranſgreſſion but few were guilty, and that of theſe few

two only ſhould bear the puniſhment. His ſpeech was favourably received, and two

of the ringleaders in the late tumult were immediately executed, no one ſhewing the

leaſt concern for them, tho' capital puniſhment was inflicted upon them in the fight

of their comrades and the whole army. Thus was the ſedition at length intirely

#.º: quelled; but nevertheleſs the city ſtill continued in the utmoſt conſternation, from

* the apprehenſion of a civil war, and the dread of being involved in the ſame calami

ties, which had proved fatal to it in the time of Antony and Auguſius. They were, b

on one hand, under neceſſity of obliging Otho, and, on the other, afraid to diſoblige

Witellius, who wifs ſupported by a ſtrong party, and might in the end get the better

of his rival. The ſoldiers, diſperſed all over the city, crept into houſes in diſguiſed

habits, as ſpies, watching for matter of miſchief and deſtruction againſt ſuch as were

ſignal for their nobility or wealth. Some too believed, that certain ſoldiers from the

army of Vitellius were arrived at Rome, to ſound the affections of the Roman people.

Hence all places were filled with ſuſpicion and diſtruſt ; nay, men were not exempt

from caution and fear in the moſt ſecret receſſes of their own houſes. But, under the

eye of the public, this ſort of dread chiefly prevailed : there people ſtudied with great

care to frame their faces agreeable to the quality of the news that was ſaid to be c

brought, that they might not ſeem to betray any diffidence, when affairs bore an

ambiguous aſpect, or be ſlow in rejoicing, when they appeared proſperous. The

ſenators chiefly, when aſſembled, were at a loſs how to preſerve in all points a ſafe

and unexceptionable conduct. They dreaded the conſequences that might attend

their iſſuing decrees againſt Vitellius ; and, on the other hand, were afraid, that, by

forbearing to iſſue them, they might rouſe the jealouſy of Otho. In this perplexity,

without publiſhing any decrees, they contented themſelves with uttering inveſtives

againſt Vitellius, but ſuch as being common and vulgar, were not remarkable; nay,

even theſe the moſt wary took care to utter under the din of a general clamour, and

when many were ſpeaking at once *. - - d

The gºº: The general terror was greatly heightened by ſeveral prodigies ſaid to have hap

:::::::: pened at this time. From the hands of the ſtatue of Wiślory triumphant, ſtanding upon

prodigies. her chariot in the porch of the capitol, the reins dropped, as if ſhe were grown too

weak to hold them any longer. Out of Juno’s chapel ſuddenly aroſe an apparition

of a ſize more than human. The ſtatue of julius Cæſar, in an iſland in the Tiber,

turned quite round from weſt to eaſt, upon a day utterly free from tempeſts. In

Hetruria an ox ſpoke. Divers animals were ſaid to have produced unnatural births.

But the moſt affecting omen of all was, a haſty and dreadful inundation of the Tiber,

whoſe waters, ſwelling to an immenſe height, overthrew the Sublician bridge, and

having their courſe obſtructed by the heap of ruins, not only overflowed the adja: e
cent quarters, but covered places, which were reckoned ſecure againſt any ſuch

diſaſter. Many were ſwept away in the ſtreets, and many drowned in their ſhops and

beds. Amongſt the populace a famine enſued, the corn and other proviſions being

in great part carried away by the river. As ſoon as the waters returned, Otho per

formed the ſolemnity of luſtration, and purified the city with ſacrifices. Then weigh

Othº, ing carefully with his friends all the methods of condućting the war, he reſolved to

**** fºnd a powerful force by ſea to invade Narome Gaul, fing; the Apennine mountains,

with thoſe of the Cottian Alps, and all the other approaches to Gaul, were beſet and

ſhut up by the armies of Vitellius. With this view he reinforced the navy, and the

marines, with a detachment from the praetorian bands. The direction in chief of the f

expedition was committed to Antonius Novellus, to Suedius Clemens, both lately cen:

turions of the firſt rank, and to Æmilius Pacenſis, a tribune, diſmiſſed by Galba, and

-- now by Otho re-eſtabliſhed. Oſcus, one of the emperor's freed-men, was charged

- . A “ with the care of the ſhips, and employed to inſpect the fidelity and behaviour of the

-- - - other officers. As for Otho himſelf, he reſolved to march againſt Çacina and Waleh,

at the head of the praetorian guards, and the other troops, which were then quartered

in the neighbourhood of Rome. Under him commanded, as his lieutenants, Suetonius

Paulinus, Marius Celſus, and Annius Galluj, all men of known valour and experience,

• * * * Idem, c. 82–85.
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a and capable of performing great feats, had not Otho placed his chief confidence in

Licinius Proculus, captain of the praetorian guards, and ſuffered himſelf to be governed

by him, tho’ quite unexperienced in war".

Otho, before he left Rome, ordered Cornelius Dolabella to retire to Aquinum in Cam

pºmia, where he was kept under confinement for no crime of his, but only as obno

xious on account of the ancient luſtre of his name, and kindred to Galba. Then the

the war, but only under colour of accompanying him. Amongſt theſe was included

Lucius, the brother of Vitellius, whom Otho did not diſtinguiſh with any new marks

b either of his favour or diſpleaſure. Pitellius had likewiſe left at Rome his mother, his

wife, and his children ; and to theſe Otho, either through fear, or from an affected

moderation, ſhewed a tender regard, commending them to the protećtion of his

friends. . Great was on this occaſion the conſternation of the city ; the chief ſenators

were diſabled by age from bearing the toils of war; the nobles were ſunk in ſloth, and

through a long peace had quite forgot the military laws ; the Roman knights were

unacquainted with the funétions and duties of a camp. The more theſe degrees

emperor ordered many of the magiſtrates, and a great part of ſuch as had been con- Otho order,

- ing them any ſhare or charge in the chiefſenafuls, to prepare for the field, with no deſign of allowing t y ſhare or charg tors and nobili

to follow

in to the war.

*:::: of men ſtrove to conceal their fear, the more apparently they diſcovered it. Some,

Cºº to diſguiſe their want of courage, purchaſed gay and glaring armour, with fine and

º ſtately horſes ; others provided materials for riot and feaſting, as ſo many implements

* 3: c of war. The giddy and thoughtleſs multitude were puffed up with great hopes.
tº Thoſe who found their fortunes and credit deſperate during peace, rejoiced in the

º Public commotions, promiſing to themſelves in particular moſt ſecurity in the general

. . . diſtraćtion ; but they all ſoon felt the heavy evils and preſſures of war, the price of

º proviſions being doubled, and the populace at once deprived of the uſual bounties of

--- the prince, who with much-ado could find corn and money to ſupply his numerous
------ armles c.

WHEN all Otho's forces were ready to take the field, he aſſembled on the four

i.º teenth of March the ſenate, and to their care recommended the commonwealth. In He take, hi,

d that his intereſt and title were ſupported by the majeſty of the city, and the joint

- conſent of the people and ſenate. Againſt the partizans of Vitellius he ſpoke with

great gentleneſs and reſtraint, taxing the German legions rather with ignorance than

with inſolence and rebellion. Of Vitellius himſelf he made no mention; but whether

from any moderation of his own, or becauſe the perſon who compoſed his ſpeech,

refrained from opprobrious and offenſive words, in due caution for himſelf, is uncer

tain ; for as Otho, in all military deliberations, conſulted Suetonius Paulinus and Ma

rius Celſius, ſo in his civil adminiſtration he was believed to employ the talents of

º Galerius Trachalus. Be that as it will, the emperor's ſpeech was received by the

…: populace with loud ſhouts, and many acclamations, each ſtriving to ſurpaſs the

*::::: e other in ſtrains of flattery, not from any affečtion to Otho, but from a cuſtom tranſ

º mitted from reign to reign of flattering any emperor, whoſoever he were, with

--- empty applauſes, and a hollow diſplay of zeal. Otho, upon leaving Rome, com

mitted to his brother Salvius Titiamus the charge of maintaining its tranquillity, and of

the next place he ordered the people to meet, and in a long ſpeech to them boaſted, leave ºf the ſº

...: managing the other affairs of the empire. When he had thus ſettled matters in the

ſº city in the beſt manner he could, he at laſt ſet out, at the head of the praetorian Andleaves

sº cohorts, of a choſen body of ſuch of the praetorian bands, as ſerved under the ſtandard **

wº of veterans, and a vaſt number of marines. He marched himſelf before the enſigns

º on foot, wearing a breaſt-plate of iron, undreſſed, rough, and utterly unlike his

º pićture drawn by common fame d.

º f For run E ſeconded his firſt attempts; for his fleet, having made a deſcent in the The ſucceſ, of

º province of the maritime Alps, defeated the Ligurians, whom Marius Maturus, who his fleet inNār
º gºverned that province in quality of procurator, had armed againſt them, plundered ºn: Gaul.

º Albium Intemelium, now Vintimiglia, and laid waſte the whole country. On this

º occaſion a woman having concealed her ſon, the ſoldiers ſuſpecting, that with him

º ſhe had in the ſame place concealed her money, put her upon the rack; but could

º: not, with all the torments which rage and cruelty ever deviſed, prevail upon her to

º diſcover the place where her ſon lay concealed. Tacitus tells us, that pointing to her

* belly, ſhe replied he lay there, and could not, with all the tortures ſucceſſively tried,

* Idem, c. 87. * Idem, c. 88, 9o, * Tacur. hiſt.l. ii.c. 11.
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nor even with the agonies of death, be brought to return them any other anſwer. In a

the mean time news being ſent in great hurry and alarm to Fabius Valens, that Othº's

fleet was upon the coaſt of Narbonne Gaul, he ſent thither two cohorts of Tungrians,

four troops of horſe, and the whole ſquadron of Treverians, under the command of

Julius Claſſicus. To theſe was joined a cohort of Ligurians, and five hundred Pan

monians. They no ſooner arrived, than they were attacked by Otho's men, who had

already landed. The engagement laſted till night, and was renewed the next day,

when Witellius’s forces were at length put to flight with great ſlaughter. However,

as the vićtory to Otho's men proved very bloody, they retired to Albiugaunum,

a municipal city in Liguria, and there continued without making any further attempts
upon Narbonne Gaul. At the ſame time Decimus Pacarius, governor of Corſica, b

having declared for Vitellius, was ſlain by the inhabitants, who brought his head to

Otho e.

In Italy, the whole country which extends from the Po to the Alps, was held by

the troops of Vitellius ; for the ſquadron of horſe, named Syllana, had brought over

with them ſeveral cities to his party, as we have related above; and the cohorts,

which Caecina had ſent thither before him, were already arrived. Tothem therefore

ſeveral cities ſubmitted, not from any affection to Vitellius, or that they preferred

his cauſe to the cauſe of Otho ; but by long peace and eaſe they were quite debaſed,

ready for any bondage, and the eaſy acquiſition of the firſt comer. At Cremona Wi

tellius's men ſurpriſed and took priſoners a cohort of Pannonians; and between Pla. C

centia and Ticinum intercepted a hundred horſe, and a thouſand marines. Animated

with this ſucceſs, they paſſed the Po over-againſt Placentia, and ſurpriſing certain

ſcouts, filled the reſt with ſuch dread, that to Placentia they carried tidings, that

Carcina approached with his whole army. Weſtrius Spurinna, who commanded in that

city for Otho, and had with him five cohorts of the praetorian guards, a thouſand

veterans, and a few horſe, tho’ he was certain that Caecina was not yet come, deter

mined to confine his own men within the fortifications; but they, headſtrong, un

manageable, and unacquainted with matters of war, ſnatching up the enſigns and

ſtandards, ſallied out tumultuouſly, turning againſt their own commander, while he
ſtrove to reſtrain them, the points of their weapons, and giving out with fierce cla- d

mours, that a plot was intended, and Cascina treacherouſly called in; ſo that Spu

rinna was obliged to approve their reſolution, ſince it was not in his power to pre

vent it. With them therefore he marched out of Placentia, and arriving, when

night already approached, within fight of the Po, repreſented to them the neceſſity

of pitching and fortifying their camp againſt any ſudden attack. This toil, which

was utterly new to men inured to the gaieties of the city, cooled their courage atonce;

all over the camp dutiful and ſubmiſſive language was heard ; they applauded with

one voice the prudent care of their commander, who, for the ſeat of the war, had

choſen a colony ſo ſtrong and opulent; and ſubmitting to orders, ſuffered them

ſelves to be led back the ſame night to Placentia, where the walls were forthwith

ſtrengthened, new bulwarks added, towers raiſed, &c. f. In the mean time Cºcina,

having paſſed the Alps, entered Italy, and after attempting in vain, by many ſecret

conferences, and mighty promiſes, to corrupt and debauch Otho's forces, reſolved

to lay ſiege to Placentia; and accordingly incamped before the place. The firſt day

paſſed in mutual reproaches, Cacina's men marching up to the walls, and upbraid

ing Spurinna’s upon the ramparts, as players, dancers, idle ſpečtators of Pythian and

Olympic games, men corrupted by the licentious amuſements of the theatre and cir

cus, who triumphed in the murdering of Galba, a naked and diſarmed old man, but

were not very forward to face an armed enemy in the field. Theſe reproaches ſo
inflamed them, that the next day, when Cascina ordered a general aſſault, they be-f

haved with incredible bravery, made a dreadful ſlaughter of his men, and obliged

them to retreat in the utmoſt confuſion. In this conflićt, the amphitheatre of Pla

centia, which ſtood without the walls, and was the moſt ſtately and capacious build
ing in Italy, was burnt down. This defeat brought great diſgrace upon Witellius's

party; and Caecina, aſhamed of his diſappointment, immediately repaſſed the Po,

and bent his march towards Cremona, which had ſubmitted to Vitellins. Upon his

march, Turullius Cerealis revolted to him with a great number of marines, and julius

Briganticus with a few horſe ; the latter a Batavian by nation, and commander of a
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* Idem, c. 15–18. * Idem, c. 19.
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d and the horſe ſuddenly wheeling about, fell upon them in the rear.

a ſquadron of horſe ; the other a centurion of the firſt rank, who having ſerved in that

charaćter amongſt the forces in Germany, was thence well affected to Cacina s. About

the ſame time Martius Macer, who commanded under Otho a body of two thouſand

gladiators, having imbarqued them upon the Po, landed unexpectedly on the oppo

ſite ſhore, where he ſurpriſed and defeated the auxiliary troops which belonged to vitelius',

the forces of Vitellius, cut many of them to pieces, and obliged the reſt to fly for auxiliarie de

refuge to Cremona. Macer reſtrained his men from purſuing them, left the fugitives, ſº

ſtrengthened by freſh ſuccours from the city, might have changed the fortune of the

combat. From this reſtraint great diſtruſt aroſe amongſt the ſuſpicious ſoldiers of

Otho, the moſt cowardly urging criminal imputations againſt their leaders, and put

b ting a malevolent conſtruction upon all their proceeding. Cacina, greatly concerned

to ſee all his enterprizes abortive, and fearing left Fabius Valens, who was now

approaching, ſhould rob him of the whole glory of the war, hurried with more im

paticſ:ce than circumſpection to retrieve his honour. At a place about twelve miles

from Cremona, named Caſtores, he ſecretly conveyed the flower of his auxiliaries into

the woods, which lay juſt above the great road; the horſe he commanded to march

farther on, and, after having engaged the enemy, to betake themſelves to a volun

tary flight, and continue it, till the auxiliaries lying in the woods had an opportunity

of riſing at once out of their ambuſh, and falling upon the enemy. But this ſtrata

gem being betrayed by ſome deſerters to Otho's generals, Paulinus and Celſus, they

c craftily drew Cascina’s forces into the ſame ſhare ; for Paulinus taking the command

of the foot, and Celſus that of the horſe, they placed three cohorts in cloſe ranks in

the high-road, and on either ſide of it concealed among the woods the firſt legion, the

thirteenth, ſix cohorts of auxiliaries, and a thouſand horſe. The three cohorts in the

high-road were immediately attacked by Caſcina’s horſe, who, after having ſtood

their ground a while, turned their backs, and fled. But Celſus, who was aware of

the artifice, with-held his men from purſuing them ; and in the mean time the forces

which Caecina had concealed in the woods, roſe out of their ambuſh. Then Celſus,

pretending fear, retired inſenſibly before them, till they found themſelves ſurrounded

on all ſides ; for on both their flanks they were attacked by the cohorts of the legions,

cated.

Tacitus tells us, Czcini's forces

that Caecina’s whole army had been cut off, if the legions under the command of defeated.

Paulinus had come up with more expedition; but that general moved too ſlowly,

and with more caution than was neceſſary, or indeed conſiſtent with the rules of war.

Our hiſtorian charges him with two material overſights on this occaſion: the firſt

was, that inſtead of ſounding the charge, and ſupporting his cavalry, by falling

briskly upon Caſcina, he ſpent his time in filling the ditches, and clearing the grounds,

that he might extend his front, thinking it too early to begin to conquer, till he had

provided againſt being conquered. By this delay, leiſure was given to the enemy to

e ſhelter themſelves amongſt the vineyards ; whence they renewed the charge, and

killed the moſt reſolute and forward of the praetorian horſe. The ſecond was his

not taking advantage of the diſorder the enemy were in, both in the field of battle,

and in the camp, but cauſing a retreat to be ſounded very unſeaſonably. But Pau

linus was, as our hiſtorian informs us, a man by nature wary and ſlow, better pleaſed

with deliberate counſels ſupported by reaſon, than with vićtory reſulting from chance.

The ſoldiery complained loudly of his condućt, and prevailed upon Otho to remove Pºulinus and

him, together with Celſus, and to place in their room his brother Titianus, and Pro-ºrm.

culus captain of the praetorian guards. Titianus therefore was ſent for, and to him

was committed the rule and direétion of the war, tho' Proculus bore in all delibera

f tions the greater ſway. The two degraded generals were kept in the camp, rather

as counſellors than commanders; for Otho entertained a mighty opinion of their

experience and abilities in war". -

In the mean time Fabius Valens arrived with the troops under his command at

Ticinum, where, while he was fortifying his camp, news was brought of the late

unſucceſsful battle. Hereupon his troops, accuſing him of treachery, as if he had,

by feigned delays, detained them from aſſiſting at the engagement, turned away,

without waiting for their general's orders, to join Cacina. Upon the conjunétion of

the forces of Valens with thoſe of Caecina, the officers of Vitellius were for coming to

a deciſive battle. Otho, on the other hand, advancing to a village between Cremona

----- ~~

* Idem, c. 20–23. Plut. in Oth. * Tacit. c. 20–24. Plur, ibid.
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and Verona, called Bedriacum, had recourſe to a conſultation, whether it were adviſe a

able to protraćt the war, or riſque the fortune of a battle. Upon this occaſion Sue.

tonius Paulinus, the moſt experienced commander of his age, declared, that it was

his opinion, that haſte and preſent ačtion were advantageous to the enemy; but to

Otho procraſtination and delay, fince the intire army of Vitellius was arrived, and in

want of many neceſſaries; which obliged them to offer battle, as the ſpeedieſt way of

ſupplying their preſent want. On the contrary, Otho's army was abundantly pro

vided: Italy, the ſenate, and the people of Rome, were intirely at his devotion, and

ready to ſupply him, not only with proviſions, but with treaſure, more prevalent

than the ſword in all civil diffenſions. Moreover, ſeveral provinces had revolted

from Vitellius ; whereas all the countries, which had at firſt declared for Olho, con-b

tinued inviolably attached to him. In his front lay the river Po; his cities were

ſecure in the ſtrength of men and walls; and that none of them would yield to the

attacks of the enemy, was evident from the brave defence of Placentia. He added,

that were the war protraćted till the ſummer, the Germans, of all the enemy's forces

the moſt formidable, would never endure ſo great a change of country and climate,

but inſenſibly moulder away, and utterly vaniſh with all their terrors. He con

cluded, that as the legions of Pannonia, Dalmatia and Maſia were upon their march,

and would arrive in a few days, the emperor might then reſume the preſent delibe.

ration ; and if it were judged adviſeable to engage, he might bring into the field a far

greater ſtrength. With the counſel of Paulinus, Marius Celſus concurred; and Annius c

Gallus, who was abſent, being ill of the hurt which he had received a few days be

fore from his horſe falling with him, declared to thoſe who were ſent to learn his

advice, that he entertained the ſame ſentiments, and would have the emperor by all

means to wait, at leaſt till the legions from Pannonia, Dalmatia and Maſia had joined

him. But Otho, Titianus his brother, and Proculus, were bent upon engaging. The

two latter, hurried by raſhneſs and want of experience, were always averring, that

fortune, and the gods, and the deity of Otho, attended upon his counſels, and would

undoubtedly proſper his enterprizes: to ſuch groſs flattery had they betaken them

ſelves, that no one might dare to thwart their opinion, which in the end prevailed.

Many reaſons are alledged by the ancients for this ſtrange determination: ſome writers d

tell us, that the praetorian guards, diſliking the ſtrićt diſcipline they were then under,

and longing for the diverſions and gaieties of the city, grew refračtory, and demanded

to be led againſt the enemy, not doubting but they ſhould carry all before them.

Others write, that from an averſion to both princes, the armies had deliberated about

dropping their enmity, and agreeing among themſelves to ſet up a proper emperor,

or to refer the choice to the ſenate; and that hence Otho's generals had declared for

delays and procraſtination ; Paulinus particularly, who conſidered himſelf as the

moſt ancient conſular, as one famous in war, and one who, by his exploits in Britain,

had gained a great name. There were, no doubt, in both armies a few, in whoſe

breaſts cordial wiſhes were entertained for public tranquillity, inſtead of civil diffen- *

ſion, and for a prince worthy and innocent, in the room of two, of all men the worſt,

and infamous for every kind of iniquity. But Paulinus, as Tacitus judiciouſly obſerves,

was too wiſe a man to imagine, that in an age abandoned to corruption, the com

mon herd, who, from a paſſion for war, had promoted civil diſcords, and violated

the public peace, would, for the ſake of peace, extinguiſh a fire of their own kindling,

and relinquiſh the war ; or that two armies, ſo different in manners and language,

could ever be brought to agree upon a point of ſuch importance. Beſides, the gene

rals and leaders in both armies, being deeply involved in debt, preſſed with indi.

gence, and for the moſt part guilty of enormous crimes, would have taken care to
make choice of ſuch an emperor, as was moſt like themſelves, and ſhould be obliged f

to them for his elečtion".

WHEN an engagement was reſolved upon, it was debated next in the council,

whether the emperor ſhould be preſent in the ačtion, or remove elſewhere. Tatianus

and Proculus adviſed him to retire to Brixellum, now Berſello, where, ſecure from the

uncertain accidents of battles, he ſhould reſerve himſelf, they ſaid, for the direction

of the whole, and the great ends of ſovereignty. Paulinus and Celſus, that they

might not ſeem to adviſe expoſing the perſon of the prince to perils, dared not op

poſe his departure. This advice, which Otho readily embraced, was attended with
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a two bad conſequences; for he conſiderably weakened the army, by taking with him

a numerous detachment of the beſt troops to guard him ; and beſides, the forces

remaining loſt all courage, ſince they ſuſpected the fidelity of their leaders. In

the mean time, the band of gladiators, who ſerved under Otho, being attacked and

defeated by a detachment of Germans, Macer, who commanded the former, was

by the whole army required to ſlaughter ; nay, they had already wounded him

with a lance, and were falling upon him with their drawn ſwords, when, by the

ſudden interpoſition of the tribunes and centurions, he was reſcued. However, Otho

º being obliged to remove him, ſent Flavius Sabinus, brother to P'eſpaſian, to take

: ºr, the charge of the forces that had been under his command, to the great joy of the

º, b ſoldiers, pleaſed with the change of leaders, while the leaders abhorred the charge

3 ºr of a ſoldiery ſo licentious and unruly. After the departure of Otho to Brixellum, The whole

º the name and honour of the generalſhip remained with his brother Titianus, but thelº
, “ . . - - - pon Proculus.

H. whole authority with Proculus. As for Celſus and Paulinus, they were on no occa

º ſion conſulted, but only bore the empty title of commanders, and thence ſerved as

º cloaks for the faults and miſtakes of others. The tribunes and centurions were

* . under the greateſt concern, to ſee men of ſuperior worth and capacity thus neglected,

** while the very worſt men bore ſway. But the common ſoldiers, who ſuſpected their

fidelity, were chearful and elated, tho' rather diſpoſed to canvaſ, and interpret, than

to obey and execute, the orders of their commanders. The two armies were en

d camped on the banks of the Po, whence Otho's forces moved their quarters, and

retired within four miles of Bedriacum, which is by Tacitus, as we have hinted above,

placed between Cremona and Werona, but by Samſon between Cremona and Mantua,

upon the river Oglio, where the preſent city of Caneto ſtands. Their march was ſo

unſkilfully conducted, that in it they were extremely diſtreſſed for want of water,

tho' it was then the ſpring of the year, about the thirteenth of April, and there

were rivers on all hands. Proculus was for continuing the march the next day,

s

i’

-: with a deſign to attack the enemy encamped about ſixteen miles off, at the conflu

*::::: ence of the Adda and the Po. This reſolution was utterly diſapproved by Celia, and

jº. Paulinus, who declared againſt expoſing the army, fatigued with marching, and -

::: d loaded with baggage, to the enemy, who being themſelves light and unincumbered, * {

2.

-s**

and having moved ſcarce four miles, would never loſe the advantage of attacking

them, either as they marched with their ranks broken, or afterwards, while they

were fortifying their camp. This point was ſtill under debate, when a Numidian,

diſpatched by Otho upon a ſwift horſe, arrived with letters to the generals, wherein

the emperor, having firſt reproached them in a very bitter ſtrain, with want of ſpi

rit and reſolution, commanded them peremptorily to engage without loſs of time. Otho ºrders

Such orders as theſe, ſent by princes who are at a diſtance, prove commonly moſtº:
fatal. Of this we have innumerable inſtances; and the reaſon is very obvious: it is !y.

impoſſible for a man, who is not upon the ſpot, to make a right choice of the

e ground, the opportunity, and favourable moment for engaging. This is as much

as can be expected from the moſt able commanders, who are upon the ſpot. Upon

the receipt of the emperor's letters, Celſus and Paulinus dropped all oppoſition, and

the army immediately decamped “.

º
-

º THE ſume day two tribunes of the praetorian guards came to Cecina, as he was

tº: intent upon building a bridge croſs the Po, and deſired a conference. He was

* - already ſetting himſelf to receive their overtures, when the ſcouts, in great haſte,

º: appriſed him, that the enemy was at hand. The diſcourſe with the tribunes being

º thus interrupted, it remained uncertain, whether they intended to betray their own

: party, to contrive a plot againſt the enemy, or had ſome deſign truly worthy and

º: f honeſt. Cascina having diſmiſed the tribunes, immediately quitted his poſt upon

zzº. the river, and haſtened to the camp, where he found the ſignal of battle already

º: given by Valens, and the ſoldiers under arms. While Valens was drawing up his

legions, his cavalry fallied forth by themſelves, but were by a party of Otho's forces,

* * much inferior in number, repulſed, and forced to fly for ſhelter to their ramparts;

º whence the Italic legion, with their drawn ſwords, drove them back to the encounter.

*: The legions of Pitellius were ranged in order of battle, without the leaſt conſter- The battle of

º nation or alarm ; for tho’ the enemy approached, they were prevented from ſeeing Bºº":

º: then by a thick coppice. In the army of Otho, an univerſal confuſion prevailed; the

yº

ſº * Idem, c. 39, 4o.
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Otho's army

routed.

generals diſtruſted the ſoldiery, and the ſoldiery were incenſed againſt their generals, a

The carriages and retainers to the camp were mixt and crowded amongſt the ranks;

from a deep ditch on each hand, the way was too ſtreight even for an army march

ing, where no danger from an enemy was to be apprehended. No order was ob.

ſerved, ſome thruſting themſelves into the front, ſome retiring to the rear, as each

found himſelf prompted by bravery or by fear. Beſides, a groundleſs report was

ſpread among the foremoſt ranks of Otho's army, that the forces of Vitellius had

revolted from him, and would join them. Upon this report, they accoſted the

enemy with the ſalutation of friends; but the others returned the compliment with

a hoſtile and threatening murmur, which not only diſheartened them, but gave occa

ſion to the reſt, who were unappriſed of the cauſe of ſuch greeting; to apprehend b

that they were betrayed. At the ſame time, the enemy attacked them with great

vigour; and Otho's men, tho' fewer in number, and fatigued, ſuſtained the charge

with great reſolution and intrepidity. As the place was embaraſſed with trees, hedges,

and vineyards, they fought with ſmall regularity, bearing down one upon another,

body to body, buckler to buckler, with ſwords and axes, after a dreadful manner,

each man exerting his might, as if the event of the whole war depended upon his

valour. In the open plain, between the Po and the highway, two legions chanced

to encounter; the one-and-twentieth belonging to Vilellius, and named Rapax ; and

the firſt on Otho's ſide, intitled Adjutrix. The former was famous for feats of valour;

the latter till then had never been led into the field, but was fierce, reſolute, and

eager of acquiring renown. They engaged with incredible fury, rejećting the uſe

of darts, and cloſing reſolutely with ſwords and axes. After a long and bloody

conteſt, the ſoldiers of the firſt having routed the foremoſt ranks of the one-and

twentieth, carried off their eagle; a diſgrace which ſo enraged this legion, that

they returned to the charge, ſlew Orphidius Benignus, commander of the firſt, and

took ſeveral ſtandards. In another quarter, the thirteenth legion, which fought for

Otho, was defeated by the fifth. Alphenus Varius, at the head of his Batavians, having

utterly routed the body of Otho's gladiators, attacked his army in flank; which

ſtruck the praetorian bands with ſuch dread, that they betook themſelves to a pre

cipitous flight, putting in diſorder ſuch of their own men as ſtill kept their ranks,

and faced the enemy. Thus the whole army, no longer able to ſtand their ground,

retired in the utmoſt confuſion, bending their courſe towards Bedriacum. As the

ways were obſtructed by the bodies of the ſlain, (for above forty thouſand fell on

both ſides) the enemy made a dreadful ſlaughter of the fugitives, it being of no

advantage to take priſoners, who, in civil wars, were not converted into ſale and

gain. Suetonius and Proculus took different routs, both ſhunning that to the camp,

out of an apprehenſion of the ſoldiery, who had already charged their commanders

with the loſs of the battle. Vedius Aquila, commander of the thirteenth legion,

having with more courage than diſcretion entered the camp, while it was yet broad

day, was charged by the troops that had remained there, and by thoſe who were e

returned from the battle, as a traitor to his cauſe, and abuſed in a moſt outrageous

manner; not that he had really committed any crime; but ſuch is the cuſtom of

the crowd, for every man to caſt upon others his own guilt and diſgrace. Titianus

and Celſus durſt not venture into the camp till night, when the guards were already

poſted, and the tumult of the ſoldiery repreſſed. The vićtorious army of Vitellius

purſued the fugitives within five miles of Bedriacum, where they halted, not thinking

it ſafe to attempt forcing the enemy’s camp the ſame day; and beſides, they enter

tained hopes of a voluntary ſurrender. Otho's forces ſeemed diſpoſed to make a

vigorous defence, boaſting that they had been overcome by ačls of treachery, and

C

d

Thoſe who fled by no ſuperior bravery of the enemy. But the officers, and Titianus himſelf, in a f

to the camp

ſurrender.
council which they held the day following, agreed to ſend deputies to Cecina and

Walens to treat of a ſurrender. Their propoſals were accepted, and, upon the return

of the deputies, the gates of the camp were thrown open. Then both armies meet:

ing, the conquerors, as well as the conquered, burſt into tears, and at once pleaſed

and grieved, uttered their deteſtations of the ſad lot of civil wars. Aſſembling

now without diſtinétion in the ſame tents, they dreſſed with great tenderneſs one

another's wounds; ſome thoſe of their brothers, ſome thoſe of their friends. There

were ſcarce any ſo exempt from afflićtion, as not to have ſome dead friend to bewail.

The bodies of Orphidius, and other officers of diſtinétion, were fought for andº
Wlt
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with the uſual ſolemnity. In the end, they all ſubmitted to Pitellius, and to him

took the oath of allegiance!.

Otho, in the mean time, waited at Brixellum for an account of the battle. The

firſt rumours were melancholy, but uncertain, till the fugitives brought a certain

account of the utter defeat. The firſt who arrived with the diſmal tidings was a

common ſoldier, who being taxed with falſhood and cowardice by ſome perſons

about the emperor, to convince them of the truth of his account, and to ſhew that

he had not fled for want of courage, fell upon his own ſword at Otho's feet; who

admiring his reſolution and fidelity, cried out, No more ſuch worthy and gallant

men ſhall on my ſcore be brought into danger. This Suetonius the hiſtorian tells us

he learnt of his father Suetonius Lenis, who, in the battle of Bedriacum, commanded

in quality of tribune the thirteenth legion, which fought for Otho ". The battle

was no-ways deciſive; for Otho had ſtill with him many brave troops inviolably

attached to his cauſe and intereſt: his forces beyond the Po ſtill remained intire;

there were numerous gariſons in Bedriacum and Placentia ; and the legions from

Maſia, Dalmatia, and Pannonia, were advancing ; nay, the Aſiatic, Syrian and

Egyptian legions were already near the Adriatic. But nevertheleſs he was no ſooner Otho betrays

informed of the defeat of his army, than he manifeſtly betrayed a fixed purpoſe of
a deſign to lay

violent hands

ſacrificing his life to the public tranquility. The ſoldiers, appriſed of his deſign, . himſelf.

did all that lay in their power to ſupport him under his concern. They preſſed him The zaïof his

to take courage, fince there ſtill remained freſh forces, declaring, without flattery or ſºldiers on this

deceit, that they were ready for his ſake to expoſe themſelves to the greateſt dan- “”

gers, and ſuffer all extremities. Thoſe who ſtood at a diſtance ſignified their zeal

and ardour by ſtretching out their hands; ſuch as were neareſt fell at his knees,

kified his hand, and with many tears intreated him to ſtand by them, and to

accept of that duty and fidelity which could never expire, but with their laſt breath.

But above all, the intrepidity and fidelity of an obſcure and private ſoldier diſplayed

itſelf on this occaſion ; for finding the emperor ſtood altogether unſhaken and fixt

in his purpoſe, he drew his ſword; and addreſſing himſelf to Otho ; From this, Caeſar,

ſaid he, judge of our fidelity; for there is not a man amongſt us, but would ſtrike thus

to ſerve you ! Having thus ſpoken, he turned his ſword againſt himſelf, and fell at

the emperor's feet. Plautius Firmus, captain of his guards, by repeated inſtances,

befought him not to abandon an army ſo faithful and zealous; ſoldiers ſo ſingularly

affectionate and loyal. In bearing calamities, ſaid he, more greatneſs of ſpirit is

ſhewn, than in flying from them. To ſupport themſelves with hope, even in ſpite

of fortune, was ever the part of the magnanimous and brave, as it was that of the

timorous and ſpiritleſs, to be drawn headlong by cowardice into utter deſpair. As

during theſe expreſſions Otho happened to look chearful or penſive, there followed

ſhouts of joy, or diſmal groans. Nor was this zeal confined to the praetorian guards,

who were inviolably artached to the perſon of Otho ; but thoſe who had been ſent

before the reſt out of Maſia, and were now arrived, declared, that in the approach

ing army the ſame ſteadineſs prevailed, and that the legions had already reached

Aquileia. Hence it is evident, that the war might have been renewed, and that

its iſſue, notwithſtanding the late overthrow, was altogether uncertain. But neither

by perſuaſions and intreaties, nor by all the apparent probability of ſucceſs, could

Otho be prevailed upon to continue the war, or be diverted from the reſolution he

had taken; a reſolution which no one expected from a perſon of his ſoft and effe

minate temper. Having commanded ſilence, he ſpoke to them after this manner:

This day, my fellow-ſoldiers, which gives me ſuch ſenſible proofs of your affection His fine ſpeech

and loyalty, is far preferable to that on which you ſaluted me emperor. I there- *fºre he dies.

fore beſeech you not to deny me the ſatisfaction of laying down my life for the

preſervation of ſo many brave men. To expoſe wantonly to freſh perils ſuch vir

tue, and ſo much fortitude, is a price which I judge too high for the redeeming of

my own life. I am well appriſed, that the enemy has neither gained an intire nor

a deciſive vićtory: I have advice, that the Maſian army is not far off; that the

legions from Aſia, Syria, and Egypt, are near the Adriatic ; that the forces in judæa

have declared for us; the ſenate favours our cauſe; we have in our power the wives

and children of our enemies, &c. But alas! it is not with Pyrrhus, with Hannibal,

with the Cimbrians, we fight ; but it is eagle againſt eagle, and Rome againſt Rome.

Tacit. c. 41, 45. Plut, ibid. m Sver, in Oth. c. 1 o'

Italy
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Italy muſt bleed, whether I vanquiſh or am vanquiſhed; and even he who triumphs a

will have occaſion to mourn. Shall I ever bear, that ſuch a number of Roman youth,

that ſo many noble armies be cut off, and raviſhed for ever from the commonwealth?

With me let me carry this ſatisfaétion, that for my cauſe you were all ready to die;

but be content to ſurvive me. Witellius began the civil war, and thence ſprung the

ſource of our ſtruggling for the empire by arms. To me will be owing the example

of ſtruggling for it no more than once. By this rule let poſterity judge of Oſho.

Pitellius ſhall again poſſeſs in ſafety his brother, his children and his wife. Others

have held the ſovereignty longer; in a manner more glorious none ever yet relin

quiſhed it. Aſſure yourſelves, it is my free choice to die rather than to reign, fince

I cannot ſo much advance the Roman ſtate by wars and bloodſhed, as by ſacri. b

ficing myſelf to the public peace and tranquillity. Nothing but my death can ſeal

a laſting peace, and ſecure Italy againſt ſuch ancther unhappy day. But let us no

longer retard one another : let not me delay your care of your own preſervation,

nor you me in the purſuit of a deſign never to be ſhaken or changed. To multiply

words about the ſubjećt of dying, is the part of a daſtardly ſpirit. How much I

am undaunted in this my purpoſe, I deſire you to take this ſignal proof, that I

complain of no man ; ſince to be blaming the gods or men upon the approach of

death, implies a mean and indireét deſire of living ". -

AFTER this diſcourſe, he deſired thoſe who attended him, to leave him, and ſub

mit without delay to Vitellius. The young men he preſſed with authority, the old c

by intreaties, addreſſing himſelf to all with great courteſy, in a language ſuitable

to their years or dignity. At the ſame time he rebuked, as ill-judged and unrea

ſonable, the tears and lamentations of his friends, with a countenance calm and

compoſed, and a ſpeech flowing and aſſured. To ſuch as were about to depart,

he ordered boats and carriages to be given. To thoſe who were abſent, he ſent

paſſports, forbidding any one to ſtop them in their journey. All ſuch memorials

and letters as were ſignal for expreſſions of zeal towards him, or for invečtives againſt

Witellius, he committed to the flames. What money and jewels he had, he diſtri

buted amongſt his friends. His brother’s ſon, Salvius Coccianus, one juſt in the

bloom of his youth, who was bewailing him with a flood of tears, he endeavoured d

to comfort with tender expreſſions, bidding him be in no apprehenſion of Vitellius,

who, he ſaid, could not, for his whole family preſerved in ſafety, refuſe a return

of mercy in this ſingle inſtance. The clemency of the conqueror, continued he,

I have purchaſed by thus haſtening to die, ſince preſſed by no deſperate diſtreſs,

but at a junéture when ſo many brave men were demanding to be led to battle,

I have, for the ſake of the commonwealth, forborne making a laſt effort. To

myſelf I have acquired ſufficient ſame ; to my poſterity ſufficient luſtre. Into a

houſe newly raiſed, I have tranſlated the ſovereignty, after the ſame had been veſted

in ſo illuſtrious families, namely, the Julian, the Claudian, and the Servian ; but

that Caeſar has been your uncle, you muſt neither forget, nor too zealouſly remem- e

ber. After this, he cauſed all thoſe who were about him to retire; and withdraw

ing into a private room, he wrote conſolatory letters to his fiſter, and to Meſa

lina, who had been formerly married to Nero, and whom he himſelf had deſigned

to marry, recommending to her his memory and aſhes. While he was thus exer

ciſing his thoughts about his laſt moments, a ſudden tumult interrupted him ; for

notice was brought him of an uproar among the ſoldiers, who threatened with pre

ſent death all who were about to depart, as traitors and deſerters. Againſt Verginius

chiefly they were enraged, and had already beſieged his houſe, which for his ſecu

rity he had ſhut up. Hereupon Otho, appearing again, reprimanded the authors
of the inſurrection, gave audience to ſuch as were departing, and continued thus f

employed till they were all gone in perfect ſafety. He then withdrew again to his

chamber, which he left open till the night was far ſpent, allowing free entrance to

all who were deſirous to ſee him. After this, having quenched his thirſt with a

draught of cold water, he called for two daggers; and having carefully examined

the points of both, he placed the ſharpeſt under his pillow. He next reſolved to

be fully aſſured, that his friends were all gone; which he no ſooner underſtood,

than he lay down, paſſing the night in perfect repoſe, and, as is affirmed, not without

ſleep. At break of day he took the dagger, and gave himſelf a mortal ſlab on the

His calm

behaviour.

His death.

* Tacit. c. 46, 47. Plur, ibid. Dio, l. lxiv. p. 732,733. Surr. c. 9.
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left ſide of the breaſt. Upon hearing him groan, his freed-men entered and his

ſlaves, with Plotius Firmus, captain of his guards, and found no more than one

wound. His death was no ſooner divulged, than the whole place reſounded with I, lamentaly

the mournful cries of the ſoldiers, accuſing themſelves, with the deepeſt concern, for the ſºldiery.

not watching him more carefully, and ſtriving to ſave a life, which was laid down

to preſerve theirs. His funeral was diſpatched with great expedition, (for ſuch had His cºquiet.

been his own defire) to prevent his head being cut off, and expoſed to public deri

fion. The praetorian cohorts bore his corps, magnificently attired, often kiſſing his

wound, and his hand, and even paying him divine honours. At his funeral pile

ſome of the ſoldiers ſlew themſelves; and others who were at Bedriacum, Placentia,

and in other quarters, underſtanding the manner of his death, were ſo deeply and,

ſenſibly affected, that they ſlew one another, not caring to outlive a prince, whom

they ſo tenderly loved. To him they raiſed a tomb of a mean ſtructure, and thence

like to remain, with this epitaph only, To the memory of Marcus Otho ; which they

thought the beſt ſecurity againſt any inſults from the conqueror 9. Such was the end

of Otho, in the thirty-ſeventh year of his age, after having reigned, according to

ſome, three months, according to others, three months and five days. He derived

his original from the municipal city of Terentinum in Hetruria. His father had ſuſtained

the dignity of conſul; his grandfather that of praetor. His mother's line was not

of equal luſtre; but far from ſordid. He ſpent his tender years in idleneſs, in ſcan-ai, charaſier.

dalous debaucheries his youth, and grew acceptable to Nero, purely by imitating

his profligate life. To him therefore, as to the chief confident of his impure plea

ſures, Nero committed the care of his beloved miſtreſs Poppa'a Sabina, till he could

accompliſh the removal of Oélavia his wife ; but ſoon ſuſpecting him for a rival, he

ſent him into Luſitania ; where the adminiſtration of that province furniſhed a pre

tence for keeping him from Rome. In Luſitania he governed with gentleneſs and

popularity, was the foremoſt to eſpouſe the cauſe of Galba, and promoted it with

vigour. Thence he conceived hopes of being by him adopted, and declared his

ſucceſſor ; but finding himſelf diſappointed, and ſeeing nothing but deſpair in the

quiet and eſtabliſhment of the ſtate, (for he lived in a courſe of riot and expence,

which even to the fortune of a ſovereign would have proved burdenſome) he revolted

from Galba, and ſeized the empire in the mainer we have related. His death was

much applauded, as his life was cenſured ; for tho’ he had lived like Nero, yet he left

this charaćter behind him, that no one ever died more gloriouſly P: and indeed no

thing can be more glorious in a man, than to ſacrifice his life for the good of his

country.

AFTER the death of Otho, the ſoldiers began anew to mutiny ; nor was there any

one to reſtrain them. They applied to Verginius, preſſing him, with many intrea

ties and menaces, to accept the ſovereignty, or at leaſt to go as their embaſſador tos

Cacina and Valens. Already they were breaking into his houſe, when he, by a back

way, ſtole out, and eſcaped them. But Rubrius Galluj, a perſon of great note, im- otho, troop,

mediately undertook the embaſſy to Vitellius's commanders, and obtained pardon for ſubmit towtel

all the troops that lay at Brixellum ; and at the ſame time Flavius Sabinus prevailed upon'."

the forces under his command to go over to the conqueror ; fo that war had now

every-where ceaſed, and peace was at once re-eſtabliſhed. Many ſenators had accom

panied Otho from Rome, and had been afterwards by him left with a ſmall body of

troops at Mutina. The ſenators found themſelves expoſed there to great danger; for

news being brought thither of the defeat, the ſoldiers ſlighted it as a report void of

truth ; and ſuſpećting the ſenate to be diſaffected to Otho, they watched the words of

particulars, and wreſted even their countenances and behaviour to a malignant ſenſe.

At laſt they proceeded to inſult them with invectives, and ſeemed only to want a

pretence of putting them all to the ſword. On the other hand, they were afraid of

being deemed diſaffeóted to Vitellius, whoſe brother was among them, if they ſeemed

ſlow and cool in their rejoicings for the vićtory. They reſolved therefore to return as

far as Bononia, and wait there for other advices more certain and copious. They

poſted men upon the ſeveral roads leading to the city, purpoſely to examine ſuch as

paſſed. By theſe one of Otho's freed-men being queſtioned, Why he had left his lord?

anſwered, That he had about him his lord’s laſt will and commands; that he had

left him indeed alive, but fixed in his purpoſe of dying, and of ſacrificing his life to

° TAct. c. 49. Suer, c. 1 1. Plut. ibid. P Tacit. c. jo, Suet. Plut. Ibid.
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the public tranquillity. Hereupon they immediately declared for Vitellius, whoſe a

brother now preſented himſelf to be flattered, as did all the ſenators to flatter him;

when on a ſudden one Caenus, a freed-man of Nero's, arriving, affirmed, that by

the arrival of the fourteenth legion, in conjunétion with the forces from Brixellum, the

army which had lately conquered, was intirely routed, and the fortune of the other

party retrieved and changed. What prompted him to ſuch forgery, was, that Othº's

warrants for poſt-horſes, which were now neglected, might by ſuch tidings be reſtored

to force: and truly Canus was by this means with great ſpeed carried to Rome; but

there, a few days after, put to death by Vitellius's orders. The fićtion however was

believed by the ſoldiers, who began anew to threaten the ſenators for having departed

from Mutina, and declared for Vitellius ; inſomuch that they were obliged toconceal b

themſelves, not daring, for fear of the incenſed ſoldiery, to appear abroad, till

letters from Fabius Valens, aſſuring them of Otho's death, removed their fright q.

Rome was, in the mean time, free from all terror and alarm ; the interludes ſacred

to Ceres, which yearly began on the twelfth, and ended on the nineteenth, of April,

were celebrating, when news was brought into the theatre, that Otho had, by a vo.

luntary death, put an end to his life. Hereupon the ſpečtators with loud ſhouts ap

plauded the name ofthe new emperor, uttering againſt Olho the ſame invečtives, which

a little before they had uttered againſt Vitellius. The troops in the city immediately

ſwore allegiance to Vitellius. The people carried the images of Galba round the temples,

crowned with laurels, and adorned with flowers, and piled up heaps of coronets, c

after the manner of a ſepulchre, cloſe by the lake of Curtius, where Galba had been

ſlain. In the ſenate, the many honours given to former princes at intervals, and during

a long courſe of reigning, were at once decreed to Vitellius, On the German armies

high commendations were beſtowed, and an embaſſy ſent to return them public

thanks, and congratulate them upon their late vićtory. The letters, addreſſed by

Fabius Valens to the conſuls Verginius Rufus and Poppaus Vopiſcus, of whom the firſt

was abſent, were publicly read, and found to be conceived in terms no-ways arrogant;

but more applauded was the modeſty of Caccina, who had not ſent any, it being

deemed aſſuming in any but the emperor to write to the ſenate and magiſtrates'. In

the mean time Italy was afflićted with greater calamities than ſhe had ſuffered during d

the war. The ſoldiers of Vitellius, diſtributed amongſt the cities and municipal towns,

committed moſt dreadful devaſtations, without ſparing even the temples. Some, in

the diſguiſe of ſoldiers, killed their particular enemies; and the ſoldiers themſelves,

as they were well acquainted with the country, marking out the richeſt inhabitants,

plundered their houſes and farms, putting all to fire and ſword without mercy, if any

reſiſtance was offered. Their generals durſt not reſtrain them, being themſelves equally

guilty, and awed by their men. Ofthe two Cacina was leſs addićted to avarice, but

courted the favour of the ſoldiery. Valens was himſelf infamous for pillage and rapine,

and thence blind to the exceſſes of others. Thus, by ſo mighty a force of foot and

horſe, by ſuch ačts of violence, ſo many depredations and inſults, was Italy quite ex-e

hauſted, and many of the moſt wealthy inhabitants reduced to beggary'.
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Vitellius, in the mean time, not yet appriſed of the ſucceſs of hisown arms, having

left Hordeoneus Flaccus with a ſufficient force to guard the banks of the Rhine, was

marching towards Italy with the reſidue of the German army, reinforced with eight

thouſand men drawn from Britain, and freſh levies haſtily made amongſt the Gauli.

After a few days march, he received the agreeable news of the vićtory at Bedriacum,

and the death of Otho. Hereupon, tranſported with joy, he aſſembled his men, and

from the tribunal acquainted them with the intelligence he had received, beſtowing

mighty praiſes upon the bravery of his vićtorious troops. The army, not yielding

in the baſe arts of flattery to the ſenate, made him at this junéture a general requeſt, f

that he would raiſe his favourite freed-man Aſiaticus to the equeſtrian dignity. The

emperor, with ſeeming indignation, rejećted their demand ; but what in the face of

the public he had refuſed, he ſoon after privately conferred at a banquet, honouring

Aftaticus, a moſt infamous and rapacious ſlave, with the gold ring, the badge of

knighthood. This proceeding was not a little reſented by the ſoldiery. As he was

marching through Gaul, other meſſengers came with tidings, that to his party had

acceded both the Mauritania’s, viz. the Tingitana and Caſarienſis ; Lucius Albinus,

who, in quality of procurator, governed there, and had declared for Otho, being

* Tacit, c. 53, 54. Idem, c. 55. * Idem, c. 56.
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killed by the Moors, upon a report, that Albinus, ſcorning the title of procurator,

intended to uſurp the enſigns of majeſty, and the royal name of juba. With him

were ſlain Aſinius Pollio, who commanded a body of horſe, Feſtus and Scipio, both

captains of cohorts, and ſeveral other officers of diſtinétion. Into theſe tranſačtions

Witellius made no inquiry, nor took any notice of the murder of ſo many great men, a

haſty hearing being all he afforded to any affair, however important. His army he

commanded to purſue their march by land ; he himſelf ſailed down the Saône, with

out the luſtre and appointment of an emperor, till junius Blaſus, governor of Lionſ:

Gaul, a man of great generoſity, and proportionable wealth, furniſhed him with a

princely train, and accompanied him with great ſtate and magnificence. But this very

behaviour provoked Witellius againſt him, tho’ he then diſguiſed his averſion under

many courteous expreſſions. At Lions he was metby the generals of both parties, the

conquerors and the conquered. Valens and Cacina he commended in public, and

placed them on each ſide his chair of ſtate. Soon after he ordered the whole army to

march out, and meet his ſon, yet an infant, who was brought covered with an im

perial coat of armour. His father, taking him thus dreſſed in his arms, beſtowed

upon him the ſurname of Germanicus, and all the marks of ſovereignty. He freely

forgave Salvius Titiamus, Otho's brother, the inſtinét and tenderneſs of nature, which

had prompted him to eſpouſe his brother's cauſe, and his own want of abilities, plead

ing for him. Of Marius Celſus we are only told, that Vitellius reſerved for him the

conſulſhip, to which he had been formerly deſigned, and which he was to diſcharge

in the month of july. He long poſtponed admitting Suetonius Paulinus and Licinius

Proculus, keeping them in ſuſpenſe like criminals. At length he heard them, when

they both made a defence rather neceſſary than honourable ; nay, altogether un

worthy of a man of Paulinus’s charaćter; for upon themſelves they freely took the

ſhame of treaſon, aſcribing to a fraud concerted between them the long march before

the battle, the great fatigue of Otho's ſoldiers, the intermixing the carriages among

the troops, when drawn up in battle array, &c. Vitellius gave credit to the confeſ

ſion of their treachery, and forgave them the crime of fidelity, with which they were

charged. Galerius Trachalus, who compoſed Otho's ſpeeches, was ſaved by Galeria

the wife of Vitellius. But all the centurions, who had ſignalized their faith and

bravery in the cauſe of Otho, were by the new emperor's orders put to the ſword ;

which eſtranged from him the minds of the ſoldiery, eſpecially of the Illyrian legions.

However, he ſuffered the laſt wills of ſuch as died fighting for Otho to continue in

force, and the law in behalf of thoſe who died inteſtate. Before him he ſent an edićt

to Rome, to ſignify, that he deferred receiving the name of Auguſtus, and would not

at all accept that of Caſar. By another he ordered the aſtrologers to depart Italy by

the calends of Ośīober ; which was no ſooner publiſhed, than a libel was hung up in

the ſame ſtyle, ordering, in the name of the aſtrologers, Vitellius Germanicus to quit

the world by the ſame day ; which ſo incenſed him againſt all thoſe of that profeſſion,

that no ſooner was any of them detected, than he cauſed them, without further

inquiry, to be forthwith executed. By a third edićthe injoined under a heavy penalty,

that thenceforth no Roman knight ſhould debaſe himſelfto fight amongſt the gladia

tors, or with the wild beaſts ; a pračtice which had been greatly encouraged by

former emperors. Before Vitellius left Lions, he diſpatched orders to Rome for the

execution of Dolabella, who had been confined by Otho, as we have related above, to

the city of Aquinum, and upon tidings of the death of that prince, was returned to

Rome. The crimes alledged againſt him were, that he had broke out of priſon, and

preſenting himſelf as a new leader to the vanquiſhed party, had attempted to corrupt

the cohort quartered at Oſtia. Theſe crimes were urged againſt him before Flavius

f Sabinus, governor of the city, by Plautius Parus, a man of praetorian dignity, and

one of Dolabella's intimate friends. The charge of treaſon could not be proved ; but

nevertheleſs Vitellius, who dreaded a man of his birth and abilities, and likewiſe hated

him on account of his having married Petronia, his divorced wife, reſolved by all

means to get rid of one, whom he looked upon as a competitor. Having therefore

ſent for him from Rome, and direéted him in the letter he wrote to him, not to take the

Flaminian road, but to come round by Interamma, now Terni, he placed aſſaſſins

there, with orders privately to diſpatch him ; but they, without waiting till he arrived

at the place appointed, cut his throat in an inn upon the way, while he was not

under the leaſt apprehenſion of danger'. This inſtance of cruelty raiſed great mur

* Idem, c. 63-65.
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murs both among the people and nobility, and upon the new reign derived univerſal a

hatred and abhorrence.

FROM Lions Vitellius removed to Vienne, where he publicly adminiſtred juſtice, and

Y. thence continued his rout to Italy. As he was a man of a moſt voracious appetite,
gluttony.

which Tacitus ſtyles quite beaſtly and boundleſs, and greatly addićted to banquet.

ting, from Rome and Italy were brought him dainties of all forts, and every incen

tive to gluttony, the roads from both ſeas being continually filled with carriers loaded

with viands for the emperor's table. The chief men of the municipal cities, through

which he paſſed, were quite beggared by their magnificent feaſts, that being the only

means of making their court to the new prince. The ſoldiers, following the example

of their leader, rioted in all manner of exceſſes, plundering and laying waſte, with-b

out controul, the cities, villages and farms contiguous to the road. The emperor

was overtaken on his rout by Marcus Cluvius Rufus, governor of Spain, who came

to clear himſelf of the crimes with which he was charged by Hilarius, the emperor's

freed-man, who urged, that upon advice of the conteſt between Otho and Vitelliuſ,

- Cluvius had attempted to eſtabliſh an independent principality, and to appropriate

#.º,to himſelf both the provinces of Spain. But the charge appearing groundleſs, Vilelius

sº ordered his freed-man to be puniſhed, and took Cluvius into the number of his chief

- favourites, commanding him to attend him, without depriving him of the govern

ment of Spain, which he ſtill adminiſtred, though abſent. The like honour was not

ſhewn to 7 rebellius Maximus, who had fied out of Britain, frightened by the menaces c

of the ſoldiers there. In his room was ſent Vettius Bolanus, then attending at court.

fitellius arriving in Italy, found the country filled with troops, thoſe of his own army,

and the army of Otho, diſperſed amongſt the villages and municipal towns, and mixed

together , which occaſioned continual quarrels, and innumerable diſorders: for the

vanquiſhed legions continued ſtill in their former diſaffection, and breathed nothing

!.º. but war. The emperor therefore reſolved to ſeparate them, and deliver Italy from

...” ſo heavy a burden." The fourteenth legion was accordingly remanded back to Bri

tain, from whence they had been by Nero called over. With them were ſent the

Batavian cohorts, who had fought for Vitellius ; whereas the legion had eſpouſed the

cauſe of Olho: and hence a ſource of perpetual quarrels. At Turin eſpecially a tra. d

gical battle had enſued, while a Batavian inſulted an artificer, as having defrauded

him, and a ſoldier of the legion protećted the artificer as his hoſt, had not two prae

torian cohorts quartered there, by eſpouſing the party of the legionaries, intimidated

the Batavians as the weaker. The emperor, when informed of their diſagreement,

ordered the Batavians, as men in whom he could confide, to be incorporated with

his own army, and the legion to be led forthwith over the Alps, bending their rout

ſo as to avoid Wienne ; which city was thought to be diſaffected to Vitelliuſ. But not

withſtanding this order, they no ſooner deſcended from the Alps, than they turned

their enſigns to Vienne, and were marching thither, till ſuch as were prone to mutiny

were by the better-diſpoſed prevailed upon to march back, in compliance with the e

emperor's orders, and purſue their rout to the coaſt of the ocean, whence they were

tranſported in a body to Britain. In the next place the praetorian cohorts were firſt

ſeparated, and then diſcharged ; but ſweetened with the rewards which were beſtowed

upon ſuch as had fully ſerved their term of warfare. The firſt legion of marines was

ſent into Spain, to be there tamed with tranquillity and repoſe. The ſeventh and

eleventh were ſent back to their old quarters in Dalmatia and Pannonia. The thir

teenth was kept in Italy, and there employed in erecting two amphitheatres, ſince

Cºcina and Valens were preparing each a public combat of gladiators, the former at

Cremona, the other at Bononia. Thus Vitellius parted and diſperſed, without the

leaſt noiſe or diſturbance, the diſaffected troops which had ſerved under Otho ; but f

had not authority enough to reſtrain the licentiouſneſs of his own army. As the off

Frequent diſ cers, and even the common ſoldiers, uſually adopt the manners of their emperors,

tº: * about Vitellius was ſeen only univerſal diſorder, univerſal drunkenneſs, and all things

ſº. rather reſembling nocturnal revellings, and the debauches of Bacchanal, than a

tell us. Roman army, and military diſcipline. In this ſituation a tumult aroſe, which derived

its beginning from matter of Paſtime, but was not quelled without much bloodſhed.

Two ſoldiers, one of the fifth legion, the other from amongſt the auxiliary Gaul,

having, while they ſported together, provoked each other to wreſtle, the legionary .

was thrown down, and the Gaul triumphed over him with great ſcorn. Thisimme

diately divided thoſe who had aſſembled only as beholders, into two parties; º g

-- inUC
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a much that the ſoldiers of the legions falling with fury upon the auxiliaries, put

two cohorts to the ſword. But this tumult was in the end compoſed by another;

for duſt and the luſtre of arms being diſcerned at a diſtance, a general cry ran in

an inſtant through the whole army, that the fourteenth legion had returned, and

was approaching with hoſtile minds ; for they were known to be diſaffected to Vitel

lius. Hereupon they all joined to oppoſe the common enemy. But their fear was

ſoon allayed; for it proved the rear of their own army. However, as they chanced

in the mean time to meet a ſlave belonging to Verginius, they charged him, as one

employed to aſſaſſinate Vitellius ; and ruſhing into the banqueting-room, inſiſted, that

Verginius ſhould be put to death. Tho' Vitelius entertained not the leaſt doubt

b about the innocence of Verginius, yet it was with the utmoſt difficulty that he pre

vailed upon the enraged ſoldiery to forbear ſhedding the blood of one, who had

borne the ſupreme dignity of conſul, and been once their own general ". . . . . .

The next day Vitellius gave audience to the embaſſadors from the ſenate, whom

he had ordered to wait for him at Ticinum, now Pavia ; then he entered the camp

- of the vićtorious army, where he was received with loud ſhouts, and joyful accla

: mations. After he had commended the zeal and bravery of the conquering legions,

º and promiſed them their uſual rewards, he ſent back to their own country the He diſband,

- eighteen Batavian cohorts, which had attended him in his journey, having found ſºver" "tº

º, by experience, that they were altogether ungovernable, and too prone to mutiny.

º c He likewiſe diſmiſſed to their ſeveral territories all the auxiliary Gauls, who had

:::::: been levied in the beginning of the war. At the ſame time, that the revenues of

"...º. the empire, already exhauſted, might be able to ſupply his wild extravagances, he

- ordered the number of men in the legions and auxiliaries to be retrenched, put a

º ſtop to further levies, and granted diſcharges to all who required them; which, to

º thoſe who continued in the ſervice, proved matter of great diſguſt, ſince upon them,

º now reduced to a few, reſted all the military duties before ſhared amongſt many.

-; From Zicinum the emperor bent his rout to Cremona, where he beheld the public

º ſports, exhibited with extraordinary magnificence by Cascina. While he was there,

º he conceived a deſire of viewing the field at Bedriacum, and ſurveying the ſcene of Hºſºkº

º d the recent vićtory. As the battle had been fought not quite forty days before, the field ºf battle.

º field was ſtill covered with bodies all rent and deformed, with torn and mangled

*::... . . . . limbs, carcaſes of horſes and men putrified, and the ground dyed with corruption

... .º.º. and gore ; all the trees felled, the corn trod down, and the whole a ſhocking ſcene

º: of cruelty, ſlaughter, and deſtrućtion. The emperor, however, perſiſted in his

* . . .”. reſolution, and with a great retinue ſet out for Bedriacum ; the people of Cremona

gº. ſtrewing the road with flowers and laurel, rearing altars, and#º. even

... tº where the ghaſtly remains of their ſlaughtered countrymen were ſtill to be ſeen.

º: Cacina and Valen; accompanied him, and pointed out the ſeveral quarters of the

... : combat: Here the legions began the onſet; here the horſe in a body ruſhed upon

º: e the enemy's fauadrons; from thence the auxiliaries fell upon the rear ; in this place

*::::: the one-and-twentieth legion engaged and routed the firſt 3 in that the thirteenth

::1.3, was put to flight by the fifth, &c. The tribunes and commanders of the ſeveral

*** legions recounted and heightened, by boaſts and invention, their own feats of bra

º very. The common ſoldiers too, turning aſide from the road to review the field,

º: from ſpace to ſpace, called to mind the ſeveral conflićts paſſed, ſome with ſhouts of

~$1. joy, but many not without concern, and even tears, in beholding the bodies of the

º: ſlain mingled in heaps with the carcaſes of horſes, and other beaſts of burden. As

º for Vitellius, he turned not once his eyes from a ſpećtacle ſo tragical, nor ſhewed he

º the leaſt horror at the fight of ſo many thouſand Roman citizens ſlain and unburied;

… f nay, he even teſtified joy, and offered a pompous ſacrifice to the tutelar gods of the

º place ". Suetonius writes, that ſome of his train being offended with the ſtench of 4 ſºul!the half-putrified bodies, the emperor was ſo imprudent as to tell t em, 4 dead |.f the

º: enemy ſmells well, but a dead citizen better; evidently betraying by that impious ſay- ...!

º ing, his natural bent to cruelty and bloodſhed. The ſame writer adds, that after

º g wards calling for a large quantity of wine, he firſt drank plentifully himſelf, and

º then cauſed the reſt to be diſtributed amongſt his ſoldiers , From Bedriacum, Pitel

º lius purſued his rout to Bononia ; and the nearer he advanced to that place, his

º march proved the more looſe and debauched. Amongſt his military bands were

º * Idem, c. 65–69. w Idem, c. 70, 71. * Suer, ibid. c. 9.
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blended bands of comedians, and herds of eunuchs, agreeable to the genius of the a

court in Nero's reign ; for of him Vitellius always ſpoke with admiration and praiſe,

At Bononia he aſſiſted at the combat of gladiators exhibited by Valens, which was

extremely pompous and magnificent, all the decorations of the entertainment having

been brought from Rome. Before he ſet out from thence, that he might to Waleſ,

and Cacina procure ſome vacant months for exerciſing the conſulſhip, he abridged

the term appointed for others, and Valerius Marinus, deſigned conſul by Galla, he

poſtponed to a farther time, for no offence given, but becauſe Walerius was a man

apt to acquieſce under any injury. As he was on his march from Bononia, he received

letters from his friends in Syria and judæa, informing him, that the provinces in the

eaſt had taken the oath of fidelity to him. As he dreaded l'eſpaſian, and upon the b

very mention of his name was frequently obſerved to ſtart, he no ſooner received

theſe tidings, than both he and his army, having now no rival power to fear, aban

doned themſelves to all the exceſſes of cruelty, luft and rapine. In all the great

towns through which he paſſed, every pleaſure, and every diverſion, proved a bait

to ſtop him. He entered the cities in a kind of triumph, and ſtirred not upon

the rivers but in his painted galleys, curiouſly adorned with garlands of flowers, and

plentifully ſtored with the moſt exquiſite delicacies, and incentives to gluttony. He

was accompanied by threeſcore thouſand armed men, a greater number of retainers

to the camp, and an immenſe multitude of buffoons, mimics, players, fingers, cha

rioteers, &c. for in ſuch diſgraceful familiarities he took great pleaſure. Among c

theſe there was no order or diſcipline; nay, their rapines and daily diſorders, how

ever inſupportable, proved to the emperor matter of ſport and diverſion. Hence,

not ſatisfied with free quarters where-ever they came, they infranchiſed ſlaves, plun

dered the houſes of their hoſts, inſulted their wives and children, and, where any

reſiſtance was offered, beat, wounded and killed at their pleaſure; for tho' they

were conſtantly quarrelling among themſelves, yet, in conteſting with the peaſants,

they were always unanimous. Not only the colonies, villages, and municipal cities,

were conſumed by furniſhing ſuch vaſt ſupplies of proviſion ; but as the grain was

then ripe, the lands were ſtript and laid waſte. As the emperor drew near Rome,

the crowd, great in itſelf, was mightily increaſed by the arrival of the ſenators and d

Roman knights, who came out to meet the emperor; a compliment which ſome

paid out of fear, others out of flattery. When the mighty multitude was within

ſeven miles of Rome, Vitellius cauſed a quantity of meat ready dreſſed to be diſtri

buted amongſt his ſoldiers, to every man his portion, as if he had been fåttening

a number of gladiators. In the mean time, the populace, who came in droves to

the camp, and were ſcattered all over it, while the ſoldiers heeded them not, cut

and conveyed away their belts without being perceived; which, it ſeems, was a joke

in great vogue with the multitude, and the rabble of the city. But the ſoldiers,

who were ſtrangers to ſuch jokes, and could not brook them, upon being asked

by way of deriſion, what was become of their belts? ran to arms, and with their e

drawn ſwords falling upon the diſarmed multitude, ſlaughtered great numbers of

them, which occaſioned a general alarm and conſternation in the city. When the

tumult in the camp was compoſed, Vitellius, mounted upon a ſtately courſer, and

in his coat of armour, with his ſword by his ſide, began to advance to the gates of

the city, ordering the ſenate and people to march before him. But being adviſed

by his friends not to cnter the city in his warlike dreſs, as if it had been taken by

ſtorm, he put on the ſenatorial robe, and made an entry altogether ordgrly and

pacific, ſurrounded with ſtandards and colours, and followed by his numerous troops;

the whole a glorious fight, and an army worthy of a better emperor . In this

ſtate he went to the capitol, to offer ſacrifice to Jupiter; and there finding his mother

Sextilia, embraced and honoured her with the title of Auguſta. From the capitol,

he marched in the ſame pomp to the imperial palace. The next day he aſſembled

the ſenate, and made a public ſpeech, in which he promiſed extraordinary advan:

tages from his adminiſtration, uttered high and pompous things of himſelf, and

chiefly inlarged upon his temperance, tho' all Italy had ſeen him, during his march,

wallowing in voluptuouſneſs, and continually intoxicated with wine. The thought

leſs multitude, however, broke out into loud acclamations and wiſhes; and, as he

refuſed the title of Auguſtus, they preſſed him ſo, that he accepted it at laſt with

f

* Tacit. c. 87–89.
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a as much vanity as he had before refuſed it. He likewiſe took upon him the office

of chief pontiff; but was ſo ignorant of the religious rites, that a few days after,

that is, on the eighteenth of july, he publiſhed an edićt concerning the celebration

of certain ſolemnities, tho’ that day had been always held unlucky, becauſe on it

had happened the tragical overthrows at Cremera and Alia. His chief ſtudy was to His conduit.

gain the good graces and applauſe of the rabble. With this view he frequented the

theatre and circus, exhibited public ſhews, and did all that lay in his power to keep

them in good humour. He went often to the ſenate, even when the deliberations

were about things of ſmall moment. As Helvidius Priſcus, praetor eleēt, chanced

to offer his ſentiments againſt thoſe of the emperor, he ſeemed at firſt to reſent it;

b but afterwards returning to himſelf, he anſwered the ſenators who interpoſed, that

it was nothing new nor ſurpriſing, that two ſenators ſhould be of different opinions;

and that he himſelf had often oppoſed Thraſea ; a compariſon which was generally

*: ridiculed. In room of the praetorian cohorts, which he had diſcharged, he raiſed

ſixteen new ones, and four city cohorts, each containing a thouſand choſen men.

For captains of the praetorian guards, he appointed Publius Sabinus, raiſed from the

command of a cohort, and julius Priſcus, then only a centurion. Priſcus owed his

preferment to the intereſt of Valens, and Sabinus his to that of Cacina ; for by theſe

two favourites all the functions of ſovereignty were diſcharged, and no portion His fivewrites

of power left to Vitellius. They ſtrove to excel each other in credit and ſway, in ºf * *
c greatneſs of train, in numerous levees and dependents; and hence were ever at vari- power.

ance with one another, their ancient and mutual hatred, which, even during the

war, had been ill-diſguiſed, being inflamed by the malignity of their ſeveral friends.

However, this their animoſity did not render them more remiſs in ſeizing for them

, C. tº: ſelves fine houſes and gardens, and the wealth of the empire. Aſiaticus too, formerly

- * * the emperor's pathic, and now his freed-man, had a great ſhare in the adminiſtra

ºl, tion; for before four months were elapſed, he is ſaid to have equalled in wealth all

- - -º former imperial freedmen. As for Vitellius, he quite abandoned the functions of an

emperor, reſigning himſelf entirely to riot, luxury and gluttony. In his court no

man ſtrove to riſe by virtue or ability. One only road there was to preferment,

d namely, by means of conſuming banquets, to gorge the appetite of the emperor,

ever craving, and never ſatiated. He eat conſtantly three, and often four and five

meals a day, having brought himſelf to a habit of diſcharging his ſtomach by vo

miting when he pleaſed. All his meals were expenſive almoſt beyond belief, but His gluttony

not always at his own charge; for he frequently invited himſelf to his friends houſes *Prºſºft.

to breakfaſt in one place, to dine in another, and to ſup in a third, all on the ſame

day. He was every-where entertained in a moſt ſumptuous and expenſive manner:

but of all theſe entertainments, the moſt memorable was made for him by Lucius,

his brother ; in which, if Suetonius * and Eutropius * are to be credited, two thouſand

different diſhes of fiſh, and ſeven thouſand of fowl, were ſerved up; the choiceſt

e of both ſorts that the ſea and land afforded. His own profuſeneſs fell not much

ſhort of his brother's at the dedication of a charger, which, by reaſon of its vaſtneſs

and capacity, he termed the targel of Minerva. It was nevertheleſs filled with the

founds of the fiſh called ſcari, the brains of pheaſants and peacocks, the tongues of

birds called phanicopteri, and the ſmall guts of lampries brought from the Car

pathian ſea, and the farthermoſt coaſts of Spain. As he judged it ſufficient to enjoy

preſent pleaſures, without troubling himſelf about future events, he ſquandered away

in banquets above ſeven millions of our money in four months time" nay, joſºphus

tells us, that if he had reigned long, the whole wealth of the empire would not have

been ſufficient to ſupply the expences of his table. Beſides the vaſt ſums he con

f ſumed by his riotous living, he erected at a great charge ſtables for the uſe of cha

rioteers, exhibited almoſt daily ſhews in the circus, combats in the theatre and am

phitheatre, thoſe of gladiators, thoſe of wild beaſts, and in the moſt flowing plenty

wantonly ſcattered treaſure. But nothing gave greater diſguſt to the virtuous, tho’

º it proved matter of joy to the profligate and debauched, than his ſolemnizing with

2:2. great pomp in the field of Mars the obſequies of Nero, and obliging the Auguſtal

º prieſts, an order by Tiberius conſecrated to the julian family, to aſſiſt at that cere

º mony ".

º
*

º * Suet. c. 13. * EUTRop. p. 72'o. ° TActºr. c. 95. • Idem ibid.
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While Vitellius was thus waſting the wealth of the empire in voluptuouſneſs, and a

conſuming banquets, fortune, or rather providence, was raiſing him a competitor

in a diſtant part of the world. Veſpaſian had been ſent by Nero, as we have related

elſewhere, with three legions, and a confiderable number of auxiliaries, to make

war upon the jews, which he was carrying on with great ſucceſs, when news was

brought him of the death of that prince, and the acceſſion of Galba to the empire.

Hereupon he immediately diſpatched his ſon Titus to pay homage to the new em

peror, and to receive his orders concerning the proſecution of the war. But receiv

ing upon his arrival at Corinth, as he had been long ſtopped by contrary winds,

certain advice of the murder cf Galba, and at the ſame time underſtanding that

Vitellius had taken up arms, and deſigned to diſpute the empire with Otho, he re-b

ſolved to return to judaea, to receive there farther inſtrućtions from his father.

Having therefore left Greece, he ſteered his courſe to the iſland of Rhodes, to that

of Cyprus, and thence to Syria. In the iſland of Cyprus his curioſity prompted him

to viſit the temple of Venus at Paphos, which was at that time highly renowned

amongſt the natives as well as foreigners. After he had ſurveyed the ſignal wealth

of the temple, the donations of princes, and other curioſities, he began to conſult

the oracle firſt concerning the ſecurity of his voyage, and then propoſed, but in

dark terms, queſtions concerning himſelf. The prieſt, by name Softratus, returned

him in public a ſhort anſwer, but deſired a ſecret interview, wherein he diſcloſed to

him his future grandeur. Hereupon, full of hopes, he proceeded to his father; but

before his arrival the armies in the eaſt had already ſworn fidelity to Olho. In

judaca, three legions, as we have hinted above, were under the command of Veſpa

Jian ; men thoroughly exerciſed in war. Mucianus governed Syria at the head of

four legions. Between theſe two commanders, as they ruled in two bordering pro

vinces, great animoſities had reigned ; which however they dropped upon the death

Veſpaſin and of Nero, and agreed to act in concert for their mutual ſecurity and intereſt. This
Mucianus

enter into an

alliance for

- their mutual

defence.

union was firſt begun by the interpoſition of their common friends, and afterwards

accompliſhed by Titus. Into the ſame confederacy were gained the tribunes, the

centurions, and by degrees the common ſoldiers, who, upon hearing that Oſho and

Witellius were contending for the empire, began to rage and complain, that while

others enjoyed rewards for beſtowing the empire, they alone were doomed ſlaves to

every emperor. The ardour of the ſoldiery was well known to the generals; but

they judged proper to wait the iſſue of the war between Otho and Vitelliuſ, Nay,

even after Otho's death, Veſpaſian took the uſual oath to Vitellius, and wiſhed him a

proſperous reign in preſence of his army, as a precedent for them to follow. His

troops heard him with diſguſt and ſilence, and were not without great difficulty

prevailed upon to take the ſame oath, thinking themſelves no leſs able to create

and ſupport an emperor, than the German legions, or the praetorian bands. They

were ſeven legions, with mighty auxiliaries, and the two provinces of Syria and judea

were in their poſſeſſion : to them lay contiguous that of Egypt, which was governed

by Tiberius Alexander, by birth an Egyptian, at the head of two legions. Several

forces were quartered in Cappadocia and Pontus, upon the frontiers of Armenia, in

Aſia, and the other provinces. The governor of Egypt, who was intirely addićted

to Veſpaſian, accounted for his own the third legion then in Maſia, fince it had

been tranſlated thither out of Egypt, Hopes too were entertained, that the other

legions in Illyricum would eſpouſe the ſame intereſt. Veſpaſian however continued

ſtill in ſuſpenſe, conſidering with himſelf, how dangerous it was to caſt himſelf, at

the age of ſixty, and his two ſons Titus and Domitian in the prime of their years,

upon the caprice of fortune, and fate of war: in private purſuits, room was always

left for retreat; but to thoſe who ſtrive for the ſovereignty, no middle lot remains;

they muſt either reign or periſh. At the ſame time he had before his eyes the great

ſtrength of the German army ; a thing perfectly known to him, who was a man

of great experience in war. However, he yielded at length to the ſolicitations

of Mucianus, and the other officers, promiſing to aſſume the title of emperor, when

a proper opportunity offered. Hereupon the two commanders, after having ſpent

ſeveral days in private conferences, parted, Mucianus to Antioch, and Veſpaſian to

Caeſarea, the former the metropolis of Syria, the latter of judea. In the mean

Veſpaſian Prº time, at Alexandria was begun the example of acknowledging Veſpaſian for emperor,
claimed em

peror.

through the haſte and zeal of Tiberius Alexander, who brought the legions there to

C

ſwear allegiance to him on the firſt of july, which was the day ever afterwards g

kept
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a kept and ſolemnized as the firſt of his reign. The army in judza took to him in

perſon the ſame oath on the third of july, with ſuch ardour, that they would not

wait the arrival of Titus, who was then on his journey back from Syria, where he had

been concerting meaſures with Mucianus. Theſe glad tidings no ſooner reached Syria,

than Mucianus adminiſtred to his ſoldiers, who were themſelves well-diſpoſed, the

oath to Veſpaſian. Before the fifteenth of july the whole province of Syria had taken

the ſame oath. To the party too acceded Sohemus king of Edeſſa, Antiochus king of

Comagene, and Agrippa king of Iturata, who was returned with great expedition from

Rome, upon private intelligence conveyed to him by his friends concerning the tranſ

aćtions in the eaſt. Allegiance was likewiſe ſworn by all the maritime provinces,

extending to Aſia and Achaia, and by all the inland regions bordering upon Pontus,

and the two Armenia's ". .

Weſpaſian, having now taken upon him the imperial authority, eſtabliſhed in the

firſt place at Berytus in Phanicia, a council for the direction of all important affairs.

Thither repaired Mucianus, with a train of general officers and tribunes, and of all

ſuch centurions and private men as made a ſignal appearance. From the army too

in judæa came a great number of the principal officers, who, while they ſtrove to

ſurpaſs each other in pomp and parade, furniſhed the appearance of the court and

He eſtabliſhes

a council at

Berytus.

grandeur of an emperor. The firſt ſtep taken for proſecuting the war, was to inliſt ºf.
- - - - - - or -

men, and to recal to the ſervice the diſmiſſed veterans. Fortified cities were allotted "**

for forging of arms. At Antioch money was coined, gold and ſilver. All theſe

undertakings were, in their ſeveral quarters, diligently diſpatched by careful and

capable inſpectors. To the kings of Parthia and Armenia, Vologeſes and his brother

Tiridates, embaſſadors were ſent; and at the ſame time proviſion was made, that

when the legions were withdrawn to proſecute the civil war, the countries behind

ſhould not be left naked and defenceleſs. It was reſolved in a council of all the chief

officers, that Titus ſhould carry on the war in judæa, Veſpaſian ſeize the ſtreights

leading into Egypt, and Mucianus with part of the forces encounter Witellius. To all

the generals and armies letters were ſent, with orders to invite to arms, with the pro

miſe of rewards, the praetorian ſoldiers, who had been disbanded by Vitellius. In

the mean time Mucianus, at the head of the fixth legion, and thirteen thouſand vete

rans, began his march, ačting rather like a collegue, than a miniſter of the emperor.

He bent his rout through Cappadocia and Phrygia to Byzantium, where he had ordered

the fleet to attend him. He loaded the countries, through which he paſſed, with

exorbitant taxes; for which however the craving neceſſities of war furniſhed an excuſe.

Out of his own treaſure too he helped to ſupport the war; thus liberal of a private

ſum, which he was ſure to repay himſelf with uſury out of the public. The reſt con

tributed after his example ; but few were found who recovered their ſhare e.

IN the mean time the Illyrian army, upon advice that the legions in the eaſt had The ſyrian

declared Veſpaſian emperor, eſpouſed the ſame party with extraordinary zeal. The army declare:
third legion, then in Maſia, was the foremoſt ; the eighth, and the ſeventh intitled fºr Veſpaſian ;

Claudiana, followed the example of the third, being both devoted to Veſpaſian, tho’

they had not been in the laſt fight. They had indeed advanced as far as Aquileia,

and there hearing melancholy tidings of Otho, inſulted thoſe who brought them, rent

the ſtandards bearing the name of Vitellius, and ſharing the public money amongſt

themſelves, ačted with open hoſtility. Hence, conſidering that they might urge to N

Veſpaſian theſe acts of violence as matter of ſervice and merit, whereas they muſt expect

to be puniſhed for them by Vitellius, they not only declared for the former, but by

letters ſolicited the army in Pannonia into the confederacy, and were preparing to

have recourſe to force, if they refuſed. In Pannonia the thirteenth legion, and the And the Pan

f ſeventh, called after the name of Galba, acceded without heſitation to the cauſe of****

Peſpaſian, being chiefly inſtigated by Antonius Primus. He was a native of Tolouſe; Tºrcharađºr

and there, while he was a youth, known by the nickname of Becco, or rather Beccoe, of Antonius

which, in the language of the Gauls, ſignified the bill of a cock. He had been de-Primus.

graded under Nero from the ſenatorial dignity, for forging a will ; but reſtored to

his rank by Galba, who likewiſe preferred him to the command of the ſeventh legion.

He was believed to have made frequent applications to Otho by letters, offering to ſerve

him in the capacity of general ; but being by him neglected, he had borne no ſhare

in that war. When he found, that Veſpaſian was likely to prevail, abandoning Wi

* Tacit. c. 71–81. Suet, in Veſp. c. 9, Joseph, bell, Jud. l. iv. c. 36. * Tacit. c. 82—84.

Joseph. ibid. c. 40.

W O L. V. N9 8. 7 T - tellius,
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tellius, he betook himſelf to him, and proved a mighty addition to the cauſe; for a

he was a man ofgreat perſonal bravery, daring and enterpriſing, a prompt ſpeaker,

powerful in popular tumults, and, tho' rapacious, profuſe, and in peace altogether

wicked and corrupt, yet very uſeful in war. The Maſian and Pannonian armies

drew after them the forces in Dalmalia. Into Britain too diſpatches were ſent to the

fourteenth legion, others into Spain to the firſt 3 for they had both engaged for Otho

againſt Vitellius. At the ſame time letters were diſperſed over all the territories of

the Gaul; f.

Vitellius hears Vitellius was firſt informed of the revolt of the third legion in Meſſa ; which intelli.

‘ſ “”, gence was conveyed to him by Aponius Saturninus, who commanded in that province,

but much ſoftened and qualified. The emperor's friends too, foothing him with 6

flattering ſpeeches, took care to put favourable conſtrućtions upon the ill tidings.

Witellius himſelf, in a harangue to the ſoldiers, inveighed againſt the praetorians lately

diſcharged, as if they had publiſhed lying reports, and aſſured both the ſoldiery and

people, that there was no ground to fear a civil war. Thename of Veſpaſian he took

care to ſuppreſs, and diſperſed ſoldiers all over the city, with directions to ſilence the

rumour among the populace ; a precaution which greatly increaſed the public alarm.

*ſºrſº. From Germany however, from Britain, and from both Spains, he ſent for ſuccours,
tº ſtr;. but in a very negligent manner, the better to conceal the neceſſity which preſſed

him. In the provinces, and commanders of the provinces, no leſs remiſneſs was

found: Hordeoneus Flaccus, who commanded in Germany, and Wellius Bolanus, gover. "

nor of Britain, were wavering in their fidelity to Vitellius; nor in Spain was there

any forwardneſs or expedition ſhewn, the commanders of the three legions there,

men equal in authority, (for over thoſe provinces preſided then no ruler of conſular

Africa faithful dignity) watching the fortune of the war, and being ready to follow it. In Africa,
40 him. the legion and cohort levied by Clodius Macer, and afterwards diſcharged by Galba,

upon orders from Vitellius, returned to the ſervice. The youth too of the province

offered themſelves to be inliſted with ſignal alacrity, Vitellius having ruled there as

proconſul with great uprightneſs, as had Weſpaſian in the ſame quality with ignominy

and public hatred. Valerius Feſtus, governor of the province, promoted at firſt the

inclinations of the people with exemplary zeal; but ſoon after beginning to waver, d

while he aſſerted in public the cauſe of Vitellius, by ſecret intelligence he encouraged

that of Veſpaſian, being reſolved, whatever party prevailed, to maintain the juſtice of

the ſtronger s. -

THE meaſures concerted and agreed on by Veſpaſian and Mutianus were, that the

Illyrian army ſhould advance as far as Aquileia, poſſeſs themſelves of the Pannonian

Alpſ, and there wait, till their forces from all quarters behind them came up, in

order to enter Italy the following year in a body. In the mean time the fleet was to

keep conſtantly cruizing both in the Mediterranean and Adriatic ſeas, in order to pre

vent the conveying of corn to Rome from Egypt, and proviſions from Achaia or

Sicily. By this means they did not doubt but Italy would be obliged to ſubmit with- e

out bloodſhed. But theſe orders did not reach the Illyrian army, till it was too late

to put them in execution ; for the leaders of Veſpaſian's party in Illyrium, having held

a council at Petovio, now Pettaw in Stiria upon the Drave, to deliberate, whether

they ſhould content themſelves with guarding the paſſes of the Pannonian Alps, till

the forces behind them advanced, or, by a reſolution more daring, march forward,

and venture a ſtruggle for Italy, ſome indeed thought it adviſeable to wait the arri

val of ſuccours, magnifying the fame and renown of the German legions ; but Ahlo

Antonius Pri- mius Primus, who was againſt all delay, argued, that to themſelves diſpatch was

º #.º altogether advantageous, and to Kitellius only pernicious; fince the German legions,

º,i. once indeed formidable, were, by haunting the circus and theatres, and following f

rian army.” the idle diverſions of the city, at preſent utterly ſoftened and debauched, and dread- sº

ful to none but their hoſts; whereas if time were allowed them, their ancient vigour

would ſtill return, by their application to the cares and purſuits of war. Not far

from them, added he, lies Germany, from whence a ſure recruit of forces ; beyond

the Channel, Britain ; juſt by, Gaul, as alſo both Spain; ; from all a ready ſupply of

men, horſes and contributions. Italy itſelf is in their poſſeſſion, with the immenſe

treaſures of Rome. The protraćting of the war therefore to another ſummer will

prove highly advantageous to them ; but in this interval where ſhall we find provi

f Tacit. c. 85–87. Suet. c. 18. Dio, l. lxviii. p. 737, * Tacit. c. 96–98,

fions?
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a fions 2 where money : Let us therefore delay no longer, but, with a bold puſh,

make an irruption into the boundaries of Italy. The meaſures which I adviſe, I am

reſolved to purſue. You, who are yet free to follow fortune on either ſide, ſtay,

and with you detain the legions. To me a few cohorts, lightly equipped, will be

ſufficient. You ſhall ſoon hear that I have opened my way into Italy, and ſhaken

the power of Vitellius. You will then be glad to follow in the track of one who has

conquered for you. This ſpeech, uttered with eyes darting fire, and a fierce and

thundering voice, moved even ſuch as were moſt cautious and wary. The common

ſoldiers, who, together with the centurions, had conveyed themſelves into the coun

cil, ſcorning the reſolution of others as cold and ſpiritleſs, extolled him as the only -

b brave man, the only reſolute leader. His reſolution being generally approved of, His propºſal

to render the march into Italy ſecure, letters were forth with diſpatched to Aponius “bº”

Saturninus, who had already joined the party of Veſpaſian, with directions to follow

in haſte with his army from Maſia. That the provinces, thus bereft of their armies,

might not be expoſed to the incurſions of the bordering nations, the chiefs of the

º jazyges, a Sarmatian nation, were taken into the ſervice, and retained in pay. Into

… the party too were drawn Sido and Italicus, kings of the Suevians, men noted for their

º º attachment and fidelity to the Romans. On the ſide towards Rhatia guards of auxi
|--

*

liaries were poſted, that country being governed by Portius Septimius the procurator,

a man unſhaken in his fidelity to Witellius. Sentilius Felix was ordered to poſſeſs him

c ſelf of the bank of the Oenus, now the Ins, flowing between Rhaetia and Noricum.

Theſe precautions being taken, Primus marched with great expedition to invade

Italy, at the head of a choſen body of infantry, and part of the horſe. He was

accompanied by Arvius Varus, an officer of great bravery and experience in the art

of war, which he had learned under the renowned Corbulo, whom he was ſuppoſed,

in ſecret conferences with Nero, to have accuſed, and thereby occaſioned the ruin of

that celebrated commander. By favour thus infamouſly gained, he was raiſed to the

rank of a principal centurion. Primus and Warus, advancing to Aquileia, were ad- Heſize, Aqui

mitted into the city, and likewiſe into the neighbouring towns of Opilergium and Alti-lººſ.
num: Padua too, and Abeſie, now Eſte, received them with great demonſtrations of ral other citieſ.

d joy. In the latter place they learned, that three cohorts of Vitellius’s army, with the

ſquadron of horſe called Scriboniana, had erected a bridge at Forum Allienum, now

Ferrara, and were poſted there. At break of day therefore they attacked them,

before they were appriſed of their approach, put ſome of them to the ſword, and

obliged the reſt either to ſave themſelves by flight, or to change their allegiance. In

the mean time two legions arriving at Padua from Pannonia, viz. the ſeventh, ſur* ****
- -

* -
- -

ºr tº: named Galbiana, and the thirteenth, named Gemina, Primus, after having allowed
* * - - -

-

- - -

º them a few days for repoſe, bent his march to Verona, with a deſign to ſeize that city,
* …

*. and make it the ſeat of war, as it was ſituated among ſpacious plains, fit for encoun
** - - - - -

ters of horſe, in which his prime force lay. In their march they became maſters of

e Vicetia, an acquiſition, which, tho’ ſmall in itſelf, paſſed for one of great moment;

. ſince in it Caccina was born, and from the general of the enemy the place of his nati

º: vity was ſnatched. The ſeizing of Verona was deemed a more important conqueſt : * Verona.

º:- for it was a wealthy and flouriſhing city, and beſides, the key of Germany and Rhaetia :

º ſo that now all communication between Vitellius and thoſe countrics was cut off. In

tº: the mean time letters arrived from Veſpaſian, with orders to his generals not to venture

º beyond Aquileia, but to wait there the coming of Mucianus. To his authority Le
[...!!! addedº viz. that ſince Egypt, ſince the magazines for ſupplying Italy with

sº proviſions, ſince the revenues of the moſt opulent provinces, were all under his power,

:* the army of Vitellius, through want of grain and pay, might be forced to come over.

º f Mucianuſ in his letters urged the ſame counſels; but he was prompted by a paſſion for

zºº gaining all the glory, and reſerving for himſelf the whole honour of the war. But

º from quarters of the world ſo diſtant, the counſels arrived when other meaſures were

& already taken ".

º THE diſmal tidings of the irruption of the enemy into Italy no ſooner reached Rome, Viteliusorºr,

sº than Vitellius, at length thoroughly alarmed, ordered his two generals, Caecina andº,

º Valenſ, to prepare with all expedition for taking the field. New levies were raiſed, ºil

º: and to all who ſhould voluntarily liſt themſelves, not only diſmiſſion was promiſed

zº after the vićtory, but the ſame rewards that were paid to veterans after a long courſe

º

º * Tacit, l. iii, c. 1–5.

of

º 4.
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of warfare. As Valens was juſt then recovered from a ſevere fit of ſickneſs, Cucina a

The bad condi, alone was ſent forward at the head of the German army. But the appearance of thoſe

ºfthe Ger- forces, ſo awful upon their late entry, proved far different upon their departure.

"“” They had, by imitating the exceſſes of their emperor, by ſurrendering themſelves

to the voluptuous entertainments of the city, and following other praćtices too abo

minable to be named, quite waſted their martial ardour, and enfeebled their bodies.

Their march was lazy and ſlow, their ranks thin, great numbers, eſpecially of the

Germans and Gauls, having been ſwept off by diſtempers ariſing from their riotous

living. Their horſes were quite lifeleſs, and the men grown too delicate to bear the

ſun, the duſt, or the weather ; but the more averſe they were to military toils, the

Cºcina yº-, greater propenſity they had to diſobedience and mutiny. It was generally believed, b
vers in his fi
delity that Cascina, who commanded them, out of jealouſy and hatred to Fabius Valens,

Vitellius’s chief favourite, had already reſolved to change ſides, and ſignified his

intention to Flavius Sabinus, Veſpaſian's brother, whom Vitellius had not yet removed

from the government of Rome. Calcina, after Vitellius had embraced and diſmiſſed

him with high marks of honour, leaving the city, ſent forward part of the cavalry

to poſſeſs themſelves of Cremona, ordering the reſt to repair to Hoffilia, a place of

fome ſtrength, and about thirty miles from Verona. He himſelf turned away to

Ravenna, to confer there with 1 ucius Baſus, who, from the command of a ſquadron

of horſe, had been by Vitellius preferred at once to that of the two fleets, the one riding

at Ravenna, the other at Miſenum ; but was nevertheleſs highly diſſatisfied, becauſe c

he was not appointed captain of the praetorian guards. It is uncertain whether he

drew Cacina off from Vitellius, or Cascina him. Thoſe who compoſed the relation of

this war while the Flavian family was poſſeſſed of the ſovereignty, tell us, that they

were both guided by a ſincere concern for the public tranquillity, and affection for the

commonwealth. But our hiſtorian is of opinion, that as they were men of no faith

or principles, they were prompted by jealouſy and ſpite ; and that, rather than others

ſhould ſurpaſs them in intereſt with Vitellius, they choſe to overthrow Vitellius him

Hi, treachery, ſelf'. Cºcina having rejoined the legions, employed many devices to alienate the

affections of the centurions and common ſoldiers from Vitellius, to whom of themſelves

tney were ſtrongly devoted. Baſſus undertook the ſame task with the fleet, and accom-d

pliſhed it without much difficulty ; for as they had lately ſerved under Olho, they

were ready to abandon their faith to Vitellius. Cascina advanced to Hoſtilia, and

pitched his camp between that village and the marſhes formed by the river Tartarus,

being defended behind by the river, and on each ſide by the marſh. As he had with

him ſix legions, and a great number of auxiliaries, it was in his power to have utterly

defeated Primus's two legions, (for his other forces were not yet arrived) and to have

forced them, by a ſhameful flight, to abandon Italy. But framing delays, he pri

vately carried on a correſpondence with the enemy's generals, till, by intercourſe of

meſſengers, he agreed with them upon the articles of his treachery. In the mean

time arrived at Perona the ſeventh legion, named Claudiana, under the command of e

Vipſianus Mºffala, a man of a moſt illuſtrious family, and the only one who engaged

in the war upon worthy deſigns. The ſeventh legion was ſoon after followed by the

third and the eighth ; and then it was judged proper to draw an intrenchment round

The fleet aſ Verona. In the mean time the fleet at Ravenna, revolting from Vitellius, tore his

º ºr images, and openly eſpouſed the cauſe of Veſpaſian ; which Cºcina no ſooner under

pºin ſtood, than aſſembling all the principal centurions, and ſome of the common ſoldiers,

cºinar, he repreſented to them the deplorable condition of Vitellius's affairs, exhorted them to

volts, and iſ ºy gain betimes the favour of the new prince, and then forthwith gave them the oath to

hºtº* Veſpaſian. Thoſe who were his accomplices ſetting an example, the reſt, aſtoniſhed

lius were pulled down and defaced, and meſſengers diſpatched to acquaint Antonius

Primus with the whole. But as ſoon as news of the defection was ſpread through the

camp, the ſoldiers flocked to the quarter where the images of Veſpaſian were ſet up,

and, with the utmoſt indignation, flung them down, and replaced thoſe of Vitelliu; ;

then chufing for their leaders Fabius Fabullus, commander of the fifth legion, and

Caſſius Longus, prefect of the camp, they put Caecina in irons, cutting in pieces certain

marines, who by chance fell in their way, abandoned their camp, and breaking

down the bridge, marched back to Hoffilia, and thence to Cremona, to rejoin there

the firſt legion named Italica, and the one-and-twentieth, ſurnamed Rapax *.

* Idem, c. 6. * Idem, c. 7–14.

THESE

{

at ſo ſudden an event, took it after them. At the ſame inſtant the images of Wilek f
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a TH Ese tranſačtions were no ſooner known to Primus, than he reſolved to attack

the enemy, thus divided in their affections, ere the leaders had recovered their autho

rity, the ſoldiers their diſcipline and obedience, or the legions their former ſpirit and

boldneſs. He imagined, that Fabius Valens, who was inviolably attached to Vitel

tius, and a commander of great experience, had ere now left Rome, and would,

upon learning the deſertion of Cacina, travel with great expedition. With his whole

army therefore he marched from Verona, and the next evening incamped at Bedria

cum. The day following he ſent out his auxiliaries to forage in the territories of

Cremona, and marched himſelf at the head of eight thouſand horſe to ſupport

them. When he had advanced about eight miles from Bedriacum, news was brought

b him, that the enemy approached. While Primus was conſulting what meaſures to

take, Arrius Varus ruſhed out with a party of the moſt reſolute horſe, and put the

enemy’s van-guard in confuſion ; but many advancing to ſupport their comrades, -

the fortune of the encounter changed, and Arrius was put to flight. This haſty ſtep Arrius Varus

had been taken without the approbation of Primus, whojudged, that the iſſue would to fight ty

be ſuch as it proved. He now exhorted thoſe about him to prepare for battle ; to§ºf

the legions he diſpatched orders to arm, and notice to the auxiliaries ſpread over the

country, to quit their pillage, and haſten by the ſeveral neareſt ways to the combat.

In the mean time Arrius’s routed troops arriving, communicated their dread to the

reſt : inſomuch that the whole body of horſe under the command of Primus betook

c themſelves to a ſhameful flight. During this conſternation, Primus, diſcharging theº,
duty of an experienced commander, and a moſt courageous ſoldier, ſtrove to animateº r:-

ſuch as were diſmayed, to ſtop ſuch as were flying, readily aſſiſting here with his

counſel and orders, there with his ſword, where-ever the greateſt efforts were required,

where-ever any hope was preſented. With his javelin he pierced a ſtandard

bearer who was flying, and ſeizing the ſtandard, turned it againſt the enemy. Here

upon an hundred horſe, aſhamed to deſert their general, returned to the fight. With

theſe, drawn up in cloſe ranks, he ſuſtained the onſet, till the reſt of his men, find

ing the bridge behind them broken, and their flight interrupted, returned to the

charge. Hereupon conſternation and diſmay ſeized the enemy they began to give vitelius', ca.

d ground, and at laſt, Primus preſſing them with freſh vigour, betook themſelves to a “*” routed.

diſorderly flight. The conquerors purſued them within four miles of Cremona, where

they met, attacked, and routed two legions, that called Rapax, and that named Ita

lica, who were advancing to the relief of their cavalry. Primus forbore purſuing

them, mindful of the condition of his men and horſes, quite ſpent with the fatigue of

the day. In the cloſe of the evening arrived the reſt of Primus's forces; and as

º they marched over heaps of ſlain, they concluded from thence, that the war was

. . . .” ended, and demanded to be led direétly to Cremona, being well appriſed, that by

…: {torming the town in the dark, they ſhould have a greater latitude for plundering;

º whereas if they waited the return of day, ſupplications would be offered, and terms

º: e granted : by which means the wealth of Cremona would accrue to the commanders

º: of the legions, and principal officers; for the plunder of a town taken by ſtorm be

º: longed to the ſoldiers, but to the leaders when gained by ſurrender. It was with

_º the utmoſt difficulty that Primus (for they utterly ſlighted the other commanders)

::::: prevailed upon them to delay the attack for one night. In the mean time ſome horſe

... tº men, who had advanced cloſe to the walls of Cremona, having ſeized ſome ſtragglers

:: from thence, learnt of them, that ſix legions of Vitellius, and the whole army that

*::: had incamped at Hoſtilia, having that day marched thirty miles, were juſt approach

º: ing in battle-array. Hereupon Primus immediately drew up his men according to

:- the nature of the ground, and made the neceſſary preparations to receive the enemy,

º f who, as they wanted a leader of experience, inſtead of reſting at Cremona, attacked, The battle ºf

s: ºi ſpent as they were with a long march and faſting, Primus's forces, and began the Crºnona.

º engagement at the third hour of the night ; that is, about nine in the evening. The

º combat laſted the whole night, fortune ſometimes favouring one ſide, ſometimes an

º other. As they fought in the dark, and the watch-word of each, by being frequently

ºf asked and repeated, became known to the other, they could not diſcern friend from

rº. foe. In this dreadful confuſion, the ſeventh legion, called Galbiana, was ſorely beſet.

º Out of it ſix centurions of principal rank were ſlain, and ſome of the enſigns taken. -

*: The eagle however was preſerved by Atilius Verus, the chief centurion, who, in

tº: defending it, ſlew heaps of the enemy, and at laſt fell himſelf. Primus's men were

I g chiefly annoyed by a baliſta of amazing bulk, which being placed upon the ridge of

V o L. V. N 9, 8. 7 U the
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the highway, ſwept away whole ranks, by diſcharging againſt them great, maſſy a

ſtones ; but at length two common ſoldiers, paſſing undiſcovered through the midſt

of the enemy, cut the ſprings of the engines, and by that means, at the expence of their

own lives, (for they were immediately cut in pieces) ſaved part of the army from utter

deſtruction. To neither fide was fortune yet leaning, when the night being near ſpent,

the moon riſing, diſcovered the two armies to each other. More favourable how

ever ſhe proved to that of Veſpaſian, as ſhe ſhone upon their backs, and full in the

enemy's faces. Primus, now that he could diſtinguiſh his own men, and be by them

diſtinguiſhed, applied himſelf to animate them, ſome by ſhame and reproof, others

by applauſe and exhortation, all by hopes and promiſes. There enſued from every

quarter cries and ſhoutings ; and juſt then the third legion, according to the cuſtom

in Syria, where they had been long quartered, paid their adoration to the riſing ſun.

This incident gave birth to a report, which flew in an inſtant through the whole army,

and reached the enemy, that Mucianus was arrived, and between his forces and the

third legion mutual ſalutations had paſſed. This diſheartened the troops of Vitellius;

which Primus perceiving, made a laſt effort, puſhed them with great vigour, and

utterly broke their ranks; which they attempted indeed to reſtore, but in vain,

being embaraſſed by their own carriages and engines. Being therefore no longer

able to keep their ground, they betook themſelves to a precipitous flight, and ſtrove

to gain Cremona, Primus’s men purſuing them with great ſlaughter. Witellius is ſaid

to have loſt, what in the engagement, what in the flight, about thirty thouſand

men. But the ſight of ſo many dead bodies laying together in heaps, and covering

the fields and ways, did not occaſion ſo much horror, as the death of a father ſlaugh

tered by his own ſon. The fact is thus related by our hiſtorian, upon the authority

of Vipſianus Meſſala, who, in this engagement, commanded the ſeventh legion, named

Claudiana : julius Manſuetus, a native of Spain, liſting in the legion called Rapax,

left behind him a ſon, then a boy, who afterwards being under Galba, inrolled in

the ſeventh legion called Galbiana, happened in this battle to engage his father, and

A father killed killed him ; but being known by his parent juſt expiring, as he was rifling him,

in the "attle ºy and knowing him again, he embraced with a flood of tears his pale corpſe; charged
his ſon.

with a ſad and doleful voice the public with the crime of parricide; and lifting up

the body, digged a grave, and, under the utmoſt afflićtion, diſcharged towards his

parent the lait duty. Thoſe who were neareſt obſerved what paſſed, and in a moment

the tragical accident was divulged throughout the whole army, with many lamenta

tions and better execrations upon a war thus unnatural and barbarous; yet they conti

nued to butcher and ſpoil their kinſmen, their relations, nay, their brethren, at the

ſame time relating what a crying iniquity had been committed, and committing it

themſelves '.

As the conquerors approached Cremona, they found the enemy incamped quite

round the walls, and defended by a deep ditch, which had been dug in the war

againſt Otho, and ſince ſtrengthened with freſh works. To proceed to the aſſault

with an army already weary with the continued toil of a day and a night, ſeemed to

the leaders an enterprize full of danger and difficulty ; but the ſoldiers, more apt to

brave perils than bear delays, demanded to be forthwith led on to the attack; and

Primus, yielding to this humour, ordered them, in the form of a ring, to inveſt the

They attack the intrenchments, and begin the aſſault; which they did with a fury hardly to be ex

enemy': camp,
preſſed, raiſing their ſhields over their heads, and thence forming a teſtudo, under

the ſhelter of which they advanced to the foot of the ramparts. But Pitellius's men,

by hurling down upon them huge ſtones, looſened the teſtudo, beat to the ground

the men beneath, and made a dreadful havock of them, thus naked, and expoſed to

vollies of ſtones and arrows. The onſet began to ſlacken, when the leaders, finding

their men exhauſted, and unmoved by exhortations, pointed to Cremona as the price

of their vićtory. Thus encouraged, they renewed the aſſault, all obſtinately combined

to ſucceed or die: regardleſs of wounds and blood, they ſtrove to demoliſh theram

part, battered the gates, ſtood upon the ſhoulders of one another, and upon the

teſtudo now reſtored, and thence ſeized the weapons in the hands of the enemy, and

the hands too which held them ; ſo that the hale and the maimed, ſuch as were half

dead, and ſuch as were juſt expiring, tumbled headlong together, and periſhed. When

Vitellius’s men were no longer able to ſuſtain the ſhock, and found that all the

* Idem, c. 15–25. Dio, l. lxv. p. 742.
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diſcharges from the baliſta were rendered ineffectual by the teſtudo below, they at laſt

hurled down the engine itſelf, huge and ponderous as it was, which failed not to cruſh

thoſe upon whom it fell ; but at the ſame time drew with it the battlements, the upper -

part of the rampart, and the adjoining tower. In this confuſion, Caius Voluſius, a *fºrce ".

foldier of the third legion, having mounted the rampart, puſhed down all who reſiſted,

and cried aloud, That the camp was taken. The reſt then having broke the gate

with their ſwords and axes, burſt in, Vitellius's men being utterly diſmayed, and

leaping with great hurry from the battlements. The whole ſpace between the camp

and Cremona, whither the enemy retired, was covered with dead bodies. And here

again was preſented a new ſcene of difficulties, the walls of the city very high, ſtrong

towers of ſtone, the gates ſecured with vaſt bars of iron, the gariſon numerous, the in

habitants devoted to the party of Vitellius, and at this time a great part of Italy aſſem

bled in the town on occaſion of a fair. Primus ordered fire to be immediately ſet to the

moſt ſumptuous and beautiful buildings in the neighbourhood of the city, hoping by

that means to oblige the people of Cremona to abandon the party of Vitelius. At the Cremona at.

fame time he conveyed all his braveſt men into ſuch houſes as ſtood near the walls, tacked.

from whence, with vollies of darts, arrows and ſtones, they drove away all who made

oppoſition, while the legions, forming a teſtudo, advanced to the foot of the walls.

Pitellius's men ſuſtained the attack with great intrepidity, till their officers, fearing that,

were the city taken by ſtorm, all the fury of the conquerors would vent itſelf upon

them, began to deliberate about ſurrendering. Having therefore agreed to throw

themſelves upon the mercy of the conquering army, they razed the name, and de

faced the images of Vitellius ; then diſcharging Cascina from his bonds, beſought him to

plead in their behalf. Thus were ſo many brave men reduced at length to implore the

aid and protećtion of a traitor. At his requeſt Primus granted them their lives, order- It ſurrenders.

ing them to ſurrender their arms, and march out of the town ; which they did accord

ingly, Cacina, who was then conſul, walking before them, attended by his lićtors,

and arrayed with the enſigns of the conſular dignity. This the conquerors could not

bear ; they upbraided him in bitter terms with his pride, with his cruelty, nay, and

with his treaſon, and would have proceeded to violence, had not Primus checked

them, and furniſhing Carcina with a guard, ſent him away to Veſpaſian *. For the

city of Cremona ; as it had, even in the war againſt Olho, ſupported the cauſe of Wi

tellius, and ever ſhewed a paſſionate zeal for his intereſt, both Primus and his army

were highly incenſed againſt it ; but nevertheleſs the general did not think it adviſe

able to deliver it immediately up to be plundered, great part of the wealth of Italy

being at this time lodged in it on occaſion of the fair. In a ſpeech therefore which

he made to his ſoldiers after the ſurrender of the place, he commended their bravery,

exhorted them to uſe mercy towards their fellow-ſoldiers, who had ſubmitted; but

purpoſely avoided making any mention of the city, or its inhabitants. Having ended

his ſpeech, and diſmiſſed the troops, he went to a bath to waſh off the blood with

which he was ſtill ſtained ; for he had, during the ſeveral engagements and attacks,

commanded as a general, and fought like a common ſoldier. In the bath he hap

pened to drop a word, which was remarked, and quickly divulged ; for finding the

water ſomewhat too cool, he complained of it, adding. It will ſoon prove abun

dantly hot. This ſaying, tho' pleaſantly uttered to his ſlaves, was inſtantly ſpread

all over the camp, and by the ſoldiery, greedy of plunder, interpreted as the watch

word for ſetting fire to Cremona. Accordingly forty thouſand ſoldiers ruſhing into filligedan"
it, and a greater number of ſervants and retainers to the camp, more abandoned to burnt,

aćts of cruelty and licentiouſneſs than the ſoldiers themſelves, pillaged, murdered,

raviſhed, &c. without reſtraint for four days together, and then ſetting fire to the

empty houſes, reduced them to aſhes. Such was the end of Cremona, two hundred

and eighty-ſix years after its foundation (W). Primus, aſhamed of the barbarities

* Tacit. c. 16–31.

(W) Cremona was founded, according to Tacitus yond the Alps. It grew and flouriſhed by the con

(58), Polybius (59), and Livy (60), in the conſul- venience of rivers, the richneſs of its territory, and

ſh p of Tóerius Sempromius an i Publius Cornelius, affinities with other nations of Italy. It no foreign

when Hannial was reaſy to invade Italy, as a bar- war it had ever been hurt, but, in the civil diſſºn

rier againſt the Gauls on the other ſide the Po, or ſions, ſuffered more than any other city,

any other power meditating an irruption from be.

(58) Tacit, c. 3. (59) Polyb. l. iii, c. 40. (69) Liv. epit. l. xii. -
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committed by his ſoldiers, iſſued an order, that no one ſhould preſume to hold cap a

tive any citizen of Cremona. Hereupon ſuch as had any, began to murder them;

which inhumanity obliged their relations to redeem them. Soon after, ſuch of the

inhabitants as had outlived the general maſſacre, returned to Cremona, and rebuilt the

city, being therein countenanced by Veſpaſian, joſºphus tells us, that of Pitelliuſ's

men there fell in the battle thirty thouſand and two hundred, and four thouſand five

hundred on Primus's fide"; and Xiphilinus writes, that what in the field, what in

the city of Cremona, there periſhed fifty thouſand perſons. The conquerors, not

able to bear the ſtench of the putrified carcaſes, having lodged one night on the ruins

in which the city was buried, retired the next day three miles from thence. The

ſoldiers of Vitellius, ſcattered and diſperſed over the country, were aſſembled again, b

placed under their former banners, and, as the war ſtill ſubſiſted, ſent into Illyriciſm.

Meſſengers were immediately diſpatched into Britain and both Spains, to acquaintthe

troops there with the vićtory, as was julius Calenus, a tribune, into Gaul, and Alpi

nus Montanus, commander of a cohort, into Germany, two officers choſen for oſten

tation, as the latter was of Trever, the former an AFduan, and both partizans of Wi.

tellius. At the ſame time guards were poſted upon the paſſes of the Alps, to cut

off all communication between Germany and Italy 3 for it was reported, that the

Germans were arming with a deſign to aſſiſt the vanquiſhed party ", Let us now

return to Wilellius.

. re- HAviNo diſmiſſed Cacina in the manner we have related, and a few days after c

º ordered Fabius Valens to take the field, he buried himſelf in the bowers and alleys

meſ. of his gardens, ſtriving to ſmother all his cares in voluptuouſneſs, and all manner of

exceſſes. From Rome he retired to the grove at Aricinum, where, while he paſſed

his time intirely reſigned to ſloth and gluttony, he was alarmed with tidings of the

defection of the fleet at Ravenna. Soon after came another melancholy account, yet

blended with joy, that Caecina had revolted, but was by the army put in irons.

Hereupon he returned to the city, and in a full aſſembly extolled the fidelity of the

ſoldiery , but ordered Publius Sabinus, captain of the praetorian guards, to be caſtinto

bonds, on account of his intimacy with Cacima, and named in his room Alphºnus

Varus. The ſenate, informed of the deſertion of Caccina, inveighed againſt him in d

a ſtyle of indignation well ſtudied ; for not a man dropped a bitter expreſſion againſt

the leaders of the oppoſite party, and all with great circumſpection avoided mentioning

P'eſpaſian. Tho' one day only remained of Cacina's conſulſhip, he was depoſed, and

Roſcius Regulus named in his room, who, upon the laſt day of Ośīober, began his

magiſtracy, and with the day ended it. In the mean time Valens, who was upon

his march to join the troops at 1?offilia and Cremona, being informed, that the fleet

at Ravenna had revolted to the enemy, inſtead of quickening his march, halted, and

wrote to Vitellius for ſuccours. The emperor immediately diſpatched after him three

- - cohorts, with the ſquadron of horſe from Britain. Theſe Valens ſent forward to Ari

Valens retires minum ; but he himſelf turning aſide, bent his courſe to Umbria, and from thence to e

** Hetruria. Having there learnt the iſſue of the battle at Cremona, he conceived a de

ſign, which, had it been put in execution, would have been attended with very

Deſign, to raft dreadful conſequences: he propoſed to imbarque for Narbonne Gaul, and landing upon
Gaul. any part of that coaſt, rouſe thoſe powerful provinces, and all the Roman forces there,

as alſo the ſeveral nations of Germany, and thence renew the war. With this deſign

he imbarqued in the port of Piſa ; but was, by contrary winds, forced to land at

Monaco, where he was kindly received by Marinus Maturus, procurator of the mari.

time Alps, who, though all the country round eſpouſed the oppoſite party, had

never ſwerved from his allegiance. By him Valens was informed, that Valerius Pau

linus, procurator of Narbonne Gaul, an officer of known bravery, and Veſpaſian's f
intimate friend, had declared for him, and held with a ſtrong gariſon the city of

Forojulium, now Frejus, which commanded all acceſs from the ſea. Upon this intel

ligence Valens returned direétly to his veſſels, with four ſoldiers of the praetorian

guards, three friends, and as many centurions, leaving to Maturit; and the reſt full

liberty to ſtay, and ſwear, if they pleaſed, fidelity to Veſpaſian. As he roamed about,

hovering on the coaſts of Gaul, he was, by contrary winds, driven upon the Sté

I, taken priº- chades, iſlands near Marſeilles, and there by ſome galleys belonging to Paulinus taken
fier, priſoner; which was no ſooner known, than firſt the neighbouring, and ſoon after

* Joseph, bell. l. iv, c. 41. ° TAct, c. 35, 36.

the
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a the more diſtant provinces, eſpouſed, without heſitation, the cauſe of the conqueror.

In Spain, the firſt legion, named Adjutrix, which had ſerved under Olho, declared for Gaul, Spain,

Weſpaſian, and drew over with it the tenth and the ſixth. In Britain the ſecond * ****

legion, which Veſpaſian had commanded there in the reign of Claudius, acceded to *::::
his party, tho’ not without ſome oppoſition from the other legions, in which many :Pauan.

centurions, and many ſoldiers had been promoted by Vitellius. However, they were -

all brought at length to acknowledge Weſpaſian P.

In the mean time, the diſmal tidings of the overthrow at Cremona reaching Rome, Vireliu, ſº
Witellius, inſtead of deliberating with his friends about the moſt proper meaſures in #. all bad

ſo critical a conjuncture, with a ſtupid diſſimulation, ſmothered the news of the “”

b calamity, feigning that all his proceedings proſpered, and by ſuch falſe repreſenta

tions leaving his condition quite deſperate. About his perſon was obſerved a won

derful filence concerning the war ; and through the city all diſcourſes about it were

prohibited, which for this very cauſe grew more fiequent. However, he privately

ſent perſons, in whom he could confide, to view the enemy’s camp; but upon their

return, when he had ſecretly examined them, he cauſed them all to be murdered,

that they might not divulge what they had ſeen. julius Agreſliš, a centurion, having

attempted in vain to awaken the emperor out of his lethargy, at laſt prevailed with

him, that he himſelf might be ſent to ſurvey the forces of the enemy, and to learn

the tranſačtions at Cremona. Agreſſ is did not aſſume the behaviour of a ſpy, nor

c attempted to eſcape the notice of Primus; but declaring to him the inſtrućtions from

the emperor, and his own deſign, he demanded to view the whole in perſon. Primus

readily ſent certain perſons with him to ſhew him the field of battle, the deſolation

and remains of Cremona, and the legions taken priſoners. Agreſtis having carefully A remarkable

examined the whole, returned to Rome; but as Vitellius gave no credit to his accounts, ºft” ºf tº:

nay accuſed him of corruption and infidelity ; Since then, ſaid he, ſome remarkablé'...]”
confirmation is neceſſary, and ſince neither my life nor my death can avail you, §

I will furniſh you with an evidence which you may credit. Having thus ſpoken,

he left his preſence, and fell upon his own ſword at the gates of the palace q. In

the mean time ſome of Weſpaſian's troops, under the condućt of Cornelius Fuſcus,

d advancing as far as Ariminum, beſieged that place, and poſſeſſed themſelves of the

plains of Umbria, and the territories of Picenum, all along the Adriatic ſea. Thus

between Veſpaſian and Vitellius all Italy was ſhared, and the ridges of the Apennine

become the common boundary. As winter approached, and the plains were flooded

by the overflowing of the Po, Primus ſent the legions back to Verona with the aged

and wounded ; and paſſing the Po at the head of the auxiliary cohorts and cavalry,

advanced as far as the temple of Fortune, at preſent a city on the Adriatic gulph,

known by the name of Fano. There he halted, upon intelligence, that the prae

torian cohorts had already left Rome, and that guards were poſted upon the Apen

mine to oppoſe his paſſage. And truly Vitellius, as it were, rouſed at length out of vitellius ſends

*:::: e a profound ſleep, had ordered julius Priſcus, and Alpbemus Parus, with fourteen an “r”, “ſº
- - - - - cure the paſſes

-: praetorian cohorts, a legion of marines, and other forces, to ſeize the paſſes of the of the Apen

*:::::: Apennine. They were all choſen men, and able to have made an offenſive war, i.

21:: had they been under the command of a different general. They encamped at Me

º: vania, now Bevagna, in the neighbourhood of 7 oligno; but Vitellius, without departing

º: in the leaſt from his wonted courſe of debauchery, continued at Rome, where he
A- ſettled a ſucceſſion of conſuls for ten years, diſcharged ſome nations from all tribute,

conferred upon others freſh immunities, and, in ſhort, without any regard to futu

rity, rent and exhauſted the empire with ſuch wild bounties, as could neither be

--- granted nor accepted by men of ſenſe, but were highly applauded by the unthinking

" .. f herd. At length, moved by the repeated ſolicitations of the army, he left Rome, He arrives at

and repaired to the camp at Mevania, attended by a great number of ſenators, which the camp.

º: only ſerved to expoſe him to public contempt and deriſion (X). For as he was

::::: P Tacit. c. 41–45. * Idem, c. 54.

º:

º (X) Tacitus ſays, that while he was diſcourſing from the altar; and overturning the utenſils for the

" … to an aſſembly of the ſoldiers ſoon after his arrival ſcrifice, was at laſt ſlain at a diſtance from thence,

** in the camp, there flew over his head a flock of and not in the place where it was cuſtomary to kill

2. ravenous birds, ſo numerous, that, like a black cloud, the vićtims. This the ſuperſtitious pagans looked upon

º: they darkened the day. He adds, that a bull eſcaped as the worſt of omens (61).

...”

-

-

...” (61) Tacit. c. 56.
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guite unacquainted with the military art, he was continually applying for informa. a

tion how to draw up the army, how to procure intelligence, by what meaſures

he might defeat the deſigns of the foe, &c. Upon every flying report of the

approach of the enemy, he was ſure to betray great fear, and never failed to

drunk. In the end, ſurfeited with the camp, and learning the revolt of the fleet

at Miſenum, he returned to Rome in the utmoſt conſternation. The fleet was drawn

to revolt by Claudius Faventius, who was only a centurion, and had been degraded

by Galba with marks of ignominy. By forging letters from Weſpaſian, and in his

name tempting the officers with great rewards, he prevailed upon them to change

their allegiance. To reclaim them, Vitellius made choice of Claudius julianus, who

had lately commanded the fleet, and was highly eſteemed by the marines. But he, 6

without heſitation, went over to the party of Veſtaſian ; and putting himſelf at their

head, took the city of Terracina. Hereupon Vitellius diſpatched meſſengers to the

army, with orders to retire from Mevania, and drawing nearer Rome, to encam

at Narnia, now Narni. From it he detached ſix cohorts and five hundred horſe, whom

he ſent under the command of his brother Lucius, to make head againſt the ſoldiers

of the fleet. He himſelf remained at Rome, where he aſſembled the people by their

tribes, and to all who deſired to be liſted, adminiſtered the oath of fidelity. As he

moved compaſſion by his ſad countenance, his doleful expreſſions, and many tears,

and was liberal, nay extravagant, in his promiſes, vaſt multitudes gave in their names;

and to this daſtardly crowd, only daring in words, he gave the awful name of legions, c

To himſelf he aſſumed, at this juncture, the title of Caſar, which he had hitherto

rejećted, as if the Caſars alone were deſtined to hold the ſovereign powerſ.

THE army no ſooner left Mevania, than the Samnites, the Pelignians, and the

Marſians, embraced the cauſe of Veſpaſian. At the ſame time Primus, informed of

the enemy's motions, haſtened to paſs the Apennine, where, while his troops were

ſorely annoyed with the cold, and ſtruggling with difficulty out of the deep ſhow,

he conſidered what dangers he muſt have undergone, had not Vitellius's army aban

doned their poſt. Primus having paſt the Apennine, encamped at Carſula, between

Mevania and Narnia, and there waited the arrival of the legions from Cremona,

which were in full march to join him. As the forces of Vitellius were only ten miles d

diſtant, the troops which Primus had with him, were for attacking them before the

legions arrived, whom they conſidered rather as ſharers in the prey, than partakers

in the peril. But Primus found means to calm their fury, and in the mean time the

legions arrived, and ſoon after their arrival poſſeſſed themſelves of Interamma, now

Termi; which ſo terrified Vitellius's army, that they began to fly over to the enemy

in whole companies and troops, being encouraged thereunto by their tribunes and

centurions. However, ſome of the common ſoldiers perſiſted inflexible in their

adherence to Vitellius ; and a report was induſtriouſly ſpread all over the camp, that

Valens had eſcaped into Germany, and was there aſſembling a mighty army. To

confute this rumour, and prevent their cheriſhing any farther hopes, Valens was put e

to death at Urbinum, where he was detained in priſon, and his head ſent to the camp,

and diſplayed to the view of Vitellius’s troops. At this fight, they ſunk into utter

deſpair; and ſeeing themſelves on all ſides bereft of hope, paſſed over in a body to

the party of Veſpaſian. Upon this general defeótion, Primus and Varu, neglected

not, by repeated meſſages, to make offers to Vitellius of ſafety to his perſon, of

revenues, of any private retirement in Campania, or elſewhere, if he would reſign

the ſovereignty, and ſubmit to Veſpaſian. Mucianus likewiſe ſent him letters with

the like offers ; to which he would have yielded, had he not been diſſuaded by his

friends from ever leading a private life, after he had been emperor. To him now

remained only the city of Rome, which Flavius Sabinus might have eaſily raiſed

againſt him ; but he, either out of a natural abhorrence to the ſpilling of blood,

or becauſe he envied the grandeur of his brother's fortune, neglected to act with any

warmth or alacrity. 'Tis true he often conferred with Vitellius about the means of

reſtoring public peace, but could not be prevailed upon to uſe violence. In one

of theſe conferences, he agreed to reſign the empire upon certain conditions, which

Sabinus aſſured him ſhould be ratified by his brother Veſpaſian; which was no ſooner

known, than his followers exerted their utmoſt efforts to divert him from his reſo

lution; repreſenting to him how ignominious, how inſegre the terms of peace were,

\, The fleet at

Milenum

s revolts.

f - Vitellius takes

º the title of

Caeſar.

| Primus paſſes

- t the Apennine.

!

Valens put to

death.

º The whole

army paſſes

over to Veſpa

ſian.

f Vitellius

- deſigns fo
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f

* Idem, c. 55-58.
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a ſince the performing them entirely depended upon the wanton humour of the con

queror. But notwithſtanding all their endeavours to rouſe him to ſome attempt

daring and brave, having learnt on the eighteenth of December the defečtion of his

army at Narnia, he went forth from the palace in deep mourning, attended by his

domeſtics, with his little ſon, a helpleſs infant , and paſſing in this forlorn condition

through the ſtreets of the city, arrived at the place where the people uſed to aſſemble;

and there to the multitude, which had flocked from all quarters, declared his reſo

lution in a few words, ſuch as ſuited his preſent condition, that he voluntarily with

drew for the ſake of the public peace, and the good of the commonwealth; and

that he only deſired they would remember him, and to his brother, to his wife, and

b to his innocent and tender children, ſhew compaſſion and mercy. At the ſame time

extending his arms, with his little ſon in them, he recommended him now to one,

now to another, then to all. At laſt, burſting into tears, he ungirt his ſword from

his ſide, and preſented it to the conſul Cacilius Simplex, who ſtood juſt by him, as

thus reſigning the power of life and death over the citizens. As the conſul refuſed

to receive it, and the aſſembly with loud clamours oppoſed his reſignation, he de

parted, declaring, that he intended to diveſt himſelf of the badges of the imperial

dignity in the temple of Concord, and thence to ſeek a private retirement in his bro

ther's houſe. But the people, ſenſibly affected with this doleful ſcene, declared But is not

with one voice againſt his withdrawing to a private dwelling, called him back to*

c the palace, and even ſhut up every other way. Hereupon, not knowing what to

do, nor how to proceed, he returned to the palaces. But as the rumour had already

flown all over the city, that Vitellius had abdicated the empire; all the principal

ſenators, great numbers of knights, with the city-guards, and thoſe of the night

watch, crowded to the houſe of Flavius Sabinus. Thither news was brought them,

that Vitellius, encouraged by the people, and his German guards, was returned to

the palace. As Sabinus had advanced too far to retreat, all who were about him Flavius

adviſed him to take arms, and force Witellius to ſtand to the treaty he had made. Sa- Sabinus take,
bimus, tho’ of himſelf heſitating and backward (Y), yielded to their advice; but ſomeŽ* sº

of the boldeſt of Vitellius’s men, meeting him as he advanced to the palace, attacked efeated.

d with great reſolution, and put him to flight. Sabinus under this diſtreſs had no

other reſource but to ſhut himſelf up in the capitol; which he did accordingly with H, retires to

a ſmall number of ſoldiers, ſome ſenators, and a few Roman knights. The ſoldiers” “Fi”.

of Vitellius immediately inveſted the capitol, but with ſtations ſo looſe and ill-guarded,

that Sabinus, during the dead of the night, found means to acquaint Primus with his

danger, and to cauſe his own children Sabinus and Clemens, and his brother’s ſon

Domitian, to be brought to him. The next morning, as ſoon as day began to dawn,

before hoſtilities were committed on either ſide, Sabinus ſent Cornelius Martialis, a

centurion of the firſt rank, to put Vitellius in mind of the treaty, and expoſtulate

with him about his thus violating ſuch ſolemn ſtipulations. Witellius threw the whole

e fault upon the ſoldiers, whoſe ardour, he ſaid, it was not in his power to reſtrain.

He even warned Martialis to retire by a private way, that he might not be aſſaſſi

nated by the ſoldiers, as the mediator of a peace which they abhorred. He was

* Tacit. c. 60-69. Suet. c. 15. Dio, l. lxv. p. 740.

(Y) The nobility of Rome did all that lay in their

power to rouſe Flavius Sabinus, and encourage him

to ſhare with the other generals of the party the

vate ſuſpicions againſt him, as if through malignity

and emulation, he ſtudied to thwart the deſigns

formed in behalf of his brother. For Flavius Sa

1:4 fº of placing his brother upon the throne. As binus was both elder than Veſpaſian, and greatly

:* e was governor of Rome, the cohorts there imme- ſurpaſſed him in wealth and reputation. He was

Tº: diately depended upon him, and conſequently would even believed to have upheld his brother's credit

º not fail to join; moſt of the ſenators offered to aſſiſt otherwiſe finking, and for the money lent him to

& him with their ſlaves. The cohorts remaining with have received in pledge his houſe and poſſeſſions,

gº Vitellins were few, and thoſe quite diſheartened with Hence, tho' between them an appearance of una

ºr: diſmal tidings from all quarters. The populace were nimity ſubſiſted, private grudges were apprehended

º wavering ; and from them, if he once preſented to remain. But our hiſtorian is of opinion, that

º: himſelf as their head, he would find the ſame flat- Sabinus, naturally merciful and gentle, abhorred all

: #3 tery and zeal, which they had ſhewn for Vitellius, ſlaughter and ſpilling of blood; and therefore fre

sº inſtantly turned upon Veſpaſan. With theſe and the quently conferred with Vitellius about the means of

º: like reaſonings, the grandees of Rome ſtrove to rouſe reſtoring public peace, and laying down arms by
ſº Sabinus, but could not by any means prevail upon mutual agreement and treaty (6*).

5:} him to take arms; and hence ſome entertained pri

gº

(63) Idem, c. 64.

ſcarce
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| The capitol ſcarce returned to the capitol, when Vitellius's ſoldiers approached, and began the a

beſieged, attack with great fury. The beſieged, with ſhowers of ſtones and tiles, ſtrove to

* * * overwhelm the aggreſſors ; but the latter, advancing boldly to the very gates of

w the citadel, ſet fire to them, and muſt have entered, had not Sabinus pulled down

the ſtatues on all hands, and, with theſe glorious monuments of antiquity, raiſed in

* , the very entrance a new wall. Then they ſtrove to force a paſſage from the oppoſite

avenues of the capitol, climbing over the contiguous buildings, which, during a

* long peace, had been ſuffered to be raiſed to the height of the foundations of the

capitol. Here the aſſault was cloſe and fierce; and the adjoining roofs being ſet

| on fire, whether by the affailants or the beſieged is uncertain, the flame ſpread from

- i thence to the portico's of the capitol; and being there nouriſhed by the timber,

which was very old, ſpread every way with terrible impetuoſity ; nor did the con

:::::::::: flagration ceaſe, till that glorious and ſtately edifice was burnt to the ground, and

laid in aſhes; the moſt deplorable misfortune, ſays Tacituſ, that had happened ſince

! the founding of the city, and to the Roman people the moſt reproachful, ſince by

them, and not by a foreign enemy, the ſacred ſeat of the great jupiter, reared by

- their anceſtors with ſolemn benedićtions and auſpices, as the pledge and centre of

- future empire, was thus impiouſly profaned, and reduced to aſhes'.

WHILE the capitol was yet burning, Vitellius's bands, burſting in, put all who

-

| | - oppoſed them to the ſword: of theſe the moſt ſignal were Cornelius Martiali, Aºmi

º * lius Pacenſis, Caſperius Niger, and Didius Scava. Flavius Sabinus, and Quinilius Alti
t !,oner,

t cus the conſul, were taken and loaded with irons. ...The reſt, by divers ſtratagems,

4 eſcaped, having learnt the word by which the ſoldiers of Vitellius were diſtinguiſhed

by one another. Young Domitian was ſaved by the contrivance of one of his

º : freedmen, under the diſguiſe of a linen robe, as if he had belonged to the tribe

{ of the prieſts who offered ſacrifices in the capitol (Z). Sabinus and Allicus were

| carried to Vitellius, who did all that lay in his power to appeaſe the fury of the

populace and ſoldiery crying aloud for their execution. They were chiefly incenſed

againſt Sabinus; and therefore, inſtead of hearkening to the emperor's intreaſies,

- And murdered, they run him through in his preſence; then cutting off his head, dragged his trunk

ſ through the ſtreets to the Scale Gemonia, where the bodies of malefactors were

uſually expoſed. He had, for the ſpace of five-and-thirty years, carried arms for

the commonwealth, had governed Maſia ſeven years, and Rome twelve, bearing

- both in peace and war a ſignal reputation. The only failing, which even his ene

mies could objećt to him, was his talkativeneſs. As to the innocence of his life,

and juſtice of his ačtions, he was altogether blameleſs. All agree, that before Weſ.

paſian became emperor, Sabinus was looked upon as the chief ornament of the Fla

vian family, and the ſupport of Veſpaſian himſelf, who was his younger brother:

When the people demanded the doom of the conſul Atticus, Vitellius perſiſted in

| oppoſing them, being entirely reconciled to him, in regard of his openly confeſſing,

| that he had ſet fire to the capitol ; and by thus aſſuming the odium of the crime,

. tho' the whole was by ſome thought a fićtion, acquitted as innocent the party of

. . Pitellius. About the ſame time, Lucius Vitellius, the emperor's brother, defeated in

º Campania the marines, who had declared for Veſpaſian, and retook Terracina. Six

| ... ſmall galleys eſcaped, and in one of them Apollinaris commander of the fleet. All
º w the other veſſels were ſeized by the ſhore, or, ſurcharged by the flying crowd, ſunk

| to the bottom. julianus, who had been ſent by Vitellius to reclaim the fleet, and

! had gone over to Veſpaſian, was taken priſoner, and by Lucius's orders firſt inhu

manly ſcourged, and then executed. Had Vitellius's men, now elated with ſucceſs,

ſ proceeded direétly to Rome, a dreadful ſtruggle muſt have enſued ; nor could it

have been decided without the deſtrućtion of the city. But while Lucius was deli

| berating, whether he ſhould return forthwith to Rome, or purſue the redućtion of

| * TAcir. c. 70–72.

º (Z) Domitian paſſing among the ſacrificers undiſ raiſed upon the place a ſmall chapel dedicated to

* covered to the houſe of Cornelius Primus, a depen- ?upiter the protector, with an altar, and the account
dent of his father's, near the place called Velabrum, of his adventure engraved upon marble. When he

lay there concealed till Rome was taken by Primus. arrived at the ſovereignty, he erected a vaſt temple

He afterwards, in the reign of his father, demo- ſacred to jupiter the guardian, with himſelf held in

liſhed the houſe where he had lain concealed, and the arms of the god (63).

(63) Idem, c. 74.

5 Campania,
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a Campañia, the troops of Primus, informed of the danger of Sa/ints, haſtened to Primus
marcheſ to

his relief. Petilius Cerealis, one nearly allied to / eſpaſian, and a commander of no Rome
!V -

mean character, upon the firſt news that the capitol was beſieged, was ſent forward

with a thouſand horſe, and ordered to croſs the Sabine territorics, and enter Rome

through the Salarian way. Primus himſelf advanced along the great Flaminian road,

and when the night was far ſpent, arrived at a place called the Red Rocks. There

he received diſmal tidings, that Sabinus was murdered, the capitol reduced to aſhes,

the city under dreadful conſternation, the populace and ſlaves all under arms for

Witelliuſ, &c. (A) Petilius Cereali, meeting not far from the city a party of the

enemy, attacked them briſkly, but was by

after a long and bloody conteſt, put to fli

ſucceſs heightened the zeal and partiality

them received with equal reſolution, and,

ght, and purſued as far as Fidence. This

of the people for /itelius ; they betook

themſelves to arms, moſt of them ſnatching up whatever fell firſt in their way, and,

thus armed, demanded to be led out againſt the enemy. Witellius commended their Vitelius ſºnſ,

zeal, but at the ſame time ſent embaſſadors both to Cerealis and Primus to renew */ºr "

the former treaty. The ſoldiers of Cereaſis inſulted the deputies, and even wounded

the praetor Arulenus Ruſticus, a man of great merit and diſtinction, and ſlew his

principal lićtor for daring to open a paſſage through the crowd. Thoſe who went

to Primus were better received. They were attended by the Pºſtal virgins, who

brought letters from Vitellius to Primus, wherein the emperor deſired, that the battle,

which was to be the laſt, might be ſuſpended for one day, ſince during that interval

all things might be eaſily accommodated.

demonſtrations of honour; but to Witellius returned anſwer, that by the murder of Primus's

Sabinus, and the burning of the capitol, all means of ending the war by treaty "ſ".

Primus diſmiſſed the virgins with all

were cut off (B). The embaſſadors were ſcarce gone, when the whole army moved,

advancing in three bodies to the walls of Rome, where the forces of Vitellius expected

them, divided likewiſe into three bodies. The weak and unwarlike populace was

routed at the firſt onſet; but Vitelius’s other troops, ſallying out againſt the enemy

as they approached the walls of the city, attacked them with a fury hardly to be

expreſſed. Primus's men ſtood their ground with equal reſolution and intrepidity;

ſo that the moſt cruel and bloody battle enſued that the Romans had ever ſuſtained.

The conflićt laſted ſeveral hours with various ſucceſs ; but in the end proved favour

able to Primus's men, as ſuperior in the abilities of their leaders.

treat of an ac

commodation.

The Kitellians vitelius, mºn

were with great ſlaughter driven into the city, where they aſſembled again; and tho’ driven into the

vanquiſhed and routed, renewed the battle with freſh vigour, and continued it to city;

the cloſe of the day. The people gathered about the combatants as ſpectators; and

as if they had been only attending the repreſentation of a fight exhibited for public

amuſement, they ſometimes favoured one party, ſometimes another, with theatrical

ſhouts and clappings: nay, as often as either ſide turned their backs, or particulars

fled into houſes, or concealed themſelves in ſhops, they inſiſted upon their being

dragged out and ſlain. The people, as Tacitus obſerves, were ſo little affected with

this tragical ſpectacle, that at the ſame time were ſeen in one place cruel conflićts,

and bleeding wounds; in another luxurious banqueting, and voluptuous revellings;

(A) Primus's forces might have reached Rome be

fore the capitol was beſieged; but inſtead of pur

Huing their march to the city, after they had left

Narait, they diverted themſelves at Ocriculum, now

otricoli, in celebrating the annual feaſt of Saturn,

which liſted many days. There were not wanting

fone, who on this occaſion entertained ſuſpicions

of Primus, and charged him as if, through treachery,

he thus lingered in conſequence of the letters ſecretly

fent him from Vitellius, with offers of the conſul

ſhip, and of his daughter then marriageable, and

with her a mighty fortune, as the rewards of revolt.

ing from Veſpaſian. Others alledged, that all this

charge was no more than a fiction, and that it was

a reſolution concerted amongſt all the leaders, rather

inforcements; ſo that it was preſumed he would

(74) Idem, c. 78.

W O L. V. No 8.

quietly yield up the empire. But the true cauſe of

ſo prepoſterous delay was, according to our hiſto

rian, their waiting the coming of Mucianus, who

was advancing full march with the forces of the

caſt, and by frequent letters retarded the motion of

the conquering army, being ſtung with envy at the

ſucceſs of Primus, and thinking that he ſhould be

deprived of all ſhare in the glory of the war, were

he not preſent at the entry into Rome. But the

news, that the capitol was beſieged, rouſed Primus,

and pºt the whole army in motion (74).

(B) Muſonius Rufus, by rank a Roman knight, by

profeſſion a Stoic, joining himſelf to the embaſſ

dors, endeavoured, by philoſophical diſcourſes about

the advantages of peace, and the dangers attending

* * to terrify the city with a terrible diſplay of war, war, to quell the fury of men in arms; but was

tº than to carry the war thither, ſince the chief ſtrength derided by ſome, outrageouſly inſulted by others,

...: of the praetorian bands had already deſerted Vitellius, and at laſt, partly by menaces, partly by the per

** who was likewiſe precluded from receiving any re- ſuaſions of the more moderate, prevailed upon to

forbear his unſeaſonable leſſons of wiſdom (75).

(75.) Idem, c. 81.

7 Y every

*
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every-where ſtreams of blood, and heaps of carcaſes; and hard by, wanton debau- a

chees, and lewd harlots: in ſhort, all the abominations of a moſt diſſolute and riotous

peace, and all the barbarities of a moſt dreadful and cruel captivity. Primuſ's men,

having in the end prevailed, and made themſelves maſters of the city, marched in

the next place to ſtorm the camp of the praetorian guards, whither the moſt deter.

mined amongſt the enemy had retired. As they conſidered the camp as their laſt

hope and reſource, they exerted their utmoſt efforts in defending it , and tho' in

number inferior, often repulſed the aggreſſors; and at length, when the gates, in

ſpite of all oppoſition, were burſt open, uniting together, they made a laſt effort;

but being overpowered by numbers, they all fell facing the enemy, and wounded
only before ". b

Vitellius, ſeeing the city taken, cauſed himſelf to be conveyed in a chair through

the back part of the palace to his wife's houſe upon mount Aventine, with a deſign

to lie there concealed during the day, and fly by night to his brother, then at Tºr.

racina. But as to one who is under dread, and fears all things, the preſent affairs

ſeem moſt dangerous, he ſoon changed his mind, and returned to the palace. Sue

tonius writes, that he altered his reſolution upon a groundleſs and uncertain report,

that a treaty and a peace was concluded. Be that as it will, he found the palace

now quite dº ſolate and abandoned ; all his ſlaves and domeſtics having ſlipped

away, or carefully avoiding to meet him. Terrified with the diſmal ſolitude and

filence, he tried to enter ſeveral apartments; but finding them all ſhut, and being c

at laſt weary with ſuch miſerable and ſolitary wandering to and fro, he thruſt him.

ſelf into the porter’s lodge, and concealed himſelf behind the bed. In the mean

time, a party of Primus's men entering the place, ſearched all places and corners,

till at laſt they diſcovered the emperor, and dragged him out. As they knew him

not, they inquired who he was, and whether he could acquaint them what was

become of Vitelli's. He deceived them at firſt ; but being ſoon known by julius

Placidus, tribune of a praetorian band, he pretended to have matters of the utmoſt

importance to impart to Veſpaſian, and with great earneſtneſs begged to be kept,

tho' it were in priſon, till his arrival. But the tribune and ſoldiers, deaf to all

intreaties, tied forthwith his hands behind him, threw a halter about his neck, rent d

all his apparel, and dragged him half-naked into the forum through the great ſtreet

called the Sacred Way, forcing him with their ſwords pointed at his throat to hold

up his head, and preſent his face to the indignities offered him by the rabble, who

now reviled him in a moſt outrageous manner. They forced him to behold his own

ſtatues thrown down, and to view the place where Galba had been murdered. While

he was thus haled along, a German ſoldier meeting him, drew his ſword, and diſ

charged a violent blow, whether at Vitellius to revenge ſome former injury, or at

the tribune, or to releaſe the emperor from inſults and deriſion, is uncertain. The

tribune's ear he actually cut off, and was himſelf inſtantly ſlain. Vitellius they puſhed

forward, the populace the whole time upbraiding him with his gluttony, his target e

of Minerva, his lewdneſs, and even the imperfections of his body; for he was enor

mouſly tall, corpulent, and ſomewhat lame, having been hurt by a chariot, while

he was attending Caligula at the races in the circus. He bore all the inſults and

indignities offered him without uttering a ſingle word, except to the tribune, to

whom, while he treated him in a manner altogether unbecoming, he anſwered,

that nevertheleſs he had been his emperor. They dragged him at laſt to the Ge

monia, the common charnel of malefactors, where the body of Flavius Sabinus had

lain expoſed, and there with many wounds put an end to his unhappy life. His

head was cut off, and carried on a pole through the chief ſtreets of the city. His

body was dragged with a hook, and with all poſſible ignominy thrown into the f

Tiber, but afterwards buried by his widow Galeria Fundana. Thus died Aulus Vitel.

lius, the ninth emperor of Rome, according to ſome in the fifty-fourth, according

to others in the fifty-eighth year of his age, after having reigned a year, wanting

ten or twelve days, from the time he was proclaimed emperor at Cologn, and eight

months and a few days after the death of Otho. He was raiſed to the firſt dignities

in the ſtate by no parts or merit of his own, but in regard of the luſtre of his

family, which was one of the moſt conſpicuous in Rome. By his extravagant boun

ties and largeſſes, he gained the affe&tions both of the ſoldiery and people. Of the

Which is taken

with the camp.

Vitellius aban

dons the palace,

but return, to

it.

He is diſco

vered,

Inſulted by the

populace,

And executed.

* Idem, c. 73-84. Dio, l. lxv. p. 742. Suet, c. 15. Joseph. bell. Jud, l. iv. c.41.

former,
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a former, many adhered to him with unſhaken fidelity to the laſt, tho’, in the opinion

of our hiſtorian, he had not one good quality to recommend him to ſuch as wiſhed

well to the republic, having been ſtained even from his tender years with all manner

of crimes, and moſt infamous and abominable iniquities w. The day being already

far ſpent, the ſenate could not be aſſembled, the ſenators and magiſtrates having

either privately withdrawn from the city, or concealed themſelves in the houſes of

º : their dependants. Domitian apprehending now no further danger, preſented him

3.º ſelf to the leaders of the party, and was by the ſoldiers thronging about him ſaluted Pomitian
º Caſar, and by them condućted in a kind of triumph to his father's houſe. faluted Czſär.

º IN the mean time, Lucius Vitellius was with his cohorts advancing from Terra

b cina to the relief of his brother. The cavalry was therefore ſent forward to Aricia,

and the legions ordered to advance to Bovilla. But Lucius was no ſooner informed

of the unhappy doom of the emperor, than he ſurrendered himſelf and his bands Lucius vite

to the pleaſure of the conquerors. The ſoldiers were diſarmed, and led through .ſº

the city, guarded on each ſide by files of armed men, without betraying a ſuppliant ºft.d

look, or dropping a mean expreſſion, tho’ outrageouſly inſulted by the mocking iſ tutºiºi,

and petulant vulgar. They were all committed to priſon, but ſoon after releaſed.

As for Vitellius, he was put to death; a puniſhment which he well deſerved, being

no leſs addićted to all kinds of vices than his brother But for all his vices, he

wanted neither courage nor ačtivity, and ſupported the cauſe with great reſolution

c and vigilance . By the death of the emperor and his brother, war was rather

ſeen to ceaſe, than peace to commence ; for the conquerors, continuing in arms, hunted

all over the city after the conquered, filling with carnage and mangled bodies the

ſtreets, the places of public reſort, the temples, and even the private houſes, which

they burſt open and pillaged, pretending that there ſome Vitellians were concealed:

The indigent part ºf the populace failed not to join the ſoldiers in the general vio- The miſèrable

lence and ſpoil; ſo that on all hands nothing was heard but diſmal complaints and ºn ºf the

outcries, and nothing ſeen but the dreadful calamities of a city ſtormed and ſacked. ”

Domitian, who already enjoyed the name and reſidence of Caſar, inſtead of ſtriving

to check the inſolence of the ſoldiery, attended his infamous pleaſures, and only

d by his diſſolute life ſhewed himſelf the ſon of an emperor. Primus, in whoſe hands

the whole power was lodged, made uſe of it only to plunder more freely, being

wholly taken up in conveying from the palace treaſure, moveables, and domeſtic

ſlaves, as if he were ſtill ſeizing the ſpoil of Cremona. When the fury of the ſol

diers began to abate, the ſenate met, and confirmed the ſovereignty of Veſpaſian, The ſºvereignty

decreeing to him with great alacrity all the titles and prerogatives ever inveſted in ºfYº.

former princes. They declared him conſul, giving him his ſon Titus for collegue t;º:

in that dignity: Domitian they honoured with the praetorſhip, and conſular authority: -

they preſented Primus with the conſular ornaments, and Cornelius Fuſtus, and Arrius

Warus, with thoſe of the praetorſhip. All theſe decrees were paſſed at the motion

e of Valerius Aſiaticus, conſul elečt Y.

Du RING theſe commotions in Italy, the Batavians revolted, under the condućt

of the celebrated Claudius Civilis; but of the cauſes and events of this war, which

continued long, we ſhall ſpeak in the following reign. The people of Dacia too rº, plein, i.

roſe up in arms ; a people never well-affected to the Romans, and then by no forces arm, arºuli.

reſtrained, fince the army was withdrawn out of Mafia. They ſtormed the winter led by Mucia

quarters of the auxiliary cohorts, paſſed the Danube, and were proceeding to demoliſh *

the entrenchments of the legions, when Mucianus happened to march through Maſia

with the forces of the eaſt. As that commander was already appriſed of the vićtory

at Cremona, he detached the ſixth legion to oppoſe the barbarians, and appointed

f Fonteius Agrippa, governor of Maſia, with part of the troops which had ſurrendered

at Cremona, and which it was thought adviſeable to engage in a foreign war, that

they might not diſturb domeſtic peace. Agrippa obliged the enemy to repaſs the Da

nube; and to prevent any farther attempts of the like nature, built a great number

of forts on the banks of the Danube, and ſtrengthened them with numerous gariſons.

In Pontus likewiſe great diſturbances were raiſed by one Anicetus, formerly freed-man Diffºrtance,

to king Polemon, under him in great power, and commander of the royal navy. "Pontus.

As he was highly provoked againſt the Romans for changing the kingdom into a

province, which happened in the reign of Nero, and by that means depriving him

* Tacit. c. 85, 86. Suet. c. 4, 5, 15, 18. Dio, p. 743. * Tacit. l. iv., c. 2. Y Idem ibid.

of
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of all his authority, he laid hold of the preſent opportunity, and levying forces under a

colour of aſſiſting Vitellius, ſeized the city of Trebizond, burnt the fleet which guarded

the coaſts, and entering into an alliance with the neighbouring barbarians, ſcoured

the ſea with ſcorn and inſult, and committed dreadful ravages on the coaſts of Aſia,

Againſt him Veſpaſian ſent a choice body of legionaries, under the command of Pir

dius Geminus, an officer diſtinguiſhed in war ; who, attacking the enemy while they

were roving about in queſt of booty, drove them into their veſſels; then with ſome

galleys built with great expedition, chaced Anicetus into the mouth of the river Cho

bus, where he relied upon the protection of Sedochus king of the Lazians, a people

of Colchis. That prince ſeemed at firſt determined to defend his ally ; but as ſoon as

a reward for his treachery was propoſed, and a war threatened, he betrayed Alicetus, b

and all his followers, to the conqueror. Thus ended that ſervile war; and Veſpaſian

received an account of the ſucceſs which had attended his arms, a few days before the

joyful tidings were brought him of the great vićtory gained by his forces at Cremona ,

C H A P. XIX.

From the death of Vitellius, to the death of

Domitian, the laſt of the twelve Caeſars, in

whom ended the Flavian family.

HE Flavian family, now raiſed to the higheſt pitch of grandeur, was no-ways c

conſpicuous either for its luſtre or antiquity. Titus Flavius, the emperor's

grandfather, was a citizen of Reate, now Ricti, in the country of the Sabines; and in

the civil wars between Caſar and Pompey, ſerved under the latter in quality of cen

turion, but returned home after the battle of Pharſalia; and having obtained his

pardon, betook himſelf to the mean employment of collecting taxes, under the far

mers of the public revenue. His ſon, Titus Flavius Sabinus, followed the ſame pro

feſſion, and acquitted himſelf in it with ſuch integrity, that by ſeveral cities of Aſia,

where he was collečtor of the tax called quadragºſima, ſtatues were erected to him

with this inſcription, To the honeſt publican. Afterwards he withdrew into the country

of the Helvetii, where he acquired a confiderable fortune by lending money upon d

intereſt. He married Veſpaſia Polla, whoſe father had been military tribune, and

prefect of the camp; and had by her two children, Sabinus, of whom we have ſpoken

above, and Veſpaſian, who was born on the ſeventeenth of November ofthe ninth year

of the common chriſtian aera ; that is, five years before the death of Agºſius; ſo

that he was raiſed to the empire in the ſixtieth year of his age. He was, amongſt

many other new men choſen from the municipal towns, from the colonies, and even

from the provinces, admitted into the ſenate by the emperor Caligula. He indeed

at firſt declined that dignity, but was at laſt, in a manner, conſtrained by his mother

to accept it. He afterwards ſerved in quality of military tribune in Thrace, was

queſtor of the provinces of Cyrene and Crete, aedile and praetor. He attended the *

emperor Claudius into Britain, where he diſtinguiſhed himſelf, tho' only tribune of

a legion, in a very eminent manner, as we have related in the reign of that prince,

He was conſul during the two laſt months of the eleventh year of Claudiuſ's reign,

and by Nero appointed governor of Africa in quality of proconſul. He married

Flavia Domitilla, a native of Africa, at firſt ſlave to Statilis Capella, but afterwards

manumiſed, and made free of the city. By her he had two ſons, Titus and Domilian,

who reigned after him, and one daughter, named Domitilla, who died, as did alſo

her mother, before his acceſſion to the empire. Veſpaſian was, as Tacitus obſerves,

* Tacit. l. iii. c. 46, 47.

of
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a of all the emperors the only one by power changed for the better. While he was it,

a private ſtation, he uſed to court the favour of the princes by the meaneſt flattery.

During his praetorſhip he begged leave to exhibit extraordinary ſports in honour of

Caligula, on account of the pretended vićtory in Germany. He was one of the few

fycophants who were of opinion, that thoſe who were ſaid to have conſpired againſt

that prince, ſhould be publicly executed, and that their bodies ſhould be left unburied.

In the preſence of the whole ſenate he returned Caligula thanks for having done him

the honour of inviting him to his table. He was chiefly indebted to Narciſus, the

freed-man of Claudius, for the conſulſhip, and the two ſacerdotal dignities which he

enjoyed; what dignities theſe were, we are no-where told. After the death of Nar

ciſſus, his great patron, he withdrew, and led a private life, dreading the violent ſpirit

of Agriptina, who bore an irreconcileable hatred to that miniſter, and all his friends.

It was therefore probably after her death, that he was by Nero appointed proconſul

of Africa, in which government he acquitted himſelf, according to Suetonius *, with

honour and integrity ; according to Tacitus *, with ignominy and public hatred. The

former writer acknowledges, that during a ſedition at Adrumetum, he was outrage

ouſly inſulted by the populace; and, on the other hand, it is well known, that no

province eſpouſed the cauſe of Vitellius, and oppoſed the preferment of Veſpaſian,

with more ardour, than that of Africa; a manifeſt proof that hisgovernment had not

been popular. Soon after his return from Africa, his affairs being in a bad condition,

and his credit at ſtake, he was obliged to mortgage his houſe and poſſeſſions to his

brother Sabinus, and in the mean time to ſupport himſelf and his family with the

mean gain he earned by ſelling and changing horſes, nay, and by other means ſtill

more unworthy : for he was convićted of having extorted from a young knight the

ſum of two hundred thouſand feſterces, for employing his intereſt in procuring him

a place in the ſenate againſt the inclination and expreſs will of his father. He attended

Nero into Achaia, where he incurred that prince's diſpleaſure, and was forbid the

court, for his inattention while the emperor was ſinging ; a crime, which had nigh

coſt him his life at Rome, as we have related elſewhere. Hereupon he withdrew into

the country, and there led a life altogether private and retired, expečting every mo

ment his laſt doom, when he was, contrary to his expe&tation, named by Nero to

command in the war againſt the jews, as a perſon of great military abilities, and

one who, on account of his mean extrađtion, gave him no umbrage. He was there

fore ſent into judra with three legions, eight ſquadrons of horſe, and ten auxiliary

cohorts, his ſon Titus ſerving under him in quality of his lieutenant. In the courſe of

that war, which proved ſo fatal to the jewiſh nation, Veſpaſian acquired ſignal repu

tation. In every duty incumbent upon a leader, or even a ſoldier, he was indefati

gable : it was he who always led the march ; he who always choſe the ground for

incamping. Upon conſultations and diſpatches he ſpent nights and days, and was

ever ready upon any exigency to encounter the enemy hand to hand. His diet was

ſuch as chance preſented. In his garb and dreſs he varied little from a common ſol

dier. In ſhort, had he been exempt from avarice, he would have equalled the moſt

famous commanders of ancient times. With that vice he is charged by moſt writers;

among the reſt by Tacitus, who owed to him his firſt promotion in the ſtate; but

nevertheleſs declares, as becomes an impartial hiſtorian, againſt admitting perſonal

hatred or affection in the charaćters of men. After the death of Nero and Galba,

while Otho and Vitellius were contending for the ſovereignty, he began to cheriſh

hopes of obtaining it himſelf, relying on ſeveral prodigies, prophecies, and propitious

reſponſes of oracles (C). Of the many predićtions, that of joſºphus the hiſtorian is

His charaćter

as a general.
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* Suer. in Veſp. c. 4. * Tacit. l. ii. c. 37.

(C) The ancients take notice of many prodigies

nreſaging his future grandeur. ln his grounds, ſays

Tacitus (to), while he was in the bloom of his age,

a cypreſs-tree, ſignally tall, fell ſuddenly ; lut the

day iollowing roſe again, and reſumed freſh growth

and verdure; which was, according to the concur

ring teſtimony of the foothſayers, an omen of txtra

ordinary grandeur in the ſtate; yet at firſt the whole

preſage ſeemed to have been literally fulfilled by his

being honoured with the triumphal ornaments,

which he acquired by his condućt in Britain; by

his bearing the dignity of conſul, and by his renown

in vanquiſhing the fews. But when he had paſſed

through theſe honours, he began to believe, that

the empire was the thing preſaged. He was con

firmed in this belief by the anſwer returned him by

Baſilides, prieſt of the god Carmel, ſo called from

mount Carmel, on which ſtood the altar of that

deity; a deity, as Tatitus obſerves, not diſtinguiſhed

by any ſtatue or temple, but only by an altar. As

(10) Tacit. l. ii. c. 78.
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and aſſured him he ſhould be ſoon inveſted with the ſovereign power. His predićtion

is mentioned not only by himſelf c, but likewiſe by Suetonius ", who tells us, that

joſephus, being by Veſpaſian's orders put in irons, boldly affirmed, that in a ſhort

time he ſhould by him be ſet at liberty; but that he ſhould be emperor firſt. How,

ever, that the empire was by the dark laws of fate, by predićtions and prophecies,

foretold and ordained to Veſpaſian and his ſons, was, ſays Tacitus, what we believed,

after we had ſeen them emperors . Weſpaſian, being encouraged by Mutianus, go

vernor of Syria, by Tiberius Alexander, governor of Egypt, and by all his officers, not

to neglect the preſent opportunity, while two competitors, of all men the moſt un

worthy, were contending for the empire, he at length yielded, as we have already

related, and was proclaimed emperor at Alexandria on the firſt of july of the ſixty.

ninth year of the chriſtian aera ; on the third of the ſame month in judea, where he

then was ; on the fifteenth in Syria; and a few days after, in all the provinces of the

eaſt. He was not in himſelfany-ways changed by ſo ſudden and ſo mighty a turn of

fortune: no loftineſs appeared in his aſpect, no arrogance, nor any new behaviour,

under his new charaćter. He immediately rewarded his friends, raiſing ſome to mi

litary commands, others to be governors of provinces, ſeveral to the rank of ſena

tors, moſt of them men of ſignal merit and renown, and who afterwards acquired the

higheſt honours in the ſtate. As he thought it below him to court the ſoldiers by

largeſſes, he promiſed them no greater donative in the heat of the civil war, than c

i. been given them by others during full peace. In the council which he eſtabliſhed

at Berytus for the direction of all momentous affairs, it was reſolved, that Titus ſhould

purſue the war againſt the jews, and Mucianus march with part of the forces againſt

Witellius. But Titus undertook nothing till the next year; and Antonius Primuſ,

with the Illyrian army, defeated the troops of Vitellius before the arrival of Mucia

mus, made# maſter of Rome and all Italy, and cauſed the unhappy emperor to

be publicly executed as a common criminal: all which tranſačtions we have already

related at length. In the mean time Veſpaſian, having paſſed ſome time at Antioch,

the capital of Syria, proceeded from thence to Egypt, where he received the joyful

tidings of the vićtory gained by Primus at Cremona. Hereupon he haſtened to Alex

andria, with a deſign to diſtreſs Rome by famine, ſince from Egypt chiefly the city

was ſupplied with corn. He was at the ſame time preparing to invade Africa by ſea

and land, in order to bring upon the enemy, by intercepting their proviſions, the

calamity of hunger, with that of diffenſion. But in the mean time many perſons of

all ranks and degrees arrived from Italy, to acquaint him with the fate and fall of

Vitellius ; which were no ſooner known, than multitudes flocked from all quarters,

notwithſtanding it was then winter, to court the favour of the new emperor; inſo

much that Alexandria, the greateſt city of the empire after Rome, proved too ſmall

for the vaſt numbers ofembaſſadors, deputies, noblemen, officers, &c. who flocked

thither. Among the reſt, embaſſadors arrived from Vologeſes king of Parthia, who

offered to aſſiſt him with forty thouſand Parthian horſe. Veſpaſian returned him

thanks, and deſiring he would ſend embaſſadors to the ſenate, acquainted him, that

the commonwealth was re-eſtabliſhed in peace f. The news ofthe death of Vitellius

made Veſpaſian alter his meaſures ; for inſtead of diſtreſſing the city, which had

already proclaimed him emperor, with famine, he diſpatched thither a great number

of veſſels laden with corn ; which arrived very ſeaſonably, there not being at that

time remaining in all the public ſtores above ten days proviſion of grain". As the

winter-ſeaſon was far advanced, Weſpaſian continued ſome months at Alexandria,

waiting a ſafe paſſage from the gentle weather returning with the ſummer.

* Suet. c. 5.

& Dio.

• Joseph, bell. Jud. l. v. c. 12. * Tacit. l. i. c. 86. & l. ii. c. 78.

l. iv. c.f. Joseph. ibid. l. iv. c. 42.

f Idem,

Val. p. 702. Tacit. ibid. -

bounds, and multitudes of men. Theſe myſterious

words were immediately ſpread abroad by fame,

and by all explained as preſaging the empire to *ſ.

paſian. Many reſponſes of oracies, and prodigies of
the like nature, are related by Suetonius (11), and

Dion Caſius (12); but we ſhall not treſpaſs upon

the patience of our readers with a detail of them.

}:

Veſpaſian offered ſacrifice there, and was entertain

ing great hopes and views, Baſilides the prieſt, hav

ing diligently ſurveyed the intrails, addreſſed him

thus: Whatever deſign it is which you meditate, O

Veſpaſian, whether to build a houſe, or extend your

domains, or to inlarge your train of ſlaves, to you

is granted a mighty and large ſettlement, infinite

(, ) suet, in Vºſ. e. 5. (12) Die, l. lxvi. p. 744

the moſt famous, who ſaluted Veſpaſian with the title of emperor even in Nero's reign, a
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In the mean time Mucianus arrived at Rome, according to joſephus", the day after Mucianusar
the death of Vitellius, and in a moment drew to himſelf, as he had been inveſted by rives atRome.

Veſpaſian with an uncontrouled power, the whole ſway. Licinius Mucianus was, His charaſier.

3.

according to the charaćter which Tacitus has drawn of him, a man remarkable for a

ſtrange combination of good and bad qualities; luxury and vigilance, haughtineſs

and complaiſance; when unemployed, exceſſively voluptuous ; of infinite abilities

and activity, when buſineſs required them. Hence his equal ſhare of praiſe and

reproach ; as a public miniſter admired, as a private voluptuary condemned. He

was a great maſter in the ſeveral arts of engaging, an able orator, well verſed in

civil affairs, prompt in foreſeeing events, dextrous at concerting ſchemes, mighty in

credit with thoſe who were above him, under him, or in equal authority with him ;

in ſhort, ſuch a man as could eaſier create an emperor, than be one. Weſpaſian, as he

was chiefly indebted to him for the empire, upon his departure for Italy, inveſted him

with an unlimited power, and is even ſaid to have truſted him with his ſignet, as if

he had been his partner in the ſovereignty. Hence, upon his arrival at Rome, he

was by all looked upon and revered, rather as the emperor's collegue, than as a ſub

ordinate miniſter. Quite ſunk was the power of Antonius Primus, and Arrius Varus,

whom Veſpaſian had already appointed captain of the praetorian guards. As Mucia- He bear, uni

mus could not well diſſemble his animoſity towards them, the city immediately turned "ſ"/"").

her back upon her late favourites, and devoted herſelf to the new minion. To him

alone court was paid, to him all addreſſes were made: neither was he wanting to

his own grandeur ; for he never appeared in public but incompaſſed with guards,

and attended with an equipage becoming a ſovereign. He forbore indeed the name,

but performed all the funétions of ſovereignty. Soon after his arrival, he cauſed

Aſiaticus, the late emperor's freed-man, to atone for his late wicked ſway, by ſuf

fering the death of a ſlave. His doom was by every one expected, and even wiſhed

for ; but the death of Calpurnius Galerianus occaſioned a mighty and general dread

in the city. He was the ſon of Caius Piſa, who, in the reign of Nero, had aſpired

at the ſovereignty ; but had himſelf no ſhare in that conſpiracy, nor had ever offered

to diſturb the ſtate. However, as he was of an illuſtrious family, of a graceful per

ſon, and greatly beloved by the people, he was, by order of Mucianus, committed

to the cuſtody of a band of ſoldiers, ſent forty miles from Rome, and there put to He cauſe, Cil

death by having his veins opened '. Fº

While Mucianus was thus ruling with abſolute ſway in Rome, the Batavians were ...

carrying on the war againſt the Romans with ſtupendous ſucceſs in Lower Germany.

Of that war we ſhall here, as in its proper place, (for it was happily concluded this

year, the firſt of Veſpaſian's reign) briefly recount the cauſes and events. The Bata- Thººvº.

vians, originally the ſame people with the Cattans, who dwelt beyond the Rhine,
revolt from the

Romans under

being driven thence by a domeſtic inſurreótion, ſettled at the extreme borders of jºiniof

Gaul, in an iſland formed by the mouths of the Rhine and the Ocean. According to Claudius Civi

this deſcription, the Batavians poſſeſſed South Holland, part of the country of Utrecht,

and the iſland of Betaw, in the dukedom of Guelderland. They were not ſubjećts,

but allies of the Romans, being obliged to aſſiſt them only with troops commanded

by men of the firſt rank amongſt them. They had at this time eight cohorts, men

thoroughly exerciſed in the wars of Germany and Britain. Theſe Witellius had gained

over to his party, and a great ſhare they had in the vićtory at Bedriacum; but prov

ing afterwards refračtory and ungovernable, the emperor thought it adviſeable to

remand them back to their own country. julius Paulus, and Claudius Civilis, both

men of royal deſcent, greatly ſurpaſſed the reſt in credit and quality. The former

was ſlain by Fonteius Capito, who falſly charged him with rebellion. The latter was

f put in irons, and ſent to Nero ; but by Galba declared innocent, and ſet at liberty.

Under Vitellius he was again in danger of his life, being charged with treaſon: and

hence his hatred to the Romans, which prompted him to arm his countrymen againſt

them. However, as he was a man of great addreſs, left the Romans ſhould look

upon him as a public enemy, if he once appeared to have revolted from them, in the

beginning of the war between Vitellius and Veſpaſian, he pretended an attachment to

the latter, and was, by letters from Antonius Primus, ordered to ſtop, and drive

back the forces ſummoned to ſuccour Vitellius. Civilis therefore, determined to revolt,

but concealing for the preſent his main drift, contented himſelf with diverting the

* Joseph, bell. i. iv. c. 42. " Tacit.l. iv. c. 14. Joseph. I. v. c. 42.

Batavian
-
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Batavian youth from liſting themſelves purſuant to the orders of Vilellius. Soon a

after, pretending only to celebrate a banquet, he aſſembled the chiefs of the nation,

and the moſt daring amongſt the populace, in a ſacred grove, where, when they

had carouſed till far in the night, and were warmed and bold, he acquainted them

with his real deſign, diſplayed the praiſes and renown of their nation, enumerated

the inſults they had ſuffered, the oppreſſion they groaned under, and all the miſtries

attending upon a ſtate of ſervitude. As he was heard with great applauſe, he bound

them all with many barbarous ceremonies in a combination. He then diſpatched

meſſengers to the Caminefates, who inhabited part of the iſland, to engage them in

the ſame cauſe and aſſociation. The Caminefates fell readily into his meaſures; and

chufing for their leader one Brinno, famous for brutal bravery, took the field; and b

being joined by the Friſians, a people beyond the Rhine, forced the winter incamp.

ment of two cohorts, burnt down all the ſtrong holds in the iſland, and maſſacred all

the Roman vićtuallers and traders, whom they found confidently rambling about, as in

time of peace. Hereupon Civilis, pulling off the mask, and openly joining the Cani.

nefate; and Friſians, marched to attack the Romans, who, under the condućt of

Aquilius, had retired to the upper part of the iſland. The conflićt was ſcarce begun,

when a band of Tungrians, who ſerved under the Romans, went over to the enemy,

At the ſame time the Roman fleet, conſiſting of twenty-four veſſels, the rowers being

for the moſt part natives of Batavia, rowed away directly to the enemy's ſhore. By

this means the Roman forces were eaſily defeated, put to flight, and inhumanly

butchered both by the enemy and their own companions. Upon the news of this

vićtory, the Germans immediately diſpatched embaſſadors to Civilis, with offers of

ſuccours. On the other hand, Hordeonius Flaccus, who commanded the army in

Upper Germany, ordered Memmius Lupercus to march out forthwith againſt the enemy

with two legions, all the cavalry of the Ubians and Treverians, and a ſquadron of

Batavian horſe, men long ſince debauched in their fidelity to the Romans, but ſeign

ing great zeal for their cauſe, purpoſely to betray them in the very heat ofthe fight.

Accordingly the two armies having joined battle, the Batavian cavalry, deſerting

the legions while they were fighting with great bravery, fled over to Civilis; then

C

inſtantly, like enemies, turned upon the Romans. Yet the legionaries, tho’ preſſed on d

all ſides, ſtill kept their ranks, and ſtood their ground, till the auxiliary Ubians and

Treverians betook themſelves to a ſcandalous flight, diſperſing all over the fields.

Againſt them the Batavians bent their fury and purſuit ; which gave the legions an

opportunity of retiring with ſafety to the old camp, which, as we have obſerved in

the reign of Tiberius, is placed by moſt geographers near the preſent city of Stanlen

in the duchy of Cleves. About the ſame time the eight Batavian cohorts, which, in

obedience to the orders of Vitellius, were upon their march to Rome, being informed

of the revolt of their countrymen, and the advantages by them already gained,

returned, and took their rout towards Lower Germany, there to join Civili, Heren

mius Gallus, who then governed Bonna, now Bonn, attempted to oppoſe the paſſage e

of the Batavians at the head of three thouſand legionaries, and ſome cohorts haſtily'

raiſed ; but was by them defeated with great ſlaughter. The conquerors, avoiding

Cologii, purſued their march, without committing any hoſtilities, and joined Civili,

who ſeeing himſelf now at the head of a regular army, but ſtill dreading the formidable

power of the Romans, obliged all who were with him to ſwear allegiance to Weſtºſian,

and diſpatched embaſſadors to the two legions in the old camp, requiring them to

take the ſame oath. The anſwer they returned was, That they would not follow the

counſels of a known traitor, nor thoſe of a public enemy ; and that a Batavian fugi

tive muſt not interfere in the affairs of the Roman ſtate, but prepare to meet the doom

due to his enormous crimes. Civilis, highly provoked at this anſwer, rouſed to arms f

the whole Batavian nation, and being joined by the Bručierans and Tentierani,

attacked the camp with a numberleſs multitude, and a fury hardly to be expreſſed.

But the Romans, tho’ ſcarce five thouſand men, made ſo vigorous a defence, that

Civilis, deſpairing of ſucceſs by the method of force and ſtorming, changed his

meaſures, and blocked them up on all ſides, not doubting but they would be ſoon

conſtrained by famine to capitulate. In the mean time Hordeonius Flaccus, under

ſtanding that the camp was beſieged, immediately diſpatched Dillius Pocula, com

mander of the eighteenth legion, and Herennius Gallus, with powerful ſuccours to the

relief of the two legions. But while theſe two commanders were ſtill incamped at

Gelduba upon the Rhine, now Gelnub, a ſmall village near Ordingen, in the territory g
... I of

Af
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-
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a of Cologn, news was brought them of the defeat of Vitellius at Cremona ; whereupon

the olicers immediately declared for Veſpaſian, forced the ſoldiers to ſwear allegiance

to him, and ſent Alpinus Montanus to acquaint Civilis with the vićtory, and deſire

him to lay down his arms, and disband his troops, if with them he meant to aſſiſt

We paſian, ſince they all had already acknowledged him emperor. But Civilis had

ſomething elſe in view, and therefore openly declared, that he would never ſheath

his ſword, till he had redeemed both his own country and Gaul from the tyrannical

yoke of the Roman; ; and that inſtant diſpatched againſt Vocula the veteran cohorts,

and the flower of his German forces, under the command of julius Maximus and

Claudius Viºlor, husband to his ſiſter. Theſe coming upon the Romans quite unpre- Defeativocula

b pared, put them to flight, and made a dreadful havock of them. But in the mean.

time ſome Gaſcon bands, lately raiſed by Galba, arriving at Gelduba, fell upon thejºin

enemy in the rear, whilſt earneſtly purſuing the defeat, filled them with diſmay, and by the viſco.

inſpired the Romans with freſh courage ; ſo that they returned to the charge, and, nes.

with the aſſiſtance of their allies, put the enemy in their turn to flight, and gave

them a total overthrow. All the braveſt men of the Batavian infantry were cut off;

but their horſe eſcaped with the Roman ſtandards and priſoners taken in the beginning

of the encounter. Vacula, encouraged with this ſucceſs, marched againſt the enemy

beſieging the old camp, and, after a moſt bloody conflićt, forced them to abandon

the enterprize. In the heat of the engagement, Civilis being thrown by the fall

c of his horſe, was throughout both armies believed to have been dangerouſly

wounded, or ſlain: and to this report chiefly was owing the vićtory gained by

the Romans. Vocula, inſtead of purſuing the enemy, when broken and in diſorder,

applied himſelf to fortify the old camp ; and having ſtrengthened it with ſome new

works, returned to Gelduba, and thence proceeded to Noveſium, now Nuys, where

Hordeonius Flaccus lay incamped with part of the army. But Vocula was ſcarce gone,

when Civilis again laid ſiege to the old camp, and advancing with a ſtrong detach

ment to Gelduba, made himſelf maſter of that place; but was put to flight by the

Roman cavalry near Noveſium. But in the mean time the ſoldiers began to mutiny,

and claim preſent payment of their donative ; for they had learnt, that the money

d was already ſent thither by Vitellius. Hordeonius immediately complied with their

demand ; but diſtributed the money in the name of Weſpaſian. The ſoldiers no

ſooner received it, than they abandoned themſelves without controul to debauchery

and good chear, to nočturnal revellings and cabals; and when intoxicated with wine,

renewed their ancient fury and rage againſt Hordeonius, who was by them ſuſpected

of favouring Civilis, becauſe from a mind well-diſpoſed towards Veſpaſian, he had not

oppoſed his firſt attempts. As none of the general officers dared to check or repri

mand them, in the height of their rage they violently burſt into the bed-chamber of

their general, dragged him out, and then butchered him. Vocula would have under-Murder Hor

gone the ſame fate, had he not made his eſcape in the diſguiſe of a ſlave. They then deonus Flac
e reſtored the images of ſitellius, tore thoſe of Vºſpaſian, and committed, during that. their gene

night, innumerable diſorders. But their rage being appeaſed upon the return of"

day, dread and conſciouſneſs took place; the firſt, the fourteenth and the eighteenth

legions, were eaſily reclaimed by Vocula, and led by him, after they had again taken

the oath to Veſpaſian, againſt Civilis, who had laid ſiege to Magontiacum, now

The Roman

ſoldiers mutiny.

ºº:: Mentz. Before their arrival the beſiegers were withdrawn ; but the Romans coming

º up with them, as they marched careleſly, and appriſed of no danger, fell upon them

º::1 ſword in hand, and made a dreadful havock of the diſperſed and diſorderly multi

sº tude k.

* In the mean time, the death of Vitellius, the murder of Hordeonius, and the burning

*::::: f of the capitol, being divulged through Germany and Gaul, both theſe nations ruſhed

*::::: into open hoſtilities againſt the Roman people. A motly multitude of Cattan, U/ipi

* † ans, Mattiacians, and other German nations, joined Civilis. The Gaul; too, laying The Gauls re

º hold of the preſent opportunity, while the Romans were weakened and broken by ſuch vºlt.

º ſucceſſive civil wars, combined to attempt the recovery of their ancient liberty, being

º ſtrongly moved by the burning of the capitol to believe, that the diſſolution of the

º empire was at hand. The city, they ſaid, had of old been taken by the Gaul; ; but

2. the manſion of jupiter having eſcaped, the empire had thence continued to ſubſiſt.

.* The Druids too animated them with vain oracles, that to nations beyond the Alps the

º * Tacit. l. iv. c. 11–36.

º Vol. V. No 9. 8 A empire
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émpire of the world was portended. The chief ſway among the Gauli was borne at a

this time by Clafficus, julius Tutor, and julius Sabinus ; the two former Treverians,

and the latter a native of Langres. Theſe three having in private conferences ſounded

the minds of the reſt, and engaged in their deſigns ſuch as they judged proper, came

at length to a reſolution of throwing off all diſguiſes, and openly declaring againſt

Rome. The only heſitation which occurred, was how to diſpoſe of the Roman forces

then in Gaul. Some were for maſſacring them all, others for putting to the ſword

only their commanders, ſince the common herd, bereft of their leaders, would be

eaſily inticed into the confederacy. The latter opinion prevailed ; and this was the

ſubſtance of their firſt conſultation. The conſpirators then diſpatched incendiaries

into all the regions of Gaul, to rouſe them to war; but in the mean time feigned b

great obſequiouſneſs and reſpect to Vocula, who was well appriſed of their deſigns;

but thought proper, as he wanted force to thwart them, to diſſemble in his turn,

and to purſue the ſame artifices which were purſued againſt him. With this view he

repaired to Cologn ; but Claſſicus and Tutor, who were both commanders of the Tre

verian horſe, incamping by themſelves, and ſeparating the firſt timefrom the legions,

he returned back, and with the legions alone proceeded to Noveſium, a numerous

body of Gaul; having pitched in the open fields about two miles from that place. To

the camp of the Gauls, as hoſtilities were not yet begun on either fide, daily reſorted

great numbers of Roman ſoldiers; and there, as they found themſelves ſurrounded

with terrors on all ſides, they agreed to purchaſe their own ſafety, by committing

The Roman le- an iniquity till then unknown among the Romans, which was to ſwear allegiance to

§.º the Gauls, and promiſe either to murder or deliver up in chains their officers. Pocula

}..." was not unappriſed of what paſſed in the camp of the Gaul; ; but judging it beneath

giancer, he him to fly, aſſembled the ſoldiery, and having in vain attempted to divert them from

Gauls, fo monſtrous an iniquity, he retired with a deſign to put a preſent period to his life;

but being reſtrained by his freed-men and ſlaves, he was ſoon after murdered by

A milius Longinus, a deſerter from the firſt legion, ſent by Claſſicus for that purpoſe.

His lieutenants, Herennius and Numiſius, were only put in irons. After this, Claſſicus,

aſſuming the badges of a Roman magiſtrate, entered the camp, and adminiſtred the

new oath to the legions there, every one ſwearing allegiance to the ſovereignty and d

empire of the Gauls. Between Tutor and Claſſicus was ſhared the charge of managing

Cologn and the war. The former laid ſiege to Cologn, and forced the inhabitants to take the ſame

ºther itieſ oath, as he did all the ſoldiers who lay farther up the Rhine. Clafficus ſtrove to

#“” gain over by fair promiſes the two legions that were ſhut up in the ancient camp, and

- were obliged, for want of proviſions, after having conſumed in food their horſes and

other beaſts of burden, to ſupport themſelves by plucking ſhrubs and plants, and

picking the herbs which ſprouted amongſt the ſtones of the walls. Butat length, upon

ſo much glory and patience, they brought a foul ſtain, by ſending deputies to Civilis

to beg their lives. Neither were their ſupplications received, till they had ſworn

homage and fidelity to the Gauls. Then he granted them their lives ; but reſerved

the plunder of the camp to himſelf, appointing guards to ſecure the money, ſlaves and

baggage, and others to convoy the ſoldiers thus departing diveſted of all. When

they had marched about five miles, the Germans ruſhed upon them out of an ambuſh,

and cut the greater part of them in pieces. The remainder fled back to the camp ;

which the Germans, by throwing in fire-brands, ſet on fire, ſo that ſuch ofthe unhappy

Romans as had ſurvived the late ſlaughter, were now all to a man conſumed by the

flames. Civilis, elated with the ſucceſs of his arms, ſoon reduced all the neighbour

ing cities, ſome of them being willing to follow his fortune, and others awed by his

power '.
Julius's binus In the mean time Julius Sabinus, having pulled down and broken the public tables f

defeated. containing the confederacy with Rome, cauſed himſelf to be proclaimed Caſar; and

leading a huge hoſt of his countrymen the Lingones, ſuddenly invaded the adjacent

ſtate of the Sequanians, who continued faithful to the Romans; but being by them put

to flight, in order to raiſe a report that he had periſhed, he ſet on fire the country

dwelling whither he had fled, and by that means ſaved his life yet for nine years.

We ſhall have occaſion to ſpeak of him in the ſequel of this hiſtory. By the vićtory

of the Sequamians the fury of the war was ſtayed in Gaul. The ſeveral ſtates began by

degrees to recover coolneſs and judgment, the reſt following the example of the

' Tacit. c. 67. Joseph 1. vii, c. 11
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º

f moveably fixed upon the ground, and imploring their pardon by ſilence and weep

a people of Rheims, who publiſhed all over the provinces of Gaul an invitation for

aſſembling their ſeveral deputies, to conſult which conduced moſt to the good of the

whole, war or peace. The aſſembly was held at Rheims, where Tullius Valentinus,

one of the embaſſadors of the Treverians, with great vehemence promoted the war;

but was oppoſed by julius Auſpex, one of the chiefs in the ſtate of Rheims, who diſ.

played at length the power of the Romans, and the bleſfings of peace. They all extol- The Gau's re
led the courage and reſolution of Valentinus, but followed the counſel of Auſpex, moſtº tºpon

of them being deterred from purſuing a general confederacy by the mutual jealouſy peace.

and competition of the ſeveral provinces. It was asked, Where muſt be the head of

the war P whither muſt they recur for ſupreme authority? and ſhould all their pur

b ſuits proſper, what place would they chuſe for the ſeat of empire? Some boaſted

their alliances, ſome their wealth and forces, others their antiquity ; and from all

theſe each claimed ſuperior prerogative and rule. At length, after long and warm

debates, they agreed to acquieſce in their preſent condition. To the Treverians let

ters were immediately diſpatched in the name of the ſtates of Gaul, adviſing them to

lay down their arms while their pardon was yet to be procured, and their friends were

ready to intercede for them, if they ſhewed remorſe. But Valentinus, a better ſpeaker

than commander, oppoſed this counſel, and ſhut the ears of the nation againſt it.

What chiefly diſpoſed the Gauls to peace, was the news they received, that an army

was advancing full march againſt them, conſiſting of four legions from Italy, two

from Spain, and one from Britain, under the condućt of two ſignal commanders,

Annius Gallus, and Petilius Cerealis, whom Mucianus had diſpatched from Rome to

put a ſtop to the further conqueſts of Civilis and Claſſicus. Sextilius Felix arrived

before them, having at the head of ſome auxiliary cohorts forced a paſſige through

Rhatia. To him joined themſelves the twenty-firſt legion, and the ſquadron of

horſe ſurnamed the Singular, commanded by Julius Briganticus, nephew to Civilis ;

but hated by his uncle, and hating him. With theſe forces Felix attacked and routed

the Treverians commanded by Tutor near Bingium, now Bingen, and in a few days

obliged the Tribocians, the Vaugiones, the Cercatians, and the Nemetians, to deſert their

countrymen, and return to the Romans. After he had thus made himſelf maſter of

d the countries bordering on the Rhine, from Mentz to the preſent city of Baſle, the

legions who had revolted to the Gauli, renewed of their own accord the oath of alle

giance to Veſpaſian ; and leaving Trever, where they were then quartered, retired to

Mets, a city confederate with the Romans. In the mean time Petilius Cerealis arriving

at Magontiacum, and being informed there, that Valentinus was poſted at Rigodulum,

now Rigol, with a numerous band of Treverians, he drew into one body whatever

ſoldiers he found at Magontiacum, with the forces he had brought over the Alps; and

having reached Rigodulum in three marches, attacked the enemy's intrenchments, tho’

incloſed by the mountains and the river Moſelle, and ſtrengthened with deep trenches,

e and barricades of huge ſtones. The Treverians fought for ſome time with great reſo

y And by CereiJution; but were in the end forced to abandon their camp, and ſave themſelves b

flight over the mountains. The Romans purſued them, and in the purſuit took many

perſons of great diſtinétion, and amongſt them Valentinus their general. The next

day Cerealis entered Treves ; which city the ſoldiers were paſſionate for razing, as the

birth-place of Claſſicus and Tutor; but Cerealis, dreading to inure his ſoldiers to licen

tiouſneſs and cruelty, checked their rage; for ſince the civil wars had ceaſed, the

ſoldiery were more tračtable in ſuch as were foreign. Their attention was likewiſe

diverted by another objećt, the arrival of the legions which had ſworn allegiance to

the empire of the Gauls. They appeared ſad and dejected, keeping their eyes im

ing, till Cerealis comforted them, aſcribing their deſertion to the inevitable opera

TheTreverºns

routed by Sex

tilius Felix ;

lis, who takes

Valentinus

their general.

The return of

the legions

which had

fworn allegi

ance to the om

tions of fate, and aſſuring them, that neither he nor the emperor would remember fire ºf the

their paſt offences. At the ſame time he cauſed an order to be publiſhed throughout

the camp, that no one ſhould, upon any diſpute, reproach his fellow ſoldier with

mutiny or deſertion ".

auls.

IN the mean time, Civilis, Tutor, and Claſſicus, having from different quarters The Roman

aſſembled all their forces, attacked unexpectedly the intrenchments of the legions intrºlſhment,
now at the very gates of Treves, forced them, put the cavalry to flight, and ſeized ſurpriſed and

the bridge of communication over the Moſelle in the midſt of the city. News of

* TAcwt. c. 71–77. -

taken.
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this general rout and havock being brought to Cerealis, while yet in his chamber, a

nay in his bed, (for he paſſed not the night in the camp) he ſtarted up, and un

* gºlº daunted by all this confuſion and diſtreſs, ſtrove with his own hand to ſtop the fugi

.." tives ; animated them, tho’ void of armour, with his own example; and heading

- ſuch as were remarkably brave, recovered the bridge, and ſecured it by a guard of

armed men. Then haſtening to the camp, and there rallying the diſperſed legi

ons, he not only drove out the enemy, but the ſame day forced their intrenchments,

and recovered the city of Cologn, where he found the wife and fiſter of Civilis, with

the ſon of Claſſicus *. Civilis, having after this unhappy fight recruited his forces

with incredible expedition, poſted himſelf in the old camp, where he was attacked

by Cerealis, reinforced by the acceſſion of three legions. But as the fields round b

about were naturally marſhy, and Civilis had by a great dam diverted the courſe

of the Rhine, which thence flooded all the neighbouring grounds, the Romans were

eaſily repulſed, and their cavalry put to flight by ſome German ſquadrons ſallying

out againſt them. By the iſſue of this encounter, both the leaders were prompted,

tho' from different motives, to put the whole to the iſſue of a general battle; Civilis

eager to purſue his good fortune, Cerealis to cancel his diſhonour. Accordingly the

next day both armies appeared early in the field, and engaged with equal fury and

Civilis receives reſolution. After the conflićt had laſted many hours, the Germans were in the end

*** put to flight, and the war had been finiſhed that day, had not the conquerors been
throw.

foe. After this overthrow, Civilis withdrew to the iſland of the Batavians: Claſſicus,

Tutor, and a hundred and thirteen ſenators of Treves, croſſed the Rhine to raiſe new

forces; wherein they were attended with ſuch ſucceſs, that ſoon after they returned

with a vaſt multitude, and at the ſame time made a fourfold aſſault upon the Ko

man forces poſted at Avenacum, Vada, Grinnes, and Batavodurum, now armhem, Ma

geningen, Rhenen, and Duerſlede. They were every-where repulſed with great ſlaugh

ter, and forced to caſt themſelves precipitately into the river. Notwithſtanding this

diſappointment and defeat, Civilis, a few days after, entered in the dead of the night

He ſurpriſes the camp of Cerealis, upon the bank of the Rhine, made a dreadful havock of the

*}”. Roman ſoldiers, while, appriſed of no danger, they were repoſing in their tents, and d

””” carried off a great number of captives. The general, half awake, and almoſt

naked, eſcaped through a miſtake of the enemy ; for they had carried off the ad

miral's ſhip, diſtinguiſhed by its flag, from a belief that Cerealis was in it. But he

had paſſed that night elſewhere, as many believed, in the embraces of Claudia Sa

crata, a native of Cologn. The centinels borrowed an excuſe for their negligence

from the diſhonour of their general, alledging, that they were injoined to keep ſilence

for fear of interrupting his repoſe ; ſo that, as ſpeaking was reſtrained, they had

But is obliged dropped aſleep. But notwithſtanding this advantage, Civilis was in the end obliged

2.º*; even to abandon his own iſland, and retire beyond the Rhine. Cerealis committed
gºa/,40% !g

º:.. generals, left all the lands and dwellings of Civilis untouched, tempting at the ſame

Romans time the Batavians with an offer of peace, and Civilis with a promiſe of pardon,

which he reſolved to accept, finding his countrymen tired of the war, and inclined

to prevent the deſolation and ruin of the whole nation, by devoting him to puniſh

ment. Having therefore deſired a conference, the bridge upon the river Wahal was

broken down in the middle ; and the two generals ſtepping forwards on each fide,

ſtood upon the oppoſite extremities. The iſſue of this conference was, as we learn

from Joſephus, the reſt of Tacitus’s hiſtory being loſt, an entire ſubmiſſion on one

ſide, and an unreſerved pardon on the other. The Batavians remained in the ſame

condition they were in before the war broke out, that is, exempt from all manner f

of tributes, and only obliged to ſupply the Romans with troops when required; a

condition this, bordering upon liberty P. -

DuRING theſe tranſačtions in Germany, Weſpaſian and Titus commenced conſuls,

the former the ſecond time, and both abſent. The ſenate was therefore aſſembled

on the firſt of january by julius Frontinus, city-praetor, when they decreed, that

public thanks ſhould be returned to the general officers, to the armies, and to the

confederate kings, for having eſpouſed with ſo much zeal the cauſe of Veſpaſian.

From Tertius Julianus they took away the praetorſhip, for having forſaken his legion,

• Tacit. c. 78. * Joseph, bell, Jud, l. ii, c. 11.

when

–- _- - - - ----- - -- - - - -

prevented, by night approaching, and a ſudden ſtorm, from purſuing the flying c

a dreadful ravages all over the iſland of the Batavian: ; but through policy uſual to e
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a when it was about to declare for Veſpaſian, and transferred that dignity to Plotius

Griphus. Upon Hormus, Veſpaſian's freed-man, they conferred the equeſtrian dig

nity. Soon after, Frontinus reſigned, for what motive, we are no-where told, his

office, which was aſſumed by Domitian, whoſe name was prefixed to all letters and

edićts, but the whole ſway remained in Mucianus. The young prince, however,

boldly exerted many ačts of power, at the inſtigation of his intimates, or his own

wanton will 4. Nay, Suetonius tells us, that in one day he diſpoſed of above twenty

offices in the city and provinces; and adds, that he was on that account gently

rebuked by the emperor, who, in a letter to his ſon, returned him thanks for not

having diſplaced him too, and ſent one to ſucceed him. But Antonius Primus and

b Arrius Varus gave Mucianus far greater umbrage: they were both renowned for their

late famous exploits in war, in great credit with the ſoldiery, and beloved by the

populace. Antonius was beſides reported to have ſolicited Scribonianus Craſſus, the

brother of Piſo, whom Galba had adopted, to aſſume the ſovereignty. Mucianus

therefore, ſeeing he could not openly cruſh. Primus, pretended a great friendſhip

and value for him, heaped publicly mighty praiſes upon him in the ſenate, made

him great promiſes in private, put him in hopes of the government of Hither

Spain, void by the departure of Cluvius Rufus, &c. Having thus intirely gained

him, he diſmiſſed the ſeventh legion, which was inviolably attached to him, to their

winter quarters, at a great diſtance from Rome; and at the ſame time ſent the third

c legion back into Syria, and the reſt of the forces into Germany, to ſerve there under

Cerealis. Having by this means quite broken the power of Primus, and disbur

dened the city of thoſe who were apt to raiſe tumults and diſorder, Rome returned

to her former tranquillity, the laws reſumed their force, and the magiſtrates their

wonted functions r.

-------- * --~~~~ -- - -- - ------
-- *

Domitian appearing now for the firſt time in the ſenate, ſpoke in few words, and Domitian goes
with great modeſty, of the abſence of his father, and that of his brother, and alſo “ſº time

concerning his own youth and inſufficiency. Then he propoſed, that all the honours,””

which had been beſtowed on Galba, but afterwards abrogated by Oſho, ſhould be

reſtored. Curtius Montanus moved, that ſome public honour ſhould be likewiſe

d paid to the memory of Piſo. The fathers ordained both ; but of what regarded

Piſo, nothing was executed. In the next place were drawn by lot commiſſioners,

who were to cauſe reſtitution to be made of whatever had been uſurped by violence

during the war, and to reſtrain the public expences. To Tertius julianus, as ſoon

as it was known that he had fled to Veſpaſiam, the office of praetor was reſtored;

but Griphus ſtill retained the enſigns of that dignity. Before the aſſembly broke

up, one of the ſenators, by name junius Mauricus, made ſuit to Domitian, that he

would impart to the ſenate the regiſters of the late emperors, that they might

thence diſcover who had ſolicited to be admitted accuſers, and againſt whom.

But the young prince judiciouſly replied, that in an affair of this ſort the ſentiments

e of the emperor muſt be firſt learnt. However, P. Egnatius Celer, the accuſer of

the celebrated Sorranus Borea, was condemned ; but Mucianus haranguing in behalf Mucianus

of the informers, and exhorting the fathers to obliterate the impreſſions of all re- º: in behalf

ſentment, and forget the grievances ariſing from the neceſſity of the late times, all ºf “"“”

further proſecutions were droptº. This year Mucianus ordered the ſon of Vitellius

to be put to death, pretending, that civil diſcord would never ceaſe, unleſs the ſeeds

of war were utterly extinguiſhed. He treated Antonius Primus with ſuch haughtineſs,

that he forced him to retire from Rome, and recur to Veſpaſian, by whom he was Antonius .

received without any great marks of friendſhip or disfavour, the emperor's mindº

being under a conflićt, on one ſide ſwayed by the great ſervices of that commander, “"“”

f by whoſe condućt the war was accompliſhed, on the other by letters from Muci

amus. The other courtiers at the ſame time combined to diſgrace him, charging

him with arrogance, over-bearing and heightening the charge with the enormities

of his former life. Neither failed he to raiſe to himſelf new enemies by his haughty

carriage ; for with exceſſive oſtentation he uſed to recount his own exploits and de

ſerts, treating the other commanders with the utmoſt contempt, eſpecially Caecina,

whom he uſed to revile as a captive, and a man of no ſpirit, who had tamely ſub

mitted. Hence by degrees he ſunk in his charaćter , but from the emperor retained

to the laſt ſome appearance of favour. Of him we find no further mention made

* Tacit. l. iv. c. 39. * Idem, c. 11. * Idem, c. 49-44.
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by the ancient writers. Mucianus likewiſe diſplaced Arrius Varus, commander of a

the praetorian guards; and to make him ſome amends for the loſs of this employ

ment, beſtowed upon him another, that of ſupplying the city with grain, which had

been formerly diſcharged by perſons of the firſt quality. To ſoften Domitian, who

had a great kindneſs for Varus, he beſtowed the command of the guards upon Arre

timus Clemens, who was nearly allied to the houſe of Veſpaſian, and very dear to Do

mitian. The father of Arretinus had diſcharged the ſame truſt with great credit

under Caligula, whence his name was well-pleaſing to the ſoldiery. The guards had

been hitherto commanded by a Roman knight; but Arretinus was, as Tacitus informs

us, by rank a ſenator ." - - -

Weſpaſian, in the mean time, continued at Alexandria, where he is ſaid to have b

worked ſome miracles. A blind man, commonly known at Alexandria, proſtrating

himſelf at his feet, implored a cure for his want of fight, telling the emperor, that

he had been warned by the god Serapis to recur to him, and beſeech him, that with

his ſpittle he would condeſcend to waſh his cheeks, and the balls of his eyes. An

other, lame in his hand, by the direction of the ſame god, prayed him to tread

upon it. Veſpaſian at firſt derided them ; but as they continued to importune him,

he began to waver, fearing on one ſide the imputation of vanity, and on the other

drawn into hopes through the intreaties of the ſuppliants, and the arguments of

flatterers. At length, confidering himſelf as an inſtrument choſen by the gods to

accompliſh the cure, he undertook the task with a chearful countenance before a c

vaſt multitude, intent upon the iſſue. Inſtantly the lame hand recovered full ſtrength,

and upon the eyes of the blind light broke in. Tacitus aſſures us, that even in his

time both theſe events continued to be recounted and averred by thoſe who had

been eye-witneſſes of them, and could reap no advantage from their flattery. Weſ.

paſian was hence ſeized with an eager deſire of viſiting the reſidence of the deity,

in order to conſult him about the ſtate and fortune of the empire. He therefore

commanded all to retire from the temple, and then entered himſelf. While he

was there, he ſuddenly perceived one of the grandees of Egypt, named Baſſlideſ,

ſtanding by him, tho’ he knew him to be then at a great diſtance from Alexandria,

and confined by ſickneſs. However, he examined the prieſts, whether Baſili-d

dºs had that day entered the temple ; asked ſuch as he met, whether he had been

ſeen in the city ; then by horſemen, purpoſely diſpatched, he fully learnt, that Ba

fººdes was at that inſtant eighty miles from thence a, St. Auſtin, without queſtioning

the truth of theſe facts, atteſted by ſeveral writers of great authority, obſerves,

that Veſpaſian, according to Tacitus's account, ordered the phyſicians to examine

firſt, whether ſuch lameneſs and blindneſs were curable by human aid; who reported,

that in the one the power of fight was not wholly extinét, but would return, were

the obſtacles removed; and in the other, the joints were only diſtorted, and might

be reſtored with regular preſſure. Hence St. Auſtin concludes, that ſuch cures were

not above the power of men, and much leſs above that of the evil ſpirits, endowed t

with a ſuperior knowledge, and on this occaſion exerting it, to eclipſe, if poſſible,

the miracles wrought by the apoſtles, and their diſciples w. As for the viſion in

the temple, it might well have been the effect of a warm and ſtrong imagination.

Veſpaſian imbarquing at laſt in the port of Alexandria, ſailed for Italy; and having

viſited in his paſſage the iſland of Rhodes, and ſeveral cities of Aſia Minor, landed,

according to joſephus, on the ſouth ſide of the promontory of Iapygia or Otranto.

At Brunduſium he was met by Mucianus, and a great number of ſenators and

Roman knights; and at Beneventum by his ſon Domilian. On his rout to Rome, he

was received every-where with loud ſhouts of joy, with applauſes and acclamations;

for every one entertained a mighty opinion of his virtues, and looked upon him as f

one ſent by the gods to reſtore the empire to its former luſtre and tranquillity. As

he drew near the city, the far greater part of the inhabitants flocked out to welcome

him, and condućt him in a kind of triumph to the capitol, the ſtreets through which

he paſſed being ſtrewed with flowers, and the whole city, like a temple, filled with

precious odours and perfumes. Altars were every-where raiſed, and vićtims ſlain,

with ſupplications to the gods, that Veſpaſian might rule the empire many years, and

his ſon Titus after him ; that the ſovereignty might: for ever remain in his family,

How received

at Rome.

and Rome flouriſh under them *.

t Idem, c. 68. " Tacit. l. iv. c. 81, Dio, l. lxvi. p. 748, Suet, in Veſp. c. 7.

w. S. Auc. civit, Dei, l. x, c. 16. * Joseph, ibid. l. vii. c. 20. .
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a GREAT things were expečted of Weſpaſian by all ranks of men, and no one was

diſappointed in his expectation: for he made it his whole buſineſs to re-eſtabliſh

the commonwealth, and reſtore the empire to its former grandeur; to conform to

the laws, and ſee that all others conformed to them; to conſult the good of the

whole, and of particulars ; to prevent oppreſſion, and to puniſh it ; to promote

virtue, and reward it 5 to enforce the obſervance of the laws by his example, as

well as by his judgments; and to merit the affections and fidelity of the people by

his faithful care of them. His firſt care was to revive the ancient diſcipline in the Revive, the
army for the ſoldiery had abandoned themſelves to all manner of licentiouſneſs, ..." diſci

and committed innumerable diſorders, not only in the colonies and municipal towns, pline.

b but in Rome itſelf. … He therefore diſcharged great numbers of them, eſpecially of

ſuch as had ſerved under Vitellius, and had been long inured to rapine and licentiouſ.

neſs 3 in the others he puniſhed the leaſt tranſgreſſions with the utmoſt ſeverity, not

ſparing even thoſe to whoſe valour he owed the empire, nor omitting any oppor

tunity of reforming the ancient diſcipline ; of which Suetonius gives us the follow

ing inſtance: A young nobleman, to whom he had given a conſiderable command,

waiting upon him to return him thanks, and ſmelling fragrantly of rich oils and

perfumes, the emperor, with a voice expreſſing his indignation, told him, that he

had rather be had ſmelt of garlick, and took away the commiſſion, which he had

given him a few days before. He was no leſs ſevere with the marines, who

c were appointed to carry letters and diſpatches from Puteoli and Offia to Rome; for

upon their petitioning him to have ſome allowance beſides their uſual pay for ſhoes,

inſtead of complying with their requeſt, he ordered, that for the future they ſhould

diſcharge their duty bare-foot, and cauſed this ordinance to be immediately put in

execution y. He ſcarce ever failed to aſſiſt at the debates and deliberations of the His conduff

ſenate, without aſſuming to himſelf any authority above the other ſenators, whom """

he frequently exhorted to ſpeak their ſentinents with freedom, telling them, that he"

had called them not blindly to approve what was his will and pleaſure, but to re

ceive their counſel, to truſt and to follow it. Having taken upon him, ſoon after

his arrival at Rome, the office of cenſor, he degraded ſuch of the ſenators and knights

d as he found unworthy of their dignities; and ſupplied their places with ſuch perſons,

either from the colonies or provinces, as were recommended to him by men of known

, integrity. By this means he increaſed the number of ſenators to a thouſand, which

by infinite maſſacres had been exhauſted and reduced to two hundred . He like

wiſe ſtrićtly examined into all the courts of judicature, and there reformed innu

merable abuſes and grievances, appointed new judges, and cauſed the laws to be

reduced and digeſted into a far leſs compaſs. He frequently adminiſtered juſtice

himſelf in the forum with great impartiality, and univerſal applauſe. As Rome had

loſt much of its ſplendour by the late conflagration, and many houſes ſay ſtill in imbelliſhes the

ruins, he ordered the proprietors of the ground to rebuild them in a limited time, city.

e allowing any one to take poſſeſſion of the ground, if the edifices were not raiſed

within that term to a certain height. The capitol he had ordered to be rebuilt be

fore he left Alexandria, and appointed Lucius Veſtimus, a Roman knight, to direét

and overſee the work. By him were aſſembled the ſoothſayers, who declared, that

the remains of the former temple ſhould be removed into the marſhes; that upon the

fame foundations the new one ſhould be raiſed; and that to the temple nothing new,

except height, ſhould be added. With this variation alone, the new temple was

raiſed in a ſhort time ; and this alone was judged wanting to the magnificence of

the former. As the late fire had deſtroyed many public records, he reſtored three

thouſand tables of braſs, which had been burnt, having with indefatigable pains

f found out their true copies. In theſe were recorded all the decrees of the ſenate,

all the ordinances of the people, all treaties, alliances and privileges granted to any

perſon or city, and all remarkable occurrences from the foundation of the city. In

theſe and the like works, he expended vaſt ſums. He was ſo far from ſeeking the

deſtrućtion of any man, that he could not behold, without many fighs and tears, His flammy.

even the greateſt criminals led to execution. To all he was courteous and affable,jºr

allowing perſons of every rank to accoſt him with freedom, the gates of his palace ..., qua

being kept conſtantly open. He was ſo far from concealing the meanneſs of his lities.

former condition, that he frequently diſcourſed of it himſelf, and uſed to deride

*::

y Suet. c. 8. * Idem, c. 9. Dio, l. vi. p. 666.
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thoſe who, to flatter him, undertook to derive his pedigree from the founders of a

Reate, and the companions of Hercules. He deſpiſed titles, and with much ado was

prevailed upon to accept that of the father of his country; a title to which no

one had ever a better claim. The king of Parthia having wrote to him thus;

Arſaces, king of kings, to Flavius Veſpaſianus ; he, without finding fault with the title,

or reſenting it as an affront, directed his anſwer thus; Flavius Veſpaſianus to Arſaces,

King of kings; ſhewing thereby in what contempt he had ſuch titles. He was ſo far

from taking delight in public honours, that when he triumphed with his ſon Tilus

over the jews, being quite tired with the length of that ceremony, he was heard

to ſay, that he deſervedly ſuffered for having at his age deſired a triumph, as if

ſuch an honour had ever been due to his anceſtors, or hoped for by himſelf. He b

bore with incredible patience the many lampoons, that were diſperſed all over the

town, reflecting upon his avarice; and the invečtives of the philoſophers, whom he

had baniſhed the city. One of theſe, by profeſſion a Cynic, by name Demetrius,

meeting him one day out of town, reviled him in a moſt outrageous manner; but

the good emperor, inſtead of chaſtiſing him for his inſolent behaviour, contented

himſelf with telling him, that he was a Cynic indeed! He gave no ear to whiſper

ers, nor ever put any one to death, whoſe crimes were not notorious, and plainly

proved. His friends having one day admoniſhed him to beware of Metius Pompo

/ianus, who was born, they ſaid, under a conſtellation that promiſed him the em

pire, he immediately named him conſul, adding pleaſantly, When he is inveſted with c

the ſovereignty, he will, I hope, remember this good turn, and requite it. Tho' ſeveral

conſpiracies were formed againſt him, yet he could never be prevailed upon to puniſh

the conſpirators with death, ſaying, that they deſerved rather pity than puniſhment,

ſince they knew not what a weight and burden the empire was. He took the daugh

ter of Vitellius, his inveterate enemy, under his protećtion, married her into a noble

family, and allowed her a rich dower. He never ſought to revenge the affronts

which he had ſuffered in the reign of Nero, but generouſly forgave all who had

He forgets injured or reviled him. Being in that prince's reign forbid the court, and not

tnjuries. knowing what to do, he had recourſe to Pharbus, the emperor's freed-man, aſking

him, whither he ſhould go. Phaebus returned him no other anſwer, but that he d

might go hang himſelf, and thruſt him out of his room. The freed-man coming

to beg his pardon after he was made emperor, Veſpaſian was provoked no farther

than to bid him be gone in the ſame terms. Tho' Mucianus aſſumed far greater

authority than was ſuitable to the rank of a private man, and behaved with great

haughtineſs towards the emperor himſelf, bragging, that in his own hands he had had

the empire, but freely beſtowed it upon Veſpaſian ; yet the emperor never rebuked

him but in private ; and having once complained of him to a common friend, he

ended his complaints with theſe remarkable words ; ??t I myſelf am but a man, and

conſequently not free from blame *.

Is generally The only fault with which he is charged by the ancients, is his immoderate love e

*****ith of money, which he was not aſhamed to procure by means altogether unworthy of
4twarlte. an emperor. He not only revived the old impoſitions and taxes, which had been

ſuppreſſed by Galba , but loaded the provinces with new tributes, bought commodi

ties, that he might ſell them to advantage, and deſcended to ſome very low and

unuſual impoſts, laying one even upon urine, which gave occaſion to his ſon Titus

to remonſtrate to him the meanneſs of ſuch an impoſition ; but he preſenting to his

ſon the firſt money that thence accrued to him, aſked him, whether the ſmell of

fended him! Neither did he ſcruple the ſelling of any office, nor pardoning any

criminal, however enormous his crimes were, provided he could with a ſum of

money redeem himſelf from the deſerved puniſhment. He is ſaid to have preferred f

to the moſt profitable employments ſuch of his officers as were noted for their ava

rice and rapaciouſneſs, and to have made uſe of them as ſponges, by wetting them

when they were dry, and ſqueezing them when they were wet b. He often ſtrove to

diſguiſe his ſhameful avarice by ſome humourous joke. Thus certain embaſſadors

Several inſan- having acquainted him, that by the council of their nation a confiderable ſum of
ces of it. money was decreed for erecting him a ſtatue in the form of a coloſſus, Here is the

baſis, ſaid he, ſtretching out his hand; lay the money down here, and the ſtatue is

reared. One of his chief favourites having one day begged of him the ſuperintend

* Suet. c. 8, 9, 11, 12, 14. * Suet. c. 16.
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a ence of his houſhold for one, whom he pretended to be his brother, the emperor

put him off for the preſent; and ſending afterwards for the perſon whom he had

recommended, he received of him the ſum which was to have been paid to the other

for his intereſt, and beſtowed on him the employment. When the favourite returned

to ſolicit in behalf of his pretended brother, You muſt find out another brother, anſwered

the emperor; for the perſon, whom you recommended, proves in the end to be my brother,

and not yours. One day while he was travelling in a litter, the muleteer ſtopped,

under pretence of having his mules ſhoed, but in reality to give an opportunity to

one of accoſting the emperor, and craving ſome favour. Of this Veſpaſian was appri

ſed, and therefore having pleaſantly asked the muleteer what he had received for

b ſhoeing his mules, he obliged him to pay to him half the ſum “. Some writers

think, that he was covetous by nature, and tell us, that he was upbraided with ava

rice by an old herdſman, who earneſtly intreating the emperor, upon his acceſſion to

the empire, to grant him his liberty without ranſom, and being denied it, cried out

ſo as to be heard by the whole multitude, The wolf may change his hair, but not his

qualities. But other authors excuſe him on account of the urgent neceſſities of the tº mº,

ſtate, and the emptineſs of the exchequer when he firſt came to the government; forſº."

he then publicly declared in the ſenate, that the republic could not poſſibly ſubſiſt" -

without a ſupply of a hundred and forty millions of feſterces. This is by the gº a

lity of writers thought the moſt probable opinion, becauſe he always employed his

c revenue to great and noble purpoſes, and laid it out with uncommon generoſity. His

public works and edifices were very expenſive ; his preſents and penſions numerous ;

his feaſts and entertainments frequent and magnificent, &c. He ſupported a great hºnºr ºf his

number of poor ſenators; allowed five hundred ſeſterces a year to every decayed con-3º").

ſular ; reſtored to their former luſtre a great many towns, that had been ruined by

fire or earthquakes ; repaired the public roads and aquedućts, &c. He was likewiſe a

great encourager of learning, and the firſt who ſettled ſalaries upon the profeſſors of

rhetoric both Greek and Latin, to be paid yearly out of the exchequer. He invited

to Rome with great allowances, not only the moſt celebrated poets, but ſuch artificers

and workmen as were famous in any part of the world. Of the latter, one well ſkilled

d in mechanics, having offered to convey certain columns of vaſt weight into the capitol

at a very ſmall charge, the emperor rewarded him for his invention; but would not

cmploy him, ſaying, We muſt not debar the common people from earning their

livelihood 4. Such was in general the condućt of Veſpaſian. We ſhall now proceed

to the moſt remarkable actions of his reign, digeſted according to the order of time.

Tho' Veſpaſian had, during his firſt conſulſhip, reſtored Rome to her former tran

quillity, yet he did not reſign the faſces on the firſt of janitary ; but chuſing for his

collegue M. Cocceius Nerva afterwards emperor, continued to diſcharge that office

till the calends of March, when he was ſucceeded by his ſon Domitian, as was Nerva

by Q. Pedius Caſtus. This year Titus, having, by the taking of jeruſalem, quite

e reduced the jewiſh nation, returned to Rome, where he was received with all poſſible

demonſtrations of joy, and ſoon after honoured with a triumph, which was decreed trianº, over

by the ſenate both to him and his father; for Veſpaſian had begun that war with great the Jews with

ſucceſs. They both triumphed about the latter end of April, diſplaying on that */***

occaſion all the wealth of the jewiſh nation. To Titus was likewiſe decreed a triumphal

arch, deſcribing his noble exploits ; which continues to this day almoſt intire, as a

laſting monument of his vićtories over the jews. The triumph was no ſooner over,

than Veſpaſian commanded the temple of janus to be ſhut, a profound peace now

reigning in every part of the empire. Soon after, the temple of Peace was begun, but

not finiſhed, or at leaſt not conſecrated, till four years after ; that is, till the year

f 75 of the chriſtian aera, when the rich ſpoils of the temple of jeruſalem were depoſited

there. Titus, before his arrival at Rome, had been by his father honoured with the

title of emperor, and taken for his collegue in the tribunitial power ; ſo that being, To whom he

in a manner, his partner in the empire, he diſcharged all the funétions of ſovereignty.º |

He even took upon him the command of the praetorian guards, by which means thatſº
office became, as Aurelius Wiśīor obſerves, the moſt honourable employment in the

whole empire. It appears from ſeveral ancient inſcriptions, that Veſpaſian this year

built ſome aquedućts, repaired the ſtreets of Rome, and at a vaſt charge made high

ways in Spain *.
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The following year Ceſennius Patus, whom Veſpaſian had appointed governor of

Syria in the room of Mucianus, having wrote to the emperor, that Antiochus king of

Comagene, and his ſon Epiphanes, had held private conferences with Vologeſes king of

the Parthians, and were diſpoſed to revolt from the Romans, the emperor, without

examining the charge, which joſephus ſuſpećts to have been quite groundleſs, allowed

Patus to take what meaſures he thought moſt proper. Hereupon Patus, who bore

ſome private grudge to Antiochus, entered his dominions in a hoſtile manner; and

being joined by Ariſtobulus king of Chalcis, and Sobemus king of Emeſus, ſeized Sa

moſata, the metropolis of Comagene, defeated Epiphanes and Callinicus, the two ſons

of Antiochus, and obliged the king himſelf to take ſhelter in Cilicia, where he poſſeſſed

ſome domains. The young princes found a ſafe aſylum at the court of Vologeſes,

who entertained them in a manner ſuitable to their rank ; but Antiochus was by Patus's

orders ſeized in Cilicia, and loaded with chains ; which Weſpaſian no ſooner knew,

Comºgene re-than he commanded him to be ſet at liberty. His kingdom however was reduced to

... a Roman province, known by the name of Auguſteuphrateſiana, or Euphrateſiana,
“” becauſe it extended along the Euphrates. Antiochus was allowed to retire to Lacedº

mon, whence he removed ſoon after to Rome, where both he and his two ſons, whom

Veſpaſian took under his protećtion, at the recommendation of the Parthian king,

The Aºni in were ſupported ſuitable to their rank at the public charge . The ſame year the Alani,

iſ,**, a people dwelling between the river Tanai, and the Palus Mauli, made a ſudden

“* irruption into the territories of the Medes and Armenians. Tiridates king of Arme.

nia narrowly eſcaped being taken, while he attempted to oppoſe them ; and Pacorus

king of the Medes was obliged to abandon his kingdom to the mercy of the barbarians,

who carried off an immenſe booty, and a great number of captives; among the reſt

the wife of Pacorus. Vologeſes, king of the Parthians, alarmed at this ſudden irrup

tion, wrote to Veſpaſian, begging ſuccours againſt ſo formidable an enemy, and de

firing one of the emperor’s ſons to command them. Domitian earneſtly ſolicited his

father for that command ; but the emperor did not think it adviſeable to ſuccourthe

Parthians, who rivaled the Roman; themſelves in power ; and the barbarians retired

of their own accord, without offering to invade the Parthian dominions. However,

the refuſal of the emperor occaſioned ſome miſunderſtanding between the two powers;

and on this occaſion it was, without all doubt, that Vologeſes wrote to Veſpaſian,

ſtyling himſelf king of kings, as we have hinted above, without deigning to give Weſ.

paſian even the title of emperor $.

veſ, fin re. THE following year, Domitian being conſul the ſecond time, with Valerius Mºſa

3.

b

d

*Grºce, linus, /eſpaſian reduced Greece, which Nero had declared free, and likewiſe Lycia,
J. cia, &c. to *a, - - -- - - -

Roman pro- Rhodes, Byzantium, Samos, Thrace, and Cilicia, to Roman provinces, alledging, that

viaces. they were no longer capable of liberty, ſince they only made uſe of it to undo them

ſelves by their inteſtine diſſentions. Pauſanias ſeems to acknowledge the truth of this

charge". Rhodes, Samos, and the other iſlands, were made one province, called, The

province of the iſlands, or, of the Cyclades, of which the city of Rhodes was the metro

polis. Euſebius ſpeaks of a ſedition, which, according to him, was raiſed at Alexan

dria in the beginning of this year, by ſome jewº, who had fled from jeruſalem.

/eſpaſian treated the authors of it with great mildneſs; but ordered Lupus, governor

of Egypt, to demoliſh the temple, which the jews had built in the territory of Helio

He'vidius Priſ. polis . This ſame year Veſpaſian condemned to baniſhment the celebrated Helvidius

cus***' Priſcus. He was a native of Terracina, and the ſon of a centurion; but by his bright

and ſignal parts, ſoon diſtinguiſhed himſelf in Rome. When he was yet very young,

he applied himſelf to the ſtudy of philoſophy, not, as many did in thoſe days, to

diſguiſe indolence under a pompous name, but in order to engage in the public admi

niſtration with a mind thoroughly fortified againſt all diſaſters. Ere he had riſen

higher than the quaeſtorſhip, he was choſen by the famous Thraſºa Patus for a huſband

to his daughter. From the charaćter of his wife's father he copied nothing ſo ſtudi

ouſly as his undaunted liberty in ſpeaking his ſentiments, never to be ſhaken by fear,

and ever unmoveable in what he judged conducing to the public welfare. When

Thraſea was condemned, he was driven into exile, but recalled by Galba, and honoured

by Veſpaſian in the firſt year of his reign with the praetorſhip. As he was a zealous

ſtickler for liberty, he ſpoke with great freedom in the ſenate againſt the arbitrary pro:

ceedings of Galba, Olho, and Wilellius ; neither did he ſpare Veſpaſian, but inveighed

f Joseph. 1. vi. c. 9. & 1. vi. c. 29. Suet. 1. viii. c. 8. Chron. Alexand. p. 587, & Jost ph. l. vii.

c. 29. Dio, l. lxvi. p. 757. * Paus, in Acha. p. 222. * * Euses. In chron. -

* againſt
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a againſt him with as much bitterneſs as his father-in-law had ever done againſt Nero.

The emperor however patiently bore with him, till he began openly to ſolemnize the Hi frange
birth-day of Brutus, and that of Caſſius, and to encourage the people to follow their behaviour

example, and attempt the recovery of their ancient liberty; then Veſpaſian cauſed

him to be ſeized, but ſoon after diſmiſſed him untouched, contrary to the opinion

of all his friends. Helvidius, forgetful of the kindneſs the emperor had ſhewn him,

purſued his former courſe ; and was thereupon again accuſed, and condemned to

baniſhment. As he could not refrain, even in the place of his exile, from inveighing

with great bitterneſs againſt the emperor, he was at length by the ſenate ſentenced

to death. Weſpaſian ſtrove to ſave him, and ſent to countermand the executioners;

b but his orders came too late, Mucianus having detained the meſſengers, under various

F. till the ſentence was put in execution . Helvidius, notwithſtanding this

is unaccountable behaviour, is greatly cried up by Tacitus k, Pliny the younger',

and juvenal". As many other philoſophers, following the example of Helvidius,

ſtrove to ſtir up the populace to ſedition, they were all driven out of Rome n.

TH E following year Weſpaſian was conſul the fifth time, and Titus the third.

Nothing memorable happened during their adminiſtration, except the cenſus, which The laſt cenſus,

was performed by them in quality of cenſors, the emperor having aſſumed his ſon

for his collegue in that dignity. This is the laſt cenſus we find mentioned in hi

ſtory “. They both retained the faſces till the calends of the April of the following

c year, when Veſpaſian reſigned them to Domilian, and Titus to Mucianus. This

e

year the emperor conſecrated the temple of Peace, and raiſed a coloſſus of braſs.

one hundred and ten feet high, which had been deſigned for Nero ; but inſtead of

his head, that of Titus was placed upon it, or, as others will have it, the figure of

the ſun P. The two following years, Veſpaſian being conſul the ſeventh and eighth

time, and Titus the fifth and ſixth, nothing happened at Rome, or in any part of

the empire, which authors have thought worth tranſmitting to poſterity. We read

indeed in the chronicle of Alexandria, that in the eighth conſulſhip of Weſpaſian, a

woman, by name Alcippe, was delivered at Rome of an elephant ; and in the chro

nicle of Euſebius, that a plague raged in the city with ſuch violence for ſome time,

as to ſweep away above twenty thouſand perſons a day. But neither of that extra

ordinary birth, nor of ſo dreadful a plague, any notice is taken by the ancients,

not even by Pliny the elder, who flouriſhed under Veſpaſian, and was in great favour

with him.

TH E next year, L. Ceionius Commodus and D. Novius Priſcus being conſuls, the Jºge gricola

celebrated Cneius julius Agricola was ſent into Britain to govern that province, in ſent into Sri
{4}{\.

the room of julius Frontinus. As we ſhall have frequent occaſion to ſpeak of this

renowned commander, we ſhall here briefly recount his courſe of life and purſuits,

before he diſtinguiſhed himſelf by his mighty exploits in this iſland. He was born

in the colony of Forojulium, now Fréjus, in Narbonne Gaul; and both his grand

fathers were procurators to the emperors; a dignity peculiar to the equeſtrian order.

His father, julius Græcinus, was a ſenator, famous for his eloquence and philoſo- His birth, edu

phy, but put to death by Caligula for refuſing to accuſe Marcus Silamus. His mo- tariº", &c.

ther, julia Agricola, a woman noted for her modeſty, brought him up in his tender

years under her eye, and with great care. In his early youth he ſtudied philoſo

phy and law in the city of Marſeilles, with more avidity, as he himſelf uſed to de

clare, than became a Roman and a ſenator, till the diſcretion of his mother checked

his ardour. Reaſon and age afterwards qualified his heat; ſo that he contented him

ſelf with a limited meaſure of philoſophy. He learnt the firſt rudiments of war

in Britain, under Suetonius Paulinus, one of the greateſt commanders of his age, by

whom he was diſtinguiſhed with particular marks of friendſhip and eſteem. He was

not one of thoſe young men who turn warfare into riot, but ſtudied to acquaint

himſelf with the province, to be known to the army, to learn of ſuch as had expe

rience, to follow ſuch as were worthy and brave, to ſeek for no exploits out of oſten

tation, to refuſe none through fear. He would not aſſume the title and office of

tribune, till he thought himſelf well qualified for that command: neither did he

make uſe of it, as many did in thoſe days, to indulge his pleaſures with more liberty,

*

---

' Dio in excerpt. Va. p. 705. co. 66, p. 75'o. Suet. c. 15. Juvenal. ſatir. 5. Plin. 1. vii. ep. 19.
* Tacit. l. iv. c. 4. ! PLIN. l. iv. ep. 21. * juvenaſ... ſat. 5. n SuBT. c. 8. Dio, l. lxvi.

p. 7 ſ. 1. • CE::sonitºrs de die matali. Plin, 1. vii, c. 43. ONuph. In faſt, p. 228. P Suet. c. 19.

Plin. I. xxxiv, c. 7. Dio, ibid.

to
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or to abſent himſelf from duty ; but to encourage others, by his example, to bear a

with patience the toils attending the profeſſion of arms. As Paulinus was engaged

in a mighty war with the Britons, of which we have ſpoken in the reign of Nero,

Agricola had an opportunity of improving himſelf in the knowledge of military

His preſer- affairs under ſo great a maſter. Departing from Britain to Rome, to enter there
7//ent j. upon the public offices, he was firſt ſent into Aſia as quaeſtor, where he had Salvius

Tilianus for proconſul But neither the province, in itſelf very rich, nor Titianus,

tho' bent upon all ačts of rapine, and ready, upon the ſmalleſt encouragement, to

have purchaſed a mutual connivance in iniquity, corrupted his probity. He was

afterwards created tribune of the people, but paſſed the year of his tribuneſhip in

repoſe and inačtivity, being well appriſed, that under Nero ſloth and heavineſs ſerved b

for wiſdom. With the like indolence he held the praetorſhip, exhibiting however,

as was incumbent upon the praetors, public ſports, according to the meaſure of his

wealth, and in a manner no-ways ſavouring of prodigality, but ſtill deſerving popu

lar applauſe. Being afterwards appointed by Galba to ſurvey the gifts and obla

tions belonging to the temples, by a diligent ſearch, he procured full reſtitution of

all, ſave what had been ſacrilegiouſly taken away by Nero. The year following,

his mother was killed by the ſoldiers of Otho, upon her eſtate at Intemelium, now

Vintimiglia; and the eſtate itſelf plundered, with great part of her treaſure, which

had proved the cauſe of the murder. As Agricola haſtened from Rome, to pay her

the laſt duty, and ſolemnize her funeral, he had tidings upon the road, that Veſpa- c

ſian had aſſumed the title of emperor, and inſtantly eſpouſed his party. Upon his

return from Intemelium, he was employed by Mucianus to levy forces ; and ſoon

after, as he diſcharged that truſt with great uprightneſs and fidelity, preferred to

the command of the twentieth legion, then in Britain, their own commander being

found void of authority to controul them, and keep them to their duty. Wettius

Bolanus was at that time governor of Britain ; but as he ruled with great gentleneſs,

Agricola had no opportunity of diſtinguiſhing himſelf by any military exploits. Bo

lanus was ſucceeded by Petilius Cerealis, who at his firſt entrance attacked the Bri

gantes, reckoned the moſt powerful people of the whole iſland; and after many

encounters, ſome of which proved very bloody, held moſt part of their country as d

his conqueſt, or continued to ravage it by war. Under him Agricola had room to

diſplay his valour and abilities. For trial of his ſkill and courage, Cerealis often

committed to his condućt part of the army ; and ſometimes, according to the meaſure

of his ſucceſs, ſet him at the head of forces ſtill larger, ſharing with him both the

dangers and the glory. But Agricola was ſo far from vaunting his own exploits,

that, on the contrary, he aſcribed to his general, as to the author of all, his ſuc

ceſs and good fortune".

Upon his return from Britain, where he had commanded a legion, he was by

P'eſpaſian raiſed to the rank of a patrician, and afterwards appointed governor of

Aquitain; which truſt he diſcharged with great uprightneſs, and general ſatisfačtion, e

He was after three years recalled, and honoured with the conſulſhip; which office

he diſcharged during the two laſt months of the preceding year. While he was

conſul, it was generally ſaid, that for his province Britain would be aſſigned him,

from no words that had dropped from him about it, but becauſe he was deemed

equal to that office: and common fame, as Tacitus well obſerves, does not always

err, but often direčts the public choice. Before he ended his conſulſhip, he contracted

his daughter to Tacitus the hiſtorian, who was yet very young, and gave her to

him in marriage as ſoon as he had reſigned the faſces. He was then forthwith pro

moted to the government of Britain, and at the ſame time honoured with the pon

tifical dignity'. He ſucceeded julius Frontinus, who had not only maintained the f

conqueſts made by Petilius Cerealis, his predeceſſor, but had himſelf fought with

great ſucceſs, having intirely reduced the warlike nation of the Silures, tho', beſides

the bravery of the enemy, he had been likewiſe obliged to ſtruggle with the diff

culties of places and ſituation. Agricola arrived in Britain about the middle of ſum

mer, when the Roman ſoldiers, ſuppoſing the ſervice of the ſeaſon to be concluded,

were bent upon inaction and repoſe, as were the enemy upon an opportunity to

haraſs the Romans. The Ordovices, that is, the inhabitants of North Wales, had,

not long before his arrival, cut in pieces a band of horſe ſtationed upon their confines,

* Tacit. vit. Agr. c. 4—9. * Idem ibid. c. 9.

and
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º.*

a and by ſo notable an eſſay rouſed to arms the whole province. The ſummer was

already near over; the Roman troops were ſevered, and lay diſperſed over the

province ; and the ſoldiers had aſſured themſelves of reſt for the remaining part

of the year. But notwithſtanding theſe diſencouragements, and the remon

ſtrances of ſome, who judged it better only to guard the places that were threat

ened, Agricola reſolved to march againſt the enemy without delay. Having there- His explºits in

fore drawn together the flower of the legions, and a ſmall body of auxiliaries, he;†:

led them againſt the Ordovices. But as the enemy kept themſelves upon the ridges fin.

of the mountains, and dared not deſcend into equal ground, Agricola, in order to

inſpire his men with equal courage, by ſharing with them equal danger, marched

b in perſon at the head of his army, and led them to the encounter upon the aſcent.

The ſoldiers, animated by the example of their general, attacked the enemy with

great reſolution, put them to flight, and made ſuch a dreadful havock of them, that

almoſt the whole nation was cut off. Animated with this ſucceſs, in order to main

tain the fame he acquired by this ačtion, and to ſtrike the enemy at once with

general terror, he reſolved to reduce the iſland of Angleſey, which had been formerly

conquered by Paulinus, but loſt again by the general revolt of Britain. As this

counſel was ſuddenly concertéd, and conſequently ſhips were wanting, he detached

a choſen body of auxiliaries, ſuch as knew the fords, and, according to the uſage

of their country, were dextrous at ſwimming, and able to manage in the water

c themſelves, their horſes, and arms. Theſe, unincumbered with baggage, made a Recover, the

deſcent and onſet ſo ſudden, that the enemy were quite ſtruck with conſternation,º:

as they apprehended nothing but a fleet and tranſports, and believed no enter-"

priſe difficult and unſurmountable to men who began the war with ſuch reſolution.

Thus they ſued for peace, and immediately ſurrendered the iſland to Agricola, whom

they already confidered as a renowned commander, ſince at his firſt entrance into

the province, a time which other governors were wont to ſpend in ſhew and parade,

he had atchieved ſuch feats, and under ſo much toil and danger, with amazing

ſucceſs. Agricola was ſo far from being elated with this conqueſt, that he would not

ſo much as beſtow upon it the title of vićtory, nor by letters acquaint the emperor

d with the good fortune that had attended his arms in the recovery of an iſland, which

had been formerly ſubječt to Rome. But by thus ſuppreſfing the fame of his actions,

he acquired a far greater reputation, than if he had ſtudied to divulge them, every

one conſidering how vaſt muſt his views be, ſince he thus ſmothered in ſilence ſuch

great exploits already performed. As he was well acquainted with the temper of

the people in his province, and had alſo learnt from the condućt of others, how

little arms avail to ſettle a province, if vićtory is followed by grievances and oppreſ:

ſions, he reſolved to cut off all the cauſes of war. Beginning therefore with him- Redreſs, the

ſelf, and thoſe about him, he regulated his own houſhold a task which to many ... of

proves no leſs difficult than that of governing a province. By none of his dome-yº.

e ſtics was tranſacted any thing concerning the public. In preferring the ſoldiers to

a higher rank, he was ſwayed by no perſonal intereſt or partiality, nor by the fe

commendations of centurions, but by his own opinion and knowledge. He would

know all that paſſed; but would not puniſh all that was amiſs. He readily par

doned ſmall faults ; but ſuch as were great, he puniſhed with proportionable ſeve

rity. In conferring offices and employments, he rather choſe men who would not

tranſgreſs, than ſuch as he muſt afterwards condemn for tranſgreſſing. Tho' the

tribute had been augmented, yet he ſoftened it by a juſt and equal diſtribution of

all public burdens, and utterly aboliſhed whatever exactions had been deviſed for

the gain of particulars, and were therefore borne with more regret than the tribute

f itſelf. For the publicans uſed, under colour of ſecuring the tribute, to ſeize all the

corn of the inhabitants, lock up their barns, and oblige them to purchaſe their

own grain at a high price, and afterwards ſell it back again, to them at a low

rate: beſides, the unhappy people were injoined to take long journies, and carry

grain croſs the ſeveral countries to places extremely diſtant ; inſomuch, that ſeveral

communities, inſtead of ſupplying the winter-quarters, which lay adjoining, were

obliged to furniſh ſuch as were remote, unleſs they redeemed themſelves from that

trouble with conſiderable ſums. All theſe grievances were utterly ſuppreſſed by Reconciles

Agricola in his firſt year; by which means the Britons began to be reconciled to " " tº

the Roman government, and to live in a ſtate of peace; a ſtate which, through the ...”

g neglećt and connivance of former governors, had been till then no leſs dreaded than

V o L. V. Nº. 9. 8 D that
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that of war . The other exploits of Agricola in this iſland, we ſhall relate in their a

proper places.

The following year, Veſpaſian being conſul the ninth time, and Titus the ſeventh,

julius Sabinus, who, as we have related above, had ſtirred up the Gauls, and cauſed

himſelf to be proclaimed Caeſar, was at length diſcovered, ſeized, and put to death.

The adventure. After his defeat, he had fled to his country-dwelling, and ſet it on fire, in order

º * to raiſe a report, that he had periſhed: and truly he was there believed to have ſuſ.

- fered a voluntary death; but in the mean time lay concealed with his treaſures (for

he was immenſely rich) in a cave which he had cauſed to be dug in a ſolitary place,

and which was known only to two of his freed-men, upon whoſe fidelity he could

depend. He might have eaſily withdrawn into Germany; but could not prevail b

upon himſelf to abandon his wife, whom he tenderly loved. She is called by Dion

Caſſius, Peponilla ; by Tacitus, Epponia ; and by Plutarch, Empona ; which name,

according to that writer, in the ancient language of the Gauls, fignified a heroine.

Sabinus, that no one might doubt of his death, did not for ſome time even unde

ceive his wife, who ſolemnized his exeguies with great pomp, bewailed him with

many tears, and at laſt, no longer able to bear the loſs of a husband whom ſhe ſo

tenderly loved, reſolved not to outlive him, and began to abſtain from all food.

Hereupon Sabinus, by means of Martialis, one of his freed-men, informed her, that

he was ſtill alive, and acquainted her with the place where he lay concealed, warm

ing her at the ſame time to ſuppreſs her joy, left the ſecret might be thence be-c

trayed. Empona, tho’ in the utmoſt tranſports of joy, continued to bewail him as

dead; but in the mean time paſſed great part of the night with him, and ſome

times whole weeks, pretending buſineſs in the country. She had even two children

by him, who were born and brought up in the cave, Empoma concealing the whole

with exemplary fidelity, and wonderful addreſs; nay, ſhe found means even to

convey him to Rome, upon what motive we know not, and from thence back to

his cave, ſo well diſguiſed, that he was by no one known. But after he had paſſed

He is diſco- nine years in this condition, he was at length diſcovered by ſome perſons, who nar
vered, rowly watched his wife, upon her frequently abſenting herſelf from her own houſe,

and followed her to the cave, without being diſcovered. Sabinus was immediately d

ſeized, and ſent to Rome, loaded with chains, together with his wife, who throwing

herſelf at the emperor's feet, and preſenting to him her two tender children, ſtrove

with her tears and intreaties to move him to compaſſion. Veſpaſian could not for

4*.* tº , bear weeping at ſo moving an object; but nevertheleſs condemned both her and

: with his her husband, and cauſed them to be ſoon after executed. The two children

were ſaved, and with great care brought up at the public expence. One of them

died ſome time after in Egypt; and Plutarch tells us, that he ſaw the other, named

Sabinus, at Delphôs, while he was writing his book of love, in which he has inſerted

this adventure *. That writer tells us, that nothing more tragical, nothing more

diſpleaſing to the public, happened during the whole reign of Veſpaſian, than the e

death of Sabinus and his wife ; nay, to this his unſeaſonable ſeverity, he aſcribes

all the misfortunes which afterwards befel him and his family. What diverted the

emperor from exerting his uſual clemency and good-nature, when he might have

done it with general applauſe, and univerſal ſatisfaction, we are no-where told,

Caecini and Not long after the execution of Sabinus, Alienus Cecina, of whom we often

*::::::::º ſpoke in the reign of Vitellius, and Eprius Marcellus, an abandoned accuſer in the

º, reign of Nero, entered into a conſpiracy againſt the emperor, and drew into it great

are put to numbers of the praetorian guards. But before the conſpiracy was ripe for execution,
death. one of the conſpirators betrayed the whole to Titus, and even delivered to him a

copy of the ſpeech, which Cocina was to pronounce to the ſoldiers after the aſſiſ f

fination, written with his own hand. This was ſufficient evidence; and therefore

Titus, the night after this diſcovery, having invited Catina to ſup with him, cauſed

him, without any farther inquiry or trial, to be murdered in the banquetting-room.

As for Marcellus, he was tried and condemned by the ſenate; but prevented the

execution of the ſentence, by cutting his throat with a razor I. Before Veſpaſian

reſigned the conſulſhip, he was ſeized with a pain in his bowels, which obliged

him to repair from Campania, where he then was, to Rome; and from thence to

* Idem, c. 10–20. k TAc1r, hiſt. l, iv. c. 67. Dio, l. lxvi. p. 752. Plut. amat: 1 SUEr, in

Tit. c. 6. Dio, l. lxvi. p. 751. TAct. i. iv, c. 6. -

-
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Cutylia, his paternal eſtate in the neighbourhood of Reate, which he uſually viſited

every ſummer, in order to drink certain waters in great requeſt on account of their

extreme coolneſs. Here he was ſeized firſt with a fever, and afterwards with a

flux, occaſioned by the immoderate uſe of the cold waters, which brought him to

ſuch weakneſs, that all about him began to deſpair of his recovery. However, he

ſtill attended the diſpatch of buſineſs, received embaſſadors, and gave audience to

his miniſters. Once, as he found himſelf ready to faint away, If I am not miffaken,

he cried out, I am going to be a god, ridiculing the cuſtom of the Romans, who placed

their emperors, after their death, in the number of their gods, and honoured them

with divine worſhip. Upon the approach of death, he cried out again with his

uſual bravery and reſolution, An emperor ought to die ſtanding : but while he endea

voured to riſe, he expired in the hands of thoſe who ſuſtained him. His death

happened on the twenty-fourth of june, in the ſeventy-eighth year of the Chriſtian

aera, after he had lived ſixty-nine years, ſeven months, and ſeven days, and reigned

ten years wanting ſix days, from the time he was proclaimed emperor in the city

of Alexandria. His death was univerſally lamented ; and his memory gratefully

The death ºf

Veſpaſian.

preſerved by ſuch as were true friends to their country. In war, he was next to His charaſier.

julius Cæſar, and to Auguſtus in peace ; and ſeemed to have been by providence

raiſed on purpoſe to preſerve ſo vaſt an empire from utter deſtrućtion. Greatneſs

and majeſty, ſays Pliny, worked no alteration in him, ſave that of making his

power of doing good anſwerable to his will. He was the ſecond Roman emperor,

if not the firſt, who died a natural death ; and the firſt who was ſucceded by his

ſon. And here we cannot help obſerving the raſhneſs of ſome blind zealots, in

aſcribing to divine vengeance the fate of ſuch as ſlew Caſar the dićtator. Not one

of the aſſaſſins, they cry, died a natural death. But neither did Caſar, who deſtroyed

the ſtate, nor any of his ſucceſſors, except Auguſtus, of whom it is alſo doubted,

to the preſent emperor. Tiberius was ſmothered by Macro his favourite, Caligula

was ſlain by the officers of his guards, Claudius was poiſoned by his wife Agrippina,

Nero ſtabbed himſelf, Galba was murdered by the ſoldiers, Otho fell by his own

hand, and Vitellius was executed like a common malefactor. Agºſtus was thought

to have been poiſoned by his wife Livia W. Such was the end of theſe uſurpers;

and may the like doom overtake all who tread in their footſteps Veſpaſian is ſaid

to have been ſo confident, that the empire was by the laws of fate deſtined to him

and his poſterity, that he affirmed in the ſenate, he ſhould, in ſpite of all plots

and conſpiracies, retain the ſovereignty to his death, and be ſucceeded in it by his

two ſons. His obſequies were performed with extraordinary pomp by Titus. The

Romans were at this time ſo prepoſterouſly fond of mimics and farces, that they

were exhibited even at the funerals of perſons of quality, when the pantomimes

uſed to perſonate the deceaſed, counterfeit their ſpeech, and imitate their actions.

At the obſequies of Veſpaſian, a celebrated pantomime, by name Favor, perſonat

ing the deceaſed emperor, demanded aloud, what the whole expence of the cere

mony amounted to ; and being told, to one hundred thouſand feſterces, Give me

the money, ſaid he, ſtretching out his hand, and counterfeiting the emperor's ſpeech,

and throw my carcaſe, if you pleaſe, into the Tiber *. Veſpaſian founded various

colonies in different parts of the empire, viz. one at Emmaüs, about fixty furlongs

from jeruſalem, to which place he gave the name of Nicopolis, or the city of vićlory;

one at Caſarea, which was from him called Flaviana, with the addition of Prima,

as being the firſt in dignity of all the cities in Paleſtine. Develle, or as ſome call it

Deûle, in Thrace, Sinope, in Pontus, and Flaviobriga, in Spain, now Bilbao, are by

ſome writers reckoned among the colonies founded by Veſpaſian v. Neapolis in Sama

ria, called formerly Sichem; Samoſata, the capital of Comageme, Tripolis in Phanicia,

Chalcis and Philadelphia in Syria, Cyrene in Libya, Critia in Bithynia, and Eumenea

in Phrygia, bore each the name of Flaviana ; whence ſome writers conclude Roman

colonies to have been ſettled in all theſe cities, either by Veſpaſian himſelf, or one of

his children '. Several writers flouriſhed in Veſpaſian's time, but of them we ſhall

ſpeak in our notes (D).

- - Veſpaſian

w vide Tacit. annal. i. ſub init. & Dio, l. lvi. * Suft. c. 19. y Vide SPANH. J. vii. &

BAUD. p. 291. * Vide Baud. p. 769. & Nomis de epoch. Syro-Macedon.

(D) Theſe were, Suetonius Paulinus, of whoſe Nero, when he governed Britain. He likewiſe diſtin

warlike cyploits we have ſpoken in the reign of guiſhed himſelf in the war be:ween Otho and Pitel

His colonies.

liai,
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Titus declared Veſpaſian was ſucceeded in the empire by his eldeſt ſon Titus, who was born the a
emperor. thirtieth of December, about the time of the death of Caligula, that is, in the year

40. of the Chriſtian aera; ſo that he was now thirty-nine years of age. He was

brought up with Britannicus in the court of Nero, and is ſaid to have taſted the poi

ſon which was given to the young prince at the emperor's table. We are told, that

an aſtrologer being conſulted by Narciſus, the celebrated freed-man of Claudius,

about the lot of Britannicus, returned anſwer, that by the laws of fate the empire

was not deſtined to him, but to Titus, who happened to ſtand by him. He lived

*...*.*, in great friendſhip with Britannicus; whence, ſoon after his acceſſion to the empire,
di - ºr- - -

#: he erected two ſtatues to his memory, one of gold in the palace, and another of

ſon to the ivory, which was by his orders publicly carried among other ſtatues at the Circen-b

empire. ſian games. Titus, from his tender years, attended with great application the ſtudy

of rhetoric and poetry, and made great progreſs in both, being commended by

the ancients as an excellent poet, and an eloquent ſpeaker upon any ſubjećt what.

ever, and without premeditation. He ſerved firſt in quality of tribune in Germany,

and afterwards in Britain; and in both provinces gained no leſs reputation by his

modeſt and engaging behaviour, than by his courage. Upon his return from Bri

tain, he betook himſelf to the bar, and pleaded ſome cauſes of great importance

with uncommon applauſe. While he was yet very young, he married Arricidia

‘Tertulla, whoſe father was only a Roman knight, but had been captain of the prae

torian guards. Upon her death, he married Martia Furnilla, deſcended of an illu-c

itrious family, but divorced her after he had one daughter by her, named julia

Sabina. After his quaeſtorſhip, which he diſcharged with great applauſe, he was

advanced to the command of a legion, and attended his father into judæa in qua

!

lius, and was without all doubt one of the beſt thy deſigns. He pleaded with great eloquence in

commanders of his age. He left behind him an the ſenate, tho' not yet arrived at the age of a ſº

account of an expedition, which he undertook be- nator, in behalf of his brother Aquilius Regulus,

yond mount Atlas, in the year 41. of the Chri- charged as the accuſer and deſtroyer of many illu

ſtian aera, and the laſt of Caligula's reign, againſt ſtrious citizens in the reign of Nero (16). He wrote,

the Moors, who took up arms to revenge the death as appears from Tacitus (17), an account of the war

of Ptolemy their prince, murdered by Caligula, as between Vitellius and Veſpaſian; and is ſuppoſed to

we have related in the reign of that prince. This have publiſhed ſome other hiſtories (18). Modycra

account has not reached our times, but is quoted tus, the Pythagoric, a native of Cadiz, lived about

by Pliny (9). He outlived Otho, whoſe cauſe he this time, and publiſhed ſeveral philoſophical

had eſpouſed ; but from Pliny it appears, he was tracts (19). St. Jerom commends him on account

dead in the year 77. that is, in the eighth year of his eloquence (zo); and Origen, if Porphyrius is

of Veſpaſian's reign (10). Some writers, through to be credited (21), peruſed with attention his wri

a ſtrange miſtake, have confounded Suetonius Pau- tings, and improved by them. Curiatius Maternus,

linus with Suetonius Lenis, the father of Suetonius a famous civilian and poet, flouriſhed under Veſpa

the hiſtorian, who ſerved only as a military tribune ſtan, and wrote ſeveral tragedies; one of which, in

in the army of Otho, which Suetonius Paulinus com- titled Cato, made a great noiſe, and would have

manded in quality of general (11). Licinius Mucia- given great offence to any of the emperors who

mus, who is often quoted by Pliny in what relates preceded Veſpaſian. He is introduced in the dialogue

to the hiſtory and geography of the eaſtern coun- of orators, ſpeaking in defence of poetry (12), Sa

tries (12). In the year 7; the ſeventh of Veſpaſian's leius Beſus wrote ſeveral poems in the reign of Weſ.

reign, he was buſy in collecting the diſcourſes and paſian, which were highly eſteemed by Quintilian,

letters of the ancient Romans, and had already pub- and Veſpaſian himſelf, who countenanced and with

liſhed eleven volumes of ſpeeches, and three of let- great generoſity rewarded the poet (23). Cluvius

ters (13). He is ſuppoſed to have died in the eighth wrote the hiſtory of Nero's reign, and of the civil

year of Veſpaſian's reign. Pliny tells us, that he al- wars preceding that ofſº and is fre

ways carried about with him a living fly, which he quently quoted by Tacitus. Moſt writers take him

ſuperſtitiouſly looked upon as a preſervative of the to be the ſame perſon with Marcus Cluvius Rufuſ,

ſight (14). julius Secundus, who is one of the per- who governed Spain in the reigns of Galba, Otho

ſons introduced in the dialogue of orators, com- and Vitellius. Of him Tacitus obſerves, that he was

monly aſcribed to Tacitus, wrote the life of one in great favour with Nero, and acquired mighty

julius Aſiaticus, and promiſed the lives of other wealth, without injuring any man either in his life

illuſtrious perſons. He likewiſe publiſhed ſome or fortune (15). He was, as the ſame writer ob

ſpeeches or orations highly commended by Quinti- ſerves, an eloquent man, and well qualified for affairs

lian (15). In the ſame dialogue, Vipſanus Meſſala in time of peace, but void of experience in war (26),

aćts the chief part. He was tribune of the ſeventh None of the writings of theſe authors have reached

legion, ſprung from an illuſtrious family, and the our times, except ſome ſentences quoted by the

only one, as Tacitus informs us, who engaged in the ancient grammarians,

civil war between Veſpaſian and Vitellius upon wor

(9) Plin. l. v. c. 1. (10) Idem ibid. (ii) Vide Voſſ, hiſt. Lat. l. i. e. 26. (11) Plin. l. v.

c. 27. (13) Tacit. orat. c. 37. (14) Plin. l. 28. c. 2. (15) ..Quint, l. x. c. 1. (16) Tacit. l. iv.

c. 42. (17) Tacit. orat. c. 14. (18) Voſſ, hiſt. Lat. l. 1. c. 18. (19) jonſius de ſtript, hiſt, philo

foph. c. 5: ... (20) Euſeb, chron. (*1) Idem hiſt, eccleſ. l. vi. c. 19. (12) Tacit, orat. c. 2, 3, 11.

(#3) Tacit. ibid. e. 5. Quintil, l. x. c. 1. (*4) Tacit, annal. xiii, c. 20. (25') Tacit, l. iv, c. 49.

(16) Idem, l. i. e. 8.

lity
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f gave him, by his unguarded condućt, the leaſt umbrage, he hired people to deman

a lity of his lieutenant. In that war he diſtinguiſhed himſelf, as appear from joſe

phus, in a very eminent manner ; reduced, while he ſerved under his father, ſome

ſtrong holds ; and gained the reputation both of a brave and prudent leader. Being

ſent by Veſpaſian to congratulate Galba upon his acceſſion to the empire, and to

receive his directions concerning the proſecution of the war againſt the jews, it was

rumoured abroad by the populace at Rome, that Galba had ſent for him in order

to adopt him. Ground for this report was adminiſtred, as Tacitus obſerves, by the

condition of the emperor, ancient and childleſs, and the great charaćter of Titus,

who was judged equal to any degree of fortune, however elevated. But having

received at (orinth certain advice of the murder of Galba, he returned to his father,

and reconciled to him Mucianus governor of Syria; for between Veſpaſian and him,

as the one ruled over judica, and the other over Syria, great animoſities reigned,

occaſioned by their governing two neighbouring provinces *. He was left by his

father in judiea to proſecute the war againſt the Jews. Upon their parting, Titus

gave a ſignal inſtance of his good-nature and affection towards his brother Domitian.

For the emperor, being informed that Domilian had already abandoned himſelf to

all manner of debauchery, and aſſumed more authority than was ſuitable to a ſon

only, was highly incenſed againſt him. Titus therefore, upon the departure of

his father for Italy, pleaded with great affection and earneſtneſs in favour of his

brother, warning the emperor to beware of being raſhly incenſed by intelligence

from ſuch as brought criminal repreſentations. To your own ſon, ſaid he, it is but

juſt you ſhould bear a ſpirit of gentleneſs, free from all prejudice. Not from fleets,

not from legions, are ſuch powerful bulwarks found for the ſupport of the imperial

dignity, as from a numerous iſſue in the imperial houſe. The number of our friends

is diminiſhed with time; they often deſert us to follow fortune, or becauſe we can

not gratify their deſires. But from our own blood we may always promiſe ourſelves

ready aſſiſtance, and unſhaken fidelity. In our good fortune many will partake with

us, but our neareſt in kindred alone will bear us company in our adverſities. Even

between brothers, added he, concord and unanimity will not prove laſting, if their

common parent ſets them not firſt an example. Veſpaſian, who by this reaſoning

was not ſo much reconciled to Domiſian, as charmed with the tender affection of

Zitus, deſired him to be of good chear, and to ſtudy how to aggrandize the com

monwealth by war, and the exerciſe of arms; adding, that it ſhould be his taſk

to inſure the public peace, and that of his family”. Of the conduct and warlike

atchievements of Titus, during the war, which he carried on with ſtupendous ſucceſs

againſt the jews, we have ſpoken at length in our hiſtory of that nation. After

the redućtion of jeruſalem, inſtead of returning to Rome, he went to Alexandria,

where he aſſiſted at the conſecration of the ox Apis, wearing a diadem; which,

together with his putting off from time to time his journey for Italy, and his giving

a private audience at Zeugma to the embaſſadors of the Parthian king, occaſioned

a report as if he deſigned to revolt from his father, and make himſelf emperor of

the eaſt. This rumour obliged him to haſten his departure for Rome, where he was

received with loud ſhouts of joy, and a few days after honoured with one of the

moſt magnificent triumphs the city had ever beheld. He was dignified by the ſe

nate with the title of Caſar, and by his father taken in a manner for his collegue

in the empire ; for with him he exerciſed the cenſorſhip, the tribunitial power, ſeven

conſulſhips, and managed all the affairs of the empire, writing even letters, and

drawing up all edićts in his father’s name. Tacitus tells us, that he was more ſtrićt

and reſerved in his own reign, than in that of his father ; and Suetonius charges

him with pride, cruelty, and even avarice. When any one, ſays the latter writer,

his doom in the theatre, and in the camp of the praetorian guards, and then con
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his brother
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demned him without further proof or trial. In adminiſtring juſtice, he was eaſily avarice.

biaſed by preſents, ſold ſeveral employments of great truſt unknown to his father,

and indulged himſelf in feſtivity and pleaſures, ſpending great part of the night

in riotous banquets, with the moſt diſſolute of the Roman youth, with young eu

nuchs, and a numerous herd of catamites and proſtitutes. His paſſion for Berenice,

the daughter of Agrippa the great, and ſiſter of Agrippa II. king of Iturda, was

* Tacir hiſt. l. ii. c. 77. Suer. in Tit. c. 1, 2, 3, 5, PhilostR. in vit. Apoll. Ty. 1. vii, c. 3. Joseph.

bell. Jud. l. iv. c. 29. b Tacit. l. iv. c. 52.
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highly cenſured by the Roman people, who looked upon him as a ſecond Nero; a

ſo that ſcarce ever any man arrived at the empire with a more fullied reputation,

or more abhorred by the populace “.. But upon his acceſſion to the empire, all theſe

accuſations turned to his praiſe and advantage, no prince having ever governed

with greater moderation, humanity, and good-nature. Soon after his father's death,

he diſmiſſed the beautiful queen Berenice, who had followed him to Rome with her

father Agrippa, the laſt king of judæa ; and obliged her not only to withdraw from

the city, but from Italy, tho’ he was paſſionately fond of her ; and this merely out

of complaiſance to the ſenate and people, who were diſpleaſed to ſee their emperor

thus captivated with the charms of a foreign woman". Tho' his brother Domilian

pretended to an equal ſhare in the government, and raiſed great diſturbances in b

the city, by giving out, and arrogantly maintaining, that his father had left him

partner in the empire, but that the will had been falſified; yet he could not pre

vail upon himſelf either to puniſh or baniſh him, but on the contrary treated him

as his collegue in the empire, conjuring him often in private, with tears in his eyes,

not to hate a brother who bore him a ſincere and tender affection, and was willin

to allow him a due ſhare in the adminiſtration . Pliny obſerves, that juliuſ Baſis

dreaded Titus on account of his intimacy with Damitian ; but that he received no

injury at the hands of the former, whereas he was baniſhed by the latter. The

emperors, ever ſince the reign of Tiberius, had paid no regard to the ordinances of

their predeceſſors granting to cities, or particular perſons, privileges, immunities c

or exemptions, till ſuch grants were confirmed by themſelves; which they did with

great reſerve, cauſing the charters to be firſt carefully examined, as if they had

been firſt granted by themſelves. But Titus, without ſuffering any one to apply

to him, confirmed them all by one general edićt ; and his example was followed

by moſt of his ſucceſſors. He could not prevail upon himſelf to diſmiſs any who

applied to him diſſatisfied, or without ſome hopes of ſucceſs; whereupon, being

admoniſhed by ſome of his friends, that he promiſed more than he could well per

form, he replied, that no man ſhould depart diſſatisfied from the preſence of a

prince. It is well known, that being told one night he had beſtowed no favour

that day, he expreſſed his diſſatisfaction and regret with that memorable ſaying, My d

Hi, complai. friend, I have loſt a day. He treated the people with extraordinary kindneſs and
ſauce to the

people,

His clemency.

complaiſance: having deſigned to exhibit a ſhew of gladiators, he ſignified by a

Fº that it ſhould be exhibited, not according to his own taſte and plea

ure, but that of the people ; and he was ſo far from refuſing what they deſired,

that he earneſtly ſolicited them to declare what they liked beſt, complying with

their taſte, tho’ diſagreeing with his own. He allowed free acceſs to him, even while

he was bathing, and received all with great affability and condeſcenſion, yet ſo as

to maintain the dignity of his rank, and the majeſty of an emperor. No man's

property he ever coveted ; nay, he often refuſed the uſual preſents, and ſuch con

tributions as were due to him: and nevertheleſs, of all his predeceſſors, none was e

more generous than he, nor expended larger ſums in private bounties, in ſhews, in

buildings, &c. After he dedicated the famous amphitheatre, and finiſhed with in

credible expedition certain baths cloſe to it, he exhibited, at an immenſe charge,

a ſhew of gladiators, a naval battle in the old naumachia, and brought into the

arena five thouſand wild beaſts of all kinds. When he entered upon the office of

chief pontiff, he ſolemnly declared, he took upon him that dignity in order to pre

ſerve his hands undefiled, and pure from the ſhedding of blood; and truly from that

time he never was acceſſary to any man's death, though he might have exerted his

revenge with great juſtice: but however provoked, he ſpared the criminals, declar

ing, that he had rather die himſelf, than put another to death. Of this his great f

clemency he gave the following inſtance: two patricians having conſpired againſt

him, were diſcovered, convićted, and ſentenced to death by the ſenate. But the

good-natured emperor freely forgave them, admoniſhing them only in private, that

in vain they aſpired to the empire, which was given by deſtiny, exhorting them to

be ſatisfied with the rank in which by providence they had been placed, and offer

ing them any thing elſe which it was in his power to grant. At the ſame time he

diſpatched a meſſenger to the mother of one of them, who was then at a great

diſtance, and under great concern about the fate of her ſon, to aſſure her, that her

• Sue r. c. 6, 7, Tacit, ibid, * Suer, c. 7. * Idcm in Dom. c. 2, & 9,

- ſon
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º; a ſon was not only alive, but out of danger. He invited them the ſame night to his

º table, and having the next day placed them by him at a ſhew of gladiators, when

the weapons of the combatants were, according to cuſtom, preſented to him, he -

deſired them to ſurvey them *. The law of majeſty he utterly abrogated, and would Alºiſe, the

~ not ſuffer any perſon to be proſecuted for ſpeaking diſreſpectfully of himſelf, or the law ºf majºſ.

other emperors his predeceſſors, ſaying, If they blacken my charaćter undeſervedly,

they ought rather to be pitied than puniſhed ; if deſervedly, it would be a crying

* . piece of injuſtice to puniſh them for ſpeaking truth. As for my predeceſſors, if they

º: are truly gods, they are in a condition to revenge, when they think fit, the injuries
* ~! done them, and ſtand in no need of my aſſiſtance and power'. The accuſers were the iſ: fo

* ---- 737.7ra; thºe int

b only perſons againſt whom he proceeded with unrelenting feverity, cauſing them to
- tº - - - - “…o formers.

be publicly whipt, to be expoſed to public view, and to the inſults of the populace

in the forum, the amphitheatre, and the circus, and then to be either ſold for ſlaves,

or baniſhed to deſert iſlands 8. In ſhort he was a prince, according to Suetonius, in

º, whom all virtues centred, without the allay of one ſingle vice. -

-: , Tow A R Ds the end of the year 79, of the chriſtian aºra, and firſt of Titus’s reign, 4 drea'al e

.

Campania was alarmed with a moſt dreadful and almoſt incredible eruption of mountºn.

Veſuvius, which laid waſte the country to a great diſtance, and utterly conſumed a .

"' ...? great many cities with their inhabitants, and among the reſt Pompeii and Herculanum.

º: The former had ſuffered much by an earthquake in the year 63, of the chriſtian aera ;

º c but had been rebuilt, and imbelliſhed with ſeveral ſlately edifices, eſpecially a theatre,

! ---> in which the people were aſſembled, and intent upon the public ſhews, when the city

*- was ſwallowed up by an earthquake, which attended the eruption of the flames from

::::: the mountain. The cities of Puteoli and Cumaº were greatly damaged, what by the

º earthquake, what by the burning aſhes ; which, if the ancients are to be credited,

reached Africa, Egypt, and Syria, and at Rome turned ſuddenly, to the great terror

of the inhabitants, day into night. Pliny the elder, who was then at Miſenum,

where he commanded the fleet riding there, having diſcovered this cloud on the firſt

of November, and not yet knowing whence it iſſued, went immediately on board one

of the galleys, and ſailed towards mount Veſuvius. He was ſoon met by great num

d bers of perſons, who, in ſmall boats, were flying from the dreadful contiagration;

but nevertheleſs, prompted by his curioſity, he purſued his courſe, tho’ ſtones, aſhes

and earth began already to ſhower down upon his veſſel; nay, we are told, that, to

his great ſurprize, he found a new cape formed by the earth and huge ſtones, thrown

º out by the mountain. However, he proceeded with great intrepidity, and reaching

Stabia between Pompeii and Surrentum, tho’ the inhabitants had all abandoned the

* place, paſſed the night there, the better to obſerve, during the darkneſs, the moun

º: tain, which ſeemed all on a blaze. The ſame night a dreadful earthquake happened

º at Stabia, and ſuch a huge quantity of ſtones fell, that Pliny reſolved to put to ſea,

\,: but was prevented by contrary winds. At length the fire approaching, he attempted

- * e to ſave himſelf by flight; but tho’ ſupported by two of his domeſtics, he ſoon fell, ſº ºf
zº ſuffocated, as is ſuppoſed, by the thickneſs of the air, and the inſupportable ſtench Pliny the elder.

* of ſulphur. His body was found three days after, and interred by his nephew Pliny

.*.* the younger, who was then at Miſènum, and narrowly eſcaped the ſame fate, as he

; : himſelf relates at length in his epiſtlesh. On this occaſion the poet Ceſius Baſſus was

:::: conſumed, with his houſe, by the flames; and likewiſe Agrippa, the ſon of Claudius

:::: Felix, formerly governor of judºa, and of Druſila, daughter to Agrippa, the laſt

º: king of the Jews . This is the firſt eruption of mount Veſuvius we find mentioned in

º: hiſtory.

tº: TH E ſame year Titus aſſumed the title of emperor with the uſual ſolemnity, on Agricola's ſº

**. f account of the advantages which the brave Agricola had gained in Britain during his º:º*::: ſecond campaign in that iſland ; for having applied himſelf in the winter with great 1/2 Lyrita!d.

: care to the redreſſing of the grievances of which the Britons but too juſtly complained,

3.2 in the beginning of the ſummer he aſſembled his army, and marched farther into the \

º, 3 country, commending ſuch of his men as in marching obſerved duty and rank, and

º checking ſuch as were looſe and ſtraggling. He himſelf always choſe the ground for

º incamping; the friths and woods he himſelf always firſt examined ; and to the enemy

º in the mean time allowed not a moment’s quiet, but was ever haraſſing them with

ſ: ſudden incurſions. Then having ſufficiently alarmed and terrified them, he uſed to

sº * Suet. c. 9. f Dio, l. lviii. p. 35+. & Suet. c. 10. * Plis. 1. vi. epiſt. 16, 20.

" Joseph, antiq. l. xx. c. 5.

ſpare

º 4.
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ſpare them, in order to tempt and allure them with the ſweets of peace. By this con- a

dućt ſeveral communities, which till that day had held out upon equal terms, and

maintained themſelves in a ſtate of independency, came to lay down their arms, gave

hoſtages, and ſuffered fortreſſes to be erected in their territories; which was done with

ſo much care and skill, that no part of Britain conquered by the Romans till that time

eſcaped being annoyed by them k. This is the account which Tacitus gives us of

what dgricola performed in the ſecond ſummer's expedition ; but as he ſpeaks in

general, without naming any particular place, it is no eaſy matter to determine

through what part of Britain Agricola marched his army, and how far into the coun

try; what friths he paſſed over, what communities ſubmitted, and gave hoſtages, and

in what places the fortreſſes were erećted which Tacitus mentions. However, a modern b

writer', whom our readers may conſult, endeavours by many learned conjećtures to

prove, that Agricola in his ſecond campaign marched directly from Anglºfty into

Scotland, and penetrated as far as the frith of Edinburgh; that he bent his rout through

the county of Annandale, and the adjacent counties, where remains of ancient Roman

camps are ſtill to be ſeen, ſome of which the learned antiquarian concludes, from

Tacitus's account of them, to have been made by Agricola ; that the friths he paſſed

were thoſe of Dee, Ribble, Liverpool, and Solloway ; and finally, that the commu

nities or cities, which ſuffered themſelves to be begirt, as Tacituſ expreſſes it, with

gariſons and fortreſſes, were thoſe on the iſthmus between Clyde and Forth. We refer

our readers to the above-mentioned writer for a more diſtinét explanation of theſe c

particulars.

The following year, Titus now conſul the eighth time, with his brother Domitian

the ſeventh, gave many remarkable inſtances of his humanity and good-nature, in

repairing, at his own expence, the loſſes which the unhappy inhabitants of Campania

had ſuffered by the late eruption of mount Veſuvius. He ſent into Campania two

conſulars with large ſums, to be employed in rebuilding the cities which had been

overturned, and applied to the relief of the poor ſufferers the goods and eſtates of

ſuch as had periſhed on this occaſion, and left no heirs; nay, went in perſon into

Campania, and with his own hand diſtributed immenſe ſums among thoſe, who ſeemed

moſt worthy of his compaſſion". While he was in Campania, a dreadful fire broke d

out in Rome, which laſted three days, and as many nights, and reduced to aſhes a

great many private and public buildings, the library of Auguſtus, with all the books

lodged in it, great part of the capitol, the theatre of Pompey, &c. Titus was no

ſooner informed of this calamity, than he haſtened back to the city, and publicly

declared, that the whole loſs ſhould fall upon him, and that, at his own charge, he

would repair the damage ſuffered by particulars. He was as good as his word; for

tho' many cities, and foreign princes, by whom he was no leſs beloved than by the

Romans, offered to bear their ſhare in the expence, he could not by any means be

prevailed upon to accept their offers, as Nero had done on the like occaſion; but

choſe rather to ſell even the ornaments and furniture of his own palace and country- e

houſes, in order to raiſe money wherewithal to defray the immenſe charges he was

at in rebuilding the temples, the public edifices, and the dwellings of particulars.

This conflagration was followed by the moſt dreadful plague that had ever raged in

Rome. Dion Caſſius aſcribes its riſe to the aſhes of mount Veſuvius, which had covered

Exert, his gºod the country all round to a great diſtance "... Titus left no remedy, human or divine,
nature during

a plague at

Rome.

unattempted to abate the malignity of the diſtemper, exerting at the ſame time all the

care and regard of a prince, all the tenderneſs and compaſſion of a father, comforting

the diſtreſſed multitude with his edicts, and relieving them with large and daily

bounties •. Towards the end of this year he finiſhed the famous amphitheatre, which

is elegantly deſcribed by Martial P, who likewiſe mentions the baths that were ended f

about the ſame time. The amphitheatre, whereof the ſtately remains are ſtill to be

ſeen, had been begun by Weſpaſian, and ſtood, as we learn from Dion Caſſius, in the

midſt of the city, tho' its ruins lie in the outskirts of modern Rome. Titus, when he

dedicated, according to cuſtom, that noble and ſtately edifice, exhibited moſt mag

nificent ſhews, which laſted an hundred days, and raiſed the ſpirits of the people ready

to ſink under the calamities they had ſuffered 4.

-

Finiſhes the

amphitheatre.

- - - - -- - --------- *- --
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k Tacit. vit. Agric. c. 20, 21. * Gordon. itiner ſeptentrion. m Suet, c. 8. n Dio,

l. lvi. p. 756. • Idem ibid. Suet. c. 8. * Mart, lib. de ſpect. epigr. 1. * Dio, p. 757. &

Manc. Velser. monument. Auguſt. lapid. 35. -
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Chap. 19. The Roman Hiſtory. 66 i

a PN the mean time Agricola employed his ſecond winter in meaſures extremely ad- Agrico,

vantageous and ſalutary ; for to the end that the people, wild and diſperſed over the;ſº

country, and thence eaſily ſtirred up to war, might, by a taſte of pleaſures, be j.ijm.

reconciled to inačtivity and repoſe, he firſt privately exhorted them, and then pub-cuſtomſ.

licly aſſiſted them, to build temples, houſes, and places of public reſort, reprimand

ing ſuch as were ſlow, and commending thoſe who were aſſiduous and forward in ſuch

purſuits. He took care to have the ſons of their chiefs inſtrućted in the liberal ſciences,

finding their genius ſuperior to that of their neighbours the Gaul; ; and ſuch was his

ſucceſs, that thoſe who had lately ſcorned to learn the Roman language, were now

become fond of its elegancies: thence they began to aſſume the Roman apparel, and

b the uſe of the gown grew frequent amongſt them. Thus by degrees they proceeded

to the charms and allurements of vice and effeminacy, to magnificent galleries, ſum

tuous bagnio's, elegant entertainments, &c. all which things were, as Tacitus judiciouſly

obſerves, by the unexperienced, ſtyled politeneſs, but at the bottom were nothing but -

baits of ſlavery. In the beginning of the ſummer Agricola took the field again, and * ...

in purſuit of his conqueſts diſcovered new people, and continued his devaſtations††

through the ſeveral nations quite to the mouth of the Taus or Tay. Whence ſuch ter

ror ſeized the enemy, that they durſt not attack him, tho' his troops were ſorely

haraſſed by terrible tempeſts; ſo that he had time to ſecure the places he had con

quered by erecting forts. It was obſerved of Agricola by men of experience, that no

c commander ever choſe his poſts with more ſkill, in regard of their fituation and con

venience, and that no place of ſtrength founded by him was ever taken by ſtorm, or

abandoned as not defenſible. From theſe ſtrong-holds frequent excurſions were made ;

and asthey were ſupplied with proviſions for a year, the Roman; paſſed the winter in

them without the leaſt apprehenſion, every ſingle fort defending itſelf; ſo that the

enemy, in all their attempts upon them, were baffled, and thence reduced to deſpair,

not being able, as formerly, to repair by their ſucceſs in the winter, the loſſes they

had ſuſtained in the ſummer. In theſe expeditions Agricola never aſſumed to himſelf

the glory of exploits performed by others; but to each commander, to each centu

rion, yielded the praiſe which was due to his atchievements. By ſome he is ſaid to

d have been too ſevere and ſharp in rebuking; and truly, as he abounded in courteſy

towards thoſe who readily complied with their duty, ſo to the ſlothful and negligent

he appeared ſtern and ſevere. But his anger was eaſily appeaſed: he harboured no

rancour in his heart, thinking it more honourable to give open offence, than to foſler

ſecret hatred . The emperor Titus, in his eighth conſulſhip, and conſequently this

year, repaired ſome ancient aqueducts, and at a vaſt expence paved with large ſlopes

the road from Rome to Ariminum croſs the Apennines, where is ſtill to be ſeen not far

from the preſent city of Foſſombrome a huge rock cut through on this occaſion s.

THE next conſuls were Sex. Annius Silvanus, and T. Anniuſ Verus Pollio. The lat

e ter is by ſome writers ſuppoſed to be the grandfather of the emperor M. Aurelitº,

who was, according to Capitolinus, raiſed by Veſpaſian to the rank of a patrician,

diſcharged twice the office of conſul, and governed Rome with general ſatisfaction. ... ..., h

This ſummer, the fourth ſince Agricola's arrival in Britain, was by him employed in ºf

ſettling and ſecuring the places which he had already conquered, viz. all the coun- in ſºuri, he

tries on this ſide the Glota and Bodotria, now the Clyde and Forth, into which rivers places already

the tide from the oppoſite ſeas flows ſo far up the country, that their heads are parted “”

only by a narrow neck of land, not above twenty miles over. This iſthmus the Ro

mans ſecured with forts and gariſons, and penned up the inhabitants, as it were, in

another iſland ; ſo that they might have made the two rivers Glota and Bodotria the

f boundaries of their conqueſts, and ſuffered the nations beyond them to live undiſ

turbed t. But the ambition of the Romans, which they diſguiſed under the ſpecious

name of glory, knew no bounds; hence Agricola purſued his conqueſts the next and

the following ſummers, as we ſhall relate according to the order of time. In the eaſt

one Terentius Maximus paſſing himſelf upon the people for Nero, raiſed great diſtur

bances in that province, and likewiſe in the countries bordering upon the Euphrates;

but being purſued by the Roman troops, he took refuge in the territories of the Par.

thians, where he was entertained by king Artabanes, who was then at variance with

the Romans; but nevertheleſs, upon the approach of their army, thought it adviſe

able to abandon the cauſe of the impoſtor".

* TActr. vit. Agric. c. 12. * Osuru. in faſt. p. 2 o. Goltz, p. 56, * Tacir, ibid. c. 23.

* Zos AR p. 95.
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*

New honours

conferred upon

Titus.

This year the ſenate, not out of flattery, but a ſenſe of gratitude, conferred new a

honours upon Titus. What honours theſe were, we are no-where told ; but the good

emperor lived not to enjoy them, being ſuddenly ſnatched away, to the inexpreſſible

grief of the Roman people. Suetonius tells us, that he exhibited certain ſhews, during

which he ſhed many tears in the preſence of the multitude, and retired, as ſoon as

they were over, into the country of the Sabines, greatly grieved, becauſe the vićtim,

while he was ſacrificing, had broke looſe, and a dreadful clap of thunder had been

# ***** heard, tho’ the day was quite bright, and not a cloud to be ſeen. The firſt night he
leaves Rome.

His death.

His charaćier.

lay out of Rome, he was ſeized with a burning fever ; but nevertheleſs purſued his

journey in a litter, being deſirous to end his days in the ſame houſe where his father

died. We are told, that finding himſelf on the road greatly indiſpoſed, and not b

doubting but his end approached, he lifted up his eyes and hands to heaven, com

plaining that he was thus to be cut off in the vigour of his age, when, during the

whole courſe of his life, he had been guilty of one ačtion only, which ſeemed to require

repentance. What ačtion that was, he did not declare; but Dion Caſſius is of opi

nion, that it was his freely forgiving his brother Domitian, who had conſpired againſt

him, when by inflićting upon him the deſerved puniſhment, he might have prevented

the many evils and calamities, which the excellent emperor was well appriſed his bro

ther, when inveſted with the ſovereignty, would bring upon the ſtate w. Others

think, that the criminal converſation he was ſaid to have had with his brother's wife,

occurred then to his memory. But Suetonius clears him from this aſperſion, upon the c

ſolemn proteſtation of Domitia herſelf, who, had the charge been true, would have

rather gloried in it, as ſhe did in all other crimes, than denied it *. Titus having

with much-ado reached Cutylia, his paternal eſtate, expired there ſoon after his arri

val, on the thirteenth of September in the forty-firſt year of his age, after having

reigned two years, two months, and twenty days. Philoſtratus tells us, that he was

poiſoned by his brother Domitian y. Plutarch aſcribes his death to the immoderate

uſe of baths , and adds, that one Regulus, who, out of complaiſance, uſed to bathe

with him, died of an apoplexy. Suetonius writes, that Domitian, who had ever ſought

the deſtrućtion of his brother, cauſed the room to be cleared before he was dead,

ordering all thoſe who could afford him any aſſiſtance to withdraw; but that writer d

does not charge Domitian with any other kind of violence *. He far excelled, in the

opinion of the ancients, all his predeceſſors, even Veſpaſian himſelf, in every virtue

becoming a prince, and was equalled by few of his ſucceſſors. He knew no purpoſe

of being higher than others, but to do good to all. He was a ſtranger to all parade

and oſtentation, chuſing to live with his people rather as a father with his children,

than a prince with ſubjećts; whence he was deſervedly ſtyled, the love and delight of

mankind. What pity that ſuch princes, ſuch friends to the world, and protećtors of

men, ſhould ever die! His death was no ſooner known, than a general ſadneſs, an

univerſal conſternation, appeared in Rome, which in a ſhort time ſpread all over the

provinces to the moſt diſtant bounds of the empire. The ſenators, without being e

ſummoned according to cuſtom, haſtened to the palace, and having cauſed the doors

of the chapel where they met, to be ſhut for a while, in order to indulge their grief,

they opened them again, and in the preſence of the multitude heaped more praiſes

upon him after his death, than they had ever done while he lived amongſt them; a

plain proof of the ſincerity of their eſteem and affection. Domitian cauſed him to be

ranked among the gods, and was the firſt who paid him divine honours; but at the

ſame time ſtudied both in private and in public to revile his memory, and leſſen the

eſteem and veneration, which all orders of men had for ſo worthy and deſerving a

prince". Titus left only one daughter, named julia Sabina, of whom we ſhall have
occaſion to ſpeak in the following reign. f

Titus was ſucceeded by his brother Domitian, who, without the leaſt oppoſition or

contradićtion, was immediately acknowledged emperor, notwithſtanding the bad

opinion which many entertained of him. He was born on the twenty-fourth of Oño

ber of the year 51. of the chriſtian aera, his father being then conſul elećt, and ap

pointed to diſcharge that office the month following. He is ſtyled on ſeveral medals

which have reached our times, Titus Flavius Sabinus Domitianus s. He paſſed his

youth in great poverty, and is ſaid to have been a pathic to Nerva, who ſucceeded

him, for hire, and likewiſe to one Clodius Pollio, formerly praetor, who kept a note

I, univerſally

lamented,

Domitian ac

knowledged

emperor.

w Dio, l. lxvi. p. 758. * Suet. c. 1 o. 7 PhilostRat. vit. Apol. Ty. 1. vi. c. 14. * PLUT.

de finit. p. 2 4. * Suet. in Domit. * Idem ibid. * Goltz, p. 58. Suet. c. 1.

under
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º

a under Domitian's own hand, by which he bound himſelf, for a ſlim of money, to com

Ply, when required, with his lewd and unnatural deſires. He did not apply himſelf

from his tender years to the ſtudy of hiſtory, poetry, eloquence, or any other liberal art

or ſcience ; hence in all his ſpeeches and harangues he made uſe of the eloquence of

others. He took great delight in archery, in which he was ſo wonderfully expert,

that he was frequently ſeen to ſhoot a great number of arrows between the fingers of

one of his domeſtics, whom he placed at a great diſtance with his hand expanded,

telling before between which fingers the arrow would paſs, and never miſſing his

aim ". He was naturally cruel, ſuſpicious, and addićted to revenge; greedy of ho

nours, but impatient of the leaſt toil or labour; affected the reputation of a brave

b commander, but carefully avoided expoſing himſelf to any danger. Suetonius thinks,

that his cruelty was chiefly occaſioned by his timorouſneſs, and no-ways natural to

him. Being at Rome when his father aſſumed the title of emperor, Vitellius placed

guards about him ; but he might nevertheleſs have eaſily eſcaped, ſeveral meſſengers

having, by various diſguiſes and ſhifts, reached him from Antonius Primus, and

ſhewed him from what place he might fly, and upon what guard and ſecurity depend;

nay, even thoſe who guarded him, offered themſelves for companions of his flight; but

he apprehending from thence, that they deſigned to betray him, could not by any

means be prevailed upon to make his eſcape *. Upon the burning of the eapitol,

whither he had retired with his uncle Sabinus, he concealed himſelf in the room of one

c of the miniſters of the temple, and the next morning was conveyed by his freed-man

beyond the Tiber, in the diſguiſe of one of the prieſts of Iſis. When Primus had made

himſelf maſter of the city, and all apprehenſions of hoſtility had ceaſed, he diſco

vered himſelf to his father's generals, and was by the ſoldiers thronging about him

ſaluted Caſar f ; which title was confirmed to him the day following by the ſenate.

From that time, to the arrival of his father, he bore the chief ſway in Rome; but

gave no attention to the cares of government, abandoning himſelf to all manner of

voluptuouſneſs, and making uſe of his power only to indulge his vicious inclinations

with more liberty. He took Domitia Longina, the daughter of the famous Domitius

Corbulo, from her husband L. A.lius Lamia, married her ſome time after, and had a

d ſon by her, who was honoured with the title of Caeſar, but died an infant, and was by

Domitian ranked among the gods 8. That he had other children, tho’ not mentioned

by any hiſtorian, appears from the epitaph of one Pierius, ſtill to be ſeen at Rome,

who is ſtyled the emperor's freed-man, and preceptor to his children. The monument

was raiſed by Flavia Nicea, wife to Pierius, with the permiſſion, as is expreſſed in the

inſcription, of Hermas, the chief freed-man of Domitia Auguſta ; for with this title

Domitius honoured his wife Domitia Longina in the ſecond year of his reign b. In the Hººves to

beginning of his father’s reign, being jealous of the glory which his brother hadº,

acquired in the jewiſh war, he reſolved to go into Gaul, and take upon him the

command of the army which was employed againſt Civilis. . Mucianus did all that lay

e in his power to divert him, as he was quite unexperienced in military affairs, from

ſuch a reſolution; but Domitian continuing obſtinately bent upon that expedition, Mu

tianus reſolved to attend him, in order to check his ardour, left following the impe

tuoſity of his age, and inſtigated by evil counſellors, were he once maſter of an army,

he might diſconcert all meaſures, whether for peace or war. After many procraſti

nations and delays, they both ſet out at length ; but received, ere they reached the

Alps, tidings of the defeat of the Treverians. Hereupon Mucianus communicated, as

no more than his own ſentiments upon the preſent occaſion, what he had long pro

poſed and concealed, viz. that ſince, by the favour of the gods, the forces of the

enemy were broken, with an ill grace would Domitian proceed, now the war was nigh

f concluded, and rob another of the whole glory. He added, that were the empire

threatened with danger, it behoved the emperor's ſon to venture his perſon in battle;

but to contend with the Caninefate; and Batavians, was beneath him. Let Domitian, con

tinued he, retire to Lions; and from thence diſplay the power and fortune of the empire

at hand, neither engaging in ſmall hazards, nor failing to meet ſuch as are greater.

Thus Mucianus prevailed upon him to retire to Lions. From thence Domitian was

believed to have tried by ſecret inter-agents to corrupt the fidelity of Cerealis, and toHº
corrupt Cerea

have propoſed, whether he would commit to him the army and empire, if he came
- - - y - lis.

in perſon. It remained uncertain what deſigns he foſtered, whether he meditated a

* Suet. c. 19. * Tacit. hiſt. l. iii. c. 59, f Idem, c. 74. * Sust. c. iii. Spanh. p. 6;o.

* Vide SPANH. p. 12. & Suet. c. 3.
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Retires, and

feigns a love

for learning
andpoetry.

Has ſome

thºughts of re

volting.

He reviles the

memory of his

brother.

His rendućt in

war againſt his father, or intended to arm himſelf with power and forces againſt his a

brother; for Cerealis, by ſeveral evaſions, eluded his ſuit, as that of one, who, with

a childiſh fondneſs, longed for things to which he was not equal. Domitian per

ceiving, that Cerealis deſpiſed his youth, relinquiſhed all functions of government,

even the ſmalleſt ; and burying himſelf in ſolitude, feigned a zeal for learning, eſpe

cially for poetry, thence to conceal his ambition and other paſſions, and to eſcape the

jealouſy of his brother'. Some writers tell us, that on this occaſion he applied him.

ſelf in earneſt to the ſtudy of poetry, and with wonderful ſucceſs. Pliny the elder

ſeems to have admired his poetical compoſitions', and likewiſe Quintilian i ; for both

cry them up, not through flattery, ſays Woffius, as is manifeſt from the tranſlation of

Aratus, which has reached us, and was, without all doubt, done by Domitian m, b

Laëtantius aſcribes to him the learned comment on that tranſlation"; but Voſius is of

a different opinion *. Valerius Flaccus, the poet, who flouriſhed under Veſpaſian,

ſpeaks of a poem written by Domitian on the taking of jeruſalem by Titus P. He

likewiſe wrote a book in proſe about the means of preſerving the hair, which is

quoted by Suetonius q. But while he pretended to place his whole delight in theſe

ſtudies, and affected a fondneſs for ſolitude, the king of the Parthians having de

manded ſuccours againſt the Alani, as we have hinted above, he earneſtly ſolicited

his father for the command of thoſe troops ; and when he found the emperor no-ways

inclined to aſſiſt the Parthians, he applied to the eaſtern princes, ſoliciting them with

promiſes and preſents to deſire ſupplies, and himſelf to lead them, But Veſpaſian was c

too well acquainted with his views and temper, to truſt him with the command of an

army. Upon the death of his father, he deliberated a long time with himſelf, whether

he ſhould openly revolt, and tempt the fidelity of the praetorian guards, by offering

them a larger donative than his brother had promiſed them ; but his courage failing

him, he bore no other title, during the reign of Titus, but that of Ceſar prince of the

Roman youth ; a title now peculiar to the preſumptive heir to the empire r. His

brother no ſooner expired, than he haſtened to Rome; and repairing to the camp of

the praetorian guards, was there by the ſoldiery, after having promiſed them the

uſual donative, ſaluted emperor. At the ſame time he aſſumed, as appears from

ſeveral ancient inſcriptions, all the other titles annexed to the ſovereignty, which d

other emperors had taken ſucceſſively . Some medals, which have reached our

times, give us room to ſuppoſe, that, in the firſt year of his reign, he took upon

him the title of Germanicus, probably on account of his journey to Lions during the

revolt of the Gaul, and Batavians ; for we know of no other expedition which could

give him, however vain and ambitious, the leaſt colour for aſſuming that ſurname or

title ".

Domitian, now inveſted with the ſovereign power, which he had long and impa

tiently coveted, performed in the firſt place the obſequies of the deceaſed emperor,

and pronounced himſelf his funeral oration, with an affected concern, bewailing the

loſs of a brother ſo dear to him, and by whom he was ſo tenderly beloved; but that e

his grief was only aſſumed, he made ſoon appear, by publicly reviling the memory

of that excellent prince, by blaming his condućt, and perſecuting all thoſe whom he

had diſtinguiſhed with particular marks of his favour; nay, he openly declared in the

ſenate, that to him both his father and brother were indebted for the empire, and

that they had only reſtored to him what was his own gift. However, in the begin

the beginning of ning of his reign, he ſtudied to gain the affections of his people, by a condućt
Ais reign.

worthy of a great prince, diſguiſing his vices, and affecting the oppoſite virtues. He

ſhewed ſuch an abhorrence to all manner of cruelty, that he once reſolved, by an

expreſs edićt, to forbid the ſacrificing of oxen, or any living creature. He was ſo

far from betraying any bias to avarice, that, on the contrary, he gave daily inſtances f

of a temper truly princely and munificent, preſenting his officers and miniſters with

large ſums, in order to raiſe them above the temptation of accumulating wealth by

methods ſordid and mean. He could not be prevailed upon to accept ſuch inheri

tances as were left him by perſons who had children; and becauſe one Ruſcius Cºpio,

by his will, obliged his heir to pay a certain ſum to every new ſenator, he declared

the will void, and would not ſuffer it to be executed to the prejudice of his own chil

dren. All debts above five years ſtanding, which were owing to the exchequer, he

i Tacit. l. iv. c. 86. * PLIN in prefat. | Q is til... l. x. c. 1. * Voss, poet. Lat. c. 3.

n LAct. l. i. c. 12. * Vos, hiſt. Lat. p. ;. P-VAL. Flac H. ii. ver. 2. * Suet. c. 18.

r laem, c. 1. ONUPit, in faſt. F. to. * Ident bid. * Wide B1R Act numii. p. 131, 131.
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a freely forgave; and after the diviſion of lands amongſt the veterans, reſtored the

remainder to the ancient proprietors, tho' he might, after the example of other empe

rors, have appropriated it to himſelf. He forbad, on pain of baniſhment, all the officers

of the treaſury to ſue any one for debts that were not clear and undoubted ". He

confirmed at once, as Titus had done, all the grants made by his predeceſſors, increaſed

the pay of the ſoldiers, and finiſhed, at an immenſe charge, all the public build

ings, which had been begun by Titus. Plutarch tells us, that he expended above His magniff.

twelve thouſand talents only in the gilding of the capitol; and that nevertheleſs each ...”.”

hall and gallery of his own palace far excelled that ſtately temple in magnificence w.

To the ancient edifices, which he either repaired or rebuilt, he added an incredible

number of new ones, having a great paſſion for building, and ſeeming deſirous, as

Plutarch expreſſes it *, to change every thing into ſtones and gold. He was aſſidu

ous and quite unbiaſed in the adminiſtration of juſtice, puniſhed with the utmoſt

ſeverity ſuch judges as were convićted of having received bribes, and kept the magi

ſtrates of the city, as well as the governors of the provinces, in ſuch awe, that they

were never known to have behaved with ſo much modeſty as in his time, tho’, after

his death, many of them abandoned thcmſelves, as Suetonius informs us, to all man

ner of rapine and extortion y. Tho’, after his acceſſion to the empire, he utterly

neglected all kind of literature, and was never known to have peruſed any book,

buildings.

except the memoirs of Tiberius, yet he repaired the libraries which had been burnt in Repair, the

his brother's reign, procuring copies of ſuch as had been conſumed in the flames, and tº"-

ſending perſons to Alexandria to tranſcribe thoſe that were lodged in that famous”

library’. Authors obſerve, as a thing very remarkable in Domitian, that, in the

beginning of his reign, he uſed to retire every day for ſome time into his room, where

his whole employment was to catch flies, and pierce them with a ſharp bodkin ;

which cuſtom gave occaſion to Vibius Priſcus, when he was asked, whether any body

was with the emperor, to anſwer pleaſantly, Notſo much as a fly *.

Domitian, in the firſt year of his reign, took upon him, as other emperors had

done, the conſular dignity, and choſe for his collegue Titus Flavius Sabinus, his

couſin-german, the ſon of Flavius Sabinus governor of Rome, who was put to death

in the reign of Vitellius, as we have related above. The emperor reſigned the faſces

on the thirteenth of january ; but to whom, we are no-where told, and aſſumed the

title of cenſor; which office he diſcharged with great applauſe, reſtraining, with ſeve

ral edićts, the licentiouſneſs, which generally prevailed amongſt all ranks of men.

He enacted ſevere laws againſt the authors of ſuch writings as any ways reflečted on Emaſ, ſeveral

perſons of diſtinétion ; degraded a ſenator, by name Cecilius Rufinus, for no other ***.

reaſon, but becauſe he took great delight in dancing. From ſuch women as led

ſcandalous lives, he took away the privilege of being carried in litters, and declared

them incapable of enjoying legacies or inheritances. He ſtruck a Roman knight out

of the liſt of judges, for taking his wife again after he had divorced her for adultery.

One of his freed-men having erected a monument for his ſon, with the ſtones which

were deſigned for the temple of jupiter Capitolinus, he cauſed it to be demoliſhed, and

the bones and aſhes of the deceaſed to be thrown into the ſea. He would not ſuffer

the comedians and pantomimes to act on the public ſtage ; but confined them to pri

vate houſes and gardens. Many perſons of both ſexes convićted of adultery, he puniſhed

with death, &c." Theſe regulations and ačts of juſtice were received with great

applauſe ; but the death of Flavius Sabinus, which happened in the end of this, or the

beginning of the following year, cauſed an univerſal dread in the city; for the em

peror, without any regard to his own blood, cauſed him to be aſſaſſinated, for no Put, Flavius

crime of his own, but only becauſe the public crier had, by miſtake, inſtead of con- $ºus tº

ful, proclaimed him emperor in the affembly of the peoples. Sabinus had married “”

Julia the daughter of the emperor Titus ; which marriage proved the ſource of Domi

tian'sjealouſy, if Philoſtratus is to be credited ", and the chief cauſe of Sabinus's death.

In the mean time the brave Agricola vigorouſly purſued his enterprizes in Britain. In Agricolapur.

the firſt year of Domitian's reign, and the fifth of the Britiſh war, he paſſed the frith ſuchi, con

himſelf in the firſt ſhip that landed, ſubdued in many ſucceſsful encounters nations till flºº "Prº

that time unknown, and placed forces in that part of Britain which fronts Ireland,

not that he apprehended any danger from the inhabitants of that iſland, but becauſe

" Suet. c. 9. w Plut. vit. Public. * Idem ibid. y SUET. c. 8. * Idem, c. 2 o.

* Idem, c. 3. Aur. Vict. Dio, l. lxvii. p. 766. ° Suet. c. 7, 8. Dio, p. 765, Plin. Panegyr.
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he already entertained thoughts of reducing it; for as it lies between Britain and a

Spain, and is capable of an eaſy communication with the coaſt of Gaul, Agricola con

ſidered, that it would prove of infinite uſe in linking together thoſe powerful mem

bers of the empire. A petty king of the country, expelled by domeſtic diſſention,

was already received into protećtion by Agricola, and, under the appearance of friend.

ſhip, reſerved for a proper occaſion 4. For theſe conqueſts Domitian aſſumed the

title of imperator the fourth time, having taken it three times before *, for what vic

tories we find no-where recorded.

º THE following year Domitian entered upon his ninth conſulſhip, having Q. Petilius

Rufus for his collegue, whom Onuphrius calls Virginius Rufus, and takes for the cele

brated Virginius Rufus, who ſo often refuſed the empire offered him by the ſoldiery f. b

But Phlegon, ſpeaking of a woman, who was, according to him, delivered of ſeveral

ſerpents at Trent, tells us, that this happened during the ninth conſulſhip of Domi

tian, and the ſecond of Petilius Rufus g. He is likewiſe ſtyled Petilius Rufus in an ancient

º inſcription in Greek diſcovered at Smyrna in the year 1679. and from thence conveyed

Domitian to Rome . This year Domitian enacted a law, forbidding, under ſevere penalties,

- º, the caſtrating of children, and regulating the prices of ſuch as were eunuchs already;

- ” for they were all ſlaves, and brought from foreign countries '. Philoſtratus tells us,

that Domitian was chiefly prompted to enaët this law by a ſecret envy to the memory

: of Titus, who was greatly addićted to eunuchs, and had conſtantly many of them

| about him. Be that as it will, the law was generally applauded, and continued in c

º: force in the time of juſlin the martyr k. The ſame year, according to Euſebius I,
º teſtat 5 conqurt

ted of inteſt. he puniſhed four veſtals convićted of inceſt, viz. two ſiſters of the family of the Ocel

lates, l'aronilla and Cornelia. The three former he allowed to chuſe the manner of

their death ; but Cornelia, who had been pardoned before, he cauſed to be buried

alive, and her accomplices to be whipt to death in the midſt of the comitium. Thoſe

who had debauched the other three were only condemned to baniſhment". In the

Agricola's far. mean time Agrícola continued his conqueſts in Britain, or rather Caledonia. On the

the ºngºſi, the ſummer, which began the ſixth year of his adminiſtration, as it was apprehended,

** that the nations beyond Bodotria, or the frith of Edinburgh, would all take arms,

º and that all the ways and paſſages were beſet with the enemy's forces, his firſt ſtep d

was to coaſt, and examine, by means of his fleet, the large communities beyond the

frith, probably thoſe of the counties of Fife, Angus, Mernes, and Aberdeen, which lie

beyond Edinburgh frith. As the fleet conſtantly attended the army, the ſame camp

often contained the foot and the horſe, and the marines, all intermixed, and ſeverally

magnifying their own feats, hazards and adventures. The ſoldiers boaſted their

laborious marches over ſteep mountains, and thick foreſts ; the ſailors their dangers

amidſt the tempeſts and waves, all vying together according to the uſual vaunts and

- oſtentation of ſoldiers. As for the Britons, upon the ſight of the fleet, they were

ſeized, as from the captives was learnt, with conſternation and diſmay, finding the

receſſes of the ſea now diſcovered, and the laſt refuge of the vanquiſhed cut off. The e

ſeveral people therefore inhabiting Caledonia, had immediate recourſe to arms, and

advancing with great parade, ſtill made greater by common report, boldly attacked

t the Roman forts, and cauſed no ſmall terror and alarm amongſt the ſoldiers; inſo

much that there were ſome, who covering real cowardice under the appearance of

prudence, adviſed Agricola to return to this ſide of Bodotria, ſeeing it was leſs ſhame

ful to retire back of their own accord, than to be repulſed, and driven by force. As

Agricola was informed, that the enemy deſigned to attack him in different bodies, he

divided his army into three parts, and thus marched to prevent their ſurrounding

- him ; for they ſurpaſſed him in numbers, and in the knowledge of the country.

The Caledoni. Hereupon the Caledonians changed their meaſures, and in one body fell upon the

*::::: * ninth legion, as the weakeſt of all. As the attack was in the night, they ſlew the

%,arºl guards, entered the trenches, and were already purſuing the ſlaughter in the camp

- Jed, itſelf, when Agricola, having learnt from his ſcouts what rout the enemy had taken,

- and following their track, commanded the lighteſt of his foot and cavalry to charge

them, while yet engaged, in the rear, and the whole army to give a mighty ſhout.

Thus the Caledonians were diſmayed with double diſtreſs, and to the Romans their

courage returned ; ſo that they fell upon the enemy with great reſolution, and drove

f

d Tacit. vit. Agric. c. 24. • Gortz. p. 53. f Os: Uph in faſt, p. 2 I I, g PHLEG. mr. c. 14.
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a them to the gates of the camp, where a bloody encounter enſued, the Romans who

-- were come to the relief of their companions, preſſing them in the rear, and thoſe

who were in the camp, in the front, and both exerting their whole might, the former

to ſhew that they brought relief, the latter to appear not to have wanted it. At

laſt the Caledonians were routed ; and had not the bogs and woods covered their

flight, by this vićtory the war had been ended. This battle, in the opinion of the

writer whom we have quoted above ", was fought in the county of Fife ; for Agri

cola’s army was at that time, as is evident from Tacitus, on the north ſide of Bodotria,

or the frith of Edinburgh 5 and the remains of a Roman camp are ſtill to be ſeen in

that county, at a place called Lochore. To the ſouth of the camp is a large moraſs,

b in which are daily dug up roots of different trees; whence the above-mentioned writer

concludes it to have been formerly a great wood, and thence ſtrengthens his conjec

ture, that the ninth legion was attacked there ; for Tacitus tells us, that if the bogs

and woods had not ſerved for ſhelter to the fugitives, that vićtory would have put an

end to the war. The Roman ſoldiers, elated with this ſucceſs, and thinking nothing

of Caledonia, and to the utmoſt limits of Britain, which they hoped to find out by a

conſtant courſe of vićtories. Thus thoſe who a little before had been ſo wary and

ſo wiſe, were now after vićtory full of boaſts and intrepidity. Inſtead of returning to

this fide of Bodotria, they were for penetrating to the utmoſt bounds of Britain. On

c the other hand, the Caledonians, aſcribing the vićtory gained by the Romans, not to

their ſuperior courage, but to the skill and addreſs of their general, loſt nothing of

their ſpirit and reſolution, but armed their youth, removed their wives and children

into places of ſecurity, and in general aſſemblies of their ſeveral communities, engaged

them in a league, which they ratified by ſolemn ſacrifices. And thus they mutually

retired for the winter, with minds on both ſides equally irritated, and bent upon

war and revenge 2. The ſame ſummer a cohort of Uſpians, levied by the Romans

in Germany, and thence tranſported to Britain, having ſlain the centurion, and ſome

Roman ſoldiers, placed among them to teach them the diſcipline, imbarqued in three

veſſels, with a deſign to return to their own country, forcing the pilots to condućt

d them. But one of theſe forſaking them, and making his eſcape, or bringing them back,

as we read in Dion Caſſius, to Britain, they ſuſpected, and therefore killed the other

two, and abandoned themſelves to the mercy of the winds and waves ; which, after

having long toſſed them hither and thither, carried them quite round about Britain ;

inſomuch that, departing, according to Dion, from the eaſtern, they returned to the

weſtern coaſt, where the Roman army was then incamped P. Tacitus tells us, that

having ſailed quite round the iſland, they were driven on the coaſts of Germany,

where their veſſels being loſt, they were ſeized as pirates by the Suevians and Friſi

ans; and being ſold for ſlaves, ſome of them by change of maſters were brought over

to the Roman ſide of the Rhine, where they became famous by relating ſuch an extra

º: e ordinary adventure, and by diſcovering, that Britain was an iſland. Their provi
2. li. ſions had ſoon failed them; ſo that they were obliged to make frequent deſcents, and

º engage with ſeveral of the Britiſh nations, in which conflićts they often proved vićto

* rious, and were ſometimes defeated. They were at length reduced to ſuch ſtreights, as
º, tº to feed upon one another, firſt upon the weakeſt, then upon whomſoever the lot fell.

º This happened in the eighty-third year of the chriſtian aera, and the ſecond of Domi

2 º' tian's reign. The ſame year the emperor undertook an expedition againſt the Cat

* * tans, whom Tacitus deſcribes as the moſt polite and moſt warlike nation in Germany.

8.2% Domitian attacked them without the leaſt provocation, and while they were quite un

1.3 prepared for war ; laid waſte part of their country, took a ſmall number of peaſants

sº f priſoners ; and then, upon advice that the enemy were drawing their forces together,

** haſtened back, and returned to Rome with all the pomp and parade of a conqueror q.

º: The ſenate, for this pretended vićtory, decreed him a triumph, in which were led

*:::: before his chariot great numbers of ſlaves by him bought, and attired like German.

jº On occaſion of this mock vićtory he promiſed to increaſe the pay of the ſoldiers;

º: but not having wherewithal to diſcharge his promiſe, and at the ſame time ſupply his

º other extravagances, he ſoon after betook himſelf to all manner of rapine and vio

º: lence. From this time forward Domitian conſtantly wore in the ſenate, and at all

º: public aſſemblies, the triumphal robe r.

: * * Gordos, itin. ſeptent. p. 36. • Tacit, ibid. c. 14. P Dio, l. lxvi. p. 75+. 4 Idem, l. lxxii.

º p. 769. * Iden) ibid. Sue r. c. 12. Zos An. P. 19%.
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The following year, Domitian being conſul the tenth time, with Appius, or, as a

others call him, Oppius Sabinus, the brave Agricola purſued his conqueſts in Caledonia

with wonderful ſucceſs. In the beginning of the ſummer, he loſt, to his great grief,

his ſon, about a year old ; a misfortune which he neither bore with an oſtentation

of firmneſs and conſtancy, like many other great men, nor with lamentations and

tears, worthy only of women. Againſt this afflićtion war proved his chief remedy.

Having therefore ſent forward his navy, in order to ſpread a mighty terror, by

committing devaſtations in ſeveral places, he put himſelf at the head of his army

lightly equipped; and to it added ſome of the braveſt Britons, whoſe fidelity had

The Caledonſ been well proved by long experience in peace. Thus he arrived at the Grampian

...” hills, upon which the enemy were already incamped. For the Caledonians, nothing b
º, daunted by the iſſue of the late battle, and boldly waiting either to take revenge,

or to ſuffer bondage, had, by embaſſies and confederacies, drawn together the forces

of all their communities, to the number of thirty thouſand ; and their youth from

every quarter were ſtill continuing to flock in, as were alſo ſuch of their elderly men

as were yet vigorous, and had ſignalized themſelves in war, carrying with them

their ſeveral enſigns of honour formerly gained in the field. Upon the approach of

the Roman army, the Caledonians with great eagerneſs prepared for battle; and Gal.

gacus, who ſurpaſſed all their other leaders both in valour and deſcent, is ſaid to

have encouraged them with the following ſpeech, which the learned Lipſius looks

upon as one of the fineſt pieces of eloquence ever committed to the Roman language": c

Galgacus's When I conſider the cauſes of the war, and the neceſſity to which we are reduced,

ſ””” great is my confidence, that this day, and this your union, will give a happy begin.

ning to the liberty of the whole iſland. Bondage we have never borne; and we

are ſo beſet, that beyond us there is no further land, nor any ſecurity left us from

the ſea, while the Roman fleet is hovering upon our coaſts. Thus what brave men

covet for glory, is to cowards become the ſafeſt expedient of all others, I mean

preſent recourſe to battle and arms. The other Britons, in their former conflićts

with the Romans, had ſtill a remaining ſource of hope and ſuccour in this our na

tion: for of all the people of Britain, we are the moſt noble, placed in its remoteſt

regions, and at a great diſtance from thoſe nations that are held in bondage by the d

enemy ; ſo that our eyes are yet unpolluted with the fight of lawleſs and uſurped

power. To us, who are the utmoſt inhabitants of the earth, and the laſt who enjoy

liberty, this extremity of the globe, this remoteſt receſs, unknown even to com

mon fame, has proved the only protećtion and defence. At preſent, the utmoſt

boundary of Britain is laid open; beyond us no more people are found, nor aught

but ſeas and rocks; and already the Romans have advanced into the heart of our

country. Againſt their pride and ambition you will in vain ſeek a remedy or re

fuge from any obſequiouſneſs, or humble behaviour. Theſe plunderers of the earth,

theſe ravagers of the univerſe, finding countries to fail them, endeavour to rifle

the wide ſeas and the ocean. If the enemy be wealthy, he inflames their avarice; e

if poor, their ambition. Neither the eaſtern world, nor the weſtern, vaſt as they

are, can ſatiate theſe general robbers. Of all men, they alone thirſt after acquiſi

tions, both poor and rich, with equal avidity and paſſion. Devaſtations, murders,

and univerſal deſtrućtion, they by a lying name ſtyle empire and government; and

when they have ſpread a general devaſtation, they call it peace. Deareſt to every

man, by the inſtinét of nature, are his children and kindred. Theſe are ſnatched

from us to ſupply their armies, and doomed to bondage in other parts of the earth.

Our wives, daughters, and ſiſters, however they eſcape violence from them as from

open enemies, are debauched under the appearance of friendſhip. Our goods are

their tribute, our corn their proviſion, our bodies and limbs their tools for the f

drudgery of making cuts through woods, and drains in bogs, under continual blows

and outrages. Other ſlaves, whom nature and fortune have deſtined to ſervitude,

are but once ſold, and thenceforward nouriſhed by their lords. The Britons are

daily paying for their ſervitude, are daily maintaining and feeding their imperious

lords and oppreſſors. Moreover, as in a tribe of domeſtic ſlaves, he who comes

laſt is ſcoffed by his fellows, and ſerves for ſport to them ; ſo in this ancient ſtate

of ſlavery, to which the world is reduced, we as the lateſt ſlaves, and thence held

the moſt contemptible, are now deſtined to deſtrućtion. For we have no fields to

* Lurs, in vit. Agr, c. 31. not, 46.
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a manure, no mines to dig, no ports to make 3 works for which they might be tempted

to reſerve us. Beſides, magnanimity and a daring ſpirit, in ſubdued nations, is

always diſtaſteful to jealous and arbitrary rulers. And truly our ſituation, ſo ſoli

tary and remote, the more ſecurity it affords to us, the greater jealouſy it raiſes in

them. Since therefore you are thus bereft of all hopes of mercy, rouſe your cou

rage in defence both of your lives and glory. The Brigantes, even under the

condućt of a woman, burnt their colony, ſtormed their intrenchments, and, had

not ſuch auſpicious beginnings degenerated into ſloth, might have with eaſe caſt off

the yoke, and recovered their former liberty. Let us, who are yet unſubdued,

who ſtill preſerve our forces intire, and want not to acquire, but only to ſecure

b liberty, ſhew at once, in the very firſt encounter, what kind of men Caledonia has

reſerved for her own vindication and defence. Do you believe the Romans to be

equally brave in war, as they are vicious and diſſolute in peace? No; not from their

valour they have derived their renown, but from our quarrels and diviſions, which

they have dextrouſly converted to the glory of their own army; an army compounded

of a motly multitude of different nations, which by ſucceſs alone are held together,

and conſequently cannot fail to diſſolve upon any misfortune or diſaſter: unleſs you

ſuppoſe the Gaul; and Germans, and many of the Britons, whom with ſhame I men

tion, to be attached to them with any real affection: they have been all longer their

enemies than their friends ; and what reſtrains them at preſent is nothing but awe

c and terror; which being once removed, thoſe who ceaſe to fear will immediately

begin to give proofs of their hatred. Whatever can incite men to vićtory, is found

on our ſide. The Romans have no wives to encourage and urge them: they have

here no fathers or mothers to upbraid them for flying. In number they are but

few, ignorant of the country, and thence ſtruck with dread, whilſt whatever they

behold around them is wild and ſtrange, even the air and the ſky, with the woods

and the ſea; ſo that the gods ſeem to have delivered them up incloſed and fettered

into our hands. Let not the vain ſhew and glare of gold and filver terrify us ; this

is what can neither wound nor ſave. In the very army of the enemy we ſhall find

many on our own ſide: the Britons will own and eſpouſe their own cauſe, and aban

d don one foreign and unnatural to them: the Gauls will remember their former liberty:

what the Uſpians have lately done, the other Germans will do, and abandon the

Romans. And what elſe have we to fear? their forts are ungariſoned ; their colo

nies peopled with the aged and infirm ; the municipal cities are weakened, and rent

into parties and faātions, while the people are averſe to obedience, and the magi

ſtrates rule with injuſtice. Here you ſee a general, here an army , there tributes

and mines, with a long train of calamities and curſes ever attending a ſtate of ſla

very. Whether all theſe are to be for ever impoſed and borne, or we forthwith

avenge ourſelves for the attempt, this very day muſt determine. As therefore you

advance to battle, look back upon your anceſtors, who lived in the happy ſtate

e of liberty ; look forward to your poſterity, who, unleſs you exert your valour in

this very field, muſt live for ever in a miſerable ſtate of ſervitude t. This ſpeech

was received with ſongs, according to the cuſtom which then prevailed among the

Caledonians, with joyful ſhouts, and a terrible din. Already their bands moved,

and the glare of their arms appeared, while the moſt reſolute were running to the

front. As the army was forming in battle array, Agricola, tho’ he ſaw his men full

of alacrity, and hardly to be reſtrained, yet choſe to diſcourſe them in the follow

ing ſtrain: It is now the eighth year, my fellow ſoldiers, ſince through the auſpi-Agricola's

cious fortune of the Roman empire, and by your own valour, you have been pur-ſºº tº hiſ

ſuing the conqueſt of Britain. In ſo many marches, in ſo many battles, you have ""

f had conſtant occaſion to exert your bravery againſt the enemy, or your patience

againſt the obſtacles of nature. During all theſe ſtruggles, we have found no cauſe

of mutual regret, I to have condućted ſuch ſoldiers, or you to have followed ſuch

a captain. We have both paſſed the limits which we found, I thoſe known to

ancient governors, you thoſe of former armies. The utmoſt bound of Britain is

found, not by fame only and report ; but we poſſeſs it with our arms and camps.

Britain is intirely diſcovered, and intirely ſubdued. While we were marching, and

fatigued with paſſing mountains, rivers, and bogs, I have often heard every man

remarkably brave cry out, When ſhall we ſee the enemy, when be led to battle *

* Tacit, ibid. c. 30–31.
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Already they are come, rouſed from their faſtneſſes and lurking-holes. Here you a

ſee the end of all your wiſhes; here is room for all your valour, and all things

promiſing and propitious, if you conquer ; but equally diſaſtrous, ſhould you be

overcome. To have thus marched over a tract of country ſo immenſe, to have

paſſed through thick and gloomy foreſts, to have croſſed arms of the ſea, is matter

of great glory and applauſe, while we advance againſt the enemy; but if we fly

from them, whatever is now moſt to our advantage, will prove moſt to our diſad.

vantage and ruin. We are not ſo well skilled in the country as the enemy, nor

have we the like ſtore of proviſions; but we have hands and weapons, and in theſe

all things. For myſelf, I have been long ſince convinced, that neither for the ſol.

diers, nor for the general, is there any ſafety in turning their backs upon the foe, b

Hence an honourable death is far preferable to a life with reproach; and ſecurity is

inſeparable from renown. Neither would it be a fate void of glory to fall in this

utmoſt verge of the world and nature. Were people unknown to you now arrayed

againſt you, were you to engage men never before tried, I would animate you by

the examples of other armies. At preſent only recolle&t and enumerate your own

exploits, only ask and conſult your own eyes. Theſe are the ſame men, who but

the laſt year, truſting to the darkneſs of the night, attacked by ſtealth a ſingle

legion, and were by the terror of your ſhouting utterly overthrown. Theſe, of all

the Britons, are the moſt timorous, and moſt prone to flight; and therefore have

thus ſurvived all the reſt. As in foreſts and woods, beaſts of the greateſt ſtrength c

are driven thence by ſuperior force, and the timorous and ſpiritleſs are ſcared even

at the cry of the purſuers; ſo all the braveſt Britons are long ſince fallen by the

fword, and only the moſt fearful and daſtardly remain, whom at length you have

found, not becauſe they intended to ſtay and make head againſt you, but becauſe

they are overtaken and ſurpriſed. They ſtand in the field ſtruck with dread, and

bereft of all ſpirit; whence you may without much danger gain over them a glori

ous and memorable vićtory. Here conclude your warfare; here complete your

expeditions and efforts, and put an end to a ſtruggle of fifty years with one great

and important day ſo that the army may not be charged either with protracting

the war, or with any cauſe for reviving it ". Agricola had ſcarce ended his ſpeech, d

when the ſoldiers, tranſported with joy, flew to their arms. Agricola ſeeing them

ſufficiently animated and inflamed, drew them up in battle array, placing the auxi

...f6, liary foot, to the number of eight thouſand men, in the centre, and three thouſand

gacus. auxiliary horſe in the wings. The legions he would not ſuffer to advance, but com

manded them to ſtand in battle-array cloſe to the intrenchments; for the vićtory,

he thought, would be the more glorious, were it, by ſparing them, gained without

fpilling any Roman blood ; and on the other hand, they were ſtill a ſure ſuccour,

ſhould the reſt be repulſed. The Caledonians were ranged upon the riſing grounds

in ſuch manner, that the firſt band ſtood upon the plain, and the reſt roſe ſucceſ.

fively upon the brows of the hills, one rank cloſe above the other, as if they had 8

been linked together. The enemy’s chariots of war and cavalry filled the interjacent

field. Then Agricola fearing, as the enemy far ſurpaſſed him in number, left he

ſhould be attacked at once in the front and on each flank, opened and extended

his front. As thence his ranks proved more weak, many adviſed him to bring on

the legions; but he, in all difficulties more prone to hope than to fear, without

hearkening to their advice, diſmiſſed his horſe, and advanced on foot before the

enſigns. The onſet was begun at a diſtance, wherein the Britons diſplayed great

courage and equal skill, eluding with their huge ſwords, and ſmall bucklers, the

miſfive weapons of the Romans, whilſt of their own they poured a torrent upon

them, till Agricola encouraged three Batavian cohorts, and two of the Tungrians, f

to cloſe with the enemy, and bring them to an engagement hand to hand, as what

to the veteran ſoldiers by a long pračtice was become familiar, but proved to the

enemy very uneaſy and embaraſling, as they were armed with little targets, and

with ſwords of enormous ſize; for the ſwords of the Britons, as they were blunt at

the end, were quite unfit for a cloſe encounter. Hence the Batavians doubled their

blows, wounded the enemy with the iron boſſes of their bucklers, mangled their

faces, and beating down all who withſtood them in the plain, were already carrying

the attack up to the hills; inſomuch that the other cohorts, encouraged by their

* Idem ibid. c. 33, 34.

º example,
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e among whom was Aulus Atticus, commander of a cohort, who by his own youthful

all who oppoſed them; nay, ſuch was the hurry of the conquerors, that they leſ:

many of the enemy behind them but half dead, and others not ſo much as wounded.

In the mean time, their cavalry betook themſelves to flight, and their chariots of

war mixing with the battalions of foot, and intangled with the unevenneſs of the

place, occaſioned in the plain a general diſorder and confuſion. The engagement

had not the leaſt appearance of a combat of cavalry; for ſtanding obſtinately foot

to foot, they preſſed to overthrow each other by the weight and bodies of their

horſes. Beſides, the chariots, abandoned and ſtraggling, and likewiſe the horſes

deſtitute of managers, and thence wild and affrighted, were running to and fro juſt

b as the next fright drove them ; inſomuch that all of their own ſide who met them,

or croſſed their way, were beaten down by them. In the mean time, the Britons,

who were lodged upon the ridges of the hills, and had hitherto no ſhare in the en

counter, looking with ſcorn upon the ſmall number of the Roman forces, began to

deſcend ſlowly, and to ſurround them in the rear, while they were purſuing their

vićtory. But Agricola, who had apprehended this very deſign, detached againſt

them four ſquadrons of horſe, which he had reſerved near him for the ſudden exi

gencies of the field. Theſe falling upon the enemy with great vigour and intrepi

dity, obliged them to retire, and put them in great diſorder: then turning againſt

the Caledonians their own devices, they wheeled about, and attacked the enemy in

the rear. Hereupon the Caledonians began to retire in great confuſion, and nothing

was to be ſeen all over the open fields but purſuits, wounds and captivity, and the

preſent captives always ſlaughtered when others occurred to be taken. Some of the

enemy fled in large troops, with all their arms, before a ſmaller number who pur

ſued them; others, quite unarmed, ruſhing into danger, offered themſelves through

deſpair to inſtant death. On all ſides lay ſcattered arms and carcaſes, and mangled

limbs; and the ground was dyed with blood. Some bands of the vanquiſhed ſtill

fought with incredible reſolution and bravery; and when they drew near the woods,

they rallied, and ſurrounded, the foremoſt purſuers, who, without knowing the

country, had ventured too far: whence the conquerors muſt have ſuffered ſome

another, ordered the braveſt cohorts lightly equipped to inveſt the enemy on all

ſides, and ſome of the cavalry to diſmount, and enter the narrow paſſes, while the

reſt of the horſe advanced into the more open and paſſable parts of the wood.

The Caledonians perceiving the Romans to continue the purſuit with regular and cloſe

ranks, betook themſelves to flight, not in united bodies as before, but quite ſcat

tered, no man regarding or awaiting another, but all in the utmoſt confuſion making

towards the deſarts, and the moſt remote places. The Romans followed them cloſe;

and the purſuit was not ended but with night, and a ſatiety of ſlaughter. Of the

enemy, ten thouſand were ſlain ; of the Roman army, three hundred and forty;

heat, and alſo by a fiery horſe, was hurried into the midſt of the enemy w (E).

THE

w Idem, c. 35–38.

a example, fell upon the enemy with equal ardour, and made a dreadful havock of

The Caledoni

ans are utterly

routed,

d notable diſaſter, had not Agricola, who was conſtantly flying from one quarter to

And purſued

by the Romans

with great

ſlaughter.
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(E) We will not take upon us to aſcertain the his own, which is, that the real place where the

preciſe place of this memorable action, our anti- battle was fought, is in Strathern, half a mile ſouth

quaries being greatly divided in their opinions about of the kirk of Comerie, there being ſtill to be ſeem

it. However, we cannot help obſerving, that the in that place a Roman incampment, divided into

chief argument, which the author of the Itinera

rium Septentrionale makes uſe of to confute the opi

nions of other antiquaries, equally concludes againſt

his own. For he approves of no place, but where

ſome veſtiges are ſtill to be ſeen of a Roman camp

capable of containing the army which Agricola had

with him at this battle. Hence he rejects the opi

nions of thoſe who pretend that the battle was fought

in the Mearns, or at the Blair of Athol, becauſe no

remains of a Roman camp are to be ſeen in either

of theſe places. Againſt ſuch as maintain Ardoch in

Strathallan and Innerpeſtry to be the ſpot on which

the fate of Caledonia was determined, he alledges,

that the camps, which are to be ſeen there, were

not capable of containing the army which Agricola

led out againſt the Caledonians. Having thus con

futed the opinions of other antiquaries, he offers

two partitions or ſquares, which are joined toge

ther with a vaſt rampart of ſtone and earth. Our

learned antiquary tells us, that having calculated the

number of men contained in the ſouthmoſt camp,

according to the allowance of ground made by Po

lybius for every foot-ſoldier, he was moſt agreeably

ſurpriſed to find it contained the preciſe number of

foot which Tacitus ſays Agricola had along with

him at the battle of Moſs Grampius, viz. eight thou

ſand auxiliaries; aſid that the other ſquare, where

he ſuppoſes the horſe lay, contained exactly three

thouſand horſemen. For Tacitus, ſays he, plainly

informs us of the number of Agricola's army at that

battle; for ſpeaking of his diſpoſing of the troops,

he ſays thus; Inſtinčios ruenteſque its diſpoſuit, at

peditum auxilia, qua oão millia erant, median aciem

firmarent, equitum tria millia cornibus*:::
that
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reduced.

The following night proved a night of great joy to the conquerors, both from a

vićtory and ſpoil. But the Caledonians, both men and women, crying and howling,

wandered in deſpair: ſome dragged away their wounded ; others were heard calling

their loſt friends ; all abandoned their houſes, and ſome in rage even ſet fire to

them: not knowing where to ſhelter themſelves, they fled from one lurking-hole to

another; then met to conſult, and from their counſels gathered ſome hope; ſome

times, at the fight of their deareſt pledges of nature, they were moved to pity,

ſometimes to reſolution and fury: nay, ſome out of compaſſion and tenderneſs mur

dered their children and wives. The next day diſplayed more fully the greatneſs

of the vićtory ; on all ſides a profound ſilence, ſolitary hills, a thick ſmoke riſing

from the houſes on fire, and not a living ſoul to be found by the ſcouts. When b

from theſe, who had been diſpatched out into all quarters, it was learnt, that no

certain traces could be diſcovered whither the enemy had fled, and that they had

no-where rallied in bodies, Agricola conſidering that the ſummer was already far ſpent,

and conſequently that he could not purſue the operations of the war, led his army

into the country of the Horeſtians, that is, as is commonly ſuppoſed, into Angus.

Having there received hoſtages, he ordered the admiral of the fleet to ſail round

Britain, furniſhing him with proper forces for that expedition, which he happily

accompliſhed ; and thence proved Britain to be, as it was thought before, an iſland.

On this occaſion were diſcovered and ſubdued the iſles of Orkney, till then unknown.

Thule, now called Iſeland, or, as others will have it, Shetland, was likewiſe found, hi-c

therto hid, to uſe the expreſſion of Tacitus, by winter, under eternal ſnow. In the

mean time, Agricola himſelf led on the foot and horſe with a ſlow pace, that the

minds of theſe new-conquered nations might be awed and diſmayed by prolonging

his march through them. He then put his army into winter quarters. Soon after,

the fleet having ſailed round the iſland, returned with great fame to the port whence

it had departed. That port is called by Tacitus, Trutulenſis, which is utterly un

known. Some, inſtead of Trutulenſis, read Rhutupenſis, ſuppoſed to be Sandwich

haven. But from Tacitus it is manifeſt, that the fleet at that time attended Agricola

in Caledonia or Scotland; and conſequently muſt have failed from ſome port of that

reduced; but the Romans did not long continue maſters, at leaſt of Caledonia, what

Agricola won being ſoon after loſt by Domitian. The poet juvenal ſpeaks of a

Britiſh king, by name Arviragus, who was at war with the Romans in Domitian's

reign “ , and all the Scots hiſtorians tell us, that upon the departure of Agricola, the

Caledonians poſſeſſed themſelves of the caſtles and forts raiſed by him in their coun

try. As for the Roman hiſtorians, they ſcarce take any notice of the Britiſh affairs

till the reign of the emperor Hadrian, who came over into Britain, where he built

a wall eighty miles in length, in order to ſeparate the Romans from the barbarians,

as Spartianus ſtyles them y.

Agricola immediately acquainted Domitian by letters with the ſucceſs that had e

Thus, after many ſtruggles and conteſts, Britain was at length intirely d

attended his arms in Britain, and the ſituation of affairs there. The account he con

* Juven. ſatir. iv. v. 38.

that is, Thus encouraged, and ruſhing forward, Agri

cola formed them ſo, that the body of auxiliary foot,

who were eight thouſand men, compoſed the centre,

and three thouſand horſe were placed in the wings.

But were theſe eight thouſand auxiliary foot, and

three thouſand horſe, all the troops Agricola had

with him at this battle * Does not Tacitus to the

words we have juſt quoted ſubjoin, Legiones pro

vallo ſtiture, ingens vićtorie decus citra Romanum

ſanguinem bellanti, & auxilium, ſº pellerentur: that

is, The legions ſtood juſt without the intrenchments,

that the viđory might be the more glorious, were it

gained without Roman blood; and that the legions

might be ready to ſuccour the auxiliaries, if repulſed.

Hence it is evident, that Agricola, beſides the eight

thouſand auxiliary foot, and three thouſand horſe,

had ſome legions with him, for which there was

no room, according to our antiquary's own calcu

lation, in the above-mentioned camp. If therefore

his chief argument has any force, it confutes, with

Y SpART. in vit. Hadriani.

out leaving room to any reply, his own opinion, as

muſt evidently appear to every reader. Beſides, to

us it ſeems quite abſurd to ſuppoſe, as that writer

does, that ſome veſtiges muſt ſtill remain of all the

Roman camps in this iſland, and indeed elſewhere,

notwithſtanding the innumerable changes and altº

rations that muſt have happened, unknown to us, in

the courſe of ſo many ages. How many camps

were made by the Romans in Germany, Gaul and

Italy, of which no traces remain in our days! Great

cities have been overturned, and utterly deſtroyed,

by the devourer of all things, time; inſomuch that

antiquaries are at a loſs about the places where they

ſtood. But admitting our author's ſuppoſition, it

is evident from his own arguments, that the battle,

was not fought in the place for which he contends,

the camp there being capable of containing only

eight thouſand foot, and three thouſand horſe; be

ſides which, Agricola had with him ſeveral legions,

as is plain from the words of Tacitus (18).

(18) Tacit, vit...Agr. c. 35.

veyed
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a veyed to him was plain and modeſt, without all oſtentation, or any pomp of words.

The emperor received it with joy in his countenance, but with anguiſh in his heart, Domitian is

being well appriſed, that his late mock triumph over the Germans was held in pub-ſº :*

lic deriſion; whereas now a true and mighty vićtory, gained by the ſlaughter of...}.

fo many thouſands of the enemy, was every-where ſounded by the voice of fame, nauji,

and received with univerſal applauſe. He could not brook that the name of a

private man ſhould be exalted above that of the prince: to the emperor alone, he

thought, properly appertained the glory and renown of being a great general.

Tortured with theſe anxious thoughts, and indulging his humour of being ſhut up

in ſecret, a certain indication that he was meditating ſome bloody deſign, he at laſt

b judged it the beſt courſe upon this occaſion, to ſmother his rancour till the fame of

theſe conqueſts, and the affection of the army to Agricola, were ſomewhat abated.

To him, therefore, he cauſed to be decreed by the ſenate the triumphal ornaments, rºt cauſes tri.

a ſtatue crowned with laurel, and whatever elſe is beſtowed inſtead of a real tri- "Phal º

umph, heightening theſe honours with many expreſſions full of eſteem and reſpećt. ...º.

But in the mean time, he reſolved to recal him; and that this might not be aſcribed º.º.

to jealouſy or envy, he cauſed a report to be ſpread abroad, that to Agricola was -

deſtined the province of Syria, a government then vacant by the death of Atilius

Rufus, a man of conſular dignity, ſince the ſame was reſerved only for men of the

firſt rank. There were many who believed, that an imperial freedman, one much

c truſted with the ſecret deſigns of his maſter, was by him diſpatched to carry the in

ſtrument appointing Agricola governor of Syria, with orders to deliver it to him,

were he ſtill in Britain, for he had already named him a ſucceſſor ; that the freed

man met Agricola croſſing the chanel, and without ſo much as ſpeaking to him,

returned direétly to Domitian. Whether this account be true, or only a fićtion

framed in conformity to the charaćter and genius of Domitian, is, according to Ta

citus, uncertain. Agricola had already ſurrendered to his ſucceſſor, probably Saluſius

Secundus, the province now ſettled in perfeót peace and tranquillity. To avoid all

popular diſtinčtion, and concourſe of people to meet him, he entered Rome by

night, and by night went, as he was directed, to the palace, where he was received

d by the emperor with a ſhort embrace, without a word ſaid, and then paſſed undi

ſtinguiſhed amongſt the crowd of courtiers. From this time forward, to leſſen the

reputation he had acquired of a military man, and a gallant commander, a name

ever diſtaſteful to thoſe who live themſelves in idleneſs, he reſigned himſelf intirely Agricola lead,

to inačtivity and repoſe. In his dreſs he was modeſt; in his converſation affable and * retired ºft.

free, and never found accompanied by more than one or at moſt two of his friends:

inſomuch that many, eſpecially ſuch as judge of great men from their retinue and

parade, when they beheld and obſerved Agricola, could not conceive whence pro

ceeded his mighty fame ; and indeed few there were, who could account for the

motives of his condućt. Notwithſtanding the retired life he led, he was frequently

e accuſed in his abſence before Domitian, and as often in his abſence acquitted. What

threatened his life was no crime of his, nor complaint of any particular for injuries

received, nor any thing elſe, ſave the glorious chara&ter of the man, and the per

verſe diſpoſition of the emperor, hating all excellence, and every virtue. With

theſe cauſes concurred the worſt ſort of enemies, ſuch as extolled him in order to

deſtroy him. Beſides, ſuch times afterwards enſued as would not ſuffer the name of

Agricola to remain unmentioned ; ſo that he was in conſtant danger of being ſacri

ficed to the jealouſy of the emperor, but nevertheleſs lived nine years longer

whence we ſhall have occaſion to ſpeak of him again in the courſe of this reign.

THE ſame year Cariomerus, king of the Cheruſcans, a German nation, being driven

f out by the Cattans, becauſe he had ſubmitted to the Romans, and delivered hoſtages

to them, had recourſe to Domitian for aſſiſtance. But the emperor, not caring to

engage in a war with that fierce nation, contented himſelf with conveying to his

friend and ally a ſum of money, inſtead of troops, which, he ſaid, he could not at

that junéture well ſpare *. About the ſame time one Ganda, a German virgin and

propheteſs, and revered in Germany as a deity, arrived at Rome , and being there

well received by Domitian, after ſome private conferences with him, returned to her

own country ". - ---

* Tacit. ibid. c. 38–41. * Dio, l. lxvii. p. 760. * Idem, p. 761.
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The year following Domitian was conful the eleventh time, and had for his col- a

legue one Fulvius, whom Onupbrius takes to be T. Aurelius Fulvius, or Fulvus, the

grandfather of Titus Antoninus. He was a native of Niſme, twice conſul, and go

vernor of Rome. This year Domitian took the title of emperor four times, but for

what vićtories we find no-where recorded. We read indeed in Dion Caſſius, that

the Suevians and Lygians, whom that writer places in Maſia, ſolicited Domitian for

ſuccours, who ſent them only an hundred horſemen ; which ſo provoked the Sue.

wians, that joining the Iazygians, a people of Sarmatia, they advanced with a de

ſign to paſs the Danube, and lay waſte the Roman territories “. Dion Caſſius does

not acquaint us with the iſſue of this bold undertaking ; but Tacitus having told

us in one place, that the Sarmatians and Suevians entered into an alliance againſt b

Rome 4, adds in another “, that ſoon after the return of Agricola out of Britain,

the Romans loſt intire armies in Maſia, in Dacia, in Germany, and in Pannonia, all

by the bad condućt of their generals, either altogether cowardly or fool-hardy.

From ſeveral medals it appears, that Domitian returned this year to Rome from ſome

expedition, of which not the leaſt mention is made by the hiſtorians: perhaps he

marched in perſon againſt the Suevians and Iazygian: ; at leaſt ſeveral medals were

ſtamped this year in memory of a ſignal vićtory, real or pretended, gained over

the Germans'. The emperor, after his return to Rome, abandoning himſelf to all

manner of cruelty, cauſed the nativity to be caſt of all the illuſtrious perſons in

the city, and put ſuch of them to death as were ſaid by the aſtrologers to be deſtined t

Domitian puts to the empire. Melius Pompoſianus, againſt whom ſome ill-deſigning perſons had

ºfon the ſame account endeavoured in vain to ſtir up the emperor Veſpaſian, was on
diſtinétion to

death. this occaſion baniſhed Italy, and confined to the iſland of Corſica, where he was ſoon

after by Domitian's order put to death. Nerva, who ſucceeded him in the empire,

would have ſuffered the ſame doom, had not an aſtrologer aſſured the emperor, that

he had no reaſon to be afraid of Nerva, who could not live many days. He en

couraged informers more than any other prince had done, tho' in the beginning

of his reign he had treated them with great ſeverity, and ſolemnly declared, that

he would never give ear to their informations. Amongſt theſe, the moſt famous

were Metius Carus, Catullus Meſſalinus, and Bebius Maſſa, three robbers, as Pliny d

calls them B, who enriched themſelves, and the emperor, with ſpoils of many thou

ſand illuſtrious and innocent perſons. Carus is often mentioned by the poets juve

mal and Martial, and by Pliny, againſt whom he preſented a memorial to Domitian".

Catullus Meſſalinus was blind, but nevertheleſs one of the moſt miſchievous infor

mers who frequented the court: he died about the latter end of Domitian's reign;

whence it is plain, that Catanaus was miſtaken in ſuppoſing him to be the ſame per

ſon with Catullus, governor of Cyrene, who died, according to joſephus, in the reign

of Weſpaſian". Authors obſerve, that this year multitudes of ſenators and knights

were accuſed of treaſon, and either ſentenced to death by the ſenate, or ordered by

Domitian to diſpatch themſelves. Of theſe the moſt illuſtrious were, Ælius Lamia, e

whom he cauſed to be publicly executed only for a jeſt; for the emperor, who, as

we have obſerved above, had taken away his wife, commending one day his voice,

Lamia anſwered, 2ct, alas ! I muſt be ſilent. Civicus Cerealis was murdered during

his proconſulſhip of Aſia, under colour, that he deſigned to raiſe diſturbances in

the ſtate, but in reality becauſe he had accepted the government of Aſia, which

had fallen to him by lot. Hence Agricola, when to his lot the proconſulſhip of Aſia

or Africa was to fall, declined the employment, and preſented a petition to the em

peror, begging to be excuſed. Domilian not only granted him his requeſt, but

ſuffered himſelf to be on that account preſented with formal thanks, Neither to

Agricola did he give the ſalary which was wont to be paid to proconſuls, and f

which he himſelf had continued to ſome. Salvius Coccianus was put to death for

celebrating the birth-day of the emperor Otho, who was his uncle by the father's

ſide ; Salluſius Lucullus, who had ſucceded Agricola in the government of Britain,

for ſuffering a new kind of lances to be called after his own name; junius Rufficus

for publiſhing a writing in commendation of the celebrated Thraſea, and of Helvi

dius. Priſcus; Maternus,' a renowned philoſopher, for having declaimed in public

againſt tyranny and tyrants. All the profeſſors of philoſophy, and every laudable

• Idem ibid. d Tacit. hiſt. l. I. c. 2. * Tacit. vit. Agr. c. 4.1. f Vide. BIRAG nu

miſm. p. 134. & Noris, ep. conſul. p. 175. * Plin. panegyr. * Idem, l. iii. ep, 4.

vide CarAN. in not. ad Pin, jun, & Joseph. de bell. Jud. l. vii. c. 39.
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ſcience, ſays Tacitus, were expelled and driven into exile; and that nothing which

was worthy and honeſt might any-where be ſeen, not only againſt perſons, but

againſt books commending virtue or patriotiſm, a new kind of cruelty was exerted;

for in the forum the works of men famous for their genius and parts were publicly

burnt”. Every thing gave the jealous tyrant fear and offence. Was a man nobly The deploratis

born and popular he withdrew the affections of the people, rivalled the prince, ºniº” ºf

and threatened a civil war. Was he afraid of popularity, and lived retired; he “”

gained fame by ſhunning it, was ſtill an eye-ſore, and his beſt fate was to leave his

country. Was he virtuous, and his life and morals without blame 2 he was another

Brutus, and by the purity of his manners upbraided the vicious behaviour of the

b emperor. If a man ſeemed dull and unaćtive, he only put on the diſguiſe of ſtu

pidity and ſloth, till he found room for ſome bloody purpoſe. If he had a diffe

rent charaćter, and was a lively and ačtive man, then it was plain he did not ſo

much as feign a deſire of private life and receſs, but avowed a buſtling republican

ſpirit. If he was rich, he was too wealthy for a ſubject ; and great wealth in pri

vate hands boded ill to princes: if he was poor, he was thence the more enterpriſing

and deſperate. In ſhort, no man could poſſeſs any advantage or quality that ren

dered him acceptable to his fellow-citizens, and a bleſſing to his country, to his

friends, or to himſelf, but ſuch quality and advantage was ſure to awaken the jea

louſy and vengeance of the tyrant, and procure his doom. Hence Tacitus, ſpeak

c ing of theſe unhappy times; Mighty, ſays he, was the teſtimony which we gave of

our patience ; for as our forefathers had beheld the ultimate perfeótion of liberty,

ſo did we of bondage ; ſince through dread of informers we were bereft of the

common intercourſe of ſpeech. Nay, with our utterance we had likewiſe loſt our

memory, had it been equally in our power to forget as to be ſilent'. Againſt the

defence of innocence accuſed, againſt the moſt evident truth and juſtice, the ears

of the emperor were ever ſhut ; but calumny whiſpered by any informer had equal

weight with real crimes proved by authentic witneſſes. Falſhood and flattery, ſays

Dion Caſſiuſ, envy and rapaciouſneſs, paſſed for evidence; juſtice was converted into

cruelty, and judgment into rage : the tribunals erected for juſtice, and preſervation

d of life and property, were turned into ſhambles; and what had the names of pains

and penalties was in truth robbery and aſſaſſination. The perſons of the accuſers Encourage;

were conſidered as ſacred and inviolable ; the more they were deteſted by the pub-infºrmers.

lic, the more they were protećted by the emperor ; and in proportion as they de

ſerved death and ignominy, had countenance and preferment. Their vileſt forge

ries, convićted and owned againſt the lives and fortunes of the greateſt men, drew

down no puniſhment upon them ". In the midſt of his cruelties, he abandoned Abandºn, bim

himſelf to all manner of lewdneſs and debauchery, and was on that ſcore no leſs ſelf to all man

infamous than the moſt vicious of his predeceſſors. His avarice was equal to his"ºf"

lewdneſs and cruelty; not that he had any natural biaſs to that vice, ſays Suetonius ;

e but having exhauſted his treaſury by the many buildings he raiſed, by the magni

ficent ſports and ſhews which be exhibited, by increaſing the pay of the ſoldiers,

and by other wild and extravagant expences, he betook himſelf to all ſorts of ra- His avariº,

pine and extortion, ſeizing, upon the leaſt information, the eſtates of the moſt and extortions.

wealthy citizens: the leaſt ačtion or word againſt the majeſty of the prince, was

made uſe of as a pretence for ſtripping them of whatever they poſſeſſed. He con

fiſcated inheritances,fº to himſelf all the effects of perſons whom he

never knew, if he could find but one witneſs to depoſe, that he had ever heard the

deceaſed ſay, that Caſar was his heir. With theſe and ſuch-like artificial contri

vances, he reduced to beggary the moſt opulent perſons, not only in Rome and Italy,

f but in all the provinces of the Roman empire. His officers and procurators exačted

the tributes and taxes with the greateſt rigour and ſeverity imaginable; but above

all, he oppreſſed the jews in a moſt cruel manner, not excepting even ſuch of them

as had renounced their religion; and with the like ſeverity treated thoſe, ſays Sue

tonius, meaning, no doubt, the Chriſtians, who lived in Rome after the manner of

the jews, and ſeemed to profeſs the ſame ſuperſtition n. The heavy tributes, and

the rigour uſed by the officers in exačting them, occaſioned great diſorders and

frequent revolts in the diſtant provinces. In Aſrica, the Naſamonians, whom moſt the Naſamo.

geographers place in the province of Cyrenaica, no longer able to bear the heavy nians revºlt

* Suet. c. 20, Tacºr, vit. Agr. c. 2. ‘Tacit, ibid. m Dio, l. lxvii. p. 759. " Suet. c. 11.

impoſts
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impoſts with which they were loaded, and the inſults and extortions of the collec- a

tors, roſe up in arms this year, defeated Flaccus governor of Numidia, ſtormed his

camp, and put great numbers of his men to the ſword. But Flaccus was ſoon revenged

on them ; for being informed, that, elated with their ſucceſs, they had abandoned

themſelves to jollity and carouſing, he rallied his men, and coming unexpectedly

upon them, while they were intoxicated with the wine they had found in the Roman

ly camp, he cut them all off to a man. Zonaras ſeems to infinuate, that he extirpated

the whole nation, without any regard to ſex or age * : and Ariſtides tells us, that by

an order from one of the emperors, the whole race of the Naſamonians was cut off f.

However, that ſome of that race outlived this dreadful ſlaughter, is evident from

Ptolemy the geographer, who places them, as people ſtill in being, to the ſouth of Libya b

Marmarica A. Domitian, puffed up with the vićtory gained by his lieutenant over the

Naſamonians, bragged in the ſenate, that he had cut off the whole nation; for to

himſelf he aſcribed, as Dion Caſſius obſerves r, all the advantages gained by his off

cers, tho’ he bore not the leaſt ſhare in them, and to others every miſcarriage, how.

ever occaſioned by a ſtrićt obſervance of his orders. As he hated and ſuſpected every

man of parts, eſpecially ſuch as had acquired any military renown, the commanders

of the armies, to recommend themſelves to his favour, carefully avoided ſignalizing

themſelves by any military exploits, chufing rather to bear the inſults of the enemy,

than to expoſe themſelves to the dangers ariſing from the jealouſy of the princes. The

ſame year he firſt aſſumed, according to Euſebius, the title of Lord, and that of God, c

not being aſhamed, in dićtating an ordinance to one of his ſecretaries, to begin it

thus ; Our Lord and our God orders and commands, &c. About the ſame time he

enaëted a law, obliging all to pay him divine worſhip; and from that time forward

no man dared to call him by any other name but that of Lord and of God: ; nay,

ſome writers " tell us, that by an expreſs law, all other titles, either in ſpeaking or

writing to him, were to be ſuppreſſed. Of this impious flattery we have many in

ſtances in the poets juvenal and Martial. Pliny complains, that all the ſtreets leading

to the capitol were conſtantly crouded with droves of vićtims to be ſacrificed before

his ſtatues w. He pretended to be, and would be called, the ſon of Minerva, for

which goddeſs he profeſſed a particular veneration. He would not ſuffer any ſtatues d

to be erected to him in the capitol, but ſuch as were of pure gold or filver, and of

a fixt weight. He filled the city with triumphal gates and arches, and by an im

menſe number of monuments, raiſed at a vaſt charge, endeavoured to tranſmit to

poſterity the memory of his pretended vićtories". He was the firſt who was ever

known to have been ſeventeen times conſul. Not ſatisfied to have aſſumed the title

of Germanicus, on account of his pretended vićtory over the Cattans, he cauſed the

month of September to be diſtinguiſhed with the ſame name, and the month of Ołober

with that of Domitian ; becauſe in the latter he was born, and in the former declared

emperor. In ſhort, before the end of the fourth year of his reign, he ſurpaſſed, if

Dion Caſſius is to be credited, all his predeceſſors, Nero not excepted, in pride, cruelty, e

rapaciouſneſs, and all other vices, which complete the charaćter of an accompliſhed

tyrant ".

THE following year Domitian entered upon his twelfth conſulſhip, having Servius

Cornelius Dolabella for his collegue. This year were inſtituted the Capitoline ſports,

ſo much ſpoken of by the writers of thoſe days, according to whom they were to be

exhibited once in five, but, according to our way of reckoning, once in four years;

for they were celebrated, as the Olympic ſports, at the end of four years complete,

and in the beginning of the fifth. As they were exhibited in honour of jupiter Ca

pitolinus, the emperor preſided at them in perſon, attended by the prieſt of jupiter,

and the college of the Flavian prieſts’. To this year Euſebius fixes the war with the f

Dacians, the moſt bloody and dangerous which the Romans ſuſtained during the

reign of Domitian. The Dacians were looked upon by the Romans as the moſt war.

like nation they were then acquainted with. They were not only men for the moſt

part of great ſtrength, but ofequal courage, deſpiſing death, which they confidered

as the end of a tranſitory, and the beginning of a happy and laſting life; whence with

great intrepidity they braved the greateſt dangers. This doćtrine they had learnt

of an ancient philoſopher, by name Zamolxis, whom ſome ſuppoſe to have been the

Some acroftºt

of the Dacians.

o 7,onAR. p. 197. P ARist. p. 194. * Prol. l. iv. c. 5. * Dio in excerpt. Wai. p. 709.

* Plin. I. viii. epiſt. 14. * Suet. c. 13. * Auſt. VicT. & Oros. l. vii. c. 10. . w Plin.

paneg. p. 99. * SUFr. c. 13. * Dio, ibid. p. 71 o. * Suet, c. 4.
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a diſciple of Pythagoras; others to have flouriſhed long before his time *. Dion Caſſius

obſerves, that theſe people were by ſome Greek writers called Getae , but by the Ro

mans Daci, which was their proper appellation; for the Geta dwelt beyond mount

Hamus, near the mouth of the Danube and the Euxine ſea; but the Dacians more to

the weſt, and nearer Germany; that is, according to the opinion of moſt modern

geographers, in the countries now known by the names of Moldavia, Walachia and

Tranſilvania. But the emperor Aurelian having afterwards placed them on this ſide

the Danube, (we ſpeak with reſpect to Rome) they gave their name to that part of

Illyricum which they poſſeſſed ; and this is the province, which, in the fourth and

fifth centuries, was known by the name of Dacia. As for the ancient Dacia, it was

then held by the Golbi, whom jornandes throughout his hiſtory confounds with the

Dacians ". At this time one Duras ruled over the Dacian; ; but after having for

ſome time held the ſovereignty, by an inſtance of moderation hardly to be matched

in hiſtory, reſigned it of his own accord to one Decebalus, whom he judged better

qualified for the diſcharge of ſo great a truſt than himſelf; for Decebalus was a man

of great proweſs and experience in war, and equally ſkilled in affairs of ſtate". He

is by Jornandes d, and Oroſius *, called Dorpanaus, and Diurpanſeus ; for a prince of

that name reigned, according to them, in Dacia, when the defeat of Fuſcus happened,

of which we ſhall ſpeak anon ; and, on the other hand, we are told by Dion Caſſius,

that Fuſcus was overthrown in battle by Decebalus. As to the iſſue of the war, which They make war

he maintained againſt Rome, Tacitus ſpeaks thus, without deſcending to any particu- upon the Ro

lars: In the commonwealth there enſued ſuch times, as would not permit the name*

of Agricola, lately returned from Britain, to remain unmentioned ; ſo many were the

armies we had loſt in Maſia, Dacia, Germany, and Pannonia, all by the miſcondućt

of our generals. The queſtion and conteſt was not now about maintaining the limits

of the empire, and guarding the rivers which ſerved for its boundaries, but about

defending the ſtanding incampments of the legions, and preſerving our own territo

ries. Thus, when public calamities were following one another, and each year was

become ſignal for ſlaughters and misfortunes, Agricola was, by the common voice of

the populace, required for the command of our armies; for all men were comparing

his vigour, his reſolution, and experience in war, with the ſloth and timidity of the

others. The beſt of Domitian's freed-men adviſed and preſſed him to this choice, out

of pure affection and duty, as did the worſt out of virulence and envy, hoping by

that means to compaſs the deſtrućtion of Agricola. But that jealous and diſtruſtful Domitianſea.

prince dreaded nothing ſo much as to ſee a man ofcourage and reputation at the head lºt ºf Agri

of an army . Thus much Tacitus in general of the war with the Dacians, in which *

the Romans, according to that hiſtorian, ſuſtained great loſſes, and had many armies

ſlaughtered, many brave officers killed, and many taken priſoners. For a more par

ticular and diſtinét account of this deſtructive war, we muſt recur to, and depend

upon jormandes. According to him, the Dacians, dreading the effects of the empe

ror's avarice, broke the alliance which they had made with his predeceſſors, croſſed the

Dariube, drove away the troops ſtationed on the banks of that river ; and falling upon The Romans

Appius, or Oppius Sabinus, governor of Maſia, defeated and killed him, committing dºſated by the

every-where moſt dreadful devaſtations, and ſeizing all the forts and caſtles raiſed in Bºnº.""

their neighbourhood by the Romans. Hereupon Domitian, having with all poſſible #.son

expedition raiſed a formidable army, marched himſelf at the head of it into Illyricum.

Upon his approach, Decebalus diſpatched embaſſadors to him, declaring, that he was

ready to put an end to the war, and renew the former treaties. But Domitiam, inſtead

of returning any anſwer to the deputies, ordered the flower of his forces to advance

againſt the Dacians, under the condućt of Cornelius Fuſcus, captain of the praetorian

guards. He was, according to Tacitus g, of an illuſtrious deſcent, and had in his

early youth, from a paſſion for ſolitude and repoſe, diveſted himſelf of the ſenatorial

dignity. Upon the death of Nero, he declared for Galba, by whom he was created

procurator of Illyricum. Afterwards he embraced the party of Weſpaſian againſt Vitel

lius, and to the flame of war added, to uſe the expreſſion of Tacitus, freſh fuel; for

he took not ſo much delight in the rewards of perils, as in the perils themſelves. He

was ſecond in the command of the forces under the famous Antonius Primus, and ho

noured by the ſenate, after the death of Vitellius, with the ornaments of the praetor

* StRabo, 1. vii. p. 297. Surd. Phot. c. 166. b Vide Lloyd. dićt. hiſtoric. p. 405. Baud. p.

237. JornAND. Got. c. 12, 1 3, &c. * Dio, ibid. p. 709–761. * JokNAND. c. 13. * ORos.

J. vii. c. 2 o. * Tacit. vit. Agric, c. 41. & Tacit, hiſt. l. ii. c. 86.
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- ſhip. Domilian conferred upon him the command of the praetorian guards. But after a

all, he was not, if juvenal is to be credited ", ſufficiently qualified for the chiefcom

mand of an army. Hence Decebalus, deſpiſing ſuch a general, ſent a freſh embaſſy

to Domilian, offering to conclude a peace with him, upon condition that each Roman

paid him yearly two oboli; and threatening, if they rejected his propoſal, to purſue

the war with vigour, and deſtroy their territories with fire and ſword. The Roman;

were ſo provoked with the inſolence of this propoſal, that they demanded to be led

forthwith againſt the enemy. Accordingly Fuſcus, having cauſed his army to paſs

- the Danube on a bridge of boats, entered the Dacian territories, where, after ſeveral

ſkirmiſhes, Decebalus and Fuſcus agreed to put the whole to the iſſue of a general

engagement. Both armies fought with equal bravery and reſolution, and the vićtory b

The are defeat- continued long doubtful; but in the end the Romans were utterly routed, and Fiſii,

“*”himſelf ſlain. The Dacians took one eagle, a great quantity of arms, all the engines

of war, and a vaſt number of captives, who were afterwards found in the enemy's

caſtles, and releaſed by the emperor Trajan '.

: TH E news of this defeat alarmed Domitian, who was already returned to Rome,

where he made a no leſs dreadful havock of the ſenate and people, than the Dacians

! had done of the ſoldiery. He ſtrove at firſt to ſmother the diſmal tidings; but find

| ing they were by common fame divulged all over the city, and even magnified, he

left Rome a ſecond time, giving out, that he would head the army in perſon. But

arriving in Maſia, he ſtopped in a city of that province, and ſent forward his gene-c

rals againſt the enemy. Many bloody battles were fought with various ſucceſs, for

w i tune being ſometimes favourable to the Romans, ſometimes to the Dacians K. julia

The Dicians mus, one of the Roman commanders, gained a ſignal vićtory, by obliging his ſoldiers

l º to write their names on their bucklers, that he might by that means the more effec

º ” tually encourage or upbraid each particular'. On this occaſion Pezinas, who among

the Dacians was next in authority to Decebalus, finding no other means to make his

- eſcape, concealed himſelf amongſt the dead, and in the night retired undiſcovered.

º Decebalus apprehending the Romans might, after their vićtory, lay ſiege to his capi

| tal, felled, during the night, a great number of trees in a neighbouring wood, covered

the trunks of them with armour, and, by that contrivance, prevented the Romans, d

who miſtook them for ſoldiers, from purſuing the advantages of their vićtory. How

- ever, Decebalus was at length reduced to great ſtreights, and obliged to ſue for peace;

which Domilian would not grant him upon any terms whatſoever. But inſtead of

- purſuing the war with vigour, and forcing him, as he might eaſily have done, to ſub

mit at diſcretion, he turned his arms againſt the Qiſadians and Marcomanians, becauſe

they had ſent him no ſuccours during the war with the Dacians. Theſe two nations,

tho' ſignal in force and renown, declining to involve their reſpe&tive countries in an

unneceſſary war, ſent deputies to the emperor, begging him to forbear hoſtilities,

º which they were not conſcious to themſelves to have provoked. But Domitian, in

- ſtead of hearkening to their intreaties, cauſed their embaſſadors, in defiance of the e

right of nations, to be murdered ; which ſo provoked thoſe warlike people, that

Domitian de- drawing together all their youth, they took the field, engaged Domitian, and put

feated by the him to flight. Then the cowardly prince, now no leſs dejected upon his defeat, than

* lately elated with his vićtory, diſpatched embaſſadors to Decebalus, with offers of

3.clude, adſ peace, upon very advantageous terms ; which the Dacian thought it adviſeable to

honourable, accept, ſince his army had been greatly weakened by the many battles he had fought.

- {{*** However, he refuſed to go in perſon to Domitian ; but ſent his brother to treat with
| Dacians. - - - - - - - - - -

the emperor, whom Domilian received with particular marks of friendſhip and eſteem,

delivering to him a diadem for Decebalus, and by that means acknowledging him

for king. Beſides the diadem, he preſented him with large ſums, ſent to him, at f

- his requeſt, a great number of artificers and workmen of all profeſſions, and engaged

- to pay him yearly a certain ſum, which, to the reign of Trajan, was punétually con

veyed to him ; but that prince would not ſubmit to the payment of ſo ſhameful a

tribute, ſaying, That he had never been overcome by Decebalus m. Domitian, upon

the concluſion of ſuch an opprobrious peace, acquainted the ſenate by letters, that he

| had at length obliged the Dacians to ſubmit to the Roman yoke; and at the ſame

time diſpatched to Rome the embaſſadors of Decebalus, with a letter written to him

* Juven, fit. iv. ver, 1 12. * JoRNAND, de reb. Goth. c. 13. Oros, 1. vii. c. 8. Dio, l. lxviii.

p. 773. Juv. ft. iv. ver 11 1. " Tacit. hiſt. l. i. c. 2. ' Dio, l. lxvii. p. 761. & in excerpt. Val.

P. 7 o'). * Dio, l. lxvii. p. 762, & l. lxviii. p. 771. MART. l. v. epigr. 3.

by
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a by that prince, or, as was moſt commonly believed, feigned by the emperor him

ſelf, wherein the Dacian owned himſelf conquered, and no longer able to withſtand

the gallantry of the Roman troops, led on by ſo brave and valiant a commander as

Domitian. Hereupon the ſenate decreed him a triumph, which he enjoyed upon his But is honoured

return, triumphing at the ſame time over the Dacians, ofwhom he had with an annual with a triumph

tribute purchaſed a peace, and over the Quadians and Marcomanians, by whom he

had been utterly defeated, and driven out of the field n : for his triumphs, ſays Pliny”,

were ever certain proofs of ſignal advantages gained by the enemy. However, the

poets who flouriſhed under him, extol theſe mock vićtories, and compare them to

thoſe gained by the Scipio’s and Caſars. Domitian, before he left Dacia, cauſed a

b ſtately monument to be erected to the memory of Cornelius Fuſtus P. Pliny complains,

that Domitiam, in his marches and journeys, behaved more like an enemy than a

prince, exacting immenſe ſums from the inhabitants of the countries through which

he paſſed, pillaging their houſes, laying waſte their fields, and obliging them to ſup

ply at a vaſt charge, with all manner of proviſions, both him and his numerous retinue 4.

TH E following year Domilian was conſul the thirteenth time with L. Saturninus ;

but nothing happened, during their adminiſtration, which authors have thought

worth tranſmitting to poſterity. But the following year, when Domitian was conſul H. celebrates

the fourteenth time, with L. Minucius Rufus, is remarkable for the celebration of the the ſecular

fecular games, ſo called, becauſe they were to be ſolemnized once in an age. They #"

had been celebrated but forty-one years before by Claudius; but Domitian computed

the time from their being exhibited by Auguſtus r. They ended, as appears from

ſeveral medals which have reached our age, ſome time after the ides of September in

the eighth year of Domitian’s reign , while Tacitus the hiſtorian was praetor . Domi

tian purſuing this year the carnage he had begun before he left Rome to wage war

with the Dacians, filled the city with funerals, putting all thoſe to death, who, on

account of their birth or virtue, gave him the leaſt umbrage ". This general ſlaugh- The revolt of

ter was in all likelihood produced by the revolt of L. Antonius, which happened this L. Antonius.

year. L. Antonius was governor of Upper Germany, where he had two legions under

his command. Being provoked with the cruelties and tyrannical condućt of the em

peror, and depending upon the fidelity of his ſoldiers, whoſe affections he had gained

by his mild and obliging behaviour, he at once took upon him the title of emperor,

and as ſuch was acknowledged by the forces he commanded, and likewiſe by moſt

of the German nations, who promiſed him powerful ſuccours, not from any eſteem

or kindneſs they had for him, but through hatred to Domitian. The news of this

revolt no ſooner reached Rome, that Domitian, quitting the city, haſtened to ſuppreſs

it, leading with him the praetorian guards, and the flower of the troops quartered in

Italy, ail the ſenators, and the greater part of the Roman knights, even ſuch as

had abſented themſelves from the city, and long led a retired life, leſt they ſhould be

afterwards accuſed of having abandoned the emperor in time of danger ; a charge

which might have coſt them their lives. But he had not proceeded far on his march, Hºoi, aftara

ere he received certain account of the total overthrow of Antonius, whoſe army was and killed.

intirely cut off, and he himſelf ſlain by L. Maximus, according to ſome writers, or,

as others will have it, by Appius Norbanus w. Perhaps theſe four names belonged

to one and the ſame perſon ; at leaſt a letter written by Domitian to L. Appius Maximus

has reached our times * , and one Appius Maximus is ſaid in an ancient inſcription to

have happily ended the war in Germany y. While the armies of Antonius and Maxi

mus were engaged on the banks of the Rhine, the river ſwelled all on a ſudden to ſuch

a height, that the Germans, who came to the aſſiſtance of Antonius, could not croſs it ;

ſo that his army was intirely cut off. Antonius himſelf being killed in the battle, his

head was cut off, and ſent to Rome'. Suetonius tells us, that the very day on which the

battle was fought, an eagle, placing herſelf upon one of the emperor's ſtatues at Rome,

covered it with her wings, making a noiſe which expreſſed a kind of joy ; and that

at the ſame time a report prevailed all over the city, that Antonius was overcome, and

utterly defeated ; nay, that he was killed, and that his head was brought to Rome,

which ſeveral perſons affirmed they had ſeen *. Maximus on this occaſion diſplayed

ºt

y:

* Dio, p. 761. Suet. c. 6. Euseb. in chron. * Plin. paneg. p. 21. P MART. l. vi. p. 76.
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no leſs prudence after the vićtory, than he had done courage in gaining it; for upon a

the death of Antonius, he ſeized and burnt all his papers, that the emperor might

not make uſe of them to the prejudice of any man. Domilian however made a dili

gent ſearch after his accomplices, torturing in a moſt cruel manner perſons of all

ranks and conditions, upon the leaſt ſuſpicion of their having been privy to the con

ſpiracy, or having lived in friendſhip and intimacy with Antonius. On this occaſion

great numbers of perſons were executed or baniſhed, and their eſtates ſeized. Of the

many who were accuſed, two perſons only eſcaped unpuniſhed, viz, a tribune

of ſenatorial dignity, and a centurion, who ſaved their lives at the expence of their

reputation, by making it appear, that they had been pathics, and conſequently in

capable of engaging in any hazardous enterprize, or having any intereſt in matters b

of this nature, either with the general or the army". After this revolt, Domi.

tian would not ſuffer two legions to be quartered in the ſame camp during the winter;

but kept them all ſeparate, and at ſome diſtance from each other, left, depending

upon their ſtrength, they ſhould form dangerous deſigns, and raiſe new diſturbances.

This year another counterfeit Nero appeared in Aſia ; and having, with a great mul

titude of followers, ſtruck terror into the neighbouring provinces, retired to the court

of the Parthian king, who received him with great marks of diſtinétion, ſupplied him

with a choſen body of troops, and ſeemed inclined to quarrel on his account with the

Romans. But in the end he was prevailed upon by Domitian to deliver him up to

the governor ofSyria 4. This, without all doubt, is what gave occaſion to the poet c

Silius to celebrate the emperor's triumphs, and extol his vićtories over the Ganges, the

Bačirians, and, in ſhort, over all the countries of the eaſt “.

THE following year, T. Aurelius Fulvius and L. Atratinus being conſuls, Domitiin

took the title of emperor three times; but for what exploits we know not. Some

writers, and amongſt the reſt the learned cardinal Noris, are of opinion, that Domi

tian this year undertook a ſecond expedition againſt the Germans', the more becauſe

the poet Statius ſuppoſes the Germans to have been by Domitian twice conquered g.

But theſe triumphs were in all likelihood only for pretended vićtories, and real

overthrows. Thus we have ſeen him triumph over the Dacians, of whom he had

purchaſed a peace, by engaging to pay them an annual tribute, and over the Marco-d

manians and Quadians, by whom he had been ſhamefully put to flight. The next

conſuls were Domitian the fifteenth time, and M. Cocceius Nerva, who was afterwards

raiſed to the empire, the ſecond time ; for he had been conſul in the ſecond year of

Veſpaſian's reign. Some modern writers" tell us, that having been baniſhed by Do

milian the year before, in this he was recalled, and honoured with the conſulſhip,

They quote Dion Caſſius ; but in that writer we find no ſuch account. Philoſºralus

indeed writes, that Nerva, who ſucceeded Domitian, was baniſhed to Tarentum ; but

from his words it is manifeſt, that Nerva did not incur the diſpleaſure of Domiſian,

till he had finiſhed his ſecond conſulſhip'. Nothing happened this year, either at

Rome or in the provinces, which the few hiſtorians who have written of theſe times, e

and whoſe works have reached us, thought worth recording. The conſuls of the fol

lowing year were M. Ulpius Trajanus, who ſucceded Nerva in the empire, and Atilius

Glabrio. As Glabrio was a man of great ſtrength and activity, the emperor obliged

him to fight in the arena with a huge lion, whom he overcame and killed. The

people with loud ſhouts applauded his vićtory ; which rouſed the jealouſy of the

emperor, who thereupon, under colour of ſome crime or other, baniſhed him, and

ſoon after cauſed him to be murdered in the place of his exile, as if he had attempted

to raiſe diſturbances in the ſtate k. A modern writer would fain perſuadeus, that he

was put to death for profeſſing the chriſtian religion ; but the arguments which he

makes uſe of are deſtitute of all ſolidity, and quite trifling. This year Domitian exhi-f

bited a great many ſhews, both in the amphitheatre and the circus, which are celebrated

by the writers of thoſe times as the moſt coſtly and magnificent that Rome had ever

beheld. Near the Tiber he cauſed a vaſt lake to be dug, in which a ſea-fight was

repreſented with ſuch numbers of ſhips as amounted to complete fleets. In the com

bats of gladiators, not only men, but women, entered the liſts. In the amphitheatre

two great combats were exhibited, one of horſe, the other of foot: with the former,

which was quite new, the populace were ſo taken, that forgetting the emperor's
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3. cruelties, they beſtowed upon him higher encomiums than they had ever given either

to Weſpaſian or Titus. During the ſea-fight, a violent ſhower fell ; but nevertheleſs

the emperor continued till the fight was ended, often changing his cloaths, and

would not ſuffer any of the ſpectators to retire ; whence, as the ſhower laſted ſome

hours, many were ſeized with diſtempers, and ſome even died 9. Dion Caſſius de

ſcribes at length an entertainment, to which the emperor invited the principal men

among the ſenators and knights ; an entertainment, ſays that writer, which more

than any thing elſe diſplays his tyrannical temper, and how wantonly he abuſed his

-- - E
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power. At the entrance of the palace, the gueſts were received with great cere- He terrifies the

mony, and condućted to a ſpacious hall hung round with black, and illuminatedſº

with a few melancholy lamps, which were only ſufficient to diſcover the horror of

the place, and the ſeveral coffins, upon which were written in capitals the names

of the ſeveral ſenators and knights invited. Great was their fright and conſterna

tion at the ſight of ſo diſmal a ſcene ; for the emperor had often publicly declared,

that he could not think himſelf ſafe ſo long as one ſenator was left alive, and that

amongſt the knights there were few whom he did not look upon as his enemies.

After they had long waited, expecting every moment their laſt doom, the doors

were at length all on a ſudden burſt open, when a great number of naked perſons,

having their bodies all over died black, entered the hall, with drawn ſwords in one

hand, and flaming torches in the other. The gueſts, at this dreadful appearance,

giving themſelves up for loſt, already felt all the agonies of death; but thoſe whom

they looked upon as their executioners, having for ſome time danced round them,

ſet at once open the doors, and acquainted them, that the emperor gave the com

pany leave to withdraw. Thus did Domitian inſult theſe two illuſtrious orders,

ſhewing, ſays Dion Caſſius, how little he feared them, and at the ſame time with

how much reaſon they might dread his reſentment, ſince it was in his power to cut

them all off without expoſing himſelf to the leaſt danger P.

THE next conſuls were, Domitian the ſixteenth time, and Q, Voluſius Saturninus.

This year the emperor obſerving a vaſt plenty of wine, and as great a ſcarcity of

-

{

corn, concluded from thence, that the husbandmen neglected the tillage of the "gainſ plant

i
earth to attend the cultivating of their vines. To prevent therefore this inconve

nience for the future, he publiſhed an edićt, forbidding any more vines to be planted

in Italy, and commanding half the vines in the provinces to be immediately rooted

up. H reupon the cities of Aſia ſent a ſolemn embaſſy to him, begging he would

fuſpend the execution of the edićt with reſpect to their lands, ſince their chief reve

nues accrued from wine, and the neighbouring provinces abounded with corn. At

the head of this embaſſy was Scopelianus, profeſſor of eloquence at Smyrna, who

inſinuating himſelf with wonderful addreſs into the emperor's favour, prevailed upon

him, if Philoſtratus is to be credited q, to repeal the edićt, and allow all nations

ſubjećt to Rome full liberty of planting and cultivating what vines they pleaſed.

Suetonius tells us, that to this he was chiefly prompted by the general diſcontent

which his edićt produced amongſt perſons of all ranks both in the city and the pro

vinces, where many lampoons were publiſhed, one among the reſt, importing, that,

in ſpite of all edićts, wine would not be wanting for the ſacrificing of Caeſar .

But after all, Eutropius and Vopiſtus ſpeak of this edićt as continuing in full force

in moſt provinces of the empire, till the reign of the emperor Probus, that is, for

the ſpace of almoſt two hundred years. From ſeveral medals it appears, that the

city of Chalcis in Syria began its aera in the autumn of this year, the 92d after the

birth of Chriſt, according to the common method of computing, and the eleventh

of Domitian's reign : whence ſome learned chronologers conclude, that this ſmall

kingdom, formerly poſſeſſed by the brother, and afterwards by the ſon of Agrippa,

the laſt king of the jews, was then by Domitian united to the empire". It was in

all likelihood on this account, that the city of Chalcis took the name of Flavia,

which we ſuppoſe to have happened after the death of Ariſtobulus, who reigned at

Chalcis in the year 72. of the Chriſtian aera w.

The following year Pompeius Collega and D. Priſcus were conſuls. Pliny names

the former among the conſulars who were ſtill living in the reign of Trajan *.

From an ancient inſcription it appears, that both conſuls reſigned the faſces on the

chief knights,
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thirteenth of july, the former to M. Lollius Paulinus Valerius Aſiaticus, and the latter a

The death of to C. Antius julius Quadratus. This year was remarkable for the death of the ce

Agricola lebrated Agricola. His end proved aflicting to his family, ſays Tacitus, ſorrowful

to his friends, and matter of trouble even to foreigners, and ſuch as knew him not.

The common people, during his ſickneſs, were not only frequent in their viſits to

his houſe; but in all public places, in all private companics, made him the ſubjećt

of their converſation : nor, when his death was divulged, was there a ſoul found,

Domitian who did not lament it as a public misfortune, What heightened the general con

ſtºſ., cern was a prevailing rumour, that he was diſpatched by poiſon. That there was
having cauſed - - - - - -

º;;... any proof of this, Tacitus, his ſon-in-law, will not take upon him to aver. How
ſoued. ever, he tells us, that during the whole courſe of his illneſs, Domitian cauſed fre-b

quent viſits to be made him, indeed much more frequent than princes are wont to

make, both by his favourite freed-men, and his moſt truſty phyſicians; whether

from real concern for his health, or eagerneſs to learn the probability of his death,

our hiſtorian will not determine. It is certain, that on the day in which he expired,

continual accounts were by meſſengers, purpoſely placed, every inſtant tranſmitted

to the emperor, informing him how faſt his end was approaching; and no one

believed he would have been thus eager to hear tidings, had be been to feel any

ſorrow from hearing them. However, upon the news of his death, he affected to

ſhew in his countenance ſome grief and concern; for being now ſecure againſt the

objećt of his hatred, he could more eaſily diſſemble his preſent joy, than lately his c

fear. It is incredible how great was the ſatisfaction which he expreſſed, when upon

reading the laſt will of Agricola, he found himſelf left joint heir with his excellent

wife, and tender daughter. This he took to have been done out of judgment and

choice; ſo blinded he was by continual flattery, as not to know, that to no prince,

but a tyrant, did ever any good father bequeath his fortune y. Agricola was born,

according to Tacitus, on the thirteenth of june, during the third conſulſhip of the

emperor Caligula, and died on the twenty-fourth of Auguſt, during the conſulſhip of

Colliga and Priſcus, in the fifty-ſixth year of his age, the ninety-third of the Chri

fian aera, and twelfth of Domitian's reign. But as to the time of his birth, ſome

miſtake has certainly crept into the text of Tacitus, there being but fifty-three years d

two months, and ſome days, from the thirteenth of june of the year of the Chriſtian

aera 40, when Caligula was the third time conſul, to the twenty-fourth of Auguſt,

in the year 93. Agricola therefore either died in the fifty-fourth year of his age, or

was born in the ſecond conſulſhip of Caligula, that is, in the year 38. of the Chri

fiian aera. Tacitus delivers the following glorious and affecting charaćter of him;

His charaſier. If poſterity deſires to know his make and perſon, he was rather genteel and well

proportioned than tall: in his aſpect there was nothing terrible; his looks were ex

tremely gracious and pleaſing: a good man you would have readily believed him,

and been glad to have found, that he was a great man. Tho' he was ſnatched

away, while his age was yet in full vigour; yet if his life be meaſured by his glory, e

he attained to a great length of days. For every true felicity, namely ſuch as ariſes

from virtue, he had already enjoyed to the i. As he had been likewiſe diſtin

guiſhed with the conſular and triumphal honours, what more could fortune add to

his luſtre and renown : Exceſſive wealth he coveted not; an honourable ſhare he

poſſeſſed. As behind him he left ſurviving his daughter and his wife, he may be

even accounted happy, ſince by dying while his credit was no-ways ſtained, while

his fame was in its full ſplendor, and his relations and friends in a ſtate of ſecurity,

he eſcaped the evils to come, and the miſery of the latter times. We ſhall cloſe our

account of this great commander, this virtuous citizen, with the tender and affect
Tacitus’s ing words of Tacitus, who thus addreſſes him after his death: Happy therefore art f

affiting addreſ, thou, Agricola, not only as thy life was glorious, but as thy death was ſeaſonable !

. him. #" Thou didſt, as I am informed by thoſe who heard thy laſt words, accept thy fate

*** chearfully and with firmneſs; as if, for thy part, thou wouldſt have ſaved the credit

of the prince. But to myſelf and thy daughter, beſides the grief of having our

father ſnatched from us, it proves a further acceſſion of ſorrow, that we had not an

opportunity of attending thee in thy ſickneſs, of cheriſhing thy drooping ſpirits,

and pleaſing ourſelves with ſeeing and embracing thee. We ſhould greedily have

received thy inſtrućtions and precepts, and engraved them for ever in our hearts.

* Tacit. vit. Agr. c. 44.

This
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a This is our grief, this our unſpeakable misfortune, that by our long abſence from

thee, thou waſt already loſt to us four years before thy death. Thou waſt, no doubt,

abundantly ſupplied with whatever thy condition required, by thy loving wife, the

beſt of mothers, who attended thee. Yet fewer tears were ſhed at your funeral,

and at thy laſt hour ſomewhat was wanting to ſatisfy thine eyes. If for the manes

of good men any place be allotted ; if, as philoſophers hold, the ſpirits of great

men, periſh not with their bodies; pleaſing be thy repoſe! Recal us, thy family,

from this our weakneſs in bewailing thee, to the contemplation of thy virtues, for

which it were unjuſt to lament or to mourn. , Let us rather adorn thy memory

with immortal praiſes, and by following, as far as our weakneſs will allow, and

adopting thy excellencies. This is true honour, this the duty incumbent upon every

near relation. Thus I would have thy daughter and wife to reverence the memory

of a father and huſband, and to be ever ruminating upon all his doings and ſay

ings; and rather to adore the image of his mind, than that of his perſon. Not

that I mean to condemn the uſe of ſtatues in marble or braſs; but as the perſons

of men are frail and periſhing, ſo are likewiſe the images of them: the form of

the mind is eternal, and cannot be repreſented or preſerved by art or materials ſo

reign to its nature, nor otherwiſe but by a conformity of manners. What we loved

in Agricola, what we admired, remains, and will for ever remain, imprinted in the

minds of men, and conveyed through a continual ſucceſſion of ages by the voice of

fame to the lateſt poſterity. Many of the ancients lie buried in an obſcure and

inglorious oblivion; but Agricola ſhall live recommended to future ages, and his

fame continue for ever . Thus far Tacitus, who wrote the life of Agricola in the

reign of the emperor Trajan, without which, and a ſhort paſſage in Dion Caſſius,

the memory and exploits of one of the greateſt commanders and beſt citizens Kome

ever bred, would have been buried in oblivion. Tacitus, as he himſelf informs us,

had, together with his wife, been four years abſent from Rome when his father-in

law died ; but where, or on what account, we are no-where told. Some writers,

without the leaſt foundation, ſuppoſe him to have been baniſhed by Domilian ; but

Lipſius is of opinion, that he retired of his own accord from the city, not being

able, as he was a man of a virtuous and humane ſpirit, to behold the ſufferings of

the Romans under ſo cruel and bloody a tyrant".

THE ſame year Bebius Maſſa, an infamous accuſer, was himſelf accuſed of ex

tortion by the Bithynians, whom he had plundered and oppreſſed in a moſt tyran

nical manner while he governed that province. The ſenate appointed Pliny the

younger, and Herennius Senecio, originally a Bithynian, and formerly queſtor in the

ſame province, to plead the cauſe of the Bithynians ; which they did ſo effectually,

that Bebius was condemned by the ſenate, and the conſuls were ordered to ſeize his

eſtate and effects. But as they, taken up with more preſſing affairs, put off from

day to day the execution of the judgment, Senecio, fearing the delinquent might in

the mean time privately convey away part of his goods, reſolved to apply to them

for an immediate execution of the ſentence, and begged Pliny to act therein in con

cert with him. Pliny at firſt declined engaging in an affair which he thought fo

reign to the profeſſion of a pleader ; but Senecio continuing obſtinate in his reſolu

tion, he at length conſented to ſolicit jointly with him the conſuls to ſeize without

delay the effects of Bebius, that reparation might thence be made of the loſſes ſuſ

tained by the Bithynians. Accordingly they went together to the conſuls, where

they found Bebius, who, upon hearing their ſuit, was ſo provoked againſt Senecio,

that he ſummoned him before the emperor, as guilty of treaſon. The very name

Bebius Maſſà,

a noted accuſer,

arraigned.

of treaſon ſtruck the whole aſſembly with terror. But Pliny, without betraying the The conſany

leaſt fear, addreſſing Bebius, told him, he was ſorry he did not charge him with **firmſ,

the ſame crime, ſince by his not accuſing him, as well as Senecio, of treaſon, men"

might believe that he had not ačted againſt him with equal zeal, and that he ſhould

be grieved if he knew that any one entertained of him ſo bad an opinion. This

firmneſs and intrepidity in Pliny was by all highly applauded; and Nerva, who was

at that time in exile at Tarentum, congratulated him by letters upon his ſteady con

dućt. Pliny himſelf wrote to Tacitus, acquainting him with what had paſſed, and

begging him to inſert it in his hiſtory, which he looked upon as a work that would

never die; but the letter of Pliny has outlived that part of Tacitus's hiſtory". This

* Idem ibid. c. 45, 46. a Lips, wit. Tacit. b Plin, l, vii. epiſt, 33, & l. iii. epiſt. 4.

year

f Pliny.
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year Domilian undertook an expedition againſt the Sarmatians, who had cut in pieces a

a whole legion with the officer who commanded them “: but as to the iſſue of this

war, we are quite in the dark: all we know is, that on this occaſion he quarrelled

likewiſe with the Marcomanians, and on his return aſſumed the title of emperor

for the twenty-ſecond and laſt time. He returned to Rome in the month of janu

ary, and, inſtead of triumphing, contented himſelf with preſenting a crown of lau

rel to jupiter Capitolinus 4. Statius * and Martial make frequent mention of this

war, extolling, with their uſual flattery, the ſuppoſed exploits, and pretended vićto

ries, of their hero.

THE following year, L. Nonnius Aſprenas and Sextilius Lateranus being conſuls,

Domitian began to rend the commonwealth with cruelties without all reſpite, as by

Tacitus expreſſes it *, and to put in execution the deſign which he had long fince

formed of utterly extirpating the ſenate, and deſtroying all who were any-ways

conſiderable either for their birth or virtue. That hiſtorian deſcribes the miſeries.

of theſe calamitous times in general terms thus: The iſlands were peopled with

exiles ; the rocks contaminated with murder and blood. But more hideous ſtill

were the ravages of cruelty at Rome. It was treaſonable to be noble ; capital to be

rich; criminal to have borne honours, criminal to have declined them ; and the

reward of worth and virtue was quick and inevitable deſtruction. Nor were the

iniquities of the informers more ſhocking, than their great and diſtinguiſhing rewards;

for upon ſome were beſtowed, as the ſpoils of the ſtate, the pontifical dignities, and c

thoſe of the conſulſhip; others were ſent with the character of procurators into the

provinces ; ſome were made prime miniſters and confidents at home; and in every

ſtation exerting all their terrors, and purſuing their hatred, they controuled and

confounded all things. Slaves were ſuborned againſt their maſters, freed-men againſt

their patrons; and ſuch as had no enemies were betrayed and undone by their friends.

The age, however, continues our hiſtorian, was not ſo utterly deſtitute of all

virtue, as not to afford commendable examples of friendſhip and magnanimity.

There were mothers who accompanied their baniſhed ſons; wives who followed

their husbands into exile; in relations were found reſolution and ſuccour; in ſons

in-law conſtancy and duty; in ſlaves ſuch fidelity as baffled all the menaces and hor- d.

rors of the torture: illuſtrious men ſtruggling under the greateſt diſtreſs, ſupporting

it with conſtancy, and diſplaying a fortitude in death equal to that of the moſt cele

brated ancients". The ſame writer, after having recounted the death of Agricola ;

He ſaw not, adds he, the court of the ſenate beſieged, nor the ſenate incloſed with

armed men, nor the butchery of ſo many perſons of conſular dignity, nor the flight

and exile of ſo many women of the prime nobility, all effected in one continued

havock. Even Nero with-held his eyes from ſcenes of cruelty: he indeed ordered

murders to be perpetrated, but ſaw them not. The principal part of our miſeries

under Domitian was to be obliged to ſee him, and be ſeen by him, at a time when

all our ſighs and ſorrows were watched and marked down for condemnation; when e

that cruel countenance of his, always covered with a ſettled red, whence he har

dened himſelf againſt ſhame and bluſhing, ſerved him to obſerve all the pale hor

rors at once poſſeſſing ſo many illuſtrious men'. Thus Tacitus deſcribes in general

terms the calamities of thoſe unhappy times. The perſons whom he mentions in

particular to have been this year put to death by Domitian, are Helvidius, Rufficuſ,

and Senecio. Helvidius was the ſon of the celebrated Helvidius Priſcus, of whom we

have ſpoken above. He had been raiſed to the conſulſhip, in what year we know

not ; and was, on account of his extraordinary virtue, abilities and accompliſhments,

in great credit with perſons of all ranks, tho’ he endeavoured, through fear of giv

ing the emperor umbrage, to ſhun the applauſes of the multitude, and conceal his f

talents in ſolitude and retirement. However, he was accuſed of treaſon, and it was

pretended, that in a poem, by him compoſed, he had, under the borrowed names

of Paris and OEnone, reflećted on the emperor for divorcing his wife Domitia. When

the accuſed appeared to plead his cauſe before the ſenate, one of the judges, by

name Publicius Certus, formerly praetor, ſeized him with the aſſiſtance of ſome

other ſenators, and, without allowing him to ſpeak in his own defence, dragged

him to priſon, where he was by the emperor's orders ſoon after executed". As for

The calamity

of the times.

Helvidius,

Senecio and

Ruſticus put

to death.

c Suet. c. 6. d Idcm ibid. * Stat. ſyl. l. 3. p. 398, &c. f MARt. l. vii. epigr. 1, 4, 7.

& 1. viii. epigr. 8, 5, &c. * Tacit. vit. Agr. c. 44. * Tacit. hiſt, l, i. c. 2. * Idem, wit.

Agr. c. 44. * Suet. c. 10. Plin, l, ix. epiſt, 13.

Ceriuſ,
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Certus, he was named for the conſulſhip, which he ſeems to have diſcharged four

years after, that is, in the ſecond year of Nerva's reign, when Pliny demanded leave

of the ſenate to arraign him as a criminal, in order to clear his friend Helvidiuſ,

and make his innocence appear, at leaſt after his death, ſince no one had been al

lowed to ſpeak in his favour while living. The ſenate put a ſtop to all proſecutions

of this nature, but yet degraded Certus, and deprived him of the conſular dignity;

whence he died a few days after in great agonies and terror, imagining, as he him

ſelf owned, that Pliny purſued him with a drawn ſword. Pliny publiſhed the ſpeech

which he pronounced againſt him in the ſenate ; but it has been long ſince loſt 1.

Herennius Senecio was, as we have related above, accuſed of treaſon by Bºbius Maſſa,

whom he had accuſed of extortion at the ſuit of the Bithynians. The charge alledged

againſt him was, that he had written the life of Helvidius Priſcus, at the requeſt of

Fannia his widow, and made uſe of the memoirs with which ſhe had furniſhed him.

Tho' Senecio had with all poſſible care avoided ſuch expreſſions as might ſeem in the

leaſt to reflect on the emperor, yet becauſe he could not help commending a man

whom the prince had condemned, Domitian cauſed him to be ſentenced to death, and

the ſentence to be without delay put in execution. Fannia owned of her own accord,

that ſhe had perſuaded Senecio to write the life of her husband, and ſupplied him

with materials for it. For this crime ſhe was, by a decree of the ſenate, confined

to a deſert iſland, whither ſhe carried with her, as her only comfort, the hiſtory of

her husband’s actions, which had been the cauſe of her baniſhment, tho' it was de

clared capital to read or keep it. Arria, her mother, the widow of the famous Paº

tus Thraſea, was likewiſe baniſhed ; but they were both called home in the begin

ning of the reign of Nerva ". The emperor, as Tacitus informs us", did not con

tent himſelf with condemning Senecio for celebrating the praiſes of Helvidius Priſcus,

and Arulenus Kuſticus, of whom anon, for thoſe of Patus Thraſea ; but ordered the

magiſtrates to commit their books to the flames, imagining, that in the ſame fire

he ſhould aboliſh the voice and utterance of the Roman people, with the liberty of

the ſenate, and all the ideas and memory of mankind. The third perſon, men

tioned by Tacitus to have been ſacrificed by Domilian this year, was Lucius junius

Artilemus Ruſſicus. He profeſſed the philoſophy of the Stoics, was tribune of the

people when Pactus Thraſea was condemned by a decree of the ſenate in the reign of

Nero, and as ſuch would have interpoſed againſt it, had not Thraſea himſelf re

ſtrained him *. He was praetor in the ſhort reign of Pitellius, by whom he was

ſent to Petilius Cerealis, one of Veſpaſian's commanders, to mediate an accommo

dation. On which occaſion he was wounded by the ſoldiery, who ſternly rejećted

all terms of peace ; and notwithſtanding the character of an embaſſador, altogether

ſacred, would have been maſſacred, had it not been for the protećtion of a guard

appointed by Cereali. P. The crime laid to his charge by Domitian was his having,

in a book publiſhed by him, commended Thraſca, and likewiſe Helvidius Priſcus, as

men of honour and integrity. He was accuſed by one Marcus Regulus, who even

publiſhed a book filled with moſt bitter invečtives againſt him 4. Pliny ſeems to

have entertained a mighty opinion of his accompliſhments and integrity ", as does

likewiſe Plutarch, who tells us, that he was by Domitian's orders put to death for

no crime of his own, but merely to remove from the emperor's fight one who, with

his exemplary life, ſeemed to reproach him with his debaucheries. That writer

adds, that while he himſelf was one day declaiming in public, a ſoldier entering

the affembly, preſented to Ruſticus, who was hearkening to him with great attention,

a letter from the emperor. Hereupon he immediately interrupted his diſcourſe ; but

Rufficus, putting the letter, without even opening it, into his boſom, deſired him to

purſue his ſpeech, and would not open the letter till Plutarch had done *. Dion

Caſſius writes, that Domitian, not long before he was killed, dreamt, that Rufficus

was purſuing him with a drawn ſword". junius Mauricus, the brother of Riſiicus,

who is highly commended by Pliny u, was baniſhed, as was likewiſe Pomponia Gra

tilla, the wife of Ruſticus ; but they were both recalled by the emperor Nerva w.

At the ſame time was executed by the emperor's orders one Hermogen, 3 of Tarſus,

Pits. l. ix. epiſt. 13. & 1. vii. epiſt. 33. * Plin. 1. vii. epiſt. 19. & 1. ix. epiſt. 13. Dio, l. lxvii.

p. 765. Su Er. c. 1 o' * TAcit. vit. Agr. c. 2. ° TAcit, annal. 1. xvi. c. 26. P Idcin, anmal, iſi.

c. 89. * Tacit. vit. Agr. c. 1. Suet, c. 10. Dio, l. lxvii. p. 765. Plin. l. i. epiſt. 5. * Plin.

1. 1, epiſt. 14. * Plur. curioſ. p. 917. * Dio, l. lxvii. p. 767. * PLN. I. I. cpiſt. 14.

w Pºlis. l. i. epiſt. 14. & I. v. epiſt. 13.
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being accuſed of ſpeaking diſreſpećtfuly of the emperor, under borrowed names, a

in a hiſtory which he compoſed: all thoſe who were concerned in tranſcribing or

ſelling it, were condemned to be crucified . The ſame year, and chiefly out of

hatred to Rufficus, who, as we have hinted above, profeſſed the philoſophy of the

Stoics, all philoſophers were, by a decree of the ſenate, driven out of Rome, and

every laudable ſcience expelled Italy, that nothing which was worthy and honeſt,

ſays Tacitus, might any-where be ſeen V. Epićletus, the famous Stoic, was, in virtue

of this decree, obliged to abandon the city “. Lucius Teleſinus, who had been con

ful in the reign of Nero, choſe rather to retire from his native country, as a philoſo

pher, than to maintain his dignity there by renouncing that profeſſion". Pliny be

ſtows mighty encomiums upon the philoſopher Artemidorus, who, on this occaſion,

left Rome. He had contracted great debts, but for laudable purpoſes, ſays Pliny,

who ſupplied him with money to diſcharge them, when his other friends, tho' poſ.

ſeſſed of great wealth, abandoned him in his diſtreſs. The philoſopher would

afterwards have reimburſed Pliny, but he generouſly preſented him with the ſum

which was owing to him". Pliny went frequently to viſit him in the place of his

retirement; by which means he expoſed himſelf to no ſmall danger, his ačtions and

condućt being the more narrowly obſerved, as he was at that time praetor. He was

Piny ſºftºffed himſelf well appriſed, that Domitian ſuſpected him, as he had lived in great intimacy

*y Domitian, with Senecio, Helvidius and Rufficus. And truly, had not Domitian been ſeaſonably

cut off, Pliny would have undergone the ſame doom which moſt of his friends had

ſuffered: for after the emperor's death, a memorial was found among his papers,

preſented to him againſt Pliny by the celebrated informer Metius Carus “... Some

philoſophers, dreading the reſentment of the emperor, renounced their profeſſion, and

increaſed the herd of informers. Some, abandoning Italy, fled to the moſt weſtern

coaſts of Gaul; and others to the deſarts of Libya and Scythia. Dion Chryſoſtomus,

a celebrated ſophiſt, took ſhelter in the country of the Getae, where he earned a

livelihood by tilling the ground, and carrying water, having always with him, to

comfort him in his diſtreſs, a treatiſe of Plato, and an oration of Demoſthènes". In

Apolonius the height of this perſecution, Apollonius Tyaneus came to Rome, if Philoſiratus is to

Å.“” be credited *, and was there received with great marks of eſteem and veneration

by Caſperius AElianus, commander of the praetorian guards. He had not been long

in the city, ere he contracted a ſtrićt friendſhip with Nerva, Rufus and Salvidiemus

Encourages Orfitus, whom he ſolicited to conſpire againſt Domitian, and to deliver the world

. *... from ſo bloody a tyrant. The author of his life tells us, that the conſpiracy was

|..."... actually formed , but that the conſpirators putting off, for want of courage, the
The emperor execution of it, the emperor, in the mean time, ſuſpecting their deſign, accuſed

them of treaſon before the ſenate: the charge was not proved ; but nevertheleſs

Rufus and Orfitus were confined to the iſlands, and Nerva to the city of Tarentum'.

Orfitus was ſoon after put to death g in the place of his exile. Of Rufus we find no

farther mention made by the writers of thoſe times. As for Nerva, if he was ba

niſhed, as Philoſłratus writes, he returned home the ſame or the following year; for

he was at Rome, as is plain from Dion Caſſius h, when Domitian was murdered; nay,

that writer takes no notice of the baniſhment of Nerva, which makes us ſuſpect the

truth of what Philoſtratus writes, who is often guilty of very conſiderable miſtakes.

Sulpicia, a Roman lady of great diſtinétion, wrote a poem upon the expulſion of

the philoſophers, wherein ſhe inveighs with great bitterneſs againſt Domilian, and even

threatens him with death. She is highly commended by Martial for the purity of

her manners, and the elegance of her compoſition's for ſhe publiſhed ſeveral other

pieces, but was not, as ſhe ſeems to boaſt, the firſt Roman of her ſex known to

the muſes k.

The following year Domilian entered upon his ſeventeenth and laſt conſulſhip,

having for his collegue Flavius Clemens, of whom we ſhall ſpeak anon. This con

ſulate of Domitian is the ſubjećt of one of the poet Statius's poems". In the begin

The conſpiracy ning of the year was diſcovered a dangerous conſpiracy againſt the emperor ; at

ºfjºin the head of which was juvenius Celſus, whom ſome writers take to be the celebrated
Celſus. civilian Publius jubenius Celſus, who was praetor in the reign of Trajan, and conſul

All philoſo

phers driven

out of Rome.

× SUET. c. Io. y Tacit. vit. Agr. c. 2. * Gelt... noct. Attic. l. xv. c. 11. * Philo

strat. ibid. l. vii. c. 5. P Plin. l. iii. epiſt. I 1. * PLN. l. vii. epiſt. 27. d Philos. ibid.

1. vii. c. 2. * Idem ibid. l. vii, c. 4. * Idem ibid. c. 3, 4. 8 Sue r. c. 19. h Dio, l. lxvii.

P. 767. | MART. l. x, epig. 35. * Vide Voss, poet. Lat, c. 2, 3. | Star. ſyl. l. iv. c. 1. .
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a in that of Adrian, and is highly commended by Pliny ". Be that as it will, Celſis

finding himſelf betrayed, begged and obtained a private audience of the emperor;

in which throwing himſelf at his feet, and accoſting him as a deity with the titles

of Lord and of God, he proteſted, that as to himſelf, he was quite innocent of the

crime laid to his charge ; but would, provided he was allowed a ſhort reſpite, diſ

cover all thoſe who were concerned in the plot, and produce undeniable proofs

of their guilt. Hereupon the emperor diſmiſſed him untouched ; but Celſus, put

ting off, under various pretences, from time to time, the promiſed diſcovery, eſcaped

by the death of Domiſian, which happened the following year, the danger that threat

ened him ". Dion Caffius obſerves, that Domitian about this time cauſed the road

b to be paved leading from Sinueſa to Puteoli • ; and Statius ſpeaks of another road

by him repaired at a vaſt expence, that, as we conjećture from the poet’s word,

which led from Rome to Baie P. This year, the fourteenth of Domitian's reign,

and 95th of the Chriſtian aera, is remarkable for the cruel perſecution which was The ſand

by the bloody tyrant raiſed againſt the Chriſtians, of whom infinite numbers were general perſº

put to death both at Rome and in the provinces, the emperor having diſpatched “”

letters and edićts into the moſt remote provinces of the empire, commanding all thoſe

who profeſſed that religion to be treated as declared enemies to the ſtate q. This

perſecution is taken notice of by Suetonius, who tells us, that he obliged thoſe who

lived at Rome after the manner of the Jews, to pay the ſame taxes as if they were

c really jews, and treated them with no leſs rigour and ſeverity ". That Suetonius

meant the Chriſtians, is evident ; for all the pagan hiſtorians, whether Greek or La

tin, conſtantly ſpeak of them as reſembling the jew; in their manners, tho’ not

originally of that nation. Among the many illuſtrious perſons, who ſuffered for ſo

good a cauſe, we may deſervedly reckon the emperor's own relations; viz. Flavius The death of

Clemens, his couſin german, and collegue in the conſulſhip, and the two Flavie Do. Favºis Cle

mitilla, the one the wife, the other the niece of Flavius Clemens. He was the ſon "*

of Flavius Sabinus, the brother of Veſpaſian, who was killed by the ſoldiers of

Witellius, while he was governor of Rome, as we have related above. His eldeſt

ſon, named likewiſe Flavius Sabinus, was conſul with Domitian in the firſt year of

d his reign, and ſoon after, by the emperor's orders, put to death. Flavius Clemens

married, in compliance with the emperor's deſire, Flavia Domitilla, who was nearly

related to Domitian, but not his ſiſter, as Philoſtratus writes : ; Domitilla, his only

ſiſter, being dead before Veſpaſian was raiſed to the empire *. Flavia Domitilla

was, as appears pretty plain from Dion Caſſius u and Quinlilian *, the daughter

of Domitilla, and the niece of Domitian. By her Clemens had two ſons, to whom some acrona,

Domitian, as he had no iſſue of his own, reſolved to leave the empire; and therefore of that illuſtri

changed their names, cauſing one of them to be called Veſpaſian, and the other “ perſon,

Domitiam. ºuintilian tells us, that he was charged with the care of inſtrućting and

educating the two grandſons of the emperor's ſiſter; which is a convincing proof,

e that Flavia Domitilla, the wife of Clemens, was daughter to Domitilla the emperor's

ſiſter ; for theſe two youths were, without all doubt, the ſons of Clemens by Flavia

Domitilla . Clemens was this year conſul ; but had ſcarce reſigned the faſces, when

he was, upon a ſlight and groundleſs ſuſpicion, ſays Suetonius y, cut off by the

emperor’s orders. Dion Caſſius tells us, that he was accuſed of impiety or atheiſm;

a crime, ſays that writer, for which many others were at that time condemned, who

had adopted the manners of the jews”. Thus the Chriſtians are conſtantly deſcribed

by the Pagan writers, as is evident from Origen, and other Chriſtian writers of the

primitive times ". As for the crime of impiety or atheiſm, this was one of the

charges commonly brought againſt the Chriſtians on account of their refuſing to pay

any worſhip to the pretended deities of the gentiles P. Suetonius, ſpeaking of Fla

vius Clemens, ſays, he was no-ways to be feared, in reſpect of his ſloth and inactivity;

which was another charge, as Tertullian obſerves ‘, brought againſt the Chriſtians,

on account of the retired life they led, and their deſpiſing the dignities, which by

others were ſo ambitiouſly coveted. It is therefore, in our opinion, pretty plain,

that the only crime alledged againſt Flavius Clemens was his profeſſing the Chriſtian

* Plin. 1. vi. epiſt. F. n Dio, ibid. p. 765. • Idem, p. 766. P Star, ſyl. iv. c. 3.

* Oros. 1. vii. c. 16. TER rull. apol. c. 5. Lacran. perſ. c. 3. Euseb. chron. c. 17. * Suet. c. 12.

* PhilostRAT Ib d. 1. viii. c. 1 o. * Suft. vit. Veſp. c. 3. * Dio, l. lxvii. p. 766. w Quin

tit.1AN. l. iv. p. 1 oy. × Dro, ibid. y Suet. c. 15. * Dio, l. lxvii. p. 760, * ORiGEN.

in Celſ. . i. p. 5. * Vide Jusr. apol. i. p. 56. * TeRTull, apolog, c. 42.
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religion; and conſequently, that he ought to be ranked among thoſe illuſtrious he. a

roes, who have ſealed their faith with their blood. A modern writer of great note

ſuppoſes St. Clement, who at this time was biſhop of Rome, to have been of the

imperial family 43 but therein confounds him, as we conjecture, with Clement the

conſul, aſcribing to the former what he muſt have read of the latter. Flavia Do

mitilla, wife to Flavius Clemens, was likewiſe arraigned of impiety; and beſides,

refuſed to comply with the orders of the emperor, commanding her to marry an

Fláviº Domi- other perſon a few days after the death of her husband *. She was therefore baniſhed

** to the iſland of Panditaria, in the bay of Puleoli, now known by the name of Santa

Another he- Maria. Euſebius mentions another Flavia Domitilla confined at the ſame time, and

* “f” for the ſame cauſe, to the iſland of Pontia, near that of Pandataria ; and ſuppoſes b

º her to have been the daughter of Clemens's ſiſter f. Scaliger takes this Domitilla to

be the ſame with the wife of Flavius Clemens, not aware that Euſebius follows therein

and quotes a Roman hiſtorian, by name Brutius, who flouriſhed in thoſe times, and

whom ſome writers take to be Praeſens, named alſo Brutius, to whom one of Pliny’s

letters is inſcribed g. To theſe two illuſtrious women Tacitus perhaps alluded, when

he wrote, that Domitian, towards the latter end of his reign, drove into exile ſeveral

ladies of the prime nobility". St. Jerom mentions Domitilla in particular, whom

he honours with the title of ſaint, and tells us, that ſhe ſuffered a long martyrdom

in the iſland of Pontia, to which ſhe was confined by Domitian for profeſſing the

Chriſtian religion . As to Clemens’s two ſons, to whom Domitian deſigned, as we c

have obſerved above, to bequeath the empire, we find no farther mention made of

them by the ancient hiſtorians; but we ſuppoſe, that if they were not put to death

by Domitian, the excellent princes Nerva and Trajan, who were enemies to all

bloodſhed and ſlaughter, ſuffered them to live unmoleſted. Gruter proves from an

ancient inſcription, that Clemens had likewiſe a daughter, named Flavia Domitilla,

who was married to one T. Flavius Oneſimus * : but no hiſtorian ſpeaks either of her

or her husband. Trebellius Pollio, in his hiſtory of the thirty tyrants, under the

emperor Gallienus, mentions a celebrated commander, by name Domitian, deſcended

from Flavius Clemens, and the niece of the emperor Domitian l; whence it is plain,

that the children of Clemens had iſſue. During this perſecution St. john was con-d

fined to the iſland of Patmos in the Archipelago, where he wrote the Apocalypſe; and

Many Chriſti- a great many illuſtrious champions of the Chriſtian faith, mentioned by the eccleſi

ans put tº aſtic writers, ſuffered for the ſame glorious cauſe death or baniſhment, with a con

; " * ſtancy and firmneſs worthy of the religion which they profeſſed. Latianlius will
Jºſca. have this cruel perſecution to have ended with Domitian's life, and not before; for

then all his ačts were annulled by the ſenate, and conſequently the edicts which he

had enaëted againſt the Chriſtians ". But two of the moſt ancient eccleſiaſtic writers,

viz. Hegeſippus quoted by Euſebius ", and Tertullian *, tell us in expreſs terms, that

Domitian, before his death, put a ſtop to the perſecution which he had raiſed againſt

the church, and recalled all thoſe whom he had baniſhed on the ſcore of their reli-e

gion. This ſame year Domitian cauſed Epaphroditus, formerly freed-man and ſecre

tary to Nero, to be put to death for having aided that prince in diſpatching him

ſelf, when he ought to have defended him. By this inſtance of ſeverity he hoped

to deter his own freed-men from any attempts upon his life; and this, as Dion Caſſius

obſerves, was the only motive which prompted him to exert ſuch rigour againſt one

whom he had admitted to his confidence, and honoured with the ſame employment

which he had enjoyed under Nero P. This is, as is commonly believed, the Epa

phroditus, to whom Joſephus inſcribed, at leaſt three years before, his antiquities; a

plain proof, that he was then in great favour with the emperor.

THE next conſuls were Caius Fabius Valens, and Caius Antiſtius Vetus, of whom the f

former was ninety years old when he entered upon his conſulſhip, and ſeems to have

The death ºf died before it expired q. Many prodigies are ſaid to have happened this year at

º ſe- Rome, and in the provinces. The city was for eight months together almoſt daily

º, alarmed with dreadful claps of thunder, and flaſhes of lightning: the capitol, the

d Pearson epiſc. Ceſtrien. annal. Paulin. p. 215. * PhilostRAT. ibid. l. viii. c. 10. f Eused,

in chron. p. 2 of. * Plin. 1. vii. epiſt. 3. Voss. hiſt. Lat. l. iii. p. 698. Scal. in chron, p. 295.

h Tacit. vit. Agr. c. 45. * Hier. epiſt. xxvii. c. 1. * GRU rer, p. 145. | Tues. Poll.

hiſt, trig, tyr. c. 1 1. p. 191. edit. Pariſ. * Lact, perſ. c. 3. " Eust B. l. 3. c. 20. o TERT.

apol. c. 5. P Dio, p. 766. Plin. panegyr. Svet. c 14. * Dio, p. 706. ONUPH. P. 313.

IDAT. in faſt. &c.
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a temple of the Flavian family, and the emperor's own chamber, were thunder-ſtruck;

the inſcription upon one of the emperor's triumphal ſtatues was beaten off, and, by

the violence of the ſtorm, carried into a neighbouring monument ; the tree, which

had been thrown down in Veſpaſian's time, as we have related above, and roſe up

again, fell down the ſecond time ; the oracle at Prænefte, which had always returned

favourable anſwers, and promiſed him good fortune and ſucceſs at the beginning of

each year, prefaged nothing now but calamities and ſlaughter ; Domitian himſelf

dreamt, that Minerva, to whom, as his tutelar deity, he paid a particular worſhip,

and whoſe feaſt he annually celebrated on the Alban mount, had withdrawn herſelf

º from the chapel which he had conſecrated to her, telling him, that jupiter had diſ

- b armed her, and that ſhe could protećt him no longer. But nothing terrified him ſo

. . . . much as the anſwer of an aſtrologer, by name Aſcletarion, and what enſued there

upon ; for he being accuſed of having foretold the death of the emperor, and not

denying the charge, Domitian aſked him, Whether he knew what would be his own

doom The aſtrologer anſwered, He was to be, and that in a ſhort time he ſhould

be, devoured by dogs. Hereupon the emperor, to convince the world of the falſe

º: hood of his art, ordered him to be immediately put to death, and his body to be

burnt. The firſt part of the ſentence was put in execution; but before the body was

º

º half conſumed by the flames, it was blown down, together with the funeral pile, by

- a violent ſtorm, and devoured, purſuant to the predićtion, by the dogs 4. Another

:- c aſtrologer, by name Larginus Proculus, foretold publicly in Germany, that the eigh

--k: teenth of September would prove the laſt day of Domitian's life. Hereupon he was

-: apprehended by the governor of the province, and ſent to the emperor, in whoſe

-- preſence he maintained the truth of his predićtion, and was on that account condemned

--- to be executed on the nineteenth of the aforeſaid month ; but Domitian being mur

*::: dered the day before, as Proculus had foretold, he was not only diſmiſſed unhurt,

but preſented by Nerva with a large ſum, and ever after had in great eſteem r. No

wonder therefore that Domilian, terrified with theſe predićtions and prodigies, and Helive, incon

moreover alarmed by his own guilty conſcience, lived in continual diſquiet : there tinhalºgºmir,

was no accident ſo trivial, no perſon ſo contemptible, as not to diſmay him, andºper

d put him upon ſanguinary precautions. Of the eminent perſons, either of the ſenato-"

rial or equeſtrian order, he was under perpetual apprehenſions, and making daily

vićtims: their wealth and race, their poverty, names and quality, frightened him ;

-, **** he feared friends and enemies : thoſe who adviſed him in council, thoſe who diverted

- him at his leiſure hours, his moſt intimate friends and confidents, were all martyrs to

his jealouſy and fury: he dreaded all men, and everything ; ſeveral of his freed-men

º he put to death, depoſed the commander of the praetorian guards, diſcharged great

. numbers of officers, &c. But the more he made others ſuffer, the faſter he multi

º plied his own torments. At length he would not ſuffer any criminal, however loaded

* ~ * with chains, to plead before him, till he had firſt ſecured their chains in his hands'.

e A young child, with whom he uſed to divert himſelf, having one day, while the

emperor was aſleep, taken a paper from under his head to play with it, the empreſs

happening to meet him, deſired to ſee it; when, to her great ſurprize, ſhe found it

contained the names of ſeveral illuſtrious perſons deſtined to ſlaughter, and her own

:- name at the head of them, with thoſe of Norbanus, of Petronius Secundus, captains of

the praetorian guards, and of Parthenius, the emperor's chamberlain. To theſe Do

.. mitia immediately communicated the whole, and by them a reſolution was, without A conſtiracy
º further deliberation, taken to diſpatch the tyrant, before he had time to put his blood ſº againſ?

2 deſign in execution . Of this Suetonius takes no notice; but nevertheleſs tells us, that ".

º Domitian periſhed by a conſpiracy of his friends and freed-men, not without the pri

f vity of his wife". The death of Clemens haſtened, according to the ſame writer, his

own ruin ", either becauſe the cruelty he exerciſed towards thoſe of his own family,

º: occaſioned a general dread and deſpair, or becauſe it provoked Stephanus, who was

º: freed-man and procurator to Domitilla, the wife of Clemens, and beſides was at that

º time accuſed of having embezzled part of her effects *. Be that as it will, Stephanus

:* not only joined the conſpirators; but as he was a man of great ſtrength, took upon

… 2 him to diſpatch the tyrant y. Domitian had, if Suetonius is to be credited, long before

an apprehenſion, not only of the year and day, but of the hour and manner of his
º

º * Sufr. c. 5. Dio, p. 767. Chron. Alexand p. 590. r Dio, ibid. Suer, c. 16. • Dio, p.766.

.. * I dem ioid. * Suet. c. 14. w idem, c. 15. * Philost, ibid. l. viii, c. 1 o' Y Dio, ibid.

15: Sue r. c. 17.
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death, having been forewarned of what in the end befel him, when he was but a child, a

One night his father Veſpaſian, who gave great credit to the predićtions of aſtrologers,

and retained one of them, by name Seleucus, conſtantly about him, obſerving that

Domitian at ſupper abſtained from muſhrooms, derided him as one ignorant of his

- - own fate, ſince he ſeemed to be under greater apprehenſion of poiſon, than of the

*J"% ſword. This Domitian ever after remembered, and was thence ſtrangely affected by

the bare ſight of a drawn ſword, or any other weapon. From this diffidence and

fear it was, that, however ambitious, he refuſed the pew and extraordinary honour

that was decreed for him, namely, that as often as he was conſul, a certain number

of Roman knights, choſen by lot, ſhould walk before him amongſt his lićtors in their

robes, with lances in their hands. When the time which he chiefly dreaded and

ſuſpected drew near, his jealouſy increaſed to ſuch a degree, that he cauſed the gal

lery, in which he uſually walked, to be ſet round with a certain ſtone called phengites,

by which images were refle&ted as in a looking-glaſs ; ſo that he could diſcover what

fº was done behind him ". The day before he was murdered, he ordered ſome

knowledge of choice fruit, which were preſented to him, to be reſerved againſt the next day, adding,

his death. If it be my fortune to uſe them : then turning to thoſe about him, To-morrow, ſaid he,

the moon will appear bloody in Aquarius, and ſomething will bappen which will be much

talked of. About midnight he was ſo terrified, that he leaped out of his bed. How

ever, he went the next morning to the forum to adminiſter juſtice, and returned to

the palace an hour before mid-day, the time which he chiefly dreaded. Having

therefore aſked, what time of the day it was, one of the conſpirators, on purpoſe to

deceive him, told him, it was noon. Whereupon overjoyed, as if he had happily

eſcaped all danger, he thought of nothing but abandoning himſelf to mirth and jol

lity. As he was going to bathe, according to the Roman faſhion, before dinner,

Parthenius, his chief chamberlain, accoſting him, told him, he had ſomething of

great importance to impart to him, and ſuch as could not be deferred. Hereupon

the emperor, ordering all his attendants to withdraw, retired to his chamber, where

Parthenius introduced Stephanus to him, who, the better to diſguiſe his deſign, had

appeared for ſome days with his left arm wrapt up, and in a ſling, as if it had received

ſome hurt. He preſented to Domitian a memorial, wherein he pretended to diſcover

a dangerous conſpiracy formed by his couſin Flavius Clemens, whom he averred to be

- ſtill alive, and by ſeveral others, whoſe names were all ſet down, with the places of

i... their abode. While the emperor was reading the memorial with great attention, Sº
*** ſhanus drawing ſuddenly a dagger, which he kept concealed, ſtruck it into histºliy.

The emperor, finding himſelf wounded, called to a boy, who happened to be in

the room, to reach him a dagger which lay under his pillow, and to run for aſſiſtance;

but under his pillow was found only the ſcabbard, and the doors were all locked and

well ſecured. Domitian, notwithſtanding his wound, ſtruggled ſome time with Ste

phanus, and even threw him with great violence to the ground, ſtriving to wreſt the

dagger out of his hand, and with his fingers, tho' all cut and mangled, to thruſt out

his eyes. At length Parthenius, who had withdrawn when Stephanus came in, fear

ing ſome of the guards might, in the mean time, hearing the noiſe, come to his relief,

opened the door of the chamber ; and falling upon the emperor with Claudianus, Ma

And diſpatched ximus, Satureius, and a celebrated gladiator, diſpatched him with many wounds.

º: Many, who were not privy to the conſpiracy, alarmed at the noiſe, haſtened to the
º: conſpira- emperor's apartment ; and finding him wallowing in his blood, killed the brave Ste

phanus. The other conſpirators made their eſcape as ſoon as the murder was perpe

trated *. Thus died Domilian, notwithſtanding all his precautions, and his pretended

divinity, after having lived forty-four years, ten months, and twenty-ſix days, and

reigned fifteen years, and five days. For his death the common people ſhewed neither

He i, regretted grief nor joy ; but the ſoldiers, whoſe pay he had increaſed, and with whom he often

ty the troops, ſhared his rapines, bewailed him more than they had done either Veſpaſian or Titus ;

and would have raiſed great diſturbances, had not their officers, as moſt of them

were concerned in the conſpiracy, reſtrained them. The troops quartered in the

country of the Getae, were ready to revolt when they underſtood he had been aſſaſſi

nated ; but the philoſopher Dion Chryſoſtomus, who had retired to that province, as

we have related above, checked their fury, by a ſpeech which he madeto the muti

nous legion upon the guilt of tyrants, and puniſhments due to ſuch as abuſe their

* Suet. c. 14. * Idem, c. 17. Dio, p. 676. Philost, in vit. Apoll. Ty, p. 485.
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º a power to the oppreſſion of the people committed to their care b. But, on the con

º - trary, the ſenate could not diſguiſe their joy: they aſſembled in haſte, and after The jºy ºfthe
* *

5 having, in the moſt opprobrious manner imaginable, reviled his memory, they com-ſ”

º manded ladders to be immediately brought, in order to pull down, and tear to pieces

º all his images. An infinite number of ſtatues of gold and filver, ereóted to him in the Hiſatº"

º: different quarters of the city, were by their orders broken and melted down ; hisº:d

sº triumphal arches were overtürned, and his name declared infamous; nay, they enaëted" -

º' a decree, commanding all inſcriptions, in which he was mentioned, to be razed, his
Tº name to be ſtruck out of the conſular tables, his body to be thrown into the Tiber,

º and his memory to be aboliſhed for ever . Several ancient inſcriptions are ſtill to be

*:::: b ſeen, in which the name of Domitian is razed 4. All his ačts were annulled, and thoſe

º whom he had baniſhed recalled. A woman, by name Phyllis, who had been charged

º with the care of his education, while he was yet an infant, cauſed his body to be

º privately conveyed upon a bier, as that of a perſon of the meaneſt condition, to a

“. .3 country-houſe ſhe had at a ſmall diſtance from the city; where ſhe burnt it, and car

º; rying the aſhes, without being obſerved, to the temple which he had built for the

tº: Flavian family, mixed them with thoſe of julia the daughter of Titus, whom ſhe had

* : */ likewiſe brought up. Domilian was the laſt emperor of the Flavian family, and like- t

: it wiſe the laſt of thoſe princes, who are commonly ſtyled the twelve Caſars.

º:: As the celebrated philoſopher Apollonius Tyaneus acted a chief part in the late revo- some accºunt |

º: c lutions of the Roman empire, and made at this time a great figure in the world, a :::::::::

3. ſuccinét account of his life and ačtions cannot be looked upon as foreign to the preſentº: .

ſubjećt, nor be ill received by our readers. Of the other writers who flouriſhed under Tyaneus.

Domitian, we ſhall ſpeak in our notes (F).

* Suet. c. 11. Philost. ibid. p. 491.

l. v. c. 12. Lactan. perſec. c. 3.

(F) Theſe were Quintilian, Valerius Flaccus, Mar

rial, Statius, juvenal, Silius, &c. Marcus Fabius

uintilianus was, according to St. ferom and Au

ſonius, a native of Calagorina, now Calahorra, in Old

Caſtile. What profeſſion his father followed, we

find no-where recorded; for all we know of him is,

that he wrote ſome declamations, which are quoted

by his ſon (15). Our Quintilian ſtudied rhetoric

under Domitius Afer, who was ſtricken in years when

..ºuintilian was very young (16), and died, as is

plain from Tacitus (17), in the fifth year of Nero's

reign. Hence it is manifeſt, that Quintilian did not

come firſt to Rome with the emperor Galba, as St.

ferom ſuppoſes (18); neither can we conclude, as

ſome have done (19), from his having ſtudied at

Rome while he was very young, that he was born

there. He pleaded ſeveral cauſes at Rome before

queen Berenice (zo), and conſequently under Veſpa;

ſtan ; for in his reign Berenice came to Rome, and

was by Titus ſent back to her own country, in the

very beginning of his reign. Veſpaſian having ſet

tled a ſalary upon the profeſſors of eloquence, to be

paid yearly out of the exchequer, Quintilian was the

firſt who opened a free ſchool at Rome. He diſ.

charged that important office with great reputation,

and to the ſatisfaction of all, for the ſpace of twenty

years; during which time he acquired great wealth,

what by his ſalary, what by the preſents made him

by the parents of the children whom he inſtrućted

(21). Both juvenal and Martial ſpeak of him as

an able orator; and Pliny the younger, who was

one of his diſciples, ſeems to have entertained a high

opinion of him. After he had taught publicly for

twenty years, he reſigned his charge, and writ a

book about the cauſes of the decay of eloquence (22).

Whether this be the dialogue which is commonly

(15), ºwint. l. ix. e. 3. (16) Idem, l. v. c. 7.

(19) Vide P. Pagi, p. 432.

268. Sidon. car. ix. ver. 318.

(zo) guint. l. iv, c. 1.

Apollonius was born three or four years

before

* Suer, ibid, Dio, l. lxviii. p. 769. MacRoe. Saturn.

* Goltz. p. 234.

aſcribed to Tacitus, we will not take upon us to de

termine, there being, as to this particular, great diſ

agreement amongſt authors. When Quintilian had

finiſhed this treatiſe, he was prevailed upon by his

friends to undertake a more laborious work, viz.

his twelve books of rhetoric, which will be ever

admired by all perſons of taſte and judgment. This

performance coſt him two years labour, and it was

much againſt his will that he publiſhed it before he

had kept it by him for ſome time, in order to exa

mine it as the work of another. It is inſcribed to

one Marcellus Vittorius, and filled with commenda

tions of Domitian, altogether unworthy of a man of

2uintilian's charaćter(23). While he was employed

in compoſing this work, Domitian charged him

with the education of his ſiſter's grandſons, as we

related above (24). He was afterwards honoured

with the conſular ornaments, at the recommenda

tion of Flavius Clemens, then in great favour with

the emperor (25). Auſonius ſeems to inſinuate, that

after having acquired confiderable wealth at Rome,

he was, by what misfortune we know not, reduced

to earn a livelihood by teaching rhetoric at Beſançon

and Lions. Perhaps upon the death of Clemens,

who was his chief patron, he was baniſhed Rome

(16). Whether it was to him, or to another of the

ſame name, that Pliny the younger preſented, in a

moſt genteel and obliging manner, a conſiderable

fum, on occaſion of the marriage of his daughter

with Nonius Celer, has by ſome writers been que

ſtioned (17). Sidonius Apollinaris beſtows high en

comiums upon 9aintilian, and equals him to the

moſt elegant writers of antiquity (28). As for the

declamations which paſs under the name of Quin

tilian, and are frequently mentioned by the ancients,

it is evident they were not written by him, but ei

(17) Tacit. annal. xiv. c. 19. (18) Hier. chron.

(21) Martial. l. ii. epig. 9o, Auſon. de Moſ. p.

(13) Idem, l. iv. prefat.

(27). Plin. l. vi., epiſº. 32. P. Pagi,

--- a------------- *-* - ". -- - -------

(24) Idem, ibid. (25) Auſon. conſ, p. 387.

722) Quint. prefat. & l. vi. p. 177.

.9% (16) Idem ibid.

p. 147. (28) Sid. Apollin. l. v. piſt. 10, Ö, l. ii. car. ver, 190, 6 l. ix. ver, 3.18.
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-

before the common chriſtian ara; for he is ſaid to have lived a hundred years, and a

died ſoon after the acceſſion of Nerva to the empire, which happened in the ninety

ſixth

ther by his father, or, as a modern author conjec written partly by Martial, and partly by other poets

tutes (18), by his grandfather, ſince Seneca the elder, of that time, upon the ſhews which Titus exhibited
º,
}

.

.

the father of Seneca the philoſopher, who flouriſhed

in the reign of Auguſtus, ſpeaks of the author of

theſe declamations as a perſon more ancient than

himſelf (29). This is the opinion of M. Pithou

concerning the declamations aſcribed to our Quin

tilian, which he publiſhed in 1580. and inſcribed to

the celebrated Thuanus. Beſides theſe, there are nine

teen declamations more, commonly thought to have

been written by Quintilian; but by Voftus aſcribed

to Poſthumus the younger, who, as we ſhall relate in

the ſequel of this hiſtory, aſſumed the name of Cz

ſar, and that of Auguſtus in Gaul, about the year

260 (30).

C. Valerius Flaccus Setinus Balbus was a native of

Padua, as is evident from Martial (31), and not of

Setia in Campania, as ſome have conjećtured from

the name of Setinus. He wrote an epic poem on

the voyage of the Argonauts, divided into eight

books, which he began in the reign of Veſpaſian, to

whom it is inſcribed, and continued under Domi

tian ; for he was, according to Voffus, prevented by

death from putting the laſt hand to it (32). He died

while Quintilian was writing his books of rhetoric,

that is, in the latter end of Domitian's reign. Quin

tilian (33) and Martial (34) commend his pertorm

ance; but the moſt able critics amongſt the mo

dern writers ſpeak of it with the utmoſt contempt,

diſcover in it a great many material faults, and few,

if any beauties (35).

The poet M. Valerius Martialis, ſo famous for his

epigrams, was a native of Bilbilis (36), which ſtood

at a ſmall diſtance from the preſent city of Calatalud,

in the kingdom of Arragon (37). He was born in the

reign of Claudius, came to Rome in that of Nero,

being then twenty years old, and lived there thirty

years (38), favoured by the emperors, eſpecially by

Domitian, whom on all occaſions he flatters in a

moſt ſhameful manner. Upon that prince's death he

left the city, and retired to his own country; where

after three years, which he paſſed without writing,

he was prevailed upon by Terentius Priſcus to com

poſe his twelfth book, in which he ſpeaks of the

emperors Nerva and Trajan (39). Pliny, in whoſe

commendation he had written an epigram, had a

particular kindneſs and eſteem for him; whence he

preſented him, upon his departure from Rome, with

a ſum of money to defray the expences of his jour

ney (40). As to his writings, the emperor Lucius

Verus uſed to call him his Virgil (41); but few either

before or ſince that prince's time ſeem to have en

tertained ſuch a mighty opinion of his compoſitions.

Scaliger approves of what he himſelf wrote of his

epigrams, viz. that ſome of them were good, ſome

indifferent, and ſome bad. Moſt critics have found

fault with his thoughts, his ſtyle, and, above all, with

his puns, which are often very low, and with his

pretended witticiſms (42). Beſides, ſome of his epi

grams are, for their lewdneſs, infamous, perhaps

beyond anything written in the Latin tongue. His

epigrams are compriſed in fourteen books; beſides

which, that de ſpectaculis is commonly aſcribed to

him, tho' Woffius takes it to be a colleótion of verſes
- º

in the year eighty of the chriſtian aera (43). Mar.

tial died, as we conjećture from Pliny's letters, about

the end of the firſt century. He is by Lampridius

(44) ſurnamed Cocus, perhaps becauſe his father,

or he himſelf in his youth, followed that mean pro

feſſion.

Statius flouriſhed at the ſame time; but is never

mentioned by Martial, which ſome aſcribe to jea

louſy, Statius being highly eſteemed by Domitian, on

account of his making, with extraordinary eaſe, ex

temporary verſes upon any ſubjećt whatever; which

Martial durſt, not attempt. He wrote two epic

poems, viz. the Thebais, compriſed in twelve books,

and the Achilleis, which conſiſts only of two, the

poet being prevented by death from accompliſhing

that work (45). They are both inſcribed to Domi.

tian. Beſides theſe two poems, he wrote ſeveral

other pieces upon various occaſions, which have

likewiſe reached us, under the title of Sylve, and are

comprehended in five books. His compoſitions

were mightily eſteemed at Rome in his own time,

and are ſtill admired by the young poets; nay, julius

Scaliger is of opinion, that of all the ancient poets

he comes neareſt to the inimitable Virgil. But

better judges look upon Statius rather as a bad hi

ſtorian than a good poet, and deſpiſe his bombaſt

ſtyle, and odd expreſſions. His Sylva, which were for

the moſt part written off-hand, and without pre

meditation, are by moſt critics more eſteemed than

his epic poems, there being in them ſome very good

thoughts, mixed with ſuch as are quite trivial and

common (46). Some writers have confounded P.

Statius Papinius, who was a native of Naples, with

Statius Surculus, or rather Uſulus, who was born

in Tolouſe, and, in the reign of Nero, taught rheto

ric in Gaul (47). Statius acquired great fame by

his Thebais, but no wealth; whence he was obliged

to write pieces for the theatre, and ſupport himſelf

by that means (48). One Placidus Laëtantius, who

flouriſhed in the ſixth century, wrote a learned com

ment upon Statius, which has not reached our times

49).

( Decius junius juvenalis was contemporary with

Statius and Martial, and continued to write under

Nerva and Trajan; for he ſpeaks of the baniſhment

of Marius Priſcus, who was condemned in the third

year of Trajan's reign, and one hundredth of the chri

ſtian aera (50). He was born at Aquinum, whence

he came to Rome while he was yet very young, and

there gained great credit by his ſatires, which were

read by many Romans, who peruſed no other book

(; 1). It were much to be wiſhed, that in cenſur

ing the manners of others, he had not ſhewed him.

ſelf quite deſtitute of modeſty, nor inveighed againſt

the abuſes which prevailed in his time, in a manner

rather calculated to teach his readers to be vicious,

than to inſpire them with averſion to vice. From

his life, written many ages fince, and quoted by Si

donius Apollinaris (52), it appears, that a player, in

great favour at court, offended at ſome verſes of his

feventh ſatire, had intereſt enough with the empe

ror to get him removed from Rome, and ſent into

(28) M. Pithou, in prefat, ad Thuan.

(31) Martial.l. i. epigr. 62,77, 87.

ibid.

P.-4 12.

l. iii. epiſt. 2 i.

(44). Lamp. in vit. Alex. p. 126.

(33). Kille Bail poet. 6, 1163, p. 396.

(38) Voſſ, ibid. p. 46.

(41) Lamprid. vit. Ver. p. 15.

(29) Sen, declam. l. x. p. 105.

(32) Voſſ poet. Lat. p. 46.

(36) Mart. l. xii. epig. 18.

(39). Mart. l. xii. prefebig. 18, 4, 6, 8 & l. x epig. 34.

(45). Bail, ibid. p. 425.

(30) Poſſ.º c. 15.

(33) Suint. l. x, c. 1. (34) Mart.

5*- (37) Baudr. & Rail, poet.

(40) Plin,

(43) Poſ, poet. Lat. c. 3.

(46) Idem ibid. p. 416. (47) Voſſ poet,

(42) Wide Bail. ibid,

Lat., p. 45. (48) juv. ſat. vii. ver. 83. (49) Voſſ ibid. (yo) juv, fat. iv. (; 1) Ammian.

1. xxviii. p. 374. (52) Sid. Apoll, earm. ix. ver, 274. -

Egypt, ,

.
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Chap. 19. The Roman Hiſtory. 69;

a ſixth year of the chriſtian arra. The ſurname of Tyaneus he borrowed from the city

of Tyana in Cappadocia, the place of his nativity. His birth was foretold and accom

panied, if the author of his life is to be credited ‘, by many prodigies. When he was

but fourteen years old, he applied himſelf to the ſtudy of the Pythagoric philoſophy, Happlies him

firſt at Tarſus, the capital of Cilicia, and afterwards at Æge, another city of the ſame ſºſºſº
- - - - - - he Pytha

province, under the direétion of one Euxenes, whoſe manners did not anſwer his pro- º:ºff.

ſeſſion. But Apollonius following his precepts, without regarding his manners, retired phy.

at the age of fixteen to a houſe in the country, led there a life of great auſterity, abſ. Tº ºfferity
taining, purſuant to the maxims of his ſečt, from all manner of fleſh, ſuffering his of his life,

hair to grow, going bare-foot, and clad only in linen, that he might uſe nothing

b proceeding from any living creature. From his country-houſe he removed, after

ſome time, to the temple of Æſculapius in the city of Ægaº, where he ſoon became

known, great numbers of votaries flocking daily to the temple of that pretended

deity, for the preſervation or recovery of their health. There Apollonius began to

ſet up for a cenſor and reformer of manners, having already, it ſeems, a mighty opi

nion of his own virtue'. His father dying about the time that Archelaus, king of

Cappadocia, was accuſed of having betrayed the Romans, that is, about the ſeven

teenth year of the chriſtian aera, he took poſſeſſion of his inheritance; but reſerved And diſnterºff

a ſmall ſhare of it for himſelf; the greateſt part of it he yielded to his brother, who "ſº

led a vicious and diſſolute life, from which he was by this means retrieved ; the reſt,

c ſave a very ſmall portion, he divided amongſt his neceſſitous relations. Being thus

diſengaged from every thing that could divert him from the ſtudy of philoſophy, and

the practice of virtue, he paſſed five years in ſilence, agreeable to the cuſtom of the

Pythagorics; wherein he found, as he himſelf owned, great difficulty. During that

time, he appeaſed, ſays the author of his life, ſeveral tumults and ſeditions in Cilicia

and Pamphyſia, eſpecially at Aſpenda, one of the chief cities in the latter province,

* Philost. vit. Apoll. Ty. I, i, c.

Egypt, to command a legion quartered in the utmoſt

bounds of that province; where he died ſoon after

of grief, being fourſcore when he was obliged to

undertake that journey. Some writers conječture

this player to have been one Pylades, who was highly

favoured by Trajan. Quintilian in all, likelihood

alluded to 7uvenal, when he wrote, that, in his

time lived ſome poets, authors of ſatires, who would

one day be ranked amongſt the beſt writers (53).

Salmaſus is of opinion, that the ancient ſcholiaſt of

juvenal was contemporary with Spartianus, who

flouriſhed under Diocleſian, and Conſtantine the Great

(54). julius Scaliger, and ſome other critics, prefer

juvenal to Horace; but now-a-days few, if any, men

of taſte, acquieſce to...}. thinking they

fufficiently honour juvenal, by placing him amongſt

the Latin ſatiriſts next to Horace, but next at a

great diſtance.

Caius Silius Italicus wrote a poem, highly com

mended by Martial (; ;), on the ſecond Punic war.

Before he applied himſelf to the ſtudy of poetry, he

had pleaded many years at the bar, and had even

been conſul; which office he diſcharged the year

that Nero was killed. He is not by our modern cri

tics much eſteemed as a poet; but greatly com

mended for the purity of his ſtyle, wherein he is

thought to excel all the writers of his time (56).

He adheres with great exačtneſs to truth, and re

lates ſome events, which we read mo-where elſe (57),

He died in the ſecond year of the reign of Trajan,

by abſtaining from all food, being no longer able to

bear the pain occaſioned by an impoſtume, which

the phyſicians could not cure (58). He died the

laſt of all thoſe who had been conſuls under Nero,

and was himſelf the laſt conſul under that prince (59).

(60) Silius Ital. l. iii. p. 51. (61) Wide Voſſ, poet.

3. * Idem, c. 6–9.

From what he ſays of Domitian (60), it is plain, that

he wrote after the war with the Dacians. Moſt

writers have ſuppoſed him to be a native of Italica,

and thence called Italicus; but Italicus was, as ap

pears from the letters of Pliny, and the conſular

tables, not an epithet, but his name; and beſides,

had he been born in Italica, he would have thence

been called Italicanus, or Italicenſis (61),

Voſius is of opinion, that Terentianus, who, in

Martial's time, governed Syene in Egypt (62), is the

ſame perſon with Terentianus Maurus, who wrote

a poem on the meaſure of verſes, which has reached

our times, and is greatly eſteemed by all perſoas of

taſte; but others aſcribe that excellent performance

to Poſthumius Terentianus, to whom Longinus, about

the year 170, inſcribed his book on the ſublime. Se

veral other poets are mentioned by Martial as flou

riſhing at this time, namely, Curtius Montanus, Tur

mur, and Sceva Memor, who were brothers; Arun

tius Stella, Codrus or Cordus, Paceius, Fauſtus, Rubre

nus Lappa, M. Unicus, Ligurinus, Theodorus, Canius,

Licinianus, Voconius Viètor, and Paffenus Paulus (63).

Turnus acquired, it ſeems, great reputation by his

ſatires, and was, tho' of a mean deſcent, very power

ful at court under the emperors Titus and Domitian

(64). Scaliger aſcribes to Stava Memor, upon what

grounds he has not thought fit to impart to us, the

tragedy intituled Offavia, which is commonly be

lieved to have been written by Seneca (65). Suidas

mentions one Epaphroditus, author of ſeveral books

upon the grammar; which have been long ſince

loſt. He was a native of Boeotia, had been ſlave to

Modeſtus governor of Egypt; but afterwards became

famous at Rome in the reign of Nero, and died in

that of Nerva, in the ſeventy-fifth year of his age (66).

(33) Quint. l. x. c. 1. . (54) Salmaſ in Spartian. p. 162. (55) Mart. l. iv. epig, 14. (; 6) Wide

Bail. poet. p. 392. (57) Voſſ, hiſt. Lat. l. i. e. 29. (58) Plin. l. iii. epiſt. 7. (59) Idem, ibid.

Lat. p. 42. & Bail. poet. p. 388. (62) Martial.

l. i. epig. 87. & Voſſ, poet. Lat. p. 47. (63) wide Voſſ, ibid. (64) juv, ſat. i. p. 4. Mart. l. vii.

epig. 96. (65) Voff. ibid. p. 48. (66) Suid, p. 966.
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where the populace roſe, and were ready to burn the chief magiſtrate alive, for not

obliging ſome of the wealthy inhabitants to produce their corn, during a famine, and ſell

it at a reaſonable price. He went afterwards to Antioch, to Epheſus, and to ſeveral

cities where he took upon him to revive the worſhip of ſome deities or idols, which

now began to be neglečted. He praćtiſed every-where ſecret myſteries, to which

thoſe alone were admitted, who had obſerved filence for the ſpace of four years. He

took upon him the character of legiſlator, pretending to require nothing of others,

His impudent, but what he had performed himſelf: he even boaſted a thorough knowledge of all

ºld priſump- languages, without ever having learnt them ; and had the impudence to give out,
flow. that the moſt ſecret receſſes of mens hearts, and their moſt private thoughts, lay

open to him g. However, he had yet but ſeven diſciples, and theſe too abandoned

him, as ſoon as he declared his intention of travelling as far as India, to viſit the philoſo

phers there, known by the name of Bramans, or Bracmanes ; ſo that he left Antioch,

His favourite attended only by two domeſtics; but at Nineve was joined by Damis, a native of

*Damis. that place, who, of all the diſciples he ever had, proved the moſt addićted to him;

for he obſerved with great attention, and carefully regiſtered, not only his moſt

minute ačtions, but even his words. Theſe memoirs of Damis falling afterwards into

the hands of julia Auguſta, the wife of the emperor Severus, ſhe imparted them to

Philoſtratus, who chiefly copied from them what he wrote of his pretended hero.

Apollonius, on his journey from Nineve to Babylon, learned, as he paſſed through Meſº

potamia, what to his time had been a great ſecret, namely, that of underſtanding the

anſwers of oracles delivered by birds. Thus this wiſe philoſopher adopted the follies

He arrives at peculiar to each country through which he paſſed. Upon his arrival at Babylon, he
Babylon. was received by the mages of the place, with whom he often conferred in private.

Philoſiratus deſcribes Babylon as a city above ſeventy miles in compaſs, with walls of

an extraordinary height and breadth, as if it had been no leſs magnificent and beauti

ful in the time of Apollonius, than formerly in that of Nebuchadomoſor; whereas it is

plain from Pliny, who was contemporary with Apollonius, that Babylon then lay in

ruins, and ſcarce any building remained, except the temple of Belus". Trajan, who,

not many years after, was prompted by a commendable curioſity to viſit ſo celebrated

a place, found it quite buried in its ruins' ; and Pauſanias, who wrote in the reign

of Marcus Aurelius, tells us, that Babylon, the greateſt city the ſun ever ſaw, had in

his time nothing left but its walls. Theſe remained long after, the ſpace within being

made a park by the Parthian kings for the keeping of wild beaſts, and the diverſion

of hunting. It is therefore plain, that Philoſtratus was no leſs miſtaken in his deſcri

ption of Babylon, than he is in ſuppoſing, that the kings of Parthia, in the time of

Apollonius, reſided there, it being plain from Strabo, that they then paſſed the winter

at Cteſiphon near Seleucia, and the ſummer at Ecbatana k. He tells us, that the king's

name who then reigned was Vardanes, and that, two years and two months before, he

had recovered his kingdom, which had been unjuſtly ſeized by his brother Gotarzes,

adding, that Apollonius paſſed twenty months at the court, and found, about fix

months after, the ſame prince ſtill on the throne l ; ſo that according to Philoſtratus,

. Vardanes muſt have reigned four years, and upwards: whereas it is plain from Tari

tus m, that Vardanes began to rule over the Parthians in the ſeventh year of Claudius's

reign, and was dead ſome time before the end of the ninth. Apollonius left Babylon,

H. travelt, and taking leave of the king, ſet out for India; where he was received with great

India. marks of eſteem by a king named Phraothes, of whom Philoſłratus relates wonders;

and by him introduced to Hiarchus, the chief of the Bramans, who at that time was but

eighteen years old. If what Philoſtratus relates of theſe philoſophers be true, they were

far from being gods, tho’ they impiouſly paſſed themſelves for ſuch upon the undiſ

cerning multitude". Apollonius paſſed four months with them, held frequent confe

rences with the chief men amongſt them, to which not even Damis was admitted, and

ever after entertained a mighty opinion of their ſeót. After he had learnt all the

myſteries of their profeſſion, he left India ; and returning by ſea, landed at the mouth

of the Euphrates, or rather the Tigris ; went from thence by land to Babylon, then to

Nineve, and from Nineve to Antioch. He was not, it ſeems, much admired at An

tioch ; for after a ſhort ſtay in that city, he removed to Ionia, and ſettled in that

country, reſiding ſometimes at Epheſus, and ſometimes at Smyrnaº. He is ſaid to

* Idem, c. 10–25, * Plin. 1. vi. c. 26, , , , Dio, l. lxviii. p. 78;. * Strabo, lºvi.

P. 743. 1 Philost. ibid. l. i. c. 15, 19. * Tacit, annal. xi, c. 8, 9, 10. n Philost. l.

iii, c. 6, & 9. ° Idem, c. 15, 16.
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a have undertaken with incredible ſucceſs the reformation of manners, firſt at Epheſus, Returns to Aſia,

and afterwards in the other cities of Ionia, reclaiming, what by his precepts, what by “{*}”.
- - - - dertak

his exemplary life, ſuch as were intirely abandoned to all manner of lewdneſs and;"

iniquity P. From Ionia he went to Ilium, where he imbarqued for Lesbos, and from manner.

thence ſailed to Athens, in which city he reformed innumerable abuſes, and utterly

aboliſhed the inhuman ſpectacles of gladiators. He travelled all over Greece, reviv

ing every-where the ancient ſuperſtition of the Greeks, and eſtabliſhing the idolatrous

worſhip of the gods. The Eleans invited him to the ſports, which were to be celebrated

on occaſion of the CXth olympiad, ſeven years before Nero undertook the cutting of

the iſthmus, and conſequently in the year of the chriſtian aera 61. He complied with

b their invitation, and, by his warm exhortations, inſpired many, both Greeks and

foreigners, with the love of virtue, and abhorrence of vice. At Corinth he was kindly

received, and ever after admired by Demetrius, the moſt celebrated Cynic of thoſe

days, and his diſciple Menippus. At Lacedæmon, where he paſſed great part of the

winter, he is ſaid to have perſuaded the inhabitants to reſume their ancient manner of

living 1. But of this great and remarkable reformation, no notice is taken by any other

writer. In the beginning of the ſpring he ſailed from Lacedæmon to Crete, and from

thence to Rome, where he ſtayed, performing wonderful things, related at length

by the author of his life, till he was obliged to quit the city, in virtue of an edićt

enacted by Nero, driving all philoſophers out of Rome. He then retired to Cadiz,

c where, in a private conference with Galba, he encouraged him to revolt from Nero, Heºntourage;

and aſſume the ſovereignty. From Cadiz he croſſed over to Africa, from Africa toºgº"

Hetruria, and thence to Sicily, where he received the tidings of Nero's death. How- -

ever, he would not return to Rome, but ſailed to Alchaia or Greece, where he remained

the winter, and early in the ſpring paſſed over into Egypt, where he was followed by

vaſt crouds, the ſuperſtitious Egyptians flocking from all quarters to hear and ſee him.

Philoſtratus would fain perſuade us, that Veſpaſian went into Egypt for the ſame pur

poſe; but of the true motive of his journey, we have ſpoken elſewhere. However,

Veſpaſian, who was not exempt, as Tacitus obſerves, from ſuch ſuperſtition, while he

was in Egypt, went to viſit Apollonius, and ſeemed to entertain a mighty opinion of

d him. He conſulted him in private about the ſtate of his affairs, and paid great de-1, conſulius,

ference to his judgment. Dion and Euphrates, two celebrated philoſophers, adviſed Veſpaſian.

Veſpaſian to renounce the ſovereignty, after he had overcome Vitellius, and reſtore

the republic to its former liberty. But Apollonius oppoſed their ſentiments, which

occaſioned a warm debate, Apollonius being, it ſeems, impatient of all contradićtion.

Veſpaſian followed the opinion of Apollonius, who thereupon took the liberty to inſtrućt

him how to govern with equity and moderation. Veſpaſian would have rewarded

him with great generoſity for his excellent precepts; but the philoſopher would not

accept the leaſt acknowledgment r. From Alexandria Veſpaſian departed for Rome,

and Apollonius ſoon after for Ethiopia, with a deſign to viſit the philoſophers of that Travel inte

e country, whom Philoſtratus calls Gymnoſophifts; a name by all other writers given Ethiopia.

to the philoſophers of India. Of the thirty diſciples he had at this time, ten only

accompanied him in this journey, the others chufing to remain at Alexandria. He

was at firſt received very coldly by the Ethiopian philoſophers, who had been pre

judiced againſt him by Euphrates ; but they were ſoon reconciled to each other, and

held ſeveral private conferences, which Apollonius interrupted to view the ſources of

the Nile; but he did not go beyond the third cataraćt. He returned to Egypt, about

the time that Titus took the city of jeruſalem, which he entered on the eighth of Sep

tember of the year 7o. The next year Titus returned to Rome, and was met by Apol

lonius at Argos, who the ſame year travelled all over Phanicia, Ionia, Cilicia ; viſited

ſeveral cities of Greece; and, if Codinus is to be believed, went to Byzantium, and

there ſet up ſeveral taliſmans, or magical figures, which remained till the year 870.

when the emperor Baſilius cauſed them to be removed . From Byzantium he returned

to Greece, and from thence to Rome; where he endeavoured to ſtir up the people Gout, Rome.

againſt the emperor Domilian, and exhorted Nerva, who was afterwards emperor, to

head them. Domitian was informed of his private pračtices, and at the ſame time

told, that in the neighbourhood of Rome he had ſacrificed a child, in order to diſco

ver, by viewing its intrails, what ſucceſs would attend Nerva, if he engaged in the

f

-

P Idem, l. iv. c. 1, 2. * Idem, c. 3-1 rs * Idem, l. v. c. 3-14, * Georg. Copin.
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conſpiracy. Hereupon the emperor wrote to the governor of Aſia, whither Apollo

nius was already retired, ordering him to ſeize him, and ſend him in chains to Rome.

But Apollonius, before the order arrived, had left Aſia, in order to return to Rome. At

Puteoli he found Demetrius the celebrated Cynic, who acquainted him with the empe

ror's edićt, ordering all the philoſophers to depart Rome; and at the ſame time ex

horted him to retire, left he ſhould fall a ſacrifice to the rage of Domitian, who bore

an irreconcileable hatred to all philoſophers, and to him in particular. Apollonius

replied, that he could not follow his advice, without betraying Nerva; and that he

was very ſure it was not in the power of the tyrant to put him to death. He there.

fore purſued his journey to Rome, in the habit peculiar to philoſophers; but obliged

Damis, his only companion, to quit it, leſt he ſhould be diſcovered and ſeized. He

no ſooner arrived at Rome, than the emperor ordered Caſterius Aëlianus, captain of

the praetorian guards, to ſeize him. Caſperius, who had a particular veneration for

him, under pretence of examining him in private, inſtrućted him how to make his

defence, when ſummoned before the judges; and then, as he durſt not diſmiſs him,

committed him to priſon; where Apollonius comforted his fellow priſoners, fifty in

number, and encouraged them to bear their confinement, and the miſeries attending

it, with conſtancy and patience. After he had been thus confined for the ſpace offix

days, he was brought before the emperor, who examined him concerning the deſigns

of Nerva. Apollonius anſwered, That Nerva had never entertained the leaſt thought

of conſpiring againſt him, or aſſuming the ſovereignty, tho’ he was at that time actu

ally contriving, according to Philoſlratus, the means of depoſing the emperor, and

ſeizing the empire, being inſtigated thereunto by Apollonius himſelf". Domitian,

finding he could draw no ſatisfactory anſwer from him, ordered his beard to be

ſhaved, a great affront to a philoſopher; and commanded him to be led back to

priſon, loaded with chains, from which however he was two days after diſcharged, at

the requeſt of Caſperius. While he was in bonds, he aſſured Damis, who attended

him even in priſon, that the emperor, notwithſtanding his great power, could not

hurt him ; and, in ſo ſaying, drew with great eaſe his leg out of the chain. He was

a few days after brought again before the emperor ; who, after having examined him

in the preſence of many perſons of diſtinétion, declared him innocent, and afterwards

had a private conference with him, in which Apollonius diſplayed to him the great

evils that muſt neceſſarily enſue from the prince's giving ear to informers. As for

myſelf, ſaid he, I am not under the leaſt apprehenſion: you may cauſe me to be

ſeized ; but put me to death you cannot ; that the laws of fate, and my deſtiny, will

not allow. Apollonius, having thus ſpoke, diſappeared, and was ſeen that evening at

Puteoli, three days journey diſtant from Rome ". From Puteoli he paſſed over into

Sicily, and from thence into Greece, where he remained two years, followed and admired

by vaſt crowds, and perſons of all ranks and ages, whom, by his precepts and ex

ample, he animated to deſpiſe wealth, and place their whole happineſs in the purſuit

of virtue. From Greece he returned to Ionia, reſiding partly at Smyrna, and partly at

Epheſus ; but frequently viſiting all the cities of that province. While he was diſ

courſing to a numerous aſſembly at Epheſus, the ſame minute that Domitian was ſlain,

he began all on a ſudden to lower his voice, as if he had been ſeized with fear ; but

nevertheleſs purſued his diſcourſe for ſome time, tho' faintly, and often ſtopping, as

if he had been intent upon ſomething elſe. At length he quite gave over ſpeaking,

fixed his eyes ſtedfaſt on the ground ; and, after a ſhort ſilence, Strike home, he cried,

ſtrike the tyrant home. As the numerous aſſembly was greatly ſurpriſed, he no ſooner

returned to himſelf, than he bid them be of good chear and rejoice; For the tyrant,

added he, is dead; he is juſt now expired . The ſame thing is related by Dion Caſſius,

as an event not to be doubted ; nay, he adds, that Apollonius, during his trance, as

he calls it, named Stephanus, crying out ſo as to be heard by the whole aſſembly,

Courage, brave Stephanus] courage I diſpatch the tyrant v. Nerva, who ſucceeded Do

mitian, had no ſooner taken poſſeſſion of the empire, than he wrote to Apollonius,

inviting him to Rome. The philoſopher returned anſwer, That, by the decrees of

fate, they were never more to ſee one another. However, ſome time after, he wrote

to the emperor a letter filled with excellent precepts for governing with equity and

moderation. This letter he ſent by Damis, whom he charged to deliver to the

emperor ſeveral rules of government by word of mouth in his name. While Damis

* Philost, ibid. I. vii. c. 2–6. * Idem ibid. c. 3, 12, 14. w Idem, c. 17. * Idem,

l. viii. c. 1 o. y Dio, I. vii. p. 768. -
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d peruſe his life, tho' written with the utmoſt partiality, without diſcovering in all his

a was at Rome, he received advice, that Apollonius had diſappeared ; whence he con- He diſappears.

cluded, that he had ſent him to Rome, on purpoſe that he might not be preſent at

his death: hence he is generally thought to have died this year, the firſt of Nerva's

reign, and ninety-ſixth of the chriſtian aera. Damis, in his memoirs, made no

mention of his death; and Philoſtratus declares, that in his time no one could give

any probable account of it. Some pretended he died at Epheſus; others related, that

he went into a temple at Lindus in the iſland of Rhodes, and was never afterwards ſeen.

Philoſtratus aſſures us, that tho’ he had travelled into ſeveral countries, he could no

where find his tomb, nor hear any certain account of the manner of hisdeath k. This

ſuccinét account of the life of Apollonius is ſwelled by Philoſtratus with a great number

of miracles and predićtions, upon which he makes long deſcants. Amongſt other Miracles aſ ri

miracles wrought by his hero, he tells us, that he reſtored to life a young woman of *****

a conſular family ; but at the ſame time ſeems to doubt, whether or no ſhe was quite

dead : and truly, had he ever wrought ſuch a miracle, he would have been, as Euſe

bius rightly obſerves I, more famous than he ever was, a His prodigies are atteſted only

by Philoſtratus, who, as Lipſius obſerves ", is guilty of many groſs miſtakes, and

often contradićts himſelf in what relates to the Roman hiſtory. What can ſeem leſs

probable, than his account of what paſſed at the interview between Apollonius and

Domitian * Euſebius calls his book a romance; and Photius looks upon it as a heap ofſ: opinion

inconſiſtent fables ". Moſt of the fathers ſpeak of it in the ſame ſtyle”, as do like- ...

wiſe Suidas P, and the moſt judicious among the modern writers, viz. Scaligeri, Prue r,

Voſius ‘, Caſaubon', &c. Many of the pagans themſelves ſeem to have entertained

but a very indifferent opinion of Apollonius, notwithſtanding his boaſted virtue and

miracles. Even thoſe who bore him no hatred, looked upon him as a magician, and

ſcrupled admitting him to their myſteries a 5 nay, the ſame opinion ſtill prevailed in

the time of his panegyriſt Philoſtratus, as he himſelf witneſſes". Lucian, ſpeaking of

one of his favourite and moſt faithful diſciples, calls him a relebrated and profeſſed

magician *. In the epitome of Dion Caſhus by Xiphilin, we read, that the wicked

emperor Caracalla had a particular eſteem for Apollonius, whom he looked upon as

entertainedof

him.

the moſt accompliſhed impoſtor and ſorcerer the world had ever ſeen. No one can His pride, arro

ačtions a great deal of pride, arrogance and preſumption, and an extraordinary opi

nion of his own virtue. Before his journey to India, when the image ofthe Parthian

king was ſhewn him, and he commanded to adore it, according to the cuſtom of the

country, he returned to the king's officers this arrogant and haughty anſwer; The

prince whom you adore, may reckon himſelf happy, if he deſerves by me to be only

eſteemed and commended y. He imagined himſelf poſſeſſed of all virtues in an emi

nent degree, took upon him every-where the charaćter of cenſor, legiſlator, inſtruck

tor, &c. pretended to know every thing, to foreſee future events, to be acquainted

with the moſt hidden thoughts of thoſe with whom he converſed; nay, he ſuffered

himſelf to be by the multitude acknowledged for a god, and divine worſhip to be

paid him ; which he indeed once refuſed, but the only motive which prompted him

to rejećt it, was fear of being enviedº. Philoſtratus cries up his difintereſtedheſs,

and the purity of his manners; but tho' he would receive no preſents from kings or

emperors, yet he accepted, and even asked, a confiderable ſum ofone of the pontiffs".

As to the purity of his manners, he was commonly thought not to be free from all

blame"; at leaſt his favourite diſciples wallowed, if Lucian is to be credited, in all

manner of lewdneſs “... As he held the metempſychoſis, or tranſmigration of ſouls, he

cauſed a lion to be publicly adored, pretending, that the ſoul of Amaſis, ohe of the an

cient kings of Egypt, had paſſed into that animal d. Philoſtratus endeavours to excuſe, in

the beſt manner he can, his hero for quarrelling with the philoſopher Euphrates, on

whom he lays all the blame. But either the ſame writer, or another of the ſame

name, who had read the life of Apollonius, and ofteh refers his readerstö it, owns,

that neither Apollonius nor Euphrates behaved on that occaſion as became philoſo

phers". However, notwithſtanding the utmoſt efforts both of Apollonius and his

---

l,

* Philost. l. viii. c. 13. ! Eusta. in Hier. p. 461. m Lips. Tacit. hiſt. l. iii. n. 80. n EU

sEB. ibid. Phot. c. 44. p. 29. • Vide Aug. epiſt. xlix. Chrys. in Jud. hom. iii. P Suib. p. 376.

* ScaligER. in Euſeb. chron. . . " Voss, hiſt. Graec. l. ii. c. 15. Idem ibid. ... • Casaub. in Spart.

p. 229. , " Philost. l. iv. c. 6. l. viii. c. 8, w Idem, l. ii. c. 3. * Lucian. vit. Alex. p. 476. ... Phi

lost. l. i. c. 14, 15, 19. * Idem, 1. vii. c. 6. l. i. c. 20. l. viii. c. 2. l. iv. c. 1 o. * Idem, l. viii. c. 7.

b Philost. vit, ſophiſ. p. 5.68. ° Lucian. wit. Alex. * Philost. vit. Apoll. l. v. c. 15. e PHI
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panegyriſt, to diſcredit and cry down Euphrates, he was, two hundred years after a

his death, generally eſteemed the greateſt philoſopher of his time". Apollonius him

ſelf, before their quarrel, ſpoke of him to Veſpaſian as a man of an unblemiſhed cha

racter, not foreſeeing, for all his pretence to a prophetical ſpirit, that he was ſoon to

change his ſtyle, and inveigh againſt him as one of the moſt wicked of men E. Pliny

the younger, who was intimately acquainted with Euphrates, beſtows mighty enco

miums upon him"; and Arrian, in his comments upon Epićietus, not only extols his

eloquence, but commends him greatly for having lived like a philoſopher before he

aſſumed the habit peculiar to that profeſſion'. He died in the beginning of Adrian's

reign, with whoſe permiſſion he put an end to the infirmities attending old age with

a draught of poiſon k. He publiſhed ſome writings againſt Apollonius, which b

Philoſtratus promiſes to refute'. Eunapius ſeems to aſcribe other works to him upon

more noble ſubjects, by which he gained great reputation "... As no one could give

any certain account of the death of Apollonius, hiscountrymen, the inhabitants of Tyana,

believed him immortal, and conſecrated a temple to him cloſe to their city n. His

images were ſet up in many temples; and the emperors, inſtead of checking, counte

nanced this ſuperſtition, by the honours which they themſelves paid to the impoſtor.

Adrian collečted and lodged in the palace at Antium a great many of his letters”. An

tonius Caracalla honoured him with divine worſhip, and conſecrated a temple to

him P. The emperor Alexander kept his image in a private place of his palace, to

gether with the images of our Saviour, of Abraham, and of ſeveral princes, who had c

governed with equity and moderation q. Vopiſcus tells us, that he read in certain

memoirs, and alſo heard of perſons of credit, that the emperor Aurelian being

reſolved to give up the city of Tyana to be plundered by his ſoldiers, Apollonius ap

peared to him, and diverted him from that deſign ; and adds, that the emperor,

convinced by that miraculous apparition, that Apollonius was a god, vowed to him

an image, a temple, and a ſtatue r ; but whether he performed his vow, Vopiſcus does

not inform us; neither does he vouch the truth of the apparition, tho’ he profeſſed a

particular veneration for Apollonius, and even deſigned to write his life in Latin, as

Philoſtratus had done in Greek, that his ſtupendous actions, ſays he, may be known

to the whole world. But notwithſtanding the greateſteem which ſeveral of theempe-d

rors had for him, and his many pretended miracles, he was, at the beginning of the

fourth century, generally looked upon as an impoſtor, and a magician *. Eunapius,

who wrote in the beginning of the fifth century, attempted to retrieve the reputation

of his pretended hero"; but was therein attended with no better ſucceſs than a late

writer of no mean charaćter; for, in ſpite of the utmoſt efforts of men, falſehood

muſt in the end yield, and truth prevail. Philoſtratus has tranſmitted to us ſeveral

letters written by Apollonius, moſt ofthem very ſhort, with a long apology, which he

had compoſed with a deſign to pronounce it before Domitian, not knowing", tho' a

great prophet, that the emperor would not hear it, and that in writing it he laboured

to no effect. Beſides this apology, and a great number of letters to perſons of all e

ranks and conditions ", he wrote a treatiſe upon judicial aſtrology, compriſed in four

books”, and another upon ſacrifices, wherein he pretended to ſhew with what kind

of vićtims each deity was moſt pleaſed. The former treatiſe was not much eſteemed;

but the latter was received with general applauſe. It is once quoted by Euſebiu: ,

and mentioned likewiſe by Suidas . His theology, out of which Euſebius quotes a

paſſage", and his treatiſe upon ſacrifices, are in all likelihood one and the ſamework.

f Euseb. in Hier. p. 464, 465. , t Idem ibid. p. 463. * Plin. l. i. epiſt. 10. ARRIAN: Epićt.

l. iii. c. 15. &l. ii. c. 8. *Dio, l. 69, p. 791. | Philost. l. i. c. 1 o. m Eunap. in vit, ſophiſt.

praefat. * Idem ibid. • Philost. I. viii. c. 13, 14. * Dio, l. lxxvii. p. 878. , LAMP. in vit.

Veri, p. 123. Vopisc. in wit. Aurel, , ", Lact. l. v. c. 3. * Eunap. in præfat. " Philost. l.

viii. c. 3. w Idem, l. iii. c. 13. * Idem, l. iv. c. 6. 7 Euseb, præp, evang.l. iv, c. 13. * Suib,

p. 376. Euses, demonſt, evang, liii. c. 3.
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º A P P E N D I X.

A ſucciné; account of the perſecution of the Jews

at Alexandria, and of Philo's embaſſy to the

* 3. emperor Caius Caligula.
º:

º 3. HE preſent account having, through miſtake, been omitted in the reign

º of Caligula, its proper place, the reader, we hope, will overlook that in

º voluntary omiſſion, and not take it amiſs that we ſupply it here; the per

*::: ſecution of the jews at Alexandria, the embaſſy of Philo to Caius, and the audience

º he had of that prince, being too remarkable incidents to be paſſed over in ſilence.

º This dreadful perſecution happened in the ſecond year of the reign of the em

; : A peror Caligula, and 39th of the Chriſtian aera, while Egypt was governed by a Ro

º: man knight, named Avillius Flaccus, to whoſe baſe connivance it was chiefly owing.

:*: Flaccus had governed that province with great reputation, during the five laſt years

: Cº. b of the reign of Tiberius, who had a particular value and kindneſs for him. But upon

º: the death of that prince, and the acceſſion of Caligula to the empire, he changed

º: his condućt, grew remiſs in the adminiſtration of juſtice, and made it his whole

* ſtudy to gain the affections of the people of Alexandria, hoping by that means to Avilius Fac.

:::::::: recommend himſelf to the favour of the new emperor, whoſe reſentment he dreaded; ºus court; the

º: and indeed not without reaſon, for he was no friend to the family of Germanicus,º:ſº

… and was generally thought to have contributed to the diſgrace and death of Agrip-" ... --

::::: pina, the mother of Caligula. Three crafty Egyptians, Dionyſius, Lampo and Iſido

º rus, who had been declared enemies to Flaccus, while he ruled with due ſeverity,

º being appriſed of his fears, remonſtrated to him, under colour of friendſhip, that

º c the ſureſt means of winning the hearts of the Alexandrians was to withdraw his pro

3:1; te&tion from the 'few', of whom many thouſands lived in Alexandria, and to aban

*::: don them to the mercy of the Egyptians, whohad ever borne an irreconcileable hatred

º to the jewiſh nation. This counſel Flaccus readily embraced, well knowing, that

º it would not diſpleaſe the emperor, whoſe hatred the jew; had provoked by refuſing

* to acknowledge his pretended divinity. Beſides, Flaccus was of himſelf, it ſeems,

º no friend to the jewiſh nation: for that people having the year before, in the firſt I, no friend to

º month of Caligula's reign, decreed him all the honours which were conſiſtent with “Jº"

their religion, and conſigned the decree to Flaccus, that, by his means, it might

º be conveyed to the emperor, he, inſtead of tranſmitting it to Rome, as he promiſed

2. d to do, ſuppreſſed it 3 which was doing them the greateſt unkindneſs imaginable,

º and drawing upon them the reſentment of a cruel and ambitious prince *. In the

ſº mean time, Agrippa, who had been ſet at liberty by Caligula, and declared king
!yº. of the tetrarchy, which his uncle Philip had held, with the addition of that of Lyſa

mias, as we have related in our hiſtory of the jews b, arriving from Rome at Alex- King Agrippi

andria, on his journey to his new kingdom, was inſulted by the populace of that ºft. ‘....metropolis in a moſt outrageous manner, tho’, to avoid the concourſe of people, ...” ex

he had entered the city by night °. As Flaccus winked at theſe inſults, inſtead of

reſtraining them, the rabble grew more outrageous; and aſſembling in crouds,

began, with great tumult and uproar, to demand, that the ſtatues of Caius might

* Phil. in Flacc. p. 968–1009, edit. Pariſ. 1640. " Hiſt, Univerſ vol. IV. p. 185. “Ibid. note P.
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be placed in the jewiſh oratories, or places of prayer, of which there were many in a

Alexandria, and all over Egypt. Flaccus not offering to oppoſe, but ſeeming rather

to approve the deſign, the rabble thronged immediately to the oratories, cut down

the groves and trees about them, levelled ſome of them with the ground, and ſet

fire to others; which, together with the oratories, conſumed ſeveral noble monu

ments erected by the emperors in honour of the jews, and a great many adjoining

º deſtrºy houſes. Such oratories as the rioters could not demoliſh, becauſe the jews, who
e Oratorieſ

of the Jews, lived near them, were very numerous, they profaned, º placing in them the em

... ºf..." peror's ſtatues. In the largeſt of them all they erected a ſtatue of braſs, repreſenting

them with the Caius, in a chariot drawn by four horſes, which had been formerly conſecrated to

jºr A* Cleopatra, the great-grandmother of the laſt queen of that name. They did not,

- as Philo obſerves, ſhew great reſpect for Caius, in dedicating to him what had been

formerly dedicated to a woman, But the merit, on which they laid the chief ſtreſs,

was their increaſing the number of temples conſecrated to his pretended deity, tho’

even in that they did not ſo much regard his honour, as the ſatisfying their own hatred

to the jews. The Alexandrians took care to acquaint the emperor with the tranſačtions

of each day, who is ſaid to have read their accounts with incredible ſatisfaction,

partly becauſe he hated the jews, and partly becauſe he believed the Alexandrians

chiefly actuated, in afflićting the jews, by a ſincere zeal for his honour 4. The exam

ple of Alexandria was followed by all the other cities of Egypt ; in which province

there were at this time a million of jewſ, and a vaſt number of oratories, of which

the largeſt and moſt beautiful were ſtyled ſynagogues". They were all demoliſhed,

conſumed by fire, or profaned with the emperor's ſtatues. A few days after the

º: jews had been thus ſtript of their oratories, Flaccus publiſhed an edićt, declaring

i.;: all the jews aliens at Alexandria, without allowing them time to make good their

andria. claim to the rights of citizens, which they had long enjoyed undiſturbed'. The

jews, who were never famous for bearing injuries with patience, when they could

prevent or revenge them, made, in all likelihood, ſome efforts towards the maintain

ing of their rights ; which, tho' Philo has not thought fit to mention them, gave

probably occaſion to greater diſorders. For the Alexandrians, conſidering them as

men abandoned by the emperor to their mercy, laid hold of this opportunity to

vent their rage upon a people whom they had ever abhorred, and looked upon as

enemies to the reſt of mankind. The city of Alexandria was at that time divided

into five quarters, which took their names from the five firſt letters of the alpha

bet. In each of theſe, ſome jews dwelt, but two were almoſt intirely peopled by

them, and thence called the quarters of the jews. They were therefore by the

All the Jews outrageous multitude violently driven out of all the other parts of the city, and

(hut up tº confined to one quarter; the houſes, from which they had been driven, were plun

tºº.”” dered, and all their effects ſeized, as if they had been conquered in war. Thério.
ity. ters did not, ſays Philo, commit theſe robberies like thieves in the night, who are

afraid of being brought to juſtice, but in the face of the ſun, ſhewing what they

had taken to all they met, with as much confidence as if it had been an inheritance

or purchaſe: nay, they publicly divided the ſpoil in the market-place, in the pre

ſence of thoſe very perſons whom they had plundered, adding mockery to their

violence. As Flaccus never offered to check or reſtrain them, they broke open the

ſhops and ware-houſes of the jewiſh merchants, which were then ſhut on account of

the public mourning for the death of Druſilla, the emperor's ſiſter; and thence con

Horrill, cruel- veyed away and ſold to the beſt bidder all their effects. Thus were the jew; at

tiº prºſºd once driven from their habitations, reduced to beggary, and cooped up in a narrow

***!" corner of the city, where the Alexandrians doubted not but they would ſoon periſh,

either by the inconveniences of the place, for moſt of them were obliged to lie in

the open air; or by famine, for they were allowed to carry no proviſions along with

them; or by the infection of the air, and want of free reſpiration, many thouſands

of men, women and children, being ſhut up in ſo cloſe and ſmothering a place.

The Alexandrians watched them narrowly night and day, to prevent them from
making their eſcape. But in the end, hunger prevailing over fear, ſeveral found

means to withdraw either to the ſea-ſide, or to ſome remote burying-places; but

ſuch of them as were diſcovered, were tortured in a moſt cruel manner, put to

death, and their bodies ignominiouſly dragged through the ſtreets of the city. Thoſe

d Phil, legat, c. 9. * Eusen, chron. p. 27, 28. * Philo in Flacc. p. 971, 973.

jews
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ºt a Jews who, not having any notice of the uproar, happened to come to the city from

ſº their country-houſes, were treated with the ſame cruelty, and hurried away to the

º torture, or torn in pieces by the enraged multitude. Some of the rioters lay night

& and day on the banks of the river, waiting there for the jewiſh merchants ; and as

Tº. ſoon as any veſſel arrived belonging to that nation, they leaped into it, ſeized the

º: effects, and then burnt it, together with the owners. In ſhort, when jews ap

º - peared in any part of the city, except the narrow quarter allotted to them, they

:- were ſure of being tortured in a moſt barbarous manner, and maſſacred. The leaſt

inhuman among the rioters diſpatched them with the ſword, or with fire, oftenº:

º: burning whole families, without reſpe&ting the old men, or pitying the infants;

::::: b and employing for fuel ſuch of their effects as no one thought worth purchaſing.

º Others more cruel, to prolong the torments of thoſe unhappy wretches, having tied

** them to ſtakes, kindled round them fires of moiſt and green wood ; ſo that, after

they had long borne the torment of a ſlow fire, they periſhed at length, ſuffocated

º with the ſmoke, when their bodies were but half burnt. Others, with ropes faſt

º ened to their feet, were dragged through the ſtreets and public places of the city,

-- the populace inſulting their bodies even after they were dead, trampling them under

º foot, and mangling them with ſuch brutal cruelty, that not one member remained

---. intire to intitle them to a funeral. They then, by way of mockery, pretended to

º bewail thoſe whom they had thus inhumanly butchered: but if any of their friends
ºr: c or relations lamented them in earneſt, they were immediately ſeized, whipt with

A. f...? out mercy, and, after ſuffering all the torments which cruelty itſelf could invent,

rt. condemned to the ignominious puniſhment of the croſs 3.

; : ". Flaccus might, with one word, have put a ſtop to the fury of the populace; but

º he the whole time pretended ignorance of the very things he ſaw and heard. How

;: ever, he ſent at laſt for the leading men amongſt the jews, as if he deſigned to

, ſº make up all differences between them and the people of Alexandria. The jews had

rºl at Alexandria an ethnarch, or chief of their nation, whom Joſephus calls, as is com

!----- monly believed, alabarch". They had likewiſe a council, which was eſtabliſhed

* † by Auguſtus ; and out of this Flaccus cauſed thirty-eight perſons to be ſeized, to be They are

gris d bound like criminals, ſome with cords, others with chains, and in that condition cruelly treated

ºr: to be dragged through the great market-place to the theatre, where the people were ****

º: celebrating the birth-day of Caius, and there, in the preſence of their enemies, to *

::::: be whipt ſo unmercifully, that ſome of them died ſoon after. In inflićting this

- tº: puniſhment, he choſe the moſt ignominious method, (for different methods were

*: then in uſe) treating them as public thieves and robbers, Thoſe who outlived this

º cruel puniſhment were impriſoned, and kept under cloſe confinement, till Flaccus

º: himſelf was arreſted, that is, from the thirty-firſt of Auguſt, which was Caius's birth

º day, to the latter end of September. During this ſolemnity, which ſeems to have

ºJ. laſted ſeveral days, many jews were crucified, after the people aſſembled in the Many of them
º e theatre had diverted themſelves with ſcourging, racking and torturing them at theirº: and

ºn' pleaſure. With theſe ſcenes of cruelty they were daily entertained, till the jews,“

: either expiring on the rack, or hurried away to execution, gave room to dancers,

º players, and other diverſions in uſe amongſt the Romans ; diverſions truly leſs hor

º rible, but perhaps not more innocent. Such women as were ſuſpected to be jews,
f :

were by the inſulting populace ſeized, carried into the market-place, and there ex

#3 poſed naked to public view. Thoſe who proved not to be jews, were immediately

diſmiſſed ; but to the jewiſh women they cauſed hogs-fleſh to be immediately

* brought, which if they eat, they too were diſmiſſed untouched; but if, on the con

:*: trary, they adhered to their law, they were expoſed to the greateſt indignities ima

lº f ginable, racked with all manner of torments, and put to a cruel death. Such was

zº. the condition of the jews at Alexandria for the ſpace of about two months; for the

21 perſecution continued to the feaſt of tabernacles. Philo, to whom we are indebted

gº for this account, ſuffered, no doubt, with the reſt of his nation; for he too was an

sº Alexandrian jew. We cannot help thinking his account ſomewhat exaggerated ;

12 and beſides, are convinced, that the jews gave ſome occaſion to the unheard-of

zº cruelty of the Alexandrians, which he has not thought fit to relate. King Agrippa,

º upon whoſe arrival the tumult began, did not in all likelihood continue long in a

º city where he had been ſo ill received. However, during his ſtay there, he was
* ,

ſº * Pail. in Flacc. p. 974—1 c 1 o' & legat. c. 9. * Joseph. antiq. l. xix. c. 4. Euséb. p. 27.
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informed of the decree formerly made by the Alexandrian jews in honour of Caius, a

and procured a copy of it, which he immediately tranſmitted to Rome, acquainting

the emperor at the ſame time with the condućt of Flaccus, who had ſuppreſſed it.

Flaccus is This provoked Caius to ſuch a degree, that he immediately diſpatched a centurion,

*@* by name Baſus, with a band of ſoldiers, to ſeize Flaccus. Baſus arrived in a few

days at Alexandria, and landing by night, inquired for the officer who commanded

the troops quartered in the city, with a deſign to impart to him the emperor's orders,

that he might hold his men ready in caſe of any reſiſtance. A ſoldier, whom he

met in the ſtreet, informed him, that the officer ſupped that night with Flaccus,

at the houſe of one Stephanio. Hereupon the centurion ſent one of his ſoldiers in

the diſguiſe of a ſlave to Stephanio's houſe, who, upon his return, informed him,

that Flaccus was attended only by a ſmall number of his domeſtics, and that no

ſoldiers were to be ſeen in or about the houſe. Upon this intelligence, Baſus imme

diately entered with all his men ; and having left a party to guard the gates, went

with the reſt direétly to the banquetting-hall, where, to the great terror of the

Arreſted, and gueſts, he ſeized Flaccus, without meeting with the leaſt oppoſition, and carried

/* **him in bonds on board his veſſel. Flaccus ſtarting up, when the centurion firſt

appeared, attempted to make his eſcape; but finding himſelf in a minute ſurrounded

by armed men, he looked upon himſelf as loſt, and yielded. When news of what

had happened was brought to the jews, who continued ſtill ſhut up in the ſame

place, they did not at firſt give any credit to it, but looked upon it as a ſnare laid

for them. However, conjećturing from the noiſe and uproar which they heard in

the night, that ſomething extraordinary had happened, ſome of them ſtole out, and,

upon their return, confirmed the joyful tidings, that Flaccus was certainly arreſted.

Hereupon, with one voice, they returned thanks to the Almighty for their deliverance,

paſſed the reſt of the night in ſinging hymns, and, upon the return of the day, went

all in a body to the ſea ſide, to renew there, as they had no oratories where they

could aſſemble, their thankſgiving with more ſolemnity. Soon after, Baſus ſet ſail

with his priſoner, who, after having much ſuffered during the voyage, arrived at

length at Rome, where he had the mortification to ſee himſelf accuſed by Iſidorus

and Lampo, who, with their flattering ſpeeches, had put him upon perſecuting the d

Where he is jews. But his greateſt enemy was the emperor himſelf, who on this occaſion aſſu

*ned tº ming the quality of judge, condemned him to baniſhment, declared his eſtate and all

” his effects forfeited, and ſeized them for himſelf. The only favour which Lepidus,

who was his friend, and then very powerful at court, could obtain for him, was,

that he ſhould be confined to Andros, and not to Gyara, purſuant to his ſentence,

which was the moſt deſert and abandoned iſland in the Archipelago. He was there

fore ſent under a guard to Andros, and there ſhewn to the inhabitants, who were

ordered to watch him, that he might not make his eſcape. Some months after, he

purchaſed a ſmall farm, and there led a ſolitary and retired life, till he was, toge
And£, “fºr ther with the other exiles, maſſacred by Caius's orders. He defended himſelf with

” great bravery againſt thoſe who were ſent to diſpatch him, but was in the end over.

powered, and cut in pieces'.

THE grievances of the Alexandrian jews did not end with the authority of Flac

cus. The tumult ſtill continued, that unhappy people were ſtill cruelly inſulted by

the enraged populace, and the magiſtrates of Alexandria refuſed to acknowledge the

jews for citizens, ſince Flaccus had declared them aliens. . Hereupon both parties

reſolved to ſend deputies to Rome, and refer the deciſion of their controverſy to the

philoi, ſent emperor. At the head of the jewiſh embaſſy was Philo, and the celebrated Apion

with the cha-, the chief of the embaſſadors from the city of Alexandria. Philo was a jew of the

ºgººf ſacerdotal race, and ſprung from one of the moſt illuſtrious families of Alexandria,
f where his brother was alabarch, or the chief of his nation in that city K. joſephus

calls him a perſon every-way extraordinary 3 and truly his works were highly

eſteemed both by the Chriſtians and Pagans, and he ranked amongſt the beſt writers

some account of his time. He was not only well verſed in the ſacred books, to which the whole

of him, and ºf knowledge of the jews was, generally ſpeaking, confined, but thoroughly acquainted
Apion. with the philoſophy of the gentiles, and thought to ſurpaſs all the philoſophers of

his age in the knowledge of the maxims and tenets of Plato and Pythagoras. He

i Phil. in Flacc. p. 976–981. * Euseb. l. ii, c. 4. Joseph. antiq. l. xviii, c. 19. 1 Joseph.

antiq. l. xviii. c. io.
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a applied himſelf chiefly to the ſtudy of the Platonic philoſophy, and with ſuch ſucceſs,

that it was commonly ſaid at Alexandria, Either Plato imitates Philo, or Philo Plato.

The philoſophers who flouriſhed in thoſe times, ſtyled him the ſecond Plato, or the

jewiſh Plato". Apion was likewiſe a man of great learning. He was, according

to ſome, a native of Oaſis in Egypt ; according to others, of the iſland of Creta,

now Candia. Be that as it will, he was preſented with the citizenſhip of Alexan

dria, and thence paſſed for an Alexandrian". He is by ſome writers ſtyled Pleiſto

nicus, which ſignifies, illuſtrious for many vićtories • ; but how he came by that name,

we are no-where told. Suida; calls him Mochthus, perhaps inſtead of Mochtherus,

which ſignifies laborious P. He was by profeſſion a grammarian ; for ſo were thoſe

b formerly called, who were well verſed in polite literature. julius Africanus ſtyles

him the moſt inquiſitive of all the grammarians; and adds, that no one was better

verſed in antiquities, or had made more diſcoveries q. He was brought up by Di

dymus, a celebrated grammarian of Alexandria, and afterwards inſtructed by Apol

lonius and Euphanor F. He taught rhetoric at Rome under the emperors Tiberius

and Claudius, and was eſteemed a man of great erudition, and well verſed in the

Greek hiſtorians: his ſtyle was elegant and eaſy, but he is thought to have*f;

rated the things which he relates to have been ſeen or heard by himſelf . He

viſited all the cities of Greece, as Pliny informs us t, in the beginning of Claudius's

reign, and was every-where received as a ſecond Homer. However, Seneca ſeems

c to have made no great account of his erudition, which chiefly conſiſted, as he writes,

in the knowledge of grammatical trifles. Of his works, and thoſe of Philo, we

ſhall ſpeak anon.

THE embaſſadors were, according to joſephus, three of each fide, but five accord

ing to Philo, who was one of them, and conſequently is more to be depended upon,

if we will not ſuppoſe with a modern writer", who ſtrives to reconcile Philo and jo

ſephus, that two more were afterwards ſent by the jews, and the like number by

the Alexandrians. They ſet out from Alexandria in the midſt of winter; and arriv

ing at Rome, were forced to wait there till the return of Caius from Gaul, which

happened on the thirty-firſt of Auguſt. The jewiſh embaſſadors, in the mean time,

morial, wherein they laid before him their deplorable condition, acquainted him with

the hardſhips they had undergone, aſſured him of their attachment to his perſon and

government, and in a moſt ſubmiſſive manner implored his protećtion. When the

emperor returned to Rome, the Alexandrian embaſſadors gained privately with great

ſums, and larger promiſes, the famous Helico, who was by birth an Egyptian, had

formerly been a ſlave, but was then in great favour with Caius, and his chamber

lain. The jewiſh deputies were no ſooner informed, that Helico had been gained

over by their enemies, and did them all the ill offices with the emperor that lay

in his power, than they ſtrove in their turn to bring him over to their intereſt; but

e he would not hearken to any of their propoſals, nay, would not ſo much as allow

them acceſs to him. They therefore reſolved to apply direétly to the emperor, and

accordingly drew up a memorial, which was but an abſtraćt of the longer addreſs,

which they had a little before tranſmitted to him by means of Agrippa. This they

preſented to him in the field of Mars, as he was coming from the gardens of his

mother Agrippina. Caius received the embaſſadors with a chearful and ſmiling coun

tenance, and ſignified to them with a ſign of his right hand, that he would befriend

them; nay, he ordered Homulus, the introducer of embaſſadors, to acquaint them,

that he would hear them himſelf as ſoon as he was at leiſure. From this favour

able reception, it was generally concluded, that the jews would gain their cauſe,

f and triumph over their enemies. But Philo, whom age and experience had taught

not to lay great ſtreſs upon fair words, and outward appearances, dreaded the effects

of the emperor's pretended friendſhip, and reaſoned with himſelf thus: Here are

embaſſadors from all parts of the world, and why ſhould the emperor diſtinguiſh

us from the reſt ? He knows we are jews, and conſequently, that we ſhould think

ourſelves happy to be only treated like other nations. Can we reaſonably expect

any extraordinary favour from a prince of another nation, or ſuppoſe that he has

They arrive at

Rome, and

tranſmit a

memorial to

conveyed to the emperor, by means of king Agrippa, who was then at Rome, a me- i...,
then in Gaul.

Upon his return

they preſent

another memg

rial to him,

Philo ſuſpeã,

his kindneſs.

* Hier. de vir, illuſt. & epiſt. 84. c. 1 1. Phot. c. toy. * Hier. ibid. Sundas, p. 327

* Gell. I. v. c. 14. & l. vi. c. 8. Plin. l. xxxvii. c. 5. * SuiD. p. 355. * Euseb. przpar.

evang. l. x. c. 1 o. * SuiDAs, ibid. * Idem ibid. * Plin. przfat. & SENEc. epiſt. 88,

* Tillf Most, p. 806.
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not a greater kindneſs for the Alexandrians than for us? He is partial to them with

out diſpute; and for their ſake it is, that he is eager to determine the affair. I

ſhould be glad he would prove an impartial judge; but am afraid we ſhall find him

an advocate for them, and an enemy to us. In the mean time, Caius leaving Rome,

went to ſee one of his magnificent palaces, which ſtood on the ſea-ſide; and thither

the jewiſh embaſſadors followed him, expecting every moment to be called and

It alºmelºt, heard by him, purſuant to the promiſe he made to them by Homulus. At Putaoli

;#.".ſº they were firſt informed of the danger they were in, not only of loſing their cauſe
peror. - - - - - - - -

againſt the Alexandrians, but of ſeeing their religion and nation utterly extirpated

in virtue of the order which the emperor had tranſmitted to Petronius, governor of

Syria, commanding him to ſet up his ſtatue in the temple of Jeruſalem. Upon this

intelligence, Philo ſeeing no proſpect of ſucceſs as to the buſineſs with which he was

charged, would have returned home with his collegues, could he have done it with

honour. But tho’ he now deſpaired of ſucceſs, yet he thought that his dropping the

ſuit might be looked upon as the effect of fear ; and that his countrymen, who had

ſent him, might with ſome reaſon complain, as if, through want of courage, he had

betrayed their cauſe. However, the ſtorm which threatened the Jews on account

He is admitted of the ſtatue of Caius ſoon blew over, and Philo was in the end admitted, with his

*** collegues, to the emperor's preſence. But they no ſooner appeared before him, than,

from the fierceneſs of his looks, they concluded, that the emperor intended to ačt

not like a judge, but as an accuſer rather, and a party. For, inſtead of adviſing

with men of knowledge and experience, and hearing both ſides indifferently in their

turns, eſpecially in a caſe of this conſequence, where the lives and liberties of ſo

many men were at ſtake, and privileges diſputed, which for the ſpace of four

hundred years had never ſo much as been called in queſtion, the tyrant gave them

plainly to underſtand, that he did not deſign to proceed according to the ordinary

methods of law and juſtice. The emperor was then at a ſmall diſtance from the city,

paſſing a few days at two country-ſeats, which, it ſeems, ſtood very near each other,

and had formerly belonged to Mecanas and Lamias. Having therefore commanded

the gardens belonging to both houſes, and the ſeveral apartments, to be opened,

in order to view them, and entertain himſelf with the curioſities there, he ſent at

the ſame time for the jewiſh and Alexandrian embaſſadors, who were introduced to

him while he was thus employed. Philo and his collegues no ſooner came into the

emperor's preſence, than they threw themſelves proſtrate at his feet, addreſſing him

with the titles of emperor and Auguſtus. The emperor received them, notwithſtand

ing the profound reſpect they ſhewed him, in ſuch manner, that they began to

deſpair, not only of ſucceſs in their embaſſy, but even of their lives. For with

angry looks, and a ſcornful ſmile, Are not you execrable wretches, ſaid he, de

clared enemies of the gods, ſince you have the impudence to diſpute a divinity that

all the world acknowledges, and to ſet up againſt Caius a god whom you cannot

ſo much as name? At the ſame time, lifting up his hands towards heaven, he ut

tered ſuch blaſphemies, as Philo, who was ſtruck with horror in hearing them, dares

not repeat. The Alexandrian embaſſadors, concluding from this reception, that they

had already gained their cauſe, could not diſſemble their joy ; and there was not

one attribute peculiar to God, which they did not indifferently aſcribe to Caius,

who was highly delighted with their flattery. In order to provoke him ſtill more

againſt the jews, Iſidorus, a crafty inſinuating ſlanderer, addreſſing the emperor,

If you knew, ſaid he, the mortal hatred which theſe men, and their whole nation,

bear to you, you would abhor and deteſt them much more than you do. When

all the world were offering up their vows and prayers for the ſafety of your per

Íon, and the proſperity of your government, theſe alone, I mean all the jews with

out exception, ſtood out with their uſual ſtubbornneſs and obſtinacy. At theſe words,

the Jews cried out with one voice, that they were ſlandered, that they had offered

hecatombs and ſacrifices for the happineſs of Caius and the empire; and that after

they had ſprinkled the altar with the blood of the victims, they did not feaſt

among themſelves, as moſt other nations do, upon the fleſh, but committed the

whole ſacrifice to the ſacred fire : And this, added they, we have done upon three

remarkable occaſions, upon your acceſſion to the empire, upon your recovery from

that fit of ſickneſs which proved ſo ſenſible an afflićtion to moſt nations, and finally,

for the ſucceſs of your arms in Germany. You did perhaps offer ſacrifices, replied

Caius; I allow it: but it was to another, not to me: and what honour do I receive

from

3.

d
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a from your ſacrificing to another? Theſe blaſphemous words ſtruck us, ſays Philo,

with horror, and chilled the very blood in our veins. In the mean time Caius hurried

from one apartment to another, taking a view of all the rooms and offices, finding

º fault where any thing was amiſs, and direčting how it ſhould be mended. Thus he

viſited every corner of both houſes, the jew; being obliged all along to attend him,

tho' joſtled and derided by the whole company, eſpecially by their adverſaries, who

-: were the whole time mimicking them, like buffoons on the ſtage: and truly the

- whole, ſays Philo, looked rather like a comedy, than a ſerious negotiation; but as

they were now at the mercy of the tyrant, who was both their judge and their enemy,

they had no defence left them but ſilence and patience. After Caius had given ſome

b neceſſary orders about his buildings, he turned to the jews, and gravely asked them,

Why they ſo much ſcrupled eating hogs-fleſh Hereupon the whole company, ſome

out of flattery, others becauſe they were diverted with the queſtion and mockery,

burſt into ſo loud a laughter, that ſome of Caius’s officers were highly offended at the

liberty they took, thinking it inconſiſtent with the reſpećt due to the majeſty of the

prince. To the emperor's queſtion the jews anſwered with great reſpect, That ſeve

ral people and places had their ſeveral faſhions and cuſtoms, and that their adverſaries

- ** were prohibited ſome things as well as they : ſome people, for inſtance, ſaid one of

--- them, abſtain from lamb. Very well, replied Caius merrily ; I cannot blame them ;

-": for lambs-fleſh is not very ſavoury. After the emperor had thus rallied and ridiculed

c them for ſome time, in the end he aſked them all on a ſudden in a paſſion, What

º title they had to the privileges of Alexandrian citizens, and to the freedom of that
tº . city ? Hereupon they began to lay before him their reaſons; but he, finding they

- - - were of great ſtrength, and not knowing how thoſe which they had already alledged,

º: could be well confuted, ſtarted up in the midſt of their diſcourſe, and ran into a great

'…] hall ; where after he had walked a while, he cauſed the windows to be ſhut ; and then

returning to the jewiſh embaſſadors, he asked them with an air more compoſed,

What they had to ſay ” But they had ſcarce begun to ſpeak, when Caius, inſtead of

*... harkening to them, left them again, and ran in great haſte into another room, to ſee

...” ſeveral originals done by the moſt famous painters of antiquity. The jews, finding

- d themſelves ſo often interrupted, and expečting nothing from ſo mercileſs a tyrant but

immediate death, had recourſe to the true for protećtion againſt the pretended god.

Their prayers were heard, and Caius, without further outrages, diſmiſſed them, ſay

ing, Theſe men are not ſo wicked, as ignorant and unhappy, in not believing me to

º be a god. The jewiſh deputies departed, reckoning themſelves fortunate in having

º thus eſcaped with their lives ſafe ; not that they dreaded any kind of death, ſays Philo,

which, had it been any-ways conducive to the preſervation of their law, they would,

with great pleaſure, have embraced ; but becauſe their deſtrućtion would have been

- inevitably attended with the utter ruin of thoſe who had ſent them. As for the ſub

… jećt of their embaſſy, they could not promiſe themſelves a favourable ſentence from a

º e judge, who would not ſo much as hear them, being highly incenſed againſt their

º whole nation, as the only people ſubjećt to Rome, who refuſed to acknowledge his

divinity. They continued in the city, waiting with the greateſt anxiety imaginable

º for the deciſion of their cauſe ; for upon the ſentence which the emperor might think

*- fit to pronounce, depended the fate of the whole jewiſh nation, who would be every

º where perſecuted, and ſtripped of their effects, privileges, oratories, &c. if the empe
tº: ror ſhould countenance the Alexandrians in their cruel and unwarrantable proceedings

zº againſt them f. joſephus ſeems to ſpeak ofanother audience granted by Caius to the

sº jewiſh and Alexandrian embaſſadors; wherein Apion inveighed with great bitterneſs

2. againſt the jewº, alledging manythings againſt them ; but his main charge was, that

º f whereas temples and altars were erećted to Caius by all other nations, and the ſame
tº adoration paid to him as to the reſt of the gods, #. jews alone obſtinately refuſed

* either to conſecrate images to him, or to ſwear by his name. When Philo was about

º to reply in behalf of the jewº, Caius in a great rage commanded him to be ſilent,

º and with dreadful menaces bid him be gone. Hereupon Philo, turning to his col

* * legues, Let us take courage, ſaid he's now Caius is againſt us, Godwill be for us g. What

º: ſentence Caius pronounced in the end, we find no-where recorded: all we know is,

º: that, during his whole reign, the jews were grievouſly perſecuted and oppreſſed by

º the Alexandrians"; and that Alexander Lyſimachus, brother to Philo, and alabarch of

º * Philo, ibid. p. 1 of 9–1043. * Joseph. antiq. l. xviii. c. 10. " Idem, i, xix. c. 4.

:*: Vol. V. N° 9. 8 R the
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the Alexandrian jewº, was, by Caius's orders, committed to priſon, and there detained a

till he was diſcharged by Claudius ; upon whoſe acceſſion to the empire, the jews,

notwithſtanding their boaſted patience, betook themſelves to arms, which occaſioned

a great tumult at Alexandria. Claudius, upon the firſt tidings of the commotion,

wrote to the governor of Egypt, injoining him to appeaſe it; and, at the requeſt of

the two kings, Agrippa and Herod, enaćted an edićt, which he ſent to Alexandria, con

firming to the jews all the privileges they had ever enjoyed in that city, and declar

ing all the proceedings of Caius againſt them null and void (E).

l — —-----~~~~– ' -- ~ --------- **--- * * * * * *→

(E) To this relation we ſhall ſubjoin a ſuccinét

account of the works of Philo, of Apion, and ſome

writers, who flouriſhed under the princes of the Fla

vian family. Philo deſcribed in five books the evils

ſuffered by the jews under Caius; and theſe books,

as he made frequent digreſſions in them upon the

vices of that prince, he ſtyled ironically, of the vir

tues of Caius (1). Of theſe five books Euſebius takes

that which has reached our times, under the title of

Philo's embaſſy to Caius, to be the firſt (2), Photius

ſtyles it, Caius blamed (3). The ſecond of theſe five

books is, according to both theſe writers, that which

is commonly known by the title of Philo againſt

Flaccus, and which Photius calls Flaccus blamed (4).

However, the book againſt Flaccus ſeems to have

been written before that of his embaſſy; ſince, in

the end of the latter (5), he tells us, that he has al

ready deſcribed the inexpreſſible calamities ſuffered

by the Alexandrian jew: ; and theſe calamitics are

the chief ſubjećt of his book againſt Flaccus. The

three other books, or parts of that work, have been

long ſince loſt; for Photius ſeems to have been ac

quainted with no other but the two above-mentioned

books written by Philo on that ſubjećt (6). Philo is

ſaid to have read them during the reign of Claudius

in full ſenate, when they were heard with uncom

mon applauſe, and ordered to be depoſited in the

w

*

| ! Idem ibid.

|
º

public library (7). The author ſeems to addreſs

himſelf to the emperor Claudius in his book againſt

Flaccus. St. ferom mentions in his catalogue ſeve

ral books written by Philo; but of theſe (which is

very ſurpriſing takes not the leaſt notice. The reader

will find in Euſebius 8), and St. ferom (9), a cata

logue of his other works upon the ſcripture, and

various different ſubjećts. Euſebius commends the

ſublimity of his thoughts in explaining the ſcripture

(10); and Origen writes, that moſt of his books up

on the law of Moſes were generally eſteemed by men

of learning (11). Photius, on the contrary, thinks

he frequently neglects the obvious and literal, to

hunt after an allegorical ſenſe (11). The ſame wri

ter obſerves, that Philo often follows opinions con

trary to the principles of the jewiſh religion, and that

he does not ſeem to diſapprove the ſuperſtitious ho

nours paid to the emperor Auguſtus. St. ferom

aſcribes to him the Greek interpretation of the pro

per names in the pentateuch and the prophets(13).

Some writers will have him to have been likewiſe

the author of a Latin hiſtory, containing the noſt

remarkable incidents from the creation to the reign

of Saul; but others think that work, which often

contradićts the ſcripture, altogether unworthy of

Philo (14). St. ferom ſays, that ſome ancient wri

ters aſcribed to Philo the book of wiſdom (15); but

(1) Euſeb. l. i. e. 5. & 18.

(5) Philo in legat. p. 1 of3.

(9) Hier, de vir, illuſt. c. 1 1.

(13) Hier nom. Hebr. c. 3.

ponſe au remarques de pere de S. Vanne,

£. Ioj.

c. I I.

vir. illuſt. c. 13,

(26) Aul. Gell, l, w, c. 14.

(10) Iden, ibid.

(21) Tatian, orat. ad Grac. p. 172.

(2) Euſeb. c. 5.6%. 6. - - (3) Phot. c. 105.

(6) Voſſ, hiſt. Grac. l. ii. c. 7.

(14) Voſſ, ibid. l. ii. c. 7.

(17) Euſeb. l. ii.e. 17. Hier. de vir. illuſt. c. 11.

(19) Suid, p. 356. Aul. Gell. P. 146. Plin. l. xxxvii. e. f.

(24) Euſeb. p. 490, juſt, orat, ad Grac. p. 9, 10.

- \

that he was not the author of that book, is plainly

ſhewn by a modern writer of no mean charaćter

(16). Some writerstell us, that in the reign of Clas

dius, he became acquainted with St. Peter at Rome,

and contračted a friendſhip with that apoſtle (17);

may, Photius adds (18), that he embraced the chri

ſtian religion, and afterwards renounced it upon

ſome diſcontent. But the filence of all other wri

ters with reſpečt to this particular, makes us queſ.

tion the truth of what Photius aſſerts.

Apion wrote ſeveral books (19), of which we

find one only quoted by the ancients, namely, his

hiſtory of Egypt, containing a particular and diſtin&

account of all the curioſities and antiquities of that

country. Euſebius (20) and Tatian (ii) cite ſome

paſſages out of the fifth book of this work, which

was in all likelihood the laſt. As all the Alexandri

ans bore an irreconcileable hatred to the few, no

wonder that Apion filled his writings with falſe and

ſlanderous accounts of them; which jºſephus with

great erudition confutes in a book, which he pub

liſhed againſt him, and other pagan writers, in de

fence of .." and intituled, An anſwer to Apion.

Several perſons ſeeming to queſtion the truth of

what he had advanced in his jewiſh antiquities, al

ledging, that if the race of the jews was as ancient

and illuſtrious as joſephus makes it, the Greek hi

ſtorians would have taken notice of them, he under

took another work, wherein he not only ſhews, that

ſeveral hiſtorians have mentioned the jews, but con

futes the calumnies publiſhed againſt them by divers

authors, eſpecially by Apion. This work is by Ea

febius (21) and S ſºom (23) intituled, of the]ewiſh

antiquites. Apion not only ſtrove to diſcredit the

jews in his hiſtory of Egypt, but wrote a book, of

which they were the only ſubject (14), filled with

calumnics againſt that nation, falſhoods, and accounts

altogether fabulous; which joſephus confuted, after

he had ended his antiquities. Apion, after having

in his writings derided circumciſion in a moſt ſcur

rilous manner, was himſelf by a diſtemper obliged

to ſubmit to it, but to no effect; for the wound

putrifying, he died ſoon after, by a juſt judgment,

ſays joſephus, in great miſery and torments (13).

The famous adventure of a ſlave named Androilet,

who was nouriſhed, during the ſpace of three years,

by a lion, whom he had cured of a wound, and

by the ſame known in the fight of all Rome, when

he was expoſed in the amphitheatre to be devoured

by the wild beaſts, muſt have happened about this

time; for Apion, as quoted by Aulus Gelliuſ (16),

aſſures us, that he was an eye-witneſs of that ſur

priſing and affecting ſcene; and adds, that the grateful

lion was ſaved, and the ſlave preſented with his liberty,

4) Euſeb. & Phot, ibid.(4) Enſ (8) Idem ibid.

(12) Phot. c. 105.

(16) Du Pin re

(18) Phot.

zo) Euſeb. prep. evang. l. x.

(21) Euſeb, prep.~} l. º* (13) Hier.

(25) joſeph, in Ap. l. ii.

ju**,

(7) Euſeb. l. ii. c. 18.

(11) Orig. in Matth. p. 369.

(15) Hier. epiſt. cxv.
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fuſus, the ſon of Piffus, contemporary with jo

ſephus, and of the ſame religion, but a native of

Tiberias in Galilee, wrote likewiſe in Greek the bi

ſtory of the fewiſh war, of the taking of jotapat,

and of the deſtruction of Žeruſalem. This hiſtory

he compoſed ſoon after the war, but did not pub

liſh it till Veſpaſian, Titus and king Agrippa were

dead, that is, twenty years after he had wrote it,

about the thirteenth year of Domitian's reign. joſe

phus, who was at variance with him, tells us, that

he ſo long ſuppreſſed his hiſtory, becauſe he durſt

not ſtand the teſt and cenſure of the world, while

ſo many perſons were yet alive, who were able to

diſprove him (17). St. ferom, and ſeveral other

writers, ſpeak of this hiſtory of juſtus (18), and ob.

ſerve, that he was no-ways a candid hiſtorian, and

that he often contradićted point-blank the memoirs

or commentaries of Veſpaſian, Titus, and other ge

nerals. We have therefore no cauſe to regret the

loſs of ſuch a work. This hiſtory is probably dif

ferent from another done by the ſame author, con

taining the lives and reigns of all the jewiſh kings,

from Moſes to the death of young Agrippa (29).

This work, which Photius (30) calis a chronicle,

was ended in the third year of the reign of Trajan,

and is probably what St. ferom (31) and Suidas (32),

who tranſlated it, call juſlui's ſhort commentaries.
Another writer, by name Antonius julianus, flou

riſhed about this time, and publiſhed an account of

the fewiſh war, and the deſtruction of jeruſalem.

For Minucius Felix, who wrote in defence of the

Chriſtian religion in the beginning of the third cen

tury, refers the pagans to Antonius julianus, and

to joſephus, telling them, that in the writings of

theſe hiſtorians, they will find, that the jews were

not abandoned by God till they had abandoned him ;

and that they only ſuffered what they had been fore.

warned they ſhould ſuffer, if they continued to diſ

obey his law (33). We find two perſons bearing

that name mentioned by the ancients, viz. Antonius

julianus, procurator of fudza, who was with

Titus, as Žoſephus informs us (34), at the ſiege of

jeruſalem; and Antonius julianus, a native of Spain,

and profeſſor of rhetoric at Rome, often quoted and

commended by Aulus Gellius, who was one of his

diſciples (35). He flouriſhed about the middle of

the ſecond century, and wrote ſome rhetorical and

grammatical books (36). A hiſtory in Hebrew and

Latin of theſº war has reached our times, done

by one joſephus, the ſon of Gorion, who pretended,

it ſeems, to paſs himſelf upon the world for the

celebrated joſephus. But the ableſt critics take him

to have been a few born in Gaul in the ſeventh

century, and his hiſtory to be only an abridgment

of the Latin tranſlation of 7oſephus's hiſtory, which

is commonly aſcribed to Rufinus, with the addition

of many groſs miſtakes, and fabulous accounts (37).

As for the hiſtory of the deſtruction of jeruſalem,

which bears the name of Hegeſippus, it is but a

tranſlation of the hiſtory of joſephus, wherein the

author allows himſelf a great latitude, retrenching

ſeveral things, and adding harangues, deſcriptions,

and even ſome events which he had probably found

in other hiſtorians. We muſt not confound this

writer, as ſome have done, with another of the

fame name, who flouriſhed in the ſecond century,

and was a native of Greece; whereas the compiler

of foſephus was, as is evident from ſome paſſages

in his work, quite ignorant of the Greek tongue (38).

Beſides, he mentions the city of Conſtantinople, and

tells us, that having by degrees eclipſed the cities

of Antioch and Alexandria, it was no longer the

fourth, but the ſecond city of the Roman empire (39).

It is therefore plain, that he did not write before

the reign of Conſtantine the great, nor even before

the end of the fourth century. Woffius is of opinion,

that he flouriſhed about the latter end of the tenth

century; but the propriety of his expreſſions, and

the elegance and ſublimity of his ſtyle, are a con

vincing proof, that he wrote before the total and

general decay of learning, that is, before the fifth

century. Hence the learned biſhop Pearſon takes him

for an author of the fourth or fifth century (40);

and father Mabillon quotes two manuſcripts of He

geſippus's hiſtory, both written, as he conjectures

from the characters, before the ſeventh century (41).

Gronovius takes St. Ambroſe, concealed under the

aſſumed name of Hegeſippus, to be the true author

of that hiſtory, being induced thereunto by ſeveral

of St. Ambroſe's phraſes, which he obſerved in it (42).

But the ſame phraſes are often common to ſeveral

writers of the ſame age; and the ſtyle of Hegeſippus

is, in our opinion, far more eaſy and proper than

that of St. Ambroſe, or of Paulinus, Sulpicius Severuſ,

Aper, Eucherius, or Hilarius; for to each of theſe

the work, which bears the name of Hegeſippus, has

by ſome writers been aſcribed. To the hiſtory of

Hegeſippus is annexed an anacephaleoſis, or ſummary

of the chief matters contained in it, which by ſome

is thought the work of the ſame author; but Gro

movius ſpeaks of it, and not undeſervedly, with

great contempt (43). In this ſummary, and not in the

hiſtory itſelf, is found the ſuppoſititious letter from

Pilate to Tiberius concerning our Saviour. The hi

ſtory of Hegeſippus is quoted by john ofº:
who flouriſhed in the twelfth century, and by john

of Trittenheim, abbot of Spanheim, in his learned

book of eccleſiaſtical writers; but he, by confound

ing the author of this work with the above-men

tioned Hegeſippus, who flouriſhed in the ſecond cen

tury, has led many others into the ſame miſtake (44).

Of Flavius foſephus, the moſt famous of all the

hiſtorians who flouriſhed under the princes of the

Flavian family, we have already ſpoken in the ſeveral

parts of this work; and therefore ſhall cloſe this

note only with a few remarks on his hiſtory of

the fewiſh wars, and the deſtruction of Jeruſalem.

This hiſtory he compoſed at Rome, in the reign of

Veſpaſian, in his own language (45), which was

much the ſame with the Syriac, and afterwards

tranſlated it into Greek, with the aſſiſtance of ſome

perſons who were better acquainted with that tongue

than he (46). For the knowledge of the ſeveral

languages was not a thing pračtiſed or valued by

the fews, but looked upon as a profane ſtudy, the

ſum of their wiſdom and learning conſiſting in the

knowledge of their laws, and the right underſtand

ing of the ſcripture (47); which however it is plain

they never did rightly underſtand with relation to

the Meſſiah. The Syriac hiſtory was immediately

diſperſed over all the eaſtern countries, and greedily

read by the Arabians, Adiabenians, Babylonians, Par

thians, and all the jews beyond the Euphrates (48).

Some copies of this work, which was divided into

five books, are ſtill extant (49). The Greek tranſlar

tion proved both troubleſome and expenſive to

(27) joſeph, antiq. l. xx. c. 9. & vit.

(29) Voff. ibid. Euſeb. p. 47.

(33) Min. Fel, p. 27.

(28) Hier, de vir. illuſt. c. 14. Voſ. hiſt. Grat. l. ii. e. 8.

(30) Phot. c. 33.

(34) joſeph, bell, jud. l. v. c. 4.

(31) Hier, ibid. (32) Suid. p. 12; i.

(35) Aul. Gell. l. i. c. 4. l. ix. c. 1.

l. xv. c. 1. l. xviii. c. 5. l. xix. c. 9. (36) Idem, l. i. e. 4. (37) Voſſ, hiſt. Lat. l. ii. c. 8. Baron.

ad amn. 72. (383 Hegeſ. l. iii. e. i. 6, & 9. Biblioth. patrum, l. vii. p. 461, 463. (39) Idem

ióid, c. 5. p. 465, 466. (40) Pearſon. ann. Paulin. p. 50. Lond, 1688. (41) Mabill, iter Italic.

p. 14. Pariſ, 1687. (41) Gronov, obſervat. eccleſ. c. 1. (43) Idem, ibid. (44) Woff hiſt. Lae.

t. ii. p. 796. Trit. p. 4. (45) joſeph, bell. l. 1. (46) Idem in Api. l. i. (47) Idem, antiq.

l, xx. c. 9. (48) Idem, bell, jud. l. 1, (49) Wide Poſtvin, apparat, tom, i. p. 966. Colonie, an 1608,

him.
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him (ro). He divided it into ſeven books, and did

not put the laſt hand to it before the fifth year of

Veſtaſian's reign; for he mentions the temple of

Peace as finiſhed, which was conſecrated the follow

ing year, the fixth of Veſpaſian's reign; and ends his

hiſtory with the death of Catullus, which did not

happen, as is evident from Dion Caffus, before that

time (51). joſephus cloſes his hiſtory with theſe

words: As for my ſtyle, and manner of writing, I

ſubmit it to the judgment of the reader; but as to

the candour and ſincerity of my accounts, I do here

declare to the world, that I have kept ſtrićtly to

truth, and have had nothing elſe in view through

out the whole work. Of what paſſed amongſt the

Romans he was an eye-witneſs, and learnt of the

deſerters, who all applied to him, every ſtep taken

by the enemy (52). Beſides, Titus imparted to him

his own commentaries or memoirs (53); ſo that he

was throughly acquainted with every thing that

happened during the whole time of the war. As

ſoon as he had ended his Greek tranſlation, he pre

ſented it to Veſpaſian, to Titus, to king Agrippa, and

to ſeveral others who had been eye-witneſſes of

what he relates (54); which he would never have

done, had he been conſcious to himſelf of having

fwerved in the leaſt from truth. King Agrippa, in

ſixty-two letters to joſephus, authentically witneſſed

the candour and fincerity which reigns throughout

the whole work (55); and Titus, not ſatisfied with

ordering it to be publiſhed, and lodged in the pub

lic library, ſigned, ſome read tranſcribed, with his

own hand the copy, which was to be placed there

as an authentic relation of the jewiſh war, and the

deſtruction of jeruſalem (56). Hence Suidas gives

to joſephus the title of lover of truth, as peculiar to

him (;7). But after all, his hiſtory is not quite

exempt from faults; ſome of which he himſelf cor

rećted in the works he afterwards publiſhed (58).

It was either a deplorable ignorance, or inexcuſable

flattery, that prompted him to miſinterpret the

feripture, and apply to Veſpaſian the prophecy im

porting, that in thoſe days a prince ſhould come out

of judza, who ſhould rule over the whole world;

which could be underſtood of the Meſſiah alone.

Photius, ſpeaking of the Greek tranſlation of this

hiſtory, greatly commends it, even on account of

the ſtyle, which to him ſeems eaſy, proper, and no

leſs elegant than that of the beſt Greek hiſtorians(59):

and St. ferom calls joſephus, the Livy of the Greeks

(60). Hence it is evident, that the many obſcure

paſſages, odd phraſes, and irregular conſtructions,

which are to be met with in this work, ought to

be aſcribed to the copiſts, and not to the author,

When joſephus had ended his hiſtory of the jewiſh

wars, he undertook the general hiſtory of his nation,

from the beginning .# the world to the twelfth

year of the reign of Nero, when the jews revolted,

and ſtrove to ſhake off the Roman yoke, which was

the occaſion of their utter ruin. Of this work,

which is compriſed in twenty books, and was finiſh

ed by joſephus in the fifty-ſixth year of his age,

that is, in the thirteenth of Domitian's reign, and

towards the end of the ninety-third of the Chriſtian

acra, we have ſpoken in various places of this hi

ſtory; and therefore ſhall only repeat here, that he

frequently contradićts point-blank holy writ , , of

which the reader will find many inſtances in father

Poſſevin's learned Apparatus (61). Of the famous

paſſage concerning our Saviour, we have ſpoken at

length in our hiſtory of the jews (61). To the ge

neral hiſtory of the fews, which joſephus himſelf

intituled the jewiſh antiquities, tho' brought down

to the twelfth year of Nero's reign, he added the

particular hiſtory of his own life, which he finiſhed

before the death of Domitian, that is, before the

eighteenth of September of the year 96, of the Chri

ſtian zra. Euſebius and St. ferom look upon his

life as part of the twentieth book of his antiquities;

and likewiſe upon his books againſt Apion, as a con

tinuation of the ſame work (63). Befides the above

mentioned works, a diſcourſe compoſed by joſºphus

has reached our times, wherein he ſhews, that it is

in the power of reaſon to command and ſubdue the

paſſions: whence the treatiſe is by ſome ſtyled, the

rule of reaſon; but by others, the hiſtory of the Mac.

cabees, becauſe joſephus deſcribes there at length

the glorious death of thoſe illuſtrious champions.

This piece St. ferom cries up as a moſt elegant per

formance (64); and St. Gregory of Nazianzus refers

his readers to it for a true and affecting account of

the martyrdom of the Maccabees (65), we find jo

fephus quoted by ſome ancient writers for things, of

which no mention is made in his works which are

ſtill extant. Thus Oroſius refers us to him for an

account of the expulſion of the jews from Rome

under Claudius (66); and Origen quotes him as aſ

ſerting, that the fews generally aſcribed the deſtruc

tion of feruſalem, and the ruin of their nation, to

their putting unjuſtly St. fames to death (67) jo

ſephus himſelf promiſes in his antiquities the hiſtory

of Monobazes, king of the Adiabenians (68), of whom

nevertheleſs no farther mention is made in his works

which have reached us. Woffius likewiſe aſſures, that

in the printed copies of joſephus manythings have

been left out, which he found in the manuſcript

copies of the ancient Latin tranſlation (69) aſcribed

by father Poſſevin to the celebrated Rufus of Aqui

leia (70). joſephus, at the end of his antiquities,

promiſes a ſhorter relation of the jewiſh war, and

of all that had happened to that unhappy people

from the beginning of the ſaid war to the time in

which he ended his antiquities, that is, to the 93d

year of the Chriſtian aera (71). He likewiſe propoſed

writing four books of the opinions of the jews

concerning God and his nature, and of their laws,

that he might have an opportunity of informing

the world, why by their law ſome things were al

lowed them, and others forbidden (71). But neither

Euſebius, nor any other writer, mentions theſe

works; which inclines us to believe, that he was

prevented by death from executing his deſign, and

that he died about the latter end of Domitian's reign.

Photius aſcribes to him an anonymous book, of the

ſubſtance of the univerſe (73). Poſſevin is of opinion,

that he wrote a book on the ſeventy weeks of Da

niel (74); and truly St. ferom ſays, that he ſpeaks

of them much at length (75), which he does not

in any of his works which have been tranſmitted

to us, joſephus lived at Rome from the return of

Titus to that city in 71. till his death, which hap

pened about the latter end of Domitian's reign, who

was killed in 96. He was highly eſteemed and fa

voured by the three princes of the Flavian family:

for Veſpaſian made him free of the city, lodged him

in the houſe in which he himſelf had lived before

he was emperor, ſettled upon him a yearly penſion,

and aſſigned him certain lands in judea. Titus

ſhewed him no leſs kindneſs than his father had

(yo) joſeph, bell, jud. l. i. (; 1) Dio, l. lxvi. p. 751, 751. (52) jºſºph. in Api I. I.

(; 3) Idem, in vit. (54) Idem, in Api. l. i. (55) Idem, in wit. (56) Idem ibid, & Hier, wit, vir.

illuſt. c. 13. (57) Suid. p. 1261, (58) Vide Huetii demonſtrat. evang. p. 326. (59) Photº. 47.

(60) Hier. epiſt. 22. (61) Poſſevin, apparat. tom. i. p. 967, 968. Colonie, an. 1608. (61) Hiff, Uni

Hier. vir. illuſt. c. 13. (64) Hier, in Pelag. l. ii.verſ. vol. IV. p. 248. (63) Euſeb. 1. iii, c. 9, 10.

c. 3. (65) Greg. Nazian. orst. 22. ...(66) oroſ. l. vii. e. 6. (67) origen. in Matth, (68) fe

Jeph. antiq.l. xx.c. 2. (69) Voff. ſibyllin. p. 43. (70) Poſſevin, ibid, (71) joſeph, antia, l, ºx. 6.9.

(72) Idem, ibid. (73) Phºt, c. 48. (74) Poſſevin, ibid. (75) Hier, in Iſai, -
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done; and Domitian, as well as his wife Domitia,

conferred on him ſtill greater honours. This drew

upon him the hatred of his envious countrymen,

by whom ſeveral falſe accuſations were brought

againſt him, but he was always declared innocent.

In the reign of Veſpaſian, a few, by name 7onathan,

being ſent to the emperor in chains, for having, at

the head of two thouſand men, raiſed great diſtur

bances in Cyrene, declared, that joſephus had aſſiſted

(76) joſeph. in vit.

him underhand with arms and money. But Weſ.

paſſam,fº credit to the calumny, commanded

his head to be ſtruck off. Domitian likewiſe pu

niſhed with great ſeverity ſome jews, and an eu

nuch, who was tutor to joſephus's ſon, for falſly

informing againſt him (76). Thus he lived at Rome,

highly favoured by the emperors; and was, after his

death, honoured by the Roman people with a ſta

tue (77).

(77) Euſeb. l. iii. e. 3.

The End of the fifth Volume.

Wor. V. Nº 9. 8 S I N D B X.
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A. N

N D E X

T O T H E

F 1 F T H v O L U M E.

The Numbers direct to the Page, the ſmall Letters to the Line of the

‘Page, and the great Letters to the Notes.

A.

Budius R. an informer baniſhed, 449, e.

Accia Atia, the mother of Oétavius, her

fingular care of him, 194, c, d.

Aceronia Polla drowned for Agrippina,

32, b.

zºic province of, taken from the ſenate, 378,

e, (G). Infranchiſed by Nero, 565. Plundered

by him, 566, f.

Achillas's judgment about receiving Pompey, 149, d.

Treachery to him, 150, a. Preſents his head to

Caeſar, 151, a. His death, 152, c.

4cilius, a proſcribed ſenator, ſaved by his wife, 226,

C.

Aëtiac games, why inſtituted, 357, ſub not. Anni

verſary forbid by Caligula, 473, d, e.

Aftian family, the original of, 356, (L).

Aetium, where ſituate, 289, b. The battle of 291,

& ſeq.

A. account of Druſus's death, 447, f, & ſeq.

Acutia condemned, 45 , c.

Addo's treachery to Caius, 331, d. Puniſhed, 332, a.

Adgandeſtrias's treachery to Arminius, 4oz, c.

Adherbal's deſcent, 6, a, b. Flight to Rome, ibid. f.

Diveſted of the beſt part of his dominions, 7, c.

Defeated and beſieged by Jugurtha, ibid, f, & ſeq.

Cruelly murdered, 8, f.

Adjutrix the legion, furious onſet againſt the Rapax,

61o, b. Defeated, ibid. c. Declares for Weſpa

fºam, 629, a.

Adminiuſ, prince of Britain, protected by Caligula,

475, b.

Alſº, river, its courſe, 372, (U).

Adrumetum and other cities ſubmit to Caeſar, 160, e.

davarici who, 120, (Y). Defeated by Caſar, ibid. c.

Adultery forbid by the Julian law, 393, c, (K).

Aºdiles diſcharged from the care of public ſhews,

305, c, d.

Aft where fituate, 117, c, (T). Treachery to

Caeſar, ibid. d, e. Protećted by him againſt the

Germans, 1 18, b. Freſh treachery to him, 127,

b. Received into his favour, ibid. e. Revolt

againſt the Romans, 409, e, f. Defeated, 4io, a.

AFgina taken from the Athenians, 307, c.

AEgypt conquered by Caſar, 152, c. Governed by

annual knights, 297, b. Oppreſſed by Corn. Gal

lus, 3oo, b.

AEgyptian rites aboliſhed at Rome, 4oz, a, (A).

AEgyra ruined by an earthquake, 419, a.

AElia Petina divorced by Claudius, 488, a.

43milia, a veſtal, put to death, 4, c.

Muſa's eſtate adjudged to the Æmilian fa

mily, 392, d, (H).

AEmilius Scaurus, vid. Scaurus, 3, & ſeq.

—Mamerc. Liv, choſen conſul, 85, b.

— Paulus brought priſoner by Caeſar, 129, e.

Condemned by the triumvirs, 223, e,f,

Lepidus made Caeſar's collegue, 155, b.

general of Germanicus's ſucceſs againſt the

Germanſ, 383, & ſeq.

Paceºff reſtored by Otho, 604, f. Taken

priſoner by Witellius, 632, b, c.

AEolians protećted by Caeſar, 149, a.

Aframius defeated and killed, 5o, e.

forces Sertorius's camp, 92, f. Repulſed

with loſs, ibid. & ſeq.

—an indolent conſul, I 11, c, d. Pompey's ge

neral driven from the Pyrenees, 135, e, f. Re

pulſes Caeſar at Ilerda, 136, a. Submits to him,

ibid. e., joins Cato at Utica, 157, b. Defeated

and killed, 169, f.

Afra
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Afranius the poet's Incendium ačted before Nero,

44, f.

—t Quinăilianus conſpires againſt Nero, 551, c.

Africa ſubdued by Caſar, 160, f. Faithful to Ki

tellius, 622, c.

4fricanus jul, arraigned, 444, c.

Agerinus ſent by Agrippina to Aero, 532, d. Seized

and impriſoned, 533, a.

Agrarian law new-modelled by 7. Caeſar, I 13, b.

Oppoſed by the ſenate, ibid. c, d. Paſſed by the

people, 114, a.

Agreſſi, jul, begs to go and view the deſolations of

Cremona, 629, b. His report of it miſconſtrued,

ibid. c. Kills himſelf, ibid.

Agricola, the mother of julius, her tender care of

him, 651, e, f. Killed, 652.

— julius, his excellent character, pedigree,

&c. 651, d, e. Sent into Britain, ibid. & ſeq.

Serves under Cerealis, 652, c. d. Promoted by

Weſpaſian, ibid. e. f. His ſwift ſucceſs againſt the

Britons, 653, a, b, c. Singular modeſty, ibid. d.

Wholſome regulations, ibid. e, f. & 659, e, f.

Suppoſed to have croſſed over into Scotland, 660,

b. Debauches the Britons ſimplicity, 661, a.

Skill in fortifying, ibid. b. Diſcipline, ibid. c.

Farther conqueſts, ibid. e. f. Deſign upon Ire

Jand, 666, a. Succeſs in Caledonia, ibid. & ſeq.

Speech to his army, 669, f, & ſeq. Routs the

enemy, 671, paſſ. Conquers Britain, 672, b, c.

Recalled, 673, b, c. Leads a private and retired

life, ibid. d, e. Refuſes the proconſulſhip of Aſia,

674, e, f. His death, 682, a. Whether natural

}. by poiſon, ibid, b, c. His character, ibid. &

CCI.

Agrippa M. Vipſan. the accuſer of Caſſius, zzo, d.

His vain genealogy, ibid. (X). Reſcues Salvidie

mus in Gaul, 265, a. His ſucceſs there, 277, b,

c. Commands the fleet againſt Pompey, 278, b, c.

Succeſs againſt him, 279, paſſ 280, d, e. Valour

and reward, 281, a. Brave exploits in Greece,

289, d, e. Commands Octavian's fleet, 291, c,

d. Adviſes him to reſign his power, 295, b, c.

His noble edifices at Rome, 3oo, & 3 io, d, e. Re

ceives dying; Auguſtus's ring, 303, c. Made

governor of Syria, 304, a. Of Rome, 307, a.

Marries Marcellus's widow, ibid. b. Marches

againſt the Germans, 309, f, & ſeq., And againſt

the Cantabrians, ibid. f. Totally deſtroys them,

31o, b, c, d. Raiſed by Auguſtus, 311, b. Sent

into the eaſt, 313, a. His ſucceſs there, 315, paſſ.

Ordered to enter Rome in triumph, 316, a. De

clines it, 317, c. Sent with new honours into

Pannonia, ibid. d. His death, 318, a, b. Cha

raćter, offspring, ibid. & 407, (F).

— Poſthumus, the ſon of M. Wipſanus, 318, c. Ad

opted by Auguſtus, 332, c. Baniſhed by him,

334, d. Tender interview with him, 347, c, d.

Murdered, 351, a.

— Pibulenus put to death, 451, c.

—, the grandſonof Herod, impriſoned by Tiberius,

454, f. Releaſed by Caligula, 460, e, f. Made

tetrarch by him, 461. Buries the murdered em

peror, 485, b, c. Perſuades Claudius to accept of

the empire, 490, paſſ. Advanced by him, 492, f,

& ſeq. By Nero, 5 19, e. Gces to ſalute Galba,

582, f. Declares for Veſpaſian, 621, a. Inter

cedes for the Alexandrian Jews, 692, & ſeq. Let

ters to Joſephus, 708, ſub not.

— Fonteius's ſucceſs againſt the Dacians, 635, f.

-, the ſon of Felix, deſtroyed by mount /eſu

viuſ, 659, e.

Agrippina, the daughter of Agrippa, married to Ger

manicus, 318, a. Accompanies him into Ger

many, 367, b. Sent away by him for her ſafety,

ibid, c, d. Her ſingular courage at Treves, 377,

c, d. Carries Germanicus's aſhes to Rome, 4oo, c.

Her mournful reception, 403, & ſeq. Careful.

neſs of her two ſons, 418, c, d. Noble ſpeech to

Tiberius, 427, e, & ſeq. Accuſed by him to the

ſenate, 436, c, d. Baniſhed, 437, b. Death,

448, c. Honours done her by Caligula, 460, c.

the daughter of Germanicus, betrothed to Do.

mitius, 435, b, Highly honoured by Caligula,

460, c, d. Debauched by Lepidus, and baniſhed,

475, e, (T). Recalled, 493, b. Murders her

husband, 505, d. Propoſed to Claudius, ibid.

(O). Married to him, 506, d. Her deſpotic ſway,

488, & ſeq. 506, & ſeq. Horrid cruelties, 507,

& ſeq. Treachery to Stat. Taurus, 515, a. To

Lepidus, ibid. & ſeq. ... Poiſons her husband, 516,

c, d, (A). Helliſh policy againſt Britannicut,517,

paſſ. Cruelty and ambition, ibid. & ſeq. Harſh

behaviour to Nero, 520, d, e. Fawns on him,

21, b. Cabals againſt him, 523, e. Accuſed

§ Silana, ibid. & ſeq. Acquitted, 524, c. Un

natural proſtitution, 530, d. Journey to Bair,

531, & ſeq. Eſcapes being drowned by Anicetus,

532, a, b. Diſſembles her reſentment, ibid, c, d.

Her laſt words and death, 533, d, e. Funeral,

ibid. &c.

—Kipſania married to Aſín. Gallus, 355, C.

the city of Cologn, the capital of the Ubii,

366, a, (F).

Agrippinae Thermar, when built, 300, d.

Abenobarbus Caius Domitius's peaceful conſulſhip,

46, a. His character, 121, c, d. Narrow eſcape,

ibid. e. Sent to ſucceed 7. Caeſar, 131, f. Be

trayed to him by his troops, 133. Letter to

Pompey, ibid. (G). Defends Marſeilles, 135, c,

d. Reproaches Pompey's ambition, 142, b. Whim

fical quarrel with Spinter, ibid. d. Slain in his

flight, 146, b.

Brutus's admiral, defeats thetriumvirs fleet,

248, c, d. Surrenders to M. Antony, 269, d.

Forgiven by Octavianus, 270, d. Retires to A.

thens, 286, a. Forſakes Antony, 289, f. His

death, 290, a.

— Luc. Domitius choſen conſul, 312, f.

Cn. Domitius's conſulſhip, 443, b, (R).

Ala, a wing, how compoſed among the Romani,

369, (N).

Alabarch of the jews, his office, 701, c.

Alani where fituate, 650, c. Irruption into Media,

&c. ibid.

Albinovanus proſcribed, 60, b. Treachery to the

conſuls, 72, c.

Albinus Poſthum, a friend to Maſºva, 11, f. Ill ſuc

ceſs in Numidia, 12, b. Baniſhment, ibid. e.

A. Poſthum. choſen conſul, 43, c.

- Lucius murdered by the Moors, 614, f, &

ſeq.

Albium Intemelium plundered by Otho,605, f.

Albucilla's condemnation and puniſhment, 452, d.

453, b, c.

Albucius baniſhed, 33, b.

Alcaudonius ſells himſelf to Baſus, 17o, c.

Aletus ſent to view the effects of an earthquake,

392, e.

aſſº. the orator made general of the Rhodianſ,

234, f Defeated, 235, c.

— the ſon of Cleopatra, made king of Armenia,

285, a.

— Tiberius governor of Egypt, 620, d. A friend

to P'eſpaſian, ibid. e.

the jewiſh alabarch, impriſoned, 705, f, & ſeq.

Alexandrians raiſe a tumult againſt J. Caeſar, 151,

c, d. Baſe condeſcenſion to Caligula, 468, d, e.

Flattery to Nero, 545, d.

Aliſo river, its courſe, 381, d, (P).

Allienuſ left procurator of Sicily, 158, c. Brings

ſuccours to 7. Caſar, 159, f. Made proconſul

of Sicily, 169, c.
Allier
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Allies the war of, vid. ſub Hºar, 47, b. A general

revolt of them, 48, f. Succeſs againſt the Ro

mans, 49, & ſeq. Revolt to Cinna, 61, a, b. -

Allobrºges embaſſadors diſcover Catiline's conſpi

racy, 106, c. Oppreſſed by Walens, 609, a.

Alphabet, how far inlarged by Claudius, 486, (N).

Zilphinus Par. choſen conſul, 331, c. His riſe and

charaćter, ibid. (N).

Alpinus jul, put to death by Caecina, 601, a.

Alps, Auguſtus's monument built on, 3oo, a.

Ainatius raiſes a tumult in favour of J. Caeſar,

192, c. Put to death, ibid.

Ambiani ſubdued by J. Caeſar, 119, f.

Ambiorix over-reaches the Romans, 124, b. Defeated

by them, 126, e.

Ambrones join with the Gauls, 34, c. Defeated by

Marius, 35, d.

Ambronian womens valour and chaſtity, 35, e.

Amyntas, a Galatian prince, abandons Brutus, 249,

b. Follows M. Antony, 288, b. Forſakes him,

289, f. His death, 300.

Ancharius Q. maſſacred by Marius, 64, d.

Ancyrean marble deſcribed, 346, b. 348, b.

Andecavi, who, 409, e. Defeated by Warro, ibid.

Audetrium taken by Tiberius, 339, d. Its ſituation,

&c. ibid. & (Y) -

Andromachus's poem on theriac, 578, (T).

Angleſey taken by the Romans, 536, & ſeq. Some

brutiſh cuſtoms of its inhabitants, ibid, f, & ſeq.

Loſt, and retaken by Agricola, 653, c.

Angrivarii diſpoſſeſs the Bručieri, 370, (Q). Put

to fire and ſword, 382, a, b. Where fixed, ibid.

(T). Submit and pardoned, 385, a. Their in

gratitude, ibid. d, e.

Anicetus's contrivance to drown Agrippina, 531, a.

Defeated, 532, b. Sent to diſpatch her, 533, f.

Murders her, 534, d, e. .

king Polemon's freed-man, raiſes a revolt in

Pontus, 635, f. Defeated, 636, a. His death,

ibid. b.

Anius, the bloody aſſaſſin of M. Antony, 65, f.

Annas, made high prieſt in judza, 337, a.

Anneus Serenus, a confident of Nero's amours, 521,

a, b. His character, ibid. (R).

Cornut, baniſhed by Nero, 567, d. His ex

cellent character and writings, ibid. (S).

Annius's ſucceſs againſt Sertorius, 85, d.

Anſbarii driven out by the Chauci, 528, f. Their

miſerable end, 529, c. d.

Anteius aſſaſſinated, 489, a.

Publ., made governor of Syria, 524, d.

betrayed by Soſianus, 561, a. His death, ibid. b.

Antioch declares for 7. Caſar, 148, c.

Antiochians impious mourning for Germanicus, 398,

f. Their character of him, 399, in fin. (V).

Antiochus beſieged at Samoſate, 274, e. Buys his

peace of M. Antony, 275, a. Reſtored to his

kingdom by Caligula, 46 i, e, f. Accompanies

him into Gaul, 474, c.

king of Comagere, defeated, 650, a. De

prived of his kingdom, ibid, b.

Antipater aſſiſts Caſhus in Judaea, 218, c. Kindly

received by Auguſtus, 317, d.

Antiſtius P. butchered by young Marius, 71, c.

Werus marches againſt Ba/us, 17o, b.

Wet, friendſhip to Brutus, 215, d, (T).

Saved by his wife, 226, e. Succeſs in Canta

bria, 299, d. ---

Labeo, merry ſtratagem in the ſenate, 311,

e, f.

the praetor, baniſhed for a ſatire againſt

Nero, 541, b, c, d.

Luc. timely advice to Plautus rejećted,

542, & ſeq. & (G).

Antonia, the elder daughter of Antony, married to

Ahenobarbus, 294, b. -

Vol. V. Nº. 9.

—the younger ſiſter, married to Drifts,

294, b, Her faithfulneſs to him, 321, e, f. Why

abſent at Germanicus's funeral, 403, (C). Timely

information againſt Sjanus, 437, e. Her crue!

death, 464, b.

daughter of Claudius, married to Cn.

Pompeius, 487, c. 492, b. To Fauſtus Sylla,

499, c. Refuſes to marry Nero, 559, d. Put

to death, ibid. -

Antonius aſſaſſinates Sertorius, 96, e.

—C. the conſul, ſwayed by Cicero, to4, d.

Sent againſt Catiline, 106, a. Partiality to him,

IoS, d, e.

the younger, ſon of M. Antony, his charaćter,

fate, &c. 294, b.

Julius made conſul, 319, d. Put to death,

326.

Marc. acquitted of debauching the veſtals,

5, d, f. (H). Clears the ſeas of pirates, 34, a.

Choſen conſul, 42, d. 43, c. Oppoſes the Agra

rian law, ibid. Aſſaſſinated by Marius, 65, &

ſeq. His charaćter, 66, a.

- the triumvir, defeated by the pirates, 95, b.

Sent to ſeize Aretium, 133, a. Made Caeſar's

commander, 135, b. Delays coming to him,

139, b, c. Made governor of Italy, 153, a.

Defeats Dolabella and his projećts, 154, c, d.

Buys Pompey's houſe, ibid. f. Diſobliges J. Cae.

Jar, 155, a, b. His baſe flattery to him, 178, e,

d. Preſerved by Brutus, 187, b. Ingratitude to

him, ibid. c, d. Artful ſpeech to the ſenate, 188,

b. To the people in praiſe of Caeſar, 191, a, b,

(G). Forced to wheedle the ſenate, 192, b, e.

And over-reaches them, 193, & ſeq. Contempt

of O&avianus, 196, & ſeq. Reconciled to him,

198, d, e. Gets the government of Gaul, 199, a.

Artful ſpeech to his officers, ibid. & ſeq. New

breach with O&avianus, zoo, & ſeq. Marches

againſt Decimus Brutus, zoz, & ſeq. Proſcribed

by the ſenate, 203, b. Defeats the conſular

troops, 295, paſſ. Repulſed by them, 206, & ſeq.

Proſcribed afreſh, 209, b, c. Surpriſes Lepidus,

21o, c. Strange change of fortune, ibid, f, &

ſeq. Joins with Octavianus, 221, b. Marches

againſt Dec. Brutus, ibid. Puts him to death,

222. Interview with Octav, and Lepidus, ibid, f.

Execrable reſolution, 223, c, d, e. Cruelties, vid.

ſubfriumvirate, 224, & ſeq. To Cicero, 229, b, c.

Marches into Macedon, 232, d. Haſtens to Am

phipolis, 242, b. Succeſs againſt Brutus, 25.1, &

ſeq. Orders his funeral honours, 256, c. Paſſes

into Aſia, 258, & ſeq. His behaviour to the

Aftatics, 259, & ſeq. Generoſity to them, 260,

d, e. Captivated by Cleopatra, 26.1, & ſeq.

Shameful life with her, 268, b, & (D). Marches

into Italy, 269, c. Beſieges Brundºſium, 270, a.

Divides the empire with Odavianus, ibid. b, c.

Returns to Athens, 273, e. Fines the Athenians,

274, b. Ill ſucceſs againſt Antiochus, ibid, f, &

ſeq. Frighted by prodigies from joining Oãa

‘vian, 275, d, (M). Interview with him, 277, e.

Returns to Syria, 278, a. Shameful profuſion to

Cleopatra, 283, f, & ſeq. Exaſperates the Ro

mans, 284, f. Marches againſt Octavian, 285.

His behaviour at Samos, Athens, &c. ibid. d, e, f.

His will in favour of Cleopatra produced againſt

him, 286, e, & ſeq. Accuſed by Calviftus, 287,

b, c. Deprived of his conſulſhip, ibid. f. Re

criminating letters to Oflavian, 288, e, d. Nar

rowly eſcapes his ſnare, : , d, e. Order of his

fleet, 291, b, c, (U). Baſe flight after Cleopatra,

292, d, e. His fleet defeated, ibid. & ſeq. His

behaviour fince that, 293, d, e. Death and fa

mily, 294, b. Three of his deſcendants become

emption, ibid. c.

8 T' Antoniuſ
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Antonius Caius made governor of Macedon, 200, e.

Ill ſucceſs againſt Brutus, 216. Made priſoner,

217, a. Confined for rebellion, 233, b. Put to

death, ibid. c.

Apuleius, a proſcribed ſenator, ſaved by his wife,

345, e. A friend to Ovid, ibid. Swears alle.

giance to Tiberius, 354, b.

Aqueducts made by king Agrippa, 310, d, e. By

–Lucius, his death and charaćter, 427, a. Claudius, 513, c.

- Honoratus, his noble ſpeech againſt Nymphi. Aquila Pontius, his honours after his death, 208, b.

dius, 584, c, d. — alady, baniſhed for adultery, 426, e.

- Novellus, made general under Otho, 604, f.

Primus, baniſhed for forgery, 540, e. De

clares for Weſpaſian, 621, f. His charaćter, ibid.

& ſeq. Perſuades the Illyrians to march againſt

Witellius, 622, e, f. Enters Italy, 623, b, c.

Takes many confiderable cities, ibid. d, e. Ad

vances to Bedriacum, 625, a. His bravery and

ſucceſs againſt the Vitellians, ibid, & ſeq. Againſt

Cremona, 626, & ſeq. Pardons the Pitellians,

627, d. Advances to Fano, 629, f. Paſſes the

Apennines, 630, d. Haſtens to ſave the capitol,

633, a, (A). Anſwer to Vitellius, ibid. c. Drives

his troops into the city, ibid. & ſeq. Takes it,

634, a. His unmerciful plunder of it, 635, c, d.

Conſular dignity, ibid. e. Untimely envied by

Mucianus, 639, b, c. Over-reached by him, 645,

b, c. His reception by Weſpaſian, ibid. e.

Medius, an officer, inſulted by the ſoldiers,

61 o, d, e.

Aquilius Man, left with the Roman command, 33, d.

Ends the war with the Sicilian ſlaves, 39, f. Ho

noured with an ovation, 4o, a. Defeated by

Sertorius, 88, a. -

Aquinas, the murderer of Capito, 589, d.

Aquitani ſubdued by Craſſus, 121, b. Declare for

Pitellius, 602, d.

Arabia Felix unconquered by the Romani, 302, d.

Arabians revolt againſt the Romans, 269, a.

Archelauſ's ſucceſsleſs embaſſy to Caju, 235, a.

Depoſition and baniſhment, 336, d.

king of Cappadocia's trial and death at'

Rome, 390, d, (B, C).

Arduba taken by Germanicus, 339, e.

Arduban women, their deſperate end, 340, a.

– L. revolts in Germany againſt Domitian, 679, Argent river, its courſe, 219, (Q).

c, d. Defeated and killed, ibid. e., f. Arianus eſcapes into Macedonia, 226, e. -

Antylluſ, Antony's ſon, put to death by Oğlawianus, Ariminum ſurpriſed by Cafar, 132, b, c, Taken

274, b. by Fuſcus, 629, d.

Anubis, the temple of, demoliſhed, 4oz, a, (A). Ariobarzanes put to death by Caſſius, 232, f.

Aoſa, by whom ſounded, 299, f. Arioviſius invades the Sequani, i 18, b. Treachery

Apamea, ſeized by Baſu, 170, a. Befieged by to Caeſar, ibid. d, e. Defeated by him, ibid. e.

Murcus, ibid, c, d. Ariſtobulus promoted by Nero, 519, e.

Ape, an, reported to be born of a woman, 507, (Q). Ariſingiton, who, honoured at Athens, 214, e, & ſeq.

Apicata, divorced by Sejimus, 416, e. Her letter Armenians ally with the Parthians, 327, e. Invaded

to Tiberius, 442, d. Poiſons herſelf, ibid. by them, 331, d. Plead before Nero, 519, f, &

Apicius, a famous epicure, 415, (Q). ſeq. Subdued by Domit. Corbuk, 529, e, f.

Apidius Merula degraded, 426, e. Arminius raiſes a revolt in Germany, 340, e. His

Apion's character, and embaſſy againſt the Jews, treachery to Parus, ibid. & ſeq. Repulſed by

702, f, & ſeq. Writings, 706, ſub not. Tiberius, 344, c. Falls out with Sigſles, 372, c.

Apollo's temple plundered by Capio, 27, d, e. The Defeated, 373, & ſeq. 375, c, d. Defeats the

ſacrilege puniſhed, 29, a. Another dedicated by Marcomans, 376, c, d. Oppoſes Germanicus,

Caligula, 468, d. 382, & ſeq. Defeated and wounded, 384, b.

Apollones foretels Caligula's death, 483, (F). Defeats the Marcomans again 391, c. His death,

Apollonia taken by 7. Caſar, 1 38, d. 4O3, a.

Apollonides, a philoſopher with Cato at Utica, 162, c. A morici Gaul; ſubdued, 128, f.

Apollonius, Caſar's and Cicero's maſter, 9o, e. Dif. Arretinus Clemens promoted by Mucianus, 646, a.

ferent from Molon, ibid. (H). His Elogy of Ci- Aria's heroic conſtancy and death, 495, d, e, (Z).

cero, ibid. in fin. not. —her daughter prevented following her ex

—Saturn. taxed nine millions by Caligula, ample, 563, f. Baniſhed by Domitian, 685, c.

472, b. Arruntius Lucius diſgraced, 355, d. His extract

— Tyanaeus comes to Rome, 686, c. Stirs up

Nerva againſt Domitian, ibid. d. An account of

his life, travels, &c. 69.1, & ſeq. Ordered to be

ſeized by Domitian, 696, a. His defence before

him, ibid, b, c. Diſappears, ibid. d. Foreſight

of his death, ibid. e. Refuſes Nerva's invitation,

ibid. f. His end uncertain, 697, a. Pretended

miracles and high character confuted, ibid. & ſeq.

Honoured by ſeveral emperors, &c. 698, paſſ.

Aponius's ſucceſs againſt the Romans, 5o, b. Out

witted and beat by Sylla, 52, e, f.

a proſcribed citizen, ſaved by his ſlave,

226, f, & ſeq.

—one of Nero's informers, 576, e.

Marcus triumphs over the Roxolanians, 603.

— Saturnius gives notice of Keſpaſian's revolt,

622, a. Declares for him, 623, a.

Apronia killed by her husband, 421, a.

Apronius L. ſucceſsful ſeverity in Aſrit, 407, a.

Deſerted by the Friſians, 434, c.

Apuleia Waritia tried for treaſon and adultery, 393,

b, c. Her puniſhment, ibid. d. Deſcent, ibid. (I).

Apuleius Luc. Saturn, intrigues for Marius, 33, d.

For Equitius, 34, b. Treachery to Nonnius, 40,

d. Inſolence to the Pontic embaſſadors, ibid, e.

Renews the Agrarian conteſt, ibid. f. His con

fpiracy, 42, & ſeq. Death, 43, c. -

and charaćter, ibid. (K). Betrayed by Macro,

452, d. Bleeds himſelf to death, ibid, & ſeq.

Arſinoe led in triumph by Caeſar, 167, d. Put

to death, ibid. (N).

Artabanus's embaſſy to Germanicus, 395, f. Makes

peace with Witellius, 462, b. -

Artageta deſtroyed by the Romans, 331, e, & ſeq.

Artaxius killed, 308, b.

Artemidorus gives j. Caſar a liſt of the conſpirators,

183, e.

—— the philoſopher, baniſhed by Donitian,

686, b.

Artificers taxed by Caligula, 471, e.

Arverni, where ſituate, 118, (U). Subdued and

ſpared by Caeſar, 127, d, e.

Arviragus's war with Domitian, 672, d.

Aruntius, one of the admirals at the fight of 4.7ium,

291, & ſeq.

—Stella, promoted by Nero, 524, d.

Aruſius Lucius put to death, 451, b.
Aſander made governor of Bºſporus, 153. Treaſon

to Pharmaces, ibid. e.

Aſcalis defeated by Sertorius, 86, c. - -

Aftletarion makes good his predićtion againſt D

mitian, 689, b. .

4/culana taken by Sylla, cz, e.ſ y Sylla, 52, Aſculum

------------
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4%ulum revolts from the Romans, 49, a. Beſieged

and taken by Pompey, 51, c.

Aſellio Aul. Semp, aſſaſſinated at Rome, 51, d.

Aſiatics, their reception of M. Autony, 259, d, e.

Heavily taxed by him, 260, paſſ.

Aftatical, Witellius's baſe freed-man, knighted, 614,

f. Exceſſive wealth and ſway, 619, c. Put to

death by Mucianus, 639, c.

Aſinius Pollio, vid. Pollio, 209, & ſeq.

—Agrippa, his death, 431, a, (D).

— Gallus, ſuſpected by Tiberius, 434, b. His

death, 447, b, (Y).

— Marcellus baniſhed for forgery, 540, e.

4%ar's negotiation in favour of Jugurtha, 25, b.

Outwitted by Bocchus, 26, c.

Aſper Sulpitius conſpires againſt Nero, 551, e. His

conſtancy and death, 556, d.

Aſprenas Lucius ordered to aſſaſſinate Sempronius,

358, c, d. Killed by Caligula's guards, 489, a.

Aſu where ſituate, 176, (U). Surrendered to Cae

ſar, ibid. b.

Aftrologers, their liberty reſtrained, 344, a. Baniſh

ed Rome, 388, b. Perſecuted by Tiberius, 430,

b. Expelled by Claudius, 512, f. By Witellius,

615, e. Proclaim an edićt againſt him, ibid. f.

Foretel Domitian's death, 689, b.

Aftura, where ſituate, 227, e, (C).

Aftures overcome by Auguſtus, 298, e. Their deſpe

rate end, 299, b. Severely puniſhed by Lama,

303, b. Subdued afreſh, 306, d.

Ategua beſieged by Caeſar, 172, c. Its dreadful ca

taſtrophe, ibid. d, e.

4tellius adviſes againſt fighting the triumvirs, 244, a.

Athenians raiſe ſtatues to Brutus and Ca/ius, 214,

& ſeq. Their reception of M. Antony, 259, c.

Amply rewarded by him, 260, d. Mean flattery

to Cleopatra, 286, a. Puniſhed by Auguſtus, 307,

c. Their reception of Germanicus, 394, b, c, (L).

Athenia, head of the rebel ſlaves, 32, d. Impriſon

ed by Salvius, ibid. f. Defeated, 39, c. Re

lieves Triocola, ibid. d. Succeſs againſt the Ro

manſ, ibid. e. Killed in ſingle combat, ibid. f.

Atian family, their antiquity, & c. 194, (K).

Atimetus, the accuſer of Agrippina, put to death,

424, a, d.

Atlantic iſlands, vid. Fortunate, 86, (Z).

Atrebates, &c. defeated by the Romans, 12o, b.

Atticus Curtius accompanies Tiberius, 430, a, (K).

—julius boaſts himſelf the murderer of Otho,

, b.

_59% uină, the conſul, loaded with chains by the

Witellians, 632, c. Takes the odium of burning

the capitol, ibid. e.

—Aulus, bravery and death, 671, e.

Attilius C. Serranus murdered, 65, a.

Battus, his extravagant courſes, 394, a.

— a freed-man, builds a ſtately amphitheatre,

431, b. In which zo,0oo Romans are killed,

ibid. c. And he baniſhed, ibid. d.

Werus, his bravery and death, 625, f.

Attuati ſubdued by Tiberius, 333, e.

4varicum taken by Caeſar, 126.

Aventine mount burnt, 451, e.

Aufidienus Ruf inſulted by the ſoldiers, 361, b, c.

Aufidus, one of the conſpirators againſt Sertorius, 96,

b. His miſerable end, 97, c. -

Augurs forbid to aſſiſt at funerals, 375, (F).

Auguſt, the month of, whence ſo named, 294, f 317,

b, c. 348, d.

– a new name given to O&avianus, 296, f.

Auguſta Windelicorum, Ausburg, where fituate, 313,

& ſeq. & (E).

Auguſtodunum, capital of the Ædui, 409, f.

Avitus drives out the Friſians, 528, d, f. Harſhbe

haviour to the Anſbarii, 529, b, c.

Aulerci ſubdued by Caſar, 121, a.

5

Aulus Poſthumus's ill ſucceſs in Numidia, 13, b. Re

called and baniſhed, ibid. f.

Fulvius's ſtrange ſeverity to his ſon, 106, b,

Aurelius Ovat. reconciles the two conſuls, 99, b.

ibid.

Auſſex's pacific counſel to the Gauls, 643, a.

Auſtin St. judgment of Weſpaſian's miracles, 646, e.

Autronius, a ſworn enemy to Cicero, I 16, (S).

Auximum opens its gates to 7. Caeſar, 133, a.

B.

Aſhilus's bloody advice to Nero, 550, e.

Babylon, its ruined ſtate in Apollonius's time,

694, c, d. -

pº, baſely bribed by jugurtha, 11, c, d.

Baiae, the famous bridge of, built by Caligula, 470,

& ſeq.

Bjº, C. made governor of Egypt, 524, d. His

charaćter, writings, &c. 578, (T).

Balbus ſent to ſuccour Rome, 73, c.

the hiſtorian, his character, 155, (E).

— Cornel triumphs over the Garamantes, 310,

€.

- Laelius, a ſenator, degraded, 453, c.

Bardiaeans, Marius's troops, why ſo called, 64, c,

(R). Their horrid butcheries, &c. at Rome, ibid.

d. All cut off by Cinna, ibid. e.

Barrus L. Betuc debauches ſome veſtals, 4, b.

Baſilica Pauli, how and by whom built, 129, e. And

rebuilt, 413.

Baſſica's of Rome deſcribed, 413, (L).

Ba/ſ/ides's predićtion of /e/pa/ian's grandeur, 637,

(C). Appears to him at Alexandria, 646, c, d.

Baſilius L. ſeizes the Eſquiline gate, 54, f.

Baſus Cæcilius raiſes new revolts againſt J. Caſar,

159, & ſeq. Joins Ca/Fus in Syria, 218, a.

Caeſius, a lyric poet, deſtroyed by mount We

Juviuſ, 578, (T). 659; e.

—Lucius declares for P'eſpaſian, 624, b, c, d.

Cauſes a revolt in the fleet, ibid. e.

Batavian iſlands deſcribed, 381, (L).

cohorts ſent into Britain, 616, d, e. Diſ.

miſſed, 617, b, c.

Batavians ſurpriſed by the Germans, 383, b. Re

volt againſt the Romans, 639, d, e. Their ſucceſs

againſt them, 640, paſſ. Defeated, 641, b. For

given and left in ſatu quo, 644, e, f. Bravery

againſt the Caledonians, 670, e, f. -

Bathybius, one of the conſpirators againſt Caligula,

483, d. |

B.º. the two, revolt againſt the Romans, 335, b, c.

Their ſucceſs, 336, a. The Dalmatian ſubmits,

337, c. And murders the other, ibid. d. Re

volts, and ſubmits afreſh, 338, c.

Bauli, the villa of, deſcribed, 531, (E).

Bedriacum, where fituate, 609, c. The battle of,

ibid. & ſeq.

Belgae, who, 11.9, (X). Revolt againſt the Romani,

ibid. d. Defeated, ibid. e. f. Subdued, 128, e.

Bellienus baniſhed by 7. Caeſar, 103. -

Belovaci ſubdued by Caſar, 119, f. A ſecond time,

128, d. -

Benignus Orphid. defeated andkilled, 610, c. Buried,

ibid. f.

Bericus ſtirs up Claudius to the conqueſt of Britain,

Beryllum, Nero's Greek ſecretary, 519, a.

Beſançon beſieged by the Gauli, 573, b. Relieved

by the Romans, ibid. c.

Beftia L. Calpurnius's ſordid charaćter, 9, b. Bribed

by jugurtha, ibid. & ſeq. Grants him a ſhame

ful peace, 10, b. Tried and baniſhed, 12, e.

Bºſus Salvius, his poetic works, 656, ſub (D).

Betaw

Pius's poverty, 378, d. Relieved by Tiberius,

*
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Betaw iſland, where ſituate, 639, e. Ravaged by

the Friſians, 64o, b.

Ribrače, where ſituate, 117, e, (T).

Bibrax, where ſituate, 1 19, e.

Bibulus choſen conſul, 1 13, a. Oppoſes the Agra

rian law, ibid. e., & ſeq.

Pompey's admiral's cruelty to Caeſar's ſeamen,

138, d. Eſcapes to Brutus into Macedon, 226, e.

—Caius's law againſt luxury rejected, 411, b, c.

Biſextile year, whence ſo named, 171, ſub not.

Bithynians oppreſſed by j. Cilo, 514, c. By Barbius

Ma/a, 683, d.

Biturges ſubdued by j. Caeſar, 128.

Blaeſ, the two, put to death, 451, c.

Blaeſus jun. general in Pannonia, 359, b, . Noble

fpeech to the mutineers, 360, c. Inſulted by

them, ibid. & ſeq. Sent proconſul into Afric,

408, c. Succeſs againſt Tacfarinas, 414, c. Sa

luted imperator, ibid. d, (M). His death, 441.

— jun, declares for Vitellius, 599, e. Furniſhes

him with a ſuitable equipage, 615, a. Hated by

him for it, ibid. b.

Bºadicea ill-treated by the Romans, 537, b., Heads

the Britons againſt them, 538, a. Her ſucceſs at

firſt, ibid, b, c. Speech to the army, 439, b, c.

Defeat and death, ibid. d, e.

Bocchus's alliance with Jugurtha, zo, e. Surprize

and defeat, 23, & ſeq. Treats with the Romans,

24, d. Obtains a peace, ibid. & ſeq. Anſwer to

Sylla, 25, f, & ſeq. Double treachery, 26, d, e.

Gratitude to Sylla, 45, f. Aſſiſts the two Pon

peys in Spain, 173, b.

Bartica, the province of, inlarged by Otho, 602, f.

Bogud's war with juba, 165, c. Gains Caeſar the

victory at Munda, 173, f.

—king of Mauritania, accompanies M. Antony,

288, b. Slain at Methona, 289, d.

Rojacalus brave ſpeech to Avitus, 529, a, b.

Boii ſettle in Gaul, i 18, a. Driven out by the

Marcomans, 313, (E).

Boiodurum, metropolis of Windelicia, 313, (E).

Boiohemia, Bohemia, where ſituate, 313, (E).

Boiorix's challenge to Marius, 37, f. Defeated and

killed, 38, d.

Bolanus, Wet. ſent into Britain, 616, c. Inclines to

P'eſpaſian, 622, b. -

Bomilcar aſſaſſinates Maſºva at Rome, 11, f. Made

jugurtha's general, 15, a. Defeated, ibid. Be

trays him to Metellus, 16, d. Diſcovered, 18,

d, e. Put to death, 19, a.

Bonomia taken by O&avianus, 204, e. Relieved by

Nero's means, 514.

Braman; converſe with Apollonius Tyan. 694, e,f

Bribery become neceſſary at Rome, 1 13, b. In vain

oppoſed by Cato, 124, d. Prevented by Auguſtus,

11, f. A new law againſt it, 322, a, b.

Bridges, long, a cauſeway made by Domitius, 376, a,

(F),

Brigantes in Britain, who, 510, a. Subdued, ibid. b.

Briganticus jul, goes over to Vitellius, 666, f. Joins

Felix, 643, c.

Brinjo ridicules Caligula's mock expedition, 474, d.

heads the Friſians againſt the Romans, 640, b.

Britain invaded by j. Caeſar, 122, & ſeq. By Clai

dius, 496, & ſeq. (C). Greatly oppreſſed by the

publicans, 653, d, e. Eaſed by Agricola, ibid. e,

f. How diſcovered to be an iſland, 667, c, d, e.

Totally conquered by Agricola, 672, c.

Britains brave oppoſition againſt 7, Caſar, 122, &

ſeq. Make peace with him, 123, a, b. Submit to

him, ib. f. Whether conquered by him, 124, (F).

Diſarmed by Paulinus, 497, & ſeq. Revolt, 509.

Defeated by Oſorius, ibid. & ſeq. Make a ge

neral revolt, 537, & ſeq. Encouraged to it by

ſome prodigies, 538, b. Defeat the Romans,

ibid. & ſeq. 80,000 killed by Paulinus, 539,

------- - - - --

paſſ. Subdued by Agricola, 653, & ſeq. De

bauched into Roman luxury by him, 661, a To

tally ſubdued, 672, b, c.

Britannicus, the ſon of Claudius, born, 487, c. Ill

treated by Agrippina and Nero, 508, a, & e. 5 17,

d. Hated by Nero, 522, b. Poiſoned by him,

ibid. & ſeq. Honoured by Titus, 657, a.

Braćieri, where ſituate, 370, (O). Subdued by Tibº

rius, 333, e. By Germanicus, 370, a,b. 374, d, e.

Brundiffilm taken by 7. Cºrſar, 133, & ſeq. Be

clares for Octavianus, 195, & ſeq. Beſieged by

Antony, 270, a.

Brutus, the praetor, inſulted by Sylla's ſoldiers, 54, e.

Defeated by young Pompey, 70, d.

— junius butchers all Sylla's friends, 71, b, c.

Taken priſoner and beheaded, 74, c.

Caeſar's admiral, defeats the Weneti, 121, a.

— M. junius beheaded by Pompey, 85, a.

the ſon, goes over to Pompey, 138, c.

Surrenders to Caeſar, 146, c, (Z). Made pro

conſul of Gaul, 169, c. His deſcent, 179, b, (A).

Conſpiracy againſt Caſar, ibid. c. Great pre

ſence of mind under it, 181, e, f. Stabs him in

the ſenate-houſe, 184, e. His behaviour after it,

185, & ſeq. Speech to the people, 190, a. With

draws to Antium, 192, b. Supplanted by Antony,

zoo. Promoted by the ſenate, 204, b. Pro

ſcribed by them, 220, & ſeq. Receives the pro

ſcribed citizens, 226, e, & ſeq, Sends for Caña,

232, e. Paſſes into Aſia, 233, c. Mildneſs to the

revolters, ibid. Coin, ibid. f. Succeſs in Lycia,

236, c, d. Againſt Xanthus, 237, & ſeq. Againſt

Patara, 238. Signal inſtances of his invincible

mildneſs, ibid. & 339, a, b. Falls out with Caſ:

ſus, ibid. d, e. Viſited by a ſpeare, 240, d, e.

Paſſes into Europe, 241, a Declares for fighting

the triumvirs, 243, d. His anſwer to Caffius,

244, c. Letter to Atticus, ibid. e. Succeſs againſt

the triumvirs, 245, b, c. Funeral honours to

Caſhui, 246, e. Shuns fighting again, 248, paſſ.

Forced to it by his ſoldiers, 249, paſſ & (O).

His ſeverity to the captives juſtified, ibid. & ſeq.

Secondapparition of the ſpectre, 250, d. And other

prodigies, ibid. e. Speech to his army, 251, a.

Defeat, bravery, ibid. & ſeq. Great diſtreſs, 252,

f. Death, 253, d, e, (Q). Character, 254, a, (R),

(S), (T), (U). 255, (W), (X). His killing of Cr

far vindicated, ibid. & ſeq. & (Y). Funeral ho

nours, 256, c.

— Decim. Albinus, one of Caeſar's conſpirators,

180, b. Perſuades him to go to the ſenate, 183,

c, d. Goes into Gaul after Caeſar's death, 187, e.

Nominated Octavian's heir by Caſar, 189, f.

Supplanted by M. Antony, 190, a,b. Beſieged by

him in Mutina, zoz. Succeſsful ſally againſt him,

206, f. Mortifying anſwer to Ośavian, 207, b,

c. Honoured by the ſenate, ro8, c. Retires in

to the eaſt, 214, a, b. His reception at Athens,

ibid. e., & ſeq. Raiſes a powerful army, 21;, &

ſeq. Made proconſul by the ſenate, 216, e. Let

ters to Cicero and others, 217, c. Confirmed in

the government of Greece, &c. 220, a. Driven

away by Antony, 221, d, e. Betrayed by Camil.

fus, 222, a. Murdered, ibid. b, c. His charac

ter, ibid. d, e.

Bulimia among the Greek, what, 216, c, (W).

Burdo Jul. ſaved by Pitellius, 499, C.

Burrbus A/r. advanced by Agrippina, 509, a. Pro

motes Nero's election, ; 17, d. Made his military

governor, 418, d. Blamed for his remiſineſs to

him, 520, f. 523, d. Acquitted of treaſon, 524,

d. Advice about Agrippina, 533, f. Condeſcell

ſon to Nero, 534, a 535, b, d. His death, 541,

e. Whether a natural one, ibid. f.

Burſavoli: put to the ſword by jul Caſar, 177, e.

Byzantium made a Roman province,650, d. -

C. Cadi

*-
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C.

Alicia, Scevinus's wife, baniſhed, 557, d.

Caecilianus M. falſly accuſed of treaſon, 409,

b.

Cecilius Pius's ſucceſs againſt the Marſ, 53, d.

Carcina's cowardly behaviour in Germany, 364, &

feq. Severity to the mutineers, 368, c, d, . Suc

ceſs againſt the Marſ, 372, & ſeq. Ill ſucceſs

againſt Arminius, 376, paſſ. Narrow eſcape, 377,

aſſ. -

p Severus's motion againſt wives following the

camp, oppoſed, 4c.8, c, (G).

Alienus declares for hºtel/ius, 598, c, d.

Sent againſt Otho, 509, e, f. Dreadful havock

in Helvetia, 6oo, & ſeq. Succeſs in Italy, 606,

b, c. Defeated before Macentia, ibid. e., f. At

Caffores, 607, b, c, d. Defeats Otho, 61o, d. Sent

againſt Veſpaſian, 623, f, & ſeq. Declares for

him, 624, b. Clapt in irons, ibid, e, f. Releaſed,

627, c. Conſpires againſt Weſpaſian, 654, e. His

death, ibid. f.

Carliu, why nicknamed Caldus, 46, c.

mount on fire, 431, e. Whence called Mons

Auguſtus, ibid. & ſeq.

Carpio Q. Servil, ſucceſs in Gaul, 27, d. Shameful

avarice, ibid. e. f. Fatal rupture with Maſſius, 28,

c. Puniſhment, b, (I). Heads the diſcontented

knights, 47, f. Defeated and killed, 5o, a.

Faunus's conſpiracy, 305, a. Death, ibid. b.

Caeſar Sextus julius choſen conſul, 47, b, (N).

Julius born, 43, d. Choſen conſul, 48, f.

Defeated by Wettius, 56, c. Saluted imperator,

ibid. d. Marries Corneſia, 68, f. Brave oppoſi

tion againſt Sylla, 82, a, b. Retires into Bithy

nia, ibid. c. Diſplays his oratory againſt Dola

bella, 90, b, (F). Adventure with the pirates,

ibid, c, d. Saves Bithynia, 95, c. Backs the

Manilian law, 102, b. Profuſely popular, io9,

b. Sets up the Marian trophies, ibid, c, d, e.

Partiality to Catiline, ibid, f, & ſeq. Oration in

favour of the conſpirators, 107, b. c. Narrowly

eſcapes, ibid. d, e. Depoſed and reflored, io9, b,

c. Accuſed of conſpiring with Catiline, io9, b.

Acquitted by Cicero, ibid. d. Choſen pont. max.

ibid. e. Divorces Pompeia, 11o, c. Unmeaſur

able ambition, 1 12, paſſ. Politic maſter-piece,

ibid. d, e. Choſen conſul, 1 13, a. Great popu

larity, ibid. & ſeq. Quinquennial generalſhip, 1 14,

d. Marches againſt the Gauli, 1 17, a. Defeats

the Helvetii, ibid. The Germans, 1 18, b, c.

Marches againſt the Belgar, I 19, d. Succeſs

againſt the Nervii, &c. 120, paſſ. Quick expe

dition againſt the Germans, 122, b, c. Paſſes into

Britain, ibid. & ſeq. Confirmed by the Trebo

nian law, 123, b, c, Second deſcent into Britain,

ibid. & ſeq. Whether ſo ſucceſsful as pretended,

124, (E). Succeſs in Gaul, ibid, paſſ. 126, & ſeq.

127, e. 128, & ſeq. Sum total of his Gallic con

queſts, 129, a, b. Hot conteſt with Pompey, ibid.

& ſeq. Letters to the ſenate, 130, & ſeq. De

prived of his government, 131, b, c. Paſſes the

Rubicon, 132, c, d, (F). Takes ſeveral cities in

Italia Propria, 133, a, b. Summons the ſenate

to Rome, 134, c. Viſit to Cicero, ibid, c, (H).

Peaceable ſpeech to the fathers, ibid. & ſeq. For

ces the treaſury, 135, paſſ. Goes into Spain,

ibid. & ſeq. Returns to Rome, 137, b. Chofen

dićtator, ibid. c. Conſul, ibid. d. Makes over

tures of peace, 138, e. Ventures to ſea in a boat,

139, c, (N). Haſtens to join M. Antony, ibid, &

ſeq. Surrounds Pompey's camp, 140, c, (O). De

feated by him, 141, c. Retires into Macedon, ibid.

& ſeq. Speech to his army at Pharſalia, 143,

c, d, (Q ). Defeats and purſues Pompey, 145, &

ſeq. & (W). Signal clemency to the vanquiſhed,

Vol. W. Nº 9.

146, c, d. Purſues Pompey, 148, & ſeq. Hears

of his death, 150, e. Orders his head to be buried,

151, a. Falls in love with Cleopatra, ibid. e.

Ends the Egyptian war, 152, b, c, Vaſt honours

heaped on him at Rome, ibid. & ſeq. Swift vic

tory over Pharmaces, 153, d. Returns to Rome,

ibid. & ſeq. Univerſal clemency, 154, paſſ.

Quells the tenth legion, 157, & ſeq. Speech to

them, 158, b. Succeeds in Afric, ibid. & ſeq.

Defeats Pompey's party, 160, e, f. Behaviour at

Utica, 164, e, (L). Succeſs in Numidia, 165, b,

c. Pompous arrival at Rome, ibid, f, & ſeq.

Speech to the ſenate, 166, b. His triumphs de

ſcribed, 167, paſſ. Their immenſe value, 168, a,

b. Makes new regulations, ibid. d. And a cen

ſus, ibid. (Q ). Sumptuary laws, 169, a. Re

formation of the calendar, 17o, & ſeq. & (R).

March into Spain, 172, & ſeq. Defeats the Pom

peii, 173, & ſcq. Succeſs againſt the Lufttanians,

175, & ſeq. Ends the Spani/ war, 176, f, New

triumphs, titles, &c. 177, paſſ. Vaſt ambitious

views, 178, & 179, paſſ. Conſpired againſt, ibid.

& ſeq. Extenſive projects, 180, f. Threatened

by prodigies, 181, b. Stabbed in the ſenate

houſe, 184, b, c. His character, 185, a, b. Laſt

will publicly read, 189, e, f. Funeral honours,

191, & ſeq. Temple reared to his memory,

192, b.

— Sextus over-reached by Baſis, 159, d. Mur

dered by his own men, 170, a.

Carſarea Germanica, by whom built, 461, f.

Caſareana, Mauritania whence ſo called, 493, d.

Caſarion adopted by M. Antony, 284, f, & ſeq.

Caſan foreſt, where, and whence ſo called, 369, (O),

Caſianus L. Apronius's conſulſhip, 460, a, (N).

Caſonia ſuſpected of turning Ca/g:/a's brain, 463,

b. Made prieſteſs to him, 468. Married to him,

477, b, (W). Murdered by Charea, 484.

Caſonius Max. baniſhed by Nero, 557, d.

Caethius mount, where ſituate, 313, (E).

Caii at Rome, who, 194, b.

Caius's ill ſucceſs againſt Brutus, 216. Taken pri.

ſoner, 217, a.

—julius choſen conſul, 48, f. Defeated by Pet

tius, 50, c.

— Caeſar born to Agrippa, 308, c, d. Adopted

by Auguſtus, 312, c. Follows him to Aquileia,

328, a. Receives new honours, 324, d, e. 326,

b, c. Sent againſt the Armenians, 327, & ſeq.

Interview with Tiberius, 328, c, d. With Phra

Aates, ibid. & ſeq. Makes peace with him, 329,

a. Choſen conſul, 330, a, (M). Second expedi

tion into Armenia, 331, d. Death, 332, c, (Q).

—Caligula, vid. ſub Caligula, 294, & ſeq.

Gracchus acquitted, 419, (W).

Cominus, a lampooner, pardoned, 422, d.

Caledonians invaded by Agricola, 666, c, d, e. Re

pulſed, ibid, e, f, & ſeq. Brave defence, 668, b,

c, d. Defeated and routed, 670, paſſ. Their

deſpair, 672, a. Recover their liberty, ibid. d.

Calenus jul. carries the news of Witelſius's defeat in

to Gaul, 628, a.

Caligula Caius, from whom deſcended, 294, c. His

early policy and advancement, 438, & ſeq. Mar.

ried to Claudia, 449, b. Whether nominated to

ſucceed Tiberius, 454, & ſeq. Saved by Macro,

455, & ſeq. Reception at Rome, 459, a. When

and where born, ibid. (H). Whence ſurnamed

Caligula, ibid. Declared emperor, 460, a Piety

to his mother, &c. ibid, paſſ. Mild beginning,

461, paſſ. Conſulſhip and ſpeech to the ſenate,

ibid. d, e. Generoſity and honours, ibid, f, & ſeq.

Strangely altered after his illneſs, ibid. & ſeq.

Aſſumes unbecoming titles, 463, b, c, Cruelty

to Tiberius, ibid. d, e. To Antonia, 464, b, c,

To all who come in his way, ibid, d, e, & ſeq.

8 U Exzeſ.
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Exceſſive grief for his inceſtuous ſiſter, 466, & ſeq.

Marriages and divorces, 467, b, c. Aſſumes di

vine honours, ibid. d, & ſeq. Mad impieties, 468,

paſſ. Ridiculed by an honeſt Gaul, ibid. (M).

His inhuman wiſh, 469, c. Whimſical honours

to his horſe, ibid. d, e. Biting ſpeech to the ſe

nate, ibid. & ſeq. Stupendous bridge, 47.o, e, &

ſeq. Horrid extortions, 47.1, & ſeq. Depoſes

the two conſuls, 473, c, d. His mock invaſion of

Gaul, 474, paſſ. Boaſting letter to the ſenate,

475, a Cruelty to the Gauls, ibid. c. Conſpired

againſt, ibid. d, e. Turns broker, 476, a, b. His

extravagance and luxury, ibid. (V). Defeats the

Germans, 477, d, e. Splendid ſhews at Lyons,

478, b, c, Cruelty to Ptolemy, ibid. d. Mock

expedition againſt Britain, ibid. & ſeq. Returns

to Rome, and to his butcheries, 479, paſſ. Cru:

elty to Proculus and others, 480, b, c. Surpriſing

fickleneſ, ibid. & ſeq. & (B). Affronts to the

brave Charrea, 48.1, & ſeq. Conſpired againſt,

ibid. & ſeq. Strange fondneſs for dancing, &c.

483, e, (G). Aſſaſſinated, 484, d, (H). Burial

and diſhonours, 485, a, b. Perſecution of the

Alexandrian Jews, 699, & ſeq.

Calpurnia married to Caeſar, 14, c. Ominous

dream of him, 181, c.

a courteſan, informs againſt Mºſſalina,

So2, f.

Calpurnius L. Piſº killed in Gaul, 19, d.

Caladiffus's taunting ſpeech to Germanicus, 365, f.

Calviſius C. defeated by Demochares, 276, d. Diſ.

graced, 278, c. Accuſation of M. Antony, 287,

b, c.

the accuſer of Agrippina, 524, a, & d. Ba

niſhed, ibid. d.

Camelodunum taken by the Romans, 497, d.

Camera, a kind of ſhips uſed by the Romans, 331,

(K).

Camillus Furius triumphs over Tacfarinas, 393, d.

Plots againſt Claudius, 495, a. Aſſaſſinated by

his ſoldiers, ibid. b. º -

Campania over-run by the allies, 50, e. Ruined by

an earthquake, 544, d. By the eruptions of

mount Keſavius, 659, b.

Candace's ſucceſs againſt the Romans, 302, d. Over

come by Petronius, ibid. e. Subdued afreſh, 306, d.

Cangi in Britain ſubdued, 510, a.

Canidius bought by Cleopatra, 285, d. His advice

to M. Antony rejected, 290, b, c.

Caminefates ſubdued byi. 333, e.

Caninius put to death by Caligula, 465, b. His

intrepidity under it, ibid. d.

Cantabri ſubdued by Auguſtus, 298, e. Their de

ſperate end, 299, b, d. Severely puniſhed by

AE!. Lamia, 303, a, b. Totally deſtroyed by

Agrippa, 309, & ſeq.

Capito's flattery to Tiberius, 413, a. His character,

& c. ibid. (K). Death, 414, c.

Coſſutius baniſhed, 526, c.

Fonteius, vid, ſub Fonteius, 344, d.

Capitol deſtroyed, 632, b. Rebuilt by P'eſpaſian,

647, e.

cº iſland deſcribed, 432. -

Capſa taken and razed, 21, f. -

Caraćiacus's valour againſt the Romans, 5 Io, paſſ.

Defeated, 511. Brave ſpeech to Claudius, ibid. c. .

Juſt reflection on the Romans, ibid. e.

Carbo Papyr. vid. ſub Papyrius, I, & ſeq.

Carfuleius's ſharp engagement with M. Antony, 295,

paſſ. Killed at the battle of Mutina, 207. I lis

burial, zoS, b.

Carina defeated by Metell. Pius, 71, b. Beheaded,

, C.

cº a tool of Nero's rapines, 55o, c.

Cariomerus driven out of his kingdom by the Cat

tans, 673, f. Left in the lurch by Dºnitias, ibid.

& ſeq. -

Carni ſubdued, 3, f.

Carteians treachery to Pompey, 174, d.

Carthago rebuilt, 165, e.

Cartiſmandua's treachery to Caraćiacus, 511, a. To

her own husband, 512, c, d.

Cartrou, father's, partiality animadverted, 222, c.

458, ſub not. -

Caſca, one of Caeſar's conſpirators, 180, b. In

great dread of being diſcovered, 183, a. Gives

himſelf the firſt ſtab, 184, b.

Caſſivelan defeated by Caſar, 123, e. Submits to

him, ibid, f, & ſeq.

Caſſius ſent to fetch jugurtha, 11, a.

— Longinus left commander of Spain, 137, a.

Scaeva, his gallant defence, 140, c. Re

warded, ibid, d. Submits to Caeſar, 148, f.

C. conſpires againſt Caeſar, 179, a, b. Stabs

him in the ſenate-houſe, 184, d. Smart Anſwer

to Antony, 189, b. Made governor of Syria,

194, a. Supplanted by Dolabella, zoo, d. Re

compenſed with another province by the ſenate,

ibid. e. Sent againſt Dolabella, 204, b. Retires

into the eaſt, 214, b, c. Joins Brutus at Athens,

ibid. e. Goes into Syria, 215, c. Made pro

conſul of it, 216, e. Succeſs in Aſia, 217, &

ſeq. In Syria, 218, a,b. Takes Laodicea, 219, d.

Confirmed in the government of Syria, 220, a.

Proſcribed by O&avius, 221, a. called from

Egypt, 232, e. Meets Brutus at Smyrna, 233, f.

Advice and generoſity to him, 234, b, c, An

ſwer to the Rhodians, ibid, e, & ſeq. Succeſs

againſt them, 235, d, e. In Aſia, 236, b. Quar

rel with Brutus made up, 239, d, e. Epicurean

notion againſt ſpirits, 240, & ſeq. (1). Paſſes

into Europe, 241, b. Speech and largeſs to the

army, ibid. c, d. Oppoſes fighting the triumvirs,

243, d, (K). Laſt words to Mſala, 244, b.

To Brutus, ibid. c. Defeated by Antony, 245,

e, f. His death, 246, c, d. Character, ibid. &

ſeq. Why an enemy to Caſar, 247, a, (M).

Parmerſ; oppoſes the triumvirs in Aſia,

258, c. His character and writings, ibid. (A).

—— Charea's bravery againſt the mutineers,

365, a. Conſpires againſt Caligula, 481, & ſeq.

His intrepidity, 483, & ſeq. Murders him, 484,

d, (H). Conceals himſelf, 489, b. Put to

death by Claudius, 491, d, (T).

Cai, Longinus baniſhed by Nero, 559, & ſeq.

Caſulo taken by Sertorius, 44, e.

Catamites publicly encouraged by Nero, 546, b, c,

Catanea taken by ſtratagem, 77, a.

Catani, who, and where ſituate, 639, d, e. Invaded

by Domitian, 667, e, f.

Catiline Luc. Serg. the tool of Sylla's cruelties, 75, f.

His impieties, 76, c, (T), Vile character, 102,

d. Conſpiracy, ibid. f, & ſeq. The names of

his accomplices, iod, a. Accuſed by Cicero,

Io;, d. Retires to Feſtle, ibid. f. Proſcribed

106, b. Defeated and killed, io9, b.

Cato M. Portius, dies in Numidia, 3, a.

— C. Port ill ſucceſs in Macedonia, 4, a. Ba

niſhment, ibid. b.

— L. Port. choſen conſul, 51, b. Killed by

Marius, 52, b.

Uticenſis, noble ſpeech againſt Sylla, 76, e.

Againſt Caſar and the conſpirators, 107, d, (N).

Impriſoned by Caeſar, 113, c. Inveighs againſt

the Agrarian law, ibid. & ſeq. Sent to ſeize on

Cyprus, 116, c, d. Wounded at the ºmitia,

121, e. Sent into priſon, 123, b. His wiſe

expedient againſt Pompey, 126, b. Made procon

ful of Sicily, 131, f. Forced out of it, 134, b.

Paſſes into Afric, 145, & ſeq. Saves Cicero at

Corcyra, 155, e. Heads Pompey's party, 156, b.

Thro' the defarts of Africa, ibid, c, d, (F). His

behaviour at Utica, ibid. & ſeq. Reſigns his
command
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command to M. Scipio, 157, a. Sorely repents

of it, 160, b. Speech to the ſenate at Utica, 161,

b. Care for his friends, 162, a, b. Reads Plato's

dialogues, 163, paſt. & (K). Stabs himſelf, 146,

b. His effigy carried at Caeſar's triumph, 167,

f, & ſeq.

— the ſon of the former, his lewd chara&er,

165, a. Death, ibid. & 252, e.

— a baſe ſenator and betrayer of Sabinus, 433, c.

Catti, their fituation and character, 372, (T). De

feated by Druſias, 319, d, e. By Germanicus,

372, b, c.

Catualda driven from his kingdom, 396, c.

Catulus Quint. Lutat. choſen conſul, 33, e. His

charašter, ibid. (K). Ill ſucceſs againſt the Cim

bri, 37, a. Gives them a total defeat, 38, c, d.

His triumph and temple, ibid. & ſeq. 66, b.

Made conſul, 83. Falls out with his collegue,

84, c. Artful ſpeech againſt Pompey, Ioo, f,

Strenuous oppoſition of the Manilian law, Io 1, &

ſeq. Brave accuſation of j. Caſar, Io;, e.

Celer, the murderer of jul. Silanus, 526, b. Shame

fully acquitted by Nero, ibid.

one of Nero's architects, 548, c. His projected

canal, ibid. d, e.

— Ignatius condemned, 645, e.

Celºs Juniuſ, his death, 446, b.

Marius ſtrives to quell the revolters againſt

Galba, 594, c. Repulſed by them, ibid. d.

Saved by Otho, 596, e. Pardoned and raiſed by

him, 601, e. Sent againſt Witellius, 605, e.

Succeſs againſt Caecina, 607, d. Removed, ibid.

e, f. Wholſome advice to Otho, 608, c, d. 609,

d, e.

—juvenius's conſpiracy againſt Domitian, 686,

f, & ſeq.

Celtiberians bravery, 45, a. Outwitted by Didius,

ibid. b.

Celtic Gaul, defeated by Caeſar, 127, c. Caet. vid.

ſub Gauli, 28, & ſeq.

Cenſorinus beheaded, 74, c.

Centurions inſulted by the German legions, 365, a, b.

Cercina iſland, where ſituate, 60, b.

--*
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Cerealis Petilius defeated by the Britons, 538, c. En

deavours to relieve the capitol, 633, a. De

feated, ibid. b. Sent againſt the revolted Ger

mans, 643, c. Succeſs againſt them, ibid. d, e.

Forgives the mutinous legions, ibid. f. Bravery

againſt the Treverianſ, 644, a. Narrow eſcape,

ibid. d. Revenge, ibid. e. Tampered in vain

by Domitian, 674, e.

Anicius put to death, 561, d.

Turull goes over to Vitellius, 606, f.

Civicus put to death by Domitian, 674, e.

Certus's baſeneſs to Helvidius, 684, f. Degraded,

685, a. Dies in utmoſt terror, ibid. b.

Ceſºnius put to death, 341, e.

Cºſtius Macedon, fires Peruſa, 267, a.

Cethºgus accompanies young Marius into Numidia,

59, & ſeq. Comes over to Sylla, 70, a. Con

fpires with Catiline, Ioa, a. Seized, 1 off, d.

Impriſoned, 1 of, c, d. Put to death, ibid. e.

Cetronius's ſevere puniſhment of the mutineers,

367, f.

Charea Ca/7 vid. Caſſius, 48.1, & ſeq.

Chalcis, the kingdom of, united to the empire,681, f.

Charicles diſcovers Tiberius's illneſs, 453, & ſeq.

Charonites, M. Antony's magiſtrates, why ſo called,

193, d.

cº, where ſituate, 334, (R). 366, (H). Sub

dued by Tiberius, ibid. b. By Druſus, 319, d, e.

By Corbuſa, 501, b.

Cherſonneſas Taurica bequeathed by Agrippa, 318, d.

Cheruſci ſubdued by Druſus, 319, d, e. Stirred up

by Arminius, 374, b, c. Defeated by Germani.

cus, ibid. & ſeq. 384, b, c. Oppreſſed by Itali

cus, 591, b.

Chilo Vett, put to death by Galla, 583, d.

Chiſon Magius ſlabs Marcellus, and then himſelf,

166, c. |

Chrift born at Bethlehem, 329, d, (L). Crucified,

449, b.

cº perſecuted by Nero, 549, & ſeq. . Con

founded with the jews by Tacitus, ibid. (O).

Hated by Domitian, 675, f. Perſecuted, 687,

b, c. .

Chryſippus's witty ſarcaſm on Ceſar's triumph, 177,b.

Chryſºſton Dion, forced to a private and laborious

life, 686, c. Appeaſes the tumultuous Getz at

Domitian's death, 690, f.

Cicero's character of Opimius, 12, f. When born,

28, a. Firſt campaign, 52, a. Retires to Athens,

82, d. Speech in favour of Pompey, 1 oz, a.

Judgment of J. Caſar, to3, b. Firſt conſulſhip,

1 oa, e. Unravels Catiline's conſpiracy, ibid. &

ſeq. Accuſes him to the ſenate, 1 of, paſſ. And

to the people, 1 off, a. Styled father of his coun

try, 1 oS, a. Partiality to Ceſar, io9, c. Speech

againſt P. Clodius, ibid. (O). Fatal ſatire againſt

the triumvirs, I 14, c, (S). Over-reached by 7.

Caſar, 115, a. By Clodius, ibid. e. f. Leaves

Rome, 1 16, b. Recalled and reſtored, I 19, b, c.

Gallant behaviour in Cilicia, 128, a. Left with

the guard of the Italian coaſts, 131, f. Rejects

Céſar's propoſal, 134, b, (H). Goes over to

Pompey, 1 36, b, (K). Quickly repents of it, ibid.

c, (L). Pardoned by Caſar, 154, b. Intercedes

for Marcellus, 166, d, (M). Ill-timed jeſts on

Caeſar's new calendar, 171, a. On the conſul

ſhip of Caminius, 177, a. Speech to the ſenate

on Caſar's death, 188, e. Joins intereſts with

Oélavianu, 196, b, (M). Severely reproved by

Brutus, 201, d. Bitter ſpeech againſt Antony,

203, b. Narrowly eſcapes P'entidius, zo;, a.

Untimely zeal againſt Antony, 209, c. His vanity

mortified, 21 I, b, c. By Octavian, 213, b. His

character of Dec. Brutus, 222, b, c. Condemned

by the triumvirs, 223, e, f. His flight, 227, e.

Dreadful perplexities, 228, & ſeq. Death, 229,

b, (E). Character, ibid. d, & ſeq.

—M. Tullius, the ſon of the former, vid, ſub

Tullius, 11 5, & ſeq.

Quint. Cicero's brother, bravery againſt the

Gauls, 124, c. In Cilicia, 128, b. Pardoned

by Caeſar, 154, c. His flight from the trium

virs, 227, e. His death, 228, a. Followed by

that of his pious ſon, ibid. b.

Cilicia made a Roman province, 650, d.

Gilo jun. accuſed of extortion, 514, c. Cleared

by Narciſº's impudence, ibid. d.

Cimber, one of Caeſar's murderers, 180, b. Gives

the firſt ſignal to the reſt, 184, b.

Cimbri, where ſituate, 4, e. Invade Italy, ibid.

Defeat the Romans, 5, b. Ravage Helvetia,

ibid. c. Defeat the Romans, 28, c. March

towards Italy, 34, c. Inject a panic where they

come, 37, paſt. Totally defeated and deſiroyed,

38, paſſ.

Cimbrian women, their deſperate end, 28, c, d.

Cincian law, what, 5oo, c. & in fin, (L).

Cinna L. Cornel choſen conſul, 56, b. His bad cha

raćter, ibid. c. Fałſhood to Sylla, 60, e. To

his collegue, ibid. & ſeq. Heads the allies, 61,

a, b. Treachery to Pompty, 63, a. Debauches

the citizens, ibid, e. Enters Rome, 64, b. No

minates himſelf conſul, 66, c. Oppoſes Sylla's

return, 67. Third conſulſhip, ibid. e. Tyranny'

ibid. & ſeq. Allies with J. Caeſar, 68, f.

Marches againſt Sylla, 69, a. Murdered by his

own ſoldiers, ibid. b.

Caſar's brother in-law, joins with his mur

derers, 186, f. Lays down all his dignities, 187,

a. Another of his name miſtaken for him, and

toIn
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torn in pieces, 192, a, (H). Goes over to Bru

tus, 215, e.

Cinna Cornelius conſpires againſt Auguſtus, 332, &

ſeq. Pardoned by him, 333, b

Cithaea overturned by an earthquake, 419, a.

Citherea given to the Lacedæmonians, 367, c.

Civilis Claud, vid. ſub Claudiuſ, 639, & ſeq.

Claſhcanus's treachery to Suetonius, 540, a, b.

Claſſicus heads the revolted Gaul, 642, a. Cauſes

Pocula to be murdered, ibid. c. And the Romans

to ſubmit, ibid. d. His ſucceſs and ſeverity againſt

them, ibid. e. Total overthrow, 644, b, c.

Claudia the veſtal, a miracle related of her, 331, c.

356, ſub not,

tried for high treaſon, ibid.

— Pulchra, accuſed of treaſon, 427, e.

—daughter of Silanuſ, married to Caligula,

9

daughter of Claudius, diſowned by him,

488, a.

Claudian family, its origin, &c. 356, (L).

Claudius Pub. Pukh, games exhibited by, 43, d.

Appius betrays the jamiculum, 63, e.

—— a young patrician, killed before Rome, 73,b.

-— Appius Pulcher, choſen conſul, 82, d. De

feated by the ſlaves, 97, d.

-— the emperor, from whom deſcended, 294,

c. 321, c. Why neglected in his younger years,

406, (E). Choſen conſul by Caligula, 461, d.

Deſpiſed, 463, f. Affronted by him in Gaul,

476, d. His pedigree, charaćter, and private

life, 485, & ſeq. Univerſally deſpiſed, 486, paſſ.

His learning and writings, 487, & ſeq. & (M).

Proclaimed emperor by the ſoldiery, 489, f, &

ſeq. By the ſenate, 491, b, c. His great mode.

ration, &c. 492, b, c. Renders him contempt

ible, ibid. & ſeq. Builds a new haven at Offia,

494, a, (X). Shameful cowardice, 492, d, e.

494, c, d, (Y), & alibi paſſ. Succeſsful expedi

tion againſt Britain, 496, & ſeq. Triumph over

them, 497, paſſ. (D). Enačts ſome wholſome

laws, 498, b, c, e. Informed of his wife's lewd

meſs, &c. 5oz, e, f. Reſolves upon a ſecond mar

riage, 505, c, d, (O). Pitches upon Agrippina,

506, b, c. Inlarges the city, 507, c. His kind

meſs to Caraćiacus, 511, e. Aqueduct, canal, and

ſea-fight, 5 13, c, d, e. Omens before his death,

515, (Y). Poiſoned by his wife, 516, c, d. His

chara&ter vindicated againſt Seneca, 517, a, b.

Funeral honours, ibid. d, e. Apotheoſis, ; 19, e.

——Civilis raiſes a revolt in Batavia,639, d, e.

Joined by the Caninefates, 640, b. Succeſs againſt

the Romans, ibid, c, d. Diſſimulation to Veſpa

Jian, ibid. e. Reſolves to ſhake off the Roman

yoke, 641, a. Beſieges their camp, ibid. c.

Surpriſes them, 643, f. Totally overthrown,

644, b, c. Surpriſes Cerealis's camp, ibid. d.

Forgiven, and ſubmits to him, ibid. e. "

Clemens, a centurion, retained by the mutineers,

362, b. Prefers their demands, 363, a. Ap

peaſes the revolt, ibid. e.

— Agrippa's bondman's bold impoſture, 399, c, d.

Puniſhment, ibid. e. Plots againſt Caſigula, 482,

b, (C).

—ºn. made general by Otho, 604, f.

— Flavius choſen conſul, 686, f. Martyred un

der Domitian, 687, c. His character, ibid. d, e,

f. Wrongly confonded with Clement, Biſhop of

Rome, 688, a. His children martyred with him,

ibid. c, d.

Cleopatra highly favoured by 7. Caeſar, 15.1, &

ſeq. Set upon the Egyptian throne, 153, a.

Joins with the triumvirs, 232, e. Shipwrecke

236, b. Summoned by Antony, 261, b. Her

learning, wit, &c., ibid. c, d. Artifices to cap

tivate him, 284, b, c. Accompanies him into

Europe, 285, & ſeq., Treachery to him, 290, d.

Forſakes him at Aëtium, 292, d. Carried in

triumph in effigy, 294, f.

—her daughter, made queen of Libya, 285,a.

Selene, daughter of Antony, married to juba,

167, e, 294, b.

Clodia married to Offavian, 224, (A). Divorced

from him, 263, e.

Clºdius Publ. lewdneſs and ſacrilege, io9, & ſeq.

Courted by Pompey, 111, e. Choſen tribune,

114, c. Cabals againſt Cicero, ibid. & ſeq. Ba.

niſhes him, 1 16, b, c. Oppoſes his being recal

led, 1 18, f, & ſeq. How killed by Mil, 125,

& ſeq. -

Cluentius put to flight by Sylla, 52, d. Killed by

him, ibid. e.

Cluvius M. Ruf acquitted and honoured by Vital.

ſius, 616, b, c, His character and works, 656,

in fin. (D).

Clyde, the iſthmus of, fortified by the Romans, 661, e.

Cºpei among the Romans, what, 401, (Z).

Côpſedra, the fountain of, at Athens, 274, (L).

Cneii at Rome, who, 194, b.

Cneius, Pompey's ſon, hindred from killing Cicero,

155, e. Joins Cato at Utica, 157, b.

Cnidians infranchiſed by Caeſar, 149, a.

Cnixuſ, a Gaulſº ſlave, defeated and killed, 97, e.

Coans infranchiſed by Claudiuſ, 514, e, (X).

Cocceius Nerva accompanies Tiberius, 430, a Starves

himſelf, 448, e.

Codropolis, where fituate, 270, c, (H).

Codrus's funeral of the great Pompey, 150, (B),

Caelius, one of the admirals at the fight of Aïium,

29.1, & ſeq.

Caenus's ſtratagem in favour of the Othonians, 614,

a. His death, ibid. b.

Cogidunus rewarded by the Romans, 510,b.

Cohorts, their diviſion, office, &c. 298, b.

Coinage at Rome, how ordered, 355, (I).

Cologn, whence ſurnamed Agrippina, 508, b. De

clares for Witellius, 599, a.

Comagene, the kingdom of, reſtored to Antiochus,

461, e, f.

Comer appears in Nero's reign, $35, f.

Concord, the temple of, repaired by Tiberius, 314,b.

Confidius repulſes Caeſar at Adrumetum, 158, d.

—— Proculus, put to death, 446, d.

Conſul, how choſen fince j. Caeſar, 359, (O).

Their power inlarged by Tiberius, 371, c, d.

Copillus taken priſoner, 31, b.

Coponius ſaved by his faithful wife, 227, c. Noble

anſwer to Plancus, 282, c, d. Sent proconſul of

judara, 336, e.

Corbulo depoſed from his conſulſhip, 469, (N).

Kills himſelf, ibid.

Domit, his excellent character, 567, a, b, Put

to death by Nero, ibid. c.

Cordus Cael, tried for extortion, 412, e. Baniſhed,
ibid. f.

Corduba taken by 7. Caeſar, 175, e.

Corfinium made the metropolis of the Marſ, 49.4.
Of the Peligmi, 133, a. Surrendered to 7. Cat

ſar, ibid. b, (T).

Corinth rebuilt, 165, e. Taken by Agrippa,289, d.

— the iſthmus of, in vain attempted by Cali

gula, 476, in fin. (U). And by other emperors,

566, c.

Cornelia married to Pompey, 127, e. Sorrowful ſpeech

to him, 147, e. And farewel to him, 149, f.

Narrow eſcape, 150, a,b.

— choſen head of the veſtals, 419, e.

— a veſtal, buried alive, 666, a.

Cornelians, whence ſo named, 80, a.

Cornelius's bold ſpeech in favour of 0&lavian, 212.

Cornificius in great danger and ſtreights, 279, c.

Relieved by Agrippa, ibid, f,

Cornutat
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Cornitus ſived by his faithful ſlaves, 65, d.

Marc. a zealous republican, 212, f. Kills

himſelf, 213, c.

— Caecil, accuſed of treaſon, 421, e. Kills him

ſelf, 422, a.

— Anneus, vid, ſub Annarus, 567, d.

Coronas Silicius ſtands alone in Brutus's defence, 221,

a. Aſſaſſinated by O&avian, ibid. b.

Correns defeated and killed, 128, e.

C2/comius's ſucceſs againſt the Samnites, 52, b.

— killed by Caeſar's tenth legion, 157, c.

Coſſitanus the falſe accuſer of Thraſea, 562, f.

C2/us reduces Numidia, 331, c. And Mauritania,

334, d. Wonderful ſecrecy, 449.

Cotta L. Aurel, ſucceſsful conſulate, 1, a. Pleads

for Dolabella, 90, b. Paſſes a law in favour of

the tribunes, 92, b, Ill ſucceſs againſt Mithri

dates, 95, c, d. Made propraetor of Sardinia,

131, f. Driven out by the Caralitani, 134, b.

Propoſes making Caeſar king, 181, a.

— Ma/alinus's trial, 443, e, (S). Pardoned by

7iberius, 444, a, (T).

Cottius, M. jul advanced by Claudius, 497, c.

Cotyſon Warius, whence ſo named, 21 1, d.

Coty king of Thrace, made king of Arabia, 464, d.

Counts of Africa, their origin, 474, a.

Craſſus Licinius impeaches Papyrius Carbo, 1, & ſeq.

A ſevere judge, 4, d. Choſen conſul, 46, a. Ac

cuſed of a ſtrange fondneſs for his murena, 47, a.

Sent againſt the Spartans, 97, f. Defeats 220,000

rebels, 98, b, c. Defeats and kills Spartacus, and

4o,ooo rebels, ibid. d, e. Choſen conſul, ibid. f.

Falls out with Pompey, ibid. & ſeq. Disbands his

army, 99, b. Profuſe popularity, ibid. c. Fa

vours Catiline's conſpiracy, 104, a. Strives to

clear himſelf of it, Io;, (M). Accuſed by Tar

quin, 106, f. His immenſe wealth, I I I, b. Is

ſecurity for Caeſar, 112, a. And by him recon

ciled to Pompey, ibid. d, e. Choſen conſul with

him, 121, e. Paſſes into Aſia, 123, c. Defeated

and killed, 125, b.

— Publ. Marc. murdered 65, a.

— M. defeats the Samnites, and ſaves Rome, 74,

b, c.

P, the ſon of the triumvir's friendſhip to Ci

cero, 115, b, c. Succeſs againſt the Veneti, Izo,

d, (Z). Slain in Aſia, 125, b.

— Frugi put to death by Meſſalina, 499, b.

Craftinus Cai, bravery at Pharſalia, 144, d. Ho

mourable funeral, 146, a.

Cratippus's interview with routed Pompey, 148, b.

Cremona given to the disbanded ſoldiers, 262, d. Set

on fire by Primus, 627, a. Surrendered to him,

ibid. c, d. Plundered and burnt, ibid. e. When

founded, ibid. (W). Rebuilt, 628, a.

the battle of, 625, & ſeq.

Cremutius's noble ſaying, 414, a. Trial and brave

defence, 423, a, (B). Death and writings, ibid.

b, c.

Crete iſland reduced by Metellur, 1 co, a.

Criſpinilla, one of Nero's bawds, 589, d. Her plot

to famiſh Rome, ibid. Pardoned by Galba, ibid, e.

Criſpinus Ruf, turned out by Agrippina, 508, e. Put

to death by Nero, 561, d.

a centurion, murders Fonteius Capito, 589, d.

Put to death, 599, d.

Warius, the innocent cauſe of a ſedition, 633,

b. And of his own death, ibid. c.

Criſpus Marc. joins Caſſius in Syria, 218.

Crocodiles firſt fought in the Roman circus, 327, d.

Culeo ſells a free paſſage to Antony, 209, d.

Cumae damaged by an earthquake, 659, c.

Cumei noted for their ſtupidity, 178, (Z).

Cumulatus's treachery to Brutus, 251, c.

Curatores vicorum, their office, 324, b, c.

Curiatius Matern. his dramatic works,656, ſub (D).

Vol. V, Nº. 1 o' -

Curio Caius's noble ſpeech to the comitia, 39, e.

Scribon, a young ſpendthrift, choſen tribune,

129, b. Bought over by Caeſar, ibid. & ſeq,

Speeches to the comitia, 130, a. And ſenate, ibid.

b. Withdraws himſelf to Caeſar's camp, 131, b.

Sent into Sicily, 134, b. Defeated and killed.

156, a.

Curtiſius Titus raiſes a revolt, 421, d.

Curtius Rufus advanced by Claudius, 501, c. Whe

ther the ſame with Q. the hiſtorian, ibid. (M).

Curius Q. one of Catiline's conſpirators, betrayed,

iod, b.

Curule chairs, how and on whom beſtowed, 400,

(X). -

Cutyle, the waters of, extremely cold, 655, a.

Cyclades, the province of, what, 650, d.

Cyprus ſeized by the Romans, 116, d. Given by

Caeſar to young Ptolemy, ibid. & ſeq.

Cyrenius governor of judaea, vid. Quirinus, 336, d.

Cyrtha taken by Bogud, 165, c.

Cyzicens disfranchiſed, 424, a, (B).

D.

Ahar,a friend to the Romans, 25, b.

Daci, where fituate, 10, c, (F). Defeated by -

the Romans, ibid. d. Subdued by Tiberius, 320, e.

Dacians revolt againſt the Romans, 635, e. Sup

preſſed by Mucianus, ibid. f. Their charaćter,

676, f. Country, 677, a, Invade the Romans,

ibid. e. f. Force them to make peace, 678, f.

Dalmatia ſubdued by Cotta, i, b. Revolts, 335, b.

Reduced 337, c, d. A ſecond time, 339, & ſeq.

Dalmatians, their ſignal cowardice, 339, d.

Damis, a diſciple of Apolonius Tyan, writes his life,

&c. 694, b. Sent by him to Nerva, 696, f, &

ſeq.

pººr, Roman, puniſhable by their parents,

371, f.

pºh, made king ofthe Dacians, 677, b. Proud

meſſage to Domitian, 678, a. Succeſs againſt him,

ibid. b. Outwits him, ibid. c. Forces him to a

ſhameful peace, ibid. e. f.

Decemvirs augmented to fifteen, 79, a.

Decianus C. Plaut. baniſhed, 45, c.

Catus's extortions in Britain, 537, f. Cow

ardly flight, 538, d.

Decula M. Tul, choſen conſul, 78, d.

Dejoratus accompanies Pompey in his flight, 147, c.

Pardoned by Caeſar, 153, c. Joins with Brutus,

233, c. With Antony, 288, b. Abandons him,

289, f.

Dellius Q. ſent to Cleopatra, 261, b. His charac

ter, ibid. c.

Demetrius, a philoſopher with Cato at Utica, 162, c.

— a ſervant of Caſſius, brings news of his death

to the triumvirs, 247, d. -

—a cynic, mortified by P'eſpaſian, 648, b, En

tertains Apollonius, 695, b. 696, d.

Demochares's ſucceſs againſt Oğavian, 276, c. De

feated and drowned, ibid. f.

Denarius Roman, its value, 36c, (R).

Devoting, the cuſtom of, in Spain, &c, 88, d, (D).

Diana, the temple of, adjudged to the Mºffenians,

426, e. *…

Dićtatorſhip aboliſhed by M. Antony, 193, c.

Didius T. ſucceſs againſt the Scordiſci, 4, b. Choſen

conſul, 44, d. Succeſs in Spain, ibid. e. Hor

rid butcheries there, ibid. & ſeq. Defeated by

Sartorius, 87, b. Sent by Caeſar into Spain, 171,

c. Defeats Pompey's fleet, 174, d, e. Puts him

to death, 175, d. Defeated and killed by the Luº

ſitanians, 176, c, d.

Dionyſian feſtival, what, 174, b, (T).

8 X Dionyſus.
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Dionyſuſ, a famed geographer, 328, a. When he

flouriſhed, 458, ſub not.

Pº, now Metz, plundered by the Witellians,

oo, b.

Dodecatheon, one of Ożavian's feaſts, why ſo called,

288, c, & (S).

Dolabella Cornel triumphs over the Luſitanians, 45,

b. Choſen conſul, 78, d. Accuſed by Caſar,

and acquitted, 90, b. Made Caeſar's admiral,

135, b. Raiſes a tumult in favour of debtors,

154, c, d. Supplants Caſius in the government

of Syria, 200, c, d. Cruel treachery to Trebonius,

203, e, f. Proſcribed by the ſenate, 204, b. Ill

ſucceſs againſt Caſius, 218, e, f. Defeated at ſea,

219, c. His death, ibid. d.

— flattery to Tiberius, 41o.

— Pub. ſucceſs in Africa, 421, b, c. Turns in

former, 432, b.

— Corn, confined at Aquitanium, 605, a. Ac

º of treaſon, 615, e. Maſſacred by Vitellius,

ibid. f.

Polphins, a fight between them and crocodiles exhi

bited, 578, (T).

Domitia Longina married to Domitian, 663, c.

Pomitian the ſon of Weſpaſian, 636, e. His narrow

eſcape out of the capitol, 632, c, (Z). Saluted

Caeſar, 635, a. Firſt indices of his debauchery,

ibid. d. Choſen praetor, ibid. Takes the prae

torſhip of the city upon him, 645, a. Firſt ap

pearance in the ſenate, ibid. c. Suſpected of poi

ſoning his brother, 662, c. His ingratitude to

him, ibid. e. Proclaimed emperor, ibid. f. His

private life and chara&ter, ibid. & ſeq. Gallic ex

pedition diverted by Mucianus, 663, e, f. Studies

poetry, &c. 664, a, b. Why ſurnamed Germa

micus, ibid. d. His generous condućt upon his firſt

exaltation, ibid. e., f, & ſeq. Public buildings, 665,

a, b. Repairs the libraries, ibid, b, c. Diverſion

in catching of flies, ibid. c. Wholſomelaws, ibid.

d, e. Cruelty to Sabinus, ibid. e., f. Sham triumph

over the Cattans, 667, e, f. Envy and diſfimu

lation to Agricola, 673, a, b, c, d. Sham vićtories

in Sarmatia, 674, a, b. Cruelties, ibid. c, d, &c.

Univerſal jealouſy, 675, a, b, c. Rapines and

extortions, ibid. d, e, f. Aſſumes divine honours,

676, c, d. Loſes his armies in many provinces,

677, c. Marches againſt the Dacians, ibid. e.

Treachery to the Quadi and others, 678, d.

Shameful flight, ibid. e. Forced to a ſhameful

peacewith the Dacians, ibid. f. His mock triumph

over them, 679, a. Butcheries at Rome, ibid. c.

68o, a. His land and naval ſhews, ibid. f. & ſeq.

Ghaſtly entertainment to the ſenators and knights,

681, b, c, Edićt againſt the growth of vines,

ibid. d. Of what duration, ibid. e. Expedi

tion againſt the Sarmatians, 684, a. Horrid

cruelties and butcheries, ibid. & ſeq. Hatred

againſt philoſophers, 686, a. Conſpired againſt,

ibid. & ſeq. Outwitted by Celſus, 687, a. Re

pairs ſeveral roads, ibid, b. Perſecutes the chri

ſtians, ibid. & ſeq. Threatened by prodigies, 688,

f & ſeq. Lives in perpetual terrors, 689, a, b,

Has ſome notice of his death, 690, a, b. Mur

dered, ibid. d, e. . His private funeral, 691, b.

The authors that flouriſhed in his time, 691, (F).

—the ſon of Flavius Clemens, 688, c, d.

Domitille, one the mother, the other the ſiſter of

Domitian, 636, e. Martyred under him, 687, &

ſeq.

pºin. L. butchered by young Marius, 71, c.

— Cneius Ahenobarbus defeated in Afric, 80, d.

Killed, ibid. e.

— Lucius defeated in Luſitania, 87, c.

—Ahenobarb. vid. ſub Ahenobarbus, 12.1, & ſeq.

— Calvinus defeated by Pharnaces, 153, b.

Pub, Corn. Ap. choſen conſul, 186, c. Ap

proves of Caeſar's murder, ibid. d. e.

—Treachery to Caius, 332, (P).

— Lucius's death and character, 427, a, b.

—After, the accuſer of Claudia, 427, e. And of

3. Warus, 432, b. Succeeds D. Corbule, 469,

His politic eſcape, 472, (P), Conſulſhip, 473, d.

Ill ſucceſs againſt the Chauci, 501, b. Stopped

by Claudiuſ, ibid. d. Long canal in Flanders,

ibid. e.

Cneius betrothed to Agrippina, 435, b. His

vile chara&ter, ibid. (L).

Corbul, vid, ſub Corbule, 469, & ſeq.

the ſon of Agrippina, marries Octavia, 506.

Adopted by Claudius, 507, d, (R). Takes the

name of Nero, &c. 508, a. The reſt ſee ſub Nero,

464, & ſeq.

Doryphorus poiſoned by Nero, 544, b, c.

Druids encourage the Gaul, againſt the Romans,

641, f.

Druſian weapons, whence ſo called, 418, (T).

Druſiana Fºſſa, where and by whom made, 319, f

Deſcribed, 382, (Q).

Druſilla married to L. Caſſius, 437, (N). 446, c.

Privileges granted to her by Caligula, 460, c, d.

Her death and inceſt with him, 466, d, e. Apo.

theoſis, ibid. & ſeq.

—the pretended daughter of Caligula, born, 477,

b, (W). Preſented by him to the gods, ibid, c, d.

Druſus M. Lic, ends the Scordiſtian war, 5, e. The

innocent cauſe of the ſocial war, 47, b. His noble

ſcheme to alleviate the public diſcontents, ibid. &

ſeq. Sends the conſuls to priſon, 48, a. His fin

gular probity, ibid. c. Death and laſt remark

able words, ibid. d. Character, ibid. & e.

—the father of Livia, kills himſelf, 257, d.

— the ſon of Livia's, bravery againſt the Ger

mans, 257, c, d. Choſen conſul, 320, d. Sub

dues the Germans, ibid. e. Stopped by prodigies,

and death, ibid. f. Funeral honours, &c. 321,

paſſ. His altar deſtroyed, 381, (M).

— Germanicus, vid. ſub Germanicus, 321, & ſeq.

the ſon of Tiberius, advanced by Auguſtus, 340.

Made quaeſtor, 344, b. Sent againſt the revolted

legions, 362, b, c, Inſulted by them, 363, b, c.

Puniſhes them, 364, a. Returns to Rome, ibid.b.

Choſen conſul, 372, a. Sent into Illyricum, 391,

d. Succeſs in Germany, 396, b, c. Comes to

meet the aſhes of Germanicus, 403, c. Returns

to Illyricum, 404, b. Behaviour towards Piſº,

ibid, c, d. Second conſulſhip, 408, a. Govern

ment during Tiberius's abſence, 409, a, b. Tri

buneſhip, 412, b. Juſt complaints againſt Sja

nus, 416, c, (R). Poiſoned by him, 417, a. His

funeral, 418, a. Character and offspring, ibid, b,

(T), (U).

—the nephew of Germanicus, choaked with a

pear, 408, a. 488, a.

— the ſon of Germanicus, takes the toga, 416.

Recommended to the ſenate, 417, c, d. Made go

vernor of Rome, 424, a. Supplanted by Sejanuſ,

43o, & ſeq. Accuſed to the ſenate, 436, paſſ. Im

priſoned, 437, a, b. His great precaution, 440,

c. Cruel death, 447, & ſeq.

-an impoſtor detected, 459, a, b.
Dummarus defeated by Fabius, 128, f.

Dumnorix's treachery to the Romans, 117, e. De

feated and killed, 123, e.

Pº reſigns the Dacian crown to Decebalus, 677,

Dynamis forced to marry Scribonius, 315, b. Given

to Polemon, ibid. d.

E. -

Arthquake, twelve cities deſtroyed by, 392.

Edemon raiſes a revolt in Mauritania, 478, d.

I Eleazar,
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Eleazar, a gigantic Jew, ſent to Rome, 462, c.

Elephants taught to walk upon ropes, 281, c.

Emerita, Auguſła, by whom built, 299, e, New co

lonied by Otho, 692, e. -

Emeriti, veterans, why ſo called, 366, (G).

Emperor, the import of that title changed, 295, a.

Emponia's ſignal fidelity to her husband, 654, paſſ.

Put to death, ibid. d.

Enceladus's avarice forces the Gaul; to revolt, 312,

f. He buys his pardon of Auguſtus, 313, d.

Exºtius Lucius's frivolous trial, 412, & ſeq.

Epaphroditºs, Sylla, why ſo ſurnamed, 8o, (W).

Nero's ſecretary, put to death, 688, e.

the grammarian, an account of, 693, in fin.

not,

Epicharis promotes the conſpiracy againſt Nero, 551,

e, f. Impriſoned, 552, a. Her wonderful con

ſtancy on the rack, 3. c. Strange death, ibid. d.

Epicietus baniſhed by Domitian, 686, a.

Eporedian, Hvrean ſlaves, whence, 229, f. ,

Equeſtrian order forbid the arena, 344, a.

Equitius L. Firm. rejected by Metel/us, 34, b. Cho

ſen tribune by force and murder, 42, d. His

death, 43, c.

Fretria taken from the Athenians, 307.

Erycina, P'enus, rebuilt by Tiberius, 426, f.

Eſerna made a magazine by the allies, 52, c.

Eteſan winds, whence ſo called, 151, b, (D).

Ethnarch among the jews, what, 701, c.

Eudemus, agent of Sejanu! with Lívia, 416, d. His

puniſhment, 417, a.

Eunuchs, the making of, ſuppreſſed by Domitian,

666, b. * .

Evodius ſent to kill Meſalina, 504, d, e.

Euphrates falls out with Apollonius Tyan, 695, d.

Juſtified againſt Philoſºratus, 697, f, & ſeq. His

death, works, &c. 698, a, b.

Euphrateſiana, the kingdom of, whence ſo called,

65o, b.

JEºn, among the Romans, what, 359, (Q).

Exiles Roman, put to death by Caligula, 472, in fin,

(P).

F.

Afterius, Caeſar's ſecretary, cabals with M. An

tomy, 193, d.

Fabius Quinct, ſucceſs in Spain, 135, e, f.

Maximus beſieges Munda, 174, c.

176, d.

º choſen conſul, 319, d. Diſgraced by Auguſtus,

_* '7, c. Kills himſelf, ibid. d.

Fahr, Rufficut, an account of his writings, 578, (T),

icius Weiento baniſhed for libelling the ſenate,

Takes it,

4 I, e.
F.*/mla, the colony of, drawn into Catiline's conſpi

"acy, 1 o4, f.

*Mººn, accuſed to Tiberius, 379, a.

“nnia's gratitude to Marius, 58, c, d.

—the wife of Senecio, baniſhed into a deſart iſland,

685, b.

}.}. why worn reverſe at funerals, 403, c, (B).

Faventius Cl, cauſes Witellius's fleet to revolt, 630,

a, b.

Favonius's ſevere taunts to Pompey, 132, e. 142, b.

Accompanies him in his flight, 147, paſſ. His

anſwer to Brutus, 18o, c. Merry interpoſition

between him and Caſſius, 239, e, f. Juſt invec

tives againſt Odavian, 258, b, (Z).

Favor the pantomime's taunt at Keſpaſian's funeral,

655, e.

Fauſtus and Fauſa, Sylla's twins, whence ſo named,

8o, (W).

Felix's great ſway with Claudius, 488, b. Who he

was, ibid. (O).

-- - -
---

--- __-------" "

Felix Sextilius defeats the revolted Trevºrians, 643,3.

Fencing maſters, when firſt introduced, 29, d.

Feneftella, the poet, when he flouriſhed, 458, ſub
not.

Fenius Rufus conſpires againſt Nero, 551, & ſeq.

His treachery and cruelty to the conſpirators,

553, f, & ſeq. 554, e. Accuſed by Scarvinus,

556, a. His unmanly death, ibid. d.

Fidena, the amphitheatre of, kills and hurts fifty

thouſand people, 431, c. -

Figulus L. Dolabella's admiral, 218, e. Defeats

Caſſiuſ's fleet, 219, a. Defeated, ibid. c.

Fimbria Caius Fulv, choſen conſul, 3o, a, d.

— Flavius, a bloody tool of Marius, 65, a.

Sent with Walerius againſt Sylla, 67, d. Forſaken

by his troops, ibid. e. Oppoſes and kills Vale.

rius, 68, a, b. Succeſs againſt Mithridates, ibid.

b, c, Treachery to Sylla, ibid. d. Kills him

ſelf, ibid. e.

Flaccus Walerius's law in favour of debtors, 67, c.

Sent to ſucceed Sylla, ibid. d. , Oppoſed by Fim

bria, ibid, & ſeq. Killed by him, 68, b.

– Sylla's friend made interrex, 77, e, f.

—M. Laenius's friendſhip to Cicero, 116, (S).

— Minutius ſurrenders Atgua to j. Caeſar,

172, d. -

− Veſculator betrays Libo to Tiberius, 386, e,f.

Put to death by him, 445, c.

— Pomponius, his character, 396, (Q). Be

trays Reſcuporis, ibid. c. -

— Kerrius, the grammarian, his writings, &c.

458, ſub not.

—governor of Egypt, put to death, 472, in
fin not.

Herdonius ſucceeds Virginius in Gaul, 583, b.

Oppoſed by the German troops, 590, b. His

cowardice there, 598, e, f. Inclines to Peſhaftan,

622, c. Murdered, 641, d, e.

—Avilius, governor of Syria, encourages the

horrid perſecution of the jew; at Alexandria,

699, & ſeq. Arreſted by Baſis, and carried to

Rome, 701, e, f, & ſeq. Baniſhed to a deſert

iſland, 702, b. Put to death, ibid. d.

Waler. Setin. Balb, his poems, 692,ſub not.

Flavian family, the origin and riſe of 636, c, d.

colony, by whom founded, 655, e.

— temple and ſtatues over-turned by ſtorms,

689, a.

Fº Nepas, a turbulent tribune, I 11, a.

poſed by Caeſar, 178, d.

the brother of Arminius, ſharp conteſt with

him, 382, & ſeq.

Subrius conſpires, againſt Nero, 551, c.

Prevented by the cowardly Fenius, 553, f.

Sabinus made governor of Rome, 596, f.

— Scaevinut conſpires againſt Nero, 551, c.

Betrayed by his ſervant, 552, d, e. Confeſſes

the fact, 553, b. Brave ſpeech at his trial, 556,

a, b. Intrepid death, ibid. c.

Florentia plundered by Sylla, 76, d.

Florus jul, ſtirs up a revolt in Gaul, 409, d, e. De

feated and killed, ibid. f.

Fonteius murdered by the Auſºulans, 49, b.

Capito choſen conſul, 344, d.—Murdered

in Germany, 589, d. His character, ibid. e.

Fortunate iſlands deſcribed, 86, (Z). -

Fortune, valiant, the temple of, built, 389, f.

Francus defeated and killed, 51, b.

Freemen at Rome inliſted, 51, a.

Freed-men of Claudius, their great ſway, 515, b, c.

Friſi ſubdued by Druſus, 319, d, e. Where ſituate,

374, (C). Recover their liberty, 434, c, (K).

Seize on the Roman lands, 528, d. Driven out

of them, ibid. f.

Frontinus jul convokes the ſenate for Weſpaſian,

644, f. Reſigns his office, 645, a.

De

Fucinus,

-

-

-------- *
-
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* the lake of, drained by Claudius, 513, &

eq.

Fulfinius Trio turns evidence againſt Libo, 387, a.

Fukvia diſcovers Catiline's conſpiracy, 104.

— the wife of Antony's cruel revenge on Cicero,

229, c, d. Unmeaſureable ambition, 262, b.

Oppoſes Odavian, ibid. & ſeq. 263, & ſeq.

Heads an army againſt him, 264, c. Driven

from Praenefte, 267, b. Her death, 269, c, d.

Fulvius Marc. ſucceſs in Spain, 33, b.

Aurel, conſulſhip, 68o, c.

Furian law, what, 338, (X).

Furius Camillus's conſulſhip, why eraſed, 443, (R).

Furnilla Martia divorced by Titus, 657, c.

Furnus C. choſen conſul, 313, c.

Fuſcus Cornel. advances into Umbria, 629, d. Cho

ſen praetor, 635, d. His character, 677, f.

Sent againſt the Dacians, 678, a. Defeated and

killed, ibid. b. His ſtately monument, 679, a.

G.

|º.

Abinian law propoſed againſt pirates, Ioo,

paſſ. Agreed to, 1o1, b, c.

Gabinius conſpires with Catiline, 104, a. Seized,

1 off, c. Put to death, 107, e.

Caeſar's general, cut off by the Illyrians,

I 39, e.

P. Secund, ſucceſs againſt the Chauci,

493, c, &c.

Gadavenus Theodore's charaćter of fiberius, 457, (F).

Galatia becomes a Roman province, 3oo, c.

Galba's ſucceſs againſt the Gauſs, 1 zo, e. Killed

by Caeſar's tenth legion, 157, c.

— Serv. Sulpit. choſen conſul, 446, b, (X).

Highlyeſteemed by Claudius, 492, (U). 497, (B).

Defeats the Catti, 493, b. Encouraged to re

volt in Spain, 570, b, c. His ſpeech to his

troops againſt Nero, ibid. & ſeq. Saluted empe

ror, 571, b. Proſcribed by Nero, 572, c. Re

taliates upon him, ibid. d. In a dangerous caſe,

574, a, b. An account of his progenitors, 58o.

Adopted by Livia Ocell, ibid. c., (U). His pri

vate life recapitulated, 581, paſſ. Severity in

Spain, ibid. e, f. Saluted emperor, 582, c.

Marches towards Rome, ibid. & ſeq. Compli

mented by the embaſſadors at Narbonne, 583, c.

Severity to the Spaniards, &c. ibid. & ſeq. And

at Rome, 585, paſſ. Governed by three rapacious

miniſters, ibid. & ſeq. Inſtances of his own par

fimony, 588. Reſumes Nero's profuſe liberali

ties, ibid. d, e. Becomes hateful to the ſoldiery,

ibid. & ſeq. Severity againſt falſe informers,

589, a. Incenſes ſome German legions, 590, a, b.

Adopts Piſº for his ſucceſſor, ibid, paſſ. His

ſpeech to him on that occaſion, 591, & ſeq.

Conſpired againſt by Otho, 592, f, & ſeq. Warned

of him by an augur, 593, e. Strives to quell

the revolt, 594. Deceived by falſe reports,

ibid. & ſeq. Forſaken by his guards, 595, e.

Murdered, ibid. f. His head carried in triumph,

596, c, d. Buried with his body, 597, d. His

charaćter, ibid. & ſeq.

— Caius, the brother of the former, put to death,

I , C.

cº Calphurn. murdered by Mucianus, 639, d.

Galerius Trach. ſaved by Galeria, 615, c.

Galgacus's noble ſpeech to the Caledonians, 668, &

ſeq.

cº, a fight of, exhibited in the circus, 327.

Gallio's flattery puniſhed by Tiberius, 443, d –Merry

ſaying on Claudius's apotheoſis, 519, e.

Gallus £2, Luperc. a friend to Octavian, 212, f.

2 I 3, C

Cornel, baniſhed, 3oo, a, b. Kills him

ſelf, ibid. c.

Gallus AElius's expedition into Arabia, 301, c.

Betrayed by Syllaeus, ibid. & ſeq. Forced to

return to Egypt, 302, b, c, Second expedition,

io, f.

3 Aſinius's ſpeech to Tiberius, 355, b. His

extract and character, ibid. (I). Treaſon and

baniſhment, 498, e.

Caninus ſharply reproved by Tiberiuſ, 44;,

d, (U).

_*" Aul. Didius ſucceeds Offorius in Britain,

5 12, b. Ill ſucceſs there, ibid. & ſeq.

Glicius impeached by Quindianus, 553, c.

—— Cºffius defeated by the jews, 566, b.

— Rubrius obtains a pardon for the Othonian,

613, e.

—— Herennius defeated by the Batavian cohorts,

640, e.

–Annius ſent againſt the revolted Gaul, 643,c.

Games of hazard forbid at Rome, 3, d. Secular ex

hibited, 312, c, d. Under Domitian, 679, c.

Gaming encouraged by Caligula, 472, a,b.

Ganda, a German propheteſs, pays a viſit to Dºmi.

tian, 673, f.

Garamantes, where ſituate, 310, e. Subdued by the

Romans, 421, c.

Gauda's treachery to Metellul, 18, a, (G).

Gaul, defeat the conſular army, 28, f. Defeated

by Pompey, 70, d. Declare for Sylla, 71, a.

Defeated by 7. Caſar, 119, & ſeq. Raiſe a

new revolt, 126, & ſeq: , Defeated afreſh, 127, a.

Fight ſeparately, and ſubdued, 128, d, e. Made

a Roman province, 129, a. Undergo a cenſus,

298, d. Rear an altar to Auguſtus, 319, b.

Greatly oppreſſed by Caligula, 475, b, c. Revolt

againſt Nero, 569, & ſeq. Defeated, 573, b, c.

Declare for Witellius, 599, & ſeq. Revolt from

Weſpaſian, 641, f, & ſeq. Agree upon a peace,

643, b, c.

—t Gellius Poplicola defeated by the ſlaves, 97.

Choſen cenſor, 99, d.

— Quint, treacherouſly murdered by Ośavian,

232, b.

Geminii, the two, their conſulſhip, 435, b. Whe

ther Chriſ ſuffered under it, ibid. (M).

Geminius goes in ſearch after Marius, 56, e. Brings

him bound to Minturne, 58, b.

ſent to relaim Antony, 287, c. Forced to

flee from Cleopatra's reſentment, ibid, d, e.

Livius's impious flattery to Caligula, 467, a.

Geminus Mireius quells a revolt in Pontus, 635, f,

& ſeq.

Gentiliſci ſubdued by the Romans, 3, f.

Gergovia beſieged by Ceſar, 127, a. Relieved by

Wercingetorix, ibid. b.

German legions mutiny, 364, & ſeq. Quelled and

puniſhed, 367, e, f.

Germani, a pun upon that ambiguous word, 230, e.

Germanicus Druſus, from whom deſcended, 294, c.

Adopted by Tiberius, 332, c. Sent againſt the

Pannonianu, 335, d. Succeſs in Dalmatia, 337,

b. Over-reached at Rhetinum, 338, & ſeq. Suc

ceſs and triumph over the Dalmatians, 339, b, c.

340, b. Choſen conſul, 344, d. Recommended

to the ſenate, 345, b. Promoted by Tiberiuſ,

358, b, (N). Inſulted by the German legions,

365, paſſ. Quells them, 366, b. And other

revolters, 367, & ſeq. Refuſes the empire of

fered by the ſoldiers, 365, e, f. 369, a. Severe

expedition againſt the Marſ, ibid. & ſeq. Againſt

the Catti, 372, & ſeq. Againſt the confederate

Germanſ, 374, & ſeq., Piety to the ſlain. Re

mans, 375, b, c. Ill ſucceſs againſt Armi.

nius, 377, paſſ. Retires to the Rhine, 378, a, b.

New expedition into Germany, 38.1, & ſeq. Speech

to his army, 383, d, e. Gains two complete

vićtories, 384, & ſeq. Monumental inſcription,

385,
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385, b. Danger at ſea, ibid. d, e. . Recalled by

Tiberius, 386, a, b. Reception and triumph at

Rome, 389, & ſeq. Preſented with the eaſtern

provinces, 391, b. Sets out for them, 394. In

ſulted by Piſº, 395, paſſ. Goes into Egypt,

396, b. Taken ill at Antioch, 397, b. His laſt

words, ibid. & ſeq. Death and funeral honours,

398, & ſeq. Poſterity, ibid. (S). Character,

ibid. & ſeq. & (U). Funeral honours at Rome,

401, a, b, (Y, Z), 403, b, c, (B).

Germanicus, the ſquadron of, why ſo called, 401, b.

Germans repulſed by Agrippa, 309, e. By Lollius,

313, c. Defeated by Druſuſ, 319, e, f. By Ger

manicut, 369, & ſeq. Their way of fighting,

marrying, &c. 373, (Z). Defeated again by

Germanicus, 374, & ſeq. 384, & ſeq. Revolt

again from the Romani, 641, e, f.

Germany invaded by 7. Caeſar, 122, b, c.

Geta Licinius choſen conful, 3, c. Proſcribed, ibid.e.

Luſ ſucceſs in Mauritania, 493, d, (W). Sent

to ſeize on Silius, 503, a. Turned out by Agrip

pina, 508, e.

Gett different from the Dacianſ, 677, a.

Getaff ſubdued by Cºſſus, 334, d.

Getulicus Lentul accuſed to Tiberius, 449, e. Noble

letter to him, ibid, ibid. f. Put to death, 475, d.

Gigantomachia at Athens what, 288, (R).

G/affrio, the conſul, forced to fight a large lion,

68o, e. baniſhed and murdered by Domitian,

ibid. f.

G/adiators ſent out of Rome, 333, f. By whom

maintained in the army, 361, (X). Their number

ſtinted by Tiberius, 371, e.

Glaucia, a creature of Marius, 40, paſſ. Conſpires

with Apuleius, 41, paſſ. His death, 43, c.

G}co ſuſpected of poiſoning the two conſuls, 208, (P).

Goleſºs's brave anſwer to Narciſus, 495, d.

Gomphi taken by Cæſar, 1.4.1, & ſeq.

Good goddeſ, the ſacrifices of, 1oy, e, (O).

Gracchian law revived, 40, f 43, e.

Graecinus Laco ſet to guard Sejanus, 439, & ſeq.

Grampius mont, the battle of, 667, & ſeq.

Granius accompanies Marius in his flight, 56, &

ſeq. Is parted from him by a ſtorm, 57, e. Re

joins him, 59. Strangled by Sylla, 84, a.

Martian. accuſed, 45c, d. Kills himſelf,

5 i , a.

cº, the falſe accuſer of Corn. Sylla, 327, (D).

Gratedius ſtoned to death by the ſoldiers, 54, c.

Gratianus Tot. put to death, 450, d, & ſeq.

Gratus Epir. diſcovers Claudius's concealment,

490, a.

Grecinus put to death by Caligula, 466, (K). His

excellent character, ibid.

Greece made a Roman province, 650, d.

Greeks, their flattery to M. Antony, 259, paſſ. To

Nero, 564, e. f. Infranchiſed by him, 565, a, b.

And famiſhed, ibid. d. And plundered by him,

566, e, f.

Grotto's reſorted to by the Romans in ſummer, 430, b.

Guluſa s deſcent, 6, a. Begs the Numidian crown

of the Romanſ, 1 1, e, f.

Gymnoſºphifts burn themſelves when weary of life,

369, a. Whom that title properly belongs to

695, e.

cº, taken by Sertorius, 44, e.

H.

Alotus Claudius's taſter poiſons him, 516, c,

(A). His crimes and extortions, 587.

Screened from puniſhment by Winius, ibid. f.

Harmodius, why honoured by the Athenians, 214, e,

& ſeq.

º, a favourite of Claudius, 488, b, (P).

Wo L. V. No. 1 o.

Haterius Q. diſgraced by Tiberius, 355, d. His

death, 431, (E).

Agrippa oppoſes the whipping of players,

38o, b.

Hegeſippus, an account of his writings, 707, ſub not.

Falſely attributed to St. Ambroſe, ibid.

Helico bought by the Alexandrians againſt the jewº,

703, d.

Helius, the murderer of Silanus, 518, c. Inſtru

ment of Nero's cruelties, 566, & ſeq. Makes

horrid havock at Rome, 568, a.

Heſvetii, who, 5, (D). Invaded by the Cimbri,

ibid. c. Repulſed by J. Caſar, 117, a, b, De

feated, i 18, a. Laid waſte by Carcina, Óoo, &

ſeq. Pardoned by Pitellius, 601, a.

Hekwidius Priſcu's character, 650, e. Baniſhed by

Weſpaſian, ibid. & ſeq. Put to death, 651, a.

His ſon put to death by Domitian, 684, e.

Herculanum deſtroyed by an earthquake, 659, b, c.

Hercules's temple deſtroyed by lightning, 288, (R).

At Rome burnt, 548, a.

Hercynian foreſt deſcribed, 335, (T). 372, (T).

Herennius ſent in purſuit of Cicero, 228, f. Puts

him to death, 229, b.

Senecio, the accuſer of Bebius Maſa, 683,

d, e.

Hermºgenes put to death by Domitian, 685, f, & ſeq.

Herod's readineſs to ſerve Caſſius, 218, d. Sends

a thouſand men to Auguſtus, 301, d. Grand re

ception of Agrippa, 315. Follows him to the

Boſporus, ibid. c. His death, 330, a.

— Antipal diſobliges Pitellius, 462, c, d. Ba

niſhed by Caligula, 478, a. Advanced by Clau

dius, 493, a.

-king of Batanea, accompanies Caligula into

Gaul, 474, c.

Herº/trates raiſes the Macedonians in favour of Bru

tuſ, 2 I 5, c.

Herrius Aſinius defeated and killed by Marius, 50.

Hetrurians revolt from the Romans, 51, a. Defeated,
ibid. b.

Hiarbas comes into the Marian faction, 8o, c.

Taken priſoner, ibid. e.

Hiemſal's deſcent, 6, a, b. Murdered by jugur.

tha, ibid. e.—Treacherous reception of young

Marius, 59, e... Outwitted by him, ibid. & ſeq.

Hiera taken by Agrippa, 279, b.

Hind, white, how uſed by Sertorius, 89, a, b.

Hirtius Aulus choſen conſul, zoz, f. Succeſs in

Gaul, 204, e. Againſt Antony, 205, & ſeq.

Killed, 206. Whether by Odavian, 208, (P).

— diſgraced by Tiberius, 355, d.

Hirtuleiuſ defeats the Romans, 87, c. Defeated and

wounded, 92, c.

Hiſpali: , recovered by Cæſar, 175, & ſeq. New

colonied by Otho, 6oz, e.

Hooke's work commended, 458, in fin. not.

Horace writes his carmen ſeculare, 312, d. His

death, 323, e.

Horeftians, where fituate, 672, b.

Hormus, Weſpaſian's freedman, knighted, 645, a.

Hortenſia's noble ſpeech to the triumvirs, 231, b.

Horterſus Q, a famed orator, 9o, b. Choſen con

ful, 99, e.

his ſon, made Caſar's admiral, 135, b.

Goes over to Brutus, 216, a, b. Put to death

by Antony, 257, d.

Hortulus Mar. petition rejećted by Tiberius, 388, f.

Hoſſaius Cai, ſaved by his ſon, 226, a.

Hybrea's bold ſpeech to M. Antony, 260, c, (B).

I.

Amblichus, king of Arabia, racked to death by

M. Antony, 290, a. -

8 Y 7aniculum,

|
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janiculum, the, blocked up by Marius, 62, f.

janus's temple ſhut up under Auguſtus, 329, d, (K).

Under Nero, 564, e. Under Weſpaſian, 649, e.

Iazyges, who, 623, b. Taken into Veſpaſian's pay,

ibid. Join the Suevi againſt Domitian, 674, a.

Iceland iſland diſcovered by Agricola, 672, c.

Icelus Marcian. a great favourite of Galba, 585, f.

His character, 586, c, d. Execution, 597, b.

Iceni in Britain, who, 509, e. Defeated by the Ro

mans, ibid. & ſeq. Revolt, 537, & ſeq.

Iditaviſius, the plain of, where, 383, (W).

the battle of, 384, a, b.

Jewiſ' rites extirpated at Rome, 4oz, a, (A).

Jews, their gratitude to J. Caeſar, 192, b, (I).

Highly favoured by Agrippa, 315, e. Why ba

niſhed Rome by Tiberius, 4oz, a. Refuſe to wor

ſhip Caligula, 468, & ſeq. Oppreſſed by their

governors, 564, d. Conquered by Titus, 649, e.

Raiſe an inſurrečtion at Alexandria, 650, e. Their

temple there demoliſhed, ibid. Perſecuted by

Domitian, 675, f. Their dreadful perſecution at

Alexandria, 699, & ſeq.

}; at Rome, whence ſo called, 46, (M).

lienſes fined by Agrippa, 315, e. Forgiven at He

rod's ſuit, ibid. f. Infranchiſed by Nero's means,

514, d.

Illyrian troops declare for Weſpaſian, 621, d, e.

Their ill-timed march into Italy, 622, e, f.

Imperator among the Romans, what, 50, d, (O).

Incitatus, Caligula's horſe, made his prieſt, 468, d.

Promoted to other extravagant honours, 469, d, e.

Indus's ſucceſs againſt Florus, 409, e, f.

Indutiomarus defeated and killed, 124, c.

Inguiomerus turns over to Arminius, 374, c. Beaten

and wounded by the Romans, 377, c. Narrowly

eſcapes them, 384, b. Bravery in a ſecond fight,

ibid. f.

Interamma confiſcated by Sylla, 76, d.

joazar depoſed in judra, 337, a.

John, St. baniſhed into Pathmos, 688, d. Writes his

apocalypſe there, ibid.

Ionians ſubmit to Caeſar, 149, a.

jornandes confounds the Dacians and Goths, 677,

b. His account of the Dacian war, ibid. & ſeq.

Joſephus's prediction of Peſhaftan's reign,637, & ſeq.

His writings, 706, 707, & ſeq. ſub not. In

great eſteem, 708, in fin, not.

Iſaure taken by Servilius, 95, a. Where ſituate,

ibid. (I).

Iſidorus Cai. Caecilius, his immenſe wealth, 323, f,

& ſeq.

- #. up the Syrian governor againſt the Jews,

699, b. Turns evidence againſt him, 702, d, e.

Invečtives againſt the Jewiſh nation, 704, e, f.

Italian allies repreſentation againſt the ſenate, 47,

d. Somewhat cooled by the Julian law, 51, b.

Made into a new tribe, ibid. f. Careſſed by Sul

pitiuſ, 53, c.

Italicus made king of the Cheru/ri, 5ol, a.

— king of Suevia, declares for P'eſpaſſam, 623,

b

—Silius the poet, an account of, 693, ſub not.

Italy divided into two republics, 48, f, & ſeq. Into

regions by Auguſtus, ſee the map at p. 328.

Greatly oppreſſed by the army, 614, d. Relieved

by Wirellius, 616, d, e. Divided between him

and Weſpaſian, 629, d.

Iturius accuſes Agrippa, 524, a. Baniſhed, ibid. b.

Juba, a haughty prince, comes to Cato at Utica,

157, a. Joins Scipio, and is defeated by Caſar,

16o, e. Killed, ibid. f.

—the young ſon of the former led in triumph by

Caeſar, 167, e. His education and learning, ibid.

& (O). Marries young Cleopatra, 294, b.

jubones damaged by ſubterranean fire, 529, d. Their

mad way of quenching it, ibid. c. -

judza heavily taxed by Caſſius, 218, c. Made a

Roman province, 336, & ſeq.

judalicia's ſucceſs againſt the Romans, 50, b. Bra

very and death at Aſculum, 51, c.

jugurtha's deſcent, 6, a Seizes the Numidian

crown, ibid. d, e. Bribes the Roman ſenate, 7, b.

Treachery and war againſt Adherbal, ibid. & ſeq.

Treachery and cruelty to him, 8, f. Summoned

to Rome, 11, a, b. Eſcapes by bribery, ibid. &

ſeq. Sarcaſtic farewel of that city, 12, a. Out.

wits Albinus, ibid. b. And Aulus, 13, b. Makes

the Romans paſs under the yoke, ibid. & ſeq. De

feated by Metellus, 14, f. By Marius, 16, a.

Outwits Metellus, ibid. e., f Defeated afreſh,

20, b, c. 24, b, c, Gives Sylla a free paſſage,

25, e. Betrayed by Bocchus, 26, & ſeq. Sent

in chains to Rome, 27, b. Led in triumph, 30,

b. His fad end, ibid. d. His dominions how di

vided by Marius, 28, a, b.

julia married to Pompey i 14, a. Her death andfu.

neral honours, 124, a.

— Antony's mother's noble ſpeech to him, 226,

c, d.

— Ośīavian's daughter betrothed to Antyllus,

277, f. Intrigues with Antony's ſon, 294, b, c.

Her incontinence, 324, e, f. 326, c, Baniſhed

into an iſland, ibid. d, e. Removed to the con

tinent, 333, d. Her ſad end, 358, a, (M).

— the daughter of the former, baniſhed for the

ſame crimes, 326. Her death, 435, b.

—ſiſter to Brutus, her death and funeral honours,

414, d.

— wife of Nero, betrays him to Sejanus, 430, &

ſeq. Marries R. Blandus, 449, b. Put to death,

496, c.

— daughter of Germanicus, married to Winicius,

437, (N). 446, c. Highly honoured by Caligu

la, 460, c, d. The ſame with Livilla, ibid. (I).

Baniſhed for lewdneſs, 475, e, (T). Recalled, and

baniſhed afreſh, 493, b. Put to death, 496, c.

Julianus Claud, treachery to Witellius, 630, b.

Scourged and put to death by Lucius, 632, e.

Tertius broke for defection, 644, f. Re

ſtored, 645, d.

Antonius, an aceount of his writings, 707,

ſub not.

Julius Caeſar, vid. ſub Caeſar, 43, & ſeq.

Marinus put to death, 445, c.

June, the month of, changed, 560, e.

junia draws Brutus into a conſpiracy, 179, d.

– the ſiſter of Silanus, 506.

Junius Silamus ſaved by a ſlave, 226, f, & ſeq. Re

turns to Rome, 273, e.

Priſcus put to death, 472, c.

Jupiter's temple burnt, 548, a.

juſtus, an account of his writings, 707, ſub not.

juvenal the famed ſatiriſt, an account of, 692, ſub

not.

juvenales, games inſtituted by Nero, 535, c.

K.

Alendar reformed by Caeſar, 170, & ſeq. In

what manner, ibid. (R).

Knights, Roman, puniſhed for extortion, 45, c. Con

teſt againſt the ſenate, 47, e. Diveſted of their

juriſdiction, 51, e. 1,660 of them proſcribed by

Sylla, 75, e. Butchered by Catiline, ibid, f, &

ſeq. The total of them, 82. Favoured by Pom

pey, 98, c. Courted by 7. Caſar, 114, b. 2,099

proſcribed by the triumvirs, 225, c. PetitionAu

guſtus againſt being obliged to marry, 337, e.

Their high power revived by Claudius, 515. For

bid the gladiatorial function, 615. Hated by

Downitian, 681, paſſ.

L. Later
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L.

Aherius, a pantomime knight, 168, (P).

Labienus's ſucceſs in Belgium, 1 19, & ſeq.

Againſt the Gaul, 126,e. Defeats Camul genus,

127, b. Freſh ſucceſs in Belgium, 128, e., Goes

over to Pompey, 138, c. His motives for it, ibid.

(M). Joins Cato at Utica, 157, b. Succeſs

againſt J. Caeſar, 159, d. Defeatedby him, 160,

e. Stirs up the Spaniards againſt him, 171, c.

Defeated again, 173, f. Killed, 174, b.

— the ſon of the former, fights under the Par

thians, 269, a, (E). Succeſs againſt Antony, ibid.

b

Lacedæmonians rewarded by Auguſtus, 307, c.

Zaco, a favourite of Galba, 584, a, b. 585, f. His

chara&er, 586, b, c, d. Promotes Piſo's intereſt,

590, & ſeq. Put to death by Otho, 597, b.

Lacobriga, where ſituate, 87, a. Beſieged by Me

teſ/us, ibid. & ſeq.

Ladies, Roman, ſave their husbands, 226, & ſeq.

1,400 ſeverely taxed by the triumvirs, 231, paſſ.

Lamia ºlius's death and chara&ter, 484, f. The

cauſe of it, 674, e.

Lampo inſtigates Flaccus to perſecute the Alexandrian

7eges, 699, b. Turns evidence againſt him, 7oz,

C, d.

Lampoons firſt forbid by Auguſtus, 344, e, & ſeq.

Langres revolts againſt Galha, 598, 599, a.

Langut Lucius's death and funeral honours, 419, c.

Laodiceans open their gates to Dolabella, 218, f.

Beſieged by Caſſius, 219, a. Betrayed by Quin

tius, ibid. d. How uſed by the conqueror, ibid.

& ſeq.

Largur C. choſen conſul, 493, c.

Larinates ſubdued by Coſconius, 52, c.

Lateran, the Baſilica of, whence ſo called, 551, c.

Lateranus Paulus reſtored by Nero, 5 zo, d.

— Plaut, conſpires againſt Nero, 551, c. 552,

c. His death and intrepidity, 554, b, c.

Latereº/is M. Juventius's advice to Lepidus, 2 Io, a.

Brave death, ibid. d. A ſtatue decreed to him,

2 I 1 - e.

Liaº, the betrayer of Sabinus, 433, paſſ. His

puniſhment, ibid. d.

Lauriacum, the metropolis of Noricum Ripenſe, 314,

in fin. not.

Ilawon beſieged by Sertorius, 91, d. Taken and

burnt, Q2, a.

Legion, Ronal, how compoſed, 365, (E).

I. as Kipſanius baniſhed, 525, e.

Lentuli, the, accompany Pompey in his flight, 147, c.

Lentulus Cornel defeated by the Capuan ſlaves, 97,

d, &c. Choſen cenſor, 99, d.

—Sura choſen conſul, 97, f. Joins in Cati

line's conſpiracy, loq, a. Seized, 107, d. Put

to death, ibid. e.

—Lucius put to death for his piety to Pompey,

1 go, d.

—- Paſſ. friendſhip to Brutus, 217, e, f.

— Creius accompanies young Druſus into Pan

monia, 362, c. Inſulted by the mutineers, 363,

d. Falſely accuſed, 422, a. Acquitted, ibid, b.

His death, 427, a.

Lepida AEmilia baniſhed, 407, b, c.

—Domitia, her character, 515, & ſeq. Put to

death by Agrippina, 5 16, b.

the wife of Caſſius, condemned, 560, a.

Lºpida, M. Anil choſen firſt conſul, 83, c, d. Falls

out with his collegue, 84, b. Raiſes new troubles,

ibid. e. Defeated, ibid. & ſeq. Repulſed in his

ſecond attempt, 85, a Dies in Sardinia, ibid.b.

—jun. Brut. choſen conſul, 185, b, . Sent againſt

the conſpirators, 187, d. Allies with M. Antony,

193, f. His character, 209, d. Behaviour to

him, ibid. & ſeq. Over reached by him, 210, b,

c. Proſcribed, 21 1, e, joins with Oğlavian and

Antony, 22.1, & ſeq. Interview with them, 222,

f. Joined in a triumvirate, 224, & ſeq. Arbi

trary triumph, 230, d. Conſulate, 232, c. Sent

into Afric, 270, c. Indolent behaviour there,

275, e. Lands at Lilybaeum, 278. Growsjealous

of Odiavian, 280, b. Falls out with him, 281, d.

Depoſed, ibid, f, (P).

– Pauluſ &mil made city purveyor, 305.

— Q. Aemil forces himſelfinto the conſulate, 306,

& ſeq. & (M). Why he refuſed theº;
of Africa, 408.

— Mania, his death and charaćier, 448, & ſeq.

— M. &mil debauches Caligula's fiſter, 485, a,

(T). Put to death for it, ibid.

Leptiº opens her gates to Caeſar, 158, f.

Leucas iſland taken by Agrippa, 289, d.

Lexovii ſubdued by Caeſar, 121, b.

Liberalia, the feſtival of, whence ſo called, 174, (T).

Libo Luc. Scribon, ſent by Pompey to the triumvirs,

271, d. His extract, 386, d. Tried for high

treaſon, ibid. & ſeq. Kills himſelf, 387. Con

demned, ibid. f.

Licinius Nerva, vid. Nerva, 31, & ſeq.

-- L. Lucullus defeats the Sicilian ſlaves, 39, c, d.

Baniſhed for extortion, ibid. e.

M. defeated by Lamponius, 50, b.

- Sextuſ murdered by Marius, 66, c.

— Mucianus, his writings, 656, ſub (D).

— Ligurius Q. ſaved by his faithful wife, 226, b.

His death, ibid. c.

£igur Kar, accuſed to Tiberius, 449, d. ,

Ligures Comati ſubdued by the Romans, 316, c.

Lingones made free of Rome, 6oz, f.

Lions firſt fought in the circus, 46, d.

Livia married to Qºţavian, 275, e, (N). Suſpected

for the deaths of Marcellus, 304, f. Of Lucius,

33o, e. Of Caius, 332, f For the baniſhment

of Agrippa, 334, e. Of poiſoning Oğavian, 347,

c, d. Her new names, honours, &c. 348, a.

Proſtituted to Sejanus, 416, d, e. Incenſed againſt

Agrippina, 418, c, d. Her death and character,

435, b, c. -

—the portico of, whence ſo called, 316, b.

the temple of, dedicated, 324, b.

Livian family, an account of 356, (L).

Livilla, the daughter of Druſus, 321, c.

the wife of Druſus, brought-to-bed oftwo ſons,

401, b. Her death, 442, b.

— ſiſter of Caligula, vid. Junia, 460, (I).

Livy the hiſtorian's death, 394, a.

Lochore, the frith of, near Edinburgh, 667, a. The

battle of, ibid. &c.

Locuſºa the poiſoner of Claudius, 516, c. Executed,

86, f.

Lin Paulina married to Regulus, 328, a. To Ca

digula, 467, c. Divorced by him, ibid. Her

great beauty, ibid. & (L). Propoſed to Claudius,

595, d. (O), Put to death by Agrippina, 507, a,

P)(P).

Lollius M. refuſes the conſulſhip, 306, e. Defeated

by the Germans, 313, b. Commands under youn

Caius, 328, a. His diſgrace and death, 329, b.

London abandoned to the mercileſs Britons, 538, d, e.

Longinus Caſ defeated in Gaul. 19, d. Choſen con

ful, 46, a.

— the tribune, murdered for his attachment to

Galba, 494, d.

Longobardi ſubdued by Tiberius, 334, b. Where

ſituate, ibid. (R).

Lucan the poet conſpires againſt Nero, 551, d, . In

forms againſt his own mother, 5.53, b. And ſome

others, ibid. d. His death and laſt words, 556,

& ſeq. (N). Writings 578, (T).

Luceius L. Hir. his character, 113, a, (R). Excluded

the conſulſhip, ibid. b.

Luciuſ
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Luceius C. the tribune's propoſal in favour of Pom

pey, 124, & ſeq. 1 26, c.

Lucilius's brave expedient to ſave Brutus, 252, a, b.

Rewarded, ibid, d.

-a centurion, murdered, 362, a.

-Capito condemned, 449, c.

Lucius Caius killed for incontinence, 32, f.

Domitius choſen to ſucceed Caſar, 131, d.

- Caeſar choſen to intercede for the Romans, 162,

b. c. Pardoned by J. Caeſar, 164, e.

-Pinarius, one of Caeſar's heirs, 189, e.

- Caeſar, condemned by the triumvirs, 223, e, f.

Saved by his ſiſter, 226, c, d. Pardoned by An

tony, 260, d.

–the brother of Fulvia, oppoſes Octavian, 262,

... Beſieges Peruſia, 365, & ſeq. Surrenders,

266, e.

–Caeſar, the ſon of Agrippa, 312, c. Adopted

by Auguſtus, ibid. His bold demand to him, 324,

d. Aſſumes the toga virilis, 326, c. Dies at

Marſeilles, 330, e. -

—the brother of Vitellius, detained by Otho,605,

a. Sumptuous banquet to his brother, 619, d.

Sent againſt Weſpaſian, 630, b. Succeſs againſt

his marines, 632, e. Surrenders himſelf, 635, b.

His death and charaćter, ibid. d, e.

Lucullus's ſucceſs againſt Mithridates, 95, d. Re

called, and triumphs, 1 oz., c. Aſſiſts Cicero

againſt Catiline, 104, f.

— Salluff put to death by Domitian, 674, f.

Lucus burnt by Valens, 6oo, e.

Lugdunenſes rear an altar to Auguſtuſ, 319, b.

Lupercalia, the ceremony of, deſcribed, 178, d, (Y).

Lupercus Q. Gallus, vid. Gallus, 212, f.

Luppia river, its courſe, &c. 332, c.

Lupus Jul. ſent to kill Carſonia, 485, c. Put to death

by Claudius, ibid. d, (T).

— jun, baniſhed by Agrippina, 509.

Lufttanians make Sertorius their general, 86, & ſeq.

Form a republic, 87, d. Greatly civilized by Ser

torius, 88, paſſ. Over-reached by Caeſar, 176, b.

Subdued by Cariſcus, 299, e.

Luterius defeated by Caeſar, 128, f.

a poet, condemned to death, 41 o, & ſeq.

Luxury retrenched at Rome, 3, a New laws againſt

it, 12, c. Freſh ones propoſed by Fronto, 388, b.

Oppoſed by Aſín. Gallus, ibid. c.

Lycaonia becomes a Roman province, 3oo, c.

Lycians invaded by Brutus, 236, c, d. Disfranchiſed

by Claudius, 496, b, (A). By Weſpaſian, 650, d.

Lygdus, the poiſoner of Druſus, 417, a 418, (V).

Lyons, the city of in Gaul, by whom founded, 2 io,

(R). When burnt, 560, (R). Declares for Pi

tellius, 6oo, c.

M.

Acaon’s ſtrange prophecy and death, 464, d.

Macedon, the province of, taken from the ſe

nate, 378, e, (G).

Macer's extortions and revolt in Afric, 589, c. His

death, ibid. d.

Mar. ſucceſs againſt Pitellius, 607, a. De

feated and degraded, 609, a. Faithfulneſs to Wi

tellius, 622, c.

Macrian legion, by whom raiſed, 589, c.

Macro ſent to ſeize Sejanus, 439, d. Over-reaches

him, ibid. & ſeq. Appointed to guard the empe

ror, 446. Treachery to Scaurus, 449. . To Ar

runtius, 452, d, e. Murdered with his family by

Caligula, 466, a, b.

Magiſtrates, how choſen by Tiberius, 358, & ſeq. &

(O)

Mºjº, the laws of revived by Tiberius, 378, & ſeq.

Become exceeding dangerous, 386, d, e, 393, b.

Renewed by Caligula, 469, d, & ſeq. Aboliſhed

by Titus, 659, a.

Mallius ſent againſt the Gauls, 28, b, c. Defeated,

ibid. f.

Mandrabatius's treachery to Caſſivelan, 123, f.

Manilian law paſſed in favour of Pompey, ior, paſſ.

Manilius, one of Catiline's conſpirators, lo2, & ſeq.

Proſcribed, 106, b.

Manius's deſperate advice to Fulvia, 264, b. Bitter

ſpeech againſt Octavian, ibid. d. Put to death,

271, a.

Manſuetus unfortunately killed by his own ſon,626,

a. A ſcene of horror thence enſuing, ibid. d, e.

Mantua given to the disbanded veterans, 262, e.

Marcellus oppoſes Caeſar's deſigns, 128, c. Im

powers Pompey to defend the commonwealth, 130,

c. Pardoned by Caeſar, 166, c. Stabbed by M.

Chilon, ibid. e.

Octavia's ſon marries Pompey's daughter, 273,

b. Adopted by Auguſtus, 301, a. Choſen a dile,

ibid. b. Falls out with Agrippa, 303, c. 304, a.

His ſudden death, ibid. e., f.

—- Granius tried and acquitted of treaſon, 379,

> C.

—Eprius ſhamefully acquitted by Nero, 526,b,c.

condemned for treaſon, 654, e. Kills him.

ſelf, ibid. f.

—the falſe accuſer of Thraſea, 564, e,f

— Cornel, put to death by Galba, 583, d.

Marcia, the grove of, at Minturne, 59, a.

Marcius Q. Rex's ſucceſs in Gaul, 3, b.

Marcomanni, where ſituate, 334, (S), Revolt againſt

the Romans, ibid, f, & ſeq. Defeated by the Che

ruſci, 391, c. Invaded by Domitian, 678, d.

Put him to a ſhameful flight, ibid. e.

Marcus, the ſon of Cato's death at Philippi, 252, e.

a freed-man of Marius, tortured to death by

Catiline, 76, b.

Marian faction revived in Afric, 80, b. In Spain,

&c. ibid. c.

Marines, a legion of, formed by Nero, 585, d. Maſ.

ſacred by Galha for mutiny, ibid. e. Join with

Otho againſt him, 594, d. Unſhod by Keſhaftan,

647, c.

Marius Caius, his character, 2, d. Tribuneſhip,

ibid. d, e. Praetorſhip, 3, c. Made lieutenant to

Metellus, 14, b. Ingratitude to him, 15, d.

Treachery to him, 17, f, & ſeq. Choſen conſul,

19, c. Inſolence to the patricians, ibid, e, & ſeq.

Cruelty to the Numidians, 21, e, f Dreadful

ſlaughter of them, 23, & ſeq. Made proconſul of

Afric, 24, f. Makes a truce with the Maurita

nians, ibid. & ſeq. Rancour againſt Sylla, 27, c.

Made proconſul of Numidia, 28, a Second con
ſulſhip, and ſplendid triumph, 30, a Strict di

ſcipline, 32, f. Third conſulſhip, 33,2... Fourth

how managed, ibid. e. His noble canal in Prº

ºvence, 34, d. Succeſs againſt the Teutones, 35, &

ſeq. Fifth conſulſhip, 37, c, d. , Stern anſwer to

the Cimbri, ibid. e., f Dreadful ſlaughter of them,

38, c, d. His triumph and temple, ibid. & ſeq;

Plots to inſlave his country, 40, b, c. Law againſt

the ſenate, ibid. f. Treachery to Metelluſ, 41,b,

c. To the ſenate, 42. Upholds the rebels, 43,

a, b. Withdraws into Pontus, 44, b. Inſolence

to Mithridates, ibid. c. Returns to Rome, 45, e.

Mortified by Sylla, ibid. & ſeq. Defeated by the

Marſ, 50, f. Oppoſes Sylla, 53, b. Choſen

general againſt Mithridates, 54, b. Forced by

Sylla out of Rome, 55, b. Proſcribed, ibid. e.

his dangerous flight, 56, & ſeq. Diſcovered and

ſeized, 58, b. Releaſed by the Minturnenſes,

ibid. d. Imbarques for Ænaria, ibid. & ſeq.

Repulſed by Sextilius, 99, b, c. Proud anſwer to

him, ibid. d. Lands at Čercina,60, a. Recalled

by Cinna, 61, b. Joins with him, ibid, c, d.
Refuſes

~
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Refuſes the proconſulſhip, ibid. e., f. Succeſs

againſt the conſuls, 62, paſſ. Repulſed at the

Janiculum, 63, c. Cruel revenge in Rome, 64,

c, d. Proſcriptions, butcheries, &c. 65, a, &c.

To M. Antonius, ibid. e., f, & ſeq. Seventh con

ſulſhip, 66, c. Madneſs and death, ibid. & ſeq.

Marius the ſon of the former's dangerous eſcape,

56, & ſeq. Goes into Numidia, 59, c. Eſcapes

from thence, ibid. & ſeq. Rejoins his father,

6o, a. Imitates his cruelty, 66, c. 67, c. Cho

ſen conſul, 67, a. Butchers Sylla's friends, 72,

b, c. Defeated by him, ibid. d, e. His death,

75, a. - - -

Ignatius killed, 52, b.

Sextus executed, 447, a.

Maroboduus driven out of his kingdom, 396, c.

Marriage promoted by Auguſtus, 312, a. His ſpeech

to the knights in favour of it, 337, e, & ſeq.

Marrucial defeated by Sylla, 5o, d, e.

Marſeille, beſieged by J. Caſar, 135, d. Surren

dered to him, 137, a.

Marſ, who, 33, c. Oppoſed by Sy//a, ibid. d.

erect themſelves into a republic, 49, a. Invaded

by Rutilius, ibid. c. Defeated by Pompey, 51, b.

JDefeat Cato, 52, b. Butchered by Germanicus,

369, &c. By Caecina, 373, a, (X).

Maſſan war, whence ſo called, 47, b.

Martha, a ſham conjureſs under Mariuſ, 35, a.

Martial legions obitinate fight againſt M. Antony,

205, c, d.

Martialis Cornel, repulſed by Witellius, 631, d, e.

Taken priſoner, 632, c.

—— M. Paler. the famed epigrammatiſt, an ac

count of him, &c. 692, ſub not.

Martina, an infamous poiſoner, ſent to Rome, 4oo,

, a. Found murdered, 404, d.

Maruluſ, why depoſed by 7. Caeſar, 178, d, e.

Maſa Bečius, one of Domitian's informers, 674, d.

Condemned for extortion, 683, d, e.

Ma/ilian's illuſory anſwer to Caſar, 135, c.

Maſºni/a leaves his kingdom to his three ſons, 6, a.

Maſſiva begs the Numidian crown of the Romans,

11, e. Aſſaſſinated by Jugurtha, ibid. f.

Maternus, a famed philoſopher, put to death, 674, f.

Mattium metropolis of the Catti, 373, (W). Burnt

by the Romans, ibid. a.

Maturus Marin.’s fidelity to Pitellius, 628, e, f.

Mauritania delivered by Sertorius, 86, c. Subdued

by Geta, 493, d. Declares for /itellius, 614, f.

Mauritanians defeated by the Romans, 493, b, d.

Maximus Appius defeats L. Antonius, 679, e, f

Burns his papers to ſave his friends, 680, a.

Mecanas reconciles the triumvirs, 270, b. His pe

digree and character, ibid. (G). Diſſuades Au

guſtus from reſigning, 295, c. A ſketch of his

politics, ibid. d, e. Cuckolded by Auguſtus, 312,

b. Death and character, 323, c, d, e. Works,

ibid. f.

Mella Ann. jul. put to death by Nero, 561, c, d.

Memmius Caius accuſes jugurtha, 8, f. His ſpeech

to the Comitia, Io, f, & ſeq. Murdered by Equi

tius, 42, d, e.

-— a centurion's bravery againſt the mutineers,

366, c.

Memnon, the ſtatue of, at Thebes, deſcrib'd, 310, f.

Menas diſſuades Pompey from treating with the tri

umvirs, 271, d. His advice to him rejected, 272,

e, f. Goes over to Octavian, 276, b. Defeats

Memocrates, ibid. d. Defeated by Pompey, ibid.

f. Returns to him, 278, c. His treachery to

him, 280, f.

Menippii in Gaul, who, 121, b.

Memocrates defeated by Menas, 276, c. His death,

ibid. d.

Mercidinus Menſis, what, 171, ſub not.

Merida, vid. Emerida, 299, e.

Vo L. V. No. 1 o.

Merula L. Cornel, choſen conſul, 61, a. Reſigns

to Cinna, 64, a. His death, 66, b.

Mºſaſa Valer. eſcapes from the triumvirs, 226, e.

Account of Caſius's laſt words, 244, b, (L).

—— L. Corvin, lands in Sicily, 278. Flagran;

flattery to Tiberius, 348, d. Generouſly raiſed

by Nero, 526, c. -

——Vipſanus commands the ſeventh legion,624.

Miſalina married to Claudius, 487, c. Her great

ſway with him, 488, b. 493, b. Cruelty and in

continency, 464, c. Murders, &c. 499, & ſeq.

Marriage to Silius, 502, c. d. Her accuſation

and great diſtreſs, 503, paſt. Death, 504, &
ſeq.

-º- Statilia married to Nero, 559, e.
Mº/aſinus M. Paler, ſent into Dalmatia, 335, b.

His motion againſt Piſº oppoſed, 406, d, (E).

Catul, one of Doñitian's informers, 674,

c. His death, ibid. d.

M/ana inveſted by Osſavian, 280, b. , Seized by

Plennius, 281, c. Delivered up to plunder, &c.
ibid. e. z

Metella's happy eſcape, 65, b. Death, 81, b.

Metellus L. Cecil choſen conſul, 1, a. Second

conſulſhip, 3, d. -

Caius Cæcil ſucceſs in Macedon, 5, a. His

character, 13, f. March into Numidia, 14, Paſſ.

Defeats yºgurtha, ibid, f. Made proconſul of

Numidia, 15, d. Befieges Zama, 16, a. Sup

planted by Marius, ibid. & ſeq. Traduced by

him, 18, a, & ſeq. Succeſs in Numidia, 20, b, c.

Triumph at Rome, 21, b, c. Inſnared by. Ma

rius, 41, d. Baniſhed, ibid. e. Biting farewel

to Rome, ibid. f. Recalled, 43, f. 45, b. Brave

ſpeech to Sy/a, 76, a. Ill ſucceſs againſt Serto

rius, 87, & ſeq. Defeats Hirtuleius, 92, c. And

Perpenna, 93, e. Forced into Gaul, ibid. & ſeq.

— Quint. Caecil, choſen conſul, 44, d. Strict

diſcipline, ibid. & ſeq. Sent to defend the city,

62, d. Retires into Africa, 68, e. Choſen con

ful, 99, e. Oppoſes Pompey, 111, d. Seized by

the tribune, ibid. e.

Pius's ſucceſs againſt the conſuls, 71, c. 72, b.

— Scipio recals Cicero, 119. Allies with Pompey,

127, f. Commands the centre at Pharſalia, 143,

e. Paſſes into Africa, 155, c. Succeſs againſt

J. Caeſar, 159, paſſ. Rejects Cato's advice, 160,

a. Defeated and killed, ibid. e.

Methona taken by Agrippa, 289, d.

Metius Carus, one of Domitian's informers, 674.

Metrobius, a debauched actor, 83, e.

Metropolis ſurrendered to Caeſar, 142, a.

Micipſa educates jugurtha, 6, a, b.

Milan declares for Vitellius, 6o 1.

Miletum, the temple at, begun in honour of Cali.

gula, 468, d.

Milichus diſcovers a conſpiracy againſt Nero, 552, &

ſeq. His reward, 557, d.

Military treaſure at Rome, what, 38o, e, (I).

Miſo forwards Cicero's reſtauration, I 19, b. Bloody

encounter with Clodius, 1 25, & ſeq. Baniſhment,

126, d.

Minacius Magius's faithfulneſs to the Romani, 49, d.

Minerva's target, a large diſh ſo ſtyled by Witellius,

61 Q, e.

*. high regard to diſtreſſed Marius, 58,

& ſeq.

Miſſio ions the Romans, what, 359, (Q).

Mithridates's embaſſy to Sertorius, 94, d. Treaty

with him, 95, a.

the Pergamenian, made king of Boſporus,

153, f. Killed, ibid.

king of Armenia, baniſhed by Caligula,

478, d.

of Iberia, reſtored by Claudius, 493, a.

Put to death by Galba, 585, b, c,

8 Z - Mitylºnians
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Mity!enians compaſſion for Pompey, 148, a.

Mneffer, a comedian, debauched by Meſſalina, 504,

b, (N). Put to death, ibid.

—— Agrippina's freedman, ſtabs himſelf at her

funeral, 534, e.

Mneſtheus made admiral of the Rhodians, 234, e, f.

Medicratus, the philoſopher, his works, 656, ſub

(D).

Mafia deſcribed, 342, (A).

Mºffan; ſubdued by Craſſus, 299, f. Declare for

Witellius, 621, e. 622, a.

Molon, not the ſame with Apollonius, 90, (H).

Montanus Traulus, one of Mºſalina's gallants, put

to death, 504, c.

julius, his chaſtiſement of Nero, 525, c.

Forced to kill himſelf, ibid. d.

--Alpinus ſent into Germany with the news of

Kitellius's death, 628, b.

Moon's temple at Rome burnt, 548, a.

More majorum, the puniſhment, what, 576, b.

Mºrgantines treachery to the ſlaves, 32, c.

Marini in Gaul, who, 121, b.

Mºſchus's eſtate adjudged to the Marſhans, 426, f.

Mucia, the feſtival of, whence ſo called, 45, d.

d the incontinent wife of Pompey, divorced, 11 1,

, (P).

Mucianus ſent governor of Syria, 566, b. Declares

there for Otho, 602, d. 62o, b. Confederates

with Keſhaftan, ibid. c. Marches againſt Pitel.

Jiu, 62i, c, d. Untimely jealouſy of Primus,

633, (A). Entry into Rome, 639, a. Motly

character, ibid. b. Arbitrary ſway, ibid. c. Cru

elty, ibid., d. Treachery to Primus, 645, a, b.

Pleads in favour of informers, 645, e.

Mulucha, the caſtle of, deſcribed, 22, a.

Marius, ibid. b.

Mummius repulſed by the rebels, 98, a.

Munda, where ſituate, 72, f, (S). Beſieged, 174, c.

Taken, 176, d.

the battle of, 173, paſſ.

Mundu's treachery to Paulina puniſhed, 4oz, a,

(A).

Municianus An. conſpires againſt Caligula, 482, c.

Againſt Claudiuſ, 494, & ſeq. Kills himſelf,495, c.

Murcus Statius ſent againſt Baſus, 17o, b. Joins

Caſſius in Syria, 218, a. Defeats Dolabella's

fleet, 219, c., The triumvirs fleet, 248, c.

Falls out and forſakes his collegue, 267, b. Goes

from Pompey, 271, d. Murdered, ibid. e.

Murena, L. brave ſpeech to Auguſtus, 305, f. Con

ſpires againſt him, 306, a. Betrayed and put to

death, ibid. b, c.

Muſa recovers dying Au-uffus, 303, e.

Muſic, concerts of, forbid at Rome, 3, e.

Mutilation, firſt puniſhed at Kome, 36, e, & ſeq.

Mutina, the fiege of, 202. raiſed, 207, a.

the battle of, zoö, e. when fought, zo.7, (O).

Mutius Thermus turns informer, 444, b, c.

Taken by

N.

Abathra, where fituate, 395, (N).

Nabdalla's plot againſt jugurtha diſcovered,

18, & ſeq. -

Narbonne, by whom founded, 3, b.

Narbonnenſ, Gaul ravaged by the Cimbri, 13, a.

15, d. Forced to declare for Witellius, 602, d.

Narciſiº, a favourite of Claudius, 488, & ſeq. A

tool of Mt/alina, 494, c, d. Affronted by the

Gaul/ army, 496, d. Betrays Meſſalina, 5oz,

& ſeq. Puts her to death, 5.o.4, d. Impriſoned

by Agrippina, 517, f. Kills himſelf, ibid. & ſeq.

executed, 586.

Narſica, the tutelar god of Pulºnium, 415, (P).

Ma/anonians revolt againſt Domitian, 675, f. Cut

off by Flaccus, 676, a.

ibid. b.

Naſica Scipio Sp. Corn, his character, 9, b.

Naſidius defeated by Agrippa, 289, d.

Natalis Anton. confeſſes the conſpiracy againſt Nero,

552, e, & ſeq. Pardoned by him, 557, d.

Natta Pinarius, a tool of Sejanus, 423, a.

Nattapa, metropolis of Æthiopia, deſtroyed by Petrº

nius, 302, f.

Nauportum plundered, 361, a.

ibid. (T).

Neapolis, Shechem whence ſo called, 655, e.

Negra, where fituate, 302, b.

Nero T. oppoſes the ſentence paſſed on the conſpi.

rators, 107, b. Why that name was aſſumed by

the Claudian family, 356, (L).

— the ſon of Germanicus, made queſtor, 407, e.

Marries julia, 408, a. Recommended to the

ſenate, 417, c, d. Betrayed by Sejanus, 430, &

ſeq. Accuſed by Tiberius, 436, paſſ. His ba

miſhment and death, 437, b.

Tiber. Gemel. vid. Hub Tiberius, 454, & ſeq.

the emperor, born, 464, c. Advanced to the

toga, &c. 508, d, e. Marries Oğlavia, 514, d.

His firſt orations, ibid. & ſeq. Proclaimed em

peror, 517, d. His funeral oration on Claudius

penned by Seneca, 518, e. Firſt ſpeech to the

ſenate, 519, a, b. New regulations, ibid. &

ſeq. Modeſty and moderation, 520, b, c, In

trigues with Akie, ibid. & ſeq. Caſts off his mo

ther's government, 521. Poiſons Britannicut,

522, & ſeq. His affected clemency, 524, & ſeq.

Gives a looſe to debauchery, 525, & ſeq. Falls

in love with Poppea, 526, f. Triumphs over the

Armenians, 529, e, f. Contrives his mother's

death, 530, & ſeq. Perpetrates it, 534. Letter to

the ſenate upon it, 535. Grand entry into Rome,

ibid. f. & ſeq. Inward remorſe, 536, a. Gives

himſelf up to muſic, plays, &c. ibid. & ſeq. Trea

cherous anſwer to Seneca, 542, c, d. Murders

Sylla and Plautus, ibid. & ſeq. And Odavia,

543, paſſ. Marries Poppea, ibid. b. Joy and

grief on the birth and death of his daughter, 544,

e. Exhibits profuſe ſhews, ibid. & ſeq. Turns

ſtage-ſinger, 545, b. Drops his Grecian and

Egyptian expedition, ibid, & ſeq. Commits the

moſt unnatural obſcenities, 546, c, d. Behaviour

at the burning of Rome, ibid. & ſeq. His gol

den palace built and deſcribed, 548, c, (N). Drops

his projected canal, ibid. d, e. Horrid plunders

and extortions, 55o, & ſeq. Threatened by ſt

veral prodigies, ibid. e., (P). Conſpired againſt,

551, & ſeq. Condemns the conſpirators, 553,

& ſeq. Cruelty to their families, 557, c, d. Re

ſumes his harp, 558, & ſeq. Puts many worthy

perſons to death, 562, & ſeq. Crowns liridates,

564, c. Mad expedition to the Olympic games,

ibid. e., f. Wins or buys eighteen hundred prizes,

565, b, c. Infatuated by the Delphic oracle, ibid.

e, f. Strips Apollº's temple, 566, a. His vain

attempt on the Corinthian iſthmus, ibid, c, d, e.

Rapines and cruelties, ibid. & ſeq. Fetched back

to Rome by Helius, 568, b. Shipwrecked, ibid.
e. Pompous entry into Naples, Rome, &c. de

ſcribed, ibid. d, e. Reſumes his muſic, plays, &c.

ibid. & ſeq. Method of preſerving his voice,

569, a. A new conſpiracy, ibid, b, c, f. His
ſhameful unconcern at it, 571, d, f Mad re

ſentment againſt Windex, ibid, & ſeq. Againſt

Galba, 572, b, c. Drops his deſperate deſigns,

ibid. d. Aſſumes the faſces, ibid. e. His bloody

deſign, ibid. f. Incenſes the people, 574, c. His

deſperate condition, ibid. & ſeq. Retires from

Rome, 575, c. His diſtreſs and deſpair, ibid. &

Whether totally or no,

Where ſituate,

ſeq. Condemned by the ſenate, 576, a. Cow

ardice and baſeneſs, ibid. b, c. Death, ibid. d.

What

4.
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What day he died on, ibid. f. His funeral, cha

racter, &c. 577, a, b. Several pſeudo Nero's

after him, ibid. c, d. Strange opinions concern

ing him, ibid. e., f. Writers that flouriſhed under

him, 578, (T). His obſequies performed by

/itellius, 619, f.

Nero, an impoſtor in Aſia, betrayed by the Parthi

ans, 68.0.

Nerva Licinius bribed by the publicans againſt the

ſlaves, 31, e. Defeated by Salvius, 32, b.

— M. Cocceius ſtarves himſelf to death, 448.

choſen conſul, 478, c, (Y). Amply

rewarded by Nero, 557, d.

— the emperor, choſen Weſpaſſan's collegue, 694,

d. His lite ſaved by an aſtrologer, 674, c. Cho

ſen conſul, 680, d. Baniſhed to Tarentum, 686,

d. Stirred up to revolt by Apollon. Tjan, ibid. d.

& 695, & ſeq.

Merºvii, who, 1 19, f. , Bravery againſt J. Caeſar,

1 zo, a. Defeated by him, ibid. c.

*: 22ar's Gifts at Rome, by whom introduced,

467, d.

Nicea Flavia, her monument to Pierius, 663, d.
Nick-names common among the Romanſ, 362, b,(Y).

Nicomedes's juſt complaint againſt the Romans, 31,

a, b. Entertains juſ. Caeſar, 82, c.

Nicopolis, Syſſa's generous courtezan, 23, a.

the city of, why ſo called, 289, c.

the colony of, by whom founded, 655, e.

Niantuſ Quadrat a friend to Cicero, 114, e. Oppoſes

Clodiuſ's cabals, ibid. & ſeq.

Nobiles among the Romani, who,46, (M). Auguſtus's

law in their favour, 317, a.

Nola taken by the allies, 5o, b. Retaken by Sylla,

52, d. Reduced by him, 82, d.

Nonius Rec. repulſed by the German revolters, 598,

d. His death, 599, d.

Nonnius ſtabbed by Apuleiuſ, 40, d.

one of Octavian's officers, inſulted by the

veterans, 263, b. Drowned, ibid. c.

Norba, the dreadful cataſtrophe of, 75, c.

Norbanus C. junius marches againſt Sylla, 69, c, d.

Affronts his deputies, ibid. e. Defeated by him,

7o, a... By Metelluſ, 72, c. His eſcape and

death, ibid. d.

Octavian's general ſent to guard the Ma

redºnian paſſes, 241, d. Driven off by Brutus,

242, b, c.

- Caius choſen conſul, 372, a. Aſſaſſinated,

489, a.

Norici ſubdued by the Romanſ, 314, b, c.

Wºrkum, the kingdom of, deſcribed, 314, ſub not.

Novara, &c. declares for Witellius, 601, b.

Novi, among the Romans, who, 46, (M).

Nºviodenum ſubmits to Caeſar, 119, e. Taken by

him, º, f. Burnt and plundered by the AEdui,

I 27, b.

Novius put to death for treaſon, 5ol, c.

Nuceria, the revolt of 36, b.

Numidia, how divided by the Romans, 28, a, b.

Given to Hiempſal, 8o, e. Taken away by Cae

ſar, 65, b, c. Reduced, 331, d.

Numidians abandon the Romans, 50, c.

Numonius, Pala, his death, 341, d.

Nymphidius raiſed by Nero, 558, a. His treachery

to him, 574, f, & ſeq. Aſſumes the ſovereign

power againſt Galla, 583, & ſeq. Slain by the

ſoldiers, 584, e, f.

-

O.

O”. brought from Egypt by Caligula, 476,

(U)

Otoday lends a thouſand Nabatheans to Auguſtuſ,

3ol, d.

Occia, preſident of the veſtals, ſucceeded by Polho's

daughter, 4oz, b.

Oğavia, her character, 207, b. Married to Antony,

ibid. Reconciles him to her brother, 277, c.

Sent back to Rome, 278, a. To Antony, 284, b.

Repulſed by him, ibid, c, d. Her moderation

towards him, ibid. e. Divorced by him, 286, b.

Piety to her children by him, ibid. & 294, b. Her

death, &c. 3oz, c, d.

daughter of Claudius, born, 487, c. , Mar

ried to Domitius, 506, f. To Nero, 514, d. Di

vorced and baniſhed, 543, b, c. Murdered, ibid.

&c. Her character, ibid (H).

Oğavius choſen conſul, 56, c. His excellent cha

racter, ibid. d. Repays Cinna's treachery in kind,

60, f. Aſſaſſinated by Cenſorinus, 64, d.

C. appointed the chief of Caeſar's heirs,

189, e. His deſcent, education, &c. 194, & ſeq.

& (K). In high favour with Caſar, 195, a.

Takes his three names upon him, ibid. e., (L).

Pays a viſit to Cicero, 196, b. Goes to Rome,

ibid. d. Speech to M. Antony, 197, b, c, Morti

fying repulſe, ibid. d, e. Complains of him to

the people, 198, b, c. Reconciled to him, ibid.

e. Over-reached by him, 199, a. Second inter

view, and ſeeming reconciliation, zoo, b, c, En

ters Rome with an army, zol, b. Receives new

honours from the ſenate, 202, paſſ. 203, d. Joins

forces with the conful, 204, d, e. Ill ſucceſs

againſt Antony, 205, d, e. Bravery at the battle

of Mutinae, zoö, f. Interview with Brutus, zo'7,

b, c. With Panſa, ibid, e, f. Mortified by the

ſenate, zo&, c. 211, b, c. Reconciled to Antony,

ibid. d. Outwits the ſenate, ibid. & ſeq. En

ters Rome, 213, b. His age at his inſtallation,

ibid. e., f. His adoption confirmed, 220, d.

Over-reaches the ſenate, 221, d. Interview with

Antony and Lepidus, 222, f, & ſeq. Their exe

crable reſolution, 223, c. & ſeq. Cruelties, 224,

& ſeq. Treachery to Gellius, 232, a, b. Marches

into Macedon, ibid. d. Joins Antony, 242, e. See

alſo ſub Triumvirs, ibid. & ſeq. His cowardice

at Philippi, 245, b, d. Succeſs againſt Brutus,

251, & ſeq. Unworthy uſage towards his corpſe,

256, c. lnhumanity to the republican priſon

ers, 257, & ſeq. Paſſes into Italy, 259, b. Meets

with great difficulties at Rome, 262, b. Largeſs

to his veterans, 263, c, d. Divorces Clodia, ibid.

e. Beſieges Peruſia, 265. Cruelty to her ma

giſtrates, 266, f. Enters Rome in triumph, 268,

a, b. Reconciled to Antony, 270, b. Inſulted

by the people, 271, c. Reconciled to Pompey,

272, & ſeq. Paſſes into Gaul, 273, e. Falls out

with Pompey, 275, b, c. Marries Tiber. Nero's

wife, ibid. e., (N). Ill ſucceſs at ſea, 276, &

ſeq. Reconciled to Antony, 277, & ſeq. His

unlucky expedition againſt Pompey, 278, b, c, d.

Vain rage againſt Neptune, ibid. e. Defeated by

Pompey, 279, c, d. Succeſs and cowardice, 280,

& ſeq. Depoſes Lepidus, 281, e, f. Inſulted by

his ſoldiers, 282, b, c. His reception and ho

nours at Rome, ibid. e. Popularity, ibid, f, &

ſeq. Choſen tribune for life, 283, b. Falls out

with Antony, ibid. f. Accuſes him to the ſenate,

285, b. Declares war againſt Cleopatra, 287,

b, c. Reproachful letters to Antony, 288, b, c.

The order of his fleet, 291, b, c. Stupid ſuper

ſtition, ibid. (W). Victory at Aérium, 292, &

ſeq. Settles the affairs of Aſia Minor, &c. 294,

d. Treble triumph at Rome, ibid, f, & ſeq.

Takes the title of emperor, 295, a. His politic

government, ibid. & ſeq. Artful ſpeech to get

the ſupreme authority, 296, d. Surnamed Au

guſtus, ibid. f. His ſtrength, policy, &c. 298,

paſſ. Succeſs againſt the Spaniards, ibid. &

ſeq. Becomes abſolute monarch, 301, b. His

- will

ſ
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will and dying behaviour, 303, b, c, d. Unex

pećted recovery, ibid. f. New acts of popularity,

ibid. & ſeq. New powers, &c. granted to him,

3o4, c. Refuſes the dićtatorſhip, 305, b, c.
Makes new regulations, ibid. & ſeq. 309, e, f.

Paſſes into Sicily, 306, e. Into Greece, 307, b.

Succeſs againſt Phrahates, ibid. & ſeq., & (C).

Comes to Samos, 308, e, f. Recovers ſome loſt

enſigns, 309, b. Reforms the ſtate, 311, paſſ.

Cowardice, ibid. a, e. Rejects the title of lord,

312, d. 332, c. Shameful expedition into Gaul,

313, & ſeq. Takes the title of pontifex max.

316, a. Returns to Rome, ibid. c. Makes ſeve

ral new laws, ibid, & ſeq. Corrects the calendar,

317, b. Funeral honours to Agrippa, 318, b.

Worſhipped by the Gauli, 319, b. Makes

ſome new laws, 321, f, & ſeq. Inſtances of his

popularity, 322, c, d. Third decennial power,

ibid. e. Severity to Julia, 326, & ſeq. 333, c.

Exhibits magnificent ſhews, &c. 327, c, d. Letter

to Caius on his birth-day, 330, b. Conſpired

againſt, 332, & ſeq. Clemency to the conſpira

tors, 333, b. Speech to the married and unmar

ried, 337, e, f. Exceſſive grief at Warus's defeat,

the tower of, ibid.

Offia Rheni, or mouths of the Rhine,

vid. Rhine, 382, (Q).

Oſłorius Scapula's ſucceſs againſt the Britons, 509, d

(D), & ſeq., Triumphs over them, 5 II, e. 'ili

ſucceſs and death, 541, c.

-betrayed by Soſianus, 561, b. His death, ibid. c.

Otho's regulations approved by Cicero, iO4, e.

the emperor, becomes a favourite to Claudius

495, e, & ſeq. To Nero, 52O, e. Debauche,

him, 525, b, c, Marries Poppea, 537, b, (C). Up

right government in Luſitania, ibid. &c. Declares

for, and aſſiſts Galba, 572, c. Accompanies him

to Rome, 582, e. Is ſet aſide from the ſucceſſion

599, e,f, Induced to conſpire againſt him, sº,

c, f, & ſeq. Saluted emperor by the camp, 3.

a. 595, b, c. His orders to the revolters, ibid. &

ſeq. Acknowledged by the ſenate, 597, c. Con

ſpired againſt by Vitellius, 598, b, &c. His diff.

mulation and policy towards him, 601, e, &c.

Meſſages to and from him, 6oz, b, c. Drops the

hated name of Nero, ibid. f. & ſeq. Quells with

difficulty the mutinous ſoldiers, 603, c, d, e.

Marches againſt Walens, 604, f, & ſeq. Takes

how many,

many noblemen with him, 605, a. His ſucceſs in

Gallia Narbonenſibid, f, & ſeq. Advances againſt

Carcina, 607, f, & ſeq. Reſolves to engage him,

698, c. Whilſt he ſecures himſelf at Brixellum,

ibid. f. & ſeq. Sends his raſh orders to engage,

609, d, e. . Totally defeated, 610, d. Prevented

by his ſoldiers from killing himſelf, 611, c, d.

His ſpeech to them before his death, ibid, f,

& ſeq. Calm and obliging behaviour all that

while, 612, c. Conſolatory letters to his

friends, ibid. d, e. Stabs himſelf, ibid, f, & ſeq.

His haſty funeral, 613, a, b. Character, ibid. c.

Ovid writes his ar; amandi, 327, e, (I). His ſevere

baniſhment, 342, & ſeq. c, d, & (B). Death, 344,

in fin. not. & 393, d.

Ovidius's faithfulneſs to Caeſonius, 557, (O).

Oxyntas releaſed by Apponius, 50, c.

$41, f. Threatened by fundry prodigies, 342,

(Z). Letter to the ſenate, 345, b. Fourth de

cennial renewed, ibid. c, d. & 347, e. Other pro

digies preceding his death, 345, f. Is taken ill at

Naples, 346, d, e. Dies at Nola, ibid, f, & ſeq.

* Letters to Tiberius, 347, (E). Legacies and wri

tings, 348, b, c. Funeral honours, ibid. & ſeq.

Apotheoſis, 349, paſſ. Character, ibid. d, & ſeq.

Stately buildings, 351, ſub not. Writings, &c.

353, ſub not. Charaćter of Claudius, 486, b, (I).

His laws inforced by Claudius, 493, c.

O&ober, the month of, why called Domitian, 676, d.

Odryſans revolt and defeat, 409, d.

Oenoanda, where ſituate, 237, (G).

Ofella inveſts Praenefte, 71, f. Takes it, 75, a.

Oſilius's bold ſpeech to Octavianus, 282, c. Pri

-
vately murdered, ibid. d.

-

Oleanius's extortions cauſe a revolt in Friſia, 434,

-

(K).

{ Oloaritus, one of Agrippina's aſſaſſins, 534, d. P.

-
Olympic games exhibited by Sylla, 80, c.

Olympiu, Jupiter's ſtatue ſent for by Caligula, 468,

(M).

Onomaſus conſpires in favour of Otho, 593, a.

Opimius Luc. baſely bribed by jugurtha, 7, b. Cruel

baniſhment, 12, e, f.

a Roman champion, kills a Cimbrian in fingle

combat, 37, b.

Oppius Caius the hiſtorian's chara&er, 155, (E).

a dutiful ſon, amply rewarded, 225, e.

9//iu, Marc. one of the betrayers of Sabinus, 433, c.

Orcini, Antony's creatures, why ſo called, 193, d.

Ordºves in Britain, who, 510, c. Bravery againſt

the Romans, ibid. & ſeq. -

Ordovices, who, 652, f. Cut a Roman ſtation in

pieces, ibid. & ſeq.

Ore/es Aurelius choſen conſul, 33, b. Death, ibid. d.

Aufidius choſen conſul, 97, f.

9%tus conſpires againſt Domitian, 686, c. His ba

niſhment and death, ibid. d.

Oricum abandoned to 7. Caeſar, 138, c.

Origen, whether acquainted with Cornutus's writings,

568, ſub not.

9-iſſilla, Livia, raviſhed from Piſo, 467, c.

Orkney iſlands diſcovered and conquered by Agricola,

Acarius Decimus put to death, 606, b.

Pacianus defeated by Sertorius, 86, c.

Paconianus Sext, turns informer, 443, d.

Pacorus comes to Baſus's relief at Apamea, 170, c.

His ſucceſs in Syria, 269, b.

— king of Media, invaded by the Alani, 650, a.

Padius, a tool of Octavianus, 220, d, & ſeq. 224, f

His death, 225, a.
Paetus P. Antron conſpires with Catiline, 102, e. f.

Caecina's cowardly death, 495, d, e.

— Thraſia bravely leaves the ſlaviſh ſenate, 335,

d. His generoſity to Antiſtius, 541, d. Fallºy
accuſed, 562, e. Condemned, 563, c. Great

conſtancy in death, ibid. & ſeq. -

— baniſhed, 524, e. Remarkable behaviour at

his death, d, e.

treachery to Antiochus, 650, a, b.

Pallas informs Tiberius of Sejanus's treaſonable prac.

tices, 437, e.

—great favourite of Claudius, 488, &^% ºf
ſuades him to marry Agrippina, 505, d, (O). Ho

noured by the ſlaviſh ſenate for his two laws, 513,
f, & ſeq. Acquitted of treaſon, 524, d. His death,

544, b, c.
672, b. - Palmyrians outwit M. Antony's troops, 260, e.

Oroſius's anachroniſm of the great earthquake, 392, Pamphila's hiſtory in 336 books, 578, (T).

| (G). Pandataria, where ſituate, 437, b.

Oſca, where ſituate, 88, b.

Oſcus intruſted with Otho's fleet, 604, f

Offia taken and plundered by Marius, 62, f.

-the haven of, where, 494, (X)

Pannonia ſubdued by Agrippa,317, 9, & ſeq. º,

ſcribed, ibid. (F). Ravaged by Hiberi", *:

320, a Revolts, 335, b. Reduced 337,

Afreſh, 339, & ſeq. Pan
/

*
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Pannonian legicns revolt, 359, & ſeq. Quelled by

an eclipſe, 363, e, f. Declare for P'eſpaſian, 621, e.

Paaſa Caius Pºius choſen conſul, 202, f. Ill ſuc

ceſs againſt Antony, 205, paſſ. Laſt advice toOc

tavianus, 207, d, e. Death, 208, a, (P). Burnt,

ibid. b.

Pantheon at Rome, when and by whom built, 3oo,

c. Struck with lightning, 305, a.

Papian-Poppean law enacted, 338, b. Mitigated by

Tiberius, 407, d.

Papias's ſucceſs againſt Lepidus, 279, a. Defeated

by Agrippa, ibid. b, c. -

Papilius kills himſelf, 453, c.

the tribune, plots againſt Caligula, 482, b.

Papyrius Carbo's trial, I, & ſeq. Dcath, 2, c.

Cneius defeated by the Cimbri, 5, b.

— Carbo joins with Cinna and Marius, 62, c.

Choſen conſul by the faction, 67, e. Raiſes an

army againſt Syſ/a, 60, c. His judgment of him,

70, c. Marches againſt Pompey, ibid. e. Tyran

nic conſulſhip, 71, b. Defeated by Sylla, 72, c.

Flight into Afric, ibid. e. Proſcribed by Sylla,

76, b. Put to death by Pompey, 77, c.

Carbo, brother to the conſul, murdered, 71, c.

Parricide firſt puniſhed at Rome, 36, e.

Parthenius conſpires againſt Domitian, 689, & ſeq.

Helps to murder him, 690, e.

Parthia's defeat Antony's troops, 269, a. Amuſed

by Octavianus, 294, e. Their famous embaſſy

to him, 334, a.

Paſſor cruelly uſed by Caligula, 465, a.

Patara, where ſituate, 238, (H).

Patarams, their invincible love of liberty, 338, a.

Overcome by Brutus's mildneſs, ibid. e.

Patra taken by Agrippa, 289, d.

Patrobius put to death by Galla, 586, f.

Paulina, Seneca's wife, reſolves to die with him, 555,

b. Repents her bargain, ibid. c.

Paulinus Suetonius's ſucceſs in Mauritania, 493, c, f.

In Britain, 536, & ſeq. Signal vićtory there,

539, c, d. Undermined by Claſſicanus, 546, e.

Recalled, ibid, c, d. Defeats Carcina,607, d. De

graded, ibid. e. f. Juſt advice to Otho, 608, a, b.

609, d, e. Defeat and flight, 61 o, d. Mean de

fence before Witellius, 615, c. His character,

writings, &c. 655, & ſeq. ſub (D). -

Pompeius's works in Germany, 528, c.

Paxea kills herſelf, 449, c.

Peace, the temple of, burnt, 649, e.

Pedanius Secundus murdered by a ſlave, 540, f.

Pedo ſent againſt the Cheruſci, 374, d. His cha

raćter, writings, &c. ibid. (B).

Pelago ſent to murder Plautus, 543, a.

Peligmi defeated by Serv. Sulpit. So, d.

Pella Lucius condemned for extortion, 239, f.

Pepomilla, vid. Emponia, 654, paſſ.

Percennius raiſes a revolt in Hungary, 359, b. His

ſpeech to the mutineers, ibid. & ſeq. Put to death,

364, a.

Pergamenian library given to Cleopatra, 287, b.

Perpenna defeated by the allies, 49, e. Forced to

abandon Sicily, 77, a. Paſſes into Spain, 91, a.

Forced to join Sertorius in Luſitania, ibid. b. Re

pulſed by Pompey, 92, e. Defeated by Metellus,

93, e. Treachery to Sertorius, 95, & ſeq. De

feated and taken, 97, b. Put to death by Pompey,

ibid. c.

Perſeus's high regard for his maſter Annæus, 567, d,

e, (S). Writings, character, and death, 578,

(T). -

Peruſia beſieged by O&avian, 265, b. Makes a

vigorous defence, 266, a, b, c, Surrendered, ibid.

e, f. Burnt, 267, a, b.

Peruſians, 300, put to death by O:/avian, 266, f

Petilius takes flying Pompey on board, 147, b, (A).

Petimus put to death by Galba, 586, f.

Yo L. V. Nº. 1 o.

Petrar, two Roman knight:, put to death, 5co, c,

K).

rº, bravery rewarded, 37, c. Defeats Cati

line, &c. 108, & ſeq. Commands in Hither Spain,

135, e. Submits to Caeſar, 136, e. Goes over

to Pompey, 157, b. Gratitude to Caſar, 159, e,

f. Death, 160, f.

Petronius C. his ſucceſs againſt Candace, 3oz, d, &

ſeq.

"p. ſucceeds Vitellius in Syria, 473, b.

Caius, his lewd character, 561, d, e. Prudent

government, 562, a. -

—- Turpilianus put to death by Galha, 585, c.

Pharſalia, the plain of, deſcribed, 142, c. The

battle of, 143, & ſeq.

Phaſelli, pyrates, whence ſo called, 95, (I).

Phaedrus the fabuliſt, when he flouriſhed, 458, ſub

not.

Phaon's fidelity to Nero, 575, c, d.

Pharmaces's vaſt ſucceſs againſt the Romans, 153, b,

c. Defeated by Caeſar, ibid. d. Murdered by

Aſander, ibid. e.

Philip, Pompey's freed-man's piety to his dead maſ

ter, 150, c, (B).

Philippi, where, and by whom built, 242, c. The

firſt battle of 245, & ſeq. The ſecond, 25.1, & ſeq.

Philippus Luc. Marc. choſen conſul, 46, b. Oppo

ſes Druſus’s ſcheme, ibid. f. Sent to priſon,

8, a.

—t Lucius's motion in favour of Pompey, 89, c.

— L. Mar. marries the mother of Octavian, 194,

d. Whence ſurnamed Thurinus, ibid. d.

Philo ſtirs up the Luſitanians againſt J. Caſar, 176,

3.

the jew's account of the Alexandrian perſe

cution, 699, & ſeq. Suppoſed to be ſomewhat

exaggerated, 701, f. His character, 702, f. Suc

ceſsleſs embaſſy to Caligula, ibid. & ſeq.

Philolºgus, whether the betrayer of Cicero, 229, a,

(D).

Philoſophers expelled Rome, 648, b. 6; i, b, 686, e.

Philoſtratus's fabulous account of Apollonius Tyanarur,

693, f, & ſeq. Of Babylon, 694, c, d. And of

the Parthian kingdom, ibid. e. Exploded, 697,

& ſeq.

Philotas's account of Antony's extravagance, 268,

(D). His ſophiſtry rewarded, ibid. in fin. not.

Phlegon's account of a dreadful earthquake, 392, b,

(G). And of an eclipſe, 449, b, c.

Phaebe, Julia's bawd, kills herſelf, 327, a.

Phoebus's brutiſhneſs to Peſhaftan, how requited,

648, c.

Phoenix, the appearance of one in Egypt, 450, (Z).

The ancients opinion of that fabulous bird, ibid.

Phonaſcus, a new employ given by Nero, 569, b.

Photinus's advice about Pompey's reception, 149, d, e.

Stratagem againſt j. Caeſar, 1 ; 1, b, c, Raiſes

new troubles, 152, b. Slain, ibid. c.

Phrabates's meſſage to Auguſtus, 304, d, e. Sub

mits to his conditions, 407, d. His motives for

it, ibid. (C). Submiſſion to that monarch, 328, d.

Phyllis's piety to the Flavian family, 691, b.

Picenum ſubmits to Caſar, 133, a.

Pinacles at Rome, what, 181, (B). -

Pindemiſum taken by Cicero, 128, b.

Piſaurum deſtroyed by an earthquake, 228, (R).

Piſidia become a Roman province, 3oo, c.

Piſo comes over to Sylla, 70, a. Forced to divorce

his beloved Annia, 82, b.

Calpurn, ſpeech againſt Pompey, 1 co, e.

Cn. Calpurn, conſpires with Catiline, 1 oz, f.

Made depoſitory of Caſar's will, 189, c. Speech

to the ſenate, ibid. d, e.

—Luc. Calpurn. ſucceſs in Thrace, 320, b. Noble

ſpeech in the ſenate, 388. Trial and death, 420,

e, (Y). -

9 A P:ſº
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Piſo Cneius's noble queſtion to Tiberius, 379, e.

His ſignal pride, 391, b, (D). Towards the

Athenians, 394, d. To Germanicus, 395, paſſ.

397, a. Suſpected of poiſoning him, ibid. & ſeq.

Letter to Tiberius, 4oo, b. Defeated by Sentius,

ibid. d. ... Arrival at Rome, 404, c, d. Arraigned

by Vitellius, ibid. e., & ſeq. c.

– Lucius killed in Spain, 427, d.

-—thegovernor of Rome, dies, 445, d, (U).

Caius, head of the conſpiracy againſt Nero,

551, a. His charaćter, ibid. b. Put to death,

554, a.

-Licinianus adopted by Galba, 590, e, f. His

behaviour on that occaſion, 592, b. Speech to

the cohorts in favour of the emperor, 594, b, c.

Murdered by Otho, 596, b, c, Buried by his wife,

, C.

p}.ºlºr. ſon, whence ſo ſurnamed, 43, f.

Placentia, the gariſon of, tumultuous ſally againſt the

/itellians, 606, c, d. Beſieged by Caecina, ibid.

e. Drive him off, ibid. f.

the large amphitheatre of, burnt, 606, f.

Placidus jul, the diſcoverer of Vitellius, 634, c.

Platorius Marc. put to death for his compaſſion, 76,
C.

Plancina's extract and pride, 391, c, (E). Immo

deſt popularity, 395, b. Abandons her husband,

405, e. Pardoned by Tiberius, 406, b, c. Her

death, 448, d.

Plancus, Munat, a friend to Caeſar and Antony, 209,

a. His wary behaviour to the latter, ibid. f. Goes

over to him, 21 o, e. His triumph, 230, e. Con

ſulate, 232, c. Sent to relieve Lucius, 265, c.

Leaves him in the lurch, ibid. d. Forced off

by Octavian, 267. Treachery to Antony, 286,

d. Wretched character, ibid. (Q_). Choſen

conſul, 289, a. Purveyor to the city, 305.

Plautius M. Silvan.’s wholſome laws, 51, d.

Firmus diſſuades Otho from killing himſelf,

61 1, d.

Plautus ſent into Britain, 496, d, e. His ſucceſs

there, 497, b, c. Obtains an ovation for it,

O I, C.

Rubellius his high deſcent and merit, 535, f.

Sent into Aſia, 536. Aſſaſſinated, there, 542, &

ſeq. (G).

Players, ſtage, their licentiouſneſs ſuppreſſed, 38o, c,

d. Expelled the empire, 419, b. Driven out of

Italy, 525, e. Recalled, 535, f.

Pleaders, lawyers, their extortions complained of to

the ſenate, 5oo, c, & ſeq. Truncated, 501, a.

Plebeians triumph over the patricians, 30, d, e.

Treachery to Antony, 286.

Plennius delivers up Meſſana to Lepidus, 281, c, d.

Pliny the elder, deſtroyed by mount P'eſuvius, 659,

d, e. His judgment of Domitian's poems, 664, d.

— junior, his character of Perginius, 574, a.

Pleads for the Bithynians againſt B. Maſa, 683,

d. His intrepidity when accuſed by him, ibid. f.

Pleads in favour of Helvidius, 685, a. His gene

rofity to Artemidorus, 686, b.

Plotius condemned by the triumvirs, 223, f.

Primus promoted by the ſoldiery, 596, f.

Plutarch, why prejudiced againſt Ca/ius, 247,

N(N).

Poemius Poſth. kills himſelf, 539, e.

Polemocratia puts herſelf under Brutus's protećtion,

216, b.

Polemon made king of Pontus, 315, b, c, d. 464, d.

— Remmius, a maſter of rhetoric under Nero, 578,

(T).

Pollentia's conſtancy and death, 560, paſſ.

Pollio Aſinius, a friend of Caeſar and Antony, zog, a,

f. Goes over to the latter, 210, e. Sent againſt

Salvidienus, 264, f. Forſook by Plancus, ibid. e.

265, c. Retires to Ahenobarbus, 267, b. Per

ſuades him to ſubmit to Antony, 286, d. Frank

anſwer to Auguſtus, 332, (Q). Death, 414, c.

— Medius, a cruel upſtart, dies, 316, b.

— Annius impeached by Senecio, 553, c.

– Aſinius murdered by the Moors, 615, a.

- F. Ann. Wer. raiſed by Veſpaſian, 661, d.

Polybius's great ſway with Claudius, 488, b.

Polycletus's deſpicable expedition into Britain, ; 4c

c. Put to death by Galba, 586, f

Pompedius diverted from invading Rome, 48, e, i.

Outwits the great Carpio, 49, f. Defeated and

killed, 53, d.

Pompeia, Caeſar's wife incontinency, 109, d, e.

'Macrina baniſhed, 446, e. Her family put to

death, ibid. & ſeq.

Pompeii, the two ſons of Pompey, their ſucceſs in

Spain, 171, b, c.

— the city of, taken by Sylla, 52, d. Overturned

by an earthquake, 544. Rebuilt, and ſwallowed

up by another, 699, b, c.

Pompeiopolis, Soli, whence ſo called, lor, d.

Pompeius Cneius defeated by the allies, 49, c. Whence

ſurnamed Strabo, 51, b. Wićtory over the Marſ,

ibid. c. Severity to the Auſculans, 52, f. Tri

umphs over them, 53, a. Subdues the Wºffini,

ibid. Succeſs againſt the allies, 60, c. Treachery

to Rufus, ibid. d. Outwits the ſenate, 61, c.

Goes over to the conſuls, 62, a, 63, a. Killed by

lightning, ibid. d.

Rufus aſſaulted by Sulpitiuſ, 53, f

— Depoſed, <4, a. Seizes the Collinum gate, 54,

& ſeq. Undermined by Pomp. Strabo, 60, c.

Murdered, ibid. d.

—Geminus put to death by Tiberius, 446, a, b.

— Cn. Mag, put to death by Mºſalina, 499, b.

–Proping, put to death, 599, c. -

Pompey the Great born, 28, a. His firſt campaign,

63, a. Saves his father's life, ibid. b. Firſt ſuc

ceſſes againſt the conſuls, 70, d, e. Saluted empe

ror, by Sylla, ibid. f. Succeſs againſt the conſuls,

72, paſſ. In Italy, 77, a. Ingratitude and cru

elty to Carbo, ibid, b, c. Succeſs in Afric, 80, c,

d. Whence ſurnamed the Great, ibid. f. Obtains

a triumph, 81, e. Oppoſes Sylla, 83, d. Defeats

Lepidus, 84, f. And Brutus, 85, a Made go

vernor of Luſitania, 89, d. Paſſes thither, 91, a.

Foiled by Sertorius, ibid. d, & ſeq. Defeated and

wounded, 92, d, &c. In great danger, e,f, De

feated afreſh, 93, d. His doleful letter to the ſe.

nate, 94, a. #. an end to the Spaniſł war, 97,

c, d. Defeats the rebels, 98, e. Choſen conſul,

ibid. f. Reconciled to Craſus, 90, a,b. Exten

five power againſt the pyrates, io9.8 ſeq. Quick

ſucceſs againſt them, ion, c. . His overgrºwn

power by ſea and land, ibid. & ſeq. Groſs diſi.

mulation, 1 oz., b. Sumptuous triumph, 110, c.

Generoſity to his captives, I 11, a. His rivals,
ibid. b. Wrong politics, ibid. c. Hatred to Car

ſar, ibid. d, (P). Reconciled to him, 112, & ſeq.

Ingratitude to Cicero, 11;. Deſpiſed by Cºdia,

1 18, f. Second conſulſhip, 12.1, & ſeq. Sumptuº

ous theatre and ſhews, 123, c, d. Cauſes new

troubles at Rome, 124, f, & ſeq. Choſen ſole con

ſul, 126, c. Takes Metellus his collegue, 127,

f. Promotes Caſar's enemies, 129, b. Betrayed

by Curio, ibid. & ſeq. Arrogant conteſt with

Caſar, 130, paſſ. Made general by the conſuls,

131, c. Upbraided by his party, 132, d, e. Quits

the city, 133, a. Illuſory anſwer to Dºmitiuſ,
ibid. (G). Eſcape out of Brundºſium, ibid. C.

Raiſes a great army, 1.3-, e. And navy, ibid f

Aſſembles the ſenate at Thºffalonica, 138, a. Goes

to Dyrrachium, 139, a. Beſieged in his own camp,

140, c. Forces the lines, and defeats Caſar, ibid.

& ſeq. Fights again againſt his will, 142, paſſ.

Specch to his army, ibid. f. Defeat and*
ful
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º
ºg

ful behaviour, 145, & ſeq. & (W). Imbarks,

147, b, c. Sorrowful meeting with Cornelia,

ibid. & ſeq. Flight, 148. Arrives in Egypt,

ibid. & ſeq. Baſely murdered there, 149, a.

— Cneius's ſucceſs in Spain, 172, paſſ. Defeated

#. Caeſar, 173, & ſeq. Flight and death, 174, &

Sextus's flight into Celtiberia, 175, c. Op

poſes the triumvirs in Sicily, 258, c. His ſhame

ful indolence there, 267, b. Comes over to An

tony, 27o, a, Interview with him and Octavian,

271, d. Concludes a treaty with them, 272, paſſ.

Generous anſwer to Menas, ibid. f. & ſeq. Re

turns to Sictly, 273, e. Elated with his ſucceſs,

278, d, e. Total defeat at ſea, 280, d, e. Quits

Sicily, 281. c. His laſt efforts defeated, 283, c.

Death, ibid. e.

Pompey's theatre burnt and rebuilt, 414, a.

Pomponia Graecina turns Chriſtian, 526, a. Tried

and acquitted, ibid. b.

Pomponius's ſtratagem to ſave himſelf, 227, b.

— Secundus impriſoned, 441, d, e. Choſen conſul,

481, a. Aſſembles the ſenate, 489, c. Reſpected

by C/audius, 491, c. Succeſs and triumph againſt

the Catti, 503, b. His poems, ibid. c.

Flaccus's death, 448, f, & ſeq.

– Labeo's death, 449, c.

Pompºſanus Met. baniſhed into Corſica, 674, c. Put

to death by Domitian, ibid. d.

Ponticus Waler. a cheating lawyer, baniſhed, 540, f.

Pontifex Maximus forbid to aſſiſt at funerals, 375,[E).

a title aſſumed by the Roman emperors,

316, a Firſt rejected by Gratian, ibid. b.

Pontifices augmented by Sylla, 79, a.

Pontius Pilate's account ofChriſt's crucifixion, 452,a.

Fregellanus degraded, 453, b

Pontus Polemaicu, whence ſo called, 315, d.

Popilius made to paſs under the yoke, 19, e.

Ingratitude to Cicero, 228, f.

Poppea Sabina put to death by Meſſalina, 50c, b, c.

her daughter, captivates Nero, 526, & ſeq.

Her lewd character, 527, a, b. Supplants Agrip

pina, 530, & ſeq. Married to Nero, 543, b.

Treachery to Octavia, ibid. Honours decreed

her on the birth of a daughter, 544, d, e. Her

death and pompous funeral, 559, c, d. Her

itatues, &c. ſet up afreſh by Otho, 604, f.

Portia's ſurpriſing courage and conſtancy, 182, b,

(C). Dread for Brutus, ibid. e., f Sorrowful

parting from him, 214, c, d, & (S). Death,

257, b.

Porus's embaſſy to Auguſtus, 308, e.

Poſſides's great ſway with Claudius, 488, b, (O).

Poſthumius Q. put to death by Antony, 290, a.

Prafezius Pigilum, at Rome, his office, 283, a.

—— Caſirorum, what, 361, (U).

—— Praetorii, 362, c, (B).

—— 43rarii Militaris, 38o, (I).

Praeneſe inveſted by Sylla, 71, f. Surrendered, 75,a.

Totally ruined, ibid. b, c.

the oracle of, ominous to Domitian, 689, a.

Praeneſſines cruelly butcher'd by Sylla, 75, b, c.

Praetorium, among the Romans, what, 362, c, (B).

Praetors, their number augmented by Caeſar, 178, a.

Praſutagus highly injured by the Romans, 537, b, c.

Cauſes a revolt, ibid. & ſeq.

Premnis taken by Petronius, 302, f.

Preſenteiuſ's ſucceſs againſt the Roman, 49, e.

*:: of Jupiter, not ſuffered to leave Rome, 412,

& ſeq.

Primus Anton. vid. ſub Antonius, 621, & ſeq.

Principes juventutis, vid. Youths, 324, (G).

Priſcus Tarquil. expelled the ſenate-houſe, 515, b.

julius's great ſway with Witellius, 619, b, c.

Sent to guard the Apennine paſſes, 629, e.

Priſons in the Roman camp, how, 368, (W).

r

Proculus conſpires againſt Galba, 593, a. Raiſed

by Otho, 596, f. His unexperience in war, 605.

a. Succeeds Celſus, 607, e, f. Raſh advice to

Otho, 608, c, d. Defeat and ſhameful flight,

61o, d. Mean defence to Witelhus, 615, e.

—the aſtrologer, foretels the day of Domitian's

death, 689, b. Rewarded by Nerva, ibid. c.

Propedius accuſed to Caligula, 481, e. Acquitted,

482, b.

Proſtitutes at Rome, laws againſt, 401, c. Encou

raged by Caligula, 471, e.

Protogenes, a tool of Caligula's cruelty, 430, a, b,

Province, Roman, divided into imperial and ſena.

torial, 297, b. How governed, ibid. c.

Pſelcha, where ſituate, 302, d. Taken by Petro.

nius, ibid. e. - -

Pſilli, a kind of ſnake-dočtors, 156, (F).

Pſyche's intrigue with young Cato merrily punned,

165, a.

Pº, king of Cºu, depoſed by cºlu, 16,
c, d.

—Auletes ſeized by the Romans, 151, e. Slain

I 52, e. -

—t the ſon of Cleºpatra, made king of Phe

nice, 285, a.

—king of Mauritania, complimented by T

berius, 421, c. Maſſacred by Caligula, 478, c, d.

His deſcent, ibid. (Z).

a friend of Otho, ſtirs him up againſt Ca

ligula, 592, f. -

Publicans ſuppreſſed by Nero, 528, a, b.

Publicola Gell, one of the commanders at Actium,

29.1, & ſeq.

—--- choſen conſul, 478, c.

Publiſol defeated by Pompey, 98, e.

Publius Malleolus's puniſhment for parricide, 36, e.

a Syrian pantomime, 168, (P).

Marc. an aſtrologer, put to death, 388, b.

Pulcio Titus attacked by Caeſar, 141, b.

Pulio, a German of extraordinary ſtrength, 337, b.

Puteoli regulated by Sylla, 84, a.

— damaged by an earthquake, 659, c.

the monſtrous bridge of, 47.o, & ſeq.

Pylades's bold ſpeech to Auguſtuſ, 312, f.

Pyrates take j. Caeſar priſoner, 9, b. Crucified by

him, ibid. d. Cauſe a famine in Rome, 92, b.

Defeated by Servilius, 95, e. Whence called

Phaſelli, ibid. (I). Defeat M. Antony, ibid. &

ſeq. Supported by Mithridates, 1oo, b. Their

ſtrength and horrid cruelties, ibid, c, d.

Pythagoras, Nero's catamite and huſband, 546, c.

Pythia's admirable conſtancy, 543, (I).

Q.

Uadi, where ſituate, 396, (O). Invaded by

Domitian, 678, d. Put him to a ſhameful

flight, ibid. e. - -

3uadratus Seius's arraignment, 444, b.

$24eſſors, their number augmented by Caſar, 178, a.

Their power inlarged, 322, a.

SQuinéfianus conſpires againſt Nero, 55.1, & ſeq. In

forms againſt his accomplices, 553, b, c, & ſeq.

Quinéfilia, an actreſs, her ſingular bravery, 48.1, &

ſeq. 482, b.

3uinéfilian reproved by Tiberiuſ, 445, d.

Quinélius defeated by Lucullus, 72, d.

— an officer of Dolabella betrays Loadicea,

219, c.

Quinquatru, the feſtival of, 531, b.

Quintilius Varus put to death, 257, d.

Quintus Lutat. Catulus, vid. Catulus, 33, e, (K).

—Pediuſ, one of Caſar's heirs, 189, e.

— Cicero's brother, vid, ſub Cicero, 124, & ſeq.

—Peranius made governor of Cappadocia,

395, c. Quintus

|
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3uintus Severus, governor of Comagene, ibid. d.

Saves himſelf by informing, 444, b, c.

* Clodius accuſed, 525, e. Kills himſelf,

101C1.

Quirinus Publ. choſen governor to Caius, 329, c.

Good offices to Tiberius, ibid. & 33o, c. sent

governor of Judea, 336, b. Intercedes in vain

for Libo, 387, d. Sues the divorced Lepida for

adultery, 407, b, c. His death and public fune

ral, 41 o, c, d. Character, ibid. & ſeq.

R.

Apax the legion's furious defeat of the Adju

trix, 61 o, b, c. Defeated by Primus, 625, d.

Kebilus Caminius kills himſelf, 525, f.

Regulus. P. M. appointed to try Sejanus, 439, d.

Condemns him, 440, & ſeq.

Roſcius, his one day's conſulſhip, 628, d.

-T- Marcus, the accuſer of jun. Rufficus, 685,

, c.

Remora, a ſhell-fiſh, ſtops Caligula's gally, 480, (A).

Reftio ſaved by his generous ſlave, 226, f, & ſeq.

Rhati, where fituate, 313, (E). Dreadful irruption

into Italy, ibid. & ſeq. Defeated by Druſus, 314, a.

Rhaetia deſcribed, 314, ſub not.

Rhatinum, the dreadful fiege of, 338, & ſeq.

Rhamanites, where fituate, 3oz., b.

Rhaſipolis joins Brutus and Caſius, 241, b. Con

dućts them to Philippi, 242, b. Forſakes Brutuſ,

249, b. Defeated and killed, 320, b.

Rheims, the ſtates of, convoke thoſe of Gaul to

them, 643, a. Reſolve upon peace, ibid. b.

Rhemetalces defeated, 320, b. Beſieged by the

Odryſans, 409, c. Reſtored by Caligula, 464, d.

Rhemi ſubmit to Caeſar, 119, d. Subdued by him,

1 28, d.

Rheſtuparis over-reached by Tiberius, 396, c, (P).

His death, ibid. d.

Rhetoric encouraged by Veſpaſian, 649, c.

Rhine, river, its three oſtia or mouths, 382, (Q).

Rhodes taken and plundered by Caſſius, 235, d, e.

Made a Roman province, 650, d.

Rhodians repulſe Pompey's friends, 148, c. Their

embaſſy to Caſſius, 234, d. Twofold defeat at

ſea, 235, c, d. Highly favoured by Antony, 260,

d. Disfranchiſed by Claudiuſ, 497, c. Reſtored

by Nero's intereſt, 514, e.

Rhymetalces defeats the two Bato's, 336, c.

Roman empire, the beginning of, 297, c. Its ex

tent, revenue, &c. ibid. e. Strength, 298, a, b.

legions mutiny and outrages in Gaul, 641,

& ſeq. Swear allegiance to the Gaul, 642, c, d.

Their dreadful end, ibid. d, e.

Romans invaded by the Cimbri, 5, & ſeq. Eighty

thouſand killed by them, 28, c, f. War againſt

jugurtha, 6, & ſeq. Defeated in Luſitania,

29, a. Terrified at the ſecond approach of the

Cimbri, 37, a. Defeated by the allies, 49, c, e.

By the Marſ, 5o, & ſeq. paſſ. Degenerate under

Auguſtus, 297, e. Under Nero, 535, paſſ.

Romanus poiſoned by Nero, 544, b, c.

Rome, the hiſtory of, from the Gracchian faction, 1,

& ſeq. A new cenſus, 3, e. In utmoſt conſterna

tion from the Gauls, 29, a, b. Purified, and how,

43, c, Blocked up by Cinna, 62, a. Suffers a

famine, &c. 63, e. Opens her gates to Sylla,

72, a. Invaded by the Samnites, 63, & ſeq.

Saved by Craſas, 64, b, c, Made a ſhambles

by Sylla, 75, & ſeq. Inſlaved by him, 77, &

ſeq. Reſtored by his abdication, 83, a. In

danger from Lepidus, 84, & ſeq. Under a new

famine, 92, b. A new cenſus, 99, d. A third,

129, d. Involved in a civil war, 131, & ſeq. In

deep conſternation, 132, d, e. Abandoned, 133.

Its confuſion at Cæſar's death, 185, & ſeq. In

a new civil war, zol, & ſeq. Diſtraction under

a new triumvirate, 220, & ſeq. In flames and

confuſion, 224, & ſeq. And ſlaughter, 225, &

ſeq. Groans under the triumvirs, 26o, & ſeq.

Divided into two factions, 263, f. Suffers a fieſh

famine, 271, b. Greatly inriched by Auguſtus,

294, f. A new cenſus taken, 296, c, (Y). Its

joy at Auguſtus's recovery, 303, f. Depopulated

by peſtilence and famine, 305, a. As appears

by a new cenſus, 323, b. Deſtroyed by fire,

324. Divided into wards, ibid. c. Under a

new famine, 333, f. A new cenſus attended with

many prodigies, 345. In deep mourning for

Germanicus, 399, paſſ. Under a great ſamine,

47c, e. For want of horſes to grind, 476, b.

A freſh one under Claudius, 494, a. The city

inlarged by him, 507, c. Degenerates under

Nero, 535, c, d. 544, e, f. Burnt, 546, & ſeq.

Whether by his order, 547, d, e. Rebuilt in a

new form, 549, b. Under a grievous plague,

56o, f. And famine, 574, d. Affronting behavi.

our to Nero, ibid. & ſeq. Great joy at his death,

576, d, e. Suffers by an earthquake at Galla's

entering it, 585, d. In a panic at Vitelius's

approach, 6ol, d. From a miſtaken ſedition,

603, & ſeq. By prodigies, famine, &c. 604, d, e.

Its dreadful caſe after Vitellius's death, 635, c, d.

Beautified by Veſpaſian, 647, e. A new cenſus,

651, b. Burnt, 660, d. Repaired by Titus,

ibid. Under a grievous peſtilence, ibid, e, f.

Its diſmal condition under Domitian, 684, & ſeq.

Roſcillus and his brother's treachery to Ceſar, 140,

d, (P).

Roſcius, a companion of Sylla's debauches, 83, e.

Roſtral crown among the Romans, what, 281, b.

Rohille, father, his partiality animadverted, 222, c.

458, in fin. not.

Roxolonians defeated by the Romani, 603, a.

Rubrius accuſed of treaſon, 349, b.

Rufilla Annia's forgery and puniſhment, 409, a b.

Rufinus Caecil, a ſenator degraded for dancing, 665,

c.

Rufus Pibullus ſent by Cæſar to Pompey, 138, e.

Trebellius made governor of Tirate, 396, d.

Rumffus P. Cornelius degraded, 22, f.

Rubeck's whimſical notion of the Atlanti, 86%).
Rufficus's mild advice to the ſenate, 430, d.

7unius put to death by Dºmitian, 674,

684, e.Auru/enus inſulted by the Weſºftans, 633, b.

Rutilius's ſucceſs againſt jugurtha, 14, & tººl SWP

planted by Scaurus, 19, e, (H):
Rufº raiſes an army againſt the Gaul., 29,

c. Unjuſtly baniſhed, 46, d. -

— Ruf. Petil, the betrayer of Sabinus, 433, c.
— P. Lupus choſen conſul, 23, t. Defeated

and killed, 49, e.

Trebelliſ, put to death, 450, d, & ſeq;
—— Fenius promoted by Nero, 424, d. Made

his praetorian captain, 541.
"P Muſonius, º, inſulted by the

/eſpaſians, 633, (B).

——Petilius choſen conſul, 666, b.

S.

Alina julia, Titus's daughter. 662, e.
S Sabinus ſent to ſuppreſs the robbers about

Rome, 283, a. -—Pop, ſucceſs in Thrace, 427, d, e. His death

and character, 451, b. -

— Titius accuſed of treaſon, 433, b. His death,

ibid, d, e, (I).

Salinus
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Sabinus Cornel. plots againſt Caligula, 482, c. 484, d.

Pardoned by Claudius, 491, d. Kills himſelf,

2, d.

49 Obultronius put to death by Galba, 583.

—Flavius ſucceeds Macer in the government of

Rome, 6cg, b. His cowardly indolence there,

630, & ſeq. Whether thro' envy, ibid. (Y).

Beſieged in the capitol, 631, d. Taken priſoner,

632, b. Murdered, ibid. c. His charaćter, ibid. d.

— Publius's great ſway with Witellius, 619, b, c.

Put in irons by him, 628, b, c.

— julius heads the revolted Gaul, 642, a. Pro

claims himſelf Caeſar, ibid. f. His defeat and

eſcape, ibid. c. Nine years concealment and

adventures, 654, a, b, c. Diſcovery and execu

tion, ibid. d, e.

-Flavius choſen Domitian's collegue, 665, c.

Put to death by him, ibid. e., f. His character,

685, d. Pretended crime, ibid. e., f.

-Flav. baniſhed, 686, d.

*:::king of Arabia Felix, invaded by Gallus, 301,

& ſeq.

Saccala, a ſnarling buffoon, put to death, 250, b.

Sacerdos Graſſdul baniſhed, 453.

Sacrovir raiſes a revolt in Gaul, 409, e. His defeat

and deſperate end, 4to, a.

Salabes overthrown by Geta, 493, d.

Salaſi ſubdued by Parro, 299, f.

Salian hymn, what, 4oo, (W).

Salinator jul. ſent to guard the Pyrenees, 85, d.

Murdered by Calpurnius, ibid. e.

Salluffius Criſpus privy to Agrippa's murder, 354, a.

His extract and charaćter, ibid. (G). Over

reaches the ſham Agrippa, 389, e.

Salona, where ſituate, 1, (B). 33, b, (W). Beſieged

by Batto, ibid. a.

Salonius Aſinius's death, 414, c.

Silvianus Calpurn. an informer, baniſhed, 424, a.

Salvidenas, comes to Odavian's ſuccour, 264.

Greatly haraſſed by Lucius, ibid. & ſeq. Betrayed

by Antony, 271, a. His death and extract, ibid.

& II).

Salvius choſen king of the ſlaves, 32, a. Trea

chery to Athenia, ibid. f. Cowardly flight out

of his capital, 39, d.

Coccianus put to death by Domitian, 674, f.

Salar, a temple to, decreed by the ſenate, 558, c.

Salºft, the hiſtorian, degraded, 129, c. Sent againſt

the tenth legion, 157, c. Repulſed, ibid. d. Re

. by Caſar, 165, b. Promoted by him,

IUQ, C.

—º Secundus, the ſuppoſed ſucceſſor of Agricola

in Britain, 673, c.

Samarius, the bloody executioner of Trebonius,

203, f.

Samnites defeated by Sylla, 52, d, e. Bought over

by Marius, 62, e. March to Rome, 72, & ſeq.

Succeſs againſt Sylla, 73, paſſ. Defeated by

Craſſus, 74, c. Their miſerable end, ibid, d, e.

Samnium entred by j. Caeſar, 49, c.

Samos made free by Auguſtus, 309, a. Disfranchiſed

by Weſpaſian, 650, d.

Sanctuaries, Roman, the number of, leſſened, 412, c.

Sanguinius Max. conſulſhip, 469, (N).

Saragoſa, by whom built, 299, e.

Sarmatians quelled by Domitian, 684, a.

Satirical libels forbid by O&avian, 344, e, & ſeq.

Saturn's temple, the Roman treaſury, 135, a.

Saturnius choſen conſul, 308, d. Made governor

of Syria, 331, c, (O). Commands under Tibe

riuſ, 333, d. Sent againſt the Marcomani, 335,

b. Speech to the ſenate, 489, e.

Saxa defeated and killed, 269, a.

Scaeva Memor, the dramatic poet, an account of,

693, ſub not.

Starwola Mut, vid. Mucius, 45, & ſeq.

Vol. V. No. 19.

Scapula defends Corduba againſt Caeſar, 175, d. His

death, ibid. e.

Scarlet coat of arms, the Roman fign of battle,

244, C.

s: AEmil choſen conſul, 3, d. Succeſs in Gaul,

ibid. f. Sent againſt jugurtha, 8, b. Baſely

bribed by him, ibid. e. Goes with Beftia againſt

him, 9, e. Severity againſt his bribed accompli

CCs, 12, e. -

— the noble conſul, wounded by the mob, 29, c.

Severity to his own ſon, 37, b.

—M. Aurel, choſen conſul, 15, d. , Taken pri

ſoner by the Gaul, 28, c. His advice to them,

29, e. Stabbed by Boiorix, 30, a.

— Mamerºus diſcarded by Tiberius, 355, c.

— AEmilius kills himſelf, 449, c, d.

Scents, painted, when firſt introduced, 43, d.

Scevinus Flavius the conſpirator, vid. Flavius, 551,

& ſeq.

Scipio Naſca, vid. Naſca, 9, & ſeq;

— L. Cornelius choſen conſul, 69, c. Surpriſed

and releaſed by Sylla, 70, b, c. Deſerted by his

army, ibid. e. Proſcribed by Sylla, 76, b.

—general of the Pompeii, kills himſelf, 165, d.

—P. Cornel, choſen conſul, 312, f.

Scordiſci, who, 3, f. Defeat the Romans, 4, a. De

feated by Metellus, 5, a. Repaſs the Danube, ibid.

e. Defeated by Minutius, io, c.

Scots unconquered by the Romans, 3oz, d. Invaded

by Agricola, 660, b. The reſt, vid. ſub Caleda

nia, ibid. & ſeq.

Scribonia divorced by Ośīavian, 275, (N).

—— the wife of Craſu, put to death, 499, b.

Scribonius ſeizes Dynamis's kingdom, 315, b. Put

to death, ibid. d. -

Proculus murdered by the ſenate, 48o, b.

Scylaceum retaken from Pompey, 279, a.

Secundus Satr. a tool of Sejanus, 423, a.

of Nero's rapines, 550, c.

—— julius, his works, 656, ſub (D).

Sedochui's treachery to Anicetuſ, 636, a, b.

Segºſłani reduced, 1, a, (A).

Sºgºffel, a friend to the Romans, 372, c. Speech to

Germanicus, 374, a.

Segimundu, how received by Germanicus, 373, b,

(Y).

Sejanus made governor of young Druſu, 362, c.

Ill offices to Agrippina, 377, e. Great ſway, 408,

a. Statue ſet up in the theatre, 414, a. Cha

raēter and views, ibid. & ſeq., Attempt againſt

Druſus, 416, & ſeq. Againſt the ſons of Germa

nicus, 418, d. 420, a. Petitions to marry Livia,

425, e. Perſuades Tiberius to retire, 426, d.

Hatches, Agrippina's ruin, 427, e, & ſeq. And

that of her two ſons, 430, & ſeq. His arro

ance, 435, a, b. 439, b. Bold letter to the

enate, 436, f. Honours decreed to him, 437,

& ſeq. Choſen conſul, 438, a, b, (O). Over

reached by Tiberius, ibid. & ſeq. Abandoned by

his creatures, 440, b, c, Impriſoned, ibid. e.

Put to death, 441, a. With his children, ibid.
& ſeq.

*.. affronting behaviour to fiberius, 445, b.

Seiuſ, the father of Sºjanus, his original, 415, a.

Sempromius Gracchuſ debauches julia, 358, b. His

baniſhment and death, ibid. c, d.

a valiant and faithful friend to Galba,

596, b. His death, ibid. d.

Senate, Roman, partiality to jugurtha, 8, & ſeq.

Their power curtailed, 30, d. Threatened by

Marius's fačtion, 40, f, & ſeq. Send a deputa

tion to Sylla, 69, a. Cowardice towards Pom

pey, 1oo, & ſeq. Fatal decree in his favour, 131,

b, c. Affronted by Caeſar, 178, paſſ. Di

vided on occaſion of his death, 187, f. Pro

claim a general amneſty to the conſpirators, 188,

9 B d, e,
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I N D E X:

d, e. Baſe ſubmiſſion to Oflavian, 221, d. And

flattery to him, 282, e, f. How regulated by

him, 296, a. 297, a, b. Heap new titles and

honours on him, 296, f. 298, d. And larger

power, 299, f. 301, b. 3o4, c. Reformed by

him, 311, c, d. Regulated afreſh, 322, a. Re

commended to Tiberius; 345, b. Flattery to him,

354, & ſeq. Highly reſpected by him, 371, b, c.

Baſe ſlavery to him, 388, a. Honours to Ger

ºnanicus, 4co, e. Groſs flattery to Tiberius, 412,

b, e. To Sejanus, 437, & ſeq. To Caligula,

468, d. 470, c, d. 476, c, d. Cruelly requited

by him, 479, & ſeq. Make a puſh for fiberty,

481, d, e. Outwitted by Agrippa, 49c, d, e, (R).

Proclaim Claudius emperor, 492, c, (S). Slaviſh

neſs to Pallas, 513, b, c. To Nero, 535, c, d.

543, b. 544, b. 558, b. To Nymphidius, 583, f.

To Otho, 596, a.

Senate-houſe burnt by the mob, 126, a.

Senators murdered by Marius, 65, a. Forty of

them proſcribed by Sylla, 75, e. Butchered by

Catiline, ibid. & ſeq. & 82, e. Six hundred and

forty of them degraded by Catulus, 99, d. Their

number iné eaſed to nine hundred, 178, a.

Three hundred more proſcribed, 225, c. Carried

away by Otho, 605, a. Pll-treated by the ſol

diers, 6 3, e, f. Increaſed to a thouſand by P'ſ-

paſſam, 647, d. - -

Seneca's unworthy adoration of Druſilla, 467. Nar

row cſcape, 473. Character of Caligula, 485, a.

Baniſhed by Claudius, 493, b. Recalled by Agrip

pina, 506, e. His unjuſt character of Claudius,

5 17, a, b. Made one of Nero's governors, 5 18,

d. Blamed for his too great complaiſance to

him, 520, e, f. 523, d. Charged with divers

ſhameful crimes, 526, e. His advice about Agrip

pina's murder, 5.33, f. Extortions on the Bri

tons, 557, f. Whether ever choſen conſul, 54 I, b.

Accuſed to Nero, 542, b. Retires, ibid. d, e.

Cloſe confinement and abſtinence, 550, d, e.

Accuſed by Natalis, 553, b. 554, e.

and chara&ter, ibid. & ſeq. Whether in the con

ſpiracy againſt Nero,

his works, 578, (T). Life and blemiſhes, 579,

{ub not. Date of his works, ibid. Forged let

ters to and from St. Paul, 580, ſub not.

Senecio, a lewd favourite of Nero, 520, e.

Tullus conſpires againſt Nero, 551, & ſeq.

Turns informer, 5.53, b, c.

—— put to death by Domitian, 684, e.

crime, 685, a, b.

September, the month of, why called Germanicus,

676, d.

sº the baſe murderer of Pompey, 150, a.

—— a centurion, inſulted by his ſoldiers, 365, a.

Sequami, where ſituate, 1 18, (W). Invaded by the

Germans, ibid. b. Faithfulneſs to the Romans,

642, f.

Serenus Pib, vid. Vibius, 419.

Seres, the ſame with China, 3oo, (B).

embaſſy to Auguſiuſ, 301, a.

Sertorius ſaves himſelf in his firſt campaign, 28, f.

Signalizes himſelf in Spain, 44, e. And againſt

the allies, 49, d. Againſt Cinna, 61, d. Ad

vances againſt Marius, ibid. e. Proſcribed by

Sylla, 76, b. Succeſs in Spain, 85, c, d. Forced

into Afric, ibid. e. Shipwrecked, ibid. & ſeq.

Succeſs in Mauritania, 86, b, c. Heads the Lu

ſtanians, ibid. d. His excellent charaćter, 87, a.

Vaſt ſucceſs, ibid. & ſeq. Civilizes the Luſitani

ans, 88, paſſ. Gains on their ſuperſtition, ibid.

& ſeq. Succeſs againſt Pompey, 91, & ſeq. De

feats him, 92, e. Contemptuous ſarcaſms on

him, 91, d. 93, a. Gives him a ſecond defeat,

ibid. 3. Forced to quit the field, ibid. e. Drives

the two generals out of Spain, ibid, f, & ſeq.

His

Sends an

His death

555, e, f. An account of

His filial love, 94, b. Glorious treaty with

Mithridates, ibid. & ſeq. Conſpired againſt, 95,

d, e. Severity to the Luſitanian hoſtages, 96, a.

Aſſaſſinated, ibid. e.

Servilia's love-letters to 7. Caeſar, 107, (N). Di.

vorced by Octavian, 224, (A).

the daughter of Thraſea, tried, 563. Noble

defence to the ſenate, ibid. d. Death, ibid. &

ſeq.

sºn C defeated by the ſlaves, 39, e.

— Q. murdered by the Auſculams, 49, a, b.

— P. Watia choſen conſuſ, 82, d.

— Iſauricus defeats the pyrates, 95, a.

— Nonianus, an account of his writings, 57, T.

— Sentius defeats and takes Piſo priſoner,400, d.

Servius Maluginus ſucceeded by his ſon, 419, d.

Se/lius P. receives the faſces from Auguſtus, 304, b.

Severus, one of Nero's architects, 548, c.

Sextia's conſtancy and death, 560, b, c, d.

Sextilia honoured with the title of Auguſia, 618, f.

Sextus, Pompey's ſon's narrow eſcape, 150, b. Brings

Cato the news of his death, 156, b. Follows him

to Utica, 157, b. Kind reception of the pro

ſcribed citizens, 226, e, & ſeq.

Pompey's grandſon choſen conſul, 345, d. Swears

allegiance to Tiberius, 354, b.

Caius, a degenerate ſenator, 444, b.

Sibylline books collected by Sylla, 79, a. An ac

count of them, ibid. (U). Purged by Auguſtus,

312, b, c. A new one propoſed by Gallu, 445,

d, (U).

sº who, and how many, 79, c, & (U).

Sicambri, who, 122, (C). Defeated by Druſus, 319,

, C.

Sicily laid waſte by the ſlaves, 31, & ſeq. 34, a. Sub

dued by Pompey, 77, a.

Sicinius, a huffooning tribune, baffled, 89, d, e. Aſ

ſaſſinated, 90, a.

Sido, king of Suevia, declares for Peſhaftan, 623, b.

Sigimerus well received by Germanicus, 378, a.

Silana divorced by Silius, 5oz, d. Accuſes Agrip

pina, 523, & ſeq. Her character, 524, a Ba

niſhment, ibid. d.

Silamus jul, choſen conſul, 312, c.

—Caius's trial and baniſhment for extortion, 412,

e, f 413, (I).

— ºn betrayed to death by Mºſalina, 494,

C, C1.

Lucius betrothed to O&avia, 505, e. Betrayed

by Witellius, 506, a, b, Kills himſelf, ibid, d.

Junius put to death by Agrippina, 518, b, c.

Torquatus put to death by Nero, 559, e, &

ſeq.

sº trial, 420, a, b, (X). Death, ibid. d.

Publius baniſhed, 422, e.

—Caius's ſpeech againſt the pleaders, 5oo, C, (L).

Becomes Mºſalina's ſtallion, 5oz, b, c, Marries

her, ibid. d, e. Put to death, 504, b.

— Italicus, choſen conſul, 569, d.

—the poet, an account of, vid. Italicus, 693, ſub

InOt.

Silk, when firſt brought into Europe, 300, (B). A

law made againſt mens wearing it, ibid, in fin, not.

Sillanus defeated in Gaul, 12, f, & ſeq. Choſencon

ſul, 107, b. Condemns the conſpirators, ibid. b.

— M. put to death by Caligula, 466, c, d.

Silvanus Plautus kills his wife, 421, a. His death,

ibid. b.

—Gran, one of Nero's conſpirators, 551, & ſeq.

Kills himſelf, 557, d.

Silures in Britain, who, 516, b. Treachery to the

Romans, ibid. & ſeq. Succeſs againſt them, 512,

& ſeq.

Sirmium beſieged by the Pannonians, 336, a. The

metropolis of that country, ibid.

Sirpicus, the centurion, whence ſo called, 362, b, (7).

- Sitius's
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Sirius's eminent ſervices to J. Caeſar, 165, c. Re

warded by him, ibid. d.

Slaves raiſe a new war, 3.1, & ſeq.

— in Siciſ, their deſperate end, ibid. f. Defeated

by Licinius, 39, d. Revolt over to Cinna, 63, e.

Butcher the Roxans, 64, d. 1 o,ooo made Ro

man citizens by Sylla, 72, & ſeq. Raiſe a new

revolt in Italy, 97, d. Defeated by Craſas, 98,

d, e. The generoſity of ſome who ſave their

maſters, 226, & ſeq. 228, f, & ſeq. Their oaths

how admitted in courts, 322, b. A ſevere law

againſt them, 526, a. 4oo of them executed pur

fuant to it, 540, f, & ſeq.

Smyrnan; build a temple to Tiberius, 419, d. Their

conteſt with ten other cities about it, 428, c, (F).

Sohemics made king of Sopheme, 519, e.

king of Edºſa, declares for Veſpaſian, 621, a.

Soldiers, Roman, their pay, & c. 360, (R). Raiſe

Otho to the empire, 595, & ſeq. Become too

powerful under him, 596, f. Relieved from a

grievous impoſt, 597, a, b.

Solduri among the Gauls, what, 88, (D).

Solva, the metropolis of Noricum Mediterran. 314,

in fin. not.

Sophronius Tigellin, baniſhed by Caligula, 477, a.

Soranus Bareaſ unjuſtly accuſed, 562, e. Condemn

ed, 563. His intrepidity and death, ibid, paſſ.

Sorex, a companion of Sylla's debauches, 83, e.

Softbius, the falſe accuſer of Walerius, 499, & ſeq.

(H). Put to death by Agrippina, 508, a.

Soſius the conſul retires to M. Antony, 286, a. De

feated and killed, 289, e.

Soffratus forete's Tirus's advancement, 62o, b.

Spaniard, declare for the Pompeii, 171, b. Sub

dued by Auguſtus, 299, d.

Spartacus, head of the Capuan ſlaves, 97, d. De

feats the conſuls, ibid. d. Defeated and killed,

90, d, e.

Speluncae among the Romans in great uſe, 430, (B).

Spintrie driven from Rome, 461, c.

Spoletum confiſcated by Sylla, 76, d. -

Sporus, a catamite, married to Nero, 546, d. Ac

companies him in his flight, 575,

Spuring, the augur's warning to Caſar, 181, b. '

— P'effrius commands in Placentia for Otho,

6c6, c.

Stabie taken by Sylla, 52, c.

Starmi, where ſituate, 3, a. Their deſperate end,

ibid. b.

Statilia, vid. Mºſſalina, 559, e.

Statilius, a young Roman's bravery, 162, c, (H).

His death prevented, 165, b. 186, c. Anſwer to

Brutus, ibid. d. Slain by the triumvirs army,

253, C. -

— Taurus lands in Sicily, 278. a. Choſen conſul,

298, f.

Falſely accuſed, 515, a. Kills himſelf, ibid. b.

Statius, the poet, an account of 692, ſub not.

Statues, how, and to whom erected, 401, (Z).

exceſs of them regulated, 498, b.

Stephanto whipped out of Rome, 312, e.

Stephanus conſpires againſt Domitian, 689, e. Stabs

him, 690, d. Killed in the fray, ibid. e.

Stertimius's ſucceſs againſt the Bručieri, 374, d. Sent

againſt Arminius, 382, b. Againſt the Cheruſci,

384, b.

Sthenis's brave anſwer to Pompey, 77, d.

Strabo, an account of his writings, 458, ſub not.

Strathern, the battle of, 671, paſſ. & (E).

Strato diſpatches the brave Brutus, 253, f.

Strymon, river, the boundary of Macedon, 242, d.

Sueſomes ſubdued by Cæſar, r 19, f.

Suetonius Paul vid. Paulinus, 493, & ſeq.

sº where ſituate, 122, (D). Invade the Ramans,

74, a.

of emperors become ſanctuaries, 409, a. The

Sºftius adviſes burning the capitol, 43, a. His death,

ibid. c.

Suffrages, a new law paſſed about them, 3, e.

Suilius's trial and baniſhment, 526, e, f.

Swizzers invade Gallia ...}. 28, b. Ravage

Italy, 34, c.

Sulmona confiſcated by Sylla, 76, d.

Sulpitia, a lady famed for her chaſtity, 4, d.

—writes a bitter ſatire againſt Domitian, 686, e.

Sulpitius P. his ſad character, 53, b. Popular laws,

ibid. c, d. Treacherous attempt on the conſuls,

ibid, f, & ſeq. Proſcribed and beheaded by Sylla,

55, e. - -

Servius ſubducs the Marrucini, 53.

Sutrium taken by P. Agrippa, 265, a.

Sylla ſent into Numidia, 22, e. His charaćter, ibid.

& ſeq. Bravery againſt the Numidians, 23, f.

Made proquaeſtor, 24, f. Whence ſurnamed For

tunate, 25, e. Interview with Bocchus, ibid. &

ſeq. Succeſs in Gaul, 31, a. Rivals Marius at

Rome, 45, f, & ſeq. Public ſhews, 46, d. Re

ceives an embaſſy from Arbaces, ibid. & ſeq. De

feats the Marrucini, 50, e. Baffles the allies, 52,

c. Beats the Samnites, ibid. f. His conſulſhip and

triumph, 53, a. Forced to leave Rome, ibid. f. &

ſeq. Comes with an army againſt it, 54, e. En

ters it, 55, a. His new laws, ibid. d. Perſecutes

Marius, 56, f Sails for Aſia, 60, d. Proſcribed,

65, c. Succeſs againſt Mithridates, 66, d. Ex

poſtulatory letter to the ſenate, ibid. e. Marches

againſt Fimbria, 68, d, e. Anſwers to the ſenate,

69, e. Lands in Italy, ibid. e. Outwits Scipio,

7o, b, c. Defeats young Marius, 71, d, e. Enters

Rome, 72, a. Defeats the conſuls in ſeveral fights,

ibid. b, &c. Defeated by the Samnites, 73, &

ſeq. His cruel revenge on them, 74, ſeq. Speech

to the ſenate, ibid. e., f. Cruelty to the Praeneſines,

75, b, c, Horrid proſcriptions and butcheries,

ibid, & ſeq. Made perpetual dićtator, 77, & ſeq.

His new haws, 78, & ſeq. Threatening ſpeech,

ibid. c. Magnificent triumph, 80, b, c. "Title

of Fortunate, ibid, e, (W). Grows jealous of

Pompey, ibid. e. Profuſe conſulſhip, 81, a, b.

Marries Waleria, ibid. c. Envy againſt J. Caeſar,

82, b. Lays down his dićtatorſhip, ibid, f, & ſeq.

His ſpeech to young Pompey, 83, d. Debauched

life, ibid. f. Death and character, ibid. & ſeq.

Funeral honours, 84, c. Epitaph, ibid. d.

- P. Cornel conſpires with Catiline, 1 oz, e, f.

- Fauſius, Pompey's ſon-in-law, defeated, 165,

, C.

—Cornel unjuſtly baniſhed by Nero, 527, d, (D),

Aſſaſſinated by him, 542, e. -

Syllacus's treachery to Auguſtus, 30.1, & ſeq.

Syllanus retires from M. Antony, 287, e.

Symbolon, the ſtreights of, where, 242, a, d.

Syracuſe, a three-headed monſter born at, 590, a.

How interpreted, ibid, b.

T.

Ables, how regulated at Rome, 12, d.

Tacfarinas raiſes a revolt in Africa, 393, d.

Defeated, ibid. e. By Apronius, 407, a. Bold

embaſſy to Tiberius, 414, b. Defeated, and nar

rowly eſcapes, ibid, c, d. Defeated and killed,

42 I, C.

Tacitus the hiſtorian's charaćter of Auguſtus, 350,

(F). Of the chriſtians, 549, c, d, & (O). His

own, 550, a. A ſad chaſm in his annals, 564, b.

Speaks Verginius's funeral oration, 573, f. Cha

raēter of his father-in-law Agricola, 682, & ſeq.

Tagonius Gall, his flattery to Tiberius, 443, b

Tanfana, the temple of, deſtroyed, 369, c. Whence

that deity is ſo called, ibid. (P).

- - Tarquin's

•
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Tarquin's accuſation of Craſſus, 106, f. His puniſh

ment, 1o'7.

Tarſenſes heavily fined by Caſius, 233, a, b.

Tafter, the office of, whence, 516, (Z).

Taverns ſuppreſſed by Tiberius, 371, f.

Tauriſci ravaged by the Cimbrians, 4, f

Taxes regulated by Nero, 528, a. -

Tečioſages, their treaſure, whether the plunder of

: Delphos, 27, e. Defeated by Sylla, 31, a.

Teleſinus Pont. outwits Sylla, 72, f. Marches to

Rome, 73, a. Defeats Sylla, ibid. paſſ. De

feated and killed, 74, C.

-Lucius baniſhes himſelf from Rome, 686, b.

Temples at Rome ſtripped by Carbo, 71, b. By Nero,

55o, b, c. How built in honour of the Roman

emperors, 424, (C).

Tenſediri defeated by Druſus, 319, c, d, e.

*::::: Marcenas's wife's intrigue with Auguſtus,

313, b.

Terentianus, an account of, and of his writings, 693,
ſub not. -

Terentius Marc, his noble defence before the ſenate,

444, c, d. Abſolved, 445, a.

Tertulla married to Titus, 657, b.
T.‘....', who, 122, a, (B). Defeated by Caeſar,

101C1. O.

Teutobocchus defeated by the Romans, 36, b. His gi

gantic ſtature, ibid. (L), & 39.

Teutoburgium, the foreſt of, where ſituate, 374, (D).

Teutones invade Italy, 4, e, f. Their taunts to the

Roman army, 34, & ſeq. Above loo,ooe killed

by Marius, 36, b.

Thala taken by the Romans, 20, c, d.

Thapſus, the battle of, 160, & ſeq.

Theatres at Roma divided into factions, 359, (P).

Regulated, 380, paſſ.

Thebes ſtripped by C. Gallur, 3oo, b.

Theodorus betrays Antony's ſon to O&avian, 292, b.

Theodotus adviſes the murdering of Pompey, 149, d.

Preſents his head to Caeſar, 151, a. His miſerable

end, 152, d. 239, b, c.

Theophanes perſuades Pompey to ſteer for Egypt, 148,

d, e.

Theopompus the fabuliſt, gratified by Caeſar, 149, a.

Thoranius ſacrificed by the triumvirs, 224, a.

Thrace made a Roman province, 650, d.

Thracians invade Macedonia, 34, a. Laid waſte by

Wologeſes, 320, a, b.

Thraſºa Paetus, vid. ſub Paetus, 562, & ſeq.

Thraſylus, a famed aſtrologer, beloved by Tiberius,

330, c. Deceives him, 453, d, (D). His death

and charaćter, 458, ſub not.

Thule iſland diſcovered, 672.

Thurneldi, carried off by Arminius, 372, c. Her

fingular bravery, 373, b, c. Delivery, 374, b,

(A).

Tiber overflows part of Rome, 451, d. Under Otho,

604, e.

Tiberius Claud. Nero's ill ſucceſs in Campania, 267,

d, e. Flight into Sicily, ibid. & ſeq. Returns to

Rome, 273, e. Cruelty to the Aſtures, &c. 299,

b

—Auguſtus's ſon-in-law made quaeſtor, 301, c.

Succeſs againſt the Germans, 314, b. Succeeds

Agrippa, 318, d. Marries the infamous julia,

ibid. e. Reduces the Pannonians, ibid. f. 320, a.

Sent againſt the Germans, 322, f. Triumphs over

them, 324, a, b. Sudden retreat to Rhodes, ibid.

f, & ſeq. Behaviour there, 325, paſſ. Refuſed

to return, 326, a. Divorces }}. 327, a, b.

Letters to Auguſtus, 328, d. Returns to Rome,

33o, c. Adopted by Auguſtus, 332, c. Succeſs

againſt the Germans, 333, d, e. 334, b, c, Slow

expedition againſt the Marcomani, 335, b, c, Jea

loyſy of Germanicus, ibid. e. Surpriſed by the

Dalmatians, 339, c, d. Triumphs over them,

340, b. 342, c. His great riſe, ibid, d. Quin

*; tribuneſhip renewed, 345, c. Recalled

rom Illyricum, 346, f. Aſſiſts at Auguſtuſ's laſt

moments, ibid. & ſeq. Declared his ſucceſſor,

347, e. The motives of it, ibid. (E). Murders

young Agrippa, 351, a. 354, a, (H). Declared

emperor, 354, & ſeq. His extract, 356, (L).

Where born, 357, ſub not. Ingratitude to his

mother, ibid. b. Cruelty to Julia, 358, a, (M).

Letter to the revolted legions, 362, & ſeq. Jea

louſy of Germanicus, 379, b, c, Signal modeſty,

ibid. & ſeq. Reformation, 371, e, f. Jealouſy

of Agrippa, 377, d, e. Affected popularity, 378,

& ſeq. Severely lampooned, ibid. (H). Over

reaches the veterans, 38o, & ſeq. Saluted empe.

ror by Germanicus, 384, c. Grows ſuſpicious of

him, 386, b, c, Treachery to Libo, ibid. & ſeq.

To Archelaus, 390, d. Liberality to twelve ruin

ed cities, 392, c. Generoſity to that of Rome,

4oz, b. Edićt againſt mourning for Germanicus,

404, a, b. Speech to the ſenate about Piſo's trial,

ibid. & ſeq. Partiality to Plancina and her fa

mily, 406, c, d, (E). Fourth conſulate, 408.

Excuſe for not going againſt the Germans, 4io, b,

c. His law for reprieving condemned criminals

ten days, 411, b, (H). Specch againſt the ſup

preſſion of luxury, ibid. c. Diſſimulation to Livia,

412, e. Speech in favour ofyoung Druſus, 416,

e, & ſeq. On the greatneſs of his army, &c. 417,

(S). Why nicknamed Calipedes, ibid. in fin, not.

Honoured with a temple, 419, d. Singular know

ledge of mankind, 422, e. Anſwer about build

ing temples to him, 424, & ſeq. To Stjanuſ's petr

tion, 425, & ſeq. Grows more ſuſpicious of Agrip.

pina, 427, & ſeq. Eleven cities contend which ſhall

build him a temple, 428, d, (F). Retires from

Rome, 429, paſſ. His motives for it, ibid. & (G),

(H), (I). His life ſaved by Sejanus, 430, b. Grows

ſuſpicious and cruel, ibid. & ſeq. And yet gene

rous, 431, d, & ſeq. & (F). Retires into Capra,

432, b, c. Letter to the ſenate on the execution

of Sabinus, 434, a. Hatred to his mother, 435,

& ſeq. Letters againſt Agrippina and Nerº. 436.
paſſ. Cruel uſage of them, 437, a, b. Informed

of Sejanus's deſigns, ibid. e. f. Letter to the ſº

nate againſt him, 439, & ſeq. . Butchers all his

friends, 441, b, c. Other cruelties, 442, & £4.

His dreadful condition, 444, (T). Makes him

murder all his old friends, 445, & ſeq. Makes a

ſham approach towards Rome, 446, b. Seizes on

Mariuſ's eſtate, 447, a. His baſeneſs and cruelty,

ibid. & ſeq. Generofity to ſome Roman ſuffer.

ers, 451, e. Public buildings, ibid. (B). Taken ill
out of Caprea, 452, b, (C). Deceived by an aſtro

loger, 453, d. (B). How and whether he ſettled
the ſucceſſion, $54, & ſeq. Foretel: Gemellus and

Caligula's deaths, 455, c. Stified by Macrº,

ibid. & ſeq. Burial, 456, f. Character, 457, *

(F). Anniverſary inſtituted, 478, c. -

—Gemella, Nerº, whether named toſºhis

grandfather, 454, & ſeq. Adopted by Calºula,

463, c. His diſmal end, ibid. d, e.

Tidius Sextus goes over to Pompey, 138, c.

Tigellinus's ſumptuous banquet for Nero, 546, b, c.

Judges the conſpirators, 553, f, & ſeq. 55% +

His reward, 557, & ſeq. Treachery to Now,

575, b. Eſcapes due puniſhment by bribery,

588, paſſ. His death, 601, f, & ſeq;

Tigellius promoted by Nero, 541, f. Lewd charaº

ter, 542, a. Bloody advice to him, ibid. e. . .

Tigranes crowned by Tiberius, 308, b. By Caius,

329, c. Put to death by Tiberius, 451, d. ...

—f promoted by Nero, 346, b. His deſcent, ibid.

Tºº defeat the Romans, 19, d, e.

Timidius the accuſer of Propidius, 481, e. -

Tingi,
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Tingis, Tangier, taken by Sertorius, 86, b. Metro

polis of Mauritania, 493, d, (W).

Tiridates comes to Rome, 3o4. Crowned by Nero,

564, c. , Flattery to him, ibid. d. Narrowly

eſcapes the Alani, 650, c.

Titianus Salvius left with the government of Rome,

605, e. Sent to ſucceed Paulinus, 607, e, f. Raſh

advice to Otho, 608, c, d. Defeated, 61 o, d. Sur

renders, ibid. f. Pardoned by Pitellius, 615, b, c.

Titimius Caius betrays the revolted ſlaves, 31, f.

Caffius's friend, the unfortunate cauſe of his

death, 246, c. Kills himſelf, ibid. e.

Titius Sextius baniſhed, 43, e.

Marc. defeats Pompey, 283. Murders him,

ibid. e. Made conſul, 289, a.

Titus ſent to congratulate Galºa, 582, e, f. 62o, b.

Is promiſed the empire at Paphos, ibid. c. Choſen

conſul with his father, 635, d. Left to carry on

the Jewiſh war, 6.38, c. Triumphs over judra,

649, e. His triumphal arch ſtill extant, ibid. f.

Saluted emperor, ibid. & ſeq. His private life

recapitulated, 657, paſſ. Pathetic apology for his

worthleſs brother, 657, b, c. Private character

abhorred by the people, ibid. e., f. His public

one as much admired, 658, a, b. Diſcards his

dear Berenice, ibid. c. Profuſe generoſity and

clemency, ibid. d, e, & ſeq. Triumphs over Bri

tain, 659, f. Generoſity to the Campanians, 660,

c. To the city of Rome, ibid. d. His ſtately

amphitheatre dedicated, ibid. f. Other famous

buildings, &c. 661, d. His death, 662, b, c. Ex

cellent character, ibid. d, e.

Tolºſa taken and plundered by the Romans, 27, d.

Tomor, metropolis of Lower Maſſa, 242, (A).

Torquatus ſent againſt Antony, zos, c, d.

Silamus condemned to death by Nero, 545, e, f.

Toryne ſurpriſed by Ożavian, 289, b. Cleºpatra's

pun upon it, ibid. (T).

Trachalus Gater, choſen conſul, 569, d.

Trachondinotus follows Antony, 288, b. Defeated

and killed, 289, e.

Treacle, by whom invented, 3oz, c.

Treaſºn, high, vid, ſub Majeſty, 378, & ſeq.

Treaſury, Roman, their decrees preſerved in, 41 1,

(H).

Trebatius defeated by Coſtatius, 52, b.

Trebonian law paſſed, 1 28, b.

Trebonius rewarded by Marius, 33, a. Beficges

Marſeilles, 135, d.

Caius, one of Carſar's conſpirators, 180, b.

Amuſes M. Antony, 184, a, (D). His cruel death,

zo 3, & ſeq. & (N). His charaćter, 264, a.

one of Ceſar's murderers, 179, & ſeq. Re

ception of Brutus, 217, e. -

Treves revolts againſt Galºa, 598, d.

Treviri cauſe a revolt in Gaul, 126, d, e. Subdued,

128, e.

Triarius's counſel to Pompey cenſured by Caeſar, 144,

(T).

Triballi, where ſituate, 10, c, (E). Defeated by the

Romans, ibid. d.

Tribunal, how raiſed among the Romans, 360, c.

(S).

Tribune, Sylla's laws againſt, 78, f. Humbled by

Curio, 89, e, f. Recover their power, 92, b.

Trio Fulcin, put to death, 450, d. His ſatire againſt

Tiberius, ibid.

Triocala made the capital of the revolted ſlaves, 32,
e.

Triumphs forbid by Auguſtus, 318, f 319, f.

Triumvirate, firſt, how and by whom hatched, 1 12,

d, e. The ſecond, 222, & ſeq. Their firſt edict,

224, b, c. Butcheries, ibid. & ſeq. Extortions

and cruelties, 230, & ſeq. 232, c, d. Their army

in great diſtreſs, 243, b. In greater after the bat

tle of Philippi, 248, paſſ. Defeated at ſea, ibid.

Vol. V. No Io.

c. Vićtory over the republicans, 255, & ſeq.

Cruelty to them, 257, & ſeq.

Triumviri monetaſes, their office, 355, (I). "

Tubanter, where fituate, 370, (R). Defeated by

Germanicus, ibid. a, b.

Tubero Sejas's ſucceſs againſt the Germans, 384, e.

Accuſed of treaſon, 422, a.

Tullius M. Cicero's ſon's friendſhip to Brutus, 215,

b. Overthrows Caius, 216, f. Returns to Rome,

273, t,

fº, revolt from the Romans, 640, b.

Turf, tribunals made of 360, c, (S).

Turma, among the Romans, how compoſed, 369,

(N). -

Turnus, the ſatiriſt, an account of, 693, ſub not.

Turoni defeated by the Romans, 409, e.

Turpilianus Petron.’s quiet government in Britain,

540, d. Honoured by Nero, 557, & ſeq. Put to

death by Galba, 585, c.

Turpilius betrayed by the Waccans, 17, b, c. Un

juſtly put to death, ibid. e.

Tutor jul. heads the revolted Gauls, 642, a. His

fucceſs againſt the Romans, ibid. d, e, & ſeq. De

feated by Felix, 643, d. By Cerealis, 644, b, c.

Tyaneans worſhip their Apollonius, 698, b, c, Spared

by Aurelian on his account, ibid, d, e.

Tyre held againſt the Romans, 269, b.

V.

Akca taken by Metellus, 14, c. Betrayed to

jagar/ba, 17, b. Retaken, ibid. d.

Palens Fačius ſtirs up Pºte/ſix to revolt, 592, a, b.

Salutes him emperor, ibid. f. & ſeq. Sent againſt

Otho, 599, e, f His ſucceſs through Gau/, 6oo,

paſſ. Extortions and degeneracy, ibid, & ſeq.

Paſſes the Aps, 601, b. Defeated, 606, b. Joins

Cecina, 607, f. Repulſed at Bedriacum, 629, f.

Infamous rapines, 623, f, & ſeq. Retires into

Hetruria, 628, e. His deſign againſt Weſhaſan

fruſtrated, ibid. e. Taken priſoner, ibid, f. His

head ſtruck off, and publicly expoſed, 630, e, f.

Palentinus Tullus excites the Treverians againſt the

Romans, 643, a, b. Defeated and taken priſoner,

ibid. c.

Paleria married to Sylla, 81, c.

Palerius Maximus, an account of his writings, &c.

457, (G).

Aſiaticus's brave ſpeech to the ſenate, 489, d.

Accuſed of treaſon, 499, a. His brave defence,

ibid, d, (H). Death, 500, a, b, (1).

— declares for Pitellius, 390, d, e.

Marinus ſet aſide by Vitelliuſ, 618, a.

Feſtus cabals in favour of P'eſpaſian, 622,

Wannius driven from his kingdom, 396, b, c, Made

king of the Suevi, 508, c. Driven out, ibid, d.

Wardanes, when he reigned in Parthia, 694, e.

P'arius Alphenus defeats Otho's gladiators, 61 o, c.

Warro commands in Further Spain, 135, e. Surren

ders to Caeſar, 137, a. Put to death by Antony,

257, d.

—º Terent, ſent againſt the Salaſ, 298, f.

—— Cingon. put to death by Galba, 585, a, b.

Waru, Quintil.'s extortions in Germany, 34o, c, d.

Defeated, 341, b. His death, ibid. c. Buried fix

years after, 375, b, c. His monument demo

liſhed by the Germans, 381, c. Standard reco

vered from them, 385, f. -

accuſed of treaſon, 432, a, (G).

—— Arrius defeated by Primus, 625, b. Sent to

guard the Apennine paſſes, 629, e. Choſen praetor,

635, d. Undermined by Mucianus, 646, a.

Watinius affronted by Pompey's men, 139, a.

— a man of wretched character, 545, d, e, (K).

9 C Ubii,
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Ubii, where ſituate, 122, a. 364, (D). Their altar Weſtvius, a dreadful eruption of, 659, b, c, d.

to Auguſtus, 367, (K).

Welleius Caius kills himſelf, 267, f.

—— Paterculus's ſhameful partiality againſt Pom

pey, 272, f. Follows Tiberius into Germany, 333,

%. An account of him and his writings, 457,

(G).

—— Publius's ſucceſs in Thrace, 409, d.

Wenones made king of Parthia, 334, b. Depoſed

391, a. Sent to Pompeiopolis, 395, f. Slain,

396, d, (R),

P'entidius P. an infant, led in triumph, 52, a.

a ſoldier raiſes forces for Antony, 205, a.

Surpriſed and diſmiſſed by Octavian, 208, e.

Made conſul, 225, b, (B). Succeſs in Parthia,

273, & ſeq. Diſmiſſed by Antony, 274, e.

rºſawa. the temple of, whence ſo called,

4, d.

— her temple at Paphoſ, 62o, b.

Kenutius's bravery againſt the Romans, 512, & ſeq.

Percingetorix ... 1 26, f. Surrenders Aleſia,

127, d. Led in triumph by Caeſar, 167, b.

Werginius marches againſt the Gauls, 573, a. Succeſs

againſt them, ibid. b, c. Unſpotted charaćter,

ibid. & ſeq. Refuſes the empire, ibid. e. Faith

fulneſs to the ſenate, 582, b, e, f. Coldly re

ceived by Galba, 583, b. Undermined by Titus

Pinius, ibid. c. Saved by Otho, 612, e. Refuſes

a ſecond offer of the empire, 613, c, d. In danger

for it, ibid. e., f. Saved by Pitellius, 617, a.

Werres comes over to Sylla, 7o, e.

Verulamians maſſacred by the Britains, 538, f.

P'eſpaſian Flavius's baſe flattery to Caligula, 476, b.

b. 477, e, (X). Bravery in Britain, 497, b.

In danger from Nero, 559, b. Sent againſt the

jews, F66, b. Sends fix thouſand of them cap

tive to Nero, ibid. d. Sends his ſon to congra

tulate Galla, 582, e. 62o, a. Declares for

Otho, ibid. d. 62o, b. Diſſimulation to Witellius,

ibid. d. Saluted emperor at Alexandria, ibid. f.

By judea, Syria, &c. 621, a,b. Prepares to en

counter the Vitellians, ibid. c, d. 622, d, e. Suc

ceſs againſt them, 625, & ſeq. At Cremona, 626,

& ſeq. Proclaimed in Spain, &c. 629, a. By

the Samnites, &c. 630, c. By the ſenate, 635, d.

His pedigree and private life, 636, & ſeq. Pro

digies foretelling his advancement, 637, & ſeq.

& (C). Gratitude to his friends, 638, b, c.

Timely ſupplies Rome with corn, ibid. d, e. Se

cond conſulſhip, 644, f. , Miracles at Alexandria,

646, b, c. Conſults the gods, there, ibid. d.

March to and reception at Rome,ibid. e., f. Whol

fome regulations there, 657, a, b. Cenſorſhip,

ibid. d. Beautifies the city, ibid. e. Recovers

three thouſand records, ibid. f. Clemency and

contempt of titles, 648, a. Of informers, ibid. b.

Of injuries, ibid. c. Love of money, ibid. e.

Jokes upon it, ibid. f. & ſeq. Inſtances of his

generoſity, &c. 649, b, c, d. Triumphs over

judea, ibid. e. f. His public edifices, ibid. d, f.

Kindneſs to Antiochus, &c. 650, b. Diſobliges

Polgefes, ibid, c. Reduces ſeveral provinces,

ibid. d. Takes a new cenſus, 651, b. Severity

to Sabinuſ, 654, d, e. To two conſpirators, ibid.

e, f. Death and character, 655, a, b, c. Fu

neral, ibid. d. Colonies, ibid. e., f. Authors

cotemporary with him, ibid. & ſeq. (D). His

converſation with Apollonius Tyaneus, 695, d.

Peſilio Q. Luc. choſen conſul, 308, e.

Wºffa, the goddeſs, affrights Nero, 545, f. Her tem

ple burnt, 548, a.
Weftal, puniſhed for incontinence, 4, b, d. Their

ſeat at the theatre, 419, e. Four of them con

demned for inceſt, 666, c.

Wºffiliuſ kills himſelf, 445, b, c.

yºffilia's fignal impudence, 491, c. Baniſhment,

ibid. & ſeq.

Wetera, the old camp, where ſituate, 368, b, (L).

Weterans regulated by Auguſtus, 316, e, f. Who

were properly ſuch, 359, (Q). Revolt in Pan

nonia, 360, & ſeq. And in Germany, 364, c, d.

Quelled and diſcharged by Germanicus, 366, b.

Whence called Wexillarii, ibid. (G). Revolt

afreſh, 368, b. Appeaſed by Germanicuſ, ibid.

& ſeq. Outwitted by Tiberius, 380, & ſeq.

Shamefully diſmiſſed by Caligula, 474, d.

Vetienus Montanus baniſhed, 426, d, e, (E).

Pettius raiſes a revolt at Capua, 31, c. His death,

ibid. d.

——- Cato's vićtory over the Romani, 49, e. De.

feated by Pompey, 52, a. Betrayed and flabbed,

3, d.

rº conſpires againſt Galba, 593, a.

Wetus acquitted of adultery, 409, b. Baniſhed for

treaſon, ibid. c.

— his noble project obſtructed by Gracilis, 428,

c, d. Put to death by Nero, 560, c, d.

Wezina's narrow eſcape, 676, c.

Wibidia intercedes for Mºſſalina, 503, c, f

Wibius Seremus, 419, a. Re-accuſed by his ſon, 421,

& ſeq. (A). Baniſhed, 422, c.

a noted informer, 424, b.

Pibulenus's mutinous ſpeech to his general, 361,c,d.

Put to his death, 364, a.

Vicellius goes to view the dead body of Nero, 576, d.

His wonderful ſpeed to bring Galba the news,

82, b.

rº fined and diſarmed by /a/en, 600, d.

Žigilius's ingratitude to Cicero, 116, b, (S).

Windelicia, where ſituate, 4, (C). Deſcribed, 313,

(E). Subdued by Tiberius, 314, b.

Pindex julius's character, 569, f. Revolt in Gaul,

ibid. & ſeq. Biting edićts againſt Nero, 571, d.

Contempt of him, 572, b. Interview with War

ginius, 573, a. Defeat and death, ibid, b, c.

Winicius M. choſen conſul, 437, d. Marriage with

julia, ibid, e. Poiſoned by Meſſalina, 498, b.

forms a conſpiracy againſt Nero, 569, b.
Winius confirms the news of Nero's death,#: d.

Treachery to Werginius, 583, b. Ill advice to

Galla, ibid. d, e. Great influence over him,

585. His motley chara&er, ibid & ſeq. Cabals

in favour of Otho, 590, c, d. Aſſaſſinated by his

troops, 595, f, & ſeq.

Virgil's narrow eſcape, 262, e. Goes to Rome, ibid.

e. His death, monument, &c, 3c), c, (D).

Virginity how far encouraged by Ojavian, 338, c.

Virgins not to be executed before deflowered, 442,

b, (Q).

Pipſania dies a natural death, 406, e, & ſeq. (F).

Pitelliuſ's diſmal journey down the Amaſa, 377, f.

Arraignment of Piſº, 404, & ſeq. Rewarded by

the ſenate, 406, e.

Publ.'s arraignment and death, 44, d, e.

L. choſen conſul, 449, e. Sent into Syria,

450, c. Forces the Parthians to peace, 462, C,

d. Saves himſelf by his baſeneſs, 472, & ſeq.

Left governor of Rome, 497, (B). Fulſome flat

tery to Meſſalina, 498, d, (F). Treachery to
Palerius, 5oo, b. To Claudius, 503. To Silanus,

506, a. Accuſed of high treaſon, 509, b.

Aulus, the emperor, made governor of

Lower Germany, 589, f. On the bare merit of

his gluttony, ibid. & ſeq. His behaviour there,
598, a. Revolt againſt Otho, ibid. & ſeq. Saluted

emperor, ibid. f, & ſeq. Takes the office on

him, 599, c, d. Diſplays his voluptuouſneſs and

ſloth, 6co, & ſeq. Meſſuages to and from Otº,

6oz, b, c. Gains many cities in Italy, 606, c, d.

Defeats Otho's army, 6io, & ſeq. Congratulated

on it by the ſenate, 614, paſt. Comes to Lyons,

615, b, c. Severity to the Othonian*:
1010.
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ibid. d. To Dolabella, ibid. e., f. His monſtrous

gluttony, 616, a, b. Cauſes a degeneracy and

diſcord in his army, ibid. f, & ſeq. Disbands

part of it, 617, b. Inhuman pleaſure in view

ing his ſlain enemies, ibid. d, e. Another inſtance

of his cruelty, ibid. e. f. Shameful imitation of

Nero, 618, a. Cauſes a general corruption in his

army, ibid. c, d. Which murder the innocent

populace in their cups, ibid. e. His entry into

Rome, ibid. f. & ſeq. Awkward function of the

pontifical office, 619, a. Swayed by two ſyco

phants, ibid. b, c. Profuſeneſs in gluttony, ibid.

d, e, f. Prepares againſt P'eſpaſian, 622, paſſ.

623, f, & ſeq. His ſtatues overthrown, 624, c, f.

Cavalry routed, 625, d. Army defeated at Cre

mona, ibid, & ſeq. Reſumes his gluttony, 628, c.

Concals his defeats from the ſenate, &c. 629, a,b.

Sends to guard the Apennine paſſes, ibid. e. Marches

to Mevania, ibid. f. Threatened by divers omens,

ibid. (X). Returns to Rome in a fright, 630, a.

Firſt aſſumes the title of Caſar, ibid. c. Exhorted

to reſign the empire, ibid. e., f. Hindered by the

people, 631, b. Treachery to Sabinus, ibid. d,

(Y). Burns the capitol, 632, a, b. His offers

to Primus reječied, 633, c. Forſaken and diſ.

covered, 634, b, c, Grievouſly inſulted, ibid, d.

Executed, ibid. e. His character, ibid. f. His

ſon murdered by Mucianus, 645, a.

Witia barbarouſly executed, 445, c.

Wixer unt, the word to ſignify they are dead.

Ulla beſieged by Cn. Pompeius, 172, b.

Umbrians joyn in the ſocial war, 51, a. Defeated,

ibid.

Unelli defeated by Caeſar, 121, a, (A).

Voconian law, what, 338, (X). Abrogated by Au

guſtuſ, ibid. b.

Wozontii, who, 6oo, d. Oppreſſed by Valens, ibid. e.

Wocula Dell, ſent againſt the revolted Batavians,

640, f. Defeated by them, 641, a. Fortifies

his camp, ibid. c. Marches againſt Civilis, ibid.e.

Betrayed and murdered by his troops, 642, b, c,

Wallaterro reduced by Sylla, 82, d.

Pologeſel's ſucceſs in Thrace, 320, a,b.

refuſes Nero's invitation to Rome, 564, d.

embaſſy to Veſpaſian, 638, e. Kindneſs to

Antiochus's ſons, 650, a, b

Volumnius, a biting buffoon, put to death, 25o, b.

the hiſtorian's account of Brutus, ibid. e. .

Woluſenus ſent into Britain, 122, c.

Woluſius Quint, extreme old age and death, 525, f.

Proculus diſcovers the conſpiracy againſt

Nero, 551, & ſeq.

Caius's bravery before Cremona, 627, a.

Urgulania caſt by the brave Piſa, 388, e,f, (A).

Urſaon taken by Caſar, 176, e.

U/petes, who, 122, (B). Where ſituate, 370, (S).

Defeated by Caeſar, 122, b. By Druſuſ, 319, c.

By Germanicus, 370, a, b.

U/pians dangerouſly toſſed round Great Britain, 677,

c, d, e.

Utica defended by Cato, 161, a. Her grief for his

death, 164, d. Surrendered to Caſar, ibid, e.

P'uſinii, a city in Etruria, 415, a, (P).

Wulturius, one of Catiline's conſpirators ſeized, 106,d.

Wulfur, appear at Auguſtus's inſtallation, 213, e.

Uxellidunum, where ſituate, 128, (E). Taken by

j. Caeſar, 129, a.

W.

AR, ſocial, the cauſes of, 46, b. 47, b. The

ſucceſs of, ibid. & ſeq.

Wight, the iſland of, taken by Peſhaftan, 497, c.

Women's inheritance confined by the Woconian law,

338, (X).

Roman, their degeneracy under Nero, 535, d.

German, their bravery, 373, (Z).

Writing ſhort-hand, by whom invented, 323, f.

X.

Anthians brave defence againſt the Romans,

237, paſſ. Betrayed by the Oenoander, ibid.

d. Their deſperate end, ibid, e, f, & ſeq. Dread

ful inflances of their love of liberty, 238, a, b.

Favoured by M. Antony, 260, d.

Xanthus, metropolis of Lycia, 236, d, F. Beſieged

by Brutus, ibid. e., f. Burnt by its inhabitants,

237, e, f.

Xenophon, Claudius's phyſician, highly extolled by

him, 514, (X).

Y,

Ouths, prince of the Roman, his dignity, office,

&c. 324, (G).

Z.

AMA beſieged by the Romans, 16, a.

Zamolxis, a Dacian philoſopher and law

giver, 676, f.

Zarmar, a gymnoſophiſt, burns himſelf, 308, f.

Zeno crowned king of Armenia, 395, c.
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